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Abbreviations and symbols

General:
1s. first person singular mss. manuscripts
1d. first person dual n. neuter
1p. first person plural nom. nominative
2s. second person singular OAv. Old Avestan
2d. second person dual opt. optative
2p. second person plural PAv. Proto-Avestan
3s. third person singular p.c. personal communication
3d. third person dual pf. perfect
3p. third person plural PIE Proto-Indo-European
abl. ablative PIr. Proto-Iranian
acc. accusative pl. plural
act. active PN personal name
aor. aorist prs. present
cpd. compound ptc. participle
dat. dative Pth. Parthian
des. desiderative red. reduplicated, reduplication
du. dual RCS redactional compound split
f. feminine sg. singular
fn. footnote Sogd. Sogdian
fut. future subj. subjunctive
GAv. Gāthā-Avestan VD vr˚ ddhi derivative/derivation
gen. genitive v.l. varia lectio
IE Indo-European v.ll. variae lectiones
IIr. Indo-Iranian voc. vocative
ind. indicative VOR voicing opposition on *r
inj. injuctive YAv. Young Avestan
ins. instrumental
int. intensive Texts and ms. classes:
ipf. imperfect A Āfrı̄ngān
ipv. imperative Aog Aog emadaēcā
Khot. Khotanese AZ Āfrı̄n-ı̄ Zardušt
Khwar. Khwarezmian E Ērbedestān
loc. locative F Frahang-ı̄ ōim
m. masculine FrA Fragment Anklesaria
med. middle FrDk Fragment Dēnkard
MIr. Middle Iranian FrW Fragment Westergaard
MP Middle Persian G Gāh
MoP Modern Persian H Hādōxt Nask
ms. manuscript In Indian
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Ir Iranian SY Sanskrit Yasna
KA Khorda Avesta V Vı̄dēvdād
N Nērangestān Vr Vı̄spered
Nik Nikātum
Ny Nyāyišn VrS Vı̄spered sāde
P Pursišnı̄hā VS Vı̄dēvdād sāde
PTr Pahlavı̄ translation Vyt Vištāsp Yašt
PV Pahlavı̄ Vı̄dēvdād Y Yasna
PVr Pahlavı̄ Vı̄spered YH Yasna Haptanhāitı̄
PY Pahlavı̄ Yasna YS Yasna sāde
S Sı̄rōza Yt Yašt
SrB Srōš Bāž YtS Yašt sāde
+ Corrected reading which is attested in one or more mss.
x Corrected reading which is not attested in the mss.
* Reconstructed form
† Theoretical outcome of regular phonetic development
° Indicates the repetition of a stem or a compound member

mentioned earlier in the text

Linguistic cover symbols:
C any consonant S any sibilant
H any laryngeal T any stop
N any nasal consonant V any vowel
R any resonant consonant $ syllable boundary
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§ 1 Introduction

§ 1.1 Aim of the investigation

This book is an investigation into the form and origin of the Avestan
vowels. There is a rather large variety of vowels in Avestan, and their
historical explanation has posed more problems than the explanation of the
Avestan consonants. Shorter and longer studies of separate items concerning
the vowels have been produced over the last decades. These have claimed a
variety of sound laws, phonetic tendencies and isolated changes, but a
complete and coherent description and explanation of the attested changes has
not been published yet. The present book therefore intends to discuss as many
aspects of the Avestan vowels as possible, concentrating on the etymology of
the different vowels and on the relative chronology of their development. It
hopes to achieve a more detailed distinction of the vowel developments, thus
gaining a more solid foundation for the study of the meaning of the texts, of
their internal linguistic development and of their external history. The core
question to which this study tries to provide an answer is: What is the
possible value of a given Avestan vowel for the linguistic reconstruction of
Avestan on the one hand and for comparative Indo-Iranian and Indo-European
linguistics on the other?

This central objective will be approached via several more detailed
questions:
• Which were the vowel graphemes of the archetype of the extant Avestan
texts? The existing vacillation in the manuscripts must be explained.
• How do these vowel graphemes relate to the reconstructible phonological
systems of Proto-Iranian and Proto-Indo-Iranian?
• How can the changes we observe be explained in phonetic terms?
• Which changes were phonological, and which were only allophonic?
• Where in the relative chronology can a given change be situated?

Since this study seeks to establish the linguistic system behind the texts,
it does not attempt to determine the etymology of each and every Avestan
word, in case this is unknown. As a result, the reader should not read this
book as an etymological dictionary of Avestan; it may rather serve as a
preliminary work for such an enterprise.

§ 1.2 Method and presentation

The method of investigation has been the following. For every grapheme,
the relevant evidence was collected from the electronic text edition of the
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Avesta (cf. http:\\titus.uni-frankfurt.de/texte/avesta.html) and compared with
the standard printed text editions in order to exclude errors. The next step was
to determine for every attested word the most probable spelling of the
archetype (cf. § 1.4), i.e. the ancestral spelling of the first manuscripts,
disregarding the influence of spelling errors. The following phase entailed the
linguistic reconstruction, viz. determining to which YAv. or OAv. phoneme
a given grapheme goes back, how it has changed to yield the spelling now
attested in the mss., and, if possible, when.

For comparative purposes, (Vedic) Sanskrit has been the most important
comparandum for Avestan. In order to show that a given Avestan word
contains *a or *ā or any other phenomenon under discussion in a certain
chapter, I have often only given the cognate Sanskrit word between brackets.
Here and there, evidence of Old Persian has been supplied, and in the case of
a few etymological problems, I have drawn on evidence from the Middle
Iranian languages; yet in general, these languages provide little additional
evidence for our purpose.

The structure of the book is as follows: the two preliminary sections § 1-2
describe the history of the Avestan language and the texts, as far as is needed
for a good understanding of the discussion which follows. The next sections
§ 3 to § 25 are divided into six chapters, which deal with six groups of
vowels which it is convenient to discuss as a group: the vowels a and ā (§
3-5), i and ı̄ (§ 6-9), u and ū (§ 10-13), the diphthongs *ā̆ i and *ā̆ u (§ 14-17),
the vowels ˚̄a, ą, ē̆ , ō̆ and e˘̄ (§ 18-24) and the anaptyctic vowels (§ 25). The
last chapter of evidence (§ 26-29) discusses four consonantal phenomena
which are closely linked to the study of the vowels, viz. i- and u-epenthesis,
the reflex of *hi and *hu, and the reflex of *rp, *rt and *rk.

At the end of the larger sections, the discussion of the evidence is
concluded by a summary of the separate developments, together with an
interpretation of the phonetics which may explain them, and, if possible, a
relative chronology of the changes discussed. In the final chapter, the
conclusions will be drawn. Firstly, we will try to assess which new insights
have been gained as to the phonetic and phonological nature of OAv. and
YAv. at different stages of the transmission. Secondly, the relative chronology
of all the vowel developments discussed in the book will be established. And
thirdly, a list of reference will be given in which the possible IIr. origin of
every Avestan vowel can be found.
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ALPHABET

In lists of words or attestations and in the index of Avestan forms, I use
the alphabetical order as given by Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 41. This order
follows most closely that of Bartholomae’s 1904 dictionary, with — as far as
the vowels are concerned — the difference that the vowels ˚̄a and ą are given
directly after ā, instead of after ō as in Bartholomae’s system. The order of
the Avestan alphabet will be as follows:

a ā ˚̄a ą ˙̨a e ¯e e ē o ō i ı̄ u ū

k x x́ xv g ġ g c j t \ d d ˜t

p f b b o ó o
u n ń ˙n m m̨

ẏ y v r s z š ž ´̌s ˇ˙s h

PUNCTUATION

In the Avestan mss., a separation point is used to separate words.
However, the separation point is also used to separate the first and second
member of a compound, in other words: the scribes do not distinguish
separate words from separate members of a compound. Therefore, the modern
investigator has to decide in every single case whether two consecutive words
are really two words or rather two members of a single compound. For
instance, a fictitious sequence paiti. drūjō. manō. could be interpreted as paiti
drūjō manō, paiti drūjō.manō or paiti.drūjō manō (or even paiti.drūjō.manō,
although compounds of three members are very rare). In practice, most
compounds are easy to analyze, but some difficult forms remain. For the
possible age and origin of the separation of compound members see the
discussion of the redactional compound split (RCS) below.

§ 1.3 Old Avestan and Young Avestan

The Avestan texts are composed in two different languages, generally
called Old Avestan (OAv.) and Young Avestan (YAv.). The OAv. texts are
less in number but they preserve an earlier linguistic stage. The criterium for
regarding a text as OAv. is the presence of certain word-internal phonetic and
grammatical features. The phonetic signals of OAv. involve especially the
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consonants, e.g. the preservation of intervocalic b, d and g, the absence of a
nasal reflex of *h ˘i and *h ˘u, the presence of the cluster db as opposed to YAv.

˜tb, and others. Since we are here interested in the vocalism, these features
need not all be enumerated. Moreover, some of these characteristics are
deceptive in that they may also appear in (partly unexplained) contexts in
YAv.; see also below on OAv. borrowings and adaptations. Apart from the
phonetics, the OAv. texts are also characterized by certain grammatical
features; some of them are discussed below with regard to their YAv.
correspondences. The texts which I consider to be Old Avestan are:

Y 27.13 (the ya\ā ahū vairiiō prayer)
Y 27.14 (the aˇ˙s em vohū prayer)
Y 28-34, Y 43-51, Y 53 (the gā\ās)
Y 35-41 (the yasna haptaohāiti)
Y 54.1 (the ā airii¯emā išiiō prayer)
Y 58 (the fšūšō mą\rō)

We must briefly discuss the inclusion of Y 58 in this list, because this is not
part of received knowledge. Although Y 58 was considered to be OAv. by
Geldner in his summary of Avestan literature (1896-1904: 26), Hoffmann has
claimed at several occasions (for the last time in Hoffmann-Forssman 1996:
34) that it is a pseudo-OAv. text, i.e. a YAv. text which has secondarily
received long final vowels (see also below on pseudo-OAv.). Hoffmann has
even suggested that Y 58 might include forms from a different dialect (1976:
649, fn. 5) than mainstream Avestan. However, it seems clear to me that Y
58 must be regarded as a plain OAv. text. As for its contents, Pirart (1992a:
226) has adduced the necessary text-compositional arguments for this view.
As for its language, most forms of Y 58 comply with the characteristics of
OAv. language as opposed to YAv.; we will discuss many of those
characteristics in the present study. In fact, the number of YAv. intrusions in
Y 58 seems very small, the most obvious one being ahurahē mazd ˚̄a (instead
of OAv. ahurahiiā). The differences between the form of Y 28-53 and Y 58
will mainly have been caused by their different genre, and hence their
different place and treatment in the text transmission. To refer to Y 58 as a
pseudo-OAv. text, which would differ from YAv. only by lengthening of final
vowels, is a misjudgement.

OAv. and YAv. are not always neatly separated per Avesta chapter. The
phonology of YAv. has left its traces in many OAv. words; this is one of the
subjects of the present study. But the influence has also gone in the other
direction: single OAv. words and entire OAv. phrases may be found here and
there in YAv. texts. I distinguish three different ways in which OAv. language
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appears in YAv. texts: by means of borrowings, by means of adaptations and
by means of quotations.

During the time when the YAv. texts were composed, several individual
words were borrowed from OAv. (Hoffmann 1975: 197: "Wortentlehnung").
Just like Neolatinisms in Spanish or French can be detected especially by their
phonological form (e.g. the French Neolatinism fragile ‘fragile’ versus frêle
‘frail’), in the same way the OAv. borrowings in YAv. can only be identified
with certainty if they show phonological peculiarities alien to YAv., e.g. the
retention of intervocalic -b-, -d-, -g-, or of the sequence ´̌sii-. Borrowings are
especially, or maybe even only, found in liturgical or legal terminology, e.g.
frāda ˜t.gaē\a- ‘furthering the herds’, nabānazdišta- ‘closest relative’, or
´̌siiao\na- ‘act’; for this semantic category, cf. Klingenschmitt 1978: 105, fn.
4.

There are also YAv. words or syntagms which are not attested as such in
the Gāthās, but which clearly consist of OAv. materials. I will call them OAv.
adaptations. For methodological reasons, we must assume that these words
and phrases had become or still were part of the living idiom of the YAv.
poets. A well-known example (cf. Bartholomae 1904: 533) is YAv.
xraoda ˜t.uruuan- ‘whose soul is in fear’, which has been formed on the basis
of Gāthic uruuā … xraoda ˜t ‘(their) soul … frightened (them)’ (Y 46.11) and
uruuā xraodaitı̄ ‘(his) soul frightens (him)’ (Y 51.12). The preservation of
intervocalic -d- is a phonetic feature which additionally points to OAv. origin
of xraoda ˜t.uruuan-.

If an OAv. phrase or verse is copied into YAv. text without any changes
being made to the original version, we may speak of an OAv. quotation.
Probably, the OAv. quotations are a more recent element in YAv. than the
borrowings and adaptations. We can identify the OAv. source of most of the
OAv. quotations which are found. An example of such a quotation is Y 12.1
yeóhē raoc¯ebı̄š rōi\b en xvā\rā ‘whose (is the thought:) let the comfortable
places mingle with the lights’, in which the last three words are taken from
Y 31.7 yastā ma ˙ntā paouruiiō raoc¯ebı̄š rōi\b en xvā\rā ‘who was the first one
who thought: ‘let the comfortable places mingle with the lights’. An OAv.
quotation may in some cases have had a specific ritual purpose, whereas other
quotations were probably prompted by the occurrence of a word in the YAv.
text which reminded (later) commentators of a given Gāthic passage.

In a few YAv. Yasna texts, we find pieces of OAv. language which have
no identifiable source in the acknowledged OAv. texts. Examples are Y 27.7
a\ā zı̄ n¯ehumāiiōtarā aoh en, and some text parts in Y 56: Y 56.1 y¯en ˚̄a ištō,
Y 56.1,2 hiia ˜t paouruuı̄m ta ˜t ust em emcı̄ ˜t, Y 56.3 vaohuii ˚̄ascā aˇ˙sōiš yasnāi yā
n¯eāraēcā er enauuataēcā aˇ˙saohāxš (see Pirart 1991 on Y 56).
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Finally, we must mention another kind of text in which OAv.
characteristics have entered YAv., viz. the so-called pseudo-Old-Avestan
texts. They show lengthening of originally short, YAv. word-final vowels.
Here, we are clearly dealing with a much later, artificial development, which
was intended to give the YAv. text an OAv. flavour. Pseudo-OAv. texts are
mainly found in Yasna and Vı̄spered chapters which are used during a Gāthā
ritual, e.g. Y 12-15, Y 42, Y 52, but also Yt 1.

We may now turn from phonetics and phonology to morphology. There
are quite some differences of morphology between OAv. and YAv. The
historical implications of these differences are uncertain: do they point to a
dialectal difference between the two languages, i.e. have OAv. and YAv.
undergone independent development starting from a common Proto-Avestan
stage? Or are the differences merely to be ascribed to the time gap which lies
between the two stages of the same Avestan language? Simplifying the matter,
we have a minimal choice between two models of descent:

Model A Model B

Proto-Avestan Proto-Avestan
\ ↓

Old Avestan Young Avestan Old Avestan
↓

Young Avestan

Model B is only possible if we find no innovations in OAv. which are
absent from YAv. and have never existed in it — and this seems exactly to be
the case. Model B is supported by most of the forms, and, moreover, I find
no morphological evidence which excludes Model B. Below, we will discuss
seven of the most striking cases of different morphology in OAv. and YAv.
In all of them, OAv. shows the inherited, Indo-Iranian form or distribution of
forms, whereas YAv. has an innovation. The innovation can in each case
easily be explained on the basis of the forms already present in OAv.:

1. In OAv., the ending of the abl.sg. equals that of the gen.sg. in all nouns
except a-stems. In YAv., separate abl.sg. endings have been created by means
of the replacement *-h/-š → -t on the model of the a-stem ending -ā ˜t (see De
Vaan 2001).

2. In OAv., the a-stem dat.sg. has two endings, viz. *-ā ˘iā̆ (preserved as
-āii.ā) and -āi; in the pronouns, we find -āi (ahmāi etc.). This matches the
Skt. distribution (RV) of -āya in the nouns and -ai in the pronouns. YAv. has
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only -āi (Hoffmann 1976: 650) in a-stems and pronouns, which suggests that
the variant *-āi ousted *-ā ˘iā̆ in YAv. (cf. Beekes 1999: 68).

3. In OAv., the enclitic 1p. pers.pron. ‘us’ is nō in gen.dat., n ˚̄a in acc.; in
YAv., it is nō for all three cases gen.dat.acc. Similarly with the enclitic 2p.:
OAv. vō and v ˚̄a ‘you’, YAv. only vō. Thus, YAv. has extended the variant in
-ō (< *-ah) from the gen.dat. to the acc.

4. In OAv., the poss.pron. has the forms 1s. ma- ‘my’, 2s. \ba- ‘your’,
refl. xva- ‘his, her own’; YAv. only has the form hauua- ‘my; your; his, her
own’. Hauua- is a remake of *h ˘ua- (> OAv. xva-), cf. De Vaan 2003.

5. In OAv., the 1s. prs.ind.act. ending of thematic verbs is mostly -ā, once
-āmi; YAv. always has -āmi.

6. In OAv., reflexes of Bartholomae’s Law have generally been preserved,
e.g. in OAv. 3s. aog edā ‘said’, dazdē ‘renders’. In YAv., the reflexes of
Bartholomae’s Law have been removed in some of the morphologically clear
cases, e.g. aoxta ‘said’, daste ‘renders’.

7. In YAv., the aorist system has declined with regard to the aorist in
OAv. YAv. also shows innovations in the aorist, but most of these betray
themselves as secondary formations by the use of primary endings or by being
thematizations of original root aorists or sigmatic aorists, cf. Kellens 1984:
375ff. For example, the root hac- ‘to follow’ forms an s-aorist 1s. subj.med.
haxšāi in OAv., but a thematic 3s. opt.act. haxšōi ˜t in YAv.

Three cases of morphological difference between OAv. and YAv. give the
impression that YAv. has inherited the same form as Sanskrit, whereas OAv.
shows a different form. These cases might be adduced to argue that it was
OAv. which carried out an innovation and that YAv. retained the IIr. variant;
this would imply that we should follow Model A of the history of Avestan
(cf. Meillet 1917: 187ff., who uses, among others, the three phenomena listed
below). However, none of these three cases survives scrutiny. It is rather the
form of Sanskrit and YAv. which represents an innovation with regard to the
IIr. situation, whereas OAv. preserves the IIr. distribution more faithfully.
Therefore, these cases still agree with Model B:

8. The ins.pl.m. of a-/i- ‘this, that’ is OAv. āiš versus YAv. aēibı̄š and
Skt. ébhi ˙h. From a PIE point of view, OAv. āiš represents the older ending,
as is also shown by Lat. ı̄s, OLat. eı̄s < PIE *h1ei-ois. The presence of -āiš
in other ins.pl. forms of the pronouns such as OAv.YAv. yāiš ‘with which’
and YAv. kāiš ‘with which?’ suggests that the inherited IIr. form was
*Ha-aiš, which was replaced by *Hai-b hiš in YAv. and Skt. independently.

9. The plural of vı̄spa- ‘all’ follows the nominal inflection in OAv.
(nom.pl. vı̄sp ˚̄aohō, gen.pl. vı̄spanąm), but the pronominal inflection in YAv.
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(nom.pl. vı̄spe, gen.pl. vı̄spaēšąm); the latter corresponds to the pronominal
inflection in Skt. víśve and víśve ˙sām. Since vı̄spa- is an adj., its original
inflexion will have been nominal, and the Gāthic forms are therefore more
archaic (cf. Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 77). The pronominal inflexion in YAv.
has also spread to several case forms of the adj. aniia- ‘another’ and the
numeral aēuua- ‘one’, cf. Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 171ff. Since the Rigveda
also shows traces of nominal inflection at least in the paradigm of víśva-, it
is certain that the introduction of this pronominal inflection is a separate
innovation of YAv. and Skt.

10. The gen.sg. of xratu- ‘intention’ is OAv. xrat¯euš < *kratauš, versus
YAv. xra\bō and Skt. krátva ˙h < *krat ˘uas. The same correlation seems to
exist between the gen.sg. forms of pasu- ‘cattle’: OAv. pas¯euš on the one
hand versus YAv. pasuuō and Skt. paśvá ˙h on the other. Thus, it looks as if
YAv. and Skt. have preserved the hysterodynamic inflection in the oblique
cases of the u-stems, whereas OAv. has carried out an innovation (thus, e.g.,
Kuiper 1942: 51). However, it is uncertain that the zero grade form in *- ˘u-ah
of YAv. is genuinely old: gen.sg. xra\bō only occurs in relatively recent
liturgical texts (Y 22, Yt 2.1, S 1), next to YAv. xxrat¯euš or xxrataoš in Yt
19.94 and abl.sg. xratao ˜t (P 26) which also presupposes gen.sg. *xratauš.
Xra\bō may have been formed on the model of the ins.sg. xra\ba or the
compounds in °xra\ba-1. The gen.sg. pasuuō only occurs in N 65.
Furthermore, the ins.sg. of xratu- is xra\bā (3x) in OAv., so that we cannot
say that the hysterodynamic forms in *- ˘u- were absent from OAv. It is not
certain, then, that OAv. had already replaced more hysterodynamic u-stem
forms by proterodynamic forms than YAv. It seems equally possible that
OAv. has retained a more original situation in comparison with both YAv.
and Skt.

1 The single attestation of acc.sg. xra\b em in Yt 18.1 versus the frequent form xratūm
raises doubts as to the analysis of xra\b em. If it is the acc.sg. of xratu-, it seems
likely that it was built secondarily on the basis of the oblique cases in xra\b° (thus
Tremblay 1999: 155). The latter process must in any case be assumed for the
superlative xra\bišta- ‘wisest’, for which no base adjective is attested; Bartholomae
(1904: 537) suggests that xra\bišta- was built on a poss. adj. *xra\ba ˙nt-, but this adj.
has its regular superlative in Yt 10.141 aš.xra\bast ema- ‘who has the most
knowledge’. Yt 18 shows another thematization in the compound Yt 18.4
vı̄spō.xra\ba- ‘having all knowledge’.
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§ 1.4 History of the Avesta

The history of the Avestan texts is uncertain in two important respects.
Firstly, we have very little information about the external history of the texts
from the first composition of the Gāthās down to the extant mss. It is
unknown in exactly which part of the Iranian world the texts arose and where
they were transmitted until they arrived where we find them in historic times,
and it is unknown which post-Avestan languages were spoken by the
transmittors. Secondly, there is hardly any agreement among scholars about
the absolute datings of nearly all phases in the transmission. The most recent,
comprehensive discussion is by Kellens 1998; his dates (esp. p. 513) and the
assumed developments seem careful but realistic, and I will use his article as
a general framework. Below, I will provide an overview of the linguistic
history of the texts as I see it. It is unavoidable that some of the conclusions
which the study yields must be forestalled here.

Stage I: Proto-Indo-Iranian. The phonological system of Proto-Indo-Iranian,
which forms the basis of the reconstructions, may be reconstructed as follows:

vowels:
i a u

ā
consonants:

p b bh m ˘u
t d dh s n ˘i r
ć í íh

č ǐ ǐh

k g gh

H

I assume that there were no vowel phonemes /ı̄/ and /ū/ yet, but rather
biphonemic sequences /iH/ and /uH/. Although it is impossible to prove this
assumption (at least in anteconsonantal position), the reconstructions *iH and
*uH have the advantage of making the original morphological structure
clearer; therefore, they are applied here. As for the consonants, I assume that
[š] and the voiced sibilants [z] and [ž] were still allophones of /s/. The
phonetic quality of *H, the cover symbol for the sound having arisen from the
merger of the three PIE laryngeals, is uncertain.

Stage II (± 1500 BC): The next stage for which we might reconstruct the
phonological system would be Proto-Iranian. However, as far as the vowels
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are concerned, OAv. did not differ much from Proto-Iranian, so that we may
skip the reconstruction of this stage.

Stage III (between ± 1200 - 1000 BC): For the phonological system which
underlies the Old Avestan language, I have adopted the reconstruction of the
OAv. stock of phonemes as given by Beekes 1988: 52:

vowels:
i a u
ı̄ ā ū

consonants:
p f b m ˘u
t \ d s z n ˘i r
c j š ž
k x g
? h

The disappearance of *H in many positions has caused the rise of the
phonemes /ı̄/ and /ū/, and an increase in the occurrence of /ā/.

Stage IV (from ± 1200/1000 to ± 800/600 BC): Early Young-Avestan
period.

The OAv. texts have survived as sacred texts amidst the YAv. liturgy.
Their linguistic shape shows that some of the YAv. characteristics which had
developed in the YAv. language, and which deviated from the OAv. phoneme
system as sketched above, were imposed on the OAv. texts. This, and
arguments of poetic form and religious contents (Kellens 1998: 495), suggest
that the OAv. texts had already been transmitted for several centuries in a
petrified form before they were canonized by speakers of YAv. (see below).
I assume an approximate gap of 400 years between both stages in order to
comply with other points in the chronology.

The canonization of OAv. also provides the first point of reference in the
relative chronology of YAv. sound changes, due to the fact that the (absence
of) changes in the OAv. texts tell us something about the shape of YAv. at
that time. We need a term to refer to this period of YAv. changes between
OAv. and the canonization of OAv.: Early Young-Avestan.

Although OAv. must be a linguistically older stage than YAv. (see the
morphological arguments in § 1.3 above), we cannot determine which
phonological changes marked the end of OAv. and the beginnings of Early
YAv. Therefore, we may use the phonological system as reconstructed above
for OAv. as a starting point for the analysis of the YAv. evidence. A more
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detailed account of the Early and Late YAv. system at various points in time
can only be given after we have established the relative chronology of sound
changes.

End of Stage IV (between ± 800 and ± 600 BC): Canonization of the Old
Avestan texts. Due to the fact that OAv. words and phrases appear to have
been known to and used by the composers of the YAv. texts, they must
already have possessed a canonical form when YAv. was fully alive. I regard
the canonization of OAv. as a single moment, because all OAv. texts show
the same stage of development of YAv. features.

It has been proposed by Narten 1986b: 258 to refer to the canonization of
OAv. as orthoepic diasceuasis, in analogy to Oldenberg 1888: 370ff., who
used this term for the canonization of the Rigveda in an earlier sa ˙mhitāpā ˙tha
and a later padapā ˙tha. Yet in the case of Avestan, the use of the term
orthoepic diasceuasis may be confusing. Unlike the Rigveda, which was
canonized as one coherent corpus, the Avesta contains two languages which
were canonized at different points in time. The creation of a padapā ˙tha-like
version may have been carried out in several distant steps, as the form of the
YAv. language became more and more remote from the spoken vernacular.
Therefore, I prefer to refer to the two points mentioned by means of the more
general term canonization.

Stage V (from ± 800/600 to ± 300 BC): Late Young-Avestan period. This
is the period of YAv. language post-dating the canonization of OAv. In this
period, the canonization of YAv. took place. Kellens (p. 513) distinguishes
between Proto-Yasna A and a Proto-Yasna B, two Yasna canons of different
age and partly of different content. The former would have been canonized
before the introduction of the Zoroastrian calendar, the latter afterwards. Since
the Zoroastrian calendar seems to have been introduced in the Iranian world
around 500-450 BC, this would provide a relatively precise date around which
we can situate the Yasna canonization. The year 300 BC would mark the
definite end of the period when new YAv. texts could be composed, or old
texts adjusted by the redactors. This implies that the last YAv. texts to be
composed would be open to grammatical errors or deviations from the earlier
norm, and this is exactly what we find in the Avesta; cf. for instance the texts
with the nom.sg. ending - e, discussed in § 22.7.

Thus, unlike the canonization of OAv., the canonization of YAv. cannot
be ascribed to a single moment. It took place over a longer period of time,
and hence shows different stages of development.
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After stage V (after ± 300 BC) and before 379 AD: final arrangement of the
Avesta. It was split in (at least) two subdivisions (Kellens p. 479): a long
liturgy comprising Yasna, Vı̄spered and Vı̄dēvdād, and a short (Persian khord)
liturgy comprising Yašts and the other Khorda Avesta texts. As far as we
know, this (re)arrangement has had no effects on the linguistic shape of the
texts. However, it cannot be excluded that some minor redactional changes
affected the form of the words.

Stage VI (± 300 BC - ± 950 AD): Post-Young-Avestan period. This can be
defined as the period after the extinction of YAv. as a living language and
before the rise of a written archetype (see below). This stage is characterized
by many phonetic changes in the shape of the texts, and probably some
incidental redactional interference with the texts.

End of stage VI (between 651 AD and ± 950 AD): first written version in the
Avestan alphabet. We shall call this the archetype. I regard the existence of
hyparchetypes (in German Stammhandschriften) for the individual books such
as Yasna or the Yašts as unlikely, and in any case unproved; the earliest
reconstructible written form of each of the Avestan books equals the
archetype (Kellens p. 488).

Stage VII (between ± 1000 and ± 1700 AD): Post-archetype period. In this
period, several ancestral manuscripts come into existence of the different
manuscript branches in which e.g. the Yasna or the Vı̄dēvdād are transmitted.
About a few of these ancestral manuscripts we are relatively well informed
by the scribes of the subsequent copies, whereas we can only guess about
others. The ancestral mss. and/or the way in which their descendants relate to
each other are described in § 2.

The most important feature of the Avesta transmission with regard to the
phonetic form of the texts is the oral recitation between 1200 BC and
present. Before the time of the archetype, the only way the texts were
preserved was by means of oral transmission, priests teaching priests; the
Avesta itself shows how this worked in the text called Ērbedestān. The way
in which the text was preserved was basically the same, then, as the way in
which the Vedic texts were preserved in India.

After the archetype had been created, the oral transmission of the texts has
probably continued for a while. Therefore, some phenomena to be observed
may be ascribed to the pronunciation habits of the period after the archetype.
Some of the Yašts however, as well as didactic texts such as the Nērangestān,
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were reduced to written transmission only, which explains their more
corrupted state of preservation.

Apart from phonetic changes caused by the recitation, YAv. was also
affected by redaction, which changed the text in a deliberate way. The most
important redactional change is the split of compounds in two words, to which
we will refer as redactional compound split, henceforth abbreviated as RCS;
the RCS is discussed in detail in § 22.5. This RCS is difficult to date
precisely, cf. § 30.2.

By way of a summary, we may give a diagram of the chronology and
names of the proposed stages and points in time:

± 2000 BC Proto-Indo-Iranian
± 1500 BC Proto-Iranian
± 1100 BC Old Avestan
From ± 1100 to ± 700 BC Early Young Avestan
± 700 BC Canonization of Old Avestan texts
From ± 700 to ± 300 BC Late Young Avestan
Between ± 300 BC and 379 AD Final arrangement of the Avesta
From ± 300 BC to ± 950 AD Post-Young Avestan
Between 651 and ± 950 AD Archetype
After ± 950 AD Post-archetype
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§ 2 The Avestan manuscripts

The Avestan corpus can be divided into a small number of books, collections
of texts which the indigenous tradition regards as a unity. The main books are

Yasna: chapter 1 to 72
Vı̄spered: 1 to 24
Vı̄dēvdād: 1 to 22
Yašts: 1 to 21

Four smaller liturgical books are often grouped together under the name
Khorda Avesta:

Nyāyišns: chapter 1 to 5
Gāhs: 1 to 5
Sı̄rōza 1 and 2
Āfrı̄ngāns: 1 to 4

These eight Avestan books were edited by Geldner 1886-96; his edition is
taken as the starting point for the discussion of the forms.

A number of texts falls outside the scope of the frequently used liturgical
ones; they have been preserved in less mss., and their orthographical evidence
is often less certain. The texts and the editions which I have used are:

Hādōxt Nask Piras 2000
Vı̄štāsp Yašt Westergaard 1852-54: 302ff.
Ērbedestān2 Humbach 1990; Kotwal-Kreyenbroek 1992
Nērangestān Waag 1941; facsimile editions of the mss. HJ

and TD
Pursišnı̄hā JamaspAsa-Humbach 1971
Vaē\a Nask Humbach-JamaspAsa 1969
Aog emadaēca JamaspAsa 1982
Āfrı̄n-ı̄ Zardušt Westergaard 1852-54: 300f.

Furthermore, there are the fragmentary collections of the Frahang-ı̄ ōim, the
Avesta quotations in the Pahlavı̄ Vı̄dēvdād, and the different fragments which
are known as Fragment Anklesaria and Fragments Westergaard:

2 I follow the recent practice (e.g. Humbach 1990, Kotwal-Kreyenbroek 1992) to
separately refer to the Ērbedestān and the Nērangestān as the separate texts E and N,
although they are transmitted in the same two mss. and have received a running
numbering in the edition of Darmesteter 1893: 78ff. and in Bartholomae 1904: viii.
The Ērbedestān has the chapters 1 to 20, the Nı̄rangestān the chapters 19 to 109. The
overlap is caused by the fact that Darmesteter and Bartholomae divide the E into only
18 chapters.
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Frahang-ı̄ ōim Klingenschmitt 1968 (the numeration used
there has been adopted)

Pahlavı̄ Vı̄dēvdād Jamasp 1907
Fragment Anklesaria Klingenschmitt 1971
Fragments Westergaard Westergaard 1852-54: 331ff.

I have excluded the Vičarkard-ı̄ dēnı̄g (the ms. was edited by Peshotan
18483) because it is still uncertain whether this text is a real survival of
original Avestan texts or a modern compilation of texts copied from other
manuscripts and maybe even invented; compare Bartholomae 1900: 120.

The four main and the four smaller books of the Avesta are transmitted
in a varying number of mss., which stand in a varying relation to each other.
Whereas in the Vı̄dēvdād the ms. stemma is basically the same for all
chapters, the stemma in the Yašts differs per chapter. In order to determine
which v.l. of a given Avestan form is the oldest and most reliable form, it is
necessary to determine the filiation of the mss. for that specific text.

In order to give the reader the opportunity to check my reasoning, I have
often provided the v.ll. of a given form. These v.ll. can only be seen in due
perspective if attention is paid to the ms. filiation, and therefore the following
subsections will provide the stemmata for the eight complete Avesta books.
They are meant as a reference manual. Whenever v.ll. are discussed in the
following chapters, their relative weight will be established according to the
observations made here. The following signs will be used:

· separates v.ll. from different ms. classes, e.g. the v.ll. of V 9.11 dādrūm,
which can be divided into three ms. classes: L4a.Pt2 dādrum, K1a.P10
dādarąm · L1.2.K10 dādrūm · Jp1.Mf2 dādrūm.

+ indicates that some or all of the descending ms. have the same reading,
e.g. F1+ indicates F1 plus all or a respectable subset of its copies, such as
B27, E1, K16, K15, K19, L18, N107, P13, Pt1, etc.; compare for this
practice Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 47, fn. 41.

Since most Avestan mss. are either unedited or remain in India, we depend
on the data provided by Geldner in his edition (and on other editions for the
texts not edited by Geldner) for most of the v.ll. In general, we can trust

3 The standard edition in transliteration is Bartholomae 1901, but a comparison with
the copy of Peshotan 1848 in the Royal Library in Munich has shown that
Bartholomae’s text contains printing errors, and disregards some graphical distinctions
which the ms. makes.
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Geldner, but he indicated himself in his Prolegomena (p. LII) that
"Differences between aē and ae, aō and ao, n and ˙n, š and ˇ˙s, however, have
been generally ignored." In fact, we may add a fifth distinction which was
ignored by Geldner, viz. that between ą and ˙̨a. In most cases, these
differences are immaterial to the questions discussed in the present study4,
but I have taken the liberty to tacitly correct Geldner’s v.ll. in the case of the
mss. of which a printed edition exists (Mf4, J2, K5, F1) or which I had the
occasion to collate myself: Pt4, Br2 and K4. In the rare case of a difference
between Geldner and the accessible mss. for any other Avestan letter or
grapheme than the five just mentioned, I have noted this explicitly.

The following summary is based on the efforts of Geldner, who performed
most of the work for the present state of filiation in the Prolegomena to his
edition (1886-96).

§ 2.1 Yasna

The filiation of the Yasna mss. is the same for nearly all the Yasna
chapters. The following scheme reflects Narten 1986a: 49, which is based on
Hoffmann 1984: 124f.

1. Pahlavı̄-Sanskrit-Yasna (PSY)

This branch is the most reliable of the Yasna mss. Its name derives from
the fact that all mss. have an interlinear translation of the Avestan texts, either
in Middle Persian (Pahlavı̄) or in Sanskrit. The Sanskrit translation was
provided after part of the Zoroastrians had moved to India, and it was directly
based on the earlier Pahlavı̄ translation. The PSY can be subdivided into three
subclasses:

• Iranian Pahlavı̄-Yasna (IrPY)
Pt4

/
*Ms. of Hōšāng → Mf4

\
Mf1 → Fl1.Br2

4 For an interpretation of the difference between ao and aō, see De Vaan 2000a: 531f.
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The mss. Pt4, Mf4 and Mf1 are copies of the same original, but Mf1 has
additionally been influenced by the IrVS branch; this slightly reduces its
textcritical value in comparison with Pt4.Mf4.

• Indian Pahlavı̄-Yasna (InPY)

*Ms. of Rūstam → K5 → M1.B3.L17
/

*X
\

J2

This genealogy shows that J2 is derived from the same original as K5 but
without an intermediate ms., so that it is slightly more trustworthy than K5.

• Sanskrit-Yasna (SY)
P11 → P3.K15

*Z → S1 /
→ continuation and new redaction→ J3

\
K6 → J4

The evidence of S1 would suffice except for the fact that the ms. shows
many lacunae; therefore, J3 is a necessary addition for text criticism.

2. Iranian Vı̄dēvdād sāde (IrVS)

The addition sāde ‘pure, simple’ points to the absence of an interlinear
translation in these mss. As pointed out by Geldner 1886-96: xix, we may
surmise that all sāde texts originated by leaving out the Pahlavı̄ translation
from the originally bilingual texts. The Yasna text of the IrVS as found in
Jp1, Mf2 and K4, comes next in importance to the PSY. Although Mf2 stands
closer to the original ms. than Jp1, both are of nearly equal textcritical worth.
K4 is more recent and less reliable.
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Mf2
/

*V *X → Jp1
\ /

*W
\

*Y → *Z → K4

3. Indian Vı̄dēvdād sāde (InVS)

These mss. are more recent than those of the preceding two classes and
they are in general less reliable. We cannot trace the precise genealogy, but
we can distinguish three different categories of reliability:

better mss.: Br1.L2.K10
mediocre mss.: Dh1.Ml1.S2
worse mss.: L1.M2.O2.B2.P1.L3.Bb1.L5.Jm2.Jm3

According to Geldner, "Br1 and L2 are probably copied from the same
original, whereas K10 stands a step farther removed." In general, Br1 seems
to Geldner to be the best of the InVS mss.

4. Yasna sāde (YS)

Just like the InVS, the YS (which is Indian) relies heavily on the
contemporary pronunciation. The best mss. are somewhat older than those of
the InVS. We may distinguish three groups of mss., in order of reliability:

1. C1.K11.Lb2

Certain facts point to the ancestor of the mss. having been imported from
Iran, and belonging to the IrVS.

2. H1 → J7
J6 → Jm1
L13 → O1

The mss. H1.J6.L13 ultimately go back to a common original. But L13 has
been extensively corrected in accordance with J2.K5.

3. J5.L20.P6
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These mss. provide little information. P6 for example is highly dependent
on K5.

5. Khorda Avesta and Yašt manuscripts

In addition, some parts of the Yasna are transmitted in Yašt manuscripts.
The textcritical value of the Yašt mss. in those Yasna chapters has not been
discussed in detail by Geldner in his Prolegomena, nor by any other scholars.
In general, the IrKA mss. seem to have the better text, just like in the Yašts
(see below). The motivation for the transmission of several Yasna chapters in
the Khorda Avesta mss. is the identification of those chapters as Yašts, e.g.
Y 57 Srōš Yašt, Y 65 Mayā Yašt.

As far as we can gather from Geldner, at least the following Y chapters
are contained in KA mss:

Y 5-8 Mf3.K38 Y 26 Mf3.K37.38.E2
Y 11.17-19 F2.K36 Y 28-34 K37.Pd
Y 12.8-9 F2 Y 57 F1.Pt1.E1.L18;

M4.J15.K36.W1.Jm4
Y 16 K36.E2.W3 Y 65 K36.Mf3.F2; Pt1.J15.W1
Y 23 K37.38.Mf3 Y 60.2-7 (= A 1)
Y 25.6-7 K36.W3 Y 62.7-16 (= Ny 5)

§ 2.2 Vı̄spered

We find the following three ms. classes, in the order of their importance
for text criticism:

1. (Indian) Pahlavı̄ Vı̄spered (PVr)

P14
/

K7a → M6 → *X
\

*Y → J15.M4

K7a is the most important of these mss. There exist other PVr mss. (such
as K20, which stands close to M6), but Geldner did not succeed in
determining their position in the stemma.
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2. Iranian Vı̄spered sāde (IrVrS)

IrVrS: Fl1.Kh1
IrVS: Mf2.Jp1.K4, K8

The quality of these mss. is generally very good. We have already seen
that the IrVS mss. Jp1.Mf2.K4 also contain the Yasna. The ms. K8 may be
an extract from K4. The IrVrS mss. Fl1 and Kh1, although of a relatively
recent date, show the high degree of reliability which characterizes Iranian
mss. in general.

3. Indian Vı̄spered sāde (InVrS) and Indian Vı̄dēvdād sāde (InVS)

InVrS: K7b
This is the oldest and most reliable of the InVrS mss.

H1.J8.Jm5.K11.L27.Pt3.P12
This group goes back to a common ancestor which must have contained
more corruptions than the text of K7b. Within this group, H1 preserves the
best readings. Jm5 and Pt3 stand closest to each other, but an exact
filiation is not possible.

InVS: This ms. group has already been discussed for the Yasna. Recall the
order of importance:

better mss.: Br1.L2.K10
mediocre mss.: Dh1.Ml1.S2
worse mss.: L1.M2.O2.B2.P1.L3.Bb1.L5.Jm2.Jm3

§ 2.3 Vı̄dēvdād

1. Pahlavı̄ Vı̄dēvdād (PV)
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L4 → Pt2
/

*Ms. of Rūstam K3b
\ /

K1 → Ml3
\

B1 → *X → P2.K3a.M3

The ms. P2 has been influenced by a ms. derived from L4. There are other
PV mss., but they are less reliable; e.g. Ml4, which "in the later Fargards has
been sometimes influenced by Spiegel’s edition", P10 (unspecified by
Geldner), or K2 ("without value for text criticism").

2. Iranian Vı̄dēvdād sāde (IrVS)

The two primary mss. in this class are of nearly equal importance:

Mf2 → K9
Jp1

3. Indian Vı̄dēvdād sāde

better: Br1.L2.K10
mediocre: Dh1.Ml1.S2
worse: L1.M2.O2.B2.P1.L3.Bb1

§ 2.4 The Yašts and the Khorda Avesta

The Yašts and the smaller books of the Khorda Avesta occur together only
in a few mss. The KA mss. present a selection of chapters from these books.
This makes it nearly impossible to set up stemmata for the KA mss. Among
the Yašt sāde (YtS) mss., it is the apparent lack of an oral preservation of the
Yašt texts which renders the task of reconstructing the original situation a
difficult one. The minimum effort needed to acquire a firmer basis for text
criticism, is to investigate the possible filiation per Yašt and KA chapter. As
is clear from the progress made for Yašt 19 during the last years (Hintze
1994: 55-58, Humbach-Ichaporia 1998: 22, Tremblay 1996: 108-112), this is
a matter of detailed investigation which cannot be accomplished here.
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On the basis of origin and contents, we can distinguish three different
manuscript groups which belong together to a greater or lesser degree: the
Iranian and the Indian Khorda Avesta, and the pure Yašt mss. The IrKA is on
the whole the more trustworthy of the three groups, but only a minor part of
the Yašt texts is preserved in it. The YtS mss. are relatively recent, and they
have in general been more exposed to influence of the contemporaneous
(Indian) pronunciation; yet several chapters have been preserved only in this
ms. branch.

Iranian Khorda Avesta (IrKA)

The most reliable mss. are the following. I have not tried to classify them
internally, but their contents (as far as Yašt and KA texts are concerned) are
given so that their selective character may be clear:

• F2 (with Pahlavı̄ translation) Yt 1, Ny 1+3, S 2, A 1+3
• K13 Yt 13
• K14 Yt 13
• K18a (with Pahlavı̄ translation) Yt 1+3+11, Ny 1+3, S 1+2, A 1+3
• K36 Yt 1-3+11+14, Ny 1-3+5, G 2-5, S

1-2, A 1-3
• K38 Yt 2+9+13+14.1-53, G 1, S 1-2
• Mf3 Yt 1+13, Ny 1+3+5, G 1-5, S 1+2, A

1

A group of secondary importance is formed by mss. such as K37, Kh2,
L25, Lb5, Lb16, Pd, W1.

Indian Khorda Avesta (InKA)

The ms. H2 is notable for preserving small parts of Yt 13, which has been
completely lost from the other Indian mss. we know. The oldest mss. are

• Jm4 Yt 1-4+9+11+14+16, Ny 1-5, S abridged, A 1-3
• O3 Yt 1-4+9+11+12+14+16+18+20+21, Ny 1-5, G 1-5,

A 1-3
• H2 (with Skt. tr.) Yt 1.1-23+13.49-52+13.156-157, Ny 1+3+5, A 1+3
• J9 (with Skt. tr.) Yt 1.1-29+1.31-33+7+11.1-7+11.10-13, Ny 1+2+4+5,

A 1
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Of some importance are also the InKA mss. L9 and Mb2, both containing
Avestan with a Bhā ˙sā translation; these stand very close to H2.J9. Other
Indian mss. are K7c, K15 (with Sanskrit) and L11. Especially K7c, undated
but datable anywhere between 1278 and 1640 AD, retains similarities to the
Iranian mss., whereas L11 shows the same kind of corruptions as other Indian
mss.

A special subgroup of InKA mss. is formed by some of the mss. with a
Pahlavı̄ translation. The retention of the Pahlavı̄ (M4, P14 and J15 also
contain a PVr., which they all derive from the same ancestral ms. K7a.), the
selection of texts (compare e.g. K18a) and their variant readings make this
group seem nearer to the Iranian mss. The ms. J15 appears to have undergone
the most influence from the Indian pronunciation.

• M4 Yt 1 (transcribed and translated into Persian); Yt 11, Ny
1, S 1-2 (+ PTr.); Yt. 2.8-15+4+14 (+ Persian tr.)

• J15 (+ PTr.) Yt 1.1-22+7+11, Ny 1, S 1-2, A 1-3,
• P14 (+ PTr.) Yt 1, Ny 1-5, G 1-5, A 1-4
• L12 (+ PTr.) Yt 1+11, Ny 1+3+5, S 1+2

Other KA mss. are for example the ms. edited as J1 in the Shı̄rāz series
(with Pahlavı̄ translation), which is not J1 from Geldners Prolegomena (which
is a VS). Geldner also made use of some modern transcripts without
textcritical value, such as W2.6.K40.J16.M25.35.L16 and others.

(Indian) Yašt sāde (YtS)

In the group of pure Yašt (Yašt sāde) mss. I include those called
‘combined’ mss. by Geldner. These are distinguished from the others by their
preserving the text of Yt. 5, 6, 8, 10, 15, 17 and 19, which the Khorda Avesta
mss. do not contain, and within India by the preservation of Yt. 13, which is
partly attested in H2 but was lost from the later mss.

The most important YtS mss. are:

• J10 Yt 1-21, Ny 1-5, G 1-5, S 1-2, A 2-4
• F1 Yt 1-21, Ny 1-5
• Pt1 Yt 1-21, Ny 1-5, G 1-5, A 1-4
• E1 Yt 1-21, Ny 1-5, G 1-5, S 1-2, A 1-4
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For an example of how intricate the relations between the different YtS
mss. can be, cf. Tremblay 1996: 112. Here, a simpler scheme will suffice for
the sake of reference (cf. Hintze 1994: 58):

*X → J10.D2 → ? → Ml2
/

*W E1 → K16,K15,… → N107
\ /

*Y → F1 → … → K12
\ / P13 → K19

Pt1 → *Z → L18
\ B27 → ? → R115

In several texts, other mss. than F1 and J10 seem to have preserved better
readings, for instance K12, which has partly been influenced by the line of
J10. The mss. H3 (containing Yt 10.17.18.19) and H4 (Yt 10) may also be
partly independent, but their exact position is unknown (cf. Geldner 1886-96:
xliiib). The ms. Mb1 was not classified by Geldner, but it seems to be quite
a faithful copy of F1, deviations being due to the Indian pronunciation. The
ms. Lb1 seems to follow Pt1 more than any other ms.

This general view is not valid for all the texts. In the chapters Yt 1-3, the
mss. Pt1 and E1 do not depend on F1, but follow a different tradition, closer
to the Khorda Avesta. In Pt1, other chapters in which it is independent of F1
are Yt 4+9+14+16 and Ny 1-5. The filiation of the YtS in Yt 1-3 will thus
approximately be:

J10 → Ml2
/

Yašt sāde → *W
/ \

*Y F1; K12
\

Khorda Avesta → E1+, Pt1+

The filiation of the YtS in Yt 4, 9, 14, 16 and Ny 1-5 will approximately
be as follows:
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J10 → Ml2
/

Yašt sāde → *W
/ \

*Y F1+ (incl. E1, but not Pt1); K12
\

Khorda Avesta → Pt1+

For the books G, S and A, which are absent from F1, the filiation is
accordingly:

Yašt sāde → *W → J10 → Ml2; K12
/

*Y
\

Khorda Avesta → E1+, Pt1+





II. AVESTAN a AND ā
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§ 3 Avestan *a > ā

Lengthening of *a is mostly due to recent developments. In general, *a is
more liable to be lengthened in initial syllable than in other syllables of the
word, and lengthening is also more frequent in an open syllable than in a
closed one. But these are only additional conditions; usually, they alone do
not suffice to cause lengthening.

The first five subsections are concerned with the positions in which
lengthening of *a is most clearly due to the phonetic surroundings, viz. after
*i which has turned into yod (§ 3.1), after the labial glides v-, xv- and -uu- (§
3.2), between a labial and ˇ˙s < *rt (§ 3.3), in initial syllable in words which
are mostly characterized by a following series of short vowels (§ 3.4), and in
OAv. words in front of an ending containing -ā, -āiš or -ąm (§ 3.5). The sixth
subsection turns to the spelling -āi-, which can be a corruption of *-ai- (§
3.6). The seventh subsection discusses long vowels which cannot be ascribed
to a phonetic or graphic cause, but must have been present in the language
itself.

§ 3.1 After *i > ˘i

Many scholars have recognized an Avestan tendency to lengthen * ˘ia > iiā,
but no exact conditions have been established yet5. A first restriction which
seems to apply is that * ˘ia is only lengthened in the position after a consonant.
I have not encountered this additional condition anywhere in the literature, but
it was formulated by Schindler in his teachings6, and the evidence clearly
shows that this is correct.

However, even after a consonant most relevant forms do not show
lengthening:
• nominal endings, e.g. -iiaiiā ˜t, -iiauue, -iiauuō, -iianąm, -iia ˙nt em, -biiasca,
etc.
• the comparative suffix *- ˘iah-: nom.du. āsiiaoha, gen.pl. kasiiaohąm, dat.sg.
kasiiaóhe, nom.pl. kasiiaohō, masiiaohō, acc.sg. spaniiaoh em.

5 Compare Caland 1893, Bartholomae 1894-5: 154, Hoffmann 1992: 869f., Hintze
1994: 108, Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 61, Kellens 1989: 34.

6 Vienna, October-November 1994.
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• verbal endings7, e.g. in auuāstriiata, apa.nasiiata, xruuı̄šiiatō, pi´̌siiasū,
framaniiata, baēšaziiatica, yūidiia\ō, viiāxmainiiata, vı̄maniiata.
• isolated words with -Ciia- in open syllable: airiiana- ‘Aryan’, airiiaman-
‘guest’, aniiadacā ‘elsewhere’, kasiiapa- ‘turtle’ (Skt. kaśyápa-), mainiiauua-
‘spiritual’.

Some of the forms which are often quoted as examples of lengthening
after * ˘i are due to other causes than -ii-:
• The long vowel in OAv. aniiā\ā, diiātąm, mainiiātā and vı̄´̌siiātā may be
ascribed to assimilation to (*)ā in the ending; these forms are discussed in §
3.5.
• The ending °Ciiāca < *-C ˘iaca is discussed together with the development
*-aca > -āca in § 5.3.1.4.

The remaining evidence for lengthening leaves only one clear category in
which *a > ā is due to a preceding -ii-, viz. when -ii- represents PIr. vocalic
*i which had become consonantal * ˘i at a certain stage of the transmission.
First of all, this concerns the well-known compounds such as *abi-ama-,
when they are not split in two in the transmission, but survive as a single
word: *ab ˘iama- > aibiiāma- (§ 3.1.1). The two other subcategories are the
abl.sg. forms in -riiā ˜t haca (§ 3.1.2), and a number of isolated forms in -iiā-
which may continue a disyllabic suffix *-ia- (§ 3.1.3). Nearly all the evidence
is found in YAv., with the exception of friiānahiiā.

§ 3.1.1 Compounds of the type *-i.a-

The clearest cases of lengthening after -Cii- are provided by compounds
of a preverb in -i plus a noun in *a-. They were described by Caland 1895:
302 in the following way: "In compositis nämlich, deren erstes glied eine auf
i auslautende präposition ist, wird der vokal a, mit welchem das zweite
compositionsglied anlautet, hinter dem in halbvokal übergegangenen i, zu ā
gedehnt; wird die zusammensetzung getrennt geschrieben, so bleibt das a
kurz." The change may then be interpreted as compensatory lengthening for
the loss of the vocalic character of [i]: *aibi-ama- became [aib ˘iāma-]. It is
tempting to compare the shift of the syllabic nucleus which causes lengthening

7 The diphthong -aē- is sometimes spelled -āi- in more recent mss., so that forms such
as Yt 10.95, P 32 aibiiāite/i or N 11 paitiiāiti ‘he returns’ are irrelevant; cf. § 15.4 on
these spellings.
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in Old Icelandic diphthongs, e.g. jú < *iu and jó < *eo; thus, Avestan
*abí-ama- > *ab ˘iáma-, *ní-aza- > n ˘iáza-. The following forms occur:

With aibi ‘towards’:
• aibiiāuuah- ‘assistance’ (Y 55.3), from aibi + auuah- ‘help’.
• aibiiāxšaiia- ‘to watch over’ and aibiiāxštar- ‘overseer’, from aibi + *axš-
‘eye’, cf. Caland 1895: 303. For the formation, compare Skt. ádhyak ˙sa-
‘overseer’.
• aibiiāma- ‘offensive, aggressive’8 and its superlative aibiiāmat ema-
continue *abi-ama- ‘with its force (directed) towards’, cf. Skt. abhy-ami- ‘to
attack’ and YAv. amauua ˙nt- ‘powerful’. The compound *abi-ama- has also
yielded Av. auui.ama- (Yt 8.13, 13.35), which has escaped the lengthening
because of the compound split between *abi and *ama-.
• aibiiāsti (V 18.9, E 2,17) ‘is with’ → ‘studies with (someone)’, from aibi +
asti.
• huuaibiiāsta- ‘well-thrown’ (Yt 13.72) < hu-aibi-asta- ‘well thrown
towards’. Initial huua° (not > †xva°, as per § 28.2) shows that the compound
was probably still hu.aibiiāsta- or hu.aibi.asta- at the time of the archetype.

With paiti ‘against, to’:
• paitiiār ena- ‘enemy’ < paiti + *arna- ‘injustice, wrong’. The original
quantity of the vowel follows from ar ena ˜t.caēša- ‘punisher of wrong’ (cf.
Gershevitch 1959: 186), and maybe from Y 9.22 ar enu-, possibly ‘battle’.
Compare also the PN ar enauuācı̄-, which Mayrhofer 1979: I/20 explains as
‘das Unrecht aussprechend’. We may reconstruct *pati-arna-.

With paiti and upairi ‘on, over’:
• paiti āiia z emā (YAv.) ‘on this earth’ and upairi āiia z emā (Y 12.3) ‘over
this earth’ contain the ins.sg.f. *aiia (Skt. ay ´̄a) of the demonstrative pronoun
a-. We may assume that paiti + *aiia and upairi + *aiia were pronounced
under the same sandhi conditions as e.g. paitiiāsti-.

For two compounds in paiti°, it is uncertain whether they contain
etymological *-C ˘iā- or *-C ˘ia-:
• paitiiāmrao ˜t ‘he spoke to’ goes back to *paiti-amraut or to
*paiti-ā-(a)mraut; cf. OAv. paitı̄.mrao ˜t.

8 For this translation see Hintze 1994: 136, who follows Windischmann 1863: 317.
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• paitiiāra- ‘enmity, misfortune’ and its superlative paitiiārōt ema- contain
paiti + ar- ‘to move against’. The noun is not attested as a simplex. If it was
*āra- < *Hór-o- (cf. OAv. āri- ‘pain, grief’), paitiiāra- is irrelevant here.

With bi ‘two’:
• +biiāršan- PN ‘having two colts’, in the gen.sg. biiaršānō (Yt 13.132) and
the acc.sg. biiaršān em (Yt 19.71). In Yt 13.132, the mss. F1.Pt1.E1+ spell
biiar°, but Mf3.K13.38 have biiār ešānō; in many cases, these IrKA mss.
preserve an older spelling than F1+. The noun (°)aršan- is frequent in the
Yašts, compare Yt 13.132 siiāuuaršānō, from where the mss. F1.Pt1.E1+ may
have adopted °aršānō. Therefore, biiāršānō may well have been the spelling
of the archetype. For Yt 19 biiaršān em, no v.ll. in biiār° occur, but this may
be due to the fact that Yt 19 is not attested in the IrKA mss.

With ni ‘down’:
• niiāsa- (5x YAv.) ‘to hold tight’, from ni + the prs. * ˘iasa- of the root yam-
‘to hold’. Although we are not dealing with etymological *-ia- but with *-i ˘ia-,
we may still assume that *ni- ˘iasa- contained the necessary input for the
development to *n ˘iása- > niiāsa-.
• niiāza- (3x YAv.) ‘to bind tightly’, from ni + the prs. aza- ‘to lead’, also
‘to drag’. Compare the meaning ‘to tie’ attested for āzaiiaiti (Vn 13, 15),
which may simply be the causative to az- ‘to lead’. If this derivation of
niiāza- is accepted, there is no need to posit a separate verbal root āz- ‘to tie’
(pace e.g. Kellens 1995a: 12).

With vi ‘apart’:
• viiāxti- ‘make-up’ (F 81) has been compared with Skt. vyakti- (f.)
‘appearance’ and vyakta- ‘manifest, clear’ by Caland 1895: 303, and this was
connected with Skt. añj- ‘to show’ by Kuiper 1953: 77. Regardless of one’s
opinion about the probability of a Skt. root añj- ‘to show’ (EWAia I: 54
seems sceptical), the connection of viiāxti- with Skt. vyakti- suggests that Av.
-ā- will have arisen through the development *-i ˘ia- > *- ˘iā-.
• viiādar es em (Y 45.8), 1s. aor.ind.act. ‘I saw’ with the augment:
*vi-a-darsam.
• +viiār e\a- (V 17.3) ‘misused’ from vi + ar e\a- ‘cause, case’. All mss. have
viiar° except for Jp1 viiār e\āhuua. In view of Yt 13.134 +viiār e\iia-, where
viiā° is safely attested in the best mss., it seems likely that Jp1 has preserved
the older spelling in V 17.3.
• +viiār e\iia- (Yt 13.134) ‘uncontested’ from vi + ar e\iia-. This adj. was
edited as viiar e\iia- by Geldner and Bartholomae 1904, but only F1+ has
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viiar°, whereas J10 spells vaiiār° and the IrKA mss. Mf3.K13.14.38.H5
viiār°. Caland 1895: 302 already hinted at this distribution.
• +viiāršauua ˙nt- PN (Yt 13.109). This must be connected with the names
aršauua ˙nt- and paitiiaršauua ˙nt-. Although the etymology of the first part
°arša° is unclear (cf. Mayrhofer 1979: I/21), it seems certain that aršauua ˙nt-
continues short *a-, so that the absence of lengthening in Geldner’s
viiaršauua ˙nt- would be conspicuous. The short vowel is only attested in F1+,
and may be due to analogy with the preceding form aršauuatō in Yt 13.109.
The IrKA mss. Mf3.K13.38 spell viiār eš(a)uuatō, and this is the lectio
difficilior.

By contrast, we also find compounds in which this lengthening has not
taken place. In all of these cases, we may assume that the compound was still
spelled with two separate members in the archetype, e.g. *tiži.aršti- instead
of tižiiaršti-, as it is attested in the mss. Most of these compounds occur in
the Yašts, which have a less trustworthy ms. tradition. The evidence
comprises: xaibiiaoha ˜t (E 18) = *aibi.aoha ˜t; tižiiaršti- ‘with a sharp spear’ (Yt
13.101, 15.48), which we can equate with tiži.aršti- (Yt 10.102, 17.12);
\riiafsman- (V 13.46f.) of uncertain meaning, but compare Y 19.16
\ri.afsman- ‘with three lines of verse’; paitiiaršauua ˙nt- (Yt 13.109), which
is still spelled paiti.aršauuatō in the mss. of the IrKA; paitiia ˙ntu (Y 65.8)
‘they must go to’ for paiti.yantu; paitiiahmi (F 225)˙from paiti ahmi;
b er eziiaršti- (Yt 13.101) ‘having a high spear’ for *b er ezi.aršti-; vaēžiiaršti-
(Yt 13.101, 15.48) ‘having a sharp lance’ for *vaēži.aršti-.

Naturally, forms with etymological *ā must be excluded from the
discussion. This concerns:
• Compounds with preverbs in - ı̄̆ plus ā ‘towards; in’. Examples are
anaibiiāsti- ‘non-cohabitation’, paitiiāstar- ‘receiver’, paitiiāsti-9 ‘reception,
acceptance’, biiārixti- ‘twofold irrigation’, viiāuua ˙nt- ‘luminous’, viiādā-
‘share, part’ (cf. Narten 1986a: 245ff), viiāzda-10 ‘fanned out, deployed’.
• Words with *ā in root or suffix. Examples are aibiiāsta- ‘girded’,
(an)aibiiāsti- ‘(un)girding’, aibiiāstar- ‘who bundles’ (*aibi + yāh-); jiiātu-

9 Of the two possible etymologies offered by Narten 1986a: 129ff., I prefer *paiti-ā-dā
(to dā- ‘to give’) to *paiti-ah (to ah- ‘to throw’) for semantic reasons. The noun °sti-
would then continue the ti-abstract of dā-, i.e. IIr. *-dH-ti- > *-tsti- > -sti-.

10 Humbach (1983: 121) analyzes this as *vi-ā-dhH-ta- to dhaH- ‘to put’. In that case,
we have a remnant of the original sequence -zd- < *-dzdh-, which was usually replaced
by -st- in YAv.
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and °jiiāiti- ‘life’; paitiiāpa- ‘upstream’, niiāpa- ‘downstream’ (with āp-
‘water’); niiāka- ‘grandfather’, niiākā- ‘grandmother’, cf. OP niyāka-, Sogd.
ny’k, Bactr. niago; maidiiāna- ‘middle’ n. (Khot. myāna-, BSog. md’ny, MP
my’n); viiāxana- ‘challenging’, viiāxmaniia- ‘to speak (in a contest)’,
viiāxman- ‘ceremonial meeting’ (to Skt. y ´̄acati ‘asks, solicits’, cf. Kuiper
1960: 243ff.); siiāuua- ‘dark, black’; ´̌sāma- ‘sip’ < PIr. *c ˘iām- ‘to sip’
(Klingenschmitt 1982: 210).

§ 3.1.2 The sequence -riiā ˜t haca

The abl.sg. ending -ā ˜t of a- and ā-stems is regularly shortened to -a ˜t in
front of haca ‘from’: *-ā ˜t haca > -a ˜t haca (cf. § 4.1.2). There is only one
small but coherent group of exceptions, viz. four forms showing a final
sequence -riiā ˜t haca:
• bar e\riiā ˜t haca (V 18.38ff.) to bar e\rı̄- ‘womb’.
• yaoždā\riiā ˜t haca (V 9.2ff.) to yaoždā\riia- ‘works of purification’. The
fricative \ shows that r was consonantal in PIr., which in its turn points to a
vocalic suffix *-i ˘ia-. This matches the meaning: *yauždā\ri ˘ia- would be a
regular derivative of yaož-dā\ra- ‘(ritual) purification’.
• +skairiiā ˜t haca (V 8.95)11 to skairiia- or skairı̄-, some kind of tool.
• hukairiiā ˜t haca bar ezaoha ˜t ‘from Mount Hukairiia’ (Yt 5.3ff.), *hukar ˘ia-
or *hukari ˘ia-. If the name contains the same gerund °kairiia- as the
compounds uparō.kairiia- ‘who operates on high’, mošu.kairiia- ‘who
operates quickly’, then we may reconstruct *su-kariHa-.

As there seems to be no morphological reason why the original ending -ā ˜t
would have been retained in these four forms (whereas it was not retained
e.g. in aoniia ˜t haca and saire.hiia ˜t haca, which also show the suffix -iia-), it
will be due to lengthening after the preceding cluster. However, we have no
other indications to believe that *r ˘i would be more liable to cause lengthening
of a following *a than any other cluster *C ˘i. Therefore, we may consider the
possibility that these forms show the same development of *[i ˘ia] > [ ˘iā] as the
forms with a preverb in *-i. A disyllabic ending *-i ˘iā ˜t may be reconstructed
for ı̄-stems (abl.sg. *-i ˘iāt < *-iHāt) and -i ˘ia-stems. As can be seen, bar e\rı̄-
and yaoždā\riia- certainly represent such stems, whereas it is at least possible
that skairiia- (or skairı̄-) and hukairiia- are also i ˘ia-stems. For the relative

11 V.ll. °a ˜t K1a, °ā ˜t Pt2.Ml3.B1.P2.M3 · °a ˜t Mf2, °ā ˜t Jp1 · °ā ˜t L2.3.Br1.Dh1.O2.
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chronology, this explanation of -riiā ˜t would imply that the shortening of *-āt
haca > *-a ˜t haca preceded the subsequent development *-ri ˘ia ˜t > -r ˘iā ˜t.

The only forms with an ending *-C(i) ˘iā ˜t haca other than the four forms
in -riiā ˜t are aoniia ˜t haca (to aoniia- ‘oven’) and saire.hiia ˜t haca (to
*sar ˘iahi ˘ia- ‘(pile of) reeds’, cf. § 28.3). Aoniia ˜t may represent [aoń ˘ia ˜t], in
which the condition for lengthening was not given. Saire.hiia ˜t may have
already been split into two parts before the development *i ˘ia > ˘iā. The second
part hiia ˜t was then a separate word which would not simplify initial *hi ˘i-
(compare § 28.1 for the YAv. reflex of *h(i) ˘i-).

§ 3.1.3 Isolated forms

There are several isolated lexemes in which -iiā- may continue disyllabic
*-ia- or *-iHa-. Although they are few in number, these forms may be
regarded as independent evidence for the phonetic cause which underlies the
lengthening already seen in the preceding two subsections.
• The adj. vohu.friiāna- (Y 17.11) denotes a kind of fire: ātr em vohu.friiān em
yazamaide ‘we worship the vohu.friiāna-fire’. We may connect friiāna- with
friia- ‘pleasant’ < *priHa-, since ātar- often occurs in connection with the
verb frı̄- ‘to satisfy’, e.g. Y 62.9 ā hē pascaēta frı̄naiti ātarš mazd ˚̄a ahurahe
‘next, the fire of Ahura Mazdā satisfies him’. The same word probably
underlies the PN friiāna-: gen.sg. friiānahiiā (Y 46.12), gen.pl. friiānanąm (Yt
13.120; Yt 5.81 friiananąm will be due to a recent corruption of *friiānanąm).
The metre of Y 46.12 shows that friiānahiiā counts as four syllables, i.e.
/frianah ˘ia/. In view of the root noun Skt. °pr´̄ı-, Av. ratu-frı̄- ‘who pleases the
Ratu’, we may propose a derivative *priH-ana- ‘pleasing’ > *fri ˘iana- > YAv.
friiāna-.
• The gen.pl. maˇ˙siiānąm (YAv. passim) of maˇ˙siia- ‘mortal’ is unique because
it is the only gen.pl. form of a- and ā-stems which does not show the ending
-anąm, the regular reflex of IIr. *-ānām (see § 4.9.2). None of the other stems
in -Ciia-, such as māhiia-, asniia-, uru\miia-, yāiriia-, gaēi\iia-, mairiia-,
paoiriia-, ra\biia- or sraošiia-, show a gen.pl. in -iiānąm. In theory,
maˇ˙siiānąm could have retained the IIr. ending *-ānām, but this is unlikely:
why only in maˇ˙siia-, and not in other stems? We must assume a phonetic
origin for maˇ˙siiānąm. It is well-known that maˇ˙siia- counts as three syllables
in OAv. (cf. also Skt. mártiya-), so that we may reconstruct *mártianām >
márt ˘iānām.
• The noun maˇ˙siiāka- ‘man, people’ < *martiaka- is a derivative in *-ka-
from maˇ˙siia-. Again, the long vowel could be due to the development *-i ˘ia-
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> - ˘iā-. Since a suffix *-āka- has become productive in Middle Iranian, it
might be argued that maˇ˙siiāka- contains this suffix. However, apart from
maˇ˙siiāka- and zairimiiāka-, there are no Avestan words which point to
productivity of -āka- in Avestan. Those which occur contain PIr. *ā: ha\rāka-
‘together’ (a thematization of *ha\rāk-), niiāka- ‘grandfather’, the gen.pl.
ahmāk em ‘of us’, yūšmāk em, xšmāk em ‘of you’ (cf. Skt. asm ´̄akam,
yu ˙sm ´̄akam) and the derived possessives ahmāka- ‘our’ and yūšmāka-/xšmāka-
‘your’. The PN dahāka- ‘Dahāka’ is probably a loan word, since it lacks the
change *h > oh.
• Y 9.27 vaēdiiā.paiti- ‘lord of wisdom’ represents a spelling *vaēidiiāpaiti-
in the archetype, in which -ā- must be due to lengthening after *-d ˘i-. The first
member vaēidiia- n. ‘knowledge’ is attested several times in Avestan, and
may be compared with Skt. védiya- ‘to be known’ and vediy `̄a- ‘knowledge’.
Thus, vaēidiiāpaiti- can be reconstructed as *vaid ˘iāpati- < *vaidiapati-.
• zairimiiāka- ‘tortoise’ is a derivative of an adj. *zarm(i) ˘ia- ‘strong, fixed’.
The Skt. cognate harmiyá- ‘permanent house’ suggests IIr. *íharmia-, so that
zairimiiāka- may owe its -ā- to the same change as maˇ˙siiāka-. Note, however,
that zairimiiāka- is a hapax, occuring in V 13.6 yim ma´̌siiāka auui
dužuuacaohō zairimiiāk em nąma aojaite ‘whom evil-speaking people call by
the name (of) zairimiiāka-’. Therefore, it is conceivable that zairimiiāka-
acquired -iiāka- by the influence of the preceding form maˇ˙siiāka.

Possessive adjectives in *- ˘uant- ‘containing X’, derived from thematic
nouns, usually show the sequence -auua ˙nt- in Avestan: haomauua ˙nt- ‘with
haoma’, gaonauua ˙nt- ‘hairy’, etc. Even the pronominal adjectives such as
aētauua ˙nt- ‘such’, which have Skt. cognates in -āvant- (t ´̄avant-, et ´̄avant-,
y ´̄avant-), have usually shortened original *-ā-, cf. § 4.4. The only certain
exceptions are the three adj. in which *- ˘uant- is preceded by a stem in -C ˘ia-.
The lengthening in these three forms must be due to the preceding cluster
-Cii-:
• tą\riiāuua ˙nt- (xYt 5.109, 9.31, 19.8712) PN, to tą\riia- ‘dark’. We may
assume that the sequence *ri was originally realized as [ri ˘i] after the
preceding obstruent *t, because *t would not have become a fricative \ in
front of *r˚ ; compare ātriia- ‘ashes’ < *ātr˚ ˘ia- (§ 24.2).

12 In Yt 5.109, tą\riiā° is not attested, but we can assume that it has been replaced
by tą\riia° just as we can see the replacement happening in Yt 19.87. The form
tą\riiauu° is lectio facilior. V.ll.: Yt 5.109 F1+ tą\riia° · J10 tā\raiia°; Yt 9.31
F1.E1.J10.K12 tą\riiāuua ˙nt em, text lacking in Ml2.K37; Yt 19.87 F1+ tā\riiāuua ˙nt em
· J10 tą\raiiauua ˙nt em.
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• zairimiiāuua ˙nt- ‘who has a fixed home’ (Yt 7.5). For the first member PAv.
*zarm(i) ˘ia-, compare the discussion of zairimiiāka- above. The context of
zairimiiāuua ˙nt- is ambiguous. It occurs in a series of adjectives xštāuua ˙nt em
ı̄štauua ˙nt em yaoxštauua ˙nt em saokauua ˙nt em zairimiiāuua ˙nt em vohuuāuua ˙nt em,
in which the three preceding forms have °auua ˙nt em, and the following
°āuua ˙nt em. Thus, it might have adopted °āuua ˙nt em from the following form,
but it may also be argued that original °auua ˙nt em would surely have been
retained in view of the preceding three forms.
• zaraniiāuua ˙nt- ‘with gold’ (V 4.54), cognate with Skt. híra ˙nyavant-. The
form °āuua ˙nt- is lectio difficilior within its context: āp em saok e˙ntauuaitı̄m
zaraniiāuuaitı̄m vı̄\ušauuaitı̄m ‘the sulphurous, gold-containing,
guilt-determining water’. There are no indications in Sanskrit metre that Skt.
híra ˙nya- ‘golden’, the cognate of zaraniia-, had a disyllabic suffix *-ia-, but
it cannot be excluded that the suffix was shortened in Skt. if the word had
contained four syllables. A similar shortening in a stem with two syllables in
front of the suffix -(i)ya- can be observed in the Skt. gerundives continuing
a PIE suffix *-iHo-. After a light root syllable, we find a disyllabic suffix in
the uncompounded forms (gúhiya- ‘to be hidden’, mádiya- ‘intoxicating’, etc.),
but monosyllabic -ya- if the gerundive is used in a compound (e.g. ajuryá-
‘not aging’, avadyá- ‘not to be praised’); for the RV evidence cf. Seebold
1972: 219ff. As Ickler 1976: 122 argues, it is likely that the suffix *-iya- was
realized monosyllabically in the compounds to avoid a sequence of at least
three short syllables. The same sequence would arise if we read †híra ˙niya-,
which is why we must count with the possibility that híra ˙nya- does contain
an IIr. suffix *-iHa-13. In other words, the Skt. evidence does not suffice to
disclaim the possibility of a preform IIr. *źhrHaniHa-. This preform might
then be reflected in Av. zaraniiāuua ˙nt-.

Three personal names in -āna- and -āni- also seem to present evidence for
a development *i ˘ia > ˘iā. However, in view of the fact that there are other
personal names with a suffix -āna- which is not or not completely explained
(e.g. haēca ˜t.aspānā-), the following three forms must be used with some
reservation:
• ā\biiāni- (Yt passim) is the patronymic of the PN ā\biia-. According to Y
9.7, ā\biia- is the father of \raētaona-, and \raētaona- himself is called
ā\biiāni- in Yt 13.131 and FrW 2. It seems probable that ā\biia- is the same

13 In fact, Balles 1997: 146f. reconstructs PIE *ǵhl˚ h3en-i ˘io- ‘golden’ with a disyllabic
suffix *-i ˘io-. She assumes, however, that the suffix was shortened to *- ˘io- already in
PIE.
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name as Skt. āptyá-, a cognomen of tritá- (EWAia I: 168). As Skt. āptyá-
must be read as āptiyá- in 8 of its 9 RV attestations (4x in cadence, 2x after
caesura, 3x initially), it is quite possible that the IIr. form was trisyllabic
*āptiá-. In that case, we can explain ā\biiāni- as an i-stem variant of a
patronymic *ā\bi ˘ia-na-; for -i- compare other Avestan names: dāštaiiāni- to
*dāšta- ˘iāna- (Mayrhofer 1979: I/35) and k er esāni- to other PN in k er esa°
‘thin’. Hintze (ad Yt 19.36) considers the possibility that ā\biiāni- was
formed as a hypostasis from the gen.pl. *ā\biiānąm ‘of the ā\biias’. In that
case, *-āni- may preserve the IIr. ending *-ānām, before it was shortened to
-anąm. Yet \raētaona- is not the grandson, but the son of ā\biia-, so that he
does not stem ‘from the ā\biias’, but he is one (the first) of them.
• The patronymic gaē\ō.m er e˙nciiāna- was interpreted as ‘descendant of
*gaē\ō.m er e˙nciia-’ by Bartholomae 1904: 479, but the word does not feature
in Mayrhofer’s 1979 study of personal names. The form m er e˙nciiāna- can
hardly be old because it is derived from the present stem m er e˙nc- of marc-
‘to destroy’; however, the absence of the development *c ˘i > ´̌s ˘i suggests that
we must nevertheless reconstruct *mr˚ ncia-. The vocalic pronunciation of *i
might be due to the heavy preceding consonant cluster *-nc-, although in the
OAv. 3s. opt. m erą´̌siiā ˜t < *mr˚ nc ˘iāt, the cluster -nc- did not prevent
consonantal value of * ˘i. In any case, there is a possibility that long -ā- in
m er e˙nciiāna- is based on disyllabic *-ia-.
• naotairiiāna- ‘descendant of naotara-’. This meaning is already present in
the stem naotairiia-, of which naotairiiāna- will be a derivative. The shorter
adj. may be posited as *nautar ˘ia- or *nautaria-: there is no way to decide
whether the suffix was monosyllabic or disyllabic. Of course, it cannot be
excluded that naotairiiāna- contains the suffix -āna- found e.g. in
haēca ˜t.aspānā-.

The form v er eziiātąm (Y 48.5) is irrelevant. It must probably be restored
to v er eziiā with Bartholomae 1904: 1427, who suspects that -tąm is a
dittography of the pronoun tąm which follows the verb:

Y 48.5 c yaožd ˚̄a ma´̌siiāi aipı̄ zą\ em vahištā
d gauuōi v er eziiātąm tąm n¯exvar e\āi fšuiiō.

Instead of a dittography we may be dealing with a case of ‘dittology’. The
advantage of this explanation is that the first half of verse (d) would then be
tetrasyllabic, as usual in Y 48. We can interpret v er eziiā as the 2s. prs.ipv.act.
of v er eziia-. Y 10.20 and Yt 14.61, where we find the OAv. verse quoted as
gauuē v er eziiātąm …, will have been copied from 48.5 when the ‘dittology’
was already present.
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POSSIBLE COUNTEREVIDENCE

In view of the relatively small number of isolated forms discussed above,
it may be asked whether they are sufficient proof for the proposed
lengthening. We must therefore discuss the forms in which a possibly
disyllabic sequence *-i ˘ia- has yielded -iia-.

In OAv., we can use the metre in order to check the mono- or disyllabicity
of a suffix -iia-. The evidence collected by Monna 1978: 104ff. and reviewed
by Beekes 1988: 99 shows that a disyllabic suffix -iia- only appears in part
of the nominal derivatives in -ya-, viz. dafšniia- ‘powerless’, naptiia-
‘descendant’ and 14 others14. Furthermore, IIr. *-iHa- is present in the
gerundives, cf. Beekes 1988: 195: aojiia- ‘praiseworthy’, išiia- ‘which is to
be sent; strong, healing’, vaēdiia- ‘which is to be acquired’, vairiia- ‘which
is to be chosen’, zax́iia- ‘risible’ (?), z euuiia- ‘to be called’. However, none
of the attested forms of these stems contains an ending in which -iia- could
be lengthened to -iiā-. Note that the number of inflected forms in which the
ending may possibly show *i ˘ia > ˘iā is restricted: basically, these are -asca,
-a ˜t, -anąm, and the ā-st. oblique sg. endings -aii ˚̄a, -aiia, -aiiāi, -aiiā ˜t.
Furthermore, the vowel -ā̆ - in front of -ca or -ci ˜t is ambiguous, cf. § 5.3.1.

In YAv., the metre is no safe guide to the syllabic value of a given suffix
-iia-. We may use evidence which fits one of the following four categories:

1. Adjectives for which a disyllabic suffix -/ia/- is warranted by the OAv.
metre.

2. YAv. iia-derivatives of a-stems, in which -iia- is preceded by a
voiceless stop or by -\r-: the absence of fricativization of p/t/k and the
consonantal value of r in /\r/ show that -ii- was syllabic.

3. YAv. iia-derivatives of ah-stems, in which the preservation of h in
-hiia- points to a disyllabic suffix -/ia/- (see § 28.3).

4. Word-internal *-ia- of other sorts.

For these YAv. categories, the following evidence is available:
Ad (1). OAv. *xša\ria- ‘commanding’, *paruia- ‘first’, *naptia- (PN),

*manahia- ‘spiritual’, *yasnia- ‘to be honored’, *vāstria- ‘farmer’ and
*za ˘uištia- also occur in YAv. There are only four relevant forms:
• gen.pl. paoiriianąm (YAv. passim), yesniianąm (YAv. passim) and
+z euuı̄štiianąm (Yt 13.21).

14 I exclude the uncertain form jōiia-, cf. § 14.2.
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• nom.sg.m. yesniiasca (Yt 8.15-19, 13.152).
It is uncertain whether yesniiasca really is relevant, because we also find

V 21.2 maˇ˙siiasca, of the stem maˇ˙siia-; it is conceivable that the lengthening
did not operate in front of -sca because *-a- stood in a closed syllable
(although a closed syllable seems no obstacle to lengthening after a preverb
in -i, e.g. viiāxti-). Furthermore, yesniiasca always occurs in front of
vahmiiasca, and yesniianąm is found in combination with staotanąm;
therefore, they might be ascribed to the context. However, the same is valid
for maˇ˙siiānąm (e.g. daēuuanąm maˇ˙siiānąmca), which did not restore -anąm.
The form paoiriianąm is also often combined with another gen.pl., e.g.
paoiriianąm ˜tkaēšanąm ‘of the first teachers’, vı̄spanąm paoiriianąm
frauuaˇ˙sinąm ‘of all the first Fravaˇ˙sis’; however, some texts show an isolated
attestation of paoiriianąm. Another explanation is possible: paoiriia- goes
back to *pauria-, but this form itself has arisen from PIr. *par(H)uia- via
metathesis in Early YAv. (see § 24.4). It cannot be excluded that the
disyllabicity of *-ia- was lost through this metathesis.

Ad (2). Unlengthened forms to -iia-stems are found with aē\riia- ‘pupil
(of an *aē\ra-), tą\riia- ‘dark’ (to tą\ra- ‘darkness’), (a)dāitiia- ‘according
to law’ (to dāta- ‘law’) and \ritiia- ‘third’ (Skt. tr˚ t´̄ıya-15):
• f.obl. \ritiiaii ˚̄a (Yt 5.62), dāitiiaii ˚̄a (Yt passim), dāitiiaiiāi (V 5.40),
tą\riiaii ˚̄a (Yt 11.4), tą\riiasci ˜t (Yt 14.30, 16.9).
• gen.pl. dāitiianąm, adāitiianąm (Vr 15.1), aē\riianąm (Y 26.7ff., Yt
10.119).

Ad (3). We find two unlengthened forms of stems in -hiia-, viz.
māhiianąmca (Y 1.17) and stāhiianąm (Ny 3.10). Furthermore, there is no
lengthening in the future participles uzdāhiiamna- and ząhiiamna-, which also
have disyllabic -iia- (cf. § 28.3).

Ad (4). The most certain form with short -iia- from *-i ˘ia- is ajiiamna- (Yt,
V) ‘undiminishing’, afrajiiamna- (Yt 13.14) ‘id.’ < *ǐiH ˘ia- (Skt. j´̄ıyate ‘to be
deprived of’). The preservation of -jii- shows that *i must have been vocalic,
since *-j ˘i- became YAv. -ž- (Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 101). In theory, it is
possible that long *-ı̄- was shortened after the change of *-i ˘ia- > - ˘iā-, so that

15 The explanation of -ı̄- in Skt. dvit´̄ıya- ‘second’, tr˚ t´̄ıya- ‘third’ and tur´̄ıya- ‘fourth’
is disputed (cf. Wackernagel-Debrunner 1954: 644). Avestan ((dai)bitiia-, \ritiia-,
tūiriia-) and OP (du-u-vi-i-t-i-y- ‘2d’ and çi-t-i-y- ‘3d’) do not allow to distinguish
between *i and *ı̄, but morphologically an IIr. suffix *-iHa- seems likely.
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jiiamna- escaped the lengthening. A different solution would be to assume
analogical retention of the ptc. suffix -amna-, as may be the case in
uzdāhiiamna- and ząhiiamna- which we saw above.

Several other forms have -a- for expected *ā (or ˚̄a) on the compound
boundary. Because of the separation point or because of the possibility of
restoration of short a- in the second member, all of them provide ambiguous
evidence as to the question whether they really possessed *-ā-:
• jiia.jata- ‘propelled by the bow-string’ (Yt 10.39), from *ǐiHa(H)-
‘(bow-)string’ (Skt. jy ´̄a-); the syllabic value of -ii- is shown by the short final
vowel in the nom.sg. Yt 10.128 jiia; cf. also Greek biós ‘bow’ < *gwiHo-. It
is possible that the archetype had *jiiājata-, which regularly developed from
*ji ˘ia-jata-. The split in Yt 10.39 may be very recent, and the scribes may
have automatically applied the rule that YAv. polysyllabic words take a short
final vowel.
• vairiia.stāra- ‘more preferable = left’ (Yt 10.100) must be derived from
vairiia-, of which the OAv. metre shows that it had a disyllabic suffix -ia-.
The ms. H4 spells vairiiāstāra-. The critical value of H4 is uncertain, but
even without this attestation, it is possible to assume original *vairiiāstāra-:
if such a form were split up at a recent date, the final vowel of *vairiiā°
would have been shortened by the scribes in order to comply with the rules
for final vowels in YAv.
• zairimiiafsman- (V 13.46,48) literally means ‘with fixed parts’, from
zairimiia- (see above) and afsman-, but its exact meaning in the context of the
servant (V 13.46) and the whore (V 13.48) to which it refers is unclear. Since
the compound is immediately followed in the text by \riiafsman- ‘with three
parts’ (< \ri.afsman-), it is possible that the expected long -ā- in
*zairimiiāfsman- was influenced by the short -a- of \ri(.)afsman-.
• zairimiiaoura- (V 13.6) is an epithet of the tortoise, which Bartolomae
1904: 1682 explains as *zarmi ˘ia-angura- ‘des Glieder (oder Zehen) in einem
festen Gehäus stecken.’ The otherwise unknown xa ˙ngura- is compared with
Skt. aṅgúli- ‘finger’. Contraction of *-a a- should have yielded
†zairimii ˚̄a ˙ngura-. Bartholomae suggests that short -a- on the compound
boundary is due to restoration of the simplex °a ˙ngura-, and this seems
possible; cf. § 5.2.2.1.
• zaraniiapaxšta.pāda- (Yt 17.9) ‘having feet which are bound in gold’. Since
most compounds are only split in two members (with the exception of a few
cpd. in hąm, e.g. hąm.sru ˜t.vāciia-), it is likely that there never was a
separation point between zaraniia° and °paxšta. It is therefore possible to
regard zaraniiapaxšta- as the unchanged reflex of *zaran(i) ˘iapaxšta-. In
theory, it is also conceivable that the archetype had *zaraniiāpaxšta-, and that
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ā was assimilated in the transmission of Yt 17 to the surrounding four
syllables in -a-.

Finally, we find one form which is probably irrelevant because *i ˘ia stood
in word-initial position:
• uziiarā ˜t ‘will rise’ (Yt 8.5,42) < *uz + Hi-Hara-, red. present to ar-. It is
possible that the word was treated as a compound uz.i ˘iarā ˜t during the RCS,
so that i ˘i- was word-initial and did not get the chance to develop into ˘iā-.

EVALUATION

The gen.pl. forms aē\riianąm, adāitiianąm, dāitiianąm, paoiriianąm,
māhiianąm, yesniianąm, stāhiianąm and z euuı̄štiianąm form a genuine
counterweight to the testimony of maˇ˙siiānąm. This implies that the
lengthening in the latter form may be due not only to the originally disyllabic
suffix, but also to the consonant -ˇ˙s-, which is absent from the unlengthened
gen.pl. forms.

The form zaraniiapaxšta.pāda- seems to provide counterevidence to the
lengthening in zaraniiāuua ˙nt-. The ms. transmission of Yt 17 is very feeble,
so that one may give preference to the testimony of V 4 zaraniiāuua ˙nt-;
however, it is also possible that Yt 17 originally had zaraniiā° too.

The other forms without lengthening provide no real counterevidence. The
nom.sg. yesniiasca agrees with maˇ˙siiasca, and may show the general dislike
for lengthening in inflected endings; the endings must have remained
recognizable throughout the post-YAv. stage. In fact, the only inflected ending
with lengthening is maˇ˙siiānąm. The f.sg. oblique endings in -iiaii- prove
nothing, since there are no lengthened forms to contrast them with. The
remaining forms are ambiguous, most of them because -iia- appears on the
compound border. In the ptc. uzdāhiiamna-, ząhiiamna-, and a(fra)jiiamna-,
the suffix -amna- may have been restored by the transmission; in any case,
there are no forms in †-āmna- to contrast them with.

§ 3.2 After * ˘u

Lengthening of *a sporadically occurs in the position after the labial glides
v-, xv- and -uu-. This phenomenon cannot be regarded as a sound law, as it
affects only a small portion of the potential input. In fact, *a has remained
short after a labial glide in the vast majority of forms, in whatever position
in the word. Examples are the possessive pronoun xva-, the verbs duuara- and
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\baxš-, the nouns vacah-, uruuarā-, hāuuana-, and many forms more. In
addition, most of the words in vā-, xvā- or -uuā- have a good etymology with
IIr. *ā, e.g. yauuāk em ‘your’ (du.; cf. pl. yūšmāk em), ca\bārō ‘four’, auuācı̄
‘was called’, druuāspa- < *dru ˘ua- + aspa-, etc. The reduplicated perfect
vāuu er ez- to varz- ‘to work’ can be explained from an IIr. root shape *H ˘uarí-
(see § 3.7.1).

The discussion is divided into two subsections. The first one will address
the lengthening after v- and after word-internal -uu-, while the second one
discusses the words in initial xv- and huu-.

§ 3.2.1 After v- and -uu-

Lengthening is more frequent in OAv. than in YAv., so that we shall
discuss both languages separately. In OAv., I exclude the lengthening in front
of an ending -ā, -āiš or - ˚̄a, which is discussed in § 3.5: uruuātā (2x),
uruuātāiš (2x), uruuā\ā, xv¯enuuātā, dr eguuātā, hauruuat ˚̄a, hauruuātā. The
lengthening in these forms probably goes back to the archetype. In front of
other endings, lengthening is more sporadic, and often occurs only in part of
the mss. Therefore, it will be post-archetype. In fact, it seems that the Iranian
mss. are more liable to lengthen after uu (in OAv.) than the Indian ones. The
evidence comprises:
• uruuata- ‘vow’ (Skt. vratá- ‘commandment’). Short a has been preserved
in Y 31.3 uruuat em and was originally also preserved in Y 34.8 uruuātahiiā,
which is still spelled uruuatahiiā in the ms. S1.
• Y 46.5 uruuātōiš, gen.sg. to uruuaiti- ‘vow’. Since the three YAv.
attestations of uruuaiti- have short uruuait°, it seems more likely that
uruuātōiš has been lengthened from *uruuatōiš, than that YAv. uruuaiti-
would be a corruption of *uruuāiti- (pace Werba 1986: 353).
• Dat.sg. dr eguuāitē (7x) to dr eguua ˙nt- ‘deceitful’. Usually, the weak cases
dr eguuat- preserve -a-: dr eguuataēcā, dr eguuatō, dr eguuatąm and dr eguuasū.
• 3p. prs.inj.med. h¯e˙nduuār e˙ntā from *ham-d ˘uara- ‘to concur’, cf. YAv. ind.
hą ˙nduuar e˙nti.

Words which have been edited with -a- by Geldner sometimes show
lengthening in part of the mss., especially in the Iranian branches (IrPY, IrVS
and IrKA). Examples are: Y 29.11 yūšmāuuatąm but Mf2 ẏūšmāuuātąm; 31.3
uruuat em but Pd uruuāt em; Y 51.13 dr eguuatō but K4 dr eguuātō; Y 35.3
var¯ezimācā but Mf2 vār ezimācā; Y 33.8 hauruuatās but Pt4.Mf4 hauruuātās;
Y 31.6 hauruuatātō but Mf1 hauruuāt[at]ō.
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It is uncertain whether we must assume a recent lengthening in Y 32.10
vı̄uuāpa ˜t ‘scatters’, 3s. prs.inj.act. to vap- (Skt. vápati ‘throws’). In view of
the root noun vāp- in Y 12 (cf. Kellens 1974a: 288), it is conceivable that the
vocalism of the root noun influenced the verb form.

In YAv., there is one lengthened form which must certainly go back to the
archetype:
• The present vana- ‘to win, conquer’ always appears in the form vana- when
uncompounded, but we find ni-uuāna- ‘to overcome’ in the forms Yt 5.130
niuuānāni, Yt 10.75 niuuānā ˜t and Yt 14.41 niuuān e˙nti. Note however the
retained form niuuanāni in Yt 14.58, which may be due to vanāni which
precedes it in the text.

Another form is irrelevant because it represents OAv. language:
• The YAv. dat.sg. form druuāite in the passage Y 71.13 is an adaptation of
Y 46.6 dr eguuāitē. The genuine YAv. weak cases of druua ˙nt- ‘deceitful’ have
druuat- in all forms.

In general, lengthening after v or uu is sporadic in YAv., and its recent
origin in one part of the mss. can sometimes be demonstrated. Some examples
are:
• 2s.ipv. duuāra (V 8.21) to duuara- ‘to run’ has probably arisen in the PV
transmission. V 8.21 is abbreviated in the VS mss., so that we do not have the
possibility to check the spelling of the PV against that of the VS. In the same
ipv. form in SrB 3 duuāra and in V 19.1 upa.duuāra, all mss. have duuāra.
• Yt 9.4: Jm4 duuār ˚̄a ˙nte versus duuar° in the other mss.; Yt 3.17 Jm4
duuārā ˜t versus duuarā ˜t in the other mss.
• Yt 13.23: L18 vāzār etō instead of vazār etō.
• Yt 13.120: L18 vāžāspahe instead of važāspahe.
• The nom.sg. *har ˘uatāh is preserved in Y 70.2 (in the list of Ameˇ˙sa
Sp e˙ntas) as hauruuat ˚̄a in the InPY, the IrVS and L2, whereas the ending
appears as °āt ˚̄a in the IrPY and the YS.

Three words with a disputed etymology may receive an alternative
explanation if we consider the possibility that *va- was lengthened to vā-:
• The noun vār e\man-, traditionally translated as ‘armour’, occurs in the
compounds dar egō.vār e\man- (Y 52.1,3), zaraniiō.vār e\man(a)- (Yt 10.112)
and in the simplex vār e\ma (Yt 11.2; acc.sg.). This stem has originally been
regarded as a derivative of the root var- ‘to block, to defend’ which is often
used in the context of battle, e.g. hąm.var eiti- ‘prowess’. Yet a suffix -tman-
did not exist in IIr., which is why Janda 1993: 43 rejects a derivation from
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var-. Instead, he proposes to translate vār e\man- as ‘road, track’, and to
compare it with Skt. vártman- ‘road, path’16. The comparison of
zaraniiō.vār e\man(a)- with Skt. híra ˙nyavarta ˙ni- ‘with golden paths’ is
convincing, and Janda’s analysis of vār e\ma in Yt 11.2 naire hąm.var eitiš
drujō vār e\ma xdāirišta as ‘the manly prowess, which best holds off the
course of the Druj’ is the best proposal for this passage so far.

The formation of vār e\man- on the basis of vart- must be compared with
Av. vaēsman- ‘abode’ (Skt. véśman-) to vis- ‘to live’ or rauuō.frao\man- ‘mit
schnellem Schnauben’ to frao\a ˜t.aspa- (Skt. próthate)17. As IIr. man-stems
usually take the full grade of the root, Skt. vártman- is the expected reflex of
IIr. *vart-man-, whereas Av. vār e\man- must be due to secondary
lengthening. Unlike Janda 1993: 47, I do not think that we can reconstruct a
PIE preform * ˘uḗ rtmen- with a vowel ē which directly gave Avestan -ā-; the
long vowel in vāˇ˙sa- < * ˘uórto- can be explained differently, cf. § 3.3. Kellens
1974a: 303 proposes to compare the ā of vār e\man- with that of
vār e\ragna-, recte vār e\ragni- ‘victorious’, but this belongs to a vr˚ ddhi
derivation type which takes the suffix -i- and introduces the lengthened grade
into the root. Such a derivation cannot be assumed for vār e\man-, and the
only possibility left is to assume a phonetic lengthening within Avestan of
*var\man > *vār\man.
• Yt 19.42 nairiiąm.hąm.vār eitiuua ˙nt- ‘endowed with heroic force’
(Humbach-Ichaporia 1998: 121) is a derivative of (nairiia-) hąm.var eiti-
(YAv. 8x), compare also the compound hąm.var eitiuua ˙nt- (2x). The form
hąm.var eiti- is never spelled with vār° in any of the important mss18. In Yt
19.42 nairiiąm.hąm.vār eitiuua ˙nt-, the spelling vār° is attested in F1+ and in
J10.D, which must be due to a recent lengthening of *va° > vā°.
Humbach-Ichaporia assume that "the rhythmic lengthening var° > vār° is due
to the exceptional length of the compound." This is a possible explanation,
especially if we connect it with the word-initial position of *var°, cf.
kāuuaiiascā etc., but the labial v° may have had additional influence. It is
conceivable that this lengthening arose very recently, maybe only in the Yašt
proper mss. (cf. Hintze 1994: 225); since Yt 19 is not transmitted by the IrKA
mss., we have no means to check.

16 This comparison was already made by Kellens 1974a: 303.

17 The seeming exception hušōi\ eman- ‘good house’ < *hu-kšaitman- to the root of
Av. ši-, Skt. k ˙si- ‘to dwell’ must be an inner-Avestan formation. Janda 1993: 47
proposes to derive hušōi\ eman- from hušit(i)- ‘good living’, which seems a plausible
option.

18 Except once in Vr 7.3, where K7b has vār eitı̄m.
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• A similar problem is posed by the mountain name vāx edrika- in Yt 19.4.
This may be derived from the noun vax edra- ‘mouth’, and thus, according to
Humbach-Ichaporia 1998: 74, it might refer for instance to an extinct volcano.
The unexpected first ā might betray an earlier vr˚ ddhi formation *vāxdri-, but
in view of the scarcity of i-stem VD in Avestan and its restriction to liturgical
terminology (see § 3.7.2), this analysis remains very uncertain. Alternatively,
the long vowel may be the result of a very recent lengthening after v-. As we
will see in e.g. vā̆ uuaršā- and vı̄uuar ešuua ˙nt-, the mss. F1+ and J10
sometimes display this lengthening as opposed to the IrKA mss. Since in Yt
19 the IrKA transmission is absent, we must reckon with the possibility that
spellings which are found in all the mss. can nevertheless reflect very recent
changes.

Occasional lengthening can also be observed in forms with an uncertain
or unknown etymology:
• Yt 13.131 vāuuaršā- or vāuuaršı̄- is the name of a disease, the etymology
of which is unknown. It occurs in the gen.sg. °šii ˚̄asca, but the different ms.
branches disagree as to the first part of the form. In F1+ vāuuar° and J10
viiāuuara°, the vowel ā appears, but the IrKA mss. Mf3.K13.38.H5 have
vauuara° and K37 vı̄var e°, so that the first vowel is by no means certain.
F1+ vāuuar° may be due to a very recent lengthening.
• The length of the initial vowel in Yt 9.31 var edakanā-19 is uncertain.
Bartholomae 1904 reads +vāridkanā-, whereas Mayrhofer 1979: I/93 hesitates;
the reading vā° only appears in Jm4. As a lengthening of va° to vā°
occasionally occurs in recent mss., and since the same can be observed in Jm4
in duuāra- (Yt 9.4, Yt 3) against original duuara-, it seems more probable
that the original form was *var-.
• The expression vār emna- staora- ‘a selected piece of cattle’ in A 3.10 may
probably be compared with F 221 aspō … var emanō ‘a selected horse’,
according to Klingenschmitt 1968: 79. The spelling var emanō could easily be
a mistake for *vār emnō, but it is also possible that both forms represent a
middle participle *var emna- to var- ‘to choose’. However, this would imply
a thematic (aorist) stem *vara-, which is attested nowhere else. According to
Bartholomae 1904: 1412, vār emna- belongs to an unattested verb *vāra- built
on OAv. vāra- ‘will’, but this is not convincing either.
• Yt 13.122 +vı̄uuar ešuua ˙nt- (PN). This stem occurs in the gen.sg. as
viuuār ešuuahe in F1+ and as v¯euuārasauuahe in J10, but the IrKA has a short
vowel in the second syllable: K38 vı̄uuarašuuahe, Mf3.K13.14.H5

19 V.ll. F1.E1 var eidakanąmca · Pt1.L18.O3 var edakanąmca · Jm4 vār eidkanąm.
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vı̄uuarašuuatō. Since vı̄uu° is followed in the text by ainiiāuuahe, the gen.sg.
ending -atō is the lectio difficilior, which renders it probable that Mf3+
*vı̄uuaršuuatō is the original reading (Mayrhofer 1979: I/98); the Yašt mss.
F1 and J10 have lengthened *-uuar- > -uuār-.

§ 3.2.2 After xv- and huu-

PIr. *hu- in front of the vowels *a and *ā may yield xv- or huu-. The
distribution will be described and explained in § 28.2; here we may
summarize the results:

xva- < *hu-a- (*hu ‘good’), or < *h ˘ua-.
xvā- < *hu-ā- (*hu ‘good’), or < *h ˘uā-.
huua- < *hu-a- (*hu ‘good’).
huuā- < *hu-ā- (*hu ‘good’).

We shall now discuss these four sequences as far as the vowel length is
concerned.

1. The form xva- is usually retained in the mss. An example of a deviating
spelling in part of the transmission is V 7.35 (a)xvastanąm, spelled xvāstanąm
and axvāstanąm in Jp1. A case of recent ms. lengthening which has entered
Geldner’s edition is V 3.20, 9.49 k er efš.xvārąm, gen.pl. of k er efš.xvar- ‘eating
bodies’, which must be corrected to +k er efš.xvarąm as was seen by
Bartholomae 1904: 469. In both passages, the IrVS preserves -a-: V 3.20
Jp1.Mf2 °xvarąm, all other mss. xvārąm; V 9.49 Jp1.Mf2 °xvarąm · L4
°xvarąm, K1 °xvārąm · InVS °xvārąm.

2. The form xvā.° appears in the first member of compounds with *h ˘ua- ‘self’
if the compound was split into two parts at the time of the RCS. This is due
to the rule that monosyllables have a long final vowel. When there was no
split, *a remained short: xvā.ao\ra- but xvadāta-. This distribution has only
been blurred by compounds which lost the separation point: xvāxša\ra- PN,
xvāpai\iia- ‘sovereignty’ and xvāraoxšna- ‘having its own light’ were split
during the RCS, but the point does not appear anymore in our mss.
Sometimes, both variants are attested: xvā(.)daēna- ‘who has his own religion’.
In all instances where we find xvā° spelled without a following separation
point, we may still assume earlier xvā.°.

3. The form huua- is also usually retained in the mss. Two exceptions are:
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• Yt 13.72 huuaibiiāsta < hu-aibi-asta ‘well thrown towards’ has the
lengthened vowel in the IrKA (Mf3.K13.H5 huuāibiiāsta, K 38 hauuāibiiāsta)
versus preserved huua° in F1.Pt1.J10.
• The compound huuaspa- (5x) ‘with good horses’ is spelled as huuāspa- in
Yt 13.122 in the mss. K38.H5.Mf3. The IrKA must have introduced the
lengthening recently.

An older lengthening is found in the paradigm of the adj. huuapah- ‘of
good work, beneficent’ < *hu-apah- (Skt. svápas-). Huuapah- is attested in
two forms20, viz. the voc.sg. huuapō and the nom.sg.m. huuāp ˚̄a. As I will
explain below, I do not think that there is enough contextual evidence to posit
two different stems huuapah- and huuāpah-, as has sometimes been done.
With Lubotsky 1990: 131, we may assume that huuapō reflects the original
form, whereas huuāp ˚̄a must have lengthened *a. This lengthening cannot be
due to the cluster huu- alone, because the number of occurrences of huuāp ˚̄a
is too high and too well-established in all mss. Therefore, it was the
combination of a preceding labial and a following - ˚̄a which caused the
lengthening of *hu-ap ˚̄a to huuāp ˚̄a.

We find the voc.sg. huuapō in Y 71.10 vı̄spe tē +ahurahe mazd ˚̄a huuapō
dāmąn yazamaide ‘we worship all creatures of you, Ahura Mazdā, o
beneficent one’, and in Yt 10.53-5421 mi\r em … yō … g er ezaite ahurāi
mazdāi uiti aojanō: az em vı̄spanąm dāmanąm nipāta ahmi huuapō ‘Mithra,
who complains to Ahura Mazdā, speaking thus: "I am the protector of all
creatures, O beneficent one". The nom.sg. in Yt 5.85 ahurō mazd ˚̄a huuapō
would have to be a corruption of *huuap ˚̄a, but the loss of - ˚̄a seems strange
after mazd ˚̄a; maybe huuapō is rather an automatic addition to ahura- mazdā-.
Note that in Y 71.10, the voc.sg. huuapō follows after a gen.sg. of ahura-
mazdā-; from a case such as this, the composers of Yt 5.85 could have
deduced that huuapō was the correct form to follow after mazd ˚̄a.

We find the following attestations of huuāp ˚̄a:

20 I exclude Y 62.5 huuāpąm in the passage Y 62.5 dāii ˚̄a mē … fraza ˙ntı̄m … huuāpąm
‘give to me beneficent offspring’. The ending -ąm in the adjective is ungrammatical;
we would expect huuāpaoh em. The text may be compared to the similar text of Y
65.11: ı̄štı̄m vō jaidiiāmi … fraza ˙ntı̄mca xvāparąm ‘I ask for … and blissful offspring’.
In 65.11, fraza ˙nti- is determined by the adj. xvāpara- ‘blissful’ < *hu-ā-para- ‘having
a good compensation’ (to par- ‘to interchange’). Tentatively, we may suggest that Y
62.5 originally read fraza ˙ntı̄m … *xvāparąm too, and that *hu-āparām was replaced by
*hu-āpām in the course of the transmission.

21 Narten (1986a: 171) assumes that Yt 10.54 contains a nom.sg.
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Y 10.10 \bā … bagō tataša ˜t huuāp ˚̄a; \bā … bagō nida\a ˜t huuāp ˚̄a
‘the beneficent god created you; the beneficent god placed you’;

Yt 10.92 frā hē mazd ˚̄a huuāp ˚̄a ratu\b em barā ˜t gaē\anąm
‘to it the generous Mazdā gave the jurisdiction over the living beings’;

Y 44.5 k¯ehuuāp ˚̄a raoc ˚̄ascā dā ˜t t em ˚̄ascā, k¯ehuuāp ˚̄a xvafn emcā dā ˜t zaēmācā
‘which beneficent one created light and darkness, which beneficent one
created sleep and wakening?’
There is thus a large overlap in the use of huuapō and huuāp ˚̄a: both are

epithets of gods, and ahura mazdā is even accompanied by both words in
different contexts.

Finally, we must discuss in more detail the attestation given by Geldner
as Yt 5.87 \bąm kaininō vadre yaona xša\ra huuāp ˚̄a jaidii ˚̄a ˙nte taxm emca
nmānō.paitı̄m; \bąm carāitiš zizanāitiš jaidii ˚̄a ˙nte huzāmı̄m. It was translated
as follows by Wolff 1910: ‘dich sollen heiratsfähige emsige Mädchen um
[gute?] Herrschaft bitten, und um einen heldhaften Hausherrn; dich sollen
gebärende junge Frauen um gute Geburt bitten’. Bartholomae regards huuāp ˚̄a
as an adj. determining kaininō, i.e. ‘diligent girls’. As this would require a
nom.pl.f. form †huuāp ˚̄aohō, Bartholomae 1904: 1853 suggests that huuāp ˚̄a in
Yt 5.87 was formed as the nom.pl.f. form of an a-stem after the acc.sg.
huuāpąm in Y 62.5 (but see footnote 20). Yet the text passages are different,
and such an influence seems unlikely.

The problems center around the interpretation of vadre yaona.
Bartholomae posits a stem vadriia- ‘marriageable’ with a nom.pl.m/n.
*vadriia > vadre, but this stem is his own invention. It would be derived from
vadū- ‘bride, wife’, but the derivational suffix would be very peculiar.
Furthermore, the form yaona calls for caution. In the preceding stanza Yt
5.86, the text speaks about ā\rauuanō x\rāiiō.yaona … mastı̄m jaidii ˚̄a ˙nte
‘priests who protect the home will ask for knowledge’, and the sentence
construction is exactly parallel to that of Yt 5.87 kaininō … jaidii ˚̄a ˙nte.

We may solve the riddle by correcting vadre yaona to xvadairiiauuō,
nom.pl. of vadairiiu- ‘rutting, on heat’, an adj. which is attested several times
in the Yašts in connection with camels. Since it here refers to young women,
vadairiiu- is better translated as ‘seeking marriage’; it can be a derivative in
*- ˘iu- from a putative noun *vad-ar- ‘marriage’ (thus Hauschild 1966: 479f.),
containing the root *vad- ‘to wed’ which is attested in Av. vādaiia- ‘to wed’
and vadū- ‘wife’. For the formation type, cf. Skt. indrayú- ‘longing for Indra’,
śravasyú- ‘seeking for glory’, etc. Thus, the text means that young women
will ask Anāhitā for xša\ra huuāp ˚̄a and for a strong master of the house
(nmānō.paiti-), and those who give birth will ask her for a good delivery
(huzāmi-). A restoration of xvadairiiauuō may also be supported by the v.ll.
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Whereas F1.E1 read vadri and Pt1 vadre, K12 has vadara and J10 has
vadar e, i.e. they may preserve the second syllable -dair- which was lost from
F1+. The error must have originated in a mistake of reading n for *u, i.e.
*vadairiiauuō became *vadairiiaunō; subsequently, the word yaonō was
separated on the example of Yt 5.86. The next words xša\ra huuāp ˚̄a must
then contain the first object of jaidii ˚̄a ˙nte, and since huuāp ˚̄a must be either
nom.sg. or nom.acc.pl.n., we must opt for an acc.pl. of xša\ra- huuapah-, to
be understood as a sg.: ‘beneficent rule’. This expression is attested nowhere
else in Avestan. We may thus read Yt 5.87 as follows: \bąm kaininō
xvadairiiauuō xša\ra huuāp ˚̄a jaidii ˚̄a ˙nte ‘you the courting girls will ask for
beneficent rule’.

A final problem of this solution is the masculine gender of xvadairiiauuō,
referring to the feminine kaininō. This fact may arouse some suspicion, but
it does not seem problematic enough to refute the proposed restoration. In
fact, the noun kainı̄n- also appears with masculine reference in a few other
Yašt passages, especially Yt 15.39 t em yaz e˙nta kainina yōi anupaēta
ma´̌siiānąm ‘him the girls worship who are not to be approached by men’.

4. Because of the usual retention of huua-, we may safely assume that the
sequence huuā- reflects hu-ā°. There is one set of exceptions, viz. words in
which huu° reflects *h ˘u- (not *hu ‘good’) in front of *-a ˘u- (see § 28.2.2):
• huuāuuōiia (Y 59.30) ‘for himself’ < *h ˘uab ˘ia; the long vowel is due to
regular lengthening in front of *- ˘u ˘ia (§ 3.4.1).
• huuāuuastra- (V 13.39) ‘having his own garment’ < *h ˘ua- ˘uastra-. The -ā-
is probably due to contextual analogy with the following form xvā.ao\ra-
‘having his own shoes’.
• huuāuua ˙nt em (Yt 13.146) is explained by Bartholomae 1904: 1855 as ‘like
himself’, from huua- ‘himself’ + - ˘uant-. The suggested meaning seems quite
likely in the context, which runs:

yō vı̄daēuuō vı̄daēuuahe ‘who is the anti-daevic messenger
aštō mazd ˚̄a ahurahe of the anti-daevic Ahura Mazdā,
yim zara\uštrō fr¯er enao ˜t whom Zarathustra assigned
huuāuua ˙nt em aohuue astuuaite as a h° to the material world’

Instead of deriving huuāuua ˙nt- from a reflexive huua- as Bartholomae does,
I prefer to derive it from the possessive adj. *h ˘ua- ‘his, her own’. As I have
argued in De Vaan 2003, all instances of an Avestan reflexive pronoun huua-
‘himself, herself’ are illusory, and the only linguistically real forms of the
poss. pronoun 3sg. were OAv. xva- and YAv. hauua-. The adj. *h ˘ua- ˘uant-
‘like himself’ could be a formation perfectly analogical to that of OAv.
mauua ˙nt- (for *māuua ˙nt-) ‘someone like me’, \bāuua ˙nt- ‘like you (sg.)’ and
xšmāuua ˙nt- ‘like you (pl.)’, which are formed on the basis of the
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corresponding poss. adj. ma- ‘my’, \ba- ‘your’, *xšma- (in xšmāka-) ‘your’.
The length of huuāuua ˙nt- may in theory be due to the preceding -uu-, but it
seems safer to assume that it reflects the same morphological derivation as
*māuua ˙nt-, \bāuua ˙nt- and xšmāuua ˙nt-.

Rarely, huuā° is a text corruption of xvā°. Yt 10.142 huuāraoxšna-
‘having its own light’ is a hapax against the three occurrences of xvāraoxšna-
(Y 57.21, V 2.30,38) ‘id’. Since xvāraoxšna- (= *xvā.raoxšna-) occurs in texts
with a better ms. transmission than Yt 10.142, we can be fairly confident that
huuāraoxšna- is either a recent lapsus of the transmission, or a creation of the
composer of Yt 10.142.

5. We may now discuss some words with a disputed etymology:
• xvāsaoka- (Yt 9.2) can be either *hu-ā-saoka- ‘good profit’ or *h ˘ua-saoka-
‘having its own profit’.
• xvāstāiti- (Ny 1.8, FrW 5.1) can be either *hu-ā-stāti- ‘in a good state’ or
*h ˘ua-stāti- ‘having its own status’.
• huuāuuaiiaoh em (Y 55.4). Bartholomae assumes that this is an acc. made
to the nom.sg. *huuāuuaii ˚̄a of a stem *hu-a ˘ua-yam- ‘Abbitte für sich
leistend’. This word is a hapax and may be linked with Y 68.1 auuaiiā-
‘forgiveness’, which is cognate with Skt. ava-y ´̄a-. The fact that huuāuu- may
phonetically reflect *h ˘uā̆ ˘u- (§ 28.2.2) offers the possibility to link Y 55.4
huuāuuaiiah- more directly with Y 68.1 auuaiiā-, viz. as *h ˘ua-a ˘ua ˘iah-
‘having his own forgiveness’ (vel sim.), although the suffix change to -ah- is
unclear.
• Y 57.31 huuāuuaēga- is edited as huuā.vaēga- by Geldner, but many good
mss. have huuāuu°. Phonologically, we may therefore reconstruct either
*hu-ā- ˘uaiga- ‘with a good onslaught’, or *h ˘ua- ˘uaiga- ‘with its own
onslaught’; compare the noun vaēga- (Yt 10) ‘onslaught’. As huuāuuaēga- is
the epithet of snai\iš- ‘sword’, a clear choice cannot be made.
• Yt 5.127 huuāzāta- is an adj. referring to the goddess Anāhitā-, and must
be analyzed as *hu-ā-zāta- ‘well-born’, cf. āzāta- ‘noble’. Also V 16.17
pu\ra- huuāzāta-, translated by Bartholomae as ‘selbsterzeugter Sohn’, must
rather mean ‘noble son’. Firstly, the translation with ‘self’ would require a
compound †xvā.zāta- or †xvazāta-. Secondly, compounds in *h ˘ua ‘own’ are
usually bahuvrı̄his, so that *h ˘ua-zāta- would mean ‘having own offspring’;
this would be meaningless for pu\ra- huuāzāta- in the context of V 16.17.
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§ 3.3 Between v/xv/b and ˇ˙s < *rt

Short *a yields YAv. ā after one of the labial consonants v, xv or b and in
front of ˇ˙s < *rt; this change only occurs in initial syllable. The evidence
consists of the following forms (for the reconstruction of the accent, cf. § 29):
• xvāˇ˙sa- (V 3.33) ‘food’ < *h ˘uárta- is derived from the root xvar- ‘to
consume’; compare xvar eiti- ‘consumption’.
• xvāˇ˙sar- (Y 11.3) ‘drinker’ < *h ˘uártar-, also to xvar- ‘to consume’.
• bāˇ˙sar- (Y 11.2) ‘rider’. The meaning ‘rider’ seems clear on the basis of the
surrounding expressions: Y 11.1 gāuš zaotār em zauuaiti ‘the cow calls the
priest’; Y 11.2 aspō bāˇ˙sār em zauuaiti ‘the horse calls its rider’; Y 11.3 haomō
xvāˇ˙sār em zauuaiti ‘Haoma calls its drinker’. The connection of bar- with
aspa- also occurs in N 37, V 6.26 and 8.73 barō.aspō ‘riding a horse’, which
is used by the PTr. to gloss Av. bar emnō ‘riding’. Kotwal and Kreyenbroek
1995: 107 argue that the commentators provided this gloss in order to avoid
confusion with the meaning ‘bearing’, which the main text PTr. barān for Av.
bar emnō would have.

Hoffmann 1992: 853 objects that the meaning ‘to ride’ for the root bar-
is attested only "im patientivem Medium (‘getragen werden’)". He therefore
proposes a translation ‘caretaker’ for bāˇ˙sar-, referring to Skt. bhártar-
‘husband’ as containing a similar specialized meaning of bhar-. Yet it is not
necessary for nominal derivatives to adopt a formal characteristic of a verbal
mood in order to be associated with verbal forms showing that mood. Nouns
in -tar- are not derived from a verbal stem, but from the root. As soon as the
root bar- had acquired the specialized sense of ‘to move on a horse’ = ‘to
ride’, nominal derivatives could have been formed showing this meaning. In
support of this, note e.g. Khot. aśśabāra ‘rider’, OP asabāra ‘rider’, CSogd.
b’ry < *bāraka- ‘rider’, etc. (cf. Bailey 1954b: 5). It is therefore quite safe to
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connect bāˇ˙sar- with the Avestan root bar-22, which had the meanings ‘to
carry’ but also ‘to ride’23.
• vāˇ˙sa- m. ‘vehicle’ (24x) reflects * ˘uárta- ‘the thing rolling’, from the root
vart- ‘to roll’ (Janda 1993: 45). Compare Av. var etō.ra\a- ‘who has a rolling
cart’.

Two forms are probably nonce formations:
• axvāˇ˙se ‘by not eating’ (V 3.33). This form occurs after xvāˇ˙sa- ‘food’, and
its meaning proves that it is a nonce formation after xvāˇ˙sa-: V 3.33 xvāˇ˙saiia
zı̄ vı̄spō aohuš astuu ˚̄a juuai ˙nti, axvāˇ˙se framiriiete ‘for through food, the whole
material world lives, through non-food it dies’. The contextual meaning of
axvāˇ˙se is of course ‘through not eating’, but this would require an abstract
noun †axvar eiti. A literal translation of axvāˇ˙sa- as ‘non-food’ does not make
sense.
• vāˇ˙saiia- (Yt 17.12) ‘to draw (a vehicle)’. This verb is attested in Yt 17.12
immediately after the noun vāˇ˙sa-: raom vāˇ˙s em vāˇ˙saiia ˙nte ‘they draw the light
vehicle’. As Avestan also has a prs. xhąm.var etaiia- ‘to put together’ (N 97)
to the same root, it is conceivable that vāˇ˙saiia- adopted ˇ˙s (or, at an earlier
stage, *hrt) from vāˇ˙sa- (*váhrta-) (cf. Hoffmann 1992: 856).

The same structure of labial + -āˇ˙s- is displayed by the adj. \bāˇ˙sa- ‘fast,
hurried; firmament’, but it is unclear whether we must reconstruct *t ˘uarta- or
*t ˘uārta-. The root must be IIr. *t ˘uar- ‘to hurry’, attested in Skt. tvárate ‘to
rush’, tvar ´̄a- f. ‘hurry’; Sog. pdbyr-, ’pdbyr- ‘to hasten’ (trans.) <

22 Janda 1993: 45ff. explains bāˇ˙sar- as the outcome of a preform *bārtar-, but this is
not convincing. His analysis is inspired by the assumption that the PIE root *bher- was
a "Narten-root", being characterized by having introduced a higher ablaut degree into
all formations. Thus, if normal ablaut would form a noun *bher-tr˚ -, the "Narten-form"
would be *bhērtr-; cf. for a short summary of this theory Schindler 1994: 398f. It is
true that the root *bher- shows some unexpected full grade forms (instead of zero
grade ones) in various IE languages, but analogical origin for each of them can be
assumed. Conclusive Avestan evidence that the roots xvar- ‘to consume’ and vart- ‘to
roll’, which provide the other certain examples of *árt > āˇ˙s, had aberrant ablaut does
not exist: the meaning and etymology of OAv. xvār emnō are uncertain, and vār e\man-,
for which Janda has proposed a connection with Skt. vártman- ‘course’, is insufficient
proof. Note that both xvār emnō and vār e\man- show ā after a labial glide, so that they
too may have the secondary lengthening.

23 As bāˇ˙sar- is a hapax, the alternative solution offered by Schwartz 1989: 114 also
remains possible. He suggests that bāˇ˙sar- may have been created «in the specific
context of Y 11.2 by analogy with zaotar- and xvāˇ˙sar- (where there is also rhyme)».
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*upa-\bar ˘ia-, pdb’r ‘hurry’ < *upa-\bāra-, Pth. nydf’r ‘haste; to hasten’,
nydfwrd ‘hastened’ < *ni-\ ˘uār-, *ni-\ ˘ur˚ ta-.

Formerly, Skt. tūrtá- was regarded as the ta-participle to the root tvar-,
which implied that this root contained a laryngeal and \bāˇ˙sa- could be
reconstructed either as *t ˘uárHta- or as *t ˘uŕ˚ Hta-. It has been argued by Gotō
1987: 170 and accepted by subsequent scholarship that tūrtá- and other Vedic
forms in -tū̆ r- belong to the root tr̄˚ - ‘to penetrate’, so that tvárate may now
be derived from an ani ˙t-root. For \bāˇ˙sa- this means that we must reconstruct
at least a full grade formation *t ˘uár-ta- ‘hastened’; cf. Oss. tæltæg ‘heated,
ardent, fiery’ < *\bā̆ rtaka- (Abaev 1979: 259). Nevertheless, in view of the
Middle Iranian forms which continue *\ ˘uāra-, we cannot exclude a possible
denominal or deverbal origin *t ˘uār-ta- for \bāˇ˙sa-.

The preform *t ˘uā̆ rta- was also used as a n. noun with the meaning
‘firmament’: the movement of the stars in the sky was apparently conceived
of as being ‘swift’. Compare the epithet tı̄z-rau ‘swiftly moving’, used for the
firmament in MoP poetry, which is mentioned by Zaehner 1955: 89. Avestan
\bāˇ˙sa- was borrowed into Zoroastrian Pahlavı̄ as sp’š /spāš/, which implies
a very late date for the borrowing24.

We may compare the forms in -āˇ˙s- with the noun frauuaˇ˙si- < fra- ˘uárti-,
originally ‘choice’ (cf. § 29.4), in which *-árt- is located in the second
syllable. This implies that the change *árt > -āˇ˙s- may have been restricted to
initial syllables.

§ 3.4 In initial syllable

Phonetic lengthening of IIr. *a in initial syllable is found in several
environments25: in front of *- ˘u ˘ia# (§ 3.4.1); in front of several short vowels
(§ 3.4.2); in disyllables, especially in OAv. (§ 3.4.3). Furthermore, ā can be
due to a simple text corruption (§ 3.4.4).

24 The native (NWIr.) word in MP for ‘firmament’ is spyhl < *ć ˘uitra- ‘the white one’
(Hübschmann 1895: 205), cf. English ‘Milky Way’. The variant sp’hl, occurring in
some Zoroastrian texts, is explained as a SWIr. dialectal variant of spyhl by Nyberg
1974: 178.

25 Earlier collections of evidence and attempts at an explanation can be found e.g. in
Kellens 1984: 245, Kuiper 1939: 35ff., Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 56f., Oettinger
1983: 354ff.
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§ 3.4.1 YAv. *-a ˘u ˘ia- > -āuuiia-

All Avestan words with a sequence *-a ˘u ˘ia- yield -āuu(a,ō)iia- in the mss.,
with anaptyctic -a- or -ō-. The anaptyctic vowel is -ō- if -iia is the final
syllable of the word, but it is -a- if the ending is not word-final (-aca, -aci ˜t,
-anąmca), cf. § 25.10.2. The forms of the adj. *ha ˘u ˘ia- ‘left’ show that *-a ˘u ˘i-
develops into -aoii- if the ending is not *-a: we find ins.sg.m. hāuu(ō)iia and
hāuu(a)iiaca on the one hand but acc.sg.f. haoiiąm < *ha ˘u ˘iām on the other.

Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 83 tentatively explain long -ā- in front of *- ˘u ˘i- as
the result of emphatic lengthening, but it is unclear why for instance the
ins.sg. of hauuiia- would be more sensitive to emphasis than other case forms.
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 97 regard the sequence -āuuōiia as "pseudogelehrte
Verunstaltung", being the result of a contamination of expected -aoiia <
*-a ˘u ˘ia with the forms in *-āuuiia with ā in initial syllable. However, the only
form with inherited -āuuii- in initial syllable is the adj. nāuuiia- ‘navigable’.
Possibly, they argue, the interjection āuuōiia ‘woe!’ influenced these words
as well; but we must rather ascribe āuuōiia to the same lengthening in front
of *- ˘u ˘ia too, see below. We must accept that *a was regularly lengthened in
front of *- ˘u ˘i- at a certain stage.

The following are the established examples of the development to
-āuu(a,ō)iia:
• Y 20.3 xšmāuuōiia < PIr. *šmab ˘ia ‘to you’; Y 29.12 xšmāuuiia is a YAv.
adaptation of OAv. xšmaibiiā.
• V 5.52 gāuuaiianąmca26, gen.pl. *ga ˘u ˘ianām of the adj. *ga ˘u ˘ia- ‘of a cow’
(Skt. gávya-). The acc.sg.f. gaoiiąm < *ga ˘u ˘iām is attested in Yt 8.17.
• V 2.25, 14.14 gāuuaiian em (as it is given in Geldner’s edition) can also be
due to lengthening of *-a ˘u ˘ia-. Bartholomae 1904: 522 posits a separate stem
gāvayana-, but it seems more likely that gāuuaiian em reflects *ga ˘u ˘ia-na-
‘cowshed’. In fact, the v.ll. of V 2.25 preserve the spelling -uuii- in the form
gāuuiianąm of the PV mss. (L4a.B1.Ml3+). As to the meaning, *ga ˘u ˘iana- is
used as a substantive in V 2.25 gauuąm xgāuuiian em ‘a cowshed of cows’. In
V 14.14, it is an apposition to nmān em: nmān em xgāuuiian em, ‘a house, (viz.)
a cowshed’.
• YAv. māuuōiia < PIr. *mab ˘ia ‘to me’. With enclitics, we find māuuaiiaca
and māuuaiiaci ˜t.

26 The mss. P2 and P10 spell gāuuiianąmca, which seems to have been the spelling
of the archetype.
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• YAv. hāuuōiia, ins.sg.m. of hauuiia- ‘left’; in front of -ca, the same form
appears as hāuuaiiaca27 (Yt 17.22, V 3.25ff.). The acc.sg.f. haoiiąm is
attested in V 8.47ff.
• Y 59.30 huuāuuōiia < *h ˘uab ˘ia ‘to him(self)’. The reflex huu- instead of xv-
is probably due to (*b >) * ˘u in the anlaut of the next syllable, cf. De Vaan
2003.

We may add to this evidence the YAv. cry of woe āuuōiia (Yt 3.14,
19.63, H 2.34, N 84, Vyt 43), which must be cognate with OAv. auuōi ‘woe’
< *a ˘uai and auuaētāt- ‘wailing’ < *a ˘uai-tāt-. In Yt 19.63, āuuōiia is preceded
by auuaē\a/e < *a ˘uai-\( ˘i)a ‘woe’ in a series of three maledictions: i\e i\a
ya\na ahmāi, auuaē\a i\a ya\na ahmāi, āuuōiia i\a ya\na ahmāi. The
significance of this series was rightly stressed by Humbach-Ichaporia (1998:
138): the stem *a ˘uai appears to be suffixed first with *-\( ˘i)a, then with *-a,
so that we may reconstruct *a ˘uai-a as the direct preform of āuuōiia (cf.
Beekes 1999: 67)28. As we will see in § 14.2, -ō- is the direct reflex of PAv.
*-a- (i.e. it is not an anaptyctic vowel).

Without initial *a-, this cry of woe is attested in OAv. vaiiōi (Y 53.7) and
vaiiū.b er et- ‘woeful’ (53.6). YAv. vaiiōi ‘woe’ (V 13.8) may be a quotation
or a borrowing from OAv. vaiiōi.

The analysis of āuuōiia suggests that *a may be lengthened not only in
front of *- ˘u ˘ia-, but also in front of *- ˘ua ˘ia-, i.e. with inherited -a- between the
two semivowels. There is little evidence to confirm this, since most words in
-auuaii- in the first two syllables retain this sequence. I found only one other
form in which lengthening has taken place, but it seems to post-date the
archetype. The gen.sg.f. *ha ˘ua ˘iās of the stem hauua- ‘his, her own’ appears
in V 10.5 as hauuaii ˚̄as e.tanuuō ‘of his own body’ with unchanged hauu° in
Jp1.Mf2 and L4, but with lengthened hāuu° in K1a and L1.2.Br1; in V 10.6,
L4 spells hāuu° too.

27 Geldner edited haoiiaca for the V forms, but Bartholomae 1904: 1736 rightly
corrects them to hāuuaiiaca with regard to the ms. readings.

28 This analysis seems much more likely to me than the connection with Skt. (AV)
āvayá- ‘sexual drive, rut’, which was suggested by Hoffmann apud Hintze 1994: 29340,
and the derivation of auuaē\a from *ava-i- ‘to jump on, copulate’, which Panaino
1998 has proposed. Both explanations disconnect āuuōiia and auuaē\a from OAv.
auuōi and vaiiōi.
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§ 3.4.2 In front of two or more short vowels

Lengthening of *a may occur if two or more of the following syllables
contain the short vowels a or e. The lengthened vowel is always in open
initial syllable, i.e. it is followed by an intervocalic consonant. There is only
one example of lengthening of *a- in anlaut (viz. ātara\ra); in all other
instances, *a is preceded by one or two consonants. The lengthening is mainly
attested in YAv., but there are also three instances of lengthening in OAv.

The evidence will be divided into three parts. The first subsection
discusses the lengthening of the preverb fra, which provides the majority of
the relevant forms. The second subsection turns to the isolated examples of
lengthening in initial syllable. The third subsection discusses the origin of -ā-
in forms of the compound v er e\ra-jan- ‘victorious’.

§ 3.4.2.1 The preverb *fra

The preverb *fra is sometimes attested as frā° in verbs and nouns. If, for
a given word, there is no indication that frā° goes back to IIr. *pra-HC-, we
must assume that *fra° was lengthened to frā° at a relatively recent stage.
This was probably after Avestan had ceased to be a spoken language, because
fra° was not restored anymore.

Before we enter into the discussion of the forms, we must address the
preliminary question as to the trustworthiness of the mss. when it comes to
distinguishing fra° from frā°. After all, the preverb frā, when used
independently, occurs with a long final vowel which might have influenced
the spelling of *fra- as a prefix. Furthermore, we must consider the theoretical
possibility that frā° may be due to a compound split which was made undone
in the post-archetype era, e.g. *frak er esta > *frā.k er esta > frāk er esta.
However, the evidence shows a remarkable degree of agreement between the
Yasna, Yašts and the Vı̄dēvdād as to the variants fra and frā, especially in the
case of frequent combinations such as frā-iiaz- and frā-\b er es-, which are
only found with frā° in all texts. The division between words taking fra° and
words taking frā° is very clear and does not appear to be random. Therefore,
we may in general use the ms. evidence for fra° and frā° (for an exception
see the discussion of frā-mrū- below).

Another precaution we must take is to exclude from the evidence the
forms in which frā° may derive from IIr. *praH- or *pra-a-. Examples of the
latter sequence are frāiia- ‘to go forward’ < *pra-a ˘i- and frāšn(a)uu- ‘to
reach’ < *pra-ašn(a)u-. For an explanation of frā° in the sequence *fra-r˚ -,
as in F 174 frārāzān for *frār ezu- and frārā\ni- (V 7.29ff.) < *fra-(a)r\ni-
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‘elbow’, cf. § 5.2.1.2. Initial frā° may be the result of *pra-HC- in the verb
forms frānāšaiiata ‘you must bring out’ (A 3.5) and frāraodaiieite ‘he lets
flow forth’ (V 18.46), which are derived from nas- ‘to reach’ (Kellens 1995a:
41) < IIr. *Hnać- and rud- ‘to grow’ (Kellens 1984: 145) < IIr. *Hrudh-.
Furthermore, a sequence *pra-HC- may be reconstructed for the nominal
forms frārāiti- (Y 55.3, 58.4, Vr 21.3, P 25,35), hufrāiiuxta (Yt 10.40),
frāiiaodahe (Yt 13.108), frārāzōiš (Yt 13.123) and frāuuı̄rata- (Vr 12.1).

The root yaz- ‘to worship’ may also have possessed an initial laryngeal in
IIr. (EWAia II: 393), and indeed all derivatives of yaz- take frā°, whereas
†fra-iiaz- never occurs. Not only the finite verbal forms, but also abstract
nouns such as frā-iiašti- and hu-frā-iiašta- take frā°. Therefore, frā-iiaz- may
have been a lexical reality of YAv. itself, rather than to be due to a later
lengthening during the oral transmission. We may reconstruct PAv. *frā ˘iaz°.
The forms which occur are frāiieze, frā.yazamaide, frāiiaz e˙nte, frāiiazāne,
frāiiazāiti, frāiiazāite, frāiiaz ˚̄a ˙nte, frāiiazaēša, frāiiazaēta, frāiiaz emna-,
frāiieziiā ˜t, frāiiaēziia ˙nt-, frāiiašti-, aš.frāiiašti-, hufrāiiašti-, hufrāiiašta- and
frāiiaz e˙nt(an)a-.

We may now turn to the forms which do present evidence for a more
recent lengthening. With the two roots tac- ‘to flow’ and yat- ‘to place’, the
preverb frā° is mainly restricted to forms of the structure *fra-CāCaiia-
which then changes to frāCaCaiia-. This may be explained as the shortening
of the long root vowel *ā (see § 4.6) and the (simultaneous or subsequent)
lengthening of *fra-, cf. Kellens 1984: 142. The forms which occur are:
• tac-: frāta ˜t.caiia- (2x) < *fratācaiia-; frāta ˜t.car eta- (4x) ‘flowing forth’ and
maybe also +afrāta ˜t.kušı̄š (Yt 13.53 29). In support of the condition that
several short syllables should follow, note that the simple present frataca-
(frequent) does not lengthen fra°.
• yat-: frāiiataiiei ˙nti (Y 57.29), frāiiataiia ˜t (Yt 5.65) < *fra-yāta ˘ia-.

The indicative of the verb nı̄- ‘to lead’ is naiia-; the present frānaiia-
shows the second part of the development witnessed in frāta ˜t.caiia- and
frāiiataiia-, viz. the lengthening of *fra° in front of -aiia-:
• nı̄-: frānaiiei ˙nti (Yt 14.46), frānaiiata (? N 70).

With the three verbs kart- ‘to cut’, \bars- ‘to fashion’ and dars- ‘to see’,
frā° is followed by a form in syllabic r spelled as - er e-. *Fra- is not always

29 Assuming that the spelling afrāta ˜t° of the IrKA mss. Mf3.K13.38.H5 is the lectio
difficilior with regard to F1+.J10 afrata ˜t°.
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lengthened in front of - er e-, however: compare the retention of fra e.g. in
fra-m er e° or fra-p er e°.

The evidence comprises:
• frāk er e˙nta ˜t (20x), frāk er enao ˜t (3x), frāk er esta- (2x), frāk er eiti- (Y 72.11),
as against daēuuō.frakaršta-.
• frā\b er esaiti (V 7.71), frā\b er es em (16x), frā\b er esō (Y 11.7), frā\b er esa ˜t
(2x), frā\b er esaēta, nauua.frā\b er esa- (2x), frā(.)\baršt em (Yt 13.54),
+paoiriiō.frā\baršta- 30 (Vr 7.4), as against fra\baršta- (Yt 8.35, V 21.5ff.).
Although the reflexes of *fra-\baršta- are ambiguous, the parallel form
frakaršta- suggests that fra\baršta- was the form of the archetype.
• dars-: frād er esra- ‘radiant’ (8x).

OAv. frāxšn ena- ‘careful’ < *fra-šn ā̆ na- in Y 29.11, 43.12f. may also be
due to lengthening in front of two short syllables, as per Beekes 1988: 47; but
Y 29.11 has frāxšn enē. Original fra° is preserved in the cognate fraxšni-
‘prudent’ (OAv., YAv.; for the stem fraxšni- rather than fraxšnin- see Hintze
1994: 258).

The verb vac- shows a striking distribution. The trisyllabic forms take
frā°: frāuuaoc em (Y 19.3, Yt 17.22), frāuuaocō (Y 19.1,3), frāuuaoce (Y
19.11, Vr 15.331), frāuuaocā (Y 34.12, 46.7); but the two tetrasyllabic forms
take fra°: Y 35.9, 70.2 frauuaocāmā, and Y 65.9 +frauuauuaca32.

The remaining forms present less certain evidence. Five forms with frā°,
which cannot be due to a following laryngeal, are Yt 5.62 frāgma ˜t, Yt 13.124
frāci\rahe, Yt 10.1 frādadąm, Y 65.7, Yt 10.142, P 23 frādāiti (whereas dā-
usually takes fra°) and Yt 19.42 frāzušt em. Four of these are isolated and
occur only in the Yašts, which have a less trustworthy ms. tradition. The form
frādāiti does not show the following short vowel which has caused
lengthening in frātacaiia- etc.; rather, frā° may be due to assimilation to the
next -ā-.

The same explanation (viz. assimilation to a following ā) may account for
the present frā-n ema-/nāma-, with the lengthened preverb in frānmāne (Yt 9.4,
17.25) and frānāmāite (Y 57.18, Yt 19.96). It is possible that ā in the
following syllable(s) of frānmāne and frānāmāite influenced *fra°. On the

30 I read thus instead of Geldner’s fra°, on the strength of the v.ll. Fl1.K4.Kh1 frā°.

31 Vr 15.3 frāuuaoce for Geldner’s fra° on the strength of K7a.Kh1.L2 frā°.

32 Thus corrected for Geldner’s frā°, since the mss. J2.K5, Pt4.Mf1, Jp1.K4 and Mf3
read fra°. In view of the following frā zara\uštrō, fra is also the lectio difficilior.
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other hand, in 57.18, Yt 9.4 and 17.25 we find frā … n ema ˙nte/n em ˚̄a ˙nte in the
following phrase, so that frān(ā)ma- might simply imitate the form of the
independent preverb.

The verb mrū- is sporadically attested with frā°, but we can assume fra°
for the archetype for all the forms of this verb. Frā° seems to be due to a
split spelling frā.mr°, as we can illustrate with the aid of the v.ll. of Yt 4.6
framraomi (3x): F1 3x framr° · O3 2x frāmr°, 1x framr° · Jm4 3x frā.mr°.
The form frāmrao ˜t in Y 19.15ff. is an augmented form *fra-a-mraut, cf.
Kellens 1984: 245. Two forms with an uncertain spelling in the archetype are
V 5.24 frādauuaite and V 18.70 frāuuinuiiā ˜t: in both cases, the mss. Jp1.Mf2
read fra°. V 7.30 frābāzu.drājō has probably adopted frā° from the preceding
word frārā\ni.drājō.

§ 3.4.2.2 Isolated forms

The following words present independent evidence for a lengthening of *a
in initial syllable in front of a sequence of short vowels. In all forms (except
yāsāiti) the following two syllables have a, or a and e.
• YAv. ātara\ra (2x) ‘on both sides’ belongs to the nom.sg. atārō (Yt 14.44)
‘which of two’ showing the original stem form atāra- (cf. yatāra-, katāra-).
Kellens 1974d: 154 has proposed a development *atāra\ra > *atara\ra
(shortening in antepenultimate) > ātara\ra (lengthening in the initial syllable
of a polysyllabic word). In Kellens’ view, the shortening was due to the
position in antepenultimate syllable, but as we will see in § 4, shortening in
antepenultimate syllable is nearly completely restricted to words ending in -ca
or -ci ˜t. Therefore, I ascribe ātara\ra to the sequence of short vowels.
• YAv. kāidiia- ‘the follower (m.) of a kaiiada-sinner’ is attested in Y 57.15
gen.sg. kāidiiehe. It must reflect a stem *ka ˘iadia-, derived from *ka ˘iada- ‘a
kaiiada-sinner’ (cf. Hübschmann 1875: 269). The gen.sg. *ka ˘iadiah ˘ia must
have undergone lengthening in initial syllable to *kā ˘iadiahe, whence with
i-mutation *kāiieidiiehe; subsequently, haplology yielded kāidiiehe.
• The same has happened to f. *ka ˘iadı̄- ‘a female kaiiada-sinner’, which is
attested in Y 61.3 in the gen.pl. kaiieidinąmca and in the gen.sg. kāidii ˚̄asca.
The original gen.sg. *ka ˘iadi ˘iāsca must have yielded *kā ˘iadi ˘i ˚̄asca, and after
i-mutation *kāiieidii ˚̄asca. Haplology then yielded kāidii ˚̄asca.
• nom.pl. kāuuaiiascā (Y 46.11) and kāuuaiiascı̄ ˜t (Y 32.14) of the stem
kauui- ‘seer’ go back to *ka ˘ua ˘ias°.
• gen.sg. kāuuaiieheca (YAv.) to the adj. kauuaiia- ‘of a Kavi’, the acc.sg.
of which is attested as kauuaēm. It is impossible to interpret kāuuaiieheca as
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original *ka ˘u ˘iah ˘ia-ca, gen.sg. of an adj. *ka ˘u ˘ia-, as Bartholomae 1904: 431
did. Such a preform would yield †kaoiieheca by virtue of the relative
chronology *ka ˘u ˘iah ˘ia > *ka ˘u ˘iehe > *kao ˘iehe (cf. § 3.4.1 above). Compare
YAv. snaoiiehe, gen.sg. of the PN *sna ˘u ˘ia-, and °staoiiehı̄- ‘stronger’ <
*sta ˘u ˘iahı̄-.
• nom.pl. xštāuuaiiō (Yt 13.38) has been analyzed as a VD to the PN
xštauui-, attested in the dat.pl. xšt euuibiiō (thus e.g. Mayrhofer 1979: I/101).
However, it would be strange to have a suffixless VD from an i-stem, so that
xštāuuaiiō may also be due to phonetic lengthening of initial *a, as per
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 56.
• YAv. *para-aii(a)- ‘to go away’ is reflected as pāraiia- in four different
forms, viz. V 9.39, 15.9, E 1 pāraiiā ˜t < *parā ˘iāt < *para-a ˘iāt, Yt 13.157
pāraiia ˙ntu, V 19.32 pāraiiei ˙nti and V 22.1 pāraiieni. The tetrasyllabic forms
seem to have undergone the same switch in vocalism as e.g. frāta ˜t.caiia-.
Compare the retention of par° in the forms para.āidi, paraiia ˜t N, paraiiā ˜t N,
and parāiti V passim.
• The adj. pār e˙ntara- ‘aloof, set aside’ (Yt 19.1, V 9.11,29,33f.) refers to ‘the
other side of a mountain’ (Yt 19.1) and to ritual holes (maga-) situated at ‘the
far side’. The stem is probably cognate with Skt. pára- ‘far; on the other side
of’, and is also found in Av. parā ˙nc- ‘away, aside’ < *para-Hnč-. The
expected form of the comparative in -tara- would be *para-tara-; this was
probably reshaped into *parantara- by analogy with its antonym a ˙ntara-
‘inner, on the inner side’. Initial *a was apparently lengthened in front of the
following three short vowels, just like in pāraiia-.
• The present stem yā̆ sa- ‘to take’ has a long root vowel when *yasa- is not
directly preceded by a preverb (Kellens 1984: 158), i.e. when the first syllable
of *yasa- was presumably stressed in the transmission: apa vā yāsāiti ‘if he
steals’, yāsāiti ‘if he tries’, ā … yāsaouha. The same cause underlies the
lengthening of * ˘iasatai in Y 33.1 xh¯em.yāsaitē ‘balances, cancels’ (of two
weights on a scale), which was restored for attested h¯em emiiāsaitē by
Klingenschmitt 1972: 84ff.: the preverb h¯em was pronounced as a separate
word/compound member, and *yasaite was lengthened. Whenever *yasa- is
preceded by a preverb attached to it (i.e. it forms one word), no lengthening
takes place, viz. in the stems apaiiasa- ‘to take away’ and aiiasa- ‘to bring’
(< *ā- ˘iasa-). In the stem niiāsa-, which appears to contradict this rule, we can
explain ā from lengthening after a preverb in -i (see § 3.1.1).
• Y 32.6 srāuuahiieitı̄ ‘seeks glory’ must be cognate with Skt. śravasyá-, so
that we can assume lengthening from *srauuahiiatı̄; some reservations must
be kept however, since it seems that the frequent causative present srāuuaiia-
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has influenced some of the ms. forms, and it may also have caused the
introduction of ā into *srauuahiieitı̄ (Kellens 1984: 133)33.

§ 3.4.2.3 YAv. v er e\rājanō and v er e\rājan em

The paradigm of the compound v er e\ra-jan- ‘victorious’, lit. ‘slaying the
shield’ (Skt. vr˚ trah ´̄a, vr˚ trahá ˙nam, vr˚ traghnás), presents a unique alternation
between a and ā. The compound consists of v er e\ra- ‘cover, shield’ and the
root noun °jan- ‘slaying’, attested in many other compounds such as vı̄ra-jan-
and vı̄r en-jan- ‘slaying men’, xrafstra-jan- ‘slaying vermin’, kam er eda-jan-
and kam er edō.jan- ‘slaying the head (of daēvas)’, etc. The short vowel of the
first member v er e\ra° is retained in the nom.sg. v er e\raj ˚̄a, also v er e\raja,
and in the weak case forms of °jan- viz. gen.dat.abl.sg. v er e\ragn°, but the
forms v er e\rājanō (gen.sg., nom.pl., acc.pl.) and v er e\rājan em (acc.sg.) show
a lengthened vowel ā in front of the disyllabic second member.

The forms v er e\rājanō and v er e\rājan em occur in many different text
passages, and there is never any disagreement between the different mss.
about their spelling. This renders it unlikely that v er e\rājan° is due to a
recent, post-archetype lengthening of the mss. On the other hand, it is also
very unlikely that the alternation v er e\raja vs. v er e\rājan° is due to the RCS
by means of which the first member of compounds in °jan- could be replaced
by an inflected form: in the cases where this happens, we find that the first
member in *-a° is replaced either by a form in -ō° or in - em°, e.g.
kam er edaja vs. kam er edō.jan em and vı̄raja vs. vı̄r e˙njanō, cf. § 5.2.2.2.

The conclusion can only be that the nom.sg. *vr˚ \rajā / *vr˚ \rajāh and the
oblique cases in *vr˚ \ragn- were left unchanged, whereas the forms
*vr˚ \rajanah and *vr˚ \rajanam underwent phonetic lengthening of the first of
their three short a’s, i.e. they became *vr˚ \rājanah and *vr˚ \rājanam. Since
this lengthening did not take place in the initial syllable of the word, these
two words stand isolated: there are no other forms with a similar lengthening
of *a in the second syllable. However, the lengthening in *vr˚ \rajanah and
*vr˚ \rajanam occurs in the same kind of sequence of several syllables in short
a as we have seen above in ātara\ra etc. Therefore, it seems justified to

33 Widmer’s (1998: 182) derivation of srāuuahiieitı̄ < PIE *ḱlḗ ˘uos ˘ieti is based on the
view that *h ˘i yields x́ii in OAv. if the accent immediately followed in IIr., and on the
expected accentuation of a stem *ćra ˘uas ˘ia- as *ćra ˘uas ˘iá-. Widmer deduces that
srāuuahiieitı̄ can not represent the usual denominative present formation with accented
suffix *- ˘iá-. Yet it is very uncertain that OAv. hii versus x́ii can be explained by
means of the IIr. accentuation; see § 28.3.
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regard v er e\rājanō and v er e\rājan em as a subcategory of the lengthening of
short *a in initial syllable.

§ 3.4.2.4 Uncertain evidence

The occurrence of the augment in Avestan verb forms is a matter of
dispute. According to the list of certain augmented forms in Kellens 1984:
245, we find six forms where the augment *a- is reflected as ā- by the texts.
Four of them occur in Y 19: ādada ˜t 19.12, āmrao ˜t 19.15, āmrūta 19.15 (also
spelled ā.mrūta) and xāsixša ˜t 19.10. Since mrū- and dā- often occur with the
preverb ā ‘towards’ in YAv., it cannot be excluded that we are dealing with
the preverb ā instead of the augment in these verb forms. The two other
augmented forms are āk er enauuō (Y 9.15) and āk er en em (V 22.1ff.). If these
really contain the augment, they may be due to a recent lengthening of initial
*a° in front of - er e-, like the stems frāk er e˙nt- and frā\b er esa- discussed
above.

The noun ā\rauuan- ‘priest’ (Skt. átharvan-) opposes the strong stem
ā\ra-uuan- (nom.sg. ā\rauua, acc.sg. ā\rauuan em, nom.pl. ā\rauuanō;
eventually a thematic ā\rauuana- was created) to the weak stem a\aur-un-
< *athar-un-. In view of the agreement of the weak stem with Skt.
áthar-van-, it seems that the strong stem is an innovation.
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 56 explain ā\rauuan- from influence by the weak
stem ā\r- of ātar- ‘fire’, as in the gen.sg. ā\rō ‘of the fire’. This would
imply that *a\ar ˘uan- replaced *a\ar° by ā\ra° on the model of the weak
cases ā\r° in ‘fire’, and applied it only to the strong cases. It seems rather
unlikely that, if ‘fire’ did analogically influence ‘atharvan’, it was not the
strong case form ātar- which was adopted by the strong cases of *atharvan-.
Therefore, the ā- in ā\rauuan- must either date from IIr., or it must have
come into being by some kind of lengthening, for which the condition was
given in *a\ra ˘uan- but not in *a\arun-. Since not only initial ā- but also the
suffix alternation -ra- : -ar- is unexplained, the stem alternation
ā\ra ˘uan-/*a\arun- may well be old. Oettinger 1983: 356 suggests that
*a\ar ˘uan- was lengthened to *ā\ar ˘uan- in trisyllabic forms, i.e. nom.sg.
*a\ar ˘ua and voc.sg. *a\ar ˘uan. In view of ātara\ra and other forms
discussed above, it seems even better to assume that lengthening first occurred
in the longer forms acc.sg. *a\ra ˘uanam and nom.pl. *a\ra ˘uanah. Although
such an explanation is not completely satisfactory (especially because
lengthening mostly takes place in open syllable), I have no better solution.
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YAv. āsitō.gātu- is explained as *asita.gātu- ‘having an un-lied couch’ by
Lubotsky 1998, with lengthening of initial *a- in a long word. Since the text
exults the vigilance of nairiiā- hąm.var eiti- ‘manly valour’, this translation
makes more sense than Bartholomae’s ‘auf dem Lager ruhend’ (1904: 338).
Both interpretations presuppose that āsita- contains the verb si- ‘to lie’, and
this seems above all doubts: the combination with gātu- ‘place’ appears in V
3.25 star eta gātuš saiiamnō ‘lying on pillowed couches’ 34. However, it
seems less certain that initial ā- indeed continues privative *a-, since ā- is not
followed by any syllables containing short a or e. Humbach-Ichaporia 1998:
116 stress the occurrence of Y 10.14 āsita-, possibly ‘set up, planted’, which
denotes a banner: ya\a gaoš drafšō āsitō ‘like the bull banner, planted’. If
Y 10.14 represents *ā-ćita- ‘set up’, the same may underly āsitō.gātu-, the
most likely translation of which would be ‘having a set-up place, whose place
is set up’. This would mean that we need to posit only one Avestan lemma
āsita-. If we stick to the more neutral translation of gātu- as ‘place’ (rather
than ‘couch’), the use of āsita- in connection with gātu- in Y 62.5 = Yt 19.39
yields no semantic problems (translation according to Lubotsky 1998: 91
except āsitō.gātūm):

nairiiąm pascaēta hąm.var eitı̄m ‘[Give me] further the manly Valour,

er edbō.z e˙ngąm axvafniiąm with upright shanks, without sleep,
āsitō.gātūm jagāurūm whose place is set up, vigilant.’

The adj. āhita- ‘stained’ and the abstract āhiti- ‘stain’ (name of a disease)
have been connected with Skt. ásita- ‘dark-coloured’, e.g. by Oettinger 1983:
352ff., 366ff. The problem with this etymology is that it leaves initial ā-
unexplained. Gotō 2000: 160 proposes a different etymology IIr. *ā-sita-
‘fettered’, with the preverb ā and the verb IIr. *si- ‘to tie’. He compares the
Avestan goddess Anāhita-, which seems to be the deified negated counterpart
of āhita-, with the Skt. goddess Áditi-, which seems to be the personification
of the abstract áditi- ‘dissoluteness’. Both goddesses could thus represent an
IIr. meaning ‘the Unbound One’, which Skt. forms with the root di- ‘to bind’
and Av. with hi-. This etymology is attractive because it would mean that
(an)āhita- has retained its etymological quantity.

The same etymology has already been proposed by Hertel 1927: 20ff.,
who accordingly explains the abstract āhiti- ‘stain, pollution’ as ‘Fesselung’.

34 Humbach 1999: 56 suggests that āsita- may be derived from IIr. *ćH-tá-
‘sharpened’, verbal noun to the root *ćaH- ‘to whet’, but this solution is impaired by
the fact that verbs of the structure *CaH- have usually generalized the full grade in
YAv. (cf. Insler 1971: 573f.)
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Hertel as well as Gotō assume that Anāhitā- implies the use of the meaning
‘the unbound one’ in a metaphorical, moralistic sense: ‘the immaculate one’.
Oettinger 2001 accepts Gotō’s derivation of āhita- from hi-, but he objects to
the semantic interpretation, and assumes that Anāhitā- has always referred to
a river goddess: "This goddess got her name because of her original nature as
[a] torrential river." Thus, ‘unbound’ should be taken literally as ‘uninhibited’.

A conspicuous long vowel appears in YAv. frānāmāite (Y 57.18, Yt
19.95f.), 3s. prs.subj. to fra-nama- ‘to flee’. The phonetic context is nearly the
same as in the 1s. frānmāne (*-n emāne) which lacks lengthening. It is
conceivable that frānāmāite is due to an attempt of the redactors to restore a
full root vowel in original *frān emāite.

Av. uzbāraii en can be contrasted with us … baraii en. Both were explained
as different rhythmic variants by Kellens 1984: 115, but we may rather
explain them as the 3p. ind. to bāraiia- versus the 3p. opt. to bara-, as per
Kellens 1995a: 37.

§ 3.4.3 In disyllables

Lengthening of *a in anlaut has probably occurred in three OAv. forms,
viz. Y 43.10 ār em (1s. aor.ind/inj.act. to ar- ‘to rise’), Y 33.12 ār ešuuā (2s.
aor.ipv.med. to ar-), and Y 33.1 ār ezuuā35 ‘correctness’. Note that all three
forms have a following -r-. The YAv. form P 39 ār eitı̄mca < *ar eitı̄mca (cf.
aˇ˙sı̄m) might belong here too (P contains several OAv. quotations), but its ā-
may also be due to an error in the narrow ms. tradition of the Pursišnı̄hā.

It is possible that Y 51.17 āždiiāi < *ać- ‘to reach’ is also due to a
lengthening in the Gāthā transmission; we know that the cluster žd regularly
causes lenghtening of a preceding *i and *u (§§ 6.2.4.1, 10.2.4).
Alternatively, initial ā- may be due to perseveration of the final -ā of the
preceding word aˇ˙sahiiā.

The adj. zairi- ‘yellow, golden’ is found as YAv. zāiri- in the expression
haoma- zāiri-36 and in the voc.sg. zāire ‘O Golden One’ (addressed to

35 See also § 3.7.2 below on vr˚ ddhi derivation.

36 Nom.sg. zāiriš V 19.19, voc.sg. zāire Y 9.30ff., Y 10.13, Vr 11.2, acc.sg. zāirı̄m Y
10.21, 42.5, Yt 20.1f., S 2.30. The nom.sg. attestation in V 19.19 is uncertain. In its
stead, we expect an acc.sg.: yaz emnō ahur em mazdąm, yaz emnō am eˇ˙s¯e sp e˙nt¯e
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Haoma in Y 9.17). The fact that haoma- zāiri- really contains Iir. *źharHi-,
and not a different word with an inherited long vowel, is suggested by the
Rigvedic use of hári- ‘yellow’ as a name for sóma-. We thus seem to be
dealing with an IIr. juxtaposition *sauma- *źharHi-. Oberlies 1989: 91 reports
that Hoffmann considered zāiri- a possible case of lengthening in the vocative,
inspired by Thieme’s explanation (1986) of several unexpected vowel
phenomena in Sanskrit from the vocative accentuation. Since the vocative case
is usually accompanied by a strong stress on the initial syllable, the voc.sg.
*(hauma) zari! could have become *(haoma) zāri!, and the long vowel may
have spread to every combination of *zairi- with haoma-. This explanation
seems to be supported by the apparent complementary distribution of zairi-
and zāiri-: as an independent adjective to haoma- we find only zāiri-, but in
the compound haoma- zairi.gaona- ‘haoma which has a yellow colour’, the
short vowel is preserved. Furthermore, short vowel zairi- appears in all
occurrences which do not refer to haoma-: the gen.sg. Yt 10.96 zarōiš aiiaohō
‘yellow iron’, and many times in compounds, e.g. in zairi.gaona- ‘of yellow
colour’, zairi.pāˇ˙sna- ‘with yellow heels’.

Hoffmann’s explanation of zāiri- as a vocative development of zairi- is
therefore very attractive as far as the meaning and context are concerned.
Furthermore, he has found another possible case of vocative-induced change
in the paradigm of spitā̆ ma-, cf. § 4.6. There, it is assumed that the *ā in the
second syllable was shortened because the first syllable was stressed.
However, the explanation of zāiri- requires two different assumptions: 1. the
initial stress which may have been present in the vocative caused a
phonologically relevant vowel lengthening; 2. the new long vowel was
analogically introduced into other case forms. Especially the latter
development is difficult to accept.

The noun yākar e (F 189) ‘liver’ is suspect, since all other Iranian
languages continue * ˘iakar-, e.g. MP ykl, MoP ǐigar, Khot. gyagarrä, and Oss.
igær. The two mss. which transmit the Frahang-ı̄ ōim contradict each other:
K20 has yakar ewhereas M51 writes yākar. Both mss. are copies of the same
original, but K20 is of an older age and often has the better reading. The

haomasca zāiriš b er ezō ‘worshipping Ahura Mazdā, worshipping the Am eˇ˙sa Sp e˙ntas
and the zāiri, lofty Haoma.’ We must also take into account the fact that V 19.19
seems to be a concoction of Avestan quotations from various sources. Wolff 1910: 429
is forced to leave it partly untranslated, exclaiming «der ganze § ist scheublich». It
is possible that haomasca zāiriš b er ezō was formed by the composers of V 19 by
means of taking Y 10.21, 42.5 haom em zāirı̄m b er eza ˙nt em yazamaide ‘we worship the
zāiri, lofty haoma’ and transposing it into the nom.sg. (but why?).
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word ‘liver’ occurs in a section of F which enumerates body parts, and in F
192 we find the word zārasca ‘bladder’, erroneously spelled as dārasca in
M51. Klingenschmitt 1968: 68 compares the expression yā.k er edār ešca ‘liver
and bile’ in Vn 22, in order to confirm the reading yāk er ein F 189; however,
Vn 22 yā.k er edār ešca is regarded as a quotation taken from the F (cf.
Humbach-JamaspAsa 1969: 24). Since the spelling dār ešca has the same
faulty d- for *z- which is appears in M51 d- in F 192, the Vn quotation must
be based on M51 or a ms. descending from it. This implies that we cannot go
beyond the opposition of F 189 yakar e (K20) against yākar e (M51).
Klingenschmitt correctly argues that yākar eis the lectio difficilior in view of
Phl. ykl, but this does not exclude the possibility that in this case, it is M51
which has carried out an occasional lengthening. The cost of positing Avestan
*yākar ewould be quite high, since nowhere else in Iranian or Indic do we
find an ablaut grade *yākr˚ of the word for ‘liver’.

The form Y 51.14 ās¯e˙nda- ‘pernicious’ was derived from *a-sanda- ‘not
pleasant’ by Humbach 1959 II: 91, compare Y 38.5 paitı̄.s¯e˙nda- ‘welcome’.
Bartholomae 1904: 1560 had already proposed to read two words, i.e.
+ā.s¯e˙ndā; although this spelling is only attested in K5, it is possible that this
is correct. In that case, long ā is irrelevant here.

§ 3.4.4 Text corruptions

This subsection deals with the most striking examples of ā < *a in initial
syllable which arose or may have arisen after the archetype; such forms are
irrelevant for the study of the vocalic developments of the earlier stages of the
transmission.

The stems afrasāh- and afrasaouha ˙nt- (also ° ˚̄aouha ˙nt-) ‘unlimited’ lengthen
their initial vowel in some mss. In P 37 afrasaohąn, only a° is attested. In Y
62.6 afras ˚̄aoh ˚̄a, all mss. spell a° except K4 ā°. In G 3.6 afrasaohąm, the
good mss. Mf3.K36 and Pt1 retain a°, but all the other Indian mss. (J10, O3,
E1 etc.) have ā°. Finally, in Y 52.1 āfras ˚̄aohaitı̄m, the reading a° is preserved
in all the good mss. except for the ‘learned’ ones J2.K5 and Pt4 which read
ā° (but not Mf4.1, which have a°). Thus, lengthening of initial *a- in this
word may be due to the fact that it is a word of many syllables, but ā-
obviously has a very recent character.

The adj. asna- ‘near’ (7x) appears with ā° in the loc.sg. āsnaēca in Yt
17.2 uta hē āsn em xratūm auua.baraiti vār ema, uta hē āsnaēca zbaiia ˙ntāi
dūraēca zbaiia ˙ntāi jasaiti auuaóhe ‘and she bestows on him natural wisdom
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at will, and to him who invokes (her) from nearby and (to him) who invokes
(her) from far away she comes in aid’. As the loc.sg. is attested with expected
a° in V 13.46f. asnaēraēša- ‘who wounds from nearby’, Yt 17.2 āsnaēca will
have ā° due to the influence of the preceding adj. āsn em ‘natural’.

OAv. ˚̄aohāmā ‘may we be’ (2x) may be due to perseveration of the
sequence - ˚̄aoh- (Kellens 1984: 86): Y 32.1 dūt ˚̄aohō ˚̄aohāmā, 49.8 fraēšt ˚̄aohō
˚̄aohāmā. Similarly, Y 10.15 nig ˚̄aoh e˙nti ‘devouring’ may be the result of a
spelling error for *nigaoh e˙nti (Kellens 1984: 114).

The noun xšafniia- ‘evening meal’ occurs in the acc.sg. Y 62.7 xšāfnı̄mca,
as against xšafnı̄m in Yt 14.20. I assume that the spelling xšaf° in the mss.
Pt4.Mf4, K4 and Pd in Y 62.7 preserves the older form. There is no reason
to assume a vr˚ ddhi derivation *xšāfnia- for this isolated attestation, even if
the meaning shows a clear derivational relationship to xšapan-/xšafn-
‘evening, night’: the suffix *-ia- alone suffices to convey the derived meaning
of ‘belonging to’.

The adj. dax́iiuma- ‘of a dax́iiu-; belonging to dax́iiuma-’ is often attested
as dāxiiuma-, and Geldner has mostly adopted the reading dāx́iiuma- in his
edition. Yet Bartholomae 1904: 710 rightly saw that the original reading is
dax́iiuma-. In nearly all attestations of the Yasna and its liturgical complement
the Gāhs, we find the spelling dāx́° in the mss. of the Yasna sāde, sometimes
also in the SY (S1.J3), and at times in Pt4. The majority of mss. has
dax́iiuma- in most passages. We must assume a very recent lengthening in
initial syllable of a longer word; the actual forms showing dāx́° in one or
more mss. are dāx́iiumāica, dāx́iium emca, dāx́iiumō (Y 19.18), dāx́iium ˚̄a (Y
26.1, Yt 13.21), and uzdāx́iiunąmca (Y 26.9)37.

Yt 17.12 dar ega.ār ešti- (in F1+) ‘with a long spear’, and its variant
dar ega.ar ešti- in J10 and in the text of Yt 10.39 and 10.102, derive from
*dar egāršti-, see § 5.2 below.

Yt 19.80 frāuuōi ˜t is often compared with Skt. právate, suggesting a
lengthening of *frauuōi ˜t. Yet it seems to me that frāuuōi ˜t may well be a
corruption of xfrāuuaiiōi ˜t, 3s. prs.opt. to frāuuaiia- ‘to fly, sweep; extinguish’,
attested in Yt 19.68 and V 8.75ff. Hintze 1994: 342 has pointed to the fact
that the line 19.80b vaēn emn em maii ˚̄a frāuuōi ˜t ‘lust swept (them) about
openly’ has only seven syllables instead of eight. It may be added in support
of our restoration of frāuuōi ˜t to *frāuuaiiōi ˜t that in Yt 19.68, the mss.
B27.R115 spell frāuuaō̆ i ˜t for frāuuaiiōi ˜t, with a similar loss of a syllable; a

37 Only in G 3.6 is dāx́° in the majority: dāx́iium emca Mf3.K36.O3.Pt1.K12, dax́°
E1.2.Mb1.J10.L11. Other v.ll. are: Yt 13.21 dāx́iium ˚̄a F1.Pt1, dax́iium ˚̄a IrKA and E1;
Y 26.9 Pt4+YS uzdāx́°, other mss. uzdax́°.
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restoration of a causative form was already considered but not opted for by
Pirart 1992b: 104, who wanted to restore xfrāuuōiiōi ˜t instead of xfrāuuaiiōi ˜t.

The nom.sg.m. of hama- ‘the same; entire, every’ is always attested as
hāmō (OAv. 1x, YAv. 5x), and even when it occurs as the first member of
a compound, we sometimes find hāmō; cf. Kuiper 1939: 47. Nevertheless, the
compounds in hāmō° are a minority against those in hamō°: we find
hāmō.taxma- ‘equally strong’ in Yt 10.124, hāmō.daēna V 4.44, hāmō.gātuuō
Yt 5.27, hāmō.nāfō Vyt 37, and hāmō.´̌siiao\na in V 4.43 against
hamō.´̌siiao\na- (2x), hamō.xša\ra-, hamō.manah-, hamō.vacah- in the Yašts.

No other form of hama- shows a tendency to spell hā°, e.g. hamahe,
hamaii ˚̄a, ham em, hame, hama. The reason for the aberrant behaviour of hamō
emerges when we compare the v.ll. of hamō. Yt 14.50 xhamō.gaona- is
actually spelled haomō.gaona- in all mss., and in Yt 13.18 hamō.xša\ra-, the
mss. F1.Pt1.E1 spell haōmō° as against the IrKA mss. hamō°. The same
vacillation is attested in Y 31.7 hāmō < *hamō, where only the IrVS and Mf1
spell hāmō, but the other ms. branches have haomō. This implies that the
mistake of hāmō for *hamō went through the stages *hamō > haomō > hāmō,
and clearly post-dates the archetype. It was only in front of -ō that the
copyists or their prompters confused hamō with the frequent noun haoma-,
and then, because of the [»:]-like pronunciation of ā in Persia, -aom- was
confused in speech with -ām-.

The form hāmē in Y 16.10, which is usually analyzed as the loc.sg.n.
*hame of hama-, is unclear to me. The interpretation of the passage is
uncertain, and the text seems to be composed in an imperfect kind of
grammar.

§ 3.5 Assimilation in front of -ā, -āiš, -ąm in OAv.

The OAv. corpus presents a relatively large amount of forms in which *a
has been lengthened to ā in front of an ending in -ā, -āiš, - ˚̄a, or -ąm (<
*-ām). This distribution can hardly be explained differently than as an
assimilation of *a to (*)ā in the final syllable, as was recognized by Humbach
1959 I: 25f.; compare for (parts of) the evidence also Werba 1986: 353,
Beekes 1988: 46 and Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 61. Nearly all relevant forms
show an intermediate single dental consonant t or \; whether this is a
condition or just coincidence remains unclear because there is no other
evidence for a similar effect of dentals on preceding vowels.
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Many of the lengthened vowels occur after ii and uu (as pointed out by
Kellens-Pirart loc.cit.), but this too may be a coincidence. Nevertheless, I will
group the evidence according to the preceding consonant.

After -ii-, we find four forms. In each case, -iiā- represents monosyllabic
*- ˘ia- in the metre of the Gāthās, so that these forms are not to be connected
with the lengthening *Ci ˘ia > Ciiā discussed in § 3.1.3.
• aniiā\ā (Y 51.10) ‘otherwise’ (Skt. anyáthā).
• diiātąm (Y 48.7) < *dhHiatām, 3s. prs.ipv.med. of diia- ‘to bind’.
• maniiātā (Y 45.11), 3s. prs.inj.med. of maniia- ‘to think’.
• vı̄´̌siiātā (Y 30.3,6), 3p. aor.inj.med. *vi-c ˘iata to ci- ‘to pile up’.

After -uu-, lengthening is attested in more forms than are given here, and
especially in Iranian mss.; see § 3.2 above. The following forms present a
sequence -uuā- which was probably already present in the archetype:
• uruuātā (2x) and uruuātāiš (2x), acc.pl. and ins.pl. respectively of uruuata-
n. ‘vow’.
• uruuā\ā (Y 51.14), nom.pl. of uruua\a- ‘companion’; compare the nom.sg.
uruua\ō.
• xv¯enuuātā (Y 32.2), ins.sg. *h ˘uan ˘uata of xv¯enuua ˙nt- ‘sunny’.
• dr eguuātā (Y 49.9), ins.sg. of dr eguua ˙nt- ‘deceitful’; compare dat.sg.
dr eguuataēcā, gen.sg. and acc.pl. dr eguuatō, gen.pl. dr eguuatąm.
• hauruuāt ˚̄a (Y 58.7), nom.sg. of hauruuatāt- ‘health’. The
ins.sg./nom.acc.du. hauruuātā (6x) < *har ˘uatātā is ambiguous, because its
first -ā- may also belong to the suffix *-tāt-, i.e. hauruuātā may represent
*hauruu[at]ātā.

The three remaining forms show different preceding consonants:
• m er eždātā < *m er eždatā, 2p. prs.ipv.act. of m er ežda- ‘to have mercy’.
• v er enātā < *v er enatā, 3p. prs.inj.med. of v er en- ‘to choose’.
• hātąm, gen.pl. of *hant- ‘being’; hātąm only occurs in OAv. and in YAv.
passages based on OAv. quotations. The expected short vowel is preserved in
the gen.sg.m. YAv. hatō and in the acc.sg.f. hāitı̄m (an erroneous spelling for
*haitı̄m, cf. § 3.6). Therefore, hātąm is isolated within the paradigm of
ha ˙nt-38.

Two forms with uncertain etymology might have *a > -ā- in front of -ā:

38 Hātā̆ .marani- Yt 1.8, Y 32.6 may contain hāiti- ‘(Yasna) chapter’.
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• daibitānā (2x) ‘?’. According to Humbach 1991 II: 78, this might be
derived from the adverb daibitā ‘twofold’ (to Skt. dvit ´̄a) by means of -nā,
although Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 II: 263 regard the meaning of daibitānā as
incertain. If it does contain *dvita- ‘second’, it may have been built directly
on the ordinal; in that case, penultimate -ā- may be due to the influence of
final -ā.
• daxšārā (Y 43.7) ‘?’. Meaning and grammatical function of this word are
unclear.

Possibly, we find a similar lengthening in one YAv. form. Vr 15.1
v er eziiā̆ tąmca39 is generally analyzed as 3s. prs.ipv.med. to v er eziia-: ‘must
be worked’. The form occurs in v er eziiā̆ tąmca ida vohu vāstriia ‘and good
pastoral works must be performed here’, in which v er eziia- + vohu vāstriia
recalls OAv. v er eziieidiiāi … vāstriiā ‘to perform pastoral works’ (Humbach
1991 II: 32). However, there is no clue in the context that this passage must
have been taken from OAv. Since we expect a short thematic vowel in this
formation, K7a and Mf2 may have preserved the older form v er eziiatąmca;
the other mss. may have lengthening due to the following -ą-. Alternatively,
it is conceivable that Y 48.5 v er eziiātąm influenced the transmission of Vr
15.1; for an explanation of the form in Y 48.5, see § 3.1.3.

§ 3.6 The grapheme āi as a corruption of ai

The grapheme -āi- results from i-epenthesis on *ā, as in dadāiti ‘puts’
(Skt. dádhāti). In a few cases, we find -āi- where we expect a grapheme -ai-
as the outcome of i-epenthesis on *a. Often, the spelling -āi- is found in one
part of the mss., whereas other mss. spell the same word with -ai-. The reason
for the corruption of -ai- to -āi- must be the pronunciation of both these
sequences: apparently, they were so similar that mistakes arose in the process
of copying manuscripts. Similar confusion arose between the sequences -aē-
and -āi-, cf. § 15.4. The fact that these mistakes appear in the written mss.
may be due to the texts being dictated to the person who wrote them down.

Among the examples are quite a few 3s. verb forms in -aiti and -aite, such
as Y 31.12 p er esaitē, which is spelled °āitē in Mf2.Jp1.K4. Sometimes the

39 This form is emended to °iiatąmca by Bartholomae 1904 on the basis of the
spelling of K7a: °ziiat° K7a.J15 · °ziiāt° Fl1.Kh1.Jp1.K4, °ziiat° Mf2 · °ziiāt°
H1.J8.Jm5.K11.L27.Pt3.P12 · °ziiāt° S2.L1.2.Br1.B2.
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original spelling -ai- does not survive in the mss., as in Yt 8.6 xvazaite
(spelled F1+ vazāite, J10 vazāiti), and Yt 10.107 xfraxštaite (Kellens 1976b:
59). This phenomenon explains several cases of unexpected -ā- in Avestan
words.

In Yt 14.28 t em yazata yō aˇ˙sauua zara\uštrō (…) v er e\ragnahe paiti
frauuāke v er e\ragnahe paiti pāitiuuāke ‘to him prayed the righteous
Zarathustra (…) for victory in proclaiming, for victory in answering’, the nouns
frauuāka- and pāitiuuāka- contain the noun *vāka- ‘speech’ combined with
the preverbs fra and *paiti respectively. Form and meaning can be compared
with Skt. pra-vac- ‘to proclaim’ and prati-vac- ‘to answer’. Whereas
frauuāka- is attested many times in Avestan, Yt 14.28 contains the only
attestation of *paitiuuāka-. The spelling pāiti°, which is present in all
important mss., poses a problem. Bartholomae 1904: 887 suggests that
pāiti-uuāka- is a derivative of a stem *paiti-uuak- with the lengthened grade
of the root; yet such a formation type is unknown in Avestan. In particular,
we would expect a secondary derivational suffix to be present. It seems
preferable to assume that the archetype had the expected form xpaitiuuāke,
which acquired -āi- for -ai- at a relatively recent stage in the Yašt tradition.

Similar corruptions also account for other preverbs in -āi-. The adj.
paiti.šmuxta- ‘shod’ appears as pāiti.šmuxta in all important mss. in Yt 5.64
and 5.78, whereas in Yt 10.125 only H4 has pāiti° while the other mss. write
paiti°. Bartholomae 1904: 838 claims that the real Avestan form was
pāiti.šmuxta- and that its ā is due to vr˚ ddhi formation, but to me pāiti° rather
seems a recent corruption of paiti°.

The preverb āiti ‘towards’ (Skt. áti, OP atiy) in the chapters Vı̄dēvdād 9
and 11 in āiti bara- ‘to bring’ and āiti jasa- ‘to approach’ must represent the
same form aiti as e.g. in V 5 aiti bara-. In V 9.11 and 9.12, only K1a and L1
once spell the expected form aiti. In V 9.32, Jp1.Mf2 have āiti but the PV
(L4 aēti, K1 aēte) and the InVS (L1 aēti, L2.M2.B2 aeiti) have preserved the
short a- of *aiti.

The mountain name upāiri.saēna- is attested twice, viz. in Y 10.11 and in
Yt 19.3. Yet in Y 10.11, only the mss. Mf1.4.Pt4 have upāiri, whereas all the
others have upa(ē)iri. In Yt 19.3, F1.J10 and their descendants have upāiri,
but K12 has upairi, which must be the older form. There is no need to posit
a stem upāiri.saēna-.

The 2s.ipv. verb form V 21.4ff. pāiri.haēzaouha ‘search all around’ is
spelled with pāiri° in the PV mss. L4.K1 pāiri°, but the VS branches have
retained pairi°.

The adj. pāiriuuāza- (Yt 10.127, 14.15) refers to a boar; Bartholomae
translates it as ‘overrunning’, Gershevitch as ‘leaping about’. °Vāza- may well
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be connected with Skt. vāhá- ‘carrying, bearing’, but a specific Iranian vr˚ ddhi
of *pari seems unlikely. Nor can we assume pāiri° to be a corruption for
*pairi°, since pāiriuuāza- is always attested with pā°. Therefore, pāiriuuāza-
might be due to a phonetic lengthening of *a in initial syllable, or pāiriuuāza-
may have a different etymology altogether.

The prs.ptc.act. to zan- ‘to give birth’ is *zizana(n)t-, the gen.pl. of which
is attested in Yt 5.129 zı̄zanatąm. The f. *zizanatı̄- appears in two passages,
both times with a spelling -āiti-. In Yt 5.87 \bąm carāitiš zizanāitiš jaidii ˚̄a ˙nte
huzāmı̄m ‘the young women who are giving birth will ask you for a good
delivery’, the expected form *zı̄zanaitı̄š was probably influenced by the
spelling of the preceding form carāitiš 40. In Y 9.22 haomō āzı̄zanāitibiš
dadāiti xšaētō.pu\rı̄m ‘haoma gives possession of excellent sons to those who
give birth’ (Josephson 1997: 65), āzı̄zanāitibiš is actually spelled as
āzı̄(.)zanāiti.biš in all mss., as if (āzı̄)zanāiti were a separate word. It seems
that the following form dadāiti caused *azı̄zanaitibiš to be spelled as °āiti°.

Similarly, we must assume a corruption of *-aitiš → °āitiš for Yt 8.40
vı̄jasāitiš ‘spreading’ (nom.pl.f. of vi-jasa ˙nt-), which will have adopted the
ending from the preceding and following forms uruuāitiš and uruuaitı̄š. The
etymology of the latter two forms is uncertain; if they represent the f. of a
prs.ptc., then uruuaitı̄š will be the original form.

The f. *vi-batı̄- ‘shining (apart)’ < PIE *(d) ˘ui-bhh2n

˚ t-ih2- (Skt. vibhāt´̄ı-) of
the prs.ptc.act. to bā- ‘to shine’ is attested with a short vowel in Yt 5.62
vı̄uuaitı̄m and in Yt 17.6 viiāuuaiti (< *vi-ā-batı̄), cf. Kellens 1984: 89. In Yt
13.40 we find the form vı̄uuāitı̄š (acc.pl.f.), which Kellens 1984: 89 derives
from the root vā- ‘to blow’; this would mean that vı̄uuāitı̄š can be
reconstructed as * ˘ui- ˘uaH-n˚ t- (Swennen 1995: 214). Yet in view of a possible
corruption of *-ait- to -āit-, we cannot exclude that Yt 13.40 originally had
*vı̄uuaitı̄š ‘shining’. This would fit the required meaning at least equally well:
Yt 13.40 frauuaˇ˙saiiō yazamaide, y ˚̄a … vı̄uuāitı̄š ‘we worship the Fravaˇ˙sis, who
are shining forth’.

The f. form of the prs.ptc.act. of ah- was *hatı̄-, which is spelled both as
hait° and as hāit° in the mss. The acc.sg. form is haitı̄m in Y 19.9 (where
only K4 has hāitı̄m), Yt 13.100 and H 2.14, whereas in Y 32.9 the majority
of the mss. have hāitı̄m; nevertheless, the mss. J2 and Jp1.K4 spell haitı̄m,
which will have been the original form of Y 32.9. In Vyt 60, hāitı̄m is
attested, but this text has a very poor ms. tradition. The gen.pl. is haitinąm in

40 Long *ā in *carātı̄- is confirmed by rauuascarāt- ‘who goes around freely’. Kellens
1974a: 258 compares Greek kélēt- ‘yacht’ and reconstructs PIE *kwel-ēt-.
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Yt 13.91f., but in Y 12.9 we find hāitinąmcā in Pt4.Mf4 and J2.K5 on the
one hand but haitanąmcā in S1 and hitinąmcā in Mf2. Unfortunately, the
paragraphs 12.8-9 are abbreviated in most mss. of the InVS and the YS, so
that we cannot decide between the contradictory data of the oldest Yasna mss.
Finally, the acc.pl. is attested as hāitiš in Yt 13.21 (3x) in the IrKA mss.
Mf3.K13.38, but F1.Pt1 have 2x haitiš. As a conclusion, it seems most
probable that the archetype still had haitı̄- in all instances of this word. The
strong tendency to replace this by means of hāitı̄- is probably to be ascribed
to the influence of the frequent words (also in recitation) hāiti- ‘chapter’ and
haptaohāiti- ‘with seven chapters’.

A different misreading (rather than a mispronunciation) of *-ai- to -ā-
appears in two forms with original *-ain-, viz. in vourucašānē (33.13) for
*vourucašainē (Kellens-Pirart 1988-91: 61), and probably also in 32.6
hātā.marānē for *hātā.marainē. The latter reconstruction is suggested by
YAv. hāta.mar eni-, a clear calque on the OAv. compound, but with -r eni- <
*-rani- (or *-rni-, cf. § 25.2).

§ 3.7 Linguistically real ā

When Avestan -ā- is matched by -ā- in cognates in Sanskrit or in other
Indo-European languages, we can usually posit IIr. *ā. However, if Avestan
-ā- corresponds to a short vowel in cognate languages outside Iranian, and
sometimes even within Iranian, we may be dealing with a replacement of IIr.
*a by ā in the period between IIr. and Avestan. The present subsection
discusses such forms; obviously, they cannot be regarded as evidence for
phonetic vowel changes in Avestan or in the post-Avestan transmission
period.

We can distinguish between three groups of forms: firstly, reduplication
syllables containing ā of analogical origin; secondly, vr˚ ddhi derivatives in
which -a- was changed to -ā- in the initial syllable; and thirdly, isolated forms
in which ā is due to analogy with other lexemes.
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§ 3.7.1 Analogical ā in reduplication

§ 3.7.1.1 Verb forms

In Vedic Sanskrit, a number of perfect stems has a long reduplicating
vowel instead of the expected short one: dādh ´̄ara ‘holds’ as a reflex of IIr.
*dha-dh ´̄ar-a, dı̄d ´̄aya ‘shines’ for *di-dái(H)-a, and others. As is now known,
this long vowel originated in roots with an initial laryngeal, where the short
reduplication vowel was lengthened when the following laryngeal was lost.
The prime example is Skt. jāg ´̄ara ‘is awake’ from *Hǐa-Hg ´̄ar-a < PIE
*h1ge-h1gór-e ‘has woken up’. Kümmel 2000: 23 has listed five other verbs
for which an IIr. laryngeal-initial verb may explain the long reduplicating
vowel of Skt.: āná ˙mśa ‘has reached’ < *Ha-Hnánć-, anāha ‘has tied’ for
*ānāha < *Ha-Hnadh-, māmr˚ j- ‘has cleaned’ < *Hma-Hmr˚ í-, yuyudhur ‘have
fought’ for *yūyudhur < *H ˘iu-H ˘iudh-41 and vāvr˚ dh- ‘has grown’ <
*H ˘ua-H ˘ur˚ dh-. Another form was added by Lubotsky 2000: 317, viz. the 3sg.
pluperfect ávāvarı̄t to var- ‘to cover’ < IIr. *H ˘uar-. Kümmel 2000: 456 argues
that the RV ptc. vavriv ´̄a ˙ms- may have replaced an earlier *vāvr˚ v ´̄a ˙ms-, which
would also show a lengthened reduplication vowel. Plath 2000: 421 has added
the perfect t ´̄utujāna- of tuj- ‘to urge, thrust’, which might be reconstructed as
*Htu-Htuǐ- if the root is the same as in Greek atúzetai ‘is scared’ and Hitt.

˘
hatukzi,

˘
hatuganzi ‘to be scary’.

The long vowel in the reduplication is also found in other Skt. perfect
stems, where it cannot have arisen phonetically. It is generally assumed that
it spread to these verbs from its original locus, the laryngeal-initial verbs.
Thus, we find cākana ‘has pleased’ to the root *kanH-, dādh ´̄ara ‘holds’ to the
root *dhar-, dı̄dh ´̄aya ‘shines’ to *dhaiH-, tūtāva ‘is strong’ to *tauH-, and
many others. A collection of almost all the forms with long vowel
reduplication in the Vedic sa ˙mhitās has been compiled by Krisch 1996: 68-89.

The Skt. perfect forms contain a further complication: many roots show
an alternation between long vowel reduplication in some forms of the
paradigm, and short vowel reduplication in others. The prime example of this
phenomenon is the root vardh- ‘to grow’, where Skt. has the reduplication vā-
if the root is in the zero-grade (vāvr˚ dhúr, vāvr˚ dhé, also the derived thematic
present stem vāvr˚ dhá-) but va- in the 3sg. vavárdha ‘has grown’. It has been

41 Yuyudhur is found (RV 3x) in the cadence of jagatı̄ (2x) and gāyatrı̄ verses, cf.
Krisch 1996: 27f.
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argued that Vedic shows a preference for short reduplication in front of a
heavy root syllable (of the structure -Cā- or -CaR-) but long reduplication in
front of a light root syllable (Krisch 1996: 52ff.).

However, there are many exceptions to this rhythmic tendency, e.g.
jāg ´̄ara, dādártha, nānāma, etc. In fact, most of these length alternations in the
reduplication syllable seem to be fairly recent: the rise of the rhythmic
tendency can be followed in the course of the Vedic texts. It appears that
most changes concern perfect stems which have long vowel reduplication, but
which in some forms shorten the reduplication vowel by means of a few
well-definable processes:
• A long vowel in front of two consonants may be shortened, e.g. dadhriré
‘they are fixed’, dadhré ‘he holds himself’, pipyathur ‘you two have
increased’ (Krisch 1996: 53f.), vavne ‘has gained’.
• Sometimes, an exceptional form can be ascribed to metrical reasons, e.g. in
the case of vavárdha. Kümmel 2000: 469 argues that vavárdha, occurring
only at the end of a tri ˙s ˙tubh-cadence, may well represent a metrically
shortened version of earlier *vāvárdha; in that case, no form of vavardh-
would be left.
• More recent texts may show the rise of a shortened form where older texts
have the long vowel: e.g. cakánanta (RV 1st Ma ˙n ˙dala) next to cākánanta (RV
5th Ma ˙n ˙dala) ‘they may please’. A small collection of such forms is given by
Krisch 1996: 56.

If the rhythmic alternation of the type Skt. vāvr˚ dh- vs. vavardh- is indeed
of a recent date, it seems likely that pre-Sanskrit only knew perfects which
had either a short or a long reduplication syllable. This would remove one
complication in the comparison between Avestan and Sanskrit. The main
question left to be answered is then: was long vowel reduplication in the
perfect of Indo-Iranian date, i.e. had the long vowels or their predecessors42

already spread beyond the verbs with inherited initial laryngeal in
Proto-Indo-Iranian? For a possible answer, we must turn to the Avestan
perfect.

Like Sanskrit, Avestan possesses a number of perfects with a long
reduplication vowel where a short one is expected on the basis of the
etymology. From the available evidence I discard the roots with ū̆ - and

42 There is not much evidence on which to decide whether a word-initial laryngeal in
front of a consonant was still present in Proto-IIr. If it was, we would have to speak
of the spread of word-initial laryngeal, which would imply a less uniform model for
analogy.
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ı̄̆ -reduplication, because they are ambiguous. Short *u is regularly lengthened
to -ū- in an open initial syllable in Avestan (see § 10.2), so that the perfects
tūtauu-, urūraod-, urūrud-, zūzu- and ´̌sū´̌su- cannot be used as evidence for a
possible earlier analogical lengthening. Roots in -i- with ı̄-reduplication are
found not only in the perfect (the only relevant perfect is that of ri\-) but also
in the reduplicated present and desiderative. For a number of reasons, it seems
unlikely to me that ı̄-reduplication is historically connected with
ā-reduplication, so that I will postpone its discussion to § 6.2.1.

We may focus our attention on the Avestan perfect forms which display
a reduplication syllable containing ā instead of expected *a. There are ten
verbs which show finite forms with this long reduplication:
• cāxnar¯e(44.13) to kan- ‘to desire; satisfy’.
• cāxrar e(V 4.46) to kar- ‘to make’.
• jāg er ebuštara- (V 4.48) to grab- ‘to grasp’.
• dādrē (Y 51.8) to dar- ‘to hold’.
• dādar esa (H 2.10, Vyt 57, Y 9.1) to dars- ‘to see’.
• dādar e(Yt 19.6) to dā- ‘to give’.
• hąm.pāfrāiti (V 4.48) to par- ‘to fill’.
• pāp er etāna- (Yt 4x) to part- ‘to fight’.
• bābuuar e(Yt 13.150) to bū- ‘to become’.
• vāuu er ezananąmcā, vāuu er ezātar¯e, vāuu er ezōi and vāuu er ezuše (Y 13.4,
29.3, 35.2, Yt 13.88) to varz- ‘to work, achieve’.

Two roots have cognates with long reduplication in Sanskrit: *kanH- (Av.
cāxnar e, Skt. cākan-) and *dhar- (Av. dādrē, poss. dādri-, dādru(ua)-, Skt.
dādhā̆ r-). Yet from both roots, Avestan also possesses short reduplication
forms, viz. 3s. ind.act. cakana, and 3s. ind.act. dadāra, ptc.med. dadrāna-
(2x), dadrāna-. In principle, it is possible to argue that these short
reduplication forms are innovations of Avestan; note especially the 3s. ind.act.
jagāra ‘is awake’ from IIr. *ǐāg ´̄ara, Skt. jāg ´̄ara, a verb which must have
inherited long reduplication because of the root anlaut *Hg- (for analogical -a-
in the reduplication see § 4.9.8). In that case, cāxnar eand dādrē would be the
remains of inherited IIr. long reduplication. In order to assess the probability
of this solution, and the possible effects it has on the explanation of the other
Avestan forms with a long reduplication vowel, we must look at the evidence
in more detail.

At first sight, the presence of ā in the reduplication syllable might seem
to be morphologically conditioned: in all forms except dādar esa, -ā- is
followed by the zero-grade of the root: cāxnar¯e< *ca-kn-, cāxrar e< *ca-kr-,
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jāg er ebuštara- < *ja-gr˚ b-, dādrē < *da-dr-, dādar e< *da-dH-, pāfrāiti <
*pa-prH-, pāp er etāna- < *pa-prt-, bābuuar e < *ba-bHu-, vāuu er ez- <
*H ˘ua-H ˘urí-. Moreover, if the same root is attested in a full grade form, the
reduplication syllable has a: jagauruua- to grab-, dadāra to dar-, cakana to
kan-, dadā\ā and dadā43 to dā-. The one form in which ā-reduplication is
accompanied by a following full grade of the root, viz. dādar esa <
*da-darć-a, is not sufficient counter-evidence.

On the other hand, we find many perfect forms with a-reduplication
although the root is in the zero-grade; these forms contradict the possible
morphological distribution. Perfect forms of roots which also have lengthened
forms are especially disturbing, viz. pafrē̆ (Y 49.1, P 17) (as against pāfrāiti)
and dadrāna-, dadrāna- (as against to dādrē).

But there are also many perfect stems which are never attested with ā in
the reduplication, although the root occurs in the zero-grade44: cakuš- to kā-
‘to desire’; caxse to xsā- ‘to teach’; jagnuuah- to gan- ‘to slay’; jagma ˜t,
jagmiiąm, jagmuš- to gam- ‘to come’; jaxšuuah- to a verb *gas- (cf. Kümmel
2000: 633); °ta ˜t.kuš- to tac- ‘to flow’; taršuuah- if from *ta-tš- ˘uah- to taš-
‘to fashion’; daidii-, daidii- < *dadı̄- to dı̄- ‘to watch’; dad-, dad-/da\- to dā-
‘to put; give’; babrar e, babriiąn to bar- ‘to bring’; mamne, +mamnāitē,
mamnāna- to man- ‘to think’; OAv. yōi\ emā, yōi\bah, YAv. yaētatar e,
yaētuš- to yat- ‘to take a stand’; vaox emā, vaokuš-, vaoc- to vac- ‘to say’;
vaon- to van- ‘to win’; vaoz- to vaz- ‘to convey’; saškuš- to sac- ‘to be able’;
°šastar eto stā- ‘to stand’; zazuuah- to zā- ‘to win’; hazdiiā ˜t to had- ‘to sit
down’.

This evidence is so vast that we cannot ascribe the problematic ā-verbs
only to a zero-grade root syllable. We must find a different cause.

Kellens 1984: 407f. has keenly observed that most of the lengthened
reduplication syllables occur when the subsequent root syllable, "longue ou
brève, ouverte ou fermée, à initiale consonantique simple ou complexe",
contains vocalic or consonantal r, be it radical or desinential. I see no
possibility to interpret the condition ‘-r- in the next syllable’ as a phonetic
trigger for lengthening of *a in a preceding syllable; therefore, we may try to
interpret Kellens’ observation as the result of analogical spread of ā from one
or more of the forms containing -r-.

43 These cannot be ascribed to a phonetic shortening of earlier *dā°, as Kümmel 2000:
646 assumed.

44 OAv. nąsuuah- to nas- ‘to perish’ is phonetically ambiguous, *na-ns- ˘uah- or
*nā-ns- ˘uah-.
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In fact, we may go one step further than Kellens and subdivide the
ā-forms in three groups. The first two of them show a similar word structure,
and may be explained from the spread of ā from one original locus. The third
group consists of two isolated forms:

A. jāg er ebuštara-, dādar esa, pāp er etāna-, vāuu er ez-.
B. cāxnar¯e, cāxrar e, dādar e, bābuuar e.
C. dādrē, pāfrāiti.

Group A subsumes the forms with a root of the structure *Cr˚ C. In three
of the four forms, the root is in the zero-grade, yielding -C er eC-. The only
stem in which lengthening may have a phonetic origin in IIr. is varz-, which
probably goes back to an IIr. verb with an initial laryngeal *Huarí-45. The
strongest indication that varz- had an initial laryngeal are the nominal
compounds in °var eza- and °v er ez- (discussed below in § 5.2.1.2), which
show lengthening of a preceding thematic vowel *-a- > -ā-. The
reconstruction of the perfect as *H ˘ua-H ˘ur˚ í- would directly account for
vāuu er ez-46. Therefore, the paradigm of vāuu er ez- seems the most likely
model for the other forms of the structure Cā-C er eC-47. Note also that

45 Avestan varz- ‘to work’ has no Sanskrit counterpart. It may be connected with PIE
* ˘uerǵ- ‘to work’, as in Greek érgō, Goth. waurkjan, etc. The Greek word family
cannot have contained an initial laryngeal, but there were a few Indo-Iranian roots of
the structrue *H ˘uarC-, viz. IIr. *H ˘uarǐ- ‘to turn’ (RV prá vāvr˚ je, parāvr˚ j- m.
‘outcast’, etc.), IIr. *H ˘uardh- ‘to grow’ (Skt. vāvr˚ dh-) and IIr. *H ˘uarš- ‘to rain’. It is
therefore quite conceivable that Indo-Iranian or proto-Avestan replaced inherited
*uarí- ‘to work’ by *Huarí- on the analogy of the other verbs. This explanation has
been proposed independently by Kümmel 2000: 663, and by Janda 2000: 188, who
cites that this solution was suggested by Schindler in his lectures. Apparently,
Schindler compared only the root *H ˘uarǐ- ‘to turn’.

46 The 3sg. pf. form P 17 vauuar eza ‘has acted’ is ambiguous. JamaspAsa-Humbach
1971 restore *vāuuar eza and argue that it has been influenced by the preceding
vauuaca, which cannot be excluded. Kümmel 2000: 663 objects that the reduplication
syllable of the 3sg. is sometimes analogically shortened (e.g. jagāra), so that
vauuar eza may be a linguistically real YAv. form from earlier *vā ˘uarza. The form is
thus too ambiguous to be used.

47 In theory, it is possible that the lengthening originally belonged to the paradigm of
vard- ‘to grow’, where we are certain of the IIr. root structure *H ˘uardh-. As Kümmel
2000: 663 argues, the lenghtening may have spread from * ˘uā ˘uardh-/ ˘uā ˘ur˚ dh- to varz-
and to the other ā-forms. Yet no perfect forms of vard- are attested in Avestan, so that
we must content ourselves with vāuu er ez-.
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vāuu er ez- is attested in four different forms (1s.med., 3d.act., ptc.act.,
ptc.med.), whereas the other ā-reduplicated perfects are isolated forms.

Of the three other forms in group A, pāp er etāna- is attested four times in
the expression a ˙ntar edaóhu pāp er etāne ‘between two countries at war’ in the
Yašts. This expression forms a verse-line of eight syllables, and by this token
it looks like an old text passage. Yet the root *part- ‘to combat’ is without
verbal cognates in Skt., which gives the impression that it did not yet have
verbal derivatives in IIr.; rather, they were formed in Proto-Iranian.

The form jāg er ebuštara- in V 4.48 shows by its preserved intervocalic -g-
and -b- that it is an OAv. form. Its context points to a religious term: hāuca
… vohu manō jāg er ebuštarō ‘and he is the one who has grasped better Good
Thought’; the lexical category of religious (and legal) terms sometimes shows
borrowings from OAv.

The form dādar esa ‘I have seen’ (cf. Skt. dadárśa) occurs in two different
but closely similar contexts in Y 9.1 and H 2.24; it does not have -C er eC-
like the three preceding forms, but there are also no other forms with the
structure C1a-C1(a)rC2- which could be used as counterevidence48.

I would thus explain jāg er ebuštara-, pāp er etāna- and dādar esa as forms
which have introduced the vowel ā into the reduplication syllable on the
model of vāuu er ez-. If the sg. form vauuar eza actually represents *vāuuar eza,
as proposed in fn. 46, there are no forms with an inherited structure
CaC(a)rC- left.

Group B contains forms with the 3p.act. ending -ar e. In fact, there are two
other forms which also show the structure *ā_a just like cāxnar¯e, cāxrar e,
dādar eand bābuuar e, viz. ˚̄aohar e˘̄ ‘they have been’ < *āhar and OAv. ādar¯e,
YAv. ādar e‘they say, call’ < *ādar. Nevertheless, not all 3p. forms have
ā-reduplication: we find a short reduplication syllable in babrar e‘they have
brought’ < *ba-br-ar, vaonar e˘̄ ‘they have won’ < *va- ˘un-ar and °šastar e

‘they have come to stand’ < *sa-stH-ar. If we assume for the moment that the
root kan-, which shows a Skt. perfect cākan-, already had a long reduplication
vowel in IIr., the form cāxnar¯emight be the source from which the length in
the three other forms was derived; cāxnar¯eis also the only OAv. form of
those four. The length of *cāxnar may then have spread to the other forms.

48 P 17 vauuar eza is ambiguous because of the preceding vauuaca, see above. The
form jagauruua < *ja-garb-a shows unexpected vocalization as opposed to Skt.
jagrabha; it is probably a remake on the basis of the zero-grade *jag erb- (> YAv.
jag euruu-); cf. Kümmel 2000: 634.
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The form cāxrar e← *caxrar49 is only attested in V 4.46 hąm.taptibiiō
aibiiō cāxrar en er ebiiō zara\uštra ‘with hot waters they have made it for the
men, o Zarathustra’. The meaning of this sentence is unclear in the context
of the preceding V 4.45 and the following V 4.47, and its grammar seems
corrupt. Three grammatical difficulties of this passage are: 1) the text lacks
an object to which cāxrar emight refer; 2) the use of the dat.pl. in -biiō
instead of the ins.pl. in -bı̄š; 3) the use of a f. adj. hąm.taptı̄- instead of
hąm.taptā- (ı̄-motion of a-stems is otherwise only found with substantives:
hupu\rı̄- ‘one who has good sons’, and with the suffix *-na-: zaranaēnı̄-).
One ms. branch, viz. the PV, has hąm.taftaēibiiō with a dat.pl.m. ending. All
these problems taken together, V 4.46 may well be a quotation taken from a
different Avestan text.

The form dādar ← *dad(H)ar (Skt. dadúr) only occurs in Yt 19.6 maˇ˙siiāka
… nāmąm dādar e‘the people have given names’, with an acc.pl. nāmąm
which is peculiar. The expected acc.pl. of nāman- is nāmąn, attested in YAv.
nāmąn āzbaiia ‘I invoke the names’ and nāmąn frāiieze ‘I worship the
names’. As we will see in § 19.3.1, the form nāmąm contains the typically
OAv. assimilation of -mąn to -mąm. As Schindler 1982: 192 has shown,
nāmąm dādar efinds its immediate OAv. example in Y 38.4 nāmąm dadā ˜t,
where the same expression nāman dā- occurs in the sg.

The 3p. form bābuuar e‘they have become’ only occurs in Yt 13.150
paoiriią ˜tkaēš¯eyazamaide yōi bābuuar e‘we worship the first teachers who
have become’. Intervocalic -b- should be lenited in YAv., so that there is at
least the possibility50 that bābuuar e represents an OAv. form, in
contradistinction to the 3s. buuāuua < *bubā ˘ua.

It appears that all three forms cāxrar e, dādar eand bābuuar eare in some
way suspect in the YAv. texts, and two of them point to an OAv. origin. This
raises the possibility that the type 3p.pf.act. *CāCCar was at home in OAv.
(where we have cāxnar¯e), and that the reduplication syllable was short in
genuine YAv. (babrar e, vaonar e, °šastar e); however, vaonar ealso occurs in
OAv. (YH), so that the type *CāCCar must have existed side by side with
*CaCCar in OAv. One important question remains unanswered: why does
only the 3p.act. have this long reduplication vowel?

49 The incidental character of the lengthening may also be illustrated by the fact that
the OAv. adj. caxri- ‘making’ has no lengthening. The reduplicated adjectives in *-í-
(Skt. cakrí-) are based on the perfect stem.

50 The presence of the aorist forms buua, buua ˜t, etc. in YAv. might have led to the
restoration of the root anlaut -buu- in bābuuar e.
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Group C: OAv. dādrē ‘he keeps’ might show an inherited long vowel (Skt.
dādh ´̄ara), but the YAv. ptc. dadrāna- ‘keeping’ and Y 55.6 dadrāna- (which
might even be a loan word from OAv. because of -d-) from the same stem
have a short reduplication vowel. In view of the threefold attestation of
dadrāna/dadrāna-, I find an explanation via a phonetic shortening of
*dādrāna- not attractive; if one wishes to regard the short reduplication as
secondary, it is best explained through analogy, cf. jagāra.

The form hąm.pāfrāiti occurs in V 4.48, one line after jāg er ebuštarō:
hāuca aii ˚̄a nar ˚̄a vohu manō jāg er ebuštarō aoha ˜t, yō g¯euš uru\bar e

hąm.pāfrāiti ‘and he of those two men, who has filled his belly with cow(’s
meat), will be the one who has better grasped Good Thinking’. In view of the
two independent occurrences of pafrē̆ in OAv. and YAv., it is conceivable
that pāfrāiti is a corruption of earlier *pafrāiti, which arose under the
influence of the red. syllable of jāg er ebuštarō.

§ 3.7.1.2 Nouns and adjectives

We find a few reduplicated nominal stems with unexplained -ā- in the
reduplication syllable. The formation is not always clear; some of them may
be based on a perfect stem, but some certainly are not.
• dādari- ‘possessing’ occurs in N 96 in the nom.pl.m. dādaraiiō; it is clearly
derived from dar- ‘to keep’, and might presuppose a reduplicated adj. *dādri-
‘keeping’ of the type Skt. cakrí-, cf. Wackernagel-Debrunner 1954: 292. In
that case, the long reduplication vowel may be directly compared with OAv.
dādrē and Skt. dādh ´̄ara. However, if the original form was *dadaraiiō, it is
quite conceivable that the first *a was lengthened in the tradition, due to the
sequence of three syllables in -a-, cf. ātara\ra. Furthermore, the spelling with
intervocalic d is conspicuous: the spellings of the N are more often unreliable,
and dādaraiiō could easily represent *dadraiiō or *dādraiiō.
• dādmainiia- ‘inflating itself’ (said of frogs) occurs in V 14.5 and 18.73. It
is possible to connect it with the verb *dham- ‘to blow’ as *dha-dhm-an ˘ia-; the
meaning of dādmainiia- suggests (nominal) intensive reduplication rather than
an original perfect. Skt. also shows a derivative in *-ani- of the root *dham-,
viz. dhamáni- ‘the blowing’. The Avestan form could be a thematization of
an original i-stem *dād(a)mani-.
• V 9.11 dādru(ua)- has an uncertain meaning. It is usually translated as
‘piece of wood’ after Bartholomae 1904: 732, but compare the context (cf. §
15.4 for the form of the text):
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\rāiiō upa nauua.pad em asānō [āiti maga] āiti barōiš, saf em vā dādrum
vā z em.var et em vā kąmci ˜t vā xrūždismanąm
‘To (each of) the three nine-foot spaces, you must bring stones [to the
holes], or (a piece of) hoof or dādru(ua)- or a clod of earth or any hard
(piece of) earth’.

The text refers to the division of the consecrated area where the purification
of someone who is contaminated with nasu shall take place. As we can see,
dādru(ua)- might refer to a piece of wood, but a kind of earth or stone may
be more appropriate in view of two subsequent terms ‘clod of earth’ and ‘hard
earth’. This leaves the etymology unclear. We might suggest that dādru(ua)-
refers to the form of the object; if it was a ‘wedge’, we might connect it with
the root dar- ‘to pierce’. A different possibility is a connection with the
perfect of dar- ‘to keep’, cf. Skt. dādh ´̄ara ‘holds, keeps’, d ´̄adhr˚ vi-
‘supporting’.
• pāpi\bā- (N) ‘sacrificial meal’ probably contains the noun *pi\ba- ‘meal’,
compare dāitiiō.pi\ba- ‘lawful meal’, \ripi\ba- ‘having three meals’ etc.,
which derives from the root pi- ‘to feed’ (prs. °pinaoiti). We might connect
pāpi\ba- with the red. adj. Skt. papí- ‘drinking’ to pā- ‘to drink’, a root of
which no verb forms are attested in Avestan. In that case, we must posit a
PIr. form *pāpi- which was contaminated with pi\ba-. However, the meaning
of pāpi\ba- in N 64ff. is rather a ‘solid’ oblation as opposed to a ‘liquid’
(xšaodri-) one; see Bartholomae 1904: 888. Thus, the connection with ‘to
drink’ is less obvious.
• vāunu- (Y 28.8) ‘loving’ or ‘eager’; probably a reduplicated u-stem adj.
*vāun-u- of the type mamnu-, cf. Kümmel 2000: 662. He separates it from the
verb van- ‘to win, gain’ < * ˘uanH-, but this seems unnecessary as far as the
meaning is concerned. Since the Skt. verb van- takes a long vowel
reduplication in its perfect (Skt. vāvā̆ n-), it is possible that vāunu- is a form
retaining the IIr. long vowel. Nevertheless, this long vowel was not present
in the whole paradigm, since we find the perfect stem as vaon- in the 3p.
vaonar ein the YH.

§ 3.7.1.3 Conclusion

The stem vāuu er ez- quite certainly contains IIr. lengthening due to an
initial laryngeal. The forms cāxnar¯e, dādrē and vāunuš have cognates in Skt.
which also have long vowel reduplication, which renders it likely that their
long vowels go back to IIr. too. Since the roots kan-, dar- and van- did not
have an initial laryngeal, this would imply that the spread of the long vowel
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reduplication to non-*HC- roots had already started in the Proto-Indo-Iranian
period.

The forms vāuu er ez- and cāxnar¯e(maybe together with ˚̄aohar eand ādar e)
each gave rise to a small group of forms imitating their reduplication pattern.
These local analogies may have to be dated to the Early YAv. period; later
YAv. generalized the normal full grade reduplication of the bulk of the
paradigm.

As for the reduplicated adjectives, it is striking that three of them (dādari-,
dādmainiia- and dādru(ua)-) have an initial sequence dād/d-. It is conceivable
that this specific environment (between two identical voiced dental stops) was
more liable to provoke lengthening at some stage, so that we might
reconstruct *dad- for these forms. Ultimately, then, lengthening in *dad-
might also account for the verb form dādrē.

§ 3.7.2 Vr˚ ddhi forms

This subsection intends to provide an overview of the certain or probable
cases of vr˚ ddhi derivation (VD) in Avestan, so that they may be separated
from forms in which initial -ā- is due to a phonetic lengthening. The
Indo-Iranian process of VD can be defined as secondary noun derivation by
means of increasing or ‘upgrading’ the vowel in the initial syllable of the
derivational basis. The vowel changes in the initial syllable which accompany
VD are somewhat different in Avestan and in Sanskrit. Whereas Sanskrit
replaces all simple and gu ˙na vowels by vr˚ ddhi, Avestan has retained the more
original process of replacing simple vowels by gu ˙na and gu ˙na by vr˚ ddhi51.
Avestan shares with Sanskrit the vr˚ ddhi derivation of *r˚ by ār.
Schematically, the picture is the following (Avestan shows evidence for VD
to only four basic vowels, with the annotation that the case of *i is uncertain):

IIr. *a → Skt. ā IIr. *a → Av. ā
IIr. *i/ı̄/ai → Skt. ai IIr. *i → Av. aē
IIr. *u/ū/au → Skt. au IIr. *u → Av. ao
IIr. *r˚ /ar → Skt. ār IIr. *r˚ → Av. ār

51 There exists general agreement as to the fact that the Avestan type *u → *au is more
original than Skt. *u → *āu. It has been argued e.g. by Kuryłowicz 1947-48: 46ff. that
this must be linked to the monophthongization of *ai and *au to Skt. e and o.
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Since a complete list of the inner-Avestan instances of VD is as yet
lacking in the literature, I will also discuss VD with a word-initial diphthong
(*hau° and *dauš°), despite the fact that they do not yield any problem for
the synchronic analysis of the Avestan vowel system. Among the scholars
who have provided shorter, non-exhaustive lists of Avestan VD are
Bartholomae 1894-5: 44, Reichelt 1909: 73 and Wackernagel-Debrunner 1954:
106. The most elaborate discussion so far, which contains all instances of
Avestan VD of words containing *i, *u or *r˚ in the initial syllable, can be
found in Darms 1978: 367-375.

In Sanskrit, VD are usually also characterized by a contrastive accent shift,
e.g. áyas- ‘metal’ : āyasá- ‘made of metal’, marút- ‘the Maruts’ : m ´̄aruta-
‘pertaining to the Maruts’. However, the accentuation of Avestan is mostly
unknown, so that we must rely on the two remaining indicators: the formal
condition of a vowel change (‘upgrading’) in the initial syllable of the derived
word and the semantic condition that the derivative shows a derived meaning.

The following Avestan forms, which have sometimes been analyzed as VD
in the past, can be discarded from the evidence. They contain a long vowel
which is due to ms. corruptions or to post-YAv. sound change: ār ezuuā (cf.
§ 4.7), upāiri.saēna- (§ 3.6), kāuuaiiascā (§ 3.4.2.2), gāuu(a)iiana- (§ 3.4.1),
xšāfni(a)- (§ 3.4.4), dāx́iiuma- (§ 3.4.4), pāitiuuāka- (cf. § 3.6), pāiriuuāza-
(§ 3.6).

Avestan possesses two evidently productive categories of vr˚ ddhi
derivation, viz. compounds in *hau° or *dauš°, and i-stem adjectives
(mainly) from thematic nouns. These two are discussed in § 3.7.2.1 and
3.7.2.2 below. A third group of Avestan forms contains the more or less
isolated cases, for which the identity as vr˚ ddhi derivative is not always
certain (§ 3.7.2.3). As far as they are relevant, the possible Old Persian cases
of VD have been taken into account.

§ 3.7.2.1 Compounds in *hau and *dauš

The largest group of VD forms thematic abstract nouns from (mostly)
athematic adjectival compounds in *hu- ‘good’ and *duš- ‘bad’. These
prefixes receive the gu ˙na vocalism *hau and *dauš; the added suffix is
usually -a- but twice we find *-i ˘ia-. The evidence comprises:
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Vr˚ ddhi derivative Derived from

daožaouha- ‘hell’ *duš-ahu- ‘having a bad life’
d¯euš.dāitiia- 52 ‘unlawfulness’ *duš-dāta- ‘of evil law’
d¯euš.manahiia- ‘enmity’ duš.manah- ‘inimical’
xd¯euš.srauuaoha- ‘bad reputation’53 *duš-sra ˘uah- ‘infamous’
haomanaoha- ‘cheerfulness’ humanah- ‘cheerful’
haosrauuaoha- ‘good reputation’ *hu-sra ˘uah- ‘famous’ (cf. Skt.

suśrávas-)
haozą\ba- ‘familiarity’ huz¯e˙ntu- ‘well acquainted with’
hauuapaoha- ‘creative power’ huuapah- ‘doing good work’
hauuaouha- ‘a good life’ *hu-aohu- ‘having a good life’
huuō.(g)uua-54 (*hau-guua) hugu- (PN) ‘having good cows’

This category of VD seems to have been present in Avestan from the
beginning of the text composition. Three of the forms are already found in
OAv., viz. haozą\ba- (Gāthic 1x), hauuapaouha- (YH 2x) and the name
huuō.guua- (Gāthic 4x). The YAv. forms are evenly distributed among the
different text genres and show no sign of being recent. In fact, this type of
VD is likely to be of Indo-Iranian date in view of the nearly precise match
between haomanaoha- and haosrauuaoha- on the one hand, and RV
saumanasá- and sauśravasá- on the other. In order to facilitate the
comparison, I give the full evidence for sau° (in the RV) and dau ˙s° (in the
RV and AV) in the oldest Vedic texts. Note that some Vedic VD take the
suffix -(i)ya- rather than -a-, and that -gy- instead of -jy- in saúbhāgya- and
daúrbhāgya- yields a phonological clue to a recent origin of that suffix:

52 In Aog 56; cf. JamaspAsa 1982: 69 and Humbach 1983: 120.

53 Viz. in F 550, cf. Klingenschmitt 1968: 167. It is striking that Y 11.1 d¯euš.srauu ˚̄a,
apparently acc.pl. of d euš.srauuah- ‘bad reputation’, does not show a derivational
suffix and is synonymous to the attested d euš.srauuaoha-. D¯euš.srauuah- may be one
of the linguistic peculiarities which set the Hōm Yašt (Y 9-11) apart from the rest of
the Yasna.

54 The OAv. patronymic Huuō.guua- derives from *hau-g ˘ua- through the development
of *-au > *-ō > YAv. -uuō (cf. § 16.3.1). YAv. huuōuua- is a borrowing of the OAv.
name which underwent the change *-g ˘u- > -uu-.
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Vr˚ ddhi derivative Derived from

saumanasá- ‘benevolence; pleasure’ sumánas- ‘benevolent’
sauśravasá- ‘high praise’ suśrávas- ‘famous’
saúkr˚ tya- ‘acting well, piety’ sukŕ˚ t- ‘doing good’
Saudhanvaná- patronymic Sudhánvan- PN
saúbhaga- ‘welfare’ subhága- ‘fortunate’
saúbhāgya- ‘welfare’ subhāgá- ‘fortunate’
saúvaśvia- ‘possession of many horses’ s(u)váśva- ‘having good horses’

Daurgahá- (RV 1x) patronymic RV Durgáha- PN
dau ˙svapnya- (AV 4.17.5) ‘evil dreams’ RV du ˙svápnia- ‘evil dream’
daúrjı̄vitya- (AV 4.17.3) ‘miserable existence’
daúrbhāgya- (AV) ‘unhappiness (of a woman disliked by her husband)’

This state of affairs allows us to reconstruct the following derivational
process for Indo-Iranian:

poss. compound *Hsu-X- (athem.) → abstract noun *Hsau-X-a-.
poss. compound *duš-X- (athem.) → abstract noun *dauš-X-a-.

The genesis of this type of VD must probably be sought in Indo-Iranian
itself. The forms in the right hand column were inherited from
Proto-Indo-European, as can be seen by comparing IIr. *Hsumánas- and
*dušmánas- with the Greek type dusmen ḗ s ‘hostile’ and eumenḗ s
‘well-disposed’. However, it is unlikely that the IIr. full grades *Hsau and
*dauš of these prefixes were also inherited from PIE 55. Within Indo-Iranian,
the creation of *Hsau° and *dauš° can be motivated by the alternation
between *i/u and *ai/au which already existed in inherited derivatives of roots
containing IIr. *i and *u. For instance, to a verbal root *d ˘uiš- ‘to hate’, root
noun *d ˘uiš-, we find a derived noun *d ˘uaišas- ‘enmity’ (Skt. dvé ˙sas-, OAv.
duuaēšah-, YAv. ˜tbaēšah-). This process seems already to have spread to
purely Indo-Iranian words, e.g. *bhišaí- next to *bhaišaíá- (see below), which
has no PIE etymology. It is thus conceivable that this process of derivation

55 Schindler (1987: 346) has surmised that the prefix duš- might be derived from a
noun *dé ˘ues- ‘want, lack’ as a kind of ‘super zero-grade’. A reflex of such a noun
might be seen in Skt. do ˙s ´̄a- f. ‘darkness’, Av. daoša(s)tara- ‘western’ (cf. EWAia I:
750), if the meanings ‘western’ and ‘dark’ are based on the ‘fading’ of daylight. There
is no evidence for a root noun *deus- ‘want’, however. For the adjective PIE *h1s-u-
‘good’, the other Indo-European languages (Greek, Anatolian) contain no certain
evidence for ablaut in the suffix, i.e. †h1s-e/o ˘u-; cf. De Lamberterie 1990 II: 764ff.
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has spread to the compounds in *Hsu° and *duš°, which hereby acquired the
gu ˙na shape *Hsau° and *dauš°.

There are very few other Avestan forms in which a VD *i → *ai or *u →
*au seems likely. The best candidate is probably YAv. xšaodri- ‘liquid’, to
xšudra- ‘a liquid’. Some translators have assumed a meaning ‘alcoholic’ for
xšaodri-, but to my mind, all attestations talk about ‘liquid’ food as opposed
to ‘solid’ food, viz. in V 16.7, where a woman having her menses in seclusion
must be fed (with two danar eof tāiiūiri- and two danar eof xšaodri-); in N
64, where an offering (zao\rā-) is to be offered which is either xšaodri- or
pāpi\ba- ‘solid’; and in N 66-67, where it is asked how much of xšaodri-
milk (paiiah-) should be offered to the Water and how much of tāiiūiri- milk.
Since the ablaut grade *xšaud- also appears in a derivative such as xšaodah-
‘river’ (Skt. k ˙sódas- ‘Wasserwall’), it is possible that xšaodri- took its full
grade from there.

Another possible example is the PN \raētaona-, which is certainly derived
from the PN \rita-, originally ‘third’ (Mayrhofer 1979: I/83). However, the
exact derivational process is unclear. The Skt. PN Tritá- (Āptyá-) has as a
patronymic traitaná- (RV). Thus, the initial syllables of \raētaona- and
traitaná- can represent a VD to *trita-, but the suffixes differ. For a possible
interpretation of the relationship between the Avestan names and their
Sanskrit counterparts, see Kellens 2001: 317f.

Darms 1978: 18 has claimed that ´̌siiao\na- ‘action’ (Skt. cyáutna-) is also
a VD, but this is doubtful. The alleged basic noun *c ˘iu-tan- ‘setting in
motion’ is unattested, and the full grade of the root *c ˘iau- is amply attested
in Indic and Iranian verb forms, so that it could have served as a direct basis
for the formation of *c ˘iau-tna-.

§ 3.7.2.2 i-stem adjectives

Avestan i-stem derivatives with a change of the initial vowel *a > ā and
*r˚ > ār are adjectives derived from substantives. The undisputed forms are:
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Vr˚ ddhi derivative Derived from

āhūiri- ‘ahuric’ ahura-
dāsmaini- ‘accompanying the offering’ *dā̆ sman- ‘offering’
māzdaiiasni- ‘of a Mazdayasnian’ mazdaiiasna-
vār e\ragni- ‘victorious’ v er e\ragna- ‘victory’
sāuuahi- ‘of the morning’56 sauuah- ‘increase’
hāuuani- ‘related to the pressing’ hā̆ uuana- ‘(haoma) pressing, pond’

There is a remarkable difference in the attestation of these six stems. The
two words āhūiri- and vār e\ragni- are found with a relatively high frequence,
they have an even distribution among the texts (older Yašts, Yašt-like Yasna
parts, liturgy of the Yasna) and they are found as adjectives to a variety of
nouns57. Furthermore, āhūiri- has a seemingly perfect match in the Skt.
patronymic ´̄asuri- (ŚBr.), and vār e\ragni-58 may be compared with Skt.
(RVKh., YV+) v ´̄artraghna- ‘relating or belonging to the vr˚ trahán-’ although
the meaning of the Skt. compound is clearly based on the meaning which
vr˚ trahán- has in Skt., which is different from the Avestan meaning of
v er e\ragna-.

In OAv., we find a stem āhūiriia- (Y 37.3) in t¯em a ˜t āhūiriiā nām¯enı̄ …
yazamaidē, translated by Narten 1986a as ‘ihn verehren wir in den göttlichen
Namen’; the same stem is attested several times in YAv. as an epithet to
sraoša- and to the am eˇ˙sa sp e˙ntas, in Yt 13, 14 and Y 60. Narten assumes for
āhūiriia- an original meaning ‘zu den Ahuras gehörig’ → ‘göttlich’, and she
compares the Skt. cognate asuryà-, which has no v ˙rddhi: RV 10.52.2 catv ´̄ari
te asury`̄a ˙ni n ´̄ama ‘vier sind deine asurische Namen’ (translation by Geldner
1951). According to Narten (1986a: 178), there is a difference of use between

56 According to Kellens 1996: 65ff.

57 Most of these nouns are in some way connected with the religious terminology, but
this is hardly surprising given the content of the texts. We find YAv. āhūiri- as an
adjective to daēnā- ‘religion’, nmāna- ‘house’ (viz. of haoma), frašna- ‘question’ (viz.
that of Zarathuštra to Ahura Mazdā), ˜tkaēša- ‘doctrine’ and to asti.gāfiiō (?). YAv.
vār e\ragni- occurs with vacas- ‘word’ (viz. in the ritual), nmāna- ‘house’ (viz. of
sraoša-), mą\ra- ‘(ritual) speech’, frauuaˇ˙si- ‘the Fravaˇ˙sis’, vaēda- ‘weapon’, haoma-,
and substantivized as an abstract ‘power of attack’, ‘victory’ (Y 10.9,19).

58 There is no Avestan adj. vār e\ragna-. The only alleged attestation (in Yt 19.92) can
be corrected to xvār e\ragni-: the acc.sg. vār e\ragn em in the mss. F1 and J10 will be
a corruption of *-ı̄m (via F1 *-im, cf. § 8.1.2) under the influence of vaēd em in the
same line.
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Av. āhūiriia- and āhūiri-, in the sense that āhūiriia- shows the meaning
‘divine’ which can be explained on the basis of the Indo-Iranian meaning of
*asura-, whereas āhūiri- is used as a reference to the Mazdayasnean Ahura
Mazdā, meaning ‘in connection with Ahura’. This would match the fact that
Skt. ´̄asuri- is a patronymic: Av. āhūiri- rather approaches the function of a
patronymic, whereas āhūiriia- may be compared with Skt. asuryà- and has
additionally acquired initial long ā- (Narten loc.cit., footnote 43). The most
probable source for this ā- would be exactly the stem āhūiri-; thus, the
occurrence of āhūiriia- in OAv. would indirectly point to the existence of
*āhuri- already in OAv. We may accordingly posit two inherited stems, IIr.
* ´̄asuri- ‘descending from Asura’ and IIr. *asuríHa- ‘characteristic of (an)
asura’.

Contrary to āhūiri- and vār e\ragni-, the four other Avestan VD in -i have
a very limited distribution, which points to a later origin. YAv. māzdaiiasni-
is found as an adj. to daēnā- ‘religion’ (in the liturgical parts of the Yasna),
to vis- ‘community’, and substantivized as ‘a follower of the Mazdayasnean
religion’ in V passim. Thus, māzdaiiasni- appears in the same context as
āhūiri- and vār e\ragni-, and it seems reasonable to assume that it was built
after the example of especially *āsuri-. In any case, the derivational basis
mazdaiiasna- can hardly have existed before Proto-Iranian, which also
suggests that māzdaiiasni- will be a more recent formation than *āsuri-.

The VD dāsmaini- only occurs in Y 10.18, where it relates to vacah-
‘word’, standing beside vār e\ragni-: ime h e˙nti aršuxda vācō dāsmainiš
vār e\ragniš ‘these are the rightly spoken words, accompanying the offering,
victorious’. The translation of dāsmaini- was suggested to Kellens (1974a:
323) by Klingenschmitt, who connects Skt. dāś- ‘to make an offering’: the
IIr. stem *dāć- is probably preserved in Av. °dāšta- ‘granting’ (see Hintze
1994: 279 for the compounds in °dāšta-). Unfortunately, in order to assume
VD we must posit an intermediate stage *daćman- which is not attested:
Avestan only has dasma- ‘offering’. Since nouns in -man are mostly derived
from the full grade of the root, or in any case they are closely connected with
the verb forms, it cannot be excluded that dāsmaini- is based on a noun
*dāć-man-. In that case, Y 10.18 dāsmaini- can be analyzed as an (irregular)
i-stem derivative to an n-stem, which was motivated by its use in the same
context as vār e\ragni-.

The two remaining stems sāuuahi- ‘of the morning’ and hāuuani- ‘related
to the (haoma) pressing’ are mainly found in the recent, liturgical parts of
YAv.: Y 1.3, 2.3,18, 3.5, 4.8, 27.12 and their quotations. In these texts, the
two VD function as adjectives to ratu- ‘fixed part of the (ritual) day’.
Hāuuani- is also found in Y 9.1 (hāuuanı̄m ā ratūm) and in the N, where it
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refers to gā\ā- (N 47), viz. ‘the morning gāthās’. Since hāuuani- complies
with the formation of the i-stem VD (viz. to an a-stem hā̆ uuana-) whereas
sāuuahi- is based on an ah-stem, and since hāuuani- is found in more
passages than sāuuahi-, the odds are that hāuuani- is the older form of the
two, and that sāuuahi- was formed on the basis of hāuuani-. Hāuuani- itself
is not necessarily much older, and it is uncertain whether we must regard its
-ā- as the result of VD. In Avestan, we also find the stems hāuuana- ‘pond’
(beside hauuana- ‘id.’) and hāuuanan- ‘the priest who presses the haoma’
with lengthened grade of the root IIr. *sau(H)- (cf. EWAia II: 713). Thus, it
is possible that hāuuani- was created within Avestan as an i-stem derivative
directly to hāuuana-.

It is probable that the superlative pā\mainiiō.t ema- ‘most providing for the
flight’ (Y 9.16) was built on a VD *pā\mani- ‘providing for the flight’, just
like vār e\ragniiō.t ema- ‘most victorious’ will be the superlative of
vār e\ragni- ‘victorious’59. Once again, the context of this VD is similar to
the passages in which āhūiri- and vār e\ragni- occur: haomō … urunaēca
pā\mainiiō.t emō ‘Haoma … (is) the most providing for the flight of the soul’.
A form *pā\mani- may also be hidden behind Yt 16.1 hupa\mainiia- ‘of
good flight’, if Humbach 1991 II: 178 is correct in assuming original
*hupā\mainiia-: razištąm cistąm hupa\mainiiąm ‘the straightest insight which
is of good flight’. We must then assume shortening from *hu-pā\man ˘iām. Of
course, we cannot exclude the possibility of a stem *hu-pa\man-iHa-, with
no lengthened grade. The basis for this adj. is preserved in Y 46.4: pa\man-
hucistōiš ‘the flight of good insight’.

In Old Persian, the only certain i-stem derivative is the month name
bāgayādi-, which presupposes a feast *baga-yāda-60 ‘worship of the gods’,
cf. Eilers 1953: 43, who follows an earlier suggestion by Marquart. The
month \āigraci- has been explained by Justi as ‘month of the gathering of

59 Compare e.g. V 9.27 imą vacō yōi aoh en vār e\ragniiō.t em emca baēšaziiō.t em emca
‘these words which are most the victorious and the most curing’ with Yt 13.20ff. a\a
imąm vacō framruii ˚̄a vār e\ragnı̄š ‘then you shall pronounce these victorious words’.

60 The noun *yāda- also seems the probable origin of MP z’my’d, Pāzand zamiiā ˜t, the
name of the 28th day of the month and of Yašt 19.1-8: *zām-yāda- resp. *zam-yāda-
‘worship of the earth’. This explanation is phonetically straightforward, unlike the
etymologies of z(’)my’d as *źam yaźata ‘deity of the earth’ (proposed by Pirart 1992b:
6 and Hintze 1994: 47) or as *zam hudād ‘munificent earth’, an adaptation of Avestan
z em- hudāh- (proposed by Humbach-Ichaporia 1998: 14).
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garlic’ (cf. Eilers 1953: 43 with references) to a stem *\igra- ‘garlic’; cf.
MoP sı̄r-sūr ‘garlic feast’. However, the OP spelling \-a-i-g-r-č-i-š might just
indicate a normal diphthong /ai/ rather than /āi/, as Eilers remarks.

In conclusion, the Iranian evidence suggests that i-stem VD were
especially used for names: in Avestan āhūiri- and vār e\ragni-, and in OP
bāgayādi-. In fact, the apparent spread of the i-stem derivatives among the
Avestan liturgical vocabulary may have been supported by the frequent
occurrence of the stem zara\uštri- (already OAv.), a patronymic to
zara\uštra-. Zara\uštri- lacks lengthened grade vocalism in the initial
syllable, just like the other Avestan i-stems which are pure patronymics, e.g.
dabramaēši- ‘having dark sheep’, p er e\uuaršti- ‘having a broad shaft’, or
siiāuuaspi- ‘having black horses’ to *s ˘iā ˘uaspa-.

The use of i-stem derivatives as patronymics dates back to Indo-Iranian,
cf. Wackernagel-Debrunner 1954: 301ff. In Skt., these stems additionally take
the lengthened grade of the initial syllable. In the oldest text layer of Skt., viz.
the RV, we find eight i-stem VD with lengthened grade in the first syllable.
Apart from s ´̄arathi- ‘charioteer’ to sarátha- ‘travelling on the same chariot’,
these stems are all patronymics derived from personal names: ´̄agniveśi- to
Agniveśa- (ep.), Paúrukutsi- to Purukútsa- (RV), Pr ´̄atardani- to Pratardana-
(KS), Pl ´̄ayogi- to Playoga- (Sāya ˙na), Vaídadaśvi- to *vidád-aśva-,
S ´̄a ˙mvara ˙ni- to Sa ˙mvára ˙na- (RV), S ´̄avar ˙ni- to sávar ˙na- (RV) ‘having the same
colour’.

We may reconstruct for Indo-Iranian a class of i-stem derivatives which
were used especially for the formation of patronymics. Subsequently, they
were also used for other names, such as the months of the calendar (OP) and
adherence to deities. Although such derivatives were originally not
accompanied by vowel upgrading in the first syllable (cf. the Avestan
patronymics), there must have existed a core of i-stem derivatives in
Indo-Iranian in which the vowel pattern of a → ā in the initial syllable already
existed. The question, in exactly which forms this vowel-upgrading started,
is very difficult to answer; in any case, it falls outside the scope of our
investigation.

§ 3.7.2.3 Other formations

There are very few remaining instances of VD in Avestan which are
certain. Even where the derivational relationship seems clear, it is often
possible to suspect that ā in the initial syllable is due to a recent phonetic
lengthening, or to the influence of other forms from the paradigm. The suffix
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which is found most often in these isolated cases of VD is IIr. *-iHa-, the
suffix of appurtenance.

The most likely VD are the following names:
• xštāuuaēniia- (Yt 13.111), probably a patronymic to xštauui-.
• frāšaoštraiiana- 61 (Yt 13.104), a patronymic to the name frašaoštra-.
Since *fra° is often lengthened in longer words (see § 3.4.2.1 above), frā°
might be ascribed to phonetic lengthening, but such lengthening usually takes
place in front of a (sequence of) short vowel(s), which is not the case here.
• n ˚̄aohai\iia-, name of a demon, cognate with Skt. N ´̄asatya-. The IIr.
comparison suggests that the name was formed already in IIr. Following the
suggestion of several scholars that IIr. *n ´̄asat ˘ia- may be connected with the
Skt. root nas- ‘to unite’, EWAia II: 39 proposes to analyze *n ´̄asat ˘ia- as a VD
meaning ‘zur Heimkehr gehörig’, derived from an abstract noun *nas-atí-
‘Heimkehr’.

We find three adjectives which have a lengthened grade vowel. Two of
them have the suffix -iia-:
• YAv. ārštiia- ‘of a spear’ is a hapax which occurs in the cpd. ārštiiō.bar ez-
‘of the height of a spear’ (Y 9.11 = Yt 19.40). Since it is attested in two
different texts, it is less likely that initial ā- is due to a recent phonetic
lengthening of *a- in front of -rC- (see § 3.4.3 above).
• xąniia- (Y 68.6, Yt 8.41) ‘from a spring’ belongs to the root noun xā-
‘spring’ (nom.sg. x ˚̄a, gen.pl. xąm). Since this noun is probably derived from
the IIr. root *kHanH- ‘to dig’ (Skt. khani-)62, the derived adj. may originally
have been *kHanH-iHa- ‘of a spring’ > *xani ˘ia-. The lengthened grade may
be due to the identity as VD, but it may have been supported by the long
vowel which must have been present in the nom.sg. *kHānH of the noun.
• hąmina- ‘of the summer’ has been derived from ham- ‘summer’ by means
of the suffix -ina-, which we also find in the daily periods uzaiieirina-,
ušahina- and rapi\bina-, none of which shows lengthened grade vocalism. If
one does not wish to explain *hām° from vr˚ ddhi, one might consider that ā
was adopted from the paradigm of ham-: besides the attested forms ins.sg.
hama and gen.sg. hamō, a nom.sg. *hām(i) < *sāmH does not seem
impossible.

61 Thus IrKA against F1.J10 fra°.

62 This etymology is rejected by EWAia I: 451, but it is difficult to regard xąniia-
simply as an «erweiterte Bildung» to a root noun *khaH-. MP xān may also contain
original *-n-.
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A less certain, but not completely impossible VD is the following form:
• ār ezuuā ‘correctness’. For this word, an IIr. etymology *āríua- ‘rightness’
has been suggested, viz. as a VD to IIr. *r˚ íu- ‘right’ (Av. er ezu-), e.g. by
Wackernagel-Debrunner 1954: 128 and Darms 1978: 105. However, the Skt.
comparandum ārjava- ‘rectitude’ is only attested from the Chāndogya
Upani ˙sad onwards, so that it may be an inner-Indic formation which does not
support ār ezuuā.

In Old Persian, we find three relatively certain a-stem VDs, two of which
have the suffix -iya-; the third one is derived from a name.
• xšāya\iya- *‘royal’ → ‘king’ from a probable basis *xšay-a\a- ‘rule’,
according to Brandenstein-Mayrhofer 1964: 126. Hoffmann 1976: 637 has
compared the Skt. derivatives in -athiyà- to stems in -atha-, suggesting that
this type of derivation goes back to IIr.
• Possibly, a word *dāraniya- ‘golden’ → ‘object made of gold’ is preserved
in OP dāraniya-kara- ‘goldsmith’, the -ā- of which would otherwise be
difficult to explain.
• OP mārgava- ‘related or belonging to Margu-, Margian’.

The following five forms have sometimes been interpreted as VD
containing -ā- in initial syllable, but none of these cases is convincing:
• ānušhaxš (OAv.) ‘one after the other’ is the nom.sg. of ānušhak-, which
matches Skt. ānu ˙sák ‘in continuous order, one after the other’. Since there is
a verb anu- ˙sac- ‘to follow, accompany’, the appearance of ānu° in a nominal
derivative might suggest a VD. However, semantically there seems to be no
derivational relationship between anu- ˙sac- ‘to follow’ and IIr. *ānu-šak-
‘following’; furthermore, there is no derivational suffix in the latter stem.
Accordingly, *ānu° may be old and inherited. This is supported by the fact
that ānu(°) appears more often without extra suffix than any other of the VD
to preverbs: ānūkám ‘one after the other’ < *ānu-Hkw-á-, anānukr˚ tyá- (to
*anukr˚ tya-). Wackernagel (1953: 1314ff.) has suggested that IIr. *anu ‘along’
vs. *ānu°, Skt. anānu° may be compared with the co-occurrence within
Germanic of *enu and *ēnu, e.g. Got. inu versus OHG ānu ‘ohne’; thus also
Pokorny 1959: 318. However, the productivity of long vowel derivatives in
Germanic, and the lack of any other Indo-European reflex of *ēnu, renders
this solution uncertain. A different approach would be to assume an ablaut
*enu : *onu; the latter variant would yield IIr. *ānu via Brugmann’s Law.
However, there are no certain reflexes of *onu in any of the other IE
languages.
• jąni- ‘wife’ (?) is a hapax in V 7.59: \rišūm aētaēšąm axtinąm jąnaiiō
+dr e˙njaiiei( ˙n)ti ‘one third of those pains the jąnis recite / consolidate’. It has
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sometimes been argued that jąni- may be a VD to jani- ‘woman’, but this
assumption can be supported nor refuted by means of the context. The
meaning of the phrase quoted here is uncertain, as is its function in the
context (cf. Bartholomae 1904: 608, 772). Therefore, jąni- is best left out of
consideration.
• pāˇ˙snā̆ - (n./f.) ‘heel’ < *pāršn ā̆ -. The cognate form in Skt. is p ´̄ar ˙s ˙ni-, which
has been explained as a VD *pāršni- to earlier *paršn ā̆ -, which would be the
expected cognate of Gr. ptérnē, Got. fairzna, etc. ‘heel’ < PIE *persneh2; thus
e.g. EWAia II: 124. However, one may ask what a VD of ‘heel’ would mean.
The most obvious derivative would be a collective, ‘the heels, both heels’,
like Skt. p ´̄arśva- ‘Rippengegend’ to párśu- ‘rib’. But since p ´̄ar ˙s ˙ni- and
pāˇ˙snā̆ - are used in the dual as ‘both heels’ in Skt. and in Av., a collective
meaning seems unlikely. The other Indo-European languages show no
(certain) traces of a lengthened grade vowel, e.g. Lat. perna, Gr. ptérnē, Goth.
fairzna. This renders it conceivable that the long vowel of IIr. *p ´̄aršna/i- is
due to an inner-IIr. analogy with another word in -ā-; in the case of ‘heel’,
one would think especially of IIr. *p ´̄ads, *p ´̄adam ‘foot’.
• Humbach 1957: 40 has suggested that the adj. zaiiana- ‘of the winter’
corresponds etymologically to Skt. (AV+) hāyaná- ‘yearly’; the Avestan word
would have undergone shortening of *ā in front of -ii-. Yet the word for
‘winter’ is Avestan zaiian- (nom.sg. zaiia, ins.sg. zaēna), so that the adj.
zaiiana- may be a simple derivative in -a- without vr˚ ddhi (cf. EWAia II:
814).
• The OP month name Vūravāhara- may contain an adj. *vāhara- ‘belonging
to the spring’ → ‘spring-feast’(?), to be compared with Skt. vāsará-
‘morgendlich leuchtend’ to vasar° ‘morning’. However, this is uncertain since
the explanation of the first member \ūra- is not agreed on (cf. Eilers 1953:
45).

§ 3.7.3 Analogical ā in isolated forms

IN INITIAL SYLLABLE

The frequent word ārmaiti- ‘good thought, piety’ < *ara-mati- ‘having a
fitting thought’63 is cognate with Skt. arámati- ‘readiness to serve’, and in

63 The compound ar em.maiti in P 24 (next to ar em.ūxti and ar em.varšti) has retained
the original length of ar° and the tetrasyllabicity.
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the metre of the Gāthās, ārmaiti- still counts as /aramati-/. In YAv., ārmaiti-
usually combines with sp e˙nta-. This combination must have been common in
Iranian, and the PIr. expression *ś ˘uanta aramati was apparently deified at an
early stage. Strikingly, all Iranian languages show a long vowel in the name
of the deity (earth): Sogd. Letters ’spnt’rmt ‘month name’, Manichean Sogd.
spnd’rmt ‘earth-god’, MoP isfandārmud ‘month name’, Khwar. ’sbnd’rmd
‘earth’, Khot. śśandrāmata ‘Buddhist devatā-deity’. It seems that *ś ˘uanta
aramati- contracted to *spantāramati- in most Iranian dialects. As *spanta-
was still a living adjective, it became possible to metanalyze the second part
of the compound as a noun *āramati-, and this has probably happened in
(Young-)Avestan. As a result, the word ārmaiti- of the texts may correspond
to a real *āramati- in spoken YAv. The OAv. form can be tentatively
explained from the replacement of *aramati- by *āramati by YAv. speakers.

The verbal adjective of taš- (Skt. ta ˙s ˙tá-) is attested as tašta- once in OAv.
(Y 49.9 taštō), and in the YAv. substantive tašta- ‘cup’ (used in the
haoma-ritual); the abstract noun *tašti- (Skt. ta ˙s ˙ti-) is preserved in vacastašti-
‘speech-construction’ = ‘stanza’. In YAv., the verbal adj. is tāšta- ‘made’,
which has probably replaced *tašta- because of the long vowel in the present,
Av. ind. tāšti, inj. tāšt. The adj. occurs in the simplex tāšt em, in hutāšta-
‘well-formed’, in mainiiu.tāšta- and mainiiu.hąm.tāšta-. In some forms of
hutāšta-, many mss. spell hutašta-, but usually some of the good mss.
preserve hutāšta- 64. This is especially clear in the KA tradition, where in
nearly each case the good IrKA mss. and often also J10 have hutāšta- as
against hutašta- in F1 and in other Indian mss. Yt 10.143 hąm.tašt em relies
on the two mss. F1 and J10, so that an error for *hąm.tāšt em may easily have
occurred.

The numeral \rāiiō ‘three’ has been a matter of dispute, since the
expected form is †\raiiō, cf. Skt. traya ˙h. Emmerick 1992: 294 confirms that
the forms of ‘three’ in Middle and Modern Iranian languages are ambiguous
as to the length of the initial vowel in *\rā̆ ˘iah. In Avestan, \rāiiō must
represent a linguistically real form in *\rā° because of the shortening
observed in \raiiasca: if \rāiiō were due to a more recent lengthening, we
would certainly expect †\rāiiasca. In addition, Gershevitch 1959: 209 claims
that the noun \rāiiauuan- ‘name of a priest’ stems from *\rā ˘ia- ˘uan-

64 Long vowel in hutašt em: Y 2.6, 6.5, 17.5 Mf1.2 ā; Yt 2.10 K36.J10 ā, K12 ˚̄a; G
4.10 Mf3.E1.K12 ā; S 2.20 E1.Ml2 ā, J10 ˚̄a; A 1.9 F2.K36.Mb2.Ml2 ā; Yt 14.7,9,44
hutaštō K38.J10.Ml2 ā.
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‘attending a triad’, i.e. a period of three years of study. The noun \rāiiauuan-
would contain a noun \rāiia- ‘triad’ from *\rā ˘ia- ‘triple’, cf. Skt. trayá-
‘triple’. This latter relation would be exactly parallel to that between Av.
\rāiiō ‘three’ and Skt. traya ˙h. If Avestan indeed possessed the numeral
*\rā ˘iah ‘three’, the most obvious source for -ā- seems to be analogy with the
long predesinential vowel in PAv. *ca\ ˘uārah ‘four’.

The adjective vairiia.stār em ‘more preferable’ (Yt 10.100) is clearly a
comparative to the adj. vairiia ‘preferable’ (threesyllabic in OAv.), but the
expected comparative of such a thematic stem would be *varia-tara-.
Therefore, *vari ˘iastāra- must be a recent formation, which adopted the suffix
form *-stara- from stems in dentals (amauuastara-) or *-s (aš.aojastara-).
This fact renders it possible that the composers also gave the suffix an
analogical long vowel -tāra- instead of -tara-, on the model of the vacillation
ar/ār occurring in ar-stems such as dātar- ‘giver’, and pronominal adj. such
as katāra- ‘which of both’.

The dat.abl.pl. vāgžibiiō (7x) replaces *vagb ˘iah by means of the analogical
introduction of the nom.sg. form vāxš → *vāxšb ˘iah; cf. Bartholomae 1904:
1335 and Kuiper 1967: 118. The short vowel is assumed to have been
preserved in Yt 10.88 vagžibiiō, but although F1+ spell vagž ebiiō, J10 spells
vāgžibiiō. It thus seems that vāgžbiiō is the original form65.

The comparison of the superlative stāuuišta- (Yt 17.59) ‘strongest’ with
Skt. sthávi ˙s ˙tha- suggests that the vowel of the first syllable was phonetically
lengthened in the transmission of Avestan. But it is possible that -ā- was
copied from other superlatives, such as āsišta- ‘fastest’, dāhišta- ‘most
generous’, vāzišta- ‘best’ (Skt. v ´̄ahi ˙s ˙tha-), nąmišta- to namra-, hāidišta- (Skt.
s ´̄adhi ˙s ˙tha-), and especially dāirišta- ‘strongest’, which is quite close to
stāuuišta- in meaning.

The root sar- ‘to unite’ (cf. the root noun sar- ‘union’) is generally
derived from IIr. *ćarH- ‘to mix’ (Skt. āśír- ‘the milk which is mixed with
soma’, ´̄aśı̄rta- ‘mixed’). Its (only Old) Av. verbal stems present an
unexpected long vowel, viz. the present sāra- (3p. ind.med. sār e˙ntē, ptc.med.
sār emna-) and the s-aorist sār eš- (3s. inj.med. sār eštā). Although the
following cluster -ršt- might have caused a recent vowel change in sār eštā

65 With a short vowel nom.sg. *vaxš we find ins.pl. vagžibiš (once, in N67 ‘with the
six texts’) and dat.abl.du. vagžibiiāca (Vr 14.1ff., ExtrW 5).
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(cf. dōr ešt from *daršt § 24.1.3), the forms sār e˙ntē and sār emna- lack an
obvious phonetic explanation: compare the retention of a in sar edan ˚̄a,
sar eidiia- and sar ejan-. The explanation by means of Middle-Iranian
influence, which was proposed by Kuiper 1939: 43f. is impossible to prove
(cf. Kellens 1984: 116), and in fact unlikely. Maybe, then, all three forms
contain etymological *sār-. The vowel ā must be due to some kind of
analogy, but the number of possibilities is too large to venture into
speculation.

The s-aorist nāš- < *nāćš- (Skt. nák ˙sat) to the root nas- ‘to reach’ (for a
discussion of the attestations cf. Kellens 1984: 368f.) presents an unexpected
long vowel in all its forms: OAv. 1p.subj. °nāšāmā, inf. °nāšē, YAv. 1p.opt.
nāšı̄ma, ptc. (them.) nāš emna-. Kellens 1974a: 294 has suggested that ā may
be due to a phonetic lengthening of *nakš- > nāš-, i.e. a compensatory
lengthening for the loss of *k; as Kellens admits, this is hard to prove or
disprove. Alternatively an analogical origin of ā seems possible. In 1974a:
294, Kellens points to the unexpected long vowel of the root noun nas- in its
loc.pl. OAv. nāšū, and in 1984: 355, he adds the ill-explained 3p.prs.ind.
aibi.nās e˙nti and the compounds aˇ˙sanāsa-, ahu.nāsa- and vahišta.nāsa-. Hence
it is conceivable that long ā has spread in this root from a smaller nucleus, so
that the aorist forms are uncertain evidence.

IN NON-INITIAL SYLLABLE

The 3d. pf.ind.act. forms Y 13.4 vaocātar¯eand vāuu er ezātar¯edisplay an
ending -ātar¯einstead of *-atar; they have probably adopted the suffix vowel
-ā- of the athematic 3d.ind.med. -āite, which is also attested in Y 13.4
mamnāitē, and in the ipv. -ātąm. The fact that Y 13 is a conscious attempt at
gathicizing a YAv. text may also have played a role: YAv. -atar emay have
been replaced by (pseudo)OAv. -ātar¯eon the model of e.g. OAv. buiiāmā
against YAv. buiiama.

Another set of forms with linguistically real *ā are the pronominal adj.
katāra- ‘who of them both?’ (Skt. katará-) and yatāra- ‘which of both’
(yatará-). The suffix form *-tāra- is confirmed by other Iranian languages:
Phl. kt’r ‘who, which’, BSogd. kt’r ‘which’, etc.

The numerals haptāiti- ‘70’ and aštāiti- ‘80’ contrast with Skt. saptatí-
and aśı̄tí-, but agree with the other Iranian languages, all showing an ending
*-āti- in the numerals ‘70’ and ‘80’ (cf. Emmerick 1992: 310). The vowel -ı̄-
in Sanskrit aśı̄tí- points to IIr. *HaćtHti ‘80’, which means that Iranian must
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have replaced *HaćtH-ti by *HaćtaH-ti, introducing the form of the cardinal
‘8’; from ‘80’, *-āti- will have spread to ‘70’ (Bartholomae 1894-5: 112).

§ 3.8 Uncertain etymology

The following words have been excluded from the evidence in the
preceding subsections because their etymology is unclear.

With a sequence -Ciiā- we find nmāniiāitı̄-66 (G 5.5), OAv. viiānā-
‘attentiveness’ (?), viiāne67 (Yt 10.64), viiānı̄š 68 (Yt 10.64, P 30),
viiāmbura-69 (Yt 14.54ff.) ‘certain class of daevic priests’, the place-name
zainiiāuuara-70 (Yt 9.30) and the personal names ainiiā̆ uua-71 (Yt 13.122f.)
and airiiā̆ uua-72 (Yt 13.131).

A number of YAv. words are only attested with vā- or -uuā-. Since the
etymology is unknown, -ā- could in theory be the result of lengthening in
*va- or *-uua-. I only present the forms which are attested once, since a
double attestation reduces the chance that we are dealing with the sporadic
lengthening after labial glides. The forms included are uruuāxra- (Yt 19.69)
‘heat’, uruuā\ra-73 (Yt 8.47) ‘dripping’ (?), xvār emna- (Y 32.8) ‘?’ (cf.
Kellens 1984: 113), duuācina (Yt 10.84), framrauuātō (FrW 9.1; maybe 3d.
*mruuātō), +vı̄zuuāiri ˙ntąm (V 8.10), huuāpı̄- (V 5.19), the name of a mythical

66 Maybe *nmāniiauuaiti, according to Bartholomae 1904: 1094.

67 Inf. vi + yāna- ?

68 JamaspAsa-Humbach 1971: 47 suggest that it may be the 2s.prs.opt. ‘you shall take
respite’ of an athematic verb vi-an- ‘to breathe out’, but this remains uncertain.

69 It is uncertain whether viiāmbura- was really the form of the archetype. The
sequence -āmb- cannot be original, since *-āmb- would be reflected as Avestan
†- ˚̄amb-. When we look at the v.ll., it appears that viiāmbura- is not a certified reading:
F1+ viiāmb°, replaced by viiąm.bura in L18.P13 · viiāma°, viiāmē° J10 and Jm4.

70 V.ll. F1.E1.K12.Ml2 zainiiāuuara ˜t · J10 ziziiāuuara ˜t. Bartholomae 1904: 1662
argues «wohl zaini° + ā-vara-».

71 V.ll. F1.J10 ainiiāuuahe · Mf3.K13.14.38.H5 aińiiauuahe; -auua- seems the lectio
facilior, based on frauuaˇ˙sı̄m.

72 V.ll.: F1.Pt1.J10 airiiāuuahe, E1 °auuahe · Mf3.K13.38 °auuahe. -auua- seems the
lectio facilior in view of the frequent form frauuaˇ˙sı̄m in this part of Yt 13.

73 V.ll. F1+.K12 uruuā\° · J10 uruua\°.
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tree, the mountain name uruniiō.vāidimidkā- (Yt 19.5) and the PN
kauuārasman- (Yt 13.103) and vāg er eza- (Yt 13.115).

We find ā in initial syllable in ā̆ fša- 74 acc.pl. ‘damage’, āiiapta-75

‘benefit’ (shortened to aiiapta- in the less trustworthy mss. of Yt 8 and P 49,
cf. § 4.3), ākā- ‘visible, open’, ātara- ‘evil one’, ādu- ‘?’ (cf. Kellens 1974a:
328), āri- ‘?’ (Y 51), āžu- ‘?’ (Y 53.7), uruuāsnā- ‘kind of plant’ (V 8.2,
18.71), grāfe ‘?’ (Yt 15.52), dādrājōiš ‘?’ (E 14, corrupt), dānaiiana- ‘son of
*Dāna or *Dāni’ (Yt 19.41), dāzgra- ‘?’ (probably a colour), pāzaouh ˙nt em ‘?’
(F 721), frāšmi- ‘?’ (Yt 8.33), (hū) frāšmō.dāiti- ‘sunset’, bāše ‘?’ (Yt 15.52),
nāršni ‘?’ (A 3.13), māzaniia- ‘Māzanyan’, vā\man- (E 17), rāma- ‘fury’ (Y
49.4; cf. Humbach 1991: II 208), zāuuiši ‘?’ (V 19.6), hāuuišta- ‘novice,
fellow student’, hāirišı̄- ‘woman’, the diseases dāžu- (V 20.3ff.), sārana- V
20.3ff., sārasti- (Yt 13.131, V 7.57), sārastiia- (V 20.3ff.), and the PN
āxrūra- (Yt 13.137), cāxšni- (Yt 13.114), drā\a- (Yt 13.109), paiti.drā\a-
(Yt 13.109), pāzinah- (Yt 13.117), vāg er eza- (Yt 13.115), sāiiuždri- (Yt 5.72)
and snāuuidka- (Yt 19.43).

We find ā in non-initial syllable in aiiažāna (V 14.10), apāi\iš ‘?’ (V
4.54f.), ažiuuāka- (V 20.3ff.), anāiritibiiasca or anāraitibiiasca (V 14.17),
ašxrāxvanut ema- (Vr 3.5, Y 13.3), uruuāxra- ‘heat’ (Yt 19.69), uzrāfaiia ˜t
(VPTr. 18.51f.), parāta- (Yt 13.96), frazdānaom (Yt 5.108, F 273), 3s.opt.
vādāiiōi ˜t and the PN usnāka- (Yt 13.117), vanāra- (Yt 13.10) and
varakasāna- (Yt 13.113).

§ 3.9 Summary

We may now summarize the forms which present certain or possible
evidence for the various phonetic lengthenings of IIr. *a > ā which we have
distinguished in Avestan. For every development, a short account of the
phonetic causes will be given and, if possible, the conclusions which they
yield for the relative chronology of sound changes.

74 V.ll. V 13.10 L4.K1a afˇ˙se, Pt2 āfšē · Jp1.Mf2 abš¯e· L1.2.Br1.K10 āfš¯e; V 13.11
L4 afš¯e, Pt2 āfšē, K1a āfš¯e· Jp1.Mf2 abšē · L1.2.M2.Br1 āfš¯e.

75 For a survey of the various etymologies which have been proposed for this word,
none of which carries conviction, see Hintze 2000: 76.
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1. Post-YAv. *i ˘ia > ˘iā:

1a. After a preverb
Certain/probable: Uncertain:
aibiiāuuah- upairi āiia z emā paitiiāmrao ˜t
aibiiāxšaiia- +biiāršānō paitiiāra-
aibiiāxštar- niiāsa- paitiiārōt ema-
aibiiāma- niiāza-
aibiiāmat ema- viiāxti-
aibiiāsti viiādar es em
huuaibiiāsta- +viiār e\a-
paitiiār ena- +viiār e\iia-
paiti āiia z emā +viiāršauua ˙nt-

1b. The sequence -riiā ˜t haca
Certain:
bar e\riiā ˜t haca +skairiiā ˜t haca
yaoždā\riiā ˜t haca hukairiiā ˜t haca

1c. Isolated cases
Certain: Uncertain:
friiāna- zairimiiāka- ā\biiāni-
vohu.friiāna- tą\riiāuua ˙nt- gaē\ō.m er e˙nciiāna-
maˇ˙siiānąm(ca) zairimiiāuua ˙nt- naotairiiāna-
maˇ˙siiāka- zaraniiāuua ˙nt-
vaēdiiā.paiti-

Phonetically, this change may be interpreted as compensatory lengthening
for the loss of the vocalic character of [i]: *abí-ama- > *ab ˘iáma-, *ní-aza- >
n ˘iáza-. Chronologically, the lengthening must be dated after the shortening of
*ā in the antepenultimate syllable of a word ending in -ca, otherwise we
would not get -riiā ˜t haca. The lengthening probably took place after YAv. had
become a dead language, because the correct forms of the second member
were not restored in the compounds affected by the lengthening: aibiiāma- is
not restored to †aibi.ama-. On the other hand, the presence of auui.ama- next
to aibiiāma- suggests that the lengthening was contemporary with or not much
later than the RCS, because compounds which remained split (auui.ama-) are
left unchanged.

It seems striking that all instances of (1c), the isolated cases, have
lengthening of *a in an open syllable. However, category (1b) and the
majority of forms in (1a) have lengthening in a closed syllable, so that it may
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simply be a coincidence that (1c) only has forms with an open syllable. These
forms have lengthened *a in front of the (secondary) suffix, and most of these
suffixes have a single initial consonant.

2. Sporadic lengthening after v-, -uu-, xv-, huu-:
Archetype: Post-archetype: Uncertain:

OAv. uruuātōiš uruuātahiiā vı̄uuāpa ˜t
dr eguuāitē
h¯e˙nduuār e˙ntā.

YAv. ni-uuāna- duuāra(-)
huuāp ˚̄a hauruuāt ˚̄a
vār e\man- ? nairiiąm.hąm.vār etiuua ˙nt-

? vāx edrika-
xvāsta-
huuāibiiāsta
huuāspa-

The lengthening after labial glides took place especially in the initial
syllable of the word. Its rise can partly be observed in process during the
post-archetype period.

3. YAv. Lengthening in initial syllable in front of ˇ˙s < *rt:
Certain: Ambiguous:
xvāˇ˙sa- axvāše
xvāˇ˙sar- vāˇ˙saiia
bāˇ˙sar- \bāˇ˙sa-
vāˇ˙sa-

Phonetically, it is likely that this lengthening at least partly reflects a
compensatory lengthening due to the simplification of the consonant cluster
*hrt > *hl > ˇ˙s. The second condition, viz. the preceding labial consonant (cf.
Hoffmann 1992: 846), also governs the regular lengthening of *i > ı̄ after
labial glides (but not b- !) in open syllable, cf. § 6.2.3. Just like in that case,
we notice that labial m does not cause lengthening: maˇ˙siia-, not †māˇ˙siia-, just
like mi\ah-, not †mı̄\ah-. The absence of lengthening in the form frauuaˇ˙si-
may be interpreted as evidence that the lengthening occurred only in initial
syllable, pointing to the word-initial stress which seems to have prevailed at
the later stages of the Avesta transmission. All three conditions would assign
this lengthening to a relatively recent date in the chronology.
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4. In initial syllable

The tendency to lengthen *a in initial syllable concurs with other
tendencies in initial syllables.

4a. YAv. *-a ˘u ˘ia- > -āuuiia-:
Certain: Post-archetype:
xšmāuuōiia māuuaiiaci ˜t hāuuaii ˚̄as e

xšmāuuiia hāuuōiia
gāuuaiianąmca hāuuaiiaca
+gāuuiian em huuāuuōiia
māuuōiia āuuōiia
māuuaiiaca

Phonetically, the lengthening of *a might be viewed as a dissimilation,
since it only occurs if the next syllable contained the vowel a. Probably a
strong stress on the first syllable caused the interpretation of *-a ˘u ˘ia- as
-āuuiia-.

Two developments can be used to date this lengthening. A first terminus
post quem is the change of intervocalic *b > ˘u, as shown e.g. by the heading
of Y 29 xšmāuuiia.g¯euš.uruua hāitiš, an adaptation of the first three words
of Y 29 xšmaibiiā g¯euš uruuā. A second terminus post quem is the RCS: the
superlative N 70 haoiiō.t ema- ‘most to the left’ shows that the replacement
of *ha ˘u ˘iatama- by *ha ˘u ˘iō.tama- happened before *ha ˘u ˘ia° could turn into
†hāuuiia°. The only terminus ante quem is the rise of an anaptyctic vowel
between * ˘u and * ˘i. Comparison with the dat.sg.f. hauuaiiāi < *ha ˘ua ˘iāi (to
hauua- ‘own’), shows that a form such as gāuu(a)iianąmca must have
lengthened the vowel before the rise of anaptyctic a between uu and ii.

5. In front of several short syllables

5a. Initial *fra- > frā° (mostly YAv.)
Certain: Uncertain:
frāta ˜t.caiia- frāk er e˙nta ˜t frāxšn ena- frāgma ˜t
frāta ˜t.car eta- frāk er enao ˜t frāuuaoc em frāci\rahe
+afrāta ˜t.kušı̄š frāk er esta frāuuaocō frādadąm
frāiiataiiei ˙nti frāk er eiti- frāuuaoce frādāiti
frāiiataiia ˜t frā\b er esa- frāuuaocā frāzušt em
frānaiiei ˙nti frā\baršta- frānmāne
frānaiiata frād er esra- frānāmāite
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Phonetically, the forms of the structure *fra-CāCa ˘ia- almost certainly
reflect lengthening of *fra in the initial syllable of a word with several
consecutive syllables in short -a-. The date of this change is impossible to
establish. It seems conceivable that the consistent frā° in the paradigms of
k er e( ˙n)t- and \b er esa- is due to a similar tendency, viz. to avoid a sequence
of several short vowel syllables.

For the other forms, it cannot be excluded that part of them is due to the
analogical introduction of frā°. First of all, frā-C- will have been the regular
reflex of *pra-HC- in verbs with an original initial laryngeal; this frā° could
then be adopted by other verbs. Furthermore, the preverb frā in isolation had
a long vowel in YAv.; the forms fra° and frā thus occurring side by side, the
replacement of *fra° by frā° would have been trivial, and may have been
applied at quite a recent date, even by the scribes of our mss.

5b. Isolated cases:
Certain:
ātara\ra kāuuaiiascı̄ ˜t pāraiia- yāsaouha
kāidiiehe kāuuaiieheca pār e˙ntara- xh¯em.yāsaitē
kāidii ˚̄asca xštāuuaiiō yāsāiti srāuuahiieitı̄
kāuuaiiascā
v er e\rājanō v er e\rājan em

The fact that *a > ā in initial syllable is attested both in OAv. and in
YAv. already suggests that lengthening occurred in post-Avestan times, when
OAv. and YAv. were transmitted together. Lengthening seems to happen
especially in the initial syllable of a word of four or more syllables; this
suggests that it is due to a strong stress on the first syllable, partly combined
with a tendency to avoid a sequence of three or more short syllables.

Whereas the forms of yā̆ sa- illustrate the influence of stress on the first
syllable of the word, the occurrence of kāuuaiieheca beside kauuaēm (<
*ka ˘ua ˘ia-) shows that longer forms are more susceptible to lengthening. The
forms ātara\ra and pāraiia- show redistribution of quantities like we saw in
frāiiataiia- (5a above). The lengthening of *vr˚ \rajanah, °am to v er e\rājanō,
° em is included in this category because these are the only forms with
lengthening in second syllable, under conditions which are closely similar to
those of the other forms given here.
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6. In disyllables:
Certain (OAv.): Uncertain (OAv., YAv.):
ār em ār eitı̄mca
ār ešuuā ās¯e˙nda-
ār ezuuā āždiiāi

yākar e

zāiri-

7. Lengthening in OAv. in front of -ā, -āiš, -ąm:
a. After -ii- b. After -uu-: c. After other consonants:

aniiā\ā uruuātā m er eždātā
diiātąm uruuātāiš v er enātā
maniiātā uruuā\ā hātąm
vı̄´̌siiātā xv¯enuuātā

dr eguuātā
hauruuāt ˚̄a
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§ 4 Avestan *ā > a

Shortening of IIr. *ā is partly due to phonetic developments, partly to
analogical replacement of *ā by a. In the case of phonetic shortening, we may
distinguish between linguistically real shortening in YAv., and later
shortenings which took place during the period of text transmission. In some
cases, it is difficult to distinguish between these alternatives.

The most consistent and probably linguistically real shortening takes place
in the antepenultimate syllable of forms ending in enclitic -ca or -ci ˜t (§ 4.1).
Here, shortening appears relatively often in r- and n-stems, and in the abl.sg.
ending *-ā ˜t when followed by haca ‘from’.

Other linguistically real shortenings are due to paradigmatic analogy
among noun and verb categories. The different kinds of analogy are discussed
in § 4.9 below.

Shortening which is more recent, and only of phonetic nature, is found in
front of the consonants -ii- (discussed in § 4.3) and -uu- (§ 4.4), and in front
of -na- (§ 4.5). These phenomena can be regarded as exceptions to the
general rule that *ā is mostly preserved in these positions. Other, even more
sporadic shortenings occur in the second syllable (§ 4.6), in anlaut (§ 4.7),
and if *ā is followed by the vowel ā or ą in the next syllable (§ 4.8).

No specific kind of OAv. shortening has been found (cf. Beekes 1988:
44f.). All OAv. forms which contain a < *ā (viz. adāhū, apaiia ˙nt-, apāna-,
apaēmā, asišta-, auuaēnātā, da\r em, daduiiē, d emanahiia, frada\a-, kaiiā,
nanā, saxvār¯e, spitamāi, spitamā, spitam ˚̄aohō, uštan em) have either shortening
in antepenultimate syllable, shortening in front of ā in the next syllable,
morphological shortening from YAv. (kaiiā) or must be due to a recent error
(ai\ı̄šcı̄ ˜t in some of the mss.). All of these shortenings have happened after
the OAv. period.

§ 4.1 In words in -ca and -ci ˜t

It is a well-known fact that the addition of enclitic -ca to a given Avestan
form causes various phonetic changes, cf. Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 113. The
present subsection is devoted to two such phenomena. The first of these is the
shortening of *ā in an open antepenultimate syllable, if the word is followed
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by -ca or -ci ˜t76. We find shortening of *ā mainly in r- and n-stems,
especially if the last two syllables are -asca, but also with final -aca and
- emca. The second change which belongs here is the shortening of the abl.sg.
ending -ā ˜t in front of the postposition haca.

§ 4.1.1 Antepenultimate syllable of forms in -cā̆ and -c ı̄̆ ˜t

There is no general shortening of *ā in antepenultimate syllable apart from
the forms in -ca and -ci ˜t. In front of -ca, shortening in an open
antepenultimate syllable is regular in ar-stem agent nouns, and in other
nominals in which the sequences *-ārasca and *-āramca arose. The shortened
forms are Yt 19.18 dātarasca ‘creators’ (as against Vr 11.12, Y 65.12
dātārō), mar exštarasca ‘formers’ (marxštar-), \bar exštarasca ‘shapers’ (Y
42.2 \bōr eštārā), aibiiāxštarasca ‘overseers’ (aibiiāxštar-), nipātarasca
‘protectors’ (Yt 14.45 apātāra, nipātāra, 14.57 nipātār em, pātār em),
nišhar etarasca ‘guardians’ (Yt 14.45 nišhar etāra) and Y 41.5 staotarascā
(staotār em Y 10.9, Yt 13.92, 17.12); Yt 19.7 ca\barasca ‘four’ (ca\bārō
30x); YAv. katarasci ˜t (6x) and Yt 15.1 katar emci ˜t (katāra- ‘which of both’);
V 2.40, Yt 12.25 starasca ‘stars’ (nom.pl. YAv. stārō). The only clear
counterexample in this category is Yt 10.103 aibiiāxštār emca; but this word
is immediately preceded by har etār em in the text of Yt 10.103, from which
it may have adopted -ār em-.

In the n-stems, the forms asanasca, masanaca, vaohanaca and
mą\ranascā show shortening in antepenultimate position (cf. § 4.5 below).
Of these four forms, only mą\ranascā seems unmistakeable evidence, since
the three remaining words are matched by forms retaining ā, viz. OAv.
masānasca, vaohānasca and Yt 10.136 asānasca. We furthermore find *ā
preserved in V 6.27 maidiiąnasci ˜t and possibly in Yt 13.35 viiānasca (where
ā may also be due to the preceding cluster vii-). Thus, the only sure evidence
in n-stems is in front of -asca, and it is restricted to mą\ranasca and a V
attestation of asanasca.

An isolated noun showing shortening is āp- ‘water’, cf. Kellens 1974a:
371ff. The acc.sg. is regularly āp em but ap emca (YAv. passim). A similar
alternation can be observed between the gen.sg. āpō (Y 19.8, 65.5, Yt 1.21,

76 The category ‘shortening of a long vowel in antepenultimate syllable’ is often
considered to be larger than here assumed. Some of the forms which can be found in
the literature are discussed as cases of shortening of *ā- in absolute anlaut (§ 4.7), as
cases of the dissimilation *ā_ā > a_ā (§ 4.8), or as analogical shortenings (see § 4.9).
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5.112) and apasca (YAv. passim), but since the IIr. form must have been
*apás, with short *a-, Av. apasca is ambiguous: it may retain the original
quantity. The hapax acc.sg. vacimca N 72, which has short a in contrast with
usual vācim, is not necessarily the result of phonetic shortening: it may be due
to recent analogy with the weak cases of vac- (gen.sg. vacō etc.).

The dat.pl.f. form *āb ˘iah of a- ‘this’ is attested as ābiiō without -ca, but
as Y 53.5 aibiiascā, Yt 10.82 aibiiasca and Yt 15.41 aibiiasci ˜t. Apparently,
the existence of stem forms in *ah- and *aóh- in the f.sg., and of aē° in the
m.pl. of the same demonstrative paradigm, prevented the restoration of ā° in
these dat.pl. forms.

An isolated case of shortening in a verb form is presented by V 4.47 and
N 37 adaēca uiti ‘and thus is said’, which derives from *ādai ‘it is said’,
which is probably attested in Yt 8.48 xāide; cf. Panaino 1990: 136f. for xāide
and Kellens 1984: 42 for adaēca. As adaēca occurs in two different contexts
in V 4.47 and N 37, it seems likely that its initial a° is indeed due to the
shortening of *ā- in *ādai-ca, rather than to a recent shortening of *ā- in
anlaut (as discussed in § 4.7).

We now turn to the less certain forms. Y 11.6 dahakāca may show the
shortening — if this noun represents the same stem as the well-known aži-
dahāka-; but in Yt 15.45, admittedly a late text, we find a nom.sg. dahak e,
so that dahakāca may also represent *dahaka-. Y 51.12 caratascā is
uncertain; Humbach 1959 II: 90 has proposed to regard it as the abl.sg. of
carāt- ‘walker, walk’. The form sicidauuasca in Yt 19.5 can be connected
with MP Sičidāw, which suggested to Bartholomae 1904: 1580 an original
stem *sicidāuua-, with shortening in sicidauuasca. Yet the etymology is
unknown, and the MP name does not necessarily go back to the same preform
as the Avestan name. Y 32.16 ai\ı̄šcı̄ ˜t (of āi\i- ‘danger’) is attested with a°
in J2.K5, K37.Pd, J3, YS and InV, but original āi\ı̄̆ šcı̄ ˜t is preserved in
Pt4.Mf1 and Mf2.Jp1.K4. Therefore this shortening is too recent to be
included here. Similarly H 2.35 ai\iuua ˙nt em must be a ms. error for H 2.17
and Aog 28 āi\iuua ˙nt em.

Kellens 1974a: 211 has suggested that Y 60.2 viiādaibišca, ins.pl. of
viiādā- ‘repartition’, derives from an ā-stem ins.pl. *viiādābišca. This may be
questioned on philological grounds: it is not usual for the ending *-ābiš to
show i-epenthesis. We may alternatively interpret the sequence -daib- as
original *-db-, with anaptyxis and i-epenthesis as in OAv. daibitā < *dbitā.
The spelling viiā ˜t.biiasca, shown by K11 (the only YS ms. adduced by
Geldner), would be an expected YAv. reflex of an original form *viiādbišca.
There are more reasons to question the belief that this word, which is also
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attested in P 39 and in Y 38.5, really is an ā-stem viiādā-. The text of P 39,
where the noun occurs in the acc.pl., has viiādasca, which Kellens restores to
xviiād ˚̄asca. Yet viiādasca can be the regular acc.pl. of a consonant stem
viiād-, which would fit into one paradigm together with an ins.pl. *viiādbišca.
The reason why it has been tempting to posit a stem viiādā- is the acc.pl.f.
paitı̄.viiād ˚̄a in Y 38.5, but this is an adj. and may simply be a thematic stem
paitı̄.viiāda-, pace Narten 1986a: 245ff.

In spite of the clear-cut shortenings of *-ārasca and *-ārasci ˜t, penultimate
*ā is retained in most other words, and it is possible to interpret this as
restoration for morphological reasons. The vowel ā is attested in open
penultimate syllable in the 3s.med.subj. forms fradātaēca (Yt 13.68),
nadātaēca (Yt 13.66), nāšātaēca (Yt 19.12,90), var edātaēca (Yt 13.68) and
haošātaēca (Yt 13.66), whereas no subj. form with a shortened vowel exists.
The suffix -tāt- is left unchanged, viz. in OAv. am er etātascā, YAv.
arštātasca, arštāt emca, uštatāt emca and yauuaētātaēca (16x). In all the
remaining forms, antepenultimate *ā is part of the root: abždāt emca,
aˇ˙sa.pāt emca, gā\ ˚̄asca, caoraohācasca, jāmāca Yt 4.7, \raotō.stātasca,
\rātāca (Yt 1.12), dātāca (Yt 1.12), pairi-uuārasca (Yt 1.19, 13.71), dat.sg.
frauuākaēca (Vr 15.2), ins.sg. frārāticā (Y 58.4), m ˚̄aoh emca, vātasca,
vāt emca, vār emca, rād emca, rāzar eca, spānasca, sp e˙ntō.dātasca, and žnātāca
(Yt 1.12). The form rāzar eca (< *rāzarca) can be contrasted with the only
remaining isolated form which is consistently shortened, viz. the nom.acc.sg.
zauuar eca (8x YAv.) as against zāuuar e (14x). As the root of zāuuar-
‘strength’ is not attested anywhere else in Avestan (in fact, its etymology is
unknown), we may surmise that zauuar eca did not restore -ā- because the root
was unknown, whereas -ā- was restored in rāzar eca.

There is one form in which shortening may have struck the syllable before
the antepenultimate. The noun ha\rāniuuāiti- (Yt 10.94,114, A 1.9, Vyt 25)
indicates a ‘one-blow victory’, and is cognate with other nominal forms such
as the adj. ha\ra-uuana ˙nt- ‘winning in one blow’ and the n. noun
ha\ra-uuata- ‘a victory in one blow’. Without ha\ra-, we find Y 10.16
nom.sg. niuuāitiš ‘victory’. Both -uuata- and -uuāiti- are formed from the
zero-grade of the verb van- ‘to win’, apparently IIr. *- ˘un˚ ta- and *ni- ˘un˚ -tí-, so
that the difference in root vocalism is problematic. The noun ha\rāniuuāiti-
is attested too frequently to make a recent corruption of *niuuaiti- credible
(along the lines of § 3.6), but it is also difficult to find a model for an
analogical change *ni ˘uati- ‘victory’ → *ni ˘uāti-; compare pairs such as man-
‘to think’ : maiti-, jan- ‘to hit’ : jaiti-.
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It seems that we must seriously consider a possible preform *ni- ˘un˚ H-ti-.
The verb * ˘uan- might at some stage have been replaced by * ˘uanH-77, as
happened in various Sanskrit forms of van- ‘to win’ too: des. vívāsati,
nom.ag. vánitar- ‘owner’, ptc. avātá- ‘unattacked’. As was argued by
Meissner (1993: 47), this replacement may have been prompted by analogy
with the root *sanH- ‘to gain’ rather than by analogy with * ˘uanH- ‘to love’.
If we take the quantity of Av. ni-uuāiti- seriously, the analogy may already
have affected (part of) the forms of * ˘uan- ‘to win’ in IIr. In that case, the
actually occurring form of the noun ha\rauuata-, viz. the gen.sg.
ha\rauuataheca (Yt 13.133, 15.1), can go back to *ha\ra- ˘uātaheca, with
assimilation of *ā to the surrounding syllables with a. Judging by RV ávāta-,
we might argue that at least the nominal formations * ˘untá- ‘gained’ and * ˘untí-
‘victory’ had become se ˙t-forms * ˘unHtá/í- in IIr.

§ 4.1.2 Abl.sg. *-ā ˜t > -a ˜t

The thematic abl.sg. ending -ā ˜t is shortened to -a ˜t in YAv. when it is
followed by the postposition haca ‘from’. According to Hoffmann-Forssman
1996: 60, we can interpret the whole syntagm, e.g. nmāna ˜t haca ‘from the
house’, as a univerbated group with one accent. Original *-ā ˜t came to stand
in antepenultimate syllable and was shortened: [nm ´̄an`̄at] but [nm ´̄anāt hàca]
> [nm ´̄anat hàca]. First we will discuss the evidence of haca, and the various
positions in which it does and does not cause shortening. Subsequently we
will have a look at the postpositions paiti, pairi and parō, in order to put the
behaviour of *-ā ˜t haca in its proper perspective.

§ 4.1.2.1 Postposition haca

The following forms have abl.sg. -a ˜t instead of *-ā ˜t:
• airiiō.xšu\a ˜t haca garōi ˜t (Yt 8.6,37) ‘from (mount) A.’ The etymology and
form of the stem airiiō.xšu\a- are uncertain; Panaino 1990: 127 prefers the
reading airiiō.ši\a-, which appears in F1+ in Yt 8.37. Theoretically, the stem

77 The Av. reflex van- ‘to love’ is only attested in nominal derivatives, but not as a
living verb. Maybe the merger of * ˘uan- ‘to win’ and * ˘uanH- ‘to love’ in a number of
environments after the loss of laryngeals led to the loss of one of the two meanings
of the resulting *van-.
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could also be athematic *airiiō.xšu\-, in which case it would be irrelevant
here; however, a thematic compound seems more likely.
• aoniia ˜t haca (V 8.86,93) to aoniia- ‘oven’78.
• apara ˜t haca (Vyt 29) to apara- ‘rear’.
• apāxtara ˜t haca (V 19.1, H 2.25, FrW 10.42) to apāxtara- ‘backward,
northern’.
• aouhiia ˜t haca (YAv. passim), abl.sg. *ah ˘ua ˘iāt of aouhā- ‘mind’.
• aóha ˜t haca as an adverbial expression ‘in this way, therefore’ (V 13.38,
15.1ff.); the abl.sg.f. *ah ˘iāt haca is a rare variant of the abl.sg.m/n. ahma ˜t
haca which usually conveys this meaning. It probably refers to a f. noun, but
it is unknown to which.
• aóha ˜t haca vı̄sa ˜t (Y 60.3) ‘from this house’, with the abl.sg.f. *ah ˘iāt of the
dem. a-; compare haca … aóhā ˜t vı̄sā ˜t in Y 57.14. In Y 60.3, most mss. have
°a ˜t which is the lectio facilior in view of vı̄sa ˜t. The ms. Jp1 and P11 have
a(i)óhā ˜t, which may in theory preserve the older form. But since -ā ˜t is also
found elsewhere as a v.l. for abl.sg. -a ˜t (in consonant stems), I think that the
archetype had *aóha ˜t here.
• ahma ˜t haca in Y 10.7 ahma ˜t haca nmānā ˜t ‘from this house’; compare haca
ahmā ˜t nmānā ˜t elsewhere.
• ahma ˜t haca as an adv. expression ‘in this way, therefore’ (Yt 19.2,34, V
13.37, 15.4ff., P 22, Nik 4,9, Vn 4x in the form hama ˜t haca), with the
abl.sg.m/n. of a-.
• ušastara ˜t haca (V 19.5) to ušastara- ‘eastern’.
• xumba ˜t haca (V 8.84,85) to xumba- ‘fire-pot’.
• tanūra ˜t haca (V 8.91) to tanura- ‘oven’.
• dibža ˜t haca (V 18.1-5) to dibža- ‘deceit’.
• dišta ˜t haca (V 8.92) to dišta- ‘cauldron’.
• pa ˙nta ˜t haca (V 8.94) to pa ˙nta- ‘place’.
• pisra ˜t haca (V 8.87-90) to pisra- ‘smithy’.
• nazdišta ˜t haca (V 8.96) to nazdišta- ‘nearest’.
• v ehrka ˜t haca (V 19.33, Aog 19)79 to v ehrka- ‘wolf’.
• yahma ˜t haca ‘from which’ (YAv. passim) to the rel.pron. ya-. The reading
+yahma ˜t haca is also preferable in Y 68.14, where yahmā ˜t haca is only
attested in the ms. J2. In Yt 8.4, we must read +yahma ˜t haca with F1.E1.K15;

78 The connection with Skt. aváni- ‘river(bed)’, which was proposed by Scheftelowitz
1905: 689, is unlikely because PAv. *-an ˘i- does not yield *- en ˘i-, the necessary
prestage of a contraction *a ˘u en ˘ia- > aoniia-; cf. § 23.3.2.2.

79 V.ll. V 19.33 °a ˜t K1, °ā ˜t L4 · °a ˜t Jp1.Mf2° · ā ˜t L1.2.Br1.K10; in Aog 19, the
editions write v ehrka ˜t haca, but all mss. have v ehrkā ˜t.
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in Pt1+ as well as in J10.Ml2, this has been replaced by yahmā ˜t, but since
haca is followed by b er ezā ˜t, yahma ˜t is the lectio difficilior.
• yima ˜t haca (Yt 19.35ff.) to yima- ‘Yima’.
• rapi\bitara ˜t haca (H 2.7) to rapi\bitara- ‘southern’.
• saire.hiia ˜t haca (V 8.83) to sairehiia- ‘(pile of) reeds’ (for the meaning, see
§ 28.3).
• sp e˙nta ˜t haca (FrW 10.40) to sp e˙nta- ‘holy’.
• hutaxta ˜t haca (Yt 10.39) to hutaxta- ‘well-stretched’.
• huš.hąm.b er eta ˜t haca (Yt 13.67) to huš.hąm.b er eta- ‘well-brought-together’.

In two cases where we find the ending -a ˜t in thematic nouns, it is
uncertain whether this reflects the phonetic development, since -a ˜t may also
have been adopted from surrounding athematic forms in -a ˜t:
• V 3.14 and 9.40 frašumaka ˜t haca ‘from the anus’, which is preceded by
frauuāxša ˜t haca (abl.sg. of frauu ā̆ xš- ‘penis’).
• V 3.14 and 9.40 hizūma ˜t haca ‘from the mouth’ which is preceded by
n ˚̄aohana ˜t haca cašmana ˜t haca ‘from the nose, from the eye’, abl.sg. to the
n-stems n ˚̄aohan- and cašman-.

The sequence yahmā ˜t mē haca ‘from which to me’ occurs three times. In
Yt 5.121, it is spelled yahmā ˜t mē haca in all mss., whereas in Yt 5.96, all
mss. except the unimportant W2 have yahma ˜t mē haca. In Yt 12.24, we find
evidence in more mss. The majority of them (F1+ and J10) have yahmā ˜t,
whereas yahma ˜t is attested only in P13.K12 (from the line of F1+) and Ml2
(from the line of J10). Thus, we can assume for all three Yašt passages that
the original form was yahmā ˜t mē haca, which was replaced in some mss. by
yahma ˜t, taken from the more frequent sequence yahma ˜t haca. As Oettinger
1983: 270 indicates, yahmā ˜t has been preserved because it is not directly
followed by haca.

We find two forms in -a ˜t for expected -ā ˜t which are not followed by haca.
In these cases, other forms in -a ˜t from the context have brought about a very
recent replacement of *-ā ˜t by -a ˜t. In V 11.10ff. haca nmāna ˜t (to nmāna-
‘house’) is due to the following series haca ā\ra ˜t haca apa ˜t haca z ema ˜t. In
N 54 we find ar eduša ˜t apaitita ˜t ‘because of an unatoned blow’, in which the
ending of ar eduša ˜t has influenced *apaititā ˜t.

In a few YAv. forms, the ending -ā ˜t has been preserved in front of haca.
In the sequence aˇ˙sā ˜t haca (YAv. passim) ‘from Aˇ˙sa’, we are dealing with an
OAv. quotation. OAv. aˇ˙sā ˜t hacā occurs many times, and apparently the
shortening in front of -ca was an exclusively YAv. rule; the only other
relevant sequence in OAv. is xša\rā ˜t hacā. I agree with Oettinger 1983: 162
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that ahmā ˜t haca V 9.53, 13.52 and kahmā ˜t haca N 46ff. can be regarded as
errors of the tradition.

Important information is provided by the expression Y 57.14 dūrā ˜t haca
ahmā ˜t nmānā ˜t ‘far from this house’. As we can see, this shows an
unshortened -ā ˜t haca, but there is a clear syntactic reason for this: haca is not
coordinated with dūrā ˜t (which is rather an independent adverb) but with
ahmā ˜t nmānā ˜t. This proves that there must be a close syntactic link between
haca and the preceding abl.sg. in order to provoke shortening, and this in turn
renders Hoffmann’s explanation by means of an accentual unit of *-ā ˜t haca
all the more likely.

The form nižb er etā ˜t in V 8.37f. is probably a later gloss which entered the
original text. The text reads frā mē gadba zazaiiąn, nižb er eta nōi ˜t ainižb er eta,
nižb er etā ˜t haca paouruuaēibiia ‘they shall bring forth (for me) the
gadba-dogs, dragged away, not not dragged away, nižb er etā ˜t from the first
two ones’. Bartholomae translates nižb er etā ˜t haca as ‘by means of dragging
away’ and interprets paouruuaēibiia, with its dual ending, as ‘by the front
legs’, suggesting (1904: 870) that *pādaēibiia ‘the two feet’ was left out
elliptically. But since niž-bar- + haca + abl.pl. can mean ‘to drag away from’
(e.g. Y 52.6, Yt 19.93), the syntactic construction of V 8.37f. nižb er eta nōi ˜t
ainižb er eta … haca paouruuaēibiia will be identical to V 8.39 and V 9.9,
where paouruuaēibiia implies the ellips of *magaēibiia ‘both holes’. This
perfectly fits the ritual described by V 8.37-38. Therefore, the original text
will have meant ‘they shall bring forth the gadba-dogs, dragged away, not not
dragged away, from the first two (holes)’. Nižb er etā ˜t must be a later addition
to the text, a kind of gloss, which somehow received the ending -ā ˜t.

Four exceptions, all of them securely attested, cannot be explained away.
These are the forms bar e\riiā ˜t haca (V 18.38ff., 19.6), yaoždā\riiā ˜t haca (V
9.2,47,52, 19.41), hukairiiā ˜t haca (Y 65.3, Yt 5.3, 9.8, 15.15, 17.28) and
+skairiiā ˜t haca (V 8.95). The ending of these forms may be explained (with
Oettinger 1983: 162) from the tendency to lengthen *a after a cluster of
consonant + -ii-, as described in § 3.1.2.

§ 4.1.2.2 Postpositions paiti, pairi, parō

The adverbs paiti, pairi and parō may also serve as postpositions, but
these never cause shortening of a preceding abl.sg. ending *-ā ˜t. The evidence
consists of:
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• paiti: apaiiūxtā ˜t paiti (V 18.30ff.), anuzuuarštā ˜t paiti (V 4.20ff.), er ežuxdā ˜t
paiti (Yt 5.76), uzg er eptā ˜t paiti, dātā ˜t paiti, nisritā ˜t paiti (V 5.26), uzdātā ˜t
paiti (Yt 10.91, V 9.56, 13.55, A 4.5), frast er etā ˜t paiti (Y 57.2, Yt 10.91ff.,
V 9.56ff., A 4.5), raoxšnā ˜t paiti (Yt 10.123f.), srāuuaiiamnā ˜t paiti (Yt 10.91,
A 4.5).
• pairi: afraohar ezā ˜t pairi (V 16.16).
• parō: auruua\ā ˜t parō (Yt 1.24), anāhitā ˜t parō, anāhitaiiā ˜t parō (Yt 10.88),
\axtaiiā ˜t parō (Yt 13.46) and dahmaiiā ˜t parō (V 9.37).

When the abl.sg. form preceding one of these postpositions ends in -Ciiā ˜t,
the theoretical possibility exists that these were lengthened after having been
shortened (cf. § 3.1.2). The four forms of this kind which occur are therefore
amibguous: er ezifiiā ˜t paiti (Yt 5.45), uzg er ebiiā ˜t parō (Yt 13.46), harai\iiā ˜t
paiti (Yt 10.51) and hukairiiā ˜t paiti (Yt 5.25).

There is one exception to the rule that postpositions other than haca do not
cause shortening, viz. ahma ˜t para (Yt 19.80) ‘afterwards’. This will be due
to an error in the Yašt tradition.

§ 4.2 The ending -āa ˜tcā̆ 

The ending *-ā ˜t occurs in the abl.sg.m.n. of a-stems and of some
pronominal forms, and in the 3s.subj.act. ending of thematic verbs. It is
usually reflected as -ā ˜t in Avestan, but in front of the clitic -cā̆ we regularly
find the reflex -āa ˜tcā̆ (Bartholomae 1894-5: 154). There are simply no
Avestan forms in -ā ˜tca, and the only form edited as such by Geldner, viz. Yt
13.71 var eniiaiiā ˜tca, should be edited var eniiaiiāa ˜tca in accordance with the
best v.l. -āa ˜tca found in the IrKA mss. (Mf3.K13.38.H5), and with the
parallel passage Yt 1.19 where Geldner did edit var eniiaiiāa ˜tca.

The complete evidence for *-ā ˜tca comprises apāa ˜tca (Vr 7.4), asnāa ˜tca
(Yt 5.15, Vr 7.4, H 2.13, Vyt 59), aˇ˙sāa ˜tcā (Y 28.10, 32.4, 35.10),
uruuaraiiāa ˜tca (Vr 7.4), xšafnāa ˜tca (Yt 5.15), tāiiāa ˜tcā (Y 12.1), daēuuāa ˜tcā
(Y 58.2, Yt 13.89), dūrāa ˜tca (H 2.13, Vyt 59), dr e˙njaiiāa ˜tca (E 13),
xbaxšāa ˜tca (N 76), maˇ˙siiāa ˜tcā (Y 58.2, Yt 13.89), yasnāa ˜tca (Y 68.7),
var eniiaiiāa ˜tca (Yt 1.19, 13.71), vahištāa ˜tcā (Y 50.1), vahmāa ˜tca (Y 68.7),
vı̄rāa ˜tcā (Y 31.15), vı̄spō.mahrkāa ˜tca (Yt 1.19, 13.71, 13.142), višaiiāa ˜tca (H
2.36), +vı̄š.gai ˙ntaiiāa ˜tca (H 2.36) and z emāa ˜tca (Vr 7.4). Outside of this
ending, -āa- only occurs in the YAv. particle āa ˜t.

Bartholomae 1904: 307 assumed that -āa ˜tca indicated original
‘Schleiftonigkeit’ of the ending *-ā ˜tca in tonic position, implying that the
Indo-European origin *-o-ed of the abl.sg. ending would have left its traces
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in this particular position. However, the metre of the Gāthās shows that the
abl.sg. ending -āa ˜tcā (and -ā ˜t), unlike the 3s.subj. ending -ā ˜t, was not
disyllabic, so that the theory of PIE origin has now been given up, cf.
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 71. They have put forward the idea that the ā in
*-ā ˜t was bimoric, and that in front of -ca the second mora was pronounced
with an expiratory accent, i.e. [aá ˜tca].

The idea that -āa ˜t- represents a bimoric entity /aat/ seems attractive, but
in view of the fact that not the second but the first vowel is spelled ā, one
would rather expect the first mora to have been accented: [áa ˜tca]. As we have
seen in the preceding sections, some of the vowel and consonant changes
which occur when -ca is added to a given word can best be explained if we
assume a stress shift to the syllable immediately preceding -ca. Yet it is
difficult to see how a pronunciation [- ´̄a ˜tca] should have caused a change from
-ā- to -āa-, since we have no evidence whatsoever for a similar influence of
word stress, at whatever moment of the Avesta tradition, on the vowel ā
elsewhere.

We must take into account that it is only -ca which causes preceding -ā ˜t
> -āa ˜t; no change is attested in front of -ci ˜t: OAv. aˇ˙sā ˜tcı̄ ˜t, YAv. ahmā ˜tci ˜t,
aētahmā ˜tci ˜t. I am therefore inclined to regard -ca as the ultimate cause of the
rise of -āa ˜tca. The spelling -āa ˜tca may well represent the effort of the text
tradition to distinguish the ending *-ā ˜tca from other sequences with which it
was liable to be confused, especially -āca. The careful pronunciation of the
implosive ˜t in front of c apparently influenced the preceding -ā-, which moved
towards -a-. The pronunciation -āa ˜tca was then canonized as the regular way
to pronounce this ending, at some stage of the canonization of YAv. (for it
seems unlikely that this was a feature of the living language), and was then
also applied in the OAv. canon.

The only place where -āa- occurs outside the ending -āa ˜tca is in the YAv.
particle80 āa ˜t ‘then, and’. Caland 1893: 595 therefore suggests that āa ˜t has

80 We may distinguish two different sentence particles in Avestan. The following
overview mainly relies on Narten 1986a: 95f., 136, 257ff.: 1. a ˜t is restricted to OAv.:
in sentence-initial position it is an introductory particle. This use is found mainly in
the Gāthās. In second or third position, a ˜t stresses the preceding word, a use which is
attested mainly in the YH. 2. ā ˜t (RV ´̄at ‘then’, abl.sg. to a-) does not occur in the
Gāthās. It appears 10x in the YH as an enclitic to the first word in the sentence,
stressing the preceding word: i\ā ā ˜t yazamaidē ‘thus(, now,) we worship’. The YAv.
equivalent to ā ˜t is āa ˜t, which usually appears in sentence-initial position, just like RV
´̄at: āa ˜t mrao ˜t ahurō mazd ˚̄a ‘and Ahura Mazdā said’.
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been detached from an original form *āa ˜tca, but there is no evidence from the
texts to this effect. Narten 1986a: 257 has probably given the right solution,
viz. that āa ˜t is due to a specific sentence-initial accentuation. The particle āa ˜t
is used to connect consecutive actions, at the same time drawing attention to
the action it introduces; compare paiti dim p er esa ˜t zara\uštrō … āa ˜t mrao ˜t
ahurō mazd ˚̄a ‘Zarathustra asked him … Ahura Mazdā (in his turn) answered’.
It is not unlikely that the text redactors paid special attention to pronouncing
sentence-initial *ā ˜t in a clearly discernible way, and it was probably the effort
to make a clear implosive - ˜t which caused the vowel change *ā > āa.

The YAv. form āa ˜t was so frequent that it influenced the medieval scribes
of Avestan, so that YH ā ˜t has many v.ll. āa ˜t even in the good Yasna mss.
(Narten 1986a: 258). Furthermore, OAv. yā ˜t (Y 32.4, 36.6) is spelled as yāa ˜t
or ẏā.a ˜t in the mss. of the IrPY and the IrVS.

§ 4.3 In front of -ii-

Shortening of *ā in front of -ii- has a sporadic character. In the majority
of cases, -āii- has been preserved in OAv. and YAv., e.g. in p er enāiiu-
‘grown up’, āhišāiiā ‘he has tied’, °gāiia- ‘-paced’ (Skt. urugāyá-), tāiiu-
‘thief’, pāiiu- ‘shepherd’, frāiiah- ‘more’ and māiiu- ‘skilled’. It is of no
consequence whether ā is in antepenultimate syllable, cf. YAv. ap er enāiiuka-
‘a minor’, \rāiiauuan- ‘a thrāyavan’ or pāiiušca ‘and shepherd’.

It has been suggested by Szemerényi 1951: 159 that the shortening of *-ā ˘i-
was due to the stress placement in a prestage of Avestan: if the syllable
containing *ā was pretonic in IIr., this would yield a short vowel a in
Avestan. Szemerényi adduces the examples of OIr. *sāy ´̄a(ka) ‘shade’ (> Av.
saiiā-, Sogd. sayāk, but MP sāyag) and *nāw ´̄aza- ‘sailor’ (> Av. nauuāza-,
Sogd. navāz, but MP nāwāz). A major problem with this hypothesis is the fact
that Szemerényi adopts the thesis of Meillet and Gauthiot, viz. that Old
Iranian had the ictus on the penultimate syllable if this was a heavy syllable,
but on the antepenultimate if the penultimate was a light syllable; much like
the Latin accent. Yet we simply do not know whether this accentuation has
ever been present in Avestan; the only valid indications (*rt > ˇ˙s, *rk > hrk)
contradict it. In their teachings, Schindler (in 1994) and Klingenschmitt (1998)
have claimed that pretonic *-ā ˘i- was liable to get shortened in YAv.; thus they
continue Szemerényi’s hypothesis, albeit in a restricted form. Klingenschmitt
has published this suggestion in a little known 1990 publication.

Klingenschmitt regards tāiiu- ‘thief’ as an OAv. term which was borrowed
in YAv., and vaiiu- ‘wind’ as a regular YAv. form; an example which he
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gave in class was pairištaiia- < *pari-stā ˘iá-. Schindler adduced among other
forms the ins.sg. raiia (*rāy ´̄a), the verb g euruuaiia- (Skt. gr˚ bhāyáti) and the
noun vaiiu- (Skt. vāyú-). However, pretonic position cannot be regarded as a
regular phonetic condition in view of counterexamples such as tāiiu- (Skt.
tāyú-), pāiiu- (Skt. pāyú-) and humāiia- (Skt. sumāyá-). Furthermore, as I will
explain below, the verb stems do not qualify as reliable evidence since their
suffix may have been changed to -aiia- by way of analogy.

Several scholars have pointed to the occurrence of a shortening of
prevocalic *-ā ˘i- especially in eastern Middle Iranian languages, e.g. Tedesco
1926: 140, Henning 1942: 50, and Gershevitch 1954: 17. Unfortunately, the
amount of evidence is rather small and heterogeneous. I ascribe the YAv.
shortening of the nominal f.sg. endings -aiia, -aii ˚̄a, etc., and of the verbs such
as daiia- < *dā ˘ia- to analogical origins (see §§ 4.9.1, 4.9.7); once these
categories — which were often compared with the Middle Iranian languages
— are removed, only a relatively small number of isolated forms remains, such
as Av. asaiia- ‘without shade’ to Sogd. sy’k. The number of forms is too
small to allow any conclusions, so that I have not systematically signalled
East-Iranian cognates of Avestan words in -aii-.

The evidence comprises the following forms:
• Y 31.13 aiiamaitē ‘reaches’ < *ā + yamaite contains the preverb ā. As the
metre requires the line ā mazištąm aiiamaitē to have only seven syllables, viz.
*/ā mazištām yamatai/, the preverb in *ā yamatai must have been added
when OAv. was canonized in YAv. times, and the shortening of *āii- must
at least be dated after the addition of this preverb.
• The stem *ā- ˘iasa- ‘to take’ to yam- ‘to hold’ may be compared with OP
āyasatā and Skt. yáchati < * ˘im˚ -sć-a-. Avestan preserves ā- in the frequent
1s.med. āiiesē̆ , but in all other YAv. forms of *ā-iiasa-, initial *ā is
shortened: aiiasata, aiiasōiš, aiiasaēša, aiiasaouha. This suggests that the
shortening is due to an assimilation of the first *ā to the following -a-, an
assimilation which could not take place in āiiese because of the e-colour of
the second vowel.
• Aiiā\rima- ‘deity of the fourth season’; the comparison with the two other
ima-stems aibisrū\rima- and fraouruuaēštrima- suggests that aiiā\rima- may
have been built on a noun *ā ˘iā\ra-, derived from *ā ‘toward’ + *yātra- ‘the
coming’, cf. Skt. yātrā-. In that case the preverb would have undergone
shortening.
• The adj. *abi-gā ˘ia- has an unclear meaning, and it only occurs in relatively
recent liturgical texts as an epithet of aibisrū\rima-. The difference between
the acc.sg. aibigāim < *abigā ˘iam (no shortening) and the dat.sg. aibigaiiāi
and voc.sg. aibigaiia (shortened) suggests that the shortening took place at a
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more recent stage in the tradition, after *-ā ˘iam had become monosyllabic
-āim.
• The acc.sg. aēm ‘egg’ (Yt 13.2) must derive from the Iranian stem *ā ˘ia-
‘egg’, as reflected in Pašto hā, hōya, Phl. xāyag, Khot. āhā-, and Oss. ajkæ.
Some scholars have reconstructed *āwyā- and *āwyakā- for Iranian
(Morgenstierne 1927: 30, Bailey 1979: 30), but Abaev 1958: 41f. and
Schindler 1969: 160 have argued that at least some of the Iranian forms, e.g.
Oss. ajkæ, cannot be derived from a form with * ˘u, and this is valid for
Avestan too: * ˘u would not disappear from a sequence *ā ˘u ˘ia- or *a ˘u ˘ia-.
Avestan apparently inherited a stem *ā ˘ia-, whence the acc.sg. *ā ˘iam which
underwent the YAv. shortening to *a ˘iam.
• The adj. asaiia- Y 57.27 = Yt 10.68 ‘without shade’ and the mountain name
asaiiā̆ - in Yt 19.4 can be compared with Skt. acchāyá- ‘without shade’. This
implies that Avestan *asā ˘ia- must have undergone a shortening at some stage.
The basic noun *ćāyā̆ - ‘shade’ retains its long first vowel in MP sāyag
‘shade’ and other West-Iranian cognates.
• As Kellens has convincingly argued, the stem māiiā- f. ‘joy’ has retained
-āii- in OAv. māii ˚̄a, but was shortened to maiiābiiō in Y 10.12 (YAv.)81.
Since the context of Y 10.12 seems to indicate that the passage was inspired
by the OAv. phrase with māii ˚̄a, Kellens suggests that maiiābiiō may be
explained by the more recent shortening in antepenultimate syllable. In any
case, we can contrast this form with the preservation of ā in H 2.16
māiiauuaitibiiasca, abl.pl.f. of māiiauua ˙nt- ‘pourvu de prestige’. Retention of
*ā is also attested in Yt 10.52 māiiuš and Yt 13.123 māiiauua- (Skt.
Māyavá-).
• The adj. humāiia- ‘gifted with good powers’ (Skt. sumāyá- ‘having good
thoughts’) has retained its -ā- in YH 41.3 humāı̄m. In YAv., ā remains in the
gen.sg. humāiiehe (Vr 9.2, Vyt 17) but is shortened to -a- in the nom.acc.pl.
humaiia and humaiiaca (Vr 12.4f.). The comparative is attested as
humāiiō.tara and humāiiō.taraca in Y 27.7 and Vr 12.4, and a derived PN
humāiiā- f. has the gen.sg. form humāii ˚̄a in Yt 13.139 but the ins.sg. humaiia
in Yt 9.31. A m. PN *humāiiaka- appears in Yt 5.113 acc.sg. humaiiak em.
These data are interesting, because they suggest that the quality of the
following vowel determines the shortening of *ā: in front of e, ō and ˚̄a, the
form humāii° is retained, whereas in front of short a, it becomes humaii°.
This recalls the verb forms aiiasa- < *āiiasa- as against āiiese. The form

81 I adopt the identification by Kellens 1974b: 88ff. of P 48, A 3.4, Yt 19.80 maii ˚̄a
with Skt. máyas-.
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humāiiō.tara-, which has undergone the secondary compound split, would
then suggest that the shortening of *-ā ˘ia- postdates the RCS.

The noun āiiapta- ‘benefit’ occurs with āii° in its three OAv. attestations
and in all YAv. forms, except for Yt 8.49 aiiaptanąm, aiiapt ˚̄a and P 49
aiiaptō.dāt emasca. Yt 13.135 aiiaptanąm in Geldner’s edition has aii° in F1+,
but āii° in J10 and Mf3.K13.14.H5; we may restore āii°. The shortening is
thus due to ms. errors in Yt 8 and P 49, and not to an earlier shortening.

The following forms are ambiguous; the shortening which we find in them
may be phonetic, but it may also be due to the analogical introduction of -a ˘i-:

The gen.sg. aiiaoš (Yt 8.14) must be derived from a stem *āiiu- ‘age’,
cognate with Skt. ´̄ayu- n.; this stem is attested in the OAv. nom.sg. āiiū. The
YAv. gen.sg. *āiiaoš must be an innovation since OAv. has the archaic
gen.sg. yaoš. The form āiiu also occurs twice in the Yašts (8.11, 10.55) in the
expression frā n eruiiō aˇ˙sauuaoiiō \barštahe zrū āiiu šušuiiąm ‘I would have
gone forth to the truthful men [with the age] of the allotted life-time’;
translation according to Lubotsky 1998: 77. He proposes to regard āiiu as a
gloss for zrū, in order to get an original eight-syllable line \barštahe zrū
šušuiiąm; in more detail Kellens 2000. If āiiu really is a gloss, it may have
been based on the occurrence of āiiū in Y 31.20, rather than to have been a
living element of the YAv. language. This would relieve us of the inner-YAv.
difference between the initial vowels of aiiaoš and āiiu. Tremblay 1999: 191
has proposed an additional solution for aiiaoš. The form aiiaoš occurs in the
line tada aiiaoš ya\a paoirı̄m, and he considers the possibility that final -a
of tada infected earlier *yaoš, i.e. *tada yaoš → tada ayaoš. Such a
perseveration of final -a appears more often, e.g. in Yt 8.11 a\barštahe
which F1 spells in two of the three occurrences of \barštahe.

The noun upaiianā- ‘doctrine’ may be cognate with Skt. up ´̄ayana- n.
‘coming near’. The shortening which has occurred may follow the example
set by the verbs, cf. e.g. E 14 upaiia ˜t < *upa + aiia ˜t ‘he shall go to’. It is
quite conceivable that this is due to the introduction of the form upa° on the
model of the isolated preverb, rather than to a phonetic shortening.

Several derivatives of the root tā- ‘to steal’ are attested with retained -āii-:
YAv. tāiiu- ‘thief’, and Y 12.2 tāiiāa ˜tcā and P 21 tāii ˚̄asca to tāiia- ‘theft’.
Short a is attested in F 718 taiiō ‘stolen’ (or ‘theft’), which according to
Klingenschmitt 1968: 229 must have been the first member of a compound
in *taiia°. Since the mss. of F contain quite some spelling errors, this form
alone is not enough to prove that *tāiia- underwent shortening. On the other
hand, tāiiu-, tāiiāa ˜tcā and tāii ˚̄asca have tāii° in front of other vowels than a,
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whereas taiiō reflects *taiia°. Thus, it could still be the original YAv.
shortening. Y 31.13 taiiā seems to be an adverb ‘in secret’ (Insler 1975: 186),
but this is uncertain. The forms E 17 tāiia (Kotwal-Kreyenbroek 1992:
*tanuiia) and Y 8.3 jı̄štaiiamna- are unclear.

The verb forms of *fra-a ˘i- ‘to go forward’ all appear with a short vowel
instead of expected -ā-, viz. fraiiāi, fraiiōi ˜t, fraiia ˙ntu, fraiia, fraiia ˜t and
fraiiąn. It seems possible that *frā ˘ia-, once it had contracted, was interpreted
as a member of the category of derivatives from monosyllabic roots such as
*dā ˘ia- and *pā ˘ia-, all of which yield °aiia- (see § 4.9.7 below), so that
*frā ˘ia- was also shortened to *fra ˘ia- by way of analogy rather than by a
phonetic shortening. The deviant form Yt 19.95 frāiiei ˙nti ‘they come forward’
is probably best explained as showing a recent lengthening of *fra° in initial
syllable, as per § 3.4.2.1 above. This same lengthening is also shown in Yt
19.95 by the form frānāmāite.

YAv. fraiiara- ‘early; morning’ < *fra-a ˘iara- has either been shortened
phonetically from *frāiiara-, or *°āiiara- has been assimilated to the other
daily period uzaiiara- ‘afternoon’.

The noun YAv. vaiiu- ‘air’ has undergone shortening, as appears from the
comparison with Skt. vāyú- ‘wind, air’ and with the Avestan root vā- ‘to
blow’. The attested forms are the nom.sg. vaiiuš, gen.sg. vaiiaoš, voc.sg.
vaiiō and acc.sg. vaēm (for the ending of vaēm cf. § 12.3). This noun is
different from most other shortened forms because -a ˘i- is attested consistently
in the whole paradigm. If vaiiu- were due to phonetic shortening it would
have to be dated to the YAv. period, which is of course possible.
Alternatively, we may consider analogical shortening on the model of the verb
vaiia-, if this really is a -iia-derivative of vā- ‘to blow’; see § 4.9.7 for this
verb.

The noun ra ˘ii-/rā ˘i- ‘wealth’ < *raH-i- yielded a long vowel in the oblique
cases, cf. Skt. nom.sg. rayís, acc.sg. rayím < *raH-i- but gen.sg. rāyás <
*raH-i-ás etc. In OAv., we accordingly find the gen.sg. rāiiō (43.1), but in
YAv., the first vowel is always short: ins.sg. raiia (frequently), gen.pl. raiiąm
(Y 60.4) and acc.pl. raēšca (5x). The shortening must have happened in
YAv., and it is quite possible that we are looking at a linguistically real
shortening, which was carried out in order to generalize one of the two root
shapes *rā ˘i- and *ra ˘i- which the IIr. paradigm yielded in Avestan by way of
phonetic development. A YAv. date for the shortening is also suggested by
the acc.pl. raēš, which contains the productive i-stem ending -ı̄š rather than
original *-as (Skt. acc.pl. rāyás), see Lubotsky 199582; this presupposes that

82 A form *rā( ˘i)ı̄š would have yielded †rāiš.
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*rāi- was shortened to *rai- before the ending -ı̄š was adopted, which must
certainly have been a development of the living language.

The OAv. compound mązā.raiia- ‘granting wealth’ (43.12), quoted in Y
27.6 and Vr 12.1 as mązaraiia, does not necessarily contradict this
assumption, since it may be an a-stem *mąza-ra ˘i-a-, built on the short vowel
stem of the strong cases.

The etymology of YAv. anumaiia- ‘sheep’ is uncertain. It is tempting to
connect it with Skt. māyú- ‘bleating’ and especially with anu-mā- as attested
in RV 1.164.28 gaúr amı̄med ánu vatsám mi ˙sántam ‘the cow lowed to calf
which blinked its eye’. This is an onomatopoeic root, for which it is less
likely that it would partake in vowel shortening. On the other hand, if
anumaiia- has been lexicalized as ‘sheep’, it is conceivable that the
onomatopoeic character of the root was lost, in which case the word might
have participated in the phonetic shortening.

§ 4.4 In front of -uua-

As a rule, IIr. *ā is preserved in front of -uu-. We can find this in
different environments: in open initial syllable, e.g. in āuuaēdaiia-, āuuista-,
kāuuaiia-, drāuuaiia-, snāuuar e, hāuuana-; in second syllable, e.g. in
agāuuar ez-, aˇ˙sāuuaohu-, yūšmāuua ˙nt-, hai\iiāuuar ez-. Hoffmann-Forssman
1996: 58 have observed that *ā is sometimes shortened in front of a following
-uu-. Indeed, there are occasional forms with such a shortening, but their
number is so small that we cannot speak of an even partly regular shortening
condition.

The preverb *ā ‘towards’ has been shortened in the forms auu ˚̄a ˙nt- (Yt
8.50 2x) < *ā-bant- ‘shining towards’, in auuaēnatā (Y 30.283) ‘look
towards’, in auuaocāmā (Y 38.5) ‘we invoke’, auuar etā- (YAv.) ‘(piece of)
possession’, and in auuazāite (Y 57.31) ‘drives towards’ (if not *a ˘ua- ˘uaza-).
The same preverb is also found shortened in front of other consonants (cf. §
4.7); therefore, the forms given here may not be due to -uu-.

83 The form V 19.13 auuaēn is unclear, Y 46.2 auuaēnā has had the preverb added
secondarily, as the metre requires only vaēnā, H 2.13 auuaēnōiš is probably
augmented (cf. Hoffmann 1976: 613) and Yt 19.34 auuaēnō means ‘not seeing’ <
*a-vaēnant-, compare Skt. ávenant- ‘not enjoying’ (Hintze 1994: 192).
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The other forms which probably underwent phonetic shortening are the
ptc. dauuaiiei ˙ntı̄- (Y 10.15) of the prs.caus. *dāuuaiia- ‘to deceive’ (OAv.
dābaiieitı̄), and the noun nauuāza- m. ‘sailor’, cognate with Skt. nāvājá-, OP
nāwāza and MP, Parth. nāwāz. Shortening is also attested in this noun in
Sogd. nw``z [nawāz]. The Avestan form may be due to a dissimilation *ā_ā
> a_ā, cf. below.

The pronominal adjectives in -uua ˙nt- such as auua ˙nt- ‘so much’,
auuauua ˙nt- ‘so much, such’, aētauua ˙nt- ‘such’, yauua ˙nt-, yauua ˜t ‘as much
as’, have been formed in IIr. from the nom.acc.pl. in *-aH of the pronouns
plus a suffix *- ˘uant- (Klingenschmitt 1972: 108, Sims-Williams 1997). The
expected long vowel which would result from contraction of *-a-H- is
preserved in the Skt. forms of these word (e.g. et ´̄avant-, y ´̄avat, y ´̄avant-), but
also in Old Persian yāvā ‘as long as’. It thus appears that the Avestan forms
have suffered shortening in front of -uua-. However, the suffix -uua ˙nt- occurs
very frequently as a derivative suffix to a- and ā-stems, where it always
yields a sequence -auua ˙nt-. This points to the possibility that the pronominal
adjectives auua ˙nt- etc. have simply been remade in YAv. by reanalyzing
*āuua ˙nt-, *yāuua ˙nt- etc. as containing the pronominal stems a-, auua-, aēta-,
ya- + -uua ˙nt-. These forms would then not testify to a phonetic shortening.

OAv. mauuaitē (44.1, 46.7), dat.sg. to *māuua ˙nt- ‘like me’, may be
compared with Skt. m ´̄avant-, and with the retained -ā- of OAv. xšmāuua ˙nt-
‘like you (pl.)’ and \bāuua ˙nt- ‘like you (sg.)’. Shortening is also attested in
the derivative mauuai\iia- in YH 40.1. In theory, mauua ˙nt- and mauuai\iia-
could be due to the same analogical shortening (if it is analogical) as in
auua ˙nt- etc., but this is not attractive in view of preserved ā in xšmāuua ˙nt-
and \bāuua ˙nt-. The forms mauuaitē and mauuai\ı̄m may therefore indeed be
due to shortening of *-āuu- of the type nauuāza-.

The adj. aˇ˙sauuan- ‘righteous’ has been discussed by Tichy 1986. The
cognate forms Vedic r˚ t ´̄avan- and OP artāvā, Phl. `lt`y [ardā], Man.-MP
`rd`w [ardāv], Sogd. `rt`w point to IIr. *r˚ t ´̄auan-. The expected outcome
*aˇ˙sāuuan- has been completely replaced by *aˇ˙sauuan- in YAv., but in OAv.,
*-ā- is preserved in the preconsonantal weak stem forms *ártā-un- in the
dat.sg. aˇ˙sāunē and the gen.pl. aˇ˙sāunąm. These may be contrasted with the
new stem *árta-un- which appears in the OAv. acc.pl. aˇ˙saonō, and in all
YAv. oblique case forms of aˇ˙sauuan-84. As the change of -āun- > -aon-

84 The gen.pl. aˇ˙sāunąm, as far as it occurs in YAv., usually co-occurs with the noun
frauuaˇ˙si-, and aˇ˙sāunąm will therefore be an imitation of YH aˇ˙sāunąm. The regular
YAv. gen.pl. is aˇ˙saonąm.
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cannot be due to a phonetic shortening (for the precise distribution cf. § 17.3),
the form aˇ˙saon° proves that the stem aˇ˙sauuan- is due to analogy. We may
follow Tichy 1986: 97, who suggests that *aˇ˙sauuan- has adopted the model
of other adjectives in -uuan- such as magauuan-.

Tichy 1986: 104 regards the YAv. voc.sg. aˇ˙sāum < *ártā ˘uam as a form
from a different Avestan dialect, yet the text passages in which we find aˇ˙sāum
do not show any grammatical peculiarities. A more straightforward solution
may be offered. It is quite possible that aˇ˙sāum escaped the replacement of
*ártā ˘uan- by *árta ˘uan- because the voc.sg. usually occurs in stereotype
addresses, to the gods and to Zarathustra (e.g. aˇ˙sāum ahura mazda, haoma
aˇ˙sāum), which may have stood outside the living paradigm of aˇ˙sauuan-85.

The gen.sg.f. Y 58.4 aˇ˙sāuuairii ˚̄ascā corresponds to RV r˚ t ´̄avarı̄-, and may
directly continue the IIr. vowel *ā. Yet all mss. except Pt4.K5 spell
aˇ˙sā.vairii ˚̄ascā, and since Y 58 is a text which lengthens final vowels, we
cannot exclude the possibility that -ā- was retained in front of -uu- because
of the compound split.

A dat.pl. aˇ˙sāuuaoiiō is attested a few times in the Yašts, but this form can
be dismissed as a recent corruption of *aˇ˙sauuaoiiō, and does not continue the
stem *ártā ˘uan-. The dat.abl.pl. of aˇ˙sauuan- is mostly attested as aˇ˙sauuabiiō,
both in OAv. and in YAv. In the Yašts, the ending -biiō underwent lenition
of *-b- to -uu-. We find the form aˇ˙sauuaoiiō in Yt 8.11, 10.55, and 10.74 frā
n eruiiō aˇ˙sauuaoiiō ‘to righteous men’. In Yt 8.11, the ms. K15 has the v.l.
aˇ˙sāuua[oii]ō, and since K15 is a copy of E1 which has aˇ˙sa°, the v.l. aˇ˙sā°
must be a recent corruption. In Yt 10.55, all mss. have aˇ˙sa°, but in Yt 10.74
only the ms. Ml2 (of the line of J10; the reading of J10 is not provided by
Geldner) has aˇ˙sa°, whereas F1 has aˇ˙sāuuaōiiō. It thus seems probable that a
recent corruption of earlier *aˇ˙sauuaoiiō also lies at the basis of Yt 3.4
xn eruiiō asti aˇ˙sāuuaoiiō ‘it is for righteous men’, where all mss. read
°āuu(a)iiō, including those of the IrKA.

The form aˇ˙sāuuaoiiō is furthermore attested in Yt 13.86, where its
function is that of a genitive; the preceding text is yąmca z emō yąmca
uruuaraii ˚̄a yąmca g¯euš yąmca gaiiehe ‘and [we worship] that [Frauuaši] of
the earth and that of the plant and that of the cow and that of life’. The

85 The only exceptions are Kavi Vı̄štāpa (Vyt 45, 53 aˇ˙sāum/aˇ˙saom vı̄štāspa), and the
soul of the deceased when it crosses the Cinvat Bridge: V 19.31 frauuaoca ˜t vohu
manō kada nō ida aˇ˙sāum agatō ‘spoke Vohu Manah: how, o pious one, have you
come here to us?’, H 2.16 ā dim aoxta p er esō pouruuō ašauua para.iri\iiō ka\a
ašāum para.iri\iiō ka\a ašāum apa.jasō ‘to him spoke a pious one, previously
deceased, asking: how, o pious one, did you die? how, o pious one, did you get away
[etc.]?’ (translation Haug-West 1872: 314).
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following words are yąmca staoiiō aˇ˙sāuuaoiiō in the KA (Mf3.K13.14.H5),
and this reading is adopted by Geldner in his edition; cf. also W3 staiiō. The
ms. J10 reads spāuuaiiō, and F1+ spāuuaōiiō aˇ˙sāuuaoiiō, which is the reading
adopted by Bartholomae 1904: 1618. He reconstructs a stem *spāuuan- ‘die
des (ewigen) Glücks teilhaftig sind, selig’, while remarking that the reading
staoiiō of Mf3 is "eine Lesung, die durch die häufige Verbindung von stay-
mit aˇ˙saonō veranlasst sein wird." This is very unlikely. Yt 13.86 does not
have the form aˇ˙saonō but aˇ˙sāuuaoiiō, and it is inconceivable that a recent
copyist (of the IrKA line) took recourse to the connection of sti- and aˇ˙saonō
to replace an existing form *spāuuaoiiō by a completely different form. In
fact, the reading staoiiō of the IrKA is the lectio difficilior vis-à-vis
spāuuaoiiō of F1+, since the ending -āuuaoiiō may easily have been adopted
from the following word aˇ˙sāuuaoiiō. Furthermore, a stem *spāuuan- is
unattested elsewhere in Avestan; as a derivative of OAv. sp¯en- < *span-, we
would expect at the most †spauuan-.

If we assume that the ancestral manuscript of F1+ and J10 mistook *st-
for sp-, we can trace the reading of the Yašt proper mss. back to the same
staoiiō as is preserved in the IrKA mss. As this form must be a dat.abl.pl.
form, it is clear that it cannot be equated with the adj. staoiiah- ‘bigger’,
which comes closest in form. Instead, I think that Bartholomae has pointed
in the right direction with his reference to the noun sti- ‘being, creature;
creation’. This noun is hitherto attested only in the singular, and frequently
combines with aˇ˙sauuan-: vı̄spaii ˚̄a aˇ˙saonō stōiš ‘of the whole creation of the
righteous’, and especially Y 58.4 aˇ˙saonascā aˇ˙sāuuairii ˚̄ascā stōiš ‘of the
righteous male and female creature’. It seems to me that Yt 13.86 may
originally have read *stibiiō aˇ˙sauuabiiō ‘of the righteous creatures’, with a
dat.abl.pl. form in the unusual function of a genitive. After the lenition of *b,
this gave *stiuuiiō aˇ˙sauuaoiiō, and subsequently the form *stiuuiiō (or
*stioiiō) was corrupted into staoiiō, maybe through direct influence of
*aˇ˙sauuaoiiō. Finally, *aˇ˙sauuaoiiō developed into aˇ˙sāuuaoiiō by the same
tendency seen in other Yašt attestations.

The present dauua- ‘to rub, flush’ in V 5.24 frādauuaite ‘washes along’
and V 9.29 fradauuata ‘he must rinse himself’ is compared with Skt. dh ´̄avati
‘rinses, washes’ to the root dhū- ‘to shake’, IIr. *dhuH-. This suggested to
Kellens 1984: 112 that the Avestan forms have been shortened from *dāuua-,
but this conclusion seems uncertain. The other Iranian languages show both
*dava- (Khot. dav-) and *dāva- (Sogd. d’w-, Khwar. d’w-). Lubotsky 1995:
227f. has pointed to the fact that there is a complementary distribution in
Sanskrit between the roots dhav- ‘to flow’ and dhāv- ‘to run’: dhāv- is usually
found in the active voice, whereas dhav- always occurs in the middle.
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Lubotsky concludes that dhāv- and dhav- belong to one single root PIE
*dheuH- with a so-called proterodynamic present in IIr.: active *dhāuH-,
middle *dhauH-; compare stáuti ‘praises’ vs. middle stáve. We see that both
Av. forms of dauu- combine short root vowel with middle inflexion, which
matches the Skt. distribution. Thus, it is likely that PIr. inherited the root
ablaut *dā ˘uH- vs. *da ˘uH-, which was then differently leveled in the different
Iranian languages.

The nouns hāuuana- ‘haoma mortar and/or pestle’ and hāuuani-
‘belonging to the haoma pressing’ are only very sporadically attested with
spellings hauu°86.

§ 4.5 In front of -na-

Gershevitch 1959: 167 points to the sporadic shortening of -āna- to -ana-.
Shortening is not regular in this position, since *-āna- is usually retained,
even in antepenultimate syllable (compare forms such as da\ānahe,
maidiiąnasci ˜t, etc.) and also in the recent -āna-stems built on n-stem case
forms in -ān-, such as aršāna- ‘male’ (to aršan-), zruuāna- ‘time’ (to
zruuan-), vı̄druuāna- ‘holding on to’ or vı̄mitō.da ˙ntāna- ‘with his teeth moved
apart’ (to *da ˙ntan-, cf. Klingenschmitt 1968: 52). Of the examples given by
Gershevitch, the etymology of upamana- is uncertain, whereas the other forms
d emana-, paitištana-, spanah-, (uz)uštana-, baēuuar e.spasana- and fraiiana-
are all due to recent, post-archetype shortening of the stems in question. We
must assume that the distribution of -ana- and -āna- as reflected in the texts
represents the PAv. situation. For instance, the stem vagdana- ‘head’ cannot
be due to an Avestan shortening of *vagdāna-, as one might expect in view
of MP wagdān; since it is spelled as vagdana-, and never vagdāna-, in all
mss. and all attestations, it must rather reflect PAv. *vagdana-.

To begin with, shortened forms are found in front of -ca ‘and’:
• V 17.9f. nom.pl. asanasca to asan- ‘stone’ (Skt. aśáni-, Gr. ákmōn ‘anvil’),
which has -ān- in the acc.sg. asān em and nom.acc.pl. asānō and asānasca (Yt
10.136). Since long ā has apparently been restored in Yt 10.136 asānasca, V
17.9f. asanasca is uncertain: either it is a corruption of *asānasca in the

86 Viz. in Y 1.20 hāuuane (to hāuuani-), spelled hauu° in J2, J3 and the YS; in Y 24.2
du. hāuuana (to hāuuana-) spelled J2 hauuana, K5 hāuuana; V 14.8 hāuuana spelled
L4.K1 hauuana; N 107 hāuuanaēibiia spelled hauu°.
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archetype, or it is due to the possibly more recent date of composition of V
17 with regard to Yt 10.
• The nouns masan- ‘greatness’ and vaohan- ‘goodness’ are attested with the
suffix vowel ā in Y 58.4 gen.sg. masānascā vaohānascā sraiianascā, and in
Ny 3.11 nom.pl. masān ˚̄a, but with short a in the ins.sg. expression masanaca
vaohanaca sraiianaca (YAv. passim) ‘by greatness and goodness and beauty’.
This suggests that the n-stems masan- and vaohan- had generalized the form
-ān-, which was retained in OAv. (Y 58). In YAv., the ending *-ānaca was
either phonetically shortened in antepenultimate syllable in front of -ca, or
*-ānaca followed the example of the following sraiianaca.
• Y 41.5 nom.pl. mą\ranascā to mą\rān- ‘speaker of mantra’s’87.

A few forms show a shortened vowel in antepenultimate syllable, without
-ca:
• The gen.sg. d emanahiiā (31.16) to d emāna- ‘house’ has been shortened in
the InVS and YS mss., whereas Pt4.Mf4, J3 and Mf2.Jp1 have d emnahiiā
which probably was *d emanahiiā too. J2.K5 and K4 spell d emānahiiā, which
at first sight seems to be the preserved original form. Yet J2.K5 often have
‘learned’ restorations, and d emāna- was a known form to the copyists.
Furthermore, K4 is a copy of Jp1 which spells d emnahiiā; therefore, we can
assume *d emanahiiā for the archetype.
• The noun spānah- ‘spiritual power’ is attested in the nom.acc.sg. spānō and
the (secondary) acc.sg. spān em, but in the ins.sg. we find spanaoha (Y 9.27).
The latter form must be due to shortening in antepenultimate syllable.

In a small number of forms, it is the penultimate syllable which undergoes
vowel shortening. Often, some of the mss. still preserve the original length,
thus showing the recent date of the shortening.
• The PN usadan- has the acc.sg. usadan em in Yt 19.71, but the gen.sg.
usadanō in Yt 13.132 has the v.ll. uša.dānō in J10 and usadānō in K37. In
Yt 13.121, the same gen.sg. is transmitted as usadānō or usadānō by all mss.
except J10 usadanō. Mayrhofer 1979: I/85 suggests that there are two
different names, usadan- and usadān-, because in Yt 19.71 and 13.132,
usadan- is an epithet to kauui-, whereas this noun is absent from 13.121; yet
the context is not specific enough to allow this conclusion. Since a shortening
of *usadānō to usadanō is easily explained as an assimilation of *-adā- to

87 The voc.sg. Yt 3.1 mą\ranaca to mą\rān- may be left out of consideration
(Hoffmann 1976: 378).
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-ada-, and since -ada- is attested as a minority spelling in Yt 13.121, I
assume that the other two attestations show the error of *usadān- > usadan-.
• The noun uštāna- ‘life, breath’ has an unknown etymology. The vacillation
between the variants uštana- and uštāna- is peculiar. In OAv., the acc.sg. is
attested as uštan em (2x), but the dat.sg. as uštānāi, the ins.sg. as uštānā and
the ins.pl. as uštānāišcā. In YAv., all forms present uštān°, even the acc.sg.
uštān emca. The only shortened forms are uštanauua ˙nt- (Yt 13.129, 14.20, P
59) and the compound uzuštana- (V 5.45, P 59).
• The noun paitištāna- ‘support, leg, pole’ has the acc.sg.f. bipaitištanąm (Y
13.1) < *-ānām, which may be due to analogy with the gen.pl. ending -anąm,
which the text redactors or later transmittors saw in *bipaitištąnąm. A
post-archetype shortening of the gen.sg.f. *-ānaii ˚̄a has occured in Y 19.8,
where the mss. S1.J3, K4 and YS read ca\bar e.paitištanaii ˚̄a as against
preserved paitištānaii ˚̄a in Pt4.Mf1, J2 and Mf2. The same has happened in
Yt 13.41: F1+ read bipaitištanaii ˚̄a, which was adopted by Geldner’s edition,
but the IrKA has bipaitištānii ˚̄a < *-ānaii ˚̄a. Assimilation to the following a
must also be the reason why we find the gen.pl. V 3.31 paitištananąm (in the
mss. Jp1.Mf2 and Dh1) for *-ānanąm. In the other mss., this gen.pl. has been
reduced to paitištanąm (the form adopted by Geldner), whereas in Yt 11.17f.,
only this stage paitištanąm is attested.

It is uncertain whether V 15.19 bipaitištanaca ca\bar e.paitištanaca in the
ms. L4 is due to an old shortening. The mss. of the VS have °ānaca, and in
K1 and P2, °paitištanaca is corrected sec.m. to °ānaca. Geldner, who adopts
the reading of L4, seems to think that the words in the following line aēˇ˙sa
bipaitištāna yā kaine aēˇ˙sa ca\bar e.paitištāna have caused the replacement
of °anaca by °ānaca in all mss. except L4, and this is conceivable. Yet it
cannot be excluded that it is L4 which replaced older *-ānaca by -anaca as
an assimilation of *ā to the following a’s.
• Yt 10.112 fraiian ˚̄a has been explained by Herzfeld 1947: 427 as ‘friendly’,
i.e. acc.pl.f. friian ˚̄a (attested in J10) of friiāna- ‘loving’, prs.ptc.med. to frı̄-;
Gershevitch 1959: 261 has endorsed this explanation. Yet the prs.ptc. is also
attested as frı̄n emna-, a thematicized form of an n-present, so that friiāna- will
rather be the adj. *priH-ana- ‘pleasing, loving’ which is also found in
vohu.friiāna- (cf. § 3.1.3). Shortening in this noun is also found in the gen.pl.
friiananąm (PN) in Yt 5.81, which is only attested in F1.J10, versus Yt
13.120 friiānanąm (J10 friiananąm).
• The compound baēuuar e.spasāna- ‘with ten thousand spies’ occurs in the
nom.sg.m. in Yt 10 (8x) and Yt 17 (once). In Yt 10, the occurrences are
evenly divided between °spasanō (4x) and °spasānō. In Yt 17.16, the ms. F1
spells °spasanō, with a added secunda manu, but J10 has spa.šānō; the
reading -ānō is lectio difficilior. In view of V 13.28 spasānō, nom.pl. to an
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n-stem spasan- ‘watching’, we can assume that -ān- had spread through the
paradigm of spasan-, so that when it was used in a compound and
thematicized, it yielded -spasāna- (Friš 1953).

For a few stems, it is unclear whether we must reconstruct -ān- or -an-:
• The etymology of OAv. kar[a]pan- ‘karapan, désignation d’adversaires
religieux’ is uncertain, so that it is unclear whether the nom.pl. karapanō (3x)
had undergone shortening. If the word represents *kalpa-Hn- ‘pertaining to
arrangments’ (to Skt. kálpate), we would expect †karapānō, but a stem
*kalp-an- is also conceivable.
• misuuān(a)- ‘of the mixed’ (V 19.36, S 1.30, 2.30) is an adj. determining
gātu- ‘place’. Tremblay 1999: 297 proposes to regard misuuān- as a
possessive derivative of *misu- ‘qui a du misu-’, to the root PIE *meiḱ- ‘to
mix’. However, the Hoffmann suffix *Hn presupposes a formation IIr.
*mićua-Hn- which would yield †mispān-, whereas a suffix *- ˘uan- (i.e.
*miću- ˘uan-) seems hardly likely after a stem in -u. Thus, the etymology
remains uncertain.
• For the hapax Yt 13.125 gen.sg. zauuanō we must posit a stem zauuan-
(PN), but earlier *zauuān- < *za ˘ua-Hn- to the noun zauua- ‘call’ is
conceivable, cf. Mayrhofer 1979: I/106. Shortening of *zauuānō could belong
to the same category as the prs.ptc.med. to verbs in -u.

Other forms in -an-, which by virtue of their cognates may suggest *-ān-,
do not qualify as evidence for shortening:
• The YAv. acc.sg. adban em to adban- ‘road’ may be compared with OAv.
aduuān em and Skt. ádhvānam, suggesting that adban em underwent a
shortening. This was probably analogical on the model of the uuan-stems with
a regular acc.sg. in -uuan em, such as aˇ˙sauuan em.
• The acc.sg. asman em to m. asman-, gen.sg. ašnō ‘heaven’, with -an- as
against Skt. aśm ´̄anam, is probably due to analogical replacement of
*asmān em on the model of the more usual man-stem acc.sg. in -man em, e.g.
airiiaman em, baēuuar e.cašman em, etc. Note that other Iranian languages
show *aćmānam, e.g. OP asmānam and Sogd. sm’n ‘sky, heaven’.
• According to Wackernagel-Debrunner 1954: 186, Av. gaodana- (V 21.7, N
64) ‘milk-can’ contains a noun *-dāna- ‘container’ (Skt. °dh ´̄ana-) to dhaH-
‘to put’. Yet we cannot exclude original IIr. *dhana- ‘vessel’, since this must
also be assumed for Skt. nidhána- ‘domicile, receptacle’. The etymology of
the Skt. word is unknown; EWAia I: 772 considers secondary derivation from
ni-dhā- or from dhan- ‘to run, flow’. A long-vowel origin *-dāna- seems
more probable for F 267 yaoždanahe gen.sg. ‘razor blade’. Klingenschmitt
1968: 95 reconstructs an original meaning ‘instrument for purifying’, which
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is best compared with the noun yaoždāni- (V 14.7) ‘fire poker’, and the verb
yaož-dā- ‘to purify’.
• The acc.sg. staman em ‘dog’s mouth or jaw’ (V 13.30,37, 15.4) is an
isolated form, which makes it is impossible to say whether it represents an
n-stem stam-an- or sta-man-, or thematic stamana-. It may be connected with
Gr. stóma ‘mouth’, Welsh safn ‘underjaw’, sefnig ‘palate’ < *stamn-, Hitt.
ištaman- ‘ear’, CLuw. tūm(m)an(t)- ‘ear, orifice’ and probably also Germanic
*stemnō- ‘voice’ (Goth. stibna etc.). The vocalism of the first syllable is
problematic: Greek requires PIE *o or *h3, but Celtic excludes *o and
Avestan similarly seems to dissuade from *o, because *stomeno- would
normally have yielded †stāmana- via Brugmann’s Law. Rasmussen 1989:
241ff. therefore assumes a PIE ablaut *stom- / *stam-. However, this
inflexional type is not generally acknowledged for PIE; the two other words
for which Rasmussen reconstructs an ablaut o/a, viz. *mori/*mari ‘see, lake’
and *loku/*laku ‘lake’ are only attested in IE languages of Europe. Lubotsky
1997c: 56f. has proposed a different solution, viz. that staman em is the result
of a shortening of *stāman em < *steh3-men-. In that case, the Greek and
Celtic words and maybe also Anatolian ‘ear’ (cf. Melchert 1994: 74; the
different meaning renders possible a connection with *steh2- ‘to stand’ or
*steh2m- ‘stem’) might reflect the zero grade *sth3mn-. However, the
suggested shortening of staman em is uncertain. There are hardly any parallels
for shortening of *ā in this sequence (cf. the other forms discussed in this
section), and it seems unlikely that we are dealing with a shortening before
vā ‘or’, as Lubotsky assumes. Vā is not known to have such an effect in
Avestan, and in *stāman em vā the *ā would be in preantepenultimate syllable,
not in the antepenultimate as with the shortening in front of clitic -ca and -ci ˜t.

It seems impossible to arrive at a final, compelling solution for this word,
but a possible alternative may be proposed here. If we take staman em at face
value, it matches the root vocalism *stem- of Gm. *stemnō. Greek stóma
would have the o-vocalism of the root, and Celtic the zero grade *stm˚ -. We
would have a root *stem-/*stom-/*stm˚ - ‘mouth’ or ‘(under)jaw’, with the
derivatives *stemono- (Av.), *stom-(m)n- (Greek), *stem-neh2 / *stm˚ neh2

(Germanic, Celtic).
• The acc.sg.n. er eduuō. ˚̄aohan em of er eduuō. ˚̄aohana- ‘with an upright mouth’
might be suspected to reflect *-ān em in view of ˚̄aohan- ‘mouth’, with the
gen.sg. ˚̄aohānō in the Vı̄dēvdād. This is uncertain, but if so, er eduuō. ˚̄aohan em
may have been influenced by the following form vagdan em ‘head’. P2 has
˚̄aohān em.
• Gershevitch 1959: 167, following Wikander, claims that upamana- reflects
*upamāna- ‘likeness’ to Skt. upamāna- (Pān.). In that case, it is problematic
that there are no v.ll. upamān° actually attested, although the word is very
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frequent. If shortened, the shortening would have been PAv. Bailey 1979: 327
considers a connection of upamanah- (sic) with Khot. māja ‘delightful’ <
*mānači-; alternatively, we may connect OP framāna- ‘order, command’,
Sogd. ’wm’n ‘pleasant’ < PIE *mono- to *men- ‘to think, care for’. The short
vowel of upamana- might then be explained as the result of analogy with the
verbal stem in PAv.

§ 4.6 In second syllable

Kellens 1984: 142 has drawn attention to the occasional shortening of *ā
in the root syllable of causative verbs with an ani ˙t root. He observed that in
all shortened forms the root ends in a voiceless stop, and the finite form is
connected with a preverb in scriptio continua. The evidence for the relevant
verb forms of aiia-stems, as given by Kellens loc.cit., is adequate. No other
certain forms were found. I therefore simply repeat his findings:

Causative No preverb Preverb

*tācaiia- ‘to make flow’ tācaiiei ˙nti frāta ˜t.caiia ˜t (V 2.34),
frāta ˜t.caiia (V 2.26)

*pātaiia- ‘to make fly, run’ - uspataiieni (Yt 19.44)
*yātaiia- ‘to put into place’ yātaiieiti, frāiiataiiei ˙nti (Y 57.29),

yātaiiei ˙nti frāiiataiia ˜t (Yt 5.65)
*hācaiia- ‘to make follow’ hācaiiene, upaohacaiieni (Yt 5.8,124)

hācaiia ˜t

Although this seems little evidence, it is significant that there are no
exceptions. All verbs in a resonant or a voiced stop or fricative preserve ā in
the stem when a preverb is prefixed; examples are vı̄kānaiiā ˜t to kan-,
frakāraiieiti, frakāraiiōiš, frakāraiia ˜t to kar-, frasnādaii en to snā-, nišādaiia ˜t
and nišādaiiōiš to had-, and many others. This suggests that we must regard
the lengthening of initial fra- and the shortening of the root syllable as two
separate things. The first step was the shortening of the root vowel *ā, since
this did not take place in e.g. frakāraiia-, which nevertheless retained fra°.
The resulting *fratacaiia-, *uspataiia-, *fraiiataiia- and *upaohacaiia-
underwent the influence of a strong initial stress which caused the change of
*fra- > frā-, discussed in § 3.4.2.1. As we saw there, this lengthening occurs
especially in front of a sequence of short vowels, as in frānaiiei ˙nti and
frānaiiata to naiia- ‘lead’, or frāk er e˙nt- and frā\b er esta-. For the present
problem, the forms of tac- are especially instructive. The adj. *fra-tacar eta-
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has yielded frāta ˜t.car eta- (4x) which agrees with the lengthening of
frāta ˜t.caiia- (2x), but the simple thematic present frataca- (fratacaiti,
frataci ˙nti, frataca ˜t, fratacin), with less syllables, retains the short form fra°.

The only additional forms which we might have to take into consideration
are the prs.subj. frazaiiaiiāmi and frazaiiaiiāhi (V 5.16f.) to a causative which
must have been *zā ˘ia ˘ia- ‘to lead, impel’ if we go by the IIr. ani ˙t
reconstruction *íha ˘i- of the root (EWAia II: 803, Werba 1997: 269). Yet since
the preverb in frazaiiaiiā° is not lengthened (except for P2 frāzaiiaiiāmi),
these forms do not necessarily belong to the same development as the
preceding causative forms. Unfortunately, no forms of the causative without
a preverb are attested, so that we cannot be sure that the caus. really was
*zā ˘ia ˘ia-; it may have been *za ˘ia ˘ia- all along.

Another form with shortening of *ā in second syllable seems to be closely
related to the preceding verb forms, viz. ātara\ra (see § 3.4.2.2). As we have
seen, it has undergone both the shortening of *a-ā-a-a > *a-a-a-a and the
following lengthening of initial *a > ā.

Descriptively, shortening of *ā in open second syllable in front of a
voiceless consonant also appears in frazahı̄ ˜t (Y 60.7) 3s. opt.s-aor.act. of zā-
‘to abandon’, IIr. *pra-íhā̆ Hs-iH-t. As the full or lengthened grade of the root
is expected, we would expect †frazāhı̄ ˜t, especially with a monosyllabic root
in -ā of the type dā-, a type which has generalized the full grade of the root
in YAv. Hoffmann 1976: 607 has argued that frazahı̄ ˜t may be the reflex of
a preform *za-h-ı̄t resulting from contamination of the expected IIr. athematic
root-aor.opt. IIr. *íaH-iHt with indicative forms of the s-aorist *íaHs-. This
is problematic, because once the laryngeal of IIr. *íhaH-iHt had been dropped,
contraction would have followed (as in attested YH 1p.opt. zaēmā) and it is
doubtful whether a root form za- could have been restored. Therefore, I prefer
to regard frazahı̄ ˜t as the reflex of *frazāhı̄ ˜t. The s-aorist was surely extended
to the optative forms in a prestage of YAv., cf. nāšı̄ma and raēxšı̄ša.
Whether *frazāhı̄ ˜t was shortened at the same time and by the same
development as the preceding causatives, remains uncertain.

The element *ā-fraka- ‘to the front’ which is present in the compounds Yt
13.100 afrakauua ˙nt- ‘who has the front row’, superl. Yt 13.26
afrakauuast ema-, and Yt 19.42 afrakatac- ‘who runs at front’, probably
derives from the adj. *frāka- ‘at front’ (IIr. stem *pra-Hk-a-) as attested in
p er e\u.frāka- ‘having a broad front’, ‘far-spreading’. Yet the same stem
*frāka- is also attested in the adv. frak em in N 74; for this reason, Kellens
1974a: 284 regards the original (PAv.) length of *frā̆ ka- as ambiguous. But
frak em may be an error for *frāk em, or it may be compared with fraca and
fraša, also from *frāc-, which possibly suffered analogy with fra. In that case,
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it seems plausible that afraka° ‘to the front’ in the compounds mentioned
above does go back to *ā-frāka-. One may suggest that afraka° shows
analogical influence of fra, but we cannot exclude a phonetic shortening.

The shortening of *spitāma- (< *spita-ama-), the name of Zarathustra, in
the voc.sg. OAv. spitamā, YAv. spitama and the voc.pl. spitam ˚̄aohō (Y 46.15)
has been explained by Hoffmann 1975: 266 in a convincing way: since the
vocative is characterized by retraction of the accent to the initial syllable (in
Sanskrit but also in Greek), we may suppose an accentuation *spítāma and
*spítām ˚̄aohah which caused shortening of *ā. Hoffmann proceeds to explain
the only remaining form with shortening, viz. the dat.sg. spitamāi (OAv. 1x,
YAv. 17x) from shortening in front of a disyllabic dat.sg. ending *-ãi (/áai/),
but this is unlikely, because the disyllabic character of this ending is not
established for OAv. and even less for YAv. It seems more straightforward
to explain spitamāi from dissimilation of *ā in front of ā in the next syllable
(see § 4.8 below). Note that the other forms of spitāma-, retaining -ā-, never
have -ā- in the next syllable: gen.sg. YAv. spitāmahe (22x88), OAv.
spitāmahiiā, acc.sg. spitām em, nom.sg. spitāmō, voc.sg.f. spitāmı̄ (Y 53.3).

§ 4.7 Initial *āC-

Quite a number of forms show shortening of *ā in anlaut. Although some
of these forms are trisyllabic — and one could therefore argue that they
underwent shortening in the antepenultimate syllable —, I have opted for a
different classification. The main reason is the fact that most of these
shortened forms appear to be, or in any case might be, rather recent, even
post-archetype instances of shortening.

Initial *ā- is found shortened in Y 51.4 axšta ˜t for *ā xštat ‘it will arise’,
Y 42.6 paitı̄.ają\r em < *ā-ją\ra- ‘return’, Y 40.1 adāhū and Y 52.3 ad ˚̄a89,

88 The gen.sg. spitamahe Yt 8.2 is a lapsus of the tradition: F1 spitama · J10 spitma
· K15 sp etāmahe · Pt1.E1 spitamahe. The mss. F1.J10 have replaced the entire form
by the voc.sg. spitama; in fact, the facsimile of F1 shows that the lines in which
spitama occurs have been added later by a different hand. K15 preserves the -ā- which
has been shortened in Pt1.E1.

89 For this form, Kellens 1974a: 210 assumed a shortening of initial *ā in
antepenultimate syllable, because of the originally disyllabic ending *-/a?ah/. Yet the
syllable count of the endings in YAv. is uncertain, and furthermore it is unknown at
which moment the change from a disyllabic ending *-/a?ah/ to monosyllabic *-/āh/
would have taken place. Therefore, I prefer to look for a solution in the more recent
history of Avestan.
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loc.pl. and acc.pl. of ā-dā- ‘oblation’, Y 46.5 adąs for *ā dąs ‘taking in’, Yt
14.45 apātāra ‘protectors’ < *ā-pātāra, YAv. afraka° in afrakauua ˙nt- and
afrakatac- < *ā-frāka° ‘forward towards’ (cf. Kellens 1974a: 285), F 318
amāta ‘experienced’ (but āmāta- elsewhere), Y 71.17, P 36 astar eman-
‘affliction’ < *ā-stara- ‘to commit a sin’, Y 42.2, S 1.7f. aspan- ‘profitable’
< *ā-span-, Yt 14.42 nąma.azbāitiš ‘calling by name’ (*ā-zbā-, cf. Y 15.1
nāmąn āzbaiia). Another possible instance is F 116 amąsta ‘he pierced’ if
from *ā-mąsta; alternatively, this form might contain the augment
(Klingenschmitt 1968: 47). Y 30.3 asruuāt em(3d. aor.med. of sru-) is also
ambiguous: it may be an augmented ind. form, or it might be an inj. form
sruuāt em with the preverb *ā° which was shortened. The form Y 30.10 asištā
was translated as ‘fastest’ and derived from *āsišta- by Humbach 1952: 6. In
that case, the shortening would certainly be late and secondary, since YAv.
attests the original form āsišta-.

The preverb *ā is also found shortened in the forms auu ˚̄a ˙nt- (Yt 8.50 bis)
‘shining towards’, auuaēnatā (Y 30.2) ‘look towards’, auuaocāmā (Y 38.5)
‘we invoke’, auuar etā- (YAv.) ‘(piece of) possession’, and auuazāite (Y
57.31) ‘drives towards’; compare their discussion in § 4.4.

In four forms, initial *ā° is not the preverb *ā but part of the root āp- ‘to
reach’, viz. prs. apaiia- ‘to reach’ (Kellens 1984: 138)90, Y 41.2 apaēmā <
1p.aor. *āpaima (Skt. pf. ´̄apa-), Y 33.5 apānō, nom.sg.m. of the ptc.pf.med.
*āpāna- (Skt. pf. ´̄apa), and the YAv. adj. apanō.t ema- ‘having best arrived’,
‘superior’, which is derived from the same ptc. *āpāna-91.

Some of the preceding forms may alternatively be explained from
dissimilation of two consecutive ā’s, e.g. adāhū, apātāra or apānō. The same
goes for Yt 13.95 ārāstiiehe, spelled ar° in the mss. F1+.J10.

90 The alleged prs.caus. apaiia- ‘to make reach’, which would occur only at Yt 10.86
kada nō arša gauuai\ı̄m apaiiā ˜t, may be a mirage. The passus was translated by
Gershevitch 1959: 115 ‘when will the hero make us reach the herd’ and by Kellens
1984: 151 as ‘quand le taureau (Mi\ra) nous fera-t-il atteindre l’étable?’; similarly De
Vaan 2001. Thus, all translations regard nō ‘us’ and gauuai\ı̄m ‘cow herd / stable’ as
a double accusative to apaiiā ˜t. Yet kada nō is sometimes attested in YAv. with nō as
a kind of dativus ethicus which need not always be translated. The same seems
possible in Yt 10.86 ‘When will the bull reach the herd?’; thus, we need to
acknowledge only one stem apaiia- ‘to reach’.

91 Kümmel 2000: 622 has rightly argued that apanō.t ema- can hardly be derived from
an adj. *apana- ‘removed’, as was assumed by Bartholomae 1904: 75.
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The pf.ptc.act. of ah- ‘to be’ ˚̄aohuš- ‘having been’ < *āh-uš- 92 provides
the gen.pl. form Yt 13.21 ˚̄aohušąm, but with a shortened initial vowel we find
Y 65.6 aohušąmca. It is possible that Y 65.6 a° is due to the extra syllable
which the form contains, thus by a possible shift of accent: *āohuš ´̄amca; but
in other forms where -ca causes shortening, it is always the antepenultimate,
which would be -uš- in this case. It may be preferable to assume an incidental
shortening in aohušąmca. We have already noted that aoh- changed to ˚̄aoh-
in OAv. because of perseveration. The reverse may be at play here: in Y 65.5
hātąmca aohušąmca, zātanąmca azātanąmca ‘of those who are and those who
have been, of the born and unborn ones’, the final -a of hātąmca may have
imposed itself on * ˚̄aohušąmca.

An uncertain, but possible instance of shortening appears in the loc.pl.
xvāhuua a\āhuua in P 49. The sentence censures a lack of hospitality: yō nōi ˜t
nar em aˇ˙sauuan em xvāhuua a\āhuua jas e˙nt em xšnaošta vā xšnāuuaiieite vā
‘who has not pleased nor pleases a righteous man who comes to his a\ā
(pl.)’. It seems likely that the loc.pl. a\āhuua means the ‘house’ of the host.
JamaspAsa-Humbach 1971: 72 have connected a\ā- with Skt. ´̄atā- pl.
‘door-post’, a noun generally reconstructed as *h2nHt-eh2 on account of Lat.
antae etc., cf. EWAia I: 163. The plural use of a\ā- would match the pl. use
of ´̄atā-, and would moreover be natural if it is based on a sg. ‘door-post’: the
extension of ‘door-posts’ to ‘house’ is trivial. If we accept that attested
a\āhuua is shortened from *ā\āhuua, we may reconstruct a stem *ā\ā-,
which differs from Skt. ´̄atā- only in the dental. This problem may be solved
if we assume with Beekes (p.c.) that ´̄atā- represents an original
hysterodynamic inflexion type in PIE: nom.sg. *h2énHth2, acc.sg. *h2nHtéh2m,
gen.sg. *h2nHth2ós, > IIr. *ánti, *āt ´̄am, *āthás. The original meaning
‘door-posts’ has survived in Avestan in the derivative ąi\iiā- < *antiā-.

§ 4.8 Dissimilation in front of ā or ą in the next syllable

In a relatively small number of forms, the only possible explanation for
shortening is dissimilation of *ā to a, due to a vowel ā, sometimes ą, in the
next syllable. We can often compare forms with shortening in front of ā or
ą with forms with retained ā in front of a, e or another vowel. This
dissimilation of two ā’s must have been present in the archetype, since it

92 As *āhuš- would yield Av. †āhuš- by regular sound change, we must assume that
the part. adopted the stem ˚̄aoh- from the finite forms, ind. ˚̄aoha etc.
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occurs in different texts; but it was only a tendency, since enough forms with
retained ā_ā are preserved: \rātāra, pātār em, vāstār em, etc.

The present zāna- ‘to know’ emerges as zana- in the subj. forms 3p.
auua.zanąn (4x V) < *zānān and Yt 13.50 paiti.zanā ˜t < *zānāt. Observe the
retention of *ā in e.g. the ind. paiti.zān e˙nti and the ipv. paitı̄.zānatā. In the
wake of Hoffmann 1975: 267, Kellens 1984: 179 ascribes the shortened subj.
forms to shortening in the antepenultimate syllable, on the assumption that the
subj. suffix vowel -ā- was originally disyllabic: *zānáan, *zānáat. Yet the
hiatus which the subj. vowel ā shows in OAv. must have disappeared by the
time of YAv., and it seems in any case likely that the stem form zān- would
have been restored from the indicative and other moods during the time when
Avestan was still a living language. Thus, I think that auua.zanąn and
paiti.zanā ˜t cannot be due to an early shortening.

The compound nasu-pāka- ‘cooking corpses’, with -pāka- < PIE *pokwó-,
is attested in the acc.sg. nasupāk em and in the abl.sg. nasupakā ˜t. Since no
other conditions for shortening in the one form and retention in the other are
available, we may ascribe shortening in -pakā ˜t to a dissimilation from earlier
*-pākā ˜t.

The subj. forms Yt 13.95 fradā ˜t and Yt 13.68 fradātaēca to the present
frāda- ‘to flourish’, and Yt 13.66 nadātaēca to the present nāda- ‘to be in
agony’, have also shortened the stem vowel *ā. Hoffmann 1975: 267f. is
hesitant about the cause of the shortening: he suggests possible influence from
a disyllabic subj. suffix -ā- (i.e. *frādáat), but also considers a shortening in
antepenultimate syllable. Since in *frādātaē-ca this would mean that the subj.
suffix *ā would have been shortened, he argues that this shortening was
avoided because the functional load of the suffix had to be retained. The latter
argument is convincing (we have used it in § 4.1.1 above), but why would
Avestan have ‘compensatorily’ shortened the preceding *ā? We would rather
expect unchanged †frādātaēca and †nādātaēca. Fortunately, YAv. attests also
an indicative form in -ca of this root, viz. frādati-ca; no shortening has
occurred. Thus, I am inclined to explain the subj. fradā ˜t, fradātaēca and
nadātaēca from a dissimilation *ā > a.

The noun nauuāza- ‘sailor’ < *nā ˘uāza- has been regarded as one of the
few examples of shortening of *ā in front of uu, see § 4.4 above. Yet the
form, attested only as nauuāzō in Yt 5.61 and parallel texts, may also be
ascribed to a dissimilation of *ā in front of the ā in the next syllable.

The noun nabānazdišta- ‘closest relative’, cognate with Skt.
nābhānédi ˙s ˙tha-, contains the loc.sg. *nābā of PIr. *nābi- (= Skt. n ´̄abhi-
‘navel; kin’) or of the OAv. equivalent of YAv. nāfa- ‘kin, family’. It is
striking that we find the simplex in E 9, 15 as xnaba ‘kin’. Klingenschmitt
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1978: 99ff. therefore argues that it is also possible to regard short nab° as
inherited from an ablaut PIE *Hnóbhi- vs. *Hnébhi-. Yet in view of YAv.
nāfa-, it seems preferable to reconstruct PAv. *nābā°.

The acc.sg. āsnatār em (Vr 3.1, G 3.5, F 369) of āsnātar- ‘priest in charge
of the washing’ probably represents earlier *ā-snātār em in view of the
occurrence of -ā- in the oblique cases āsnā\rō, āsnā\re and āsnā\ra ˜t. The
only deviating form gen.sg. N 75,79 xāsnatarš 93 shows a different inflexion,
and may have generalized ā-sna° from the verb ā-snaiia- (for the explanation
of -a- in snaiia- see § 4.9.7). Note that the Pahlavı̄ Vı̄dēvdād usually
translates āsnātar- with ’snt’l (Klingenschmitt 1968: 123), i.e. /āsnadār/,
which seems to indicate that when MP borrowed this priest name, it had the
form *āsnatā̆ r- in Avestan liturgy.

It has been claimed by some (and disputed by others) that OAv. saxvār¯e

is the acc.pl. *sah ˘uār to the stem *sāhuar-/-n- (Skt. ś ´̄asu ˙s- ‘order, command’)
which is also attested in the ins.sg. OAv. sāxv¯enı̄. If saxvār¯eand sāxv¯enı̄ do
belong to the same paradigm, we may assume that earlier *sāxvār yielded
saxvār¯e by dissimilation. This would have the advantage that all OAv.
derivatives of sāh- ‘to command, teach’ had the long vowel just like the root
present sāstı̄: sāsna- ‘teaching, command’, sāstar- ‘ruler’ and *sāh ˘uar/n-
‘doctrine, teaching’.

In two forms, we find shortening of *ā in front of ą in the next syllable.
The noun rasąstāt- ‘quality of being someone who offers, donorship’ (attested
only in the gen.sg. rasąstātō Y 1.14 etc.) must be derived from the ptc.
rāsa ˙nt- ‘offering’, as Hoffmann 1975: 266 has argued. This means that the
preform *rāsąstātō has shortened its *ā, which may be due to a dissimilation
in front of the following nasal vowel ą. The same change may underlie Y
71.3 aibinasąst ema-, the superlative to a ptc.aor.act. *nā̆ sa ˙nt- ‘reaching’
(Kellens 1995a: 40). This word is a less certain witness for shortening,
because its original *ā is not attested, but can only be inferred on the basis
of the 3p. prs.ind. aibi.nās e˙nti (cf. Kellens 1984: 355).

An uncertain form is the OAv. adverb Y 48.4 nanā ‘separated’, which
must be cognate with Skt. n ´̄anā ‘differently’. The original OAv. form may
have been *nānā, which was dissimilated in this one attestation of nanā.
However, the same particle is attested in the YAv. Ērbedestān as nana, and
this can only derive from *nanā̆ (if it is not an error of the E transmission).

A form in which phonetic shortening is only illusory is E 6 anak ˚̄as e‘not
openly’ < *an-ākās°. It seems as if *ā has been dissimilated in front of ˚̄a, but

93 Mss. N 75 āsnatāra and N 79 āsnatā̆ rš.
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in view of the occurrence and apparent productivity of ana° ‘not’ as a first
member of negated compounds (cf. the examples in Bartholomae 1904:
120ff.), anak ˚̄as emay be due to a scribal error or an error in the oral
transmission, introducing the frequent ana° into the negated compound
*anāk ˚̄as e. In N 63 an.āk ˚̄as e, the separation point has prevented this error.

§ 4.9 Linguistically real a

Some of the forms in which we unexpectedly find Avestan -a- instead of
IIr. *ā are nominal endings and verbal stems and endings, which form part of
a paradigm in which related forms have inherited *-a- from IIr. Here, I differ
from most previous analyses by assuming that the shortening of *ā is due to
paradigmatic pressure; this yields a more economical view of the changes
observed.

§ 4.9.1 The f.sg. endings -aiia, -aiiāi, -aii ˚̄a, -aiiā ˜t

The f. ā-stem endings of the gen.abl.sg., the dat.sg., and the loc.sg. are
characterized by the difference between the suffixal vowel -ā- which the
endings display in Sanskrit, and the vowel -a- in the same position in
Avestan. Thus, Skt. gen.abl. sénāyās, dat.sg. sénāyāi, loc.sg. sénāyām to sénā-
‘army’ correspond to Av. gen.sg. daēnaii ˚̄a, abl.sg. daēnaiiā ˜t, dat.sg. daēnaiiāi
and loc.sg. grı̄uuaiia to dāenā- ‘religion’ and grı̄uuā- ‘neck’. The Old Persian
forms go along with Skt.: gen.sg. taumāyā to taumā- ‘family’, loc.sg. asurāyā
to asurā- ‘Assyrian’. However, Tedesco 1926: 140f. has shown that the
Khotanese and Sogdian endings of the f.sg. oblique cases presuppose *-ayāh,
with a short suffixal vowel like in Avestan.

There is one f.sg. ending which has a short vowel in Skt. too, viz. the
ins.sg.: Skt. sénayā, compare Av. daēnaiia. For this reason, Lühr 1991: 79
concludes that the element -ay- was once also present in the whole f.sg.
paradigm in Sanskrit, which later remade *-ay- into -āy-, but retained the
ins.sg. because it was supported by pronominal táyā. The IIr. paradigm may
thus be reconstructed as *sainā, *sainām, ins. *sainayā, gen. *sainayās, loc.
*sainayā.

The original locus of the element -ay- will have been the loc.sg., the
ending of which is reconstructed as PIE *-eh2i by Beekes 1995: 182.
Extended with a postposition *ā in IIr. (OP -āyā, Av. -aiia), this yielded
*-aHi-ā > *-/a ˘iā/. The element -a ˘i- then spread to the other case forms
gen.abl., ins. and dat., and this seems the situation which is preserved by
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Avestan and other East Iranian dialects: they may have never had -ā ˘i- in the
paradigm of the f. ā-stems. In Sanskrit and Old Persian, the element -a ˘i- was
replaced by -ā ˘i- in each case except the Skt. ins.sg.

§ 4.9.2 The gen.pl. ending -anąm

A striking difference between the grammar of Skt. and OP on the one
hand, and Avestan on the other hand, is found in the n-containing endings of
the gen.pl. Schematically, these can be presented as follows:

Skt. OP Avestan

a-stems ānām ānām anąm

ā-stems ānām ānām anąm

i-stems ı̄nām - inąm

ı̄-stems ı̄nām, yānām - inąm

u-stems ūnām ūnām unąm

ū-stems ūnām - unąm

r-stems ˚ ̄r ˙nām - rąm

It so appears that Avestan has short suffixal vowels every time Sanskrit
and the other Iranian languages have a long vowel. The exceptions can easily
be explained away: the form maˇ˙siiānąm has lengthening of *a after the cluster
ˇ˙sii (see § 3.1.3); the form g enąnąm ‘of the women’ is the gen.pl. of the stem
gnā- ‘woman’, which may have been restored because it was a monosyllabic
stem; the form vaouhı̄nąm has lengthening of *i after a labial glide [owh], cf.
§ 6.2.3.

As far as i- and u-stems are concerned, the evidence of the Iranian
languages other than Avestan is ambiguous, so that it remains undecided
whether IIr. had *-inām or *-ı̄nām, *-unām or *-ūnām. In the a-stems, there
is enough evidence to assume that the PIr. ending was *-ānām; cf. e.g.
Khotanese -ānu and Sogdian -’n. This implies that Proto-Avestan shortened
the ending of the a- and the ā-stems *-ānām to yield *-anām, as Bartholomae
1894-5: 136 assumed. He suggested that this shortening may have started in
the a-stem neuters, where the acc.pl. was identical to that of the n-stems:
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n-stem acc.pl. taoxma vs. gen.pl. taoxmanąm yielded a-stem āiiapta vs.
*a ˘iaptānām → aiiaptanąm. From here, the short vowel preceding -nąm may
have spread to the masculines, the feminines and to the ı̄-, i-, ū- and u-stem
endings *-ı̄nām and *-ūnām.

It has sometimes been assumed that the ending *-ānām underwent
phonetic shortening due to the fact that it was followed by disyllabic -nām =
-/naam/, so that the suffixal vowel was in antepenultimate position, a position
liable to vowel shortening (e.g. Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 60). This
explanation is unlikely for the following three reasons. Firstly, it is based on
the disyllabic scansion of the gen.pl. ending -ąm in the Gāthās. It is unknown
whether the gen.pl. ending was still disyllabic in YAv., and it is unlikely that
it was disyllabic after YAv., during the period of text tradition. Secondly, why
would only the gen.pl. forms of a- and ā-stems have shortened the vowel in
antepenultimate position? We find the gen.pl. vaohutātąm of vaohutāt-, hātąm
of ha ˙nt-, sā\rąm of sātar-, ā\rąm of ātar-, rāšnąm of rāzan-, all with
retained predesinential -ā-. Thirdly, shortening in antepenultimate syllable is
a very restricted phenomenon, which occurs only in a handful of the words
with ā in antepenultimate position, and always when the word ends in -ca or
-ci ˜t (see § 4.1 above); this condition is not met by the gen.pl. forms.

Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 60 also suggest that the pronominal gen.pl.f.
forms kaohąm N 37 (to ka- ‘who?’) and aētaohąm (to aēta- ‘this’, Skt.
et ´̄asām) have been shortened from *kāhām and *aitāhām. As I have indicated
in the preceding lines, a phonetic explanation seems unlikely to me. There are
two different pronominal gen.pl.f. forms which have retained *-ā-, viz.
y ˚̄aohąm ‘whose’ (Skt. y ´̄asām) and ˚̄aohąm ‘theirs’ (Skt. ās ´̄am). For kaohąm and
aētaohąm, several possibilities are open. The form kaohąm is only attested in
N 37 kaohąm gā\anąm ‘of which Gāthās?’. In view of the frequent
misspelling in the two mss. in which the Nērangestān is preserved, it is not
impossible that the original text read *k ˚̄aohąm. In the case of aētaohąm, this
explanation is not to be recommended. The form occurs several times, with
f. uruuarā- ‘plant’ in V 8.75 aētaohąm uruuaranąm, but also with n. ast-
‘bone’ in V 6.7,46 aētaohąm astąm, with n. dāman- ‘creature’ in V 13.1f.
aētaohąm dāmanąm94, and with m. miiazda- ‘oblation’ in N 63 aētaohąm
miiazdanąm, thus showing the beginning confusion of grammatical gender
which characterizes the Vı̄dēvdād texts. We cannot take recourse to the gen.pl.
of the m.n. since this ends in -aēšąm in the pronouns. The only possible —
and in fact quite plausible — model for the analogical introduction of -aoh- lies
in the gen.sg.f. form of the pronoun, aētaóh ˚̄a. Still, one wonders why the

94 But note also ˚̄aohąm dāmanąm with the f. of a-.
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replacement was not carried through in ˚̄aohąm and y ˚̄aohąm. I have no final
solution for this problem, but I may point to the fact that a similar, incomplete
spread of -óh- from the f.sg. to paradigms which originally had *h is also
found in the gen.sg.m. of several pronouns; these are discussed in § 20.2.

§ 4.9.3 Other nominal endings

The nom.du. haxaiia (Yt 11.16f, V 4.44, Vyt 10) and the nom.pl. haxaiiō
(Yt 19.89,95) of haxi- ‘companion’ might be ascribed to a phonetic shortening
of *haxāii°, cf. OAv. hušhaxāim < *-haxā ˘iam and the Skt. nom.pl. sákhāya ˙h.
However, a good alternative for this explanation is a simple analogy with the
usual i-stem endings.

§ 4.9.4 Athematic middle participles

The middle participle of athematic verb stems takes the suffix -āna-
(-ąna-) < IIr. *-m˚ Hna-. The long vowel is usually retained regardless of the
position in the word, in penultimate (e.g. kuxšnuuąnāi, g er ezān ˚̄a, dadrāna,
pāp er etāne) or antepenultimate (g er ezānahe, cašānąscā, da\ānahe, viiānasca)
syllable.

Kellens (1984: 323) has pointed out that several verbs show a prs.ptc.med.
in -ana- instead of *-āna-. In view of the general retention of -āna-, it seems
unlikely that they have undergone some kind of phonetic shortening. We must
look for an analogical model, which can only be the deverbal adjectives and
nouns in -ana- such has °jamana- ‘coming’ and raocana- ‘illuminating’. Five
of the seven stems which show shortening continue *- ˘iāna- or *- ˘uāna-, and
it seems likely that these forms may be compared with several verb forms of
stems in -iia-, in which *- ˘iā- is sometimes analogically replaced by - ˘ia- (e.g.
1p. -aiiamahi instead of *-a ˘iāmahi, see § 4.9.5). Although the verbs from
which *-āna- is derived are athematic, it is conceivable that the later YAv.
language made no distinction between thematic and athematic anymore, and
simply strove to replace the verbal suffixes *- ˘iā- and *- ˘uā- by - ˘ia- and - ˘ua-.
The evidence comprises the following forms95:

95 I exclude the gen.pl. form Y 8.4 aibi.zūzuiianąm. Kellens (1984: 404) assumes
haplology from *aibi.zūzuiiananąm, but still a perfect stem *zūzuiia- would be strange
in the sense that it would be the only perfect with a suffix -iia-. The form aibi.zūzuiia-
may be taken at face value as an adj. in -iia- derived from the perfect stem zūzu- (Skt.
juhuv-).
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• The frequent ptc. aojana- ‘saying’, which occurs in the forms aojanō,
aojana and aojan ˚̄a. The palatalization of the velar also points to a category
switch, since a ptc.med. *Haugh-m˚ Hna- would yield †aogāna-. The shift to
a different formal category may have been supported by the fact that the
meaning of aojana- was ‘saying’, since aoj- is medium tantum: there was no
middle connotation in the meaning of the ptc., which may have facilitated the
analogy with the nominal stems in -ana-.
• The pf.ptc.med. *āpāna- ‘having reached’ is only attested in the superlative
apanō.t ema- (YAv. passim) < *āpānatama- (cf. above). Note in support of the
analysis as *āp-ana- that the superlative suffix is usually added to adjectives.
• saiiana-96 ‘lying’ to si- ‘to lie’ (Skt. śáyāna-, but also subst.adj. śáyana-):
nom.sg.m. saiianō (FrA 9), acc.sg.n. Yt 14.30 aspaēm var es em z emāda
saiian em ‘a horse’s hair lying on the earth’. The meaning ‘lying’ is
disconnected from a specific middle connotation. The adjective *ća ˘iana- was
also present in IIr., and is reflected in Av. dužakō.saiiana- (V 1.9) ‘where the
lair of the hedgehog is’; compare Skt. śáyana- ‘lair’.
• stauuana- to stu- ‘to praise’ (Skt. stávāna-): nom.sg.m. stauuanō ‘being
praised’ (Y 10.6); āstauuana- ‘recommending himself to’ (V 3.40 dat.pl.m.,
V 3.41 gen.sg.m.); frastauuana- ‘pledging himself to’ (H 1.7 nom.sg.) to stu-
‘to praise’.
• sraiiana- ‘leaning’ (V 3.29 nom.sg.m.) to sri- ‘to lean’. The absence of a
specific middle connotation may have made the switch to the -ana-stems more
easy.
• (an)aibi.sr(a)uuana- ‘(not) being taught’ (V 3.40 nom.sg.m.) to sru- ‘to
proclaim’.
• hunuuana- (Vr 9.3) ‘being pressed’ (Skt. sunvāná-) to hun(a)u- ‘to press’.

Three apparent exceptions can easily be explained away. The dat.sg. form
Yt 13.88 haohananāi of haohanāna- ‘earning’ occurs not far from the dat.sg.
mamnānāi ‘having thought’ in the same stanza; this suggests that haohananāi
is due to assimilation of *ā in a sequence of several syllables in -a-, rather
than to shortening of *-ānāi to -anāi. The form Y 35.2 vāuu er ezananąmcā for
*vāuu er ezāna- ‘having been brought about’ seems to be due to shortening in
antepenultimate syllable, but note that it is preceded in Y 35.2 by
v er eziiamnanąmcā, so that -anąmcā may simply have been adopted from that
form. Finally, shortening is also attested in H 2.14 ˚̄aohanąm acc.sg.f. ‘seated’

96 The restoration of N 37, P 10 da\ānō to *saiiānō, suggested by Kellens 1984: 323,
is very uncertain: Kotwal-Kreyenbroek 1995: 106 prefer to restore xpa\ānō ‘lying
down’, as had been proposed by Bartholomae 1904: 841.
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< *āhāna-. Kellens 1984: 323 assumes that *-ān- was shortened in front of
a disyllabic ending -ąm, but as far as disyllabic endings -ąm go, it is only the
gen.pl. -ąm which can be read disyllabically (at least in OAv.), not the f.sg.
Therefore, it seems more likely that * ˚̄aohānąm was graphically assimilated to
the frequent gen.pl. ending -anąm by the later text tradition; cf. Y 13.1
bipaitištanąm to bipaitištāna-.

§ 4.9.5 Thematic 1p. endings

The 1p. ind., inj. and subj. endings *-āmahi, *-āmaide and *-āma of
thematic verbs usually retain the suffix vowel -ā- in front of -m-, compare
YAv. barāmahi, barāmaide and barāma97. However, verb stems in -aiia-
always take the suffix vowel -a- (cf. Kellens 1984: 202, 252), viz. in the
YAv. ind. forms vaēdaiiamahı̄ and auuaēdaiiamahı̄ (with pseudo-OAv. -ı̄),
āstāiiamaide (Vr 3.5), and zbaiiamahi (Yt 12.3ff, 15.1), and in the opt.aor.
buiiama (Y 70.4, Yt 10.75). There are also the forms jimama (Vyt 32) to the
aorist jama- ‘to come’ and daidiiama (Vyt 58) to the present daidı̄- ‘to see’,
but the evidence of the Vyt spellings is less conclusive.

The shortening in front of -mahi and -maide may be interpreted as an
analogical change, aiming at complete identity of the vowel connecting stem
and ending, which was inherited in the indicative as -a- in the 23s. and 23p.
but as -ā- in the 1s. and 1p. Shortening in front of -mahi and -maide did not
cause homonymy with any other verbal category, and also in the opt.
*bu ˘iāma, there was no danger of confusing buiiama with any other form.

We furthermore find a few YAv. subj. forms in -iiama instead of -iiāma:
tauruuaiiama (Yt 10.34), daēsaiiama (Vyt 32), hąm.bāraiiama (V 19.44f.;
uncertain: PV+InVS -anta), and auuaspaiiama (Vyt 44). However, there is no
certain evidence that the thematic 1p. subj. ending *-a ˘iāma had really been
shortened to -aiiama in YAv., since all the four alleged subj. forms in -aiiama
are uncertain. We may surmise that the appurtenance to the subj. caused the
restoration of -ā-.

97 The complete evidence comprises OAv. išūidiiāmahı̄, juuāmahı̄, fraēšiiāmahı̄,
n emax́iiāmahı̄, v er eziiāmahı̄, s¯e˙nghāmahı̄; isāmaidē, pairi.jasāmaidē, vı̄sāmaidē,
vı̄sāmadaēcā; tauruuaiiāmā, nāšāmā, āuuaocāmā, frauuaocāmā; YAv. frı̄nāmahi,
hąm.barāmahi, auua.miuuāmahi, yāsāmahi; k ˚̄aohāmaide, cina\āmaide,
pairi.barāmaide, mainiiāmaide; (ni)janāma, nida\āma, dar esāma, bauuāma, barāma,
(fra)vaocāma, vanāma, vi ˙ndāma.
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Daēsaiiama and auuaspaiiama occur in the Vyt, a text which is
well-known for its orthographic aberrancies. V 19.44 hąm.bāraiiama is under
suspicion of being an error for original hąm.bāraiia ˙nta, the form attested at
that passage in two of the three Vı̄dēvdād ms. classes. And finally, Yt 10.34
tauruuaiiama may well be a later addition to the original text:

ya\a vaēm (…) vanāma vı̄sp¯ehar e\¯e, ya\a vaēm (…) vanāma vı̄sp¯e

dušmainiiuš, ya\a vaēm (…) vanāma vı̄sp ˚̄a ˜tbaēš ˚̄a tauruuaiiama
daēuuanąm ma´̌siiānąmca yā\bąm pairikanąmca sā\rąm kaoiiąm
karafnąmca ‘so that we may overcome all opponents, so that we may
overcome all enemies, so that we may overcome all hostilities of daēvas
and men, sorcerers and witches, tyrants, kavis and karpans’.

It is clear that one of the two verb forms vanāma ‘may we overcome’ and
tauruuaiiama ‘may we conquer’ is redundant. The parallellism with the first
two instances of ya\a vaēm vanāma suggests that also the third ya\a vaēm
vanāma is original (pace Gershevitch 1959: 185). This implies that
tauruuaiiama is a later insertion into the text after vı̄sp ˚̄a ˜tbaēš ˚̄a, on the model
of other Avestan passages where tauruua(iia)- combines with ˜tbaēšah-,
especially of Y 9.18ff. ya\a tauruuaiieni vı̄spanąm ˜tbišuuatąm ˜tbaēš ˚̄a,
daēuuanąm maˇ˙siiānąmca yā\bąm pairikanąmca sā\rąm kaoiiąm karafnąmca
‘that I may overcome the hostilities of all hostile ones, of daēvas and men,
sorcerers and witches, tyrants, kavis and karpans’.

In OAv., it is likely that none of the endings *-a ˘iāmahi, *-a ˘iāmadai and
*-a ˘iāma had undergone shortening yet. The form Y 35.7 vāt¯eiiāmahı̄ ‘we
wish to make known’ < *vāta ˘iāmahi shows the absence of shortening. The
forms auuaēdaiiamahı̄ (Y 36.6, 41.1) and āuuaēdaiiamaidē (Y 58.2f.) seem
to contradict the retention of -iiā-, but the expression (a)vaēdaiiamahi was
frequent in YAv. liturgy, and it may have influenced the OAv. text of the YH
and of Y 58.

The ending *-a ˘iāma had, to all likelihood, also been preserved in OAv.
The 1p.opt. *buiiāma ‘let us be’ < *bhHu- ˘iaH-ma is attested in Y 41.4: it
appears as buiiāmā in the Indian ms. branches (S1.J3, InVS and YS) but as
buiiamā in the Iranian sources (IrPY, IrVS and J2; K5 has buiiemā). As there
are no forms in the close context from which °āmā could have been taken in
the Indian ms. classes, it seems that the learned mss. have replaced °āmā by
°amā on the model of the YAv. forms buiiama and 2p. buiiata, dāiiata. The
same seems to be true for Y 60.12, a text with a strong Gāthic flavour: the
1p. opt. jamiiama is spelled jamiiāma in the Indian mss., which may have
retained the original form (Kellens 1984: 390); yet this time the 1p. form
dar esāma occurs in the same verse, which may have influenced jamiiāma.
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Y 28.6 tauruuaiiāmā is unreliable, because the metre shows that the
original form must have had one syllable less; it is generally agreed that the
text originally had *tauruuāmā (e.g. Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 II: 248, Beekes
1988: 173). This means that tauruuaiiāmā was made by introducing the YAv.
stem tauruuaiia- in front of the OAv. ending -āmā.

The only 1p. verb forms with a sequence *-am- outside the -aiia-presents
are yazamaidē̆ (YAv. passim) and yazamadaēca (Y 71.11) ‘we worship’.
Because of the latter form, it is uncertain that we can explain yazamaide from
shortening of *ā in antepenultimate syllable, as was proposed by
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 59. Kellens 1984: 203 has made the interesting
suggestion that yazamaide may be due to a wrong restoration by the Parsi
scribes of the abbreviation y° or yaz° such as we often find in the liturgical
mss. This would be an ultima ratio; it seems especially unlikely that such a
frequent and important verb form would not have been preserved in the oral
tradition of the Avesta. The retention of intervocalic -d- in YAv. runs counter
to the sound laws: we would expect †yazāmaide. Of the other four YAv.
forms in -āmaide, two occur in Vr 12.4 (mainiiāmaide and cina\āmaide),
which shows OAv. quotations such as the forms dad emaide and cı̄šmaide,
which may have directly influenced the other two 1p. forms. The third one
(k ˚̄aohāmaide) occurs in the Vyt which is less reliable, and the last one
(pairi.barāmaide) in Yt 11.7, where yazamaide occurs in the same stanza. We
may thus suggest that the retention of -d- in yazamaide had as a purpose to
convey a Gathic flavour to the expression *yazāmaide. I have no explanation
for the shortening of *ā.

§ 4.9.6 Other verbal endings

The 2p. aor.opt.act. forms dāiiata to dā- and buiiata to bū- have
analogically shortened the suffix *- ˘iā- to -iia-, just like the 1p. opt. buiiama.

The ending of the 3d. prs.opt.med. is attested in two forms, viz. Y 12.5f.
ap er esaiiat em to p er esa- ‘to ask’, and N 79 vicaraiiat em to cara- ‘to go’. The
expected 3d.med. ending is -aēt em (Skt. -etām), but the ending has probably
been assimilated to the ending -at em in the thematic 3d.act. in forms such as
jasat em and uruuisiiat em (Kellens 1984: 296): *p er esai-tam → *p er esaia-tam.
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§ 4.9.7 Verb stems in -aiia-

All YAv. iia-verbs derived from a monosyllabic stem in -ā have the
structure C(C)aiia- instead of expected *C(C)ā ˘ia-. Often, the cognates of
these -aiia-verbs in other Iranian languages have preserved the long vowel.
In some cases, YAv. -aiia- corresponds to -āiia- in OAv., which suggests that
the shortening in front of -ii- was a specific YAv. development. In view of
the retention of -āiia- and -āiiu- in many YAv. forms (cf. § 4.3) it seems
unlikely that the verbs in -aiia- would have undergone a phonetic shortening;
rather, the suffix -aiia- will have spread analogically from other verbs. For the
verbs in -ā like dā- and stā-, it is quite possible that they have adopted the
structure -aiia- from the small number of inherited presents in -aiia-
belonging to synchronic monosyllabic roots, viz. xšaiia- ‘to rule’ to xšā- (Skt.
k ˙sáyati), spaiia- ‘to throw’ to spā- (Skt. śváyati, Khot. paśś-, OP niyasaya
‘has deposited’, Pth. nyspy-, Khot. niśś-; cf. Sims-Williams 1989: 257) and
zbaiia- ‘to call’ to zbā- (hváyati). In general, we can observe that the suffix
-aiia- is productive in YAv. for the formation of new verb stems, e.g. Av.

˜tbaēšaiia- versus older ˜tbiš- and ˜tbišaiia- (for more examples cf. Kellens
1984: 136, 139).

The evidence comprises the following verbs:
• The root dā- ‘to put; give’ forms a prs.pass. *dāiia- attested in YAv.
(upa.)daiiā ˜t and the stem nidaiia-; for the reconstruction *dā ˘ia- see Kellens
1984: 128. Furthermore, the opt.aor. *dā- ˘iā-, attested with a retained long
vowel in OAv. 2s. dāii ˚̄a and 3s. dāiiā ˜t, appears in YAv. as daii ˚̄a (4x).
• The root pā- ‘to protect’ forms a prs. *pāiia- in YAv. nipaiiemi, in the
act.ptc. xpaiia ˙nt- (Kellens 1984: 138) and the med.ptc. paiiamna- (Kellens
1984: 195), but the long vowel seems to have been preserved in Yt 1.24
nipāiiōiš. The aor.opt. *pā- ˘iā- appears as nipaii ˚̄a in YAv. (2x).
• The root mā- ‘to measure’ forms a transitive present *māiia- in V 7.36
āmaii ˚̄a ˙nte and V 7.37 āmaiiaiia ˙nta.
• The root rā- ‘to scream’ forms a present *rāiia- (Skt. r ´̄ayati) attested in the
YAv. compound gā\rō.raiia ˙nt- ‘shouting the gāthās’. If MP ghr’y ‘to brag’
is from *gā\ra-rāya-, as Gershevitch 1964: 14 claims, it may preserve the
original length.
• The verb stā- ‘to stand’ forms a transitive present *stāiia- ‘to put upright’
attested in YAv. staiia ˜t, staiiata, staiiā ˜t, ā-staiia ˙nta, auuastaiia, auuastaiia ˜t
and ništaiieiti (passim). The variant ā-stāiia- is also attested, but only in
passages which imitate Gāthic language (Kellens 1984: 201): āstāiiā (Y 13.3),
āstāiia (Vr 3.1-4), āstāiiamaide (Vr 3.5). This suggests that the YAv. text
composers may well have been aware of the morphological difference
between OAv. stāiia- and YAv. staiia-. In any case, the match of YAv.
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auua-staiia- with OP ava-stāya on the one hand and with the YAv. verbal
noun auuastāta- on the other, proves that the shortening from *stāiia- must
be recent, but real.
• The root snā- ‘to wash’ forms a transitive present *snāiia- ‘to clean’ (MP
’sn’y, Sogd. sn’y-) attested in the forms ā.snaiiā ˜t, us … snaiiaēta, frā …
snaiiaouha, frasnaiiaiia ˙nta, frasnaiiōi ˜t98 and frasnaiieni. The original long
vowel has been preserved in the causative present snādaiia-.
• The root zan- ‘to beget’ forms a iia-present IIr. *íā ˘ia- (Skt. j ´̄ayate ‘is born’,
MP z’y-, Parth. z’y-; shortened in Khot. ysai-) with a long vowel from PIE
*ǵnh1-

˘ie-. The present is attested as YAv. zaiia- in the forms zaiieiti etc.

The long vowel has been retained in the present \rāiia- to the root \rā-
‘to protect’, attested in the 3p.ind. \rāiie ˙nte and in the YAv. cpd.
\rāiiō.drigu-. The form Y 16.7 ´̌sāiie ˙nte or ´̌sāiiei ˙nti ‘they are rejoicing’ may
contain a present stem ´̌sāiia- to the root ´̌sā- ‘be glad’. The form N 37 ´̌sāimnō
‘defecating’ may contain a present *´̌sāiia- ‘to defecate’, but it may also be a
scribal error for *´̌saēmnō < *´̌saiiamnō, or for *´̌s ˚̄amnō (Kellens 1984: 89) to
a present *šā-.

The retention of the sequence -āii- in OAv. is shown by the present form
dāiietē, by the two aorist opt. forms dāiiā ˜t (6x) and pāiiā ˜t (1x), as well as by
the YAv. aor.opt. forms dāiiata (Y 52.5, 65.11, 68.12f.) and dāii ˚̄a (Y 62.4,
68.5). The two last forms occur in solemn addresses to the Waters (āpō,
ahurānı̄-), Fire (ātar-) and to Ahura Mazdā, in text parts which are YAv. but
which show some more archaic traits. For instance, Y 52.5 vasasca tū …
xšaēša; … xšaiiamn em aˇ˙sauuan em dāiiata ‘may you (sg.) rule at wish; make
(pl.) the righteous one a ruler!’ contains the nom.sg. tū ‘you’, which has
usually been replaced by tūm in standard YAv99. It seems possible that
dāiiata was formed in connection with Y 43.1 vas¯e.xšaiiąs mazd ˚̄a dāiiā ˜t
ahurō, where dāiia- is also used in combination with *vasah xšaiia- ‘to rule
at will’. Although a similarly close model cannot be found for all instances
of dāiiata and dāii ˚̄a, it seems unproblematic to assume that these verb forms
were indeed formed to give the text passages a more Gathic appearance.

98 In V 19.22. The InVS has frasnāii°, which can be explained from the preceding
form *frasnāna, cf. § 4.10.

99 For instance, the combination of tūm with the shortened verb form daii ˚̄a ‘may you
make’ can be found four times in the Yašts, e.g. Yt 10.94 ada nō tūm mi\ra …
zāuuar edaii ˚̄a hitaēibiiō ‘now then, o Mithra, give strength to our teams’.
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When *-ā ˘ia- does not contain a part of the root, we similarly find it
preserved in the OAv. present form g¯euruuāin (< *g euruuāii en), whereas the
verb stem PAv. *gr˚ bā ˘ia- (Skt. gr˚ bhāyáti ‘grabs’) always appears with the
suffix -aiia- in YAv. g euruuaiia-. This might be due to phonetic shortening,
but it seems preferable to assume analogy with the productive causative suffix
-aiia-. Another YAv. form for which shortening from *ā ˘iá- (< *-n˚ H ˘iá-) is
attested is the 3s.ipv. mitaiiatu ‘he must dwell’, cf. Kellens 1984: 133. It is
possible that OAv. vādāiiōi ˜t, the etymology of which is uncertain, also
continues an original suffix *-ā ˘ia-.

The remaining forms are uncertain. The form Y 33.6 kaiiā has been
interpreted as a 1s.act. to a present kaiia- of the root kā- ‘to take pleasure in
something’, but the opinions are so divided that we had better leave this form
out of the discussion.

The form Yt 10.122 pairi.ākaiiaiia ˙nta, 3p.prs.opt. to the caus. kaiiaiia- of
ci- ‘to expiate’, might be from *kāiiaiia-, since causatives of ani ˙t roots usually
take the structure CāCaiia-; in that case, the form must be the result of
haplology from *kā ˘ia ˘ia ˘ianta. The lack of other attestations of kaiiaiia- makes
a decision impossible, especially since the form in Yt 10.122 is preceded in
the text by frasnaiiaiia ˙nta, which may have caused a preform *ākāiiaiia ˙nta
to change to ākaii°.

The root vā- ‘to blow’ may have a present vaiia-, but it is also possible
that the forms vaiiemi and vaiieiti belong to viia- ‘to chase’, cf. Kellens 1984:
138.

A participle *vasō.yaonāiia- ‘granting a course at will’, containing yaona-
‘course’, may be preserved in Yt 10.60 acc.sg. xvasō.yaonāiia ˙nt em (Kellens
1984: 132), if we restore this from F1 ẏaō.nāi.intąm, J10 yō.nāi ˙ntąm, K12
yō.nāiiatąm. The v.l. yō.nāiiatąm is lectio difficilior in view of the nearby
fšuiia ˙nt em. The context clearly demands an acc.sg. *vasō.yaonāiia ˙nt em, since
all surrounding forms are in the acc.sg.: mi\r em … fšuiia ˙nt em vāstrı̄m
vasō.yaonāi i ˙ntąm (*vasō.yaonāiia ˙nt em) hud ˚̄aoh em ‘Mithra … the
cattle-breeder, the farmer, who grants a course at will, the beneficent one’.

§ 4.9.8 Reduplication and root syllable of perfect forms

There is only one verb for which we may safely assume an analogical
replacement of the reduplication syllable *Cā- by Ca-, viz. the perfect of gar-
‘to wake up’: N 19 jagāra ‘he is awake’ and Yt passim jagā̆ uruuah-; compare
Skt. jāgár-/jāgr- < *Hǐa-Hgar-.
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The root syllable of the active perfect sg. was subject to an alternation
between a and ā if the root ended in a single consonant in IIr.: *a in the 1s.
and 2s., but ā in the 3s. Thus, from the root *kar- ‘to make’, the original
paradigm in Skt. is 1s. cakára, 2s. cakártha, 3s. cak ´̄ara; from gam-, we find
jagáma, jagántha, jag ´̄ama. This was due to Brugmann’s Law, the lengthening
of PIE *o > IIr. *ā in open syllable. Roots ending in two consonants
originally did not have this alternation, since the environment for lengthening
was absent in the 3s.: they had -a- in all three sg. forms. Roots of the
structure *CaRH- originally also belonged to this type, but the loss of
laryngeals left only one root-final consonant; the road was then open for
analogical introduction of the vowel ā into the 3s. of such roots. Thus, we
find Skt. 3s. jaj ´̄ana ‘has created’ although we reconstruct IIr. *íaíánH-a
which would have yielded †jajána phonetically, and bibh ´̄aya ‘is afraid’ for
*bi-bha ˘iH-a (cf. Kümmel 2000: 24).

In Avestan, we also find two forms of CaRH-roots which have
analogically introduced the vowel ā into the 3sg., viz. YAv. buuāuua100 <
*bu-bhauH-a and YAv. haohāna ‘has won’ < *sa-sanH-a. But YAv. also
shows four instances of the reverse analogy, viz. generalization of the root
vowel a in the 3sg. perfect of ani ˙t roots, where *ā was inherited (cf. Kümmel
2000: 27):
• hušxvafa ‘has slept’ to *s ˘uap- ‘to sleep’.
• °bauuara ‘has brought’ to *bhar- ‘to bring, carry’.
• yaiiata ‘is placed’ to * ˘iat- ‘to place’.
• vauuaca ‘has proclaimed’ to * ˘uak- ‘to speak’.

We may ascribe these forms to analogical shortening on the model of the
regular reflex a in se ˙t-roots, such as cakana ‘is pleased’ to *kanH-, tūtauua
‘is able’ to *tauH- or ādidaiiia to *daiH- ‘to see’, and in other roots in which
an original consonant cluster came to be simplified, e.g. tataša ‘has
fashioned’ to *takš-.

§ 4.9.9 Recent and/or isolated analogies

A number of unexpected short vowels can be explained from the influence
of other Avestan words with an original short vowel. We can a priori assume
that some of these analogies took place when Avestan was a living language,
whereas others may be due only to recent graphic analogies, introduced by

100 Long ā in buuā° might also be explained from lengthening after Cuu-.
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scribes who imposed the more frequent spelling on deviating sequences. In
individual cases, dating the analogy is impossible.

A first category consists of forms influenced by preverbs, in casu auua,
apa and fra. The verbal forms auuasiiā ˜t (Yt 1.18, 13.72) ‘should reach’,
auuaza ˜t (Yt 19.81) ‘drove down’ and auuazōi ˜t (V 18.12101) ‘would lead
down’ represent the preverb auua plus a finite form in initial *a-, viz. *as ˘iāt
‘should reach’ and *azat ‘drove’, *azait ‘would drive’. Contraction of *-a a-
would have yielded †auuāsiiā ˜t and †auuāza ˜t, but apparently these forms were
superseded by the introduction of auua°. Another form with auua° is the
abl.pl.f. auuabiiō (V 13.22) which occurs instead of expected *auuābiiō. If
auuabiiō is not due to a simple mistake, it may also be the result of (a very
recent) analogy.

The ins.sg.m. apaša ‘at the back’ (Yt 14.46) and the nom.sg.f. apaši (Yt
10.20) to the nom.sg.m. apąš ‘back(ward)’ are shortened from *apāš- <
*apāc-, cf. Schmitt 1968: 137. The easiest explanation for apaša and apaši
seems to be analogy with the preverb apa ‘away’.

Similar to apaša < *apāc ˘iā, we find a short vowel reflex of the stem
*frāk- ‘forward, to the fore’ in the adverbs frak em ‘forward’ N 74, fraca
‘forward’ and fraša ‘forward’, which represent frozen ins.sg. and acc.sg.n.
forms to the nom.sg.m. frąš. In this case as well, I assume that the preverb
fra influenced the original anlaut *frā° of frak em, fraca and fraša.

The gen.sg. frad emnahe (V 4.2 PTr.) of the prs.ptc.med. frad emna- derives
from the verb frād-, so that we would expect *frād emnahe. It seems that this
form also fell victim to the analogical introduction of fra° by the text
transmission.

Hoffmann 1975: 265ff. has analyzed OAv. frada\a- n. ‘increase,
prosperity’ as *frād-a\a-, derived from the root frād-. He considers YAv.
frada\a- a loan word from OAv., so that we must concentrate on the two
OAv. instances of the dat.sg. frada\āi(ā). Hoffmann suspects that frada\a-
could reflect shortening in antepenultimate syllable, i.e. *frādá\a- >
*fradá\a-; cf. Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 59. Yet we have seen above that
there are not many Av. forms in which an antepenultimate *ā is shortened,
except for words in -ca and -ci ˜t. An alternative explanation may be analogy.
It is possible that the speakers of Avestan, or later redactors, analyzed
*frāda\a- as a derivative of dā- ‘to put; give’, a verb with reduplicated forms
of the structure da\° in YAv. This analysis may have caused the replacement
of *frā° by fra°.

101 Whereas the mss. Jp1.Mf2 and K1 have auuazōi ˜t, the InVS mss. L1.2.Br1.M2.K10
all spell auuāzōi ˜t. The analogical introduction of auua° may therefore be very recent.
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YAv. fradadafšu-, the name of a karšuuar- ‘part of the world’, probably
represents *frāda ˜t.fšu- ‘who furthers the cattle’, cf. Bartholomae 1904: 982
and e.g. Kellens 1996: 65. The spelling frāda ˜t.fšu- has been preserved in Vr
11.17 Kh1, Mf2, and in all mss. in Y 1.4, 2.4 etc. Kellens rightly points to the
fact that the presence of the anaptyctic vowel -a- always correlates with
shortening of *frā°: fradadafšu- but frāda ˜t.fšu-. Since in all its attestations
fradadafšu- occurs in combination with another karšuuar, viz. vı̄dadafšu-
(*vı̄da ˜t.fšu-), it is likely that the shortening of *frā° to fra° is due to the
analogical introduction of the preverb fra°: this could be interpreted in
analogy with an interpretation of vı̄° as the preverb vı̄. This analogy took
place only in the longer word form *frādadafšu-, but not in *frāda ˜t.fšu-.

The remaining forms do not form a specific category. They rather
represent individual instances of analogy, although some may be quite old.

The compound aˇ˙sauuāzah- ‘having respect for the truth’ occurs in the
voc.sg. aˇ˙sauuāzō (Y 10.14, Y 11.10) and in the gen.sg. haomahe aˇ˙sauuazaohō
(Y 8.9, 10.1, S 1.30). Insler 1996: 174 has concluded that the form
aˇ˙sauuazaohō represents a shortening of *aˇ˙sauuāzaohō. Some of the mss. spell
aˇ˙sauua.zaohō (J2 in Y 10.1, Pt4 and J3 in Y 8.9), and it seems possible that
analogy with the frequent form aˇ˙sauua was responsible for the shortening in
*aˇ˙sauuāzaohō. It is uncertain whether a shortening to °uuazah- is also present
in Yt 13.117 gen.sg. daēnāuuazaohō PN ‘who furthers the belief’: whereas the
spelling daēnāuuazaohō appears in F1 and K38.14, the mss. Mf3.K13 have
daēnauuāzaohō and J10 daēnauuazdaohō. We must leave the matter at an
undecided daēnā̆ uuāzaohō.

The adj. aštai\iuua ˙nt- ‘eightyfold’ only occurs in Yt 10.116 nom.sg.
aštai\iuu ˚̄a, between the forms haptai\iuu ˚̄a ‘seventyfold’ and nauuai\iuu ˚̄a
‘ninetyfold’. In view of the cardinal aštāiti- ‘eighty’, the expected
multiplicative is †aštāi\iuu ˚̄a. Although it is possible to assume a phonetic
shortening of *aštā\iuu ˚̄a (e.g. like frazahı̄ ˜t < *frazāhı̄ ˜t), it seems more
probable that the hapax aštai\iuu ˚̄a is due to assimilation to haptai\iuu ˚̄a.

Two OAv. forms from the root dā- ‘to give; take’ have a shortened first
vowel, viz. Y 34.13 da\r em, acc.sg. of *dā\ra- ‘bestower, destined’ and Y
46.15 daduiiē, 2p. aor.subj.med. *dād ˘uai. Since *dā- was not in a position
where shortening usually occurs, we may suggest that da\r em and daduiiē
contain analogical short a on the model of the reduplicated (present) forms of
dā- which all have short dad°/da\°. Of course, daduiiē is not a reduplicated
form (the ending is *-d ˘uai), but because of the sequence dad° it may have
looked like one to later text redactors. The form da\r em could follow the
YAv. forms with (still unexplained) -\-, such as da\a ˜t. This suggests that the
analogy must be dated to YAv. or even later. Maybe the aor.inf.med. daidiiāi
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(31.5, 51.20) belongs here too; but 44.8 with its v.ll. dāid° beside daid°
rather suggests that this is a case of spelling ai for *āi (see § 3.6 for the
reverse phenomenon).

The noun daēuuaiiāz-102 (Skt. devayáj-), nom.pl. daēuuaiiāzō, is
conspicuous because of the lack of lengthening in front of -iiaz-, cf. frāiiaz-;
we may therefore consider original *daēuuāiiāzō. However, in daēuuaiiasna-
there is no lengthening either; it is therefore conceivable that the stem
daēuua° was introduced into these compounds.

V 19.22 frasnana- ‘ablution’ in the sentence catura frasnana frasnaiiōi ˜t
‘he shall perform four ablutions’ was almost certainly spelled *catura
frasnāna frasnaiiōi ˜t in the archetype, with expected frasnāna- to snā- ‘to
wash’, cf. Skt. āsn ´̄ana- ‘bath’. This is borne out by the preservation of K1
frasnāna, and by the spelling frasnāiiōiš in the InVS mss. As there can be no
doubt that the present frasnaiia- had a short vowel in YAv. (see § 4.9.7),
frasnāiiōiš can only have taken its -ā- from a preceding *frasnāna.

§ 4.10 Uncertain etymology

First of all, we find a number of forms in initial aC-, a sequence which,
as we have seen, is sometimes the result of shortening of *āC-: aiiažāna- (V
14.10) ‘some kind of tool’, the daevı̄ name aiiehiie (V 21.17), auuašai\ı̄- (Yt
14.30) ‘?’, aku- (Yt 1.18) ‘scissors’ vel sim., akana- ‘quiver’ (V 14.9),
apāi\iš (V 4.54f.) ‘?’, aohaiiā (Y 32.16) ‘?’, ahaxta- (E 6, N 20)
‘authorized’, amaiiauuā- (Y 71.17) ‘suffering’, araēka- (V 14.5) ‘?’, the
disease names astairiia-, ažana-, ažahuua- and ažiuuāka- (all V 20.3ff.), and
the PN auuāraoštri- < *auuāra + uštri-. In the case of V 13.10f. ā̆ fša-
‘damage’, the length of the first vowel is uncertain; see fn. 74.

With short -a- in initial syllable but not in anlaut, we find the following
uncertain forms: ā(.)kasa ˜t (V 22.2f. (?), kaiiada- ‘(with the) kayada-sin’
(YAv. passim), gauuana- some kind of fruit (N 101), taxairiia- adj. ‘?’ (V
8.91ff.), dauuažah- (V 19.1f.) ‘?’, frauuaitı̄- ‘a cow which suckles nor bears’
(V 9.38, E 19), frauui- (Y 57.15, Yt 10.103) ‘prosperity (?)’, brauuara- (V
1.6) ‘?’, nipašnaka- ‘angry’ (Yt 5.95), yaonō.xvata- ‘?’, vazaga- (V) ‘frog’,
vixada- ‘to dig out’ (V 2; cf. Kellens 1984: 110), razura- ‘forest’, the lake
name frazdānauua- (Yt 5.108, F 273) and the personal names aošnara- (Yt

102 According to Schindler 1979: 59f., the long vowel in °iiāz- is confirmed by Skt.
nom.sg. devay ´̄a ˙t (ŚB 1.2.1.5).
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13.13, AZ 2), tı̄rō.naka\ba-103 (Yt 13.126), parāta- (Yt 13.96), vanāra- (Yt
13.10) and varakasāna- (Yt 13.113).

The stem hadanaēpā̆ ta- was analyzed by Schwartz 1989: 132 as
*hadānai-pāta- ‘the (plant) contained in the pomegranate fruit’, with the
loc.sg. of hadānā- ‘pomegranate tree’, and the verbal noun pāta- ‘protected’.
This word presents an unexplained vacillation in the vowel of the second
element: the form °pāta- appears in the nom.sg. hadānaēpāta (V 14.4, 18.72),
but the acc.sg. hadānaēpatąm (10x), the gen.sg. hadānaēpataii ˚̄a (5x) and the
derived adj. hadānaēpatauuaitı̄- f. ‘containing h.’ seem to show shortening of
the *ā of °pāta-. In the form °patąm, shortening could be interpreted as the
dissimilation *ā_ā > a_ā, whereas in °patauuaitı̄-, the context is similar to
that of *fra-iiataiia- and other long forms.

YAv. hamaspa\maēdaiia-104 indicates the last part of the year, which
ends with the five leap-days; e.g. Yt 13.49 frauuaˇ˙saiiō yazamaide y ˚̄a vı̄sāda
āuuaiiei ˙nti hamaspa\maēdaēm paiti ratūm; āa ˜t a\ra vı̄car e˙nti dasa pairi
xšafnō ‘we worship the Frauuaši’s, who arrive flying from their dwellings at
the time of the hamaspa\maēdaiia-; and here they go about for ten nights’.
It was formerly assumed that the YAv. word could be connected with an OP
noun spā\maida- ‘camp, war’, but Gershevitch 1979: 291 has argued that this
is a ghost word. The consistent spelling of hamaspa\maēdaiia- with unlenited
-d- makes it probable that it is a loan word which entered YAv. after the
lenition of voiced stops had taken place (just like hadiš(a)-, see § 26.1.1).
The meaning renders a connection with *ham-spā- ‘to throw together’ → ‘to
add’ attractive, but this remains speculation.

§ 4.11 Summary

We may now summarize the forms which present certain or possible
evidence for the various phonetic lengthenings of IIr. *a > ā which we have
distinguished in Avestan. For every development, a short account of the
phonetic causes will be given and, if present, the conclusions which they yield
for the relative chronology of sound changes.

103 Mayrhofer 1979: I/80 compares Skt. n ´̄aka- ‘heaven’.

104 Many different etymologies have been proposed, most of which can be found in
Bielmeier 1992. I find none of them compelling.
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1a. Antepenultimate syllable of forms in -cā̆ and -cı̄̆ ˜t
Certain: Uncertain:
dātarasca ca\barasca ap emca masanaca
mar exštarasca katarasci ˜t aibiiascā vaohanaca
\bar exštarasca katar emci ˜t aibiiasca apasca
aibiiāxštarasca starasca aibiiasci ˜t vacimca
nipātarasca asanasca adaēca
nišhar etarasca mą\ranascā zauuar eca
staotarascā

Phonetically, we may posit a linguistically real YAv. stress on the syllable
preceding -ca (and -ci ˜t), causing a shortening of a preceding *ā in open
(except maybe for *āb ˘ias°), pretonic syllable, e.g. *dātārásca > dātarasca
and *zā ˘uárca > zauuar eca.

Chronologically, this shortening may be dated to the period of the living
YAv. language, because of the analogical reshuffling which must have
followed. The phonetic shortening due to -ca will have resulted in quite a
number of length alternations between the forms with and without -ca, and
also between forms with a closed and forms with an open syllable preceding
the stressed penultimate. The resulting vowel vacillation was apparently
tolerated in the case of r-stems, and the reason is clear: these stems already
possessed both stem variants -ār- and -ar- in their paradigm. By analogy, it
was also tolerated in ca\bār- ‘four’ and in katāra-. We may similarly assume
that the shortening survived in some forms of the n-stems because here too,
stem alternations -ān- : -an- were commonplace. Shortened ap emca and
maybe apasca of the noun āp- were tolerated because this had already
inherited *ap- in the weak case forms. In stems in which such an alternation
did not already exist (e.g. in -tāt-stems, in the root syllable of nouns) or
where ā was needed for morphological reasons (to distinguish the subjunctive
from the indicative), ā was restored.

1b. Abl.sg. *-ā ˜t haca > -a ˜t haca in YAv.:
Certain:
airiiō.xšu\a ˜t ahma ˜t pa ˙nta ˜t rapi\bitara ˜t
aoniia ˜t ušastara ˜t pisra ˜t saire.hiia ˜t
apara ˜t xumba ˜t nazdišta ˜t sp e˙nta ˜t
apāxtara ˜t tanūra ˜t v ehrka ˜t hutaxta ˜t
aouhiia ˜t dibža ˜t yahma ˜t huš.hąm.b er eta ˜t
aóha ˜t dišta ˜t yima ˜t
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It seems very likely that the shortening in *-ā ˜t haca was a linguistically
real feature of YAv., for the following three reasons: 1. The shortening
applies in YAv. but not in OAv. If it were due to the later recitation, it might
be expected in OAv. forms as well; 2. When haca does not function as a
postposition to the preceding form in -ā ˜t, as in dūrā ˜t haca ahmā ˜t nmānā ˜t, no
shortening applies. This implies that the stress placement at the time of the
shortening was still faithful to the original syntax; 3. Only haca causes
shortening105, but the postpositions paiti, pairi and parō do not.

The last phenomenon suggests that the explanation may lie in the final -ca
of haca; in other words, the shortening caused by haca may be the same as
or at least related to the shortening in YAv. dātarasca vs. dātarasca,
discussed above. Only if haca was pronounced as one accentual unit (this
being determined by the syntax) with the preceding noun or adjective, did the
latter lose its independent stress, and the stress on [háca] became the cause
of the shortening of preceding *-ā ˜t. Strikingly, the vowel *ā in the
antepenultimate did not stand in an open syllable, as with the type dātarasca.

2. *-ā ˜tca > -āa ˜tca

Strictly speaking, this change is not an instance of vowel shortening. It is
presented in the wake of the two preceding shortenings of the type dātarasca
and aoniia ˜t haca because it seems to be due to the presence of -ca. The
spelling -āa ˜tca was intended to disambiguate the ending *-ā ˜tca from other
sequences with which it was liable to be confused, especially -āca. As to the
chronology, it seems probable that -āa ˜t-ca arose after YAv. had ceased to be
a living language, but well enough before the archetype was established.

3. *-ā ˘iV- > -aiiV-
Certain: Uncertain:
aiiamaitē asaiia- aiiaoš vaiiu-
aiiasa- asaiiā̆ - upaiianā- raiia
aiiā\rima- maiiābiiō taiiō raiiąm
aibigaiiāi humaiia(ca) taiiā raēšca
aibigaiia humaiiak em fraii(a)- mązā.raiia-
aēm ‘egg’ fraiiara-

105 For this reason, it seems unlikely that this phenomenon was caused by the IIr.
accentuation. The Skt. cognates sácā on the one hand and práti on the other hand
stress the same syllable; but Avestan haca causes shortening of -ā ˜t, while paiti does
not.
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Phonetically, these data suggest that the quality of the following vowel
determines the shortening of *ā: in front of e, ō and ˚̄a, *-ā ˘i- is retained,
whereas in front of a and sometimes ā, it becomes -aii-.

Chronologically, there is no form showing a phonetic shortening which
must with certainty be dated to the YAv. period. The form humāiiō.tara-,
which has undergone the secondary compound split, suggests that the
shortening of *-ā ˘ia- postdates the RCS. Contrastive pairs such as aiiasa- vs.
āiiese and aibigaiia vs. aibigāim also show that the shortening must be rather
recent and probably postdates the period of the living language. The bulk of
the evidence comes from forms in -aii- which are attested beside other forms
in retained -āii- from the same paradigm.

4. *ā ˘uV > a ˘uV
Certain: Uncertain:
OAv. YAv. Pron. adj. in -uua ˙nt-
auuaēnatā auuar etā- YAv. nauuāza-
auuaocāmā auuazāite
mauuaitē auu ˚̄a ˙nt-
mauuai\ı̄m dauuaiiei ˙ntı̄-

Most instances of this shortening appear in front of a following syllable
in short -a-; therefore, the shortening might be regarded as a kind of
assimilation to that -a-. Its sporadic occurrence renders it probable that it must
be dated to a recent phase; some shortened forms may even post-date the
archetype.

5. *-ānV- > -anV-:

In antepenultimate syllable in front of -ca:
Certain: Uncertain:
asanasca masanaca
mą\ranascā vaohanaca

In antepenultimate, not in front of -ca:
Certain:
d emanahiiā (OAv.) paitištananąm
spanaoha friiananąm
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In penultimate syllable:
Certain: Uncertain:
usadan em uštanauua ˙nt- bipaitištanąm
usadanō uzuštana-
uštan em (OAv.) +friian ˚̄a

As we have argued in § 4.5, the form asanasca occurs beside asānasca,
so that asanasca is probably a very recent form. The forms masanaca and
vaohanaca being ambiguous, this leaves only mą\ranascā as possible
evidence for an early date of the shortening in antepenultimate syllable of a
word in -ca, a shortening which is found more regularly in r-stems.

The other forms with shortening in antepenultimate all have a following
syllable in short -a-, and it is quite conceivable that the shortening is in fact
an assimilation of *ā to a.

Many of the forms with -an- in the penultimate syllable can be due to a
very recent, post-archetype shortening; others are analogical. The most
problematic form is uštan em; the only possible explanation I see is analogy
with the ana-stems.

6. In second syllable
Certain: Uncertain:
frāta ˜t.caiia ˜t ātara\ra afrakauua ˙nt-
frāta ˜t.caiia frazahı̄ ˜t afrakauuast ema-
uspataiieni spitamā afrakatac-
frāiiataiiei ˙nti spitama frazaiiaiiāmi
frāiiataiia ˜t spitam ˚̄aohō frazaiiaiiāhi
upaohacaiieni

Most of the certain forms are derived from roots in a voiceless stop, and
the finite form is connected with a preverb in scriptio continua. In view of the
lengthening of the preverb *fra in frāta ˜t.caiia- and frāiiataiia- (cf. § 3.4.2.1),
and Hoffmann’s explanation of the voc. of spitama-, the shortening seems to
be due to the fact that the vowel *ā came to stand in an unaccented position;
it may have been a decisive factor that in most forms, *ā was followed by
two syllables with -a- or -e- < *a, to which *ā could be assimilated. It is
unclear why the shortening in the aiia-verbs has only applied in roots in a
voiceless stop (also afraka° would comply with this condition), but in general
phonetic terms, shortening of a vowel in front of voiceless stops (as well as
lengthening in front of voiced ones) is a trivial development.

As for the date of this shortening, it is probably post-YAv., since the long
root vowel might otherwise have been restored from uncompounded forms.
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On the other hand, the root morphemes taca-, pata- or haca- also occur in
YAv., so that shortened forms might have been simply accepted even if the
development were of YAv. date. For the explanation of the paradigm of
spitāma-, see § 4.6.

7a. Preverb *ā- in front of C:
Certain: Uncertain:
OAv. YAv. OAv. YAv.
auuaēnatā auuar etā- asištā amąsta
auuaocāma auuazāite
axšta ˜t auu ˚̄a ˙nt-
paitı̄.ają\r em apātāra
adāhū afrakauua ˙nt-
ad ˚̄a afrakatac-
adąs amāta
asruuāt em astar eman-

aspan-
nąma.azbāitiš

7b. *āC- otherwise:
Certain: Uncertain:
apaiia- apānō aohušąmca
apaēmā apanō.t ema- a\āhuua

This shortening cannot be regarded as one homogeneous group. Many
forms will have been shortened in the post-archetype period. In general,
shortening occurs more often in front of a following long vowel, but not
exclusively. In the case of the derivatives of āp- ‘to reach’, the existence of
the inherited alternation between ap° in some derivatives and āp° in others,
will have increased the chance of confusion in the later tradition.

8. Dissimilation in front of ā or ą
Certain: Uncertain:
auua.zanąn fradātaēca nauuāza-
paiti.zanā ˜t nadātaēca xāsnatarš
āsnatār em nabānazdišta- saxvār¯e

nasupakā ˜t aibinasąst ema- nanā
fradā ˜t rasąstātō

The tendency to shorten *ā in front of a following long vowel is part of
the assimilations and dissimilations to which the text was subject after YAv.
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had become an extinct language. Some comparable dissimilations have already
been discussed in other sections, e.g. spitamāi < *spitāmāi.
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§ 5 Final -a and -ā

Final vowels in polysyllabic forms are always long (-ā, -ı̄, -ū) in Old
Avestan but short (-a, -i, -u) in Young Avestan. In monosyllables, final
vowels are long in Old and Young Avestan106. The reason for this
difference between OAv. and YAv. is still disputed. It seems to me that the
search for the answer must also take into consideration the reflexes of final
vowels in front of -cā̆ ‘and’. Those reflexes will be discussed in more detail
below, but we may survey the results (in polysyllabic forms) here:

*-ā̆ *-ı̄̆ , *-ū̆ 

final in front of *-ca final in front of *-ca

OAv. -ā -ācā -ı̄, -ū -icā, -ucā

YAv. -a -aca -i, -u -ica, -uca

It appears that the opposition between OAv. and YAv. is imperfect in the
case of final *- ı̄̆ and *-ū̆ in front of *-ca, where final vowels are not
lengthened in OAv. It is not very likely that this reflects a linguistically real
situation: if the opposition between short and long final vowels had really
been erased in OAv., why would the endings -icā and -ucā not have the forms
†-ı̄cā and †-ūcā? Furthermore, the OAv. form aˇ˙sā.yecā is important, as it
derives from *aˇ˙sā ˘ia-ca. The umlaut vowel e goes back to *a and not to *ā,
and thereby proves that it was still a short vowel at the time of the split into
*aˇ˙sā.yacā. This suggests that the lengthening of final vowels in OAv. was
introduced by later, YAv. or post-YAv. redactors. It seems likely that they
have deliberately lengthened all final vowels of the OAv. texts, including final
*-a in front of -cā, but without lengthening final *-i and *-u in front of -cā.

This conclusion implies that we cannot know what the length of final
vowels in the living OAv. language was like. In addition, the YAv.
distribution must be regarded as a true reflection of the linguistic situation of
YAv. The absence of a length difference between etymologically short and
long final vowels recalls the Old Persian habit of spelling word-final *-Ca as
<Ca-a>, i.e. as /-Cā/, regardless whether it represents IIr. *-a or *-ā, but

106 This fact can be used as a criterium for YAv. forms with an ambiguous spelling.
Thus, YAv. z emā is analyzed as a monosyllable on the strength of its final -ā, whereas
kuua must have been disyllabic because of its short vowel.
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different from word-final <Ca> /-Ca/ < *-ah, *-at or *-an (Hoffmann 1976:
634ff.). It would thus appear that IIr. *-a and *-ā have merged in YAv. and
OP, and the legitimate but unanswerable question arises, whether we may
postulate the loss of the length distinction already for PIr.

The present section is divided into three subsections. The first one deals
with the YAv. exceptions to the general rule, viz. YAv. forms with final -ā.
The second subsection discusses the evidence for -a and -ā in the first
member of compounds, because the relationship between this position and the
position of auslaut in general has to be clarified, and because the
developments in compounds yield evidence for the relative chronology. The
third subsection turns to the final vowels in front of -ca and -ci ˜t, a position
which was open to analogical influence from the reflexes in auslaut, but
which also shows its own peculiarities.

§ 5.1 Final -ā in YAv. simplexes

None of the apparent YAv. polysyllabic forms in -ā presents a real
exception to the rule. We can distinguish between a few different categories.

Most of the polysyllables in -ā are Gathic quotations, or are intended to
lend an OAv. character to originally YAv. texts. In some passages, final *-a
has only been lengthened in a few words, whereas other passages have
replaced all short final vowels by long vowels. The latter category comprises
the following YAv. texts: Y 0.4-5, Y 4.26 (the yeóhē hātąm prayer), Y 12, Y
13 (except for 13.2 aˇ˙sahe and ahurahe), Y 14.1-2, Y 15.2, Y 42, Y 56.1,3-4,
and Y 60.1.

The YAv. combination am eˇ˙sā sp e˙ntā ‘the beneficent immortal ones’ was
adopted from OAv., as Narten 1982b: 78f. has argued. It occurs in the voc.pl.
am eˇ˙sā sp e˙ntā in Y 0.5, 13.4, 14.1-2, 42.1 and Ny 1.1, where it replaces an
expected YAv. voc.pl. *am eˇ˙sa sp e˙nta. But we also find am eˇ˙sā sp e˙ntā
huxša\rā as the object of yazamaide ‘we worship’ and of āiiese yešti ‘I
approach in worship’ in liturgical passages. Since the acc.pl. is usually and
regularly am eˇ˙s¯esp e˙nt¯ein YAv., this shows very clearly that the OAv. voc.pl.
form *am eˇ˙sā sp e˙ntā huxša\rā (unattested in OAv.) was transposed into YAv.
as a formulaic combination (with yazamaide and with āiiese yešti), ousting
an original acc.pl. Wherever YAv. am eˇ˙sā sp e˙ntā is an acc.pl., it can only have
been taken from the OAv. voc.pl.

The YAv. nom.pl., however, is encountered in more differentiated
contexts, and its form am eˇ˙s ˚̄a sp e˙nta must go back to am eˇ˙sā(.)sp e˙nta, with
shortening of final *-ā; it shows the partial adoption of OAv. am eˇ˙sā sp e˙ntā
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to YAv. spelling. With Narten, we can explain the spelling am eˇ˙s ˚̄a sp e˙nta from
the fact that the spelling -ā { } in the auslaut of a YAv. word was regarded
by the scribes as incorrect, and replaced by - ˚̄a { }107.

The introductory prayer of Y 0.3ff. shows a lengthened final vowel in all
words except for haca and aˇ˙sauua:

ya\ā ahū vairiiō zaotā frā mē mrūtē
a\ā ratuš aˇ˙sā ˜tcı̄ ˜t haca frā aˇ˙sauua vı̄duu ˚̄a mraotū

Why these two forms have been excepted is unclear, but probably this
discrepancy is due to a very recent aberration of one or a few Avesta
scribe(s).

In other liturgical passages of the Yasna, final -ca ‘and’ is sometimes
lengthened to -cā. This must also be a very recent phenomenon, which arose
in the ‘learned’ ms. classes but hardly affected the Indian classes YS and
InVS. In Y 1.19ff., we read mainiiaoibiiascā gaēi\iiaēibiiascā ‘to the spiritual
ones and to the material ones’, whereas the other words in those passages
(some of them in -ca) have a short final vowel. In Y 22.1ff., we find imąmcā
gąm and imąmcā uruuarąm, but no other words with final -ā. In Y 27.7
aršuxdanąmcā, the mss. Pt4.Mf4, J2.K5, S1.P6 spell °cā, whereas mss. of the
YS spell °ca.

The acc.pl. ha ˙ndātā ‘chapters’ in Vr 14.4 ahunauuaitii ˚̄a gā\aii ˚̄a ha ˙ndātā
‘the chapters of the Ahunavaitı̄ Gāthā’, 16.4 yasnahe haptaohātōiš ha ˙ndātā,
etc., must have been adopted from Y 42.1 yasnahē haptaohātōiš ha ˙ndātā ‘the
chapters of the Yasna Haptanhāitı̄’. In the two instances where Geldner
provides v.ll., the old ms. K7a has the expected ha ˙ndāta.

The form zraiiā̆ 108 in the expression zraiiā vouru.kaˇ˙saiia ‘in the lake
Vourukaˇ˙sa’ is still under dispute. It occurs five times; in the passage yaoz e˙nti
vı̄spe karanō zraiiā vourukaˇ˙saiia ‘all sides109 of the lake Vourukaˇ˙sa surge’

107 The v.ll. of the nom.voc.pl. attestations are provided by Kellens 1974a: 312ff.

108 Edited by Geldner as zraiiā, zraiia and zraiiāi, cf. Humbach 1958: 73.

109 The stem karana- means ‘part of a whole, one side of something’, and not ‘bank’.
A translation ‘all the banks of the lake surge’ may be envisaged in a metaphorical way
or as a result of optical illusion, but a literal translation as ‘surging banks’ defies
common sense. The other attestations of karana- confirm that it means ‘side, part’: Yt
5.131 haēnaii ˚̄a … uua … karana ‘both wings of the army’, Yt 10.36 vı̄spe karanō
rasmanō ‘all the flanks of the regiment’, Yt 10.99 dašin em upa karan em aióh ˚̄a z emō
‘over the right side of this world’. As for the lake Vourukaˇ˙sa, compare the
continuation of the sentence in Yt 5.4 and 8.31: yaoz e˙nti vı̄spe karanō zraiiāi

A 
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(Y 65.4, Yt 5.4, 8.31), in upa yaoz e˙nta karana zraiia vouru.kaˇ˙saiia ‘near the
surging sides of the lake V.’ (Yt 5.38) and in y ˚̄a stārō k er em ˚̄a pat e˙nti a ˙ntar e

ząm asman emca zraiia vourukaˇ˙saiia ‘the worm stars which fall between earth
and heaven in the lake V.’ (Yt 8.8). As the stem is vouru.kaˇ˙sa-, vouru.kaˇ˙saiia
can only represent a loc.sg. *vouru.kaˇ˙sai + ā, which makes it very probable
that zraiia is a corruption of *zraiiahi, the loc.sg. of zraiiah- ‘lake’
(Bartholomae 1889: 668).

When we look at the attestations, it is clear that in ‘the worm stars which
fall between earth and heaven in the lake V.’, zraiia vouru.kaˇ˙saiia can only
be a locative. For ‘all sides of the lake V.’ and ‘the surging sides of the lake
V.’, it seems more appropriate to have a genitive, as with other attestations
of karana- (haēnaii ˚̄a, rasmanō, z emō); nevertheless, ‘all sides [which are] in
the lake V.’ does not seem semantically impossible. The reason why Avestan
uses a locative here but a genitive in ‘both sides of the earth’ may be so
subtle that it is now impossible to grasp for us, but the formal correspondence
with Yt 8.8 is best accepted at face value110.

Turning to the ms. spellings of zraiiā̆ vouru.kaˇ˙saiia111, we observe that
in Y 65.4, where the most elaborate attestation in the mss. is found, the
spelling zraiiā kaˇ˙saiiā̆ is best attested in most mss.; yet the good IrKA mss.

vouru.kaˇ˙saiia, ā vı̄spō maidiiō yaozaiti ‘all the sides of the lake V. surge, the whole
middle surges’. The poet stresses the fact that the entire lake is affected, its ‘four
corners’ as well as the centre.

110 Humbach 1953: 74 tries to explain zraiia vouru.kaˇ˙saiia from gen.sg. forms
*zra ˘iahah °kartah ˘iah. He suggests that these gen. forms underwent a different
development than the usual YAv. gen. zraiiaohō vouru.kaˇ˙sahe (attested in Y 42.4,
5.42, 8.32,46, 12.17, 19.56ff.), and is forced to assume a different Avestan dialect
merely to explain a few strange forms within otherwise normal YAv. passages. He
observes a parallel deviation in the forms pa\anaiia (Yt 19.41), vaēsakaiia (Yt 5.54),
and kaohaiia b er eza ˙ntaiia aˇ˙sauuanaiia (Yt 5.54), which he interprets as gen.sg. Yet
an easier solution is available for these forms: pa\anaiia and vaēsakaiia are nom.pl.
of i-stem adjectives, as per Bartholomae (the ending -a, to which Humbach objects,
is quite regular in later YAv.), and kaohaiia b er eza ˙ntaiia aˇ˙sauuanaiia are loc.sg. forms
of kaoha- and thematicized b er eza ˙nt-a- and aˇ˙sauuan-a-.

111 V.ll. Y 65.4 Pt4 zraiiā °kaˇ˙saiiā, Mf4 zraiiāi (with i struck out) °kaˇ˙saiiā, Mf1
zaraiiā °kaˇ˙saiia · J2 zaraiiā °kaˇ˙saiiā, K5 zraiiā °kaˇ˙saiiā · Jp1.K4 zaraii ˚̄a °kaˇ˙saiia
· H1 zraiiā °kaˇ˙saiiā · F1 zaraiiā °kašaiiā · Mf3 zaraiiō °kaˇ˙saiia, K36 zaraiiō
°kaˇ˙sahiia, Pd zaraiiō °kaˇ˙sahiiā, W1.P6 °kaˇ˙sahiiā. Yt 5.4 F1 zraiiā °kasiia, Pt1
zraiiāi °kaˇ˙saiia · Ml2 zraiiō, J10 kašiiā; Yt 5.38 F1+ zraiia °kaˇ˙saiia · J10 zaraiia
°kašiia · K12 zairiiō °kašiiāi; Yt 8.8 F1 zraiia · J10 zaraiia; Yt 8.31 F1.Pt1 zraiiā
°kašaiiā (corrected to °kašaiia) · J10 zaraiiā kašiiā.
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K36.Pd show a form °kaˇ˙sahiia which can hardly be a mere invention of these
mss., because there is no form in -ahiia in the near context. The expected
loc.sg. of vouru.kaˇ˙sa- is vouru.kaˇ˙saiia, so that it seems that zraiiā must have
been the original locus of the -h-. The final -ā is found especially in zraiiā,
but final -ā in a disyllable cannot be old in YAv.112, so that zraiiā must go
back to a different preform. There are two possible solutions:

1. We might follow Bartholomae 1889: 668 and reconstruct a loc.sg.
*zraiiahi vouru.kaˇ˙saiia. The corruption of *zraiiahi to zraiiā recalls the
spelling -āi for -āhi, which is sometimes found in the 2s.prs.subj., e.g. aohāi
for *aohāhi, jasāi for *jasāhi, etc. (forms collected in Kellens 1984: 253).
Corrupted *zraiiai would have an unusual final -ai, which could easily have
been misread as zraiiā.

2. Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 155 suggest that *zra ˘iahi may also have
taken the postposition *ā113, so that we would have *zraiiahiia
*vouru.kaˇ˙saiia. This explanation has the advantage that it directly explains the
IrKA spelling vouru.kaˇ˙sahiia from an assimilation to a preceding *zraiiahiia,
but the disadvantage that we must assume a bigger corruption in all other ms.
classes, changing *zraiiahiia into zraiiā.

In any case, the different outcome in IrKA mss. on the one hand and the
Yasna and Yašt proper mss. on the other indicates that the spelling of the
archetype was still *zraiiahi(ia) vouru.kaˇ˙saiia.

In a few polysyllables, the spelling -ā is due to reanalysis of the original
word as two words, the second of which became a monosyllable. This applies
to yōi\bā (Y 27.6, Vr 12.1), which most mss. spell as yō(i).\bā, and to Yt
10.125 upairispātā < *upari-spāta, which all mss. except H4 spell °tā. Since
spā occurs as a separate word in Avestan, it is conceivable that the Yašt mss.
had upairi(.)spā.tā at an earlier stage. Conversely, a polysyllable in -ā may
be due to the merger in the mss. of two originally separate words, e.g. Yt
16.3 a\anā and ya\anā, which the mss. F1.J10 still spell a\a.nā and
ya\a.nā, and similarly A 4.3 ya\anā, spelled ya\a.nā by Lb5.J10.

The analysis of Yt 2.13 vitar e.maibiiā is uncertain. No other forms in Yt
2.13 take -ā. Another unexplained form is Yt 17.10 friiā, which cannot be due

112 Which is why Mf4 and Pt4 (once) changed it to zraiiāi, Jp1.K4 to zraii ˚̄a, and the
IrKA mss. replaced it by zraiiō.

113 This would mean that the loc.sg. *zraiiahiia vouru.kaˇ˙saiia would be constructed
with twice ā ‘in’: *zra ˘iahi-ā varukárta ˘i-ā.
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to a monosyllabic count (like z emā < */zma/), since we find the regular form
friia elsewhere (Y 70.4, Yt 15.36, N 23f.).

In the more fragmentary texts Nērangestān and Vištāsp Yašt, a spelling -ā
in a polysyllable is encountered more frequently. The reason must be that the
mss. in which these texts are preserved are of a very recent date, and they
may show misguided efforts to lend more solemnity to the texts.

Final -ā can also be the result of a recent corruption in the mss., or it can
represent a Pāzand form. F 492 murā is a transcription in Avestan script of
Phl. *mwl’n /mūlān/ ‘belly’ < *mr˚ dāna-, and similarly F 685 pasā is a
transcription of Phl. *ph’n ‘sheep, small cattle’, cf. Klingenschmitt 1968: 150
and 204. Klingenschmitt 1968: 191 corrects F 655 \rā\rā to a dat. x\rā\rāi
‘for protection’. For F 671 hacitā, he (p. 197) considers original +hacita,
which acquired an extra stroke at the end which was cut off from the Phl.
translation +’p’kyh ‘being together’, which is found as p’kyh in the mss.

§ 5.2 Final -a and -ā in the first member of compounds

PAv. *-a- and -ā- at the compound boundary can be reflected as Avestan
-a(.)°, -ā(.)° or -ō.° in the auslaut of the first member of the compound. In
many cases, we can still distinguish between etymological *a and *ā, but in
some environments the difference has been blurred by later developments.

The most important change which took place was the redactional
compound split (RCS). If a compound is left unsplit, and spelled as a single
word in our Avesta (e.g. vaohāpara- < *vahā-para-), we can assume that the
Avestan length distinction between -a- and -ā- was preserved; of course, we
must reckon with some secondary developments of shortening and lengthening
which may have affected the word. If the compound was split into two parts,
and if the first and the second member are spelled separately by means of a
separation point (e.g. apa.xša\ra-), the first member was subject to the rule
of final vowel length. OAv. (and pseudo-OAv.) forms always have a long
final vowel, so that a compound such as OAv. vı̄spā.hišas does not allow a
conclusion as to the original length of the ā in vı̄spā. In YAv., monosyllables
obligatorily take -ā but polysyllables take -a, so that, in first instance, only a
YAv. polysyllabic first member in -ā may contain etymologically relevant
information.

The RCS was often accompanied by a replacement of final short *-a by
-ō; for a discussion of the formation types where this replacement took place,
and of the relevant theories to explain this change, see § 22.5. This
replacement by -ō was sometimes avoided by analogy with a simplex form
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in -a, as for instance in pa ˙nca.māhiia- ‘lasting five months’ to pa ˙nca ‘5’.
Note, however, that the compound split has sometimes taken place at a much
later date than the canonization of OAv. or YAv. The split may even be the
work of the medieval ms. scribes; in some such cases, we encounter YAv.
polysyllablic first members in -ā, e.g. hazaorā.yaoxšti-.

We can resume the possibilities in the following table:

IIr. vowel at the cpd. boundary

*-a- *-aH-

unsplit Av. a Av. ā

Av. ā (secondary lengthening) Av. a (sec. shortening)

split OAv. -ā. OAv. -ā.

YAv. -ā. (monosyll.) YAv. -ā. (1. monosyll.
2. very recent split)

YAv. -a. (no RCS
replacement)

YAv. -a.

Av. -ō. (1. RCS replacement
2. recent remake)

Av. †-ō. [unattested]

Below, we shall discuss the evidence for final -a and -ā in the first
member. Forms in which final -a of the first member and initial a- of the
second member have undergone contraction will be excluded. If such a
compound is left unsplit, the expected long vowel is attested, e.g. aurušāspa-
‘having white horses’ < *aruša + aspa-. If such a compound is split,
analogical reformation has taken place, e.g. in hazaorō.aspa- for *hazaorāspa-
‘having a thousand horses’, dar ega.ār ešti- and dar ega.aršti- for *dar egār ešti-
‘having a long lance’ (Tremblay 1999: 48), etc. These forms are included in
the sections dealing with a versus ā in word-internal position.

As for the behaviour of the different ms. classes, I have not been able to
detect significant differences. In general, forms in *-a-C- which were
originally not split (-aC-) can get split (-a.C-) in any of the mss., and
apparently also vice versa. For these sequences, it is sometimes difficult to
determine the situation in the archetype. The only text which really has split
many words that are not so treated elsewhere is the Nērangestān, which spells
e.g. daēuua.yasna-, a.ratu.friia, etc.
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§ 5.2.1 YAv. -ā(.), OAv. -ā° in the first member

In OAv., the spelling rules in auslaut imply that only OAv. forms which
remained unsplit can be used as evidence. In YAv., -ā° has been inherited
from IIr. in a number of forms where it shows final *-aH or *-ā of the first
member, and in a few instances of *-a-H-, i.e. laryngeal anlaut of the second
member. First member -ā° may also be due to the original status of the first
member as a monosyllable.

§ 5.2.1.1 First member in IIr. *-ā/-aH

Two words have an exact cognate in Skt., which shows that they have
retained IIr. *-ā-. These are YAv. pa ˙ncāsat- ‘50’ (Skt. pañcāśát-) and
nabānazdišta- ‘closest relative’ (Skt. nābhānédi ˙s ˙tha-); for the latter, cf. § 4.8.

The following compounds are isolated Avestan formations, but do in all
likelihood contain a first member in IIr. *-ā/-aH:

Yt 13.116 uštāza ˙nta- ‘born as wished for’ probably contains the adverb
*uštā ‘at wish’ < *uštaH, ins.sg. of the past ptc. *ušta- ‘wished’.

YAv. vaohāpara- ‘hedgehog’ probably contains Av. vaohā- ‘back’, cognate
with Skt. vásā- ‘fat, marrow’. While Bartholomae 1904: 1348 is hesitant about
this connection, it is adopted by Benveniste 1931: 221 and Klingenschmitt
1968: 66. Klingenschmitt suggests that vaohāpara- may contain the verbal
root par- ‘to fill’, so that the hedgehog is described as ‘filling its back’, scil.
when putting up its spines. This seems a very recent type of compound, and
since no Iranian cognates of vaohāpara- have been found, the word could well
be an Avestan formation. In any case, final *-ā of *vahā- was retained in the
compound.

If OAv. zastāišta- ‘setting in motion by hand’, which is attested unsplit
in most mss., really contains the ins.sg. *zastā, this would show the retention
of an ins.sg. in inlaut: *zastā.išta-.

YAv. ha\rāniuuāiti- ‘one-blow victory’ < *satraH-ni- ˘un˚ (H)ti- (cf. § 4.1.1)
contains the adverb ha\ra ‘at once’ which corresponds to Skt. satr ´̄a
‘together’. The long final vowel of *ha\rā was retained within the compound.
Spellings such as ha\rā.n° must be due to a very recent split in the mss.;
some mss. have accordingly changed it to ha\ra.n°.

The following compounds are less certain evidence for old *-ā- on the
compound boundary:
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Yt 13.32 anā.mą\ba- ‘which cannot be pursued’ is spelled as two words
in the IrKA, but as one word in F1.J10 anāmą\°. If Bartholomae’s etymology
(1904: 124) as *an-ā-mant ˘ua- is correct, this form has retained IIr. *ā in
inlaut, and we must regard +anāmą\ba- as the spelling of the archetype.

Y 12.9 nidāsnai\iš- ‘who makes the weapon be laid down’ and
fraspāiiaox edra- ‘who makes the attack be beaten off’ are probably very
recent, YAv. univerbations of nidā- and snai\iš- and of fraspā- and
yaox edra-, which have retained ā word-internally.

V 13.44 aštā(.)bifr em either means aštā bifr em ‘there are eight bifras’, or
is a compound aštā.bifra- ‘with eight bifras’. In both cases, aštā would be
unexpected: ašta as the first member of a compound is not usually
lengthened: ašta.māhiia- ‘with eight months’, etc. As a possible solution we
may suggest that the original sequence was *ašta.ā.bifr em. As bifra- is a
hapax and has an unknown meaning, we cannot give a more definite answer.

It has sometimes been assumed that a final -a of the first member is
regularly lengthened to -ā if the second member of the compound has initial
v- or uu-, cf. Duchesne-Guillemin 1936: 11. The same claim has been made
for Sanskrit; compare Wackernagel 1905: 130 and 1896: 46f., where the
different subcategories in Skt. are enumerated. But as far as these Skt. forms
do not have analogical lengthening in front of the suffixes -van-, -vant-
etc.114, we now know that they contain etymological *-a-H ˘u-, i.e. *a was
lengthened in front of a following laryngeal. The examples given by
Wackernagel can all be explained in this way: the augment in āvidhyat <
*a-H ˘uidh-, and the compounds gūrt ´̄a-vasu- (PIE *h1

˘uesu- ‘good’), ann ´̄a-vr˚ dh-
(*h1

˘ueldh- ‘to grow’) and prā-vr˚ ˙s- (*H ˘uers- ‘to sprinkle’). Thus, there is no
question of a general IIr. lengthening in front of * ˘u, regardless of the
etymology, which could be reflected in Avestan.

In fact, the evidence does not even allow the claim of a general
lengthening of *-a° to -ā° in Avestan, since the number of exceptions would
be much higher than the number of affected words. Compare compounds such
as dar egō.vār e\man-, druuō.vı̄ra-, parštō.vacah-, pāpō.vacah-, baodō.varšta-,
vı̄rō.vą\ba-, vı̄šō.vaēpa-, vı̄spō.vahma-, vı̄spō.vı̄duuah-, etc.: all these words
show the replacement of *-a.v- by -ō.v-. Leaving aside the form Y 57.31
huuā.vaēg em (for the first member huuā see § 28.2.2), -ā(.)uu- is securely
attested in the forms aˇ˙sāuuaohu-, gaošāuuara-, fraš ā̆ uuaxša-, mązdrāuuaohu-,
srı̄rāuuaohu-, and in the compounds with the root varz- in the second

114 The lengthening may in origin be due to Brugmann’s Law, i.e. PIE *-o- ˘uent- > IIr.
-ā ˘uant-, according to Mayrhofer 1982: 190.
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member. In all of these, -āuu- derives from *-a-H ˘u-; see below for their
discussion.

In two remaining compounds, we may have to do with a sequence -āuu-,
but the evidence is ambiguous: Yt 13.113 daēnā̆ uuāzah- PN and Y 37.3
mazdā(.)vara ‘who is the wish of Mazdā’ (cf. Narten 1986a: 179).
Daēnā̆ uuāzah- is uncertain because the v.ll. are contradictory: F1+, K38.14
daēnāuuaz°, Mf3.K13 daēnauuāzaohō (cf. § 4.10). Mazdā(.)vara- may
originally have been spelled unsplit, as still in Pt4.Mf4 mazdāuuarā; the
spellings mazdā.uuarā of Jp1.K4 and mazdā.uruuā of Mf2 show that an
unsplit sequence also underlies the IrYS; thus, the two best Iranian ms. classes
agree on *mazdāuuarā. The first member contains *mazdaH, which usually
yields a short vowel in the YAv. compounds (mazdaiiasna-, mazdadāta-, etc.),
but is retained with -ā- in OAv. mazdā\a-. If the compound was split
mazdā.vara-, it cannot be used as evidence for *-ā-.

§ 5.2.1.2 First member in IIr. *-a

The following compounds provide plausible evidence for lengthening in
front of an IIr. laryngeal:
• YAv. aspāiiaoda- ‘horse-fighter’ < *ać ˘ua-H ˘iaudha- from the verbal root IIr.
*H ˘iudh- ‘to fight’, cf. Mayrhofer 1979: I/22.
• The PN YAv. aˇ˙sāuuaohu- (cf. RV r˚ t ´̄avasu-), mązdrāuuaohu- and
srı̄rāuuaohu- from *árta-, *manzdra- and *srı̄ra- in front of IIr. *H ˘uasu-
‘good’.
• OAv. kamnānar- ‘having few men’ < *kamna-Hnar- and the PN YAv.
usmānara- < *uíma-Hnara- containing *Hnar-‘man’ (Humbach 1954: 51f.).
• YAv. gaošāuuara- ‘ear-ring’. This is derived from gaoša- ‘ear’ and *bara-
‘bearing’ by Bartholomae 1904: 486, who compares Skt. ābhara ˙na-
‘ornament’; he reconstructs a form with a preverb *ā, *gauša-ā-bara-. Yet
Lubotsky (p.c.) remarks that *gauša-bara- would rather mean ‘bearing an
ear’, which is less likely to indicate an ear-ring, compare gadauuara-
‘carrying a club’ < *gada-bara-. Lubotsky proposes to reconstruct
*gauša-H ˘uara- ‘ear cover’, to Avestan var- ‘to cover’ (Kellens 1995a: 50);
for the reconstruction of an initial laryngeal in IIr. *H ˘uar-, see Lubotsky
2000: 317f.
• The PN fraš ā̆ uuaxša- may be connected with the root vaxš- ‘to grow’ < IIr.
*H ˘uaćš-: *prāc ˘ia-H ˘uaćša- (Mayrhofer 1979: I/41).
• YAv. hazaorā.yaoxšti- ‘who has a thousand faculties’ (Y 9.8, Yt 19.35). We
find the variant hazaora.yaoxšti- in Yt 10.35 and 107, but since the ms.
tradition in Yt 10 is less trustworthy than that of the Yasna, I assume
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hazaora° in Yt 10 to be more recent: it will be the result of a split of
archetype *hazaorāiiaoxšti-, with subsequent shortening of final *-ā. Narten’s
connection (1986a: 199) of yaoxšti- with OAv. yaošti- and yaoš ‘salutary’,
Av. yaož-dā- ‘to invigorate’ is convincing. As Av. yaoš (Skt. yó ˙h) is
reconstructed with an initial laryngeal (EWAia II: 421), hazaorā.yaoxšti- may
regularly derive from IIr. *saíhasra-H ˘iaušti-.
• There are eleven determinative compounds with a derivative of the verb
varz- ‘to do, make’ as the second member: agāuuar ez- ‘who does evil’,
gauuāstriiāuuar ez- ‘who does pastoral work’, and its superl.
gauuāstriiāuuaršt ema-, dužuuarštāuuar ez- ‘who does bad actions’,
vāstriiāuuar ez- ‘who does field work’, sraošāuuar ez(a)- ‘who realizes
obedience’, ´̌siiao\nāuuar ez(a)- ‘who does the deed’, hai\iiāuuar ez- ‘making
real’, hai\iiāuuar eštā- ‘realization’, and huuarštāuuar ez- ‘who does good
actions’; the hapax hai\iiā.v er eziia- (G 2.7) ‘making real’ may be a nonce
formation caused by the word v er eziia preceding in the text of G 2.7.

It seems probable that -ā- in these compounds was caused by a
lengthening which, to all appearances, had already taken place before the
RCS; otherwise, we would certainly have found several forms in †-ō.var ez-.
This excludes the theoretical possibility that -ā- is due to a lengthening of
*-C ˘ia- > -Ciiā- (viz. in gauuāstriiāuuar ez-, gauuāstriiāuuaršt ema-,
vāstriiāuuar ez-, hai\iiāuuar ez-, hai\iiāuuar eštā-, hai\iiā.v er eziia-), which
might have analogically spread to the other forms (agāuu er ez-,
dužuuarštāuuar ez-, s( e)raošāuuar ez(a)-, ´̌siiao\nāuuar eza-, huuarštāuuar ez-).
As the lengthening after *-C ˘i- probably post-dates the RCS, it is unlikely that
these developments could have taken place.

In all these compounds except sraošāuuar ez(a)-, it is possible to interpret
the first member as the object of the verb varz-, governing the acc.pl.n. in
*-aH of an adj. (aga-, hai\iia-) or of a n. noun (´̌siiao\na-). Yet as we shall
see below, there is no certain evidence for other determinative compounds
with an acc.pl. as a first member in Avestan, but only with an acc.sg. (cf. §
5.2.2.2 below). A different solution would be to assume the preverb *ā in
these compounds, i.e. *aga-ā- ˘ur˚ í- etc.; yet in the absence of any indication
that varz- was constructed with ā on a regular basis, this assumption is
unfounded.

We are left with the possibility that the lengthening is due to the form
*H ˘uarí- of the second member. As the PIE shape of the root was *uerǵ-, this
would imply the introduction of an initial laryngeal in IIr. times. As we have
argued in fn. 45 above, IIr. possessed several roots of the structure *H ˘uarC-,
to which * ˘uarí- may have been assimilated. An original anlaut *H ˘u- would
explain not only the vowel ā in the compounds discussed here, but also the
lengthened reduplication syllable in the perfect stem vāuu er ez- (cf. § 3.7.1).
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• In Yt 13.23, five epithets of the Frauuaˇ˙sis are mentioned: ugrār et- ‘moving
strongly’, taxmār et- ‘moving fiercely’, vazār et- ‘moving flyingly’, zaoiiār et-
‘moving worthily of being invoked’ and huuār et- ‘moving by itself’. The
formation type has been clarified by Kellens 1974a: 127ff., who has discussed
all important previous solutions: these compounds contain in their second
member a root noun *r˚ t- ‘moving, who moves’ to the root ar- ‘to start
moving’, and in their first member a thematic adjective: ugra-, taxma-, vaza-,
zaoiia- and *h ˘ua-115.

The origin of -ā- in these compounds is disputed. Kellens opts for the
solution offered by Duchesne-Guillemin 1962: 12, viz. that -ā- is due to the
specific PIr. phonetic development of *r˚ to * er. A similar solution is
proposed by Klingenschmitt 1968: 64 for F 174 frārāzān ‘front part of the
fingers’, which he derives by sound law from *frār ezu- < *fra-r˚ zu- ‘front part
of the finger’. This solution is unsatisfactory in the light of the rival reflex
fr¯er° in fr¯er eta- < *fra-r˚ ta- and fr¯er enao ˜t < *fra-r˚ naut, where there is no
other way to explain -¯er- than via a phonetic development. In fact, the second
members of ugrār et- and of fr¯er eta- belong to the same root.

The reflex -ār- is probably the older one (cf. § 24.1.4, where fr¯er° is
explained). The root ar- ‘to move’ can be reconstructed as IIr. *Har-.
Assuming that the initial laryngeal was preserved until the compounds in
*-Hr-t- were formed, we may reconstruct *Hugra-Hrt- etc., which developed
into *ugrārt- at the loss of laryngeals. The tricky part of this scenario is the
assumption that the second member *Hrt- would have preserved or rather
restored consonantal r, instead of becoming *Hugra-H ert-. There is no
independent proof to support this, but it may be noted that we also find
fraor e˜t ‘zealously’ (cf. Schindler 1979: 58) < *fra-urt, with zero-grade of the
root vart- ‘to turn’, instead of †frauu er e˜t.

Less certain, but certainly possible, is an initial laryngeal in the second
member of the following compounds:
• The compound kauuārasman- (PN) is explained as containing the nom.sg.
*ka ˘uā of the stem kauui- ‘Kavi’ as a first member, cf. Mayrhofer 1979: I/58.
As rasman- ‘battle rank’ must have had an initial laryngeal in IIr. *Hraí-man-
< PIE *h3reǵ-, we could also try to explain ā from a sequence *-a-H- on the
cpd. boundary. We might connect Yt 5.93, V 2.29f. frakauua- ‘who has a
hunch in front’ and apakauua- ‘a hunchback’, so that *ka ˘ua-Hraíman- would
mean ‘having a curved phalanx’, which does not seem impossible
semantically.

115 See § 28.2.2 for the reflex huu° in huuār et-.
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• For V 13.47 xšapāiiaona- ‘who has the night as a home’, a connection with
Skt. yóni- ‘seat, womb’ seems attractive. Lubotsky 1988: 38 has suggested
that yóni- might be derived from *H ˘iauni-, with an initial laryngeal; this
remains uncertain. In view of Avestan huiiaona- beside huuāiiaona <
*hu-ā- ˘iauna- ‘having a good home’, it is also conceivable that xšapāiiaona-
goes back to *xšap(a)-ā- ˘iauna-, with ā ‘in’.
• The PN grauuāratu- is of uncertain origin (Mayrhofer 1979: I/48), but if
it does contain ratu- ‘order’ as the second member, the preceding *-a may
have been lengthened because IIr. Hratu- had an initial laryngeal: e.g.
*grabha-Hratu-. Alternatively, it cannot be excluded that we are dealing with
a recent lengthening of *uua > uuā, cf. § 3.2.1 above.
• Yt 13.122 PN dabrāmaēši- ‘who has dark sheep’ < *dabra-maiši-.
Although there is no other positive evidence, we cannot exclude that the word
for ‘sheep’ (Skt. me ˙sá- ‘ram’, me ˙s´̄ı- ‘ewe’) had an initial laryngeal, IIr.
*Hmaiša-.
• The compound zastā.maršta- ‘touched by hands’ = ‘agreed’ (V 4.2ff.) was
interpreted by Bartholomae 1904: 1686 as the ins.sg. *zastā of zasta- ‘hand’
and the past ptc. of mar ez- ‘to touch’. We may alternatively suggest that the
compound originally read *zastāmaršta- < *íhasta-Hmarćta-, since the IIr.
root had the form *Hmarí- (cf. Werba 1997: 356).

The compound Y 9.27 vaēdiiā.paiti- derives from *vaid ˘ia-pati- via the
lengthening of *-C ˘ia- to -Ciiā-, cf. § 3.1.3.

§ 5.2.1.3 First member treated as a monosyllable

We find a number of YAv. polysyllabic first members in -ā which consist
of a preverb and the root -štā, e.g. pairištā. It seems that the preverb was
treated as a separate word at some moment during the tradition (probably
before the replacement of first member *-a by -ō), which made the following
*-šta a monosyllable, e.g. *pairi.štā. In the extant mss., however, there is no
indication that pairištā was spelled as two words, so that the alleged preform
*pairi.štā may already have merged into pairištā before or ultimately in the
archetype. The forms with etymological *-šta < *-stā conditioned by RUKI
are Yt 13.153 +a ˙ntar eštā 116 ‘standing in between’ and Yt 17.54, V 3.19f.,
13.50 pairištā.xšudra- ‘whose seed has dessicated’. For Y 9.32

116 We must thus combine the readings F1 a ˙ntar estā and J10 a ˙ntar ešta; erroneous -st-
for *-št- is frequent in F1.
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upaštā.bairiiāi, Duchesne-Guillemin 1936: 63 has suggested that it contains
*upastā- ‘womb’ (Skt. upástha- ‘uterus’), so that upaštā-bairiiā- would mean
‘offering her womb’. He therefore prefers the v.l. upastā°, but we must accept
upaštā° as the best attested form in the mss. Lubotsky (p.c.) suggests to me
that upaštā may contain secondary °štā-, on the model of the compounds
where š was regular because of RUKI. In any case, *upaštā could have been
analyzed as /upa + štā/ at any time, thus causing the long final vowel in the
same way as in a ˙ntar eštā and pairištā. In V 13.50 naštā.z emanasca 117 ‘who
has lost his merits’, final -ā is probably due to the influence of the following
word pairištā.xšudrasca.

§ 5.2.1.4 OAv. -ā

Although it is impossible to say whether OAv. -ā. derives from *-a or
from *-ā, we must try to answer the question why a first member in -ā.° of
an OAv. compound was not changed to -ō (cf. Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 63).
The following forms are involved: aˇ˙sā.aojah- Y 43.4, ı̄šā.xša\rı̄m 29.9,
ci\rā.auuaoh em 34.4, tušnā.maiti- 43.15, \bā.ı̄šti- 44.10, d er eštā.aēnaoh em
34.4, mązā.xša\rā 49.10, mązā.raiiā 43.12, mōiiāstrā.baranā 30.9,
yā.´̌siiao\ana- 31.16, vı̄spā.hišas 45.4, rāmā.dā- 47.3 and hātā.marāni- 32.6.

Most of these forms have been discussed by Humbach 1954: 53ff., to
whom I owe part of the explanations below. With Humbach (p. 61), we may
assume that the absence of contraction in the compounds ci\rā.auuah- (not
†ci\rāuuah-), d er eštā.aēnah- and also aˇ˙sā.aojah- is due to a secondary split
of an originally contracted sequence. Therefore, these forms must be
disregarded. For tušnā.maitiš and \bā.ı̄štiš, Humbach 1954: 62 has argued
that these actually represent sequences of two independent words tušnā and
maitiš, and \bā and ı̄štiš. For Y 29.9 išā.xša\rı̄m, we can similarly assume
two independent words, išā being the ins.sg. of the root noun ı̄š- (with
Humbach 1954: 56).

The remaining compounds contain *-a° or *-ā°. Just like the YAv.
compounds in -a(.)°, where we must for many forms simply accept the fact
that they were not split, it seems that we must do the same for these OAv.
forms. Their *-ā̆ ° was not replaced by -ō.°, but they were split at a much
later stage, e.g. when the archetype was written. Their newly separated first

117 V.ll. L4 naštā, K1a ništa · Jp1.Mf2 ništā · L1.2.Br1.M2 naštā. Geldner edited
ništā°, but Bartholomae 1904: 1061 has argued that the meaning demands an original
form naštā°.
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member received the obligatory long final vowel, and that is all. The noun
rāmā(.)dā- could represent two separate words, as Humbach p. 63 claims, but
it could also be the unsplit counterpart *rāmadā- of YAv. rāmō.dāiti-
‘granting peace’. The presence of an ins.sg. in the first member of
yā.´̌siiao\ana- ‘with what actions’, as advocated by Humbach 1954: 57, seems
very likely. The compounds mōiiāstrā.barana-, vı̄spā.hišat- and hātā.marāni-
probably contain the bare a-stem in the first member, or they are not
compounds at all. OAv. mązā.raiia-118 ‘granting wealth’ and mązā.xša\ra-
‘granting power’ contain the verbal stem *mamíha°. Whether -ā° is due to
a rhythmic lengthening of *mązaraiia- > *mązāraiia-, as Humbach claims, is
impossible to say.

§ 5.2.1.5 Gathicisms, errors, unclear etymology

A few YAv. forms show influence of the Gāthās. Final -ā of YAv.
sp e˙ntā.mainiiu- shows the unaltered adoption of the OAv. expression sp e˙nta-
mainiiu- in YAv. liturgy. The personal name Yt 13.139 tušnāmaiti- can be
linked with Y 43.15 tušnā maitiš ‘quiet mind’. If, as Humbach 1954: 62
argues, the Gathic words do not represent a compound but merely an adj.
tušnā and a noun maitiš, Yt 13.139 tušnāmaiti- may be the YAv. adaptation
of a Gathic sequence as a personal name in YAv.; it would not prove
anything for our purpose. F 140 guzrā.saohō is under the suspicion of being
a calque on Y 48.3 guzrā s¯e˙ng ˚̄aohō.

The compounds ušta.b er eti- and va ˙nta.b er eti- usually occur in this form
in YAv., but in Y 62.7, a number of mss. spell uštā.° and va ˙ntā.° The
distribution of the readings -a and -ā cuts across ms. classes, so that it is
impossible to say which of the two variants was the original spelling. But
since this passage shows no signs of pseudo-OAv. spellings, there must be
some particular reason why only Y 62.7 shows uštā and va ˙ntā; influence by
the form uštā of the frequent aˇ˙s em vohū prayer seems very likely.

The grapheme -aor- was sometimes replaced by the grapheme -āur-, due
to the confusion between the diphthongs ao and āu among part of the Avesta
scribes; cf. also § 17.4.2. This has occurred at the compound boundary in a
few forms. In Y 1.21 auuā.urūraoda ‘I have been neglectful’, -ā is securely
attested in the good Yasna mss. It is ignored by Bartholomae in his dictionary
(1904: 1494), where he edits auua.urūraoda. Yet in 71.18 auuāurusta <

118 The stem cannot be *mąza.rā ˘ii-, since mąza.raiiā is an ins.sg. form.
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*a ˘ua-rusta, we similarly find °āur°. This suggests that the split of Y 1.21
*auuāurūraoda in two words may be very recent. As IIr. *rudh- ‘to obstruct’
did not have an initial laryngeal (EWAia II: 467), the lengthening must be
analogical. It is absent from auua.raod e˙nti and auua.raodaiieiti in the N. It
is therefore likely that Y 1.21 originally read *auuaorūraoda and Y 71.18
*auuaorusta. Similarly, Vr 3.3, G 4.8 daióhāuruuaēsa-119 ‘going about
within the country’, lit. ‘having his going around within the country’ <
*dah ˘ia(u)- ˘uraisa-120 is still spelled as daohao(u)ruuaēsa- in the older Iranian
mss., which points to an original spelling daóhaoruuaēsa-. For Yt 13.116 PN
aˇ˙sāuruua\a-121 < *árta-r ˘ua\a-, we must similarly restore *aˇ˙saoruua\a- on
the strength of the spelling -aōur- in Mf3.K13.

Yt 10.141 hazaorā.gaoša- ‘having a thousand ears’ must be a lapsus of the
tradition, since we find hazaora.gaoša- in four other passages. Note that the
mss. in Yt 10.141 are divided between hazaorā° F1.Pt1+.H4 and hazaorāi°
E1.K15.12.H3. The v.l. of J10 is not mentioned by Geldner.

The attestation of Yt 3.4 aˇ˙sāiiaon em is too uncertain, cf. Bartholomae
1904: 256; the original spelling may have been very different. Also, a
plausible etymological solution for the forms duuācina (Yt 10.84),
bar emāiiaonahe (Yt 17.55) and fraspāuuar eš (Yt 2.13; cf. fraspāiiaox edra-
?) is lacking.

§ 5.2.2 YAv. -a(.) and OAv. -a in the first member

The redactional replacement of final short *-a by -ō in compounds was not
comprehensive. The arbitrary character of the compound split is shown by
forms such as aˇ˙sō.mižda-, aˇ˙sō.raocah-, aˇ˙sō.stūiti-, and aˇ˙sō.zušta- on the one
hand, but aˇ˙saxvā\ra-, aˇ˙saoxšaiia ˙nt- and aˇ˙sasauuah- on the other. Next to a
majority of forms aˇ˙saci\ra- ‘having aˇ˙sa as an origin’, we find aˇ˙sō.ci\ra- at

119 V.ll. Vr 3.3 °hāur° K7a, °h ˚̄aur° J15 · °hāur° Mf2, °haōur° K4, °hur° Jp1 ·
°hāur° S2.O2.; G 4.8 Pt1 daóhāu.°, K12 daióhā.° · J10 daohā.° · L11 daióhu.°, L18
daóhu.° · Mf3.K36 daohaōruu°.

120 Klingenschmitt (1968: 245) assumes that the stem of *dah ˘iu- was replaced by
*dah ˘ia- for «euphonic reasons», but it seems unlikely that stem-final -u would have
been lost; rather, *dah ˘iu- was replaced by *dah ˘iau-. In view of the meaning of the
compound, a form *dah ˘iau- ˘uraisa- with the loc.sg. of dah ˘iu- cannot be excluded.

121 V.ll. F1 and J10 °āur°, but IrKA Mf3.K13 aˇ˙saōur° with short a.
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Yt 11.3 and P 26. It seems impossible to determine what triggered the
replacement or the retention of *-a in every individual case (cf. § 22.5).

Apart from the replacement of *-a → -ō, the RCS can in part of the
compounds also be recognized by phonological characteristics. If a compound
is split, the initial consonant of the second member is treated as if in anlaut,
and does not undergo the YAv. intervocalic lenition of *b/d/g > b/d/g;
compare its absence e.g. in hadō.gaē\ā-, etc122. However, the original
consonant may also have been restored. The doublet spārō.dāšta- (Yt 13.35)
/ spāra.dāšta- (Yt 19.54) shows that there must have existed a form
*spāradāšta- ‘granting prosperity’ at the time of the RCS, in order to yield
spārō.dāšta-. Attested spāra.dāšta- must then continue *spāradāšta-, with
restoration of initial d-. The form haomō.aoharšta- ‘having filtered haoma’
must be based on *haomaoharšta-, i.e. the compound split must postdate the
development *-h- > -oh- (cf. Caland 1893: 590).

§ 5.2.2.1 First member in IIr. *-a

The clearest examples of the retention of *-a are provided by unsplit
compounds with a phonological development that suggests treatment as a
single word. The forms are aspaohād- < *ać ˘ua-sād- ‘maltreating horses’ (cf.
Kellens 1974a: 320), aštraohād- < *aštra-hād- ‘driving with the whip’,
aˇ˙saohāc- ‘accompanied by aˇ˙sa’, ahuradāta- ‘created by Ahura’ <
*ahura-dāta-, uxdašnan- ‘who understands the speech’ < *ux\a-ínan-,
gadauuara- ‘carrying a club’ < *gada-bara-, caoraohac- ‘accustomed to
pastures’ < *cahra-hac-, taradāt- ‘who sets aside, who overcomes’ (Hintze
1994: 102) < *tarHa-dāt-, baēšazadā- ‘curing’ < *baišaza-dā-, mazdadāta-
‘created by Mazdā’ and vı̄raohād- ‘maltreating men’ < *vı̄ra-hād-.

If the first member in *-a of a compound was identical with a simplex
form in -a, this seems to have blocked the replacement by -ō; in other words,
-a was retained by analogy with simplex forms. The first member may occur
either with or without separation point. This category consists of prepositions,
adverbs and numerals. The analogical retention of -a in these compounds is
further stressed by the treatment of the following consonants such as *h and
*b, *d, *g, which have the form they normally have in word-initial position:
ana.xvar e\a-, aˇ˙sauua.dāta-, upa.b er eiti-, para.haoma-, nauua.hā\ra-. Forms
such as auuaohāna- < *a ˘ua-hāna- or haptaohāiti- < *hapta-hāti-, which

122 Except for the special cases OAv. aojōohuua ˙nt-, cazdōohuua ˙nt- and raocōohuua ˙nt-,
cf. § 22.5.4.
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combine the absence of a compound split with the retention of -oh-, show that
the development of *-h- > -oh- took place before the RCS. Therefore, forms
such as para.haoma- are due to the restoration of initial h- and the
non-replacement of para° by parō°. The relative chronology of these
developments will be: 1. *parahaoma- > *paraohaoma-, *haomaharšta- >
*haomaoharšta- (by sound law), 2. *paraohaoma- → para.haoma-,
*haomaoharšta- → haomō.aoharšta- (by RCS replacement).

The preverbs apa, ana, upa, fra123 (also frā), haca, the adverbs ya\a and
ha\ra124 and the numerals duua125 ‘2’, dasa ‘10’, pa ˙ncāsata ‘50’126,
nauua ‘9’ and vı̄sata127 ‘20’ are always attested with final -a. With auua
‘down, towards’, the forms auuō.dāta- and auuō.xvar ena- stand against a
majority of auua°; with hada ‘together’, hadō.gaē\a- ‘of the same household’
and hadō.zāta- ‘of the same descent’ stand against 12 compounds with
hada(.)°128. With ašta ‘8’, we find five times ašta° but once aštō.kāna-.
With \risata ‘300’, we find \risata.gāiia- but \risatō.zim-; with pa ˙nca ‘5’,
we find 6 times pa ˙nca° but once pa ˙ncō.hiia-; with hapta ‘7’, we find 5 times
hapta° but haptō.karšuuar/-n- and haptō.iri ˙nga-. As for para° and parō.°,
it is impossible to distinguish exactly between original *parā and original
*parah in the first member, since para (Skt. pur ´̄a) and parō (Skt. purá ˙h) both
occur as simple preverbs meaning ‘before; in front’, and both may have
influenced the compound forms. More forms in -ō occur with sata ‘100’ and
hazaora ‘1000’: 4x sata°, 8x satō°, 4x hazaora°, 10x hazaorō°.

123 For OAv. frō, cf. § 22.6.

124 Here, one may also consider the fact that the attested forms ha\rauuata-,
ha\rauuana- and ha\rauuana ˙nt- were not analyzable as compounds with a second
member *vata- etc.

125 Only in duuadasa-.

126 Only in pa ˙ncāsata.gāiia-.

127 Only in vı̄sata.gāiia-.

128 Lubotsky suggests to me that the meaning may have interfered with the
morphological replacements. Thus, it is imaginable that e.g. hada° was retained when
the meaning of the simplex hada was recognized in the compound, e.g. hada.zao\ra-
‘containing libations’, quasi ‘with.libation-’. The form hadō was only created where
*hada° did not have the meaning ‘with’, as in the possessive compounds hadō.gaē\a-
and hadō.zāta-.
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Analogy seems also to have caused the retention of aˇ˙sauua° as the first
member of all compounds with this word: the nom.sg. aˇ˙sauua of aˇ˙sauuan- is
a frequent word in Avestan.

We now turn to those compounds with a first member in -a and a second
member in d-, g-, b-, xv- or hā̆ -. The retention of these consonants serves as
an indication that the separation of the two members took place before the
developments which those consonants otherwise undergo. These compounds
also usually show a separation point, and we may assume the separation to
have been present from the canonization of YAv. onwards. This is especially
clear for those compounds that have variants with -ō°, e.g. hama.gaona- and
hamō.gaona-. This vacillation also shows that it would be hazardous to
assume a temporal differentiation between the split which yielded -ō and that
which yielded -a; rather, they may be due to the same redaction. The 14
compounds belonging to this category are auuar e\rabah- PN (<
*a- ˘uartra-bah-), auruša.bāzu- ‘having white arms’ (*aruša-bāzu-), adbadāiti-
‘abandonment’ (*ad ˘ua-dāti- < *Hn˚ dh ˘un˚ -dhaHti-), asabanā̆ - PN, aˇ˙sa.xvā\ra-
mountain name (spelled 25x aˇ˙saxv°, 6x aˇ˙sa.xv°), ugra.bāzu- ‘with strong
arms’, paouruša.gaona- ‘having grey hair’ (but vı̄spō.gaona-), v er e\ra.baoda-
‘the scent of victory’, vı̄spa.xvā\ra- ‘granting all well-being’ (Yt 1.14),
spāra.dāšta- (but also spārō.dāšta-), spita.gaona- ‘having a white colour’,
haoma.xvar eti- ‘the consumption of haoma’, hama.gaona- ‘of the same colour’
(but also hamō.gaona-) and hai\iia.dāt ema- ‘who is the best in giving truth’
(Yt 11.3 hai\iia.dāt ema). In the case of spāra/ō.dāšta-, the actual forms are
Yt 19.54 spāra.dāšta and Yt 13.35 spārō.dāšt ˚̄a, which seems to suggest that
the difference may have been caused by an assimilation of the first member
auslaut to that of the second member. Yet this assumption is not possible for
other forms, so that I am reluctant to adopt it.

For the remaining forms, there are no phonological clues to determine the
date of the separation. It is not immediately apparent why they have retained
-a° in the first member, and probably there are different causes for different
forms. In some cases, e.g. vı̄spabda- ‘an all-embracing bond’, the absence of
separation is understandable, because a word bda- is unknown. The separation
is often due to very recent scribal practice, as in aē\ra.paiti- (3x) against
aē\rapaiti- (26x). Compare also the reflexes of *mi\a-uxta- ‘falsely spoken’:
3x unsplit mi\aoxta-, but xmi\ō.uxta- in Vr 20.2; the latter has clearly been
influenced by the surrounding forms mi\ō.mata- ‘falsely thought’ and
mi\ō.varšta- ‘falsely acted’.

There is a separation point attested in the forms aˇ˙sa.paoiriia- ‘having aˇ˙sa
as the first’ (note the PN aˇ˙sō.paoiriia-), aˇ˙sa.ratu- ‘having aˇ˙sa as a ratu’,
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aˇ˙sa.st embana- mountain name, aˇ˙sa.´̌siiao\na- PN, ahura. ˜tkaēša- ‘having ahura
as a teacher’ (25x; 4x ahurō. ˜tkaēša) 129, ugra.zaoša- ‘having a strong will’,
udra.jan- ‘killing otters’, jiia.jata- ‘propelled by the bow-string’,
dāstra.masah- ‘with the size of a dāstra-’, frā.uruzda.paiiah- ‘whose milk is
obstructed’, mazda.xša\ra- ‘having his rule from Mazdā’, vairiia.stāra- ‘more
preferable’ (see § 3.1.3), var enauua.vı̄ša- ‘having a spider’s poison’,
v er e\ra.tauruuan- ‘overcoming the resistance’, vı̄spa.tauruuairı̄- PN ‘who
overcomes everything’ (cf. Skt. viśva-túr-), ra\a.kairı̄- ‘made like a vehicle’,
zaraniiapaxšta.pāda- ‘having legs which are bound in gold’,
hauruua.paoiriia- ‘?’ (a very recent cpd.), +haoma.hūiti- ‘the pressing of
haoma’, haoma.stūiti- ‘the praising of haoma’, and hama.nāfaēnı̄- ‘of the
same breeding’.

The following forms are spelled as one word: aē\rapaiti- ‘teacher’ (26x;
3x aē\ra.paiti-), aparazāta- ‘born afterwards’ (Skt. aparajá-), aniia ˜tkaeša-
‘of a different faith’ Vn 34, 78, 82 (ainiiō. ˜tkaeša V 12.2, Vn 25, 30),
arauuaoštra- PN < *ara ˘ua-uštra-, ar enauuācı̄- ‘denouncing injustice’ <
*arna- ˘uācı̄-, aspa.vı̄rajan- ‘striking horses and men’ (cf. udra.jan- and
v er e\rā̆ jan-), aˇ˙saci\ra- 20x (3x aˇ˙sa.° in H), aˇ˙saoxšaiia ˙nt- ‘increasing aˇ˙sa’
< *aˇ˙sa-uxšaiia ˙nt-, +aˇ˙san emah-130 PN, aˇ˙sasairiia ˙nc- PN, aˇ˙sasauuah- PN,
+aˇ˙sasara-131 ‘united with aˇ˙sa’, aˇ˙sasar eda- PN, aˇ˙sastū- PN,
x er eduuafšniia- 132 ‘with upright breasts’ (cf. Skt. ūrdhvastanı̄-),
upaošaouhuua- ‘eastern’ < *upa-ušah ˘ua-, kamnafšuua- ‘having few cattle’,

|
k er esaoxšan- PN < *kr˚ sa-uxšan-, xva ˙ndrakara- ‘who does what is pleasant’,
gaiiadā° in the PN gaiiadāstaiiana- and gaiiadāsti- (compare the adj.
gaiiō.dā- ‘giving life’ < *ga ˘ia-dhaH-), daēuuaiiasna- ‘who worships the
daēvas’ (Skt. devayajñá-), daēuuaiiāz(a)- ‘id’ (Skt. devayáj-), frašaoštra- PN
< *fraša-uštra-, mazdaiiasna- ‘who worships Mazdā’, mazdaoxta- ‘said by
Mazdā’, māzdaiiasni- ‘belonging to a Mazdayasnian’, mi\aoxta-,
+yahmiiajatarasca133 mountain name, v er e\rajan- ‘victorious’ (Skt.
vr˚ trahán-) which is discussed in § 5.2.3, vı̄spataurušı̄- PN, vı̄spataša(n)- PN,

129 The distribution is: nom.sg. ahura. ˜tkaēšō, acc.sg. ahurō. ˜tkaēšąm, ahurō. ˜tkaēš em.

130 Yt 13.127; I adopt unsplit aˇ˙sa° from Mf3.

131 Yt 11.4; edited as aˇ˙sa.sara by Geldner, but F1 ašašara may preserve the older
spelling.

132 In H 2.9, where the mss. have er ed°; the error -duu- for *-duu- also occurs in the
mss. of the N.

133 Yt 19.6; spelled unsplit in F1+.
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vı̄spabda-, rāmašaiiana- 134 ‘bestowing peaceful dwellings’, spaci\ra-
‘belonging to the species of dogs’, srı̄raoxšan- PN < *srı̄ra-uxšan-,
zaraniiapaxšta.pāda- (against 19 compounds in zaraniiō.°), hauruuafšu-
‘having healthy cattle’ < *har ˘ua-fšu-. The spelling of zaraniiapaxšta° without
a separation point is remarkable. It may be due to a rule that every compound
may have only one split, as in the Rigveda padapā ˙tha; however, a few
Avestan compounds break this rule, e.g. huš.hąm.b er eta-. Note that the word
is a hapax in Yt 17.9, and that it is attested only in J10 and K12, but not in
F1+, because the scribe of F1 made a mistake while copying.

§ 5.2.2.2 First member in IIr. *-aH?

We must now review the possible evidence for YAv. forms with a first
member in -a from original *-ā. In fact, no certain forms with this reflex
exist.

There are forms in -a(.) which must certainly go back to a sequence
*-a.H-. The words aˇ˙sa.nāsa- ‘who makes reach Aˇ˙sa’ and vahišta.nāsa- ‘who
makes reach the best’ derive from the root *Hnać- ‘to reach’, but compounds
with aˇ˙sa- and the superlative vahišta- as a first member may well be recent
formations. Also, the long vowel in °nāsa- is unexplained, cf. § 3.7.3.

It has been suggested that the adverb *uštā ‘at will’ represents the first
member of uštāza ˙nta- (see § 5.2.1.1), and one may consider its presence in
ušta.xvar enah- mountain name ‘who has Xvarnah at will’ and ušta(.)b er eiti-
‘oblation at will’. But instead of a frozen adverb *uštā, these forms may
simply contain the stem of the ptc. ušta-, i.e. ušta.xvar enah- ‘who has the
wished-for Xvarnah’ and ušta.b er eiti- ‘the wished-for oblation’ (Bartholomae
1904: 420 and 418 resp.). The latter compound occurs together with
va ˙nta.b er eiti-, which can accordingly be translated as ‘the gained oblation’.
There is no evidence in Avestan for an adverb *va ˙ntā, which supports the
view that ušta.b er eiti- too does not contain an adverb.

I have found no Avestan compounds with a first member in -a(.) which
must be explained as an acc.pl.n. (or an acc.du.m.)135. Humbach 1954: 53

134 Yt 10.4; spelled rāma.šaiiana- in Yt 8.2, Ny 2.13.

135 It is very uncertain that such compounds ever existed in IIr. Unlike compounds
with an acc.sg. in the first member, an acc.pl. is very rare in Skt., cf. Wackernagel
1905: 204.
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suggested that the YAv. names vı̄spa.hišat- ‘noticing everything’ and
hāta.mar eni- ‘who remembers the merits’ in Yt 1.8 might contain the neuter
pl. forms *vı̄spā and hātā. Yet it is clear that these names are calques of
OAv. vı̄spā.hišat- (Y 45.4) and hātā.mar ā̆ ni- (Y 32.6), cf. Bartholomae 1904:
1465 and 1802; therefore, they cannot be used as evidence.

The compounds with mazda° as a first member are conspicuous, because
mazdā- is expected to retain its stem *mazdaH- in composition; in fact, this
is attested in the OAv. (substantivized) adj. mazdā\a- ‘commemorabilis’ <
*mazdaH-tha-. However, mazdā\a- seems to preserve the original, abstract
meaning of *mazdaH- ‘knowledge’, cf. Skt. medh ´̄a- ‘wisdom’. The YAv.
compounds, which all show the short reflex (mazdaiiasna-, mazdaoxta-136,
māzdaiiasni-, mazda.xša\ra-, mazdadāta-), contain the deified name Mazdā-,
which is indistinguishable in its inflexion from a f. ā-stem noun. Therefore,
we may suggest that mazdā- was treated in these compounds as a normal f.
ā-stem, taking short -a in the first member. There is no need to assume that
compounds such as mazdaiiasna- show the result of shortening of *ā in
antepenultimate syllable, as Kellens 1974a: 202 suggests.

In passing, we may note that there is also no certain evidence for
compounds with an acc. singular in the first member as being inherited from
IIr. There are no cognate forms shared by Sanskrit and Avestan. Rather,
Avestan shows several clear examples of the recent introduction of an acc.sg.
into the first member. The evidence suggests that this replacement of the
uninflected first member by an acc.sg. form took place when the text
redactors recognized the second member as a separate word (e.g. °jan- ‘who
slays’). When they did not recognize the second member (e.g. °gn-, the zero
grade stem of *jan-), such an intervention did not occur. Thus, the
introduction of the acc.sg. was carried out on purpose and may be equated
with the RCS (compare also § 22.5.3 on the RCS in front of endings such as
-tūm, -dūm and -hu). I give examples from three different verbs:

136 The readings mazd ˚̄a.uxda- in FrW 9.1 and mazdāi.uxda- in F 679 go back to
*mazdaoxda-, which developed into *mazd ˚̄axda- and was then restored to
*mazd ˚̄a.uxda-. This is borne out by the v.ll. of Y 19.16 mazdaoxta-: Pt4 mazd ˚̄a.xt em,
Mf4 mazd ˚̄a.xd em, Mf1 mazdaō.xt em · J2 mazdōxt em, K5 mazd ˚̄a.uxt em · mazda.oxt em
S1, mazd ˚̄a.uxt em J3 · mazd ˚̄axd em Mf2, mazdō.uxd em K4 · mazdaoxt em
J6b.7.H1.K11.L13, mazdauxd em Lb2, mazda.uxd em C1 · mazdaoxt em
K10.L1.2.B2.O2. The ms. K5, which is less original than J2, has restored the second
member uxt em which had become opaque in J2; the same relationship exists between
Mf2 and its more recent descendant K4.
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• From the verb kart- ‘to cut’, we find nasu.k er et- ‘who cuts corpses’ in V
7.26 but nasūm.k er et- in Yt 4.7, which is a very recent and grammatically
deficient text.
• Compounds in °jan- ‘slaying’ provide most of the clear examples. The
compound *vr˚ tra-jan- ‘slaying the shield’ (Skt. vr˚ trahán-) occurs as nom.sg.
v er e\raja, gen.sg. v er e\rājanō in YAv. (for its -ā- see § 3.4.2.3), but the
only OAv. occurrence is the nom.sg. v er e\r em.jā, with an acc.sg. of v er e\ra-
as the first member. The compound kam er eda-jan- ‘slaying the head’ appears
as nom.sg. kam er edaja (V 4.49), but its acc.sg. and gen.sg. have the form
kam er edō.jan em and kam er edō.janō. This proves that the redactors who
introduced the vowel °ō into *kam er eda° were able to analyse °jan° as a
separate word. Another example is provided by the compound *vı̄ra-jan-
‘slaying men’ (Skt. vı̄rahán-), attested in the nom.sg. vı̄raja (3x) but in the
gen.sg. as vı̄r e˙njanō (Yt 13.136), i.e. *vı̄ram-janah, with the acc.sg. of vı̄ra-
as a first member. Another pair of forms is offered by the compound
*vāra-gna-/*vāram-jan-, the name of a bird of prey, which has tentatively
been explained as ‘who breaks the defense’ by Benveniste in
Benveniste-Renou 1934: 34137. Whereas the uninflected stem *vāra° is
preserved138 in the gen.sg. vār egnahe (Yt 14.19, 19.35-38), the form
vār e˙njanahe (Yt 14.35)139, probably for *vār enjanō, shows the strong stem
°jan- accompanied by the introduction of an acc.sg. form into the first
member. Our impression that a full grade stem -jan- goes along with an
inflected form of the first member is also confirmed by Yt 10.40 aš emnō.janō
‘striking no wounds’, V 19.40 daēum.jan em ‘slaying the daēva’ and Yt

137 Benveniste showed that the stem *vāra-gna- is preserved in Sogdian w’rgn’k
‘falcon’; the stem *vāram-jan- may be reflected in the Armenian borrowing varužan
‘male bird’, according to Hračik Martirosian (p.c.).

138 Alternatively, one might with Humbach 1957: 299 consider *vāragna- to be the
result of an IIr. dissimilation of a sequence *-nCn-. As argued by Hoffmann 1952/57:
130f. (= 1976: 366), such a dissimilation may have been an IIr. sound law, yielding
among other forms OAv. am¯ehmaidı̄ for *ā-ma[n]smadi (cf. § 22.4) and Skt.
rudhma ˙h, yujmahe, agasmahi. The same dissimilation may underlie the Av. int.prs.
jagna- < *jangna- to jan- ‘to slay’, cf. Kellens 1984: 195. Note that there are also
exceptions, viz. Av. ąxnah-, ąxma(n)- and ągmō.paidiš (§ 19.1); these may be due to
restoration of the roots *ank- and *ang-.

139 In Yt 14.19, Jm4 has vār enznahe, the only variant in this passage which does not
point to *vār egnahe but to vār e˙n-janahe as in Yt 14.35. Compare the discussion of
sraošāuuar ez- (§ 5.2.1.2). V.ll. Yt 14.35 vār e˙njinahe F1.E1, vār e˙njanahe L18.K40 ·
vār e˙nzanahe J10 · vāra ˙njanahe Pt1.O3.Jm4 · v er e˙njanahe K36.37.
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10.38,45 xhai\ı̄m.janasca140 ‘who slay Truth’. The form daēum.jan em
betrays its later origin by the absence of the development acc.sg. *dai ˘u em >
dōiiūm. The only exception is V 13.55 udra.janō ‘slaying otters’, which may
have acquired a separation point only recently (*udrajanō). No compound
with the weak form °gn- and an inflected first member is attested, which
confirms the conclusion about the role of the text redactors which we have
drawn above.
• The noun ´̌siiao\nāuuar ez- is attested as ´̌siiao\nāuuar eza in V 13.38 and
15.1, and as ´̌siiao\nāuuar ez em in V 13.23. In this passage, L4.Pt2.K1 spell
´̌siiao\n em.v er ez em, which must clearly be due to the surrounding acc.sg.
forms in - em. Schindler 1979: 58 has rightly argued that there is no need to
posit a separate adj. ´̌siiao\n em.v er ez- (pace Bartholomae 1904: 1713, Kellens
1974a: 69).

§ 5.2.2.3 Errors, ambiguous spellings, unclear etymology

The following words are spelled as a compound in Geldner, but must or
at least can be read as two separate words:
• Y 60.5 aˇ˙sa.drujim (Bartholomae 1904: 240).
• Y 19.1, 52.5 ahura.mazda = voc.sg. ahura mazda.
• V 21.3 baēšaza.k eˇ˙sa-, translated earlier as ‘who does healing’, is explained
by Hoffmann 1992: 844f. as baēšaza k eˇ˙sa ‘ready medicines’ or ‘healing
medicines’.
• rāma.xvāstra- (Vr 2.9) is rāman- xvāstra- ‘Rāman who grants good pasture’
as anywhere else.
• Yt 4.8 apāx edra.naēmā ˜t is for *apāx edrā ˜t naēmā ˜t, on the example of
adara.naēma- next to adara- naēma- etc. Similarly, ništara.naēmā ˜t and
pa(o)uruua.naēmā ˜t may represent original *ništarā ˜t naēmā ˜t and pauruuā ˜t
naēmā ˜t.
• V 13.47 nom.sg. apišma.xvarō ‘eating unseen’ (Gershevitch 1959: 255)
displays the development of *h ˘u- in anlaut. Since apišma can be the nom.sg.
of apišman- ‘unseen’ (as it is in Yt 10.105), xvarō could simply be the
nom.sg.m. of the prs.ptc.act. xvara ˙nt- ‘eating, drinking’, which is also attested
in N 30 xvarō. The line apišma xvarō ya\a tāiiuš in V 13.47 then means
‘unseen, eating like a thief’.

The auslaut -a of the first member is not original in Yt 14.20 išuua.vasma
‘arrow’s flight’, since a first member išuua to a stem išu- ‘arrow’ would be

140 Thus restored for attested hai\ı̄m.aˇ˙sauua.janasca by Duchesne-Guillemin 1936: 72.
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very strange; the original form may have been *išu.vasma, which was later
misread (i.e. in the oral tradition) as *išuva.vasma. On the other hand, there
are good v.ll. with a -t-: K36 vasa ˜t, K38.Ml2 vasata, K16 (sec.m.) vasta. If
they have retained an older situation, we may propose to read a syntagm
*išauua asta or *išūš asta ‘thrown arrows’, with a YAv. a-stem acc.pl. in -a.

The following compounds did not have a first member in -a, or are
corruptions of unknown origin:
• In Yt 3.14-15, we find the compounds anāxšta.anāxštōt ema-,
a ž i c i \ r a . a ž i c i \ r ō t em a - , d u ž d ō i \ r a . d u ž d ō i \ r ō t em a - ,
biz e˙ngrō.ci\ra.biz e˙ngrō.ci\rōt ema-, ma ´̌siiō.sāsta.sāstōt ema- and
spazga.spazgōt ema-, which cannot be genuine Avestan.
• In the form kadruua.aspa- (Yt 19.6), we must assume an original unsplit
compound *kadruuaspa-, cf. § 22.5.5.
• Vn 51 maxša.b er etō represents *maxši.b er eta- ‘carried by flies’, as attested
in V 5.3f.
• The form sraota.gaoša- in Vyt 14 is judged "wertlos" by Bartholomae
1904: 1649. It seems a recent, Late YAv. or even post-YAv. derivation from
sru ˜t.gaoša-.

Because of an unclear etymology, it is impossible to decide to which
category belong the following words: anāxruuida.dōi\ra- (Yt 15.54),
k er esauuazdah- (Yt 19.77), bastauuari- (Yt 13.103 ‘with a tied vari’),
b er egmiia.šaēta- (Yt 10.77; possibly *b er egmi-ā-šaiti-), yuxtauuari- (Yt
13.10), vı̄spa.\auruua-.

§ 5.3 The length of final vowels in front of -cā̆ and -c ı̄̆ ˜t

The bulk of the evidence shows the same reflexes of final vowels in front
of clitic *-ča ‘and’ and *-čid ‘even’ as in auslaut: a short vowel in YAv.
polysyllables, but a long vowel in YAv. monosyllables and in OAv. forms.
The most important exceptions are YAv. polysyllables in -āca and -āci ˜t, and
OAv. short vowel reflexes OAv. -icā and -ucā. The following subsections will
therefore discuss the YAv. and the OAv. evidence separately. We will start
with the YAv. reflexes of *-ā̆ in polysyllables and in monosyllables, and
continue with the OAv. reflexes of *-ā̆ . The reflexes of *- ı̄̆ and *-ū̆ will be
discussed in the final subsection.
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§ 5.3.1 IIr. *-a and *-ā in YAv. polysyllables

There are ± 70 polysyllabic forms in -āca/-āci ˜t against ± 140 forms in
-aca/-aci ˜t141. The numerical preponderance of the latter group in itself does
not guarantee its primacy, but it can be shown that -āca and -āci ˜t mostly
appear in two specific phonetic environments:

1. in the auslaut of an originally disyllabic word.
2. in the auslaut of an originally tri- or polysyllabic word after a preceding
cluster of consonant plus -ii-.

The first environment recalls other phenomena which we observe in forms
with enclitic -ca or -ci ˜t: the rise of -x́- as in OAv. -ahiiā versus -ax́iiācā (cf.
§ 28.3), and the shortening of a penultimate long vowel as in YAv. dātārō
versus dātarasca (§ 4.1.1). We can now add the lengthening of final *-a in
trisyllables as another effect: xša\ra and aibiiāxštaca against xša\rāca. To
my surprise, I found a hint at this phenomenon in Hübschmann 1879: 332:
"Auslautendes a wird manchmal vor ca gedehnt: apā-ca, instr. von ap
(wasser) + ca." Hübschmann does not elaborate on this subject, however.

The second environment is probably a subcategory of the first; see below.

In order to show the recent nature of the changes which have occurred to
YAv. -ā̆ ca, we will deal with IIr. *-a and *-ā separately. The forms in IIr. *-ā
will be discussed first, because they by far outnumber the forms in *-a. We
can split the first group in the surface forms -āca, -āci ˜t on the one hand,
which presumably are due to lengthening, and the endings -aca, -aci ˜t on the
other.

§ 5.3.1.1 IIr. *-ā > YAv. -āca, -āci ˜t

After other consonants than *-C ˘i-, final -āca and -āci ˜t are attested in the
penultimate of a trisyllabic form in the following forms: aētāci ˜t (nom.sg.f. V
3.40), xaorāca (adv.), apāca (ins.sg. to ap- ‘water’ V passim), aˇ˙sāca (ins.sg.
Y 8.2, FrW 1.1), er edbāca (nom.sg. Yt 10.120), ižāca (nom.sg.f. V passim),

141 The forms apāca ‘to the back’ (if from *apāča; the syntax of V 15.48 is unclear),
caoraohāca (acc.pl.), parāca ‘to the front’, vāca acc.pl. (Skt. v ´̄aca ˙h), and (frā)vauuaca
‘has said’ (cf. § 4.9.8 for the analogical shortening in this form) are left out of the
discussion, because they contain stem-inherent -c-, not -ca ‘and’.
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+ugrāca (ins.sg.)142, uštāca (ins.sg.), k er e\bāca (nom.sg. Yt 10.120),
xra\bāca (ins.sg. Yt 1.26), xša\rāca (ins.sg. FrW 1.1), \rātāca (nom.sg. Yt
1.12, V 2.4f.), dar egāci ˜t (nom.du.m. Yt 10.104), dātāca (nom.sg. Yt 1.12),
pu\rāca (nom.sg.f. V 15.49f.), mi\rāca (ins.sg.)143, va ˙ntāca (ins.sg. Y 15.1,
Vr 6.1), varšnāca (nom.pl.m. Y 11.6), vą\bāca (acc.pl. Yt 5.26, 19.32),
vı̄spāca (acc.pl.n. Y 71.6,7), rātāca (nom.sg.f. Vyt 8), saokāca (acc.pl. Yt
5.26, 19.32), staorāca (nom.pl. Yt 5.89, 8.5, V 2.8ff.), staomāca (acc.pl. Yt
13.157), žnātāca (nom.sg. Yt 1.12), hanāca (nom.sg.f. V 15.14, Vyt 28),
har etāca (nom.sg. V 2.4f.) and hūxtāca (acc.pl.n. Y 4.1,3).

The form huuarštāca in Y 4.1,3 is ambiguous: originally it had four
syllables hu- ˘uar-šta-ca, but in the post-archetype period it may have counted
only three (hwar-štā-ca), as is suggested by the sequence huuar° instead of
hu.var°. Furthermore, it occurs in the same line as hūxtāca, and may have
been influenced by it. A similar ambiguity is present in the forms with
anaptyctic - e-: we have assumed trisyllabic value for er edbāca, k er e\bācā,
dar egāci ˜t and har etāca, i.e. [ er-dba-ca] etc. Yet other forms such as p er esaca
and b er etaca show the same structure, but do not undergo lengthening.

A relatively small number of forms (11) contains more than three
syllables. Six of these occur in a series of words in *-aca, some of which
have phonetic -āca in a trisyllable. In these cases, the ending -āca may have
been introduced by the Avesta scribes from those surrounding words. These
six forms are: V 15.49f. aiiatāca (nom.sg.f.) in the sequence bar e\rica
pu\rāca paēmainica aiiatāca; Y 11.6 dahakāca and mūrakāca in the sequence
of nom.pl.m. forms dahakāca mūrakāca pouru.sar eda varšnāca; Y 15.1
rafnaohāca (ins.sg.) in the sequence sastica va ˙ntāca rafnaohāca; Y 4.1f.
humatāca and huuarštāca (acc.pl.n.) in the sequence humatāca hūxtāca
huuarštāca.

Five tetrasyllabic forms do not fit into any of the previous categories: Vr
13.3ff. afsmanāca (acc.pl.), Y 65.14 āsuiiāca ‘fast’ (Skt. āśuyā), Yt 19.3
+iškatāca (nom.pl.), V 1.8 dribikāca (acc.pl.n.?) and Vr 7.3 vı̄g er eptāci ˜t
(nom.sg.f.; two words *vı̄ g er eptāci ˜t?).

142 In Yt 10.66 we find ugraca. In Yt 13.47f., Geldner also edits ugraca, but the v.ll.
ugrāca K13.E1.J10 and F1 p.m. (corrected p.m. to ugraca), K14 ugarāca are opposed
to Mf3.Pt1+ ugraca. Of course, the original form may well have been ugraca, which
changed to ugrāca under the influence of the form mi\rāca in the text of Yt 13.47.

143 Yt 13.47 F1.E1 mi\rāca, Pt1.L18.P13 mi\raca · J10 mi\rāca · K13.H5.Mf3
mi\rāca, K14 mi\r emca; Yt 13.48 F1.E1.Pt1+ mi\rāca · J10 mi\raca · K13.14.H5
mi\raca, Mf3 mi\rāca corrected by erasure to mi\raca.
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The grammatical analysis of auruua ˜t.aspāca (Vyt 34,46), anahunāca (Vr
10.2), vaē\āca (Yt 1.26) and jāmāca (Yt 4.7) is unclear; but as for the form,
three of them would fit in well since they are trisyllabic.

In the case of naomaiiaci ˜t, ins. or loc.sg.f. of *na ˘uama- ‘ninth’ (in Yt
14.32, 16.9,12) and adverb ‘nine times’ (in V 8.18), which was edited as
naomiiāci ˜t ‘ninth’ and as V 8.18 xnaomaiiaci ˜t ‘nine times’ by Bartholomae
1904: 1045 resp. 1038, the v.ll.144 point to the rise of the spelling -āci ˜t
where it is directly preceded by -mii-, and the retention of -aci ˜t when
preceded by -maii-. This is especially clear in Yt 14.32 and in V 8.18, where
an old and trustworthy ms. branch (the IrKA in Yt 14.32, the IrVS in V 8.18)
combines the retention of -maii- with the retention of -aci ˜t.

§ 5.3.1.2 IIr. *-ā > YAv. -aca, -aci ˜t

In order to establish the conditions for the proposed lengthening of *-aca
and its scope, we must review the forms in which this lengthening did not
take place. It appears that -aca is attested in the overwhelming majority of
forms with four or more syllables (-ca included). In trisyllabic forms, an
important number of forms in -aca can be explained from contextual analogy;
but even then, a substantial number of trisyllabic forms in -aca is left which
we cannot explain away. It seems to me that these forms in particular show
the order of developments: 1) all IIr. endings *-ā were shortened to (or:
merged with) *-a in front of -ca; 2) the subsequent lengthening to -āca and
-āci ˜t in the transmission period did not affect all potential input forms.
Strikingly, there are only three trisyllabic forms in -āci ˜t, versus five
trisyllables in -aci ˜t. Thus, whereas with -ca a majority of the forms has -āca,
with -ci ˜t this lengthening is found in a minority of forms. This may point to
a further (phonetic? grammatical?) condition of the proposed lengthening,
which was fulfilled more by -ca than by -ci ˜t. It is a further indication against
a possible retention of the old quantity.

Except for the eleven polysyllabic forms discussed above in which -āca
may be due to analogy with surrounding forms (aiiatāca etc.), forms with

144 Yt 14.32 K38.Ml2 nāmaiiaci ˜t · Jm4.J10.L18 naomaiiāc ı̄ ˜t ·
F1.Pt1.E1.O3.L11.K16.40.M4 naomiiāci ˜t; Yt 16.9 F1.E1 naomiiāci ˜t ·
Pt1.L18.O3.Jm4.J10 nąmiiāci ˜t; Yt 16.12 F1.E1.Jm4 naomiiāci ˜t, Pt1.L18.O3 numiiāci ˜t
· J10 nāiiācı̄ ˜t; V 8.18 K1.P10 nāumaiiāci ˜t, Pt2 nāumiiāci ˜t · Jp1.Mf2 naōmaiiaci ˜t ·
L2 nāumaiiaci ˜t.
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more than three syllables do not lengthen final -aca, if preceded by another
sequence than -Cii-. The evidence consists of the forms aiiaohaēnaca
(acc.du.m.), aibiiāxštaca (nom.sg.), aēuaiiaci ˜t, aētadaca, aurunaca
(nom.pl.m.), ajastaca (acc.pl.n.), aparaci ˜t (nom.pl.m.), anagraca (acc.pl.n.),
astar etaca, asmanaca (acc.du.m.), aˇ˙sauua.jaci ˜t (nom.sg.)145, ahuraca
(nom.pl.m.), upastaca (nom.sg.f.), up emaca (ins.sg.), xvadātaca (nom.pl.n.),
xvar enaohaca (ins.sg.), xvar ezištaca, ca\bar e.paitištanaca (acc.pl.f.),
ca\rušāmrūtaca (nom.pl.), \riuuataca (acc.pl.), \rišāmrūtaca (nom.pl.),
daóhauuaca (loc.sg.), dašinaca (ins.sg.), dušmataca, dužuuarštaca, dužūxtaca,
draējištōt emaēšuuaca (loc.pl.), paiti.duuaēšaiia ˙ntaca (ins.sg.),
bar ezištaēšuuaca (loc.pl.), bar ezištaca, bipaitištanaca (acc.pl.f.), bišāmrūtaca
(nom.pl.), frat emaca (in.sg.), frasāstaca (nom.sg.), naotaraca (nom.pl.),
nāirikaca (nom.sg.f.), n emaohaca (ins.sg.), niuuaxtaca (nom.sg.),
xnı̄.uruzdōt emaēšuuaca (loc.pl.), nit emaci ˜t (nom.sg.f., nom.pl.), nmānaiiaca
(loc.sg.), mainiiauuaca (acc.pl.m.)146, mad emaca (ins.sg.), masanaca
(ins.sg.), mazištaca (nom.pl.n.), vaohanaca (ins.sg.), var ešiiamnaca (acc.pl.n.),
vazagaci ˜t (nom.sg.f.), vahištaca (nom.pl.n.), v er e\ragnaca (ins.sg.),
v er e\rająstaca (nom.sg.), raēšaiiaca (loc.sg.), saocaiiaca (acc.pl.), stidātaca
(nom.pl.n.), sraiianaca (ins.sg.), za ˙ntauuaca (loc.sg.), zōiždištaca (acc.pl.n.),
haozą\baca (ins.sg.), ha ˙ndar ezaci ˜t (acc.pl.m/n.), hazaorō.t emahuuaca (loc.pl.),
hāuuanaca (acc.pl.m.), huuarštaca, huuaspaca (nom.sg.f.), hubaoiditaca
(nom.sg.), hubaoidit emaca, humaiiaca and humataca (acc.pl.n.).

In the case of zarštuuaci ˜t (nom.pl.), it is unclear whether this counted as
trisyllabic [zar-št ˘ua-ci ˜t] or as tetrasyllabic [zar-štu- ˘ua-ci ˜t].

There are quite a number of trisyllabic forms in -aca which seem
exceptions to the proposed lengthening. Twenty-one of them, however, occur
in a series of two, three or four forms in -aca, some of which have regular
-aca (i.e. not in a trisyllable or after -Cii-); therefore, these seeming
exceptions may have adopted the ending -aca from surrounding forms:
• aoštaca and dumnaca (acc.du.) in V 7.59 aoštaca paiti dumnaca
\riuuataca.
• amaca (ins.sg.) in Y 57.23 amaca v er e\ragnaca haozą\baca vaēdiiāca.

145 Yt 10.2; the spelling jaci ˜t instead of †jāci ˜t shows that the split cannot be old; cf.
also Y 65.8 nom.sg. aˇ˙sauuaja.

146 This form occurs in the same sentence as gaē\iiāca, and has in two attestations
adopted °ā(i)ca from that form in many mss. Ny 1.14 Mf3.F2.L12 °aca · O3.K18a
°āca · F1.Pt1.P13.J15.L9.11.Lb1.K18c.19.E1 °āica; Yt 6.4 F1.Pt1 °aca · L18 °āca
· J10.P13.K40 °āica.
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• xšudraca (acc.pl.n.) in Yt 19.58 vı̄spa taršuca xšudraca masanaca
vaohanaca sraiianaca.
• xvāstraca (nom.sg.f.) in Yt 19.67 xvāstraca huuaspaca.
• taštaca (acc.pl.m.) in V 5.39 ātr emca bar esmaca taštaca haomaca
hāuuanaca.
• daēnaca (ins.sg.) in H 1.4 urunaca daēnaca.
• baxtaca (nom.sg.) in Vyt 38 baxtaca niuuaxtaca.
• mą\raca vacaca ´̌siiao\naca (ins.sg.) in Ny 1.16 haoma yō gauua
bar esmana hizuuō daohaoha mą\raca vacaca ´̌siiao\naca.
• va ˙ntaca (ins.sg.) in Yt 10.6 va ˙ntaca n emaohaca.
• varštaca (acc.pl.n.) in YAv. varštaca var ešiiamnaca.
• voiiaca (ins.sg.) in V 13.9 xraosiiāca voiiaca147.
• siždraca (nom.pl.m.) in Yt 8.36 ahuraca xratugūtō aurunaca gairišācō
siždraca rauuascarātō.
• sraēštaca (nom.pl.n.) in YAv. mazištaca vahištaca sraēštaca.
• haomaca (acc.) in V 5.39 taštaca haomaca hāuuanaca.
• har etaca (nom.sg.) in Yt 10.103 har etaca aibiiāxštaca.
• hūxtaca (acc.pl.) in Vr 17.0, H 1.7 humataca hūxtaca huuarštaca.

Some of the trisyllabic forms in -aca are not found in the immediate
vicinity of a regular form in -aca, but of forms in -a; we must allow for the
possibility that those have influenced the scribes in preserving or restoring
-aca, e.g. in ya\a ka\aca:
• a\aca (adv.) in V 13.47 ya\a tāiiuš a\aca dužnidātō ya\a tāiiuš.
• abdaca (nom.sg.f.) in V 2.24 abdaca ida yima.
• ugraca (nom.sg.f.) in Yt 10.66 raora\a ugraca naire hąm.var eitiš.
• ka\aca (adv.) in ya\a ka\aca.
• tauuaca (gen.sg.) in Vr 10.2 tauuaca bar esmanō aˇ˙saiia frastar etahe.
• b er etaca (nom.sg.) in V 2.3 vı̄saoha mē yima srı̄ra vı̄uuaohana m er etō
b er etaca daēnaiiāi.
• vı̄spaca (acc.pl.) in Y 22.3ff. vı̄spaca vohu mazdadāta, 57.4ff. vı̄spaca
huuaršta ´̌siiao\na, V 3.36 vı̄spaca auui tigra nimata, F 116 vı̄spaca yō
mastragnąm amąsta.
• rātaca (nom.sg.f.) in V 19.19 rātaca vaouhi mazdadāta.
• sraošaca, mą\raca (ins.sg.?) in Yt 13.146 aomna ahura mazda sraošaca
aˇ˙siia sūra mą\raca sp e˙nta vı̄duša.

147 Bartholomae (1904) regards these forms as loc.sg.m., for which we would expect
†xraosiiaiiaca voiiaiiaca. Yet I see no problem with assuming an ins.sg.
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The remaining 25 forms do not appear in the immediate vicinity of a
regular form in -aca, and therefore represent the core of counterexamples:
abdaca (Yt 19.10 acc.pl.n.), aršaca (nom.sg.), astaca (acc.pl.n.), aspaci ˜t
(nom.pl.), āsnaca (acc.pl.n.), kaētaca (nom.pl.m.), kar etaci ˜t (nom.pl.),
gauuaca (ins.sg.?), gaonaca (acc.pl.), °.jataca (nom.pl.m.), daiiaca (ins.sg.?),
d er ebdaca148 (acc.pl.), paiti.fraxštaca (nom.sg.), paraca (adv.), paraci ˜t
(adv.), p er esaca (ipv.), frašaca (acc.pl.n.), naēdaca ‘and not’, naraci ˜t
(nom.pl.), yauuaca (nom.pl.m.), ya\aca, vazraci ˜t (nom.pl.), vāstraca
(nom.pl.n.), staotaca (nom.pl.n.), and srı̄raca (acc.pl.n.).

The forms Vr 12.4 humāiiōtaraca ı̄žiiōtaraca and V 13.8 xraosiiō.taraca
and voiiō.taraca are ambiguous. Final -ō of the first member shows that
taraca was a separate second member from the RCS onward, which would
make taraca an exception to the lengthening in trisyllables. But humāiiōtaraca
and ı̄žiiōtaraca are spelled as one word, and since the lengthening to -āca in
trisyllables may be very recent, these forms may also be regarded as regular
pentasyllabic forms retaining -aca.

§ 5.3.1.3 IIr. *-a in YAv.

Only a small number of forms contains *-aca or *-aci ˜t. Four forms show
a lengthened reflex -āca or -āci ˜t, and they fit into the two categories in which
*-aca is usually lengthened. In the gen.sg. kahiiāci ˜t (Y 61.4, V 16.12, +N 40,
65, P 43), we find lengthening after the cluster -hii-. The three forms dātāca
‘you must give’, pa ˙ncāca ‘and five’ (5x; †pa ˙ncaca is nowhere attested149)
and upāca ‘and up (to)’ < *upa + ca have -ā- in the penultimate of a
trisyllable.

The short reflex -aca is attested in tetrasyllabic xšuuažaiiaci ˜t ‘6 times’,
and furthermore in five trisyllabic forms. Of these, only kuuaci ˜t represents
reliable evidence. The other four forms can be due to contextual analogy:

148 In Yt 13.11, where Geldner edits dr ebdaca. Such a sequence is impossible, and
Bartholomae 1904: 742 rightly corrects to d er ebdaca, as is spelled in K13.38.E1.H5.
This points to an original trisyllabic form *dr˚ bdaca.

149 Whereas in V 12 one may assume that pa ˙ncā-ca was influenced by the following
form pa ˙ncāsat em ‘50’, this is impossible for A 3; we must accept the reality of
pa ˙ncāca.
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• bar esmaca (3x) is due to the influence of surrounding forms in -a; see §
5.3.1.5.
• The form nauuaca ‘and nine’ occurs in the vicinity of sata and hazaora:
nauuaca nauuaitı̄šca nauuaca sata nauuaca hazaora nauuas¯esca baēuuąn
‘and 9 and 90 and 900 and 9000 and 9 times 10000’.
• ya\raca occurs in the vicinity of ya\ra: Yt 13.25 ya\ra narō aˇ˙sauuanō
aˇ˙s em h e˙nti zrazdāt ema ya\raca mazišt ˚̄a fr¯er et ˚̄a ya\raca a ˜tbištō aˇ˙sauua
‘where pious men are most believing in aˇ˙sa, and where the biggest offerings
[are offered], and where the righteous one is unthreatened’.
• The n-stem acc.sg. form rāmaca ‘and Rāman’ in the expressions V 3.1
mi\r emca … jaidiią rāmaca xvāstr em ‘asking Mithra and Rāman who grants
good pasture’ and G 1.7 mi\r emca … yazamaide rāmaca xvāstr em yazamaide
‘we worship Mithra and we worship Rāman who grants good pasture’ may
have been calqued on Y 6.2ff. mi\r em … yazamaide, rāma xvāstr em
yazamaide ‘we worship Mithra, we worship Rāman who grants good pasture’.

It is disputed at which point the sequence *-āuuiia became trisyllabic
-āuuaiia°, and therefore its testimony for or against the lengthening in
trisyllables is ambiguous. We find the forms māuuaiiaca (Y 68.2, 12) and
māuuaiiaci ˜t (Yt 14.38, V 18.31 (dat.sg. *mab ˘ia° ‘to me’) and hāuuaiiaca
(ins.sg. of ‘left’); they may still have been *māuuiiaca, °ci ˜t and *hāuuiiaca
in the archetype (cf. § 3.4.1). In that case, their °aca must be explained from
contextual analogy; this is unproblematic in the case of hāuuaiiaca (next to
dašinaca), and not impossible in the case of māuuaiiaci ˜t (after auua\a and
after bāda); there is no obvious model for māuuaiiaca.

§ 5.3.1.4 IIr. *-āca after -Cii-

Nearly all YAv. forms in which *-āca is found after a preceding cluster
*-C ˘i- (forms in *-C ˘i-aca do not occur) are attested as -Ciiāca. In view of the
possible development *-i ˘ia- > - ˘iā- which we have seen in § 3.1.3, we must
investigate whether -Ciiāca is due to lengthening in front of -ca, to
lengthening after *-C ˘i-, or to both phenomena together.

The trisyllables are ambiguous because -āca also arises without preceding
*-C ˘i-. The relevant evidence consists of:

• ı̄žiiāca (Vr 12.4), acc.pl.m. of ı̄žiia- ‘stärkend, labungsreich’ (translation by
Narten 1986a: 290, fn. 12), which must be derived from ı̄žā- ‘libation’.
• xraosiiāca (V 13.9), ins.sg. of xraosiia- m/n. ‘cry’, a noun derived from the
presents xraosa- and xraosiia- ‘to cry’.
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• gaēi\iiāca (Y 71.5ff.), acc.pl.m. of gaēi\iia- ‘material’, an adj. derived
from gaē\ā-.
• taožiiāca (V 1.19), acc.pl. of taožiia-, the name of a people; no etymology.
• paoiriiāca (Yt 11.18), ins.sg. of paoiriia- ‘first’ < *paur ˘ia- < *par ˘u ˘ia-.
• bāmiiāca (Yt 19.10), acc.pl. of bāmiia- ‘radiant’, a derivative of °bāma-
‘light, radiance’.
• maˇ˙siiāca (Yt 5.89, 8.5, 15.12, 19.29, V 2.8ff.), nom.acc.pl. of maˇ˙siia-
‘man’; for the analysis as trisyllabic *mártia-, cf. the discussion of its gen.pl.
maˇ˙siiānąm in § 3.1.3.
• yasniiāca/yesniiāca (Y 1.19ff.), nom.pl.m. of yasniia- ‘worthy of being
honored’ (Skt. yajñíya-).
• yahmiiāca (Y 71.6), loc.sg. * ˘iahmi-ā-ca of the relative pronoun ya-, plus the
adverb ā ‘in’.
• vaēidiiāca (Y 57.23), ins.sg. of vaēidiia- ‘knowledge’; for the trisyllabic
reading *vaidia-, compare the discussion of vaēidiiāpaiti- in § 3.1.3.
• vagžibiiāca (Vr 14.1ff.), ins.du. *vaxš-b ˘iā-ca of vac- ‘word’.
• vahmiiāca (Y 1.19ff.), nom.pl.m. of vahmiia- ‘worthy of being glorified’.

There are three forms for which a preform in *-i ˘ia- seems certain, viz.
ma´̌siiāca, yahmiiāca and vaēidiiāca; in addition, the stems yesniia- and
paouruuiia- (the OAv. correspondence of paoiriia-) have a disyllabic suffix
in the metre of the Gāthās. The other stems lack positive evidence for *-i ˘ia-.
Note that the gen.pl. of the stems gaēi\iia-, paoiriia- and ya/esniia- has the
ending -anąm with a short vowel, which separates it from the lengthened form
maˇ˙siiānąm.

Only one (seeming) trisyllabic form has -iiaca, viz. Vr 12.5 vı̄siiaca,
loc.sg. * ˘uiśi-ā of vı̄s- ‘village’. However, vı̄siiaca occurs in a sequence of
loc.sg. forms nmānaiiaca vı̄siiaca za ˙ntauuaca daióhauuaca, from which it may
have adopted (or retained) -aca; it is therefore ambiguous.

The sequence -Ciiāca is found in the following tetrasyllabic forms:
• anairiiāca (V 1.17), acc.pl. of *an-ar ˘ia- ‘non-Aryan’.
• ara\biiāca (V 1.17), acc.pl. of ara\biia- ‘disorderly’.
• āxštibiiāca (Vr 11.16), ins.du. of āxšti- ‘peace’.
• xvaēpai\iiāca150 (V 6.46), ins.sg.n. of xvaēpai\iia- ‘own’.

150 The mss. are divided: K1.Pt2 °aca · Mf2.Jp1 °āca · L1.2.Br1.B2.K10 °aeca.
Bartholomae 1904: 1861 claims that °aca is the oldest form, but it seems that the
ending °aca of the PV can easily have been adopted from the context: hauuaēibiia
pādaēibiia xvaēpa\iiāca varsa.
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• dužiiāiriiāca (Yt 8.36), nom.pl. of dužiiāiriia- ‘with a bad year’, derived
from * ˘iār- ‘year’.
• +manax́iiāca151 (Y 71.3), acc.pl.m. of manahiia- ‘spiritual’.
• huiiāiriiāca (Yt 8.36), nom.pl. of huiiāiriia- ‘with a good year’.

The suffix of ara\biia-, huiiāiriia- and dužiiāiriia- is ambiguous: it may
be *- ˘ia- or *-i ˘ia-. The adj. manahiia- almost certainly contains *-i ˘ia-, see §§
3.1.3 and 29.3. Skt. árya- (only once *aria-) suggests that anairiia- continues
*an-ar ˘ia-. The stem xvaēpai\iia- must continue *-t ˘i-, as is shown by the
fricativization of *t > \. This matches the evidence of the stems ara\biia-
and anairiia-, which are attested with a gen.pl. in -anąm unlike maˇ˙siiānąm.
Thus, the only compelling evidence for a tetrasyllabic forms in which -iiāca
continues *-i ˘iaca is +manax́iiāca, which does not suffice to prove that
disyllabic *-i ˘ia- is the cause of -ā-.

There is only one form with more than four syllables, viz. uštatāitiiaca (Y
21.4, Vr 18.2), loc.sg. *uštatāti-ā-ca to f. uštatāt- ‘good luck’. The ending

151 Bartholomae 1904: 1134 regards this as a gen.sg. form of the stem *manah(i) ˘ia-
‘spiritual’; since the expected preform is *manah ˘iah ˘ia (actually attested in Vyt 32
manahiieheca aoh¯euš), he argues that +manax́iiāica is due to haplology. The syntax
is strange, however: aˇ˙sāunąm vaouhı̄š sūr ˚̄a sp e˙nt ˚̄a frauuaˇ˙saiiō yazamaide astuuatō
manahiiāca. Bartholomae takes astuuatō manahiiāca to be gen.sg. forms referring to
a form *aoh¯euš which has disappeared from the text; the translation would then be
‘we worship the good, strong, bountiful Fravaši’s of the righteous; (those) of the
material and of the spiritual (creation)’. Yet instead of positing a lost form *aoh¯euš,
we can simply assume that astuuatō manahiiāca are acc.pl. forms referring to
frauuašaiiō, just like vaouhı̄š etc.: ‘we worship the good, strong, bountiful Fravaši’s,
the material and the spiritual ones’. The forms astuuatō and *manahiia can be regular
YAv. acc.pl.m/n. forms of the respective stems astuua ˙nt- and manahiia-. The
remaining problem is the fact that frauuaˇ˙si- is a feminine noun, and the adjectives
vaouhı̄š, sūr ˚̄a and sp e˙nt ˚̄a are also feminine. However, frauuašaiiō itself is not a regular
acc.pl. of frauuaˇ˙si- (this would be †frauuašı̄š), but rather the nom.pl. form used as an
acc.pl. Such a ‘mistake’ may be due to the simplification of inflexional categories,
which took place in later Avestan times, and which is attested many times in more
recent text layers; by its content, Y 71 certainly belongs to such a layer. In the present
passage, we can assume that the text composers used the m. acc.pl. forms astuuatō and
*manahiia to refer to frauuaˇ˙saiiō; within the framework of our knowledge about the
Avestan texts, this is much more probable than an unverifiable ellipsis. The syntactical
interpretation proposed here is also given by the Pahlavı̄ translation ahlawān wēhān
abzārān abzōnı̄gān frawahr yazēm kē-z astōmandān kē-z mēnōgān ‘we worship the
righteous, good, powerful, bountiful Frawahr who are material (and) who are spiritual’.
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-aca cannot be ascribed to contextual influence, so that we must take its
evidence seriously. Uštatāitiiaca also represents another clear case of original
disyllabic *-i ˘ia- which does not yield -iiā-.

We may conclude that the ending *-C(i) ˘iā̆ ca yields YAv. -Ciiāca in tri-
and tetrasyllabic forms. In longer forms (of which we have only one
example), it yields -Ciiaca. It does not present unambiguous evidence for
lengthening of the type *-i ˘ia- > - ˘iā-. Thus, the lengthening which took place
in *-aca in trisyllables was simply strengthened by the occurrence of
preceding * ˘i.

§ 5.3.1.5 Context-dependent variants

Several forms are attested with two variants, one in -āca and one in -aca;
all of them have already been included in the preceding lists. They can be
interpreted in agreement with the rules proposed here, and therefore they in
fact strengthen the probability of those rules. This concerns:
• Yt 12.3-6 bar esmāca against bar esmaca elsewhere. This form is ambiguous
because of anaptyctic - e-: must we start from trisyllabic bar-sma-ca or
tetrasyllabic ba-r e-sma-ca? We would expect to find lengthening in the first
instance but not in the second. A comparison of the contexts shows that Yt
12.3-6 bar esmāca occurs without other forms in -āca in the immediate
surroundings: auui ima ˜t varō uzdāt em auui ātr emca bar esmāca auui p er enąm
vı̄gžāraiiei ˙ntı̄m. The form bar esmaca is attested in three different contexts,
each time with one or several other forms in -a or -aca in the vicinity: Y
4.1ff. bar esmaca aˇ˙saiia frastar et em; V 5.39ff. ātr emca bar esmaca taštaca
haomaca hāuuanaca; V 14.8 hauuana dāitiiō.k er eta tašta haomiia bar esmaca.
Therefore, we may assume trisyllabic [bar-sma-ca] > bar esmāca, which
suggests that the lengthening in general preceded anaptyxis of ein a cluster
-rC-.
• Y 71.6f. vı̄spāca has lengthening in a trisyllable, but elsewhere we find
vı̄spaca. In the context, vı̄spāca is the lectio difficilior: 71.6 vı̄spāca dāma
mazdadāta aˇ˙saonı̄š yazamaide, 71.7 vı̄spāca staota yesniia yazamaide. We
have already seen the occurrences of vı̄spaca (Y 22.3ff. vı̄spaca vohu
mazdadāta aˇ˙saci\ra; etc.), which may all be due to a neighbouring form in
-a. The contrast between those forms and Y 71.6f. vı̄spāca shows the
arbitrariness of the analogical replacement.
• The form rātaca in V 19.19 rātaca vaouhi mazdadāta may have -aca
because of mazdadāta, but in Vyt 8 aˇ˙siš vaouhi rātāca vouru.dōi\ra, °aca
has not been restored.
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• The sequence *humataca hūxtaca huuarštaca would, after the operation of
lengthening in trisyllables, yield *humataca hūxtāca huuaršt ā̆ ca. Analogical
levelling has occurred in both directions: Y 4.1,3 humatāca hūxtāca
huuarštāca, but Vr and H humataca hūxtaca huuarštaca.

§ 5.3.1.6 Irrelevant forms

In Yt 19.4, in a list of mountain names, F1+ reads a ˙ntar e.kaohaca but J10
reads a ˙ntar e.kaohašca. Since kaohaca is the lectio difficilior in the context,
all scholars have assumed this to be the original form. They posit a stem
a ˙ntar e.kaoha- ‘which has metal in it’ (Hintze 1994: 81) or ‘which lies in
Kanha’ (Bartholomae). The form would be the nom.du. of the stem. Now it
is true that Yt 19.4 contains other mountain names in the nom.du. case, but
the name preceding a ˙ntar e.kaoha is kakahiiušca, a nom.sg. of kakahiiu-.
There would thus be no grammatical problem in assuming another nom.sg.
*a ˙ntar e.kaohasca in the text. This would explain the absence of lengthening
in this trisyllabic form.

The grammatical analysis of Vyt 51 aiiaca, Yt 2.13 fram er e\baca
frają\baca, Vyt 15 vidiiaca, and Vyt 46 ha\baca is unclear. Vn 43,66
yauuaca yauuatātaca is a corruption of *yauuaēca yauuatātaēca.

§ 5.3.2 IIr. *-a and *-ā in YAv. monosyllables

In disyllabic forms, which by definition contain an original monosyllable,
the long vowel reflex is the rule. This cannot be due to a phonetic lengthening
in disyllabic forms ending in -ca or -ci ˜t, since an inherited short vowel in
*-ača is preserved in disyllabic hacā̆ ‘with’ (Skt. sácā) and the ins.sg. vaca
of vāc-/vac- ‘voice’.

The forms that occur are āca (ā ‘towards’), kāci ˜t, tāca, tāci ˜t, +ptāca152

(nom.sg. of ptar- ‘father’), nāca (nar- ‘man’), māca (mā ‘not’) and yāca. In
theory, these forms may be viewed as retaining the IIr. long vowel, but since
there are no monosyllables in IIr. *-a-ca/*-a-cit to contrast them with (except
for fraca, which is ambiguous), we cannot be certain. Therefore, these forms
may also post-date the redistribution of vowel length in absolute final position
in YAv., whereby vowels in monosyllables were lengthened; the long final

152 In Yt 19.16 and Yt 13.83. In the latter attestation, only pataca is attested, but this
must also reflect *ptāca of the archetype.
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vowel of the simplex may simply have been introduced in front of -ca and
-ci ˜t by the YAv. speakers themselves.

The only form with a short vowel in front of -ca is fraca ‘and to’ <
*pra-ča, which is homonymous with the adv. fraca < *prāčā ‘forward’; it is
often difficult to distinguish syntactically between these forms, and it also
seems that the forms fra° and frā of the preverb have influenced each other
(cf. § 3.4.2.1). Thus, although fraca seems to contradict the proposed
explanation for the original monosyllables, its evidence is ambiguous.

§ 5.3.3 IIr. *-a and *-ā in OAv.153

Both vowels are reflected as -ācā and -ācı̄ ˜t (total 86x). The majority of the
82 forms represent a word in *-ā (61x), e.g. the ins.sg. aˇ˙sācā, but these
cannot be contrasted with *-a, which equally yields -ācā (25x).

It has been assumed that *-āca and *-aca are also reflected by OAv. -acā,
but it seems to me that the eight forms showing this reflex -acā are the result
of an even more recent development, probably analogical, which assimilated
the formerly long *ā in *-ācā to a preceding short a. The forms in question
are aniiadacā < IIr. *an ˘iadā-ca, iiadacā < * ˘iadā-ca, kauuacā < *ka ˘uā-ca154,
tauuacā < *ta ˘ua-ca (2x), paracā < *parā-ca, vaocacā < *va ˘ucā-ca and
sauuacā < *sa ˘uā-ca. Seven of these forms have the structure -aCa-cā, -C-
being a single consonant in each case. I think that these forms originally
formed part of the group of forms in -ācā < *-ā̆ -ca, but subsequently replaced
-āca by -aca. This replacement is difficult to date, but for some forms it may
belong to the separate ms. branches. One example of this kind is the spelling
tauuacā which J2 has for tauuācā; similarly Y 7.25 tauuācā Mf2.3, but
tauuacā in Pt4.Mf1 and J2.K5.

One form has escaped the change of final *-aca to -ācā, viz. aˇ˙sā(i).yecā
(Y 30.1, 51.2) < *aˇ˙sā ˘ia-ca, dat.sg. of aˇ˙sa-. Since *yā- never undergoes
i-mutation (cf. § 20.5), this form goes back to *aˇ˙sā ˘ia-cā (see also Hoffmann
1976: 650), and it proves that the unetymological split into *aˇ˙sā.yaca took

153 The essential facts of the distribution have been provided by Kellens-Pirart 1988-91
I: 67. To the evidence, I add Y 58.4 aˇ˙sācā, vāstrācā, vı̄dı̄šaiiācā and ā\rācā (ins.sg.).

154 YS and InVS kauuācā.
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place before a sequence -ācā̆ had arisen155. This form forces us to assume
that in OAv. too, all long final vowels have gone through a stage of
shortening (cf. Beekes 1988: 49). In my view, this claim does not apply to the
living OAv. language itself, but to the canonization of OAv. by YAv.
speakers: the merger of vowel quantities in auslaut, which took place in YAv.
(and which left its traces in OAv. -icā, -ucā, see below,) also affected
*aˇ˙sā ˘ia-ca, and the subsequent split into *aˇ˙sā.yaca preceded the redactional
lengthening of all final *-a’s in Gāthic. This suggests the following relative
chronology:

1. YAv. distribution: -aca in polysyllables, -ācā in monosyllables.
2. OAv. *aˇ˙sā ˘ia-cā → *aˇ˙sā.yacā.
3. I-mutation: *aˇ˙sā.yacā > aˇ˙sā.yecā.

Even though the available evidence is limited, it seems that the so-called
pseudo-Old-Avestan texts agree with the developments observed in OAv.
Thus, we find with *-ā-ca in Y 0.4 humatācā hūxtācā huuarštācā, and
dušmatācā dužūxtācā dužuuarštācā, in Y 12.7 tā.var enācā ˜tkaēšācā (ins.sg.),
in Y 12.9 mazištācā vahištācā sraēštācā (nom.sg.f.) and in Y 42 asp enācā.
The reflex of *-a-ci ˜t is attested in Y 12.4 kahiiācı̄ ˜t.

§ 5.3.4 IIr. *-i, *-u, *-ı̄ and *-ū in YAv. and OAv.

In YAv., the vowels *-ı̄̆ and *-ū̆ always yield a short vowel reflex
-ica/-ici ˜t, -uca/-uci ˜t. For *-ica, we find e.g. aibica, aibici ˜t, pairica, nica, and
3s. verbal forms such as astica and baēšaziiatica. Only the form vı̄ca ‘and
apart’ has the reflex -ı̄ca, but here -ı̄- is due to the preceding v- (cf. § 6.2.3).
Similarly, all the forms in *-ı̄-ca yield -ica, viz. the f. nom.sg. er ezica,
uštauuaitica, kainica, xvar enaouhaitica, paēmainica, bar e\rica, pār e˙ndica,
v er ezuuatica, vı̄spa.tauruuairica and zar enumatica; and the ins.sg. forms
aibi.nitici ˜t (*nı̄ti-), axtica, aˇ˙sica, aš.frab er eitica, aš.frāiiaštica, aš.yeštica,
āhitica, cistica, piuuatica, fr¯er eticā, sastica, huiieštica, hufrab er etica,
hufrāiiaštica and maybe Yt 1.27 ārmaitica. It is important that the two
original monosyllables in *-ı̄ < *-iH also take -ica, viz. V 3.41 cica and V
2.41 strica (strı̄- ‘woman’).

155 If Y 33.14 aˇ˙sā(i).yācā is interpreted as a dat.sg., it may represent a form which was
split much later. It would first have regularly developed into *aˇ˙sāiiācā, with
lengthening of *-acā as in all OAv. forms, and could have been split shortly before
or even after the archetype.
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The endings -uca and -uci ˜t reflect *-u- in loc.pl. forms such as ązahuci ˜t,
uruuarāhu or p eˇ˙sanaēšuca, in the acc.sg.n. vohuca and maduca, and in the
adverb mošuca. Original *-ū-ca yields the same reflex: ins.sg. uzdaóhuci ˜t and
rašnuca, acc.du. minuca and nom.acc.pl.n. taršuca, pouruca, m er ezuca,
vaohuca and vohuca. The only monosyllable is reflected as -uca, viz. the
acc.pl.n. druca (Yt 13.99, 19.85; cf. Janda 1997: 32ff.).

The YAv. polysyllables with a short vowel reflex -ica, -uca from an
original long vowel show that the YAv. shortening of final *-ı̄ and *-ū also
applies in front of -ca. These forms are thus completely parallel to those in
-aca. On the other hand, the YAv. lengthening of final vowels in
monosyllables does not apply to strica, cica and druca, which seems to
contradict the evidence of YAv. yāca, tāca and other monosyllables in *-ā̆ ca.
But we must be cautious, since the evidence consists of only three forms,
none of which is attested in the Yasna. Therefore, we cannot exclude that
strica, cica and druca are due to ms. corruptions.

In OAv., all polysyllabic forms show a short vowel reflex -icā or -ucā (cf.
Kellens 1987: 170). With IIr. *-i we find usmahicā, cišmahicā, j¯e˙nghaticā,
tanušicā 156, dad emahicā, pairicā, buua ˙nticā, būiricā, mainimadicā,
manahicā, vacahicā, h e˙nticā and huuąnmahicā (2x); with PAv. *-ı̄ we find the
ins.sg. forms ainiticā, aˇ˙sicā, frārāticā and xvı̄ticā. The ending *-ucā is attested
in nafšucā, mošucā and the acc.sg. vohucā (2x); *-ūca in the ins.sg. vohucā
(3x).

Long vowel reflexes are attested once for each of the vowels *i, *ı̄, *u and
*ū, but in all these forms -cā is suffixed to a monosyllable. The forms cı̄cā
and nūcı̄ ˜t contain an originally long vowel (*cı̄-ca, *nū-ci ˜t). V er eziiō.tūcā <
*vr˚ z ˘iatu-ca has been split in two words and underwent the RCS replacement
of *-a by -ō; from that moment on, *tu-ca may have been treated as a
monosyllable, receiving the long vowel which regularly stood in this position.
The same applies to var ecā.hı̄cā < *varcahi-ca, for which we can also assume
a split early enough to provoke the monosyllabic treatment of *hi-ca.

§ 5.4 Summary

In tabular form, the distribution of vowels in auslaut of originally
polysyllabic forms can be summarized as follows:

156 Analyzed as a loc.sg. *tanuši of a stem *tanuš- ‘self’ by Humbach 1991 II: 139.
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PAv. final vowel YAv. + clitic OAv. + clitic

*-a -a 1. -aca
2. -āca

-ā -ācā

*-ā -a 1. -aca
2. -āca

-ā -ācā

*-i -i -ica -ı̄ -icā

*-ı̄ -i -ica -ı̄ -icā

*-u -u -uca -ū -ucā

*-ū -u -uca -ū -ucā

In monosyllables, the distribution is as follows:

PAv. final vowel YAv. + clitic OAv. + clitic

-ā -ā -āca -ā -ācā

*-ı̄̆ -ı̄ -ica -ı̄ -ı̄cā

*-ū̆ -ū -uca -ū -ūcā

The vacillation between the endings -aca and -āca in YAv. polysyllables
may be ascribed to two recent lengthenings of earlier *-aca:

1. in auslaut of an originally disyllabic word, e.g. in xša\rāca and aētāci ˜t.

2. in auslaut of any polysyllabic word after a cluster *-C ˘i-, as in
anairiiāca < *anar ˘iaca. The second environment probably forms part of
the first one.

The condition ‘in auslaut of an originally disyllabic word’ does not match
any of the previously established environments for vowel lengthening. Of
course, one is reminded of the shortening of antepenultimate *ā when -ca is
affixed, e.g. in dātarasca for *dātārasca, where we assume a strong stress on
the syllable preceding -ca: *[dātārásca]. Yet if xša\rāca etc. were due to a
pronunciation *[xša\ráca], we wonder why tetra- and polysyllabic forms did
not lengthen -aca, but remained short: ahuraca. Therefore, the lengthening in
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trisyllables must also be due to the rhythmic structure of trisyllabic forms,
which apparently was different from words with more syllables.

Having traced back YAv. -āca to -aca, we find that the tables show
regular agreement between the vowel length of endings with and without
-ca/-ci ˜t: short vowels in YAv. polysyllables, long vowels in YAv.
monosyllables and in all OAv. forms. At two points, this distribution is
broken:

1. YAv. monosyllables take -ica and -uca instead of †-ı̄ca and †-ūca. As
noted above, the YAv. monosyllables with unexpected short vowel are the
three forms cica, strica and druca, and it cannot be excluded that they are due
to recent corruptions of *-ı̄ca and *drūca. Therefore, their evidence is best
dismissed.

2. OAv. polysyllables take a short vowel in -icā and -ucā versus a long
vowel in -ācā. This second group of exceptions is more meaningful: it
suggests that the endings -ı̄ and -ū of OAv. may once have had the same short
quantities *-i and *-u as in front of -cā. The same may then have applied to
the ending which is reflected in OAv. -ā and -ācā: they formerly had the
forms *-a and *-aca. After the originally short *-a, *-i and *-u had
(artificially) been lengthened to -ā, -ı̄ and -ū, the same quantity was also
introduced in front of OAv. -cā in the case of final -ā, but not in the case of
-ı̄ and -ū.

We can now posit the following relative chronology:
Early YAv.

1. IIr. *-ā and *-a merge in YAv. -a in polysyllables, -ā in monosyllables;
IIr. *-ı̄ and *-i merge in YAv. -i in polysyllables, -ı̄ in monosyllables; IIr.
*-ū and *-u merge in YAv. -u in polysyllables, -ū in monosyllables.
2. In front of enclitic -ca and -ci ˜t, the same form is implemented as in the
simplex: a long vowel in original monosyllables (certain for *-ā, uncertain
but likely for *-ı̄ and *-ū), a short vowel elsewhere.

Canonization of OAv.
The YAv. length distribution of final vowels is introduced into the OAv.
texts.

Late YAv.
1. All final vowels in auslaut are lengthened in OAv.: → -ā, -ı̄, -ū.
2. Final *-acā and *-acı̄ ˜t are replaced by -ācā and -ācı̄ ˜t in OAv.; -icā and
-ucā remain.

Late YAv. or Post-YAv.
1. a. YAv. *-C ˘iaca > -C ˘iāca, *-C ˘iaci ˜t > -C ˘iāci ˜t.

b. YAv. *#_$aca > #_$āca; much less in front of -ci ˜t.
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§ 6 i and ı̄ in an- and inlaut

This section covers all Avestan words with syllabic i and ı̄, except for the
endings - ı̄̆ (§ 7), -ı̄̆ m (§ 8) and - ı̄̆ š (§ 9). It has always been assumed that the
IIr. quantity of i and ı̄ was retained in Avestan, see e.g. Bartholomae 1894-5:
170 or Reichelt 1909: 67; nevertheless, everybody agrees that there are quite
some exceptions157. A quotation from Morgenstierne 1942: 52 may
summarize the general opinion: "There appears, after all, to be a certain
statistical preponderance of cases, in which the ancient distinction of quantity
is preserved, even with regard to ı̄̆ and ū̆ . And it does not seem probable that
the original system had already been altogether abolished."

In the following subsections, the evidence will be discussed according to
the etymology of i and ı̄. We will begin with the vowel *i, which has been
preserved as i in most positions in Avestan (§ 6.1). The next subsection
discusses the environments in which *i has been lengthened to ı̄; this concerns
the following positions in the word: 1. In open initial syllable, especially in
reduplication syllables (§ 6.2.1), and sometimes in front of s, š and t (6.2.2);
2. After a labial glide (v, uu, ouh, xv), when in front of a single consonant or
št, šm or sp (6.2.3); 3. In front of sibilants, especially the clusters -žC- and
-št ı̄̆ - (6.2.4). Two additional changes occurring in OAv. are the lengthening
of *-i ˜t in monosyllables (6.2.5), and the change of *-itı̄̆ - > - eitı̄̆ - (§ 6.3). The
fourth subsection (§ 6.4) shows that PIr. *ı̄ has been preserved in nearly all
positions. The fifth subsection discusses the phonetic shortening of *ı̄ in the
sequence *-ı̄ ˘uV-, and some forms with analogical shortening of *ı̄ (§ 6.5).

Compounds with the prepositions aibi, aibi, a(i)pi, ni158, pairi or paiti
as a first member always have short -i at the end of the preposition, which
could be due to restoration of the preverb form during the transmission.
Therefore, these forms are ambiguous and need not be discussed159. The

157 Small collections are provided by Beekes 1988: 41-42, Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I:
62, Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 55, 72-73.

158 With the possible exception of Yt 13.101 nı̄jara- PN. This is the reading we find
in F1, while no v.ll. are offered by Geldner. Probably, this is the exception confirming
the rule that the preverb ni is always spelled ni-; that is, if the preverb *ni is involved
at all.

159 Among the examples of forms in which the contraction of -i of the preverb plus i-
of the following word should have yielded -ı̄- are paitišā ˜t (Y 44.2) < *pati išāt,
paitita- (V) ‘compensated’, paititi- ‘compensation’ < *pati + *ita/i- (Skt. prátı̄ti- f.
‘going against, countering’), paitiša- (Yt) < *pati + iša- ‘to provide with’ or ‘to move
towards’ (cf. Kellens 1976a: 98), paitiša- (Yt) ‘in front of, opposite’ if from
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same goes for compounds with an i-stem noun as a first member, and those
with bi- ‘two’ or \ri- ‘three’. The few exceptions will of course be discussed.

We will base our syllable count on the make-up of the text after the RCS.
For instance, the syllable -sux- in upa.suxtō will count as an initial syllable,
even if the compound was one word earlier in the transmission.

PHILOLOGICAL REMARKS

In the Yasna, ı̄ of the archetype has been preserved in the overwhelming
majority of cases. We sometimes find short i in the InVS, and in places where
immediately preceding or following spellings have exercised their influence,
e.g. in the sequence iriri- for *irı̄ri- or in -išt- for *-ı̄št-. The mss. K5 and J2
seem to have more divergences than the IrPY, the IrVS or the SY.
Conversely, i of the archetype is transmitted as ı̄ in many instances in the YS
and the InVS, which is due to the pronunciation of the Avesta in the second
millenium in India.

The Vı̄spered mss. K7a and K7b rather often replace ı̄ by i, and the same
replacement is found several times in the InVS, e.g. in mı̄žd em. The mss. of
the InVrS (H1 etc.) and the InVS have a preference for ı̄, which has
superseded i in several attestations. This confirms the Yasna behaviour of
these mss.

In the Vı̄dēvdād, the vowel ı̄ has been preserved quite faithfully in the
IrVS (Jp1.Mf2), but ı̄ is often replaced by i in the InVS and in the PV. The
fact that the two main PV mss. K1 and L4 mutually differ in this respect, but
without a clear pattern, suggests that it was the scribe of L4.K1 or (one of)
his immediate predecessor(s) who introduced the aberrant spellings into the
mss. Original i is spelled as eseveral times in the IrVS, especially in front of
š and ž. Long ı̄ for i is found mainly in the InVS, sometimes also in the PV.

The retention of ı̄ in the IrVS is confirmed by the Yašt spellings of
corresponding forms, but the number of deviations is larger than in the other
texts, and this is basically due to the kind of mss. in which the Yašts are

*pratı̄c- ˘ia-, pairiša- ‘to search around’ = ‘to gather’, cf. Kellens (1976a: 91f., 1984:
21), pairikā- < *parı̄kā-, cf. MP parı̄g ‘witch’, pairi\na- (Yt 8.54) ‘due lifetime’, lit.
‘going round’ < *pairi-i\na- according to Hoffmann 1964: 270 = 1975 I: 160-61, nira ˜t
(Yt 8.38) ‘fell down’ < *ni-ı̄rat.
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transmitted160. For instance, the stem kainı̄n- is attested as kainin- on many
occasions, although there is no doubt that ı̄ is original. In F1, we find i for ı̄
in most cases from Yašt 13 onward.

§ 6.1 *i yields i

Short *i is usually preserved as such in Avestan. The aim of the following
sections is to show that this preservation can be observed in open and in
closed syllables, in initial and non-initial syllables.

§ 6.1.1 In a closed syllable

In a closed syllable, *i remains a short vowel. Examples in initial syllable
include cixšnuša- (to xšnu- ‘to satisfy’), dibža- (to dab- ‘to deceive’), Y 48.7
+didragža- (to drang- ‘to consolidate’), zixšn ˚̄aoh emna-161 (to zan- ‘to know’,
cf. Skt. jíjñā-), h¯emi\iiā ˜t (*ham-mi\- ˘iāt), hišc- (to sac- ‘to follow’), hišta-
(to štā- ‘to stand’), hišmāiriia-, hišmara- (*smar- ‘to remember’) and
hispōsa- (to spas- ‘to look’ < *si-spać-a-).

Hardly any examples in second or third syllable were found, and even
h¯emi\iiā ˜t may have been *h¯em.mi\iiā ˜t. Most of the forms with *i in second
or third syllable belong to the categories of *- ˘ui- and *-ižC-, which are
discussed separately in § 6.2.3 and § 6.2.4.

§ 6.1.2 In open syllable

A random selection of Yasna examples may serve to show the validity of
the claim that *i is generally not lengthened in open initial syllable: itē̆ ‘to

160 Compare for example the v.ll. of the adj. srı̄ra-: Yt 9.3 sriraii ˚̄a F1.Pt1.E1, srı̄ra°
L18.P13 · srı̄ra° Jm4 · sūraii ˚̄a K18; Yt 10.124 srir em F1.E1.Pt1.K15.H4, srı̄r em
L18.P13; Yt 13.101 srı̄raoxˇ˙snō Mf3 · sr¯er° K13 · srir° F1.Pt1.E1.L18 · srairi.° J10;
Yt 17.6 srire F1.Pt1.E1 · saire J10; Yt 17.60 srı̄re J10, srire F1.Pt1.E1; Yt 19.67
srı̄ra D · srira F1.

161 The spelling zı̄° which is attested in most mss. seems to be due to the separation
into *zi.xšn° at an early date in the ms. tradition: Yt 13.49 v.ll. zı̄.° F1+ · zı̄š°
Mf3.K13.H5; Yt 13.73 zi.° F1.E1.Pt1, zı̄.° L18.P13 · zı̄š° Mf3.K13.H5. Zı̄° may also
be due to lengthening of *i > ı̄ in front of the cluster šn.
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go’, idūm ‘go!’ (pl.), idı̄ ‘go!’ (sg.), i\ā̆ , ida ‘here, now’, ima- ‘this’, iri\ e˙nt-
(ri\- ‘to die’), isa- ‘to be able’ < present *iš-ća- (isōiiā, isōi ˜t, is emna-),
cinah-/cı̄š- ‘to provide’, aˇ˙sacinah- ‘longing for aˇ˙sa’, vı̄cinao ˜t, ci ˙nuua ˙nt- (cf.
Skt. cinóti), \ritiia- ‘third’, daēnō.dis- ‘teaching the religion’, xvā\rō.disiia-
‘indicating the place of well-being’, drigu- ‘poor’, pitar- ‘father’, pitu- ‘food’
(cf. Skt. pitú- ‘food’), fraidiuuā ‘continuously’ (Skt. pradiví ‘every day
again’), bitiia- ‘second’, paiti.biši- ‘antidote’, mitaiiatu ‘must stay’,
mi\ahuuacah- ‘whose words are false’, mi\ahiia- ‘false’, mi\aoxta- ‘spoken
falsely’ (cf. Skt. ámithita- etc. to mith- ‘to change’), minaš 2s. prs.inj.act. of
minaz-/miz- ‘to take care of’162, sifa- ‘to whip’, spita- ‘white’ (cf. Skt.
śvitrá-), spitāma- (< *spita-ama-), vas¯e.iti- ‘prosperity’ (< *vasah-iti- ‘going
at wish’), sinā- ‘destruction’ (Skt. chidyáte ‘to split’, chinná- ‘cut off’, IIr.
*śćid-ná-), zinā ˜t ‘destroys’ (root ziiā-, IIr. *íinaHt), hita- ‘tied; team’ (to hi-
‘to tie’, Skt. sitá-), hizuuā- ‘tongue’.

There is not much evidence for the development of *i in open second or
third syllable of the word. A clear case is the present stem V nišhida- 163 ‘to
sit down’ (to had- ‘to sit’), in which -šh- suggests that this was treated as an
unsplit word. Other forms are huzāmitō (Y 62.5, Yt 5.2, 13.15), nom.pl. of
huzāmit-164 ‘having good birth’, ‘easily giving birth to’, and hušiti- ‘(a)
good dwelling’ (cf. Skt. suk ˙sití-). In forms such as vı̄ci\a- ‘decision’ (root
ci\-), vı̄cidiiāi ‘to discern’, and vı̄cira- ‘deciding’ (cf. Skt. nicirá- ‘attentive,
wakeful’), it is possible that they once counted as vı̄.ci\a- etc., so that ci°
would be the initial syllable.

162 According to Humbach 1959 II: 72, cf. Kellens 1984: 165.

163 IIr. present *si-žd-a-, compare Latin -sı̄dō. Humbach (1972: 987) has argued that
nišhida- instead of expected †nišhižda- may be due to the dissimilatory loss of *ž,
from *ni-šižda- to *ni-šida-. As Lubotsky 1999: 311 notes, the finite forms of the root
had- in Old Persian and in Avestan are only attested with the preverb ni-. Moreover,
from the occurence in Avestan of the perfect opt. ni … hazdiiā ˜t we may deduce that
only a directly preceding ni has caused this loss of the second sibilant.

164 Connected with huzāmi- ‘good birth’ and Skt. jāmí- ‘brothers and sisters’.
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The possessive adj. in IIr. *-ín-165 (cf. Skt. hásta- ‘hand’ - hastín- ‘with
a hand’) is found in fraxšnin- ‘careful’, par en ı̄̆ n- ‘the feathered one’ to
par ena- ‘feather’, miiezdin-166 ‘sacrificer’ to miiazda- ‘oblation’ and y euuı̄n-
‘corn field’ to yauua- ‘corn’, and in a few more uncertain forms (cf.
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 146). All stems except par en ı̄̆ n- are attested in
case forms where we cannot distinguish between *i and *ı̄: the nom.sg. -i
(*- ı̄̆ ), the gen.pl. -inąm (*-ı̄̆ nąm) and the acc.pl. y euuı̄nō, in which preceding
-uu- would lengthen *i anyway (see § 6.2.3).

The only stem with diagnostic case forms is YAv. par en ı̄̆ n- ‘the feathered
one’, which is cognate with Skt. par ˙nín-. It occurs in the nom.pl. par enı̄nō (Yt
10.119) and the dat.sg. p er enine167 (Yt 14.38), which Hoffmann-Forssman
1996: 146 restore to xpar enine although the majority of the mss. points rather
to xpar enı̄ne. There is a clear discrepancy between the reconstruction
*parn-in- and the twofold attestation with -ı̄n- in the Yašts. Although a
corruption of *i to -ı̄- is rare in the Yašt Proper mss., it seems that we must
in this case seriously consider such a corruption. Alternatively, one might
assume that the stems in *-in- analogically adopted -ı̄n- on the basis of the
nom.sg. *-ı̄n, or on the model of the -ān-stems derived from a-stems, which
have the suffix form -ān- thoughout. However, this yields more complications
than the assumption of short *-in-.

Finally, we find *-i- in non-initial syllable in the suffix -ina- < PIE *-ino-,
which is used in temporal adjectives indicating parts of the day or seasons of
the year: Greek eiarinós ‘in the spring’, opōrinós ‘in autumn’, Latin vērnus,
etc. In YAv., this suffix appears in:
• rapi\bina- ‘the part of the day from noon till afternoon’. Derived from
rapi\bā- ‘midday’, which can be connected with Av. pitu- ‘meal’ and OAv.
ar¯em.pi\bā- ‘noon’, i.e. ‘which has the correct meal’.
• uzaiieirina- ‘the part of the day from afternoon till sunset’, derived from
Av. uz-aiiara- ‘end of the day’.

165 It seems unlikely that -in- is due to vocalization of a laryngeal from the possessive
(‘Hoffmann’-)suffix *-Hn- after a consonant, pace Kuiper 1976: 246; cf. gen.pl. Av.
hazasnąm ‘of the robbers’ from *seǵhes-Hn-ōm. The form airime, which was also
regarded as a case of *H > i by Kuiper, does not contain a vocalized laryngeal but
epenthetic i from i-epenthesis: *arme > *airime, cf. § 26.1.3.

166 Only attested in the gen.pl. miiezdinąm (Yt 13.64, V 18.12). The gen.pl. of both
i-stems and ı̄-stems is -inąm.

167 V.ll. Yt 10.119 F1+ and J10 par enı̄nō; Yt 14.38 p er enine F1.E1 · paranūne Pt1.O3
· p er enine M4 · paranı̄ne Jm4, p er enine L11 · frašnı̄ne K38.Ml2, frašnı̄na K36.
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• ušahina- ‘the part of the day from midnight till sunrise’, derived from
ušah- ‘dawn’.
• vı̄spaiieirina- (Y 19.17) ‘of all day’, restored by Benveniste 1964, derived
from an unattested stem *vı̄spaiiara-.
• hąmina- ‘summerly’ (V 2.41 PTr.) to ham- ‘summer’, cf. § 3.7.2.

§ 6.2 *i yields ı̄

Lengthening of *i occurs in four different environments. Firstly, *i
becomes ı̄ in open reduplication syllables in OAv., and in YAv. reduplication
syllables in the environment of *r or *z. A few other cases of lengthening in
open, non-reduplication syllable are also found, especially in front of t, s and
š. Secondly, lengthening of *i appears regularly in open syllable if preceded
by a labial glide (v, xv, uu, ouh). Thirdly, *i > ı̄ is found in front of ž, and also
often in front of -š- or -šti-. Finally, monosyllables in *-i ˜t take -ı̄ ˜t in the OAv.
texts.

§ 6.2.1 In reduplication

The usual retention of *i in open and closed syllables is broken in one
specific environment, viz. in reduplication syllables. As reduplication is a
morphological process, I have tried to sift the evidence according to
morphological criteria, but this has yielded no satisfactory results. The
alternation between i and ı̄ in reduplication cuts right across the relevant
categories of the reduplicated present, the desiderative, the perfect and the
corresponding reduplicated adjectives.

A superficial survey of the lengthened forms yields a twofold distinction.
Firstly, ı̄-reduplication is attested in a larger percentage of the evidence in
OAv. than in YAv.; for this reason, I have opted to split the discussion of the
forms in an OAv. and a YAv. part. Secondly, ı̄-reduplication only takes place
in an open syllable, i.e. if *i is followed by only one consonant.

I disregard all forms with an initial sequence vı̄- because they are
ambiguous: *vi- was regularly lengthened to vı̄- in open syllable, cf. § 6.2.3
below.

§ 6.2.1.1 The OAv. evidence

The following forms show ı̄ < *i in the reduplication syllable:
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• jı̄g er eza ˜t (Y 32.13) < *ǐi-gr˚ íh-at, 3p. prs.inj.act. of garz- ‘to complain’.
• jı̄jiša- < *ǐí-ǐi-ša-, des.prs. to ji- ‘to win’; attested are Y 39.1 3p.ind.
jı̄jiš e˙ntı̄, and the derived abstract noun jı̄jišā- (Y 35.8, 21.2) ‘the desire to
gain something’. • dı̄daóhē (Y 43.11) < *di-dm˚ s-ai, 1s. prs.ind.med. of dah-
‘to know’. Of the same stem, the 3s. inj. didąs has short i in OAv.
• dı̄dar ešatā (Y 46.7), 3s. des.inj.med. *di-dar-ša-ta, to dar- ‘to hold’. In
view of the usual zero-grade of the root in the desiderative, a form
*di-dr˚ -ša-ta > OAv. †dı̄d er ešatā would be expected. It is possible that
dı̄dar ešatā took over the YAv. reflex -arš- < *- r˚ š- at the canonization of
OAv.168; a similar replacement OAv. *r˚ ž → YAv. arž may be assumed for
OAv. \barōždūm, see § 24.6.
• dı̄d er ežō (Y 44.15), 2s. des.inj.act. *didr˚ žah < *di-dr˚ íh-ša-, to darz- ‘to
fasten’.
• °mı̄ma\ā (Y 32.4) < *mí-mH-atha, 2p. prs.ind/subj.act. to mā- ‘to
determine’. This form occurs with the preverb fra° as framı̄ma\ā. It would
be an exception to the rule that only initial syllables get lengthening, except
if the transmittors were conscious of the preverbial status of fra°, and treated
*mi- as a word-initial syllable.
• hı̄šasa ˜t (Y 32.13) is metrically /hišsa ˜t/, 3s. des.inj.act. of *hišsa- <
*si-šd-sa-, to had- ‘to sit down’. In view of the usual absence of lengthening
in closed syllable, it seems that anaptyctic a in -š as- must have arisen before
the lengthening of *i.

The following three forms with short i-reduplication in open initial syllable
represent genuine counterevidence to the lengthening observed in the forms
above:
• cikōit er eš (Y 32.11), 3p.pf. *ci-kait- r˚ š to cit- ‘to appear’; this form was
formerly analyzed as a 3p.pf.ind., but Jasanoff 1997 has proposed to regard
it as a 3p.pf.inj. (plupf.) Although this analysis is met with scepticism by
Kümmel 2000: 635f., I see no viable alternative.
• didąs (Y 49.9), 3s. prs.inj.act. *di-dams-t to dąh- ‘to teach’.
• mimagža- (Y 45.10) ‘trying to grant’ is mostly interpreted as an adjective
derived from a des. present IIr. *mi-magh-sa- ‘to try to present’ to Skt. ma ˙mh-
‘to spend’ (Beekes 1988: 75, 189, Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 II: 288, Humbach
1991 II: 173).

168 It might be suggested that the suffix of the desiderative of roots in *-R was
generalized as *-Hsa-; compare Skt. cíkı̄r ˙sati ‘wants to make’ < *kwi-kwr˚ H-sa- to kar-
‘to make’ (Beekes 1995: 231). A reconstruction *dhi-dhr˚ Hša- would yield dı̄dar ešatā
directly. Since dar- is the only Avestan root in -r from which a des.pres. is attested,
there is no way of verifying this hypothesis.
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One more form lacks lengthening, but the reduplication syllable is not the
initial syllable of the word:
• āhišāiiā (Y 29.1) 3s. pf.ind.act. *°si-šā ˘i-a, to hi- ‘to bind’. Lengthening is
only attested in one ms., Pd āhı̄šāiiā.

To conclude the evidence of reduplication in open syllables, we find one
form for which the spelling in the archetype is uncertain:
• c ı̄̆ cı̄̆ \bā169 (Y 43.2), ins.sg. of cicitu- ‘attentive’, cf. Skt. cikitú-. Geldner’s
form cı̄cı̄\bā was corrected to cici\bā by Bartholomae 1904: 585 on the basis
of the spelling cici\bā in the InVS; this is possible but not compelling. The
best mss. write cicı̄.\bā, which might be explained from a split *cici\bā →
*cici.\bā, with obligatory lengthening of the final vowel to cicı̄. But in a
sequence *cı̄cı̄.\bā (as attested in J2.K5), it is also conceivable that a
dissimilation to cicı̄.\bā took place. Therefore, a spelling *cı̄ci\bā in the
archetype is not completely ruled out.

In a closed syllable, the usual retention of -i- is attested in:
• cixšnuša- (Y 49.1) ‘to try to please’ < *či-kšnu-ša-, des. to xšnu- ‘to
satisfy’. The OAv. adj. cixšnuša- (3x) ‘trying to please’ (cf. Kellens 1984:
196) has been derived from this verb.
• dibža-, des. to dab- ‘to deceive’.
• hišcamaidē (Y 40.4), 1p. subj.med. of the present *si-sc-a- ‘to follow’.

The last OAv. form to be discussed has *i in a closed reduplication
syllable. It was edited as dı̄dragžō.duiiē by Geldner, Bartholomae 1904: 772
and all subsequent scholars, but in reality the mss. disagree. I restore +did°
with a short vowel, which is more in line with the distinction between open
and closed syllables otherwise observed:
• +didragžō.duiiē (Y 48.7), 2p. des.ind.med. of *di-drag-ša- to drang- ‘to
consolidate’. The reading +did° is suggested by the v.ll. of the IrPY (did°
Pt4.Mf4.Br2, dı̄d° Mf1; contrary to Geldner’s dı̄°, I found the reading di° in
the important ms. Pt4), the InPY (dı̄d° J2, d ed° K5; they derived from a
common ancestor, for which the easiest reconstruction would be *did°), the
SY (d ed° J3) and the IrVS (did° Jp1.K4, dı̄d° Mf2). The long vowel is
attested in the InVS and YS, of which we know that they often replace i by

169 V.ll. cicı̄.\bā Pt4.Mf1, cicı̄\bā Mf4 · cı̄cı̄.\bā J2.K5 · cicı̄.\bā S1, cı̄cı̄.\bā J3 ·
cicı̄.\bā Mf2.K4, cicı̄.\b ˚̄a Jp1 · cici\bā B2.Bb1.S2.O2.L1.2, cı̄cı̄.\bā L3.Dh1 ·
cicı̄.\bā C1, cı̄cı̄.\bā J6.K11.H1, cı̄.cı̄.\bā J7, cici\bā L13 s.m. in margine, cı̄cı̄\bā
O1 s.m.
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ı̄: InVS dı̄d° in L2.Dh1.O2.S2, dı̄.d° B2.L1; YS dı̄d° in J6.H1.K11.L13, dı̄.d°
J7.C1.

§ 6.2.1.2 The YAv. evidence

We find ı̄-reduplication in three groups of YAv. forms: in the present
zı̄zana-, in the des. jı̄jiša-, and in the sequence *ririC-.

The YAv. present stem zı̄zana- ‘to beget’ < *íí-ínH-a- always has long -ı̄-.
It is well attested in YAv.: 3p.ind. zı̄zan e˙nti (Yt 13.15), 3p.inj. zı̄zan en (Vr
1.3f.), subj. zı̄zanā ˜t (Yt 13.142), and the ptc.act. zı̄zana ˙nt- occurring in the
gen.pl. zı̄zanatąm (Yt 5.129), ins.pl.f. āzı̄zanāitibiš (Y 9.22) and nom.pl.f.
xzı̄zanāitiš 170 (Yt 5.87).

I also include 3p.ind.act. V 3.5 xus.zı̄zan e˙nti. Geldner edited us.zı̄z e˙nti, the
reading of Mf2.Jp1. This was corrected to +us.zaz e˙nti, a 3p. subj., by
Bartholomae 1904: 1658, because this reading is found in the PV and because
zı̄z e˙nti cannot derive from zan-. Yet the surrounding forms kāraiieiti (V 3.4)
and maēz e˙nti (V 3.6), occurring in identical sentences, let us expect an
indicative form. Kellens 1984: 214 and 1995a: 68 tries to solve the problem
by assuming a form of zā- ‘to abandon’, but I think that the semantics of the
text really suggest a form of zan- ‘to beget’.

The best solution is to assume a regular 3p. prs.ind.act. xzı̄zan e˙nti, as it can
be combined from our v.ll.: zı̄z e˙nti Mf2.Jp1 · zaz e˙nti B1.Ml3.P2.L4a.M3,
za ˙nta Pt2 · z e˙nti P10.B2.L1.2.Br1.Dh1.K10, ziz e˙nti M2. There is no way that
the IrVS could have acquired zı̄- from the surrounding forms, thus it must be
original. The root syllable with -zan- has been preserved in the PV. V 3.5 thus
attests the same form zı̄zan e˙nti as Yt 13.15 (see the discussion of huzāmitō),
where we find a similar reduction of the word in the mss. P13 (zı̄za ˙nti) and
K38 (zı̄za ˙nte, corrected sec.m. to zı̄zana ˙nte). Note that the form of K38 is
quite similar to that of Jp1.Mf2 in V 3.5, and that all three mss. belong to the
Iranian transmission.

YAv. zı̄zana- must be cognate with the reduplicated aorist of Skt. ájı̄janat.
In view of the Greek present gígnomai, it is likely that this stem originally
was a present stem in IIr. too. Strunk 1986: 444 argues that the imperfect and
injunctive of that present were probably metanalyzed in Skt. as an
i-reduplicated aorist (a category absent from Avestan), belonging to the

170 In 5.87, only v.ll. from F1 and descendants are available: they have ziz°. I assume
that the ms. tradition is corrupt, and that the original form was *zı̄z°.
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causative present janáyati. This seems a very plausible explanation.
Unfortunately, the ı̄ of ájı̄janat does not help to explain Avestan zı̄zana-, since
the reduplicated aorist in Skt. prefers a quantative sequence of a long
reduplicative and a short radical vowel; in order to achieve this sequence,
short *i has been lengthened in most red.aor. forms if it stood in open syllable
(cf. MacDonell 1916: 173). Hence, it is uncertain how old the ı̄ of ájı̄janat
may be. At any rate, it is unlikely that *i of the reduplicated present had
already spread as -ı̄- to all non-laryngeal-initial verbs in a prestage of Avestan,
since we find other presents without lenghtening: cikaii-, titara-, didaii-.

A second verb showing lengthening is jı̄jiša- ‘to try to gain; ask’. We
have already seen its occurrence in OAv., but it is also attested twice in YAv.:
2s.ipv. jı̄jišaouha (V 15.13) and 3s.subj. xjı̄jišāite (V 15.14). The context of
these forms seems independent from the OAv. ones, so that I am reluctant to
explain jı̄jiša- as a borrowing from OAv.

Actually, the ms. evidence for the two V forms is ambiguous: Jp1.Mf2
spell jı̄jiš° but the PV and the InVS have jijiš°. This leaves two possible
explanations: 1. the IrVS preserves the older stage (as it often does), so that
we must posit *jı̄jiša- for the archetype; in that case, jı̄- would be another
case of lengthening of *i in the reduplication syllable, on a par with YAv.
irı̄ri- and zı̄zan-; 2. PV and InVS jijiša- preserve the original spelling,
whereas Jp1.Mf2 have undergone an idiosyncratic lengthening. It seems that
we must classify jı̄jiša- among the uncertain evidence.

The remaining forms with lengthening all contain the sequence *riri-,
which yields irı̄ri-. The sequence †iriri° is unattested in Avestan.

Firstly, we find two forms from the root *ric- < PIE *likw- ‘to leave’, of
which we are certain that it did not have an initial laryngeal; it seems, then,
that the lengthening cannot be explained from the IIr. preform (but see the
evaluation below):
• airı̄ricinąm (Y 65.7), gen.pl. of *a-ririci- ‘not leaving behing’, an adj.
which was probably derived from the perfect stem *riric- (cf. caxri- to
cakar-/caxr-; Skt. pf. riréc-/riric-).
• irı̄rixšāite (Y 65.7), 3s. des.subj.med. *ri-rik-ša-atai to ric- ‘to leave’.
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Strikingly, lengthening in airı̄rici- has occurred in the second syllable
instead of the initial, where it is found in the other forms; we have seen the
same exception in OAv. framı̄ma\ā171.

Secondly, ı̄-reduplication surfaces in a few forms of the roots rit-/ri\- ‘to
die’ and ri\- ‘to blend’. For these roots, we have no Sanskrit cognates, and
also no certain related words in Greek. Therefore, it is uncertain whether the
root originally contained an initial laryngeal (IIr. *Hrit- and *Hrith-) or not;
if it did, the long reduplication would have arisen by means of phonetic
development:
• irı̄ri\uš- (Y, Vr) ‘having died’, pf.ptc.act. of rit-/ri\- ‘to die’ 172. On the
basis of the gen.pl. irı̄ri\ušąm attested in Y and Vr in all good text traditions,
the exception VPTr. 3.40 gen.sg. iriri\ušō may be corrected to +irı̄ri\ušō
without hesitation.
• irı̄ritāna- (P 23) or irı̄ri\āna- (P 34) ‘dead’, pf.ptc.med. of rit-/ri\- ‘to die’.
The original form of the dental (t or \) cannot be determined, cf. Kümmel
2000: 664, fn. 140.
• irı̄ri\ar e(Y 10.12173, V 5.4ff.), 3p. pf.ind.act. ‘they have mingled; they
are lying’ to ri\- ‘to blend, stick to’.

The ptc. irı̄ri\uš- and irı̄rit/\āna- clearly belong to the same root. It
seems likely that also irı̄ri\ar ebelongs here; in other words, ‘to die’ is a
specialized meaning of ‘to mingle’, as was argued by Hertel 1927: 19. He
assumed that ‘to die’ was imagined as a process of ‘mingling’ with or
‘sticking to’ the previously deceased so that all forms belong to one same root
ri\- ‘to blend, stick to’. Especially the 3p. pf. irı̄ri\ar emay be adduced in
favour of the identity of both meanings. In one passage (Y 10.12) this verb
clearly means ‘they are mixed with’:

ā tē baēšaza +irı̄ri\ar evaoh¯euš manaohō maiiābiiō

171 Another form with apparent lengthening in second syllable is a mirage. The form
zaozı̄zuiiē (G 1.6) can hardly represent anything else than xzaozuiiē (Kellens 1984:
210) < *zau-zuH-ai, intensive prs. to zū- ‘to invoke’. As -zı̄- is transmitted by all the
good mss., it must be accepted for the archetype. It is probably an early mistake for
*zao-zūzuiiē, a form with an erroneous double reduplication.

172 I exclude from the evidence ViD 17 irı̄rai\iiā ˜t, apparently a 3s.pf.opt. ‘if he should
have died’, because of the uncertain status of the text it occurs in (cf. § 2). The form
may rather be a mistake for prs.opt. iri\iiā ˜t (V passim).

173 For the reading irı̄ri\°, see Kellens 1984: 403f. with references; v.ll. irı̄ra\° in the
PSY, but iraēri\° in Mf2 and irı̄ri\° generally in the YS and InVS.
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‘Your healings are joined with the joys of Good Thinking’ (tr. Josephson
1997: 93),

whereas in the other passage (V 5.4ff.), it indicates corpses lying on the
ground:

fr¯ena ˚̄aohąm nasunąm y ˚̄a paiti āiia z emā irı̄ri\ar e

‘by the mass of corpses that are lying on this earth’.
The translation ‘they are lying’ is clearly intended to comply with the root
meaning ‘to stick, mingle’, but ‘they have died’ seems a more natural
translation, and it was in fact proposed by Lommel 1922: 270f.

Note also that the verbal systems of both assumed roots ri\- are largely
identical:

ri\- ‘to die’: prs. iri\iia-, pf. irı̄ri\-.
ri\- ‘to mingle’: prs. iri\iia-, prs. raē\ba-, prs. raē\baiia-, pf. irı̄ri\-.

If we assume a single root *(H)ri\- ‘to mingle with, stick to’, we may assume
the following verbal system: present I iri\iia-; present II raē\ba(iia)-; perfect
irı̄ri\-. We have already discussed the probable identity of the perfect forms.
Most of the forms of the present iri\iia- belong to only one of the two
meanings: V 6.10 +iri\iieite ‘is sticking’, Yt 16.10 auua.iri\i ˙nt- ‘sticking to’;
iri\i ˙nt- ‘dying’, para.iri\iia- ‘to die’. Only the prs.opt.act. iri\iiā ˜t is attested
with both meanings, but the syntactic construction is different. The meaning
‘to mingle’ occurs only once and takes an object, viz. in V 16.14: yō
nāirikaii ˚̄a … tanūm iri\iiā ˜t ‘who mingles with the body of a woman’ = ‘who
has sexual intercourse with a woman’. ‘To die’ occurs frequently in the V,
e.g. in spā vā nā vā iri\iiā ˜t ‘if a dog or a man should die’. In this meaning,
iri\iiā ˜t never takes an object. I conclude that there is no formal problem in
assuming original identity of iri\iia- ‘to mingle’ and ‘to die’.

The vowel *i in open reduplication syllables other than *zizan-, *jiji- or
*riri- always yields -i- in YAv.:
• cikaii-/cici- (viz. cikaiia ˜t, cikaiiatō, cikaii en, cici), red. present to ci- ‘to do
penance’ < *či-ka ˘i-.
• aibi.ciciš emna- (N 63) ‘wanting to do penance’, prs.ptc.med. of the des.
*ci-ci-ša- to ci-.
• cici\uš-/cikituš- ‘having noticed’, pf.ptc.act. to ci\- ‘to notice’. We find the
acc.sg.f. as cı̄̆ ci\ušı̄m 174 (V); Geldner edited this as cici\ušı̄m, and it seems
indeed that the sequence cı̄ci° shown by the VS may be due to a very recent
lengthening. The nom.sg.m. occurs as cici\b ˚̄a (V 18.68,75) and as ciki\b ˚̄a (V

174 V.ll. 18.67 and 69 cici\uˇ˙sı̄m L4.K1 · cı̄ci\° Mf2.Jp1 · cı̄ci\uˇ˙sı̄m L1.2.Br1.
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18.67,69175) ‘having observed’. The form cici\b ˚̄a is transmitted without
v.ll., whereas in ciki\b ˚̄a, it is clear that the InVS has recently undergone
lengthening to cı̄ki\b ˚̄a.
• jigaēša (Y 62.10), 2s. opt.med. of the red. present or perfect (see for a
discussion Kümmel 2000: 628) of jı̄- ‘to live’.
• titara- (Yt 13.77, G 1.6), red. present to tar- ‘to overcome’.
• xdid er ezuua- (P 40176), red. adj. ‘attached to’ to darz- ‘to attach’.
JamaspAsa-Humbach 1971: 61 suggest original *did er ezuuan- ‘holding onto’,
which could be derived from an unattested present *di-darz-.
• didaii-, strong form of the red. present *di-dhaiH- to dı̄- ‘to look at,
consider’.
• ādidaiia (Y 62.8), 3s. pf.ind.act. *°di-daiH-a, to dı̄- ‘to look at,
consider’177.
• °didāra- occurs in the prs.part.med. vı̄didār emnō (H 2.7) and in the
probably nominal form vı̄didāra ‘supporter(s)’ (Yt 13.28). Although the origin
of long -ā- in the root syllable remains unclear (cf. Kellens 1984: 193), it
seems likely that vı̄-didāra- means ‘to hold apart, to support’, whence middle
‘to distinguish’ (in H 2.7); compare the discussion of both forms in De Vaan
fthc. The stem °didāra- represents a red.prs. to IIr. *dhar- ‘to hold’.
• bibiuuah- (Yt 11.5, 13.41) ‘afraid of’, pf.ptc.act. to bı̄- ‘to be afraid’, cf.
Skt. bibhı̄v ´̄a ˙ms-. It is unclear whether Yt 19.48f. *b ı̄̆ biuu ˚̄aoha178 ‘terrifying’
belongs here too. It seems agreed upon that we are dealing with a reduplicated
form of bı̄- ‘to be afraid’, but opinions differ as to the exact analysis. Kümmel

175 V.ll. ciki° L4.K1 · ciki° Jp1, cika° Mf2 · cı̄ki° L1, cı̄ka° L2.Br1.K10.

176 The ms. has didr ezuuō (nom.sg.).

177 I exclude Yt 14.13 vı̄diduu ˚̄a, which is commonly regarded as the nom.sg.m. of
vı̄-diduuah-, the pf.part.act. *vı̄-didı̄-uuah- of dı̄- ‘to look’. Firstly, the meaning ‘having
looked’ or ‘considering’ does not make sense in the context. Secondly, the
disappearance of *ı̄ would be strange; this otherwise only happens after a palatal, e.g.
juua- ‘alive’ < *jı̄uua- (cf. § 6.5). Thirdly, it is possible to connect Yt 14.13 yō
hištaite vı̄diduu ˚̄a (said of V er e\ragna) with Yt 5.126 yā hištaite frauuaēd emna ‘who
stands self-providingly’ (said of Anāhitā), with a derivative of vaēda- ‘to find’. In that
case, Yt 14.13 vı̄diduu ˚̄a may be a corruption of *vı̄duu ˚̄ah ‘knowing’.

178 V.ll. Yt 19.48 ažin....uu ˚̄aoha F1, ažinuu ˚̄aoha Pt1, bibiuu ˚̄aoha E1, ažiniuu ˚̄aoha H3,
bibiuu ˚̄aoha Ml2 · b¯e.v¯euu ˚̄aohe J10, babauu ˚̄aohe D; 19.50 bibiuu ˚̄aoha F1+, H3
bibiuu ˚̄aoha, Ml2 bibiuu ˚̄aoha · b¯e.vaii ˚̄aohe J10, bebauu ˚̄aohe D · baizauu ˚̄a.aoha K12.
The spelling in K12 baizauua will go back via *baižauua to *b(a)ibauua, since ž and
b look much alike.
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2000: 651 points to the v.l. b¯e° in J10; in fact, this seems to point to original
*bı̄-, since i does not often get replaced by ¯e, whereas ı̄ does.
• mimar exša- (V 15.14), des. present *mi-mark-ša- to marc- ‘to destroy’.
• °(š)hida-, dissimilated from *-šižda- < *si-žd-a-, red. present to had- ‘to
sit’.
• hisidiiā ˜t (Yt 8.54) 3s. pf.opt.act. ‘would have cut off’ to sid- < *sćid-
(Hoffmann 1975: 71).
• hišāra- (Y 57.17) ‘watching over’ < *si-šār-a-, an adj. derived from har-
‘to watch over’.
• iš ˚̄aohaēta (Yt 19.53) for *hiš ˚̄aohaēta ‘may he try to gain’ (cf. Kellens 1984:
197 with references), 3s. opt.act. of the des. present *si-šā-sa- to han- ‘to
gain’.

A few forms are ambiguous because the second syllable starts in a stop
or fricative plus a glide; it is uncertain at which moment these formed a
consonant cluster, making the preceding syllable a closed one:
• diduuaēša (Y 1.21f.) and diduuı̄šma (Y 68.1), 1s. and 1p. pf.ind.act.
*di-d ˘uiš- to duuiš- ‘to offend’ 179. If we take the spelling -duu- instead of
-db- at face value, the sequence -uu- must have been syllabic: di-du- ˘uiš-.
• (a)pipiiūšı̄- (V 15.8), ptc.act.f. *pi-piH-uš-ı̄- to pi- ‘to feed, fatten’.
• zizi.yūša ˜tca (Yt 13.71), abl.sg. of ziziiuš- < *zi-ziH-uš-, pf.ptc.act. to ziiā-
‘to destroy’. The parallel passage Yt 1.19 has the form zı̄zi.yūša ˜tca in
Geldner’s edition, but the reading zizi.° occurs in several good mss., viz.
F2.Jm4, Pd, K36.Mf3.

A closed initial syllable always yields i-reduplication in YAv.:
• tixša-, des. to tac- ‘to run’.
• sixša- ‘to learn’ des. to sac- ‘to be able’.

179 Both forms are suspect in the YAv. texts in which they occur, because of unlenited
intervocalic -d- and because the usual YAv. reflex of the verb *d ˘uiš- is ˜tbiš- in anlaut
(cf. also a ˜tbišta- ‘not hated’), whereas in inlaut one would expect †didb- in YAv.
Therefore, it is conceivable that diduuaēša and diduuı̄šma, which occur in more recent
additions to the Yasna (on Y 1 cf. Kellens 1996), are nonce forms on the basis of
OAv. duuaēš-.
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• sispa- (3s.inj.med. sispata, ptc.med. sisp emna-180), red.prs. to spā- ‘to
throw’.
• zixšn ˚̄aoh emna- (Yt 13.49,73)181 ‘to proclaim’ < *íi-ínaH-sa-, des. to zan-
‘to know’ (cf. Skt. jíjñāsa-).
• hixša-, des. to hac- ‘to accompany’.
• hispōsa- ‘to look’ < *si-spać-a-, red.prs. to spas-.
• hišta- < *si-štH-a-, red.prs. to štā- ‘to stand’.
• hišmara- (Yt 10.45) ‘to remember’, red.prs. *si-smar-a- to mar- < *smar-.
• hišmāiriia- (Y 19.11) ‘to be remembered’ < *si-šmār- ˘ia- 182, adj. derived
from the preceding red. present.
• hišhaxti, 3sg. ind.act. of the red.prs. *si-sak-/*si-sk- to sac- ‘to follow’.

Four YAv. forms with ı̄ in open reduplication syllable are too uncertain
to be used:
• afracı̄cı̄š ‘not instructing’ (P 45) might be a reduplicated stem *ci-ciš-
derived from ciš- ‘to provide; teach’ (cf. JamaspAsa-Humbach 1971: 69), but
it seems strange that it would be a root formation without any suffix.
• cı̄car ena- (Vyt 54) ‘trodden’ < *ci-car-ana- to car- ‘to go about’. The Vyt
spellings are too uncertain to base a conclusion on, especially in the case of
a hapax.
• cı̄cašānā- (Y 10.18) ‘statement, teaching’ seems to be built on cašāna-,
prs.ptc.med. of caš- ‘to teach’, which is attested in Y 13.3 as ‘teacher’. The
reduplication is unexpected, since the present cašte historically already
contains reduplication: *ča-kš-tai (Skt. cá ˙s ˙te). Initial *ci- may have been
added on the model of hišāra-, hišmāiriia- or other nominal forms with
i-reduplication.
• sı̄sraiia (Vyt 51), possibly a perfect form of sri- ‘to lean’, but the
interpretation of the text is unclear, and the ms. spellings of the Vyt are less
trustworthy.

180 Yt 17.10 nom.pl.f. xsisp emna for *sisp emn ˚̄a; original *- ˚̄a was replaced by °a
because of the preceding form gaošāuuara or because of the nom.sg.f. sı̄sp emna in
the parallel passage in Yt 5.127; Yt 19.67 nom.sg.m. xsisp emnō; Yt 5.127 sı̄sp emna
must be a lapsus of the transmission for *sisp emna: v.ll. F1 sı̄sp emna · J10
šiispe.mana.

181 The spelling zı̄° which is attested in most mss. seems to be due partly to the
separation into *zi.xšn° at an early date in the ms. tradition, partly to lengthening *i
> ı̄ in front of the cluster šn. V.ll. Yt 13.49 zı̄.° F1+ · zı̄š° Mf3.K13.H5; Yt 13.73
zi.° F1.E1.Pt1, zı̄.° L18.P13 · zı̄š° Mf3.K13.H5.

182 For a possible explanation of *ā in hišmāiriia-, cf. De Vaan fthc.
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§ 6.2.1.3 Evaluation

The preceding subsections have clearly shown that *i is not lengthened in
a closed syllable. Therefore, we may concentrate on the evidence in open
syllables. Let us first summarize the results.

OAv.:
lengthened not lengthened uncertain
jı̄g er eza ˜t cikōit er eš c ı̄̆ cı̄̆ \bā
jı̄jiša- didąs
dı̄daóhē mimagža-
dı̄dar ešatā āhišāiiā
dı̄d er ežō
framı̄ma\ā
hı̄šasa ˜t

YAv.:
lengthened not lengthened uncertain
zı̄zana- cikaii-/cici- °didāra jı̄jiša-
airı̄ricinąm aibi.ciciš emna- bibiuuah- diduuiš-
irı̄rixšāite cici\uš-/cikituš- mimar exša- (a)pipiiūšı̄-
irı̄ri\uš- jigaēša °(š)hida- ziziiuš-
irı̄rit/\āna- titara- hisidiiā ˜t
irı̄ri\ar e xdid er ezuua- hišāra-

didaii- iš ˚̄aohaēta
ādidaiia

We may now attempt to explain this distribution. The certain YAv.
evidence for lengthening is restricted to the present zı̄zana- and two roots in
initial *(H)ri-. As we have seen, zı̄zana- is matched by Skt. ájı̄janat. There
is no guarantee that the lengthening in Skt. goes back to IIr. but, on the other
hand, this cannot be excluded. Although the reason for the ı̄-reduplication
remains unclear, it is possible that Av. zı̄zana- has a lengthening which goes
back to Indo-Iranian.

The form airı̄ricinąm is the only one of all reduplicated forms which does
not have *i in initial syllable, or in the second syllable after a preverb which
might have been analyzed as a separate word, as in the case of fra-mı̄ma\ā,
ā-hišāiiā and ā-didaiia-. The i-epenthesis and the general fact that negating
a- ‘not’ is not usually dissected from the rest of the word, suggest that -ı̄- in
airı̄ricinąm cannot be explained from a recent lengthening in initial syllable,
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a solution which would be possible for all other forms. Therefore, it is
conceivable that ric- had the form *Hrič- in PIr. In fact, we find a lengthened
augment in the Rigveda in two forms of the root ric- ‘to leave’, viz. ipf.
´̄ari ˙nak (1x) and s-aor. ´̄araik (5x). As argued by Wackernagel 1896: 46 (cf.
also EWAia I: 36), the long vowel183 may have been adopted analogically
from roots in v- where ā-v° was inherited from *a-H ˘u-. It now seems
conceivable that this analogy took place in IIr., and explains both the
lengthened augment in Skt. and the lengthened reduplication in the Avestan
perfect of ric-. The model may have been more direct, viz. several verbs
which inherited *Hr- from PIE, such as *Hrudh- ‘to grow’ and *HriH- ‘to
whirl’184; cf. the index in Werba 1997: 490ff. The same analogical sequence
*Hr- must then be considered possible for the root ri\- ‘to mingle; die’, if
this did not inherit an initial laryngeal in the first place.

All the remaining lengthenings are only found in OAv. We find seven
forms with lengthening against four without. If we adopt as a condition the
fact that *i must be in an open syllable, the form hı̄šasa ˜t < *hišsa ˜t shows that
the lengthening must be fairly recent, because the anaptyctic vowel -a- must
still have been absent when the texts were composed.

The four unlengthened forms are not all equally strong evidence. The form
āhišāiiā has *i in the second syllable instead of the initial. The form didąs is
the only disyllabic form among the ı̄̆ -reduplicated forms; since all the others
have three or four syllables, it is conceivable that the accentuation or — if the
lengthening happened at a recent date — rhythmic status of didąs may have
been different from the other forms. The form cikōit er eš contains a unique
root or stem kōit-, which may have rendered the fact that ci- was a
reduplication syllable unclear to later users of the texts; compare the v.l.
cikō.t er eš in some of the good mss.

What remains, then, is the form mimagža- on the one hand, and the
lengthenings in jı̄g er eza ˜t, jı̄jiša-, dı̄daióhē, dı̄dar ešatā, dı̄d er ežō, framı̄ma\ā
and hı̄šasa ˜t on the other. In each case except hı̄šasa ˜t, the initial consonant of
the reduplication syllable and that of the root are identical or nearly identical
(j-g, j-j, d-d, m-m). This fact may have strengthened the pronunciation of the
initial syllable, causing vowel lengthening. This may have happened quite late.
We may compare the lengthening of vowels in open initial syllable which

183 It is not necessary to assume that the anlaut *Hr- was adopted in all forms of such
roots; the verbs might for instance have copied the long augment or the long
reduplication in verb formations, without other derivatives of the root being affected.

184 For the reconstruction of form and meaning of this verb see Praust 2000b: 1ff.
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applies to *u (§ 10.2) or to *i if preceded by a labial glide (§ 6.2.3). The fact
that it is here restricted to OAv. must be explained by the slower and more
careful pronunciation of the OAv. texts in the recitation; we have already seen
other evidence for lengthening especially in OAv. initial syllables (e.g. *a- >
ā-, § 3.4.3). It seems plausible that this ı̄-reduplication belongs here too.

§ 6.2.2 In open initial syllable elsewhere

In non-reduplication syllable, lengthening sometimes appears in front of
-t-:
• daēuuō.gnı̄ta185 (G 2.6, Vr 20.1), acc.pl.n. of daēuuō.gnit- ‘smashing the
daēvas’. Although Geldner edits Vr 20.1 °gnita, the v.ll. of G 2.6 point to
°gnı̄ta in the archetype.
• nisrı̄ta (Y 65.11), 3s. aor.inj.med. of ni-sri- ‘to transfer’, viz. *ni-ćri-ta (Skt.
śritá-). We can only assume lengthening in initial syllable if the form was
originally split as *ni.srı̄ta, but this is problematic since we would expect
nı̄.srı̄ta (→ nı̄srı̄ta), with lengthening of *-i in a monosyllable.
• nisritā ˜t (V 5.26), abl.sg. of ni-srita- ‘delivered’, is found as nisrı̄tā ˜t in
Jp1.Mf2. The short reflex °srita- appears in N 78 apa.srita- and E 10,11
nisriti- ‘restoring’, ainisriti- ‘not restoring’, but this may be due to the poor
ms. attestation.

In front of -s- and -š-:
• Yt 5.78 vı̄spō.pı̄sa, Yt 10.13 zaraniiō.pı̄sō are ins.sg.f. of vı̄spō.pis- ‘with
all kinds of ornaments’ and acc.pl.m. of zaraniiō.pis- ‘gold-painted’ to the
root pis- ‘to paint’. Note with short i 17.10 zaraniiō.pisi acc.du.f., where J10
paēš estands against F1 etc. pisi. It is quite conceivable that aē replaces *ı̄,
and that *ı̄ was shortened in F1; in that case, we may posit Yt 17.10
xzaraniiō.pı̄si.
• P 40 pı̄sa-, secondary thematization of *pis- ‘ornament’, cf. Kellens 1974a:
316f.
• OAv. sı̄ša- (2s.ipv.act. sı̄šā, 3s. opt.act. sı̄šōi ˜t) is a thematic root aorist to
sāh- ‘to teach’, IIr. *ćHsa and *ćHsaiHt respectively; cf. Skt. aor. śí ˙sat. It is
possible that the first syllable gave the impression of a reduplication syllable

185 V.ll. Vr 20.1 gnita K7a · gnita K7b · gnı̄ta H1.J8.Pt3.Jm5.P12.L27.K11 · gnita
L2.Br1.O2.S2, gnı̄ta L1.B2 · gnı̄ta Fl1.Kh1 · gnı̄ta Jp1.K4.Mf2; G 2.6 gnı̄ta
Pt1.L18.11.O3.E2, ginı̄ta E1 · °gnı̄ta J10 · °gnı̄ta Mf3 · °gnaēxta K36.
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at a later stage, and experienced the same lengthening as found in jı̄g er eza ˜t
and other reduplicated forms.

A case of lengthening in closed syllable is the following:
• V 18.16,24 nı̄sta ‘scorn!’ to nid- occurs with ı̄ in the IrVS (both times) and
in the InVS (once)186.

Lengthening may be found sporadically elsewhere in the mss., as in V
18.61 inaoiti ‘feeds’, attested with in° in L4.K1 and L1.2.K10, but with ı̄n°
in Jp1.Mf2.

In § 3.4.1 we have seen that *a is lengthened to ā in initial syllable if
followed by * ˘u ˘i and a vowel -a(-). The same kind of lengthing may explain
the forms of the f. adj. *drig ˘uı̄- to drigu- ‘poor’, viz. Y 57.10 gen.sg.
drı̄uuii ˚̄asca187 and P 25 acc.sg. drı̄uuı̄mca. The gen.sg. goes back to
*drig ˘uiHāsca, with subsequent lenition and assimilation of *g ˘u > *g ˘u > - ˘u-
yielding *dri ˘u ˘i ˚̄asca. The acc.sg. has passed through the stage *drig ˘uı̄mca >
*dri ˘uı̄mca, and never possessed a sequence *- ˘u ˘i-.

Two other forms in -ı̄uuii- are ambiguous, viz. ādı̄uuiiei ˙ntı̄ and jı̄uuiiąm.
They reflect IIr. *ı̄, and will therefore be discussed in § 6.4. However, it is
conceivable that dı̄uuiia- and jı̄uuiia- have first undergone the general
shortening of *-ı̄ ˘u- > -iuu- which appears e.g. in auua.miuuāmahi (§ 6.5), and
which has probably also applied to juua- ‘alive’, the unenlarged basis of
jı̄uuiia-. In that case, they join the evidence of drı̄uuii ˚̄asca for recent
lengthening of *i in front of -uuii-.

§ 6.2.3 After v-, xv-, -uu- and -ouh-

When *i is preceded by one of the consonants v-, -uu-, xv- or -ouh-, and is
followed by a single consonant or by sp, št, šm or *šn (> -xšn-), it is
lengthened to -ı̄-. Lengthening may also occur in a monosyllable in -š. These
conditions of lengthening have already been recognized for OAv. Beekes
1988: 44 observed that "an i preceded by v is mostly long", and also considers
the further condition that this lengthening of *vi only occurred in open

186 V.ll. 18.16 nista L4.K1 · nı̄sta Jp1.Mf2 · nı̄sta L2.3.Br1.K10.M2.O2, nista
L1.Dh1; V 18.24 nista L4.K1 · nı̄sta Jp1.Mf2 · nista L1.2.Br1.K10.M2.O2.L1.Dh1.

187 V.ll. drı̄uuii ˚̄asca Mf1, drı̄uuaii ˚̄asca Pt4.Mf4 · drı̄uuaii ˚̄asca J2.K5 · drı̄uuii ˚̄asca Jp1,
drı̄uuı̄ii ˚̄asca K4 · drı̄uuaii ˚̄asca K36.Pt1 · dribii ˚̄asca J15 · drı̄uuii ˚̄asca J6.7.H1.Jm1.
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syllable. Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 61 claim that i was lenghtened to ı̄ after v,
uu, xv if the syllable was open in the liturgical pronunciation. The forms
vı̄fiia-, uruuı̄siia- and vı̄duuanōi show that a cluster of consonant plus yod or
* ˘u does not impede the lengthening of *i; since there are no
counter-examples, we may conclude that * ˘i and * ˘u had already become [i ˘i]
and [u ˘u] at the time of the lengthening, or else that the clusters *C ˘i and *C ˘u
did not close the preceding syllable.

It is important to note that *i is never lengthened after b. In open syllable,
we find dribikāca, b ı̄̆ biuuah-, rapi\bina-, and all compounds in aibi
(aibi\ūra-, aibišac-, aibidāna-, etc.); in front of št, -bi- is preserved in
xra\bišta- ‘wisest’ and in anaibišti- ‘not studying’. This implies that the
sound b must have been phonetically different from v, uu, xv and o

uh at the
time of the lengthening. Probably, b was labio-dental while the others were
bilabial; this is suggested by the fact that voicing of labio-dental *f yields -b-,
not -uu-: āfš but abždāta-.

§ 6.2.3.1 *i > ı̄ in open syllable and before sp, št, šn, šm

After v-, lengthening is found in the following forms188:
• vı̄ ‘apart’. In all Avestan texts, the preverb *vi is realized as vı̄ when
prefixed to a verb or a noun189. The distribution of v.ll. follows the pattern

188 Wherever initial vı̄° is followed by a noun or a verb in -uu-, it cannot be said
beforehand whether such a form contains the preverb vı̄- or a reduplication syllable
(e.g. *vi-van-). If a form in vı̄° exists which is not discussed below, the reader may
assume that it contains the preverb vı̄-.

189 Y 53.7 iuuı̄zaiia\ā is usually analyzed as /vı̄ zaiia\a/, 2p. aor.subj.act. to the root
zi- ‘to set in motion’ (Kellens 1984: 385) or to the verb zā- ‘to leave’ (Insler 1975).
A number of important mss. reads auu° (Pt4.Mf4 auu ezaiia\a and J3 auuiizaiia\ā),
and there are indications that both the SY and the PY base their Sanskrit (yat upari
kara ˙nı̄ya ˙m) and Pahlavı̄ (u-š abar kunēnd) translation on a spelling *auuizaiia\ā. The
preverbs Phl. abar and Skt. upari usually translate OAv. aibı̄, YAv. auui. It thus
appears that the Pahlavı̄ and Sanksrit translators thought that they were dealing with
auui in their text. Auui must be due to a corruption, because *vı̄zaiia\ā would fit best
in the metre, and because *aibi would not change to auui in OAv.
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described in the introduction to § 6190. In most of these forms, vı̄ is
followed by a single consonant or by clusters of the type ST (such as sp and
št), but there are also forms in which vı̄ occurs in front of two different
consonants: vı̄xrūm e˙nt em, vı̄gžāraiiei ˙ntı̄m191, vı̄gžāraiieiti, vı̄dbōž en, vı̄druxš,
vı̄mruiiē, vı̄srascaii en, vı̄srūtārahe. We may assume that these have been
provided with the majority reading vı̄° by the text redactors, or that vı̄° is due
to graphic analogy with the form of the preverb in isolation, vı̄.
• aš emnō.vı̄dō (Yt 10.39 3x), nom.pl.m. of aš emnō.vid-, contains in its
second member the root vid- ‘to pierce’ (Gershevitch 1959: 192). The
connection of the first member with Yt 10.24 šanman- ‘blade, sharp point’
and Skt. k ˙sádman- ‘blade’ (Kellens 1974a: 69) or Skt. k ˙san- ‘to strike’
(Gershevitch) is problematic, because of the assumed metathesis of *šanman
to *šamnan and because of the meaning: both ‘striking a non-wound’ (G.)
and ‘who does not pierce with the blade’ are strange in their use of the
negation.
• vı̄\iši (Yt 10.80), loc.sg. of vı̄\iš- ‘trial’, derived from vid- ‘to know’ or
from vid- ‘to pierce’ (Skt. vídhyati).
• vı̄duiiē, vı̄diiā ˜t, vı̄duuanōi (OAv.), inf.pf.med., 3s.opt.pf. and inf.pf. of vid-
‘to know’.
• vı̄dar e, vı̄duuāh/vı̄duš- (OAv.), vı̄duuāh-/vı̄duš-/vı̄\uš-/vı̄\ušı̄- (YAv.), pf.
of vid- ‘to know’. The adj. vı̄\uša- (Vr 6.1) ‘of confession’ and vı̄\ušauua ˙nt-
(V 4.54f.) have probably been derived from the ptc. vı̄\uš- ‘knowing’.
• vı̄da- (OAv.), vı̄da- (YAv.), aor., vōiuuı̄dāitı̄ (OAv.) 3s. int.subj.act. of vid-
‘to find’.
• vı̄dā ˜t, vı̄dāitı̄, vı̄dąm, vı̄da ˙nt- (OAv.) belong to the aorist vı̄da- of vid- ‘to
devote oneself’.

190 E.g. in the following Yt forms with short vi° which occur, with two exceptions, in
the second part of the Yašts. In all cases but one, the ms. tradition is based on F1 and
J10: 2.13 vitar e, 5.62 viuuaitı̄m: F1 and J10 vi°, 15.31 vimaid em: F1.Pt1.E1 vimaid em
· J10 vaemid em, 15.46 vidaēuuō.kar e: vid° F1 and J10, 15.47 viuuaozō: F1.Pt1.E1
viuu° · J10 vaēuu°, 15.55 vicina\bar e, 19.8 višastar e: viš° F1 etc., vis° K12 · vas°
J10, vis° D. For Yt 15.53 viman ekar e(F1.E1.Pt1 vim° · v¯e. J10, vı̄° K40) and Yt
19.4 višauuaēca (F1.E1 vi°, K12 vaē° · v¯e.° J10, vae° D, vi° Ml2) there is evidence
for *vı̄ in J10 v¯e.

191 In V 19.40, Geldner edits vi°, but the IrVS spells vı̄°: vi° L4.K1 · vı̄° Jp1.Mf2
· vi° L2.Br1.
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• vı̄fiia-192 (V 8.26f.), prs. to vip- ‘to practice homosexuality’ (Kellens
1995a: 55), cf. Skt. vipáya- ‘to shake, agitate’. Geldner edits vi°, but we find
the spelling vı̄° in the IrVS.
• vı̄nastı̄, 3s. ind.act. to the present vin(a)d- ‘to find’. For the finite verb
forms in vi ˙nd-, with retained i in a closed syllable, see below.
• vı̄uuar eša- (Y 45.8) ‘wishing’, verbal noun to the desiderative * ˘ui ˘uarša-.
• vı̄uu¯e˙ngha- (Y 53.5) des. present *vivanha- to the root van- ‘to win’.
• vı̄spa- ‘all’, cf. Skt. víśva-.
• vı̄sa- ‘to serve’, cf. Skt. viśáti.
• vı̄s- ‘dwelling; clan’, cf. Skt. viś-; with *vić- in open syllable, we find the
forms vı̄sąmca, vı̄sō, vı̄si, vı̄se, vı̄s em, vı̄sa ˜t, vı̄sa and vı̄sahe. In Yt 13.2, the
nom.sg. vı̄š occurs.
• vı̄siia- ‘from the village, from the clan’, cf. Skt. viśyà-.
• vı̄spaiti- ‘lord of the village, lord of the clan’, cf. Skt. viśpáti-.
• vı̄šānō 193 (Yt 13.151), acc.pl. of vı̄šan- ‘who has won the clan’ < IIr.
*vić-šan-.
• vı̄š (V 2.42), nom.sg. of vi- ‘bird’, Skt. ví-.
• vı̄ša- ‘poison’ (Y 9.30 vı̄šō.vaēpa-, Yt 5.90 var enauua.vı̄ša-), cf. Skt. vi ˙sá-
‘poison’. Even if the cognate forms Lat. vı̄rus, Greek iós, OIr. fí ‘poison’ may
point to a PIE preform *vı̄só- (Schindler apud Griepentrog 1995: 315), the
comparison with Skt. vi ˙sá- suggests that IIr. had *viša-, not *vı̄ša-.
• vı̄šauua ˙nt- ‘poisonous’, cf. Skt. vi ˙sávant- ‘poisonous’. No -ı̄- is attested in
H 2.36 višaiia- ‘poisonous’ and +viš.gai ˙ntaiia- ‘of poisonous stench’, but this
is probably only due to the fact that this text is only attested in two mss.

The preverb vı̄ is also found in the form vı̄ndai\iia194 (sic) (G 2.7),
acc.pl. of vı̄-nidai\iia- n. ‘which has been laid down, law’. The presence of
a vowel between n and d in J10 and E1, together with the absence of ˙n in the
other mss., points to archetype *vı̄-nidā̆ i\iia. Bartholomae 1904: 1448 regards
the form as an ins.sg. of a noun ‘spread’. He translates mazišta mą\ra
mazišta v er eziia mazišta uruuait/\iia mazišta hai\iiā.v er eziia mazišta
vı̄ndai\iia daēnaii ˚̄a māzdaiiasnōiš yazamaide "die grössten durch das
Bedenken, die grössten durch das Betätigen, die grössten durch das Festhalten,

192 V.ll. 8.26 vif° in PV and InVS, but vı̄f° in Jp1.Mf2; 8.27 all mss. vif° except Jp1
vı̄f°.

193 V.ll. višānō F1.Pt1.E1, vı̄ˇ˙sānō L18.P13 · vı̄sō.šānō J10 · vı̄suˇ˙sānō K13.38.Mf3.
Bartholomae’s correction to +višānō, on the basis of F1, is unwarranted.

194 V.ll. vı̄nadai\iia J10 · vı̄naēdaē\iia E1 · vı̄ndai\iia Pt1.L18.E2 · vı̄ndai\iia
O3.L11 · vı̄n.dāi\iia Mf3, vı̄n.dāitiia K36.
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die grössten durch das Erfüllen, die grössten durch das Verbreiten der
mazdayanischen Religion verehren wir" (Wolff 1910: 147). Yet a meaning
‘thinking’ for mą\ra- and ‘operation’ for v er eziia- is ad hoc, being posited
only for this passage. Formally, the forms mą\ra etc. could be ins.sg. forms
of a-stems, but they could also be n.pl. forms of a-stems, co-ordinated with
mazišta; the translation would then run ‘we worship the greatest mantras, the
greatest deeds, the greatest bonds, the greatest fulfilments, the greatest laws
of the mazdean religion’.

After uu, lengthening of *i is found in the following forms:
• āuuı̄šiia- adj. ‘manifest’, probably derived from the adv. *ā ˘uiš ‘apparently’
as attested in OAv. āuuiš and Skt. āví ˙s ‘id’.
• euuı̄duuah- ‘unfamiliar, not knowing’ < *a- ˘uid ˘uah-.
• euuı̄s emna- (P 57) ‘not accepting’.
• uruuı̄naitı̄š 195 (Yt 13.33), acc.pl.f. of uruuina ˙nt- ‘compressing’ <
* ˘ulinant-.
• +uruuı̄siia- ‘to turn’ < IIr. prs. * ˘urić ˘ia- as attested in ind. xuruuı̄si ˙nti (Yt
12.25), inj. xuruuı̄siiat em196, subj. xni.uruuı̄siiāni (Yt 17.57ff.), vı̄.uruuı̄siiā ˜t
(V 19.7), ipv. xni.uruuı̄se (Yt 17.60). The root * ˘uriś- also occurs in the adj.
+afrō.uruuı̄suua ˜t (Yt 13.26) ‘unable to turn towards’ and hąm.uruuı̄suua ˙nt- (V
3.32) ‘fleeing away’.
• uruuı̄sar em: cf. § 7.1.
• xuruuı̄zō.maidiia- (Yt 17.11197) ‘with a narrowly laced waist’ < PIr.
* ˘uriźa-. No ms. has uruuı̄zō°, but we may see a remnant of *-ı̄- in J10
uruuaē°, cf. zaraniiō.uruuı̄xšna- ‘with golden laces’.
• +kasuuı̄ka-198 ‘very tiny’ < kasu-ika- ‘small’, cf. Skt. kaśú- PN (EWAia
I: 330) and the suffix -ika- discussed in § 6.5. Geldner edits kasuuika-, but
in both attestations, the IrVS spells -uuı̄k-, which we may regard as the older
reading.
• k euuı̄tāt- f. ‘Kavi-hood’, IIr. *kauHi-tāt-, cf. Skt. kaví-.

195 For the recognition of uruuı̄naitı̄š as lectio difficilior and its IIr. reconstruction see
Hoffmann 1976: 506-8. ı̄ is attested in K13.H5.Mf3.K14 and J10, as opposed to i in
F1 etc.

196 F1.Pt1 uruuisaiiat em, B27.R115 uruuı̄saiiat em.

197 V.ll. uruuizō F1+ · uruuaējō J10, uruuizō Ml2.

198 V.ll. V 18.34 °uuik° L4.K1 · °uuı̄k° Jp1.Mf2 · °uuik° L2.Br1 ; V 18.37 °uuik°
L4.K1 · °uuı̄k° Jp1.Mf2 · °uuik° P1.L1.2.M2.
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• xruuı̄šiia ˙nt- ‘bloody’ 199 (Y 9.30, Yt passim), prs.ptc.act. to a verb
*xruuı̄šiia- which has probably been built directly on a noun *xr euuiš- ‘raw
meat’, cognate with Skt. kraví ˙s- n. ‘id’. Kuiper 1976: 250 proposes to
reconstruct *xruvı̄š- < *kruHš, but the latter would have yielded Av. †xrūš.
We may safely posit IIr. *xra ˘uHš-, which developed into *xr euuiš- (cf.
t euuiš- < *tauHš-). The loss of - e- between xr- and *- ˘u- is conspicuous in
view of its retention in OAv. sr euuı̄m and YAv. r euuı̄m, r euuı̄š. It may be
due either to the longer duration (usually four syllables) of the word
*xr euuı̄šiia ˙nt-, or to analogical influence of the frequent compound xruuı̄.dru-
(§ 7.1), where xruuı̄° reflects *kruHi-.
• xšuu ı̄̆ d- (in xšuuı̄d em(cā), xšuuı̄daēca, xšuuı̄da) ‘milk’ or rather ‘liquid’
(Bartholomae 1904: 562). Most mss. transmit -uuı̄d- and -uuı̄d-. The nom.sg.
xšuuis in V 13.28 suggests that the stem has an etymological short vowel
*(k)š ˘uid- 200.
• c euuı̄šı̄ (Y 51.15), 3s. aor.inj.pas. of ciš- ‘to provide’. As Narten 1975: 82
has argued, this form must derive from *c eišı̄ which was then changed by
Avesta redactors to *c e˘uišı̄, at the latest before ¯ei became ōi. This form may
provide a terminus post quem for the lengthening after uu.
• t euuı̄šı̄- ‘power’ (OAv., Y 55.1), cf. Skt. távi ˙sı̄- ‘id’ < IIr. *ta ˘uHs-iH-.
• diduuı̄šma (Y 68.1), 1p. pf.ind.act. of duuiš- ‘to hate’ < IIr. *d ˘uiš-; cf. fn.
179.
• parō.k euuı̄d em201 (Yt 10.102, 17.12), acc.sg. of parō.k euuid- ‘piercing
afar’ < *paraka-vid- with ‘wrong’ compound split, cf. Kellens 1974a: 72 and
§ 22.5.4.
• +frauuı̄nuiiā ˜t202 (V 18.70), 3s. prs.opt.act. of vinao/vinu-, present to vi- ‘to
slaughter’.

199 Yt 15.49 xrūi´̌siieitiš (acc.pl. of f. *xruuišiiatı̄-) must be emended to +xruuı̄´̌siieitiš,
in the view of the v.ll. F1+ xrūi´̌siieitiš · J10 x́arauuaišiia ˙ntiš; compare Yt 19.54 F1+
xruuišiieitiš · J10 xrauuaišiietiš. The v.l. ūi for *uui is also attested in Yt 10.8 L18
xrūišiieitı̄š, L18 belonging to the offspring of Pt1.

200 Possibly connected with Av. xvid-, PIE *s ˘uid- ‘to sweat’, although the meaning is
not quite the same. It is also possible that *s ˘uid- was remade into IIr. *kš ˘uid- for a
specific kind of liquid, on the analogy of other verbs in IIr. *kš ˘u-, e.g. Skt. k ˙sip-, Av.
xšuuip- ‘to throw, swing’ or Skt. k ˙subh-, Av. xšuf-sa- ‘to quake’.

201 -uuı̄- is not attested in Yt 17.12: v.ll. k euuid em F1.Pt1.E1, kiuuid em H3 ·
kaeuuaed em J10.

202 V.ll. °uuin° L4.K1 · °uuan° Jp1, °uuin° Mf2 · °uuı̄n° L1.2.Br1.K10.Dh1.O2.
For the reading fra°, cf. § 3.4.2.1.
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• frauuōiuuı̄dē (Y 44.11), 1s. prs.ind.med. of the prs.int. *pra- ˘uai- ˘uidai to
vid- ‘to find’.
• +niuuı̄zaiti203 (Yt 14.57), 3s. prs.ind.act. of viz- ‘to pay homage to’.
• vı̄.uruuı̄šti- 204 (Y 55.2, V 8.81ff, 9.43) ‘separation’ < * ˘urićti- to Av.
uruuis- ‘to turn’ (EWAia II: 598).
• s euuı̄šta- ‘strongest’ 205 < *ćauHišta-, cf. Skt. śávi ˙s ˙tha-. The spelling -ı̄št-
can safely be regarded as the original one, but the amount of mss. with -išt-
is strikingly high. As the superlative suffix is usually -išta-, this may have
exerted influence on original s euuı̄šta-, especially in mss. by ‘learned’ scribes,
such as the PY mss.
• zaraniiō.uruuı̄xšna- (Yt 5.64) ‘with gold laces’ with uruuı̄xšna- ‘string’ <
PIr. * ˘uriźna-, compare +uruuı̄zō.maidiia-. Both forms in PIr. *-ź- can hardly
be separated from Av. uruuaēs-, uruuı̄siia- ‘to turn’ < * ˘uraiś- < PIE * ˘ureiḱ-
(Pokorny 1959: 1158).
• z euuı̄štiia- 206 ‘quickest’ < *íauHišta-, cf. Skt. jávi ˙s ˙tha- ‘id’.

The explanation of V 2.4 vı̄uuı̄se is controversial, and quite possibly it is
a corruption. The best proposal so far has been that of Geldner, who suggests
that the form originally was *vı̄se, as required for an eight-syllable metre, and
that the second vı̄° was added later, during the transmission. He does not
comment on the formal status of *vı̄se. As the context requires a second
person verb form, we could assume the use of the 1s. prs.ind.med. vı̄se ‘I
serve’ for the 2s., just like the 1s. subj. vı̄sāi is used for the 2s. subj. in the
same stanza (unless vı̄sāi is a corruption of *vı̄sāhi).

203 V.ll. niuui° F1.E1 · niuuı̄° Pt1 · niuuı̄° O3.Jm4 · naiuua° J10, niuuı̄° Ml2 ·
nı̄uua° K36.37 · niuua° M4.

204 V.ll. 8.81 vı̄uruuaēštı̄m Ml3 · vı̄.uruuı̄štı̄m Jp1.Mf2 · vı̄uruuištı̄m L2.Br1.M2; 9.43
vı̄.uruuišt em K1a, vı̄.uruuaēštı̄m L4 · vı̄.uruuı̄štı̄m Jp1.Mf2 · vı̄.uruuı̄štı̄m L1.

205 V.ll. Y 15.3 (1) °ı̄št° Mf1 · S1 · K4.Mf2 · H1.L13.C1.J6, °išt° Pt4.Mf4 ·
J2.K5; (2) °ı̄št° Mf1 · J3 · Mf2.K4 · J7.L13.H1.C1, °išt° Mf4 · J2.K5. 28.5 °ı̄št°
S1.P11 · Mf2.K4 · J6.7.H1.L13.K11, °išt° Mf1.Pt4.Mf4 · J2 · K37. 56.1 °ı̄št°
Pt4.Mf1.Mf4 · Mf2.Jp1.K4 · L1.B2, °išt° J2.K5 · H1.L13. Yt 1.15 +s euuı̄šta: v.ll.
s euuist ema F1.Mb1 · s¯euuı̄št° Pt1 · s euuišt° L11.H2, s euuı̄šta Jm4 · s euuišta
F2.Mf3. In Vr 11.1 s euuišt em, there are no v.ll. of the second syllable.

206 Apart from the forms already edited as z euuı̄št° by Geldner, we may add Yt 13.21
xz euuı̄štii ˚̄a (v.ll. zi euuištii ˚̄a F1.E1.Pt1 · z euuı̄štaii ˚̄a K13, zuuı̄š° Mf3.K38) and
xz euuı̄štiianąm (v.ll. z euuištiianąm F1.E1.Pt1 · zuuı̄štaiianąm Mf3.K13.38.H5).
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In a number of forms, the reflex -uuı̄- is absent, probably only because of
the poor ms. attestation:
• urudidieiti (F 451) should be corrected to uruuidiieiti with Bartholomae
1904: 533.
• niuuika- (Yt 19.41), PN without etymology, cf. Mayrhofer 1979: I/65. The
Dēnkard form of the name niwı̄g (Humbach-Ichaporia 1998: 120) shows that
the real Avestan form may have been *niuuı̄ka-.
• xnı̄.uruuidiiā ˜t (V 16.7) for Geldners niuruidiiā ˜t, 3s. prs.subj.act. of uruuid-
‘to perish’.
• stāuuišta- (Yt 17.59) ‘strongest’, superl. to *stūra-.
• huuidāta- (Yt 17.8207) ‘well-founded’ < *hu-vi-dāta-, cf. vı̄data-
‘founded’. Possibly, the spelling J10 hauuaē° is a remnant of expected
*huuı̄°.

In the following forms, the ms. evidence points to -uui-, but the short
vowel may be a recent corruption of -uuı̄- under the influence of related forms
in -uui- (thus in the case of c euuištā, hāuuišta-) or of a neighbouring vowel
-i- (xšuuibi, xšt euuibiiō):
• xšuuibi° ‘fast’ (7x in the Yašts), compound form of xšuuibra-. The -i- may
have arisen in the transmission under the influence of the final -i; otherwise,
xšuuibi- is unexplained.
• xšt euuibiiō (Yt 13.37 208), dat.abl.pl. of xšt euui-, name of a clan, with
unknown etymology.
• c euuištā 209 (Y 34.13) < *c eištā, 3s. aor.inj.med. of ci- ‘to provide’. The
labial glide has been inserted during the transmission, cf. Narten 1975: 82, fn.
6. In view of c euuı̄šı̄ and s euuı̄šta-, one would expect a spelling *c euuı̄štā,
but this is unattested in the mss. Only Jp1 spells -ı̄št-, but in view of the fact
that all the other good mss. have ciuu° preceding °išt°, it seems best to
assume that the first i has influenced the spelling of *-ı̄štā. Alternatively, it
is possible to assume influence of the spelling -išt- of the superlative suffix
at late stages of the transmission.
• hāuuišta- (Y 68.12, Yt 10.116), an adjunct-priest. The mss. have only
°uuišt°.

207 V.ll. huui° F1+ · hauuaē.° J10, huui° Ml2.

208 V.ll. xšt euui° F1+ · xštai° J10 · xšt euui° Mf3.K13.38.H5.

209 V.ll. ciuuištā Pt4.Mf1.4 · ciuuištā J2, c euuištā K5 · ciuuaištā J3, ciuuištā P11
· ciuuı̄štā Jp1, ciuuistā Mf2.K4 · c¯euuištā L1.2.O2, ciuuištā Dh1, c¯euuı̄scā B2 ·
ciuuištā C1, ciuuistā H1.J7, c euuistā L13 · ciuuištā K37.
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After xv-, lengthening is found in xvı̄ti- ‘well-being’ < *hu-Hiti- ‘good
going’, and in the inchoative prs. xvı̄sa- ‘to start to sweat’ to xvid- ‘to sweat’,
cf. Skt. svid- ‘to sweat’.

After -ouh-, lengthening is found in vaouhı̄nąm and vaouhı̄biiō (YAv.),
gen.pl. and dat.abl.pl. of vaouhı̄-, the f. of vaohu- ‘good’. These forms were
edited vaouhinąm and vaouhibiiō by Geldner and Bartholomae 1904, but
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 126 give vaouhı̄biiō. A closer look at the v.ll.
shows that they are right. In each case, the Iranian mss. preserve the reading
-ı̄nąm, -ı̄biiō, while the Indian mss. (in the Yasna J2.K5, in the Vı̄spered
K7ab, in the Yašts F1) spell -inąm and -ibiiō210.

Even though vaouhı̄nąm and vaouhı̄biiō go back to the PIr. endings *-ı̄nām
and *-ı̄b ˘iah, other feminine ı̄-stems show that these endings were once
shortened, probably on analogy with the i-stems, e.g. aˇ˙saoninąm, aˇ˙saonibiiō
to f. aˇ˙saonı̄-. This indicates that ı̄ in vaouhı̄nąm and vaouhı̄biiō is conditioned
by the preceding -ouh-: PIr. *vah ˘uı̄nām > Avestan *vaouhinąm > vaouhı̄nąm in
the archetype.

§ 6.2.3.2 *i remains in closed syllable

Short -i- remains in a syllable closed by a consonant cluster other than sp,
št or šm.

After v-:
• vi ˜tkauui-211 (Yt 13.126), PN of uncertain etymology. The spelling -aē- in
the IrKA mss. might point to earlier *vi ˜tkaēuui- which could be a corruption
of *vi ˜tkaēši-, a patronymic of *vi ˜tkaēša- ‘against the ˜tkaēša-’, but that
meaning would not fit the expected positive meaning of a believer’s name.
Whatever the solution, the cluster - ˜tk- must have existed at the time of the
lengthening *vi > vı̄.

210 Compare for example Y 3.3 vaouhı̄nąm Pt4.Mf1, vaohı̄n ˙̨am Mf4 · °ı̄nąm J2, °inąm
K5 · °inąm J3 · °ı̄nąm K4.Mf2 · °inąm J6, Y 1.12 vaohūibiiō Pt4.Mf4, °ı̄biiō Mf1
· °ibiiō J2.K5 · °ibiiō J3 · °aēibiiō K4 · °ibiiō J6, Vr 21.1 vaohinąm K7a ·
vaouhinąm L2 · vaohı̄nąm Fl1.Kh1 · vaohı̄nąm Mf2.Jp1.K4, Yt 13.46 vaohuuibiiō F1
etc. · vaohı̄biiō Mf3.K13.38, vaouhibiiō H5.

211 V.ll. vi ˜t° Mf3.K13.H5, v ed° K38, vaēd° K14 · v e˜t° F1 etc. · vaēd° J10.
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• vi ˜tbaēšah- 212 (Y 54.2, G 1.6) ‘hostile’, the YAv. equivalent of OAv.
vı̄duuaēšah-.
• vidcōišta 213 (Yt 12.7) < *vicōišta according to Bartholomae 1894-5: 158,
who compares Yt 13.11 uruua ˜t.caēm for *uruuacaēm. In vidcōišta, we must
assume that at the time of the lengthening *vi > vı̄, -dc- had already arisen,
because apparently the form was not perceived as containing the preverb vi.
We have seen above that the preverb *vi was lengthened to vı̄ even when
followed by a consonant cluster other than sp, št, šm.
• vidbaoiie214 (Yt 15.52) is termed "wertlos" by Bartholomae 1904: 1445.
Nevertheless, if we assume vidbaoiie to have existed at the time of the
lengthening *vi > vı̄, it fits the rule, because it was probably analyzed as
vid-baoiie and escaped lengthening.
• ca\barō.vidbana-215 (Yt 19.3), name of a mountain. It is possible to
suggest an etymology on the basis of *vi ‘apart’ and Av. duuan- ‘to rush, fly,
blow’ or Skt. dhvan ‘to sound’, but in any case a syllable division vid-ba-na-
must be posited to explain the absence of lengthening of *vi-.
• +vipta-216 (V 8.32), verbal adj. of vip- ‘to commit homosexuality’. Short
viptō is preserved in the spelling vistō of the IrVS, the branch which often has
preserved i against the other two ms. branches. The s of vistō cannot be due
to the surrounding text forms, and must represent a *p { } that was misread
for s { }.
• vifra- (Yt 5.61) ‘clever, able’, cf. Skt. vípra-.
• vi ˙nd(a)- ‘to find’, cf. Skt. vindáti.
• vi ˙ndixvar ena(h)- PN (Yt 15.45) derives from vi ˙nd(a)-; cf. OP Vindafarnah-.
For the inflexion, see § 22.7.
• *vi ˙nda ˜t.xvar enah- (PN) may be attested in Yt 13.128 gen.sg.
vida ˜t.xvar enaohō217, if K38 v e˙nda ˜t is regarded as the most original spelling.

212 V.ll. v e˜t° Pt4.Mf1 · v e˜t° J2.K5 · v ed° Jp1, v e˜t° K4, v e˜t. Mf2 · vi ˜t° L2, v e˜t° L1
· v ed° K11.J6.7.H1.Jm1, vai ˜t° L13. Although the evidence for this passage
overwhelmingly points to v e˜t°, the v.ll. of the parallel passage in G 1.6 leave no doubt
that we must posit Y 54.2 vi ˜tbaēšaoh em for the archetype. V e˜t° will be due to the
preceding form v er e\rājan em, with its anlaut v e°.

213 V.ll. F1+ vid° · J10.Ml2 vaid° · O3 vad°.

214 V.ll. F1.E1.Pt1 vid° · vaēd° J10, vaid° K12.

215 V.ll. vidbana F1+, vaidbana H3 · vaedana J10, vı̄dana D.

216 V.ll. vı̄ptō K1.Pt2 · vistō Jp1.Mf2 · vı̄ptō L2.M2.O2.Dh1, viptō Br1.

217 V.ll. vida ˜t.° F1.Pt1.E1 (in E1 r eappended above the line s.m.), vir eda ˜t L18 ·
vaēdada° J10 · v er eda ˜t Mf3.K13.14.H5, v e˙nda ˜t K38 (s.m. in margine).
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It is also possible that the original form was var eda ˜t.xvar enah- (MP
Var eda ˜t.farrah-), cf. Mayrhofer 1979: I/94. The reading vida ˜t.° of F1+ is
probably due to the preceding name frāda ˜t.xvar enah-.
• vista- ‘known; found’ < *vid-ta- ‘known’.
• aibi.visti- (Vr 9.3) ‘consecration’, < *vid-ti- ‘knowledge’.
• vistaru-218, a PN which Bartholomae 1904 edits as vı̄staru-, < vı̄-staru-
‘against the sinners’ (cf. Mayrhofer 1979: I/97). This etymology is very
uncertain. In Yt 13.102 all mss. have vi°, also those of the IrKA. Maybe a
connection with V 10.10 and 19.43 tauruui- ‘a demon’ is possible, or vistaru-
may be a short name for original *vispatar ˘ua- ‘overcoming everything’, cf.
Mayrhofer 1979: I/95.
• viš 219 (Y 9.11, Yt 19.40), nom.sg. of viš- ‘poison(ous plant)’. The v.ll.
show that ı̄ arose in those mss. which spell the sequence viš raoda ˜t ‘poison
grew’ as one word, such as K4 vı̄šaraōda ˜t.
• višpa\a (Y 10.4,11), adv. which Bartholomae 1904 translates as ‘round
about, everywhere’. The PTr. has vyšptyh/všpts (or vyšptym, Mf4), which
seems to be a mere transposition of the Avestan word into MP. The Skt.
version has bahupathi ˙su, a loc.pl. form which indicates that Neriosangh, the
Sanskrit translator, interpreted the Avestan form as an adverb of place. For the
meaning he probably compared Pahlavi vyš /wēš/ ‘more’ and Avestan
pa ˙ntā-/pa\- ‘road, path’; thus Unvala 1924: 56, fn. b. To us, the most obvious
etymological connection for višpa\a is that with OP vispadā ‘everywhere’
and Skt. viśvádh ˘̄ a ‘in all ways’ < IIr. *vić ˘ua-dha. The replacement of YAv.
*-d- by -\- has many parallels (though still without satisfactory explanation),
but the palatal should have yielded s in Avestan, thus †vispa\a or rather
†vı̄spa\a would be the expected outcome. As a solution, we may consider a
possible contamination of IIr. *vić ˘uada with the adv. *višu ‘to all sides’,
which forms the basis of Av. vı̄žuua ˙nca (see below) and Skt. ví ˙svañc-.
• viš.hauruua-, a kind of dog. Bartholomae 1904: 1475 derives this
compound from *vić- ‘home’ and *sar ˘ua- ‘protecting’, i.e. a dog which
‘protects the home’. This demands a preform *vić-šar ˘ua-, which would not
normally yield the RUKI *š needed for the development to -šh-. Lubotsky
(p.c.) therefore suggests that *višar ˘ua- may have been formed analogically
after pasuš.hauruua-, the dog protecting the sheep. Short vi° in viš.hauruua-
must be due to the fact that -šh- closed the preceding syllable. This yields a

218 V.ll. Yt 5.76 vis° F1+, viš° K12 · vı̄s° Ml2, viš° J10.

219 V.ll. Y 9.11 viš Mf1.4.Pt4 · vı̄š J2, viš K5 · vı̄š J3 · vı̄šaraōda ˜t K4 · viš J6.L13,
vı̄š J7.H1; Yt 19.40 viš F1+ · visa.raodada J10, vı̄saraoda ˜t D.
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teminus post quem for the lengthening of *i after v-, viz. after the rise of -šh-;
cf. also hišhaxti (§ 6.2.1.2).
• višhar ezana- ‘leaving’ or ‘driving away’ (? Bartholomae 1904: 1475)
contains *harzana-; the first member could be either *vić- ‘home’ (then
*vić-šaríana- with the same phonetics as viš.hauruua-) or *vi ‘apart’
(*vi-šaríana-).
• viš.huška- ‘dried out’ (V 5.36). Lubotsky 1999: 318f. has shown that this
form must be a corruption of simple *huškō ‘dry’, and he argues that the text
may have read *vā hiškuš vā. Since both the age of the corruption and the
age of the lengthening *vi- > vı̄- are unknown, we may include this form in
our evidence.

After -uu-, the preservation of *i is attested in the following forms:
• āuuista- ‘consecrated’ < *ā- ˘uid-ta-.
• āuuisti- ‘indication, consecration’ < *ā- ˘uid-ti-.
• euui ˙ndāna- (V 13.28) ‘not finding’, to the prs. vi ˙nd-.
• euuisti- (Y 34.9) ‘lack of, poverty’ < *a- ˘uid-ti-, cf. Skt. ávitti- f.
‘non-possession’.
• euuista- adj. ‘not knowing’ and ‘not having received’ < *a- ˘uid-ta- to vid-
‘to know; to find’.
• uruuištra- 220 (Yt 8.23) ‘mischief’, derived from the root uruuis- ‘to turn’
(Bartholomae 1904: 1547).
• xšuuiptauua ˙nt- 221 (V 21.7ff) ‘containing milk’. Compare for *xš ˘uipta-
‘milk’ Khot. ˙svı̄dä, Paštō šaud e. A spelling -uuı̄p- is attested only in the
InVS, the least trustworthy of the three V ms. branches.
• xšuuibra- ‘fast’ < *kš ˘uib-rá-, cf. Skt. k ˙siprá- ‘fast, hurrying’.
• xšuuisca 222 (V 13.28) nom.sg. of xšuuid- ‘liquid’, of which the oblique
case forms have been discussed above.
• +xšuuisti 223 (V 2.31f.). Bartholomae 1904: 555 explains Geldner’s
xšiuuisti as +xšuuisti, a loc.sg.f. (sic) of xšusta- ‘liquid’. The v.ll. indeed point

220 V.ll. uruuiš° F1+ and Ml2, J10 not mentioned.

221 V.ll. 21.7 xˇ˙suuip° L4.K1 · xš euui.° Jp1.Mf2 · xšuuı̄p° L2.Br1.K10.O2; 21.11
xˇ˙suuip° L4.K1 · xšiuui.° Jp1 · xšūı̄p° Br1, xšuuı̄p° L2.M2; 21.15 xˇ˙suuip° L4.K1
· xšiuui.° Jp1.Mf2 · xšuuı̄p° L2.M2.

222 V.ll. xˇ˙suuasca L4.K1 · xšuuišca Mf2, xšiuuisca Jp1 · xšuišca L2.K10.Br1.

223 V.ll. 2.31 xˇ˙sōišti B1.Ml3.P2, xˇ˙sōista Pt2, xˇ˙suuisti L4a · xˇ˙siuuisti Jp1.Mf2 ·
xšūı̄este L1.2.Br1.B2.K10.Dh1.O2; 2.32 xšauuisti Jp1, xšauuista Mf2 · xšuuiste
L2.Br1.B2.O2.M2, xšuuisti L1.
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to +xšuuisti as the original spelling, but Bartholomae’s interpretation is hardly
possible: the regular feminine of xšusta- would be xšustā-, or at the most
xšustı̄-. We may rather connect the stem xšuuid- ‘liquid’: a ti-abstract of the
root *kš ˘uid- would yield xšuuisti- ‘liquid’. In the text, xšuuisti is followed by
z emē, loc.sg. of ‘earth’, of which v.ll. z eme.nı̄ and z emaēnı̄ exist in the InVS.
Kellens 1974a: 396 regards the latter ones as lectiones difficiliores and
interprets the phrase xšuuisti +z emaēni as a dvandva compound ‘that which
is liquid and that which is earthen’.
• parakauuista- (Yt 12.7), superlative of *paraka-vid- which is attested in
parō.k euuı̄d em.
• frauuista- (Y 68.21) ‘obtained’, from fra + vista-.
• snāuuidka- (Yt 19.43), a PN of unclear etymology; the suffix -idka- occurs
in several names.
• huniuuixta- ‘well-brandished’ < *hu-ni- ˘uixta- to the root vij- ‘to stir’, IIr.
* ˘uig-.

§ 6.2.4 In front of a sibilant

When *-iž- is followed by a stop, it yields -ı̄ž-; the same reflex sometimes
appears in front of -ii- and -uu- too. This probably implies a rule *-ižC- >
-ı̄žC- at a certain point in the text tradition, which is matched by the rule that
*-užC- yields Avestan -ūžC- (see § 10.2.4 below).

We also find some cases of lengthening in front of -š- and especially in
front of the sequence -šti-. This is less regular than the development of *-iž-,
but may still be due to one and the same tendency to lengthen the vowel in
front of a postalveolar fricative.

§ 6.2.4.1 In front of ž

The reflex -ı̄ž- is attested in the following forms:
• cı̄ždı̄ < *cinždi, 2s. prs.ipv.act. of ciš- ‘to convey, provide’. This form is
ambiguous, because IIr. *-inš- yielded Av. -ı̄š- regardless of the following
sound: cf. the other forms of the present cı̄š- (§ 6.4), and the i-stem acc.pl.
-ı̄š (§ 9.5).
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• +tı̄žiiaršti- PN ‘with a sharp spear’ (gen.sg. Yt 13.101 +tı̄žiiarštōiš, nom.sg.
Yt 15.48 xt ı̄̆ žiiaršt e, xtı̄̆ žiiarštiš 224). These forms must be compared with
tiži.arštı̄m in 10.102 and 17.12. The fact that lengthening is attested (but not
with certainty for the archetype) in the forms with scriptio continua may point
to a very recent date of the lengthening. It seems almost certain that tı̄žiiaršti-
also goes back to (pre-)archetype *tiži.aršti-.
• mı̄žda-225 ‘wages, prize’. The Skt. cognate mı̄ ˙dhá- < *miž ˙dhá- and Greek
misthós point to PIE *mizdhó-. A derivative *mižda- ˘uant- ‘rewarded’ is
attested in mı̄ždauua ˙nt-. A few forms of this stem were edited with short i by
Geldner: Y 55.2 humižd ˚̄a nom.pl.f. ‘yielding a good prize’, Y 55.2 aš.mižd ˚̄a
‘yielding a big prize’, aˇ˙sō.mižd ˚̄a ‘yielding the prize of aˇ˙sa’, 62.6 loc.sg. mižde.
Indeed, it is striking that these forms show a spelling mižd° in nearly all mss.,
and that they occur only in Y 55 to 62. Maybe they are due to a very recent
aberration of the Yasna canon.
• vı̄žibiiō, dat.pl. *vı̄žbiiō of vis- ‘house’, with anaptyxis in -žib-. Naturally,
this form is ambiguous because of initial *vi-; it may therefore also be
classified as a case of lengthening according to § 6.2.3 above.
• vı̄žuua ˙nca (Y 10.11), nom.pl.m. of an adj. ‘turning to different directions’,
cognate with Skt. ví ˙svañc-. It is probably derived from an adverb *višu, ‘to
several sides’, which is also attested in Skt. ví ˙su-. The voicing of *š in this
position may be of IIr. date (cf. Av. ı̄žā-, dužita- and Skt. í ˙dā-, duritá-), which
would imply that ˙s has been restored in Skt. ví ˙svañc-.
• sı̄ždiia- ‘to repel’ (in Y 32.4 sı̄ždiiamnā), prs. to the root siiazd-.
• sı̄ždra-226 ‘shy’ must be connected with sı̄ždiia- and siiazd-, suggesting
IIr. *ćiždra-.
• snai\ı̄žbiia (Y 57.29), ins.du. of snai\iš- ‘weapon’.

The reflex -iž- is attested in the following forms:
• tiži- ‘sharp’ (in tiži.arštı̄m, tiži.dātahe, tiži.dąsur em, etc.), the compound
form of tigra- ‘sharp’.

224 V.ll. Yt 13.101 tiž° F1+ · tı̄ž° Mf3.K13.38; Yt 15.48 tižiiaršt e: tiž° F1+ · taēz°
J10; Yt 15.48 tižiiarštiš: tiž° F1+ · taej° J10. The spelling aē in J10 may continue
*ı̄.

225 In Vr 20.1 and 24.1, Geldner edits mižd em, but ı̄ is well-attested: 20.1 mižd em
K7a.P14 · mižd em K7b · mı̄žd em H1.Pt3.L27 · mižd em L1.2.Br1.O2.S2 · mı̄žd em
Fl1 · mı̄ždim Mf2, mižd em K4.8. V.ll. 24.1 mižd em K7a · mı̄žd em H1.Jm5 · mı̄žd em
Fl1, mižd em Kh1 · mı̄žd em Jp1, miždim K4.

226 V 13.2ff. sı̄ždr em, Yt 8.36 xsı̄ždraca. Geldner has siždraca, but provides only v.ll.
of F1 and its descendants.
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• niž- ‘down’ in compounds227. The retention of *i in these forms as against
e.g. mı̄žd em or *vı̄žbiiō must be due to analogy with the form ni ‘down’,
which also never undergoes lengthening in YAv. compounds when written in
scriptio continua (Ny 1.11 nı̄pāraiiei ˙nti must be *nı̄.p°).
• bižuua ˜t ‘twice’, \rižuua ˜t ‘three times’, derivatives of biš ‘twice’ and \riš
‘three times’. Short i may have been retained in analogy with biš and \riš
and with the prefixes bi- and \ri-. An exception is F 12 \rı̄šuua ‘one third’,
which may be due to the poor ms. attestation of F.
• naēniža- (Yt 8.43), int.prs. to nij- ‘to clean’.

The original quantity of -i- is unknown in ku ˙ndiža (V 11.9ff.) and būidiža
(V 11.9ff.), two names of daēuuı̄s, and in the unclear form Vyt 4 tižuua ˙nt em
(Bartholomae 1904: 654).

§ 6.2.4.2 In front of -š(ti)-

Although the evidence is small in number and sometimes questionable,
there seems to be a tendency to lengthen *i in front of -š-, especially if it is
followed by -ti- or -tı̄-.
• ai\ı̄šcı̄ ˜t (Y 32.16), nom.sg. of āi\i- ‘?’, has been explained by
Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 61 as a case of lengthening of *-i- in front of -šcı̄-;
the nom.sg. of what seems to be the same stem āi\i- is attested as āi\iš in
Y 48.9.
• ası̄štiš (Y 44.9), nom.sg. of ası̄šti- ‘commander, instructor’ is traditionally
connected with Skt. śi ˙s ˙ti- ‘instruction’, āśí ˙s- ‘request’ < IIr. *ćHs- ‘to
command’. Insler 1971: 575 and 1975: 246228 assumes original *aš.ı̄stiš
‘one of great power’ (S1 ašı̄štis), which would still imply original *-išt-. His

227 Attested are V 17.3 nižgaoh e˙nti, V niždarāt, V 18.38ff. niždar e.dairiiā ˜t, Yt 8.21
nižduuaraiti, Yt 11.3 nižbairištō, Yt 19.93 nižbarā ˜t, V 7.24 nižbar e˙nti, Yt 4.5
nižbar em, V 6.29ff. nižbāraii en, V 6.31ff. nižb er eta, V 8.37f. ainižb er eta, V 8.37f.
nižb er etā ˜t, V 6.32ff. xnižb er ei\i.

228 Insler assumes that *aš.ı̄štiš would have been dissimilated to as° in most mss. This
is a possibility, since the preceding word \bāuuąs ends in °s, which could have
helped a change from *°ąs aš.ı̄štiš to °ąs as.ı̄štiš. We seem to get confirmation of
Insler’s hypothesis from the Skt. translation mahājñānina ˙h ‘knowing much’, but this
is not compelling: it exactly reflects the plural ending of S1’s ašı̄štı̄š, which we
assume to be secondary against the ending -iš of the other mss.
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explanation has the advantage that the lengthening would then have occurred
in initial syllable.
• ı̄̆ šti- f. ‘will, power’ < IIr. *Hić-tí- 229 (cf. Skt. i ˙s ˙tí-) is attested with ı̄- in
the nom.sg. ı̄štišca (Y 34.5, 48.8, 53.1, Yt 19.32) and the acc.sg. ı̄štı̄m (Y
32.9, 46.2), and in the derivative xı̄štiuua ˙nt- 230 (Yt 7.5, Ny 3.7); on the other
hand, we find initial i- in the gen.sg. ištōiš (46.18, 51.2,18) and the dat.sg.
išt¯ee (60.4), where a different vowel than ı̄̆ follows -št-. The only exception
is the loc.sg. Y 49.12 ı̄štā 231.
• mı̄̆ šti (Yt 5.120, 7.4, Ny 3.6) ‘together’ is probably the ins.sg. of *mišti-
‘mixture’, cf. Bartholomae 1904: 1187 and Kellens 1974a: 302. It is spelled
as mı̄šti in Yt 5.120, but as mišti in Yt 7.4, Ny 3.6. Oettinger 1983 translates
Yt 5.120 mı̄šti as ‘mit Harnen’ to the root Skt. mih-, Av. maēz-; this seems
possible, but it would not change the PAv. reconstruction *mišti-.

Two forms with uncertain or unknown etymology have initial jı̄štaiia°
which may reflect *jı̄̆ štiia°:
• Y 8.3 jı̄štaiiamnō. Humbach 1961: 107 has proposed to read a root "tā- ?"
here, a proposal dismissed by Kellens 1974: 323 but apparently re-endorsed
by Kellens 1995a: 25. The form taiiamna- would be the prs.ptc.med. of a
stem taiia-. The relevant passage in Y 8.3 reads: mazdaiiasnō aojanō aˇ˙sahe
rā\ma jı̄štaiiamnō yā\ba gaē\ ˚̄a aˇ˙sahe m er eg e˙nte ‘calling himself a
Mazdayasnian, aˇ˙sahe rā\ma jı̄štaiiamnō, by witchcraft the world of Aˇ˙sa he
wrecks’. For aˇ˙sahe rā\ma jı̄štaiiamnō, the Pahlavı̄ translation has pad ān-ı̄
ahlāyı̄h bahr zı̄(w)ād ‘(that?) he lives in the share of righteousness’, glossed
ku bahr ud dāsar-ı̄ wehān xwarād ‘that he consumes the share and reward of
the better’. Apparently, the translator associated jı̄štaiiamnō with the noun jı̄ti-
‘life’. It is possible to link jı̄š° with compounds like er ež ejı̄š ‘living justly’,
and to assume original *aˇ˙sahe ra\ma(.)jı̄š taiiamnō (Lubotsky, p.c.), ‘living
like a thief in the ra\ma of aˇ˙sa’. It seems that Bartholomae made a similar

229 The oldest verbal formation of the root in IIr. is a perfect *Hi-Hić-, yielding Skt.
´̄ıśe, Av. isē ‘to be able’. All Skt. nominal derivations seem to have introduced the ı̄-
of the verb (´̄ıśāna- ‘powerful’, ´̄ıś- m. ‘lord’, ı̄śvará- ‘powerful’, cf. EWAia I: 207),
but most of these forms are post-Rigvedic and are therefore probably secondary within
Skt. In Avestan, it seems that the verb forms in *ı̄- have secondarily introduced short
i- (e.g. ise, isāna-) from the nominal forms.

230 As corrected by Bartholomae 1904: 377 for Geldner’s ı̄štauua ˙nt em, cf. v.ll.
ı̄štı̄uua ˙nt em F1.Pt1.L18.K40.

231 V.ll. ı̄štā Pt4.Mf1 · ı̄štā J2, ištā K5 · ištā Jp1.K4 · ištā Dh1.Ml1.O2.L3 · ı̄štā
J6.H1.Jm1.L13.
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analysis of this passage when he translated (1904: 610) ‘sich fälschlich
ausgebend für einen Anhänger des Aša’, with taiiamnō as ‘fälschlich’.
• jı̄štaiiana- (Yt 13.113) PN. The combination of the v.ll. jištiianahe in F1+
and jı̄štaiianahe in Mf3.K13.38.H5 offers the possibility to read xjı̄štiianahe.

A few forms have ı̄š- and ı̄ž- in an open initial syllable, and may thus
belong to the lengthening of the type sı̄ša- < *siša- and pı̄sa- < *pisa-, cf. §
6.2.2:
• ı̄š- 232 (Y) ‘power, strength’ (acc.sg. ı̄š em, nom.pl. ı̄šō, gen.sg. ı̄šō), cf.
Skt. í ˙s- ‘libation, power’ < IIr. root *Hiš- 2 ‘to stir’. The ins.sg. ı̄šā surfaces
in Y 29.9 ı̄šā.xša\riia- ‘powerful’, lit. ‘having lordship by power’.
• aˇ˙sō.ı̄šō (Y 42.6), acc.pl. of aˇ˙sō.ı̄š- ‘seeking aˇ˙sa’, compare Skt. gav-i ˙sá-
‘going after cows’; to IIr. *Hiš- 1 ‘to desire’.
• ı̄žā-233 ‘libation; zeal (Skt. í ˙dā- ‘id’) from *iš- ‘offering strength’. The
voicing of *š to *ž may be due to intervocalic position, or to the bh-cases
*iž-bhiš etc. (EWAia I: 187); in that case, it would have spread through the
paradigm independently in Avestan and Skt. Since ı̄š- ‘power, strength’ shows
a long vowel throughout, it cannot be excluded that ı̄° in ı̄žā- is not due to the
following ž, but was already present at the stage *ı̄šā-.
• ı̄žiia- ‘stärkend, labungsreich’ and its comparative ı̄žiiō.tara- are derived
from ı̄žā-.
• \rı̄šuua (F 12) ‘one third’, although this text has a feeble ms. attestation.

This leaves the following forms with uncertain or unknown etymology:
• Y 65.8 ı̄ša ‘?’ adv. The connection with Skt. ı̄ ˙sát ‘a little, slightly’
(Mayrhofer 1956-82 I: 96) is possible but gratuitous.
• Y 32.12 ı̄šanąm ‘?’; metrically, this is disyllabic /ı̄šnąm/.
• vı̄dı̄šā- f. ‘generosity’ (55.3 ins.sg. vı̄dı̄še, 58.4 vı̄dı̄šaiiāca 58.4, vı̄dı̄š ˚̄asca
P 35). This noun may be connected with Skt. ins.sg. dhi ˙s ´̄a ‘out of desire for
action’ (Humbach 1959 II: 86), which can be the ins.sg. to a noun *dhi ˙s ´̄a- or
*dhí ˙s-. A different possibility is to connect vı̄-dı̄šā- with PIE *d hh1s- ‘deity’
(Gr. theós, thés-phatos, Lat. fānum), cf. Humbach 1958: 42. Finally, it might
simply be a deverbal noun derived from a verb dı̄ša-, compare the next entry.

232 The stem ı̄š- is sometimes replaced by aˇ˙sa- or aēša-, especially in K5, the SY and
the YS mss.

233 There is no need for Geldner’s ižāca in the V forms, v.ll. 9.53 ı̄žāca K1a, ižāca L4
· ı̄žāca Jp1.Mf2 · ižāca L2.K10.M2; 9.54 all mss. ı̄žāca except L4 ižāca; 9.55 ižāca
K1a, ı̄žāca L4 · ižāca Jp1; 9.57 ižāca L4, ı̄žāca K1 · ižāca Jp1, ı̄žāca Mf2 · ı̄žāca
L1.2; 13.52 ižāca K1, ı̄žāca L4.
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• Y 51.1,23 vı̄dı̄š emna-, prs.ptc.med. of dı̄ša-. The explanation as a
desiderative *dhi-dhH-sa- to dā- ‘to give, put’ as proposed by Humbach 1959
II: 86 (with dissimilation from earlier *vı̄-didı̄ša-, cf. Kellens 1984: 197f.) is
unlikely because roots in *CaH- have generalized the full grade in Avestan
(Insler 1971). Therefore, we may propose as an alternative solution that
°dı̄ša- was built on the basis of the present *d(a) ˘ia- (OAv. d(a)iia-, Skt.
dáyate ‘takes part’) < IIr. *dH-a ˘ia- (EWAia I: 700). The present *d(a) ˘ia- may
have seemed to contain a root *d(a)i-, from which a des. *di-di-ša- would
have been formed, which then yielded *diša- by dissimilation.

Lengthening is absent from the unexplained forms iškata- (Y 10.11, Yt
19?), a mountain name, which may also reflect i´̌sata- or išiiata- (cf. Hintze
1994: 77); V 18.28 baēuuar e.mišta-; hāirišı̄- ‘female’ (gen.pl. hāirišinąm,
acc.pl. hāirišı̄š).

§ 6.2.5 *-it > -ı̄ ˜t in OAv. monosyllables

The regular YAv. reflex of *-i ˜t in a monosyllable is -i ˜t, viz. in ji ˜t, i ˜t and
ci ˜t. Since other endings in vowel + consonant are not lengthend in OAv. (e.g.
-iš, -uš, -a ˜t), it is unlikely that there ever was a phonetic tendency to lengthen
*-i ˜t to -ı̄ ˜t. The three OAv. monosyllables in -ı̄ ˜t234 < *-i ˜t may therefore share
the (conscious) lengthening of word-final vowels in OAv. which took place
during the transmission of the texts, or we may ascribe it to a later, graphic
effort to give the Gāthā text an even more Gathic appearance. The three forms
are:
• ı̄ ˜t, enclitic acc.sg.n. of the personal pronoun, YAv. i ˜t, Skt. íd.
• °cı̄ ˜t ‘even’ (YAv. °ci ˜t, Skt. cid).
• d¯ejı̄ ˜t.ar eta- ‘violating Arta’ (nom.pl.m. d¯ejı̄ ˜t.ar etā, dat.pl.m.
d¯ejı̄ ˜t.ar etaēibiiō). OAv. d¯ejı̄ ˜t is a monosyllable, as the OAv. metre and the
YAv. counterpart ji ˜t.aˇ˙sa- ‘violating Aˇ˙sa’ show. It contains the root noun *djit-
to the root YAv. ji- ‘to violate’, cognate with Skt. k ˙si ˙n ´̄ati/k ˙si ˙nóti.

Finally, a different sequence appears in OAv. nı̄š ‘out’ (Y 44.13). This has
an original short vowel (Skt. nís), and will have been lengthened in OAv. in
much the same way as the monosyllables in -ı̄ ˜t.

234 Also found in Pursišnı̄hā ı̄ ˜t, thus confirming the probable OAv. origin of the
Avestan quotations in this text.
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§ 6.3 OAv. *-itı̄̆ - > - eit ı̄̆ -

In a few instances, Geldner has edited a sequence *-it ı̄̆ - as - eiti- or - eitı̄-.
This is often regarded as i-epenthesis, but it would be strange to have
i-epenthesis on a vowel i. A closer look at the mss. reveals that the archetype
had *-it ı̄̆ - in all of these cases. The change observed (*i > ei, sometimes via
*ai) seems to be due to a preceding š or n, rather than to i-epenthesis. The
cause of this phonetic change may well have been the chanting pronunciation
of the Gāthās. This has yielded e-quality vowels in other cases too, such as
¯eeānū < *anu and ¯eeāuuā < *ā̆ ˘uā̆ .

For Y 12.3 vas¯e.š eitı̄m, we find š eitı̄m or šaēitı̄m in the Iranian branches
IrPY and IrVS, but the InPY has J2 šaitı̄m versus K5 š eitı̄m. The SY
preserves the original form in S1 šitı̄m, whereas J3 š eitı̄m probably imitates
K5. The form šaitı̄(m) is also attested in the InVS.

At Y 29.10 huˇ˙s eitı̄š, ° ei° has intruded in all ms. branches except the SY
ms. S1 which has preserved hušitı̄š, and probably also its descendant J3
where only the letters huši[ are readable. Furthermore, the YS mss. P11.J5.6.7
and InVS L3 have hušitı̄m. In Y 48.11, the spelling huš eitiš is again
characteristic of the Iranian mss., but hušitiš has been preserved in K5, J3,
the YS mss. C1.L13 and InVS L1.3.Dh1.

In Y 30.11 ¯en eitı̄, the original form ¯enitı̄ is attested in K4 and in H1.Lb2
and L3. Whereas the v.l. of K4 is not necessarily old (Jp1 has ¯eni etı̄ and Mf2
¯en eiti), H1 and Lb2 are among the best YS mss. The spelling ¯enaitı̄ of
Pt4.Mf4 may represent the intermediate stage between -itı̄ and - eitı̄, as with
šitı̄m/šaitı̄m/š eitı̄m.

YH 38.5 vı̄spō.paitı̄š acc.pl. ‘who have drinks for all’ or ‘who have all
kinds of drinks’ can hardly represent * ˘uić ˘ua-piHti- (Skt. pı̄tí- ‘drink’) with the
zero-grade abstract PIE *pih3-ti- ‘drink’, because *pı̄tiš would hardly corrupt
to °paitiš. In view of Av. pitu-, Skt. pitú- ‘juice, food’, it seems more likely
that °paitı̄š is a corruption of x°pitı̄š; note that J2 spells °pitı̄š, which may
be interpreted as the original spelling.

§ 6.4 *ı̄ yields ı̄

Except for one specific environment, IIr. *ı̄ is retained as ı̄ in Avestan.
The full evidence will be provided below; v.ll. will only be given when the
decision on *i or *ı̄ in the archetype is doubtful, or when the v.ll. are in some
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way relevant to the discussion of the forms. Forms in vı̄-/-uuı̄- are ambiguous
and will be discussed separately.
• apaxšı̄rā- (Yt 13.127), the name of a country. The word xšı̄ra- recalls Skt.
k ˙sı̄rá- n., MoP šı̄r ‘milk’, so that Bartholomae 1904: 73 assumes an adj.
apa-xšı̄ra- ‘milkless’; yet the connection is not self-evident, cf. EWAia I: 433.
In particular, ‘milkless’ seems a strange name for a country which at the same
time is called parša ˜t.gauua- ‘with spotted cows’ and dāzgrō.gauua- ‘with
dark-coloured cows’. One, admittedly speculative alternative is that the word
means ‘from which the milk flows away’ with apa ‘away’, cf. apa-gžāra-
‘outlet’.
• ādı̄uuiiei ˙ntı̄ (Y 44.13), 3p. prs.ind.act. of dı̄uuiia- ‘to endeavour’, cf. Skt.
d´̄ıvyati ‘to gamble’235.
• āfrı̄tar- (Yt 3.1f.) ‘saying prayers’, from āfrı̄- ‘prayer’ + -tar-.
• -ı̄tā̆ < *-iH-ta, the ending of the athematic 3s. prs. and aor.opt.med., which
occurs in aojı̄ta (aoj-), daidı̄tā, °dai\ı̄ta (dā-), drı̄tā (dar- ‘to hold’),
paiti.gnı̄ta236 (Yt 13.67) (jan- ‘to kill’), m er e˙ncı̄ta (marc- ‘to destroy’),
viiāmruuı̄tā (mrū- ‘to say’) and +vi ˙ndı̄ta237 (Yt 17.54) (vi ˙nd- ‘to find’).
• -ı̄t em < *-iH-tam, the ending of the athematic 3d. prs. and aor.opt.act.,
which occurs in daidı̄t em (dā- ‘to give; put’).
• -ı̄ ˜t < *-iH-t, the ending of the athematic 3s. prs. and aor.opt.act., which
occurs in daidı̄ ˜t, daidı̄ ˜t (dā-), vainı̄ ˜t (van- ‘to overcome’), sāhı̄ ˜t (sāh- ‘to
teach’) and frazahı̄ ˜t (zā- ‘to abandon’).
• -ı̄ma < *-iH-ma, the ending of the athem. 1p. aor.opt.act., attested in
nāšı̄ma (nas- ‘to reach’).

235 Werba (1986: 336) has conjectured *ādı̄diiei( ˙n)tı̄ here, 3p. prs.ind. to dı̄- ‘to think’.
He noted a striking semantic parallel between Avestan nōi ˜t aˇ˙sahiiā ādı̄uuiiei ˙ntı̄ ‘they
do not … truth’ and Skt. ´̄a yé … d´̄ıdhayann r˚ tásya ‘who think of truth’. His query, why
this «evidente Korrektur» was not even suggested by Kellens 1984 must be answered
by the observations that 1) the present reduplication of dı̄- ‘to think’ is normally *da-
in Avestan, not *di-, 2) the ending -ei ˙ntı̄ is transmitted by all mss. except H1.Jm1 -eitı̄,
and must therefore be original, 3) the Vedic active forms have a full grade of the root,
as in d´̄ıdhayan, 4) the ‘variantenreichheit’ of ādı̄uuiiei ˙ntı̄ mainly concerns anaptyxis
between uu and ii (in J2, Mf1.Pt4) and association with the stem daēuua- (in Jp1 and
J2), but not the spelling uu, which means that a possible mistake *d/d → uu would
have taken place before the archetype, and 5) by the absence of other instances of
interchange between uu and d/d in Avestan.

236 V.ll. gnita F1+ · gnı̄ta Mf3.K13.38.

237 V.ll. vindita F1+, H3, va ˙ndāt em K12 · vi ˙ndaiti J10, vi ˙ndı̄ta Ml2.
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• *rı̄ta- ‘having shit upon’ in V 5.1 auui … irita, V 7.12f. xaibi.iritı̄m238, and
V 13.48 +airı̄tō239 (< *ā-rı̄ta-). The form airitō is nom.sg.m. rather than
loc.sg. (pace Bartholomae 1904: 189). EWAia II: 437 connects Skt. ri ˙n ´̄ati ‘to
whirl’, rı̄tí- ‘whirling movement’; see Praust 2000b: 22ff. for the semantics
of the Skt. forms, and ibidem p. 21 for an explanation of the Iranian meaning
‘to soil; defecate’.
• ı̄ra- n. (Yt 10.14 acc.pl. ı̄r ˚̄a, 13.26 acc.sg. ı̄r em) ‘attack’, probably derived
from the reduplicated present ı̄ra-, see next entry.
• ı̄ra- ‘to reach’, reduplicated prs. *Hi-Hr-a- to ar-.
• -ı̄š ā̆ < -iH-ša, the ending of the athematic 2s. prs.opt.med., which occurs
in āhı̄ša (āh- ‘to sit’), dai\ı̄ša, dı̄šā (prs. and aor. of dā- ‘to give; place’),
raēxšı̄ša (to raēc- ‘to leave’). In the forms kuxšnuuı̄ša and xšn euuı̄šā, -ı̄-
could be due to the preceding -uu-. Due to poor ms. attestation, °uuiša
instead of °uuı̄ša is attested in framruuiša 240 (Yt 10.119), 2s. prs.opt.med.
of mrū- ‘to say’. Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 204 give the form as mruuı̄ša.
• uzı̄rah- (V 21.3) n. ‘afternoon’. The noun must clearly be connected with
the present uz-ı̄ra- ‘to go up’ (of the sun), occurring in the same text V 21.
The translation ‘afternoon’ is suggested by the co-occurrence of E 9, 47f.
fraiiara- ‘the day-light day before noon’ and uzaiiara- ‘the day-light day after
noon’. It is striking that the text of V 21 contains several attestations of the
ipv. uz-ı̄ra ‘go up!’, whereas uzı̄rah- seems to be based on a meaning ‘going
down’. However, Bartholomae 1904: 410 has already pointed to Skt. úditi-,
which can mean either ‘sunrise’ or ‘sunset’. It is therefore conceivable that
both opposite meanings were also present in Av. uz-ı̄ra-.
• kainı̄n em, kainı̄nō241, acc.sg., gen.sg. and nom.pl. of kainı̄n- ‘young girl’,
IIr. *kani-Hn-, cf. Skt. gen.pl. kan´̄ınām.
• xvabrı̄ra- ‘fertile, fruitful’, an epithet of plants. Geldner 1890: 522 suggests
xva-brı̄ra-, with hu- ‘good’ and *brı̄ra- ‘what is cut’ to brı̄- ‘to cut’, i.e.

238 An emendation of aibi. er etı̄m: v er etı̄m K1, er etı̄m Pt2 · ratı̄m (a corr. to i) Jp1,
iritı̄m (first i above the line) Mf2 · er etı̄m L1.2.Br1.

239 V.ll. airitō L4.K1 · airı̄tō Jp1.Mf2 · airitō L1.2.

240 V.ll. °mruuiša F1+. No v.ll. from J10.Ml2 are available.

241 Due to the poor ms. attestation of the Yašts, the following forms seem to have -in-
but they can be assumed to have had -ı̄n- in the archetype: kaininō 5.78ff., 17.11,
kainina 15.39, 17.54ff: nom.pl. of kainı̄n- ‘girl’. V.ll. 5.78 kaininō F1.Pt1.E1 · kainı̄nō
K12; 5.87 and 17.11 kaininō F1 etc. · kaininō J10; 5.126 kaininō F1+ · kainiinō J10;
15.39 kainina F1.E1.Pt1, kainene K16 · kainine J10.Ml2; 17.54 kainina F1.Pt1.E1.H3
· kainina J10 · kainainō K12.
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‘fruitful’ in the sense of having a good crop. Short a in the first syllable is
problematic242, inasmuch as *hu-ā- usually yields xvā° (cf. § 28.2). Initial
xva- may therefore rather derive from *h ˘ua- ‘own’, i.e. *xva-brı̄ra- ‘with a
crop of its own’.
• cı̄š- (cı̄šiiā ˜t, cı̄šmahı̄, -ica, cı̄šmaide), prs. *cı̃š- < *cinš- to ciš- ‘to convey,
provide’.
• jı̄uuiia- adj. ‘alive’, or rather ‘belonging to the alive’ with Klingenschmitt
apud Hintze 1994: 112, fn. 112, derived from IIr. *ǐiH ˘uá- ‘alive’ > Av. juua-.
This word only occurs in the acc.sg. jı̄uuiiąm as an epithet of gąm ‘cow’. The
retention of ı̄ as opposed to the assimilation in *jı̄uua- > juua- can be
explained neither by the "great antiquity of the ritual phrase" (thus Schwartz
1989: 134) nor as a dialectal phenomenon (Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 78). It
may rather be due to the phonetic context: *ı̄ is lost between a palatal and * ˘u
unless ı̄̆ or * ˘i follow (see § 6.5 below).
• jı̄ti- ‘life’ (dar egō.jı̄ti-, parājı̄ti-, m er ezu.jı̄ti-, hujı̄ti-) < IIr. *ǐiH-tí-, to PIE
*gwih3- ‘to live’.
• jı̄ra- ‘vivid, quick’ < *ǐı̄ra- (Skt. jı̄rá-) occurs in Yt 14.12 jı̄rō.sāra- ‘with
a vivid head’ and Yt 19.42 jira- (no v.ll. jı̄r° attested). The same adj. is used
as a noun in the compound pouru.jı̄ra- ‘having a lot of intelligence’ (Yt 5.93
nom.pl.m. xpouru.jı̄ra243, Yt 13.131 gen.sg. pouru.jı̄rahe).
• +tarōidı̄ti- ‘surmounting’ (Bartholomae 1904: 642); the first member
contains YAv. tarō (Skt. tirás) < IIr. *trHas ‘aside’. According to Insler 1971:
579, the second member may correspond to Skt. dhı̄tí- f. ‘insight, thought’;
following Insler’s convincing semantic analysis we can translate PIr.
*tarah-dı̄ti- as ‘superiority in insight’, rather than ‘opposition’ (cf. Narten
1982b: 41, fn. 39).
• tı̄rō.naka\ba- PN (Yt 13.126), if this contains the preform of the MP deity
Tı̄r.
• paiti.dı̄ti-, paiti.dı̄ta-244 ‘notice, regard’, cognate with Skt. dhı̄tí- ‘insight’.
• pairı̄šta- ‘chosen’, a compound of the preverb pairi and išta- ‘sought’, Skt.
i ˙s ˙tá-.
• frı̄nāspa- (Yt 13.122), PN ‘having dear horses’.
• frı̄na-, thematicized form of the original nasal present frı̄nā-/frı̄n- to frı̄- ‘to
please’. The cognate Skt. verb prı̄ ˙n ´̄a-/prı̄ ˙nı̄- has also introduced ı̄ into the

242 Duchesne-Guillemin’s solution (1936: 27), assuming a wrong vocalisation of
*hu-wrı̄ra- ‘with a good crop’ in the supposed Arsacid archetype, must be dismissed.

243 V.ll. jira F1+ · z¯er¯eK12; K12 z¯er¯emay contain ¯e< *ı̄.

244 In Yt 7.1, °dı̄tāi is not attested (F1 and J10 °dı̄t ˚̄a), but it is in the parallel passage
Ny 3.1.
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stem. According to Narten 1986a: 228, fn. 112, this replacement of *i by *ı̄
was probably caused by the noun *āpr´̄ı ‘blessing, placatio’, hence the
meaning ‘to please by speaking an āprı̄’ which applies to the Vedic and
Avestan attestations of *prı̄n(ā)-245.
• V brı̄na- ‘to shave’, cf. Skt. bhrı̄ ˙nánti ‘they wound’ to the PIE present
*bhri-n-H- ‘to shave, cut’.
• vı̄mı̄tō.da ˙ntānō (V 2.29f.) ‘with lost teeth’. Insler 1971: 577 has connected
the participle vı̄mı̄ta- with Skt. mı̄- (m´̄ıyate) ‘to diminish, lessen to extinction’,
which is the best proposal so far. The participle would reflect *miH-tá- < PIE
*miH-tó- ‘diminished’. This Avestan form has escaped the attention of EWAia
II: 316, which quotes only Nērangestan vı̄miti- (transmitted as vı̄mati-)
‘destruction’ and doubts the IIr. character of the root.
• srı̄ra- ‘beautiful’, cf. Skt. áśrı̄ra- ‘ugly’.

The following forms which have preserved -ı̄- are ambiguous, because -ı̄-
is preceded by v- or -uu-:
• k euuı̄na- ‘belonging to a kavi’ may represent a thematization of an earlier
adj. *ka ˘uı̄n- < IIr. *kauHi-Hn-, with the same suffix as in kainı̄n- ‘girl’ <
*kani-Hn- (Hoffmann 1976: 381).
• xšn euuı̄šā, cf. above.
• viiāmruuı̄tā, cf. above.
• vı̄ra- ‘man’, huuı̄ra- ‘with good men’ (rather than Bartholomae’s
‘intelligent’), frauuı̄ra-, cf. Skt. vı̄rá- ‘man’, súvı̄ra-.
• vı̄ti- (V 9.11) ‘separation, distance between’ < *vi-iti- ‘going apart’.
• vı̄tāp(a)-246 (Yt 19.82). An attractive etymology was offered by Hintze
1994: 348f., who reconstructs *vı̄ta-āp- ‘wide water’, from *vi-ita- ‘gone
apart’ and āp- ‘water’. Her claim that we are dealing with a determinative
compound ‘water which went apart’, which would entail an athematic
formation vı̄tāp-, is not compelling. We might as well opt for a bahuvrı̄hi
vı̄tāpa- (cf. uruuiiāpa-) ‘with waters that are wide’.
• vı̄tar- ‘chaser’ < IIr. *uiH-tar- to vı̄- ‘to chase’, Skt. véti, vyánti ‘to trace’,
vı̄tá- ‘turned towards’ (EWAia II: 509f.).

245 The resignation in Kellens’ remark (1984: 178) «La voyelle radicale longue de frı̄
: frı̄n(ā)- et de brı̄ : brı̄n- n’est pas plus significative que la voyelle radicale brève de
hū : hun(ā).» is unwarranted. It is indeed necessary to assume secondary introduction
of an *ı̄ into IIr. *prin°. For the 1p. friiąnmahı̄, see § 19.2.

246 V.ll. vitāp em F1+ · vı̄tāp em J10.Ml2, vı̄.tāsp em D.
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• vı̄saiti-, vı̄sata°, vı̄sa ˙nt- ‘twenty’, vı̄sąst ema- ‘twentieth’, and vı̄saitiuua ˙nt-
‘twentyfold’ all contain the cardinal * ˘uı̄ćati- ‘20’, cf. Skt. vi ˙mśatí- (which has
hypercorrect i ˙m, cf. EWAia II: 551).
• vı̄š ‘poison’, nom.sg. of v ı̄̆ - (cf. § 6.2.3).

§ 6.5 *ı̄ yields i

A sequence *-ı̄ ˘u- yields -iuu- if no further changes occur; thus, there must
have been a shortening of *ı̄ in front of -uu- at a certain point. The certain
instances are auua.miuuāmahi247 ‘we remove’ < *a ˘ua.mı̄ ˘ua- (Skt. m´̄ıvati),
āfriuuacah-, āfriuuana- ‘saying the āfrı̄’, piuuah- ‘fat’ (Skt. p´̄ıvas-) and
b ı̄̆ biuuah- ‘afraid’ (Skt. bibhı̄v ´̄a ˙ms-). This development may be linked with the
development of *-ū ˘i- to Av. -uii-, see § 10.4. Thus, there may have been a
phonemic merger of i + ı̄ and u + ū in front of the glides ˘u and ˘i respectively.

In view of the generally observed shortening, the retention of -ı̄- in the
hapax grı̄uuā- ‘neck’ (Skt. grı̄v ´̄a-) would be unexpected. However, it is not
certain that its -ı̄- is an immediate reflex of IIr. *ı̄. The form occurs in V 3.7,
being a loc.sg. given as grı̄uuaiia by Geldner. The mss. are divided: PV
griuuaiia all mss. (in some mss. changed to gr euuaiia) · InVS grı̄uuiia
Br1.L2.K10, gairiiuuiia L1.B2.O2 · IrVS grı̄uuaiia Jp1.Mf2. It is quite
possible that griuuaiia was the form of the archetype, which lost -a- in the
mss. of the VS (*griuuiia) and lengthened *i in front of -uuii-. For a similar
recent lengthening in front of -uuii- in the Vı̄dēvdād, compare the v.l. hāuu°
of hauuaii ˚̄as e(§ 3.4.1).

The forms ascuua- ‘shin bone’ (Skt. a ˙s ˙thı̄vá(nt)-, Lubotsky 2002), juua-
‘alive’ < *jı̄ ˘ua-, juuaiia ˙nt- ‘making alive’ and cuua ˙nt- ‘how much’ (Skt.
k´̄ıvant-) have lost *ı̄, which must be due to the preceding palatal consonant.
It seems most economical to assume that these forms shared the first step
*-ı̄ ˘u- > *-iuu-, before *i was ‘swallowed’ by c- and j-. No loss of *i or *ı̄ has
occurred between a non-palatal consonant and * ˘u, as is shown by e.g.
drı̄uuii ˚̄asca < *drig ˘ui ˘iāsca, dı̄uuiia- ‘to gamble’ and by words with initial
*viuu- such as vı̄uuar eša- and vı̄uu¯e˙ngha-. The only form with i or ı̄ surviving
after a palatal is jı̄uuiia- (see above), which may have retained *-i ˘u- due to
the following *-i ˘i-, which supported it.

247 Bartholomae’s tacit restoration (1904: 1190) of this form as mı̄uuāmahi is not
supported by the mss.
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The long vowel ı̄ in dı̄uuiia-, drı̄uuii ˚̄asca and jı̄uuiia- is remarkable,
because *-ı̄ ˘u- has been shortened elsewhere. In theory, dı̄uuiia- and jı̄uuiia-
might continue IIr. *ı̄ unchanged, but since drı̄uuii ˚̄asca reflects IIr. short *i,
it rather seems that all three forms are due to a later lengthening. This
lengthening must be specific of the sequence *-i ˘u ˘i- in initial syllable. The
forms in vı̄uu- have lengthening of *i due to initial * ˘ui-. This yields the
following relative chronology:

1. shortening of *-ı̄ ˘u- > *-i ˘u-.
2. *ci ˘u-, *ji ˘u- > cu ˘u-, ju ˘u-, except when -i ˘i- followed.
3. a. *i > ı̄ / _ ˘u ˘i- in initial syllable.

b. *i > ı̄ /# ˘u_-.

One form remains to be discussed, viz. amuiiamna- ‘immovable’. It is
often explained as *a-mı̄ ˘u ˘iamna-, but a stem *mı̄ ˘u ˘ia- ‘to move’, which would
match Skt. unmı̄vyamāna- (1x KS) ‘in die Höhe geschoben’ (thus defended
by Narten 1965: 59) is not further attested in Avestan. Since Avestan does
possess a present miuua- which exactly matches Skt. m´̄ıvati, it is more likely
that we must reconstruct only IIr. *miH ˘ua- ‘to (re)move’, and that Skt.
°mı̄vya- is a more recent formation. Moreover, even if a form *(a)mı̄ ˘u ˘iamna-
did exist in PIr., it is uncertain that it would yield (a)muiiamna-. One might
envisage a complete assimilation of *ı̄ (or *i) to u in the position between m-
and a following labial consonant (* ˘u), but this is highly speculative: all other
forms in which *ı̄ disappears involve a preceding palatal consonant. It seems
more probable that amuiiamna- is derived from one of the forms of the PIE
verb *m ˘ieuh1- ‘to move’ in which * ˘i was already lost in PIE or ultimately in
IIr., yielding IIr. forms with a zero grade *muH-, such as Skt. k ´̄amamūta-
‘impelled by love’ (RV) and Skt. m ´̄utra-, Av. mū\ra- ‘urine’ (cf. Rasmussen
1989: 117 and Lexikon der indogermanischen Verben2 s.v.).

Shortening of *ı̄ may be due to analogy in the following forms:
• The ı̄-stem endings -inąm248 (gen.pl.), -ibiiō (dat.pl.), -ibiiā̆ (ins.dat.pl.),
-ib ı̄̆ š (ins.pl.), and -išu (loc.pl.). It seems that ı̄-stems have merged with

248 Regular exceptions are vaouhı̄nąm and vaouhı̄biiō, with lengthening after o
uh (cf.

§ 6.2.3). The remaining two exceptions are Yt 13.144 dāhı̄nąm (dāhı̄- f. adj. ‘dāhic,
hostile’, cf. Skt. d ´̄asa-), with the v.ll. dahinąm Mf3.K13.H5 · dāhı̄nąm F1+ ·
dāhiianąm J10, and Yt 9.31 x́iiaonı̄nąm (x́iiaonı̄-, f. adj. ‘Chionic’), with the. v.ll.
x́iiaonı̄nąm F1.E1 · haiiōnanąm Pt1 · x́iiaonı̄nąm J10 · hiiaonanąm Jm4,
haiiō.nanąm O3. It seems that -ı̄nąm is a peculiarity of F1; the IrKA mss., which
usually in Yašt 13 preserve the older readings, spell -inąm.
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i-stems in all oblique cases of the dual and plural; the same goes for ū-stems
and u-stems, cf. § 10.4.
• The Avestan suffix -ika- sometimes corresponds to Skt. words in -ı̄ka-, but
we cannot assume a phonetic shortening of *-ı̄ka- in these forms. Rather, the
Avestan forms have acquired -ika- analogically after words which had -ika-
all along, for instance the diminutives. Etymological *-ı̄ka- may be assumed
when the corresponding Skt. word has -ı̄ka-: Avestan ainika- n. ‘face’ (cf. Skt.
ánı̄ka- n. ‘face’ < PIE *h1eni-h3k

wo-, EWAia I: 73), m er eždika- n. ‘mercy’
(Skt. mr˚ ˙dı̄ká- ‘id.’), marždikauua ˙nt- ‘merciful’; or when the Avestan word is
derived from a feminine ı̄-stem, viz. in carāitikā- to carāitı̄- ‘young woman’,
jahikā- ‘whore’ to jahı̄-249, the daevic word for ‘woman’, and nāirikā- to
nāirı̄- ‘woman’.

The line Y 23.3
xdahme nāirike ap er enāiiuke kainike +vāstriiāuuar eze upašaēiti
‘she dwells with the initiate, with the woman, with the child, with the girl,
with the farm labourer’

consists of several loc.sg. forms ruled by upašaēti ‘dwells with’. The m.
a-stem ending -e has replaced the original f. endings of nāirikā- and kainikā-.
Geldner, Bartholomae (1904: 705) and Kellens (1974a: 68) edit dahma instead
of xdahme, but dahma is only attested in the YS, as against dahmi in
Pt4.Mf1.4, J2.K5, K4, Mf3, J7.L13 and Bb1.L3. Since an ending °i is
impossible with a thematic noun, we must ascribe °i to the form iristi, which
precedes it in the text of 23.3; we may assume original loc.sg. xdahme.

As for +vāstriiāuuar eze (v.ll. Y 23.3: °zi Pt4.Mf1.4 · J2.K5 · H1.L13.C1
· K38, °ze K37.Mf3 · K4, °za J7), although the ending -i is better attested
than -e, the gen.pl. vāstriiāuuar ezanąmca in Y 68.12 (pace Kellens 1974a: 68,
who writes °uuar eząmca) suggests that we are dealing with a thematic
formation vāstriiāuuar eza- ‘working in the field’, the loc.sg. of which can
only be °uuar eze. Alternatively, one may prefer to ascribe the gen.pl. ending
°anąm in 68.12 to the influence of the preceding gen.pl. forms in -anąm in
the text of 68.12; in that case, the reading vāstriiāuuar ezi in Y 23.3 can be
accepted, being the loc.sg. of a root noun vāstriiāuuar ez- (as per Kellens
1974a: 68).
• The verbal adj. frita- ‘joyful’ (also huuāfrita- Yt 5.130 ‘having a good
blessing’) and the corresponding abstract friti- ‘satisfaction’ (āfriti- ‘blessing;
curse’, us efriti- ‘consecration’, ratufriti- ‘satisfaction of the ratu’) are derived
from the verb frı̄- < *priH- ‘to satisfy’, compare Skt. prı̄tá- and Skt. prı̄ti-; yet

249 This is connected with Skt. hasr ´̄a- ‘girl, whore’, which is derived from the root
has- ‘to laugh’. For Av. jahı̄-, this suggests IIr. *ǐhas-iH-.
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they are only attested with a short first vowel frit°. As we have no reason to
assume phonetic shortening of *ı̄ in this position (e.g. tarōidı̄ti-, frı̄na-), we
must assume an analogical origin of the shortening of *ı̄. As a possible model,
I can only suggest the adj. friia- ‘dear’ (Skt. priyá-), which is quite frequent
already in OAv. In friia-, the sequence *priHá- did not yield -ı̄- because *-iH-
occurred in hiatus. It must be pointed out that the forms °frita- and °friti-
only occur in the liturgical parts of Yasna, Vı̄dēvdād and Vı̄spered; these are
more recent text parts than e.g. the Yašts, which makes it possible that these
compounds were created in Avestan and do not directly continue IIr. forms.
The adj. fri\a- ‘beloved’ is also only attested in religious contexts, mostly in
combination with xšnūta- and paiti.za ˙nta-, or following friia-. Fri\a- may
also be an Iranian formation, since there is no exact Skt. counterpart (cf.
EWAia II: 182).
• The present stem is- ‘to be able’ (ind. isē, ište, subj. isāi, isāmaidē, opt.
isaēta, ptc.med. isāna) corresponds to Skt. ´̄ıśe; they go back to a middle
perfect IIr. *HiHić-, to PIE h2eiḱ- ‘to be able’. Since initial position does not
usually cause phonetic shortening, and since is- is a frequent verb so that
occasional corruptions also disqualify as an explanation, the short vowel of
the Avestan forms will have been introduced analogically after the nominal
forms in is-, e.g. Y isuuan- ‘ruler’ < *h2iḱ- ˘uen-.
• irima ˙nt- (V 14.6) ‘full of dirt’ is never attested with irı̄°; this may be
ascribed to the tendency to generalize the grapheme iri°. The adj. must derive
via haplology from *rı̄ma ˘uant- or *rı̄mumant- (to PIr. *rı̄ma- ‘dirt’ as in MoP
rı̄m). The actual form in V 14.6 is a gen.pl., edited by Geldner as irimaitinąm,
of which Praust 2000b: 21 has rightly argued that it must be a corruption:
irimaitinąm would be the gen.pl. of a f. adj. *irimaitı̄-, but the form actually
refers to the m. noun maga-. Praust regards the reading irimatanąm of Jp1
(also °anąm in Mf2) as more original, but in view of the fact that the gen.pl.
of an adj. in -ma ˙nt- should be †irimatąm or at the most †irima ˙ntąm, it seems
that even the reading of the IrVS is not original. The cause of the corruption
clearly lies in the form er egaitinąm in the preceding line:

baēuuar e maxˇ˙sinąm er egaitinąm auua.janiiā ˜t, baēuuar e maganąm
*irı̄matąm … aipi.kaniiā ˜t ‘10,000 horrible flies he must strike, 10,000 holes
full of dirt he must cover up by digging’.

For a few forms, the explanation of -i- for *ı̄ is uncertain:
• Y 35.3 mainimadicā and var ezimācā, 1p. opt.aor. of man- ‘to think’ and
v er ez- ‘to work’, IIr. *man-iH-madi and *(H) ˘uarí-iH-ma. These two forms are
explained by Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 63 from a shortening of *ı̄ in front of
medial -m- except when preceded by * ˘u. As these forms are the only
examples of such a shortening, and since they occur in the same sentence, a
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different explanation may be sought. Beekes (1988: 43) ascribes the
shortening to -cā, i.e. shortening in a penultimate syllable when -cā is affixed
to a form. This would only work for var ezimācā, however.
• vaozir em250 (Yt 19.69), 3p. pf.opt.med. *ua- ˘uz-ı̄-ram to vaz- ‘to carry’.
Avestan -r em is the regular reflex of the IIr. ending *-ram, as Kümmel 1996:
7 has convincingly argued.

§ 6.6 Uncertain etymology

A number of words has -i- in open initial or possibly initial syllable, viz.
irina ‘?’ (Y 19.17), isu- (V 9.6ff.) ‘icy, frosty’, \riuuata- (V 7.59), \rima-
(Y, V) ‘food’, disu- (V) name of a night creature, dribi- (V) ‘spot, stain’,
dribika- (V) ‘weeping’, pairı̄.ci\ı̄ ˜t and aipı̄.ci\ı̄ ˜t (Y 29.4), pi\ana (Yt 9.1;
maybe *pa\ana), pi\ā (Y 53.6), minu- (Yt) ‘necklace’, nauua.pixa- (V 9.14)
‘with nine knots’ (possibly to IIr. *pik- ‘to turn; pinch’, MoP pič; cf. De Vaan
2000d), ri\- ‘to mingle, stick to; to die’ (prs. iri\iia-), sicidauuasca (Yt 19.5),
sima- ‘horrible’ vel sim. (Y 9.30), stipi- (Yt 13.123), hikarana- (V 14.7)
‘round’, vı̄spā.hišas (Y 45.4, Yt 1.8).

The adj. ainita- ‘unharmed’ in Yt 13 xšnūta- ainita- a ˜tbišta- ‘satisfied,
unharmed, not antagonized’, and the abstract ainiti- (Y 58.4, P 26, F 322)
‘harmlessness’, ‘uninimical posture’ are both derived from *an-ı̄ta-
‘unharmed’ by Kuiper 1959: 137ff., who connects Skt. ı̄ti- f. ‘distress’. Yet
the ı̄ of Skt. is unexplained, and it remains conceivable that ainiti- contains
an original short vowel.

The present iziia- (Y) ‘to desire, be eager for’ is matched semantically by
Skt. ´̄ıhate. We could adopt Klingenschmitt’s reconstruction (1971: 163)
*Hi-Híh- (my notation), or alternatively *Hi-Hiíh- as per EWAia I: 273; in
both cases, we would have to assume an unusual shortening of *ı̄- in Avestan.
Since the other two reduplicated presents in -iia- take the vowel *a in the
reduplication (viz. yaēšiia- and rār ešiia-, see Kellens 1984: 194), one might
expect reduplication to yield *Hia-H(i)íh. Therefore, Avestan iziia- may be a
simple -iia-present *Hiíh- ˘ia- with zero-grade of the root.

The stem hiku- ‘dry’ has no cognates outside Avestan; probably, it did not
even exist in Avestan, but arose later in the transmission due to certain

250 V.ll. vaozir em F1+, Ml2 · vaožair em J10, vaojair em D · vaozar em K12.
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errors251. The Vı̄dēvdād forms which have been assumed to contain hiku-
(V 8.38, 9.30, 16.2 hiku) may be corrected to +hišku- on the basis of the
v.ll252. For the acc.pl.m. hikūš (Y 62.10 = V 18.27), we may assume that
-š- accidentally got lost from the original form *hiškūš; compare also
Lubotsky 1999.

In several forms, we find vı̄- or -uuı̄- in open syllable; although the
etymology is unknown, these words do not contradict the lengthening of *i
after labials:
• euuı̄tō.xar eda- (Y 10.15). The modern translations of this compound, a
negative qualification of the gen.sg. janiiaoš ‘female’ ( +janiiōiš acc. to
Bartholomae 1904: 604), are mainly based on the Skt. translation
paribhra ˙s ˙tabuddhı̄nām ‘with impaired intellect’, since the PTr. leaves the
word untranslated. This may indicate that Neriosangh, the Sanskrit translator,
had to invent a translation by himself. It is probably based on a comparison
with MP xrad ‘wisdom’, cf. Schwartz 1989: 114.

Bartholomae’s correction of Geldner’s xar edaii ˚̄a to +xradaii ˚̄a, the reading
found in J2 and K5b, has been rightly rejected by Kellens 1974a: 93f. on
philological grounds. He has made it clear that we must accept the form

euuı̄tō.xar eda-. Schwartz 1989: 114 connects xar eda- with Middle- and
Modern-Iranian forms pointing to *xarda- ‘excrement’ (cf. Morgenstierne
1927: 97 Pashto x e˙r ‘muddy’, Benzing 1983: 518 Khwar. pcxrd ‘shit,
excrement’). He translates euuı̄ta- as ‘endowed with, characterized by’,
deriving it from *auui-ita- ‘approached’ to auui-i- ‘to approach’, thus arriving
at euuı̄tō.xar eda- ‘filthy, dirty’.

This solution leaves the semantics of the compound unexplained. Must we
translate ‘having approached filth’, or ‘who have approached the filth’ vel
sim.? An alternative solution is a connection with vı̄ti- ‘departure, separation’,
Skt. v´̄ıti-. The form euuı̄tō could be a negated *a- ˘uı̄ta- ‘not separated’, and
*a- ˘uı̄ta-xarda- accordingly ‘whose dirt is unseparated’. Whether euuı̄tō is
derived from *auui-i- or from *a-vi-i-, both solutions would imply IIr. *-ı̄-.

251 Cf. Tremblay 1999: 301; this removes an awkward form from the PIE cognates
meaning ‘dry’, and we can now manage with two forms: one is the family of Skt.
śu ˙ska-, Av. huška-, Slav. *sux& etc. < PIE *(H)sus-, the other is Av. hišku-, together
with OIr. sesc ‘dry’, W. hysp and Greek iskhnós < PIE *siskw-.

252 V 8.38 hi´̌se corr. to hi´̌su in K1, hi´̌su B1.Ml3, hu´̌sō Pt2 · hiku Jp1, hiku corr. to
hišku Mf2 · hu´̌sō B2.O2 (i above u), hi´̌sō L1.2.3. V 9.30 hu´̌sō L4.K1 · hiku Jp1.Mf2
· hi´̌sō L1.2.Br1.K10.Dh1.M2. V 16.2 hiku K1, hiku p.m., hišku s.m. L4, hišku Pt2 ·
hišku Jp1.Mf2 · hišku L1.2.Br1.K10.
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• xvı̄t ˚̄asca (Yt 4.1), acc.pl. of a noun xvı̄tah- n. or xvı̄tā- f.
• xvı̄dahe (Yt 9.30253), gen.sg. The reading of the first letter is uncertain, as
Geldner indicates in his edition. The Iranian mss. and Pt1 may rather point to
*cı̄d/tahe or *jı̄t/dahe; a corruption from c { } to xv { } in F1 would
merely require one more curve to a c.
• vı̄uuār ešuua- 254 (Yt 13.122) PN. Bartholomae’s correction to vi° is
unwarranted. The context does not yield enough information to etymologize
the word, but the structure of the form suggests that vı̄- is the reduplication
syllable of a stem in v-, which would assign the word to the category
discussed in § 6.2.1 above.
• vı̄\ušā- ‘?’ (V 1.5).
• vı̄zu-, animal name. Both *vizu- and *vı̄zu- would have yielded vı̄zu-.
• The loc.pl. form vı̄cı̄̆ caēšuua 255 (V 6.51, 8.10) ‘chalk, gypsum’ (?; thus
Bartholomae 1904: 1437) is of a stem vı̄cı̄̆ ca-; the IrVS points to vı̄cı̄ca-, the
PV and InVS to vı̄cica-.
• The quantity of ı̄̆ is uncertain in the case of the PN Yt 15.45 vı̄daka-256;
the original form may be vidaka- (as attested in F1 and J10) or even
*vi ˙ndaka- (K16 va ˙ndaka-).
• With vi- or -uui- in open syllable, we find the following unclear forms: Yt
15.54 anāxruuida.dōi\re257, Yt 2.14 sat¯e.vita and ut¯e.vita, V 19.6
zāuuiši 258.

Two forms in -ı̄- other than after a labial glide also have an uncertain
etymology:
• auu¯emı̄rā (Y 49.10). It is uncertain how this form is to be edited: auu¯em
ı̄rā, auu¯emı̄rā or auu¯emı̄rā? The best mss. split into auu¯e. mı̄ra. Several
solutions have been offered, among which are *auu¯em ı̄ra ‘may I reach that
one’ (Werba 1986: 358-60), *auuā mı̄ra ‘who moves down’ (to Skt. m´̄ıvati,

253 V.ll. xvı̄ ˜tahe F1.E1 · cı̄ ˜t.ahe Pt1.O3 · zitahe.xvı̄dahe J10, citahe Ml2 · zı̄dahe K12
· jitahe K37.

254 V.ll.: vi° F1+ · v¯e° J10 · vı̄° Mf3.K13.14.38.H5.

255 V.ll. 6.51 vı̄cic° K1.Pt2 · vı̄caēcı̄šuua Jp1, vı̄cı̄aēšuua Mf2 · vicic° L1.2.K10. If
the spelling of Mf2 is not a printing error in Geldner’s edition, it points to earlier
*vı̄cı̄caēšuua, a form that may lie at the basis of the metathesized form in Jp1 as well.

256 V.ll. vidak eF1.E1, vı̄dak ePt1, va ˙ndak eK16 · vidake J10.

257 V.ll. anāxruuida F1.E1.Pt1 · anāxrauuade J10, ana.x́arauuı̄de K40.

258 V.ll. zāuuiši L4, zāuiiši K1 · zāuuiše Jp1, zāuuiši Mf2 · zāuuı̄š L1.2.Br1.K10,
zāuuı̄ša M2.Dh1.
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Pirart 1985: 205), or *auuah.mı̄ra, with auuah- ‘help’, and *auu¯em.ı̄ra with
*auam, inf. of av- ‘to help’ (Bartholomae 1904: 179-80). None of them is
convincing.
• nı̄re (Y 10.17) occurs in the sentence mā tē nı̄re z emi paiti. The best
proposals which have been made so far assume a present nira- < *ni-ı̄ra-, to
ar-. Benveniste 1935: 58 translates "puissé-je ne pas te laisser tomber à terre",
which is obviously the meaning of the passage, whereas Kellens 1984: 233
merely conjectures "(xnı̄r en?)", a 3p. inj. form.

Finally, we find a few forms with uncertain spelling as to -i- or -ı̄- in the
archetype:
• The form edited as ašire 259 (V 20.9, 21.18, 22.21), and analyzed as an
acc.pl. of ašir(ii)a- is always spelled °ı̄re in the IrVS, and also sometimes in
the InVS. Therefore, the original reading may have been *ašı̄re. In that case,
we could support the etymology which Cantera 1999: 48 has proposed for
ašir(ii)a-, viz. *a-xšı̄ra- ‘not breastfeeding’, which would contain PIr. *xšı̄ra-
‘milk’ (EWAia I: 433). Note, however, that the loss of -x- would remain
unexplained.
• For V ı̄̆ zaēna-260 ‘made of leather’, Thieme 1953: 578 has suggested that
the basis of iz-aēna- represents the zero-grade of PIE *aiǵ- ‘goat’; this seems
far-fetched. The mss. strike even between izaēna- and ı̄zaēna-.
• Y 44.20 m ı̄̆ z¯en261 (meaning disputed) was edited as mı̄z en by Geldner and
all subsequent scholars, but the spelling ı̄ only prevails in the YS and the SY,
whereas the IrPY, InPY and IrVS have miz en. It is therefore uncertain
whether this form represents *mi-n-í-ant ‘they take care of’ > mı̄z en (Kellens
1984: 233), or rather *mií-ant > miz en.

259 V.ll. 20.9 iˇ˙sire L4.K1 · ažı̄re Jp1.Mf2 · aˇ˙sire L2.Br1.K10.M2.O2, iˇ˙sire B2; 21.18
aˇ˙sire L4.K1 · ažı̄re Mf2, ažı̄ri Jp1 · aˇ˙sire L1, ašı̄re L2.M2.O2.Br1; 22.21 aˇ˙sire K1
· ažı̄re Mf2, ažūiri Jp1 · aˇ˙sire L1, ašı̄re L2.Br1.

260 V.ll. V 7.14 iz° Pt2.L4a, ij° K1 · ı̄zāinı̄š Jp1.Mf2 · iz° L1.2.Br1.M2; V 8.23 all
mss. izaēn em; 8.24 ı̄z° Pt2.P10.P2, vaēn em K1 (v above the line) · iz° Mf2 p.m., ı̄z°
Mf2 s.m., iz° Jp1 · ı̄zaēn em L1.2.Br1.B2; 8.25 ı̄z° Pt2.P10, iz° K1 · iz° Mf2.Jp1 ·
ı̄z° L1.2.Br1.M2.

261 V.ll. miz¯en Mf1, maz¯en Pt4.Mf4 · miz¯en J2, miz en K5 · mı̄z¯en S1.J4, mı̄... J3 ·
maz¯en Mf2.Jp1, mizı̄n K4 · miz en L2, miz¯en O2, mizd en Dh1.Ml1.L3, mı̄z¯en eS2 ·
mı̄z¯en J6.7.H1.C1.L13.
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• Y 43.12,14 +uzir eidiiāi262 ‘to rise’ is a middle inf. in *-dh ˘iāi of the root
ar- ‘to put in motion’, with the preverb uz-. Geldner edited the two
attestations as uz er ediiāi and uz er eidiiāi respectively; Bartholomae (1904: 183)
corrected them to uzir eidiiāi, which is now the accepted spelling. We may
accept this for the archetype, even if the PY mostly spells ° er ei°: this will be
a ‘learned’ interpretation of the grapheme sequence °ir ei° by the PY scribes.
In the metre, uzir eidiiāi occupies four syllables, which suggested to Beekes
(1988: 3,196, also 1999: 69) an analysis /uz i?rdyāi/, i.e. an athematic
reduplicated present *Hi-Hr- (Skt. íyarti, ´̄ırte) with retained disyllabic
reduplication. This is conspicuous in view of the fact that the remaining
reduplicated forms of ar- are thematic (OAv. ipv. ı̄ratū, with monosyllabic ı̄-;
YAv. ı̄ra-), but of course it cannot be excluded that uzir eidiiāi retains an
archaism. Another problem is the absence of a spelling °ı̄r eidiiāi in all mss.
In view of the usual retention of ı̄, this is quite unexpected.

§ 6.7 Summary

The investigation presented in this section confirms that IIr. *i and *ı̄ have
preserved their quantity in the majority of cases in Avestan. I will now give
a survey of the changes which have occurred:

1. *i > ı̄ in open initial syllable:

The position in open initial syllable is a necessary, but by no means
sufficient condition for lengthening. In the majority of cases, *i remains short
even in open initial syllable; the only exceptions are the reduplicated forms
and several others.

262 V.ll. 43.12 uziridiiāi Mf1, uzar ei° Pt4.Mf4 · uz er eidiiā J2, uz er ediiāi K5 · uzirei°
S1, uzir ei° J3 · uzir ei° Mf2.Jp1.K4 · uzir ei° B1.L1.2, uzirei° S1, uziri° Bb1,
uz erai° S2 · uzir ei° J6.H1, uzair° C1. V.ll. Y 43.14 uzir eidaiiāi Mf1, uz er eidiiāi
Pt4.Mf4 · uzir ei° K5, uzairi° J2 · uzire° S1, uzir ei° J3 · uzir ei° K4.Jp1, uzirie°
Mf2 · uzir e° S2.Dh1, uzir ei° B2.L1.2, uzire° Bb1, uzairi° O2 · uzir e° J6.H1.L13,
uzair e° K11, uzair° C1.
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1a. In reduplication:
Certain (OAv.) Certain (YAv.) Uncertain:
jı̄g er eza ˜t zı̄zana- c ı̄̆ cı̄̆ \bā (OAv.)
jı̄jiša- airı̄ricinąm jı̄jijša- (YAv.)
dı̄daióhē irı̄rixšāite
dı̄dar ešatā irı̄ri\uš-
dı̄d er ežō irı̄rit/\āna-
framı̄ma\ā irı̄ri\ar e

hı̄šasa ˜t

A discussion of the reduplicated forms has already been given in § 6.2.1
above. It was concluded that the certain YAv. forms are zı̄zana-, for which
an IIr. origin of -ı̄- is not impossible, and the forms of the roots ric- and ri\-,
which may have acquired an anlaut *Hr- in IIr. The certain cases of
lengthening in OAv. are the forms jı̄g°, jı̄j°, dı̄d°, mı̄m° and hı̄š°, which are
best explained from a recent, especially OAv. lengthening of a short vowel
in open initial syllable.

1b. In other initial syllables:
In open syllable (all YAv. except sı̄ša-)
Certain:
daēuuō.gnı̄ta zaraniiō.pı̄sō sı̄ša-
nisrı̄ta- xzaraniiō.pı̄si
vı̄spō.pı̄sa pı̄sa-

In closed syllable:
nı̄sta

In front of *- ˘u(i) ˘i-:
Certain: Uncertain:
drı̄uuii ˚̄asca ādı̄uuiiei ˙ntı̄
drı̄uuı̄mca jı̄uuiiąm

The lengthening in open syllable and others has a sporadic character in
YAv. and OAv. It is conceivable that this lengthening is due to the same
articulatory tendency as the lengthening in the OAv. reduplication syllables.
The forms with *i in front of *- ˘u ˘i- may be just a subgroup of the other forms,
or they must be connected with the lengthening of *a in front of *- ˘u ˘ia-.
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2. *i > ı̄ after a labial glide

2a. After v
Certain:
aš emnō.vı̄dō vı̄\uša- vı̄dąm vı̄s-
vı̄\iši vı̄\ušauua ˙nt- vı̄da ˙nt- vı̄siia-
vı̄duiiē vı̄da- vı̄fiia- vı̄spaiti-
vı̄diiā ˜t vı̄da- vı̄nastı̄ vı̄šānō
vı̄duuanōi vōiuuı̄dāitı̄ vı̄uuar eša- vı̄š
vı̄dar e vı̄dā ˜t vı̄uu e˙ngha- vı̄ša-
vı̄duuāh/vı̄duš- vı̄dāitı̄ vı̄spa- vı̄šauua ˙nt-
vı̄duuāh-/vı̄duš-/vı̄\uš-/vı̄\ušı̄- vı̄sa- vı̄ ‘apart’

2b. After uu
Certain:
āuuı̄šiia- xuruuı̄zō.maidiia- c euuı̄šı̄ frauuōiuuı̄dē

euuı̄duuah- zaraniiō.uruuı̄xšna- t euuı̄šı̄- +niuuı̄zaiti

euuı̄s emna- +kasuuı̄ka- diduuı̄šma vı̄.uruuı̄šti-
uruuı̄naitı̄š k euuı̄tāt- parō.k euuı̄d em s euuı̄šta-
+uruuı̄siia- xruuı̄šiia ˙nt- +frauuı̄nuiiā ˜t z euuı̄štiia-
uruuı̄sar em xšuu ı̄̆ d-

2c. After xv-
Certain:
xvı̄ti- xvı̄sa-

2d. After -ouh-
Certain:
vaouhı̄nąm vaouhı̄biiō

Phonetically, this development may first of all be connected with the
change of word-final *-i to -ı̄ after uu which we will see in § 7.1.
Furthermore, the (irregular) lengthening of *a > -ā- after labial glides such as
v-, -uu- and xv- (§ 3.2) shows that *i was not the only vowel to be influenced
in quantity by a preceding * ˘u.

The lengthening of * ˘ui may also be compared with the lengthening of *u
> ū after y/ii (see § 10.2.3), which seems the inverse parallel. Both the
lengthening of * ˘ui and that of * ˘iu occur in open syllables without significant
exceptions, and both are not restricted to the initial syllable like so many other
vowel changes.
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Chronologically, the forms vaouhı̄nąm and vaouhı̄biiō suggest that
lengthening took place after YAv. had ceased to be spoken, since the endings
-inąm and -ibiiō have not been restored.

3. *i > ı̄ in front of a sibilant

3a. -ı̄žC-:
Certain: Uncertain:
+tı̄žiiaršti- vı̄žibiiō sı̄ždra- cı̄ždı̄
mı̄žda- vı̄žuua ˙nca snai\ı̄žbiia
mı̄ždauua ˙nt- sı̄ždiia-

3b. -ı̄št ı̄̆ -, -ı̄šc-:
Certain/probable:
ası̄štiš xı̄štiuua ˙nt- ai\ı̄šcı̄ ˜t
ı̄štišca ı̄štā
ı̄štı̄m m ı̄̆ šti

Contrary to the preceding phenomena, the present lengthening occurs
mostly in a closed syllable; also, it is not restricted to the initial syllable of
the word. Therefore, the phonetic cause of *ižC > -ı̄žd- and *išt/išc > -ı̄št/ı̄šc-
is probably lengthening of *i in front of tautosyllabic ž or š.

Chronologically, the forms could be of different age. The form mı̄žda-
seems to correspond to Skt. mı̄ ˙dhá- < *mı̄ ˙z ˙dha-, whereas the lengthening in
tı̄žiiaršti- must at least post-date the RCS (because we also have tiži.aršti-),
and might even post-date the archetype. The form snai\ı̄žbiia has not restored
the short suffix vowel of the stem snai\iš-, so that the lengthening will
probably post-date the period of the living YAv. language. In general, we will
be on the safe side assuming that the lengthening took place after the RCS
(which was post-YAv.) but before the archetype.

3c. -ı̄š-, -ı̄ž- in open syllable:
Certain:
sı̄ša- ı̄šā.xša\riia- ı̄žā-
ı̄š em aˇ˙sō.ı̄šō ı̄žiiō.tara-
ı̄šō ı̄žiia- \rı̄šuua
ı̄šō

This group of forms is best compared with (1b) above, viz. pı̄sa- and other
forms with lengthening of *i in front of intervocalic s. It seems that the dental
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sibilants (s, z, š, ž) were more liable to lengthen a preceding vowel *i than
other consonants were.

4. *-it > -ı̄ ˜t and *-iš > -ı̄š in OAv. monosyllables
Certain:
ı̄ ˜t d¯ejı̄ ˜t.ar eta-
°cı̄ ˜t nı̄š

The artificial character of these lengthenings makes them irrelevant for
phonetic interpretation or chronology.

5. *-ı̄ ˘u- > -iuu-
Certain: Probable:
auua.miuuāmahi piuuah- ascuua-
āfriuuacah- b ı̄̆ biuuah- cuua ˙nt-
āfriuuana- juua-

Phonetically, this shortening is the inverse parallel of the shortening *ū ˘i
> u ˘i, for which see § 10.4. It is not certain whether both shortenings took
place during the time of the living YAv. language or afterwards. The forms
ascuua-, cuua ˙nt- and juua- have even lost *ı̄. The presence of -ı̄uu- in front
of -ii- (jı̄uuiia-, drı̄uuii ˚̄asca) suggests the following relative chronology:

1. Shortening of *-ı̄ ˘u- > *-i ˘u-.
2. *ci ˘u-, *ji ˘u- > cu ˘u-, ju ˘u-, except when -i ˘i- followed.
3. a. *i > ı̄ / _ ˘u ˘i- in initial syllable.

b. *i > ı̄ /# ˘u_-.
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§ 7 The endings -i and -ı̄

IIr. *-i and *-iH always yield -ı̄ in OAv., whereas in YAv. they are subject
to the rule that polysyllables get a short vowel -i. In YAv. monosyllables, we
regularly find a long final vowel: nı̄ ‘down’, zı̄ ‘because’. For the forms in
*-i(H) followed by -cā̆ or -cı̄̆ ˜t, see § 5.3.4. The present section deals with two
groups of YAv. exceptions to the rule: forms in which -ı̄ is found after a
cluster -Cuu-, and other, sporadic cases of -ı̄ in polysyllables.

§ 7.1 YAv. *-Cuui > -Cuuı̄

A final sequence *-Cuui yields YAv. -Cuuı̄, both in polysyllables (ar eduuı̄
and tauruuı̄) and in words which may at a recent stage have been regarded as
monosyllables (stuuı̄, xruuı̄). The lengthening must be dated between the RCS
and the rise of the archetype. Forms in *-V ˘ui preserve the short vowel (e.g.
auui, er enāuui, daēuui); lengthening only occurs in forms in *-Cu ˘ui (e.g. stuuı̄
< *stuHi) and *-C ˘ui (e.g. uruuı̄ < *ur ˘ui). This implies that the articulatory
change of * ˘u > [u ˘u], which caused the merger of *-Cu ˘ui and *-C ˘ui, probably
predates the lengthening of *-i in these forms. Thus, the apparent parallel with
the lengthening of *i > ı̄ after v-, xv-, uu, and o

uh in open syllables (see §
6.2.3) may be only imaginary. We might rather ascribe the pronunciation -ı̄
to the wish to preserve the vocalic character of *-i unambiguously; in this
way, it may be compared to the development of *u > ūi under i-epenthesis,
which may be due to a tendency to disambiguate [u] (see § 10.5).

The complete evidence comprises the simplexes ar eduuı̄, xštuuı̄, +tauruuı̄,
and s euuı̄, and the compounds uruuı̄.sara-, xuruuı̄.xaoda-, xuruuı̄.v er e\ra-,
xruuı̄.dru-, stuuı̄.manao\rı̄- and sruuı̄.sti-:
• The nom.voc.sg. ar eduuı̄ (Y 65.4, V 7.16, Yt 5 passim, Yt 12.24, Ny 1.19)
‘Ardvı̄’ is always spelled with -ı̄.
• The adj. *uruui, traditionally translated as ‘pointed’, occurs as the first
member of three compounds, viz. Yt 9.30 uruui.xaodō (no v.ll.) ‘with a
pointed helmet’, uruui.v er e\rō (no v.ll.) ‘with a pointed shield’ and V 13.2ff.
uruuı̄sar(a)-263 ‘with a pointed head’ (referring to a hedgehog). The spelling
uruui° in Yt 9.30 seems irregular, but the sequence *uruuı̄- is especially
prone to replacement by uruui- in the Yašts, see below.

263 V.ll. 13.2 uruuı̄° L4, uruui K1 · uruuı̄° Jp1.Mf2; 13.3 uruuı̄° L4.K1 · uruuı̄°
Mf2.Jp1; 13.4 uruui° L4.K1 · uruuı̄° Jp1.Mf2.
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The translation ‘pointed’ for uruui- was suggested by Bartholomae 1904:
1546 on the basis of the Pahlavı̄ translation ‘having a pointed mouth’ to V 13
uruuı̄sar em, but this is just one of the possible translations in the context:
spān em sı̄ždr em uruuı̄sar em yim vaohāpar em ‘the shy, uruuı̄.sar(a) dog, the
hedgehog’. The connection of the element sar(a)- with Av. °sāra- ‘head’ is
uncertain; alternatively, one might connect e.g. Skt. śárman- ‘protection’, in
which case it is tempting to regard uruui- as a form of vouru ‘broad’:
uruuı̄.sar(a)- ‘which has a broad protection’ would be perfect for a hedgehog.
For the two compounds uruui.xaoda- and uruui.v er e\ra-, a translation of
uruui- as ‘broad’ also seems possible. For instance, ‘having a broad shield’
would make very good sense for uruui.v er e\ra-. Of course, the usual form of
the adj. is Av. vouru- < *HurHu- (also in compounds). The form uruui- <
*HurHuí- may have been formed analogically on the model of e.g. xruui- (see
below) and stuui- (see below). The retention of vouru- in cpd. such as
vouru.kaˇ˙sa- ‘having wide bays’ and vouru.gaoiiaoiti- ‘having wide pastures’
casts doubts on this explanation of uruui-, but in any case it seems a better
hypothesis than the translation ‘pointed’.
• The stem xruui.dru- ‘having a bloody wooden weapon’264 < *kruHi-dru-
usually surfaces as xruuı̄(.)dru-. In all the different Avesta books, some of the
Indian mss. have added an -m to the first member xruuı̄°, e.g. in the Yasna
the InVS and the YS, and in the Vı̄dēvdād the PV. The Yašt ms. F1 often has
xruui instead of xruuı̄, e.g. in Y 57.32. The relevant forms are the nom.sg.
xxruuı̄.druxš (Yt 19.95 265), the acc.sg. xruuı̄.drūm (Yt 18.2, Yt 19.46, V
10.13, V 19.43), the gen.sg. xruuı̄.draoš (Y 27.1, Y 57.32, Yt 11.15, Yt
13.138, V 9.13, V 10.16) and the loc.sg. xruuı̄.druuō (Y 10.8, xYt 17.5266).
• V 11.9ff. xruuignı̄-267, name of a female daēva. There are only few v.ll.
xruuı̄°, but this will be due to the aberrant forms in the IrVS, which is usually
the branch with the best transmission in the Vı̄dēvdād. We may thus restore
+xruuı̄.gnı̄-.

264 Hintze’s explanation (1994: 246-7) of xruui-dru- as ‘der einen grausamen Lauf hat’,
with a root noun from the root dru(H)- ‘to run’, is contradicted by the inflexion of
dru-: gen.sg. *drauš, loc.sg. *drau.

265 A trace of long xruuı̄° may be preserved in J10.D xrauuaē°.

266 V.ll. xruui° F1.Pt1.E1 · xruuō. y¯e. druuō J10. The reading of J10 points to *-ı̄-,
since ı̄ and ¯eoften alternate in the mss.

267 V.ll. 11.9 xruui° K1a etc., xruuı̄° L4 · xvigne Jp1.Mf2 · xrūi° L2.K10, xruui°
Br1.B2. V 11.12 xruui° B1.Ml3.L4 · xvignu Mf2.Jp1 · xrūi° L1.2, xrūı̄° Br1.B2. V
11.15 no v.ll.
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• V 14.9 xštuuı̄ 268 ‘sixth’, nom.sg.f. of xštuua-.
• V 19.43 +tauruuı̄, name of a daēuua. The word probably corresponds to the
RV PN T ´̄urvi- ‘master, dominant’, suggesting a formation *trh2-

˘u-i- to the
root *trh2-u- also attested in Av. tauruua- ‘to overcome’. In V 10.10, where
Geldner edits paiti.p er ene tauru paiti.p er ene zairica ‘to attack T., and to
attack Zairi’, Bartholomae is essentially right in his correction to tauruui, but
here too I prefer to read +tauruuı̄ with the IrVS269.
• Yt 9.30 stuuı̄.+manao\rı̄- ‘with a strong neck’ has stuuı̄ < *stuHi ‘strong’
as a first member. The same adj. is attested in Yt 14.12 stuui.kaofō270 ‘with
a strong lump’, where no v.ll. stuuı̄ are found; however, the word is absent
from the IrKA mss. K36.37.38. As we have seen before, the IrKA mss. often
preserve the distinction between i and ı̄ of the archetype better than e.g. F1.
• Yt 10.129 gen.pl. sruuı̄.staiiąm ‘with barbs made of lead’ occurs in a
description of arrows: hazaor em išunąm kahrkāsō.parnanąm zaraniiō.zafrąm
sruuı̄.staiiąm ‘a thousand arrows, vulture-feathered, golden-mouthed,
sruuı̄.sti-’. Bartholomae 1904: 1650 and Gershevitch 1959: 280f. assume that
sruuı̄ represents the nom.du. of srū- ‘horn’, identical to the acc.dual sruuı̄
attested in the Vı̄dēvdād. However, the use of an inflected dual would seem
very strange in a determinative or possessive compound. As we now know,
a form *sruui would have become sruuı̄ by phonetic development, so that
there are at least two possibilities for an etymology: IIr. *ćruHi ‘made of
horn’ (cf. Av. srū- ‘nail, horn’, sruuaēna- ‘made of horn’) or IIr. *ćruHi
‘made of lead’ (cf. Av. sruua- ‘lead’, sruuō.zana- ‘with a leaden chin’).

The choice will depend on the interpretation of the sentence asti yā
aohaēna spar ega, which follows the word sruuı̄.staiiąm, and is commonly
seen as a later gloss. With e.g. Geldner 1886-96 II: 153 and Bartholomae
1904: 156, I assume that we may restore xaiiaohaēna ‘made of metal’271. If

268 V.ll. xštuui L4, xštuue K1 · xštuuı̄ Mf2.Jp1 · xštuui L1.2.Br1.

269 V.ll. 19.43: PV none · tauruuı̄ Jp1.Mf2 · tauruui L1, taōruui L2, taouruui B2.Br1;
10.10 tauru L4.K1 · tauruuı̄ Jp1.Mf2 · tauruui L2.K10, tauruue L1, taoruua
B2.M2.O2.

270 V.ll. stuui. F1.E1 · stuui. Pt1 · stuui. J10 · stauui M4 · stuui. L11.Jm4.O3.

271 Gershevitch assumes that aohaēna- is the adj. of appurtenance derived from PIE
*os- ‘bone’ without the element -t-. As Tedesco (1960: 136) points out, it seems
unwise to take an Avestan gloss as solid evidence for such a form in PIE. Tedesco’s
own solution is not much better, however. He starts from the v.l. aoh en, which appears
in J10.Ml2 and K12, and reads MP āhēn (not āsēn, cf. MacKenzie 1971: 6) ‘made of
iron’, MoP āhan ‘iron’ into it. Apart from the inacceptability of Andreas’ theory
concerning the wrong vocalization of an Arsacid Avesta, a theory applied by Tedesco
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asti means ‘is’ and yā is used as a connective relative, the line means ‘that
is an iron spar ega’; whatever the meaning of spar ega (to Khot. ˙spargga-
‘noise, twang’?), this would point in the direction of sruuı̄ as ‘leaden’.
sruuı̄.sti- could then refer to a leaden connective part below the arrow’s point.
• The form s euuı̄ (Yt 1.15) has -ı̄ in all mss. This is the nom.sg. of a name
(s euuı̄ nąma ahmi), which Bartholomae 1904: 1576 etymologizes as s euuin-
‘using’, a derivative of sauua- ‘use, profit’. This would yield PIr. nom.sg.
*sa ˘uı̄, which we expect to come out as sauui or s euui. Unless this is due to
accidental lengthening of final *-i after - euu-, this form is a real exception to
the rule that *-uui > -uuı̄ only after -C-. It might be argued that an earlier
form *suuı̄ would have secondarily introduced einto the cluster *s ˘u-, but I
have found no parallel examples of anaptyctic ein -Cuu- (only of a, but even
then usually not in all mss.).

Yt 17.10 tanuui was regarded as a loc.sg. of tanū- f. by Bartholomae
1904: 1707, who translates the sentence kada nō auui ājasā ˜t nmānō.paitiš,
kada šāiti xpaitišāma friiā paiti tanuui as ‘when will the house-master come
home to us, when will we, to our joy (šāiti) experience joyful things (friiā)
on our body?’. The second half seems a strange translation; Benveniste 1935:
27 has pointed out that šāiti xpaiti.šāma means ‘to enjoy in joy’, and that the
second paiti echoes paiti-šāma, so that friiā paiti tanuui can be regarded as
one syntagm ‘on [his] dear body’. I adopt this solution, but I add that it is
easier to read an ins.sg. *friiā paiti tanuua than a loc.sg. *friiaiia paiti tanuui.
The reading tanuua is attested by the ms. K12 and indirectly by J10 tauua;
the reading tanuui of F1+ will be due to the preceding paiti. The phrase kada
šāiti xpaitišāma friiā paiti +tanuua can now be translated as ‘when will we
joyfully enjoy his dear body?’.

§ 7.2 YAv. -ı̄ elsewhere

Forms in -ı̄ are nearly all attested in the so-called pseudo-Gathic texts.
This accounts for astı̄ (in the aˇ˙s em vohū-prayer), rāhı̄ (Y 0.5), staomı̄ (Y 0.6),
paitı̄ (Y 42.6) and for the polysyllabic forms in -ı̄ in Y 5, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15,
60.1 and Yt 1.20.

in his review, it is against our philological insights to regard aoh en as the lectio
difficilior. It is easy to imagine a form *aohaēna being replaced by the frequent verbal
form aoh en, but if aoh en were to be original, where would the other mss. have got
°aēna from?
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Apart from the pseudo-OAv. texts, there is a small number of YAv.
polysyllables which were edited with -ı̄ by Geldner. It will be shown below
that it is usually possible or even necessary to assume -i as the original form.
In the verb forms dad emahi, fraēšiiāmahi and vaēdaiiamahi, the spelling °ı̄
is a conscious gathicizing trait of several mss., especially in the InVS and YS
mss. The reason is the frequent use of the texts in which these words occur
as prayers in the liturgy.
• ahı̄ (Y 9.1)272 → ahi.
• juuāhı̄ (Y 62.10)273 → juuāhi (Bartholomae 1904: 530).
• daēuuı̄ (V 8.21), voc.sg. of daēuuı̄- f. ‘daevic’. Geldner’s daēuuı̄ only
appears in daēuuı̄ Pt2. The reason why he edited daēuuı̄ is that the mss.
K1.P10 have daēuuō, which is grammatically incorrect, whereas the IrVS mss.
Jp1 and Mf2 and also the InVS mss. L1 and L2 abbreviate the text here.
Since the same syntagm daēuui druxš in V 18.31ff. shows regular -i, we can
correct V 8.21 to xdaēuui. The v.ll. of daēuui in V 18.31ff. show the
corruptions daēuuı̄ and daēuue.
• dad emahı̄ (Y 4.1 etc.)274 → dad emahi.
• fraēšiiāmahı̄ (Y 61.1) 275 → fraēšiiāmahi.
• baraitı̄ (Y 62.8) → baraiti.
• mastrı̄ (Yt 5.92) → two words mā strı̄ ‘not a woman’ (Bartholomae 1904:
1609)
• vaēdaiiamahı̄ (Y 4.1, 55.1, Vr 4.2 etc.) and āuuaēdaiiamahı̄ (ibidem)276

→ (a)vaēdaiiamahi.
• vaouhı̄ (Yt 5.131) → xvaouhi. Geldner’s vaouhı̄ is only based on the
transmission of F1 vaóuhı̄, since he gives no v.ll. from J10. Final -ı̄ may be
due to the following form ar eduuı̄ in Yt 5.131.

272 The v.l. ahı̄ only in Pt4.Mf1.4.

273 V.ll. juuāhı̄ Pt4.Mf1.4 · °hı̄ J2, °hi K5 · °hı̄ P11.K15 · °hi K4, jauuāi Jp1 · °hı̄
J9.15.Pt1.H2.Jm4 · °hı̄ K36, °hi Mf3, °he Pd · °hi H1.

274 V.l. °mahı̄ in 4.1 only in YS and InVS, in Y 55.1 also in Pt4.Mf4 (but dadmahe
Mf1) and J2 (but dad emahe K5).

275 V.ll. °mahı̄ Pt4 (corr. to °mahi), °mahi Mf1.4 · °mahı̄ J2.K5 · °mahı̄ Jp1.K4,
°mahe Mf2 · °mahı̄ L1.2 · °mahı̄ J6.7.H1.L13; 61.1 (3x) °mahi Mf4 · °mahı̄ J2.K5
(K5 3d time °mahē) · °mahı̄ K4.Jp1 (Jp1 °mahē 3d time) · °mahı̄ L13.

276 The v.ll. °mahı̄ occurs especially in the Indian mss., most of all the YS and InVS.
A good example is Vr 4.2 vaēdaiiamahi, Vr āuuaēdaiiamahı̄, Vr 11 dad emahı̄ with
the same distribution each time: °mahı̄ in the InVrS and the InVS, °mahe in the IrVrS
and IrVS and °mahi in the oldest ms. K7a.
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§ 8 The endings -im and -ı̄m

We may distinguish between three basic groups of forms, discussed in the
following three subsections. The ending -ı̄m (§ 8.1) continues PAv. *-im
(acc.sg. of m.f. i-stems), *-ı̄m (acc.sg. of m.f. ı̄-stems) and *-(i) ˘iam (acc.sg.
of m. stems in - ˘ia and -i ˘ia, nom.acc.sg. of n. stems in - ˘ia and -i ˘ia, acc.sg. of
hysterodynamic ı̄-stems). Included are furthermore the enclitic pers.pron.
acc.sg.m.f. *im, *sim and *dim, the acc.sg.m, nom.acc.sg.n. *cim ‘who’, and
the nom.sg.f. *i ˘iam.

The ending -im (§ 8.2) appears in most mss. as the reflex of *-am in the
endings *-cam, *-jam, and in the acc.sg.m. *yam, but we can assume these
endings to have been *-c em, *-j em, *y em at the time of the archetype, as is
shown especially by several OAv. forms in -c¯em, -j¯em and y¯em.

Finally, the ending *-žam has usually been retained as -ž em in the mss.:
§ 8.3.

§ 8.1 *-im, *-ı̄m and *-(i) ˘iam

The ending -ı̄m often interchanges with -im and - em in the mss., but taking
into account the different spelling habits of the individual mss., we can
usually distinguish the forms with -ı̄m in the archetype. In OAv., several
forms show an ending -ii¯em < *- ˘iam, which has resisted the change of *- ˘i em
> *- ˘iim.

§ 8.1.1 Yasna, Vı̄spered, Vı̄dēvdād

The usual form of the ending is -ı̄m. The variant reading -im is hardly
attested in the mss. Replacement of -ı̄m by the spellings -¯em or - em is more
frequent, which must be due to the fact that this is the highly frequent acc.sg.
ending of the a-stems. Thus, - e˘̄ m represents an analogical replacement of
earlier -ı̄m by the individual mss. One typical example of the ms. situation is
Y 43.16 aˇ˙sı̄m, with the v.ll. aˇ˙sı̄m Mf1.Pt4 · aˇ˙sı̄m J2.K5 · aˇ˙s em S1.J3 · aˇ˙sı̄m
Mf2.Jp1, aˇ˙s¯em K4 · aˇ˙s em L1.2.3.B2 · aˇ˙s em J6.7.H1.C1.L13.

The OAv. ending -ii¯em is attested in Y 44.12 aii¯em ‘this’, Y 34.7, 46.7
and 58.5 anii¯em ‘other’, Y 27.4 and 34.15 hai\ii¯em ‘real’. These forms have
retained the earlier reflex *- ˘i em < *- ˘iam, which was replaced by the YAv.
form -ı̄m in the majority of OAv. forms, e.g. ainı̄m, hai\ı̄m (5x), mauuai\ı̄m
and rai\ı̄m. The ending -ı̄m has conquered all pāda-final forms (hai\ı̄m,
ainı̄m), while all the forms with -ii¯em occur pāda-internally. Therefore, the
mechanism behind the preservation of -ii¯em against -ı̄m is the same as that
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which rules the distribution of OAv. -¯em against - em, which we will discuss
in § 23.1: -¯em is preserved only but not always in pāda-internal position.

The Vı̄spered mss. K7a and K7b quite frequently spell -im (and - em),
which is in accordance with the fact that also the Vı̄dēvdād ms. L4 more often
spells -im: the mss. K7ab were written by the same scribe who wrote the
predecessor of L4-K1 and of K5 (Geldner 1886-96: VIIa). Between the
Vı̄dēvdād mss. L4 and K1, we note the fact that K1 has -ı̄m far more
regularly than L4.

Some forms are consistently edited with -im by Geldner 1886-96. In the
Yasna and Vı̄spered, we find dim (< *dim ‘him, it’) passim, Y 42.4 maidim
(< *mad ˘iam ‘middle’) and Y 57.3, Vr 7.1277 nairim (< *nar ˘iam ‘manly’).
Inspection of the v.ll. reveals that Geldner edited -im mainly because of the
large number of ms. spelling - em in these cases, which must be due to
analogy with the more frequent acc.sg. ending - em. In the Vı̄dēvdād, the
forms in question are V 1.2 ažimca (< *ažim ‘snake, dragon’), (-)cim (< *cim
‘whatever’) passim, V 1.3 maidim and V 14.11 zaranim (< *zaran ˘iam
‘golden’) The distribution of v.ll. of most of these forms is the same as that
of words with guaranteed -ı̄m, and they may thus be edited with -ı̄m.

§ 8.1.2 Yašts

As in the other books, the main alternation in the mss. is between original
-ı̄m and secondary - em. The only ms. that often spells -im is F1, which has
very peculiar spelling habits, as we can also observe in the case of the
endings - ı̄̆ š, - ū̆ m (cf. § 12.1.2) and -ū̆ š. The total number of Yašt forms in F1
with either -im or -ı̄m is over 850. A complete survey of the forms yields the
following results in numbers of attestations (the reconstructed endings are
those of the archetype):

277 Where Geldner edits nairı̄m, but see the v.ll.
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Yašt
chapters

-ı̄m
< *-ı̄m

-im
< *-ı̄m

-ı̄m < *yam,
-cam,
-jam

-im < *yam,
-cam,
-jam

1 to 4 35 2 3 7

5 to 9 195 20 2 18

10 to 13.42 93 23 2 43

13.43 to 19 7 339 - 54

The reflex of *-ı̄m is -ı̄m in the majority of cases up to Yt 13.42, but the
table shows that the reflex -im increases its relative portion bit by bit: 5 % in
Yt 1-4, nearly 10 % between Yt 5 and 9, and nearly 25 % between Yt 10 and
Yt 13.32. After Yt 13.42, the predilection of the ms. radically changes to -im,
leaving only 7 attestations of -ı̄m in the last part of the ms. As for the reflexes
of *-c em, *-j em and *y em, the reflex -im is in the majority in F1 from the
first chapter on, and it even increases its relative preponderance as the ms.
proceeds.

The pronoun dı̄m partly breaks out of this pattern, since it is spelled as
dim more often than dı̄m even in the first half of F1. Still, after Yt 13, there
is not a single attestation of dı̄m, so that even this pronoun confirms the fact
that -ı̄m was swept away in the last part of F1. The numbers are: Yt 1-13.42
dı̄m 11 times, dim 16 times; Yt 13.42-19 dı̄m zero, dim 7 times.

§ 8.2 *-cam, *-jam and *yam

These sequences probably yielded *- em in the archetype, but by the time
of our mss., the majority of these forms is spelled as -im, which is still
opposed to the reflex -ı̄m < *-ı̄̆ m. Convincing proof for this distribution comes
from OAv., which partly preserves the opposition between the endings -¯em
and - em of the archetype after the consonants c/j/y.

§ 8.2.1 Yasna

The relevant forms are aˇ˙saohācim (41.3), drujim (OAv. passim), būjim
(31.13), ązō.būjim (62.5), frāuuaoc em (19.3), mišācim (52.1 2x), yim
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(passim), and vācim278 (passim). In all of these forms, the best mss. agree
on -im but many have replaced this by - em.

In pāda-internal position in OAv., we find the acc.sg. forms drūj¯em (Y
44.14) and y¯em (9x; relative pronoun). Beside these forms, OAv. also attests
the forms drujim and yim, which agree with YAv. This implies that the
opposition druj¯em : drujim is a continuation of *druj¯em : *druj em, i.e. it
shows the occasional retention of OAv. -¯em in the interior of the verse (cf. §
23.1). The opposition *druj¯em : *druj em was probably that of the archetype;
when druj em was subsequently changed to drujim in the post-archetype
pronunciation of the Avesta, this did not change to †drujı̄m anymore.

§ 8.2.2 Vı̄dēvdād and Yašts

The ending -im can be regarded as primary for the forms Yt 19.42
afrakatacim, V and Yt passim drujim, Yt 17.22 frāuuaocim, Yt 10.96ff.
nii ˚̄a ˙ncim, V and Yt passim yim, V 18.6 būjim, and Yt passim vācim. The form
- em of the archetype has been preserved only rarely. In F1, the forms *y em,
*-c em and *-j em are attested 131 times. The spelling - em occurs only twice,
and -ı̄m is also rare, occurring 7 times between Yt 3 and Yt 10, i.e. in the part
in which F1 preserves the distinction between the spellings -ı̄m and -im. All
other 122 attestations spell -im.

§ 8.3 *-ž em

The ending *-ž em is usually preserved as such in the mss., the personal
pronoun yūž em ‘you two’ < *yūš-am providing most of the relevant forms.
Y 57.31 brōi\rō.taēž em279 ‘sharp at the cutting edge’ (< *taijam < *taiǐa-
‘sharp’, cf. Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 85) is corrected by Bartholomae 1904:
973 to -taēžim, but this correction is only supported by the IrPY; in view of
yūž em, it seems safer to assume °taēž em for the archetype. Note that we
cannot reconstruct *taij ˘iam, since this would yield †taēžı̄m.

278 The forms edited as druj em by Geldner were rightly corrected to drujim by
Bartholomae 1904: 779; Geldner’s būj em was corrected to būjim by Bartholomae
1904: 967 (cf. Mf4 būjim); the OAv. forms edited as vāc em by Geldner were corrected
to vācim by Bartholomae 1904: 1337-9.

279 V.ll. taēžim Pt4.Mf1, taēž em corr. to taēžim in Mf4 · taēž em K5, tı̄ž em J2 · tı̄ž em
K4 · taēž em H1.
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The etymology of raož em acc.sg. ‘fox’, which occurs twice in the V (V
5.5 and 6.50) is unknown, and Geldner provides no text variants.
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§ 9 The endings -iš and -ı̄š

The ending -iš may reflect *-iš (nom.sg. of m.f. i-stems, nom.acc.sg.n. of
iš-stems, the pronoun ciš), whereas the ending -ı̄š may reflect *-ı̄š (< *-iHš
in the nom.sg. of m.f. ı̄-stems = type vr˚ k´̄ı ˙h, nom.acc.voc.pl. of f. ı̄-stems =
type dev´̄ı, 2s. prs.opt.act. *-iHš, acc.pl. of m.f. i-stems *-iNš), but reflects
*-iš in the ins.pl. ending -bı̄š < *-b hiš. This situation may be summarized as
follows:

Origin Spelling

IIr. *-iš arch. -iš
IIr. *-bhiš arch. -bı̄š
IIr. *-iHš arch. -ı̄š
IIr. *-iNš arch. -ı̄š

This section will address the different endings according to their
etymology: we will look at the reflexes of *-iš, *-b hiš, *-iHš and *-iNš. But
first, we will give an overview of the different ms. spellings in the first
subsection.

§ 9.1 The manuscripts

Most of the good Yasna mss. follow the distribution proposed here. The
Vı̄spered tradition, partly in the same mss., conforms to it, but the mss. K7a
and K7b often spell i instead of ı̄, parallel to the situation with u and ū, where
K7a and K7b often replace ū by u.

In the Vı̄dēvdād, the mss. Jp1 and Mf2 regularly spell -ı̄š in all the plural
forms having *-ı̄š or *-iNš. In the PV we observe an almost general
shortening to -iš, but K1 has retained some forms in -ı̄š. The InVS also
favours -iš, but has kept -ı̄š in a number of forms.

In the Yašts, -ı̄š has been preserved mainly by the IrKA, whereas F1 and
also J10 display -iš in most of the forms. As this is in line with the
manuscript variants in casu -ı̄̆ m and also -ū̆ š (§ 13.2), and since the IrKA
maintains an opposition between the forms in -ı̄š and those in -iš (nom.sg. of
i-stems), we can safely assume that the IrKA is to be trusted more than the
Yašt Proper transmission.

The distribution of -iš and -ı̄š in F1 has been investigated in the facsimile
edition, yielding results which largely correspond to the distribution of -im
and -ı̄m in F1. Forms edited with -ı̄š by Geldner are written with -ı̄š in F1
consistently up to Yašt 11 (with the exception of hāirı̄šiš), but from then on,
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the manuscript knows only an ending -iš (the exceptions being Yt 13.2 vı̄š
and 13.21 vaouhı̄š). This does not mean, however, that all the forms which
occur with -iš in F1 before Yt 11 necessarily represent *-iš in the archetype.
As will appear from the following section, F1 already changed some instances
of *-ı̄š to *-iš in the first 10 Yašts. Whereas Geldner did not correct these to
-ı̄š in his edition, Bartholomae 1904 did.

§ 9.2 IIr. *-iš

We can assume -iš in the archetype for the nom.sg. of m./f. i-stem nouns
and adjectives, as is borne out by their v.ll. in all ms. classes. The forms Y
44.9 ası̄štiš, Y 31.9,12 ārmaitiš, 34.5 ı̄štiš and 30.7 utaiiūitiš were all edited
with -ı̄š by Geldner, but the best mss. read -iš, cf. Bartholomae 1904: 336 for
ārmaitiš and Humbach 1959 II: 22, 44, 46 for the remaining forms.

The ending -iš of the nom.acc.sg. of iš-stems is found in Y 29.1 t euuišcā,
V 5.59, 18.26 bar eziš, Yt 5.108, 17.49 b er ezaidiš, V 5.59 stairiš, Vr 2.11
hadiš and V 2.29 har ediš.

The root noun V 3.24 aibiš (2x) nom.sg. ‘who desires’ (Kellens 1974a:
8-13) from *abhi-iš- is remarkable because we expect to find †aibı̄š-. Maybe
aibi° was analogically restored under the influence of the preverb (*abi >)
aibi.

A few nom.sg. forms of ı̄-stems also show a short vowel in the ending -iš:
ratufriš, b er ezaidiš (Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 127). This may be due to a
change of inflectional type of these nouns, i.e. from ı̄-stem to i-stem, but this
is impossible to ascertain.

In monosyllables, IIr. *-iš is also reflected as °iš, viz. in the pronoun ciš
‘someone; who?’, and the distributive numerals biš ‘twice’ and \riš
‘thrice’280. Strikingly, *\riš appears as \rı̄šci ˜t in Y 19.16 and Ny 1.1; this
must be a case of lengthening of *i in front of *šc, compare ai\ı̄šcı̄ ˜t and also
ası̄šti- and ı̄šti-, discussed in § 6.2.4.2 above. The original short i has also
been preserved in the adverb Y 10.1 viš ‘away’, but not in V 2.42 vı̄š,
nom.sg. of vi- ‘bird’. The preverb Y 44.13 nı̄š ‘down(ward)’ seems to be due

280 There is a striking difference in the V attestations between the spelling \riš of PV
and InVS, and the spelling \rı̄š which is shown quite consistently by the IrVS. This
time, the IrVS must have innovated: V 4.5 PV and InVS \riš · Jp1.Mf2 \rı̄š; V 5.51
Jp1.Mf2 \rı̄š; V 8.38 PV and InVS \riš · Jp1 \rı̄š, Mf2 \rı̄mag em; V 12.2-20 PV
and InVS \riš · Jp1.Mf2 \rı̄š; V 16.12 \riš L4.K1 · \rı̄š Jp1.Mf2.
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to conscious lengthening in the OAv. tradition, which we also found e.g. in
the monosyllables ı̄ ˜t ad cı̄ ˜t (§ 6.2.5).

Since the acc.pl. pronominal forms ı̄š, dı̄š and hı̄š < *-iNš are consistently
spelled with a long vowel in all texts, the opposition between /-iš/ and /-ı̄š/
was well alive in YAv. monosyllables.

Y 9.11 nom.sg. vı̄š ‘poison’ is ambiguous. Skt. vi ˙sá- ‘poison’ has a short
vowel, like Toch.A wäs, B wase < * ˘uiso-, but Lat. vı̄rus, Greek ı̄ós and OIr.
fí continue * ˘uiHso- (cf. EWAia II: 564, with references). Thus, it cannot be
decided whether Avestan vı̄š contains a short or a long vowel.

§ 9.3 IIr. *-bhiš

The ins.pl. ending *-biš is nearly always spelled -bı̄š. It is unnecessary to
demonstrate this fact, since there are hardly exceptions. The reflex -bı̄š may
be due to the preceding b-, as in the type bāˇ˙sar < *bāˇ˙sar-, cf. § 3.3, where
the combination of a preceding labial and a following ˇ˙s caused the
lengthening of *a to ā. In view of the fact that PIr. *b is retained in this
ending and does not lenite to *b, one might also suggest that the ending *-biš
was treated as a monosyllable, and hence its vowel was lengthened; but note
that the numeral biš ‘twice’ does not undergo any lengthening.

Exceptions are few. In Y 34.2, the ins.pl. garōbı̄š 281 of Geldner’s edition
may have to be read as +garōbiš because the majority of the good mss. has
°biš. The forms aēibiš and āzı̄zanāitibiš (Y 9.22) are unexpected in two
ways. Firstly, they function as a dat.pl., for which -biiō would be regular.
Secondly, all important mss. spell °biš instead of regular ins.pl. -bı̄š. It seems
that these two forms are part of the graphic and grammatical peculiarities of
the Hōm Yašt.

There is no evidence for a YAv. variant -nı̄š of the ending *-bı̄š. The
forms nām¯enı̄š and paouruuainı̄š must be explained as acc.pl. forms, see §
9.4 below. Another alleged ins.pl. in -nı̄š was suggested by
Humbach-Ichaporia 1998: 142, viz. for Yt 19.67 xspaēitinı̄š var emı̄š
xsisp emnō. They translate ‘parading with its white surges’, in which spaēitinı̄š
var emı̄š represents the ins.pl. of spaēitinı̄- var emi- ‘white wave’. Yet the
ending -ı̄š cannot derive from *- ı̄̆ biš, since *b would leave a trace as -b- or

281 Only the IrVS partly has °bı̄š: garōibı̄š Jp1.K4, garōibiš Mf2.
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-uu- or at least -o- (cf. § 21.3), yielding for instance †-iuuiš. Apparently,
Humbach-Ichaporia have in mind the u-stem ending -ūš < *-ubiš, where
lenition of *b and subsequent contraction yielded -ū- (§ 13.4); but this does
not work for *-ı̄̆ biš. It seems better to interpret xspaēitinı̄š var emı̄š in a
straightforward way as acc.pl.: spaēitinı̄š var emı̄š sisp emnō ‘casting white
waves’ (cf. Hintze 1994: 310).

In Vr 21.3 frārāiti vı̄dı̄še yazamaide, ya ˜t asti a ˙ntar exvā.daēnāiš aˇ˙saonı̄š
‘we worship the charity and the distribution, which are among the righteous
ones of the same belief’ and P 35 frārāitı̄šca vı̄dı̄š ˚̄asca a ˙ntar exvā.daēn ˚̄a
aˇ˙saonı̄š ‘charities and distributions among the righteous one of the same
belief’, the stem xvā.daēna- ‘having (our) own belief’ may be regarded as an
adj. determining aˇ˙sauuan- ‘a righteous person’, especially in view of Yt 10.2
xvā.daēnā ˜t aˇ˙saona ˜t ‘from a righteous one who is a fellow believer’. The form
aˇ˙saonı̄š is a nom/acc.pl.f. of aˇ˙sauuan-, and since the preposition a ˙ntar e

usually takes the acc. in YAv., P 35 xvā.daēn ˚̄a is a perfectly regular acc.pl. of
xvā.daēna-. Vr 21.3 xvā.daēnāiš is irregular, but this passage shows another
grammatical irregularity: frārāiti and vı̄dı̄še are acc.du. forms of frārāiti- and
vı̄dı̄šā-, but asti is a sg. verb form. This suggests that Vr 21.3 is composed
in a later kind of YAv. grammar, when the rules started to diverge from the
earlier standard. The only other passage where a ˙ntar etakes an ins. is in A
3.7ff. a ˙ntar emazdaiiasnāiš; A is also a relatively recent liturgical text. Thus,
we may assume that a ˙ntar e xvā.daēnāiš is due to a linguistically real
replacement of the construction a ˙ntar e+ acc. by a ˙ntar e+ ins. The form
aˇ˙saonı̄š was not replaced, either because the (earlier) correct form *aˇ˙sauuabı̄š
was not known anymore or, more likely, because of the phrase xvāiš nām¯enı̄š
(see below), which gave the example of a seeming ins.pl. sequence -āiš -nı̄š.

§ 9.4 IIr. *-iHš

The nom.sg. of vr˚ k´̄ı-type f. ı̄-stems is attested in V 8.31f. kū.nairı̄š 282

‘slut’, Yt 9.5 dā\rı̄š 283 ‘female giver’, Yt 9.30 +stuuı̄.manao\rı̄š 284 ‘with
a strong neck’ and V 8.13 xvaētuuadai\ı̄šca ‘marrying in the family’.
Furthermore, a number of Vı̄dēvdād nom.sg. forms of f. ı̄-stem adjectives

282 As this noun is of the dev´̄ı-type, a nom.sg. nāiri would be expected, as attested in
Yt 11.4 nāiri and Y 41.2, 35.6 nāirı̄. Here it must have switched to the vr˚ k´̄ı ˙h-type.

283 V.ll. dā\riš F1.Pt1.E1 · dā\rı̄š Jm4.L18.

284 V.ll. °iš F1.E1 · °ı̄š L18.P13 · °ı̄š J10 · °ı̄š O3.
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were edited with -iš by Geldner, but the v.ll. do not differ from those of the
other forms in -ı̄š: the IrVS mss. Jp1.Mf2 preserve -ı̄š, the other two branches
spell -iš. As Hoffmann apud Mayrhofer 1980: 136 has argued, -ı̄š will be the
original form. This concerns the forms aiiaohaēnı̄š, er ezataēnı̄š, izaēnı̄š,
ubdaēnı̄š, druuaēnı̄š, frauuāxšaēnı̄š, °zar enaēnı̄š, zarštuuaēnı̄š, z emaēnı̄š and
haosafnaēnı̄š in V 7.14f. and 7.74f.

In two root nouns in *-iH-, we find the nom.sg. in -ı̄š, but it is uncertain
whether this continues the PIr. long vowel. Y 50.2 er ež ejı̄š ‘living justly’ is
a compound *r˚ š-jı̄-; it is conceivable that the original text had split the
compound into * er ež.jiš, with a monosyllabic second member, which was
then lengthened just like OAv. nı̄š (§ 6.2.5). A 3.6 ratufrı̄š ‘satisfying the
ratus’ is conspicuous because the nom.sg. of °frı̄- usually is °friš (compare
also the shortening in frita- and friti- discussed above in § 6.5). The bulk of
A 3.6 consists of a quatotion of the text of OAv. Y 35.5, and only the words
dātō hē miiazdō ratufrı̄š ‘the oblation offered by him satisfies the ratus’ have
been added. Thus, it is possible that the lengthening of OAv. final vowels was
accidentally applied to *ratufriš by the redactors of A 3 285.

Maybe P 45 afra-cı̄cı̄š ‘not teaching to’ also shows OAv. lengthening,
since many P passages are OAv. or contain OAv. material. However, the
exact morphological interpretation of this form is uncertain, cf.
JamaspAsa-Humbach 1971: 68f.

The forms nar epı̄š ‘decline’ and rajı̄š ‘darkness’ in Y 53.9 were regarded
as nom.sg. forms of iš-stems, until Humbach 1959 II: 97 suggested that they
were nom.pl. forms of stems nar epiš- ‘lack of light’ and rajiš- ‘darkness’,
because the spelling with long ı̄ is transmitted almost unanimously by the mss.
However, the attested acc.pl. forms of neutral iš-stems have -iš (xvā.bar eziš,
xvā.stairiš, only in V 6.51), so that we had better assume two nom.sg. forms
of ı̄-stems nar epı̄- and rajı̄- here.

We find three nom.sg. forms in -uuı̄š, which could in theory also reflect
*- ˘uiš, with lengthening of *i after -uu-. Yet this lengthening is hardly attested
in final syllable (only in the monosyllable vı̄š ‘bird’, cf. § 6.2.3), and
furthermore the form t euuišcā does not have lengthening; therefore, the safest
assumption will be that these forms reflect an ending *-iHš:
• adauuı̄š (Yt 1.14 PN) was edited adauuiš by Geldner, but Bartholomae
1904: 57 rightly preferred the massively attested reading adauuı̄š. In Yt
10.143, this stem occurs as an adjective; although Bartholomae 1904: 56 did

285 For the recent origin of the chapter A 3, see Hertel 1934: 27ff. His translation and
interpretation of the text are very idiosyncratic, however.
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not correct Geldner’s adauuiš here, -ı̄š is also attested in a good ms: v.ll.
adauuiš F1.Pt1.E1, adauuaiš L18.H4 · adūı̄š J10.
• kasuuı̄š (V 2.29,37, 19.43, Yt 5.92) nom.sg. Several scholars (e.g.
Duchesne-Guillemin 1936: 159, Humbach 1975) have suggested a possible
origin as *kasu-ı̄š- ‘having little power’; Kellens 1974a: 368 has proposed
*kasu-vı̄š- ‘having small poison’.
• vı̄dauuı̄š 286 (Yt 1.14 PN) nom.sg. was edited as vı̄dauuiš by Geldner, but
Bartholomae 1904: 57 corrected to +vı̄dauuı̄š. This is supported by all the
good mss.

The nom.pl. of f. ı̄-stems appears in the forms Yt 13.17 aojiiehı̄š, Yt 13.55
afraoxšaiiei ˙ntı̄š, Yt 13.53 afrata ˜t.kušı̄š, Y 32.11 aouhı̄šcā, Yt 19.12
amarša ˙ntı̄š, Yt 13.45 ar ezažı̄š, Yt 8.5 aspō.staoiiehı̄š, passim aˇ˙saonı̄š, Yt
8.40 uruuaitı̄š, Yt 13.33 uruuı̄naitı̄š, Yt 13.33 xruui´̌siia ˙ntı̄š, V 5.19
gžar e.gžar e˙ntı̄š, Yt 13.24 dā\rı̄š, passim paoirı̄š, Yt 13.33 frasca ˙ndaiiei ˙ntı̄š,
Y 33.7, P 35 n emaxvaitı̄š, Y 44.5 manao\rı̄š, Yt 13.64 masiiehı̄š, passim
vaouhı̄š, vahehı̄š, Yt 13.40 vı̄uuāitı̄š, Yt 8.40 vı̄jasāitı̄š, Yt 13.33
hąm.var eitiuuaitı̄š, V 13.50ff. sūnı̄š 287, Y 60.11, 71.29 xvā\rauuaitı̄š.

The voc.pl. of ı̄-stems appears in vaouhı̄š (passim).
The acc.pl. of ı̄-stems appears in Yt 13.32 aojaouhaitı̄š, Y 44.18

aršnauuaitı̄š, V 18.55,59 astuuaitı̄š, Y 38.5 azı̄šcā, passim aˇ˙saonı̄š, Y 38.3
ahurānı̄š, P 59 uštanauuaitı̄š, Yt 10.8 xruuišiieitı̄š, passim gaoiiaoitı̄šca, Y
22.21, Vr 11.4 gaomauuaitı̄š, N 53 gadōitı̄šca, Y 55.1, Vr 11.13 t euuı̄šı̄šca,
V 20.10 druuaitı̄š, V 20.4, Yt 13.65 paoirı̄š, Y 55.2 (2x) pā\rauuaitı̄šca, A
3.4 pār e˙ndı̄š, P 57 frašumaitı̄š, Y 4.5, Vr 11.13 frāiiehı̄š, Y 38.3
+maēkaiia ˙ntı̄šca, Vr 11.3 yaētušı̄š, Yt 13.95 yaozai ˙ntı̄šca, passim vaouhı̄š, Y
39.2, 52.3 vahehı̄š, Y 52.3 rāsai ˙ntı̄š, Yt 13.75 r euuı̄š, V 19.37
+sauuaouhaitı̄š288, V 3.29, Vyt 35 srasci ˙ntı̄š, passim haomauuaitı̄š,
hadānaēpatauuaitı̄š, Yt 8.9 haptō.kar ešuuairı̄š, Y 55.2 (2x) har e\rauuaitı̄šca,

286 V.ll. vı̄daiiūš J10 · vı̄dauuı̄š F1 · vı̄dauuı̄š Pt1.P13.K19, vı̄daiiūš L18 · vidauuı̄š
F2.Lb16, viduuı̄š Mf3.K36, vı̄daiiuš L25 · vidauuiš J9.H2, vı̄dauuı̄š O3.L11.

287 The identity of sūnı̄š as a nom.acc.pl. of span- in all three of its attestattions has
been correctly assessed by Tichy 1985. Yet it is unlikely that sūnı̄š originally was an
ins.pl. built on the model of nām¯enı̄š, because nām¯enı̄š must be regarded as an acc.pl.
(see below in this subsection). The sequence hazaorāiš sūnı̄š strı̄/nairiiō.nāmanō must
be analyzed as ins.pl.+nom.pl.+nom.pl., just like xvāiš nām¯enı̄š is ins.pl.+acc.pl.

288 All mss. spell °iš except Mf2 °ı̄š.
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P 21 hazahı̄šca 289, Y 65.2, V 15.19, Yt 5.2 hāirı̄šı̄š, Y 38.3, V 11.5
h¯ebuua ˙ntı̄šcā, Vr 2.7 huf edrı̄š, Y 16.7, Vr 19.2 xvanuuaitı̄š, V 3.27,29
xvar e˙ntı̄š.

The athematic 2s. prs. and aor.opt.act. ending *-iHš is attested in
°dai\ı̄š 290 from dā-, and maybe in m er e˙ncainı̄š, a corrupt verbal form for
expected m er e˙ncı̄ša (cf. Kellens 1984: 166).

In addition, we find forms in -iš for which we must posit -ı̄š in the
archetype, especially in the Yašts. In accordance with the fact that the mss.
F1 and J10 are the least trustworthy ones when it comes to preserving ı̄, Yašt
forms in -iš for *-ı̄š are found mainly in the Yašts chapters for which we
must rely on F1 and J10, because the texts have not been transmitted in mss.
of the Khorda Avesta type; this concerns especially Yt. 5, 8, 10, 15, 17 and
19. We are thus allowed to correct words which appear with a unanimous
transmission -iš to x-ı̄š, if they are only transmitted by F1 and J10 (and their
descendants) and if we should expect a spelling -ı̄š for etymological reasons.

The forms concerned are the nom.pl. Yt 17.11 ągmō.paidiš, Yt 8.40
uruuāitiš, Yt 10.14 p er e\biš, Yt 19.67 paoirı̄š, Yt 8.40 bar e˙ntiš, Yt 8.42
var ešajiš and Yt 5.87 zı̄zanāitiš, the acc.pl. passim xruuišiieitiš, Yt 10.14,142
paoiriš, Yt 18.8 baēšaziš acc.pl.n. (! to vaca), Yt 8.43 važ edriš, Yt 15.31,
19.67 spaētiniš and Yt 13.21 hāitiš 291.

In the Vı̄spered, the acc.pl. hāitišca (3x) is attested with -ı̄š in a few mss.
of the IrVrS tradition, but on the whole -išca has a numerical preponderance.

The acc.pl. of n. n-stems is attested as YAv. nām¯enı̄š (Y 15.2, 51.22, etc.,
Yt 1.11,15) ‘names’ and paouruuainı̄š (Vyt 29) ‘rocks’. The exact explanation
of this ending -ı̄š has not been found yet. It seems to me that Janda 1997:
179ff. is right in rejecting explanations presupposing a dissimilation of the
ins.pl. ending *-biš (e.g. *nāmabiš → *nāmaniš). His own conclusion, viz.
that an ending -ı̄š can probably be ascribed to speakers of a different Avestan
dialect, is impossible to verify. It seems more plausible that nām¯enı̄š was built
in some way on OAv. nām¯enı̄, with regular *-¯eni < *-an-i < IIr. *-an-H. The

289 Probably a f. to hazah- ‘force’, like vahehı̄- f. ‘better’ < *vah ˘iahı̄-. Semantically,
a VD *hāzahi- would be possible (with JamaspAsa-Humbach 1971: 35), but hā° is
not attested.

290 Geldner -d-. Maybe also in Vyt 48 daidı̄š, but the context is unclear.

291 Bartholomae 1904 has corrected Yt 10.14,142, 19.67 paoiriš and Yt 15.49, 19.54
xruuišiieitiš to °ı̄š.
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form nām¯eni also occurs in YAv. but only in such texts which are clearly (Yt
1,3) or possibly (Yt 13) calqued on OAv. quotations. It is significant that
nām¯enı̄š governs the f.acc.pl. pronoun im ˚̄a in Yt 1.11-19. This suggests that
the obsolete *nām¯eni was re-interpreted in YAv. as a f., and provided with the
ending -š known from the i- and ı̄-stems: nom.acc.pl. -ı̄š. The same
explanation may be applied to paouruuainı̄šca: since the stem is a n.
pauruuar-/-uuan-, the original nom.acc.pl. would have been *par ˘uani, to
which -š was added for the same reasons as in nām¯enı̄š.

The final problem, viz. the use of nām¯enı̄š in Y 51.22 as an ins.pl. form
in the phrase tą yazāi xvāiš nām¯enı̄š ‘those I will honour by their names’ can
be solved in this sense that it is probably xvāiš which was used as an acc.pl.n.
form to nām¯enı̄š rather than nām¯enı̄š which was used as an ins.pl. form to
xvāiš; nām¯enı̄š has not only the form but also the function of an acc. The
form tą points to YAv. language, and the use of xvāiš thus recalls the frequent
use of ins.pl. forms as nom.acc.pl. in YAv (for a survey of this phenomenon
see Oettinger 1986 and Pirart 2000: 380ff.). The real OAv. expression appears
in Y 37.3 t¯em a ˜t ahūiriiā nām¯enı̄ yazamaidē ‘him we worship by the godly
names’, cf. Narten 1986a: 180f.

§ 9.5 IIr. *-iNš

The development of the PIE i-stem acc.pl. ending *-ins to attested Avestan
-ı̄š probably went through a stage with a nasalized vowel *-ı̃š; compare also
ı̄š < *-inš- in cı̄šiiā ˜t ‘may it be assigned to’ < *cinš ˘iāt, and other verb forms
of the stem cı̄š-. In Avestan, the vowel resulting from *-ı̃- is indistinguishable
from IIr. *ı̄.

The relevant acc.pl. forms are OAv. aˇ˙sı̄š, Y 43.3 = 60.1 ā(.)stı̄š, Y passim
ı̄š, Y 71.9 uru\mı̄šca, N 91 k er etı̄šca 292, H 2.25 xgai ˙ntı̄šca, Y 42.2, Yt
14.41 gairı̄š, Y 57.6 \riiaxštı̄šca, °yaxštı̄šca, passim dı̄š, Y 49.1
duš er e\rı̄š 293, Y 43.8 būštı̄š, Y 5.3, 63.3 frauuaˇ˙sı̄š, P 35 frārāitı̄š, Yt 5.26
fšaonı̄šca, V 22.2ff. 294, Yt 13.59 nauuaitı̄šca, Y 57.8 ma ˜t.āzai ˙ntı̄š, Y 12.3,
V 18.12 māzdaiiasnı̄š, Y 42.2 vairı̄šcā, Y 57.33 (2x) vanaitı̄š, Y 10.5, 71.9

292 If this is not an error for *k er et¯esca.

293 Explained as *duš-š r˚ tri- ‘having a poor protection’ by Kuiper 1979, who resumed
the tentative suggestion given by Bartholomae 1904: 752.

294 Geldner edits °iš but Jp1 in 22.6,9,15 and Mf2 in 22.9 have °ı̄š.
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varšajı̄š, Vr 20.1, V 8.19, 17.5, Yt 13.20,40 (nom.pl.!) vār e\ragnı̄š 295, V
16.8-11 vohunı̄š 296, Y 38.5 vı̄spō.paitı̄š, FrA 22 ratufritı̄š, passim hı̄š, FrW
7.2 hub er etı̄šca, va ˙nta.b er etı̄šca, Y 29.10 huš eitı̄š.

Y 9.24 aibištiš ‘studium’ must also be the acc.pl. of an i-stem. Its ending
-iš seems to be a peculiarity of the Hōm Yašt, since we also find shortening
of the acc.pl. ending *-ūš to °uš in bar ešnuš (cf. § 13.3), and because
original *-ı̄š must also be assumed for Y 10.18 dāsmainiš, paiti.bišiš and
vār e\ragniš. The morphology of the latter passage ime h e˙nti aršuxda vacō
dāsmainiš vār e\ragniš paiti.bišiš baēšaziia ‘these are the rightly-spoken
words, the health-bringing, victorious, antidotes, healing’ is clearly of a late
date. The nom.pl.m. ime is correlated with the neuter vacō, which itself is a
secondary plural form instead of *vac ˚̄a. The adj. baēšaziia represents the
regular nom.acc.pl.n. form in -a, but the adjectives dāsmaini-, vār e\ragni-
and paiti.biši- should end in -i < *-ı̄, or in -ı̄š, if we would assume that they
had adopted the form of the m.f. plural i-stems. All three forms are safely
attested with an ending -iš, however. The form dāsmainiš is a hapax, so that
it does not tell us much. Vār e\ragni- is attested in the acc.pl.n. in Vr 20.1 as
well, where -ı̄š can be posited for the archetype. Vr 20.1 is quite parallel to
Y 10.18: vaca aršuxda vār e\ragnı̄š daēuuō.gnı̄ta yazamaide ‘we worship the
rightly spoken, victorious, daēva-smiting words’. The noun vacah- displays
the ending -a, which was the only productive m/f. nom.acc.pl. ending in later
YAv., and vār e\ragnı̄š co-ordinated with vaca already has the m/f. ending
instead of expected nom.acc.n. -i.

If we take Vr 20.1 vār e\ragnı̄š as the regular form, the short vowel in the
three adjectives in Y 10.18 must be one of the irregularities we find in the
Hōm Yašt. Since two of the three forms have -n- before *-ı̄š, a phonetic
reason for this irregularity cannot be excluded.

295 In Vr 20.1, Geldner edits vār e\ragniš, but the ending °ı̄š is attested in the good
Iranian mss.: °iš K7a.M6.M4 · °iš K7b and H1.Jm5.P12.L27 · °iš
L1.2.Br1.B2.O2.S2 · °ı̄š Jp1.K4, °iı̄š Mf2 · °ı̄š Fl1.Kh1.

296 Bartholomae 1904: 1434 claims that the stem is vohunı̄- on the basis of F 210
vohuni; yet there is no guarantee that this must represent a nom.sg. form. It may well
be corrupt, and in any case the surrounding body parts in F 208-213 are in the acc.sg.,
so that there is a chance that the text had *vohunı̄m. The other forms are the acc.sg.
vohunı̄m and the acc.pl. vohunı̄š (Yt 10.72 less correct vohunišca), which can be a
stem vohuni-. The Middle Iranian forms and the Avestan derivatives vaohutāt- ‘blood’
and vaohu\ba- ‘bloodshed’ point to *vahuni-, cf. Bailey 1979: 491.
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As in the case of the forms in *-iHš, we find some Yašt forms in -iš,
basically in texts with a less trustworthy attestation: Yt 5.26, 19.32 ı̄̆ štišca,
Yt 5.26 frasastišca, Yt 19.32 fšaonišca, Yt 8.46 vairiš, Yt 10.142
vaēidiš 297, Yt 10.72 vohunišca, Yt 14.21 saēniš.

§ 9.6 Unclear etymology

For a few forms, it is uncertain whether we are dealing with an i- or an
ı̄-stem.
• nom.sg. aibidāitı̄šca (Y 9.26) ‘Hülle, Schirm’ (Bartholomae 1906: 175f.).
One expects an i-stem *abi-dāti-, cf. nidāti- ‘deposition, hiding’, vı̄dāti-
‘repartition’, ha ˙ndāti- ‘collection’.
• nom.sg. hujı̄tı̄š (Y 19.13) ‘good life’. The attested nom.pl. forms hujı̄taiiō
suggest an i-stem hujı̄ti-, but the form hujı̄tı̄š could only be the acc.pl. of such
a stem.
• nom.sg. apāi\iš (V 4.54f.) ‘?’ with °iš in all three ms. classes.
• nom.sg. kapastiš (Yt 8.56, 14.48, V 11.9,12), name of an illness. In the V,
the v.ll. of the IrVS Jp1.Mf2 kapastı̄š would point to an ı̄-stem, PV and InVS
°iš and the comparison with Latin pestis (Bartholomae 1904: 436) to an
i-stem.
• P 30 viiānı̄š. It is uncertain whether it is a verbal or a nominal form; cf.
JamaspAsa-Humbach 1971: 47.

297 A convincing etymology for this form has been advanced by Janda 1993: 36ff. He
connects Skt. védi- f. ‘altar, place for the sacrifice’, which is impeccable from the
phonetic side and would accord well with the preceding f. adjective xpaoirı̄š.
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§ 10 u and ū in an- and inlaut

This section covers all Avestan syllables that contain syllabic u and ū,
except for the endings -ū̆ , -ū̆ m and -ū̆ š. For general considerations about the
nature of Avestan opposition u versus ū, as well as i versus ı̄, see the
introductory remarks to § 6.

In the following subsections, the evidence will be discussed according to
the etymology of u and ū. We will start with *u, which has generally been
preserved in closed syllables (§ 10.1). The next subsection discusses the
environments in which *u has become ū, viz. especially in the following
positions in the word: 1. In open initial syllable (§ 10.2.1); 2. After y- or -ii-
(§ 10.2.3); 3. In front of sibilants, especially the cluster -žC- (§ 10.2.4). The
third subsection (§ 10.3) shows that PIr. *ū has been preserved in nearly all
positions. Subsequently, we will discuss the phonetic shortening of *ū in the
sequence *-ū ˘iV-, and the analogical shortening of *ū to u (§ 10.4).

Compounds with the preposition anu as a first member always have short
°u at the end of the preposition, which could be due to restoration of the
preverb by the scribes. Therefore these forms are ambiguous and need not be
discussed. The same goes for compounds with an u-stem noun as a first
member, and derivatives from u-stems. What few exceptions occur will be
mentioned.

Similarly, the prefixes hu° ‘good’ and duš°/duž° ‘bad’ always display a
short vowel, except for compounds with hu° plus a word beginning with
u°/ū°, which will be discussed below. Prothetic u- in front of -rū̆ - or -ruu-
is always short.

PHILOLOGICAL REMARKS

In the Yasna, there is little disagreement among the good manuscript
classes about the spelling u or ū in separate forms. Deviations are usually
found in the YS and the InVS, e.g. in the acc.sg. ending -ū̆ m. Especially the
YS frequently writes u where other mss. write ū, but the reverse also occurs.
Compare for instance the v.ll. of drūjō in Y 30.10, 31.1, 46.6, sāsnō.gūšąm
in Y 26.4, of fšūš¯ein Y 58.4, of dūt ˚̄aohō in Y 32.1 or of būždiiāi in Y 44.17,
and with u those of druj em Y 31.4, yuxtā Y 49.9 or of hizubı̄š Y 49.4.

Although the number of v.ll. from the Vı̄spered is relatively small, the best
mss. of the Vı̄spered tradition, viz. the IrVS and the IrVrS, generally spell ū
in the expected places, whereas K7a, the oldest PVr ms., sometimes spells u.
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In the Vı̄dēvdād, the vowel ū of the archetype has been preserved most
faithfully in the IrVS (Mf2 and Jp1). The InVS has changed ū to u in a
number of cases, whereas the PV (L4.K1 and descendants) seems hardly to
use ū word-internally. In many forms, the PV has u while the VS has ū, e.g.
in sūnı̄š, zrūne, zūrō and frašūsa ˜t. In some cases, L4 has one form and K1
the other, compare sūnō, sūnąm or xrūždranąm. Conversely, only one case is
found where the spelling of Jp1.Mf2 is u instead of expected ū, viz. V 18.30
apaiiūxtā ˜t. This situation is quite similar to the one we find concerning the
spelling -ūi- and its corruption to -ui-, § 10.5.

The Vı̄dēvdād spellings show little deviation of the expected norm in the
forms in -u-. Apart from ca\ru.yūxt em and frašūsaiti, where all our evidence
suggests a correction to ū, and apart from fšuta and frašumaka ˜t, where
correction to ū may at least be considered, most words are unanimously
attested with u.

In the Yašts, especially after Yašt 10, the evidence from F1 on the one
hand and the IrKA (Mf3.K13.38 etc.) and (less consistently) J10 on the other
hand is conflicting. Comparison with the spellings in the Yasna can decide
which branch has the more original forms.

As to the forms with ū in the archetype, it seems that the different
traditions agree on ū in most cases in the first half of the Yašts, but after Yašt
10 F1 nearly always spells short u. Often, u is attested in F1+ only, against
ū or ı̄ in J10.Ml2 or the IrKA. In such a case, editing ū is justified if we have
Yasna or securely attested Vı̄dēvdād forms with ū. If only Yašt evidence is
available, editing ū for such forms may at least be considered the more
probable alternative.

§ 10.1 *u yields u

In a closed syllable, *u remains u; this even applies when *u is followed
by one of the clusters št/sp/šm, of which we have seen that they do not
prevent lengthening of *i > ı̄.

Examples with retained *u in initial syllable include the forms uxti- ‘cry,
utterance’, uxda- ‘word, utterance’ (cf. Skt. ukthá-), uxšan- ‘bull’ (Skt.
uk ˙sán-), uxšiia- ‘to grow’ (Skt. úk ˙sati ‘grows’), ugra-, ugra- ‘strong’ (Skt.
ugrá-), udra- ‘otter’ (Skt. udrá- ‘water animal’), ušti- ‘wish’, ušta- ‘desired’,
uštra- ‘camel’ (Skt. ú ˙s ˙tra-), kuxšnu- (to xšnu- ‘to satisfy’), ku\rā ‘where’
(Skt. kútra-), kusra- ‘hollow’ (cf. Skt. kuśayá- ‘cistern’, kóśa- ‘cask’), xumba-
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‘bowl’ (Skt. kumbhá-), xu ˙nbiia- (to xumba-), dunman-298 (< *d ˘uanman-),
xšudra-, xšudra- ‘liquid; semen’ (probably to be connected with Skt. k ˙sudrá-
‘tiny’), xšusta- ‘melted’ (< PIE *ksud-to-, connected with Av. xšudra-
‘semen, liquid’, xšaodah- ‘stream’ and Skt. k ˙sod- ‘to strike against, shake’),
xšufsa- (present *kšub-sa- to the IIr. root *kšaub h- ‘to quiver’ reflected in
Skt. k ˙sobh- ‘id.’), aˇ˙sauua.xšnus (nom.sg. of aˇ˙sauua.xšnut- ‘satisfying the
believers’, cf. Kellens 1974a: 122), gufra-299 ‘famous’, tu\ru- (perfect to
\ru- ‘to fatten’), *tušna- 300 ‘quiet’, dug edar-, dugdar- ‘daughter’ (cf. Skt.
duhit ´̄a), nom.sg. druxš ‘deceit’, °druxta- ‘deceiving’, °druxti- ‘deceit’ (Skt.
drúh- ‘deceit’), OAv. drujiia-, YAv. druža- ‘to deceive’, puxda- ‘fifth’,
pu\ra- ‘son’ (Skt. putrá-), bu ˙nj(aiia)- (prs. to buj- ‘to deliver’), busta- (to
bud- ‘to smell, observe’), buziia- ‘of a goat’ (to *buza- ‘goat’), mušti- ‘fist’
(Skt. mu ˙s ˙tí- ‘fist’), suxda-, sugda- ‘Sogdian, Sogdia’, upa.suxta- ‘set afire’,
suxra- ‘bright’ (Skt. śukrá-), supti- ‘shoulder’ (Skt. śúpti-), susr ū̆ - (pf. to sru-
‘to hear’), sru ˜t.gaoša-, sru ˜t.gaošōt ema- ‘hearing well’, ‘hearing the best’,
zušta- ‘liked’ (to zaoš- ‘to like’, Skt. ju ˙s ˙tá-), Y 29.8 hud ema- ‘sweet(ness)’
(< *sud-ma-, cf. Skt. svádati, sa ˙m-súd-), and huška- ‘dry’ (Skt. śu ˙ská- ‘dry’).

With -u- preserved in the second syllable, we find among other forms
a ˙ngušta- ‘finger’ (Skt. aṅgú ˙s ˙tha-), Y 31.1 agušta- ‘unheard’ (to gaoš- ‘to
hear’), Y 31.15 adrujiia ˙nt- ‘not deceitful’ (to drujiia- ‘to deceive’, Skt.
druhyáti), asrušti- ‘disobedience’ (Skt. sru ˙s ˙tí- ‘obedience’), uru\bar-/-ban-
‘intestines’, uru\man- ‘growth’, uru\mi- ‘germ’, uru\miia- ‘growing up’ (all

298 V.ll. Yt 8.32 F1 dunm° but L18.P13 and J10 dūnm°, 8.33 F1 dunm° but P13 and
J10 dūnm°, 10.50, 12.23 F1 and O3 dunm°, J10 dūnm°, 13.14 dunmō°.

299 Assuming the meaning ‘auquel il est digne de faire référence, célèbre’ posited by
Pirart 1992b: 71, who rightly argues that we cannot translate ‘deep’. Gufra- is used
in Avestan of stāra ‘stars’, mi\ra- ‘Mitra’, frauuaˇ˙saiiō ‘the Fravaˇ˙si’s’, zraiiah-
vouru.kaˇ˙sa- ‘the lake Vourukaˇ˙sa’ and as ˚̄asca šōi\r ˚̄asca ‘spots and places’. We may
posit *gupra- or *gubra- > *gufra-, compare jafra- < *jabra- ‘deep’.

300 In tušnā(.)maiti- ‘quiet-minded’ and Yt 13.29 tušnišādō ‘sitting quietly’. The adj.
*tušna- must be connected with Skt. tū ˙s ˙n´̄ım ‘quietly’ and the verb tú ˙syati ‘becomes
calm’. The two Skt. words were separated by Oettinger (1979: 326), who connects
tū ˙s ˙n´̄ım with Hitt. tuhuš(š) ˘ie- ‘ruhig zusehen’ < *tuh 2s-, and tú ˙syati with Hitt. tuške-
‘sich freuen’ < *tus-ske-; this was accepted by EWAia I: 663. However, the meanings
of Hitt. tuhuš(š) ˘ie- and tuške- on the one hand and those of Skt. tū ˙s ˙n´̄ım and tu ˙syati
on the other, seem too similar to warrant their separation. Avestan tušna/i- and Skt.
tū ˙s ˙n´̄ım agree even more closely. Compare also Melchert 1994: 175, who argues that
Hitt. tuhuš(š) ˘ie- maybe reflect *th 2us- rather than *tuh2s-. Since Avestan would
normally retain *ū but does not spell tūšna-, it seems that Skt. tū ˙s ˙n´̄ım must represent
a secondary lengthening.
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to rud- ‘to grow’), urusta- ‘grown’ (< *rud-ta-), uruzdipāka- ‘cooking
intestines’ (< *rudh-ti-), tūtuxšuua (loc.pl. of tūtuk- ‘loam’), framuxti- ‘taking
off’ (Skt. prámukti- ‘liberation’), ha ˙nkusra- (see kusra- above), and
huru\man- ‘a good plant’ (to rud- ‘to grow’).

Forms with preserved -u- in third syllable are auuāurusta- ‘left out’ (to
rud- ‘to obstruct’), ah emusta- ‘repulsive’ (< *a-ham-musta- ‘not pleasing’ to
*mud- ‘to please’?), paitišmuxta- ‘shod’ (Skt. prati-muc- ‘to put on clothes’,
EWAia II: 382), zara\uštra- and zara\uštri-.

A form with retained -u- in fourth syllable is anauuaoruxtōiš, gen.sg. of
*an-a ˘ua-uruxti- ‘loyalty to the oath’, lit. ‘the not-breaking-off’. It is probably
cognate with Skt. rujáti ‘breaks’, rugná- ‘breach, gap’, cf. EWAia II: 465.

There are only three forms which seem to have -ū- < *u in a closed
syllable; in all of them, *u is followed by a cluster of a dental consonant plus
-r-:
• aibisrū\rima-, PN derived from *aibisrū\ra-, a part of the day; probably
derived from aibi-sru- ‘to hear, pay attention’.
• gūzra- (Y 48.3) ‘hidden’; compare gūza- ‘hiding’, attested in z emar egūzō.
• būdra- ‘watchful’ (to baod- ‘to be awake’): V 13.39 zaēni.budr em has -ū-
in the IrVS, and Yt 13.106 būdrahe has -ū- in the IrKA. Since the word
xšudra- is one of the few words with preserved -u- which shows v.ll. in -ū-
(viz. V 15.7 L4 xˇ˙sūdr ˚̄a, V 18.32 InVS xšūdr°, V 18.41 Mf2 s.m. xšūdre),
lengthening may have been caused in the most recent tradition period by the
following -dr-.

There is one instance of *u yielding e, viz. in the OAv. adj. dr eguua ˙nt-
‘belonging to the druj-’ < *drug- ˘uant- (compare YAv. druua ˙nt- <
*drug ˘uant-). This stem shows a similar development as two other OAv. words
in which *a has been changed to ¯eor ein front of a consonant plus uu, viz.
h¯ebuua ˙nt- and b ezuua ˙nt-, cf. § 22.8.

§ 10.2 *u yields ū

Lengthening of *u to ū is attested nearly regularly in open initial syllable
(§ 10.2.1), with the exception of the noun druj- and the adverbs in ku-. It
does not seem to matter which consonants follow *u, as long as they are
single consonants. In second syllable, lengthening occurs only sporadically (§
10.2.2). The lengthening after y and ii is again quite regular (§ 10.2.3), just
like the development *užC > -ūžC-; in front of -š-, lengthening of *u is
sporadic (§ 10.2.4).
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§ 10.2.1 In open initial syllable

For OAv., Beekes 1988: 42 observes that "it seems that in a closed
syllable the lengthening was sometimes absent: gūša- : guštā, yūj¯en : yuxtā."
In fact, we may plainly state that lengthening has generally occured in open
syllables, and hardly ever in a closed syllable. There seems to be no
difference between the language of OAv. and YAv. in this respect, except for
the stem druj-.

The evidence of compounds in hu- ‘good’301 is ambiguous, because hu-
may have been restored at any moment. As a consequence, we must also
disregard the first syllable of the verbal forms of the presents hunā- ‘to
impel’, hunā- ‘to bring forth’, and hunao-/hunu- ‘to press’, of (°)huta-
‘pressed’, of the noun hunu- ‘son’ (Skt. sūnú-), the adj. hud ema- ‘sweet’302,
and the gen.sg. huraii ˚̄a to hurā- ‘wine’ (Skt. súrā). In all of these forms, it
cannot be excluded that the grapheme hu° is due to analogy with hu- ‘good’.

Lengthening is attested in the following forms:
• aēšmō.drūta- (Yt 1.18) ‘infuriated’ contains *druta-, verb.adj. to dru- ‘to
run’.
• asrūdūm (Y 32.3) < *ćru-dh ˘uam ‘you are known’ to sru-. According to
Beekes 1979: 6, the form may contain secondary a-, inserted during the
transmission in order to facilitate the pronunciation of the sequence *yāiš
srūdūm. Since the ending -dūm has developed from *-d ˘u em, and since *u
would not have been lengthened in front of a consonant cluster *-d ˘u-,
asrūdūm shows that the contraction of *- ˘u em > -ūm must predate the
lengthening of *u in open syllable.
• (ā)stūta-303 ‘praised’, cf. Skt. stutá-.
• xšnūta- ‘satisfied’, possibly cognate with Skt. hnu- ‘to deny, hide from’.
• xšnūmaine ‘to satisfy’, dat.sg. of *xšnuman- ‘satisfaction’.

301 The exceptional long vowel of Yt 10.88 hūkairı̄m is due to a singular spelling in
F1, against the usual forms of hukairiia- in Yt 5.3 etc.

302 This means that hud ema- cannot be used to prove an IIr. or PIE change of
*suh2dmó- > *sudmó-, as was proposed by De Lamberterie 1999: 161.

303 V.ll. V 3.40 L4 u, Pt2.Ml3.P2 ū · Jp1.Mf2 ū · L1.2.Br1.O2 u; Yt 13.97 ahūm.stūtō
F1 stutō · Mf3.K13.14.H5 stūtō.
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• gūnaoiti (Yt 10.16) ‘increases’ < *gunauti, and xratugūtō304 (Yt 8.36)
‘increasing wisdom’, nom.pl. of xratu-gut- (Kellens 1974a: 115ff.), to the Ir.
root *gu- ‘to increase’.
• gūza- ‘hidden’ in z emargūza-305 ‘hidden in the earth’ or ‘having a cave
in the earth’ cf. Skt. gúh- ‘cave’, verb.adj. gū ˙dhá- < *guždha-. The forms
point to an IIr. root *ghuíh-. The verbal forms of the present *guza- ‘to hide’
are only attested with short u, but note that they occur in Yašt texts where the
major part of the transmission rests on F1: Yt 4.4 guzaēta, Yt 17 aguze and
fraguzaiia ˙nta. In view of the restricted reliability of F1, it is not very
problematic that we do not find spellings gūz° in those verb forms.
• gūša- ‘to hear’, aorist *guša- of gaoš- ‘to hear’.
• gūšaiia- 306, present *guša ˘ia- to gaoš- ‘to hear’.
• gūš- ‘hearer’ in sāsnō.gūšąm 307, gen.pl. of sāsnō.guš- ‘hearing the
commandments’.
• tiži.žnūta- (V 14.7) ‘having a sharp edge’. Bartholomae 1904: 653 has
suggested that the original form may have been *xšnuta-, cognate with Skt.
k ˙s ˙nutá- ‘sharpened’. The ž° could be due to contamination with žnu- ‘knee’,
as is indicated by the Pahlavı̄ translation, which reads tyc šnwk /tēz šnūg/
(Jamasp 1907: 497) ‘with sharp knees’ in V 14.7.
• tūtauu-, perfect to tū- ‘to be able’. In Y 9.29, we find aibi.tūtuii ˚̄a (Y 9.29)
and fratuii ˚̄a, 2s. opt. forms of tū- ‘to be able’. It is uncertain whether we must
correct with Kellens 1984: 293 aibi.tūtuii ˚̄a to xaibi.tuii ˚̄a, or fratuii ˚̄a to
xfrā.tūtuii ˚̄a.
• tūtuxšuua (V 6.51), loc.pl. of tūtuk- ‘loam’.
• xtūdadka-308 (Yt 19.4) does not have to be corrected to tudaska-, as
Hintze 1994: 81 proposes, because the mss. J10 and D spell - ˜tk-. The
diminutive suffix *-aska- which Humbach-Ichaporia 1998: 74 propose is
unknown, whereas comparison with -idka- in vāidimidka- and snāuuidka- in
fact makes -adka- a better choice than -aska-. The connection with Skt. tud-
‘to thrust’, suggested by Humbach-Ichaporia, may be retained.

304 V.ll. F1 and K12 gūtō · J10 gutō.

305 V.ll. Yt 19.81 F1 guz°, but Pt1 gūz° · H3 gaoz° · J10 gūz°.

306 V.ll. Yt 13.16 F1 guš° but P13 gaoš° · Mf3.K13.38 gūš°.

307 V.ll. Yt 13.149 F1 gušąm · J10 gušąm · Mf3.K13 gūšąm.

308 V.ll. F1 tudaskaēca, J10 tū ˜tkaēšca, D tona ˜tkaēsca.
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• +tūmāspana-309 (Yt 13.131) PN ‘with fat horses’ < *tuma-aspana-; the
first member is connected with Skt. tumrá- ‘fat’. Geldner edits tumāspanahe,
but the v.ll. of the IrKA show tūm° and tı̄m° (for earlier *tūm°), which
points to original tūmāspanahe.
• +dunmō.frūtō310 (Yt 13.14), nom.pl.m. of dunmō.frut- ‘flying in the
clouds’ (cf. Skt. °prút- ‘flying’). Geldner edits frutō, but the IrKA points to
*frūtō.
• dūraoša-. This compound, an epithet of haoma-, must be connected with
Skt. duró ˙sa- ‘hard to burn’ → ‘indestructible’, for which Humbach 1957: 300
has assumed a semantic shift to ‘everlasting’ → ‘providing immortality’. From
a preform IIr. *duž-auša-, Skt. duró ˙sa- can be derived by the introduction of
the allomorph dur° in front of voiced consonants, whereas the r in Av.
dūraoša- might be due to analogy with dūra- ‘far’. Hoffmann (apud Humbach
1957: 300) assumes a dissimilation of *dužaoša- to *duraoša-.
• drūjō311 and drūjascā (OAv.), gen.sg. of druj-.
• pusā- (Yt 5.128, no v.ll.) ‘diadem, tiara’, +zaraniiō.pūsa-312 ‘with a gold
tiara’. The absence of a v.l. -ū- in Yt 5.128 will be due to the poor ms.
attestation of Yt 5. If pūsā- refers to a protruding decoration, e.g. the feather
of a helmet, a connection with Skt. púccha- ‘tail, penis’ is conceivable313.

309 V.ll. F1 tum° · J10 tum° · Mf3.K13 tı̄m°, H5 tūm°.

310 V.ll. F1 frutō · J10 fraixtō · H5.Mf3.K13.38 frı̄tō and frūtō.

311 In most attestations, the majority of mss. spells drūjō. Only in Y 51.14, u and ū
break even: drūjō Mf4, drujō Pt4 · drūjō J2, drujō K5 · drūjō J3 · drūjō Jp1, drujō
K4 · drūjō L3, drujō Dh1.L1.2 · drūjō H1.L13.J7, drujō J6.Jm1.

312 V.ll. Yt 15.57 F1 pus em · J10 pūs¯em; Yt 19.41 F1 pus em · J10.D paos em · H3
pis em.

313 An Avestan noun *pusa- ‘tail’ was also assumed by Panaino 1995-96: 200 for the
form pus ˚̄aohō in V 19.42 bāmiia +hauu ˚̄aohō pu\r ˚̄aohō pus ˚̄aohō bauuai ˙nti ‘radiant
are/will be his (own) sons, pus ˚̄aohō’. The preceding line runs nizbaiiemi hapta sruuō
‘I invoke the Seven Horns’, which may refer to the constellation Ursa Minor. Panaino
translates bāmiia … bauuai ˙nti as ‘its (i.e. of the ‘peg/vertebra’) bright sons, (that are
its) tail<s>’, assuming that the Seven Horns are referred to as the ‘tail’ of the Pole
Star. However, his translation leaves bauuai ˙nti untranslated. It seems more likely that
pus ˚̄aohō bauuai ˙nti (unattested in the PV) represents a later gloss from the interlineair
translation, with MP pus rendering Avestan pu\r ˚̄aohō. This gloss accidentally entered
the Avestan text and was provided with the ending of pu\r ˚̄aohō (thus Hertel 1936:
15f.). The intrusion of Pahlavı̄ words in Avestan is well-known in the Vı̄dēvdād.
Panaino rejects this explanation because it is an hypothesis which we cannot prove;
this is true, but it seems to me that his alternative solution is not better. The original
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• fšūmant- ‘cattle-breeder’ < IIr. *pću-mant-.
• fšūša(n)- < *pću-šanH- ‘who gains cattle’.
• buj- ‘penance; liberation’, viz. in the acc.sg. (°)būj em and the gen.sg.
(°)būjō.
• būjaiia- and būja-, presents to the root buj- ‘to deliver’.
• +būjasrauuah-314 (Yt 13.101) PN. Geldner edits bujasrauuah-, but the v.ll.
of the IrKA have būj°.
• būji-, name of a daēva (Yt 4.2f.), may be derived from *buj- ‘to deliver, do
penance’.
• būna-315 ‘bottom, floor’ < *budna- cf. Skt. budhná-. The Yt 19.51 forms
with short u (bun em, bune) rely on the transmission of F1, which reduces the
strength of their plea against *būn°.
• būnauua-316 ‘from the bottom’ < *buna ˘ua- < *budna ˘ua-. Only 16.9
bunauuō has short u, but this rests on F1.
• būza-317 ‘he-goat’ (Yt 14.25) < *buía-, cf. MoP buz ‘goat’, boča ‘little
goat’, Arm. buc ‘lamb’.
• yūj¯en (OAv.), 3p. aor.inj.act. *yujant to yuj- ‘to yoke’.
• yūta- ‘bound’, cf. Skt. yutá- ‘bound’.
• (°)sūka-318 ‘seeing’, ‘light’, a derivative of suk- ‘to give light’ < IIr.
*ćuk-, cf. Skt. śucá- ‘bright’.
• sūcā (Y 30.2), ins.sg.n. of sūca- ‘clear’, Skt. śucá-.

text may have been bāmiia hauu ˚̄aohō pu\r ˚̄aohō bauuai ˙nti ‘radiant will be his sons’,
which would leave Panaino’s interpretation of the meaning of the text unaffected.

314 V.ll. F1 buj° · J10 buj° · Mf3.K13.38 būj°, H5 bı̄j°.

315 V.ll. V 19.42 Mf2 būne, Jp1 būni · L1.M2 bune; V 19.47 L4.K1 bun em · Jp1.Mf2
būn em · L1.2.Br1 būn em.

316 V.ll. Yt 14.30-31 F1 and L11.M4 bun° · Pt1 and O3.Jm4 and J10 būn° · K36
bı̄n°.

317 V.ll. F1 būzahe · O3.Jm4 būzahe · K36 buzahe.

318 V.ll. Yt 14.29: Pt1 and O3.K38.36 sūk em · F1 suk em · Jm4.M4 saok em; 14.32:
Pt1 and O3.L11 sūk em · F1 suk em, K16.M4 saok em; 16.7: Pt1 and O3.Jm4 sūk em ·
F1 suk em · J10 sok em; 16.9 idem, 16.12 idem, Yt 13.30 dūraēsūk ˚̄a P13 °sūk ˚̄a ·
F1.J10 °suk ˚̄a (Geldner’s °kuk ˚̄a is a mistake, as the facsimile of F1 shows) · KA
°srı̄k ˚̄a. The forms Yt 5.53 and 57 °.suk em are probably due to the narrow ms. basis
on which we must base the text: 5.53 F1 suk em · J10 saok em, 5.57 F1 and J10 suk em.
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• sūnō319, sūne320, sūnąm(ca), sūnahe, sūnı̄š: gen.sg., dat.sg. and gen.pl.
of span- ‘dog’ (IIr. *ć ˘uan-/*ćun-), gen.sg. of a thematicized stem sūna- ‘dog’
and nom.sg. of sūnı̄- f. ‘dog’, originally ‘she-dog’, cf. Skt. gen.sg. śúna ˙h, f.
śun´̄ı-.
• sūr em ‘in the morning’ (adv.) < *ćura-, connected with Skt. śvás
‘tomorrow’, Khot. svı̄ ‘tomorrow’ < *ću-as (EWAia II: 676).
• (°)srūta-321 ‘heard, known’ to sru-.
• (°)srūtar-322 ‘listener’, to sru-.
• šūšu- 323, perfect to the root *č ˘iu- ‘to drive, impel’.
• šūta- (in šūta-, anapišūta-, frašūta-, aipišūta-) and *šūti- (in abl.sg.
frašūtōi ˜t) continue the verb.adj. *č ˘iuta- ‘moved’ and the noun *č ˘iuti-
‘movement’ to the root ´̌s(ii)u- ‘to impel, move’.
• zūrō.jata-324 ‘falsely killed’; the first member IIr. *íhura- ‘falsely’ is
cognate with Av. zbara- ‘to be crooked’ < *íh ˘uara- and Skt. huraś-cít-
‘thinking in crooked ways’ < *íhura-.
• zūzu-, the perfect stem *zuzū- to the root zū- ‘to invoke’, cf. Skt. redupl.
ju°.
• āzūzušte (P 43), 3s. prs.ind.med. to zuš- ‘to enjoy’ (Skt. juju ˙sé).
• zuš- ‘nice; enjoying’ yields -ū- in Yt 5.126 xfrazūš em 325 ‘graceful’ and
19.42 xbarō.zūš em 326 ‘enjoying the loot’.

319 V.ll. V 6.10 K1 sunō · P10.Br1.L2 sunō; 7.26 K1 sūnō, Pt2 sunō · Jp1.Mf2 sūnō
· L1.2 sūnō, P10 sunō; 7.28f. K1.Pt2 sūnō · Jp1 sūnō · L1 sūnō, L2.Br1 sunō; 15.45
L4 sūnō L4, K1 sunō.

320 V.ll. V 13.10 Mf2 sūne · L4.K1 sune · M2 sūne, L2.Br1 sune; 13.11 L4 sūne, K1
sune · Br1 sūne, L2 sune, 15.3 L4.K1 sune.

321 Compare also Yt 8.2 frasrutąm in Geldner’s edition (v.ll. F1 srut° · J10.Ml2
srūt°), where J10 together with all the other srūta-forms points to frasrūtąm, and Yt
13.125 asrut ˚̄a, where F1 reads asrut ˚̄a, while the v.ll. of Mf3.K13.38.14.H5 are absent.

322 V.ll. Yt 13.121 vı̄srūtārahe: Mf3.K13.38.H5 srūt° · F1 srut°.

323 Yt 8.11 šušuiiąm is due to the poor ms. attestation of Yt 8 (F1 !).

324 V.ll. V 7.3 K1.Pt2 zurō · Jp1.Mf2 zūrō · L1.2.Br1.M2 zūrō; Yt 9.18 F1 and J10
zūrō, Pt1 and O3 zurō; Yt 9.22 F1 zūrō, Pt1 and O3 jurō. Only Yt 19.77 zurō.jatahe
has u, but Geldner provides only v.ll. from F1+, while J10 is not even mentioned by
Geldner.

325 Geldner edits u, but cf. the v.ll. F1 °zuš em, P13 °zaoš em · J10 °žūs em.

326 Geldner edits u, but cf. the v.ll. F1 zuš em, H3 zaoš em · J10 zūs em, D zı̄s em, Ml2
zuš em.
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• zrūne327, dat.sg. of zruuan- ‘period, time’.

It is uncertain whether the forms in urū° < *ru- underwent lengthening
when *ru- was still the initial syllable of the word, or when it had already
become the second syllable by means of the automatic prothesis of u°. In
view of the fact that lengthening in second syllable is unusual, a chronology
*ru- > *rū- > urū- seems more plausible:
• +urū\ en328 (V 3.32), 3p. prs.inj.act. of raod-/uru\- (*rud-) ‘to weep’.
• urūdōiia- (Y 44.20), urūdaiia-329 (Yt 13.141) ‘to weep’, present *ruda ˘ia-
to rud- ‘to weep’.
• urūpaiia- (Y 48.10) ‘to cause pain’ < *rupa ˘ia-, present cognate with Skt.
rop- ‘to suffer physical pain’ < PIE *reup- (EWAia II: 469).
• urūraod- (Y 1.21f., 51.12), pf. *rurauda to rud- ‘to obstruct’.
• urūrud- (Y 10.3), pf. to rud- ‘to grow’. It might be argued that the root was
IIr. *Hrudh-, and that lengthening might thus be phonetic from reduplicated
*Hru-Hrudh- > *rūrud-. Yet there is no other positive evidence for the effect
of an initial laryngeal in this root in Avestan, so that it is equally possible that
urūrud- is due to the post-Avestan lengthening in open syllables.

There are two main categories of words in which lengthening is absent.
The first one is the vowel *u- in open syllable in anlaut: utā̆ (Skt. utá ‘and’),
udara- ‘belly’ (Skt. udára-), upa, upara-, upairi (Skt. úpa, úpara-, upári),
uba- ‘both’ (Skt. ubhá-), ufiia- ‘to sing, eulogize’ (to *Hubh- ‘to weave’),
usixš (Skt. uśíj-), ušah- ‘dawn’ (Skt. u ˙sas-), etc.

The second category is that of adverbs in ku°, viz. ku\a ‘how’, kuda ˜t
‘from where’, OAv. kudā ‘where’, kudō ‘(some)where’, for which compare
Skt. kúha ‘where’, kudha°. It is possible that -u- was preserved because of
analogy with ku\ra ‘where’, but the generally recent date of the lengthening
*u > ū rather argues against an analogical solution. Furthermore, V 14.5
kutaka- ‘small’ may also have preserved ku° on the example of the other
forms in ku°. Compare also the disease kuruga-, with its absence of
lengthening in ku-.

327 V.ll. V 19.9 K1.L4 z(a)rune · Jp1.Mf2 zrūne · L2.Br1.M2.K10 zrūne.

328 V.ll. L4.Pt2 uru\ en, B1.Ml3.M3 tu\ en · Jp1.Mf2 urū\ en · L1.2.Br1.Dh1.M2.O2
uru\ en (V 19.45 uru\ e˙nta no v.ll.).

329 V.ll. F1 uru° · J10 uruuaı̄° · IrKA urū°.
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A remarkable exception to the lengthening in open syllable is provided by
the sequence dru°, which is always retained in YAv. First of all, we find the
(frequently attested) YAv. forms of the stem druj- ‘Falsehood’ in gen.sg.
drujō330, drujas-331, acc.sg. drujim, druj¯em332, abl.sg. druja ˜t333, dat.sg.
druje, gen.pl. drujinąm, and the compound form °druj-, whereas the OAv.
gen.sg. is drūjō, drūjasca. Secondly, the gen.sg. drukahe334 of druka-, the
name of a disease, does not have lengthening.

Lengthening is absent in several other forms. Some of them may be due
to poor ms. attestation: dudubi.buzda (F 690) if from *dudhubhi- ‘deafened,
numb’ (thus Klingenschmitt 1968), sudu- (V 3.32) ‘sieve’ (to Skt. śudh- ‘to
clean’, cf. Hoffmann 1990: 69), suši ‘lungs’ (F 187) (< *ćuši-, cf. Kellens
1974a: 369). The noun šud- 335 (Yt 9.10, 19.69,96, V 7.70) ‘hunger, thirst’
(Skt. k ˙sudh-) also has -u-, although it is well-attestted.

V 9.53 uru\a- ‘growth’ may be corrected to +uru\m em, the variant
preserved by Jp1.Mf2.

330 V.ll. Y 57.15 all mss. drujō except J2; J15 drūjō.

331 In V 19.41 drujaskanąm, acc.sg. of drujas-kanā- ‘den of the Druj’, with the gen.sg.
*drujas.

332 V.ll. Y 9.8: druj° all mss. except L13.J6.7.H1 drūj°; 9.17: druj° all mss.; 9.20(bis)
all mss. druj° except J6 once drūj°; 30.8 all mss. druj°; 31.4 druj° Mf1.Pt4, J2.K5,
S1.J3, K4.Jp1.Mf2, L1 · drūj° H1.J6.7.L13, L3.2; 32.12 druj° all mss.; 33.4 all mss.
druj em or drujim; 44.13 druj° all mss. except C1.J6.7.H1.Jm1.L13, S2 drūj°; 48.1
druj° all mss.; 60.5 druj° all mss.; 61.3 druj° all mss.; 61.5 (bis) druj° all mss.
except Jm1.J6 once drūj°; 72.3 all mss. druj emca; Y 44.14 druj¯em H1.J7.6 drūj°; Yt
1.28 Mf3.K36 drujim, F1 and E1 and L11 drūj em.

333 V.ll. Yt 1.19 F2.K18a and J9.H2 druja ˜t, F1 and Pt1 and J15 drūja ˜t.

334 V 20.3 PV duruk° · VS druk°; 20.6 K1 draok° · Jp1.Mf2 druk° · L1.K10 druk°,
L2.Br1 drug°; 20.7 all mss. druk°.

335 In the v.ll., we never find a form with ū, but šaod em is the prevailing variant in
Yt 19.96 (1st time: F1 sudimca, J10 sod emca; 2nd time: F1 saod emca) and in Yt 9.10
it occurs in the ms. O3 which is independent of F1: F1 and Pt1 šud emca, O3.L18
šaod emca. In Yt 19.69, F1 has šud em, but v.ll. of J10 are absent.
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§ 10.2.2 In open second syllable

In general, there is no lengthening in open syllable other than the initial.
Examples of the retention of -u- in second syllable are auruša- ‘white’ (Skt.
aru ˙sá-), ahuna- ‘containing the word ahū’ (to ahu- ‘lord’), ahura- ‘lord’ (Skt.
ásura-), išud- ‘prayer’ (acc.sg. išud em, nom.pl. išudō; cf. Skt. i ˙sudhyáti ‘to
request’), urūruduša (Y 10.3) < *ruruduš- ‘having grown’, kahrpuna- (V
14.5) ‘frog’, tauruna- ‘young’ (Skt. táru ˙na- ‘young’), tiži.dąsura- (V 13.39)
‘with sharp teeth’ (from dąsu- ‘biting’ as in FrW 10.41 kar etō.dąsu- ‘who
bites with knives’), vohuna-, vohuni- ‘blood’, razura-336 ‘wood, forest’ (Yt);
xspašnu\ā ‘you (pl.) see’ (Y 53.6; cf. Kellens 1984: 173f.) 337, and the active
perfect participles in -uš-, such as da\uš- ‘having put’. In open third syllable,
-u- is retained in the oblique cases a\aurunō, a\aurunąsca, a\aurun em,
a\aurune, a\aurunaēca of the stem a\auruuan-, cf. Skt. átharvan-.

Lengthening has only occurred in a small number of cases. Most of these
lengthened forms consist of a preverb and a stem with *u in the first syllable.
It is possible that the preverbs (ā, fra) and the productive first member of
compounds hu ‘good’ were treated as the first member of a compound at the
time of the RCS, so that the first syllable of the second member got into a
position where its vowel could be lengthened. In that case, these forms in fact
show lengthening in open initial syllable, so that they would belong to the
preceding § 10.2.1.
• āzūti- ‘butter’ (gen.sg. āzūtōiš, dat.sg. āzūtaiiaēca), cognate with Skt.
´̄ahuti-.

336 Lengthened only once in Yt 16.3 J10 razūre. Hauschild 1960: 52f. assumes PIE
*reǵ-u- ‘pole, palisade’, to which an adj. in *reǵuro- ‘endowed with poles’ was
formed. According to Hauschild, the adj. razura- developed the substantival meaning
of ‘fence, enclosed area’, used in Yt 5.50 for the fence around a race-course. With
reference to a wolf, razura- in V 13.8 means ‘trap’, while the meaning ‘forest’ in the
remaining attestations can also be derived from ‘enclosed area’.

337 Kellens’ remark that «la voyelle de l’infixe au degré zéro est notée longue devant
occlusive» seems irrelevant. Three of the five relevant forms (k er enūidi, v er enūite,
°v er enūidi) have -ūi- because of i-epenthesis. Hunūtō is a mistake, because N 108
reads hunutō, and is cited as such by Kellens in his «Inventaire des formes originales»
and in Kellens 1995a: 73. The opposition u : ū in the nasal present forms is then
reduced to hunūta versus xspašnu\ā. For an explanation of hunūta in line with the
regularities proposed here, see below.
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• +frašūmaka- 338 (V 3.14) ‘anus’, which Bartholomae 1904: 1009 derives
from a hypothetical adjective *fra-šuman-.
• frašūsa- 339 ‘to drive, impel’ < inchoat. prs. IIr. *č ˘iu-śća-. In V 4.17 and
5.2, Geldner edits fraˇ˙susaiti, but in V 5.2 the IrVS has ū. In the Yašts, we
find many forms for which the majority of mss. have šusa-, but all of the
texts rely mainly on F1: 5.88, 19.34 frašusa ˜t, 19.35-38 šusa ˜t, 17.58f.
frašusāni, 17.60 frašusa.
• xhuxšnūta- ‘well sharpened’ (Yt 10) in huxšnutaii ˚̄a and huxšnuta is
probably due to the poor ms. transmission (only F1 and J10) of Yt 10.
• hunūta340 (Y 9.3-13), 3s. prs.inj.med. of hu- ‘to press’ (prs.
hunu-/hunao-).

We may probably include the stem *fra-šumant- ‘movable’ in this
category. In P 59, it is attested in the acc.pl.f. frašumaitı̄š, without a long
vowel in the ms. In Yt 13.57, we find the nom.pl.m. of the negated stem
a-frašumant- ‘immovable, immobile’, which none of the mss. spells with an
u-vowel: Mf3.K13.38.H5 afrašı̄ma ˙ntō, K14 afrašiia.ma ˙ntō, Lb5 afrašaēma ˙ntō
· J10 afraš ema ˙ntō · F1+ afraš.m e˙ntō. Nevertheless, as Hoffmann 1970: 193
has argued, we may assume that the IrKA spelling -ı̄- represents original *-ū-,
and restore xafrašūma ˙ntō. The vowel was apparently lost completely from the
YtS mss. This analysis of Yt 13.57 renders it likely that P 59 also contained
a long vowel: *frašūmaitı̄š.

The analysis of er ežūcąm (Y 48.9) < *r˚ š-ucām (to the root vac-) seems
to agree with this explanation of -ū- in non-initial syllable. The metre of the
verse shows that the original text read *r˚ š mai ucām, the adverb *r˚ š being
repeated later in *r˚ š mai r˚ š ucām. It is generally agreed upon that the
repetition of preverbs in OAv. is probably linked with the canonization of
OAv. Subsequently, voicing of *š > ž took place in *r˚ šucām. As it is likely
that a form *ucām, with u- in anlaut, would not have yielded ū° (compare the
retention of u° in upa etc.), we must assume that *ucām became *ūcām after
it had merged into one compound with *r˚ š. This yields the following

338 Geldner edits fraˇ˙sumaka ˜t, but the v.l. frašūmaka ˜t in Jp1.Mf2 show ū.

339 V.ll. V 5.2 °šusaiti Ml3.B1.P2 · °šūsait° Mf2.Jp1 · °šusaiti L2; Yt 13.42
fraˇ˙sūs e˙nte F1 °šus° · Mf3.K13.38.H5 °ˇ˙sūs°; Yt 13.65 fraˇ˙sūs e˙nti F1 °šus° ·
Mf3.K13.38.H5 °šūs°; Yt 16.2 fraˇ˙sūsa F1 °šusa · Jm4 °ˇ˙sūsa, Pt1.O3 °srūš; Yt 1.17
ˇ˙sūsa all mss. °ūs or °ūš except O3 šus.

340 V.ll. Y 9.3 Mf1.Mf4 hunūta · K5 hunūta, J2 hūnūta · J3 haonūta · C1 hunuuta,
L13 hunuuata; Y 9.4 J2 hūnūta · Y 9.9 K5 hūnūta. No v.ll. for the other attestations.
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chronology: 1. *r˚ š mai ucām → *r˚ š mai r˚ š.ucām, 2. *r˚ š.ucām > *r˚ žucām,
3. *r˚ žucām > er ežūcąm.

The form dužūxta- < *duž-uxta- ‘evil-spoken’ is uncertain; it may have
taken over ū from its antonym hūxta- ‘well-spoken’.

Finally, there are three Yašt forms which may have lengthening in a real
second syllable, but the ms. evidence is ambiguous. In the case of Yt 10.109
+axšnūta- 341 ‘dissatisfied’, the reading axšnūta° is only attested in J10,
while the other mss. have -ušt- or -išt-. The forms s ū̆ srū̆ ma342 in Yt 13.148
and susrū̆ š emna- 343 in Yt 14.21, both derived from sru- ‘to listen’, have -ū-
in the IrKA mss. but -u- in the Yašt Proper. In Yt 14.21, it is striking that the
sequence s_sr_š° only appears in F1 and Pt1; therefore, it is quite possible
that the original form was xsraoš emnō ‘listening to’, which also appears in V
13.17f. (cf. Kellens 1984: 369):

Yt 14.21 vı̄gā\ō mar eza ˜t kaofanąm, bar ešnauuō mar eza ˜t gairinąm,
jąfnauuō mar eza ˜t raonąm, saēniš mar eza ˜t uruuaranąm, vaiiąm vācim
xsraoš emnō ‘he (viz. V er e\ragna) has touched the valleys of the
mountains, he has touched the heights of the mountains, he has touched
the depths of the rivers, he has touched the tops of the trees, listening to
the voice of the birds.’
V 13.17 spā … yō … parāiti sraoš emnō tāiiūš v ehrk emca ‘le chien qui s’en
va tendre l’oreille aux voleurs et au loup.’

Compare also the forms with uncertain etymology (§ 10.6 below), which
have u in an open second syllable: in view of the fact that shortening of *ū
is hardly ever attested, these forms show that no general lengthening of *u in
open syllables other than the initial one needs to be assumed.

§ 10.2.3 After y- and -ii-

When *u is preceded by y- or by -ii-, it is lengthened to -ū-. It does not
seem to matter which kind of consonant or consonant cluster follows after *u.
The evidence consists of the following forms:

341 A correction by Humbach (1974: 91f.) of Geldner’s axˇ˙snuštahe. V.ll. F1 axnušt°,
L18 axı̄št° · H3.4 axšništ° · J10 axšnūtahe. The sequence -št- in F1 and H3.4 must
be due to the preceding form ˜tbištaheci ˜t.

342 V.ll. F1 sursuma (with r struck out) · Mf3.K13.37.W3 sūsrūma.

343 V.ll. F1.Pt1 su(ru)sruš° · J10 saoraoš.raš°, Ml2 srı̄š emnō · K38 sūrūš emnō.
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• aidiiūnąm (Y 39.2), gen.pl. of aidiiu- ‘harmless’, cf. Skt. ádyu- ‘harmless’;
the ending of the gen.pl. of u- and ū-stems usually is -unąm.
• apaiiūxtā ˜t344, abl.sg. of *apa- ˘iuxta- ‘laid down’ (lit. ‘yoked off’).
• ap er enāiiūka-345 ‘minor’ (of age), lit. ‘not of full age’; compare p er enāiiu-
‘adult’.
• aipiiūxdi- ‘with addition of speech’ < *api-uxdi-, and anapiiūxda- ‘without
addition of speech’ < *an-api-uxda-.
• (a)pipiiūšı̄- (V 15.8) < *pi-piH-uš-ı̄-, f. of the pf.ptc.act. of pi- ‘to fatten’.
• The form *yuxta- ‘yoked’ (Skt. yuktá-) is attested with initial yū° in Y 11.2
yūxta, Yt 10.136 yūxta, 14.63 yūxtanąm and V 7.41 +ca\ru.yūxt em346. It is
thus found in three different texts (Yasna, Yašt, Vı̄dēvdād), which suggests
that yū° is the form which the archetype had; this is furthermore suggested
by the form apaiiūxtā ˜t. Nearly all of the attestations in yu° appear in the
Yašts: Yt 5.50 yuxtanąm, 9.2 yuxta.aspąm, 10.125 frā.yuxta, 13.101
yuxtauuarōiš, 13.114 yuxtāspahe, 15.7 yuxtaii ˚̄a, F 251f. yuxta; it is likely that
these are due to the less trustworthy spelling of the Yašts, although two Yt 13
forms are involved. The only exception is Y 49.9 yuxtā347 (nom.pl.m.).
• yūxda-348 ‘dextrous’ < IIr. *yug-tha-, to the root yuj- ‘to yoke’.
• yūjiiasti-349, a measure of distance, which Klingenschmitt 1968: 241
derives from * ˘iuj- ˘iasti- ‘line-up for the harnessing (of draught animals)’, with
* ˘iasti- to yat- ‘to arrange’. This analysis as a compound would also explain
the survival of the cluster -jii-, since PIr. *-j ˘i- normally yields YAv. -ž-. Yet
the use of an athematic form of * ˘iuj- seems doubtful, so that we must
alternatively consider the possibility that all YAv. spellings represent
*yūjaiiasti- in the archetype, with loss of a in the sequence -jaii- in the mss.
• zı̄ziiūš- (abl.sg. Yt 1.19 zı̄zi.yūša ˜tca, Yt 13.71 zizi.yūša ˜tca), ptc.pf.act. of
ziiā- ‘to destroy’.

344 The v.ll. of V 18.30-56 (9x) include K1.B1 °ūxtā ˜t, L4 1x °uxtā ˜t, further °ūxtā ˜t;
Jp1.Mf2 °uxtā ˜t in V 18.30; L1.2.M2 °ūxtā ˜t.

345 The form Yt 9.1 ap er enāiiukąm in Geldner’s edition is based on the text of F1, but
J10 and Jm4.O3 have -ū-: F1.Pt1 °uk° · J10 °ūk° · Jm4.O3 °ūk°.

346 Geldner edits ca\ru.yuxt em, but the form with ū is better attested in the mss.:
K1.L4a yuxt em · Jp1.Mf2 ẏūxt em · L1.Dh1 ẏūxt em, L2.Br1 yūxd em.

347 V.ll. yuxtā Pt4.Mf1.4 · yuxtā J2.K5 · yextā J3 · yuxtā K4.Mf2.Jp1 · InVS and YS
ẏūxtā (influence of preceding yūj¯en ?).

348 V.ll. Yt 10.127 F1 ẏūxdahe · Ml2 yuxtahe; Yt 14.15 F1 and Pt1 ẏūxdahē · K38
and L11 ẏuxdahe · M4 and J10 yaoxdahe.

349 V.ll. V 13.17 L4.K1 yuj° · Jp1.Mf2 yūj° · L1.2.Br1.M2 ẏūj°; VPTr. yūjist.
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The forms in yūš° of the pronoun ‘you’ (pl.) are ambiguous. Yūš ‘you’
contains IIr. *ū, but the forms dat.pl. yūšmaibiiā, yūšmaoiiō 350 (cf. Skt.
yu ˙smábhyam), abl.sg. yūšma ˜t (cf. Skt. yu ˙smát), and gen.sg. yūšmāk em (cf.
Skt. yu ˙sm ´̄akam) correspond to Skt. forms in short u. The same constellation
is also shown by the possessive pronoun yūšmāka- ‘your’ and the derived adj.
yūšmāuua ˙nt- ‘like you’. In view of the nom.sg. form yūš, it is conceivable
that all the other forms are not due to a phonetic lenghtening, but simply have
adopted the ū from the nom.sg. form.

A few forms have an uncertain etymology, so that we cannot use them as
evidence in favor of the proposed lengthening. Yet they do show the sequence
-iiū-, so that at least they do not provide counterevidence:
• āiiūta-351 (PN) may be a hypocoristic form for *āiiūtāspa- < *ā- ˘iuta-aspa-
‘with the horses put in’.
• utaiiūtā, loc.sg. of utaiiūiti- ‘enduring; youth’. The word may be a
compound *uta- ˘iūti-, cognate with Skt. itáūti- ‘extending or reaching from
hence’, which is sometimes accented as itá ūtí-; but it is impossible to derive
both the Av. and the Skt. form from a common preform.
• +utaiiūtōiš 352 (Yt 13.126), gen.sg. of a PN utaiiūiti-.
• xfiiūšta- (Yt 13.125) PN; Geldner edits fiiušta- with F1, but the IrKA
spellings fiiı̄št° (K38) and fiiēšt° (Mf3.K13.14) must go back to *ū.

A few forms are only attested with -iiu-; since they occur in Yašt chapters
relying mainly on F1 and J10, and in the Hādōxt Nask, this does not
necessarily mean that these forms were not spelled with -iiū- in the archetype:
Yt 17.10 m er eziiumna- ‘?’, Yt 10.52 yujiieiti, probably for *yuja ˘iati ‘yokes’,
H 2.7f. viiusant- ‘appearing’, and the PN Yt 19.46 spitiiura-, a compound
with spiti- ‘white’ as a first member and an unknown second member.

§ 10.2.4 In front of a sibilant

The lengthening in front of žd and žb recalls the lengthening of *ižd and
*ižb. Similarly, lengthening in front of -št- is also found with *u, although the

350 V.ll. Yt 13.38 F1 ẏuš°, P13 ẏūš° · Mf3.K13.38 yūš°.

351 V.ll. Yt 13.118 F1 āiiut° · J10 āiiūt° · Mf3.K13.38 āiiūt°.

352 V.ll. F1.Pt1.E1.L18.P13 utaiiutōiš · Mf3.K13.38.14.H5° iiūtōiš.
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change seems more sporadic than in the case of *-išt-, and it is not triggered
by a following i or ı̄.

In front of ž plus a consonant, we find:
• xrūždra-353 ‘hard’, xrūždisma- ‘hard soil, made from hard soil’
(*xruždi-zm-a- to zam- ‘earth’) and xrūždā- ‘hardship’; these may be
connected with Skt. krū ˙dayati, maybe ‘to make thick’, < *kružd-, although the
meaning of the Skt. forms and therefore the connection with Avestan are very
uncertain according to EWAia I: 415.
• dadūžbı̄š (Y 58.6), ins.pl. *dadušbiš of the pf.ptc.act. daduš- ‘having
put/given’ to dā-.

In front of š, lengthening is usually not found, compare tušna- ‘quiet’,
mušti- ‘fist’, huška- ‘dry’ and the perfect ptc. in -uš-. Long -ū- only appears
in:
• gūštā 354, 3s. inj.aor.med. to gaoš- ‘to hear’; note that the expected form
with a short vowel is attested in the verbal adj. agušta-.
• jagmūšt ema-, superlative of the pf.ptc. jagmuš- ‘having come’. In theory,
jagmūšt ema- may owe its -ū- to influence of the feminine jagmūšı̄-, but this
seems unlikely, as it would require a relatively early date for the lengthening.
• jagmūšı̄-, f. of the pf.ptc.act. jagmuš- ‘having come’. As indicated in §
10.5.3 below, it seems less likely to me that ū is due the influence of the
following -ı̄, as a kind of i-epenthesis.
• hūšnā\r ˚̄ascā (Y 38.3) ‘having good bathing places’, with *hu- ‘good’, is
very exceptional, because the morpheme hu° is usually retained, and seems
to have resisted lengthening e.g. in hunao-, hunu- and other forms.

The analysis of FrW 8.2 mahrkūšō is unclear.

353 V.ll. V 19.24 xrūždranąm: L4 xrūžd°, K1 xružd° · Jp1.Mf2 xrūžd° · K10 xrūžd°,
L1.2.Br1.M2 xšūdranąm; V 19.40 all 3 classes xrūžd° except for K1 xružd°. The form
Yt 5.82 xruždranąm (F1 xruž° · J10.K12 xraož°) is due to the small ms. basis of Yt
5.

354 Y 31.18, P 7; v.ll. Yt 13.87 F1 gušta · J10 gušta · Mf3.K13 gūšta; Yt 13.95 F1
gušta · Mf3.K13 gūšta.
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§ 10.3 *ū yields ū

IIr. *ū is generally retained as ū in Avestan. The full evidence will be
provided below. For all forms, v.ll. will only be given when the decision on
*u or *ū in the archetype is doubtful, or when the v.ll. are in some way
relevant to the discussion of the forms.
• xaoigmatastūra-355 (Yt 13.125) PN; the analysis of the first part of this
word is disputed. Mayrhofer 1979: I/65 reconstructs *vi-gmata-, whereas I
will try to show in § 21.3 that *auui-gmata- is equally possible. There seems
to exist agreement about the fact that the last part represents *stūra- ‘strong’,
as in the PN pairištūrahe. The spelling in -ū- may be restored on the strength
of the IrKA spelling -ı̄-.
• asūna- (Y 28.10) ‘rich, not wanting’, compare Skt. ś ´̄una- ‘want’ (EWAia
II: 650).
• āxrūra- (Yt 13.137), PN, probably contains the adj. xrūra- ‘bloody’
according to Mayrhofer 1979: I/30.
• ū\a-356 (Y 46.3, V 6.10ff., 16.17) ‘fat’ and ū\ō.tāt- ‘id.’ have an
uncertain etymology, but in view of the fact that *u- is never lengthened in
anlaut, we can safely posit PAv. *ū\a-.
• ūnā- (Y 10.15, V 17.2) ‘hole; empty hand’ and ūna- (V 22.5)357 ‘empty’
(Humbach 1993: 41), compare Skt. ūná- ‘wanting, defective’.
• xrūniia- (Y 46.5) ‘violation’, cf. xrūma- and xrūra- below.
• xrūma- (Yt 10.38, 13.38) ‘cruel’ and xrūmiia- (Yt 10.38) ‘bloody’ have
been derived from the root IIr. *kruH-, cf. xrūra- ‘bloody’. The adj. xrūma-
also lies at the basis of vı̄xrūma ˙nt- ‘bloody’.
• xrūra- ‘bloody’, cf. Skt. krūrá-. This includes V 7.27 xrūtahe ‘dreadful’, the
v.ll.358 of which show that the original form was +xrūrahe ‘bloody’; the PV
replaced -r- by -t-.
• dūta- ‘messenger’ (Y 32.1,13), cf. Skt. dūtá- ‘id’.
• dūra- ‘far’, cf. Skt. dūrá- ‘far’.

355 F1 turahe · J10 turahe · Mf3.K13.14.38 tı̄rahe.

356 V.ll. V 6.10 K1 ū\°, Pt2.P10 u\°; V 16.17 L4 u\ em, K1 u\r em · Mf2 ū\ em, Jp1
aēt em · L1 ū\ em, L2.K10 u\ em, Br1.M2.Dh1 ū\r em.

357 V.ll. V 17.2 K1 unāhuua, L4 anāhuua · Jp1.Mf2 ūnāhuua · K10.L2.Br1.M2
unāhuua; 22.5 L4.K1 un em · Jp1 ūn em · L1.2.Br1 ūn em.

358 Pt2.Ml4.P2.L4a xrūtahe, K1 xratahe · Jp1.Mf2 xrūrahe · K10.L2 xrūrahe, L1.O2
xrūvahe (sic).
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• būta- (Y 65.9, Vr 11.12) ‘(having) been’, from bauu- ‘to be’, cf. Skt.
bhūtá-.
• pairištūra- (Yt 13.110), PN, cf. Skt. sthūrá- ‘strong’.
• būmi- ‘earth’, cf. Skt. bh ´̄umı̄- ‘earth’.
• būmiia-359 (Yt 19.2), mountain name. Probably an adj. *bhuHmiHa-
‘belonging to the earth’, cf. Skt. bhūmyá- ‘earthen’.
• būšiia ˙nt- ‘future, to be’, prs.ptc.act. of būšiia-, future of bū- ‘to be’.
• būšiiąstā-, name of a daevı̄, derived from the stem būšiia ˙nt- (*būš ˘iant-tā-).
• būždiiāi (Y 44.17) inf. ‘to endeavour’, ā(.)būšti- (Y 43.8) ‘growth’. These
words may be connected with Skt. bhū ˙s- ‘to promote, stimulate’, derived from
the root bhū- ‘to be, become’ (EWAia II: 270f.). At least būždiiāi is
ambiguous, since *buždiiāi would also have yielded būždiiāi, cf. above.
• nūr em, nūrąm360 ‘now’ < PIE *nuH ‘now’.
• mū\ra- ‘excrements’, cf. Skt. m ´̄utra- ‘urine’.
• mūra- (Yt 5.93) ‘stupid’, cf. Skt. mūrá- ‘stupid’.
• mūš (Y 16.8 = 68.8), name of a witch, possibly cognate with Skt. m ´̄u ˙s-
‘mouse’ (EWAia II: 370).
• mrū- ‘to speak’ (mrūtē, āmrūta, mrūmaide, mrūta-) < PIE *mluH-.
• sūkā-361 ‘needle’, possibly from PIE *ḱuH° ‘pointed, sharp’, acc. to
EWAia II: 739.
• sūra-362 ‘strong’, asūra- ‘weak’, cf. Skt. ś ´̄ura- ‘strong’.
• stūna-363 ‘pillar’, cf. Skt. sth ´̄u ˙nā- ‘post, pillar’.
• zūtā (Y 50.1), loc.sg. of *zūti- ‘invocation’ to IIr. íhuH-.
• zūš 364 (Yt 5.7). If Kellens’ analysis (1974a: 104ff.) of this form as a
nom.sg. of a root noun zū- ‘hurrying, runner’ is correct (cf. also Oettinger

359 V.ll. F1 bumiiō · H3 bumō · J10 būmiiō.

360 Yt 5.50 and 19.77 nur em is due to Geldner’s confidence in the spelling of F1. Cf.
Yt 5.50: F1 nur em · J10 nūr em.

361 V.ll. Yt 14.32-33 K38 sūk°, F1 suk°, the rest saok°; Yt 16.12 Pt1 sūk° · O3.Jm4
sūk° · F1 suk° · J10 sok°.

362 Yt 14.41 gaosurābiiō has short u in the spelling of F1, but Jm4 probably preserves
the older ū: F1 °sur° · Jm4 srū° · M4.L11.J10 °srābiiō · Pt1 °šrābiiō.

363 Yašt forms with u are due to the prominence accorded by Geldner to F1. In Yt
5.101 for instance, Ml2 stı̄n em preserves older *stūn em: Yt 5.101 Geldner °stun em;
v.ll. F1 stun em, P13 staon em · J10 staōn em, Ml2 stı̄n em; 10.28 stun ˚̄a: F1 stun ˚̄a, P13
staon ˚̄a.

364 Geldner edits zuša, but cf. the v.ll. F1 zuš · J10 zūš, K12 zaoša; Geldner 1886-96:
XIIIb: zuš.
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1983: 203f.), then the reading zūš in J10 retains *ū, which as so often has
been shortened in F1.
• hūxta- ‘well spoken’ < *hu-uxta-, cf. Skt. sūktá- ‘well said’.
• hūrō, gen.sg. of huuar e‘sun’, cf. Skt. gen.sg. s ´̄ura ˙h.

The following forms which have preserved -ū- are ambiguous because -ū-
is preceded by y-:
• yūnąm (Y 57.13), gen.pl. of yuuan- ‘young man’, cf. Skt. yúvan-. The IIr.
paradigm of this noun had an alternation *HiuHān-/*HiuHan-/*HiuHn- (cf.
EWAia II: 413), yielding Avestan yuuān-/yuuan-/yūn-.
• yūš, yūž¯em, yūž em ‘you’ (nom.pl.) < IIr. *iuH-š. The older form *yūš is
enlarged with *-am in yūž¯em; compare Skt. yūyám, with -yám added to *iuH
on analogy with vayám ‘we’.

§ 10.4 *ū yields u

A sequence *-ū ˘i- yields -uii- if no further changes occur; thus, there must
have been a phonetic shortening of *ū in front of -ii- at a certain point. The
evidence for this development comprises:
• apuiia ˙nt- ‘not deteriorating’ < *a-puH ˘iant- (cf. Skt. p ´̄uyati ‘stinks’)
• amuiiamna- ‘immovable’ < *a-muH ˘iamna- (cf. § 6.5).
• °tūtuii ˚̄a, 2s. prs. or pf.opt. of tū- ‘be able’ < *tutū ˘iāh (cf. § 10.2.1).
• buii ˚̄a, buiiā ˜t, buiiamā̆ , buiiata, buiiąn, buiiār eš, 2s, 3s, 1p, 2p, 3p.
aor.opt.act. *bhuH- ˘iaH- of bū- ‘to become’.
• uiiamna- ‘deficient’, anuiiamna- ‘not deficient’ < *uH ˘iamna- (cf. ūnā-).
• (°)mruii ˚̄a, mruiiā ˜t, 2s. and 3s. prs.opt.act. of mrū- ‘to speak’.
• suiiamna-, prs.ptc.med. of suiia- ‘to thrive’ < *ćuH- ˘ia- to the root sū- ‘to
make thriving; to thrive’365.

Shortening of *ū may be due to analogy in the following forms:
• The u- and ū-stem endings -unąm (gen.pl.), -ubiiō (dat.pl.), -ubiiā̆ 
(ins.dat.du.), -ubı̄̆ š (ins.pl.), -ušu (loc.pl.), which regularly display short u
before the ending. It seems that ū-stems have merged with u-stems in all
oblique cases of the dual and plural. The exception gen.pl. aidiiūnąm owes its

365 Skt. -śūyati (Br˚ had-Āra ˙nyaka-Upani ˙sad, Kā ˙nva recension) ‘swells’, which looks
like a regular correspondence of Av. suiia-, is a nonce formation for original -śvayati
as attested in the parallel text of the Mādhyandina recension; see Kulikov 2001: 481.
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ū to the preceding -ii- (cf. § 10.2.3), while hinūibiiō has -ū- because of
i-epenthesis.
• The forms Y 44.7 uz ema- ‘respectful’ and Y 46.9 uz emah- ‘respect’ are the
only forms in *ū- which surface with u-. Insler 1996: 172f. connects them
with Av. vāzišta- ‘most honoured’, Skt. v ´̄ahi ˙s ˙tha-, ūhy ´̄ate ūhé ‘to consider’,
which would point to *ūzma(h)- < *uHíh-ma(s)-. If this derivation is correct,
it is conceivable that uz ema(h)- has acquired short u° in analogy with the
preverbs us, uz ‘out’. The PN Yt usmānara- may mean ‘with respectful men’,
to be connected with uz ema-; the reconstruction would be IIr.
*uíma-Hnara-366.
• The noun *anu-uxti- ‘speaking along’ is edited as anūxt¯ee by Geldner in Yt
9.26, but as we have remarked above, compounds in anu° usually take the
form anu° regardless of the original length of the u. In fact, all attestations
(Y 52.7 + quotations, Yt 5.18 and passim) of *anūxti- except for Yt 9.26
show the spelling anuxt° or anu.uxt°. And even in Yt 9.26, only Pt1 spells
anūxt¯ee, but F1 has anu.xt¯ee. We may thus posit anuxt¯ee for the archetype at
Yt 9.26 too.
• Yt 13.122 vohuštra- PN ‘with a good camel’ derives from *vohu-uštra-.
This should yield †vohūštra-, but since the adj. vohu° functions as the first
member of a compound in many words, it may easily have been introduced
for *vohūštra-.
• hunu- ‘son’ (as against Skt. sūnú-) always has short -u-: nom.sg. hunuš Y
51.10, nom.pl. hunauuō Yt passim, hunauuasca Yt 19.41. IIr. *ū was
probably replaced in Avestan (or in the later transmission) by analogy with
the preverb hu°.

§ 10.5 *u and *ū yield ūi

This section discusses the effect of i-epenthesis on *ū̆ . The vowels *u and
*ū always becomes ūi when affected by i-epenthesis (§ 10.5.1). The spelling
-ui- is nothing more than a corruption of the mss. (§ 10.5.2). The third
subsection investigates the influence of a following palatal vowel on the
sequence *-uš-.

366 For the different reflexes OAv. -zm- vs. YAv. -sm- < PAv. *zm, compare
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 102; one other example is OAv. uruuāz eman- vs. YAv.
uruuāsman- ‘bliss, joy’.
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§ 10.5.1 The grapheme ūi

The complete evidence for -ūi- < IIr. *-u- consists of the forms:
• āzūiti- ‘butter’ (Skt. ´̄ahuti-).
• āhūiri- ‘ahuric’, āhūiriia- ‘ahuric’ (to ahura-).
• išūidiia- ‘to pay tribute’ (to išud-).
• ūitı̄ (YH 39.3) ‘so’ < *uti; YAv. uiti is always spelled with ui° (see below).
• k er enūidi ‘make!’ (Y 9.28) 2s.ipv. of k er enu-.
• (hu)xšnūitı̄m ‘satisfaction’, axšnūitı̄m ‘dissatisfaction’: cf. xšnūta-
‘satisfied’.
• tūiriia- ‘fourth’ (Skt. tur´̄ıya-).
• būidiia- ‘to smell’ (to Skt. budh-).
• yūidiia- ‘to fight’, yūidišta- ‘who fights the best’ (Skt. yudh-).
• v er enūidi ‘cover!’ (Y 9.28), 2s.ipv. of v er enu-.
• razūire (V 13.8), loc.sg. of razura- ‘forest’ (see § 10.2.2).
• sūiriia- ‘morning meal’ and asūiri(ia)- (Yt 14.20) ‘not morning’< *ćur ˘ia-.
These forms must be connected with the adv. sūr em ‘in the morning’ <
*ćura- and Skt. śvás ‘tomorrow’, Khot. svı̄ ‘tomorrow’ < *ću-as (EWAia II:
676).
• stūidi (Y 9.2) ‘praise!’, stūiti-, nı̄stūiti-, āstūiti- ‘praise’ to stu- ‘praise’.
• srūidiiāi ‘to hear’ (inf.), frasrūiti- ‘recitation’ to sru- ‘to hear’.
• frašūiti- (N 103) ‘approach’ to š(ii)u-.
• haōma.hūiti- (Y 10.6) ‘Haoma-pressing’ to hu-.
• hinūibiiō (Yt 13.100) ‘fetters’ abl.pl. of hinu-.

With -ūi- from IIr. *-ū-, we find:
• utaiiūiti- (see above).
• uzūi\iiōi (Y 46.5) ‘to save’ < *uz-ū\ ˘iai, cf. Skt. ūtáye.
• būiri- (Y 31.21) ‘ample’ (Skt. bh ´̄uri- ‘much, many’).
• mrūitē (Y 49.6), framrūite and framrūiti to mrū- ‘to speak’.
• tūiri- ‘congealed milk’, cf. Gr. tūrós.
• pūitika- ‘purifying’, cf. Skt. p ´̄uti- ‘purification’, pūtá- RV+ ‘purified’.
• pūitı̄- ‘stinking’, cf. Skt. p ´̄uti- ‘putrid, stinking’.
• sūidiiāi ‘to be useful’, inf. of sū- ‘to strengthen’.

In the case of YAv. tūiriia- ‘father’s brother’, and possibly also of
agūiriia- ‘a disease’ and sigūiriia- ‘Sigurian’, -ūi- results from the
development *r˚ ˘u ˘i > *ur ˘i followed by i-epenthesis; compare the discussion in
§ 24.4.
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The following forms have no certain etymology: urūidi (V 13.37) ‘river
bed’ (to Skt. viśrúh-?), kūiris 367 (V 14.9), stūirı̄m (FrA 8) and the demon
names būiti (V 19.1ff.), būidi, būidiža (V 11.9ff.) and mūidi (V 11.9f.).

The regular presence of the grapheme -ūi- in the case of epenthesis on *ū̆ 
is the reason why the form dūt¯em in Y 32.13 cannot be analyzed as dūtı̄m, the
form edited by Geldner and glossed as dūtiia- ‘message’ by Bartholomae
1904: 749. At this passage, the mss. are very divided, with both dūt¯em and
dūtı̄m being attested in good mss.368. We can now see that a preform *dūtı̄m
would have yielded †dūitı̄m, but the grapheme -ūi- is unattested in the v.ll.
Therefore, the original form must be dūt¯em, an acc.sg. to the same stem as the
nom.pl. dūt ˚̄aohō in Y 32.1.

§ 10.5.2 The spelling ui

All forms with interconsonantal -ui- except one are due to very recent
corruptions of regular -ūi-; this error is found especially in the Vı̄dēvdād. As
the table given below shows, it is mostly the mss. of the PV which have
replaced ūi by ui. The table also shows frequent differences between the PV
mss. L4 and K1, which were written by the same scribe Mitrō-Āpān. This
strongly suggests that the replacement of -ūi- by -ui- was his idiosyncratic
choice.

367 Bartholomae’s emendation to kuiris is unwarranted: K1.L4 kuiris · L2.Br1.M2
kuiris, K10 kuiriš · Mf2 kūiris, Jp1 kūir es.

368 V.ll. ° em Pt4, °¯em Mf4, °ı̄m Mf1 · °ı̄m J2, °¯em K5 · °¯em S1, °ı̄m J3 · °ı̄m
Jp1.K4.37, °¯em Mf2 · °¯em L1.2.3.O2 · °¯em K11.C1.H1.J6.7.L13.
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PV IrVS InVS

V 6.33369 uzuitii ˚̄asca K1.Pt2 °ūi\°
Jp1.Mf2

°ūit° L1.M2,
°ōi°
L2.3.Dh1.Br1

V 13.8 tuite K1a, tuuite L4 tūite Mf2.Jp1 tūite M2.B2

V 13.37 - urūidi Mf2,
urūide Jp1

uruidi
L1.2.Br1

V 15.6 uru\i → urudi K1,
uruidi L4

urūidi
Jp1.Mf2

urūidi
L2.Br1.K10

V 16.7 tāiuirinąm L4.K1 tāiiūirinąm
Jp1.Mf2

°ūi°

V 18.35 v er enūiti K1,
v er enuiti L4

v er enūiti Jp1,
v er enūite Mf2

v er enūiti
K10.L1.2.M2

V 18.41 v er enuiti → °te L4,
v er enuuainti K1a

°ūi° °ūi°

V 18.47 v er enuiti K1,
v er enauuaiti L4

°ūi° °ūi°

V 18.49 frabuidiiamnō L4,
frabaoidiiamnō K1

°ūi° Mf2 °ūi°
L1.2.Br1

V 20.3 pūitii ˚̄a K1, puitii ˚̄a L4 - -

V 20.9 agūire L4, aguire K1 agūire
Jp1.Mf2

agūire L1.2

Other forms in -ui-, for which no v.ll. in -ūi- are attested, may also be
corrected to *-ūi- without hesitation. They are mainly found in the Khorda
Avesta tradition (e.g. Yt 10.65 āzuiti.d ˚̄a, Yt 12.3 āzuitı̄mca) and in texts with

369 It is unclear whether *uzūitii ˚̄asca or *uzūi\ii ˚̄asca was the original form. The
consistent i-epenthesis excludes a preform *uzutaii ˚̄asca. Of the two theoretically
possible preforms *uzū̆ tiHāsca and *uzū̆ t ˘iāsca, the second one is preferable, since the
preceding form cātaii ˚̄a makes -t- the lectio facilior.
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a poor ms. tradition such as the Nērangestān: N 30 a.sruiti, N 61f. ui\e.tātō,
N 108 haoma.huitı̄m.

The only real exception is YAv. uiti ‘thus’, also uitiiaojana-, which is
always spelled with ui; we have seen that the form ūitı̄ is attested once in the
YH. YAv. uiti is probably due to the position in anlaut, see § 10.5.4 below.

§ 10.5.3 *ū̆ in front of š

The consonant š does not usually let through i-epenthesis (cf. § 26). A
slight modification of this view is implied by the remark in
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 55, viz. that long ū in the f. forms jagmūšı̄-
‘having come’ and pipiiūšı̄- ‘swollen with milk’ of the perfect participles
*jagmuš- and pipiiuš- would be due to the influence of the following -ı̄. It
seems to me that these two f. forms may be explained differently: pipiiūšı̄-
has ū after -ii- (§ 10.2.3 above), while jagmūšı̄- has lengthening in front of
a sibilant (§ 10.2.4 above; cf. also jagmūšt ema-).

All of the remaining evidence points to the absence of any influence of - ı̄̆ 
on a preceding sequence *-uš-. Most importantly, we find four forms of the
f. pf.ptc.act. in -ušı̄- without i-epenthesis 370: afrata ˜t.kušı̄- (Yt 13.53) <
*a-pra-ta-tk-us- to tac- ‘to flow’, cici\ušı̄- to cit/ci\- ‘to remark’, yaētušı̄-
(Vr 11.3,9) to yat- ‘to arrange’ and vı̄\ušı̄- to vid- ‘to know’. Then there are
the forms ušibiia (of uš- ‘ear’), uši° (compound form of ušah- ‘dawn’) and
u´̌siiāi (to vac- ‘to say’?), which may be regarded as ambiguous because u°
is usually retained in anlaut (see above).

For the sake of completeness, we may add the fact that the vowel -ē̆ is
also never reported to yield i-epenthesis: cikuše (Yt 13.24), cakuše (Yt
13.40), fšūše.°, vaokuše (Yt 13.88), vı̄dušē (Y 31.17), and haohanuše (Yt
13.88). But since -ē̆ is generally less liable to provoke i-epenthesis, this result
is not alarming.

370 One might suggest that the f. forms in -ušı̄- analogically retained -uš- on the model
of the m. and n. forms of the pf.part.act. However, I assume that i-epenthesis took
place at such a recent date in the transmission that this analogy would be very
implausible.
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We must disregard the form Y 10.13 k er enūši 371. This form must
represent a 2s. of the present k er enao-/k er enu- ‘to make’, but it does not
match a known formation type. A 2s. ind.act. to this present stem would be
†k er enaoši, but ao is not found in the mss. Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 215
propose an emendation to k er enūše, 2s. prs.ind.med. of kar- ‘to make’, but
this correction is not supported by the ms. variants, where we find -e only in
the unimportant ms. B3. Moreover, it lacks a semantic basis: we expect an
active verb form rather than a middle one.

The probably correct solution was suggested to me by Lubotsky, who
argues that we expect a 2s. ipv. form ‘you must make’ for attested k er enūši,
in accordance also with the explicit mentioning of tūm ‘you’ in the text. If we
assume an original 2s.ipv. *k er enūidi, we are dealing with a corruption of *d
to š. This cannot have arisen through graphical similarity of the consonants,
so that probably an oral mistake lies at the basis of the corruption. I give the
following translation of the passage Y 10.13, based on that of Josephson
1997: 95:

n emō haomāi, ya ˜t k er enaoiti drigaoš hauua ˜t.masō manō ya\a
raēuuast emaheci ˜t ‘hail to Haoma, because he makes the mind of a poor
man of equal size as that of even the richest’
n emō haomāi, ya ˜t k er enaoiti drigaoš hauua ˜t.masō manō ya ˜t usnąm aēiti
vaēdiia ‘hail to Haoma, because he makes the mind of a poor man of
equal size, when he (sc. Haoma) comes to know his (sc. the poor man’s)
wishes’
pourunar em tūm xk er enūidi spainiiaoh em cistiuuastar em, yas etē bāda
haoma zāire gauua iristahe baxšaite ‘numerous in men you must make
him, more bountiful and more insightful, who indeed takes part in you, o
golden Haoma, mixed with milk’.

§ 10.5.4 Phonetic interpretation

Since the vowels ā̆ , ē̆ and ō̆ usually remain unchanged by i-epenthesis, we
must address the question of the precise phonetic nature of ū in the grapheme
-ūi-. Was it the same long counterpart of -u- as elsewhere, or was it a fronted
variant, maybe [Y], as suspected by Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 55? The latter
is of course possible, but it seems unlikely that the inventors of the Avestan

371 V.ll. Mf4.Pt4.Mf1 k er enūši · J2 k er enūši · B3 k er e.nūiˇ˙se, S1 k er enūši · Mf2
k er enaēši, K4 k er enı̄iši · L1.P1 k er enūiši, L2 k er enūiš · H1.J7 k er enūši, J6.L13.K11
k er enūš.
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alphabet would have heard in ūi a vowel which was substantially different
from ū, since they otherwise take care to note small phonetic differences by
means of different letters. And in the light of the consistent spelling -ūi- for
i-epenthesis on *u, it is impossible to assume that -ūi- arose at a later date
than the archetype.

I would like to consider the possibility that -ūi- is due to a kind of
dissimilation. When a form *sruti became *sruiti by means of epenthesis, and
when this had to be indicated in writing, a spelling *sruiti would have been
ambiguous as to its syllabification: it could be [srujti] or [srwiti]. We may
suggest that the vowel u was lengthened in order to make sure that the right
syllabification [srujti] was preserved. It is impossible to say whether this
lengthening of *u was introduced on purpose by the people who invented the
Avestan alphabet, or maybe earlier in the tradition, due to conscious or
unconscious extra stress on *u.

The likelihood of this dissimilatory explanation for -ūi- is enhanced by the
fact that the only word with u plus i-epenthesis in anlaut, viz. *uti ‘so’, is
consistently spelled as uiti in YAv.: there is no room for confusion in this
position, since [witi] would have been spelled †viti; a spelling uiti suffices to
indicate [ujti].

§ 10.6 Uncertain etymology

In a substantial number of forms, it is impossible to decide whether a
given vowel continues PAv. *u or *ū.

Forms with ū in open initial syllable may either retain IIr. *ū, or have
lengthening of IIr. *u in this position: gū\ā̆ -372 ‘shit’, tūra-373 ‘Turanian’,

372 V 7.25 gū\ąm, V 14.6 gū\ō. The word seems to derive from the same form as Skt.
gūtha- ‘feces, ordure’, but for the fact that the latter form is only attested in the
Pāyāsi-sutta in Pāli.

373 As against usual tūra-, Yt 17.55f. tura is attested only with short u; in Yt 13.125
xfratūra- is suggested by the IrKA spelling ı̄: F1 °tur ˚̄a · J10 °tur ˚̄a ·
Mf3.K13.14.38.H5 °tı̄r ˚̄a.
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dūma-374 ‘tail’ and the adj. mūrakāca (Y 11.6), possibly from mūra-
‘stupid’.

When we find ū in non-initial syllable, chances are higher that this
continues IIr. *ū: the mountain name ar ezūra- (V), the adj. tiži.asūra- ‘with
sharp tusks’ (probably to PIr. *ansū̆ ra- ‘tusk’, cf. Cheung 2002: 164), or the
adj. aibi\ūra- ‘strong’. Therefore, the connection of aibi\ūra- with Skt.
ávithura- ‘imperturbable’ (as suggested by Hoffmann apud Mayrhofer 1956-
82 III: 208) becomes less certain. A further impediment for that comparison,
which was rightly noted by Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 82, fn. 15, is the fact that
*a ˘uithura- should yield Avestan euui°. Lubotsky (p.c.) suggests that OP
\ūravāhara-, a month name, may be connected.

If a form is attested with u in one part of the mss. and ū in another, the
decision about -u- or -ū- in the archetype cannot be made on the basis of the
usual qualification of different ms. classes as trustworthy or corrupted, since
there is no external proof for the etymology. Most of the forms presented
below have a familiar distribution of v.ll., which would point to ū in the
archetype at least in initial syllable: +airiiō.xš ū̆ \a-375 (Yt 8) mountain name;

er ezū̆ šąm 376 (Yt 8.14); urū̆ du-377 (Yt 13.112) PN; gū̆ d em378 (Yt 15.27),
a river-name; +jagrū̆ tō379 (cf. Mayrhofer 1979: I/54); tū̆ sa-380 (Yt 5.53,
58); pū̆ danąm381 (Yt 13.127) PN; fš ū̆ tā-382 (V 7.77) an Avestan gloss on
paiiō ‘milk (of a cow)’, possibly to *pḱu- ‘cattle, sheep’; baēšatast ū̆ r ˚̄a383

(Yt 13.125) PN (cf. Mayrhofer 1979: I/31; maybe to *stūra- ‘strong’);

374 In Yt 8.21 kauruuō.dūma- ‘with a bald tail’, Yt 10.70 aiiaohō.duma- ‘with an iron
tail’, and V 13.34 duma-. The Iranian cognates (e.g. Oss. dymæg/dumæg, Khot.
dumaa-, MoP dumba) may contain either *u or *ū; the connection of the Germanic
forms mentioned by Pokorny (227), e.g. OHG zumpfo, seems uncertain.

375 V.ll. Yt 8.6 F1 xšu\° · J10 xšū\°; Yt 8.37 F1 ši\a ˜t · J10 xšū\a ˜t.

376 V.ll. F1 °zuš° · J10 °žūš°.

377 V.ll. F1.J10 uru° · IrKA urū°.

378 F1 gud em, K12 gaod em.

379 V.ll. Yt 13.141 F1 °utō · Mf3.K13.38 °ūtō.

380 V.ll. 5.53 F1 tusō · J10 tūšō.

381 V.ll. F1 pud° · J10 pud° · Mf3.K13.38.14.H5 pı̄d°.

382 V.ll. K1.P2 ˇ˙suta, Pt2 ˇ˙sutō · Jp1.Mf2 fšūta · L1.2.Br1.K10 fˇ˙suta.

383 V.ll. F1 °tur ˚̄a · Mf3.K13.14.H5 °tı̄r ˚̄a.
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bū̆ cahi384 (Yt 15.47); mrū̆ ra-385 (V 2.22) ‘pernicious’; vadū̆ t-386 PN;
mū̆ ža-387 adj. (Yt 13.125) PN; sāimū̆ ži-388 (Yt 13.10).

Forms with u in (originally) open initial syllable are more likely to reflect
*u. They are more deviant from the established distribution of u and ū,
however, since we have seen that *u is mostly lengthened in open initial
syllables. This concerns the oblique case forms in urun- of the noun
uruuan-389 ‘soul’ (gen.sg. urunō, dat.sg. urune), uruniia (V 14.8) ‘vessel’,
uruša- 390 (Y 29.7) ?‘needy’, skutara (V 19.3) ‘?’.

As there are no certain forms with a phonetic shortening of *ū > u except
in -uii-, forms with u in non-initial syllable are more likely to contain
etymological *u than *ū: adutauu ˚̄asca (Yt 19.6) mountain name; ąsašutā (Y
48.1); kaxuži (V 21.17); kanukā-391 (Yt 13.141) PN; kuruga-392 (V 20.3)
name of a disease; paxruma- (V 2.23); viiāmbura- (see also § 3.8); sukur ena-
‘porcupine’.

§ 10.7 Summary

The investigation presented in the preceding sections confirms that IIr. *u
and *ū have preserved their quantity in the majority of cases in Avestan. I
will now give a survey of the changes which have occurred:

384 V.ll. F1 bucahi · J10 būcahe.

385 V.ll. K3a.B1.Ml3.Pt2.M3 mrurō · Mf2 mrūrō, Jp1 mūrō · B2.O2.M2.L1.2 mrūrō,
Br1.Ml2 mūrō.

386 V.ll. Yt 13.141 F1 °utō · Mf3.K13.38 °ūtō.

387 V.ll. F1 and J10 muža mužaii ˚̄a · Mf3.K13.14.38 mı̄ža. mı̄žaii ˚̄a.

388 V.ll. F1 °muž° · Mf3.K13.H5.W3 °mūiž° · K37.38 sı̄maēž°.

389 The only reasonable possibility for an etymology is offered by Hoffmann apud
Narten 1986a: 2481, viz. a connection with Greek lúō ‘to loosen’ < PIE *luH-.

390 Connected with Skt. rūk ˙sá- ‘rough, dry’ by Humbach 1959 II: 17. Phonetically, Av.
-š- could represent PIE *-ḱs- (pace Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 III: 38), but it would be
strange if *ū was reflected by Avestan u.

391 Possibly a derivation *kan-uka- to kainı̄- ‘girl’.

392 Schmidt (1987: 358) has proposed to connect it with Skt. róga- ‘disease’, and to
regard ku- as the pejorative prefix attested in other Av. forms. Av. *ku-ruga- could be
connected with the verbal root rug- ‘to break’.
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1. *u > ū in closed syllable
Certain:
aibisrū\rima- būdra-
gūzra-

It is possible that these forms contain a very recent, post-archetype
lengthening, which was caused by the following cluster -Cr-.

2a. *u > ū in open initial syllable.
Certain: Probable:
aēšmō.drūta- dūraoša- sūcā +urū\ en
asrūdūm drujō sūnō urūdōiia-
(ā)stūta- drūjascā sūne urūdaiia-
xšnūta- xpūsā- sūnąm(ca) urūpaiia-
xšnūmaine +zaraniiō.pūsa- sūnahe urūraod-
gūnaoiti fšūmant- sūnı̄š urūrud-
xratugūtō fšūša(n) sūr em
z emargūza- (°)būj em (°)srūta-
gūša- (°)būjō srūtar-
gūšaiia- būjaiia- šūšu-
sāsnō.gūšąm būja- šūta-
tiži.žnūta- +būjasrauuah- °šūti-
tūtauu- būji- zūrō.jāta-
tūtuxšuua būnauua- zūzu-
xtūdadka- būza- āzūzušte
+tūmāspana- yūj¯en +frazūš em
+dunmō.frūtō yūta- +barō.zūš em
dūma- (°)sūka- zrūne

2b. *u > ū in open second syllable (rare)
Certain: Uncertain:
āzūti- xhuxšnūta- +axšnūta-
frašūmaka- hunūta xsū̆ srū̆ ma
frašūsa- er ežūcąm susrū̆ š emna-
xafrašūma ˙ntō xfrašūmaitı̄š

2c. *u remains in open syllable:
1. In anlaut: utā̆ , udara-, etc.
2. In initial ku°: ku\a, kuda ˜t, kudā, kudō, kutaka-, kuruga-.
3. In the stem druj-: drujō, drujas-, drujim, druj¯em, druja ˜t, druje,
drujinąm, °druj-; drukahe.
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Phonetically, lengthening of short vowels in open syllables is a trivial
development. We can assume initial stress to have caused the lengthening.
The easiest solution for the forms with lengthening in second syllable is to
assume that they were treated as sequences of two independent words or parts
of a compound, so that in reality *u underwent lengthening in initial syllable:
*ā.zuti- > ā.zūti-.

The absence of lengthening of *u in anlaut (in uši- etc.) seems difficult
to rhyme with a phonetic lengthening in open syllables. Either there was a
constraint on the word-initial stress of the recent period, viz. not on u- in
anlaut, or the retention of u° was a graphic rule. The absence of lengthening
in ku- may have been phonetically conditioned, and it may be linked with the
absence of lengthening in the prefix hu- ‘good’, which also starts in a
velar/uvular consonant. I have no explanation for the absence of lengthening
of the sequence dru°.

3. *u > ū after y- and -ii-
Certain: Ambiguous:
aidiiūnąm yūxta- yūšmaibiiā
apaiiūxtā ˜t yūxda- yūšmaoiiō
ap er enāiiūka- yūjiiasti- yūšma ˜t
aipiiūxdi- zı̄ziiūš- yūšmāk em
anapiiūxda- yūšmāka-
(a)pipiiūšı̄- yūšmāuua ˙nt-

Phonetically, this lengthening seems the inverse parallel of the lengthening
*- ˘ui- > -uuı̄- which we saw in § 6.2.3. As to the input of the lengthening to
yū- and -iiū-, we observe that not only PIr. * ˘iu is involved (e.g. apaiiūxtā ˜t),
but also original *-i.u- (aipiiūxdi-) and IIr. *-iHu- (pipiiūšı̄-). This points to
a recent date for the lengthening, viz. after prevocalic *i had become ˘i.

4. *u > ū in front of -žC-
Certain:
xrūždra- xrūždā-
xrūždisma- dadūžbı̄š

This lengthening matches the development *-ižC- > -ı̄žC-. We may assign
a recent date to it; one of the clues to such a date is the fact that the affected
forms have not been leveled by analogy, as the difference between da\ušō
and dadūžbı̄š shows.
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5. *u > ū in front of š (rare)
Certain:
gūštā- jagmūšı̄-
jagmūšt ema- hūšnā\r ˚̄ascā

Lengthening in this position is only sporadic. It is thus reminiscent of the
occasional lengthening of *i in front of intervocalic š and in front of št.

6. *ū > u in front of *- ˘i-
Certain:
apuiia ˙nt- °tūtuii ˚̄a buiiata (°)mruii ˚̄a
anuiiamna- buii ˚̄a buiiąn mruiiā ˜t
amuiiamna- buiiā ˜t buiiār eš suiiamna-
uiiamna- buiiamā̆ 

The shortening in this position is the inverse parallel of the shortening of
*ı̄ in front of *- ˘u- which we have seen in § 6.5.
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§ 11 The endings -u and -ū

IIr. *-u and *-uH yield -ū in OAv. In YAv., polysyllables get a short
vowel -u, whereas monosyllables regularly have a long final vowel, as in tū
‘you’. The only exception to this rule is the element hu ‘good’, which is
spelled hu.° even when it occurs as separate first member of a compound; but
usually, hu° is not spelled as a separate word. For the forms in *-u(H)
followed by -cā̆ or -c ı̄̆ ˜t, see § 5.3.4.

The present section will discuss two groups of exceptions to the rule that
YAv. takes -u in polysyllables. Firstly, we may find -ū as a result of *- ˘u¯e;
secondly, there is a small number of forms which acquired -ū for some other
reason.

§ 11.1 YAv. *- ˘u¯e

The PIr. ending *-anh, which may occur e.g. in the acc.pl.m. of a-stems
and in the gen.sg. of certain n-stems, yields -¯ein YAv. except after the
consonants m/n/o/y/ii, where the result is -ą, cf. § 23.6.2.3. When *-anh
follows the consonant *- ˘u-, we can distinguish between two cases: 1. when
*-¯eis preceded by -u ˘u-, a contraction of *-u ˘u¯e> *-ū took place before the
archetype; 2. when *-¯eis preceded by -a ˘u-, -aē ˘u- or -ar ˘u-, i.e. when - ˘u- was
not preceded by -u-, the endings *-a ˘u¯e, *-aē ˘u¯e, *-ar ˘u¯ewere retained in the
archetype. At a later stage in the transmission, the vowel -¯ewas frequently
modified to -ū.

§ 11.1.1 *-u ˘u¯e> *-ū in the archetype

The evidence consists of three different forms. YAv. hū and zrū are
ambiguous because they are monosyllables, but framrū indicates that *-u ˘u¯e

yielded final -ū in the archetype, which was no longer subject to the rule that
long vowels in YAv. polysyllables had to be short. If this is correct, it
provides the hint that the shortening of YAv. final vowels was a linguistically
real development.
• framrū393, nom.sg.m. of the prs.ptc.act. *fra-mruHants, is conspicuous
because of its °ū. Yet °ū is clearly the primary v.l., and there is also no

393 V.ll. Y 65.10 framrū J2.K5 · Pt4.Mf1 · K4.Jp1 · J6.7.H1 · framru L1.2.O2; V
3.1 framrū Mf2.Jp1, «the rest °mru», V 8.19 and 19.18 exactly the same distribution.
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indication in the mss. that -ū was caused by a split in two parts †fra.mru, in
which the monosyllable *mru would have automatically become mrū.
• zrū < *zru ˘uanh < IIr. *írH- ˘uan-s, gen.sg. of zruuan- ‘time’.
• hū < *hu ˘uanh < IIr. *suH-an-s, gen.sg. of huuar- ‘sun’. The form occurs
once in the Gāthās (Y 34.13) and 21 times in YAv., but Geldner hardly
provides v.ll. for these attestations. I have checked the spelling in the ms. F1,
and indeed it spells this word as hū.

§ 11.1.2 *-a ˘u¯eet al. > *-auu¯eet al. in the archetype

Hoffmann 1975: 277-284 has proposed to read an ending °(uu)ū from
*- ˘uanh in a number of YAv. forms which Geldner edited differently. These
forms are
• Yt 8.12 +auuū (for Geldner’s auue), Yt 10.45 +auuū (idem), Yt 13.60 +aū
(for G. auue), S 2.13 xaū (for G. aoe), all acc.pl.m. of auua- ‘that’.
• V 18.16,24 xdaēuuū (for G. daēuua), Yt 13.89 xdaēuuū (for G. daēuuō), Yt
1.6 xdaeuuū (for G. daēuua), V 17.1 xdaēuuū (for G. daēuuō), all acc.pl. of
daēuua-.

It is justified to correct the endings -e, -a and -ō which Geldner edits here,
but it seems uncertain that the spelling °(uu)ū goes back to the archetype, as
Hoffmann claims. Firstly, an ending -uuū would violate the rule that vowels
in the auslaut of polysyllables should be short (but compare the regular
exception -uuı̄). Secondly, the mss. show a vacillation between the endings
-uuı̄, -uue, -uuō and -uua, whereas -uuū is attested only twice for *auu¯ein F1.
In the Vı̄dēvdād, the distribution of -uuō in the PV and the InVS against -uuı̄
in the IrVS points to earlier *-uu¯e, since -ı̄ is a frequent corruption of earlier
-¯e, and since -uu¯ecould also have easily become -uuō. The same ending -uuı̄
is preserved by the better Yašts mss., especially the IrKA in Yt 13 and S 2;
we also find -uuē. Therefore, it seems best to assume that the archetype
spelled *auu¯eand *daēuu¯e. The development *-uu¯e> -uuū is characteristic
only of F1.
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Yt 8.12 F1+ auuū J10 auue

Yt
10.45

F1 auuū, Pt1.E1.H3.4 auuı̄ J10 aēuuı̄

Yt
13.60

F1+ aū J10 auua K12 auuē K38 aē, Lb5
a¯e,
Mf3.K13.14.
H5 ı̄

S 2.13 E1 aō M4 aoe,
L12 auue

Mf3 aı̄,
K36 aō,
Kh2 auō,
K18 aoe

K17.H1.L11
auuae

Yt 1.6 all other mss. daēuuō Jm4 daēuua, Lb16 daēuuı̄

Yt
13.89

F1.Pt1+ daēuuō Mf3.K13.38.37.Lb5
daēuuı̄, H5 daēuuaı̄

V 17.1 PV and InVS daēuuō Jp1.Mf2 daēuuı̄

V 18.16 L4 daēuua,
K1 daēuuō,
B1.P2 daēuua

L1.2.Br1.
K10.M2.
O2 daēuuō

Mf2 daēuē, Jp1 daēuuı̄

V 18.24 PV and InVS daēuuō Jp1 daēuuı̄, Mf2 daiı̄

There are three other acc.pl. forms with the same final sequence. Yt 10.48
gauuō ‘hands’ is the acc.pl. of gauua-. Kellens 1974a: 331f. has shown that
Bartholomae’s analysis of this form as an acc.du. of an athematic stem gau-
is untenable, so that gauuō must represent a thematic acc.pl. form *gauu¯e.

Another form which must represent *-uu¯eis P 31 acc.pl. hauruuū, which
JamaspAsa-Humbach 1971 have defended to be an acc.pl.m. of hauruua-.

The third acc.pl. form confirming the hypothesis that *-a ˘uanh yielded
*-auu¯ein the archetype is A 1.11 (and AZ 7) dušmainiiū 394. The regular
acc.pl. ending of dušmainiiu- is dušmainiiūš, which is in fact attested in

394 V.ll. °mainiiū E1 · °mainiiū Pt1, °mainiiuua P13.K19, °mainiiuua corrected to
°mainiiuuąn L18 · °mainiiauuanąm J10 · °maine J15 · °maine
F2.Mf3.K36.Lb16.W1.P14, °mainiiūąn L25 · °mainiiū Jm4.L11.9.K15.7, °mainū
J9.H2, °mainiiuuanąm O3.
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Avestan. Yet in A 1.11 (and AZ 7), final -š is lacking. We must follow
Bartholomae’s explanation (1894-5: 229) of A 1.11 dušmainiiū as a later
formation which introduced the a-stem acc.pl. ending -¯e; in other words, the
stem dušmainiiu- underwent thematization, like we often find in the later
Avestan texts (or did it occur in A 1.11 under the influence of the preceding
*vı̄sp¯e?). The preform *dušmani ˘u¯ebecame *dušmainiuu¯ein the archetype.
The ending contracted to -iiū in part of the mss., but the spellings of J10 and
L25 show an ending -ąn/-ąm which cannot be due to the surrounding forms.

Just like the acc.pl.m. ending -¯ecorresponds to the ending -¯esca in front
of -ca, in the same way we find two forms in *- ˘u¯esca which have been
reconstructed as -uuūsca, but which probably go back to -uu¯esca in the
archetype.
• G 2.6 mainiiauuūsca395 (as reconstructed by Schindler 1982: 20578),
acc.pl. of mainiiauua-, presupposes *maniiauu¯esca. The ending is preserved
as -auuasca in the InKA, whereas -uu¯esca yielded -ūsca in J10.K12 and
-uuı̄sca in the IrKA, which then analogically changed it to *-uu-as-ı̄sca.
• Y 9.26 grauuasca396 (as edited by Geldner), acc.pl. of grauua- m. ‘stick’,
was restored by Hoffmann (l.c., p. 285) to graūsca, the form in the best mss.,
which points to earlier *grauuūsca. Yet I think that the spelling grauuasca in
the YS and InVS is difficult to explain by a replacement *grauuūsca →
*grauuasca, especially in the oral tradition. We may derive all spellings form
*grauu¯esca in the archetype.

§ 11.2 YAv. -ū elsewhere

Most of the YAv. forms in -ū are attested in pseudo-Gathic texts, where
the redactors have tried to give the originally YAv. text a Gathic flavour by
means of lengthening the final vowels. This process is responsible for the
polysyllabic forms in -ū in Y 5, 12, 13, 15, 18, 56 and Yt 1.20397, and for
vohū in Y 20.1 and Yt 13.153.

395 V.ll. °auuasca, °auuašca in the InKA · °iiūsca J10.K12 · °auuašı̄šca
K36.W1.Mf3.

396 V.ll. Pt4.Mf4 grūsca, Mf1 gar..ūsca (erasure) · J2 garaūsca, K5 graūsca · J3
garūsca · Mf2 graōšca, K4 garūsca · C1.K11.Lb2.H1.L13 grauuasca, J7 grauuasca
· L3 grauuasca, B2 gruuasca, L1.O2 gruusca, L2 grusca.

397 Viz. aibiiāxšaiiatū, astū, ja ˙ntū, f erašnaēšū, nipātū, nišaoharatū, mainiiū, vı̄spaēšū,
vohū, ha ˙njamanaēšū.
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In a number of cases, we find that original -u has been changed to -ū in
some of the mss. Usually, the ending -u is still preserved in part of the mss.
In a few cases, -u has been corrupted to -i.
• astū (Vr 9.7, 15.2) is in both cases attested as astu in the mss. of the IrVrS
(Jp1.Mf2.K4) and in the oldest PVr ms. K7a. This has retained the original
form against astū in the InVrS (J8.H1.Pt3.Jm5.L27).
• pāiiū (Y 57.2), acc.du.m. of pāiiu-, is attested in all the good mss.:
Pt4.Mf4.1; J2.K5; Jp1.K4; it may be due to the tendency to lengthen u after
y- and -ii-. I assume that the Yašt manuscripts F1.E1.Pt1 with pāiiu preserve
the original form.
• p er e\ū.frākąm and ādū.frādanąm (Y 65.1) occur beside the compound
daióhu.frādanąm398. The first two forms have -ū in their first member in
most good mss., but daióhu.frādanąm is often spelled with °ō in the PSY
through analogy with the preceding forms gaē\ō.frādanąm and
šaētō.frādanąm. Probably because of its °ō, daióhu escaped the change to °ū
in the PY, leaving °u attested strong enough (in the IrVS and IrKA) for
Geldner to edit this vowel. We may assume that the parallel formations in
p er e\ū and ādū also had *-u. This is even more clear for Yt 5.1
p er e\ū.frākąm and ādū.frādanąm, as Geldner edits them: he copied the text
of Yt 5.1 from Y 65.1, without regard to the actually transmitted Yašt texts.
As appears from the footnotes, the Yašt mss. give different readings: p er e\u.
"all Mss."; ādō. F1+, ādō. J10; daióhu. K12, daóhu. F1+. This confirms the
conclusion that the forms in °u are original.
• bar e˙ntū399 (Y 70.4) must represent *bar e˙ntu in the archetype, as is shown
by the vacillation between °i and °e in the best mss. of the PSY and IrVs
branch: their form bar e˙nti combined with bar e˙ntū as it is transmitted by the
InVS and YS shows that bar e˙nti must be a corruption of *bar e˙ntu (error of
i for u).

398 V.ll. p er e\ū Mf1, p er etū Pt4.Mf4 · °ū J2.K5 · p er e\u. Jp1, p er e\ı̄ K4· °ū
H1.J7.L13 · °u Pt1. L1.2.O2; ādū.° Mf1.4; J2.K5; K4.Jp1; H1; daóhō.° Pt4.Mf1.4
· daóhō J2.K5 · daóhu Jp1.K4 · daohū. H1 · daióhu F1, daóhu Pd.Mf3.

399 V.ll. bar e˙nti Pt4.Fl1, bar e˙nta Mf1.Br2, °ta corrected to °ti Mf4 · bar e˙nti J2.K5
· bar e˙nte Jp1.K4 · bar e˙ntū H1.J6.K11.L13, bara ˙ntı̄ J7 · bara ˙ntū L1.O2.
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• mainiiū (nom.du.m.) at Y 57.17, V 7.52 and Yt 13.76400 is attested with
°u in at least part of the good mss., so that we can safely ascribe the spelling
°ū to a recent tendency to lengthen -u after -ii-.
• vohū (Y 60.6), acc.du.m. of *vahu-, probably arose in the mss. under the
influence of the preceding form vaohūš, in which ū is regular. The original
distribution has been preserved in Pt4 and Mf4 vaohūš … vohu401.

There remains a small number of forms in which the expected ending -u
is not attested anymore in the mss. Sometimes, contextual analogy is the
obvious trigger: Yt 10.74 āiiū will have adopted -ū from the directly
preceding form zrū (see also the v.ll. of Yt 8.11 zrū āiiu), and Yt 5.63 mošū
may have been favoured by -ı̄ of the preceding form ar eduuı̄. The form vohū
in Yt 4.0 (vohū manō), Yt 15.44 (ya ˜t vohū v er eziiāmi) and Yt 5.89 (vı̄spa
vohū) may be an (unintended) Gathicism, due to the frequent occurrence of
vohū in the most used Avestan prayers. Yt 10.38 asrū.azānō ‘shedding tears’
will represent a lapsus of the transmission, which in Yt 10 relies only of F1
and J10.

400 V.ll. Y 57.17 mainiiū Pt4.Mf4 · mainiiū J2.K5 · maińiiu K4, maińiio Jp1 ·
mainiiū L1.2 · mainiiū H1.L13 · maińiiu F1.Jm1.Pt1; V 7.52 all mss. mainiiū except
Jp1.Mf2 maińiiu; Yt 13.76 mainiiu F1.Pt1.E1, mainiiū L18.P13 · mainiiū J10 ·
maińiiō Mf3.K13.38.37.H5.

401 V.ll. vaohūš … vohu Pt4.Mf4 · vaohūš … vohū J2.K5; Jp1; H1; F2 · vaohuš … vohū
J9.H2 · … … vohu Mf3.
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§ 12 The endings -um and -ūm

The ending -ūm continues *-um (acc.sg. of m.f. u-stems), *-ūm (acc.sg. of
m.f. ū-stems402), and *-(C) ˘uam (acc.sg. of m. stems in - ˘ua, nom.acc.sg. of
n. stems in - ˘ua, 2p. med. secondary and ipv. ending *-d ˘uam in OAv).
Furthermore, we include YAv. tūm ‘you’ from *tu ˘uam.

Many mss. show a vacillation between -um and -ūm, and this is reflected
in Geldner’s edition. For the better ms. traditions of the Yasna and the
Vı̄dēvdād, Geldner seems to have based his choices on an etymological
criterium: he edits -ūm for *-um and *-ūm, but -um for *-(C) ˘uam. However,
it can be shown that the reflex of *- ˘uam behaves identically to that of *-ū̆ m,
both endings yielding -ūm. Thus, the ending -ūm is completely parallel to the
ending -ı̄m < *-ı̄̆ m. The only exception is formed by the subgroup of forms
in *-h ˘uam, reflected as -ohum in our texts, which was probably rendered by
*-ouh em in the archetype (Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 52, fn. 57).

In order to prove these claims, the evidence will be discussed according
to the etymology of the ending: the first subsection deals with *-um and *-ūm,
the second with *- ˘uam; the third subsection addresses the possible reflexes of
*- ˘ium.

§ 12.1 *-um and *-ūm

In order to get a clear picture of the interchange between -um and -ūm, I
will discuss the available v.ll. of the words reflecting *-um and *-ūm per
manuscript tradition.

§ 12.1.1 Yasna, Vı̄spered, Vı̄dēvdād

In the large majority of all controllable instances in all ms. classes, we
find the ending -ūm. Final -um is sometimes found in the IrVS branch
(Jp1.K4.Mf2), but not in a sufficient number to claim any originality. Take
for example the v.ll. of Y 9.21 tāiiūm: Pt4 tāiiūm, Mf4 tāiium, Mf1

402 It remains unclear whether Avestan still had a difference between *-um and *-ūm.
The original paradigm nom.sg. *tanūš, acc.sg. *tanu ˘uam, which is suggested by the
Skt. acc.sg. tanuvàm, seems to have been preserved in OAv. as shown by the acc.sg.
tanuu¯em (trisyllabic). However, not a single nom.sg. in °ūš is attested in Avestan, so
that we must assume an analogical transfer of ū-stems to the u-stem inflexion at some
point. In view of the small amount of IIr. ū-stems, a direct switch from ū-stem
inflexion to u-stem would not be problematic.
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pauruuatāiium · J2 tāiium, K5 tāiiūm · Mf2.K4 pauruuatāiium · J6 tāiiūm
· P1 tāiiūm. Also in the Vr sequence ahūmca ratūmca (Vr 2.7, 14.3),
especially the Iranian mss. write °umca:
• Vr 2.7 K7a.M6 ahumaca ratumaca, J15 ahumca ratumca · L2 ahumca
ratūmca, L1 ahumaca ratūmca, Br1 ahumca ratumca, B2.O2.M2.L3.S2
°ūmca° ūmca · H1.J8.Pt3.Jm5 ahūmca ratūmca · Fl1 ahumaca ratumaca,
Kh1 ahumca ratumca · Jp1.Mf2.K4 ahumaca ratumca.
• Vr 14.3 K7a.b ahumaca ratumaca, J15 °umca · L2.Br1 °umca,
L1.O2.S2.M2 °ūmca · J8.Pt3.H1.Jm5 °ūmca · Fl1.Kh1 ahumaca ratumaca
· Jp1.Mf2.K4 ahumaca ratumaca.

In the Yasna, the readings of the IrPY (Pt4.Mf4.Mf1) show a large
percentage of -ūm, but sometimes we find -um. We must distinguish with
Geldner (1886-96: xxv) Pt4.Mf4 from Mf1. The scribe of Mf1 did not just
copy its original, which was the same one Mf4 and Pt4 stem from, but in a
lot of cases he tried to amend its text towards the readings of the IrVS which
were known to him. A list of 23 examples of this tendency is given in
Geldner (p. xxvi), and it can be enlarged with other examples. Thus, in 2.13,
6.12 and (probably) 25.6, Mf1 changed *vı̄dōiiūm into vı̄dōiium as we find it
in the IrVS (cf. the v.ll. in § 12.2.1). In 9.21, Mf1 has put together
pauruuatāiium just as in Mf2.K4. In 62.5, the form jagāurūm of Mf4.Pt4
reads ji° in Mf1 again in accordance with K4: Pt4.Mf4 jagāurūm, Mf1
jigāurūm · K5 jagāurūm, J2 jagārūm · K4 jigāirūm.

§ 12.1.2 Yašts

The ending -ūm mainly occurs in the IrKA, but also in few forms in J10.
The manuscript F1 has a preference for -um, but many mss. of the Yašt
Proper which descend from F1 spell -ūm against their ancestor F1 -um. The
ending -ūm is thus both historically the oldest and it has prevailed in the
Indian pronunciation. In many cases, Geldner edited -ūm whereas the mss.
have only or mainly -um (cf. esp. Yt 17.6 vohūm, where he explicitly states
that all mss. write -um). As the spelling -um is for a large part due to a
peculiarity of F1, Geldner’s corrections are completely justified from a
historical point of view.

The following forms were edited with -ūm by Geldner. Wherever there are
good ms. branches (especially IrKA, but also Jm4) attested beside F1, the
evidence compellingly points to -ūm:
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• 1.17 dax́iiūm.ā: F1 °um, but in Pt1+ replaced by °ūm · Mb2, L9, L11 °um
· F2, Mf3, K36 °ūm.
• 2.7 \rāiiō.drigūm: E1.Pt1+ °ūm · L11 °ūm · K36.Jm4 °ūm.
• 4.7 nasūm: F1.E1.J10 naiium, but Pt1+ naiiūm · Ml2 nası̄m · Jm4 naiiūm.
• 9.10 m er e\iiūmca: F1.E1.Pt1 °umca, replaced in L18 (via *°ūmca) by
°ı̄mca · Jm4 °ūmca.
• 11.3 drigūm: F1 p.m. E1.Pt1 °um, replaced in L18 by °ūm, in P13 by ° em
· J10 ° em · L11.K18.L12.J15.M4 ° em · J9.K36 °ūm, Jm4 °ı̄m.
• 13.97 ahūm.stūtō: F1.E1.Pt1 ahumstutō, L18.P13 ahumastutō · Mf3;
K13.14.H5 ahūm.stūtō.
• 14.32-33 xrūm: F1.E1.K16.M4 xrum, but Pt1.L18.P13 xrūr em (influence by
J10?) · J10.Ml2 xrūr em · L11 xrūr em · K38.36.Jm4 xrūm.

The forms in -ūm which are not supported by the mss. F1 and J10, but
must be restored for structural reasons, occur especially in Yt 8, 10, 17 and
19:
• 8.58 pasūm: F1.E1.Pt1.K15 pasum, replaced in L18 by pasūm.
• 10.18 za ˙ntūm, dax́iiūm: F1.Pt1.E1.K15 za ˙ntum, dax́iium.
• 10.122 tanūm: F1+ tanum, except L18 tanūm.
• 10.139 raˇ˙snūmca: F1+ rašnumca.
• 10.144 aibi.dax́iiūm and six other compounds with °.dax́iiūm: F1+ dax́iium
· J10 dax́iium · H4 dax́iium.
• 17.6 vohūm: all mss. vōhum (sic).
• 19.46 xruuı̄.drūm: F1+ xruuidrum.
• 19.84 dušmainiiūm 403: F1 dušmainiium.

All the forms edited with -um by Geldner occur in the great Yašts, for
which Geldner based himself mainly on F1. A few examples:
• 5.127 minum: F1 minum · J10 min em.
• 19.42 jigāurum: F1+ °um · J10 zaitāurūm.
• 19.39 jagaurum: F1+ °um · J10 zagā. urūm.

403 There is a problem in Geldner’s edition concerning the footnotes 2 and 3: they have
been accidentally interchanged. If we take them at face value, F1 etc. would write
dušmainiiūm siždiiō whereas J10 would write šoždaiiō siždiiō. It seems to me that
footnote 2 should read «all Mss.», implying that they all write dušmainiiūm. Of
course, in F1 we find dušmainiium, but we have seen that Geldner assumes -um to
stand for -ūm. Footnote 3 would then read: «siždiiō F1.Pt1.E1.L18.H3; šoždaiiō J10;
šozdaiiō D.»
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The spelling °um is especially characteristic of F1, but there are
vacillations within this ms. In the edition of F1, we can check the other
instances of °ūm for which Geldner does not provide v.ll. Hintze (apud
JamaspAsa 1991: XVIII) has already remarked that the spellings °um/°ūm are
subject to different scribal predilections in the different parts of F1. We shall
try to show this in more detail404.

Since the total number of Yašt forms in F1 with either -um or -ūm (in
Geldner’s edition) is 131, I will not discuss each one of them. The following
summary can be given:

Yašt chapters number of forms in -ūm number of forms in -um

1 to 4 9 3

5 3 8

6 to 9 6 3

10 and 11 20 21

12 to 20 0 48

There is thus a clear development within F1 from a preference for -ūm
towards a preference for -um. This reduces the value of the testimony of F1
for determining the original spelling, and gives off a warning for using the
evidence especially of those Yašts transmitted only in F1.

It follows that -um and -ūm seem to have been completely equivalent to
the scribe of F1. One may be tempted to mistrust the evidence of Yt 1 to 4,
because this shows a lot of corrupted forms in F1, but especially Yt 10 mixes
the forms without any apparent reason. What did Āsādı̄n, the scribe of F1,
base his choices on? Did he follow the Indian pronunciation (°ūm) in the
beginning, only to switch to a fixed principle after Yt 11? F1 might in some
way be connected with the Iranian mss. which have a preference for °um
(IrVS).

404 As appears from the table below, Hintze’s claim that Yt 19 and Yt 13 prefer -um
is confirmed, but her contention that in Yt 5 -ūm would be more common must be
rejected.
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§ 12.2 *- ˘uam

Most of the Avestan forms continuing *- ˘uam were edited with -um by
Geldner, but it appears from the evidence that, after all consonants except
*-h-, final - ˘uam has yielded -ūm in the archetype. Wherever -um is
philologically better attested, the surrounding forms have influenced their
spelling. The only real exception is the ending *-ah ˘uam, which was spelled
°aouh em in the archetype.

§ 12.2.1 *-C ˘uam > -ūm

In the Yasna, the v.ll. for six occurrences of vı̄dōiiūm405 < *vi-dai ˘uam
display the same distribution as the forms discussed above, viz. a majority of
-ūm but a tendency toward -um in the IrVS. The form *har ˘uam ‘whole’ was
edited as haurum in Y 19.14 and 20.3, but the v.ll.406 show that *haurūm
has been changed to haur em in many mss. and in some mss. even to ahur em,
due to the forms in - em which occur in the context: vı̄sp em vacō frauuāk em,
haurum vacō ahurahe mazd ˚̄a ‘every speech is a revelation, the whole speech
of Ahura Mazdā’.

At Y 19.7, the fraction nouns \rišum ‘one third’ (< *\riš- ˘uam) and
ca\rušum ‘one fourth’ (< *ca\ruš ˘uam, see Emmerick 1992: 331) are mainly
attested with -um, which is probably due to the influence of paotaohum ‘one
fifth’ (on which see below)407. The archetype probably read *\rišūm
*ca\rušūm *paotaouh em.

405 E.g. Y 2.13 Mf1 vı̄dōiium, Mf4 °ūm · J2.K5 °ūm · J3 °um · Mf2.K4 °um · P1
°ūm; Y 71.5 Pt4.Mf1.Mf4 °um · J2.K5 °ūm · Jp1.K4 °um · H1.J7.L13 °ūm · L2
°ūm.

406 Y 19.14: Pt4 haurum, Mf4 hurum, Mf1 haur em · J2.K5 haur em · S1 haur em, J3
ahur em · Mf2 haur em, K4 ahur em · K10.L2 hur em, L1.3.Bb1.B2 ahur em · C1
ahaur em, K11.Lb2 ahur em, H1.L13.J6.7 ahur em; Y 20.3 haurum: Pt4.Mf1.Mf4
haurum · K5.J2 haurum · S1 haur em, J3 hur em, P11 ahur em · Mf2.K4 ahur em ·
L2 haur em; L1.3.Bb1.B2 ahur em · H1.J6.7.L13 ahur em.

407 V.ll. Mf1 \r ešum ca\rušum pa ˙ngtaohąm, Pt4 °ˇ˙sūm °šum °ohum, Mf4 °um °um
°um · J2 °ˇ˙sum °ˇ˙sūm °oh em, K5 °ˇ˙sūm °ˇ˙s em °oh em · S1 °šum °šum °ohum, J4
°ˇ˙sum °šum °ohum · Mf2 °šum °šum °ohum · L1.2 ca\ruˇ˙sūm pa ˙ngata ˙nghūm, P1
°ūm °ūm ° em · H1 °um °um °oh em, J6 °ūm ° em °oh em, J7 °ūm °ūm °oh em.
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In the Vı̄dēvdād, the spelling -ūm is best attested in the forms dādrum408

(V 9.11; to *dādru( ˘ua)- ‘clod of earth’), V 19.16 vı̄dōiiūm, V 9.14 (3x), 16.6
srum409 (from *sru ˘ua- ‘leaden’) and V 1.8 harōiiūm.

In other forms, -ūm is less well attested, for various reasons. V pourum (to
pauruua- ‘former, first’) may have been influenced graphically by the
frequent neuter form pouru. V 10.9 saurum410 (from *sauruua- if to the Skt.
deity śarvá-) is only attested with -um and - em; the latter variant is due to
influence by the preceding form i ˙ndr em. Similarly, the form haurum411

‘protecting’ reads -um in most of the V mss., but -ūm is sometimes preserved
in the InVS. The acc.sg. hōiium ‘left’ (< *hai ˘uam < *ha ˘u ˘iam) in V 8 and 9
passim is spelled mainly as PV and InVS hōim, and Mf2.Jp1 hōiium, so that
-ūm has disappeared. The acc.sg. of ‘one’ *ai ˘uam (in V 20.4) retains ōiiūm
in the InVS L2.Br1.K10, but Mf2 has ōiium and L4.K1 aoim.

The fraction nouns \rišūm and ca\rušūm 412 show a large portion of
forms in -ąm, which can be explained from contextual analogy, since these
nouns are often followed by gen.pl. forms in -(ān)ąm. At V 6.32 and 16.2,
they may have been influenced by *paotaouh em, spelled as -ąm in some mss.
The isolated \rišūm in V 8.100 has -ūm in all mss.

408 V.ll. L4a.Pt2 dādrum, K1a.P10 dādarąm · Jp1.Mf2 dādrūm · L1.2.K10 dādrūm.

409 V.ll. V 9.14 L4.K1a.Pt2 srum · Jp1.Mf2 srūm · L2.M2 srūm. The same division
between srum in the PV and srūm in the VS is found in V 16.6.

410 V.ll. K1.L4 °um · Jp1.Mf2 ° em · K10.B2 °um, M2 ° em.

411 V.ll. V 13.20: K1 pasuš.haurum, L4 hauruuim · Jp1.Mf2 hāurum · L1.2.Br1
haurūm; V 13.21: K1 višhaurum, L4 viˇ˙shauruuim; V 13.24: L4.K1 haurum · Jp1.Mf2
hāurum · L1.2.Br1 haurūm; V 13.25: L4 viˇ˙shauruuim, K1a višhaurum · Mf2
višhaurum. The L4 reading hauruuim must be due to contextual influence of the
preceding tarō.pi\b em in the text, e.g. V 13.20 yō spān em tarō.pi\b em daste yim
pasuš.haurum.

412 V.ll. 5.26 \riˇ˙sum: Ml3.B1.M3.P2 \riˇ˙sąm · Mf2 \riˇ˙sum, Jp1 \riˇ˙sąm · L2.Br1 °ūm;
6.32: K1 °um °ąm °ohąm · Mf2 \riˇ˙sum ca\ruˇ˙sum, Jp1 °um °ąm · L1.2.Br1 °um
°ūm; 7.59 \riˇ˙sum: K1 \riˇ˙sąm, Pt2 p.m. °ąm, s.m. °ūm · Mf2 \riˇ˙sum, Jp1 \riˇ˙sąm ·
Br1.L2 \riˇ˙sum; 8.100: \riˇ˙sūm "all Mss. exc. Mf2 \riˇ˙sūš; 16.2: K1 °um, °um, L4
\riˇ˙sąm ca\ruˇ˙sąm · Jp1.Mf2 °um °um · L1.2.Br1 °ūm °um, M2 ca\rušūm; 18.63
(bis), 64 (bis): L4 \riˇ˙sąm (bis), °um °ąm, K1 °ąm °ūm, °ūm (bis) · Mf2 °um (4x),
Jp1 °ąm °um, °um °ąm · L1.2 °ūm (4x).
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The acc.sg. daēum413 (of daēuua-) must be based on analogical
restoration of the stem *dai ˘ua-, since the form does not correspond with
vı̄dōiiūm < * ˘ui-dai ˘ua-. It is striking that none of the mss. spells daēūm with
-ūm, and the consistent spelling daēuum and once daēuuąm in the IrVS may
point to a spelling as *daēuum [daē ˘uum] or *daēuu em in the archetype. It
follows that the restoration of the acc.sg. *daē ˘u em for original *dō ˘iūm must
postdate the development of *- ˘u em > -ūm.

In the Yašts, the delicate ms. situation does not allow many conclusions
about the spellings -um and -ūm. The most we can say is that the evidence
does not contradict our previous findings. For instance, the acc.sg. Yt 5.63
jum ‘alive’ (< *juu em < *jı̄ ˘uam) is spelled jum in F1+, but jūm in J10. The
preference which the Iranian mss. sometimes have for -um is shown by Yt
13.90 vı̄dōiium, which has -um not only in F1+, but also in Mf3.K13.H5.K38
-um. The recent origin of the acc.sg. daēūm appears in Yt 8.26, where
F1.E1.Pt1 spell daēuūm, which seems to have the same preservation of
consonantal *- ˘u- as the IrVS mss. in the Vı̄dēvdād attestations of this form.

§ 12.2.2 *-ah ˘uam > -aouh em

Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 52, fn. 57 have argued convincingly that the form
of this ending in the archetype was probably *-aouh em. An important piece of
evidence is Y 71.11414 hauuaohum (*hauuaouha- n. ‘good life’ <
*hau-ah ˘ua-), where the combination of u-vowels in one part of the mss. and
-oh em in the PY and IrVS suggests archetypal xhauuaouh em. Against the
variantless spelling hauuaohum in Yt 10.33, final *- em is confirmed by the
v.ll. in Yt 17.22: F1+ and J10 hauuaoh em, H3 huuaoh em.

Confirmation of the preceding form comes from the fraction noun
*paotaouha- n. ‘one fifth’, which Geldner edited as paotaohum (Y 19.7, V

413 V.ll. V 10.13: L4 daēum, K1 daēm · Jp1.Mf2 daēuum · L1.2 daēum; V 19.40,41:
L4 daēum and daēu, K1 daēum · Jp1.Mf2 daēuum; V 19.43: Jp1 daēuum, Mf2
daēuuąm · L1.2.Br1 daēum.

414 V.ll. Y 71.11 (bis): Mf1 °ohum and °ouhum, Mf4 °ohum, Pt4 °oh em · J2.K5 °oh em
· Jp1 °oh em, K4 °oh em and °ohąm · L2 °oum and °ohum, InVs °ohum · H1.J7
°ohuum and °ohūm, J6 °ohum and °ohūm.
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6.32f., 16.2, F 17415), but which we may also reconstruct as *paotaouh em for
the archetype. At Y 19.7, the spelling - em occurs in the InPY and the YS, and
in Mf1. At V 6.32, the spelling -ąm of K1 and Jp1 must go back to *- em,
which we can combine with -um in Mf2 and -ūm in the InvS as *-ouh em; the
same is valid for the two other V attestations.

There remain three other Avestan forms in *-aouh em; all three are attested
in -um without v.ll., but because of the fragmentary state of transmission of
the texts they occur in, this is not problematic: P 41 daožaohum ‘hell’
(*dauš-aouha-), F 20 haptaohum ‘one seventh’ (*haptaouha-) and F 21
aštaohum ‘one eigthth’ (*aštaouha-).

§ 12.3 *- ˘ium

This ending is attested in four Avestan forms. YAv. tāiiūm (tāiiu- ‘thief’),
YAv. gaodāiiūm (gaodāiiu- ‘tending the cow’) and OAv. pāiiūm (pāiiu-
‘shepherd’) have the expected form -iiūm, but YAv. vaēm (Yt 15.5, 15.57, Y
25.5, S 2.21), the acc.sg. of vaiiu- (the deity) ‘air’, is unexpected. It might be
suggested that *va ˘ium changed to *va ˘iim (whence vaēm), much like the
sporadic change of *- ˘iuš to *- ˘iiš in the Yašts, e.g. nom.sg. vadairiš < *- ˘iuš,
cf. Bartholomae 1894-5: 155. In front of -m, the same phenomenon occurs in
ōim next to ōiiūm (see above). However, vaēm is attested in enough different
texts to warrant that it was the form of the archetype. In that case, it can
hardly be compared with sporadic ōim for *ōiiūm.

Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 58 hesitatingly suggest that whereas vaiiu- is
obviously cognate with Skt. vāyú-, vaēm has preserved an IIr. stem *vā ˘ia-
‘wind’, cognate with e.g. Lith. v ´̇ejas. This solution seems far-fetched, since
vaiiu- is definitely in the majority in Avestan, and occurs also in Yt 15
(typically in the same constructions, e.g. nom.sg. vaiiuš yō uparō.kairiiō but
acc.sg. vaēm uparō.kairı̄m). In view of the fact that vaēm only occurs in
litanies in Yt 15 and S 2, in parts which obviously belong to a more recent
text layer (cf. Hartman 1954; Yt 15 is concerned with vaiiu-, S 1 and S 2 give
the Avestan calender), vaēm may indicate that these texts have been composed
by non-native speakers of Avestan.

415 V.ll. Y 19.7 Mf1 pa ˙ngtaohąm, Pt4 °ohum, Mf4 °um · J2 °oh em, K5 °oh em · S1
°ohum, J4 °ohum · Mf2 °ohum · L1.2 pa ˙ngata ˙nghūm, P1 ° em · H1 °oh em, J6
°oh em, J7 °oh em; V 6.32 K1 °ohąm · Mf2 paotaohum, Jp1 °ohąm · L1.2.Br1 °ohūm;
6.35 Mf2 paotaohąm; 16.2 K1 unclear, L4 paotaohąm · Jp1.Mf2 °ohum · L1.2.Br1
°oh em.
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§ 13 The endings -uš and -ūš

The ending -uš may reflect IIr. *-uš (nom.sg. of m.f. u-stems, nom.sg. of
root nouns in -u, nom.sg. of the ptc.pf.act., nom.acc.sg.n. of stems in -uš), but
it may also reflect IIr. *-uHš, the nom.sg. of m.f. ū-stems. In the latter case
(fs eratuš, tanuš), we must assume the merger of the nom.sg. of ū-stems with
the nom.sg. of u-stems. The ending -ūš reflects IIr. *-uNš (acc.pl. of m.f.
u-stems), and sometimes the ins.pl. ending *-ubhiš. These four different IIr.
endings will be discussed in the following four subsections.

§ 13.1 IIr. *-uš

In the best Yasna and Vı̄spered mss., the spelling -uš in the nom.sg. of
u(š)-stems and the acc.sg.n. of uš-stems is preserved nearly unchanged in the
IrPY and the IrVS, but even in the InPY it has probably been altered only by
the hand of Mitrō-Āpān, the scribe of J2.K5. The other Indian manuscripts are
less reliable, and they seem unconscious of a difference between -uš and -ūš.
Some examples include:
• Y 31.9 nom.sg. xratuš: xratuš Pt4.Mf1.Mf4 · xratūš J2, xratuš K5 ·
xratuš S1.J3 · xratuš K4.Mf2.Jp1 · xratuš J6.7.H1, xrātuš L13, xrat¯euš
K11.Lb2 · xratuš L2, xrat¯euš L1.3.B2.O2.P1.
• Y 46.11 nom.sg. p er etuš: p er etuš Pt4.Mf1, p er etūm → p er etuš Mf4 ·
p er etuš K5, J2 defective · p er etuš S1.J3 · p er etuš K4.Mf2.Jp1 · p er etūš
J6.7.H1.K11.C1.L13 · p er etuš Dh1.L1.2.P1, p er etūš L3.S2.Bb1.O2.
• Y 49.7 nom.sg. xvaētuš: x́aēt¯euš Pt4.Mf1.Mf4 · xvaētuš K5, xv¯et¯euš J2 ·
xvaituš J3 · xvaētuš Mf2.Jp1, xvı̄tuš K4 · xvaētuš J6.7.H1.L13, xvait¯euš
C1.K11 · xvaētuš L2.O2, xvaituš L1, xvait¯euš B2, x́aetūš Dh1.L3, x́aituš P1.
• Vr 12.1 nom.sg. vaohuš: vaohuš K7a · vaohuš H1, vaoh¯euš J8.Pt3.K11 ·
vaohuš L2, vaoh¯euš L1 · vaohuš K4.Mf2, vaoh¯euš Jp1 · vaohuš Fl1.Kh1.

In a case such as Y 33.6 nom.sg. er ezuš, where Geldner edited er ezūš
because of the numerical preponderance of forms in -ūš, we find that the
reliable ms. classes IrPY and IrVS have -uš, so that we may simply posit

er ezuš as the original form: er ezuš Pt4.Mf1.Mf4 · er ezūš J2.K5 · er ezūš S1,
˚̄ar ezūš J3 · er ezuš Mf2.Jp1.K4 · er ezuš L1.2.P1, er ezūš Dh1 · er ezuš
K11.H1.J7, er ezūš C1, ˚̄ar ezuš L13.P6.

In line with the Yasna findings, the Vı̄dēvdād evidence shows a tendency
to replace -uš by -ūš in the InVS and sometimes also in the PV. The IrVS
manuscripts preserve the original spelling most faithfully. A few examples:
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• V 15.10,21 nom.sg. aētahmāiiuš: °uš L4.K1 · °ūš L1.2.Br1.K10.O2 · °uš
Jp1.Mf2.
• V 13.1 nom.sg. mainiiuš: °uš L4.K1 · mainiiuš Mf2, mainii¯euš Jp1 ·
mainiiuš L1.2, mainii¯euš Br1 .
• V 13.10 nom.sg. tāiiuš: tāiiūš L4.Pt2 · all other mss. tāiiuš.

In the Yašts, the ending -uš has generally been preserved in the Iranian
manuscripts, whereas it was frequently altered to -ūš in the Indian mss. In the
important ms. F1, the difference between -uš and -ūš is nearly non-existent,
-uš being the favourite spelling, so that the testimony of this ms. is of little
value (see also below). A few examples:
• Yt 10.84 nom.sg. drigušci ˜t: drigūšci ˜t F1.Pt1.E1, drigušci ˜t L18, dr egušc ˜t
(sic) P13, drugūšci ˜t K15 · drigūšci ˜t H3.
• Yt 1.12 nom.sg. pāiiušca: pāiiusca F1, pāiiūšca L18.K19 · pāiiūšca J10
· pāiiušca Mf3.K18a, pāiiūšca L25 · pāiiušca H2, pāiiūšca L12.J15.
• Yt 10.79 nom.sg. rašnuš: rašnuš F1+, rašn¯euš K15 · ršnōš J10 · raˇ˙snuš
H4, rašn¯euš H3.

Yt 8.39 nom.sg.m. mamnūš 416 ‘with the intention’ appears to be a
pf.ptc.act. form of man- ‘to think’, but the form is irregular, since a regular
nom.sg.m. would be *mamnuu ˚̄a (cf. Panaino 1990: 128f.). It seems safest to
assume with Kümmel 2000: 655 that this form is an adjective mamnu-, of
which the expected nom.sg. would be *mamnuš.

§ 13.2 IIr. *-uHš

Avestan nouns which may go back to an IIr. ū-stem nearly always have
the ending -uš. As there is no evidence for a phonetic shortening of *-ūš to
-uš in Avestan (compare the acc.pl. ending -ūš < *-uNš and the ı̄-stem
nom.sg. in -ı̄š < *-iHš), we must assume analogical transfer of the (nom.sg.
of) ū-stems to the u-stems. The most important examples of such nouns are
Y 51.4 nom.sg. fs eratuš ‘protection’ (< *psratū-?; cf. § 25.4) and V 7.51,
9.31 nom.sg. tanuš ‘body’ (Skt. tan ´̄u ˙h).

The form edited by Geldner as Yt 11.6 gadōtušca and by Bartholomae
1904: 489 as gadōtūsca must be corrected to *gadō.tı̄šca, cf. Hoffmann 1975:
200ff.

416 V.ll. mamnūš F1.E1, mainūš Pt1 · mamnūš J10 · mamnūaš K12, mamanōiš K15.
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IIr. *-uHš has only been preserved in two monosyllabic forms, viz. the
pronoun OAv. yūš ‘you’ (pl.), and the noun mūš (Y 16.8=68.8), used as a f.
gen.sg. of the name of a pairikā. The only possible connection of this
uncertain word is with Skt. m ´̄u ˙s- ‘mouse’, from PIE *muHs.

§ 13.3 IIr. *-uNš

The development of the PIE acc.pl. ending *-uns to attested Avestan -ūš
probably went through an IIr. stage with a nasalized vowel *-ũš, compare the
ending -ı̄š < *-ins. In Avestan, the vowel in the acc.pl. is indistinguishable
from IIr. *ū.

In the Yasna, the mss. of the PSY and the IrVS generally preserve the
ending -ūš quite faithfully, although the IrPY mss. J2.K5 have short -uš in
more than one instance. Narten 1986a: 281, fn. 43 has already observed that
this is due to the contemporary Indian pronunciation, as can be seen from the
frequent replacement of -ūš by -uš in the InVS and YS. Examples include:
• 40.3 aidiiūš acc.pl.: aidiiūiš Pt4.Mf4, aidiiūš Mf1 · aidiiūš K5, aidaiūš J2
· aidiiūš J3.S1 · aidiiūš K4.Mf2.Jp1 · aidiiuš J6.H1.L13.Lb2, K11 idiiūš
· aidiiūš O2.L1.2.3.S2.
• 33.5 er ezūš acc.pl.: er ezūš Mf1.Mf4 · er ezūš J2.K5 · er ezūš S1, ˚̄ar ezūš
J3 · er ezūš Mf2, er ezuš Jp1.K4 · er ezūš J6.7, ˚̄ar ejūš L13 · er ezūš Dh1.O2,

er ezuš S2.L1.2.P1, ār ezūš uL3.
• 32.14 xratūš acc.pl.: xratūš Pt4.Mf1.Mf4 · xratuš K5.J2 · xratuš S1,
xratūš J3 · xratūš Jp1.K4.Mf2 · xratūš L13, xratuš J6.7.H1, xrat¯euš K11
· xratūš Dh1, xratuš S2.L1.2.3, xrat¯euš B2.O2.P1 · xratūš K37.Pd.
• 42.1 p er etūš acc.pl.: p er etūš Mf4.Br2 · p er etūš K5, p er etuš J2 · p er etuš
P6 · p er etūš P1, p er etuš L2.3.
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• 65.11 pourūš acc.pl. 417: pourūšca Mf1, pōurūšca Pt4, paōurı̄šcā Mf4 ·
paourūšca J2, paourušca K5 · paourūšcā K4, paourūšca Jp1 · pourusca
H1.J7.K11.L13, paourušca J6 · paourušca L1, paouruš L2.3.B2.

A problematic form is Y 33.1 ratūš: ratūš Pt4.Mf1.Mf4 · ratūš K5, ratuš
J2 · ratūš S1 · ratūš Jp1, rātūš Mf2, rat¯euš K4 · ratuš J6.7.H1.K11.L13
· ratuš L1.2.B2. It was taken as a nom.sg. by Bartholomae 1904: 1498 and
Insler 1975, but the predominance of the v.l. -ūš makes this uncertain.
Humbach 1991 II: 93 suggests that the original form may have been ins.sg.
*ratū ‘by the judge’, which received -š through anticipation of the initial ´̌s-
of the following word ´̌siiao\anā: var ešaitē … *ratū ´̌siiao\anā razištā ‘the
straightest actions shall be performed by the judge’. However, ´̌s is not the
same sound as š. We may try to take ratūš as that what it seems at face
value, viz. an acc.pl. Its function could be that of an accusative of content:
var ešaitē … ratūš ´̌siiao\anā razištā ‘the straightest actions as far as the rules
are concerned will be performed’.

In the Hōm Yašt (Y 9-11), we find three exceptions to the rule close to
one another. Y 9.26, 10.3 baršnuš and Y 10.2 ąsuš must be edited with -uš,
although they are acc.pl. forms418. The fact that an -n- precedes the ending
in baršnuš and a nasal vowel in ąsuš, combined with the Vı̄dēvdād form
tafnuš (see below) which is also exceptional, may suggest that the cause of
-uš for *-ũš lies in the preceding n, compare the discussion of the Hōm Yašt
ending -niš above; yet the occurrence of Y 57.6 āxšnūšca and G 2.7
baršnūšca contadicts this assumption. Thus, I am inclined to think that these
spellings are due to the specific history of the Hōm Yašt, a text part which

417 This form was analysed as a nom.sg. of pouru- by Bartholomae 1904: 855. He
translates «mancher», a kind of collective use of ‘many’, and explains the 3p. verb
form as being placed in a constructio ad sententiam: āpō ı̄štı̄m vō jaidiiāmi /
pouru.sar edąm amauuaitı̄m / fraza ˙ntı̄mca xvāparąm / yeóh ˚̄a pourūšca b er ejaiiąn
‘Waters, I ask strength of you, manifold, vigorous, and blissful progeny, which many
a person shall honour’ (translation after Wolff 1910: 90). Such a ‘collective’ use of
pouru- is unparalleled in Avestan, so that we should rather take pourūšca as the object
of b er ejaiiąn, which would then be used impersonally, like mąnaii en ‘one could
think’. The relative yeóh ˚̄a may refer to the preceding feminine fraza ˙nti-. The line
would then read ‘of which they shall honour many’.

418 V.ll. Y 10.2 ąsuš: ˙̨asuš Mf4, ąsuš Br2 · ąsuš J2, ˙̨as.uš K5c · ąsuš K4 · ąsuš P1.
Y 9.26 baršnuš: b er ešnuš Pt4, bar ešnuš Mf1.Mf4 · barˇ˙snuš J2, bar eˇ˙snuš K5 ·
bar ešnuš J3 · bar ešnuš Mf2.K4. Y 10.3 baršnuš: bar ešnuš Pt4.Mf1.Mf4 · barˇ˙snuš
K5b, bariˇ˙snuš J2 · bar ešnuš J3 · bar ešnuš Mf2.K4 · bar ešnuš J6.H1.L13.K11.
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was obviously integrated into the Yasna at a relatively recent date. Note that
we have already encountered two ins.pl. forms in -biš instead of -bı̄š in the
Hōm Yašt (§ 9.3), viz. aēibiš and āzizanāitibiš.

The forms of the Vı̄spered confirm the distribution of v.ll. in the Yasna.
The Iranian mss. of the IrVS and the IrVrS preserve the ending -ūš in most
of the cases, while the Indian mss. tend to replace it by -uš or -¯euš. Examples
are:
• Vr 6.1 vaohūš acc.pl.: vaohuš K7a.b.L27 · vaohūš Dh1.Br1, vaouhı̄š
L1.O2.B2 · vaouhūš J8, vaoh¯euš H1.K11 · vaohūš Mf2.Jp1, vaoh¯euš K4 ·
vaohūš Fl1.Kh1.
• Vr 3.5 ratūš acc.pl. (2x): ratuš K7a · ratuš K11.J8.H1.Pt3 · ratuš L1.2
· ratūš Mf2.K4, ratūm and ratūš Jp1 · ratūš Fl1.Kh1.

In the Vı̄dēvdād, we have too little v.ll. to make reliable statements about
the spelling of the acc.pl. ending. The ending -ūš is found in V 13.17f. tāiiūš
and V 18.27 hikūš, but the acc.pl. form gātuš is attested in V 3.25, 5.55 and
5.56, without v.ll. The form V 20.1 tafnuš is spelled with -uš in most mss.,
but Br1.O2 tafnūš may preserve the original spelling: tafnuš L4.K1 · tafnuš
Jp1.Mf2 · tafnuš L1.2, tafnūš Br1.O2.

In the Yašts, there is a preponderance of acc.pl. forms in -uš, but this is
largely due to F1 (see below); the mss. of the IrKA mostly retain -ūš. Some
examples of acc.pl. forms are:
• Yt 19.1 daóhūš (2x): °uš F1+ · °uš, °ōš J10 · °¯euš D
• Yt 8.49 paourūš : pauruš F1+, paōru P13 · paouruš J10
• Yt 11.4 p er etūš: p er etūš F1+ · p er etuš J10 · p er etuš K18.L12.J15.M4
• Yt 13.31 bāzūš: No v.ll. in Geldner, but we find F1 bāzuš in the facsimile
(!). Probably, Geldner had at his disposal v.ll. in -ūš which he does not list.
• Yt 13.151 vaohūš: vaohuš F1.E1.Pt1.K14, vaouš L18.P13 · vaohūš W3,
vaoh¯euš Mf3.K13.38.H5 · vaoh¯euš J10. The reason why vaohūš is not shown
by the IrKA is the replacement by -¯euš in those mss.
• G 2.7 bar ešnūšca: bar eˇ˙snūšca Mf3.K36 · bar ešnušca E1 · bar ešnaēca
Pt1.L18.11.Mb1.E2 · bar ešnaca Lb1.K12 · bar ešnica J10.

Of the 123 Yašt forms edited by Geldner with -uš or -ūš, we find the
overwhelming majority spelled in F1 with -uš. The only forms in -ūš are Yt
10.84 nom.sg. drigūšci ˜t, Yt 8.39 nom.sg. mamnūš and Yt 11.4 acc.pl.
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p er etūš 419. A striking form is for instance Yt 13.31 acc.pl. bāzuš, which
was edited as bāzūš by Geldner. This situation suggests that -uš was the
unmarked spelling for both -uš and -ūš in F1, although there are only a few
acc.pl. forms in the Yašts which could have had *-ūš in the first place. It is
possible that the ending was still regularly -ūš in the/an ancestor of F1, only
to be removed partly by its scribe Āsādı̄n in favour of the highly frequent -uš.

The form Yt 14.38 duš.mainiiuš 420 (in vı̄spe t er es e˙nti duš.mainiiuš)
cannot represent a nom.pl. form, as Bartholomae 1894-5: 248 and 1904: 754
claims, although the text would seem to require one. It will be an acc.pl. form
which was erroneously used as a nom.pl. Note the parallel sentence vanāma
vı̄spe dušmainiiuš (Yt 10.34), where the acc.pl. is in place.

§ 13.4 IIr. *-ubhiš

In several ins.pl. forms of u-stems, lenition of *b > *b > * ˘u took place,
followed by a contraction of the ending to yield -ūš; cf. Hoffmann 1976: 614.
The main question is whether the ending already had the form -ūš in the
archetype, or arose later from *-uuı̄̆ š. I am inclined to support the former
view, firstly because -ūš < *-ub hiš is attested in the different ms. traditions
of Yasna, Vı̄dēvdād and Nērangestan, and secondly because no ending -uuı̄̆ š
is preserved anywhere. The following forms are involved:
• Y 12.4 auuaohūš421 to a-uuaohu- ‘not good, bad’. The spelling -ı̄š is
attested even in some of the good mss. (Pt4.Mf4, K5), but the form -ūš is
lectio difficilior in the context (vı̄ daēuuāiš agāiš auuaohūš anar etāiš
akō.dābı̄š sar em mruiiē). The YS, the InVS and S1 spell -uš.
• V 13.1, 19.8 xaorō.mainiiūš (edited by Geldner as -uš) to aorō.mainiiu-
‘belonging to Anra Manyu’; the ins.pl. here functions as an acc.pl.n. There is
no v.l. -ūš.

419 Contrary to Hintze (apud JamaspAsa 1991: XVIII), we find that in Yt 5 -ūš is not
more common than -uš. There are only four relevant forms in Yt 5 and all of them
are spelled -uš.

420 V.ll. °uš F1.E1.K16 · °¯euš Pt1.P13, L18 °uš · °uš Jm4.L11.K38, O3 °¯euš · °uš
J10 · °ı̄š M4.

421 V.ll. °ı̄š Pt4.Mf4 · °ūš J2, °ı̄š K5 · °uš S1, °ūš J3, °ūı̄š K6.J4 · °ı̄š K4 · °uš
L2.3.B2 · °uš J6.7.H1.K11.Lb2.L13. The mss. K6.J4 depend on J3, so that the ending
°ūı̄š must represent a later adaptation of °ūš, and cannot be regarded as a relic of
*-uuı̄š. The latter possibility is suggested by the presentation of auuaohūı̄š in
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 131.
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• V 3.42 p er enāiiuš 422 to p er enāiiu-. Here, the ins.pl. functions as a dat.pl.
We find -ūš attested in the PV mss. descending from K1.
• N 57 pituš, ins.pl. of pitu- ‘food’.
• Y 12.4 yātuš, ins.pl. of yātu-.
• N 57 vı̄zuš, ins.pl. of vı̄zu-, a kind of dog.
• V 13.5 xsp e˙ntō.mainiiūš (Geldner °mainiiūm), ins.pl. of sp e˙ntō.mainiiu-
‘belonging to Sp enta Manyu’, here functioning as an acc.pl.n. The form is
attested with -m in the PV, but with -uš and -¯euš in the VS.

422 V.ll. p er enāiiuš L4, °ūš B1.Ml3.P2 · °uš Jp1.Mf2 · L2 °uš.
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§ 14 IIr. *ai

The reflex of the diphthong *ai depends on its position in the word, and
partly on the difference between OAv. and YAv. In auslaut, *ai has been
monophthongized to -e in YAv., but OAv. -ōi retains the diphthongal stage.
In front of a vowel, the most frequent reflex is -aii-, but both OAv. and YAv.
show traces of an earlier stage *- e˘i-, and of its descendant -ōii-. In
preconsonantal position, the main reflexes of *ai are the diphthongs aē and
ōi; but their exact distribution has yet to be determined.

The first subsection will discuss the reflexes of *-ai in auslaut, followed
by the second subsection on antevocalic *ai. The third subsection is devoted
to the development of *ai in front of a consonant. For each of these three
positions, we will separately discuss the YAv. evidence and that of OAv.

§ 14.1 *-ai

The regular reflex of *-ai in YAv. is -e in polysyllables, and -ē in
monosyllables. This can be interpreted straightforwardly as the result of
monophthongization of *-ai. As we shall see in § 16, this development finds
a parallel in the monophthongization of *-au to *-ō, which is also restricted
to word-final position.

In OAv., we find the reflexes -ōi and -ē. In view of the other sources from
which the Avestan vowel ō is derived, OAv. -ōi must reflect earlier *-¯ei,
which in its turn is an unmonophthongized reflex of *-ai; cf. Narten 1986b:
270. Humbach 1959 I: 25 has discussed the distribution of OAv. -ōi and -ē:
he observes that the ending -ē can occur in all positions in the Gāthic verse,
while -ōi is confined to verse-internal position. Humbach infers that -ōi was
replaced by YAv. -e (Gāthicized to -ē) at the end of a syntagm, but could
more easily survive in the middle of a pāda. This, then, explains the
co-occurrence of -ōi and -ē: -ōi is based on the more original OAv. reflex,
whereas -ē is due to the influence of the YAv. language on OAv.

Apart from the ending -ē̆ , YAv. contains two sets of words ending in -ōi.
Neither of them reflects the regular phonetic development.

Firstly, monosyllabic forms in pseudo-Gathic text parts can take -ōi in
order to mark them as OAv.: mōi ‘to me’ Y 12.2 (YAv. mē), tōi ‘to you’ Y
13.5 (YAv. tē).

Secondly, two YAv. forms in -ōi must reflect the analogical restoration of
an ending *- ei, viz. maidiiōi and yōi. The form maidiiōi, loc.sg.m.n. of
maidiia- ‘middle’, occurs in isolation and as the first member of a compound.
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Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 68 suggest that the preceding * ˘i may have led to
the preservation of -ōi, and this seems plausible. YAv. examples such as
pai\e < *pa\ ˘iai (dat.sg. of pati-) and the ending -¯ee < *- e˘ie < *- e˘iai < *-aiai
(dat.sg. of ti-stems) show that the expected outcome of loc.sg. *mad ˘iai would
be *made > †maide. It has been suggested that maidiiōi was generalized from
compounds where it stood before a consonant cluster: in front of two
consonants, *ai mostly yields -ōi- in YAv. (see below). However, there are
several examples of Avestan words which preserve an alternation between aē
and ōi in front of different consonant clusters, such as hamaēstar- vs.
hamōistri, xšaēta- vs. xšōi\nı̄-, etc. Therefore, one might prefer a different
explanation for maidiiōi: when *made had arisen through regular phonetic
development, the stem suffix *- ˘ia- and the ending of the loc.sg. were restored,
yielding *mad ˘i ei; the model for this restoration was provided by the preserved
ending in front of -ca and by the rest of the paradigm of maidiia-. The ending
*- ei in *mad ˘i ei underwent the development to -ōi, which we already saw in
the OAv. forms in *-ai which were not replaced by YAv. -e.

The nom.pl.m. yōi of the relative pronoun ya- is so frequent that it must
be genuine YAv. If the YAv. change of *-ai > -e and the subsequent
simplification of *- ˘ie > -e had applied to nom.pl. * ˘ia ˘i, this would have yielded
a single vowel †ē without apparent connection with the paradigm of ya-.
Therefore, it is conceivable that the speakers of YAv. restored * ˘i ei after the
sound change * ˘ia ˘i > *e had taken place. The form * ˘i ei then regularly
developed into yōi.

§ 14.2 *-aiV-

In front of a vowel, the most frequent YAv. reflex is -aii-. However, there
is reason to believe that at an earlier stage, the pronunciation of the diphthong
was [ ei] rather than [ai] (cf. especially Narten 1986b: 269). The two most
cogent arguments for this view are the dat.sg. ending -¯ee and the acc.sg.
ending -ōiium.

YAv. possesses a dat.sg. of i-stems which takes the form -¯ee: hāuuan¯ee,
sāuuaoh¯ee, ārmat¯ee, etc. The IIr. form of the suffix plus ending can be
reconstructed as *-ai-ai, which implies a development *-aiai > *- ei ei > *- e˘ie
> -¯ee. The glide * ˘i was regularly lost in front of -e (cf. pai\e < *pa\ ˘iai), and
this must have blocked the restoration of the suffix form *-a ˘i- which took
place in other environments. Thus, we find not †-aiie but -¯ee. We must
assume that long -¯e- is the direct reflex of *- e- < *-a-.
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Four YAv. acc.sg. forms in -ōiium go back to *-¯e˘i ˘u em < *-aiuam, viz.
ōiium ‘one’, vı̄dōiium ‘against the daevas’, harōiium ‘Haraiva’ and hōiium
‘left’. Since the stems aēuua- and daēuua- show the sequence -aēuu- in all
other case forms (daēuuō, daēuu¯e˙ng, etc.), -ōiium will be the regular reflex
of *- ei ˘u em < *-ai ˘uam, whereas the stems * ei ˘ua- and *d ei ˘ua- have been
restored to *ai ˘ua- and *dai ˘ua- in the rest of the paradigm. In the acc.sg., the
development *- ˘u em > -um rendered the suffix *- ˘ua- opaque, thus removing
the model from which *-ai- could have been restored. The fact that the
connection between vı̄dōiium and its original paradigm was lost is shown
conclusively by the new analogical acc.sg. daēu(u)m of daēuua-, which was
formed in the Yašts and the Vı̄dēvdād. Thus, we may reconstruct *- ei ˘u em >
*-¯e˘ium > -ōiium, under the assumption that the development to -ōii- in this
form is not some separate change of *-¯ei- conditioned by -u-, but simply
another instance of the usual change *¯ei > ōi which we have already seen in
the OAv. word-final sequence -ōi.

For the non-etymological anaptyctic vowel in māuuōiia from *ma ˘u ˘ia etc.,
cf. § 25.10.2.

The usual reflex of the sequence *-a ˘iV- in YAv. and OAv. is -aiiV-, which
can be found in the following categories: the full grade suffix of i-stems
(dat.sg. -aiiaē-ca, nom.pl. -aiiō), the oblique sg. case forms of f. ā-stems
(dat.sg. -aiiāi, gen.sg. -aii ˚̄a, etc.), the 3p. opt.act. ending of thematic verbs
(baraii en etc.), the verbal suffix -aiia- (in causatives and denominatives),
verbs in -iia- (xšaiia-, spaiia-, zbaiia-, etc.), and various nouns and adjectives,
such as aiiah- ‘iron’, gaiia- ‘life’, uzaiieirina- ‘of the afternoon’, paiiah-
‘milk’, etc. In view of the evidence for a stage *- ei- which we have just
discussed, it seems likely that the sequence -aii- is actually the result of a
restoration of [a], which did not affect those forms in which *- ei- had
developed further to -¯e-. A similar restoration of [a] for [ e] can be assumed
in the case of IIr. *aN, which yields both - eN- and -aN- in YAv. (see § 23).

The only remnant of the stage *-¯ei- in OAv. is vāt¯eiiāmahı̄ (Y 35.7),
which has somehow escaped the change of *¯e> ō. In the words where it was
not preserved as -¯eii- or replaced by -aii-, antevocalic *a ˘i has yielded OAv.
-ōii-: akōiiā (loc.sg. *akai plus *ā ‘in evil’, Humbach 1959 II: 88), axtōiiōi
(dat.sg. of axti-), isōiiā (1s.opt.med. of is-), ubōiiō (loc.du.m. of uba-),
urūdōiiatā (rudaiia-), ōiiā (ins.sg.f. *a ˘iā), xvā\rōiiā (loc.sg. *xvā\rai-ā),
vātōiiōtū (vātaiia-) and hādrōiiā (*hādrai ā, ‘sincerely’ according to Humbach
1991 II: 81).

It is uncertain whether Y 32.7 jōiiā belongs to this category. The metre
shows that jōiiā originally counted three syllables. It is often interpreted as
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*jı̄uuiia- ‘alive’, but as we have seen in § 6.5, the expected outcome of
*jı̄ ˘u ˘ia- would be just jı̄uuiia-. Since influence of the preceding word hādrōiiā
on *jı̄uuiiā is improbable, a different solution must be found. Attempts at an
etymology as *jiiā or *jaiiā have been discussed by Kellens 1974a: 239f., but
the explanation suggested to Kellens by Schindler and Klingenschmitt, viz.
that jōiiā would be a gerund to ji- ‘to overcome’, has now been given up, cf.
Monna 1978: 155, Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 II: 243. Firstly, Old Avestan has no
difficulties with a cluster [j ˘i-] (cf. jiiātu- etc.) and secondly, such a gerund
would probably count only two syllables423. For the time being, we must
accept that the eytmology of jōiiā is unknown.

In conclusion, the reflexes of the sequence *-aiV- support the view that
*ai had become *- ei- at some stage of its development. We find YAv. forms
in -¯e- and -ōii- which directly go back to *-¯e˘i- < *- ei-. In OAv., one form has
preserved -¯eii- unchanged, while the frequent OAv. reflex -ōiiV- also betrays
the stage *-¯e˘i-.

§ 14.3 *-aiC- and *-aiCC-

In general, *ai yields YAv. aē in open syllables and ōi in closed syllables,
but there are several groups of exceptions. Firstly, a number of forms show
aē in front of a consonant cluster, or vacillation between aē and ōi; we will
discuss this evidence per consonant cluster. Secondly, a number of YAv.
forms has the reflex ōi in front of a single consonant.

The OAv. distribution of aē and ōi is largely the same as in YAv. The
digraph aē occurs in open syllable and in front of the same consonant clusters
as YAv. aē; the digraph ōi occurs in the same kind of closed syllables as in
YAv. The number of OAv. forms with ōi in open syllable is larger than in
YAv.

Bartholomae 1894-5: 172 tentatively formulated the rule that aē is found
in initial position and in open syllables, whereas ōi is original in closed
syllables; he added that there are frequent violations of this rule and that
Gathic seems to prefer ōi, whereas YAv. favours aē. Bartholomae’s
description of the facts was confirmed by Beekes 1988: 35-40, who discussed
all the OAv. facts and also provided a survey of the YAv. forms; Fortson

423 Humbach 1991 II: 81 reads an ins.sg. *jíiã of a root noun jiiā- ‘violence’, in which
ã is presumably meant to indicate disyllabicity. Yet there are no other cases of the
ins.sg. ending being disyllabic.
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1996 then confirmed Bartholomae’s view for the YAv. evidence. Fortson
added the subrule that *ai regularly yields aē in front of a cluster of a
voiceless sibilant plus a single consonant, e.g. in aēsma and aēšma.

HISTORICAL INTERPRETATION

Starting from the observation that the reflex ōi is significantly more
frequent in OAv. than in YAv. in all three environments (word-final, in front
of a vowel, in front of consonants), Narten 1986b: 270ff. has put forward an
explanation which seems very plausible, and which I will adopt here: the
distribution of aē and ōi between open and closed syllables is of YAv. origin.
In view of the fact that *ai in front of a vowel first developed into *- eiV- in
both OAv. and YAv. (as we have seen above), Narten argued that IIr. *-aiC-
originally yielded *- eiC- too. The sequence *- eiC- developed into -ōiC- in
OAv., whereas in YAv. in open syllables, *- eiC- (re)turned into *-aiC-,
whence -aēC-; in closed syllables, YAv. *- eiC- became -ōi-.

The YAv. distribution was subsequently introduced into the Gāthās on a
large scale, but not completely: "Diese jav. Verteilung der phonetischen
Varianten übte nun ihren Einflub auf die weitere Überlieferung des
Gatha-Textes aus, doch ohne völlige Konsequenz." We have already seen that
OAv. has retained the reflex -ōi (once -¯ei-) in part of the auslaut forms (-ōi
versus later -ē) and in some prevocalic positions (vāt¯eiiāmahı̄, -ōii-); similarly,
we can explain most of the OAv. preconsonantal reflexes -ōi- as relic forms
in which * ei was not replaced by the YAv pronunciation [ai]. Some other
OAv. forms in -ōi- are composite forms which show the OAv. development
of *-ai in auslaut.

The strength of Narten’s view lies in the joint explanation of *ai in all
positions in the word, not only preconsonantally. One important question
remains to be answered: at which stage of the phonetic development were the
OAv. reflexes replaced by the YAv. sequences? Narten herself is not very
explicit about this matter, but it seems (1986b: 270) that she assumes *ai to
have become ōi in OAv. in all positions, before it was replaced by aē in those
forms where YAv. had aē. However, such a scenario would imply an identical
but independent development *ai > * ei > ōi in OAv. and in YAv., under
partly different conditions: OAv. always, YAv. only in closed syllables.
Subsequently, the YAv. speakers would have replaced OAv. -ōi- by -aē-,
although they themselves possessed -ōi- in their phonological system.

It seems rather unlikely that the assumed replacement took place when
-aē- and -ōi- had already fully developed. We may simplify the scenario by
dating the replacement of OAv. forms to an earlier stage. If we assume that
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the diphthong still had the form * ei at the time of the YAv. influence on
OAv., we only need to posit a replacement of OAv. * ei by YAv. *ai, in the
same way as we have assumed in the case of * e˘iV > OAv. -aiiV- versus -¯eiiV-
and -ōiiV- (§ 14.2). This would yield the following relative chronology for the
sequence *aiC:

1. Early YAv. *ai > * ei.
2. Canonization of OAv.; all OAv. forms receive the YAv. pronunciation
[ ei].
3. YAv. change * ei > *ai in open syllable.
4. Replacement of OAv. * ei by YAv. *ai in many but not all open-
syllable forms.
5. Phonetic change * ei > (*)¯ei > ōi in both OAv. and YAv.

§ 14.3.1 YAv. aē and ōi in closed syllable

There are eight consonant clusters in front of which YAv. has one or more
forms in -aē-: xn, xš, \b, \r, st, sm, št and šm. In the case of \b, \r, st and
št, we find some forms in -aē- and others in -ōi-. We will now discuss the
evidence for those eight consonant clusters:

PAv. *-aixn- only appears in OAv. raēx enah- ‘heritage’ < *raixnah- (Skt.
rék ˙nas-). Since we have adopted the position that PAv. *ai usually yields
OAv. (* ei >) -ōi-, raēx enah- must owe its aē to the replacement of the
original OAv. form by the YAv. reflex.

YAv. *-aixš- only 424 appears in the 2s.aor.opt. raēxšı̄ša (P 40) ‘may you
leave’.

The sequence -aē\b- appears with aē in YAv. raē\ba(iia)- ‘to mix’ and
in the noun raē\biškara- ‘the priest who mixes’. Fortson 1996: 44 explains
raē\ba- from a Sievers variant *rai\u ˘ua-, but this is too far-fetched. It is
striking that the forms with -aē\b- have initial r-, just like raēx enah- and
raēxšı̄ša; this suggests that r- is the conditioning factor for the reflex -aē\b-.

424 N 80 raēxšaiti was corrected to raē\baiieiti by Waag 1941: 86, in accordance with
the Pahlavı̄ translation gwmycyt, which translates raē\baiieiti in the rest of the
passage. The form raēxšaiti has in all probability arisen from a spelling mistake of xš
{ } for \b {  }.Bq 
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The remaining YAv. forms have -ōi\b-: Yt anu.pōi\ba- and anu.pōi\ba ˙nt-
‘unapproachable’ (< *an-upa-i\ba- to upa-i- ‘to go toward’), F 421 vōi\ba
(participle of necessity *vai-t ˘ua- to vı̄- ‘to chase’), V 13.40 pōi\ba- (uncertain
etymology; *pai-t ˘ua- ‘to be rooted out’ according to Bartholomae 1904:
898-9) and Vyt 9 pōi\b em (uncertain analysis). As can be seen, none of these
has r- in front of *-ai\b-, which confirms the suspicion that r- is a necessary
condition for -aē\b. YAv. rōi\b en in Y 12.1 is irrelevant, because the text
is a quotation of Y 31.7 rōi\b en.

In front of the cluster -\r-, *ai also displays a twofold reflex. In inlaut, we
always find -ōi\r-, even after -r-: dōi\ra- ‘eye’, brōi\ra- ‘blade’, šōi\ra-
‘dwelling’. In anlaut, we find the reflex aē- in aē\ra.paiti- ‘priest teacher’ and
aē\riia- ‘disciple’, from a noun *aē\ra- ‘school, doctrine’. There is no
agreement about the etymology of *aē\ra-, but it seems possible to connect
it with the root i- ‘to go’ as *Hai-tra- ‘the going, the leaving’. Pupils turned
to a teacher and went into apprenticeship, as is described in the Hērbedestān.
The noun aē\ra- may have referred to the going away of the pupils (aē\riia-)
from their own family, or to the going about of the teacher (the aē\ra-pati-)
and his school.

On the other hand, we find the reflex ōi- in the form ōi\ra in F 44, for
which the Pahlavı̄ translation has ywdt’kyh ‘separately’. According to
Klingenschmitt 2000: 221, ōi\ra may have been preserved in the Phl. term
‘Li\rih (+oi\rih) given in Dēnkard 8.18.5, as a Middle Persian legal term for
the crime of hitting a person with several blows, not at the same time but at
separate occasions. Klingenschmitt proposes to reconstruct IIr. *ai-trā̆ , an
adverb meaning ‘separately’, built with the PIE element *Hoi which is found
in the IE words for ‘one’, Skt. éka- < *Hói-ko-, Av. aēuua- < *Hói- ˘uo-, etc.
As an alternative, we might surmise that ōi\ra contains the same derivative
*Hai-tra- as YAv. aē\ra-; the original meaning was ‘separation’, which was
preserved in ōi\ra but specialized to ‘separation from home to become a
pupil’ or ‘separation of the priest school’ in aē\ra-. One might compare the
meaning of Skt. ś ´̄akhā- ‘branch’, which is also used in the sense of ‘Veda
school’.

The co-occurrence of aē\ra- and ōi\ra-, both from IIr. *Haitra-, poses a
problem. A possible explanation might be to assume that ōi\ra- represents an
OAv. form, in which the reflex * ei was not replaced by YAv. *ai but yielded
-ōi- (see above). The intrusion of an OAv. form in YAv. is not unparalleled,
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especially in legal terminology425. An example is YAv. nabānazdišta- ‘the
nearest relative’, in which intervocalic *b is preserved. This explanation of
ōi\ra- would mean that *ai\r regularly yielded YAv. ae\r- in anlaut, but
-ōi\r- in anlaut.

The sequence *-aist- surfaces in YAv. hamaēstar- (Yt, V) ‘suppressor’ (<
*sam-maithH-tar-), and in OAv. +°naēstar- (Y 35.2) ‘caviller’ (to IIr. *Hnid-
‘to scorn’, cf. Narten 1986a: 91f. with references), which must contain the
YAv. pronunciation because the specifically OAv. reflex would be ōi. Thus,
the evidence is scarce but it suggests that *-aist- regularly yielded -aēst- in
YAv. The feminine counterpart of hamaēstar- is hamōistri; we can assume
that the cluster -str- made the syllable more closed than -st- did, so that the
resulting reflex of *ai in front of it was -ōi-.

There are three stems which show the reflex of PAv. *-aism- in YAv.:
aēsma- ‘firewood’, maēsman-, maēsma- ‘urine’ (to *maiíh-) and vaēsman-
‘home’ (Skt. véśman-). Thus, -aē- seems to be the regular result of *ai in
front of -sm-.

The largest number of forms is provided by the PAv. sequence *-aišt-.
The largest category showing this sequence are the superlative forms, which
were formed with the suffix *-ištHa-. In the three forms in which *-aišt- is
(or was originally) preceded by r-, we find the reflex -aēšt-:
• pairi.uruuaēšta- (Yt 11.2) ‘most oppressing’ < *uraiH-ištHa- (to Skt.
vráyas- n. ‘oppressive force’, Friš 1953: 112).
• fraēšta- ‘most’ < *praH-ištHa- (cf. frāiiah- ‘more’ < *praH-ias-).
• sraēšta- ‘most beautiful’ < *ćraiH-ištHa- (cf. sraiiah- ‘more beautiful’ <
*ćraiH-ias-).

By contrast, YAv. -ōišt- appears in all superlatives with a different
consonant in front of *ai:
• dbōišt em ‘most’ (E 9) < *b ha ˘uH-ištHa-, the superlative of Av. būiri-
‘much’ and E 4 baoiiō ‘more’, compare also Skt. bhávı̄yas- ‘more’ and
(sam)bhavi ˙s ˙tha- ‘most’. This etymology of Caland 1895: 466 was supported

425 Observation made by Klingenschmitt in his teachings; compare also Klingenschmitt
1990.
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by Bartholomae 1904: 920 and 760426. In view of the expected reflex
†b euuı̄šta- < *ba ˘uišta- (cf. § 16.4), dbōišt em must have adopted -ōi- from
other superlative forms, just like yōišta- follows huuōišta-. The anlaut db- for
*b- can be explained from a copyist’s error of spelling d- instead of *b-; the
signs for b and d in the Avestan alphabet are sufficiently alike for such an
accident. The scribe would have spelled d- instead of b-, noted his mistake
and then corrected it by writing b after d, without erasing d-.
• yōišta- ‘youngest’ ← * ˘iauH-ištHa-. The reconstructed preform would have
yielded YAv. †y euuı̄šta, cf. s euuišta- < *sauH-išta-. Hence, yōišta- must
have adopted the vocalism of its antonym huuōišta- ‘oldest’, cf.
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 70.
• vidcōišta ‘most discerning’ (Yt 12.7) to ci- ‘to observe’ (cf. Skt.
vícayi ˙s ˙tha-).
• vı̄zōišta- ‘most alert’ (V 8.10) < *vi-za ˘i-ištHa-.
• žnōišta- ‘most knowing’ (Yt 1.13) < *ínaH-ištHa-, to the root zan- ‘to
know’.
• huuōišta- ‘highest, first; oldest’ < *hu- ˘ua ˘iH-ištHa- ‘strongest’, to Skt.
váyas- ‘strength’ (etymology by Friš 1953: 112).

It seems that preceding r427 may also be held responsible for the reflex
-aēšt- in fraouruuaēštrima- ‘season of the return’ (Y 3.11ff.) <
*fra- ˘uraić-trima-. Here, -aē- is slightly more surprising because it is found in
front of three instead of two consonants. However, it is conceivable that the
noun is a nonce creation from the verb fra-uruuaēs- and the suffix -trima-, as
proposed by Fortson 1996: 43.

426 In a later publication, Bartholomae (1919: 22ff.) suggested that dbōišt em may be
cognate with OP duvaiš[ta]m ‘far, for a long time’ < *d ˘uaH-ištHa-. Such a preform
would regularly yield † ˜tbōišta-, but in view of E 4 baoiiō, which does not have ˜tb-
or db-, it seems more probable that E 9 *bōišt em derives from initial *b-.
Bartholomae’s second etymology seems to be more accepted nowadays, e.g. by
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 87, who explain initial db- instead of ˜tb- from a different
dialect source (but see § 30.1.6 on the use of dialect differences). However, the
comparison with duvaištam is not supported by further Iranian forms continuing
*d ˘uaištHa-. The comparison which Bartholomae offers with the Pahlavi gloss PWN
dw’yst‘ (?; the reading of this word is uncertain) does not help much, it seems to be
a gloss on Phl. cnd.

427 The compounds dūraēsrūtahe and dūraēfrakātō are ambiguous: aē is preceded by
r, but the loc.sg. *dūrai° may simply have been restored analogically.
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Among the evidence we also find two nouns in which -aēšt- does not
directly follow -r-. Both words originally were compounds, and -aē- might be
due to its position at the end of the first member:
• armaēštā- ‘standing still’ < *armai-štā- ‘standing in rest’.
• ra\aēštā-, ra\aēštar- ‘charioteer’ < *ra\ai-štā- ‘standing in a chariot’.

The first members *armai and *ra\ai represent the loc.sg. of arma- ‘rest,
peace’ and of ra\a- ‘chariot’; the loc.sg. of arma- is confirmed by armaē°
in the compound armaēšad- ‘sitting still’. Both words were not treated as
compounds during the remainder of the transmission, because otherwise we
would rather expect the ending °e as in airime.aohad- ‘sitting still’ (cf. §
14.1). We must assume that armaē-štā- and ra\aēštā- are the regular
phonetic result of *°ai-štā-, even though -r- does not immediately precede
*-ai-. Maybe the fact that there is an -r- in the first part of the words
ra\aēštā- and armaēštā- played a role, so that this -r- exerted the same
influence on *ai as in fraēšta- etc. This is quite speculative, of course; I have
no definite explanation for the -aē- in armaēštā- and ra\aēštā-.

The stem ra\aēštā- contains one form in -ōi-, viz. the dat.sg. V 14.9
ra\ōište. As I have argued in De Vaan 2000a: 530, it is likely that ra\ōište
is a corruption of *ra\ōištre, a form with regular -ōi- in front of -štr-. The
new r-stem ra\aēštar- was productive in the Vı̄dēvdād, as appears e.g. from
V 13.44 gen.sg. ya\a a\aurune428 … ya\a ra\aēštārahe 429. It was exactly
because of the stem form -štre that the text redactors did not recognize the
stem štā-, and did not restore the loc.sg. ra\aē°.

Earlier explanations for -ōi- in ra\ōište seem unlikely for various reasons.
Kellens 1974a: 230 suggested that ra\ōište contains the regular reflex of *ai
before a consonant cluster -štH-, as opposed to e.g. the dat.sg. ra\aēštāi <
*-štaHai. Yet there is sufficient evidence for the disappearance of
post-consonantal laryngeals before the diphthongal split, e.g. in maē\ana-
‘dwelling’, gaē\ā- ‘creature’, etc. Furthermore, it is questionable whether the
Vı̄dēvdād, which displays various obvious simplifications of inflexional
classes (indeed, the noun ra\aēštā-/ra\aēštar- has switched to the r-stems
in Yasna and Yašt texts too), would have retained such an archaism as the
zero-grade stem of the root in the dat.sg. of a root-noun. Fortson 1996: 57
suggests that ra\ōište reflects a retained first member *ra\ōi.°, analogous to
e.g. maidiiōi.šad- ‘sitting in the middle’; but this leaves unexplained the fact
that all the other attestations of the stem have ra\aē°.

428 For original a\aurunō, since all the following forms are gen.sg.

429 From the stem ra\aē-štar-, which has been secondarily thematicized on the basis
of the strong stem variant ra\aēštār-.
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A few forms in -aēšt- and -ōišt- have no bearing on the explanation of the
phonetic development. The diphthong aē in vı̄duuaēštuua- ‘not to hate’ (Yt
1.8, Vr 15.3) may be analogical after vi ˜tbaēšah-. The sequence -duu- points
to pseudo-Gathic language, or to a YAv. adaptation of an OAv. form, such
as Y 34.11 vı̄duuaēšah-.

The diphthong ōi is found in P 25 <huuąmci ˜t> ahmi huuąmci ˜t xša\re
auua ˜t cōišta ‘that he has taught in his own dominion’ (?), a line which is
evidently corrupt. If cōišta really is a 2p.aor.inj. of ciš- ‘to provide’, it may
represent a (remnant of a) quotation from an OAv. text (cf. Kellens 1984:
379).

The forms pu\rōištı̄m V 3.33 ‘desire for sons’, z emōištuue V 8.10 ‘(kind
of) tile’ and vahištōišti- ‘containing the words vahištā ı̄štiš’ reflect
compounds which should have been separated in spelling, but the separation
point was lost in the ms. tradition: xpu\rō.ištı̄m, xz emō.ištuue, xvahištō.išti-.

YAv. *-aišm- appears in the forms aēšma- ‘wrath, anger’, caēšman-
‘providing’ (to the root ciš-) in the PN raocas.caēšman- ‘who provides the
light’ and huuar ecaēšman- ‘who provides the sun’ (Yt 13.121,128).

A few forms are irrelevant, because they do not continue original *-aiCC-:
• daxšmaēstim (N 70) probably represents earlier *daxšmaiiastim, cf.
Klingenschmitt 1968: 242, who compares the measure yūjiiasti- (for which see
§ 10.2.1).
• maē\man em (V 15.46) must be corrected to +maē\an em (Bartholomae
1904: 1107).
• yaē\ma (Y 11.9), 1p.pf. of yat-, is conspicuous because the same form in
OAv. is yōi\ emā. It might be assumed that yaē\ma is due to paradigmatical
analogy with e.g. 3p. yaētatar e, but the whole of Y 11.9 consists only of
loose citations from the Gāthās, and it is uncertain whether this passage was
formed during the YAv. period or maybe only long afterwards. If the words
yōi v¯eyaē\ma are quoted from Y 28.9, then yaē\ma represents a conscious
modernization of yōi\ma.

Thus, the evidence for the development of *ai in a closed syllable in YAv.
can be summarized as follows:
1. *ai mostly yields ōi.
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2. *ai yields aē in the following cases:
a. In front of st (+°naēstar-, hamaēstar-), sm (aēsma-, maēsma(n)-,
vaēsman-), šm (aēšma-, caēšman-).
b. In absolute anlaut in front of \r (aē\ra.paiti-, aē\riia-).
c. After r in front of one of the following clusters: -xn- (OAv. raēx enah-),
-xš- (raēxšı̄ša), -\b- (raē\ba(iia)-, raē\biškara-), -št- (pairi.uruuaēšta-,
fraēšta-, sraēšta-); maybe also if r did not immediately precede *ai
(armaēštā-, ra\aēštā-).

§ 14.3.2 YAv. ōi in open syllable

There are three different kinds of YAv. forms with ōi in front of a single
consonant: the verb form būidiiōmaide, the 2d. ending -ōi\e, and the three
isolated forms ar emōidō, sōidiš and sōire which are probably borrowings
from OAv.

The 1p. prs.opt.med. būidiiōimaide ‘may we notice’ (Y 9.21 2x) <
*bud ˘iaimadai is conspicuous, because it is attested in a single passage
together with the 3s. prs.opt.med. būidiiaēta of the same verb. We would
expect †būidiiaēmaide. The only two other 1p. opt.med. forms of thematic
verbs are attested in OAv. (hąm.vaēnōimaidı̄, vāurōimaidı̄), but OAv.
influence seems hardly likely in Y 9.21; also, the ending is slightly different.
One might argue that the 2p. ending -ōidb em caused analogical retention of
-ōi- in būidiiōimaide, but why then is the ending of būidiiaēta not affected?
I see only one alternative solution: būidiiōimaide represents an originally split
form būidiiōi.maide; in fact, all mss.430 have a separation point after
būidiiōi. For the splitting off of the 1p. endings *-ma and *-mad(a)i, see also
the discussion of the OAv. endings -ōimā and -ōimaidı̄ below (§ 14.3.4).
Apparently, *bud ˘iaimadai was split at the stage *bud ˘i e˘i.made, and the
position in the interior of the compound kept *bud ˘i e˘i from developing into
†būide. The retention of -iiōi is thus exactly parallel to the loc.sg. maidiiōi ‘in
the middle’, which is also retained as the first member of a compound (see
§ 14.1).

430 Geldner’s v.ll. claim Pt4 to be the only ms. which does not show a split
būidiiō.maide, but collation of Pt4 shows that even this ms. has a separation point, viz.
in the second of the two Y 9.21 attestations.
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The thematic 2d. prs.ind.med. ending (functioning as the 3d.) is -ōi\e
instead of expected †-aē\e: fracarōi\e (Y 9.5), us.zaiiōi\e (Y 9.10), vaēnōi\e
(Yt 13.3), xazōi\e (V 3.11) and isōi\e (V 8.10). In Y 9.10, the spelling -ōi\e
is not firmly established, but in the other passages, the form in -ōi\e seems
original431. In view of gaē\ā-, gaē\iia- and maē\ana-, the reflex -ōi\e
cannot be phonetic; I suspect that it is due to analogical influence of the 2p.
opt.med. ending -ōidb em (in Y 65.9 rāmōidb em), where ōi stands in front of
the cluster db. Note that in the third person dual, -aē- does appear in the
middle endings: prs.ind. -aēte, prs.inj. -aēt em, prs.opt. -aiiat em. It thus seems
conceivable that -ōi- (or rather its prestage *- ei-) has been retained in front
of 2d. -\e as a characteristic of the 2p./2d. endings vs. *-ai- in the 3p.

The forms ar emōidō, sōidiš and sōire may well contain an OAv. lexeme
with -ōi-:
• N 103 ar emōidō occurs in the line āa ˜t aēša yō ar emōidō aibi.[d] er etō.gātuš
‘then those [priests] who sit still and have a fixed place’, Phl. ‘LHš’n ’lmyst’n
QDM dlng g’s ‘those are sitting still on a fixed place’. The form ar emōidō is
evidently a corruption, but of what? The Phl. translations generally use ’lmyšt
/armēšt/ ‘inactive’ to render armaēštā- ‘standing still’, but the same form can
also render armaēšad- ‘sitting still’. Therefore, Bartholomae 1904: 197
emended ar emōidō to +armōiždō ‘sitting still’, but since the root noun *šad-
normally does not have a zero-grade in IIr., a preform *armai-šd-a- is
improbable. Kellens 1974a: 230 proposed to read +ar emōištō ‘standing still’,
an archaic acc.pl. form *rHmai-štHn˚ s, where the laryngeal closed the
preceding syllable so that *ai yielded ōi. Three objections may be raised
against this suggestion: 1. a corruption of št { } to d { } is quite a
hazardous assumption; 2. the acc.pl. armaēšt ˚̄a Yt 5.78 432 shows the
ā-declension of armaēštā-; 3. there is no evidence to support the assumption
that a laryngeal closed a preceding syllable at the time of the split of *ai.

I think that we must assume original *ar emōišadō (with Waag 1941: 102)
or possibly *ar emōišādō. Both ablaut grades *a and *ā are attested in forms
of the compound *armai-šad- ‘sitting still’, viz. the nom.pl. Yt 13.73

431 V.ll. Y 9.5 Mf4, J2.K5, K4 and H1 fracarōi\e, J3 fracaraōi\re; Y 9.10 Mf4
us.zaiiaiti · J2 us.zaiiaoi\i · B2 us.zaiiata · C1.H1.L13 uš. zaiiata; Yt 13.3 K13.Mf3
vaēnaōi\e, H5 vaēnōi\e · F1+ vaēnōi\e; V 3.11 and 8.10 no v.ll. in Geldner.

432 Not in Y 68.6 and Yt 8.41.
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airime.aohadō and the dat.sg. Y 62.8 armaēšāide433. The -d- of N 103
ar emōidō may point to the word being a borrowing from OAv., which would
also explain the ending -ōi in ar emōi-; but since the ms. tradition of the
Nērangestān is not as trustworthy as that of other Avestan texts, intervocalic
-d- is not a decisive argument.
• The acc.sg. form sōidiš in Y 58.1

ta ˜t sōidiš ta ˜t v er e\r em dad emaidē
‘this we make our sōidiš, this we make our shield’

was explained by Janda 1993: 64-67 as *śćadiš ‘protection’ 434, an iš-stem
cognate with RV chadí ˙s- ‘cover’. The textual parallels he offers seem
convincing, but there are formal difficulties. I do not think that we can ascribe
the spelling ōi to a possible earlier split into *sa.diš > *sō.diš, which was
then merged again and received i-epenthesis. Apart from the fact that this
does not explain intervocalic -d-, it does not take into consideration the OAv.
character of Y 58. We should first of all look for a preform in *-aid-, so that
the etymology *sćaid- to the root sid- ‘to cut’, one of the solutions offered by
Bartholomae 1904: 1577, gains in probability. The genuine YAv. form saidiš
for *saē(i)diš (for the spelling ai for *aē in Yašt mss. cf. 18.2) may be
attested in the eponym of Ahura Mazdā in Yt 15.47: saidiš nąma ahmi
‘shelter is my name’ (thus Janda 1993: 66).
• Yt 10.80 sōire ‘they are lying’ goes back to IIr. *ćai(H)-rai, cf. Skt. śére.
Avestan has a different spelling of this verb form in V 3.8,12, 7.45ff. sairi
(cf. Khoroche 1973: 624) and Vyt 19 sadre, both of which may be emended
to xsaēre, cf. Kellens 1984: 91. YAv. xsaēre is the expected reflex of *ćairai,
whereas Yt 10.80 sōire can only represent an OAv. form which was adopted
in YAv.

433 In which the different reflexes of *-ai and of *sad- show that an old compound
*armai-šad- and a more loosely co-ordinated syntagm *armai sad- must have existed
side by side.

434 The Pahlavı̄ translation has sūd (swt’) ‘profit, advantage’. Bartholomae 1904: 1577
assumes that the translators spelled ū because they had an Avestan word spelled
saoidiš, which is attested in K4; the Av. diphthong ao is often reflected by ū in
Pahlavı̄ transpositions. Bartholomae’s assumption cannot be maintained, however,
since the other IrVS mss. have sōidiš, in accordance with the other ms. branches:
sōidiš Mf4.1 · sōidiš J2.K5 · sōidiš Mf2.Jp1, saōidiš K4.8. The ms. K8 is probably
a copy of K4. The translators had sōidiš before them, and swt’ either reflects [sōd] as
a mechanical transposition of the Avestan word, or [sūd], a known MP word
sufficiently close to sōidiš in both form and meaning.
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A number of forms is irrelevant because the grapheme -ōi- is the result of
a missing separation point between ō and i: ra\ōiš emna- ‘moving by chariot’,
haptōiri ˙nga- ‘with seven elements’ (Bartholomae 1904: 1767), auuōirisiiā ˜t ‘he
would turn back’, upōisa- ‘to search for’. By means of a different recent
process, the grapheme ōi is caused by i-epenthesis in tarōidı̄ti-, gadōiti-,
jasōi\ii ˚̄a, druuōi\iiā ˜t and niuuōiriiete. The form ārōima (Vyt 38) is
tentatively regarded as a 1p.pf.ind. of ar- ‘to move’, cf. Kellens 1995a: 10.
The form is uncertain in general, because spelling and grammar of the Vištāsp
Yašt are often corrupt.

§ 14.3.3 OAv. aē

The digraph -aē- mainly occurs in open syllables, just as in YAv.:
• nominal forms in -aēcā, -aēibiiō and -aēšū 435.
• plural forms of the pronouns a-/i-/ima-, auua-, ka-, xva-, ta- and ya-:
aēibiiō, aēšąm, auuaēšąm, kaēibiiō, xvaēcā, taēcı̄ ˜t, yaēibiiascā, yaēibiiō,
yaēcā, yaēšąm and yaēšū.
• verbal endings -aētā, -aēt em, -aētē, -aēma and -madaēcā.
• nominal and verbal stems aēuua- ‘one, only’, aēuru- ‘shining’ (*airu-),
aēnah- ‘act of violence, sin’, aēšasa- ‘wild’, aēšē uncertain (YAv. prs.
aēšaiia- ?), aēšma- ‘wrath’, auuaētāt- ‘wailing’, anaēša- ‘impotent,
forceless’, uruuaēsē ‘to turn’, kaēnā- ‘punishment’, xvaēta- ‘passable’, xvaētāt-
‘accessories’, xvaētu- ‘belonging to’, xvaēna- ‘glowing, red-hot’, xšaēta-
‘radiant’, gaiia- ‘life’, gaē\ā- ‘creature, being’, daēuua-, daēnā-, duuaē\ā-
‘threat, menace’, (a)duuaēšah-, vı̄duuaēšā- ‘enmity’, ˜tkaēša- ‘teacher’,
daēdis- ‘to show’ (int.), fraēšiia- ‘to spur on’, naēci- ‘nobody, nothing’,
naēdā ‘neither’, aor. naēša ˜t ‘to lead’, +maēkaiia ˙nt- ‘sparkling’ or ‘trickling’,
maē\ā- ‘opposition; change’, yauuaētāt- ‘perpetuitas’, yauuaējı̄- ‘living for
ever’, yauuaēsū- ‘prospering for ever’, vaēd- (pf.) ‘to know’, vaēda- (prs.) ‘to
find’, vaēpiia- ‘wanton’ (with *ai in open syllable as shown by the retention
of -p-), vaēna- ‘to see’, vaēm ‘we’, vaēšah- ‘decay’, šaē-/ši- ‘to live’,
zaēman- ‘activity’, haēca ˜t° (in names) and haē\ahiia- ‘offering connection’.

435 The YAv. ending -aēibiiō instead of †-ōibiiō (< *-ai-b ˘iah) may show the
restoration of -aē- on the model of the ins.pl. -aēbı̄š and the loc.pl. -aēšu. The
retention of intervocalic b in YAv. also shows that the redactors assumed a word
boundary between -aē- and -biiō.
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Furthermore, aē occurs in front of some of the clusters which also take aē
in YAv.:
• in front of -st- in +°naēstar- ‘caviller’ and hamaēstar- ‘suppressor’.
• between r- and -xn- in raēx enah- ‘portion, heritage’.
• between r- and -št- in fraēšta- ‘messenger’ and sraēšta- ‘most beautiful’.

These forms have been discussed in more detail in § 14.3.1; they confirm
the distribution of YAv. aē as established there.

§ 14.3.4 OAv. ōi

The OAv. words with word-internal ōi can be divided in two categories,
viz. forms which would regularly have -ōi- in YAv. too, and forms which
would normally have -aē- in YAv.

OAv. ōi in a closed syllable, which corresponds with ōi in YAv., occurs
in the following forms:
• in final syllable in the i-stem gen.abl.sg. forms in -ōiš; in nōi ˜t ‘not’; in the
verb forms išasōi ˜t, cōiš, cōišt, jasōi ˜t, daēdōišt, frādōi ˜t, mōist, vādāiiōi ˜t and
sı̄šōi ˜t.
• in inlaut in the forms yōi\ emā, vōizdiiāi, vōizdūm, vōižda ˜t, zōiš enū, šōi\ra-
‘dwelling’ and hušōi\ emā.

The only exception is the 2s.pf. vōistā ‘you know’, which is unexpected
by having ōi in front of -st-. The form rōi\b en (Y 31.7) has ōi between r and
\b (where YAv. has -aē-), but its analysis is uncertain.

There is a number of OAv. forms which have ōi in front of a single
consonant, where YAv. would normally have the reflex aē. Most of these
OAv. forms can be explained as the result of the retention of earlier * ei,
which escaped the replacement by the YAv. allophone [ai].

We find a number of verb forms without a YAv. counterpart; it seems
conceivable that in these forms, * ei survived unreplaced by YAv. *ai:
• OAv. cōi\aitē / cōi\a ˜t, cōiš em, dōišā / dōišı̄ and mōi\a ˜t are root aorists
to ci\- ‘to remark’, ciš- ‘to provide’, dis- ‘to show’ 436 and mi\- ‘to
exchange’ respectively. No root aorist of ci\-, dis- or mi\- is attested in

436 It is very unlikely that dōišā and dōišı̄ show the development in a closed syllable,
as was suggested by Fortson (1996: 47). These forms do derive from *daić-š-, but this
had been simplified into *daiš- by the time of YAv, if not already in PIr.
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YAv., and this may have been the reason why the YAv. speakers did not
create †caē\-, †maē\- and †daēš-. A root aorist of ciš- seems to be
continued in YAv., but the forms °caēšaēt em and caēš emna are thematic, and
P 25 cōišta may well be an OAv. survival. Therefore, OAv. cōiš em may also
have escaped the replacement of * ei by *ai. Another OAv. root aor. form of
ciš- is probably c euuı̄šı̄, which Narten (1975: 82, 1986b: 272) has explained
as original *c e˘iši; by virtue of its - euuı̄-, it provides independent evidence for
the prestage * ei of -ōi-.
• The pluperfect cikōit er eš is morphologically isolated, and it may well have
disappeared from the YAv. language, where we only find the perfect stem as
cikaē\-/ciki\-. The absence of the pluperfect from YAv. would explain the
retention of * ei.
• The OAv. intensives frauuōiuuı̄dē and vōiuuı̄dāitı̄/ē, from *vai-vid- to vid-
‘to find’, might have been split earlier in the transmission, i.e. *frauuōi.vı̄dē
and *vōi.vı̄dāitı̄/ē. The reflex -ōi- would then belong to the cases of word-final
-ōi which was not replaced by YAv. *-ai > -ē. However, there is no indication
in the mss. for an earlier split. Therefore, we may alternatively consider the
possibility that these intensives were inexistent in YAv., so that * ei was not
replaced by *ai at the stage when other words were.

The nominal dual and plural endings -ōibiiā and -ōibiiō in thematic nouns
and adj., which occur in OAv. beside forms in -aēbiiā and -aēbiiō (we find
mar etaēibiiō, and always -aēibiiō in the pronouns a-, ka-, ya-), must also be
due to the survival of * ei. At the canonization of OAv., *-ai-b ˘iah received the
YAv. pronunciation *- eib ˘iah, which eventually yielded -ōibiiō. At a later stage
of YAv., the ending was restored as *-aib ˘iah (either because -b ˘i- did not close
the preceding syllable, or analogically on the model of loc.pl. -aēšu), yielding
YAv. -aēibiiō. The analogical replacement by *-aib ˘iah was incomplete, just
as the replacement of OAv. -¯em by - em (§ 23.1) or that of OAv. -ōi by -ē (§
14.1).

The sequence *- eibiiō or -ōibiiō was then felt to be characteristic of OAv.
language, as is suggested by the pseudo-Gathic text parts in the Avesta, which
display forms in -ōibiiascā instead of -aēibiiasca: Y 0.4=11.17 humatōibiiascā
hūxtōibiiascā etc., humatōibiiascā Yt 1.0437.

437 The form uruuōibiiō ‘to the souls’ presupposes a RCS of *ru ˘uab ˘iō to *ru ˘ua.b ˘iō →
uruuō.biiō. Therefore, it has -ō- with i-epenthesis; it is possible that the archetype still
had uruuō(.)biiō.
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There are three OAv. 1p. verb forms with -ōi- in open syllable:
prs.opt.med. vāurōimaidı̄ (Y 28.5) ‘may we receive’ and hąm.vaēnōimaidı̄ (Y
58.6) ‘may we be seen’, and aor.opt.act. vaocōimācā (Y 35.3) ‘may we say’.
The aorist form occurs beside two other OAv. 1p. aor.opt.act. forms in -aēmā,
viz. apaēma and hanaēmā; the two prs. forms have no forms in -aēm- beside
them, but only the YAv. form būidiiōimaide which we have discussed above.
It seems to me that the three OAv. forms in -ōi- may be explained by the
retention of earlier *- ei- which was replaced by YAv. *-ai- in the forms
apaēma and hanaēma. For vaocōimācā, the necessary artificial split and the
retention of *- ei- may have been brought about by the surrounding 1p. forms:
Y 35.3 mainimadicā vaocōimācā var ezimācā. For vāurōimaidı̄ and
hąm.vaēnōimaidı̄, no contextual influence can be adduced, but here we can
compare YAv. būidiiōimaide < *bud ˘i e˘i.made.

The inf. \rāiiōidiiāi is irrelevant as its ōi stems from *\rāiiō.diiāi <
*\rāia-diāi with subsequent i-epenthesis. Finally, the intepretation of OAv.
hōi\ōi is uncertain.

§ 14.4 Summary

The phonetic developments of IIr. *ai may be summarized as follows:

1. IIr. *-ai#
a. YAv. -e in polysyllables.
b. YAv. -ē in monosyllables.

Exceptions: YAv. yōi, maidiiōi (analogical).
c. OAv. -ōi (also preserved in compounds: YAv. ar emōi[ša]dō, OAv.
-ōibiiō, -ōibiiā).

Exceptions: OAv. -ē, due to the replacement of *- ei by YAv. -e.

2. IIr. *-aiV-
a. YAv. -aiiV-, OAv. -aii-.

Exceptions in YAv.:
1. IIr. *-aiai > -¯ee.
2. IIr. *(-)ai ˘uam > *(-)¯e˘ium > YAv. (-)ōiium: ōiium, vı̄dōiium,
harōiium, hōiium.

b. OAv. -¯eiiV-: vāt¯eiiāmahı̄.
c. OAv. -ōiiV-: akōiiā, axtōiiōi, isōiiā, ubōiiō, urūdōiiatā, ōiiā, xvā\rōiiā,
vātōiiōtū, hādrōiiā.
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3. IIr. *-aiCV- > YAv. aē, OAv. aē
Exceptions in YAv.:
1. Analogical ōi in fracarōi\e, us.zaiiōi\e, vaēnōi\e, xazōi\e, isōi\e.
2. The verbal ending -ōimaide from compound-final *- ei.
Exceptions in OAv.:
1. IIr. *ai > * ei → OAv. c euuı̄šı̄.
2. IIr. *ai > * ei > OAv. ōi:

a. in forms without YAv. counterpart: cōi\aitē / cōi\a ˜t, cōiš em,
mōi\a ˜t, dōišā / dōišı̄, cōišta, cikōit er eš; maybe frauuōiuuı̄dē,
vōiuuı̄dāitı̄/ē.
b. in the nominal endings -ōibiiō and -ōibiiā from compound-final
*- ei.
c. in the verbal endings -ōimaidı̄ and -ōimācā from compound-final
*- ei.

4. IIr. *-aiCC-, *-aiC# > YAv. ōi, OAv. ōi
Exceptions in YAv.:
1. *-ai- > YAv. aē /_ st,sm,šm viz. in +°naēstar-, hamaēstar-, aēsma-,
aēšma-, etc.
2. *#ai- > YAv. aē- /_ \r, viz. in aē\ra.paiti-, aē\riia-.
3. *-ai- > YAv. aē /r_ , viz. in front of

-xn-: raēx enah-.
-xš-: raēxšı̄ša.
-\b-: raē\ba(iia)-, raē\biškara-.
-št-: pairi.uruuaēšta-, fraēšta-, sraēšta-; armaēštā-, ra\aēštā-?

In § 14.3, we have established a relative chronology of five consecutive
stages in the development of IIr. *ai in Avestan. Below I repeat this
chronology, adding a short comment to every stage.

1. Early YAv. *ai > * ei.
The assumption that IIr. *ai changed to * ei in every position in Early

YAv. explains why we find traces of ¯ein a few YAv. forms. The change of
*a to * ein this position can be compared with the same change which must
be reconstructed or is actually attested for IIr. *au (§ 16), *ah (§ 22) and *aN
(§ 23).

2. Canonization of OAv.; all OAv. forms receive the YAv. pronunciation [ ei].
During the canonization of the OAv. texts by YAv. speakers (cf. § 1.4),

the latter imposed their own pronunciation [ ei] on the OAv. texts. Thus, the
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texts reached a stage in which every sequence *ai was probably realized as
[ ei], both in YAv. and in OAv. At a later stage, / e/ was reinterpreted as /¯e/,
probably because of the change *- eh > -¯e(see § 22.9).

The diphthong -¯ei- has been preserved in OAv. vāt¯eiiāmahı̄, which is a
unique form since *-¯e˘i- otherwise becomes -ōii- in OAv. In YAv., the dat.sg.
ending -¯ee is the crown witness for the stage * ei (> *-¯ei-). The loss of * ˘i in
-¯ee probably blocked the restoration of *a ˘i here; hence, we do not find †-aiie.

3. YAv. change * ei > *ai in open syllable.
YAv. * ei developed (returned) into *ai in open syllables and in some

environments also in closed syllables, especially often after -r-, and in front
of sm, šm and st. This sequence *ai eventually yields -aē- in front of a
consonant and -aii- in front of a vowel. In view of the YAv. ending -¯ee, we
can date the restoration of -a ˘i- after the change of final *- ei > -e in YAv,
because otherwise *- e˘ie would probably have been restored to †-aiie.

The specific role of -r- might be due to the postalveolar or retroflex
pronunciation of Avestan r which Hoffmann 1986: 173 = 1992: 847 has
assumed in order to explain the development of PIr. *rt > Av. ˇ˙s; cf. also
Lubotsky 1999: 316f. on the reflexes of *s and *h in ruki-position. The return
to *ai in front of sm, šm and st might be compared with the lengthening of
*i after labials (§ 6.2.3), which only takes place in open syllables and in front
of the clusters sp, št, šm, šn. The conditions for *i > ı̄ and * ei > aē are not
identical, but closely similar.

4. Replacement of OAv. * ei by YAv. *ai in many but not all open-syllable
forms.

The ‘return’ of the YAv. allophone [ ei] to [ai] was also applied to the
OAv. texts, so that OAv. also acquired the reflexes -aē- in open syllables and
-aii- in closed syllables. Some OAv. words escaped this distribution, however,
because they were absent from the YAv. language. This especially concerns
several aorist forms, which were unknown from YAv.; they retained *[ ei].

5. Phonetic change * ei > ōi in both OAv. and YAv.
Those sequences which still had [ ei] after the previous developments,

changed this to ōi. It is likely that * ei had first become *¯ei (see stage 2), and
that the change to ōi was contemporary with the YAv. change of *-¯e> -ō
which we find e.g. in the nom.sg. of a-stems. The rise of -ōi- must in any
case post-date the restoration of *y ei and *mad ˘i ei (cf. § 14.1), and it may
well have been post-YAv.
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§ 15 Avestan āi

Avestan āi may represent i-epenthesis on *ā, IIr. *-āi-, IIr. *-ā ˘ia- in front
of a nasal, and the merger of a word in -ā with a word in i-; the last three
categories are discussed in the subsections below.

A few words with uncertain etymology have been disregarded, viz. āiniuua
(Yt 15.46) PN, niiāidāuru (Yt 19.42), sāini-438 (Yt 13.144), sāimuži-439

(Yt 13.105), and sāiiuždri- (Yt 5.72), which is corrupted to sāiždri- in Yt
13.113.

§ 15.1 IIr. *āi

IIr. *āi is reflected in the following words and categories:
• The ending -āi in the dat.sg. of nouns and pronouns, and in the 1s.
subj.med. of thematic verbs. The nom.sg. kauuā̆ < *-āi of kauui-, the nom.sg.
haxa, huš.haxā < *-āi of haxi- ‘companion’ and the loc.sg. gara of gari-
‘mountain’ suggest that the attested ending -āi is the result of analogical
restoration, whereas the phonetic development was *-āi > *-ā (Beekes 1999:
65). The same distinction between final -ā in the nom.sg. of sákhi- on the one
hand and final -ai in the dat.sg. on the other exists in Sanskrit. Therefore, the
restoration of the dat.sg. ending *-āi was probably applied in IIr., which
implies that we may use the dat.sg. ending as evidence for the reflex of IIr.
*āi in Avestan.
• The a-stem ins.pl. ending -āiš.
• āiš (Y 33.1, 50.10), 2s. aor.inj.act. of iš- ‘to desire’ (Kellens 1976a: 90).
• āiti (V 11.9ff.), 3s. prs.ind. *ā aiti ‘goes towards’.
• dāiš (Y 43.10), 2s. aor.inj.act. of dis- ‘to show’.
• nāismı̄ (Y 12.1), nāist (Yt 13.89). These forms of the root nid- ‘to scorn’
may be the 1s.ind. and 3s.inj. of either a root present stem nāid- or a sigmatic
aorist *nid-s- (cf. Kellens 1984: 915-7 and 1995a: 42).
• šāišta- (V 3.1ff.) and ašāišta- (V 3.7ff.) contain the superlative of the
YAv. adj. šā- ‘pleased’ < PAv. *´̌siiā-. A PIE superlative *k w ˘ieh1-isto- > IIr.

438 Bartholomae 1904: 1570 corrects to +sāinu-, arguing that the form sāinunąm of F1
is lectio difficilior vis-à-vis sāininąm of J10 and the IrKA. Yet the syntagm is
*sāin_nąm dax́iiunąm narąm aˇ˙saonąm, and it is quite possible that F1 sāinunąm has
adopted °unąm in anticipation of dax́iiunąm.

439 It is not certain that the archetype read sāim°: v.ll. F1 sāimužōiš ·
Mf3.K13.H5.W3 saēmūižōiš, K37.38 sı̄maēžōiš.
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*č ˘iaHišta- would have yielded Av. *´̌saēšta-; therefore, šāišta- is likely to
have restored the long vowel of *´̌siiā- in the superlative as *´̌siiā-išta-.

§ 15.2 Avestan -āin and -āim

IIr. *-ā ˘ian yielded -āin, which is attested in a few forms:
• g¯euruuāin (Y 28.0), 3p. prs.inj.act. from *grab- ‘to seize’. The form can be
reconstructed as *gr˚ bā ˘iant (Kellens 1984: 133-4), compare Skt. gr˚ bhāyan and
OP garbāya-.
• auuāin (Y 57.23, Yt 11.14, xV 19.13), 3p. prs.act. of i- ‘to go’ with the
preverb auua ‘on, off’. The form is ambiguous, cf. Kellens 1984: 86: "pour
le sens comme pour la forme, on ne peut décider entre l’imparfait et le
subjonctif." Both forms would yield PAv. *a ˘uā ˘ian(t), however: an impf.
*aua-á-Hiant and a subj. *aua-Háiant. Even an injunctive would do:
*aua-Hiant.

In the parallel sentence in V 19.13, Geldner edits auuaēn, which
Bartholomae 1904: 153 analyzed as an unaugmented form *ava-y en. The
reading auuaēn is confirmed by all three ms. classes, and the Pahlavı̄
translation has pad awēn abādı̄h for auuaēn, with awēn as a mere
transposition of auuaēn; this suggests that auuaēn was the reading the
translators had before them. This reduces the probability of Bartholomae’s
solution, because a form *auuaii en would probably not have corrupted to
auuaēn so early as to prompt the attested Pahlavi transposition awēn. We may
rather assume a very early corruption of *auuāin to auuaēn. This confirms
Kellens’ conclusion (1984: 86) that "le passage tout entier, artificiellement
inséré dans une énumération, est une citation du Y 57,23 où auuāin est sûr."

Final *-āiam has developed into -āim. Interferences with the spelling -aēm
from *-a ˘iam are few. The relevant forms are:
• karšāim (Yt 4.4) 440, acc.sg. of karši- ‘furrow’, i.e. *karšāiam.
• (-)gāim (V passim), acc.sg. of gāiia- ‘step’.
• nisāim (V 1.7), name of a country.
• hušhaxāim (Y 46.13), acc.sg. of *su-šakHā- (i-stem) ‘(who is a) good
friend’.

440 V.ll. Jm4.O3 karˇ˙sāim, M4 karašāi, M6 karša. āi · J10 karšāi. em, F1 karšāi, K12
k er ešāi, E1 kiršāi, K16 karašāi, Pt1.P13.L18.K19 karˇ˙sāim.
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• humāı̄m (Y 41.3)441, acc.sg. of humāiia-. This must be a lapsus of the
transmission, since we expect *humāim. The spelling -ı̄m is probably due to
transposition of the usual ending -ı̄m of the i-stems.

§ 15.3 Avestan āi from -ā + i-

In a number of forms, the sequence -āi- is of recent origin, being due to
the graphic merger of a morpheme ending in -ā and a morpheme in initial i-.

Whenever the preverb ā governs a following noun or verb with initial
vowel, the mss. often merge both words. This has happened with several verb
forms of i- ‘to go’:
• āitı̄ (Y 31.14). The metre requires a trisyllabic form, which can be restored
if we assume āitı̄ to be the result of a merger of *ā aēti ‘is coming towards’.
• āitē (Y 31.9). The metre requires a trisyllable, showing the original
sequence *ā itē from *ā Hitai ‘to go to’.
• āidūm (Y 33.7). The hemistych ā mā āidūm vahištā originally read ā mā
idūm ‘come ye hither’, but at the canonization of OAv., the preverb ā was
repeated after mā, giving *ā mā ā idūm.
• āidi (Yt 5.85), 2s. prs.ipv.act. of i- ‘to go’, merged with the preverb ā.
• para.āidi (V 22.7,13). V 22.7 āidi is clearly the 2s. ipv.act. *ā idi ‘go
towards’; this is supported by the v.ll. of all 3 ms. classes. In V 22.13, we
rather expect to find a preterite form than an ipv.; therefore, Bartholomae
1904: 151 restored +para.āi ˜t, which may reflect a 3s. prs.inj.act. *para ā ait
(parallel to the inj. upa.vazata) or a 3s. impf. *para ā āit:

V 22.7 para.āidi upa.vazaouha ‘go away, drive towards!’
V 22.13 +para.āi ˜t upa.vazata ‘he went away, he drove towards’

Original +para.āi ˜t was apparently changed to para.āidi in most mss. under the
influence of V 22.7. The correction which we propose here is confirmed by
the Pahlavı̄ translation, which renders 22.7 para.āidi as bē raftan ‘to go’, but
22.13 +para.āi ˜t as bē raft ‘went’.

Other forms which show the same graphic merger are:
• āi´̌sat em (Yt 10.14) for *ā iškat em; it is restored accordingly by
Bartholomae 1904: 300.

441 V.ll. Y 43 all mss. humāı̄m, except K5, J3 humā.ı̄m, C1 humāiiūm; G 4.8
K36.Mf3.W1 humāim · O3 humāim, L11 humāiie · E1 humāiium, Mb1 humāiie,
Pt1.L18 humāiie, K19 humāiiem.
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• upāi ˜t (Y 9.1), 3s. impf.act. of upa + i- ‘to approach’. The form may
continue *upa ā ait or *upa ait.
• zastāišta- (Y 34.4, Ny 5.18, Y 50.5) ‘set in motion by hand’ may contain
the ins.sg. zastā ‘with the hand’ followed by išta- ‘set in motion’. We may
accordingly restore a compound +zastā.išta- (cf. § 5.2.1.1).

§ 15.4 Corruptions of aē and ai

The spelling āi for *aē is found mainly in the Yašts with a poor ms. basis.
We can assume *aē for the following forms on the basis of their etymology:
• āiti442 (Yt 10.118) may be corrected to xaēiti, 3s.prs.ind.act. of i- ‘to go’.
• āite (Yt 19.8) may be corrected to xaēte, nom.pl.m. of the demonstrative
pronoun (thus Geldner; cf. Hintze 1994: 91).
• pāirisāite (Yt 19.1) may be corrected to pairi.saēte ‘is lying around’. For
+pairi°, see § 3.6.
• (ā)didāiti (Yt 10 4x), 3s. prs.ind.act. of dı̄- ‘to look’. Insler 1971: 583f.
suggested that these forms simply reflect *(ā)didaēiti, but were spelled with
āi in F1 or its prototype because of the similarity in pronunciation of āi and
aē. He receives support from Kellens 1984: 184, who suspects influence from
dadāiti, 3s.prs.ind. to dā-.

Similarly, the sequence -ai- from a + i-epenthesis is sometimes confused
with -āi- in the mss. Examples are the verb forms in -aiti, -aite, which were
sometimes mistakenly interpreted as forms in -āiti or -āite: Y 30.8 vōiuuı̄daitē
or vōiuuı̄dāitē or °tı̄; Y 31.12,13 p er esaitē and p er esaētē (only Mf2.Jp1.K4
have °āitē); Y 57.31 auuazāite (only J2.K5 have °āiti/°āite, the rest
°aiti/°aite); 62.7 hąm.pacāite for °pacaiti (only J2.K5.Mf1 have °āit°); 65.5
vı̄jasāite ?; Yt 5.5 +vı̄jasaiti, Yt 8.6 +vazaiti; Yt 10.95 aibiiāiti = aibiiaēiti; N
42 apaiiāiti ‘he skips’ for apaiiaēiti as in N 33, and others.

All the forms of āiti in V 9.11, 9.12, 9.31 and 9.32 must represent an error
for original aiti ‘across’ (Skt. áti), as attested in the Vı̄dēvdād in combination
with bar-:

V 5.41 aēt em ātr em aiti barąn auua aēt em nmān em
‘they must bring that fire (across) towards this house’.

442 V.ll. F1.Pt1.E1.L18.K15 āitı̄, P13 āiti. According to Geldner, F1 would read āitū,
but the facsimile shows a letter which may be somewhat more curved than ı̄ usually
is, but it is certainly less similar to the usual shape of ū than to that of ı̄.
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The passage V 9.31 shows the meaning of aiti very clearly:
pascaēta auua tā aniia maga xaiti jasōi ˜t, aēša yā paiti.irista
‘then he must go to the other holes, he who is stained’.

In V 9.31, the spelling aē(i)ti in the PV and the InVS, as opposed to āiti in
the IrVS, preserves short a-.

Original *aiti jasōi ˜t must also be assumed for V 9.12 pascaēta auua tā āiti
maga āiti jasōi ˜t ‘and then he must come to these holes’ and for V 9.32
pascaēta auua tā āiti nmāna āiti jasōi ˜t ‘and then he must come to these
houses’, where the first *aiti seems to be a later addition, foreshadowing the
correct *aiti in front of jasōi ˜t.

In the text of V 9.11 \rāiiō upa nauua.pad em asānō āiti maga āiti barōiš
‘up to the three nine-foot [places] you must bring stones’, it seems that āiti
maga ‘towards the holes’ is a later addition to the original text *\rāiiō upa
nauua.pad em asānō aiti barōiš; maga will have entered from the
neighbouring sentences.
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§ 16 IIr. *au

Unlike the diphthong *ai, IIr. *au was not split in two reflexes depending
on its position in an open or closed syllable. Of the two reflexes ao and ¯eu,
the former is the usual one; Av. ¯eu is restricted to the position in front of š.
A different phonetic development is shown by word-final *-au, which yields
-uuō after all consonants except *- ˘i-, where it yields -ō.

The first two subsections will address the reflex of *au in front of š, viz.
in final syllable and in inlaut. The third subsection turns to *-au in auslaut,
after which the fourth subsection discusses the reflex - euu- in front of *ı̄̆ and
*r˚ .

§ 16.1 *-auš

Within YAv., *-auš has two reflexes, viz. -aoš in the gen.sg. of u-stems
and -¯euš in the first compound member d euš° ‘bad’ and in the isolated
nom.sg. d¯euš of daoš- ‘(fore-)arm’ in N 106. Since the only OAv. reflex was
-¯euš, we can posit the following scenario: the PAv. reflex of word-final *-auš
was *- euš. In the nominal gen.sg. forms, YAv. restored the vowel a by
analogy with the rest of the paradigm, so that YAv. acquired a gen.sg. -aoš;
the older reflex was retained in the isolated form d¯euš.

The u-stem gen.sg. ending is attested in the two forms -aoš and -¯euš both
in OAv. and in YAv. Narten 1969: 235-240 has conclusively shown that the
ending -¯euš originally belonged to the OAv. language and -aoš to YAv. The
exceptions are due to the mutual influence between OAv. and YAv. The
ending -¯euš in YAv. texts has been analogically introduced from the
characteristic Gāthic ending, and in most cases the model for the analogy can
be found in our Gāthic texts: the forms aoh¯euš, xrat¯euš (beside regular YAv.
xra\bō), g¯euš (of which the regular YAv. ending has been preserved in Y
10.14 gaoš), mainii¯euš, vaoh¯euš and rat¯euš (Vr 1.8, 9.6, A 3.5 beside ra\bō)
are all quite common OAv. words. Only YAv. daóh¯euš is without an attested
OAv. counterpart. Conversely, the forms in -aoš which are attested in the
Gāthās have been introduced into the text in a period when the recitors spoke
YAv., and when the gen.sg. *-¯euš had already been replaced by -aoš in the
paradigm of YAv. u-stems.
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The most frequent YAv. form in -¯euš outside the gen.sg. 443 is the prefix
d¯euš ‘bad’ < PIr. *dauš, the full grade of the pejorative prefix duš- ‘bad’. It
is attested in four stems: d¯euš.srauuah-, d¯euš.manahiia-, +d¯euš.srauuaóha-
and d¯euš.dāitiia-. These must be regarded as genuine YAv. forms, rather than
as Gathicisms, for two reasons. Firstly, the passages in which d¯euš° occurs
do not show other indications of being OAv. Yt 19.34 d¯euš.manahiia- 444

‘having bad intentions’ and Y 11.1 d¯euš.srauuah- ‘bad reputation’ do not
contain any hints of being Gathicisms. The stem *d¯euš.srauuah- was provided
with the suffix *- ˘ia- to yield F 550 d¯euš.duš.srauuaóhē ‘bad reputation’,
which, according to Klingenschmitt, represents +d¯euš.srauuaóhē. P 56
d¯euš.dāitiia- ‘unlawfulness’ (Humbach 1983: 120) occurs in a text which
contains several words suspect of being quotations from OAv., but in this case
P 56 d¯euš.dātiia fraēšta druua ˙ntō dužd ˚̄aohō contains druua ˙ntō which is of a
clear YAv. nature. Secondly, in the Gāthās as we have them, there is no
instance of d¯euš which could have served as a model for the analogy.

The only other YAv. form in -¯euš is the nom.sg. d¯euš ‘fore-arm’ in N 106
cuua ˜t nā nit em em aēsm em paiti.barō ratufriš? ya\a var ešnahe k ehrpō d¯euš
‘With what minimal quantity of fire-wood does one satisfy the Ratus, when
offering? As much as the fore-arm of a male body.’ The same noun or a
derivative appears in the isolated form F 167 daoša (ins.sg. of daoš- or
nom.acc.sg. of daošan- according to Klingenschmitt 1968: 62), which has the
word-internal reflex of *-auš-.

§ 16.2 *-auš-

It is uncertain whether word-internal -auš- underwent the same
development as word-final *-auš. In YAv., the only reflex which is attested
is -aoš-. In OAv., the word g¯euša- ‘ear’ is the only one displaying -¯euš-. In
many mss., its attestations are split by a separation point: g¯euš.āiš and g¯euš.ā.

443 The acc.pl. forms str¯euš and n er¯euš are late scribal forms for *str¯eš and *n er¯eš
(cf. § 24.5).

444 For the reason why this form escaped the change of *-h ˘i- to -óh-, cf. § 28.3.
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This shows that the first part of these forms was at some time445 identified
with the gen.sg. of ‘cow’, g¯euš.

Bartholomae 1894-5: 159 suggested that original *gaošāiš and *gaošā
were split into *gaoš.āiš and *gaoš.ā during the transmission, and that gaoš.
was then replaced by the more characteristic OAv. form g¯euš. Of course, this
can not be fully excluded, but it does not seem likely: most replacements in
OAv. involve the introduction of a YAv. feature into OAv., not vice versa. It
seems safer to assume that g¯euša- ‘ear’ really preserves the original OAv.
reflex -¯euš- unchanged, maybe because it looked like g¯euš ‘of a cow’; in all
other forms, e.g. OAv. s eraoša-, the YAv. sound -aoš- was introduced.

There is one form left to be explained, viz. the YAv. adj. aohaoš emna-
‘undrying’, which is attested as acc.du. aohaoš emne at Y 9.4 and Yt 19.32,
but as aoh¯euš emne at Yt 15.16446. The last attestation is clearly an error of
the mss., which is due either to conscious Gathicizing of this word by certain
scribes (see the v.ll. of Y 9.4) or to analogy with the OAv. gen.sg. aoh¯euš ‘of
life’.

§ 16.3 *-au

In Av. u-stems, the ending *-au occurred in the voc.sg., the loc.sg. (next
to *-āu), and the loc.du. This sequence has been preserved as -a ˘u- in Avestan
loc.sg. forms followed by the postposition *ā, e.g. daóhauua ‘in the land’. The
remaining forms show a twofold reflex in YAv., viz. -ō and -uuō; these were
regarded as different dialectal reflexes of the same preform by

445 The mss. do not allow to decide whether the split dates back to the archetype. We
find Y 30.2 Mf4 g¯eušāiš, S1 ġ¯eušāiš, and g¯euš.āiš in the rest. Y 51.3 g¯euš.ā
Pt4.Mf4.1 · g¯eušā J2.K5 · g¯euša.ā J3 · g¯euš.ā Mf2.Jp1.K4 · g¯euš.ā L2, g¯eušā
Dh1.Ml1.S2.O2.L3.Jm2, g¯euš Jm3.Bb1 · g¯euš K11.Lb2, g¯eušā L13.Jm1.J7.O1,
g¯euš.ā J6.H1.

On the one hand, the split attestations are clearly in the majority, also in the better
mss. This may indicate that the split dates back to the archetype. On the other hand,
a few old mss. do not attest the split (J2.K5 and S1, parts of the InVS and the YS),
which may be the old situation, because the gen.sg. g¯euš was analyzable as a separate
word all along and may have become written separately at any point in the tradition.
The PTr. seems to be based on gaoša- ‘ear’, not g¯euš ‘cow’.

446 V.ll. Y 9.4 all mss. aohaoš° except J3 aoh¯euš emna, J6 aoh¯euš emanē, K5
aóh ˚̄a.ˇ˙s emne; Yt 15.16 F1+ aóh¯euš° · J10 aohe.uša.mana; Yt 19.32 F1+ aohaoš° ·
J10.D aoh¯euš.mana.
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Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 69, but there is no positive proof for this
assumption. The phonetic development from *-au to -uuō has received a
credible interpretation by Beekes 1998. Against the earlier assumption of a
metathesis of [o ˘u] to [ ˘uō] (as per Hoffmann), Beekes posits a
monophthongization of *-au to *-ō. By the time of YAv., this *-ō had become
the diphthong [uo], preventing a merger with YAv. -ō < *-¯e.

The discussion in the first two subsections will show that -uuō is the
regular reflex of *-au in all positions except when immediately preceded by
*- ˘i-, in which case we find -iiō. The third subsection deals with the ending -ō
where it is not a reflex of *-au, but a corruption of earlier -uuō, -āu or even
-u.

§ 16.3.1 *-au > -uuō

The following forms display *-au > OAv. and YAv. -uuō:
• The voc.sg. er ezuuō (YAv.), ratuuō (YAv.), rašnuuō 447 (YAv.) and
huxratuuō (Y 10.2) of the stems er ezu-, ratu-, rašnu- and huxratu-.
• The loc.sg. aohuuō (YAv.), gātuuō (YAv.), +xruuı̄.druuō (YAv.), daóhuuō
(YAv.), bar ešnuuō (YAv.), bāzuuō (YAv.), za ˙ntuuō (YAv.), hi ˙nduuō (YAv.)
of the stems aohu-, gātu-, xruuı̄.dru-, daóhu-, baršnu-, bāzu-, za ˙ntu- and
hi ˙ndu-.
• The loc.du. aohuuō (Y 41.2,3) of ahu- ‘life’.
• The personal pronoun nom.sg.m. huuō ‘he’ < *hau. This form is only
attested in OAv. and in pseudo-Gathic passages (Y 60.1, 71.13, P 50), having
been ousted in YAv. by hāu (< f. *sāu), cf. Narten 1986a: 145ff.
• The form huuō° furthermore occurs in OAv. as the first member of
compounds, where it reflects the vr˚ ddhi derivative *hau of hu- ‘good’: the
adj. huuōgža\a- (YH) ‘with good flowing’ and the name huuō.guua- (OAv.)
‘with good cattle’. These forms serve to show that the monophthongization
of *au > ō took place in YAv. and not later, because it could not have
occurred in inlaut. In YAv., the name *hau-g ˘ua- is attested as huuōuua- (Yt

447 Probably also in Yt 14.47 āca paraca p er esaite, hada mi\ra hada rašnuuō ‘and
he asks back and forth, both Mi\ra and Rašnu’. Bartholomae 1904: 1756 argues that
rašnuuō is a loc.sg. form used as the ins., so that mi\ra and rašnuuō would both be
ins.sg. forms depending on p er esa-. This must indeed be the original syntax, but it is
possible that rašnuuō is not the loc.sg. form but the voc.sg. form which was
introduced by the transmittors for original ins.sg. *rašnu (as in Yt 13.47 ha\ra
mi\rāca rašnuca). There is no other attestation of a loc.sg. of rašnu-, whereas the
voc.sg. rašnuuō is frequent especially in Yt 12.
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5.98, 13.103), the feminine of which is the name of one of Zarathustra’s
daughters huuōuuı̄- (Yt 13.139, 16.5).

Whereas OAv. treats *hau ‘good’ as a separate word if it occurs as the
first member of a compound (e.g. huuōgža\a-), YAv. usually shows the
word-internal development of *hau, e.g. haomanah-, haosrauuah-. Therefore,
the YAv. names huuōuua- and huuōuuı̄- must have been borrowed from OAv.
*huōg ˘ua- and *huōg ˘uı̄- which subsequently underwent the YAv. sound change
*-g ˘u- > *-g ˘u- > -uu-. Incidentally, this implies that this lenition of *g did not
take place before the adoption of OAv. *huōg ˘ua- and *huōg ˘uı̄- by YAv.

Finally, Y 52.1 huuō.aibišācı̄- is of unclear etymology. If the meaning
‘providing good help’ vel sim. is correct, it may represent *hu.aibišācı̄-, in
which a wrong split yielded *hua.aibišācı̄- → huō.aibišācı̄-. In that case, it is
not an example of the development of *au, but belongs with the forms in §
22.5.

§ 16.3.2 *- ˘iau > -iiō

The only uncontroversial Avestan forms in -ō < *-au show a preceding
*- ˘i-. This *- ˘i- may have blocked the diphthongization of *-ō to *-uo:
• voc.sg. vaiiō (YAv.) of vaiiu- ‘Vayu’: PIr. *vā ˘iau.
• loc.du. OAv. zastaiiō of zasta- ‘hand’.
• loc.du.m. OAv. ubōiiō, YAv. uuaiiō (F 36, 764) ‘in both’ of uba-, uua-
‘both’.

§ 16.3.3 *-au, *-āu and *-u corrupted to -ō

An ending -ō appears for the loc.sg. -uuō in:
• daóhō (loc.sg.):

Vr 12.5 aióhe daóhō448 ‘in this country’ was accepted in this form by
Bartholomae 1904: 709 and Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 69. In the text, it
follows ahmi za ˙ntuuō ‘in this province’, which displays the loc.sg. ending
-uuō. In view of the parallel passages Y 9.28 yō ahmi za ˙ntuuō, yō aióhe

448 V.ll. daóhō K7a.M6 · daóhauuō Fl1, daóhō Kh1 · daóhuuō Mf2.Jp1.K4 · daióhō
K7b, daohauuō H1, daóhō K11.Jm5.Pt3.L27, di ˙nhō J8 · daóhō Br1.L2.Dh1, daohuuō
L1.O2.B2. The i-epenthesis occurs only in the ms. K7b and must be due to aióhe.
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daóhuuō449 and E 8 ahmi za ˙ntuuō aohe daohuuō, which show a loc.sg.
daóhuuō, it seems evident that Vr 12.5 originally read daóhuuō too. This form
lost -uu- in some but not all mss.; the IrVS preserves the expected reading
daóhuuō.
• var etafšō (loc.sg.):

In V 8.4, we read ya ˜t ahmi nmāne ya ˜t māzdaiiasnōiš spā vā nā vā iri\iiā ˜t,
vār e˙nti vā snaēži ˙nti vā bar e˙nti vā, t emaohąm vā xaibi.gāta450, aiiąn vā
var etafšō var etō.vı̄re jas e˙nti. If we assume that aiiąn is a loc.sg., all the
participles in - ˙nti will depend on this noun: ‘if in this house of a
Mazdayasnian, a dog or a man should die on a day when it rains or snows or
is stormy, or after the fall of darkness, or [on a day] which comes and detains
cattle and men’ (translation after Tremblay 1999: 115).

The forms var etafšō and var etō.vı̄re recall the collocation pasu vı̄ra ‘cattle
[and] men’. As var etō.vı̄re can be a regular loc.sg. of *var eta-vı̄ra-, it is
reasonable to assume a stem *var eta-fšu- ‘detaining the cattle’ for the first
word; the loc.sg. would be †var etafšuuō, which somehow lost its -uu- in the
course of the transmission. Probably, this is due to the influence of aibi.gātō,
which most mss. have for xaibi.gāta.

An ending -ō is a corruption of loc.sg. -āu of the archetype in:
• p er etō (loc.sg.):

The loc.sg. of p er etu- ‘bridge’ appears as p er etō in Y 51.12 and as p er et ˚̄a
in Y 51.13 in Geldner’s edition. Yet in Y 51.12, some mss. (IrVS, J2, Mf1)
also have p er et ˚̄a; with Insler 1975: 316f., we can explain -ō in 51.12 from the
surrounding forms k euuı̄nō and z emō. The form p er et ˚̄a has corrupted from
*p er etāu in the archetype, with the same long diphthong in the suffix as
attested in Gathic vaohāu and in Y 48.4 xrat ˚̄a for *xratāu (cf. Ved. krátau).
The forms p er etaō̆ which the IrPY mss. Pt4.Mf1.4 display in Y 51.12 and 13
can be regarded as additional evidence for *p er etāu: the ending -āu was
changed to the phonetic equivalent -ao in the IrYS and to the graphically
similar - ˚̄a in other ms. branches. In Y 51.13, the following word ak ˚̄a may also
have played a role in the change *p er etāu → p er et ˚̄a.

Final -ō is a corruption of -u of the archetype in:
• mainiiō (ins.sg.):

449 Where we find uu-less forms only in a number of inferior mss, viz. daóhō L2,
daióhō B2.O2 · daióhō C1.K11.Lb2.H1.

450 V.ll. aibi.gātō L4a.Pt2.K1 · aibi.gatō Jp1.Mf2 · aibi.gātu Br1.L2.L1.M2.O2. Cf.
V 9.6 pasca hamō aibi.gāitı̄m ‘after the advent of summer’.
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The form mainiiō looks like the voc.sg. of mainiiu- ‘spirit’. It appears in
Geldner’s Avesta in the frequent address ahura mazda, mainiiō sp¯eništa,
dātar e gaē\anąm astuuaitinąm aˇ˙sāum ‘Weiser Herr, Heilvollster Geist,
Schöpfer der stofflichen Welt, wahrhafter’ (translation by Narten 1982b: 40).
Kellens (1995b) has argued that the manuscripts also provide evidence for
original ins.sg. +mainiiu, which is almost as strong as the evidence for
mainiiō. The text would then have been ahura mazda mainiiu sp¯eništa ‘Ahura
Mazda, through your most virtuous spirit, creator etc.’ This is reminiscent of
e.g. Y 33.12, 43.2, 51.7 sp¯eništā mainiiū mazdā ‘with/through your most
virtuous spirit, O Mazdā’ (translation after Insler 1975).

I agree with Kellens that we may restore an ins.sg. +mainiiu on the basis
of the v.ll., the most important of which are mainiiu, mainiiū and mainiiō. As
for the second variant, long -ū in the auslaut of mainiiū will have been caused
by preceding -ii-, cf. § 11.2. As for the third variant, the Yašt transmission
presents clear cases of the replacement -u → -ō, compare Yt 10.73 mainiiu in
F1.Pt1.E1 versus mainiiō in L18.P13 (two mss. descending from Pt1), and Yt
13.76 nom.du.m. mainiiu, which is replaced by maińiiō in the mss. of the
IrKA.

Kellens argues that mainiiō is due to a conscious replacement of mainiiu
by the scribes, who wanted to approach mainiiu to the model of the voc.sg.
in -uuō, e.g. ratuuō. However, voc.sg. forms in -uuō are not that common. It
seems more likely that the replacement of mainiiū̆ by mainiiō is due to a
purely phonetic change in the speech of the medieval Indian and Iranian
transmittors, which we might interpret as a dissimilation of [i ˘iu] to [i ˘io].

The ending -ō appears in a few more forms, in which the analysis as
loc.sg. has been proposed but must be considered uncertain:
• ´̌siiātō, vaštō and h e˙ntō (Y 60.11):

Y 60.11 reads ya\a nō ˚̄aohąm ´̌siiātō man ˚̄a / vaštō uruuąnō / xvā\rauuaitı̄š
tanuuō h e˙ntō / vahištō aohuš / āk ˚̄ascōi ˜t āhūire mazda jas e˙ntąm. The forms
in bold face represent Bartholomae’s emendations of Geldner’s text
(Bartholomae 1904: 274, 1393), which were accepted by Kellens 1974a:
341ff. Kellens discusses many of the problems of this highly irregular text.
For example, no final verb form is present unless we assume * ˚̄aoh en for
˚̄aohąm, the form āhūire is susceptible to different analyses and jas e˙ntąm may
be considered as an isolated genitivus absolutus.

Kellens (p. 342f.) retains the analysis of ´̌siiātō and vaštō by Bartholomae
and of h e˙ntō by Hoffmann (p.c. apud Kellens) as loc.sg. forms of u- or
possibly i-stems. He translates: ‘Afin que nos esprits soient dans la quiétude,
nos âmes dans leur bon vouloir, nos corps pourvus de bien-être dans la
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prospérité, que la vie la meilleure soit pour nous, si on vient en votre
présence, ô Mazdā l’ahurique.’451

The meaning must be approximately as in this translation, but the analysis
of the forms in -ō as loc.sg. forms of i- and u-stems cannot be maintained.
The endings are simply ungrammatical. Moreover, the stems which must be
assumed (h e˙nti-/h e˙ntu- ‘prosperity’, vašti-/vaštu- ‘will’) are unattested
elsewhere in Avestan. I am unable to provide a credible alternative analysis,
but it is clear that these three forms in -ō cannot be used as reliable evidence
for a development of *-au > -ō.

Three remaining forms in -ō are yet different corruptions:
• haētō (V 19.30):

Bartholomae assumes haētō to be a loc.sg. of a stem haētu- ‘dam’, cognate
with Skt. sétu- ‘dam, bridge’. Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 69 translate ‘on the
bridge’. In fact, a locative case would be curious in the context. The text
reads

hā aˇ˙sāunąm uruuānō (…) tarō cinuuatō p er etūm vı̄dāraiieiti, haētō
mainiiauuanąm yazatanąm ‘She takes the souls of the righteous across the
Cinvat-bridge, haētō of the spiritual Yazata’s’.

A translation ‘on the bridge of the spiritual Yazata’s’ would be pleonastic
after p er etūm. Therefore, Bartholomae translates haētō as ‘towards the dike’,
but this would rather call for the Avestan word for ‘dike’ to be in the
accusative instead of the locative. The translation ‘dike’ still seems pleonastic
with regard to the preceding p er etūm.

It seems more probable that the three words haētō mainiiauuanąm
yazatanąm are a later addition to the text of V 19.30, a gloss explaining
cinuuatō p er etu-; the cinuuatō p er etu- is the bridge which the souls must
cross in order to reach heaven, the realm of the Spiritual Honorifics. Later
glosses which have entered the Avestan texts are not uncommon in the
Vı̄dēvdād, and we have seen another example in V 19 in the attestation of
pus ˚̄aohō (§ 10.2.1). In V 19.30, the glossator has used an Iranian word which
is unattested as a simplex in Avestan, viz. PIr. *haitu-, the preform of Sogd.
ytkw, Oss. xı̄d/xed ‘bridge’ (Abaev 1989: 199). PIr. *haitu- only occurs in
Avestan in the river name haētuma ˙nt-. The word *haitu- ‘bridge’ is mainly
known from East-Iranian; the later translators did not recognize it, which is
why the Pahlavı̄ version translates haētō with xwēš ‘self’, probably associating

451 For the translation of the last part āk ˚̄ascōi ˜t āhūire mazda jas e˙ntąm, Kellens offers
several alternative translations.
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it with Av. xvaētu- ‘family’. This analysis implies that haētō does not have a
grammatically correct Avestan ending.
• vı̄dātō for *vı̄dāt em:

Bartholomae (1904: 1444) has assumed an u-stem vı̄dātu- ‘foundation’ in
V 13.49 nōi ˜t mē nmān em vı̄dātō hišt e˙nti ‘not would my house stand solid’.
However, it is clear that V 13.49 is an ‘ungrammatische Stelle’, as
Bartholomae has argued himself loc.cit. The form nmān em does not agree in
case form with vı̄dātō (which cannot be an acc.sg. of vı̄dāta-), and there is a
verb in the plural hišt e˙nti with a noun in the singular. The usual combination
is between nmāna- (n.) and vı̄dāta- ‘founded’, as e.g. in Y 57.21 yeóhe
nmān em (…) vı̄dāt em ‘whose house is built …’ and Yt 17.8 aēˇ˙sąm nmān ˚̄a
huuidāt ˚̄a (…) hišt e˙nte ‘their houses stand well-founded …’. Therefore, V 13.49
vı̄datō must represent original xvı̄dāt em.
• haomaiiō for haoma.yō of the archetype:

The form haomaiiō in Yt 3.18ff. is not a loc.sg. form, but must be read
as haoma.yō.gauua, cf. Hoffmann 1976: 401f., 475-482.

§ 16.4 *-a ˘uı̄̆ - and *-a ˘ur˚ -

Any sequence *-a ˘u ı̄̆ - yields - euuı̄̆ - in Avestan. The complete inventory
comprises:

*a in anlaut: euuı̄duu ˚̄a, euui ˙ndānō, euuı̄sāi, euuistı̄, euuistō.kaiiad em,

euuı̄spō.xvafna, possibly also euuı̄tō.xar edaii ˚̄a.
*a in the root syllable: k euuı̄t ˚̄ascā, k euuı̄nō, parō.k euuı̄d em, xšn euuı̄šā,

xšt euuibiiō, t euuiš-, t euuı̄šı̄-, y euuı̄nō, r euuı̄- (< *ra ˘uı̄- < *rag ˘uı̄- ‘fast’ f.),
s euuı̄šta-, s euuı̄ (PN), sr euuı̄m, z euuı̄m, z euuı̄štiia-.

*a in the suffix: mainii euuı̄m(cā) < *man ˘ia ˘uı̄m, Y 53.1 huuaoh euuı̄m <
*hu-ahau-i ˘iam.

A number of forms is found with unchanged (-)auu-. In some of these
forms, -uu- goes back to intervocalic *-b-; we may conclude that the
development of *-b- > *- ˘u- was posterior to the change of *-a ˘uı̄̆ - to *- euuı̄̆ -.
The preverb auui is by far the most frequent member of this category; its
forms and development will be discussed in § 21.3. Two other forms which
may belong here are the adj. adauui- ‘not deceiving’ and the PN vı̄dauui-
‘free of deceit’, which can be derived from the root dab- ‘to deceive’.

Other exceptions are attested in texts with a poor manuscript tradition. Y
68.21 frauuistō is probably influenced by the regular spelling fra of the
preverb. Nevertheless, the IrVS mss. Jp1.Mf2.K4 spell friuuistō, just like the
YS mss. L13.P6, while Jm1 fr euuistō may well have preserved the original
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form. Yt 12.7 parakauuist emca is spelled para.kauuist emca in all mss.
available to Geldner, which are based on F1 and J10. In the light of
parō.k euuı̄d em, also in the Yašts, para.kauuist emca must be regarded as an
accidental aberration. Yt 10.113 nauui\iiąn can be corrected to xniuui\iiąn,
cf. Kellens 1977: 200 and 1986b: 346, who connects Skt. ní-vidhya-.

This leaves one exception, viz. OAv. mraoı̄ (Y 32.14452), the
interpretation of which is disputed. In the more recent literature, it has been
differently interpreted as 3s. aor.inj.pass. of mrū- ‘to speak’ (Beekes 1988:
101, Kümmel 1996: 149f.), 3s. prs.inj.pass. of mrū- ‘to speak’ (Gippert 1998:
175), 3s. aor.inj.pass. of 2mrū- ‘to maltreat’ (Humbach 1959 II: 37, Kellens
1974a: 325, Kellens 1984: 232, 382, Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 228
[hesitantly]), or as ins.sg. of a noun mraoı̄- ‘destructive action’ (Humbach
1991 II: 89). Thus, most investigators regard the form as a 3s. passive
injunctive form in *-i of a root IIr. *mruH-; opinions mainly differ about the
meaning of this root. It seems to me that the arguments put forward by
Gippert 1998 in favour of the meaning ‘to speak’ are convincing, and I will
follow him in this: mraoı̄ ‘it is spoken’. The IIr. passive aorist can be derived
from a PIE form with short *o in the root and an ending *-i, e.g. in OAv.
vācı̄ ‘is said’ < PIE * ˘uokw-i and srāuuı̄ ‘is proclaimed’ < PIE *ḱlo ˘u-i. Both
show the regular IIr. lengthening of PIE *o in open syllable, which is
regularly absent from mraoı̄ if this derives from IIr. *mlauHi < PIE *mlouH-i.
Since Avestan mrū- shows only present forms, Gippert’s query (1998: 177)
is justified as to whether mraoı̄ must be regarded as an aorist or as a present.
Indeed, since YAv. contains a passive ‘aorist’ form er enāuui ‘is granted’
which is clearly built on the nasal present er enu-/ er enauu- of the root ar- ‘to
impel’, it seems quite possible that mraoı̄ is an OAv. example of the passive
‘aorist’ formation spreading to present stems.

In fact, this latter conclusion of Gippert’s (1998: 178) can be supported by
another observation. Most scholars have neglected an important formal
problem which mraoı̄ poses, viz. the fact that we expect an IIr. preform
*mrauHi to develop into OAv. †mr euuı̄. This problem was touched on by
Beekes 1988: 26, and has recently been addressed by Hintze 2001: 271.
According to her, mraoı̄ represents a corruption of original *mr euuı̄, "perhaps
under the influence of forms from mrū ‘to speak’, such as 1sg. mraomı̄, which
is actually the reading of the Pahlavi Yasna manuscript J2 in Y 32.14." This

452 V.ll. Pt4.Mf4.1 mraoı̄ · J2.K5 mraomı̄ · S1 defective, J3 mraoı̄ · Jp1.Mf2 mraoı̄,
K4 mrōı̄ · Pd mraoı̄, K37 mraomı̄ · L2.1.K10 mraouuı̄, P1 mraōuuı̄ (cf. Gippert
1998: 166), B2.L3 mraoı̄, O2 mraomı̄ · C1.K11.H1.J6.7 mraoı̄, L13 mraomı̄ («but in
this the medial m not added till later»).
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solution is not impossible, but it seems quite bold. The change is too radical
to be the result of a corruption, so that we would have to assume analogical
replacement. However, beside forms in mrao°, OAv. also has different forms
of the root mrū such as mruiiē and mruiiā ˜t, which are left unchanged. In
addition, other words with the sequence - euuı̄(-), such as z euuı̄m, have simply
been preserved. Thus, Hintze’s solution is difficult to accept.

As an alternative, we may propose that mraoı̄ reflects a form *mrauuı̄ of
the archetype. A corruption of *-auuı̄ to -aoı̄ in the mss. has parallels in the
attestations of the adverb auui ‘towards’, which often appears as aouui, aoi
or aōi in the manuscripts (see § 21.3); a similar change is that of *-auuē̆ to
-aouuē̆ in dat.sg. forms in the Yasna (§ 21.3). The archetype form *mrauuı̄
can be derived from earlier *mrā ˘uı̄ by means of two different, theoretic
scenarios: (1) by means of the sporadic shortening of *ā in front of *- ˘u- (cf.
§ 4.4); but this mostly happens in front of -a-, and no other examples of *-ā ˘u-
> *-a ˘u- in front of - ı̄̆ exist; (2) by means of analogical replacement of the
root-vowel *ā by a, on the model of the prs.subj. mrauua-. The reason for the
replacement may have been that beside mrū- and mrauu-, *mrāuuı̄ was the
only form of the present of mrū- with the vowel -ā-. In YAv. er enāuui, where
-āuu- was retained in the aor.pass., the long vowel occurs in the suffix, not
in the root.

In view of the scarcity of the phonetic shortening of *-ā ˘u-, I regard the
second possibility more likely. In any case, the rise of the short-vowel form
*mrauuı̄ must be dated after the development *-a ˘uı̄̆ - > *- e˘u ı̄̆ -. The original
form *mrā ˘uı̄ cannot be the regular reflex of IIr. *mrauHi, but must have
introduced -ā- analogically on the model of real aorists such as OAv. (a)uuāci
and srāuuı̄. In other words, *mrā ˘uı̄ may be due to the same morphological
process as YAv. er enāuui: a secondary passive ‘aorist’ formed by means of
-ā- in the root and the ending *-i, built on the present stem.

The same development of *auu- > euu- is observed when *a ˘u- is followed
by *-r˚ -. Although no counterexamples exist, the restricted number of three
forms with this constellation euu er e- calls for caution in proclaiming this to
be a sound law. We find:
• euu er eziia ˙nt- ‘not practicing’ (V 3.40 dat.pl. euu er ez enbiiō, V 18.5 nom.sg.

euu er eziiō) < *a- ˘ur˚ z ˘iant-.
• euu er ezika- ‘lazy’ (V 18.30ff. voc.sg.f. euu er ezike) < *a- ˘ur˚ zikā-.

As we have argued in § 3.7.1.1 and 5.2.1.2, the root varz- ‘to work’ must
be reconstructed as *H ˘uarź- for PIr. Since euu er eziia ˙nt- and euu er ezika- do
not show lengthening of the initial vowel (we would expect †āuu er ez- from
*n˚ H ˘ur˚ í-), these two compounds may be regarded as inner-Avestan formations
from a- ‘not’ + varz-.
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§ 16.5 Summary

The phonetic developments of IIr. *au may be summarized as follows:

1. IIr. *-auš#
a. YAv. -¯euš: d euš°, daoh¯euš.

Exceptions: YAv. -aoš in u-stems (restored -a-).
b. OAv. -¯euš.

2. IIr. *-auš-
a. YAv. -aoš- (restored -a-?).
b. OAv. -¯euš-.

3. IIr. *-au# > OAv., YAv. -uuō.
Exception: IIr. *- ˘iau > Av. -iiō: vaiiō, zastaiiō, ubōiiō, uuaiiō.

4. IIr. *-a ˘uı̄̆ - and *-a ˘ur˚ - > OAv., YAv. - euuı̄̆ - and - euur˚ -.

The development of *auš is completely parallel to that of *aiš: identical
reflexes in final syllable, viz. diphthongs *¯ei and ¯eu, but in inlaut, OAv. has
the higher reflex in (*)¯e, and YAv. the lower reflexes aē and ao. The main
distinction is the absence of the further change of ¯eto ō in the case of -¯eu-:

*-aiš *-auš *-aiš- *-auš-

OAv. -ōiš -¯euš -ōiš- -¯euš-

YAv. -ōiš -¯euš → -aoš -aēš- -aoš-

Hence, we may assume that the chronology of developments for *au
matches that of *ai. In front of š, [ euš] was the Early YAv. pronunciation in
all environments, and this was introduced into the OAv. texts when they were
canonized. Subsequently, *[ euš] turned into -aoš- in all YAv. forms and all
but one OAv. form, just like *- eiš- has returned to -aēš- in YAv. inlaut.

We can only guess at the reason why the sequence -¯euš- did not develop
further into †-ōuš-, which would be completely parallel to -ōiš-. One might
suggest that the vowel [¯e] was slightly more rounded in front of -uš- than in
front of -iš-, so that it was not perceived as a separate rounded vowel as in
the case of [¯e] in front of -iš-.
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The monophthongization of *-au may have been older than the seemingly
parallel development *-ai > -e, because there are no remnants of *-au in
OAv., whereas we find OAv. -ōi next to -ē < *-ai. However, *-au > *-ō must
post-date the change of *h ˘i > óh in front of -ā̆ -, because the loc.sg. daóhuuō
‘in the country’ presupposes *dah ˘iau > *daóhau > *daóhō > daóhuuō. Since
*h ˘i > óh can be dated to Early YAv. (see § 28.5 below), the
monophthongization of *-au must be at least as recent as Early YAv. The
monophthongization may well post-date the canonization of OAv., because
OAv. shares the reflex -uuō (and -ō after -ii-) with YAv. If Early YAv. had
already possessed *hō when OAv. was canonized, OAv. *hau might have
been reinterpreted as the YAv. phonemic sequence /a ˘u/, and the result huuō
would probably not have been reached.

In order to distinguish -ō < *-au from -ō < *-ah, we may refer to them as
ō1 and ō2, respectively. The diphthongization of *-ō1 must have happened in
Late YAv. Its ultimate date seems to be the use of the OAv. names *huo.g ˘ua-
and *huo.g ˘uı̄- < *hau-gu° in the composition of some YAv. texts: these texts
treat these names as single words without a compound boundary, which
means that they cannot have acquired the diphthong /uo/ after their use in the
YAv. text.

It is quite likely that the change of word-final *-¯einto -ō2 was the direct
cause of the diphthongization of *-ō1 to -uo; thus Beekes 1998: 9. The fact
that * ˘i blocks this diphthongization may imply that the pronunciation of *-ō1

was different after * ˘i. Probably it was more raised here, but in any case it
sounded identical to -ō2.

The change of *-a ˘u- to *- e˘u- in front of i, ı̄ and *r˚ must be dated to a
more recent period. It takes place in OAv. and YAv. alike, and it yields a
vowel - e- which was not a phoneme in Avestan times. If it had occurred at
an earlier stage of YAv., we would certainly expect a stem kauui-, or the
negative a- in front of v-, to have been restored. The date of this change can
be further narrowed down by means of the form r euuı̄- < *rag ˘uı̄-, which
places the development *g ˘u > * ˘u before *a ˘u > - euu-. The form huuaoh euuı̄m
shows that final *- ˘u(i) ˘i em had yielded - ˘uı̄m before the raising of *a in front
of ˘u. Finally, the preposition auui provides a terminus ante quem, because it
shows that the change of intervocalic *-b- to -uu- is more recent than *a ˘u >
- euu-.
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§ 17 Avestan āu

Avestan āu can represent IIr. *-āu(-), IIr. *-ā ˘u(a)- in front of a nasal,
u-epenthesis on *ā, and the sequence -ā + u- at the compound or word
boundary. These origins will be discussed in the given order below. There is
quite some vacillation in the mss. between āu and ao.

§ 17.1 *-āu

The regular reflex of final *-āu is Av. -āu. It is attested in the loc.sg.
forms OAv. vaohāu, xrat ˚̄a (for *xratāu453), p er et ˚̄a (for *p er etāu), YAv.
vaohāu, and in the nom.sg.m.f. hāu ‘that one’.

There are no formal equivalents to the Skt. ending -au < *-āu in the
nom.du.m.f. of a-stems and consonant stems. Kellens 1974a: 331-333 has
shown that all the instances of YAv. -ō which were regarded as acc.du. forms
by Bartholomae 1904 actually represent the a-stem acc.pl., the a-stem nom.sg.
or a consonant stem acc.pl.

§ 17.2 Avestan -āuš

The ending -āuš < IIr. *-āuš is regularly found in the 3s. aor. inj. xšnāuš
(Y 46.1, 46.13, 51.12), in the nom.sg. gāuš ‘cow’ and hi\āuš ‘companion’,
and in the nom.sg. of the compounds dar egō.bāzāuš, ugra.bāzāuš, uzbāzāuš
and aš.bāzāuš, which have bāzu- ‘arm’ as a second member. For the nom.sg.
zaēnāuš (V 14.9) I refer to De Vaan 2000a: 528ff., where I have proposed
that it represents xzaēnuš.

In the gen.sg. of u-stems, no forms in *-āuš can be reconstructed, and all
the forms which are spelled with -āuš in Geldner’s edition represent the IIr.
ending *-auš > -aoš. Many manuscripts still spell -aoš in part of the forms,
which enabled Narten 1969: 242 to explain the spelling -āuš next to -aoš as
a late variant which could arise due to their similar pronunciation in the
recitation of the texts.

Bartholomae 1904 already corrected part of Geldner’s -āuš-forms into
-aoš, viz. er ezāuš (Y 51.13), gāuš (Y 10.14), m er e\iiāuš (Y 53.8), yāuš (Y
43.13) and hudānāuš (Y 44.9, 50.9, 64.5), while Narten 1969: 230ff. has

453 We often find ˚̄a spelled instead of āu in the mss. This is usually attributed to the
graphic similarity of both sequences ( ˚̄a is { }, āu is { }), but similarity in
pronunciation seems to have played a role as well. This is indicated by the occasional
interchange between ˚̄a and aō̆ , which cannot be explained from graphic confusion.
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added the remaining forms gaē\āuš (Yt 14.11), gaēsāuš (Yt 13.61),
gar enāušca (Yt 13.131), jažāuš (V 13.16), disāuš (V 13.47), bāzāuš (Yt
13.136), vaēsāuš (V 13.44, 13.46), and vı̄zāuš (V 13.16).

§ 17.3 Avestan -āun- and -āum-

The sequence -āun- may represent IIr. *-āun- or *-ā ˘uan-. We find only
two stems with *-āun-:
• aˇ˙sauuan- ‘righteous’ (to Skt. r˚ t ´̄avan-): gen.pl. aˇ˙sāunąm, dat.sg. OAv.
aˇ˙sāunē, OAv. aˇ˙sāunaēcā, gen.abl.sg. OAv. aˇ˙sāunō.
• vāunuš (Y 28.8) ‘loving’ (nom.sg.m.). The best analysis has been provided
by Kümmel 2000: 662, who regards the form as a reduplicated u-stem adj.
*vāun-u- of the type mamnu-. Such adj. are usually derived from the perfect
paradigm, which would point to a verbal paradigm *vāuuan-, *vā-un- ‘to love,
to long for’. This would perfectly match Skt. vāván- ‘id.’, with the reflex *ā
from the preform *H ˘ua-H ˘uan-.

In a few cases, we must correct Geldner’s reading āun to aon (< *-aun-
or *-a ˘uan-) on the strength of the ms. evidence. For the Yasna, the
manuscripts of the IrPY are the most reliable ones, being the only class which
systematically distinguishes āu from ao. This fact was observed by
Bartholomae 1906: 2223 for the manuscript Pt4, and confirmed for the whole
group by Tichy 1986: 98. A short vowel *-aun- may be restored for the
archetype in the following forms:
• aˇ˙sauuan-: nom.sg.f. OAv. +aˇ˙saonı̄, acc.pl.m. OAv. +aˇ˙saonō. These
restorations for Geldner’s forms aˇ˙sāunı̄ and aˇ˙sāunō had been suggested by
Bartholomae 1904: 246ff., and were confirmed by Tichy 1986: 100. She
explains them as the first case forms in which the weak stem *ártā- ˘un- was
replaced by *árta- ˘un- on the model of the strong cases in *árta- ˘uan-; this
replacement has been completed in YAv., where we only find forms in
aˇ˙saon-.
• +k er enaon (Y 30.9, xYt 10.51) for Geldner’s k er enāun, 3p. prs.subj.act.
*kr˚ na ˘uan ‘they make’ to kar-. The restoration is based on the spelling °aon
in the mss. Mf4.Pt4 and J2.K5 in Y 30.9, and furthermore on the
impossibility of a preform *kr˚ nā ˘uan, cf. Kellens 1984: 171.
• xdao ˙nta and adao ˙nta (V 19.45) for Geldner’s dāu ˙nta and adāu ˙nta, 3p. impf.
and inj.med. of dauua- ‘to talk’; compare Kellens 1984: 235. All the three ms.
classes have the spelling -āu ˙n-.
• xbaon (Yt 19.72) for bāun, 3p. prs.inj.act. *ba ˘uan to bauua-.
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• +magaonō (Y 33.7) for magāunō, acc.pl.m. of magauuan- ‘adherent’ (Skt.
maghávan- ‘liberal patron’). The reading magaonō is preserved in Mf1, S1
and Mf2.Jp1.K4, against magāunō in Mf4 and J3 and magānō in J2.K5. V
17.7, a quotation of Y 33.7, shows the same corruption magānō for magaonō
in the mss. Ml3.B1, which are copies of K1.

The only form in -āum which certainly contains *ā is the voc.sg. aˇ˙sāum
of aˇ˙sauuan- ‘truthful’ (cf. § 4.4), since it is attested many times; we may
reconstruct *aˇ˙sā ˘uan > *aˇ˙sā ˘u en > *aˇ˙sā ˘uun > *aˇ˙sā ˘uum (labial assimilation) >
aˇ˙sāum.

The acc.sg. ending -āum in the forms p er esāum (V 8.54-9.20 9x) and
nasāum (V 5.5-8.97 13x) of the stems p er esu- ‘rib’ and nasu- ‘corpse’ may
contain a lengthened grade suffix *-ā ˘u-, but as I have argued in De Vaan
2000a: 523ff., it is also possible that these acc.sg. forms have adopted the
ending -āum from aˇ˙sāum, especially since p er esāum and nasāum are often
found in the vicinity of aˇ˙sāum.

P er esāum and nasāum would then have undergone the same corruption of
*-aom to -āum which we can observe in the compound frāda ˜t.fšu-, where
Geldner’s acc.sg. frāda ˜t.fˇ˙sāum (Y 2.4, 6.3, 7.3, 59.3) was corrected to
frāda ˜t.fˇ˙saom by Bartholomae 1904: 1014. We may consider the same
correction to °aom for the hapaxes ar enāum (Y 9.22), as e˙ngō.gāum (Yt
19.43) (°gaom already proposed by Bartholomae), gar emāum (V 1.18) and
gāum (V 1.4).

This scribal error of -āum for -aom is matched by the same mistake in the
inlaut of a few forms. The 1s. present verb form stāumi (Y 43.8) ‘I praise’
may be compared with its Skt. counterpart stáumi < *stāumi, but in the
Avestan mss., the long diphthong is attested only in the IrVS: staomı̄
Pt4.Mf1.4 · staomi J2, staomē K5 · staomı̄ S1 · stāumı̄ Jp1.K4.Mf2 · staomı̄
L1 · staomı̄ J6.7.L13. As the 3s. form is staoiti ‘he praises’, it seems more
natural to assume that the IrVS spelling stāumı̄ in Y 43.8 is an accident, and
that the genuine Avestan form was staomı̄ ‘I praise’. The ordinal *na ˘uama-
‘ninth’ is attested in the expected form naoma- in the Yašts, but in the
Vı̄dēvdād, Geldner edits it as nāuma-. Yet the IrVS still spells naōma- in
most instances (cf. De Vaan 2000a: 524), so that nāuma- can be dismissed as
a recent text corruption.

§ 17.4 Avestan -āur-

The grapheme āur may represent IIr. *-āur-, u-epenthesis on *-ār-, and the
graphic merger of -ā ur-; all these cases of *ā are discussed in the first
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subsection. The second subsection addresses the words in which -āur- seems
to be a recent corruption of earlier *-aor-.

§ 17.4.1 IIr. *-ā-

The only three forms which continue a PAv. sequence *-āu- are OAv.
vāurāite, vāuraiia and vāurōimaidı̄, 3s. subj.med., 1s. opt.med. and 1p.
opt.med. of a reduplicated, thematic stem vāura-. It is important to note that
vāura- is attested without v.ll. vao(u)r° in all three instances; therefore, it is
very unlikely that vāur° is a recent corruption of a form *vaor° in the
archetype. The analysis of this stem is disputed. Whereas Insler 1975: 126 and
Beekes 1988: 181 regard it as a reduplicated aorist to 1var- ‘to cover, lock in’
< *H ˘uar-454 (which they translate as ‘to convert’), Kellens 1984: 195 and
1995: 50 regards vāura- as an intensive present to the said root.
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 184 opt for a reduplicated present to 2var- ‘to
choose’ < IIr. * ˘uarH-. All authors admit having doubts about the certainty of
their analysis. Since the long reduplication can only be explained from a
laryngeal-initial root, we may prefer the root 1var- < *H ˘uar-; this also ties in
with the fact that all forms of vāura- are middle forms. The reduplicated
formation can be reconstructed as IIr. *Hua-Hur-a-, which implies that the
reflex vāura- must be explained from the full grade *Hua-Huar- > *vā ˘uar-;
from here, vā° was shipped into the zero grade (thus already
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 184). The question remains, which kind of verbal
stem we are dealing with. An intensive is unlikely, because we would expect
full reduplication †H ˘uar-H ˘uar-a- (cf. Schaefer 1994: 25, 28). Since thematic
reduplicated aorists are very rare in Avestan, one may prefer to analyze
vāura- as reduplicated present455.

A graphic merger of a word ending in -ā with one beginning with ur- has
taken place in frāurusta- (Yt 18.6) and frāurusti (E 2), which suggest
*frā.urusta/i- in the archetype.

It is possible that the PN pāuruua- (Yt 5.61) is cognate with the Skt. hero
Paurá- (cf. Mayrhofer 1979: I/69), so that both may go back to IIr.
*pāur( ˘u)a-. The name has no etymology.

454 For this reconstruction of the root cf. Kümmel 2000: 458 and Lubotsky 2000: 317.

455 In view of the two facts that (1) 1var- already has a nasal present v er enao-/v er enu-,
and that (2) the root has a perfect formation vāvar-/vavr- in Vedic which is missing
in Avestan, it is tempting to regard the Avestan prs. vāura- as a continuation of the
IIr. perfect.
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Avestan āur is the result of u-epenthesis on *ā in the forms:
• jigāurum (Yt 10.141, 19.42, Y 62.5), jagāurum (Yt 19.39) < *ja-gāru-
‘watchful’. It is not certain that the pf.ptc. jagā̆ uruuah- ‘awake’ (Yt 10.7ff.,
Ny 1.6) has the same root vowel -ā- as jagāuru-, although both words seem
to be interchangeable in identical contexts. As Kellens 1984: 402 has argued,
jagā̆ uruuah- is spelled with -gāur- in the IrKA mss. in Ny 1.6 and 2.11, but
in Yt 10.7ff., the spelling -a(o)ur- of the older mss. (F1.Pt1) is clearly in the
process of being replaced by -āur- in the mss. which have copied them; this
replacement belongs to a tendency of some of the mss., which is discussed in
the next subsection.
• dāuru ‘(piece of) wood’ (V 8.1, 13.30f.), cf. Skt. d ´̄aru-.

§ 17.4.2 The spelling -āur- for *-aor- or *-aur-

Forms with this corruption on the compound boundary in (part of) the
mss. have been discussed in § 5.2.1.5: auuā.urūraoda (Y 1.21) for
*auuaorūraoda, auuāurusta (Y 71.18) for *auuaorusta, aˇ˙sāuruua\a- (Yt
13.116) for *aˇ˙saoruua\a- < *aˇ˙sa-r ˘ua\a- , and daióhāuruuaēsa- (Vr 3.3, G
4.8) for *daóhaoruuaēsa-. This error is also sporadically found in inlaut, e.g.
in jagāuruu ˚̄aoh em (Ny 1.6), spelled jagā.uruu° in F1, jagāuruu° in E1.Pt1
and jigāuruu° in F2.K36.J9.H2, but with the original short vowel as jagour°
in L12 and as jagaōuruu° in the IrKA mss. Mf3.K18a.

§ 17.5 āu as a corruption

The form vōignāuiiō (Y 68.13) must be read as +vōignāuuiiō, and Yt 16.3
nāuiia456 may be corrected to nāuuiia, ins.sg. of *nā ˘u ˘ia- ‘navigable’. Yt
8.33 frašāupaiieiti 457 must be corrected to +frašāuuaiieiti, compare Panaino
1990: 120. The same error of writing p for uu is also found in Yt 8.9
frašāuuaiieiti, but here it is only J10 which spells fraš ˚̄apaiieti.

The adj. xšaodri- ‘liquid’ (for the meaning see § 3.7.2.1) occurs with -ao-
in the gen.pl. V 16.7 xšaodrinąm 458, but the two gen.pl. forms in N 66 and

456 V.ll. nāuuiia Jm4, nāuuaiia O3 · nāuuaiia J10, nāuiia F1.E1.K16, nāuuaiia
Pt1.L18·

457 V.ll. F1.Pt1.E1 frašāupaiieiti · J10 fras ˚̄a. p°.

458 V.ll. K1 xˇ˙saod°, L4 xˇ˙sāud° · Jp1.Mf2 xšōd° · L1 xˇ˙saod°, L2.Br1.Dh1.K10
xraod°.
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67 have only -āu-: N 66 xˇ˙sāudr em in both mss., N 67 xšāudrinąm in TD and
xˇ˙sāudrinąm in HJ. In N 64, Waag (1941: 69) edits xšāudriiąm zao\rąm (4x)
‘a liquid libation’, but we must probably assume *xšaodrı̄m (acc.sg. to
xšaodri-) or *xšaodrąm (acc.sg.f. to xšaodra-) or even *xšudrąm (acc.sg.f.
to xšudra-). The mss. have the following spellings: 1st time TD xˇ˙sā/urun em,
HJ xšāudr em; 2nd time TD xšadr em, HJ xšādr em; 3d time TD xšadr em, HJ
xšaudrim; 4th time HJ xšudrim.

If V 15.49f. bāuzdri is the feminine of a noun *baozdar-, cognate with
Skt. boddhar- ‘one who comprehends’, we may emend it to +baozdri as per
Bartholomae 1904: 920. The analysis of V 7.55 nāuiti459 is unclear to me.

459 V.ll. nāuiti K1.Ml4, nāiuaite L4a.P10, nāuuaite Pt2 (a correction of nāiuaite) ·
nāiūiti Mf2, nāūite Jp1 · nāiuuita Br1.L2, nāiuuiti K10, nāuuı̄ ˜ta Dh1, nāiuuı̄ta L1,
nāuuaiida M2, nāuuaı̄ta B2, nāuuı̄da L3, nāuuaiia ˜ta O2.P1.
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§ 18 Avestan ˚̄a

The form of the letter ˚̄a in the Avestan alphabet shows that it was
designed as a ligature of Avestan ā and e, which probably implies that the
sound value of ˚̄a lay between [ā] and [ e]. If we assume a pronunciation [a:]
for ā, we may suggest a more retracted vowel [†:] for ˚̄a (cf.
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 44). Since the vowel å is only attested in a couple
of words in the ms. Pd (cf. Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 31), I agree with Beekes
1988 passim and 1999: 63 that there is no opposition between the signs å and
˚̄a, and that we could therefore opt to spell only å henceforth. Yet the
transliteration ˚̄a has the advantage of conveying the graphic resemblance (in
Avestan script) to ā, which explains the interchange between ˚̄a and ā in some
forms and manuscripts.

The letter ˚̄a hardly has any variants in the mss., apart from ā, which has
already been discussed à propos am eˇ˙sā sp e˙ntā in § 5.1. Av. ˚̄a sometimes
appears as the diphthong āu, due to the close graphic resemblance of ˚̄a and
āu: ˚̄a consist of ā + e, āu has the form ā + u; and both eand u are written
half under, half over the line. Examples of such mistakes are Y 7.24 iš ˚̄a ˙ntı̄,
spelled išāumtı̄ in J3, Yt 8.5 tac ˚̄a ˙nti, spelled tacāu ˙nti in L18.P13, and Yt 8.54
x ˚̄a as in J10 and K15, whereas F1+ spell xāu. The reverse replacement of *āu
by ˚̄a appears for instance in the OAv. spellings p er et ˚̄a for p er etāu and xrat ˚̄a
for xratāu, cf. Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 49.

§ 18.1 The evidence

In inlaut, ˚̄a reflects *ā in front of ˙nk, ˙nc, ˙nt460 and oh/óh/ouh. There are
no exceptions to this rule461, so that we shall provide only a few examples
of the evidence: nii ˚̄a ˙nc- ‘downward’ < *ni-ānč-, the 3p. subj.act. ending - ˚̄a ˙nti
of thematic verbs, the gen.sg. m ˚̄aohō of māh- ‘moon’, the stem ˚̄aouhar ena- ‘for
food’ < *ā-h ˘uarana-, and the 2sg. subj.med. ending - ˚̄aóhe of thematic verbs.
The only, uncertain example in front of ˙nk is Yt 19.3 f(r) ˚̄a ˙nkauuō, nom.pl. of
a mountain name; for the possible reading fr ˚̄a ˙nkauuō instead of Geldner’s
f ˚̄a ˙nkauuō and for a possible etymology, see Hintze 1994: 79.

The change of ā to ˚̄a in front of ˙nT and oh cannot be dated, but the fact
that ā is never restored in the verbal endings (e.g. 3pl.subj. - ˚̄a ˙nti next to 3s.

460 The only exception is Vn 80 g er eftaiiā ˙nti, which must be due to the poor ms.
attestation of this text.

461 Y 12.3 ā-zii ˚̄aiienı̄m is irrelevant because it represents original *ziienı̄m; for the rise
of ˚̄a from copying errors in the course of the ms. tradition, see Hoffmann 1969.
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-āiti, 1pl. -āmahi/-āma, etc.) suggests that the change has happened relatively
recently.

In auslaut, Avestan - ˚̄a is the regular reflex of PIr. *-āh. There are no
exceptions. Wherever -h- is preserved (in front of ı̄̆ and ū̆ ), a preceding *ā is
also preserved, e.g. māhiia-, uruuarāhu, gaē\āhuua, āhūiriia-. Since the
change of *-āh to - ˚̄a is conditioned by *-h, it may well have been
contemporaneous with *-ah > -¯e.

In the forms hud ˚̄abiiō (Y 4.4) and hud ˚̄abiiō (34.13), originally word-final
- ˚̄a appears in inlaut. We may assume with Kuiper 1967: 105f. that this stem
has analogically introduced the form of the nom.sg. into the dat.abl.pl. form:
*hudāz-b ˘iah was replaced by *hudāh.b ˘iah. It is impossible to say at which
stage the nom.sg. form was introduced (*hudāh, *hud ˚̄ah or *hud ˚̄a); hence the
exact place in the relative chronology remains uncertain.

Avestan ˚̄a surfaces in one more environment, viz. in the position before
word-final -s followed by enclitic -cā̆ , -cı̄̆ or a syntactically closely connected
word in initial dental. Examples are many: man ˚̄asca, uruuar ˚̄asca, d ˚̄asca, etc.
The fact that Avestan ā is always preserved as such in the sequences -āst-,
-āsn- or -āsV- proves that the forms in - ˚̄as- are not due to a phonetic
development, but to the analogical replacement of *-āsca etc. by - ˚̄asca etc.
This replacement has occurred across all morphological categories, wherever
we posit an original form in *-āsca beside a simple form in - ˚̄a: in the acc.pl.
of ā-stems, the nom.acc.pl. of ah-stems (man ˚̄asca), the nom.sg. of root-nouns
(m ˚̄asca), the nom.sg. forms of (tā)t-stems (am er etat ˚̄ascā, karapōt ˚̄ascā,
k euuı̄t ˚̄ascā, hauruu ˚̄ascā) and the secondary 2s. ending of verbs in -ā (d ˚̄asca).
The sequence -āsc- simply does not survive in our texts.

Similarly, wherever word-final *-s has been preserved in front of initial
t-, we find - ˚̄as t-, viz. in the forms aióh ˚̄as e.tanuuō (Y 9.19), im ˚̄as e.tē (Y
10.18, V 17.9), im ˚̄as e.tūmci ˜t (Y 10.19), d ˚̄astū (Y 28.7), nap ˚̄as e.t ˚̄a (Yt 8.34),
vı̄sp ˚̄as e.t ˚̄a (Yt 8.43), xvaēpai\ii ˚̄as e.tanuuō (Yt 10.23), aošaohai\ii ˚̄as e.tanuuō
(V 4.50ff.), hauuaii ˚̄as e.tanuuō (V 10.5), and anak ˚̄as e.tāiiuš (E 6, N 63)
(*an-ākās ‘not openly’). In this category, the preservation (or restoration?) of
*-s was limited to such syntagms in which the word in *-ās and the following
word in t- were united by a close syntactic link, viz. mainly a pronoun or an
adjective + a noun (aióh ˚̄as e.tanuuō etc.) or a (pro)noun + an enclitic
(im ˚̄as e.tē), but also in the aphorism anāk ˚̄as e.tāiiuš ‘when secretly, [he is] a
thief’. Other syntagms reflect the padapā ˙tha development *-ās t- > *- ˚̄ah t- >
- ˚̄a t-, e.g. Yt 1.10 ˜tbaēš ˚̄a tauruuaiiō, Yt 5.61 v er e\raj ˚̄a taxmō, Yt 5.82 dužd ˚̄a
t emaouh ˚̄a, Yt 8.8 pairik ˚̄a titaraiieiti, Yt 13.33 y ˚̄a taxm ˚̄a, Yt 13.76 y ˚̄a tada, etc.
Original -āst- is only preserved in one form, viz. in OAv. ākāst¯e˙ng (Y 50.2)
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from *ākās ‘openly’ + *tanh ‘them’. Apparently, this form was opaque
already to the redactors who undertook the replacement of ā in -āsca etc. by
˚̄a (Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 112).

It seems obvious that the replacement of *-ās- by - ˚̄as- was motivated by
the wish to have the same vowel in the simple form in - ˚̄a as in the sandhi
form in -s-; in fact, we will find a very similar replacement of the ending
*-ąsca by -¯esca on the model of the ending -¯ein the acc.pl. forms of a-stems,
see § 23.6.2.5. Since the other forms of the paradigm of e.g. ā-stems did not
possess - ˚̄a- but rather -ā-, the analogical leveling was based on the nom.sg.
proportion: nap ˚̄a vs. *napāsca became *nap ˚̄a vs. nap ˚̄asca.

The dependance of the retention of *-s on a close syntactic link with the
following word, which we find in Avestan, seems to have been an IIr.
phenomenon. Skt. also shows instances of the retention of word-final sounds
in sandhi, depending on the syntactic relation. This was observed e.g. by
Oldenberg (1888: 472): "Bei einer Reihe satzphonetischer Erscheinungen des
Veda zeigt es sich, dass derselbe Auslaut vor demselben Anlaut des nächsten
Wortes verschiedene Gestalten annimmt je nachdem die Verbindung eine
engere oder eine losere ist." Much of the evidence for the reflexes of final *-s
in Skt. has been assembled by Hale 1990: 81ff. One example of the retention
of final *-s in Skt. is in front of the postposition pári, i.e. in a position of
‘close’ sandhi: a ˙s ˙taú putr ´̄aso áditer / yé jāt ´̄as tanvàs pári ‘eight are the sons
of Aditi, who were born from her body’; this sentence may be directly
compared to the Avestan forms. The retention of *-s does not always apply
if there is close sandhi, but the reverse is exceptionless, just like in Avestan:
if there is no close sandhi, we always find - ˙h: m ´̄a no mártasya durmatí ˙h pári

˙s ˙thāt ‘may bad-thinking of man not stand in our way’ (Hale 1990: 83).
Furthermore, we may point to the striking fact that *-s is only preserved

in Avestan sandhi across word boundaries if the following consonant is a
dental. Apart from the forms in - ˚̄as t- enumerated above, we may add YAv.
kas e\bąm … hunūta ‘who pressed you?’ (Y 9), yas e\bā … frāiiazāite ‘who
prays to you’ (Y 62.1), yas etauua … k er enao ˜t tacar e‘who has prepared your
way’ (Yt 5.90), yas etē … baxšaite ‘whoever partakes of you’ (Y 10.13), yas e

taxmō kauua vı̄štāspō ‘who (is) the strong Kavi Vı̄štāspa’ (Yt 19.87), and
others. As is summarized by Hale 1990: 88, Skt. has a similar distribution of
variants: before p- and k-, a preceding word in *-s usually ends in - ˙h (except
for the exceptional close sandhi contexts as with pári), but before t-, *-s
always yields -s. Thus, in both languages a following dental is more likely to
trigger sandhi -s (in Skt. always, in Av. in close syntactic connection) than a
following labial or velar (in Skt. in close syntactic connection, in Avestan
never).
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Hale explains Skt. -s in front of t- from an underlying visarga *- ˙h, but in
view of the close Avestan parallel, it is also conceivable that Avestan and
Sanskrit simply have a — phonetically trivial — shared tendency to preserve *-s
in sandhi with a following dental obstruent, for a longer time than in front of
labials or velars. In that case, Skt. -s in front of t- would continue IIr. *-s
unchanged, instead of having shared the first stage of weakening which led
to - ˙h in front of labials and velars.

§ 18.2 Relative chronology

The analogical replacement of *-āsc- and *-āst- by - ˚̄as- must at least be
dated after the canonization of OAv., judging by the relic form ākāst¯e˙ng in
OAv. Furthermore, the replacement must of course be dated after the
development of *-āh > - ˚̄a in word-final position, which was probably
contemporaneous with *- eh > -¯e. On the other hand, I would be hesitant to
date the replacement of *-ās- by -ās- after the period of the living YAv.
language: it applies across the board in all susceptible forms, but it is
restricted to those morphological forms where it really does occur beside a
regular form without clitics in - ˚̄a. The absence of any ‘wrongly’ inserted - ˚̄as-
suggests that it must have been applied by people who had a perfect
command of the YAv. grammar.
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§ 19 Avestan ą

Avestan ą in the first place derives from IIr. *a and *ā in the position
before a nasal plus a fricative or h. In the second place, ą may reflect *a in
front of a sequence -nm-, especially in OAv. (Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 66);
but the archetype still had -a ˙nm-. The third source of Avestan ą is IIr. *ā in
front of word-final -n or -m. There is also a post-archetype tendency to spell
-ąn- and -ąm- for -ān- and -ām- in open syllable in inlaut.

§ 19.1 *-ā̆ N- plus a fricative or h

In front of a fricative, there is no way to distinguish between IIr. *-an-
and *-am-. Since IIr. probably had an automatic distribution of the nasals (m
in front of labials, n in front of dentals and palatals and velars), this presents
no additional etymological problems. The following exhaustive list of forms
presents the evidence per etymological sequence.

In front of -x-, we find the forms ąxnah- ‘rein’ < *ank-nah- ‘bending’ (cf.
aka- ‘hook’, a ˙nku- ‘hook’) and the derived PN ąxnaoha-, the noun *ąxma(n)-
‘bent arm’ < *ank-ma(n)- which occurs in the compound ąxmō.frānō.masah-,
the adj. ahąxšta- ‘innumerable’ < *a-sam-kćHta- to Skt. kśā-, Av. xsā- ‘to
watch’ (thus EWAia I: 420; yet preserved zero grade of an Av. verb in -ā is
very rare) and rąxšiia ˙nt- ‘defiant’ (thus Gershevitch 1959: 181), lit. ‘who will
be stout’ < *rang-s ˘ia-, future present to Av. r e˙nja- ‘to be stout’ (Kellens
1984: 161, Werba 1997: 224; Skt. ra ˙mh- ‘to run’). V 4.10 PTr. dądrąxti
occurs in the gloss n er ebiiō hō dądrąxti which is translated by Jamasp 1907:
112 as ‘it takes hold of men’. It is connected with the root dranj- ‘to confirm,
to attach; to recite’ (cf. Kellens 1995a: 32). The form dądrąxti is evidently
corrupt, since *-and- does not normally yield -ąd-.

In front of -g-, we find Yt 17.11 ągmō.paidiš ‘with straps on her feet’.
Bartholomae 1904: 358 assumes that g in this word stands for the guttural
nasal [o] as in YAv. m er eg e˙nte, but this is unwarranted since we would expect
a spelling †ąomō. We must assume that ągmō is based on *angma, just like
ąxma(n)- goes back to *anxma(n)-. Thus, the root from which ągmō is
derived is not *ank- ‘to bend’ as in the forms in ąxm-, ąxn- discussed above,
but *ang- as attested in Skt. áṅga- ‘limb’, Av. a ˙ngušta- ‘finger’. This implies
that IIr. *-nkm- and *-ngm- yielded *-nxm- and *-ngm-, before *-n- was lost
with nasalization of the preceding vowel.

In front of -\-, Av. -ą- is attested with the suffix *-tha- (zą\a-, anazą\a-
to zan-), with derivatives in *- ˘ia- from stems in -(n)t- (mainly in oblique
cases in *-ant ˘i- of a f. ptc. or adj. in -a ˙ntı̄-, viz. dauuai ˙ntı̄-, druuai ˙ntı̄-,
patai ˙ntı̄-, bauuai ˙ntı̄-, būšiiai ˙ntı̄-, rąxšiiai ˙ntı̄-; also pascąi\iia- ‘from behind’),
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and with the suffixes *-t ˘ua- (ją\ba-, ją\bō.tara-, mą\ba-, vą\bā̆ -, vą\biia-,
scą\ba-, haozą\ba-) and *-tra- (mą\ra-, mą\rān-, paiti.ają\ra- ‘return’,
tą\ra- ‘darkness’, tą\riia- ‘dark’, tą\riiā̆ uua ˙nt-). The etymology of xną\aitı̄-
(V 1.9, 19.5) is unknown.

In front of -f-, we find jąfnu- ‘depth, valley’ < *ǐambhnu-, cf. Skt.
gámbhan- ‘depth, bottom’. A root *tramp- ‘to satisfy’, related to IIr. *tarp-
as attested in Skt. tr˚ mpáti, tr˚ p ˙noti, forms the basis for the noun \rąp-
‘contentment’ (Kellens 1974c: 193f.) and the adj. \rąf eda- ‘satisfied’ <
*tramp-tha-.

The etymology of V 19.43 duždąf edra- is uncertain. It occurs in i\iiejō
maršaon em zauruua duždąf edrō k er enaoiti, in which i\iiejah- maršauuan-
‘abandonment which brings about forgetfulness’ (cf. Skt. durmár ˙sa-
‘unforgettable’) represents a well known combination. These words form part
of an enumeration of daēvas, which are all described by two words: daēuuō
i ˙ndrō ‘the daēva Indra’, ziiąm daēuuō.dāt em ‘the daēva-created winter’, etc.,
including i\iiejō maršaon em. The three words zauruua duždąf edrō k er enaoiti,
which include a verb form, seem intruders within this enumeration; maybe
they have been inserted in the text more recently, as a comment on i\iiejō
maršaon em. In fact, this was assumed by Benveniste (1932-33: 179f.).
Bartholomae 1904: 905 separated duždąf edrō into duždą f edrō and translated
zauruua duždą f edrō k er enaoiti as ‘das Alter, (das) die Väter unverständig
macht’. He assumed duždą to be an acc.pl. of duždāh- ‘maleficent’, a frequent
epithet of daēvas. This translation was independently rejected by Benveniste
(loc.cit.) and Bailey (1931: 597f.), who posit a noun duš + *dam-\ra- ‘with
bad breathing’ derived from the root dam- ‘to blow, breathe’, compare Pahl.
daftan, dam- ‘id.’. Benveniste translates duždąf edrō as a relative sentence ‘qui
respire difficilement’ (but there is no relative pronoun); Bailey translates ‘old
age makes short of breath’. They assume an otherwise unattested anaptyxis
between m and \ in *damf\ra-. Two other problems are the incorrect ending
-ō (although this is a minor problem, since V 19.43 in general presents
corrupt grammar), and the use of kar-. The meaning ‘to make X into Y’ is
usually expressed by the verb dā- in Avestan, not by kar-; this objection also
applies to Bartholomae’s solution.

We must first of all connect V 19.43 with V 19.1f. i\iiejō maršaon em
dauuaž ˚̄a, as it is written in Geldner’s edition. This time we find i\iiejah-
maršauuan- with only one word following. The v.ll. for the third word
vacillate: in 19.1 the PV has dužd ˚̄a (L4.K1), the IrVS dauuaž ˚̄a (Jp1.Mf2), and
the InVS has daož ˚̄a (L2.Br1.K10), duž ˚̄a (Dh1.O2.B2.L3) and dužd ˚̄a (L1); in
19.2, all mss. except L1 dužd ˚̄a have dauuaž ˚̄a (PV, IrVS) or daož ˚̄a, duž ˚̄a
(InVS). All mss. agree on - ˚̄a, which is the regular ending of the nom.acc.sg.n.
of duždāh- ‘maleficent’, an acceptable epithet for i\iiejō maršaon em. This
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renders it likely that V 19.43 contains i\iiejō maršaon em, zauruua *dužd ˚̄a,
in which the last word corrupted to duždą. The remaining words f edrō
k er enaoiti will represent the comment by later redactors on zauruua *dužd ˚̄a
‘maleficent old age’.

Since a connection of f edrō with Av. pitar- does not make sense, we may
try to interpret f edrō as a transposition of an original Pahlavı̄ word in
Avestan, i.e. the Pahlavı̄ letters were assumed to represent Avestan script462.
The Phl. word for ‘aged’ is pı̄r. The spelling { } pı̄r may have been
interpreted as a pronunciation fdr, since Pahlavı̄ uses the same letter for p and
f, and another letter for g, d and y/ı̄. Thus, f edrō k er enaoiti may be an
‘avesticization’ of earlier MP pı̄r kunēd ‘it makes old’, a gloss of zauruua
*dužd ˚̄a.

The forms with ą in front of -s- are the most numerous category. In word-
internal position, evidence is provided by the nouns ąsa- ‘part’ (Skt. á ˙mśa-),
ąsu- ‘twig, stalk’ (Skt. a ˙mśú- ‘the Soma-plant’), ąsta- ‘evil, hatred’ (to aora-
‘hostile’, Skt. asrá- ‘painful’), vaziiąstra- ‘loath to be loaded’, kąstra- ‘spade’
(Skt. khanítra- ‘spade’; but Av. kąstra- must go back to *kant-tra-),
tiži.dąstra- ‘with sharp teeth’ (Skt. dá ˙m ˙s ˙tra- ‘fang’), kar etō.dąsu- ‘with knives
as teeth’, tiži.dąsura- ‘sharply biting’ (Skt. dá ˙mśuka-), dąstuuā- ‘knowledge’,
pąsta- ‘skin’ (if to pāman- ‘scabies’, Pašto pam, Morgenstierne 1927: 57),
pąsnu- ‘dust’, uspąsnu- PN, pąsnuua ˙nt- ‘dusty’ (Skt. pā ˙msú- ‘dust’, possibly
< IIr. *pānć-nu-) and sąstrāi ‘to announce’ (cf. Skt. śá ˙mstar- ‘who recites’).

Among the verb forms are included the stems duuąsa- ‘to smoke’ (caus.
duuąnaiia-), nąsa- (aor. to nas- ‘to disappear’ < *na-nć-a-), n¯enās-/nąs- (pf.
to nas- ‘to disappear’), and the inj. forms mąsta (s-aorist to man-), amąsta
(root- or s-aor. to man\-) and sąstā (to sa ˙nd-).

The reflex -ąs- is also found in derivatives in -ta-, -tara-, -tāt- and -t ema-
from the participial suffix -a ˙nt-, which implies a development IIr. *-antst- >
-ąst-: aibinasąst ema-, iri\iiąstāt-, uxšiiąstāt-, tauruuaiiąst ema-, \biiąst ema-,
b er ejiiąst ema-, būšiiąsta-, n er efsąstāt-, v er e\rająstara-, v er e\rająst ema-,
vı̄sąst ema-, vı̄sąsta-, and rasąstāt-463.

In auslaut, we find the sequence -ąs first of all in verb forms where it
represents *-ā̆ nst: OAv. 3s. prs.inj.act. didąs < *di-dans-t ‘taught’, 3s.

462 As in the word Vendı̄dād for Vı̄dēvdād; another example is F 199 mešu, originally
the PTr. myšk /mēšag/ of maēsma ‘piss’, cf. Bartholomae 1904: 1108 and
Klingenschmitt 1968: x.

463 Y 1.14, to rāsa ˙nt- (Y 52.1,3).
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aor.inj.act. vąs < * ˘uā̆ n-s-t ‘won’, sąs ‘appeared’ (IIr. *ść ā̆ nd-s-t to sa ˙nd-). In
these forms, the sequence *-st developed into *-s after the PIr. change of
word-final *-s > *-h had taken place.

Most of the evidence for -ąs in auslaut is provided by the nom.sg.m. form
of ptc., numerals and adj. in -a ˙nt-, which goes back to IIr. *-ants:
• OAv. adąs, išaiiąs, išasąs, xšaiiąs, juuąs, \bāuuąs, dauuąs, p er esąs,
mraocąs, yāsąs, sao´̌siiąs, ´̌siiąs, hąs.
• YAv. xšaiiąs (Y 21), cuuąs ‘how much’ (Y 19, 20), \risąs ‘30’, fšuiiąs (Y
11, 19, Yt 13, V 5, 13, 14), viiąs (Yt 13.35), sa´̌sąs (Y 19), sao´̌siiąs (Yt
13.129, V 19.5), hauuąs (V 8.31f.).

This participial ending presents a problem, since YAv. also has nom.sg.m.
forms in -ą of the same a ˙nt-stems, e.g. jaidiią ‘asking’. The co-occurrence of
two different endings induced Schindler 1982: 202 to regard the YAv. forms
in -ąs as loan words from OAv., but to my mind, this is impossible. Firstly,
only two YAv. stems are matched by OAv. counterparts (viz. xšaiiąs and
sao´̌siiąs); secondly, the YAv. numeral \risąs is an isolated formation next to
the participles and adjectives. Thirdly, even if -ąs were OAv., this would not
explain why final -s was retained, cf. below.

The co-occurrence of -ą and -ąs suggests that one of them is due to
analogical restoration. The ending -ą represents the phonetic outcome of *-anh
< *-ans < *-ants, due to the fact that *-ts had become *-s before the Iranian
change *-s > -h (cf. Schindler 1982: 193 and § 23.6.2 below); since the latter
sound change took place in or before the PAv. stage, -ąs cannot be an OAv.
characteristic. The ending -ąs must be due to restoration of the stem suffix
*-ant- after the sound law *-ts > *-s (cf. Beekes 1988: 102)464. Nearly all

464 The chronology of the sound laws (1) *-ts > *-s, (2) *-s > *-h is confirmed by the
concurring nom.sg.m. participial ending -ō, e.g. in dadō ‘giving’ < *dadats <
*dha-dhH-n˚ t-s, as was shown by Schindler 1982: 199. The form nap ˚̄a < *napāts
confirms this chronology for cases in which *-ts is preceded by *ā. This chronology
implies that the nom.sg. ending -s which we find in various types of t-stems and
nt-stems must also be due to restoration of the suffix, just like in the case of -ąs
versus -ą (cf. Schindler 1982: 194, last paragraph, and Beekes 1988: 102, bottom). The
evidence comprises the nt-stems stauuas (4x in OAv.) ‘praising’ (< *sta ˘u-at-s) and
vı̄spā.hišas (Y 45.4) ‘all observing’, the tāt-stems auuaētās (Y 31.20) ‘wailing’,
am er etatās (Y 57.24) ‘immortality’, ū\ō.tās (V 6.10) ‘fat’, kahrkatās (V 18.15) ‘cock’,
pourutās (Y 62.10, V 18.27) ‘multitude’, hauruuatās (Y 33.8, 57.24) ‘health’, the root
nouns āb er es (N 77) ‘who brings’ and aˇ˙sauua.xšnus (Yt 13.63) ‘who satisfies the
righteous’, and the noun kūiris (V 14.9) ‘gorget’.
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of the forms in -ąs belong to stems with a clearly recognizable suffix *-ant-,
so that restoration is quite conceivable465.

There is an incongruency in the relative frequency of the ąs-forms in OAv.
and YAv., which points to a different scope of the analogical restoration in
OAv. and YAv. Whereas all relevant a ˙nt-stem nom.sg.m. forms have -ąs in
OAv., nine out of seventeen YAv. a ˙nt-stem nom.sg.m. forms show the
unrestored ending: YAv. g eną, auua.d er eną, jaidiią, apuiią, +amar´̌są, framrū,
viiusą, apa´̌sauuą, hą (collected by Schindler 1982: 208). Of these forms, we
must accept hą ‘being’ and framrū ‘speaking’ as genuine evidence for *-anh
> -ą/*-¯e, because framrū is attested several times, and hą cannot be explained
otherwise. For the alleged participle Yt 19.84 +apa´̌sauuą, cf. § 23.6.2.3. The
form jaidiią occurs only in V 3.1 in a passage together with framrū: vaca
framrū mi\r emca vouru.gaoiiaoitı̄m jaidiią rāmaca xvāstr em ‘Sprüche
aufsagend, den Mi\ra mit weiten Triften bittend und Rāma mit guter Weide’
(translation Schindler 1982: 189). It seems possible that the ending of framrū
caused the retention of *-anh in jaidiią. The forms amar´̌sa and apuiią occur
in F 220 buua ˜t vı̄spō aohuš astuu ˚̄a azar esō amaršą af[r]i\iiō apaiią ‘the
whole material world will be unaging, indelible, not falling apart, not
becoming filthy’. Schindler 1982: 209 has rightly pointed to the fact that the
interchange between the endings -ō and -ą for the nom.sg. of the participles
in this passage is strange, and may point to recent redactional interference
with the text. Nevertheless, we cannot ascribe -ą to contextual analogy: it may
well be original. This leaves the three forms g eną ‘slaying’, auua.d er eną
‘cutting off’ and viiusą ‘shining forth’, all three of which are attested in
connection with the verb form sadaiieiti ‘seems’, cf. Kuiper 1939: 51ff. and
Schindler 1982: 188.

In conclusion, we may say that the nom.sg.m. ending *-anh was partly
preserved (yielding YAv. -ą), and partly restored to *-an(t)s (yielding Av.
-ąs); this restoration took place in all OAv. forms. It is possible that the
difference between OAv. and YAv. is due to a linguistic difference (the
ending having been restored in Proto-OAv. before it was canonized by YAv.
speakers), but this is uncertain. It seems less likely, although not completely
inconceivable, that the YAv. transmittors changed all OAv. endings
analogically but left several of the endings *-anh in their own language
unchanged.

465 The only exception is Y 9.31 mąs in aóh ˚̄a daēnaii ˚̄a mąs vaca da\ānahe ‘who has
the words of this religion in mind’. Here, we must assume that mąs is the relatively
recent result of the use of *mąz-da\āna- ‘keeping in mind’ in tmesis. A PAv. split
form *manh … dadāna- would have yielded †mą … da\āna-, cf. OAv. m¯e˙n(g) … dā-
(§ 23.6.2.1).
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The observations made with regard to the ending -ąs in YAv. and OAv.
lead us to assume the following relative chronology of connected sound
changes:

1. IIr. *-(n)ts > *-(n)s.
2. Analogical restoration of suffixes *-ant-, *-tāt-, *-t- in the nom.sg.
3. *-(n)s > PIr. *-(n)h.
4. *-st > -s, *-ts > -s.
5. *-ā̆ ns > -ąs.

The etymology of *kąsa- in the mountain name Yt 19.3 kąsō.taf edra-, and
of the adj. kąsaoiia-, is unclear. The form Yt 14.11 vakąsaoš in uštrahe
k ehrpa vadairiiaoš vakąsaoš ‘in the shape of a rutting camel, a v. one’ must
be the gen.sg. of an u-stem, but it has many v.ll.: F1.E1.K16.L11 vakąsaoš,
Pt1.Jm4.O3 vakąm.saoš · J10 vadąn.šōiš · K36 dadąm.sōiš, K38.M4.Ml2
dadąn.sōiš. Pirart 1999: 481 proposes to restore xvidąsaoš, gen.sg. of
*vı̄.dąsu- ‘gnawing, who tears to pieces by biting’ (or, alternatively, ‘having
its teeth apart’), which may be compared with the compound kar etō.dąsu-.
The original form would have changed d- (not d) to k- in the Indian mss., and
vı̄° to va° under the influence of vadairiiaoš. I regard Aog 57 sąs euuišta- as
a case of dittography for *s euuišta rather than as the reflex of a sequence
*ćam ća ˘uišta-. The forms ąsašutā (Y 48.1) and nišąsiiā (50.2) have an
unclear etymology.

In front of -z-, we find ą- in ązah- ‘constriction, narrowness; peril’ and the
derived compound anązah-, in OAv. d ebązah- ‘support’ = YAv. bązah-
‘thickness, support’, OAv. d ebąza- = YAv. bąza- ‘to support’ < PIr. *dbanź-
(cf. § 22.8), in mązaraiia- < *mamíha-, and in YAv. mązdra- ‘wise’, OAv.
mązdazdūm < *mans-dhaH-.

Avestan -ąš- continues *-anš- in tą´̌siiah- ‘braver’ (comparative *tanc- ˘iah-
to the superl. ta ˙ncišta- ‘bravest’), in bąšnu- ‘thickness’ (< *baní-nu- to
bązah- etc.), frąštā (ind.aor. *fra-nć-ta to nas-) and frąšti- ‘the reaching’. For
a discussion of the forms n erąš, māt erąš and m erą´̌siiā ˜t, which contain *- r˚ nš-,
see § 24.5.

Avestan -ąš continues *-ānš in the nom.sg.m. *-ānkš of several
directional adj. in -ank-, cf. Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 72. The forms
concerned are apąš, xusąš (Aog 60; cf. Schmitt 1968: 138), paiti.yąš, parąš,
frąš, xniiąš (Aog 60) and zairiiąš.

For m erąždiiāi, cf. § 24.5; E 13 dąždr em is uncertain as to form and
meaning.
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In front of -h, *-an- is attested in many forms in PIr. *-anh; this ending
yields (*)-ą(m,n) in auslaut, which will be discussed in § 23.6.2. In front of
-hi-/-hii-, we find -ą- in dąhišta- ‘most learned’ (Skt. dá ˙msi ˙s ˙tha-) and ząhiia-
(< *zan-s ˘ia-, future to zan-). It is important that *-anhā̆ - does not yield a
sequence †-ąhā̆ - but rather -aohā̆ -, as in saoha-, cf. Skt. śá ˙msa-; this implies
that the change of *-anhi- > -ąhi- post-dates that of *-anha- > -aoha-.

In front of *-r-, we expect the preservation of a, as in the form F 138
+namra.vāxš ‘softly speaking’ (attested as namnra.vāxš in the mss.). The other
examples of a sequence of vowel plus *-mr- in Avestan are āmrū-, frā̆ mrū-,
nimru-, etc., i.e. forms in which the morpheme boundary between preverb and
verb impeded the loss of *m, so that these forms are inconclusive. The
preservation of *-anr- as in aipi.duuąnara- (see below) suggests that *-amr-
should be reflected as -amr-. Yet the adj. rąr ema- ‘reassuring, calming down’
in Yt 13.29 and 13.40 must be derived from an intensive *ramram- to the
root ram- ‘to be calm’, which would suggest that *-amr- has developed into
-ąr- here. We might follow Bartholomae 1894-5: 172, who assumed that
rąr ema- was formed on the model of verbs with an initial fricative, where ą
develops regularly; yet this explanation seems somewhat hazardous to me.
Alternatively, we may propose that *ramrama- developed into *ra ˙nr ema- (by
dissimilation of the two m’s), whence *rąr ema- in the archetype, because a
cluster - ˙nr- was unknown.

In Yt 13.40, rąr ema- occurs as a simplex, whereas in Yt 13.29
dar egō.rąrōmanō ‘calming down for a long time’, I assume that original
*darga.rąram ˚̄a has adopted the ending of the preceding compound
v er ezi.cašmanō. This is supported by the spelling rąrō.manō in the IrKA mss.
Mf3.K13.38 and J10.H5, with the original separation point which was lost
from F1; this rąrō.manō reflects a pre-RCS form *rąramanō. In view of the
preservation as one word in 13.40 rąr em ˚̄a, the adoption of -manō in 13.29
probably preceded the RCS. The change of *-am- > - em- in non-initial
syllable (rąr em ˚̄a < *rąram ˚̄a) must have followed after the RCS.

The YAv. sequence edited as vı̄spaii ˚̄a sąca ˜tca aˇ˙saonō stōiš by Geldner
and interpreted as +vı̄spaii ˚̄as e.ca ˜tca aˇ˙saonō stōiš by Bartholomae 1904: 580
was rightly restored to xvı̄spaii ˚̄asca aˇ˙saonō stōiš ‘and of the whole truthful
creation’ by Hintze 2000: 271, who brings all the relevant arguments. The
same sequence vı̄spaii ˚̄asca aˇ˙saonō stōiš was already known from Y 55.3. This
means that we may strike the entry "°ča ˜t" from Bartholomae (loc.cit.), since
the only other alleged occurrence, viz. Vr 8.1 xfrāii¯ebı̄šca ˜tca ahmā ˜t, must
reflect xfrāii¯ebı̄šci ˜tca ahmā ˜t ‘and even more than that’. For this passage, the
spelling °ci ˜tca is preserved by Fl1.
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§ 19.2 *-anm-

In OAv. and YAv., the sequence *-anm- (and *-ānm- ?) is spelled as
-ąnm- in various good mss., but we also find -a ˙nm-, in agreement with the
development of *-an- in front of stops. The most economic interpretation is
to assume -a ˙nm- for the archetype, which was changed to -ąnm- in the later
pronunciation due to the nasalizing influence of -nm- on preceding *a;
nasalization now being a characteristic of the vowel ą, the following * ˙n was
perceived as normal n.

In OAv., the evidence consists of forms continuing IIr. *-anm-: ąnman-
‘soul, spirit’ < *HanHman ‘breath’, xšąnm¯enē ‘to listen’ (< *xšan-manai
Beekes 1988: 199), duuąnman- ‘cloud’ (< *dh ˘uanHman-), friiąnmahı̄ ‘we
satisfy’ (Y 38.4) and huuąnmahicā ‘we propel / provide with’ (Y 35.5).

The latter two verb forms present a problem. The expected forms would
be *pri-nH-masi > Av. †frinmahı̄ and *su-nH-masi > †hunmahı̄. As for the
context, there is no difference between Y 38.4 friiąnmahı̄ and the attestations
of frı̄na-. The form friiąnmahı̄ is deviant by being the only athematic form of
frı̄n- in Avestan, and by being the only form in Vedic and Avestan which
does not show *prı̄n-. In YAv., the 1p. is attested as frı̄nāmahi. Hoffmann
1958: 13 assumed that -iią- serves "lediglich zum graphischen Ausdruck für
ein von -nm- sekundär nasaliertes i." Such a development would be unique,
and is very unlikely. Lubotsky 1981: 81 has proposed that -ąn- in friiąnmahı̄
and huuąnmahı̄ represents the vocalization of IIr. *n˚ in the position before m:
*priHn˚ masi > PIr. *friHanmahi. In view of the original IIr. form
*pri-nH-masi, the more recent structure *priH-n˚ -masi can be explained from
the introduction of the root form *priH-, which we also find in the other
present forms of frı̄na-, cf. § 6.4.

YAv. -nm- can also be the result of *-dm-. Bartholomae 1904: 1577 writes
"ich nehme jetzt an, dass ir. dm im jAw. allgemein zu nm geworden ist." Four
forms are relevant to this problem, viz. dādmainiia- (V 14.5, 18.73), dąnmahi
(Y 68.1) / dad emahı̄ (Y 4,13,24 passim, Y 55), g er edmahi (Y 62.11, Vr 17.1,
21.1f.) and šanman- (Yt 10.24).

Y 68.1 dąnmahi466 < *dadmahi ‘we put’ seems to be the regular YAv.
form, since the form dad emahı̄ is only attested in OAv. and pseudo-OAv. text
parts, and must be based on the OAv. forms in the YH. The 1p. g er edmahi

466 V.ll. Y 68.1 dąnmahi Pt4.Mf1 · dąmahe J2, dąnmahe K5 · da ˙nmahe Jp1.K4.Fl1
· dąmahı̄ O2.P1, d ˚̄a.mahı̄ L1.B2.S2, dąmahe L2.Dh1, dāmahe L3 · d ˚̄a.mahı̄ Jm1.K11,
dāmahı̄ H1.J7.
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for expected *g er e˙nmahi (to gar- ‘to greet’, 3s. g er e˙nte) has been explained
by Kellens 1984: 178 as a falsely Gathicized form, on the model of the
alternation between OAv. dm and YAv. nm which exists e.g. in OAv.
d emāna-, YAv. nmāna- ‘house’. If this is correct, it would prove that *dm had
become YAv. -nm- in inlaut, and we could date this change to the period
when the texts were still understood although not alive anymore. There seems
to exist reasonable agreement among scholars that Yt 10.24 šanman- 467

‘sharp point of an arrow’ may be connected with Skt. k ˙sádman- ‘knife’ (cf.
Humbach 1960: 26 and Henning 1964), so that it would show the same sound
shift468. It is uncertain whether the adj. dādmainiia- ‘inflating itself’ is a real
exception, since its etymology is uncertain (see § 3.7.1 above). Being a
reduplicated form, we can easily imagine that a sequence dādm° was restored
after the operation of the sound law *dm > nm.

§ 19.3 Prevocalic and word-final *āN

IIr. *ā has become -ą- in front of n and m, in inlaut when n or m are
intervocalic, and in final syllable. This ą thus differs from the ą seen in the
preceding sections: the nasal consonant did not disappear, and the only vowel
affected is *ā.

§ 19.3.1 In auslaut

There are no exceptions to the rule that *ā yields ą in front of -n# and
-m#. In front of -n, the evidence comprises the nom.acc.pl.n. forms of
(m)an-stems, and the 3p.subj.act. of thematic verb stems in -a. In front of -m,
the main categories are the acc.sg. of ā-stem nouns -ąm, the gen.pl. endings
-ąm, -anąm, -inąm and -unąm, the 1s. secondary ending act. -ąm, the
1s.sec.opt. ending -iiąm, the 3s.sec.ipv. ending -tąm and the 3p. - ˙ntąm. Among
the isolated forms, I mention the personal pronouns (acc.) mąm and \bąm,
and the endingless loc.sg. dąm of dam- ‘house’.

467 V.ll. F1.Pt1.Ml2 šanmaōiiō · J10 sn moiiō · K12 -š namnōiiō · E1.H3.K40
šnamanōiiō.

468 The change -dm- > *-nm- must post-date the change of *dm > \m which appears
e.g. in uru\man- ‘growth’ < IIr. *rudh-man-.
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A particular subgroup is formed by the nom.acc.pl. *-mān of man-stems,
which is often spelled -mąm, i.e. with assimilation of final *-n to the
preceding -m-. Yet close scrutiny of the forms as they are attested in the mss.
reveals that the spelling -mąm belongs to the Gāthās, whereas in the other
texts, -mąn is either the only reading or the majority reading. In view of the
fact that -mąn must chronologically be the older form, we can assume that the
assimilation to -mąm took place only in the tradition of the Gāthās; on the
other hand, there is no reason to date the distinction between YAv. -mąn and
OAv. -mąm later than the archetype. It must have arisen as a consequence of
a separate treatment of the Gāthās in the oral tradition.

Thus, we find the following OAv. forms attested only with -mąm:
anafšmąm (46.17), cašmąm (50.10), dāmąm (48.7), nāmąm (38.4),
var ed emąm (46.16), rāmąm (Y 29.10, 48.11, 53.8), ´̌siiaomąm (32.3) and
hax¯emąm (40.4). We can add that no forms in -mąn are attested in the Gāthās.
In YAv., only one man-stem form has -mąm, viz. V 19.26 uru\mąm, but this
spelling can be attributed to the influence of the surrounding forms in -ąm in
the text: ząm ahuradātąm nipāraiia ˙nta, āp em taci ˙ntąm, yauuanąm uru\mąm,
aniiąm hē auuar etąm nipāraiia ˙nta.

The regular YAv. form -mąn is attested as the only spelling in car emąn
(N 95), dāmąn (Y, Yt and KA passim)469, dunmąn (Yt 8.32f., 10.50, 12.23,
V 5.17)470, bar esmąn (N 74ff.), and nāmąn (Y 15.1, Vr 6.1).

For all the YAv. forms with v.ll. -mąn and -mąm, the mss. suggest that
-mąn is the original spelling. In the Yasna and the Vı̄dēvdād, it is especially
the InPY and the PV (J2.K5 and L4.K1 respectively; these mss. stem from the
same scribe) which are fond of the spelling -mąm. The forms concerned are
afsmąn (Y 19.16)471, gāmąn (V 9.9f.)472, dāmąn (Y 19.12,14, 46.6, V

469 Yt 8.43: as in the case of dunmąn, K15 is the only mss. with °mąm.

470 V.ll. Yt 8.32 dunmąn F1.Pt1.E1, dūnmąn L18.P13.J10; only K15 has dunmąm; Yt
8.33, all mss. °mąn; V 5.17 Ml3.B1.M3.P2 dūmnąca.

471 V.ll. afsmąn Pt4.Mf4.1 · afsmąm J2.K5 · afsmąn S1, absmąm J3 · absmąn
Mf2.K4 · afsmąn S2.L1.2 · absmąn H1.Lb2.L13, absmąmn K11, absmąm J7.

472 V.ll. V 9.9 (1) L4.K1a °ąm, Pt2 °ąn · °ąn Mf2.Jp1 · °ąn L1.2.P10; (2) L4 °ąn;
V 9.10 L4 °ąn, K1a °ąm.
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19.37, Vr 11.2)473, dunmąn (V 5.15)474, nāmąn (Yt 19.6)475 and maybe
šāmąn (V 5.51, P8) 476.

Finally, the tendency to assimilate final -ąn to a preceding labial may also
be the reason for the frequent spelling uru\bąm for the acc.pl. uru\bąn
attested in Yt 3.6, V 7.44 and Yt 13.11ff477. The v.ll. of V 7.44 clearly
show that -bąm is a recent development of (again) K1, whereas in Yt 3.6, J10
and the good IrKA ms. K36 have preserved -bąn.

It follows that we must restrict the rule which says that PIr. *-n (but not
Av. -n < *-nt) is assimilated to -m by a labial consonant in anlaut of the final
syllable, as formulated by Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 109478. The voc.sg.
forms aˇ˙sāum < *árta ˘uan, ā\raom < *ā\ra ˘uan and yum < *yu ˘uan all have
short *a in the final syllable, and so does the voc.sg. Yt 19.50 \rizaf em <
*\ri-zafan. It now appears that *ā impeded this change, probably because ā
was a more open vowel than (*a >) e, so that no consonant assimilation could
take place.

473 V.ll. Y 19.12 dāmąn Pt4.Mf4, °ąm Mf1 · °ąm K5 · °ąn S1.J3 · °ąm Mf2.K4 ·
°ąn L1.2.Bb1 · °ąn L13, °ąm J6.7; 19.14 °ąn Mf4, °ąm Pt4.Mf1 · °ąm J2.K5 ·
°ąn S1.J3 · °ąm Mf2.K4 · °ąn L1.2 · °ąn J7.H1, °ąm J6.K11; L13 has corrected
dāmąm pr.m. to °ąn; Y 46.6 °ąm Mf4.1 · °ąm J2.K5 · °ąn S1.J3 · °ąm Mf2.Jp1.K4
· °ąn L1.2.3.Jm3, °ąm B2.O2.S2 · °ąm J6.7.K11; V 19.37 L4.K1 °ąm · Mf2.Jp1
°ąn · L1.2.Br1 °ąn; Vr 11.2 K7a °ąn · H1 °ąn · Br1 °ąn, L2.S2 °ą · Fl1 °ąn,
Kh1 °ąm · Jp1 °ąn, K4 °ąm, Mf2 °ąmn.

474 V.ll. dunmąnca Pt2, dūnmąmca Ml3.4.B1.M3.P2 · dunmąnca Mf2.Jp1 ·
dūnmąnaca L1.2.M2.O2. Here, only the PV mss. descending from K1 have innovated.

475 V.ll. nāmąm F1.E1 (in both mss. n struck out) J18.D; āmąm
Pt1.L18.K12.N107.B27.R115.J10; nāmąn Ml2.

476 If with Bartholomae 1904: 1708 šāma- ‘sip’; v.ll. šāmąn L4a.Pt2.Ml4, ˇ˙sāmąm K1
· šaōmąn Mf2, šōmąn Jp1 · šāmąn L1.2.Br1. P 8 šamąn for xšāmąn.

477 V.ll. V 7.44 uru\bąn L4a.Pt2, °ąm K1, uruua\ąm P10 · uru\b en Mf2.Jp1 · °ąn
L2.3.Br1; Yt 3.6 °ąn K36.40.Ml2.J10; °ąm Jm4.F1.E1.K18a.12.Mb1.M35; uruua\bąm
Pt1.P13.L18.K19.O3; Yt 13.11ff. uru\bąmca F1+.J10 · °ąsca K13.14.Mf3; °mca is
lectio diff. in the context.

478 Beekes remarks (1999: 67) that all the forms with final -n may have restored it
because of paradigmatic analogy. This is possible in theory, but one might counter that
the paradigms of aˇ˙sauuan-, ā\rauuan-, yuuan- and \rizafan- would also have given
the opportunity to restore *-n.
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§ 19.3.2 In inlaut

The reflex of prevocalic *-āN- as -ąN- bears the mark of a phonetic
tendency which made itself felt during the period of ms. copying, but which
does not allow projection backwards into the archetype. The majority of forms
retains Avestan *-ān- as -ān- and *-ām- as -ām-.

The spelling -ąn- never occurs in front of the vowels e˘̄ , ē̆ and ı̄̆ , which
may suggest that ą had a less fronted realization than ā. Furthermore, it seems
that the Indian mss. of the InSY and the YS spell -ān- sometimes where the
Iranian mss. spell -ąn-, which may suggest that the tendency to realize *-ān-
as -ąn- is especially Iranian. This can be exemplified with the acc.sg.
*uruuān em (28.1,4), which Geldner edited as uruuān em in both cases.
Bartholomae 1904: 1538 regards uruuąn em as the better variant; in 28.1, it
occurs in Pt4.Mf1.4.Pd (the IrPY), in 28.4 in addition to these mss. also K5
and S1.J3.

The sequence -ąn- furthermore appears in Geldner’s edition in the forms
uruuąnō (Y 16.7, 19.15, 33.9, 45.2, 49.11), kuxšnuuąnāi (Yt 8.49), xąnii ˚̄a
(nom.pl.f. of xąniia-, Y 68.8, Yt 8.41), g enąnąmca479 (gen.pl. of g enā-
‘woman’), g enąn ˚̄a480 (acc.pl.), jąnaiiō (V 7.59), dar ešuuąnō (Yt 8.5),
uzduuąnaiia ˜t (Yt 5.61), bąnaii en (Y 30.6), naotairiiąnō (Yt 5.76), maidiiąna-,
masąn ˚̄a (Vyt 7), mąnaii en passim, mąnaiiā ˜t (FrDk), yąnahe (Yt 16.6, against
yān em, yānāiš passim), and rąnaii ˚̄a (31.19 481).

According to Bartholomae 1894-5: 172 and Reichelt 1909: 75, the
sequence *-āmr- has turned into *-ānr- whence -ąnar- in the form mąnarōiš
(Y 48.10) and aipi.duuąnara- ‘overcast, misty’ (Yt 11.4). Yet above we have
argued that Avestan -m- is retained in *-amr-. Bartholomae suggests that only
long vowels underwent nasalization in front of *-mr-, but this assumption is
unlikely in view of the parallel nasalization of e.g. *-anš- and -ānš-. Since
aipi.duuąnara- is better derived from the root duuan- ‘to fly’, and since -nar-
in these forms can be explained from anaptyxis in *-nr- (see § 25.4), we may

479 V.ll. Y 1.6 g enąnąmca Pt4, °ąn° Mf4.1 · °ąn° J2.K5 · °ān° J3 · °ąn° Mf2.K4
· °ān° C1; Y 3.8 Pt4 °ān°, Mf4 ° en°, Mf1 °ąn° · °ąn° J2.K5 · Mf3 °ąn°; Y 7.8
Pt4.Mf4 °ān° · J2 °ąn°, K5 °ąn° · K38 °ąn°; Y 13.1 °ąn° Pt4, °ąn° Mf4.1 ·
°ąn° J2.K5 · °ān° S1 · °ąn° Mf2 · °ąn° Bb1, °ān° O2 · °ąn° K11+ (YS); Yt
2.5 °ąn° Jm4 · °ān° F1.Pt1.L11, °ān° Mb1; Vr 1.5 °ąn° K7a.Mf2.Jp1.K4.Kh1,
°ān° L27, °an° Fl1, °an° H1.Pt3.L1.3.̨O2; G 4.2 °ān° O3.L11.Lb1.K19, °ąn° Mb1,
°ān° Pt1.L18.

480 V.ll. Yt 10.27 F1+ g enąn ˚̄a · J10 gainān ˚̄a · K40 ganān ˚̄a, H4 °gnān ˚̄a.

481 V.ll. Mf4.J2.S1 rąn°, J3.L3 rān°.
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reconstruct earlier *duuąnra- and *mąnrōiš. The sequence -ąn- in front of a
resonant may go back to *-an- (e.g. OAv. duuąnman), so that the
reconstructions *du ˘uā̆ nra- and *mā̆ nrōiš are possible. For duuąnara- ‘cloudy’,
*du ˘uanra- would be more in line with the expected word formation (full
grade, not lengthened grade of the root). The etymology of mąnarōiš is
unknown.

If we assume that *-ān- can only become -ąn- in open syllable, we must
assume the chronology 1. anaptyxis *duuanra- > *duuanara-, 2. lengthening
in initial open syllable after a labial *duuanara- > *duuānara-, 3. the
tendency to realize *-āna- as -ąna-. If we assume that -nr- behaves like -nm-,
the chronology 1. *duuanra- > *duuąnra-, 2. *duuąnra- > duuąnara- must be
followed.

In the case of *-ām-, we can similarly observe that -ām- has been
preserved in most of the forms. The spelling -ąm- starts to appear especially
in the more ‘learned’ Iranian mss., and with highest frequency in disyllables
of the structure CąmV#. Unlike -ąn-, -ąm- occurs especially often in front of
i. The attested forms are xštąmi (in V 1.14 xštąmi.ca ˜tca), dadąmi (Y passim),
dąma (Yt 6.2, V passim, but e.g. dāmąn, dāmanō, dāmanąm, dāmabiiō),
dąmi- (Y 31.7, 44.4, 45.7 dąmiš 482, 34.10 dąmı̄m483, Yt 1.25 dąmi484,
but e.g. dāmōiš, dāmidāt em), pąma (Yt 8.56 485), nąma (passim, but e.g.
nāman em, nām¯enı̄), nąmiiąsu- (‘with pliant twigs’, cf. Schwartz 1989: 114;
probably the archetype still read nąmi.ąsuš, parallel to the preceding
zairi.gaonō), nąmištahiiā (Y 36.2), hąmina- and hąmō.nāfō (Vyt 9, but
elsewhere hāmō).

§ 19.4 Summary

Avestan ą < *ā̆ N in front of a fricative can be divided into the following
three positions: 1. in front of voiceless fricatives which were phonemes
already in OAv. (*-anx-, *-an\-, *-amf-, *-ā̆ ns(-), *-anz-, *-anš-, *-ānš,

482 V.ll. 31.7 dąmiš Pt4.Mf4.1, J2.K5, S1, Mf2.Jp1.K4, dāmiš YS and InVS; 44.4 Mf4,
S1 dāmiš; 45.7 Pt4, S1.J3, J6.L3 dāmiš.

483 V.ll. 31.8 dąmı̄m as 31.7 dąmiš; 34.10 S1.J3, H1.J6.7.L13, L1.2 dāmı̄m.

484 V.ll. dāma Mf3, dāmi Pd · dąmi Jm4.O3 · dāmi Lb16.J9 · dąmi J10.Pt1.E1, dāmi
P13.L18.K19 · dāme and dāmi F1.Mb1.L11.

485 V.ll. F1+ pąma, J10.L18.P13 pāma.
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*-aohi-), 2. a few times in front of *-an´̌s- < *-anc ˘i-, 3. once in front of a
voiced fricative, viz. *ang-. Thus, it appears that nasalization has applied in
front of fricatives of different age: the voiceless ones x, \, etc. were present
in the language from the PAv. stage onwards, but ´̌s probably did not arise
before the YAv. stage (´̌sii is preserved in the OAv. transmission), and -g- in
ągmō must be at least as recent as the YAv. lenition of intervocalic and
preconsonantal *g > g, as in e.g. aga- and g emat em.

Of course, a development *aN > [ã] is phonetically so trivial that it might
have occurred several times in the course of the Avestan history; nevertheless,
to be on the conservative side, I would suggest that it happened only once,
which must then be after the changes *c ˘i > *´̌s ˘i and *g > g. Note in support
of this relatively recent date that there are no compelling reasons to assume
an older one: the phonetic distribution is undamaged (i.e. no forms in
-aNC[+fric.]- remain in the language) and there has been no analogical spread
of ą. The rise of ą can be dated a little more precisely if we assume that it
logically postdates the denasalization of the endings *-ã (< *-anh) and *-rãš
(*-rnš) to -¯eand -r¯eš (discussed in §§ 23.6.2.2 and 25.5, respectively).
Especially the denasalization of *-rãš would be difficult to understand if
words in -ąš-, -ąs-, etc. would have existed next to it.
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§ 20 Avestan e and ē

The vowels e and ē may continue PIr. *a, *ā and *ai, depending on their
position. In auslaut after a consonant, IIr. *ai yields YAv. -e, OAv. -ē as
described in § 14.1. Final -e and -ē also derive from IIr. *- ˘iā̆ , which we will
discuss in the first two subsections § 20.1 and 20.2 below. There are some
unexpected forms in YAv. -ē, which require special attention (§ 20.3). In
inlaut, the vowel e appears only in the case of i-mutation of *a (20.4);
i-mutation of *ā is inexistent (20.5).

Finally, we must mention the occurrence of word-internal -ē- in the
diphthong aē < IIr. *ai. As in the case of ao < *au, the second part of the
diphthong has been lowered. In contradistinction to ao, we find a long vowel
ē in aē. Morgenstierne 1942: 53 suggested that "long ē is intended to denote
a greater preponderance of the e-element in aē, as compared with that of o in
ao."

§ 20.1 *- ˘iā̆ 

Word-final *- ˘ia and *- ˘iā both yield -e; the evidence does not allow to
distinguish between *- ˘ia and *- ˘iā. The development is absent from OAv., e.g.
OAv. yasnahiiā, YAv. yasnahe < * ˘iasnah ˘ia. Most of the relevant forms
continue *- ˘ia, but there are a few forms in IIr. *- ˘iā, e.g. kaine ‘girl’ (Skt.
kany`̄a), fraorase (nom.sg. of the PN fraorasiian-), and the dat.du. pādauue
‘with both feet’ (Skt. ending -bhyām). Paradigmatic analogy has often led to
restoration of the ending with -ii-, as in mainiia ‘I think’, nom.pl. maˇ˙siia,
dat.abl.du. ending -biia (cf. dat.abl.pl. -biiō).

§ 20.2 YAv. -he versus -óhe < *-h ˘iā̆ 

In a few m. and n. pronominal forms, the same preforms in gen.sg. *-h ˘ia
are reflected as -ehe and -ahe by one part of the forms, but as -eóhe and -aóhe
by another part. This presents a problem for the relative chronology: -ahe <
*-ah ˘ia suggests that *- ˘ie was simplified to -e before *-h ˘i- could turn into -óh-,
whereas forms in -aóhe seem to demand the reverse chronology.

It therefore becomes attractive to look for a morphological solution,
especially since only demonstrative pronouns show -aóhe, but not the nouns
or adjectives, which always have -ahe. It seems to me that the co-occurrence
within the pronouns is best explained by assuming that the forms in -aóhe
represent a more recent layer of language, in which the older pronominal
endings in -ahe were analogically replaced by those in -aóhe. The source for
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this replacement can only have been the feminine sg. paradigm of the
pronouns (thus Beekes 1999: 66), where -óh- is the regular result of *h ˘i in
front of *ā, e.g. dat.sg.f. aóhāi, gen.sg.f. aóh ˚̄a486, gen.sg.f. yeóh ˚̄a, and
abl.sg.f. yeóhāda. Within the feminine paradigm, -óh- has spread to the loc.sg.
forms yeóhe (*yah ˘iā) and aóhe (*ah ˘iā), which would have yielded †yehe and
†ahe by sound law. The same replacement of *-h ˘i- by -óh- in the m./n. forms
must have been motivated by the wish to distinguish the pronominal endings
from those of the nouns and adjectives, which also had -ah ˘ia.

We may now discuss the evidence of the pronouns in which both -ahe and
-aóhe occur as a gen.sg.m/n. ending. Between the forms ahe and aóhe, gen.sg.
of a- ‘this’, there seems to be a partially complementary distinction in
semantics.

The older variant ahe is found both as an attributive demonstrative and as
an anaphoric pronoun. I find no clear distribution according to text genre or
Avesta subdivisions (the two lists below are meant to be exhaustive):
• Attributive: ahe nmānahe ‘of this house’ (Y 4ff., V 3.3ff., Vr 11.1), ahe
dušsaohahe ‘of the reviler’ (Y 10.12), aheca aoh¯euš ‘of this life’ (Y 57.25,
Yt 10.93), ahe narš ‘of this man’ (Yt 1, V 3.21ff.), ahe grauuahe ‘of this
stick’ (V 9.14), aheca karšuuan¯e‘of this continent’ (Vr 10.1).
• Anaphoric: ahe manō ‘his mind’ (Y 10.12), ahe raiia xvar enaohaca ‘because
of his wealth and fortune’, mąnaii en ahe ya\a (passim), ahe yasna ‘by his
prayer’ (Y 57, Yt 11), ahe paitiiār em ‘his misfortune’ (V 1), ahe ci\rō daxštō

486 Probably also in Y 57.3 etc. Compare the text
ahe raiia xvar enaohaca ‘Because of his wealth and abundance
aóhe ama v er e\ragnaca because of her force and victoriousness
ahe yasna yazatanąm because of his prayer to the deities
t em yazāi surunuuata yasna him I will worship with audible prayer
sraoš em aˇ˙sı̄m zao\rābiiō righteous Sraoša, with libations
aˇ˙sı̄mca vaouhı̄m b er ezaitı̄m and the good high Aši
nairı̄mca saoh em huraod em and well-shaped Manly Power’.
This introductory stanza is typical for Yašts in praise of a certain deity, e.g. Yt 5 ahe
raiia xvar enaohaca tąm yazāi surunuuata yasna, ar eduuı̄m sūrąm anāhitąm. In Y 57,
ahe raiia xvar enaohaca is followed by two subsequent praises; similarly, sraoš em
aˇ˙sı̄m, the deity which is praised in Y 57, is followed by two more lines; therefore, the
first three lines refer to the last three lines. Accordingly, ahe in the first line refers to
sraoša- (m.), ahe in the third line refers to nairiia- saoha-, and aóhe in the second line
refers to aˇ˙si-. Yet aˇ˙si- is a feminine deity (f.adj. vaouhı̄m b er ezaitı̄m), and we must
assume an original f. gen.sg. *aóh ˚̄a which was provided with -e because of the
surrounding forms.
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‘a clear sign of this’ (V 1.14), ahe vacō ‘his word’ (V 22.13), ahe vaca ‘his
words’ (Vr 8.1).

The only occurrence for which one might consider petrification of ahe is
the expression mąnaii en ahe ya\a ‘just like’, which developed from the
original meaning ‘making one think (mąnaii en) of that (ahe), how (ya\a)’.
This is the only case where ahe does not refer to any preceding or following
constituent in the sentence. Since such a use is unattested for aóhe, one might
consider this a proof of the older age of ahe. The expression mąnaii en ahe
ya\a even induced Bartholomae 1904: 280 to set up a separate entry ahe
‘particle of assurance’, but this was rightly rejected by Hoffmann-Narten
1989: 55 because this ahe is identical to the gen.sg. of a-.

In all but one instance, the gen.sg. aóohe is used as an anaphoric pronoun
(the list is meant to be exhaustive):
• ā tē aóhe fraca stuiiē (Y 1) ‘and I praise you for this’.
• yezi tē aóhe auua.urūraoda ya ˜t yasnahe vahmaheca (Y 1) ‘if I have
obstructed you in this, namely in praise and veneration’.
• aóhe xša\rāda (Y 9.4) ‘in his reign’.
• āa ˜t aóhe ahi aibiiāstō (Y 9.26) ‘and with this you are girded’.
• aēta ˜t … aóhe auuaiiąm dąnmahi (Y 68.1) ‘this … we make its exorcism’ (for
auuaiiąm see § 3.2.2).
• frā aóhe vı̄saiti mi\rō (Yt 10.46) ‘for him Mithra is prepared’.
• ciš aóhe asti baēšazō (Yt 14.34) ‘what is the remedy for this?’.
• aóhe haxaiiō frāiiei ˙nti (Yt 19.95) ‘his companions come forward’.
• disiiā ˜t hē aóhe auua ˜t mı̄žd em (A 3.7-12) ‘one should assign such an award
to him for this’.
• aom aóhe asti uzuuar ez em (V 18.37ff.) ‘this is the reparation for this’.
• ka ˜t aóhe asti paititiš, ka ˜t aóhe asti āp er eitiš (V 18.68f.) ‘what is the
compensation for this, what is the penance for this?’.

There is only one case in which aóhe is used as an attributive
demonstrative, viz. in aóhe aiiąn ‘this day’ (Vyt 30, Yt 1.18, 11.5). Here,
original *ahe may have been replaced by aóhe because this expression of time
always occurs in combination with aóh ˚̄a xšapō (f.) ‘this night’.

We may explain the predominance of anaphoric use for aóhe by the fact
that anaphoric pronouns occur in (morphological) isolation, just like other
pronouns such as personal pronouns. The attributive form ahe is always
congruent with a noun, and among the nouns the a-stem gen.sg. ending -ahe
was very frequent. The anaphoric form was less protected by its syntactic
construction, and was therefore more liable to be attracted by other pronouns.
Hence, it adopted -óh-.
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The gen.sg.m. auuaóohe to auua- ‘that one’ occurs attributively in auuaóhe
ašnō (Y 1,3,4,7,19,22), auuaóhe hū (Y 19) and auuaóhe nmānahe (V 18),
while auuaheca is only attested in Yt 16.6 auuaheca paiti yąnahe. Thus, we
cannot discern a clear functional distribution, but all the attestations of
auuaóhe occur in relatively recent texts (the lithurgical beginnings of the
Yasna, Y 19, V 18), which would at least be in accordance with a possible
later origin of -óh-.

The gen.sg.m. of ka- is attested as kahe and as kaóhe. In Yt 13.50 and V
19.8, kahe is the independent interrogative pronoun ‘whose?’. In Y 61.4, the
genitive of the indefinite ka- ka- ‘every one’ remarkably appears as kahe
kahiiācı̄ ˜t. The second form has preserved the OAv. sequence -hii- (cf. Y 43.7
kahiiā ‘whose?’) but it is unclear why, since Y 61 does not otherwise present
OAv. phenomena. In Yt 5.101, the gen.sg. of ka- ka- is found as kaóohe kaóohe.

The form yeóohē̆ ‘whose’ is clearly the only living gen.sg.m/n. of the
relative pronoun ya- in YAv.; it by far outnumbers the rare Yt and V variant
yehe. Yehe looks as if it represents the older form *yahe, but it seems unlikely
that yehe ever really existed. The fact that yeóhe is sometimes spelled as yehe
by individual mss. suggests that yehe, where it occurs in Geldner’s text, is
only a corruption of yeóhe. It might be due to the occasional loss of
nasalization between the two identical vowels e in the pronunciation of the
transmittors.

Fischer-Ritter 1991: 10f. have claimed that a pronominal gen.sg. anahe
exists in Y 8.4. The syntactic function of anahe in the sentence aētąm ā
yātum anahe jasaiti ‘he lapses in this magic of it’ is unclear; if it really is a
gen.sg. of a pronoun ana- ‘that’ (otherwise only attested in the ins.sg. anā̆ ),
it seems that the paradigm is hardly productive anymore in Avestan (cf.
Fischer-Ritter loc.cit.). No form †anaóhe is attested.

§ 20.3 YAv. -ē

In YAv., final -ē is regular only in monosyllables. It is attested in the
personal pronouns mē, tē, hē and šē. Other forms are corruptions. The form
stē in Yt 10.106f. (from ungrammatical use of sti-, cf. Benveniste 1935: 37)
is based on the spelling of F1; Geldner only once provides a v.l. from J10,
which is sti; nevertheless, if by some means *ste had originated, this would
have been pronounced -ē in a monosyllable. In Ny 3.10 and Vyt 6, where Y
34.4 stōi rapa ˙ntē ci\ra.auuaoh em is quoted, the mss. point to stē. For z emē
< *ímai, cf. § 25.6.

The form bē occurs only once in V 19.46: zātō bē yō aˇ˙sauua zara\uštrō
nmānahe pourušaspahe ‘but/and he was born, the righteous Zarathustra, in the
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house of Pourušaspa’. The v.ll. are contradictory: L4.K1 be · L2.Br1 bē ·
Mf2 baēn, Jp1 bı̄n. In theory, a t-less variant *bai of YAv. bōi ˜t < *bait, also
a particle ‘but, and’, is possible, but it would be a hapax. Rather, the original
text will have had YAv. bā ‘indeed’, which was replaced in the archetype or
later in the ms. tradition by the MP word bē (*bait, just like bōi ˜t). N 79 haē
represents *hē. P nē ‘not’ is not an Avestan word but represents Pahlavı̄ nē
‘no’.

Another category of words in -ē is formed by the pseudo-Gathic text
passages and the OAv. quotations in YAv., in which any word in *-e is
spelled with -ē. Furthermore, the Vı̄dēvdād PTr. has many words ending in
-ē (yimahē vı̄uuaohanahē, ahē, aetē, mae\ emnahē, bı̄uakaiiehē, ubjiiāitē,
aetahē, p er esahē, spānahē, kasištahē) in YAv. texts. This must be a
peculiarity of the PV mss.

The remaining YAv. polysyllables in -ē all go back to -e. In all of them,
there is -ii- or * ˘i preceding -ē. This was already observed for the verb forms
mruiiē, stuiiē and *zaozuiiē by Kellens 1984: 210: "-ē est de règle après -uii-
dissimilé de *-u ˘u-." This lengthening might be compared with the tendency
to lengthen final *-u to -ū after -ii-, cf. § 11.2. It seems to me that this
lengthening is characteristic of some of the manuscript branches, and does not
necessarily go back to the archetype.

Lengthening after ii explains Geldner’s aniiē in Y 10.8 and 19.5487 (but
J2 aniie in 10.8, S1 in 19.5), Yt 8.11 duiiē (against usual and frequent duiie;
here no v.ll.), Y 19.10 mruiiē (-ē in J2.K5, K4 and Mf1.Pt4, but -e in S1.J3),
and Y 62.8 ha´̌sē (-ē in Pt4.Mf1.4, J2, K36, -ı̄ in K5, -¯ein Jp1.K4.Pd.Mf3 and
Jm4; this points to ha´̌sē indeed being the original variant).

The form sruiie and its variants must be discussed more extensively. Our
text edition shows the forms sruiie (V 3.14), sruuē (V 7.24,27) and sraoe (V
9.41), all of which represent the acc.du. *sru ˘uai of sruuā- ‘horn, nail’. In V
17.2 and 17.4, the acc.du. of sruuā-488 occurs with enclitic -ca protecting the
older ending: sruuaēca. For the form without ca, we would expect sruiie, cf.
mruiie < *mru ˘uai. Let us have a look at the v.ll.

487 Probably Yt 5.69 anii¯e(in F1; J10 has aniia) instead of *aniie has arisen through
an intermediate corruption *aniiē too.

488 The following forms with the meaning ‘nail’ occur in YAv.: apart from the acc.du.
here investigated, they are acc.pl. sruu ˚̄a V 17.9f. and dat.du. sruuābiia V 17.7. These
point to a stem sruuā-. V 19.42 acc.pl. srauuō has an ungrammatical ending anyway.
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PV IrVS InVS

V 3.14 sruue L4a, sraoe
Pt2.B1.Ml3.P2, sraoē
Ml4, sruiie P10

sruuı̄ Jp1.Mf2 sraoi
B2.L1.2.Br1.Dh1.K10.
O2.M2

V 7.24 sruui Pt2.P2 (s.m.),
sraoe K1, srui P10,
sraoi Ml4

sruuē Jp1,
sruuı̄ Mf2

sraōui L1.2.Br1.K10

V 7.27 sruui Pt2.P2 (sec.m.),
sraoe K1, srui P10,
sraoē Ml4

sruuı̄ Jp1.Mf2 sruui K10.L2.Br1,
sraoi L1

V 9.41 sruui L4, sraoe K1a sruuı̄ Jp1.Mf2 sruui L1.2.Br1.K10,
sraoi M2

On the basis of this evidence, Bartholomae 1904: 1647 concluded that the
three different forms which Geldner put in his text could all be edited as
sruuı̄, an athematic dual form < *sru ˘uı̄, next to which sruuaēca showed the
thematic variant. From the table above, it would indeed appear that all the
v.ll. can derive from sruuı̄. PV sruui would show secondary shortening of
final -ı̄ in sruuı̄, which would retain the regular lengthening of *- ˘ui observed
in § 7.1.

Yet there is no way to derive such a form from a stem sruuā-, and the
co-occurrence of two different dual forms *sruuai-ca and *sruuı̄ of the same
stem sruuā-, both attested in the Vı̄dēvdād, is too implausible. Note that the
ending *-ı̄ in the dual is usually reserved for neuter nouns. We must look for
a different solution.

The only other philologically acceptable form would be original sruue.
This would imply that the ending -e was replaced by -i in the ancestral ms.
of the VS, which is trivial, especially with paiti preceding our word489. The
IrVS went one step further, replacing -i by -ı̄490.

The original Vı̄dēvdād form *sruue can be regarded as a corruption of the
expected acc.du. *sruiie of f. sruuā- ‘nail’; for other Vı̄dēvdād-specific
corruptions, cf. Humbach 1973: 113f.

489 The text in V 3.14 etc. reads aēšąm paiti sr° aēša druxš yā nasuš upa.duuąsaiti
‘that Nasu-druj flies towards their nails’.

490 This would then be a clear case where the word-final lengthening after uu is an
innovation of the IrVS mss. Maybe the scribes were aware of the rule discussed in §
7.1?
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A similar corruption of sruiie can be observed in a more incipient stage
in the v.ll. of the only acc.du. form of sruuā- in the Yašts (Yt 14.7). Whereas
sruiie is preserved in F1+, Pt1+ and M4.L11, the ms. J10 has sraoiiē,
showing anaptyctic a and lengthening of final -e (cf. aniiē, duiiē in some
Yasna forms), and K38 (an Iranian ms., just like Mf2.Jp1) sruiiı̄ has replaced
-e by -ı̄. The spellings found in the Vı̄dēvdād simply go one step further by
assimilating ii to the preceding u.

§ 20.4 I-mutation of *a

In inlaut, *a became e in Avestan in the position after * ˘i (also óh), when
the next syllable contained i, ı̄, ii, e or ē. Bartholomae 1894-95: 173 adds the
specification that the mutation is prevented by intervening hm, uu, and
sometimes by r; this was confirmed by Morgenstierne 1942: 41.

There is no certain evidence for the absence of i-mutation in front of r.
The adj. uzaiieirina- shows e in all its forms, except for the corrupt
Nērangestān spelling uzaiiairinąm. The form fraiiare, which Bartholomae
adduced, occurs thrice in the loc.sg. of the adj. fraiiara- ‘in the morning’, viz.
in F 537 fraiaire, in Aog. 53 fraiiaire aiiąn (thus corrected by Bartholomae
1904: 989; the mss. have fraiiaēiri and fraiiaeir e), and, as I would assume
against Bartholomae’s reading xfraiiar ene and Kotwal-Kreyenbroek’s (1992:
52) xfraiiar e, in E 9 xfraiieire491. Since late texts such as the E and the Vn
frequently show the replacement of -aiiei- by -aiiai- (in the verb forms, see
below), we may assume the same process for Aog 53 and F 537, especially
since the actual v.ll. in Aog 53 still show -e-. I conclude that F 537, Aog 53
and E continue a loc.sg. xfraiieire; we can remove the entry fraiiar ena-, which
relied only on E 9 fraiiar ena, from Bartholomae’s dictionary.

The absence of i-mutation in front of hm and uu is proved by yahmi,
yahmiia, aniiahmāi, and by yauue and mainiiauue.

Word-internal *-h ˘ia- surfaces as -he- in the f. comparatives vahehı̄- <
*vah ˘iahı̄- ‘better’ (Y 35.9 vahehiiā, 39.2, 52.3 vahehı̄š) and zrahehı̄- ‘weaker’

491 The text reads fraiiar ena vā uzaiiēirine vā *aiiąn in the mss., i.e. ‘in the morning
or in the afternoon of the day’. The PTr. has PWN pl’y’l/pl’yyl ’ywp PWN ’w’wzyy’l.
The last adj. is a corruption of usual ’wzylyn, which must have arisen under the
influence of pl’yy(’)l. This is MP ‘the day before yesterday’, and will therefore reflect
an original Avestan word containing -e- in the second syllable. As the same expression
(loc.sg. of fraiiara-) + (gen.sg. of aiiar-) appears in Aog 53 as xfraiieire aiiąn, we
must read xfraiieire aiiąn in E 9.
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(P 24 +zrahehı̄m, JamaspAsa-Humbach 1971: 38). Thus, we find -hehı̄- in
OAv. and in YAv. forms, although a sequence *-ah ˘ia- usually yields *-aóha-
in YAv. if no mutation occurs, cf. OAv. vahiiō ‘better’ < *vah ˘iah but YAv.
vaóhō ‘id.’, and *-aóhe- in the case of i-mutation, e.g. Y 9.29 aēnaóh eiti ‘he
damages’ for *aēnaóheiti492. The retention of -h- points to the OAv.
character of the forms in -hehı̄-, also of Y 52.3 vahehı̄š and P 24 +zrahehı̄m
(for other Pursišnı̄hā forms which may be OAv. quotations see §§ 3.4.3,
30.4).

In other YAv. forms the sequence -hiieh- survives, viz. in the gen.sg.
forms vacahiiehe, paitiš.hahiiehe and others. However, these contain an
etymological suffix -i ˘ia-, so that they may have been pronounced as [hi ˘ie]
when *-h ˘ie- changed to -he- in vahehı̄-. In this way, we may assume regular
loss of * ˘i in a sequence *-h ˘ieh- in the post-YAv. period, which could only
affect OAv. forms in which *-h ˘i- had survived and was not pronounced as
[hi ˘i]: vahehiiā, vahehı̄š and zrahehı̄m.

There is no way to check whether word-internal * ˘ie became e after (ó)h
only. After all other consonants, we find -iie- preserved, but this is
inconclusive, since nearly all of these forms involve a suffix *-(i) ˘ia-, which
stood in paradigmatic alternation with *-(i) ˘ie- (Beekes 1999: 66 already hints
at this):
• In the gen.sg. of nouns formed in -iia-: OAv. vāstriiehiiā, YAv. kairiiehe,
tištriiehe, etc. The only seeming exceptions E 6 aniiahe, N 52 a.dāitiiahe, N
53 dāitiiahe, Vn 10 ašiiahe are due to the bad mss. in which these texts are
preserved; we can restore aniiehe etc.
• The gen.pl. miiezdinąm (to miiezd ı̄̆ n-) may have restored mii- from its base
noun miiazda-. In fact, many of the good mss. spell miiazdanąm instead of

492 This is the only form with -óhe- in inlaut, due to the fact that the suffix -iia-
apparently was not restored here. The spelling of the archetype must have been
aēnaóh eiti, cf. Kellens 1984: 209 (to the v.ll. of Geldner’s edition we can add Mf4
aēnaóh eiti, which confirms Kellens’ conclusion), but - eiti cannot be derived from
*-aiti, *-iiaiti or *-iieiti by any known phonetic rule. Therefore, we must assume a
special case of dissimilation of *-óheiti to -óh eiti, i.e. the vowel e was centralized
because of óh. As aēnaóh eiti is the only Avestan example of such a sequence, we
cannot determine whether this change was a linguistic fact of YAv., or whether it only
took place in this specific word as a lapsus of the transmission. Kellens 1984: 209
suggests that Yt 10.20,21 aóhiieiti ‘he throws’ may also represent earlier *aóh eiti, but
this seems unnecessary. It is more economical to assume that in aóhiieiti, the suffix
-iia- was restored during YAv. (although the other modes, e..g. inj. aóha ˜t etc., do not
show such a restoration; similarly, V 3.20 xbar ezaóh en).
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miiezdinąm. A similar restoration can account for airiiene (loc.sg.n. of
airiiana-) and viiāne (loc.sg. of viiāna-).
• The thematic verb suffix -iia- underwent mutation to -iie- in front of the
active endings -mi, -ni, -hi, -ti and - ˙nti, and the middle endings -ne, -(ó)he, -te
and - ˙nte, as well as in the infinitives in -diiāi and the abstract nouns in -ti.
The alternation between these forms and forms without mutation in front of
the other endings is usually well preserved, except for some 1s. forms, see
below493.
• V 18.26,51 aošete ‘talked’ continues *aoc ˘iatai. The simplification of
*ao´̌siiete to aošete cannot be compared with that of *vahiiehı̄- to vahehı̄-, but
rather belongs to the much later simplification of *´̌sii to *´̌s in YAv (´̌sii is
preserved in Y 44.11 va´̌siietē). Similarly Yt 5.11 +dražete < *dražiiete.
• The 3p. in - ˙nti of verbal stems in -iia- shows forms in -iiei ˙nt ı̄̆ (e.g.
kiriiei ˙nti; this is the majority) and in -i ˙nt ı̄̆ (e.g. yazi ˙nti; this is a minority
occurring mainly in the Yašts). The evidence has been assembled by Kellens
1984: 215f. As we will see in § 23.5.1.1, the phonetic development *-a ˙nt- >
- e˙nt- was undone to -a ˙nt- in most of the verb forms where it was preceded by
-ii- (fšuiia ˙nt- etc.). Forms like yazi ˙nti < *yaz ˘i e˙nti are evidently among those
which escaped this analogical restoration. Therefore, the larger group in
-iiei ˙nt ı̄̆ must reflect this restoration, and we deduce that the restoration of
*-iia ˙nt- (in verb forms) was anterior to the i-mutation.

The only forms which might have phonetically preserved *-iie- after a
consonant are i\iiejah- ‘need’ (Skt. tyájas-), i\iiejaouha ˙nt-, ai\iiejah- (<
*a-tyajas-), +ai\iiejahiia- and ai\iiejaouha ˙nt-494. Here, analogical restoration
of -iia- seems out of the question. This has led to the opinion that -j- is a
special conditioning factor for * ˘ia to * ˘ie (Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 65). If
Hoffmann’s explanation (1976: 646ff.) of OAv. aˇ˙sā(i). yecā as *aˇ˙sā ˘ia-ca is
correct (see § 5.3.3), we may also regard -c- as a factor causing * ˘ia > -iie-.
No real counterexamples exist, because those forms with -iia- in front of -c-
all involve the enclitic particles -ca and -ci ˜t (māuuaiiaca, māuuaiiaci ˜t etc.),
so that restoration is quite probable.

493 Again, due to the bad mss., -aiti and -ai ˙nti are found in the Nērangestān and all
over in the Vae\a Nask. Difficult to judge is Yt 8.43 baešaziiatica, where only K12
baešaziietaeca looks like the expected *baešaziietica.

494 In many forms, i\iiajah- is found, but the forms with -e- are in the majority. Where
Geldner edited i\iiajah-, we mostly find good ms. spelling i\iiejah-, e.g. Y 3.13
(J2.Mf1.K4.Pt4 e, Mf2.K5 a), Yt 13.130 Mf3.K13.H5 e, F1.Pt1 a. Another argument
in favour of -e- in the archetype is the Pahlavı̄ rendering syc /sēǐ/, not †sy’c.
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The evidence in favour is meagre (i\iiejah for -j- and aˇ˙sā(i).yecā for -c-),
but the absence of counterexamples argues in favour of a sound change *-iia-
+ palatal stop (c and j) to -iie-; this process was probably simultaneous with
i-mutation elsewhere, since this sound change too is made undone by the
effects of proportional analogy. In the case of aˇ˙sā(i).yecā, the redactional split
into a compound must have preceded the restoration of the ending -aiiacā.
The form i\iiejah- shows that *Ciie was not normally reduced to -Ce-, i.e.,
h ˘ie > he is a specific development after h.

ABSENCE OF i-MUTATION

I-mutation seems to be absent in the prs.ptc. forms Yt 19.94
am er exšiia ˙ntı̄ ˙m, Yt 13.33 xruuı̄šiia ˙ntı̄š, Y 34.4 daibišiia ˙ntē and Y 9.11
yaēšiia ˙ntı̄m, as against normal būšiiei ˙ntı̄- etc. Yet these exceptions are
probably illusory. The distribution of v.ll. in Yt 13.33 (°aiiei ˙ntı̄š in
Mf3.K13.38.H5, °iia ˙ntiš in F1.J10) allows us to regard xruuı̄šiiei ˙ntı̄š as the
older form. The other forms may be explained in the same way: the ending
-iia ˙nt- is due to a very recent and incidental preference for this form in the
mss.

Both reflexes are also found in the dat.sg. of fšuiia ˙nt- ‘cattle-breeder’.
Where v.ll. with -e- occur, Geldner edits fˇ˙suiie ˙nte, -ē (Y 29.5, Yt 13.88, 19.8),
while apparently in V 5.57f. only fšuiia ˙nte is attested. But also in Y 29.5 and
Yt 13.88, the majority of the good mss. spells fšuiia ˙nt-; this may be
analogical after the rest of the paradigm, since fšuiia ˙nt- is a frequent noun in
the texts; in view of the usual retention of the alternation -iia-/-iie- in other
forms, we may posit *fšuiie ˙nte in the archetype.

Two more forms are due to contextual analogy. Firstly, the form
yesniiāica is often spelled yasniiāica in the mss. (IrPY, J3, YS) because of the
frequent yasna-. Secondly, the spelling Yt 8.25 yaze ‘I worship’, instead of
yeze elsewhere, immediately follows a form yasna (aoxtō.nāmana yasna yaze),
which will have influenced *yeze; there was no analogical restoration of *ya-,
as claimed by Bartholomae 1894-5: 173495.

495 Compare a case such as Yt 13.50 frāiieziiā ˜t, spelled with -e- in F1.Pt1 and K38,
but with -a- in K37.Mf3.K13.
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§ 20.5 No i-mutation of *ā

Ever since the development was formulated as a rule by Bartholomae
1894-5: 174, all handbooks teach that *ā underwent i-mutation to e under the
same circumstances as *a. On the other hand, Meillet 1922: 221 expressly
states that forms such as zbaiiemi and ba ˙ndaiieni presuppose "*-yami, *-yani
avec a bref." To my mind, the evidence is in favour of Meillet’s explanation.

All the forms with alleged i-mutation of *ā are restricted to the 1s.ind. and
subj. verb forms of thematic stems, viz. the endings -iiemi, -iieni and
-iiene496. We have seen several categories in which verbs in -iia- and
especially -aiia- are liable to shorten the suffix vowel *-ā- in paradigms
where an alternation between a and ā is inherited: compare for example the
1p. ind. forms in -aiiamahi discussed in § 4.9.5. It seems quite likely that the
same may have happened in the 1s. verb forms in -iiemi and -iieni which go
back to IIr. ind. *- ˘iāmi and subj. *- ˘iāni. These endings could shorten *ā all
the more easily because the resulting YAv. endings *- ˘iami and *- ˘iani497

would still leave the 1s.ind. and subj. perfectly distinguished from all other
1s. verb forms. If we assume that the only relevant OAv. form, viz. aiienı̄,
was adopted from YAv. at the canonization of OAv., then the replacement of
*- ˘iāmi and *- ˘iāni by *- ˘ia° can be regarded as a YAv. development, just like
in the 1p. forms.

The probability of this scenario is enhanced by the fact that the few
Avestan forms which do show the thematic endings -iiāmi and -iiāni are
clearly recent formations:
• The OAv. form Y 28.3 ufiiānı̄ is exceptional in the sense that it is the only
OAv. 1s.subj. ending -ānı̄ of thematic verbs which has a disyllabic ending
instead of trisyllabic /-a’anı̄/ (Monna 1978: 102). We could solve this problem

496 The complete evidence comprises: OAv. 1sg.subj.act. aiienı̄ (3x); YAv. 1sg.ind.act.
apaiiemi, frapaiiemi, ufiiemi, ha ˙nkāraiiemi, gāraiiemi, jaidiiemi, tauruuaiiemi,
nipaiiemi, (ā°, ni)vaēdaiiemi, vaiiemi, vı̄uuāraiiemi, sadaiiemi, (ni)zbaiiemi; YAv.
1sg.subj.act. (uz°, pār)aiieni, fraouruuaēsaiieni, xšaiieni, tauruuaiieni, \a ˙njaiieni,
daēsaiieni, uspataiieni, frapāraiieni, frādaiieni, ba ˙ndaiieni, bar ezaiieni, upa°,
auuanaiieni, var edaiieni, vādaiieni, hąm.raē\baiieni, uzraocaiieni, frasnaiieni,
srāuuaiieni, upaohacaiieni; YAv. 1sg.subj.med. hācaiiene.

497 Meillet loc.cit. assumes a rhythmic shortening in words of greater length, but this
is an ad hoc assumption which cannot explain why the shortening happens only in
-(a)iia-stems.
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by assuming original *ufiiā /uf ˘ia’a/498, to which *-ni was added by the YAv.
redactors.
• The remaining YAv. forms occur in the same verse as a regular -āmi-form,
so that the ending -iiāmi or -iiāni may be due to contextual analogy:
Y 65.11 jaidiiāmi:

āpō yān em vō yāsāmi … āpō ı̄štı̄m vō jaidiiāmi ‘O waters, I ask a wish of
you …, o waters, I ask power of you.’

Yt 17.57f. ni.uruuisiiāni:
ku\a hı̄š az em k er enauuāni asman em auui frašusāni ząm auui
ni.uruuisiiāni ‘what shall I do with them, shall I go to heaven, shall I turn
down to the earth?’

V 5.18 frazaiiaiiāmi, frafrāuuaiiāmi:
auui nasūm vazāmi az em yō ahurō mazd ˚̄a, upa daxm em vazāmi …, upa
hixr em vazāmi …, upa ast em frazaiiaiiāmi …, aohai\ı̄m frafrāuuaiiāmi …,
tā ha\ra frafrāuuaiiāmi auui zraiiō pūitik em ‘I lead it to the corpse, I who
am Ahura Mazdā, I lead it onto the burial mound …, I lead it onto the
corpse liquid …, I let it flow over the bone …, I wash away what is impure
…, those things all together I wash away to the purifying lake.’

V 22.6 xbišaziiāni:
ku\a tē az em xbišaziiāni 499, ku\a tē az em apa.varāni ‘how shall I heal
for you, how shall I remove for you?’

Yt 15.44 v er eziiāmi:
auua ˜t vanō.vı̄sp ˚̄a nąma ahmi ya ˜t uua dąma vanāmi … auua ˜t vohuuaršte
nąma ahmi ya ˜t vohū v er eziiāmi ‘I am called Conqueror of All for this
reason that I conquer both creations … I am called Achiever of Good for
this reason that I achieve good things.’

The second part of the evidence consists of all Avestan forms in which *ā
is preserved under conditions which would normally provoke i-mutation of *a:
the nouns °jiiāiti- ‘life’ and vas¯e.yāiti- ‘going at will’, the adj. yāiriia-
‘yearly’ and its compounds huiiāiriia-, dužiiāiriia-, maidiiāiriia-, the
pronominal forms yābiiō, yābiia and yāhı̄̆ (f.pl. of ya-). The thematic subj.
also lacks i-mutation: fraouruuaēsaiiāiti ‘may turn towards’, paidiiāite ‘could
reach, fall into’, miriiāite ‘may die’, us.zaiiāite ‘will be born’, frasaocaiiāhi
‘you should burn’, and others.

498 Mutatis mutandis, the same explanation could be proposed for the only problematic
thematic medial 1sg.subj. form s eraošānē: OAv. trisyll. *srauša’āi → *sraušānai.

499 For xbišaziiāni instead of attested bišazāni, see Kellens 1984: 132.
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It seems unlikely that we can ascribe ā in all these forms to analogical
retention. It might be argued that the f.pl. forms of ya- have retained ā by
analogy with a case such as the gen.pl. yānąm, but the fact remains that the
m. gen.sg. yeóhe did not restore ya-. And although V 5.16 frazaiiaiiāhi ‘may
you let flow’ and frafrāuuaiiāhi ‘may you wash away’ have -āhi from vazāhi
‘may you lead’ in the same verse, or V 18.76 pai\iiāite ‘could reach’ may
have been modeled on azāite ‘should assume’, it seems unlikely that all subj.
forms in -ā- were restored. Consider especially the fact that in the indicative,
the vowel -a- was not restored in the endings -iieiti, -iiei ˙nti, etc. We must
accept that i-mutation occurred too recently in the transmission for the
original endings to be restored.

§ 20.6 Summary

The results of the investigation may be summarized as follows:

1. YAv. *-C ˘iā̆ > -Ce.
Exceptions: 1. restoration of * ˘ia: -iia, -iiā.

2. post-archetype lengthening: aniiē, duiiē, mruiiē, stuiiē,
sruiiē, *zaozuiiē, ha´̌sē.

2. Av. *(-) ˘ia-, *-óha- > (-)iie-, -óhe- / _ $ē̆ ,ı̄̆ (i-mutation).
Exceptions: 1. - ˘ia- > -iia- if $ = hm or uu.

2. *-h ˘iahı̄- > -hehı̄-.

3. Av. *- ˘ia- > -iie- / _ c,j.
Exceptions: Restoration of -iia- in individual mss.

Chronologically, the difference between the reflex -ahe < *-ah ˘ia and the
reflex -aohe < *-ahai (regularly in all such forms, e.g. auuaohe, drājaohe,
manaohe, sauuaohe, srāuuaiieohē, etc.) proves that *-ah ˘ia had become *-ahe
before *oh arose, whereas *-ahai must have developed into *-aohai before
*-ai became -e. This yields a relatively early date for *-C ˘ia > -Ce, and in fact
such an early date is needed to make the analogical restoration of -Ciia in
several morphological categories understandable. An early date also explains
why the OAv. ending *-h ˘ia was retained as -hiiā at the canonization of OAv.:
the YAv. ending had already become -he in Early YAv., and the replacement
of OAv. allophones by YAv. ones had become impossible. The change of *-h-
> -oh- is also firmly rooted in the YAv. language, since it has afterwards
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yielded the analogical replacement of *-he by -óhe in the pronominal forms
discussed above.

I-mutation must at least be dated after the change of final *-ai to -e,
because -e is one of the conditioning factors. Other developments which must
have preceded i-mutation are the change of *- ˘iant- to *- ˘i ent-, and the
subsequent restoration of - ˘ia- in many verb forms; otherwise, we would not
be able to explain the sequences -iiei ˙nti and others, which cannot be based on
*- ˘i e˙nti but on *- ˘ianti.

As pointed out by Beekes 1988: 31, the RCS must also be dated before
this mutation. The replacement of the ending *-a of the first member by -ō
(see § 22.5) must have preceded a possible mutation of *a to e: we find
\rāiiōidiiāi, not †\raiieidiiāi < *\ra ˘iad ˘iāi, and the same even applies to
wrongly split OAv. sequences such as \bōi.ahı̄ < *\ba ˘iahi, not †\baiiehı̄.

The recent date of i-mutation is also apparent from the difference in
reflexes of *paiti.asti- ‘obedience’: unsplit in V 22.13 paitiiesti (replaced in
Jp1.Mf2 by paiti.asti!) but when the two parts remained split, we find Yt 15.1
paiti.asti, A 1.8 paiti.astı̄mca.

A change which might post-date i-mutation is the specific sound change
*-h ˘ieh- > *-heh-, which explains the forms vahehı̄- and zrahehı̄-. As * ˘i is a
necessary condition for the mutation, its loss must post-date the mutation.
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§ 21 Avestan o

The three major sources of o are IIr. *a, *u and * ˘u. The first subsection
below will discuss the presence and absence of u-mutation of *a. The second
subsection turns to the sequence *-ar ˘u-, which may give a grapheme -aor- as
the result of u-epenthesis; the other environment where we find *u as o is the
diphthong ao < *au, but this has already been discussed in § 16. The third
subsection deals with the spelling o for * ˘u, which is merely a very recent
aberration of the spelling -uu-.

§ 21.1 u-mutation of *a

IIr. *a yields Avestan o in the position after a labial consonant and in
front of ū̆ (not ˘u) in the next syllable; however, some of the intermediate
consonants between *a and ū̆ block u-mutation. In front of r, where u-umlaut
occurs together with u-epenthesis, the result is a grapheme -ou-.

§ 21.1.1 Forms showing u-mutation

• *paru- ‘numerous, many’: nom.acc.sg.n. pourūm, nom.acc.pl.n. pouru,
acc.pl.m. pourūš, dat.abl.pl. pourubiiō, loc.pl. pourušū, gen.pl. pourunąm,
derivatives like pourutāt- ‘large amount’ and the superlative pourut ema-, and
pouru ‘many’ as the first member of a compound, e.g. in pouru.aspa- ‘with
many horses’500. The regular absence of u-mutation is preserved in the
gen.sg. paraoš.

The spelling ou in pour- is attested for every form in at least one of the
better mss., although many of them have replaced pour- by pōur- or paō̆ ur-
(by analogy with the spelling paouruua-). In the Yasna, especially Pt4, Mf1
and J2 preserve pour°. The InSY ms. S1 usually displays pōur°, while the
IrVS shows pour° or paōur° (K4), and Mf2 has paur° several times (analogy
with pauruua°). The spelling of the InVS and YS is not worse than that of
the other ms. branches. For the Vı̄spered and the Yašts we do not dispose of
enough v.ll. to make a claim about the spelling of pouru. In the Vı̄dēvdād, the
PV seems somewhat more liable to a replacement by paour° than the VS
branch.

500 As I have argued in De Vaan 2000b, Yt 10.113 gouru.zao\ranąm must be
corrected to xpouru.zao\ranąm.
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• mogu. ˜tbiš- ‘who is hostile towards the magians’, with the noun *magu-
‘magian’ (OP nom.sg. maguš, acc.sg. magum) as the first member.
• mošu ‘soon’, cognate with Skt. mak ˙s ´̄u < IIr. *maćšū.
• mourum, acc.sg. of margu-, the name of a country.
• vouru- ‘broad’. The adj. IIr. *HurHu- ‘broad’ > PIr. *varu- is only found
as the first member of a compound, e.g. in vouru.kaˇ˙sa- ‘with broad bays’.
• *vahu- ‘good’. All forms in which *h is preserved show u-mutation: vohu,
vohū, vohunąm, vohūm, and compounds such as Y 12.1 vohumaite. The
spelling o is usually preserved in the better Yasna mss., with the exception of
Pt4.Mf4 which show vōh° many times. In these and other mss., a spelling -ū
(by analogy with OAv. vohū) often goes together with ō, so that it seems that
the scribes could choose between two variants, viz. vohu or vōhū. The YS and
the InVS also replace o by ō in many instances.

Outside the Yasna, we do not find many attestations of vohu. Where we
do, it seems that the same two variants vohu and vōhū are predominant501.
• vohunı̄̆ - ‘blood’, vohunauua ˙nt- ‘with blood’ (said of a menstruating woman)
and the compound vohunazga- ‘who follows the blood’ (epithet of dogs), are
derived from *vahuna- ‘blood’ and a root *sag-; if the latter is cognate with
Skt. sájati ‘to hang’, vohunazga- might mean ‘(a hound) hanging itself to the
blood’. By analogy with vohu ‘good’, some mss. split the word into
vohu.nazga-.

§ 21.1.2 Forms without u-mutation

• pasu- ‘cattle, sheep’ pasu, pasūm, pas¯euš, pasuuō, pasubiia, pasuuasca,
pasuuąm, pasūš, pasuuō, pasuš.huua, the derivative pasuka-, and compounds
in pasu°.
• madu- ‘mead’: nom.acc.sg. maduca, gen.sg. xmadaoš 502, derivative
maduma ˙nt-.
• manuš(a)- ‘man’: manuš.ci\rahe; gen.sg. manušahe.
• ma ˙ntu- ‘adviser’: acc.sg. ma ˙ntūm, ins.sg. ma ˙ntū.
• vadū- ‘wife’: nom.sg. vadu.
• vadut-: gen.sg. vadūtō.
• vafu- ‘regulation’: nom.sg. vafuš, acc.pl. vafūš.

501 E.g. Vr 11.5 vohu K7b, K4.Mf2.Jp1 and Fl1.Kh1 · vōhū H1.J8.Pt3 and L2; V 11.1
vōhū L4, vohu K1a · vohu Jp1.Mf2.

502 V 14.17; the mss. have g¯euš vā xvar e\ahe vā huraii ˚̄a vā maduš vā. Bartholomae
1904: 1114 conjectures xmad¯euš, which would be an OAv. form.
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• vaiiu- ‘air’: nom.sg. vaiiuš, gen.sg. vaiiaoš, voc.sg. vaiiō.
• vaiiū ‘woe’ Y 53.6.
• *vahu- ‘good’. Forms in which *h turned into oh, never show u-mutation:
m.n. vaohuš, vaohu, vaohūš, vaohušu, f. vaouhi, vaouhı̄m, vaohuii ˚̄a, vaohuiiāi,
vaohuiiā, vaouhı̄š, vaouhı̄biiō, vaouhı̄nąm, and compounds with vaohu- as a first
member.

The original locus for *h > oh was between two ā̆ ’s; from there, it was
imported into forms like vaohuš and vaohuii ˚̄a. However, oh is absent from the
forms vohūm (acc.sg.) and vohunąm (gen.pl.), and from the n. vohu.
Hoffmann 1976: 599, fn. 14 ascribes this absence of oh to a preventive
dissimilation due to the following nasals m and n: the presence of these nasals
would have prevented the introduction of another nasal into the word, i.e.
*vahuš → vaohuš but *vahum not → †vaohum. Hoffmann’s explanation does
not account for vohū̆ , a form which is all the more strange since a doublet
acc.sg.n. vaohu exists in Y 52.1 vaohuca and Y 59.30 vaohu. Furthermore,
compounds occur both with vohu and with vaohu as a first member.

A hint at a more satisfactory solution was given by Beekes 1988: 19f.,
who ascribes the attested distribution to the distinction between the OAv. and
the YAv. language. As Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 50 have argued, the
development and analogical spread of oh belong to the YAv. period. This
implies that the feminine forms of vaouhı̄-, the acc.pl.m. vaohūš (YH) and the
compound vaohudā- (YH) which we find in OAv. are due to the introduction
of the YAv. form into OAv. We may then reverse the question which
Hoffmann tried to answer: not ‘why do we not find -oh- in vohu, vohūm and
vohunąm?’, but ‘why do we find -oh- in vaohu(°) and vaohūš?’. This must be
explained by means of analogical developments within YAv.; the answer to
this question is irrelevant to the present study of vowel phenomena503.

503 All the evidence for the vacillation -h- vs. -oh-, which occurs in the stems ahu-
‘life’, dax́iiu- ‘land’ and vahu- ‘good’, has been gathered by Testen 1994. Yet his
attempt to explain the retention of -h- and -x́ii- as the phonetic result of a following
*-ū- (as opposed to -oh- in front of *-u-) requires too many unwarranted assumptions
about the history of the nominal inflexion. The amount of vacillation found even
within one and the same form, e.g. YAv. acc.sg. dax́iiūm and daóhaom, acc.du. daióhu
and dax́iiu, suggests that these irregularities are — at least partly — due to analogical
rearrangements going on while the texts were composed. Only a detailed philological
investigation of the attestations of ahu-, vahu- and dax́iiu- might shed some light on
this problem.
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§ 21.1.3 Conclusion

The phonetic conditions which cause u-mutation of *a have always been
clear to Avesta scholars. Yet few people have commented on the reasons for
the partial absence of u-mutation in the forms where these conditions seem
to be fulfilled, such as pasu-, madu- and ma ˙ntu-.

The first possible explanation would be to assume that u-mutation
originally affected all forms with a sequence labial consonant + *a + u in the
next syllable, the exceptions being due to later paradigmatic levelling. Three
objections plead against this possibility. In the first place, it assumes that
u-mutation took place when Avestan was still a living language; this cannot
be proven, since the conditions for u-mutation are still present in all forms
showing this mutation. In the second place, this assumption would mean that
e.g. pasu- ‘small cattle’ has levelled its paradigm after the weak cases
pas¯euš/pasuuō etc., because most of the strong cases (pasūm, pasu, pasūš)
would favour u-mutation; this is improbable. Thirdly, one would still like to
know why the paradigm was levelled to forms with o_u in some cases (pouru,
mogu) while it was levelled to forms with a_u in others (madu-, vaiiu-).

It rather seems that we must regard the consonant between *a and *u as
the cause of the absence of u-mutation in the forms mentioned in § 21.1.1
above. This was essentially proposed by Morgenstierne 1942: 45: "several
consonants have the power of obstructing the rounding of a". When we look
at the consonants preceding *u in the forms with and without u-mutation, we
find not a single case of overlap. Mutation takes place in front of the
consonants r, š, g and h, while it is absent in front of the dental consonants
d, n, ń, ˙nt and s (madu-, vadū-, manuš-, mańiiu-, ma ˙ntu-, pasu-), in front of
ii (vaiiu-, vaiiū), in front of f (vafu-) and in front of oh.

Phonetically, this probably means that the consonants r/š/g/h allowed
rounding on them, so that the rounding moved regressively from u via the
consonant to *a. The fact that r allowed rounding is obvious from the Avestan
u-epenthesis in front of r (auruua ˙nt- etc.); for the velar and uvular g and h
this is also not problematic (cf. the development of *vi- to gu- in MoP), and
also for š a rounded pronunciation is not uncommon: many varieties of
English have it.

For the dental consonants and [ ˘i], we can assume that they resisted
rounding. For f, we can assume a labio-dental articulation, which is difficult
to combine with lip-rounding. The resistance of oh is less comprehensible,
since it is evidently combined with lip rounding in the sound o

uh.
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§ 21.2 *-ar ˘u- and *-aur-

The sequence *-ar ˘u- yielded *-aur ˘u- by means of u-epenthesis, thereby
merging with the reflexes of IIr. *-aur- and of the sequence *-a + ˘ur- in
compounds. Additional complications are raised by a following *i or * ˘i. The
three subsections below will discuss the sequences -au(o)r-, -aoir-, and the
OAv. forms of *par ˘u ˘ia-.

§ 21.2.1 Avestan aur and aour

The regular reflex of *-ar ˘u- is Av. -auruu-, e.g. in hauruua- ‘whole’ to
Skt. sárva-.

After a labial consonant, the spelling -aouruu- or -aoruu- is found
(Morgenstierne 1942: 45): aš.baouruua- ‘with much food’, paouruua-
‘farther; earlier’. This last form also shows the variant pouruuō, but this is
due to analogy with pouru504; the original spelling was paouruuō <
*pauruuō505, and there is no need to assume u-mutation of *paruuō >
pouruuō.

The univerbation of a word ending in *-a and one beginning in *uruu-
also led to a sequence pronounced *-auruu-, which could be spelled with
-aour- or -aor-, e.g. fraouruuaēštrima-.

§ 21.2.2 YAv. aoir

YAv. aoir may in the first place reflect IIr. *-aur- + i-epenthesis, as in V
5.52 hąm.vaoirinąm and us.vaoirinąm, two gen.pl. forms of hąm.vaoiri- ‘with
cream’ and us.vaoiri- ‘without cream’. The word vaoiri- ‘cream’ probably
denotes the skin on the milk, and is cognate with Skt. vavrí- ‘cover’ (EWAia
II: 513). The connection points to a reduplicated derivative from the IIr. root
*H ˘uar- ‘to cover’, viz. *H ˘ua-Hur-i- ‘cover’. The loss of laryngeals yields
PAv. * ˘uauri-, the direct input for Avestan vaoiri-. At a prestage of Skt., we

504 Morgenstierne 1942: 45 attributes o in pouruuō to the labializing influence of the
final -ō in *paouruuō. This seems less probable to me.

505 Yt 14.44 pouruuō has the v.ll. pouru K38.36 · pōuruuō F1.E1.K16 · paouruuō
Pt1.L18.P13.M4. The older spelling is preserved in Pt1, which in Yt 14 is independent
of F1. The IrKA has interpreted the form as pouru ‘many’. V 19.42 pouruuō (cf.
Bartholomae 1904: 904) is given without v.ll.
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must assume resyllabification to *H ˘ua ˘urí- on the model of the root form
v(a)r-.

We may add kaoirisasca (Yt 19.6), the nom.sg. of a mountain name,
which used to be connected with Av. kauruua- ‘bald’, Skt. °kū̆ lvá-
(Bartholomae 1904: 432, Hintze 1994: 421). A better etymology has been
proposed by Humbach-Ichaporia 1998: 78, who connect Av. kuiris
‘neck-helmet’ (nom.sg.), i.e. ‘a neck-protection hanging down from the
helmet’ < *kuris- (Bailey 1954b: 7f.), to the root Ir. *kur-/*gur- ‘neck, throat’
(Abaev II: 330). The name kaoirisa- can represent a derivative with a full
grade of the root and a thematic vowel (*kaurisa-), and would invalidate the
t-stem *kuirit- postulated for kuiris by Bartholomae 1904: 474. Since Pahlavı̄
renders this mountain name as kwdyl’s /kōirās/, this means that i-epenthesis
had taken place in Avestan before Pahlavı̄ adopted the name from the Avestan
texts.

In the second place, Avestan -aoir- results from the univerbation of a
preverb in -a and a word in * ˘uri- (which in isolation would yield *uruui-).
We find this combination with the root * ˘urić- ‘to turn’:
• fraoiris(ii)a-, a compound of the verb uruuis- ‘to turn’ plus the preverb fra.
This suggests a development *fra- ˘urić- > *fraoris- > fraoiris-. An original
spelling fraoir- can be established in each case, also where Geldner edits
fraor-506.
• V auuaoirišta- 507 ‘assault’ < *a ˘ua- ˘urićta- ‘turned towards’.
• The form auuōirisiiā ˜t (Yt 5.62), 3s. prs.opt. to uruuis-, was already
mentioned as an exception by Bartholomae 1894-5: 157. The transmission of
Yt 5 rests on few mss., and the v.ll. auuōirisiiā ˜t F1+, auuōi.rišiiā ˜t J10,
auuō.airišiiā ˜t K12 are simply corruptions of earlier *auuaoirisiiā ˜t. Compare

506 V.ll. Vr 12.5 fraoris° K7a · fraōir es° Fl1, fraoiris° Kh1 · fraōris° Mf2, fraoiris°
K4, fraōiris° Jp1 · fraoris° K7b, fraoir° K11, fraor° H1.L27.Jm5.Pt3, fraour° J8 ·
fraōris° Br1.L2.Dh1.L1, fraor° M2.O2.B2; V 8.104 all mss. fraoiris° (sic!), V 8.106
K1 fraoris°, the rest fraoiris°; V 9.40 fraoiris° K1.L4 · fraōiriis° Mf2, fraōiris° Jp1
· fraoris° Br1.L2.1, fraoiris° L3; V 14.16 fraoiris° L4.K1 · fraōiriz° Mf2, fraōir ez°
Jp1 · fraoiris° L2.M2; Yt 10.9 fraoris° F1, fraōis° Pt1, fraōrais° H4, fraoš° K12;
Yt 13.36 fraoiris° K13.Mf3.H5 · fraouris° F1+; Yt 13.47 fraoris° K38, fraōir es°
K13.14.Mf3 · fraoir es° F1+.J10; Yt 13.48 fraoiris° K38.Mf3.H5 · fraoiris° F1+.
With the exception of K38 in Yt 13.47, it is the more recent Indian mss. (InVS, F1,
InVrS) which leave out i-epenthesis on several occasions.

507 V.ll. 4.17 auuō.irišt em L4a, auuāur° Ml3.B1.P2 · auuaoir° Jp1.Mf2 · auuō.ir°
K10; 4.22 auuaoir° L4.Pt2, auuāur° Ml3.B1.M3.P2 · auuaoir° Mf2.Jp1 · auuōir°
Br1.L2.K10.L1.B2.
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the v.ll. of V 4.17ff. auuaoirišt em, where we also find the spelling auuō(.)ir-
attested beside auuaoir-.

Finally, we find YAv. -aoirii- as a result of PAv. *-ar ˘u(i) ˘i-, e.g. in YAv.
paoiriia- ‘first’. This points to a metathesis of *-ar ˘u ˘i- to *-aur ˘i- (whence
-aoirii-), which matches the YAv. development *-r˚ ˘u ˘i- > *-ur ˘i-, cf. § 24.4.
Because of the difference between the spelling of OAv. nom.sg. paouruiiō and
other OAv. forms on the one hand and YAv. paoiriia- on the other, we have
to assume that the original sequence *par ˘u ˘ia- was preserved in OAv., but
underwent metathesis of *-r ˘u- to *- ˘ur- in YAv; thus e.g. Hoffmann-Forssman
1996: 52. This would explain the resulting forms without problems.

Fischer 1998: 81 objects that this implies a dialect difference between
OAv. and YAv., whereas he would rather assume a chronological continuity
from OAv. into YAv. To my mind, however, the proposed metathesis does
not conflict with the assumption that OAv. is an older stage, and YAv. has
undergone further development.

Fischer assumes that u-epenthesis took place in OAv. (*paur ˘ui ˘ia-), after
which * ˘u was lost in YAv. in front of -i-: *pauri ˘ia- (> paoiriia-). However,
it seems unlikely that u-epenthesis was OAv. On the contrary, we see that
u-epenthesis is still allophonic in each case, and we would rather suggest a
very late date, possibly after YAv. had ceased to be spoken.

Most probably, OAv. *par ˘u ˘ia- was retained until, at a very late stage,
u-epenthesis led to *pauru ˘ui ˘ia- and attested paouruiia-; in early YAv., in any
case before OAv. started to be transmitted by YAv. speakers, *par ˘u ˘ia-
underwent metathesis to *pa ˘ur ˘ia-.

Three YAv. words display this development:
• YAv. paoiriia- ‘first’ (also in paoiriiaēiniia- ‘Pleiad’) is a derivative of
*par ˘ua- ‘first’, and together with OP paruviya-ta ‘from the start’ and Skt.
pūrvyá-, it points to IIr. *pr˚ H ˘u(i) ˘ia-. If the oxytonesis of Skt. pūrvyá- is
original, Iranian *par ˘u ˘ia- has adopted the form *par- of *par ˘ua-, since
Lubotsky 1997b: 147 has shown that the expected outcome in Iranian of IIr.
*prH ˘u(i) ˘iá- would have been *pru ˘ui ˘ia-.
• Y baoiriia- ‘to be chewed’ < *bhar ˘uiHa-, the gerund to *bhar ˘ua- ‘to chew’,
Skt. bhárvati ‘to chew’ (EWAia II: 253). The form only occurs in the
expression gąm baoiriiąm Y 3.3 and 7.3 and only in the SY mss. J3.P11 and
in the YS. Unfortunately, these passages are not transmitted in S1 (or at least
Geldner does not mention the ms.), the ancestor of J3, but since J3 is known
to have altered the text of S1 on many occasions towards that of the YS and
InVS ms. branches (Geldner 1886-96: xxxii a), it is possible that gąm
baoiriiąm was preserved only in the latter ms. traditions.
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• V maoiri- m.508 ‘ant’. The comparative evidence suggests a reconstruction
*mar ˘ui- or possibly *mar ˘uı̄-. Oss. mæryyg/muryug, Pašto mežay and Sogd.
ym’wrc point to PIr. *mar ˘uika-, whereas Sogd. zm’wr’k /zmōrē/, Khwar.
zmwrk, MP, MoP mōr and probably Khot. mu ˙mjaka point to PIr. *mar ˘uaka-.
Skt. vamrá- m., vamr´̄ı- f. ‘ant’ has reshaped the word for taboo reasons
(EWAia II: 507), but we can posit IIr. *mar ˘ua-/*mar ˘uı̄- ‘ant’. This stem may
be compared with Russ.CS mravı̆jı̆ (an i-stem) and OIr. moirb (< *mar ˘ui-).
Skt. also attests a form valm´̄ıka- (YV +) m. ‘ant-hill’, Middle- and Modern
Indic vammı̄̆ ka- ‘id.’, which may correspond to Latin formı̄ca, Gr. bórmaks,
múrmēks. Maybe IIr. inherited two different forms, *mar ˘ua/i- and * ˘uarma/i-.

One form in -aoir- is irrelevant:
• auuaoiri\ e˙nt em (Yt 16.9), acc.sg.m. of auua-iri\i ˙nt- (*ri\ ˘iant-) ‘sticking
to’. As Bartholomae 1904: 1522 rightly saw, the variant auuō.iri\ e˙nt em is
equally well attested in the mss509. This form does not represent *a ˘ua-ur ˘ui-,
but belongs to the root ri\- ‘to stick; die’.

§ 21.2.3 OAv. *par ˘u ˘ia-

In OAv., the reflexes of *par ˘u ˘ia- ‘first’ present some phonetic
complications. In addition, the mss. often disagree about the spelling of these
forms, so that their original form is disputed. Kellens 1986a has tried to shed
light on this matter, and he provides a detailed survey of the v.ll. in the
Gāthās510. The discussion centers around the following forms: nom.sg.m.

508 The m. gender of the word seems to be indicated by the adjective V 16.12
dānō.karš em ‘dragging corn’ (without v.ll.). However, several examples exist in the
V where the f. ending -ąm is transmitted as - em in our mss., e.g. V 9.20 daˇ˙sin em
sraonı̄m. In the text of V 16.12 xrafstr em auua.janaēta maoirı̄m dānō.karš em ‘one
shall kill the beast, the corn-dragging ant’, the ending of xrafstr em could have
influenced that of dānō.karš em. Therefore, it cannot be excluded that the word for
‘ant’ is f. maoirı̄-.

509 V.ll. auuaoiri\° F1 · auuō.airi\° J10 · ahuuō.ar e\° Pt1.O3 · auuō.iri\° Jm4.

510 The v.ll. of Mf4 may be added here: nom.sg.m. Y 28.11 paouruiiō, 30.7 pouruiiō,
31.7 paouruiiō, 44.3 paōuruiiō, 44.11 pouruiiē, 46.9 pōuruiiō, 51.3 paouruiiō, 51.15
paōuruiiō, nom.sg.f. 44.19 paouruiiō, nom.acc.du.n. 30.3 paouruiiē, 45.2 paouruiiē,
gen.sg.m. 33.1 and 48.6 paouruiiehiiā, acc.pl.f. 46.6 paōirii ˚̄a, ins.pl.m. 46.15
paoiriiāiš, acc.sg.m.n. paouruuı̄m in all instances.
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*par ˘u ˘iah, acc.sg.m/n. *par ˘u ˘iam, gen.sg.m. *par ˘u ˘iah ˘ia, nom.sg.f.,
ins.sg.n.511, acc.pl.n. and nom.acc.du.m. *par ˘u ˘iā, acc.pl.f. *par ˘u ˘iāh and
ins.pl.m. *par ˘u ˘iāiš.

For the last two forms, the spellings paoirii ˚̄a and paoiriiāiš must be
posited for the archetype. Since the other OAv. forms of *par ˘u ˘ia- have
retained * ˘u after r, these two are probably due to the introduction of the YAv.
spelling paoiriia-. A similar replacement occurred in the gen.sg. paouruiiehiiā
in Y 33.1, where the IrVS is the only branch that has replaced the older
spelling by paōiriiehiiā.

For the remaining OAv. forms, Kellens reconstructs the following original
spellings: paouruuı̄m for *par ˘u ˘iam, paouruiiehiiā for *par ˘u ˘iah ˘ia, pouruiiō for
*par ˘u ˘iah and pauruiiē for *par ˘u ˘iā. With the first two I agree, but the last two
may be contested.

For *par ˘u ˘iā, we dispose of one certain reading paouruiiē (Y 36.1) and
three readings where, as Kellens has shown (1986a: 223), we must make a
choice between paouruiiē of the PY and pauruiiē of the SY and the IrVS. Of
these two, pauruiiē is lectio difficilior because paour° occurs in many other
Avestan forms. Moreover, Kellens argues, paur° occurs only with the ending
-ē and may be phonetically conditioned by it.

These are legitimate arguments. Yet I doubt that the ending -ē could have
such an influence on the vowel of two syllables before so as to prevent the
rise of o. Compare paouruuı̄m, where *[paur] is followed by [ ˘u] which we
know to have less rounding effects on *a than a following [u], and where a
front vowel follows in the adjacent syllable. Thus, I would rather regard
paouruiiē as the oldest reconstructible spelling and explain pauruiiē in the SY
and the IrVS as forms from which o was lost.

For the nom.sg.m., we must choose between paouruiiō and pouruiiō.
Kellens 1986a: 220 opts for the latter because aou could be due to the
influence of paouruuı̄m and because pour- is only found "de manière
insistante" when the ending is -ō. The latter argument has little force, since
pour° occurs with consistency only in one branch, viz. the IrVS. The other
ms. branches have at best pour° in some forms against paour° in others; in
this respect, it is important to consider the readings of Mf4. As a
counterargument, one could furthermore adduce that pour° is also suspect of

511 Kellens omits this form, YH 36.1, from his discussion (he only draws attention to
it in footnote 8). The mss. have paouruiiē Pt4.Mf4.1 · paōiriiō J2, paouriiē K5 ·
paoiruuiiē S1, paōiriiō J3 · paōuruuiie Mf2, paouruiiē Jp1.K4 · paōuruuiie L2,
pōuruuiie L1.O2.B2 · paouruiiē C1, paoiruiie K11, paouruiie H1.J7.6.L13.
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being an analogical spelling, viz. after the form with u-mutation pouru. I thus
assume paouruiiō to be the original spelling.

All this accords well with the spelling paouruiiehiiā for the gen.sg. The
absence of u-mutation in paouruiiehiiā, paouruiiō and paouruiiē shows that
at the time of this mutation, the sonant following the r was not pronounced
as syllabic [u] (/paru ˘i-/) but as a glide [ ˘u] (/par ˘u ˘i-/). Hoffmann-Narten 1989:
46f. (already Hoffmann 1971: 71) have suggested that the scattered spellings
paouruuiiō vel sim., which occur especially in the SY, have retained the
original sequence -ruuii- for */r ˘u ˘i/. Their key argument was Y 33.1 K5
paouruuaiiehiiā against J2 paouruiiehiiā, showing that *paouruuiiehiiā of
their original copy was dissolved in two different ways by the same scribe.
Although one can still be sceptical about the value of this philological
argument (as Kellens 1986a: 225 is), the absence of u-mutation clinches the
matter in favour of Hoffmann’s conclusion.

We can summarize the different Avestan reflexes of *paru-, *par ˘ua- and
*par ˘u ˘ia- as follows:

*paru Av. pouru, pourutās, etc.
*par ˘ua- ‘first, front’ Av. pa(o)uruua-
*par ˘u ˘ia- ‘first’ YAv. paoiriia-, paoirı̄m
*par ˘u ˘iah OAv. paouruiiō
*par ˘u ˘iā OAv. paouruiiē
*par ˘u ˘iah ˘ia OAv. paouruiiehiiā

§ 21.3 o for *uu

In some forms where we find intervocalic uu (from PIr. *- ˘u- and in YAv.
also from *-b-) followed by a front vowel ē̆ , ı̄̆ , ii, the labial glide is spelled
with o or ouu; cf. Reichelt 1909: 41. Although the ms. variants force us to
assume the spelling with o at least for the Yasna in many cases, the
preponderance of forms with uu in the Yašts and the Vı̄dēvdād suggests that
the archetype still wrote uu in all these forms.
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• aoi ‘auui’ < *abi. One typical example of the Yasna v.ll.512 is Y 10.17:
aoi Pt4.Mf1.4 · aoi J2, aoui K5b · aoi S1, aouui J3, aōuue P11 · aōuue
Mf2 · aoi L2 · aouui J7.H1.L13, aōuue J6. The original spelling of the PSY
is aoi. The IrVS has several different spellings, of which aōui seems to be the
oldest. Seeing that the diphthong ao has often become aō in the IrVS, aōui
can be traced back to *aoui. The oldest spelling of the YS mss. is aouui. The
evolution must have gone along the following lines: auui → aouui → aoui, aōui
→ aoi, aōi.

In the Yašts, we find both aoi and auui in Geldner’s edition. Remarkably,
the form aoi is the only form in Yt 5 (15 times), and it is also found in Yt
8.5, but from Yt 8.6 onward we only find auui (many occurrences, especially
in Yt 8, 10, 12 and 13), with the exception of aoi in Yt 11.5,14 and 13.2.
Comparing these facts with the spelling of F1 (JamaspAsa 1991), we find that
this distribution nearly exactly corresponds with that of F1513.

The peculiar distribution of auui and aoi throughout the Yašts is thus for
a large part due to the spelling in F1, of which we have seen before that it
contains remarkable internal differences (cf. § 8.1.2, 9.1 and others). The
spelling aō(u)i of F1 agrees with the Iranian habit of spelling *aoi, so that the
facts observed for the endings containing ı̄̆ and ū̆ (where the first half of F1
was seen to preserve the original forms better than the last half) are confirmed
in the sense that F1 has probably leaned on an Iranian original, or at least
more faithfully, in its first part. The spellings auui in the second part would
then confirm the Indian spellings in the Yasna (aouui).

Furthermore, from the few v.ll. Geldner gives we can see that the spelling
auui has been better preserved in the Yašts than in the Yasna, or has been
changed to auua in many mss. The Yašts probably had the same spelling for
all the forms of this preverb514.

512 Geldner edits auui in a few Yasna forms, but the v.ll. are basically the same as for
aoi: Y 8.3 auui Pt4.Mf4, aōui Mf1 · auui J2 · aoi J3 · aoi Mf2, aōui K4 · aouui J6
· aoi Mf3; 10.11 aoi Pt4.Mf4, aoi and aoui Mf1 · aoi and aoui J2, aouui K5b ·
aouui J3 · aoui, aōui and aoi Mf2.K4 · aoi L2, aouui O2.Bb1 · aouui H1.J7, auui
and aouui J6. Nevertheless, the spelling auui in Y 8.3 in Pt4.Mf4 and J2 must be
regarded as an archaism.

513 With the addition that F1, in Yt 5, spells aō(u)i more often than ao(u)i.

514 Compare the v.ll. 8.5 aōui F1.Pt1.E1 (aoi in Geldner) and 13.94 auui F1.Pt1.E1,
auua L18.P13 · aōi Mf3.K13; 15.20 auui F1.Pt1.E1 · aōi J10 · auua K12 (both auui
in Geldner).
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In the Vı̄dēvdād, not a single form is edited as aoi by Geldner, whereas
auui occurs many times. The v.ll.515 show that, once again, the Iranian mss.
have replaced auui by *aoi.

The same is confirmed by the attestations in the Vı̄spered, where the
Iranian mss. Mf2.K4.Jp1 and Fl1.Kh1 spell aōi or aōui against auui or auua
in the Indian ms. branches.

We can conclude that auui was the spelling of the archetype. This was
retained in the Indian pronunciation, but changed to aoui and aoi in the
spelling of the Iranian scribes at the last stages of the transmission.
• The variant spelling ōi- for aoi- is attested in Yt 13.104 aoifranąm516 and
Yt 13.125 aoigmatastūrahe517.
• mraoı̄ 32.14 3s. prs.inj.pass. of mrū-, probably from OAv. *mrā ˘ui (cf. §
16.4).
• The dat.sg. of u-stems *-a ˘uai is sometimes edited as -aouue by Geldner,
sometimes as -auue. The latter spelling was the one of the archetype in each
case. Thus, the v.ll. of Y 53.4 xvaētaouuē are nearly identical with those of Y

515 V 2.10 auua Ml3.B1 · aōui Jp1 · auui Br1.K10.O2.L1.2; 2.22 auui Ml4, auua
B1.Ml3.Pt2 · aōui Mf2.Jp1 · aoi O2.L2; 2.26 auui B1.Ml3.Pt2 · aōui Mf2.Jp1; 15.7
auui L4.K1 · auua Jp1.Mf2 · auui L2; 18.12 auui L4 · auua Jp1.Mf2 · aōi L1.M2;
18.65 auui L4, auua K1 · aōui Jp1.Mf2 · aōui L2.Br1.

516 V.ll. aōibranąm K38.37, aōi.varanąmca K14 · ōifranąm F1, aōibranąm J10. There
can thus be no doubt that the original form was *auuifranąm. Since PIr. *a ˘uifra-
would have yielded † euuifra- in Avestan, aoifra- can only be derived from *abifra-,
which invalidates Bartholomae’s (1904: 357) etymology *vifra- ‘homosexual’ (to the
IIr. root vip-). We may rather connect aoifra- with V 13.44 bifr em ‘image,
resemblance’ in sūnahe aēuuahe aštā bifr em ‘of one dog there are eight images’ (cf.
Duchesne-Guillemin 1936: 182f.). The etymology of bifra- may be *d ˘uiplo- ‘double’,
as claimed by Bartholomae. For aoifra-, a meaning ‘having no equal’ →
‘incomparable’ would well fit the context: Yt 13.104 paitištāt¯ee aganąm aoifranąm
pairikanąm ‘to withstand the evil, incomparable Pairikas’. It is uncertain whether Y
33.13 +aibifrā (epenthesis is attested in the mss. Mf4 and K37) belongs here: the form
could be identical to aoifra-, but the different translators of the Gāthās do not agree
on its analysis.

517 V.ll. aōigimatastı̄rahe K13.Mf3 (in Mf3 the first a and i appended secondarily),
aoig em° K14, aoigm° K37 · ōigmatas.turahe F1 · aoigm° J10. Bartholomae’s
etymology as *vi-gmata- was accepted by Mayrhofer 1979: I/65, who argues «nicht
besser … Aoigm°». Yet philologically, the form aoigm° seems indeed the older variant,
in which case a form *auuigmatastūrahe from *abi + gam- ‘to approach’ may be
reconstructed for the archetype.
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20.1 xvaētauue518. The same form -auue underlies Y 43.5 vaohaouuē and Y
1.2 vaohauue. Geldner’s va ˙ntaoe at V 3.25 is only attested in the InVS, and
can be corrected to +va ˙ntauue519. Compare also the v.ll. of Y 40.2, 41.2 and
41.6 yauuē, with many variants yaouuē and yaoē.
• To this category also belong the forms with o representing *-b- in front of
ii, which occur in the dat.pl. Y 9.8 gaē\āuuiiō and abl.pl. Y 68.13
+vōignāuuiiō. Since this sequence equals the input of the change *-a ˘u ˘ia- >
-aoiia- (gen.pl. of kauui- kaoiiąm, acc.sg.f. of hauuiia- haoiiąm), this implies
that *b in *-ab ˘ia- had merged with * ˘u in time to be reinterpreted as the
diphthong ao in front of ii. Examples are aˇ˙sāuuaoiiō Yt 3.4 (*aˇ˙sā ˘uabiiō),
rasmaoiiō (*rasmabiiō) Yt 5.68 etc., adaoiiamnō (*adab ˘iamnō) Yt 10.24 etc.
Y 68.13 vōignāuiiō < *vōignāb ˘iō of Geldner’s edition must be corrected to
vōignāuuiiō520.

§ 21.4 Summary

The investigation in this section has yielded the following results:

1. *a > o /C[+labial]_ Cu if C = g, r, š or h (u-mutation).
Attested in: *paru(°), *magu, *mašu, *marum, *varu, *vahu.

2. *-ar ˘u- and *-a + r ˘u-/ ˘ur- > -auruu-.
Exceptions: *bar ˘u-, *par ˘u- > baouruu°, paouruu°.

3. *-auri- and *-a + ˘uri- > -aoiri-.

4. *-ar ˘u(i) ˘i- > -aoirii-.

5. * ˘u > o in front of - ı̄̆ , -ē̆ , -ii-, viz. in:

518 V.ll. Y 53.4 x́aētauuē Pt4.Mf1.4 · xvaētuuı̄ K5, xvaētuu... J2 · xvaētūı̄ J3.4 ·
xvaētaouuē Mf2.K4, xvaētuue Jp1 · xvaētaouuē K10.S2.L2, xvaētūı̄ L3 · xvaētaouuē
J6.H1, xvaētuue K11; Y 20.1 x́aētauue Pt4.Mf1.4 · xvaētauue J2, xvaētuue K5 ·
xvaetaoe S1, xvaētaouue J4 · xvaētauue Mf2.K4 · xvaētaouue J6.7.H1.L13.

519 V.ll. va ˙ntauuaē L4.B1.Ml3 · va ˙ntauue Jp1.Mf2 · va ˙ntaoe InVS.

520 V.ll. vōignāuiiō Pt4.Mf1.4 · °āiiō J2.K5 · °āuiiō Jp1.K4 · °āuuaiiō L1.2.B2,
°ābiiō L3, °āuuiiō S2 · °āuuaiiō L13, °āiiō J6.H1, °āuiiō Jm1, °ābiiō J7.K11 ·
°āuuiiō Fl1.
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aoi (PSY, F1, IrVrS), mraoı̄, dat.sg. -aouuē̆ for -auuē̆ , gen.pl. -aoiiąm,
dat.abl.pl. -aoiiō, -āoiiō.

Chronologically, u-mutation must be dated after the analogical introduction
of oh into *vahuš etc. (so as to explain vohu as well as vaohuš) and after the
change of the ending *- ˘uam into *-ūm (mourum). For the former, we know
that it took place when Avestan was still a living language, while for the latter
the same is suggested by the type vı̄dōiium, see § 14.2 above. The form
paotaouh em shows that *- ˘uam > -um was posterior to *-h ˘u- > -ouh-, and
therefore at least possibly postdates the replacement of *vahu- by vaohu-.

A terminus ante quem is provided by the absence of u-mutation in front
of uu < * ˘u: the pronunciation must still have been [ ˘u], not [u ˘u], since vocalic
[u] usually causes u-mutation. It seems likely that u-mutation took place
somewhere during the transmission of the Avesta, after Avestan had ceased
to be a spoken language.

The contrast between OAv. *par ˘u ˘ia- (before u-epenthesis) and YAv.
*pa ˘ur ˘ia- suggests that the YAv. metathesis of *r ˘u ˘i to * ˘ur ˘i took place before
the OAv. texts started to be transmitted by YAv. speakers.

Forms such as vōignāuuiiō, with -uuii- < *-b ˘i- and no i-epenthesis on the
preceding vowel, suggest that *-b- had already become *- ˘u- when i-epenthesis
arose. Similarly, auui < *abi must have existed before i-epenthesis started.
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§ 22 Avestan ¯e, ō and e< PIr. *ah

The change of *ah to Av. ¯eand ō is restricted to word-final position, with
the exception of -¯ehm-. This restriction is shown especially clearly by the only
case where *-ah came to stand in inlaut and was therefore preserved, viz. in
Y 31.12 mi\ahuuac ˚̄a vā er eš.vac ˚̄a vā ‘one who speaks wrongly or one who
speaks rightly’. The adverbs *mi\ah ‘wrong’ and *r˚ š ‘right’ are used as first
members of a compound in vacah-. The form mi\ah° was preserved because
— for unknown reasons — mi\ahuuac ˚̄a was not treated as a compound with
two separate members; compare the usual reflex in YAv. mi\ō.mata-,
xmi\ō.uxta- and mi\ōuuaršta-. Intervocalic -uu- instead of initial v- in °uuac ˚̄a
also shows that *mi\ah- ˘uacāh was kept as an unsplit form.

This section will first discuss the phonetic reflexes -¯eand -ō of PIr. *-ah.
As is well-known, -ō is a more recent development of the more archaic -¯e.
The second and third subsections discuss a subcategory of -¯e, viz. the endings
-¯ebı̄š and -¯ebiiō. The fourth subsection shows that a change of *ah to *-¯eh-
must have taken place in at least one more environment, viz. in front of -m-.
In § 22.5, we will discuss the analogical spread which the ending -ō of the
nom.sg. has undergone to compounds, where it was used instead of the bare
stem vowel *-a of the first member of a compound; this extension of the use
of -ō has also spread to several nominal and verb forms which originally were
not compounds. Another result of this tendency is the occasional replacement
of *-ā by -ō in OAv., § 22.6. Finally, we will try to explain the restricted
number of forms where IIr. *-ah is seemingly reflected as - e.

§ 22.1 *-ah

OAv. has two reflexes of *-ah, viz. -¯eand -ō. The vowel -¯eespecially
appears in short words in verse-internal position in the Gāthās, as well as in
other OAv. and pseudo-Gāthic texts such as Y 12-15, 55, 56 and Yt 1-4: in
the monosyllables ¯e‘the’, k¯e‘who?’, xv¯e‘own’, \b¯e‘your’, n¯e‘us’, m¯e‘my’,
y¯e‘who’, v¯e‘you’, h¯e‘he’ (Y 58.4521), and in the disyllables yā.t¯e(*yātas

521 Next to the nom.sg.m. h¯e, we find the same form with enclitic *-ca as h¯ecā
(instead of †hascā), similarly Y 27.6 h¯eca. We may assume that h¯ecā̆ is a secondary
creation of the text composers on the basis of h¯e. OAv. h¯ecā (46.1) is ambiguous; the
contextual relations indicate that h¯ecā cannot be derived from ha-. Moreover, the
metre of the line as it runs lacks one syllable and a solution is difficult to find, cf.
Monna 1978: 66f. Kellens 1984: 384 and Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 226 hesitantly
regard the form as a 1s. aor.subj.act. of haca- ‘to follow’.
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‘inasmuch’, Narten 1986a: 120), ad¯e(*adah ‘below’), kā\¯e‘?’ (*k ´̄ad u
according to Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 II: 230), ci\r¯e‘bright’, tar¯e.° (*tarah
‘superior to’), par¯e(*parah ‘over, above’), n em¯e‘reverence’, man¯e.vistāiš
(*manah ‘mind’), maz¯e(gen.sg. *mazah ‘big’), vac¯e(1 x; twice vacō at the
end of the pāda), vas¯e‘at will’, sar¯e(gen.sg. of sar- ‘union’) and haz¯e

‘power’.
For a discussion of the condition ‘in short words which do not stand at the

end of a verse’, I refer to Narten 1986b: 273, and to § 14.1 above where the
same reason was given for the occasional preservation of OAv. -ōi as against
-e, both from *-ai, and to § 23.1 for the OAv. vacillation - em/-¯em < *-am.

Outside the position where -¯ecould be retained, OAv. has undergone the
same change of *-¯e> -ō which is characteristic of YAv. The YAv. origin of
-ō < *-ah is clear from the fact that -¯e has mainly been preserved
pāda-internally in OAv., and not at all in YAv. This suggests a YAv. phonetic
development *-¯e> -ō, which got hold of most but not all OAv. forms in *-¯e.
There are several other indications which suggest that the sound *-¯emust also
have been present in YAv., and that the change of ¯e> ō was quite recent:

1. The YAv. ins.pl. and dat.abl.pl. endings -¯ebı̄š and -¯ebiiō have preserved
-¯e< *-ah, whereas in auslaut this ending has further developed into -ō.

2. The dat.sg. ending OAv. -ōi, YAv. -e must have passed through a stage
*-¯e˘i, as has been preserved in YAv. i-stem dat.sg. -¯ee < *-¯e˘ie < *-aiai. For
these forms, see § 14. The change of *¯ei > ōi is very similar to -¯e> -ō.

3. The YAv. i-stem gen.sg. ending -ōiš < *-aiš is not attested in a form
†-¯eiš; yet the OAv. u-stem gen.sg. ending -¯euš < *-auš has a parallel
structure, which renders it very likely that -ōiš goes back to an immediate
preform *-¯eiš. For these forms, see § 14.3 and § 16.5.

§ 22.2 *-ah-bı̄š, *-ah-biiah

All OAv. and YAv. ins.pl. and dat.abl.pl. forms of ah-stems show the
endings -¯ebı̄š and -¯ebiiō. Kuiper 1967: 105f. has shown that these endings
may be reconstructed as *-ah.biš and *-ah.b ˘ias respectively. As in the case
of e.g. YAv. vagžibiš < *vaxš-biš, where Kuiper 1967: 118 assumes that the
form of the nom.sg. (*vaxš) has replaced the stem form (*vač-) in front of the
Avestan b-endings, we may assume that the endings -¯ebı̄š and -¯ebiiō show the
introduction of the nom.sg. ending *-ah, i.e. *-ah.biš > *-¯e.bı̄š > -¯ebı̄š.
Important in this respect is Kuiper’s demonstration that OAv. dat.pl. hud ˚̄abiiō
to the stem hudāh- ‘beneficent’ /huda?ah/ shows the same use of the nom.sg.
form in *-ah: *huda?ah.b ˘iah > *hudāh.b ˘iah > hud ˚̄abiiō.

The evidence for this development is provided by:
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• YAv. auu¯ebı̄š, as¯ebı̄š, ˜tbaēš¯ebı̄š, man¯ebı̄š, ā.gaošō.mas¯ebı̄š,
ąxmō.frānō.mas¯ebı̄š, zastō.frānō.mas¯ebı̄š, vac¯ebı̄š, raoc¯ebı̄š, raoc¯ebiiō and
staoii¯ebı̄š, to the ah-stems auuah-, asah-, ˜tbaēšah-, manah-, masah-, vacah-,
raocah- and staoiiah-.
• OAv. vac¯ebı̄š and raoc¯ebı̄š.

§ 22.3 Analogical -¯ebı̄š and -¯ebiiō

The normal forms of the ins.pl. and the dat.abl.pl. of n-stems would be
-abı̄š and -abiiō, which are in fact attested in e.g. dāmabiiō. Two forms with
¯eare found, which must have adopted the ending of the n. ah-stems discussed
above (Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 144), viz. dām¯ebı̄š Y 19.19 (dāman-
‘creation’) and draom¯ebiiō Y 57.25, Yt 10.93 (draoman- ‘attack’522).

Two ā-stem forms display a similar analogy:
• p er en¯ebiiō (Yt 15.2 = 39). In Yt 15.2 we read p er en¯ebiiō paiti gžāraiia ˜tbiiō
in Geldner’s edition, which Bartholomae translates as ‘bei überfliebenden
Hohlhänden’. He interprets p er en¯ebiiō as the dat.abl.pl. of p er enā- ‘hollow
hand, hand used as a saucer (in ritual context)’, which is attested in
combination with vı̄gžāraiia ˙nt- ‘abundant’ in other passages. Yet the
dat.abl.pl. of ā-stems is usually -ābiiō, and a feminine p er enā- would have us
expect a f. ptc. form †gžāraiieitibiiō instead of the attested m.n. gžāraiia ˜tbiiō.

Since there is no viable alternative (reading +p er enaēibiiō paiti
gžāraiia ˜tbiiō with J10 would yield a meaning ‘in the full (p er ena-) streams’,
which does not fit the context), we must assume that p er en¯ebiiō paiti
gžāraiia ˜tbiiō was a linguistic reality and reflects an inflexional switch of a f.
ā-stem *p er enā- to the class of the n. ah-stems. This change must have been
triggered by the identity of the nom.acc.pl. in - ˚̄a in both classes, cf.
Bartholomae 1894-5: 133: ā-stem daēn ˚̄a ‘religions’, ah-stem vac ˚̄a ‘words’.
The participle gžāraiia ˜tbiiō then has the correct neuter form.
• haēn¯ebiiō (Yt 10.93 = Y 57.25). Although Yt 10.93 and Y 57.25 are
completely identical stanzas, Geldner has edited pairi druuataēibiiō haēn¯ebiiō
in the case of Yt 10.93 but pairi druua ˜tbiiō haēnaēibiiō in Y 57.25.
Bartholomae 1904: 777 and 1729 noticed the difference and, with due regard

522 The actually attested forms of this stem are draomōhu Yt 13.57 and draom¯ebiiō Y
57.25. From these forms alone we cannot tell whether we are dealing with a stem
draoman- or draomah-. The root etymology *drau- ‘to run’ suggested by the meaning
points to a suffix -man-.
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to the ms. variants, writes pairi druua ˜tbiiō haēn¯ebiiō ‘(protect us …) from the
evil hostile armies’ for both attestations.

Since druua ˜tbiiō is the m.n. dat.abl.pl. form of druua ˙nt-, we must conclude
that haēnā- f. ‘hostile army’ has switched to the neuter gender, adopting the
ending used for ah-stems. As with p er en¯ebiiō, this switch must have been
triggered by the identical forms of neutral ah- and f. ā-stems in the
nom.acc.pl.

The analysis of a third form in -¯ebı̄š is uncertain:
• fš¯ebı̄š (V 4.51) ‘with fetters’ is presumably related to IIr. *pāća- ‘binding’
as attested in Khot. pāsa- ‘load, leash’ (Bailey 1979: 234) and in Skt. p ´̄aśa-
m. ‘noose’, but Av. fša(h)- is of a different formation type. Within Avestan,
the closest relative is found in the same sentence, viz. auua.pašā ˜t ‘may he tie
together’ (maybe *pasiiā ˜t, cf. Kellens 1984: 109; another possibility is *pāšā ˜t
with dissimilation of the first *ā according to § 4.8). This verb stands a fair
chance of being denominal to a noun *pāća- cognate with the Khot. and Skt.
forms.

Close in form to fš¯ebı̄š is the verb fšānaiia- in Yt 14.56 vı̄ maidiiān em
fšānaiiei ˙nti ‘they wrench the middle (body) (to pieces)’, used in the
description of a cow tortured by the daēvas. The preverb vı̄ has the literal
meaning ‘apart’, so that vı̄ fšānaiia- means ‘to wrench apart’. This may easily
derive from a meaning ‘to bend apart’, which would enable a connection with
fš¯ebı̄š. The verb fšānaiia- (without cognates in Avestan, without certain
cognates in other Iranian languages) may be denominative to a noun *fšan-
or *fšāna- ‘a binding’, while fš¯ebı̄š might continue a neuter n-stem which
switched to the ah-declension, as e.g. dām¯ebı̄š. This explanation comes close
to Bartholomae’s (1904: 1029), who argues that fšah- might have originated
through ‘decomposition’, i.e. in a compound *X-fšá- ‘with X fetters’.
However, the alternation between simplex and compound forms is preserved
unchanged in other Avestan forms, cf. especially pasu- ‘cattle’ vs. var eta-fšu-.
Furthermore, *X-fšá- would not necessarily have the neutre gender which is
required for the formation of fš¯ebı̄š.

§ 22.4 *-ahm-

Although most OAv. words display the YAv. reflex -ahm-, e.g. ahmāi ‘to
him’, mahmı̄ ‘in mine’ or dahmahiiā ‘of the pious’, the following forms have
-¯ehm-:
• am¯ehmaidı̄ (Y 35.7), m¯ehmaidı̄ (46.13), 1p. aor.ind. and inj.med. of man-
‘to think’. For an explanation of the preform *a-mahmadi rather than
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*a-manhmadi with expected full grade of the root, cf. Hoffmann 1976: 366,
who assumes a nasal dissimilation *mansm° > *masm° in the IIr. period.
• ¯ehmā (34.1, 43.10), acc. of the 1p. pers.pron. ‘we’. According to Insler
1975: 158, Y 29.11 ¯ehmā ratōiš may represent an original compound
*ahmarataiš; Kuiper 1978: 16 agrees.
• gr¯ehma- (32.12-14) PN, spelled g er¯ehma- in Geldner’s edition, < *grahma-.

At first sight, these forms might be regarded as the only relics of a
genuine OAv. reflex *-¯ehm-, but this seems unlikely. Although the PN
*grahma- and the finite forms of the s-aorist of man- are unattested in YAv.,
the pers. pron. ahma ‘us’ is securely attested in YAv., so that it is difficult to
see why ¯ehmā would not have been replaced by the corresponding YAv. form
at the canonization of OAv. Rather, we may follow the indications given by
the endings -¯eand -ō (see above), and suppose that OAv. still had -ahm- but
that the YAv. allophone [ ehm] replaced it at the canonization of OAv. This
[ ehm] was mostly restored to -ahm-, but stayed in a few isolated OAv. forms
as -¯ehm-.

We may conclude that *-ahm- yielded *- ehm- or *-¯ehm- in YAv. This
seems to be confirmed by the only YAv. form which does not show a reflex
-ahm-, viz. the dat.sg.m. vı̄sp emāi of vı̄spa- ‘all’, attested in Yt 10.5, Ny 2.14
and F 316. The reconstruction *vı̄spahmāi seems to demand a development
via *vı̄sp¯ehmāi to *vı̄sp em̨āi in the archetype, from which the special sign for
m̨ was lost in the process of ms. copying (Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 70).

One might suggest that *vı̄sp¯ehmāi was an OAv. loan word in YAv., but
this is improbable. The stem vı̄spa- in YAv. shows several forms with a
pronominal ending which has replaced the older nominal ending (e.g. nom.pl.
YAv. vı̄spe for OAv. vı̄sp ˚̄aohō), and also *vı̄spahmāi has replaced an earlier
form vı̄spāi, which is still the only dat.sg.m. form of vı̄spa- in OAv. We must
therefore accept *vı̄sp¯em̨āi as a real form. It is possible that the replacement
of -m̨- by -m- in the mss. caused the simultaneous replacement of -¯e- by - e-
on the part of the scribes.

§ 22.5 Av. -ō for stem-final *a

When a compound with the first member in *-a (a-stems, n-stems,
adverbs, numerals) is spelled as two separate words in the mss., the first
member receives an ending -ō nearly without exception, e.g. sp e˙ntō.mainiiu-
for *spanta-man ˘iu-, spō.b er eta- for *spa-br˚ ta-, uparō.kairiia- for
*upara-kar ˘ia-, haptō.karšuuairı̄- for *hapta-kr˚ š ˘uarı̄-. If the compound was
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left unsplit, the original ending -a is preserved, e.g. daēuuaiiasna- for
*dai ˘ua- ˘iasna-, er edbafšna- for *r˚ d ˘ua-fšna-, duuadasa- for *du ˘ua-dasa-.

Bartholomae 1894-5: 150 explains the ending -ō from analogical
replacement of the m. a-stem form in *-a by the nom.sg. form in -ō, by
analogy with neuter a-stems where the nom.acc.sg. and the stem form are
identical. Subsequently, he argues, the ending -ō came to be used for all first
members in *-a.

Bartholomae’s view is attractive since we may then regard the compounds
as parallel to the forms of the b-cases in Avestan, where we have seen that
e.g. ah-stem -¯ebı̄š and -¯ebiiō presuppose the introduction of the nom.sg. form
as the first member of the compound. Yet Bartholomae’s theory does not
explain why we find not only split compounds with the first member in -ō
side by side with unsplit ones with the first member in -a in the m. a-stems,
but also both variants in the n-stems and in compounds with adverbs as the
first member.

Hoffmann has therefore suggested (1958: 8) that the text was reshaped by
‘diasceuasts’ at a certain point (the ‘orthoepic diasceuasis’, dated in the 6th
century BC in Narten 1986b: 258) before the text was committed to writing,
and that this reformation included the etymologically inconsistent splitting of
compounds into two words, and the introduction of the nom.sg. ending -ō for
any *-a that came to be word-final in the first member of a compound. I have
chosen to operate with the term Redactional Compound Split (RCS) for this
intervention.

Compounds such as k er efš.xvar-, druxš.manah- or vāxš.b er eiti- show that
it really was the nom.sg. which was introduced by the redactors: the first
member of these cpd. can only be the nom.sg. of the nouns k er ep-, druj- and
vāc- (Kellens 1974a: 40). In order to explain the spread of -ō in the first
member of compounds, we must assume that it spread from the forms where
-ō was the phonetic result of *-a, which is in front of h (thus Narten 1986b:
274). The model must have been provided by compounds where the first
member ended in *-ah, e.g. an adverb (mi\ō.°, preserved in mi\ahuuac ˚̄a,
parō.°), the gen.sg. of a consonant stem (z emōištuua-, preserved s in
z emasci\ra-) or the nom.acc.sg. of an h-stem (man¯e.vista-, preserved s in
t emasci\ra-).

Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 65 have suggested that u-mutation also served
as the phonetic input which provided a model for -ō within compounds.
However, only a few forms where u-mutation could have taken place are
attested (ā\rauuō.pu\rı̄m Y 10.15, daēuuō.zuštā 32.4, kauruuō.dūmahe Yt
8.21 and maybe dunmō.frūtō Yt 13), and these are just as easily explained as
cases of analogical replacement of final *-a by -ō. Furthermore, u-mutation
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usually occurs only in the initial syllable of words, which is not the case here;
finally, u-mutation of *a results in o, not ō; see § 21.1 for the precise
conditions.

The fact that all first members of compounds ending in -a can replace this
by -ō, and the arbitrary way in which some compounds apply this split and
others do not, might point to the interference of transmittors who were no
longer fluent in Avestan. On the other hand, compounds were still recognized
as such, since otherwise the vowel -a at the end of an uncompounded word
(e.g. ā-stem f.sg., a-stem nom.acc.pl.n.) or at the end of the second member
of a compound might also have been replaced by -ō, which is not the case.
This, and the arbitrary way in which the replacement -a° → -ō. takes place,
suggests that the replacement and the RCS were concomitant.

We can observe the introduction of stem-final -ō in various categories. The
nominal compounds where this replacement happens will not be discussed,
since they are very numerous and the process to be observed is clear. Besides
a-stems and ah-stems, where the nom.sg. was -ō and may have been
introduced directly from the nominal paradigm (e.g. daēuuō.zušta- to daēuua-,
aiiō.xšusta- to aiiah-), -ō has also been introduced for other stems which had
*-a when occurring as the first member of a compound, especially the ā-stems
(uruuarō.ci\ra-), n-stems and adverbs.

The introduction of -ō for *-a- also frequently occurs when the word
contains a well-known suffix, which could apparently be analyzed as a
meaningful part of the word by the text redactors. It is unclear whether they
always knew what the suffix meant, or whether in some cases the analysis
was a purely morphological cutting-up of the word; in any case, the split and
the concomitant introduction of -ō seem especially to take place if the second
member, which remained after the split, had the appearance of a separate
Avestan word.

This process appears especially often with the superlative suffix -t ema- and
the comparative -tara-; less frequently we find it with the abstract suffix -tāt-,
and only sporadically with -ti- and -tu-. All of these are discussed in the first
subsection below. In the second subsection, we will discuss the forms with -ō
in front of the u-containing loc.pl. endings -hū̆ , -huuā̆ (loc.pl., loc.pl. + *ā)
and -huuā̆ (2s. imperat.med.), which I also regard as cases of RCS. The third
subsection deals with the OAv. endings -d ebı̄š, -duiiē, -dūm and -tū, which
also cause the introduction of -ō. Subsequently, we will address the forms
where a ‘wrong’ RCS took place: not along an IIr. morpheme boundary, but
due to a clearly later analysis of the forms in question, e.g. vı̄manō.hı̄m,
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raf enō.x́iiāi, vouru.rafnō.st ema- and others. Finally, the fifth subsection tackles
the exceptions, i.e. split compounds with a first member in -a.

§ 22.5.1 Split off suffixes -t ema-, -tara-, -tāt-, -ti-, -tu-

Superlatives of a-stem adjectives nearly always show the stem ending -ō,
due to the redactional separation of the stem and the suffix *-tama-:
f erašōt ema-, apanōt ema-, sp e˙ntōt ema-, etc. A small minority has not
undergone this split: frat ema-, aš e\bō.zgat ema- (Y 13.2), aibiiāmat ema- (Y
13.3, Vr 3.5), ā\rauuat ema- (Yt 1.12), and išuuat ema- (Yt 8.6f.).

The same phenomenon is encountered when the suffix is -tara-: erstwhile
split into -ō.tara- occurs in aošō.tarasca, ı̄žiiōtara (Vr 12.4),
upa.b er e\bōtar em (V 8.2f.), ją\bō.tara (V 18.65), dužitō.tarasca and
humāiiōtara (Y 27.7, Vr 12.4), whereas presuffixal -a- is preserved in
akatara- (Yt 10.26), katara-, (gaē\ō.)jatarasca (Yt 19.6, V 13.42f.),
pauruuatar e(71.1), fratara-, rapi\b enatarā ˜t (A 4.6) and huiiaštatara (Yt
5.9).

With the suffix -tāt-, secondary split is found sporadically: ´̌siiao\nō.tāitiia
(Y 19.9), ins.sg. of *´̌siiao\natāt- ‘the locus ´̌siiao\nanąm’, ū\ō.tās (V 6.10ff.)
‘fat’, karapōt ˚̄ascā (Y 32.15) < *karpatāt- ‘karpan-hood’, xdaēuuō.tāt em (Yt
13.90) ‘daēva-hood’.

The suffix -ti- is split off from its base only in the word *gadati- ‘robber’,
attested in the acc.pl. N 53 gadōitı̄šca and Yt 11.6 gadō.tūšca (K36.Jm4), a
corruption of *gadō.tı̄šca, cf. Hoffmann 1975: 200ff., and in the gen.pl.
*gadō.tinąm in N 26, where the separation point is still attested. These forms
suggest that the RCS antedates i-epenthesis.

Secondary split is found twice in front of the suffix -tu-, in forms
conventionally regarded as examples of u-mutation of *ā (cf. Bartholomae
1894-5: 174, Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 71):
• jiiōtūm (Y), acc.sg. of jiiātu- ‘life’, the gen.sg. of which is attested as
jiiāt¯euš.
• astō.vı̄dōtuš (V), nom.sg. of astō.vı̄dātu- ‘partition of bones’, containing the
word vı̄dātu- ‘partition, dissolution’ also attested in the abl.sg. vı̄dātao ˜t.

Since the conditions for u-mutation are not fulfilled (there is no preceding
labial consonant) and since the result of u-mutation is normally o, not ō, we
must regard these forms as cases of secondary split on the analogy of
compounds. The split of *jiiātūm into *jiia.tūm is especially easy to imagine
since tūm occurs as a separate word in YAv.
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§ 22.5.2 YAv. split off endings in h-

Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 65 claim u-mutation of *a > ō in front of the
endings -hū̆ , -huuā̆ (loc.pl. *-hu, *-hu-ā), -tū̆ (3s. imperat.act.), -huuā̆ (2s.
imperat.med.), -duiiē, and -dūm (2p. med.). The forms concerned show
endings with a u-vowel, and in many cases a labial consonant precedes the
vowel ō.

I consider such a mutation unlikely. We have established in § 21.1 that the
semivowel uu does not cause u-mutation, and furthermore that the result of
u-mutation of *a is o, not ō. The ending -ō.huua is also found in raocōhuua
and uzı̄rō.huua, where no labial consonant precedes it.

Nearly all of the forms with a labial consonant preceding -ō are found in
the loc.pl. *-ahu of n-stems, which by virtue of the suffixes *-man- and
*- ˘uar/ ˘uan- often have a labial consonant preceding the ending. I think that
this is merely a coincidence. Since the a-stems have a loc.pl. *-aišu, the
ā-stems *-āsu, the i-stems *-išu, etc., the only categories where the
development *-ahu > *-ō.hu could take place anyway are the n-stems and the
h-stems523.

It is unjustified to separate the occurrences of ō in front of -hu etc. from
the development of split compounds524. In fact, most of the attestations still
show the separation into -ō.hu etc. in the mss. The words huua, hu and tu
occur as separate lexemes of Avestan, which will have reinforced the
tendency to split up the originally unsplit word. I now provide a list of all the
relevant forms:

n-stems:
• uru\bō.huua (V 5.51): uru\buuar-/-n- ‘intestines, belly’.
• haptō.karšuuōhuua (Yt 6.3, Ny 1.13), karšuuōhu (Yt 10.16): karšuuar-/-n-
‘region, part of the world’.
• xšapō.huua (V 21.3): xšapan- ‘night’.
• gar emōhuua (V 15.4): gar eman- ‘throat’.

523 Where *-as-su merged into IIr. *-asu early enough to give PIr. *-ahu.

524 In fact, this very solution is pointed out by Osthoff 1879: 3f., when he argues that
forms such as rauuōhu look as if the form of the nom.sg.n. in -ō had been introduced,
«so dass sich das -ô- jener locative von -as-stämmen dem -ô- der altbaktrischen
ableitungen und compositen wie spentô-tema-, spentô-dâta- von a-stämmen
gleichstellt.» He furthermore argues that the analogy may have started in the n-stems,
where the original loc.pl. *dāmahu may have seemed to the Avestan speakers to be
built on the nom.sg. dāma.
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• dāmōhu (Yt 10.6,92, Ny 2.15525) as well as dāmahuua (V 21.5ff.):
dāman- ‘creature, creation’.
• draomōhu (Yt 13.57): draoman- ‘attack’ (cf. fn. 522).
• bar esmōhu (Yt 13.27): bar esman- ‘twig (of sacred wood)’.
• yauuō.huua526 (V 17.3): yauuan- ‘corn shed’.
• viiāxmōhu527 (Yt 13.16): viiāxman- ‘congregation, meeting’.

h-stems:
• ar ezahuua (V 21.3): ar ezah- ‘evening’.
• uzı̄rō.huua (V 21.3): uzı̄rah- ‘afternoon’.
• ušahuua (V 21.3): ušah- ‘dawn’.
• t emōhuua (H 2.33), t emō.huua (V 19.30) as well as hazaorō.t emahuuaca (Yt
15.53)528: t emah- ‘darkness’.
• raocōhuua (H 2.15): raocah- ‘light’.
• rauuōhu (Yt 3.4, V 18.10): rauuah- ‘free space, freedom’.

The choice between original -ōhu(ua) or -ō.hu(ua) does not seem easy.
However, the forms with unsplit -ōhuua occur for a large part in the Yašts,
for which our transmission is less trustworthy than for the Vı̄dēvdād. We may
suppose that -ōhuua represents a very recent univerbation of the formerly split
sequence. Note that in Ny 2.15 and Yt 10.6 dāmōhu and Yt 13.16 viiāxmōhu,
the variant readings give reason to edit +dāmō.hu and +viiāxmō.hu respectively.

The variant -ahuua is only attested in V 21, and in Yt 15.53 t emahuuaca.
The v.ll. of the latter form, as well as those of V 17.3 yauuō.huua, point to
-ahuua being a very late corruption of earlier -ō.huua of the archetype. This
would also explain the co-occurrence of forms in -ō.huua and -ahuua in V
21.3, and the fact that we have V 21.5 dāmahuua but elsewhere dāmō.hu.

In OAv., one instance of split off -huuā is found in Y 33.10 ābaxšōhuuā,
the 2s. prs.ipv.med. of baxša-. Bartholomae 1904: 924 corrects it to

525 V.ll. Ny 2.15 dāmōhu Pt1.L18 · dāmōi F1 · dāmōi J10 · dāmō.hu° Mf3, dāmōi
K18b.c.L25 · dāmōhuš J9, dāmōiš Jm4, dāmōi O3.L11; Yt 10.6 dāmōhu F1.Pt1 ·
dāmō J10.Ml2 · dāmōi H4.

526 V.ll. ẏauua.huua Jp1.Mf2, yauuō.huua the other mss.

527 V.ll. viiāxmōhu F1 · viiāxmō.hu J10 · viiāxmō.hu K14.H5 · viiāxamō Mf3.K13.38.

528 V.ll. V 19.30: only L4 t emahuua; Yt 15.53 timō.huuaca J10 · °t ema.hauuaca
F1.Pt1.E1, t emahauuaca K12.
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ābaxšō.huua on the basis of the mss. In Y 49.7 gūšahuuā, 2s. prs.ipv.med.
of guša-, we find the sequence preserved.

§ 22.5.3 OAv. ō < *a in front of t and d

The following OAv. forms are concerned:
• gūšō.dūm (Y 45.1), 2p. prs.ipv.med. of guša- ‘to hear’. Separation point
according to Bartholomae 1904: 486.
• didragžō.duiiē (48.7), 2p. prs.ind.med. of didragža- ‘try to hold’. Separation
point according to Bartholomae 1904: 772.
• dr eguuō.d ebı̄š (29.2, 48.11), dr eguuō.d ebiiō (30.11, 31.14, 53.6), ins.pl.
*drug ˘uatbiš and dat.pl. *drug ˘uatb ˘iah of dr eguua ˙nt- ‘deceitful’.
• mazd ˚̄aohō.dūm529 (45.1), 2p. prs.ipv.med. of mazd ˚̄aoha- ‘to bear in mind’.
• vaēdō.dūm (53.5), 2p. prs.ipv.med. of vid- ‘to find’. Correction of Geldners
vaēdōdūm by Bartholomae 1904: 1314.
• vātōiiōtū (35.6), 3s. prs.ipv.act. of vātaiia- ‘to announce’. Most of the mss.
spell vātōiiō.tū.
• v er eziiōtūcā (35.6), 3s. prs.ipv.act. of v er eziia- ‘to make’.

Narten 1986a: 115 argues that -ō- in these forms is not, as Bartholomae
1894-5: 173 claimed, due to the secondary split of a word into two parts, but
to the slower, liturgical recitation of the texts. She tentatively suggests that *a
first gave eor ¯e(i.e. *v er ezii etūcā) whence ō, or that * e˘̄ became ō under
influence of the following vowel ū. She explains the presence of the
separation points after °ō from a more recent graphic analogy of these verb
forms with compounds in which -ō appears in the first member.

Narten’s explanation for the rise of °ō. was probably inspired by the fact
that only the OAv. texts display a significant number of forms with *a > ō
other than in front of *h. However, this does not explain the precise
distribution of such split forms, as Lubotsky 1994: 94 has objected. He
returns to the idea that we are dealing with cases of analogical split by the
text redactors. To my mind, this split may have been relatively late; the fact
that especially OAv. endings were affected can be explained by the form of
the endings: -dūm and -d ebı̄š do not occur intervocalically in YAv., so that
d- may easily have seemed word-initial to the text redactors. The forms tū and

529 Only S1.J3 write mazd ˚̄aohōdūm without separation point, compare the v.ll. of Y
13.2 aš e\bōzgat emą.
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duiie occur as independent words in YAv., so that for these forms too, a later
analogical split is unproblematical.

§ 22.5.4 -ō for non-stem-final *a

Like the forms dr eguuō.d ebı̄š and dr eguuō.d ebiiō, several other forms in
both OAv. and YAv. display an etymologically unjustified separation of
members. They confirm that a certain intervention in the text must have taken
place at a time when the language was no longer alive.

In the following three forms, the RCS was applied in front of h/x́ plus a
front vowel. The reason for the split probably was the fact that hı̄, hı̄m
(*hi ˘iam) and x́iiāi (*h ˘iāi) could be analyzed as separate words:
• uz emōhı̄ (Y 46.9). The interpretation of this form is controversial, but it is
clear that uz emōhı̄ must continue either *uzmahı̄ or *uzmāhı̄.
• vı̄manō.hı̄m (V 1.7), acc.sg. of vı̄manahi ˘ia- ‘discord’. This stem has
preserved -h- because of the disyllabic suffix *-i ˘ia (see § 28.3).
• +raf enō.x́iiāi530 (Y 58.7) < *rafnahi ˘iāi, dat.sg. of rafnahiia- ‘support’, a
derivative of rafnah- ‘id.’ The consonant *-h- (whence -x́-) has been
preserved because Y 58 is an OAv. text.

Three more forms with a second member in h- are provided by the OAv.
adjectives in *-ah ˘uant-, showing an ending -ōohuua ˙nt- which cannot be the
phonetic outcome of the preform:
• aojōohuua ˙nt- (5x) ‘strong, powerful’ < *aujah ˘uant-.
• cazdōohuua ˙nt- (2x) ‘intelligent, prudent’531 < *cazdah ˘uant-.
• raocōohuua ˜t (Y 37.4) ‘shining’ < *raucah ˘uat.

530 Geldner edits raf enōx́iiāi, but Bartholomae 1904: 1510 adopts the word split which
most mss. attest: v.ll. raf enō.x́° Pt4.Mf4, rafnō.x́° Mf1 · raf enō.x́° J2, raf enōx́° K5
· rafnō.x́° Mf2.Jp1, raf enō.° K4 · raf enō. L2, rafnō.x́° L1 · raf enō. H1, rafnō. J6.

531 This meaning of cazdōohuua ˙nt- is disputed; Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 II: 241 connect
Skt. cánas- dhā- ‘to delight in’. Werba 1986 has adduced various formal and semantic
arguments against this IIr. etymology, the strongest of which are: the lack of any
cognates for IIr. *cazdh-, and the fact that the base word in -ah- from which adj. in
-uua ˙nt- are derived is usually attested in Avestan. Yet I disagree with Werba’s solution
that cazdōohuua ˙nt- is a corruption of *vazdōohuua ˙nt- ‘strengthening’. This would
require a spelling corruption of *v to c, but the two letters are not really similar; this
would have occurred at two different Gāthā passages, and in the ancestral ms. of the
Yasna.
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These forms have been explained by Hoffmann (1976: 596, see also
Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 78) as mixed forms, in which -ouh- of the YAv. reflex
-aouha ˙nt- was introduced into the OAv. form. i.e. *-aouha ˙nt- x *-ōhuua ˙nt- →
-ōouhuua ˙nt-. In principle this scenario can be adopted, but with a slight
modification. The postulated prestage OAv. *-ōhuua ˙nt- cannot have been the
phonetic result of *-ah ˘uant-, since this would have yielded either
†aojahuua ˙nt-/aojaxva ˙nt-, or, when split, †aoj¯e.va ˙nt-/aojō.va ˙nt-. We must
assume that the YAv. transmittors split original OAv. *aojahuua ˙nt- into
*aoja.huua ˙nt-, and replaced -a by -ō → *aojō.huua ˙nt-. Contamination with
YAv. aojaouha ˙nt- subsequently led to the attested form aojōohuua ˙nt-532.

In a few forms, the sequences -sT- and -zD- were reinterpreted as
word-initial sT- and zD-, and consequently the preceding *-a was replaced by
-ō:
• OAv. rāniiō.sk er eiti- ‘joy-bringing’ (Insler 1975) or ‘creation of something
more joyful’ (Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 64) from *rān ˘ias-kr˚ ti-. This word
was reinterpreted by the redactors as *rān ˘ia-skr˚ ti-, after which the ending -ō
was introduced into *rān ˘ia.
• A 3.4 +vouru.rafnō.st ema- (thus Bartholomae 1904: 1431 for Geldner’s
vouru.rafnōst ema-; most mss. have unsplit rafnōst ema), acc.pl. of
vouru.rafnō.st ema-, the superlative of vouru.rafnah- ‘providing broad support’
(in Y 1.1 and Vyt 14). The preform *vouru.rafnast ema- was split into
*vouru.rafna.st ema- by the redactors.
• Y 13.2 aš e\bōzgat ema- is the superlative of *aš.\bazga- ‘having a strong
impulse’ (to the verb stem *\bang- ‘to press’, inchoative \bązja-; cf.
Tremblay 1996: 126), and we may therefore with Bartholomae 1904: 263 edit
aš e\bō.zgat ema- in accordance with the majority of the mss 533.

The remaining forms are isolated cases. We find in OAv.:
• Y 28.3 xagžō.nuuamn em534, nom.acc.sg.n. of *agžanuuamna-. If
Klingenschmitt’s connection (1982: 187, fn. 32) with PIE *dhgwh-n(e)u- is
correct (to Skt. daghnuyāt ‘to miss by an inch’, Gr. phthánō ‘to be earlier, to
overtake’), we may reconstruct Av. *a-gžan ˘uamna- ‘which cannot be missed’.

532 The same chain of events is assumed by Werba 1986: 338, but with a different
chronology.

533 V.ll. aˇ˙s e\bō.° Pt4.Mf1.4 · aˇ˙si\bō.° J2.K5 · aˇ˙s e\bōzgat emą S1, aˇ˙si\bō.° J3 ·
aˇ˙s e\bō.° Mf2.K4 · aš e\bō.° L1.2 · aš e\bō.° J6.H1.K11.L13, aša.\bō.° J7.

534 Thus Bartholomae 1904: 50f.; the spelling agžōnuuamn em is only attested in the
IrKA ms. K37 and in the YS ms. C1. In the other mss., it was replaced by agžaō̆ n°.
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This was then split into *agža.nuuamn em, and subsequently developed into
agžō.nuuamn em.
• The etymology of OAv. siiōzdūm (Y 48.7), 2p. ipv.med., is disputed. The
learned mss. have siiōzdūm, siiōždūm, and with the loss of -z- or -ž- siiōdūm
(IrPY, IrVS), whereas the branches InVS and YS have s/šiiaoz/ždūm. It seems
best to connect this form with Y 34.9 3s. aor.subj. siiazda ˜t ‘chase away!’, also
because of the meaning535: Y 48.7 nı̄ aēš emō [nı̄]diiātąm, paitı̄ r em em
[paitı̄]siiō(z)dūm, translated by Humbach 1991 I: 177 as ‘Let wrath be laid
down! Chop up fury’. Instead of ‘chop up’, a translation ‘chase away’ would
be envisageable. In that case, we might reconstruct a 2p. aor.ipv.med.
*s ˘iazd ˘uam. The ms. branches which have lost -z- have then replaced *siiadūm
by siiōdūm.

In YAv., several verb forms show this replacement:
• YAv. uziiōr e˙nt em (Yt 8.36) and uziiōraiti (V 19.28), prs.ptc.act. and 3s.
prs.ind.act. of uziiara-, thematic red.prs. to ar- ‘to move’. For uziiōr e˙nt em, a
compound split is rendered likely by the fact that it occurs side by side with
hispōs e˙nt em, for which see below. Uziiōraiti represents *uzi ˘iarti; with
Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 40, fn. 9, we may restore its expected outcome
xuziiōr eiti (cf. § 24.1.3) into the text on the basis of the v.ll.536.
Klingenschmitt 1970: 74 has shown that F 444 uziiō may point to an
originally split spelling xuziiō.r eiti for V 19.28 uziiōraiti.
• The verbs adbōž en, vı̄dbōž en and fradbōž en (Yt 14.45) are 3p. prs.inj.act.
forms of dbaža- < *d ˘uaj- ˘ia-, present to the root *dh ˘uag- ‘to flutter’ (compare
Skt. dhvajá- ‘flag’; Sogd. wy-dbgs ‘to strew, unfold’, wydb’g ‘explanation’,
Khwar. bdbxs < *vi-d ˘uaxša-). Bartholomae 1894-5: 159 corrects these forms
to adbō.ž en, vı̄dbō.ž en and fradbō.ž en on the basis of the v.ll., which show a
separation point after ō in many instances. Although a separate word ž en does
not make sense in Avestan, we must still see the origin of ō in the light of
this separation.
• Yt 1.19, 13.71 druuōi\iiā ˜t for *druua\iiā ˜t is the abl.sg.f. of druua ˙nt-.
Analogical split led to druuō.\iiā ˜t, after which i-epenthesis in front of \ii-
yielded druuō.i\iiā ˜t, the form preserved in the best mss. The same split may
be conjectured for jasōi\ii ˚̄a H 1.5 (prs.ptc.act. jasa ˙nt-, see Bartholomae 1904:
50212), but here we have no v.ll. to confirm this hypothesis.

535 See also Lubotsky fthc. on these verb forms.

536 V.ll. Yt 8.36 uziiō.r e˙nt em J10 · uziiōir ent em F1.Pt1.E1; note ōir for *ōr as in
cō(i)r e˜t. V 19.28 uziiōri\i L4, uziiōri\e K1 · uziiōraiti Jp1.Mf2 · uziiōraiti
L2.Br1.K10.
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• The present *hispasa- ‘to look at’ (xhispōs e˙nte Yt 8.36, hispōs emna Yt
10.45) has also undergone the analogical split, viz. to *hispō.sa-.

§ 22.5.5 First member in -a.

Obviously, the view defended here about the spelling of split compounds
has its implications for the analysis of the exceptions to this rule, viz.
compounds in which we find the final vowel -a of the first member and yet
a split into two words in the mss. The index in Duchesne-Guillemin 1936
provides an easy survey of the forms concerned. Most of the exceptions can
be explained.

The majority regards prepositions and numerals: apa.°, haca.°, ana.°,
auua.°, upa.°, para.°, pa ˙nca.°, hada.°, ha\ra.°, ašta.°, nauua.°, dasa.°,
hazaora.°; here, the redactors had recourse to the normal forms in -a, and
were less tempted to replace these by -ō. For the adjective aˇ˙sauua.°, note that
the nom.sg. was aˇ˙sauua.

Other split compounds with a first member in -a are few, and it may be
surmised that most of these forms were seen as two separate words by the
redactors splitting up compounds. Among the words with a certain etymology,
we find ahura. ˜tkaēšō, aē\ra.paiti-, ugra.bāzu-, ugra.zaoša-, various
compounds in aˇ˙sa.°, Y 10.9 v er e\ra.tauruuan-, Yt 13.46 v er e\ra.baodah-,
Yt 13.142 vı̄spa.tauruuairı̄-, Yt 5.128 ra\a.kara-, Y 10.11 spita.gaona- and
Y 10.6 haoma.hūiti-, haoma.stūiti- and haoma.xvar eiti-.

The form druua.aˇ˙saci\rahe (Y 16.10), which is preceded by druuafšaoš,
was probably spelled as druuō.aˇ˙saci\rahe originally, the spelling still attested
by J2.K5, J3 and Mf2; note that the same mss. which spell druua.fšaoš are
the ones that spell druua.aˇ˙saci\rahe. A theoretical *dru ˘ua-aˇ˙sa- should have
yielded *druuāˇ˙sa-.

Similarly, Yt 19.6 kadruua.aspa- ‘having brown horses’ must represent a
later remake of original *kadruuaspa-, from an adjective *kadru- ‘brown’
(related to Skt. kádru- ‘tawny’) and aspa- ‘horse’. The preform *kadru-aspa-
is indirectly attested in Phl. kwdlwsp, which excludes an original compound
*kadr ˘ua-aspa-: this would have yielded †kadr ˘uāspa-, and the long vowel ā
would be preserved in the Pahlavı̄ mountain name. It seems that *kadruuaspa-
was remade into kadruua.aspa- by a desire to restore the noun aspa-.
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§ 22.6 OAv. -ō for *-ā

In a few OAv. forms, the ending -ō appears instead of *-ā. It seems that
these are exceptional cases, where the YAv. transmission consciously replaced
*-ā by -ō.
• apō (Y 32.9) < *apa ‘away, off’ is followed by the particle mā. Humbach
1959 I: 19 suggested that here, as opposed to e.g. Y 33.4 apā, *apa mā
developed into *ap emā. Yet in the light of the usual retention of e/¯ein OAv.,
especially in front of nasals, apō can hardly be due to a phonetic change
alone. Possibly, *apā.mā was considered to be a compound, which would
make the replacement by apō.mā another case of analogical -ō in compounds.
• The preverb *fra is spelled frō in the mss. if it occurs as an independent
word, and f( e)ra- or frā- when attached to the verb (total number of OAv.
*fra: 30x). On the basis of forms like frō.mā (28.11, 45.6) and frō.mōi (33.8),
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 65 assume that the preverb *fra was univerbated
with the following enclitic pronoun in *fra mā, *fra mai, whence *fr emā or
*fr¯emā, which eventually yielded frō-. This frō would then have spread to the
occurrences of *fra in front of other consonants. This scenario meets with the
important objection that prenasal e/¯eis usually retained in OAv. It seems safer
to assume that frō has replaced *frā in those cases where the text redactors
judged it to be the first member of a compound. We can include the apparent
exception Y 46.8 frōsiiā ˜t, where frō is written attached to the following word.
There is no other way to explain frō- in this form, so that we must assume
*frāsiiā ˜t → *frō.siiā ˜t by means of the RCS (thus already Humbach 1959 I:
19). For the form Y 46.4 frōr etōiš, a replacement *frā. ertōiš → *frōrtōiš
seems less likely; we may rather connect this form with the YAv.
development of *fra- er- > fr¯er- (see § 24.1.4).
• The original dat. ending of the 1s. and 2s. pers.pron. IIr. *-bia was retained
in PAv. We find its reflex in 1s. OAv. maibiiā(cā) (4x), YAv. māuuōiia <
*mab ˘ia ‘to me’, 1p. OAv. ahmaibiiā(cā) ‘to us’, 2s. OAv. taibiiā-cā (1x) ‘to
you’, 2p. OAv. xšmaibiiā(cā), yūšmaibiiā and YAv. xšmāuuōiia <
*( ˘iū)šmab ˘ia ‘to you’. However, a few of the dat. forms take final -ō, viz.
OAv. maibiiō (6x) and taibiiō (5x), and YAv. yūšmaoiiō (Yt 13.38).
Concerning the 2s., Bartholomae (1894-5: 140) suggests that "jAw. -byō wird
von den Pluralformen stammen", which means that -biiō in taibiiō was a
YAv. form which was adopted by analogy with the YAv. dat.abl.pl. ending
-biiō. Bartholomae assumes that the 1s. maibiiō adopted -biiō in an indirect
way: "vom Pron. 2. Pers. ging im Iranischen das Suffix auf das der 1. Pers.
über." This explanation was copied off-hand by Reichelt 1909: 206.

This explanation must be based on the occurrence of YAv. yūšmaoiiō (1x)
‘to you’, but we have seen that yūšmaoiiō occurs beside xšmāuuōiia (1x), so
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that YAv. too will originally have had the ending *-b ˘iā̆ . It seems likely that
yūšmaoiiō itself is due to a later analogy with the nominal ending -biiō (>
-uuiiō), so that it cannot be used to advocate a linguistically real spread of -ō
to the 2s. and afterwards to the 1s. Therefore, we may assume that maibiiō
and taibiiō are due to a replacement by YAv. speakers of OAv. -biiā by -biiō
at a certain moment during the text tradition. The process may thus be
compared to the replacement of the OAv. endings -¯e, -ōi, -¯em by YAv. -ō, -ē,
- em, which also took place in YAv. times but was not fully completed (see
§§ 22.1, 14.3, 24.1). In favour of this explanation, we may also adduce the
fact that -ā is never replaced by -ō when enclitic -cā ‘and’ follows: maibiiācā
(3x), taibiiācā (1x).

Gotō (1999: 139ff.) has recently proposed a different solution, viz. that
maibiiō and taibiiō contain the pers. pronouns *mab ˘ia and *tab ˘ia followed by
the particle *u (Skt. u). This is certainly possible from the phonetic point of
view (cf. § 16.3.2, where we have shown that *- ˘iau yields -iiō), but it leaves
a number of questions unanswered. Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 II: 131ff. assume
the presence of the particle *u in the Gāthās and the YH on a much larger
scale than had hitherto been done, but their discussion is not addressed by
Gotō. I find two points of conflict between Gotō’s theory about maibiiō and
taibiiō, and the view of *u by Kellens-Pirart: 1. each case of *u assumed by
Kellens-Pirart occurs after conjunctions (a ˜t, *na) and relative, interrogative
and demonstrative pronouns, but never after a personal pronoun537. Of
course, this is a minor point, since one might argue that we now find two
such cases. 2. Kellens-Pirart assume that *u counts as a separate syllable for
the metre, by which means they try to solve metrical problems. But all verses
in which maibiiō and taibiiō occur have the expected number of syllables if
we analyze them as disyllabic ma-bya and ta-bya538; if we would add
another syllable for *u, the lines would have one syllable too many.

537 The alleged occurrence in Y 44.13 ahma ˜t ā [nı̄š] nāšāmā is too uncertain. It seems
better to take ā as the preverb belonging to nāšāmā.

538 Compare the metrical analysis of Y 28.2, 31.4, 43.14, 46.3, 48.8, 51.10 maibiiō and
30.8, 44.6, 53.3 taibiiō in Monna 1978. The only deviant verse is Y 28.2, where
Monna analyzed maibiiō dāuuōi ahuu ˚̄a — which should have 7 syllables — as
hexasyllabic mabya dāvai ahvāh. Beekes 1988: 2 has corrected this to heptasyllabic
mabya dāvai ahu’āh.
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§ 22.7 YAv. - e< *-ah

This section discusses two sets of forms in which the nominative of an
(original) a-stem is reflected as - e. This ending is of secondary nature, and
betrays a more recent layer of YAv. language. The two sets of forms in which
- eoccurs are the nom.sg. of PN in the Yašts (§ 9.7.1) and the nom.sg. of
nouns which form the subject complement of the verb bū-. Among the last
category, I also include the alleged cvi-formations of YAv.

§ 22.7.1 Yašt nominatives in - e

In the passages Yt 1.12-15 and Yt 15.43-48, Ahura Mazdā and Vayu
enumerate their names in front of Zarathustra. The names are given one after
the other in the form [X in nom.sg.] + nąma (acc.sg.) + ahmi ‘I am X by
name’, e.g. ˜tbaēšō.tauruu ˚̄a nąma ahmi ‘I am Overcomer of Enmity by name’.
It is a well-known problem that these names do not always display the
expected nom.sg. ending according to their inflexional class, cf. Kellens
1974a: 178f. The account given of these deviations by Bartholomae 1904 is
unsatisfactory ("statt nom.sg."), while Kellens discussed only a few of the
problematic forms. It appears that we can explain part of the exceptions as
perseveration of the ending of a preceding word (i.e. from text corruption),
but the ending -e/- ein a-stems must be regarded as original.

The text of Yt 1.12-15 presents a large number of nom.sg. forms of
a-stems ending in -a instead of expected -ō, viz. 1.12 baēšaziia 539,
baēšaziiōt ema, ā\rauuat ema, aˇ˙sauuast ema, xvar enaouhast ema,
pouru.daršt ema, dūraēdaršt ema, 1.13 žnōišta, 1.15 v er ezi.saoka, s euuı̄šta,
xša\riia, xša\riiōt ema 540, dūraē.sūka; in Yt 15.46, we find taxmōt ema541.
Some of the correct forms in -ō are also spelled -a in part of the mss., e.g.
hudānūst emō with -t ema in F2.Mf3.Lb16.K36.Ml2. We can posit the spelling
-ō for all these forms in the archetype. The spelling -a for *-ō is certainly due
to the example set by the many names derived from stems in -(t)ar- and in
-uuan(t)-, which have a regular nom.sg. ending -a: 1.12 dātāca, \rātāca,
žnātāca, ā\rauua, aˇ˙sauua, xvar enaouha, pouru.daršta, dūraēdaršta, 1.13

539 Thus edited by Geldner on the basis of the majority of mss. But part of the Indian
mss. preserves °ō: Pt1.O3 bišaziiō, L18.K12 baēšaziiō.

540 But °t emō preserved in Mf3.W1.L9.H2.Ml2.

541 Thus in F1; but J10 has °timō.
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spašta, vı̄ta, dāta, pāta, \rāta and žnāta. Probably, the recurring form nąma
has also influenced the replacement of original endings by -a.

The problem of the words ending in - eor -e is different. This concerns the
expected YAv. ending -ō of the nom.sg. of m. a-stems, which surfaces as - e

or -e in the mss. The situation is clearest in Yt 15, where the intrusion of v.ll.
in -a is less massive than in Yt 1. The evidence comprises 15.43 apaiiate542

(2x; stem apaiiata(r)-), 15.44 vohuuaršte 543 (2x; stem vohuuaršta-), 15.45
fracar e(fracara-), aipicar e(aipicara-), aipidbaog eor -g¯e544 (aipidbaoga-),
dahak e (dahaka-?), zinak e (zı̄naka-?), vı̄dak e or vı̄dak e545 (vı̄daka-?),
+vi ˙nda.xvar en e546 (vi ˙nda.xvar ena(h)-), 15.46 vı̄daēuuō.kar e547 (kara-),
kar edar es e548 (could be a corruption for *huuar e-, as Bartholomae 1904:
451 suggests, or *dar e-; kar e- could have been copied from the preceding
vı̄daēuuō.kar e), 15.48 tižiiaršt e549 (tižiiaršta-), p er e\uuar ešt e550

(p er e\uuaršta-), and vaēžiiaršt e551 (vaēžiiaršta-). Here also belongs the
nom.sg. 15.46 ha\rauuan e, which Geldner edited as -a: F1 ha\rauu en e, J10
ha\rauuana. Outside Yt 15.43-48, we find the same phenomenon in 15.53
viman ekar e552 and vı̄daēuuō.kar e553, and in 15.54 anāxruuı̄da.dōi\re.

In Yt 1.12-15, the v.ll. allow us to restore forms in - eor -e for Geldner’s
fšūše.mą\ra 554 (1.13; in fact, we must restore fšūšō.°), is e.xša\ra 555

542 F1 °te · J10 °ta and °ti · K12 °ta.

543 F1 °te · J10 °t em.

544 F1 °g e· J10 °g¯e.

545 F1 vidak e· J10 vidake.

546 F1 vi ˙ndixvar en e (correction for the scribe’s initial, mistaken vi ˙ndika e) · J10
vi ˙nda.xvar ene; Bartholomae edited vindi-xvar enah- (1904: 1449).

547 F1 °kar e· J10 °kare · K12 °k er e.

548 F1 and Ml2 dar es e· J10 dr esē.

549 F1 °aršt e· J10 °.rasti.

550 F1 °aršt e· J10 °.rast em.

551 F1 °aršt e· J10 °.rasti.

552 F1 °kar e· J10 °kare.

553 F1 °kar e· J10 °kare.

554 F2.Mf3.K36 fšūšamą\r e· Jm4 ° e, J9.H2 °e · F1 fšūše.m ˙̨a\re.
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(1.13), vı̄spa.xvā\ra556 and pouru.xvā\ra557 (1.14), and maybe also for
aˇ˙sa558 (1.15). Add furthermore *fraxstiie for Yt 1.7 fraxštiia 559 nąma
ahmi.

In Yt 1.14, the same a-stem nom.sg. in - eor -e is attested in ha\rauuane
and vı̄spauuane560. The form vı̄spataš is hesitantly regarded as original by
Kellens 1974a: 179, but this conclusion is unwarranted. The majority of mss.
has -taše, while two of the most reliable mss. Jm4 and K36 have -taš e. The
form -taš, attested in the Indian mss. Pt1.E1, O3 and L9, may have been
influenced by the nom.sg. forms adauuiš, vı̄dauuiš and paiti.pāiiuš, which
also occur in Yt 1.14. Yet it is uncertain whether vı̄spataš ewas really the
form of the archetype. The noun must obviously derive from the verb taš- ‘to
fashion, create’, but the well-known noun tašan- would have a nom.sg. *taša.
Therefore, there are two possible ways to explain vı̄spataš e: either a thematic
derivation of the root taš- was formed in Avestan, which yielded the nom.sg.
taš ein Yt 1.14; or original *vı̄spataša (nom.sg. of tašan-) received the
ending - eby analogy with the preceding forms ha\rauuane and vı̄spauuane
(*- e) in the course of the transmission.

It will be clear from the preponderance of forms in - ein Yt 15, and from
the fact that the oldest mss. (Jm4, K36) often spell - efor -e in Yt 1.12-15,
that we must regard the nom.sg. - eas the older spelling, which was replaced
by -e due to the similarity of e˘̄ and ē̆ in the contemporary pronunciation. How
is the ending - eto be explained?

There is no way to regard - eas a corruption of expected -ō or even of -a:
those endings are preserved in the text parts here concerned. Theoretically, - e

might be a corruption of -e, but it is very unusual for an ending -e to have so
many v.ll. in - ein the Avestan mss. Therefore, the ending - ebelonged to the
archetype. In fact, it is the only time we find eas a phoneme, i.e. not as an

555 Mf3.K36 is exša\r e, F2.Pd.K18a °e · Jm4 xša\r e.

556 K36 xvā\r e, F2.Mf3.K18a °e · K7 ° e, Jm4 xvā\re → xvā\r e, J9.H2.L11 °e · L12
°e · F1 °e.

557 F2.Mf3 xvā\re · J9.H2.L11 °e · L12 °e · F1 °e.

558 F2.Mf3.Lb16 aˇ˙sa, K18a aˇ˙sahe · Jm4 aˇ˙s e, L9.Mb2.K7.L11 aˇ˙sahe · L12 id · Pt1
id; the v.l. aˇ˙sahe seems to reflect *aˇ˙se.

559 V.ll. F2.Mf3.K36.L25 fraxštiia · J9.H2 fraxštiia, Jm4 fraxraštaiia, L9 fraxstauiie,
K7.L11 fraxa(.)štuiie · L12.P14 fraxštiia · J10 fraxštoiie, O3.Mb1.F1 fraxa.stuiie.

560 Most mss. spell °ne, but °na is also attested: F2.K36.18a.12.L12.25.J15
ha\rauuana, K36.18a.12.L12.25 vı̄spauuana.
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automatic anaptyctic vowel or as an allophone of a in front of certain
consonants. One might argue that it reflects *-¯e, but -¯eis preserved in the
acc.pl. of a-stems, also in the Yašts. Besides, -¯ecould only be the nom.sg. of
a-stems in OAv., but we have no other trace of its preservation in YAv.

We could assume that the forms in - ein Yt 1.12-15 and 15.43-48 have
originated in a different dialect than mainstream YAv. This dialect could have
had a reflex - e< *-ah, instead of -ō < *-ah. Yet this would not explain why
we also find -ō as a nom.sg. of a-stems in Yt 1.12-15 and 15.43-48, in the
basic vocabulary. The assumption of dialect difference must be dismissed.

It seems probable to me that the names of Yt 1.12-15 and 15.43-48
represent a more recent linguistic layer. This is borne out by the nature of the
texts, which are simply enumerations of names, where words and phrases
from other Avestan texts have sometimes been adopted in order to create new
names. E.g. 15.48 tižiiaršt enąma ahmi tižiiarštiš nąma ahmi, p er e\uuar ešt e

nąma ahmi p er e\uuar eštiš nąma ahmi, vaēžiiaršt enąma ahmi vaēžiiarštiš
nąma ahmi, which is clearly built on Yt 13.101 tižiiarštōiš aˇ˙saonō frauuaˇ˙sı̄m
y(azamaide), p er e\uuarštōiš aˇ˙saonō frauuaˇ˙sı̄m y(azamaide), vaēžiiarštōiš
aˇ˙saonō frauuaˇ˙sı̄m yazamaide, or 1.15 b er eza nąma ahmi xˇ˙sa\riia nąma ahmi
which is built on Y 65.12 b er eza ahura xša\riia. Compare also the ‘wrong’
inflexion of e.g. +vi ˙nda.xvar ena- (for *vi ˙nda.xvar enah-, cf. vı̄da ˜t.xvar enah-), and
the triad dahaka-, zı̄naka-, vı̄daka-, formed with the suffix -ka- from what
seem to be verbal stems.

It is important to emphasize the fact that it is merely the names in the
texts under scrutiny which give the impression of being ad hoc-formations.
The general make-up of the texts does not present other features of deficient
grammar, but of course this hardly concerns anything else than the expression
nąma ah- ‘to be called’, which occurs elsewhere in Avestan too. I would
therefore propose that the names bearing a nom.sg. - ewere formed ad hoc by
speakers of a different language than Avestan, who did not fully master
Avestan grammar anymore.

This recalls the idea put forward by Back 1978: 39ff., viz. that the final
-y in the Middle Persian inscriptions represents spoken -[ e] from the
‘spätaltpersischen’ period. As the more recent Old Persian inscriptions show,
final syllables had begun to collapse, and Back assumed that final -y of the
Middle Persian inscriptions is a remnant of that stage of development in
which only a single final vowel served as an ending for the sg.
Klingenschmitt 2000: 194 points to the same phenomenon in MP inscriptions,
and reconstructs the ending -y as -i < *- eh; the examples he gives are
dpywr(y) ‘writer’ < *dibı̄ ˘uari < *dipı̄bara-, and gwpty ‘said’ (ptc.) < *gufti
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< *guft eh. The final stroke of Book Pahlavı̄, which seems to occur without
any rule in the extant mss., could have the same origin, cf. e.g. Nyberg 1964:
131.

The Avestan ending - ewhich we observe in Yt 1.12-15 and 15.43-48
could provide independent proof for the vocalic reflex of *-ah in early Middle
Iranian times, if our conclusion is accepted that the names in those texts are
of a more recent make. In fact, the occurrence of the ending - e in
vi ˙nda.xvar en eand vı̄spataš e, which are not a-stems but ah- and an-stems
respectively, would tally with the merger of the nom.sg. of these stems with
a-stems already in OP. The Avestan names in - ewould then suggest that the
Avesta was handed down by people in south-west Persia in the period of ‘late
OP’, i.e. after the merger of final syllables in [- e] but before this final vowel
was dropped in MP (before 250 AD)561.

§ 22.7.2 Subject complement in - e+ bū-

There are two YAv. texts in which we find a form of the root bū- ‘to
become’ together with a subject complement displaying an unexplained ending
- eor -i. This syntactic combination is otherwise unknown in YAv., and has
not been satisfactorily explained yet. It is my contention that the ending of the
subject complement was - ein all the relevant forms in the archetype. The text
of A 1.10-11, in which the ending is generally acknowledged to be - e, will be
discussed in the first part of this subsection. The second and third part will
discuss the ending -i, which occurs in Y 62.2 and 62.3.

• A 1.10-11

The forms vana ˜t.p eˇ˙s en e(A 1.10), vauuan e, nijan eand zaz e(A 1.11) occur
in front of buiie, the morphological status of which is disputed. In his edition,

561 Klingenschmitt 2000: 194 has proposed to regard the nom.sg. būiti, the name of a
daēuua in V 19.1ff., as a pseudo-Avestan form with the nom.sg. ending -i < *- eh from
pre-Sasanian Middle Persian. He assumes that būiti represents the Iranian adoption of
Buddha, and compares B.-Phl. bwt’, MMP bwt ‘Buddha’. This is an interesting
possibility, but very speculative. It would mean that the text of V 19 considerably
post-dates 500 BC, which in itself is conceivable; but other evidence for such
contemporary themes is missing. In V 19.43, būiti is only one of the daēuuas
mentioned; others are i ˙ndra-, sauruua- and n ˚̄aohai\iia-, which continue inherited IIr.
deities, and are only mentioned here in V 19.43, and in V 10.9.
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Geldner edited four sequences of separate words: vana ˜t.p eˇ˙s en ebuiie, vauuan e

buiie, nijan ebuiie and zaz ebuiie562. We may give the whole context and the
translation of Wolff 1910: 307, which is based on Bartholomae:
A 1.10 āfrı̄nāmi vauuanuu ˚̄a vana ˜t.p eˇ˙s en ebuiie

vı̄sp em auruua\ em ˜tbišiia ˙nt em …
A 1.11 vauuan ebuiie ra\biia manaoha ra\biia vacaoha ra\biia ´̌siiao\na;

nijan ebuiie vı̄spe dušmainiiū vı̄spe daēuuaiiasn¯e,
zaz ebuiie vaohāuca mižde vaohāuca +srauuahi urunaēca dar ege
+hauuaouhe.

A 1.10 ‘Ich flehe (darum), als Gewinner der Schlacht siegreich zu
werden über jeden hassenden Feind …,
[note that B.’s translation is not parallel to the next sentences; a
more literal rendering would be ‘Ich flehe (darum), als Siegreicher
Gewinner der Schlacht zu werden’]

A 1.11 (ich flehe darum), siegreich zu werden durch zeitentsprechendes
Denken, zeitentsprechendes Reden, zeitentsprechendes Handeln;
niederschlagen zu können alle Übelgesinnten, alle Daēvaanbeter,
damit ich mir den guten Vorteil und den guten Leumund erwerbe
und für die Seele die langdauernde Seligkeit.’

Several deviations from the grammatical standard of YAv. point to a more
recent origin of this text portion: 1. the stem vana ˜t.p eˇ˙sana- is known as a
thematic stem; this suggests that - eis another irregular nom.sg. ending, like

562 The v.ll. are:

A 1.10f. IrKA InKA (I) InKA (II) YtS

p eˇ˙s en e F2.Mf3.
K36 °¯ene

Jm4 ° en e, H2 °n e, J9
°n e, O3 ° ena

P14 ° ene,
J15 °ne

Pt1 ° en e

vauuan e F2.Mf3.
K36 °¯ene

Jm4.H2.J9.L9.Mb2.K7c
°an e, O3.L11 °e, K15 °i

J15 °anē Pt1.E1 °an e,
J10 °a

nijan e F2.Mf3.K36
°j¯ene

Jm4.J9.H2.L9.K7c °jan e,
K15 °zani

J15 °jane,
P14 °jine

Pt1.E1 °jane

zaz e Mf3.K36
zaz e, F2 °e

Jm4.H2.J9 ° e,
K15.L9.K7c °i, O3 °a

J15 °e Pt1 ° e, E1
zaoza

The v.ll. of zaz ein the parallel passage Y 62.6 are: Pt4.Mf4 ° e, Mf1 °e · J2.K5
° e· Jp1.K4 ° e· Pd.Mf3 ° e· Jm4, H1, J15 ° e, J9.H2 °e, Pt1 °e, F1 °a.
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in the preceding subsection; 2. vauuan e, nijan eand zaz eare closely similar
in form to the pf.ptc.act. vauuanuuah-, ni-jagnuuah- and zazuuah- of the
corresponding verbs roots van- ‘to conquer’, ni-jan- ‘to slay’ and zā- ‘to leave
behind’ → ‘to win’563, but they do not agree completely; 3. the acc.pl.
dušmainiiū is based on a later refection of original *dušmainiiūš, cf.
Bartholomae 1894-5: 229 and § 11.1.1 above.

The main crux of A 1.10-11 is the analysis of buiie < *bu ˘uai, which can
hardly represent anything else than a dat.sg. *bhuHai to a root noun *bū-
‘being, becoming’. It was thus analyzed by Bartholomae 1904: 969, and this
analysis was supported by Schindler 1979: 58. On the basis of the close
resemblance of vauuan eto the perfect participle vauuanuuah- ‘having won’,
Hoffmann 1968b: 285f. assumed that the words in - ebuiie were actually
compounds, positing zaz e.bū- ‘becoming a winner’, vauuan e.bū- ‘becoming
a victor’ and nijan e.bū- ‘becoming a slayer’. He surmised that all three first
members in - e were derived from the regular pf.ptc.act. by means of
dissimilation of *- ˘u- in the suffix *- ˘uah- in anticipation of the following
*bu ˘ue: *zaz ˘uah-bu ˘uai > *zaz e.bu ˘ue, etc. Note, however, that this does not
work for nijan e, because we would still expect †nijagn e.

Hoffmann explained final - eas the regular result of *-ah and compared
the development of *raucahbı̄š to raoc¯ebı̄š; however, this leaves the
difference between ¯ein raoc¯ebı̄š and ein zaz e.buiie etc. unaccounted for: as
we have seen above, the expected outcome of *zaz ˘uah would have been
*zazuu¯e. Another difficulty with his analysis is the form vana ˜t.p eˇ˙s en ebuiie
‘becoming a winner in battle’, where the first member is a stem
vana ˜t.p eˇ˙sana-, and not a pf. participle.

It seems to me that Hoffmann’s analysis of vauuan e, nijan eand zaz eas
corrupted perfect participles is correct, but they must be regarded as
independent words, not as parts of a compound. Maybe there once were real
a-stems *vauuana-, *nijana- and *zaza- in the language, but it must have
been at a very recent stage, or in a very colloquial register, in which the
endings had collapsed and word formation types had lost the meaning which
they had in classical Avestan.

If we assume that vana ˜t.p ešan ebuiie, vauuan ebuiie, nijan ebuiie and zaz e

buiie are parallel formations, we have a fourfold expression āfrı̄nāmi +
nom.sg.- e+ buiie ‘I pray for becoming X’ = ‘I pray to be X’. Although the
object of frı̄- is usually in the accusative or in direct speech, a dat.sg. is
attested two verses earlier in A 1.8: āfrı̄nāmi … uparāi amāi uparāi v er e\rāi
uparāi xša\rāi ‘I wish … for higher force, higher resistance, higher power.’

563 For the semantic shift from ‘leave behind’ to ‘win’ see Hoffmann 1968b: 283f.
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Thus, we may subscribe to the generally acknowledged analysis of buiie as
dat.sg. of a noun bū- ‘the becoming’. The construction of frı̄- + dative might
be regarded as a sign of the recent character of the passage, but a recent date
of composition does not necessarily mean that all the elements are recent, a
point which is rightly stressed by Kellens 1974a: 99. It is difficult to see how
and why Avestan could have independently created a root noun *bū- with an
abstract meaning. Therefore, it is quite likely that buiie and Skt. (°)bh ´̄u- ‘the
fact of being; world’, dat.sg. bhūvé ‘to become’, continue an IIr. root noun
*bhuH-.

• Y 62.2

In Y 62.2, Geldner’s edition presents six instances of a compound in -i
followed by the 2s. aor.opt.act. buii ˚̄a of bū-:
dāitiiō.aēsmi buii ˚̄a ‘May you be with the required firewood,’
dāitiiō.baoidi buii ˚̄a ‘may you be with the required fragrance,’
dāitiiō.pi\bi buii ˚̄a ‘may you be with the required meals,’
dāitiiō.upasaiieni buii ˚̄a ‘may you be with the required lair,’
p er enāiiuš.har e\ri buii ˚̄a ‘may you be with the care of an adult,’
dahmāiiuš.har e\ri buii ˚̄a ‘may you be with the care of someone who

has the age of a dahma,’
ātarš pu\ra ahurahe mazd ˚̄a ‘O Fire, son of Ahura Mazdā!’

The six compounds in question are all possessive compounds which
describe the ideal conditions for the fire to be tended in. Five of the six
formations have a thematic noun as their second member: aēsma- ‘firewood’,
pi\ba- ‘meal’, upasaiiana- ‘lair’ and har e\ra- ‘care’; baoidi- ‘fragrance’ is
an i-stem. The sequences dāitiiō.aēsmi buii ˚̄a etc. have often been compared
with the so-called cvi-construction of Sanskrit, in which a thematic noun
receives the ending -ı̄ and is used as a complement of one of the verbs kr˚ -
and bhū-, e.g. mithun´̄ı-kr˚ - ‘to make into a pair’, mithun´̄ı-bhū- ‘to become a
pair’ which are derived from mithuná- ‘paired’ (e.g. Bartholomae 1894-5:
148, Benveniste 1935: 65, Schindler 1979: 58 and 1980: 387). The form buii ˚̄a
was analyzed as part of the compound (e.g. dāitiiō.aēsmi.buii ˚̄a) by
Bartholomae, against which see Schindler 1979: 58.

However, it seems unlikely to me that these forms really are
cvi-formations comparable to those in Skt. In Skt., -´̄ı bhū- clearly has the
meaning ‘to be made into that which is indicated by the derivational basis of
the word in -´̄ı’, but the Y 62.2 sequences mean ‘may you be in possession of
X’, in which ‘in possession of X’ is expressed by a bahuvrı̄hi in -i. Since the
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compound acts as a subject complement to buii ˚̄a, we would expect a nom.sg.
ending. In fact, we find this very structure one verse earlier, viz. in Y 62.1
(addressed to the Fire): yesniiō ahi, vahmiiō yesniiō buii ˚̄a, vahmiiō nmānāhu
maˇ˙siiākanąm ‘you are worthy of praise, may you be worthy of glory and
praise, worthy of glory in the houses of the people.’ This example provides
the construction which we would normally expect in Y 62.2 too, viz. nom.sg.
+ buii ˚̄a: *dāitiiō.aēsmō buii ˚̄a, *dāitiiō.baoidiš buii ˚̄a, etc.

The v.ll. of the compounds show vacillation in the ending between -i, -e,
- eand -a which may point to original *- e, like in the passage A 1.10-11
discussed above:

Y 62.2 PY IrVS IrKA YS, InKA, YtS

°aēsmi Mf4 ° e, Pt4
°a → °i, Mf1
°i · J2 °i,
K5 °e

Jp1 °e,
K4 °i

Mf3.K36.
Pd °i

H1 °e ·
J9.H2.Jm4.K7c
°e · J15 °a ·
F1 °e, Pt1 °a

°baoidi all °i except
K5 °e

Jp1 °i,
K4 °e

Mf3.Pd °i all °i except
H1 °a

°pi\bi Pt4.Mf4 °e,
Mf1 ° e

· J2.K5 °i

Jp1.K4 °e K36.Pd °e,
Mf3.K18a
°i

H1 °i · J9.H2
°i · J15 °i ·
F1 °e, Pt1 °i

°upasaiieni Pt4.Mf4 ° en
[sic], Mf1 °ene
· J2 ° eni,
K5 °an e

Jp1 ° ene,
K4 °ene

Mf3 ° eni,
K36.Pd
°ene

H1 °ane ·
J9.H2.Jm4 °eni,
K7c °ene · F1
°ene, Pt1 °ane

p°har e\ri Pt4.Mf4.1 °e
· J2 °a →
°i, K5 °e

Jp1.K4 °e Mf3.Pd ° e H1 ° ee · Jm4
° e· J15 ° e·
F1 ° e, Pt1 °e

d°har e\ri Pt4.Mf4.1 °e
· J2 °i,
K5 °e

Jp1.K4 °e Mf3.Pd ° e H1 °e ·
J9.H2.Jm4 ° e·
J 15 ° e· F1
° e, Pt1 °e

Note first of all that dāitiiō.baoidi stands apart, because nearly all mss.
write °i. This agrees with the different stem-class of baoidi-. For the other
forms, the ending -i which was adopted by Geldner in his edition is clearly
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preferred by J2, so that this will be another case of the disproportionally great
influence of J2 on Geldner’s text. In the other mss., °i is in the minority and
can be explained as a corruption of °e. The endings -e and - eare both well
attested in the older mss. Since the occasional variant -a is easier to explain
as a corruption of - ethan of -e, and since we already know - eas a post-YAv.
nom.sg. ending in (especially) a-stems, we may assume that - ewas the ending
of these compounds in the archetype. Thus, we may directly compare
+dāitiiō.aēsm ebuii ˚̄a, +dāitiiō.pi\b ebuii ˚̄a etc. with A 1.10-11 vana ˜t.p eš en e

buiie etc. The (alleged) form upasaiieni provides another argument in favour
of ° e, since many good mss. show -iian- or -ii en- in the predesinential
syllable. This means that there was no palatal vowel in the final syllable
which could have caused i-mutation to †-iiene; we may restore
+dāitiiō.upasaiian e (for prenasal -a- in °saiiana-, not °saii ena-: cf. §
23.3.2.2).

Note that the difference of ending between Geldner’s A 1.10-11 - eand Y
62.2 -i is even smaller than we have seen until now. The v.ll. of A 1.10-11
(given above in fn. 562) do not unanimously transmit ° e: the ending °e is
found quite often, especially in the IrKA, and some mss. have °i or °a. The
larger number of v.ll. in °e will be due to the form buiie which follows in the
text of A 1.10-11. This takes away the last doubts which one might have
about the identity of the endings in A 1.10-11 and Y 62.2.

The only form left to be explained is dāitiiō.baoidi buii ˚̄a. It is unlikely that
this represents the grammatically correct ending *-iš, because such a
corruption would be unparallelled. It rather seems that *daitiiō.baoidi- also
received the post-YAv. ending - eof the other compounds. This ending may
have been replaced by -i at an earlier stage than in dāitiiō.aēsm eetc. because
the priests were familiar with the i-stem forms of baoidi-, which is quite a
frequent noun in ritual texts.

• Y 62.3

We may now turn to Y 62.3, where the address to the Fire from Y 62.2
is continued:
saoci.buiie ahmiia nmāne ‘To be flaming in this house,’ (or: ‘that you

may be flaming in this house’)
ma ˜t.saoci.buiie ahmiia nmāne ‘to be with flames in this house,’
raocahi.buiie ahmiia nmāne ‘to be light(ing) in this house,’
vaxša\i.buiie ahmiia nmāne ‘to be growth in this house,’
dar eg emci ˜t aipi zruuān em ‘for a long time.’
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Here too, it seems uncertain that we are dealing with compounds, although
this has been assumed by most scholars, including Schindler 1980: 387. Note
first of all that ma ˜t.saoci.buiie would have three compound members, which
is very rare in Avestan. Furthermore, we only find the ending -i in a minority
of the mss.:

Y 62.3 PY IrVS IrKA YS, InKA, YtS

saoci Pt4.Mf1 °i, Mf4
°a → °i · J2 °e,
K5 °a

Jp1 °i,
K4 °e

Mf3 °i,
K36 °e/i,
Pd °e

H1 °i · Jm4 ° e,
J9.H2.K7c °e ·
J15 °a · F1 °e,
Pt1 °i

ma ˜t.saoci Pt4.Mf4.1 °i ·
J2.K5 °e

Jp1.K4 °e Mf3.Pd °e,
K36 °i

H1 °i · H2.J9 °i,
K7c °e · F1 °e,
Pt1 °i

raocahi Pt4.Mf4.1°e ·
J2.K5 °e

Jp1.K4 °e Mf3.Pd.
K36 °e

H1 °e · J9.H2 °e
· F1 raoce, Pt1
°ci

vaxša\i Pt4 ° e, Mf4 °r e

→ ° e, Mf1 °e ·
J2 °e, K5 ° e

Jp1.K4 °e Mf3.Pd °a H1 vaxša\re ·
Jm4 °r e,
H2.J9.K7c °re ·
F1 °re, Pt1
vaxš\ri.

The forms raocahi and vaxša\i have no v.ll. in °i (except for Pt1), and
Geldner notes in his critical apparatus that these readings are corrections of
his own; in both forms, °e is the best attested ending. In the case of the
alleged vaxša\i, the rules of i-epenthesis (cf. § 26) show that an ending -i or
-e should yield i-epenthesis in this form, i.e. †vaxšai\i or †vaxšai\e.
However, epenthesis is not attested, and we must reconstruct xvaxša\ ebuiie
accordingly.

This conclusion implies that the original ending ° ewas preserved in some
of the good mss. (Pt4.Mf4, K5, Jm4), and was changed to °e in most other
mss., but also to °a and to °i — just like we have assumed for other forms
above. We can see that in +saoc e, xma ˜t.saoc eand xraocah e, the ending ° ehas
hardly survived (Jm4 1x) and has been replaced especially by °e, but this is
not surprising in view of the fourfold occurrence of buiie in this passage. The
ending °i is most numerous with saoci, which may be due to the palatal
quality of the stop, compare the change of *-c e˙nt- > -ci ˙nt- (§ 23.5.1.2).

If the ending was ° e, the four forms in Y 62.3 cannot be cvi-formations.
The form buiie may be analyzed as a dat.sg. ‘in order to become’ with a
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subject complement in - e; in other words, the construction may be identical
to A 1.10-11:

+saoc ebuiie ahmiia nmāne, xma ˜t.saoc ebuiie ahmiia nmāne, xraocah ebuiie
ahmiia nmāne, +vaxša\ ebuiie ahmiia nmāne
‘to be flaming in this house, to be with flames …, to be light …, to be
growth ….’

The four nominal stems which have been used in Y 62.3 are probably
nonce formations, or in any case they must have belonged to the colloquial
register of speech, just like the (approximations of) perfect stems in A
1.10-11. An adj. *saoca- is otherwise unknown564, but the meaning of
xsaoc erecalls the prs.ptc. saoca ˙nt- ‘burning’, attested e.g. in V 9.56 saoci ˙nta ˜t
paiti ā\ra ˜t ‘from a burning fire’. The form xraocah ecannot phonetically
continue a form of raocah- ‘light’ because of the absence of -oh-, and
furthermore the meaning will have been ‘giving light’ rather than ‘the light’.
Thus, the meaning suggests a connection with the stem raocahiia- ‘light,
clear’ which was posited by Bartholomae 1904: 1491, but its existence in N
68 is far from certain: Waag 1941: 77 regards raocahe there as a loc.sg.
*raocahi, which seems a better solution. The approximate meaning of Y 62.3
xraocah erather suggests a connection with the adj. raocahina- (Yt 13.2)
‘giving light’. The stem vaxša\a- is known from V in the meaning ‘growth’,
but since in Y 62.3 the Fire is addressed, it seems more likely that the
intended meaning is ‘to be growing’ than ‘to be growth’ (thus also
Bartholomae 1904: 1339). Thus, vaxša\a- also presents the irregular use of
an attested Avestan form. In short, the forms in Y 62.3 seem to be built on
existing Avestan words, but deviate from them in meaning, in the (nonce)
formation of the suffixes and in the (mis)use of the inflexional ending. This
is precisely what we found in the case of the ‘misformed’ perfect participles
in A 1.10-11.

We may now summarize the construction of Y 62.2-3, as it can be
explained using the new insights. The whole text from Y 62.2 to 62.4 is an
unbroken address to Ātar ‘Fire’. The instructions of Y 62.2 (‘may you have
the required wood, the required lair, the required care, etc.’) represent the
preparations for the following step, viz. the undisturbed burning of the fire in
the house. In this way, the use of the optative in Y 62.2 and the dative of goal
in Y 62.3 becomes fully understandable:

564 A form saoca occurs in Yt 4.7 in an unclear passage.
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62.2 +dāitiiō.aēsm e buii ˚̄a, xdāitiiō.bao(i)d e buii ˚̄a, +dāitiiō.pi\b e buii ˚̄a,
+dāitii ō .upasaiian e buii ˚̄a , +p er enāiiuš .har e\r e buii ˚̄a ,
+dahmāiiuš.har e\r ebuii ˚̄a, ātarš pu\ra ahurahe mazd ˚̄a ‘May you be
with the required firewood, … with the required fragrance, … with the
required meals, … with the required lair, … with the care of an adult, …
with the care of someone the age of a dahma, O Fire, son of Ahura
Mazdā!’

62.3 +saoc ebuiie ahmiia nmāne, xma ˜t.saoc ebuiie ahmiia nmāne, xraocah e

buiie ahmiia nmāne, +vaxša\ ebuiie ahmiia nmāne dar eg emci ˜t aipi
zruuān em (…) ‘In order to be flaming in this house, to be with flames
in this house, to be light in this house, to be growing in this house, for
a long time (…)’

62.4 dāii ˚̄a mē ātarš pu\ra ahurahe mazd ˚̄a āsu xvā\r em etc. ‘Give to me
soon, O Fire, son of Ahura Mazdā, well-being,’ etc.

§ 22.8 OAv. e, ¯eand ¯ee< *ā̆ in front of -ū̆ -

Two words show raising of *a to eor ¯ewhen followed by -Cuu-. Since
*-aCuu- is usually retained as such (e.g. in saduuarąm, aduuan-, dasuuā), we
may attribute the change to - e˘̄ - to the specific recitation of Old Avestan.
• Y 38.3 h¯ebuuai ˙ntı̄š (or +h¯ebuua ˙ntı̄š) is acc.pl.f. of a stem h¯ebuua ˙nt-. Narten
1986a: 211f. compares Skt. sabar-dúh- ‘yielding juice’, an epithet of the milk
cow, and sabvàm (TB sabúvam), possibly ‘the liquid part of the sacrificial
meal’. Narten posits a present stem *hab- ˘ua- ‘to be juicy’ for Avestan, but
maybe we may rather reconstruct an IIr. adjective *sabú ˘ua- (*sabuHa-?)
‘juicy’, which was reformed to *habu ˘uant- in Proto-Iranian.
• Y 40.3 b ezuuaitē is dat.sg.n. of an adj. b ezuua ˙nt- < *baz- ˘uant- ‘numerous’
which may be connected with Skt. bahú- ‘thick, many’ < IIr. *bhaíhu- < PIE
*bhnǵhu- ‘thick’ (EWAia II: 221). Narten (1986a: 279, fn. 34) has argued that
the meaning of b ezuua ˙nt- suggests a connection with OAv. d ebąza-, YAv.
bąza- ‘to consolidate, support’, OAv. d ebązah-, YAv. bązah- ‘thickness,
support’, YAv. bąšnu- ‘thickness’ < PIr. *dbanź-. This PIr. root may be
cognate with PIE *bhnǵhu- ‘thick’, viz. in the form of a root *dhbhenǵh- ‘to be
thick’, cf. Beekes 1988: 78.

In a few words, original *a- and *ā- are written with ¯ee- prefixed to them.
In the case of Y 32.16 and 47.2 ¯eeānū (*anu ‘along’) and Y 35.6 ¯eeādū (*a ˜t
u), Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 44 suggest a kind of u-infection. Also for ¯eeāuuā
29.7 and ¯ee˚̄aohā 28.11 one may envisage the influence of the back vowel and
glides to have caused a centralized off-glide. At all events, this is only a
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sporadic development characteristic of OAv., and can therefore be traced back
to the more dragging recitation of those texts565.

For Y 53.4 b¯eeduš 566, no convincing etymology has been offered.
Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 and Insler 1975 leave the word untranslated, while
Humbach 1991 II: 242 interprets it as *m¯en.b¯e˙nduš ‘valuing the bonds of
kinship’; yet the noun b¯e˙nduua- has been preserved in its expected form twice
in the Gāthās.

§ 22.9 Summary

The results of this section can be summarized as follows:

1. *-ah > -¯e, viz. in
a. OAv. and pseudo-Gāthic:
¯e \b¯e y¯e yā.t¯e ci\r¯e n em¯e vac¯e haz¯e

k¯e n¯e v¯e ad¯e tar¯e man¯e° vas¯e

xv¯e m¯e h¯e kā\¯e par¯e maz¯e sar¯e

b. the b-cases of ah-stems:
OAv. YAv. YAv. analogical:
raoc¯ebı̄š auu¯ebı̄š °mas¯ebı̄š dām¯ebı̄š
vac¯ebı̄š as¯ebı̄š raoc¯ebiiō draom¯ebiiō

˜tbaēš¯ebı̄š staoii¯ebı̄š p er en¯ebiiō
man¯ebı̄š haēn¯ebiiō

? fš¯ebı̄š

2. *-ahm- > YAv. *- ehm- > YAv. - em̨-, OAv. -¯ehm-:
OAv. YAv.
am¯ehmaidı̄ ¯ehmā vı̄sp emāi
m¯ehmaidı̄ gr¯ehma-

3. *-¯e> -ō in YAv. and OAv.
Exceptions: OAv. mono- and disyllables in which -¯ewas preserved.

565 The spelling ¯een° has also arisen as a variant spelling for ¯en° in the InVS mss. in
Y 30.11 ¯en eitı̄ and Y 32.6 ¯enāxštā.

566 V.ll. b¯ee˜t.uš Pt4, b¯ee˜tuš Mf1, b er e˜t.uš Mf4 · b¯ee˜t.uš K5, b¯e˜t.uš J2 · b¯eeduš J3
· b¯eeduš Jp1, b¯ee˜tuš Mf2, bı̄ eduš K4 · b¯eeduš K10.L2, b¯eiduš S2, b er eduš
Dh1.O2.Bb1.L3 · b¯eeduš H1, b¯e. eduš L13, b¯e˜tuš Lb2, b er eduš J7, b er eduš K11.
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4. *-ah > - ein a recent text layer, attested in:
b. the nom.sg. of personal names in Yt 1.12-15 and Yt 15.43-48.
a. the subject complement of the verb form buii ˚̄a in Y 62.2 and of the
dat.sg. buiie ‘to be’ in Y 62.3 and A 1.10-11.

5. Analogical replacement of stem-final *-a by -ō:
a. In compounds:

a-stems, e.g. daēuuō.zušta- to daēuua-.
ah-stems, e.g. aiiō.xšusta- to aiiah-.
ā-stems (more sporadically), e.g. uruuarō.ci\ra-.
n-stems, e.g. spō.b er eta-.
adverbs and numerals, e.g. uparō.kairiia-, haptō.karšuuairı̄-.

b. In front of suffixes:
-tama-, e.g. sp e˙ntōt ema-.
-tara-, e.g. aošō.tara-.
-tāt-, e.g. ´̌siiao\nō.tāt-.
-ti-, e.g. xgadō.ti-.
-tu-, e.g. jiiōtu-.

c. In front of endings:
loc.pl. -hu, -huua: uru\bō.huua, dāmōhu, uzı̄rō.huua, rauuōhu.
b-cases: OAv. dr eguuō.d ebı̄š, dr eguuō.d ebiiō.
verb forms: OAv. gūšō.dūm, mazd ˚̄aohō.dūm, vaēdō.dūm;
didragžō.duiiē; vātōiiōtū, v er eziiōtūcā, OAv. ābaxšōhuuā.

d. Sporadic replacement of non-stemfinal *-a:
h-forms: OAv. uz emōhı̄, +raf enō.x́iiāi, aojōohuua ˙nt-, cazdōohuua ˙nt-,
raocōohuua ˜t; YAv. vı̄manō.hı̄m.
sT/zD-forms: OAv. rāniiō.sk er eiti-, YAv. +vouru.rafnō.st ema,
aš e\bōzgat ema-.
Isolated cases: OAv. xagžō.nuuamn em, siiōzdūm; YAv. uziiōr e˙nt em,
uziiōraiti, adbōž en, vı̄dbōž en, fradbōž en, druuōi\iiā ˜t, jasōi\ii ˚̄a,
hispōsa-.

Chronologically, the development *-ah > *- eh, which precedes the stage
-¯e, is presumably of Early YAv. date; it runs parallel to the change of *a >
* ein front of i and u (as seen above in §§ 14 and 16) and to *a > ein front
of nasals (see § 23 below). It remains uncertain whether *-h was already lost
in final position in Early YAv. The change *-ahm- > *- ehm- is probably part
of the general change of *ah to * eh; YAv. vı̄sp emāi shows its YAv. character.
The sequence *- eh- found its way into the OAv. texts at the canonization of
OAv. One OAv. form in -ah- has been preserved, viz. mi\ahuuacah-.
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In the endings -¯ebı̄š and -¯ebiiō in YAv., the preservation of -¯e- < *-ah
suggests that these endings were created before the YAv. change of final -¯e

> -ō2 took place, cf. Hoffmann 1967: 33. Apparently, the word-internal
position safeguarded -¯e- from becoming -ō-.

The Late YAv. change -¯e> -ō2 receives a relatively recent date in our
chronology. Nevertheless, I prefer to regard it as genuine YAv. because it
must be dated earlier than the denasalization of *-ã (see § 23.6). After the rise
of YAv. -ō2, -ō corresponded to an ending -¯ein the OAv. texts. This led to
a replacement of OAv. -¯eby -ō in most instances, but not all, because by now
the text had become more solemn and/or less understandable to the YAv.
composers. Thus, the vacillation between OAv. -ō and -¯e< *-ah has similar
causes as the vacillation between OAv. -ē and -ōi < *-ai.

The preservation of YAv. loc.pl. forms such as *yauuahuua until the
analogical introduction of ō (whence → yauuō.huua), suggests that this
sequence was not subject to the change *-ah ˘ua- > -aouha-. In other words, the
loc.pl. was still *ya ˘uahu ā at the time of the sound change *-ah ˘ua- > -aouha-.
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§ 23 IIr. *aN

Except in front of a fricative, where nasalization of the vowel yields -ąC-,
the consonants m and n have been preserved. The evidence will be discussed
according to the different environments. The first two subsections discuss the
sequence *-aN in auslaut, and the third subsection addresses *aN in inlaut in
front of a vowel. The fourth subsection deals with the sequence *-amna-,
whereas the fifth subsection turns to *aN in inlaut in front of a stop. The sixth
subsection will be devoted to *-aN in front of *h, both in inlaut and in final
syllable.

§ 23.1 The ending *-am

The YAv. reflex of *-am is - em, except for the endings *- ˘iam and *- ˘uam,
which have been discussed in §§ 8.2 and 12.2, respectively.

The OAv. texts present a vacillation between the spellings -¯em and - em.
Kuryłowicz 1925 tried to explain the distribution with the aid of the IIr. stress
placement, claiming that stressed *-ám would have yielded -¯em but unstressed
*-am > - em. Later he renounced this theory, partly because it was built on the
now abandoned theory of Andreas about the history of the written Avesta
(Kuryłowicz 1975: 500).

It seems to me that the explanation which Humbach 1959 has put forward
for the OAv. endings -ōi (reflecting the original OAv. ending) and -ē (which
shows the replacement by the YAv. ending), see § 14.1 above, can also
account for the distribution of OAv. - em versus -¯em. Beekes 1988: 48 has
already observed that - em occurs at the end of a verse, but he did not
undertake to explain the occurrence of -¯em and the cause of the alternation.
Most of the forms in - em and -¯em are distributed according to their position
in a half-line of the verse, i.e. forms in -¯em occur mostly pāda-internally
whereas - em is found in all positions.

An easy explanation can now be provided for alternations such as druj em
versus druj¯em, anii¯em versus ainı̄m, hai\ii¯em versus hai\ı̄m, and for tanuu¯em
versus tanūm. As the table below shows, the forms in -¯em are only attested
pāda-internally. We may add in support of this finding that the nom.sg. tuu¯em
‘you’ is also only attested in the inner part of a pāda. The forms ainı̄m,
hai\ı̄m and tanūm supply additional information for the relative chronology,
viz. that the development *- ˘u em, *- ˘i em > -ūm, -ı̄m must have been posterior
to the replacement of the OAv. ending -¯em by YAv. - em; *- ˘u¯em and *- ˘i¯em
escaped this development.
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internally finally

44.14 druj¯em diiąm zastaiiō 30.8 yōi aˇ˙sāi dad en zastaiiō druj em
31.4 yehiiā v er edā vanaēmā druj em
32.12 karapā xša\r emca išānąm
druj em

34.7 naēcı̄m t¯em anii¯em yūšmā ˜t
46.7 anii¯em \bahmā ˜t

53.5 aˇ˙sā v¯eaniiō ainı̄m

46.8 tanuu¯em ā 33.10 xša\rā aˇ˙sācā uštā tanūm

34.15 f eraš¯em vasnā hai\ii¯em
d ˚̄a ahūm

31.6 y¯emōi vı̄duu ˚̄a vaocā ˜t hai\ı̄m
34.6 yezı̄ a\ā stā hai\ı̄m
51.13 daēnā er ezaoš hai\ı̄m

Most of the forms which have been edited with -¯em in pāda-final position
can be explained away. Y 53.7 iuuı̄zaiia\ā mag¯em t¯em may be explained as
a case of perseveration of the ending of mag¯em. Y 51.14 ar¯em in karapanō
vāstrā ˜t ar¯em must be corrected to ar em on the basis of the v.ll.567. For Y
53.6 duš.xvar e\¯em, also at the end of a half-line, - em and -¯em are equally
well attested568.

This leaves only three instances of -¯em in pāda-final position, viz. Y 32.13
\bahiiā mą\rānō dūt¯em (cf. § 10.5.1), Y 43.9 ahiiā f eras¯em and Y 51.17
huuō.guuō daēdōist k ehrp¯em, as against more than 80 attestations of -¯em
pāda-internally. It is conceivable that dūt¯em, f eras¯em and k ehrp¯em have
received the ending -¯em because this was perceived as a characteristically
Gāthic ending, in contrast with - em.

In pāda-final position, we always find the ending - em (except for dūt¯em,
f eras¯em and k ehrp¯em). Nevertheless, the number of forms with - em in
pāda-internal position is well over 100, i.e. more than that of the forms with
-¯em pāda-internally. Parallel to the occurrence of -ē instead of -ōi even in
pāda-internal position in the Gāthās, we must accept that - em has replaced -¯em
in more than half of the pāda-internal attestations.

567 V.ll. ar em Pt4.Mf1 · J2.K5 · J3 · K4.Jp1.Mf2 · L1.2.Dh1, ar¯em
H1.J6.7.Lb2.K11.L13 · L3.B2.O2.S2.

568 V.ll. °¯em Mf4.Mf1.Pt4 · ° em J2, °¯em K5 · ° em Mf2.K4, °.xratūm Jp1 · °¯em
O2.L1.2, ° em L3 · ° em L13.J7, °¯em J6.H1.
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IIr. *ham ‘together’ is reflected as h¯em or h¯en/h¯e˙n° in OAv. It always
occurs pāda-internally, but the preservation of ¯emay also partly be due to the
fact that the YAv. reflex of *ham is not †h em, but ham or, more often, hąm
(cf. § 23.5.2 below), so that there was no model to replace h¯em by †h em.

We find three OAv. forms in -¯em instead of *-ąm, viz. x́ii¯em ‘I might be’
(Y 43.8, Y 50.9) < *s ˘iām; Y 44.3 str¯emcā, the gen.pl. of star- ‘star’ (YAv.
strąm); and Humbach 1959 II: 94 has added the acc.sg. +xšn¯em (Y 48.12,
53.2) ‘recognition’ to xšnā- ‘to know’ 569. The reason for -¯em in these forms
is unknown. Possibly, the nasalized vowel in *x́iiąm, *xšnąm and *strąmcā
was reinterpreted by YAv. speakers as their own phoneme /¯e/ (similarly
Humbach 1959 I: 30).

§ 23.2 The ending *-an

The IIr. ending *-ant lost its -t to yield PAv. *-an, which is reflected as
- en in YAv.: aoh en < *ahant ‘they may be’, var ed en < *vardant ‘they grew’,
etc. After a palatal stop or š, *-ant yields -in in or after the archetype: Yt
13.78 fratacin ‘they flowed forward’ (to taca-) and N 68 frahi ˙ncin ‘they
sprinkle’ (hi ˙nca-), cf. Kellens 1984: 233.

After * ˘u, we find the usual development to *- ˘uun: baon < *ba ˘uant ‘they
became’ (prs.inj.), būn < *bu ˘uant ‘they may become’ (aor.subj.).

After * ˘i, the regular reflex is -ii en: 3p. inj. forms jaidii en ‘they asked’,
vı̄dāraii en ‘they supported’, r ˚̄aohaii en, 3p.opt. mąnaii en, etc. Yt 13.93
uxšin 570 ‘they grew’ (to uxšiia-) may be restored to +uxšii en in the
archetype, the reading of J10. It is very probable that *- ˘ia- was restored in
this position, since undisturbed phonetic development would normally yield
*-a ˘ian > -aēn and *-C ˘ian > -Cı̄n, compare -aēm < *-a ˘iam and -ı̄m < *- ˘iam.
The two exceptions without -aii en, viz. auuaēn and cikaēn, can easily be
explained away. V 19.13 auuaēn must be restored to auuāin, as we have
argued in § 15.2. V 15.12ff. cikaēn571, 3p. prs.subj.act. of ci-2 ‘to repay’,
may simply be restored to the InVS reading cikaii en with Kellens 1984: 258.

569 Although in Humbach 1991 II: 204, he admits that this is «just as puzzling» as a
root noun xšn ū̆ - ‘satisfaction’.

570 V.ll. F1 uxšin · Mf3 uxšı̄n · J10 uxšii en.

571 V.ll. 15.12 cikaēn L4, cikain K1a · cikaēn Jp1.Mf2 · cikaii en L2.K10.Br1.L1.M2;
15.22 cikaēn L4.K1a; the rest as 15.12; 15.40 deest L4.K1; the rest as 15.12.
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In a few cases, original -ii en has been misspelled as -iiąn in the mss., e.g.
in Yt 13.78 uzuxšiiąnca uruuar ˚̄a ‘the plants grew up’ and Yt 19.2 garaiiō
fraoxšiiąn ‘the mountains arose’. In the light of the overwhelming majority
of the spelling -ii en, it is not advisable to assume with Kellens 1999a: 117
that -iiąn is "le traitement phonétique / graphique régulier de *- ˘iant final après
consonne."

The most disputed form is xvairiiąn, which occurs in Y 9.4, and with small
deviations in Yt 15.16 and Yt 19.32:

ya ˜t k er enao ˜t aóhe xša\rāda amarš e˙nta pasu vı̄ra, aohaoš emne āpa
uruuaire, xvairiiąn xvar e\ em ajiiamn em ‘who by his reign made both sheep
and men indestructible, water and plants undrying, the food to be eaten
undiminishing’.

The form xvairiiąn has been plausibly explained by Tremblay 1996: 117f. and
defended by Kellens 1999a: 117 as the acc.sg.n. *xvar ˘iant of a participle
*xvar ˘iant- ‘being eaten’ (to xvairiia- ‘to be eaten’). The spelling xvairiiąn
instead of †xvairii en might be due to sandhi with the following xv- of
xvar e\ em. In view of Yt 13.78 uzuxšiiąnca, we may state that -ii en is
sometimes spelled as -iiąn in close combination with a following obstruent.
This must have phonetic reasons: the nasal consonant shifts towards ˙n, and in
front of it, the difference between - e- and -ą- is difficult to hear.

In OAv., *-an yields - en and -¯en. The following table lists the OAv.
occurrences of both endings, according to the position within or at the end of
the verse:

OAv. pāda-internally pāda-finally

-¯en asp¯encı̄ ˜t 34.7
us¯en 44.10
sp¯encā asp¯enca 45.9
yūj¯en 49.9
yasō.x́ii¯en 51.4
rap¯en 51.18

mı̄z¯en 44.20
us¯en 45.9
yūj¯en 46.11
[uz]j¯en 46.12
aj¯en 48.10

- en xšnaoš en 30.5 r ˚̄aohaii en 32.12
bąnaii en 30.6 aoh en 49.11
dad en 30.8 var ed en 49.4
aoh en 31.1,4,14 dab en 53.1
rōi\b en 31.7 sa´̌s e˙ncā 53.1
mōr e˙nd en 32.11,12

upā.jim en 45.5
aibı̄.g em en 46.11
aoh en 48.12
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As we can see, -¯en is more numerous pāda-internally than pāda-finally. It
is therefore quite likely that -¯en was the original OAv. reflex of *-an, which
was on its way of being replaced by - en; thus, the situation is comparable to
OAv. -¯em vs. - em.

The table shows a remarkable distribution across the Gāthās: all the forms
attested in the first part of the Gāthās show - en, while all forms in -¯en occur
from Y 44 onward; the only exception is Y 34.7 asp¯encı̄ ˜t. Assuming that -¯en
preserves an older stage, we must conclude that it has already been
completely replaced by - en in the first part of the Gāthās, whereas the second
half of the text preserves -¯en quite well. In fact, in Y 44-53 the ending -¯en is
even in the majority vis-à-vis - en: 6 out of 10 pāda-internal forms and 5 out
of 8 pāda-final forms have -¯en. Thus, the relative frequency of -¯en in this text
part is higher than that of -¯em vis-à-vis - em. The reason why -¯en was only
preserved in the second half of the Gāthās is unknown.

§ 23.3 Prevocalic *-aN-

In front of a vowel, the texts show three different reflexes, viz. -aN-, - eN-
and -¯eN-. The following discussion will look at the OAv. and the YAv.
evidence separately.

§ 23.3.1 *-aNV- in OAv.

The original OAv. reflex of *-aN- was -¯eN-, which has survived somewhat
better in the case of -¯en- than in the case of -¯em-. First we will discuss the
reflexes of *-amV-, and subsequently the reflexes of *-anV-.

§ 23.3.1.1 *-amV- in OAv.

The reflex -¯em- has been preserved in the following OAv. forms:
• ap¯ema- (8x) ‘last’ (YAv. ap ema-).
• ¯emauua ˙nt- (6x) ‘powerful’ (YAv. amauua ˙nt-.)
• vı̄sp¯e.mazišt em (Y 33.5) ‘greatest of all’, which probably continues a
compound *vı̄spa-mazišta-. Before the RCS, which in any case it escaped,
regular sound change would have yielded OAv. *vı̄sp¯emazišta-; a more recent
split would explain the result vı̄sp¯e.mazišta-.
• Of uncertain etymology, but with syllabic ¯eas evidenced by the metre, we
find ah¯emustō (Y 46.4).
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The superlative suffix *-tama- has been preserved once in sp e˙ntōt¯emā572

(Y 5.3=37.3), but was replaced by the YAv. form in sp e˙ntōt emō (45.5),
hudāst emā (41.2-4), and frašōt em em (46.19, 50.11).

After a palatal consonant (c, j, y, ii), original OAv. ¯em occurs side by side
with forms in -am- (after * ˘i, cf. below) or -im- (cf. Narten 1986b: 261), which
show the introduction of the YAv. form. Thus y¯emā ‘twins’ but yimascı̄ ˜t
‘even Yima’, hac¯emnā but hacimnō ‘following’, j¯emiiā ˜t but jamii ˚̄a, jamiiāmā
and jamiiā ˜t ‘may come’, and finally airii¯emā but airiiamnā, airiiamanascā
and airiiamā573 ‘companionship’.

The alternation between e.g. y¯emā and yimascı̄ ˜t shows the replacement of
OAv. -¯e- by the YAv. stem yima-. Such an alternation between -¯em- and -im-
need not always point to a linguistic replacement, but can also reflect a very
recent merger of different vowels after a preceding palatal. For instance, the
v.ll. of Y 44.11 vı̄j¯emiiā ˜t574 show that the similar pronunciation of ¯e, eand
a after a palatal consonant made the replacement of these vowels by i an
ongoing process up to our mss.575. Especially in the case of the aor. jam-
‘to come’, where jam- is the YAv. form, OAv. jim- (jimā, jima ˜t, etc.) may be
based directly on earlier *j¯em- (as preserved in j¯emiiā ˜t), not on a replacement
*j em- which would differ from jam- (Narten 1986b: 262).

The reflex - em- is hardly more frequent than -¯em-, at least if we count
lexical items rather than the number of occurrences:
• Forms with attested YAv. counterparts in - em-: n emah- ‘reverence’ and
derivatives, t emah- ‘darkness’, the superlative suffix -t ema- and the
ptc.prs.med. - emna-.
• Forms without attested YAv. counterpart: das ema-‘offering’ and r ema-
‘violence’.

It is unproblematic to assume that OAv. - em- is based on the conscious
replacement of earlier *-¯em- by later redactors.

572 V.ll. °t¯emā Pt4.Mf4 · °t¯emā J2.K5 · °t emā S1 · °t¯emā Mf2.Jp1.K4 · °t emā
InVS and YS in Y 5.3.

573 Traces of earlier *airii emā may be seen in Y 49.7 Mf2 (but secunda manu)
airii emā and Dh1 airii¯emā, B2.L1 airiiaemā.

574 Viz. j¯emiiā ˜t Pt4.Mf1.4 · °j¯emiiā ˜t J2, jamiiā ˜t K5 · °j¯emiiā ˜t S1, °jmiiā ˜t J3 ·
°j¯emiiā ˜t Mf2, jimiiā ˜t Jp1, jamiiā ˜t K4 · °jamiiā ˜t Dh1.L2 · °ž¯emiiā ˜t H1.J6.7.Jm1.L13.

575 Probably also in Y 40.4 hišcamaidē, where the ms. branches are in fact divided
between *hišcamaidē (InPY, J3) and *hišcimaidē (IrPY, IrVS, S1).
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The reflex -am- represents the replacement of the OAv. form in *-¯em- by
the corresponding YAv. one in -am-. Thus we find am eˇ˙sa-, am er etatāt-,
kamnafšuua-, kamnānar- (YAv. kamna-), hama-, hamaēstar-, and the augment
in am¯ehmaidı̄. Also the endings *-amā and *-amahı̄ and the ptc. in -amna-
belong here: they occur with verbs in -iia- and -uua-, in which YAv. restored
predesinential -a- by analogy with those forms of the paradigm where another
consonant than m or n followed the suffix576.

Finally, the forms in -am- of the stem spitāma- (spitam ˚̄aohō, spitamāi,
spitamā) are due to a more recent shortening of *-ām-, and do not contain a
reflex of IIr. *-am- (see § 4.6 for the paradigm of spitāma-).

§ 23.3.1.2 *-anV- in OAv.

The regular reflex is -¯en-, but in a number of well-defined cases we find
-an-.

The reflex -¯en- is found in as¯enō (asan- ‘stone’), ąnm¯enē, ąnm¯enı̄ (ąnman-
‘spirit, soul’), ¯en eitı̄ 30.11 (*aniti-), ¯enāxštā 32.6 (unknown etymology),
xv¯enuuātā, xv¯enuua ˜t (*xvanuua ˙nt- ‘sunny’), xšąnm¯enē (xšąnman- ‘the
listening’), j¯enaiiō (jani- ‘woman’), j¯en erąm (*jan-nara- ‘man-killing’),
nām¯enı̄, nām¯enı̄š (nāman- ‘name’), n¯enāsā (nas- ‘to disappear’), maz¯enācā
(mazan- ‘greatness’), m¯enāicā (man- ‘to think’), v er ez¯ena- (6x; Yt 9.26 is an
OAv. quotation), v er ez¯eniia- (* ˘ur˚ íana- ‘community’, cf. Skt. vr˚ jána-, OP
vardana-), sāxv¯enı̄ (sāxvan- ‘teaching’), sp¯eništa- (10x) ‘holiest’, sp¯enuua ˜t
(*span ˘uant- ‘bringing good fortune’), hac¯enā (*hacana- ‘companionship’),
and huš¯en em (*hušana- ‘giving profit’).

Only frāxšn ena- < *frāxšnana- ‘careful’ is spelled with - en- in most of
the mss. Nevertheless, the spellings °n¯en em and °n¯ene, °nene in the mss. of
the YS and in Mf2 might preserve older frāxšn¯ena-.

Most or all of the forms in -an- will be due to restoration of -an- on the
basis of the YAv. form: ana- ‘that’, the negating prefix in anaocah-
‘inimical’, anafšman- ‘non-verse’ and anaeša- ‘powerless’, airiiaman-,
aˇ˙sauuan- ‘righteous’, karapan- ‘hostile teacher’, tanū- ‘body’, barana-
‘bringing’, manah-, manā- ‘thought’, manahiia- ‘spiritual’, manao\rı̄-

576 I have no solution for 31.13 aiiamaitē, but note that YAv. has mostly restored a
between * ˘i and a nasal in verbal forms.
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‘admonisher’, vana- ‘to overcome’, vananā- ‘victory’, vı̄duuanōi ‘to know’,
sar edana- ‘contempt’, s¯e˙nghana- ‘teaching’, hana- (aor.) ‘to conquer’, and
hanar e‘without’.

In some forms, the reflex -an- is found for older *-ań- < *-an ˘i- (Narten
1986b: 267), viz. in mainiiu- ‘spirit’, in the verb maniia- ‘to think’, in aniia-
‘the other’, aniiadacā, and in spanii ˚̄a (45.2). In view of the twofold attestation
of OAv. v er ez¯eniia-, it seems that the forms in -a(i)nii- are also due to
restoration of -a- on the basis of the YAv. forms.

A few forms are probably due to shortening of the sequence *-āna- in
(ante)penultimate syllable (cf. Narten 1986b: 268), viz. āpanāiš ‘profit’,
uštan em (acc.sg. of uštāna-), nanā (*nānā), mą\ranascā (cf. mą\rānō) and
vāuu er ezananąmcā; cf. § 4.5. These forms point to a chronology of 1. *an >
¯en in OAv., 2. shortening of *ān to an in some positions.

§ 23.3.2 *-aNV- in YAv.

YAv. shows the two reflexes -aN- and - eN-. We find not a single form in
-¯em-, whereas the few forms in -¯en- either continue *-ąn- or have been
borrowed from OAv. It seems best to assume that the PAv. forms still were
*-am- and *-an-, which developed to - em- and - en- at a more recent date. The
sequence -aN- was retained in anlaut and quite often in initial syllable; it
could furthermore be restored in several morphological categories.

§ 23.3.2.1 *-amV- in YAv.

IIr. *-am- is reflected as am- phonetically in anlaut, and after initial k-, j-
and h-:
• am eˇ˙sa- ‘immortal’, am er etatāt- ‘immortality’, ama- ‘force’, amauua ˙nt-
‘powerful’.
• The prefix ka° ‘bad, ugly’ in kam er eda-, kamarā-.
• The aor. paradigm of gam- ‘to come’: opt. jamiiā ˜t, jamiiāma, jamiiār eš,
jamiiąn.
• hama-, ham- ‘the same’, ham- ‘summer’.

In fact, there are no forms with a sequence of a velar or palatal stop or
fricative (k, g, x, g, c, j, h) plus - em- attested in inlaut. A few forms with -am-
in initial syllable after a different consonant occur:
• ha ˙ndramanā- (Yt 11.6), maybe staman em (cf. § 4.5).
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Furthermore, -am- appears in positions where -a- may have been restored
for morphological reasons:
• airiiaman- might have restored *a due to the stem airiia-.
• The thematic suffix -iia- in front of the verbal endings -mahı̄ and -maide.
• Prefixes in -a + a word in m-: fra + m-, a + m-, upa + m-.

In all other cases we find the allophone - em-: in t emah- ‘darkness’,
n emah- ‘homage’ and their derivatives, in n ema- ‘to go’, in n emata- and
n emadka ‘osiers’, and in raoxšn ema ˙nt- ‘shining’. The superlative suffix is
attested as -t ema- without exception577, and so is the adjectival suffix
*-ama-, viz. in ap ema- ‘last’578, ašt ema- ‘eighth’, up ema- ‘upper’, das ema-
‘tenth’ and mad ema- ‘middle’.

Other forms in - emV- are maidiiōiš ema- ‘connected with the summer in
the middle’ (Kellens 1974a: 399) from *mad ˘iai-š(a)mHa- (cf. Lubotsky 1999:
315), xyuuō.s emi- (see Skjærvø 1997) ‘(having) yoke and yoke-pin’ < IIr.
* ˘iuga-ćam-ı̄ (Duchesne-Guillemin 1936: 45f., cf. Skt. yuga-śamyá-) and the
adj. rąr ema- ‘appeasing’ < *ram-ram-a- (to ram- ‘to live in peace’), cf. §
19.1 above.

The forms Yt 8.48 adairi.z ema- ‘under the earth’ and upairi.z ema- ‘above
the earth’ look as if they continue *-zam-a- with the full grade of zam-
‘earth’, since the zero-grade of zam- usually comes out in compounds as -sm-
(e.g. upasma- ‘on the earth’, nisma- ‘depth’). On the other hand, the
zero-grade of the simplex is also z em- (gen.sg. z emō etc.), so that adairi.z ema-
and upairi.z ema- may still have been formed as *-zm-a-, but within Avestan,
or at least at a later date than the compounds upasma- and nisma- which show
the older reflex -sm- < *-ím-. In that case, ein °z ema- would merely be an
anaptyctic vowel.

Aˇ˙s emaoga- ‘false teacher’ can be reconstructed as *aˇ˙sa-maoga- ‘who
deceives Truth’ (cf. Bartholomae 1904: 257, Duchesne-Guillemin 1936: 52),
compare Skt. móha- ‘bewilderment, folly’. The preservation of - em- may have
been supported by the acc.sg. aˇ˙s em of aˇ˙sa-.

577 Yt 21.1 apaiia ˙ntamaheca ‘who must be chased away the most’ has the v.ll.
apaiia ˙nta.maheca J10 · apaiia ˙nta.maheca F1.E1.P13, apaiia ˙ntamaheca L18 ·
apaiia ˙ntamaheca O3, apaiia ˙nti.maheca L11. Most mss. point to a split into two part
*apaiia ˙nta.maheca, which may have caused the replacement of *apaiia ˙nt e.° by a more
usual verbal ending - ˙nta and - ˙nti.

578 In F 330 ap emō. Yt 1.26 ap¯em em occurs in a quotation from Y 30.6.
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The interpretation of Yt 17.6 āgr emaiti- is uncertain. Bartholomae 1904:
310 reconstructs *ā-gra-mati- ‘with approving mind’ to gar- ‘to praise’. The
spelling -gr e- is also found for *gr˚ however, e.g. Yt 10.68 ha ˙ngr ebnāiti for
*-g er ebnāiti; °gr ebnāiti is found only in F1 and its descendants. In Yt 17.6,
F1 spells āgr emaitiš, but J10 has āg er emaitiš and K12 āgairı̄-. This points to
*āg er e° as the original spelling, cf. § 24.1.5.2. A further problem is posed by
the etymology *grH- of gar- ‘to praise’ (Skt. gr˚ ˙n ´̄ati, gír- ‘song of praise’),
which would have us expect *ā-grH-mati > *āgarmati, unless the laryngeal
was dropped in composition. This would provide an argument in favour of
Gershevitch’ translation (1959: 226) as ‘watching over’, deriving āg er emaiti-
from gar- ‘to wake’ < *Hgar-.

§ 23.3.2.2 *-anV- in YAv.

IIr. *-an- is reflected as an- in anlaut, in front of *- ˘i-, and frequently also
in initial syllable after a consonant and in the suffix -ana-. None of these
forms can be explained from analogical retention, since a satisfactory model
is absent. We must surmise that the YAv. change of *-an- > - en- was much
less frequent than *-am- > - em-.
• ana- ‘that’, anu ‘along’, the negating prefix an-, ana- ‘not’, ainika- ‘face’.
• Forms in *-an ˘i-: a(i)niia- ‘other’, kainiian-/kainı̄n- ‘girl’, janii ˚̄a ˙nti ‘they are
slain’, pā\mainiiō.t ema- ‘most providing for the flight’, ma(i)niia- ‘to think’,
ma(i)niiu- ‘spirit’, ma(i)niiauua- ‘spiritual’, spainiiah- ‘more bountiful’.
• The suffix -ana-; since most of the nouns and adj. seem synchronically
linked to a verb or a noun, it cannot be excluded that -a- is due to analogical
retention. Some of the adj. in -ana- represent a shortened participial suffix
*-āna- (see § 4.9.4).
• Several other individual words show retention of -an- in initial syllable:
kana- ‘to dig’, xvana-, xvanu- ‘to resound’, jan(a)- ‘to slay’, tanu- ‘body’,
tanu- ‘to stretch’, manah- ‘spirit’, manā- ‘to pierce’, vana- ‘to win’, hana(iia)-
‘to conquer’.

The YAv. forms in -in- after c and j might theoretically have passed
through a stage *- en-, but it is more probable that -cin- and -jin- are
corruptions of immediate preforms -can- and -jan-. This is especially clear for
vār e˙njina- (Yt 14.35), where only F1.E1 read °jina-, whereas Pt1.O3.Jm4 and
K36.37.38 read °jana- and J10 °zana-. Therefore, we may probably trace
raē\biš.bajina- (V 14.8) back to *raē\biš.bajana-. Similarly, the particle cin ā̆ 
‘even’, the indef. cina-, and adjectives such as pacina- ‘cooking’ (aš.pacina-
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‘cooking a lot’), and tacina- ‘flowing’ (aibi.tacina-579, afštacina- 580,
xxvā.tacina, ha ˙ntacina-) will also continue an archetype spelling *-cana-.

The sequence - en- is only attested in three forms, where it does not stand
in initial syllable:
• *aspana- ‘useful’ (< *āspana- ?). The acc.pl. was edited as asp enācā by
Geldner in Y 42.2, as aspināca in S 2.7, and as aspanāca in Yt 2.8581. The
variant asp enāca is shown by the majority of older mss. in Y 42.2, by the
reliable IrKA mss. Kh2.K36 in S 2.7, and by K36 in Yt 2.8; we can assume
this to be the spelling of the archetype. The variant aspanācā, which is also
attested in some of the more recent mss. of Y 42.2, can be explained from
assimilation of eto the surrounding a-vowels, while aspināca shows the
interchange between i and ewhich is caused by the fronted contemporary
pronunciation of eand ¯e.
• The dat.du., edited as aspinibiia in S 2.7 but as aspanibiia in Yt 2.3, can
likewise be reduced to one original form xasp enibiia. This spelling is not
attested as such in the mss., but Mf3 does preserve the sequence - en-. The
connecting vowel i of the ending -ibiia is due to analogy with the nearby
forms fšaonibiia and yaonibiia 582.
• ās enaoiti ‘ascends’ (Yt 10.13, V 19.28f.) < *ā-sanauti to san- ‘to ascend’,
as suggested by Klingenschmitt 1970: 72. We may contrast this form with the

579 Yt 14.11; v.ll. °tacinahe F1.E1.K16, Jm4 and K38; °tacanahe Pt1+, O3.

580 Y 42.2; v.ll. °tacin° Pt4.Mf1 · °tancin° J2, °tacan° K5 · °tacin° S1, °tacan°
J3 · °tacin° Mf2, °tac en° Jp1.

581 V.ll. Y 42.2 asp enācā Mf1.Pt4 · ° en° K5, ° e/in° J2 · °in° S1, ° en° J3 · ° en°
Mf2.Jp1, °an° K4 · °in° L1.2.K10.B2.O2, °an° L3 · ° en° H1, °¯en° C1, °in°
L13.K11.Bb1, °an° J7; S 2.7 aspanāca J10 · ° en° E1 · °an° L12.M4 · °in°
Mf3.K17, ° en° Kh2.K36, °an° K18 · °in° H1.L11; Yt 2.8 °an° F1, °¯en° K12 ·
°an° Pt1.E1 etc. · °anąca J10 · °anāca O3.M4.L11, °in° Jm4 · ° en° K36.

582 In theory, the expected form *asp enaēibiia could have been preserved in J10
aspanaeibiia and K12 spinaebiia, but it seems improbable that the very frequent
ending -aēibii° would have been replaced by -ibiia in all the other mss. The v.ll. are
S 1.7 aspanaeibiia J10 · aspinibiia E1 · aspainibiia M4, aspinabiia L12 · aspinibiia
F2.Kh2.K18.36, asp en ebiia Mf3 · aspinibiia L11, aspanibiia H1.J8; Yt 2.3 aspanibiia
F1, spinaebiia K12 · aspanibiia Pt1+ · aspanibiia Jm4.Mb1.O3, aspanebiia L11 ·
aspinibiia K36.38.
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3s. present or aorist sana ˜t (G 5.5, Yt 14.7,9), the v.ll.583 of which leave
doubts as to whether the form of the archetype was *sana ˜t or *s ena ˜t.

The form A 4.6 rapi\b enatarā ˜t ‘more to the south’ is attested with - en-
in all mss., but it probably represents *rapi\binatarā ˜t, since it is obviously
derived from rapi\bina- ‘in the afternoon’. Compare the frequent spellings
rapi\b ena- and rapi\bana- for rapi\bina- even in the better Yasna mss.

YAv. -¯en- is never a genuine YAv. reflex of *-anV-. The following three
forms have been borrowed from OAv.:
• The nom.acc.pl. nām¯eni ‘by name’ and the ins.pl. nām¯enı̄š of nāman-
‘name’; compare Y 37.3 t¯em a ˜t āhūiriiā nām¯enı̄ … yazamaidē ‘him we
worship by the godly names’, Y 51.22 tą yazāi xvāiš nām¯enı̄š ‘those I will
worship by their names’ (see also § 9.4).
• The superl. sp¯eništa- ‘holiest’. In OAv. it always occurs in connection with
mainiiu-, except in Y 53.3 with xratu-; in YAv. it occurs with ātar-, mainiiu-,
Rašnu-, Sraoša-, frauuaˇ˙si-, and daduuāh-.

The remaining YAv. stems fr¯ena- and r¯ena- show -¯ena- as a special
development of -ąna- < *-āna-. We have already discussed the vacillation
between the spellings -ān- and -ąn- in YAv. in § 19.3.2, and also the OAv.
forms x́ii¯em, xšn¯em and str¯em which presuppose *-ąm; in the forms below,
the reflex *-ąna- has undergone incidental loss of nasalization, yielding -¯en-:
• YAv. fr¯ena- only occurs in the ins.sg. The preceding analyses of
Bartholomae’s 1904: 1022, Gershevitch 1959: 177f., 323 and Thieme 1960:
270f. have been surpassed by Hauschild 1965: 50ff., who has convincingly
argued that all instances of fr¯ena can be regarded as the ins.sg. ‘in Fülle’ of
a noun *frāna- ‘fullness, abundance’.

The only disputable detail is the etymology of fr¯ena-. Hauschild derives
fr¯ena- from the preverb frā plus the nominal suffix -na-, but this is formally
impossible (we would expect *frana- > †fr ena-) and semantically very
implausible, since frā means ‘forward’ or ‘away’, but not ‘full’. Furthermore,
the derivation of an abstract from a preverb by means of -na- would be
unexpected.

583 Yt 14.7 sana ˜t J10 · sina ˜t F1 · sina ˜t Pt1 (→ sana ˜t L18.P13) · sina ˜t M4 · sina ˜t
L11, sna ˜t O3 · sina ˜t K38, sana ˜t K36; Yt 14.9 s ena ˜t J10 · sina ˜t F1 · sana ˜t Pt1 ·
sina ˜t M4 · saina ˜t L11, sana ˜t O3.Jm4 · sina ˜t K38.36; G 5.5 yāsna ˜t J10 · ẏā.sna ˜t E1,
sana ˜t K12.Mb1 · ẏā.šna ˜t Pt1 · sana ˜t L11, ẏāsana ˜t O3 · sana ˜t Mf3, ẏāsana ˜t K36.
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The noun *frāna- ‘fullness’ has been preserved with -ān- in the
compounds ąxmō.frānō.masah- ‘with a size of an armful’ and
zastō.frānō.masah- ‘with a size of a handful’. The word *zastō.frāna-
‘handful’ (Bartholomae 1904: 1016) literally means ‘the fullness of a hand’,
so that we can be sure that °frāna- and fr¯ena- represent the same noun.
• The sequence fr¯en- also appears in the names (in Yt 13) fr¯enah- and fr¯enı̄-,
which may or may not be derived from the aforementioned fr¯ena- (Mayrhofer
1979: I/44). They can be compared with another name, viz. frāniia-.
• The acc.pl. r¯ena (V 7.52) of r¯ena- n. ‘battle’ must be connected with OAv.
rāna-, rąna- ‘fighter; warring party’ and with Middle Iranian forms such as
Parthian l’n ‘to fight’. Werba 1986: 352 explains Av. *rāna- as a vr˚ ddhi
adjective to a stem *rán(a)- ‘Kampf(esfreude)’, cognate with Skt. rá ˙na-
‘Freude, Kampf’. However, in view of OAv. rāniiō.sk er eiti- ‘bringing joy’,
which may be compared with Skt. ra ˙na-kŕ˚ t- ‘id.’ (cf. EWAia II: 428), it is
conceivable that the *-ā- of OAv. rāna- and YAv. r¯ena- is not due to vr˚ ddhi,
but was present in more derivatives of the root of Skt. ra ˙n- ‘to be glad,
enjoy’. Lubotsky (p.c.) suggests to me that OAv. rāna- ‘fighter’ and YAv.
r¯ena- ‘fight’ may be derived from the same PIE o-stem *Hrono- with
different accentuation, viz. a barytone action noun *Hróno- ‘fight’ (> IIr.
*r ´̄ana-), and an oxytone agent noun *Hronó- ‘fighter’ (> IIr. *rāná-).
• r¯ena- (Yt 14.25) occurs in the phrase būzahe k ehrpa r¯enahe ‘in the shape
of a r¯ena goat’. Bartholomae 1904: 1528 suspects a ‘wild’, ‘not domesticated’
goat and compares Skt. ára ˙na-. In view of the irregular loss of *a- which this
would entail, it seems more appropriate to compare OAv. rāna- ‘fighter’ (see
above) and to translate Yt 14.25 r¯ena- as ‘fighter, fighting’, thus būzahe
k ehrpa r¯enahe ‘in the shape of a fighting goat’.

§ 23.4 PAv. *-amna-

The suffix of the prs.ptc.med. of thematic verbs usually surfaces as
- emna-; this matches the reflex of *-aN- in front of vowels, where we have
seen that - e- occurs mainly outside the initial syllable. After the palatal
consonant -c-, the result is -imna- in hacimna-; this is probably a
post-archetype development.

One OAv. form preserves the sequence -¯emn-, viz. Y 44.10 hac¯emnā; the
same stem appears elsewhere (Y 43.10,12) as hacimnō.

When the suffix *-amna- is preceded by * ˘i (or by óh), the sound change
*- ˘i em- > -im- may yield -imna-, viz. in aóhimna-, dražimna-,
pai\imna-/paidimna-, ma(i)nimna-, yezimna-, v er eziiamna-/v er ezimna-,
uruuisimna-, zaranimna- and haomanaóhimna-. Yet in the majority of iia-stem
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verbs, we find -iiamna-, e.g. in xšaiiamna-, ajiiamna-, jaidiiamna- etc. With
Narten 1986b: 264ff., we can explain -iiamna- as the result of restoration of
a by analogy with other forms of the verbal paradigm, where no nasal
followed.

Narten assumed a similar restoration in the sequence -uuamna- in order to
explain a in OAv. diuuamn em and agžōnuuamn em. In YAv. however, the
sequence -uuamna- is unattested, while the forms aomna- (auua- ‘to help’),
nimraomnō (mrauua- ‘to speak’) and daomnō (dauua- ‘to speak’) show no
sign of a restoration of *- ˘ua-. Cf. Kellens 1984: 324f., who adds (p. 106) V
13.8 †draomne ‘running’ for attested dramne584.

A few forms in -amna- are found after other consonants than ii and uu. In
OAv., Y 43.14 vaēdamnō585 is found with -amnō in the best mss., while the
younger mss. apparently replace this by the more common grapheme - emna.
If Humbach’s explanation (1959 II: 21) of Y 30.6 p er esman¯e˙ng as being due
to metathesis of *p er esamn¯e˙ng is accepted, this would be another example.

In YAv., the prs.ptc.med. suffix is spelled -amna- only once, viz. Yt 17.13
p er etamna ‘battling’, which Kellens 1984: 324 gives as p er et emna; and
indeed, F1 spells p er et emna as can be seen in the facsimile.

The sequence *-amna- also occurs outside the prs.ptc.med. In initial
syllable, we find the reflex -amn- in V 4.49 kamn em ‘little’ (*kambna- ?), in
the adj. \amnaouha ˙nt- ‘caring’ and in the perfect stem mamn- of man- ‘to
think’. In Yt 10.39 aš emnō.vı̄dō ‘not piercing wounds’, Yt 10.40 aš emnō.janō
‘not striking wounds’ (to *šamna- ‘wound’, Gershevitch 1959: 192), and Yt
13.40 srauuaš emn ˚̄a ‘à la lame rapide’ (Kellens 1975a: 43), - emn- appears in
non-initial syllable.

Y 46.20 kamnamaēząm, which represents the first three words of OAv. Y
46.1 kām n emōi ząm quoted in YAv. language, shows a shortened sequence
*-āmn-.

584 Whether aomna Yt 13.146 represents the ins.sg. of a prs.part.med. *auuamnā to
auua- ‘to help’, as Kellens suggests, is questionable, since no middle forms of auua-
occur elsewhere in Avestan or Vedic. Bartholomae suggests an ins.sg. of *aoman-
‘helpful’, to Skt. óman- which is attested late. The v.ll. in Yt 13.146 can be used to
argue in favour of aomana, viz. F1 etc. aomna · aōmana J10 · aōmana Mf3.K13.14,
H5.L18.

585 V.ll. °amnō Pt4.Mf1.4 · °amnō J2, ° emnō K5 · ° emnō S1, °amnō J3 · °amnō
Mf2.Jp1, ° emnō K4 · ° emnō L1, °amnō L3.S2.Dh1 · ° emnō C1, °amnō J6.H1.,
°amanō J7.L13.
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§ 23.5 IIr. *aNT

In front of dental, palatal and velar stops, the nasals *m and *n have
merged in ˙n. In front of labial stops and all other consonants, *m remains as
m. When ˙n + b came into direct contact at a later stage, the sequence - ˙nb- is
retained. This points to the fact that the division between ˙n +
dental/palatal/velar on the one hand and m + labial on the other hand is not
the result of a recent redactional change, but may well stem from PAv.

As for the vowel, the sequence *aNT is mainly reflected as -¯eNT- (in a
few OAv. forms), as - eNT- and as -aNT-. The following discussion will start
with the sequences *-anT- in the first subsection. The next subsections will
address the reflexes of the preverb *ham, the sequence *amb and finally the
sequence *antb.

§ 23.5.1 *ank, *ang, *anc, *anj, *ant, *and

The vowel *a is attested with four different reflexes in this position, viz.
a, i, eand ¯e. As i is usually a recent development from a or ein the
archetype, we will discuss the reflexes a and ein the first two subsections.
The third subsection will deal with the occasional OAv. reflex -¯e˙nT-.

§ 23.5.1.1 YAv. a ˙nT

The reflex -a ˙nT- always appears in anlaut, and usually also in initial
syllable after non-palatal consonants.

In absolute anlaut, words in e˙nT- are unattested:
• a ˙nkasa- (Yt 13.124), a ˙nku.paēs emna- (Yt 17.10) ‘adorning themselves with
hooks’ (to Skt. aṅkuśá- m. ‘hook’, aṅkūyánt- ‘searching for side roads’),
hama ˙nkuna (Yt 19.3) ‘hooked together’ (*ham-anku-na-, Hintze 1994: 78),
a ˙ngušta- ‘finger’ and a ˙nda- (Yt 5.93) (to Skt. andhá-), a ˙ntar e‘between,
within’, a ˙nt ema- ‘inner’. Compare the YAv. adj. pār e˙ntara- ‘aloof, set aside’
(for the etymology see § 3.4.2.2), where *-antara- yielded - e˙nt-.

The following list contains the words with -a ˙nT- in initial syllable; again,
Avestan forms with - e˙nT- in initial syllable are unattested except for h e˙nti
etc., where the sequence is part of a synchronic ending:
• °ka ˙nti ‘digs’, °ka ˙nti- ‘digging’, °ka ˙nta- ‘dug’ (kan- ‘to dig).
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• gai ˙nti- ‘smell, stench’, dužgai ˙nti-, dužgai ˙ntitara-.
• ga ˙ntuma- ‘wheat’.
• ga ˙ndar eba-586 ‘Gandarva’.
• gra ˙nta- ‘irritated’.
• ja ˙ntar- ‘slayer’.
• ta ˙ncišta- ‘most courageous’.
• \a ˙njaiia- ‘to bend a bow’.
• da ˙ntan- ‘tooth’.
• pa ˙nca ‘five’.
• pa ˙ntā- ‘road’.
• Yt 5.113 p eˇ˙sō.ci ˙ngha-587 ‘who has a pinching claw’ probably contains PIr.
*canga- ‘claw’ as attested in Oss. cong ‘arm; branch’, MoP čang ‘paw, claw’,
etc. (Bartholomae 1904: 897). Geldner’s form may be corrected to
+p eˇ˙sō.ca ˙nga- with J10.
• ba ˙nta- ‘ill’.
• ba ˙nda- ‘fetters’, ba ˙nda- ‘to bind’ and ba ˙ndaiia- ‘to bind’, niuua ˙ndā ˜t ‘from
the fetters’ (Skt. nibandha-), biuua ˙ndaoha- PN.
• ma ˙ntu- ‘advice; adviser’, ma ˙ntā ‘he thought’588.
• ya ˙ntu ‘let them go’, ptc. hąm.ya ˙nt-.
• va ˙nta- ‘beloved; praise’, vai ˙ntiia-.
• va ˙nda- ‘to praise’, va ˙ndra- ‘praise’, aš.va ˙ndra- ‘much praised’,
dužuua ˙ndrauuō ‘slanderous’, va ˙ndar emainiš ‘praise-minded’, xva ˙ndrakara-
‘graceful; pleasing’589.

586 The v.ll. alone do not allow to decide whether ga ˙ndar eba- or ga ˙nd er eba- is the
original reading: Yt 19.41 ga ˙nd er eb em F1+ · ga ˙ndab em J10; Yt 5.38 ga ˙ndr eb em F1+
· ga ˙ndar eb em J10 · ga ˙ndarab em K12; Yt 13.123 ga ˙ndr ebahe F1+ · ga ˙nd er ebahe
Mf3.K13.H5, ga ˙ndrabahe K38; Yt 15.28 ga ˙ndar ebo F1, no other v.ll. However, the
fact that b has not been further lenited to * ˘u suggests that it stood after consonantal
r rather than after vocalic - er e-. We find the retention of b e.g. in gar eba- ‘womb’
(Skt. gárbha-), but lenition to * ˘u in g euruuaiia- ‘to grab’ < *gr˚ ba ˘ia- and in n eruiiō
< *n eruuiiō < *nr˚ b ˘iah ‘to men’.

587 V.ll. F1 °ci ˙ngh em, J10 caoh em.

588 Narten 1986b: 267 has suggested that these OAv. forms may have restored the root
form man- ‘to think’ ‘from’ the present maniia-, where the change to - en- is excluded
for phonetic reasons.

589 With xva ˙ndra- possibly from *xvanra-, according to Cantera 2000: 43f.
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• sca ˙ndaiia-590 ‘cleave, split’ (Yt 10-14 passim).
• za ˙ntu- ‘clan’, za ˙ntuma- ‘of the clan’, °zai ˙nti- ‘offspring’.
• za ˙nda-591 ‘name of an heretic’
• za ˙nga-592 ‘ankle’ (of ahuric beings), only when it occurs as an
independent word. In the compounds er edbō.z e˙nga- and niz e˙nga-, i.e. with
*-ang- in non-initial syllable, we seem to find °z e˙nga593, but especially the
Yašt attestations are not very trustworthy.
• biza ˙ngra- ‘biped’ and ca\bar e.za ˙ngra- ‘quadruped’ contain *zangra-594

‘ankle’, or maybe ‘paw’ (of daevic beings).

A second large group concerns the preforms *- ˘ia ˙nT- and *- ˘ua ˙nT- in
non-initial syllable. Regular sound change would have led to * ˘i e˙nt > -i ˙nt- and
to * ˘u e˙nt > -u ˙nt-; after -a-, we would expect -aē ˙nt- and -ao ˙nt-. Such reflexes
are indeed attested in some verb forms:

590 V.ll. Yt 10.18 scand° (sic) F1 etc., H4 · scind° H3, sc en.d° K40 · stand° J10;
Yt 10.36 scand° F1 etc., H3.4 · sci ˙nd° J10; 13.31 sci ˙nd° F1, sca ˙nd° Pt1.L18.P13 ·
saci ˙nd° Mf3.K13.38.H5; 13.33 frasasca ˙nd° F1+ · frasca ˙nd° Mf3.K13.H5.

591 V.ll. Y 61.3 za ˙nd° Pt4, zi ˙nd° Mf4, z e˙nd° Mf1 · za ˙nd° J2, zi ˙nd° K5 · Jp1.K4
za ˙nd° · L1.3.B2 za ˙nd°, zi ˙nd° L13.2, z e˙nd- K10 · J6.Jm1 za ˙nd°, zi ˙nd° J7; V 18.55,
59 za ˙nda L4.K1 · zi ˙nda L1.2.Br1 · za ˙nda Jp1, z e˙nda Mf2.

592 V.ll. V 6.27 za ˙ngaēibiiasci ˜t has za ˙ng° K1.Pt2 · z eo° Jp1 · z e˙ng° L1.2.Br1.B2,
za ˙ng° K10. V 8.65-7 za ˙ng em is spelled z eng em K1, za ˙ng em Pt2 · z e˙ng em Mf2,
za ˙ng em Jp1 · z e˙ng em L1.2.K10; V 9.23 za ˙ng em K1a, z e˙ng em L4 · za ˙ng em Jp1.Mf2
· z e˙ng em L2.

593 V.ll. Y 62.5 er edbō.z e˙ngąm: z e˙ng° Pt4.Mf1.4 · za ˙ng° J2.K5 · z e˙ng° Jp1, za ˙ng°
K4 · z e˙ng° Mf3.Pd · z e˙ng° H1.P6 · z e˙ng° Jm4, za ˙ng° Pt1; Yt 5.64 niz e˙nga, 10.61
and 19.39 er edbō.z e˙nga-: F1 z e˙ng°.

594 V.ll. Y 9.18 biza ˙ngranąm (2x) and ca\bar e.za ˙ngranąm: zi ˙ngr° Mf4, twice za ˙ngr°
Mf1, once biza ˙ngr°, twice biz e˙ngr° Pt4 · twice za ˙ngr°, once z e˙ngr° J2, z e˙ngr° K5
· z eo° J3 · z e˙ng° and z ˙ng° Mf2, once z e˙ng°, twice za ˙ngr° K4 · z ˙ng° L1, z e˙ng°
B2.O2 · zao° H1.J7.J6, zao° L13, z eo° K11.C1); Yt 1.10 biza ˙ngranąm (2x),
ca\bar e.za ˙ngranąm: zaor° F1 · za ˙ngr° Pt1 · zaor° and za ˙ngr° L12 · zaor°
H2.J9.L11 · z eor° Jm4 · z e˙ngr° F2; for Yt 3 biz e˙ngrō.ci\ra- (with the exception of
K36 zaor°) and Yt 5.89 biz e˙ngra we lack relevant v.ll.; Yt 13.129 biz eorō.ci\raii ˚̄a
shows F1+ biz eorō but Mf3.K13 biza ˙norō; V 5.35ff.: biza ˙ngrō Ml3.B1.P2.K1, but also
b ez e˙ngrō · bizaorō Mf2 · bizaorō L2.Br1; V 18.38 ca\bar e.za ˙ngrō: za ˙ng° K1, zao°
L4 · z eorō Mf2 · za ˙ng° L1.2.
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• n emaóhi ˙nti, yazi ˙nti, v er ezi ˙nti, v er eziia ˙nt-/v er ezi ˙nt-, °iri\i ˙nti, iri\i ˙nt-,
uruuisi ˙nti, °zi ˙nte, °zi ˙nta (ziia-). It is unclear whether the forms
yaēšiia ˙nt-/yaeši ˙nt- and iriši ˙nt- have restored -iia- or show unrestored *- ˘i e˙nt-.
• dāu ˙nta, adāu ˙nta (dauua-) and fiiaohu ˙nt-. Note also abaom and baon
(bauua-).

Yet these are rare: after ii or uu, most relevant verb forms display
-iia ˙nt-/-iiei ˙nt- and -uua ˙nt-/-uuai ˙nt-. Narten 1986b: 266 plausibly argues that
the latter reflexes are due to analogical restoration of *- ˘ia- and *- ˘ua- from
other forms of the verbal paradigm where a different consonant followed (e.g.
*- ˘iati, *- ˘iatai).

The same restoration of * ˘ia and * ˘ua595 explains -a ˙nt- in the adjectives
afnaouha ˙nt-, auua ˙nt-, auruua ˙nt-, astuua ˙nt-, xvar enaouha ˙nt-596, cuua ˙nt-,
tafnaouha ˙nt-, druua ˙nt-, \amnaouha ˙nt-, fšuiia ˙nt-, var ecaouha ˙nt- and raēuua ˙nt-,
which alternate with zero-grade suffix forms in -at- within their nominal
paradigm. Similarly in Y 10.11 vı̄žuua ˙nca, nom.pl.m. of vı̄žuua ˙nc- (Skt.
ví ˙svañc-, IIr. *višu-anč-) ‘turning in different directions’, -a- may have been
restored from the zero-grade forms *vı̄žuuak-/*vı̄žuuac-. The ordinal
aēuua ˙ndasa- ‘eleventh’ may have restored a from the cardinal aēuua- ‘one’.

Finally, restoration of -a ˙nt- has also been invoked by Hoffmann-Forssman
1996: 62 in order to explain the participial and adjectival stems in *-ant- after
a different consonant than * ˘i or * ˘u, where the reflex -a ˙nt- also seems to be
more numerous than - e˙nt-597. This would account for da ˙nt-598 ‘giving,
placing’, baoda ˙nt- ‘aware’, b er eza ˙nt- ‘high’, yaozai ˙ntı̄- ‘surging’, vana ˙nt-,
vanai ˙ntı̄- ‘overcoming’, rapa ˙nt- ‘helping’ and rāsai ˙ntı̄- ‘offering’.

595 Martínez 2000: 341 also draws the attention to this phenomenon.

596 Panaino 1990 restores xvar enaohu ˙nt- for the readings of Yt 8, but it is uncertain
whether the v.ll. allow this. For Yt 5.120 fiiaohu ˙ntaēca < *fiiaouha ˙ntaēca, this is
undisputed, cf. Kellens 1984: 218.

597 Especially the Indian mss. (InPY J2.K5, InVS, PV) often spell e˙nt instead of a ˙nt
in these forms.

598 If dai ˙ntı̄ 32.15 is really the 3p. subj.aor.act. of dā- (but why with a short vowel?),
and not the prs.part.act.fem., its -a- inexplicable.
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§ 23.5.1.2 YAv. e˙nT

The reflex - e˙nT- is regular in YAv. non-initial syllable. The bulk of the
evidence is provided by the finite verb endings - e˙nti, - e˙nta, - e˙ntu etc.599, and
by many forms of the prs.ptc.act. in - e˙nt-; we furthermore find a derivative
of a stem in -a ˙nt-: saok e˙ntauua ˙nt- ‘sulphurous’.

YAv. *- e˙nT- is attested indirectly as -i ˙nT- after -c, -j or -ž in verb forms:
taci ˙nti, taci ˙nt-, druži ˙nti, ptc. druži ˙nt- (YAv. druža-), +bu ˙nji ˙nti, m er e˙nci ˙nti,
yu ˙nji ˙nti, v er eci ˙nta, varōži ˙nt-, raoci ˙nt-, °saci ˙nte, saoci ˙nt-, fraši ˙nci ˙nti 600,
snaēži ˙ntaē°, snaēži ˙nt-, srasci ˙ntaē°, srasci ˙nt-, hac(a)i ˙ntē̆ . It is unclear at which
moment the change *- e˙nt- > -i ˙nt- took place, but it may have been very late.
Note that -a ˙nt- is never restored after these palatal consonants, unlike after ii
and y.

The reflex - e˙nt- is probably also preserved in the adjectives in *-mant-
‘provided with’, a number of which was edited with -ma ˙nt- by Geldner. All
of them are attested with v.ll. in -m e˙nt- side by side with -ma ˙nt-, and we can
posit -m e˙nt- without hesitation, e.g. for vı̄xrūma ˙nt em601 (Y 57.10) and for
haētum e˙nt em602 (V 1.13). Admittedly, -ma ˙nt has the best papers in
afra´̌sūma ˙ntō603 (Yt 13.57) and zaranuma ˙nt- (Ny 1.8604, FrW 5.1,2), but
these are insufficient to posit a reflex -mant- beside -m e˙nt- in the archetype.
Similarly, Y 9.14 vı̄b er e\ba ˙nt em, which was edited thus by Geldner and
Bartholomae 1904: 1448, must be corrected to vı̄b er e\b e˙nt em, as is clearly
shown by the mss.605.

Yt 10.86 vaēsm enda (sic) ‘toward the abode’ is analyzed as *vaesm em +
da by Bartholomae 1904: 1328 and Gershevitch 1959: 233, i.e. as the acc.sg.

599 The v.ll. allow to posit - e˙nt- for a few forms edited with -a ˙nt- by Geldner: n ema ˙nte
57.18 (Kellens 1984: 217 +n em e˙nte), pata ˙nti Yt 8.8 (F1+ pata ˙nti · J10 pati ˙nti),
jasa ˙ntu Yt 13.146 (F1+ jasa ˙ntu · Mf3.K13 jas e˙ntu) and amar eša ˙nta Yt 15.16 (F1+
°anta · J10 ° e˙nti), Yt 19.32 (F1 °a ˙nta · J10 ° e˙nti).

600 Yt 14.54. The v.ll. have °a ˙nti in the majority, but the absence of i-epenthesis shows
that we must read frasi ˙nci ˙nti, since *frasi ˙nca ˙nti would have yielded †°ai ˙nti.

601 V.ll. °m e˙nt em in Pt4.Mf1.4, Pt1.F1, K36 and L1.2.

602 °m e˙nt em is spelled in all important mss. except Jp1 °ma ˙nt em.

603 V.ll. °ma ˙nt in the IrKA and J10, but °m e˙nt in F1.

604 V.ll. °ma ˙nt in all mss. except F1 °m e˙nt

605 V.ll. ° e˙nt em Pt4.Mf4, °a ˙nt em Mf1 · °a ˙nt em J2, ° e˙nt em K5 · ° e˙nt em J3 · ° e˙nt em
Mf2, °a ˙nt em K4 · °a ˙nt em O2.L1.3 · ° e˙nt em J6.7.L13.H1.Lb2.K11.C1.
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of a stem vaēsma- ‘abode’ with the postposition da. This analysis is crippled
by the fact that the corresponding Skt. noun is véśman-, which is a man-stem
(which would yield an Avestan acc.sg. †vaesma), and by the ad hoc
assumption of a postposition da, unknown elsewhere in Avestan. As I have
argued in more detail in De Vaan 2001, the forms and meaning of Yt 10.86
are better explained if we assume that vaēsm enda contains the postposition *ā,
combined with the ablative. Since the abl.sg. of a man-stem is attested in
bar esm en < *-man-t, the abl. of *vaisman- would be *vaismant. With the
postposition *ā, this would have given *vaisman ˜t ā, which may well have
yielded vaēsm enda, compare xša\rāda < *xša\rā ˜t ā. We thus need to assume
the preservation of *-nt in close connection with a following vowel, while it
was lost (at a late date) otherwise, cf. the form bar esm en mentioned and the
3p. verbal endings in - en < *-ant.

YAv. - e˙ng- appears in as e˙ngō.gauua-606 (Yt 19.43) ‘with hands of
stone’, cf. OP a\anga-.

The stem *parandi- ‘Segensfülle’ is usually attested with - e˙nd- in YAv.
pār e˙ndi-607 except for the pseudo-Gāthic text Y 13.1, which has par¯e˙ndı̄m,
and Y 38.2, where Geldner edited par¯e˙ndı̄m but Narten 1986a: 20750 proposed
to read par e˙ndı̄m. We can support this proposal with a reference to the ms.
readings608, which show that both in Y 13.1 and in 38.2, it is the Iranian
mss. of the IrPY and the IrVS which spell ¯e˙nd while the others have e˙nd.
Since we find the same distribution in Vr 7.2 par e˙ndı̄m, where all mss. spell

e˙nd except the Iranian mss. Jp1 and Kh1 which have ¯e˙nd, we can assume that
the Iranian Yasna mss. Jp1.K4 and Mf1.4.Pt4 have analogically introduced ¯e

in order to give the text a more OAv. appearance.

Several forms show the reflex - e˙nT- in the initial syllable:
• After r-609: r e˙njiiah- (Y 10.19) ‘brisker’, r e˙njišta- ‘briskest’ (Yt 13.26,75,
14.19), r e˙nja- (Y 10.8) ‘to make brisk’ and r e˙njaiia- (Vr 7.2) ‘id.’. Merely G
5.5 ra ˙nja ˜t.aspąm, acc.sg. of *ra ˙nja ˜t.aspa- ‘making horses brisk’ has the
spelling ra ˙nj°; maybe the form has been influenced by rauua ˜t.aspąm, which

606 V.ll. as engō F1 (sic) · asaohō J10.

607 For ā, cf. § 3.4.2.2.

608 Y 13.1 °¯e˙nd° Mf1.Pt4, Mf2.K4; ° e˙nd° J2.K5, S1.J3, J6.7.H1.K11, L13.1.2.B2; for
Y 38.2 par¯e˙ndı̄m, we find the same division in the v.ll. between ¯e˙nd in the IrPY and
IrVS and e˙nd in all the Indian ms. classes, with the exception of Mf2 par e˙ndı̄m.

609 The present stem dr e˙njaiia- ‘to confirm, say out loud’ is irrelevant to the present
discussion, since it continues *d er e˙njaiia- < *dr˚ Nǐha ˘ia-.
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precedes it in the text. Since no other forms in ra ˙nT- occur in Avestan, and
since YAv. \a ˙njaiia- shows -a ˙nj- after \-, it seems that the preceding r- is
the conditioning factor for r e˙nj-.
• After s-: vahmō.s e˙ndah- ‘gratifier of prayers’ (Yt 10.25), s e˙ndaiia- (med.)
‘to be pleased’ (Vr 8.1). No forms in sa ˙nd- occur in Avestan, but after other
consonants than s-, -a ˙nd- is the usual reflex: ba ˙nda-, va ˙nda-, sca ˙ndaiia-,
za ˙nda-. For vahmō.s e˙ndah- one might assume that it contains the reflex - e˙n-
of non-initial syllable because it is the second member of a compound.
• After sk-: sk e˙nda- ‘destruction’ (Y 9.28, 30.10, V 5.59), ask e˙nda-
‘undamaged’ (V 14.15). The threefold attestation of sk e˙nda- seems to warrant
its spelling with - e-, although v.ll. for V 5.59 are lacking. The hapax ask e˙nda-
is also not provided with v.ll. by Geldner. Its - e˙nd- does not occur in the
initial syllable, but it is possible that it was formed at a relatively late stage
on the basis of sk e˙nda-, and hence contains - e-.
• After sp-: sp e˙nta- ‘holy’ (YAv. passim). Both sp e˙nta- and sk e˙nda- have an
initial cluster sT-; the only other form of this type is sca ˙ndaiia- (see above),
which has many v.ll. sci ˙nd-. It seems possible that sT- was a conditioning
factor for the reflex - e˙nd- instead of -a ˙nd- in initial syllable.
• After h-: h e˙nti 3p. prs.ind.act., h e˙nt- prs.ptc.act. to ah- ‘to be’. Since ha ˙nt-
occurs as the reflex of *ham ‘together’ + t- (ha ˙ntacaiti, ha ˙ntacina-), we
cannot explain - e˙nt- as a phonetic reflex after h-. It seems probable that - e˙nt-
is analogical, on the model of the other 3p. prs.ind. and prs.ptc. forms in
which - e˙nt- occurs in non-initial syllable.

§ 23.5.1.3 OAv. ¯e˙nT and exceptions

OAv. shows reflexes of PAv. *ank (1x), *ang (1x), *ant and *and (5x).
It seems that the original reflex was -¯e˙nT-.

In front of velars, only -¯e˙n- is attested: h¯e˙nk er etā (31.14) and h¯e˙ngrab em
(31.8).

Of the seven forms with *a ˙nd, five display -¯e˙nd- (b¯e˙nduuō, b¯e˙nduuahiiā,
paitı̄.s¯e˙nd ˚̄a, ās¯e˙ndā and h¯e˙nduuār e˙ntā), while only sk e˙ndō and par e˙ndı̄m have
- e˙nd-. The forms *band ˘ua- and sandā- have no YAv. counterparts, and *ham
is realized as h ˙̨am or ham, but not h em, in YAv. We can therefore assume
that the model for a possible replacement of *¯e˙nd in these forms was lacking.

In front of t, the majority of OAv. forms has - e˙nt-, but these could have
been taken from YAv., since most of the forms are verbal endings and
frequent nouns.
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The forms xš¯e˙ntąm, xš¯e˙ntā (3p. aor.ipv. and 3p. inj.med. of xšā- ‘to have
power’) and huz¯e˙ntu-610 (3x) ‘well-acquainted with’ or ‘of good lineage’
have -¯e˙nt-. The spelling of vı̄s¯e˙ntā (32.14) and h¯e˙ntū (33.7, 53.8) is
ambiguous611. Either -¯e˙nt- is the original form, or original *- e˙nt- has
become -¯e˙nt- in some mss. as a Gāthic characteristic.

OAv. -a ˙nt- appears in ja ˙ntū (2x), yaoja ˙ntē (30.10; no epenthesis!), vanai ˙ntı̄
(39.2) and sca ˙ntū612 (53.2). The forms ja ˙ntū and sca ˙ntū can be explained
from YAv. forms with the regular reflex in initial syllable; yaoja ˙ntē and
vanai ˙ntı̄ (in which the i-epenthesis may show that the vowel is really a rather
than e, cf. Kellens 1984: 213) apparently have restored the endings -a ˙nt°
independently.

§ 23.5.2 The preverb *ham

In contact with a following word in a consonant, the final nasal of the
preverb *ham ‘together’ (Skt. sám) was assimilated to that consonant. The
consequence was a twofold reflex: - ˙n- in front of velar, palatal and dental
stops (k/g/c/j/t/d), and -m- in front of labial stops (p/b) and in front of
continuants (n/y/v/r/s)613. These are the immediate precursors of OAv. h¯e˙n
versus h¯em: h¯e˙nk er etā, h¯e˙ngrab em and h¯e˙nduuār e˙ntā on the one hand, and
xh¯em.yāsaitē, h¯em.parštōišcā, h¯em.taša ˜t, h¯em e.fraštā, h¯emiia ˙ntū, h¯emi\iiā ˜t
on the other.

In YAv., the vowels of the two variants *ha ˙n and *ham are differentiated.
The preform *ha ˙n is reflected as YAv. ha ˙n- by the majority of mss. in nearly
all of the forms, e.g. ha ˙nkāraiia-, ha ˙ngr efša-, ha ˙ndāiti-, etc. The spelling h e˙n-
occurs as a v.l. in several places, but nowhere as a majority spelling except

610 J2 spells huza ˙nt° in three of the four forms, and the InVS and YS have huz e˙nt° on
various occasions. This can be explained by analogy with the frequent YAv. za ˙ntu-.

611 Y 32.14 Pt4.Mf4 vı̄s¯e˙ntā, Mf1 ° e˙ntā · J2.K5 ° e˙ntā · °¯e˙ntā S1.J3 · °¯e˙ntā
Jp1.K4.Mf2 · °¯e˙ntā L1.Dh1.S2.O2, ° e˙ntā L2 · °¯e˙ntā H1.J6.7, ° e˙ntā L13.Bb1. Y 33.7
all mss. h¯e˙nt° except Mf1, J3 and S2.L1.2.3 h e˙nt°. Y 53.8 h e˙nt° in J2, Mf2.K4 (Jp1
ha ˙ntū) and O2.L3, ha ˙ntū K11.

612 All mss. spell °a ˙nt° except sac e˙ntū Jp1, saci ˙ntū Mf2.

613 This distribution is contradicted by some forms in hąm.t- and one in hąm.c-:
hąm.tāšti (Y 57.10), hąm.tāša ˜t (Yt 5.120), hąm.tašt em (Yt 10.143), hąm.taptibiiō (V
4.46) and hąm.caraouha (Yt 17.60); they must be due to a more independent
pronunciation of *ham. On the other side, we find the exception Ny 1.11
ha ˙nbāraiiei ˙nti, with - ˙n- in front of a labial.
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in Yt 15.54, where F1 has h e˙nk er eitiš. This alternation between ha ˙n° and
h e˙n° which some mss. display (especially J10 frequently writes h e˙n° where
other mss. have ha ˙n°), is due to the reduced acoustic distinction between [a]
and [ e] in front of the following nasal ˙n, and is parallel to that in e.g.
za ˙ng(r)a-/z e˙ng(r)a-.

The form in -m-, however, is mostly attested as hąm in Geldner’s edition.
In reality, we find not only the spelling hąm but also h ˙̨am and h ˙nm in the
oldest mss., and Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 74 have shown that this points to
*h ˙̨am being the oldest recoverable spelling, possibly that of the archetype.
Part of the evidence has already been discussed by Hoffmann-Narten loc.cit.
The older Iranian mss. preserve a spelling h ˙nm, which probably goes back to
*h ˙̨am, ˙n being closer in appearance to ˙̨a than to ą. The investigation is
hampered by the fact that Geldner does not distinguish between ą and ˙̨a in his
v.ll., and by the fact that different mss. have generalized different variants.
For instance, the Iranian mss. Pt4 and Mf4 consistently spell ˙̨a for canonical
ą. These differences between the mss. are of course inspired by the close
phonetic and graphic resemblance of the letters.

The following attestations may serve to show that the IrVS (the one
adduced by Hoffmann-Narten) is not the only Iranian ms. branch which
contains evidence for h ˙nm:
• ahąm.baod emnō (V 13.35): ahūm L4.1.2.K1.10.Br1, ažūm Jp1, ah ˙nm Mf2.
• ha ˙nbāraiiei ˙nti (Ny 1.11): ha ˙n° J9.H2.L9 · Pt1.P13.L11.Mb2 · K18c.K19;
h ˙nm° F2.Mf3.K36.
• hąm.tāšti (57.10): h ˙nm Mf4.1 · h ˙nm Jp1.K4 · h ˙nm K36.
• hąm.pacāite (Y 62.7): hąm° Pt4, h ˙nm. Mf1.4 · hąm. J2, hąm° K5 · h ˙nm.
Jp1.K4 · hąm° Pt1.Mf3.Pd, h ˙nm. K36 · h em. J9.H2.
• hąm.bar e\rō (Yt 13.111): h ˙nm° K38, ham° Mf3.H5.K14, h em K13 · hąm
F1.
• hąm.var eitiuuatō (57.33): h ˙nm Mf4 · hąm J2.K5 · h ˙nm Jp1.K4 · h ˙nm K36.
• hąmb er e\bąm (V 3.27): h ˙nm. Jp1.Mf2 · hąm° L4.

The explanation for the different reflexes ha ˙n and h ˙̨am will be that PAv.
*ham had regularly yielded *ham in front of labials and *ha ˙n elsewhere
(compare the retention of the earlier stage *[h em] as h¯em and h¯e˙n° in OAv.).
The prestage ha ˙n- kept its oral vowel (because nasalization is present in ˙n,
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which may have been vocalic rather than consonantal614), whereas *ham
became [hãm], spelled h ˙̨am- in the archetype. Apparently, the scribes felt a
need to differentiate nasal [ã] from [a] in front of -m.

§ 23.5.3 *amb

In front of b, -m- is retained615; the vowel is -a- in initial syllable in
kambišta 616- ‘least’, but - e- in z embaiia-617 ‘to crush’, cf. Skt. jambháyati.
In the verb frasci ˙nbaiiōi ˜t618 (3s. prs.opt.act. of *fra-scambaiia- ‘to prop’)
and the noun frascimbana-619 ‘beam’ (Skt. skámbhana-), as well as in
hazaorō.frascimbana-620 ‘with a thousand prop-beams’, it is impossible to
say whether -cim- goes directly back to *-cam-, or to an intermediate stage
*-c em-. In the compounds upa.sk emba-621 ‘support’ (Skt. skambhá- ‘pillar’),
frask emba- ‘supporting beam; porch, hall’, and baēuuar e.frask emba- ‘with a
thousand pillars’, it is possible that *skamba- received the treatment in
non-initial syllable, but this seems hardly likely for the mountain name

614 This is suggested by the form of the letters. The basic form for nasal sounds seems
to be { }; this is provided with u to the left to spell ą { }, with a single hook or
a single vertical line to spell ˙̨a { }, while ˙n is derived from the sign ˙̨a by adding an
extra curve to the top right { }.

615 Compare also the spelling -mb- after different vowels: uzg er embiiō H 2.8f., xumba-
‘jar’ (V 8.31ff.), and xu ˙nbiia- (Yt 13.138), spelled as humbiiehe in F1 and J10.

616 In V 3.15 and 5.46. V.ll. V 3.15 kamb° L4, kim.b° Pt2.B1.Ml3.P2.M3 · kamb°
Jp1.Mf2 · kąmb° L2, kąm.b° K10.B2.L1.M2.

617 V.ll. Yt 1.27 z embaiiadb en: °z em.daiiadb em F1 · °z em.daiiadb em E1.Pt1 ·
z embaiiadb em Mf3, z em.baiiadb em K36 · za ˙n ˜taiia ˜tb em Jm4, °z em.daiiadb em O3 ·
°za ˙ndaiia ˜tb em J9, °z em.daiia\b em L11.

618 V 18.74; v.ll. frascinbaiōi ˜t K1, frascibaiōi ˜t L4 · frasci ˙nbaiiōi ˜t Jp1.Mf2 ·
frasci ˙nbaiiōi ˜t L1.2.

619 In Yt 13.26 and V 18.74 frascimbananąm. V.ll. of the latter: frascib° L4, fracib°
K1 · frascimb° Jp1.Mf2 · frasci ˙nb° L1.2.Br1.

620 V 18.28. V.ll. frasci ˙nban em L4, frascanban em K1a · frac em.ban em Jp1.Mf2 ·
frasci ˙nban em L1.2.Br1.

621 Bartholomae 1904: 396 edits skamb em on the evidence of the v.ll., but they clearly
point to upa.sk emb em: ska ˙nb em K1, sk em.b em Pt2 · sk em.b em Mf2, sk em.bim Jp1 ·
sk em.b em L1.2.Br1.M2.O2.

L 
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aˇ˙sa.st embana- (Yt 19.5) ‘the support of aˇ˙sa’ (Bartholomae 1904: 255) or
‘with the support of aˇ˙sa’ (Hintze 1994: 84). Thus, these forms might be
argued to confirm the view offered in 23.5.1.2 above, viz. that ein sk e˙nda-
and sp e˙nta- is due to the preceding cluster sT-. The cluster sT- may be
defined more specifically as sk-/st-/sp-, excluding sc-.

§ 23.5.4 *antb

When the plural ending *-b ˘iah was affixed to a full grade stem form of
an adjective or participle in *-ant-, the resulting ending *-ant-b ˘iah yielded
- e˙nbiiō or, with restored a, -a ˙nbiiō. The absence of assimilation of the nasal
to the b (†-ambiiō) points to a recent date for the loss of *-t-. We find three
such forms:
• euu er ez enbiiō (sic)622 (V 3.40, 8.28), dat.abl.pl. of * euu er eziia ˙nt- ‘not
working’ (nom.sg. euu er eziiō in V 18.5), which should have yielded
* euu er ezi ˙nbiiō (with *-zii en- > *-zin-) by regular sound change. This form is
best preserved in the InVS.
• b er eza ˙nbiia (Y 1.11f.), dat.du. of b er eza ˙nt- ‘high’, is often spelled
b er ez enbiia in the mss. Pt4.Mf4 and J2.K5, and b er eza ˙nt(i)biia in Mf2.
Kellens 1996: 85 suggests that the latter form of Mf2 may be the original
form. It seems to me rather that Mf2 must not be explained "par un lointain
modèle *b er eza ˜tbiia", but by a nearby model b er eza ˙nt°: a grapheme - ˙nb- was
unusual, and - ˙nt- usual. The same introduction — this time in all mss. — has
happened in Y 20.3 sao´̌siia ˙ntibiiō. The form of the archetype in Y 1.11f. will
have been +b er ez e˙nbiia.
• ˜tbišiia ˙nbiiō 623, dat.abl.pl., with restored -iia-.

In theory, these three forms may also be explained differently. In view of
the endings -¯ebı̄š and -¯ebiiō in the ah-stems, which show the replacement of
the bare stem by the nom.sg. form (see § 22.3), the forms * euu er ezii enbiiō,

622 V.ll. euu er ezanibiiō L4 (but a seems to have been corrected to i).Pt2,

euu er ez enibiiō B1.Ml3 · euuiriz ebiiō Mf2, euu er ezaēibiiō Jp1 (by analogy with
āstauuanaēibiiō) (V 8.28 euu er ez ebiiō Jp1.Mf2) · euu er ezinibiiō L1.2.Br1.M2.O2.

623 V.ll. Y 68.13 ˜tbaēšaii ˙nbiiō Pt4.Mf1.4 · ˜tbiˇ˙siiąnbiiō J2, ˜tbiˇ˙siia ˙nbiiō K5 ·

˜tbaēšaii ˙nbiiō Jp1.K4 · ˜tbišaii ˙nnbiiō J6.H1, ˜tbaešaii ˙nnibiiō J7; Yt 10.75 ˜tbišiii ˙nbiiō
F1, ˜tbaeša ˙nibiiō K40.H4; J10 defect; Yt 13.31 ˜tbišaii enbiiō F1 · ˜tbiˇ˙siia ˙nbiiō J10 ·

˜tbišai ˙nbiiō Mf3.K13.38, ˜tbae.šiie ˙nbiiō K14, ˜tbiši ˙nbiiō H5; Yt 13.69 ˜tbišaii e˙nbiiō F1
· ˜tbiˇ˙siia ˙nbiiō J10 · ˜tbaēšai ˙nbiiō Mf3.K13.38.H5, ˜tbišiie ˙nbiiō K14.
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+b er ez e˙nbiia and ˜tbišiia ˙nbiiō might also consist of the nom.sg. forms
*a ˘ur˚ z ˘ianh, *br˚ zanh and *d ˘uiš ˘ianh, enlarged with the respective case endings.
These could have escaped the development of *-anh > -¯e/ą, just like *-ah
escaped the development to -ō in vac¯ebı̄š and other forms. The resulting
forms would probably be indistinguishable from *a ˘ur˚ z ˘iant-b ˘iah etc. The
reason why I have preferred not to apply this analysis is the fact that there are
only three such forms in the nt-stems, whereas a majority of the forms has the
suffix *-at-, such as hadbiš, cuua ˜tbiia, druua ˜tbiiō, etc. Thus, whereas in the
ah-stems all forms of the b-cases show the introduction of the nom.sg. form,
they would form a minority in the nt-stems. But the possibility cannot be
completely excluded.

§ 23.6 PIr. *anh

In front of a vowel and in auslaut, IIr. *ans yielded PIr. *anh. From this
preform, all the attested forms can be explained. The development in auslaut
(acc.pl. of m. a-stem nouns and pronouns, gen.sg. of proterodynamic n-stems,
nom.sg.m. of the YAv. prs.ptc.act.) is different from that in inlaut; therefore,
both will be discussed in two separate subsections.

§ 23.6.1 *-anh- in inlaut

In inlaut, there are not many forms which fulfill the requirement of an IIr.
etymology *-ans- or *-ams-. In the forms that do, there is a clear difference
between the OAv. and the YAv. reflex.

§ 23.6.1.1 OAv. -¯e˙ngh-

In inlaut, the sequence is attested in j¯e˙nghaticā (3s. aor.subj.act. of gam-),
fš¯e˙nghiia- ‘cultivator’, m¯e˙ngh- (s-aorist of man- ‘to think’) 624, v¯e˙ngh-
(s-aorist of van- ‘to overcome’), vı̄uu¯e˙ngha- (prs.desid. of van-), s¯e˙ngha-

624 Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 86 claim that the OAv. reflex of *ans in front of a front
vowel or ii would be ¯eóh; they write m¯eóhı̄ (29.10, etc.), fš¯eóhı̄m (31.10), fš¯eóhiiō
(49.9). This is impossible since óh < *h ˘i is a YAv. development. The grapheme óh
does occur in the v.ll. of the OAv. forms mentioned, but it has been introduced by the
scribes of our mss. because they knew óh to be a variant of oh in front of front vowels.
Compare also frequent spellings like s¯eoha- for the OAv. forms s¯e˙ngha-.
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‘teaching, doctrine’ (Skt. śá ˙msa- m.), s¯e˙nghana- id., s¯e˙nghu- id., and the
present stem s¯e˙ngha- ‘to make known’625.

The form Y 44.12 ciiaoha ˜t given in Geldner’s edition has been variously
explained by different scholars. The original spelling of the Yasna text can be
established as cii¯e

o(u)ha ˜t for the PSY mss., and cii¯e˙nghuua ˜t for the InVS and
the YS, using the v.ll. which are conveniently listed per ms. branch in
Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 II: 188f. The metre requires an original disyllable,
which disproves solutions such as *cı̄ aoha ˜t (put forward by Bartholomae
1904: 279) and *cı̄ ¯e˙ngha ˜t (by Humbach 1959 II: 57, Insler 1975: 248). The
proposed origin *c´̄ı s ˘uid in Kellens-Pirart loc.cit. is impossible because *s
would yield š after ı̄.

The best solution so far has been proposed by Hoffmann-Forssman 1996:
66, who reconstruct *činhat; they analyze this as a 3s. prs.inj.act. of the
desiderative of kan- ‘to be pleased’, but this seems a rather moot possibility.
Adopting the proposal to assume a verbal form of kan-, we could reconstruct
*canhat, 3s.inj.act. of a sigmatic aorist of kan-, from IIr. *can-s-a-; even if
the RV s-aor.inj. cani ˙s ˙tám ‘be glad!’ is a nonce form, as Narten 1964: 111
has argued, the existence of an IIr. s-aor. to *kanH- is made probable by the
Skt. 1s.ind. akāni ˙sam ‘I enjoyed’.

PIr. *canhat would develop into OAv. *c¯e˙ngha ˜t. In order to arrive at the
attested spelling, we must assume that -ii- was inserted (for unknown reasons;
probably because careful pronunciation of c- made it sound like cii-), at the
earliest after IIr. *c ˘i- had become ´̌sii°, as in OAv. ´̌siiao\na- ‘deed’ <
*c ˘iautna-. Furthermore, we must assume the secondary introduction of the
labial element in ohuu/ouh. Judging by the distribution of v.ll., this
labialiazation of oh may have been a very recent feature of only part of the
ms. classes. Unfortunately, this whole account must remain theoretical,
because the meaning ‘enjoyed’ does not help to clarify the passage in which
we find cii¯e˙ngha ˜t.

§ 23.6.1.2 YAv. -aoh-

In inlaut, the regular reflex of *-anh- in front of the vowels *a and *ā is
attested in a small number of forms: the s-aorist jaoha- to gam- ‘to come’

625 These forms are not to be confused with the reflex of intervocalic *-h-, where we
find the same reflex -aoh- as in YAv.: in the paradigm of aohu-, n emah-, manah-,
vaohu-, sauuah-, in the verb forms aoha ˜t, vaocaohē, r ˚̄aohaohōi, and others.
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(°jaohōi ˜t N 81, jaoh e˙ntu V 2.22), the s-aor. ptc. maohāna- ‘thinking’ to man-,
the noun saoha- ‘teaching’, also in nairiia- saoha-/nairiiō.saoha- ‘manly
teaching’, the PN saohauuācı̄- and the present stem saoha- ‘to declare’. All
these forms have -aoh- in initial syllable.

§ 23.6.2 *-anh in auslaut

In auslaut, apart from the acc.pl. of m. a-stem nouns and pronouns and the
gen.sg. of n-stems, a third category of preforms in *-ans is relevant, viz. the
nom.sg.m. of the prs.ptc.act. in IIr. *-ant-s. Schindler 1982 has shown that
this form must have developed into *-ans early enough to undergo the PIr.
change of *-ans > *-anh.

This sequence yields two reflexes in OAv., viz. -¯e˙ng when it remains in
auslaut but -ąscā in front of -cā ‘and’; these will be discussed in the first
subsection.

The second up to the fifth subsection will address the four different
reflexes found in YAv., viz. -¯eand -ą in auslaut626 and -¯esca and -ąsca in
front of -ca. Their distribution has been discussed by Hoffmann 1970: 189ff.
and by Schindler 1982: 203ff. As for -¯evs. -ą, Hoffmann argued that -¯ewas
the regular YAv. reflex in neutral phonetic environment, whereas -ą was
phonetic after a preceding nasal consonant. Schindler showed in more detail
that -ą is the reflex found after nasal consonants and yod, while -¯eis regular
after all other consonants. This conclusion is confirmed by the results
presented in the subsections below. It implies that final *-ą of the earlier
YAv. period was later denasalized, but the presence of a nasal consonant or
* ˘i prevented this denasalization.

In front of -ca, we may assume that -ąsca was the regular YAv. reflex in
neutral phonetic environment (see § 19.1), and -¯esca the product of the
replacement of *ą by ¯e in *-ąsca, on the model of -¯e; thus
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 120. We can subscribe to the idea of a
replacement, because -¯esca could never have arisen phonetically from a
preform *-ansca: in view of OAv. -ąsca, and of YAv. -ąs- < *-ans- in
isolated lexemes (e.g. rasąstāt-, v er e\rająstara-, cuuąs), we expect no
phonetic denasalization in a preform *-ąsca. The evidence suggests that the

626 For an explanation of the concurring reflex -ąs < *-ants in OAv. and YAv. prs.
participles and in a few other YAv. formations such as \risąs ‘30’, see § 19.1.
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variants -ąsca and -¯esca had the same complementary distribution as -ą and
-¯e, i.e. the variant -ąsca originally occurred only after nasal consonants and
yod, and -¯esca elsewhere. This supports Hoffmann’s view that -¯esca replaced
*-ąsca under the influence of -¯e: where YAv. had -ą, the corresponding form
in *-ąsca was left unchanged.

§ 23.6.2.1 OAv. -¯e˙ng and -ąscā

In auslaut, *-anh preserves the nasal and is spelled as OAv. -¯e˙ng, e.g. in
cašm¯e˙ng (gen.sg. of cašman-), xv¯e˙ng (gen.sg. of huuar- ‘sun’), m¯e˙ng (acc.sg.
of manah- ‘mind’), y¯e˙ng (acc.pl. of ya-), and sp e˙nt¯e˙ng am eˇ˙s¯e˙ng (acc.pl. of
sp e˙nta- am eˇ˙sa-).

There is evidence for a particular (implosive?) pronunciation of the stop
in final position in the spelling -¯e˙nġ, with a special sign ġ which the SPY
mss. S1 and J3 frequently display (Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 71-72). As it
occurs only in this position and only in these mss., we cannot trace back ġ
beyond the archetype.

In front of enclitic -cā, only one single reflex -ąscā is found, e.g. in
ąstąscā, mą\rąscā, maˇ˙siiąscā, yasnąscā, yąscā and s¯e˙nghąscā. Y 51.22 tą <
acc.pl.m. *tanh is unexplained unless it is a YAv. form; the sentence tą yazāi
xvāiš nām¯enı̄š in which it occurs shows other peculiarities which make it
suspect in an OAv. context, see § 9.4.

The acc.sg. *mans ‘mind’, which is attested with the expected spelling
m¯e˙ng in Y 48.2, is also reflected as m¯e˙n (5x) (cf. Schindler 1975: 266), and
as m¯em in Y 53.4. In each case, m¯e˙n and m¯em occur in front of the initial
consonant of the following word with which they seem to stand in a close
syntactic relation, and they have therefore often been regarded as the first
member of a compound: m¯e˙ncā < *mans-cā, m¯e˙ndaidiiāi < *mans-dad ˘iāi.
Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 45ff. and 86 assume that final *-s of *mans was lost
as a result of close sandhi contact, via a development *mans-ca > *man-ca
> m¯e˙n-cā.

Yet this would entail a twofold development of sandhi forms in OAv.,
without apparent rules for their distribution. The usual development of final
*-ans, when in close sandhi with a following word in a stop, is the retention
of -s-. This results in a nasalized vowel ą in front of the fricative s or z, e.g.
in OAv. Y 46.10 yąscā < *yans cā, Y 46.5 adąs drı̄tā < *ā dams drı̄tā. The
suggestion that forms like m¯e˙ncā would show the loss of *s in close sandhi
would imply that the same sequence had two different phonetic results in
OAv., and this is what Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 86 explicitly assume. They
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are thus forced to claim large-scale erasure of the sandhi, e.g. in xv¯e˙ng dar esōi
for which they expect *xv¯en dar esōi, or in maˇ˙sii¯e˙ng cixšnušō for *maˇ˙siiąs
cixšnušō.

A simpler and more preferable solution is to assume that words like xv¯e˙ng
and maˇ˙sii¯e˙ng show the regular reflex of *-ans in word-final position, while
-ąs/-ąz is the regular reflex in close sandhi with a following stop. The forms
m¯e˙n and m¯em are simply peculiar spellings of our mss. for original *m¯e˙ng,
which was distorted in the course of the transmission.

In 28.4 m¯e˙n gairē < *mans garai, the spelling as two words already points
in this direction. Note that the spelling - ˙n in auslaut is against the rule that ˙n
is a preconsonantal variant of n627; this points to an earlier spelling
*m¯e˙ngairē. We can assume that the velar stops of *m¯e˙ng gairē had merged
into a form *m¯e˙ngairē, after which a wrong split has yielded m¯e˙n gairē.

The later pronunciation is also responsible for changing original *m¯e˙ng
into m¯e˙n- in the form m e˙ndaidiiāi (Y 44.8 and 11.9628) ‘to heed’ < *mans
dā-. The two separate words *mans dad ˘iāi were not subject to close sandhi
(which would have resulted in *mązdaidiiāi), but yielded *m¯e˙ng daidiiāi, and
subsequently [m¯e

od-] became *[m¯end-].
Similarly, Y 53.4 m¯em b¯eeduš is the result of assimilation of recited *[m¯e

o

b-] to [m¯em b-]. The form m¯em is attested by all mss. except Jp1 m¯eąn, which
may still preserve a trace of [m¯e

o]. The exact etymology and analysis of m¯em
b¯eeduš is unclear, but the Pahlavı̄ translation is probably based on *m¯e˙ng
b¯eeduš, viz. PTr. mehēnı̄dār ōšı̄h ‘increaser of wisdom’.

Finally, the absence of sandhi in m¯e˙ncā < *mans-cā in Y 31.5 and 53.5
is striking, since -cā is usually connected with the preceding word in close
sandhi; from *mans-cā, we would expected the result †mąscā. Apparently, the
fixed expression *manh dā- ‘to bear in mind’ caused a replacement of *mans
by *manh, the resulting *m¯e˙ng-cā yielding m¯e˙ncā.

The possibility of such analogical replacements also appears from Y 46.14
y¯e˙ngstū < *yans tū, which is explained by Humbach 1959 I: 17 as a blend of
expected *yąs tū (in the case of close sandhi) and *y¯e˙ng tū (in the case of two
independent words).

627 In fact, the ms. evidence points to m¯eąn as the oldest form reconstructible: m¯eąn
Pt4, m¯e.ąn Mf1, m¯e˙̨an Mf4 · m¯eą J2, m¯e˙n K5 · meą S1, me ˙n J3 · m¯eąn Mf2, m¯e.ąn
K4 · m¯e.ąn K37.Pd · m e˙ngair° Bb1.B2.L1.2.O2.P1, miągair° L3 · m e˙n
J7.K11.L13.O1, m¯eąn C1, mią J6, m eą H1.

628 Where Geldner edits ma ˙n°, but m en° is better attested: m en° Pt4.Mf1, K5, S1,
Mf2, O2.L1, J7, against man° J2, J3, K4, L3.Bb1, K11.C1. The form is taken from
Y 44.8.
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§ 23.6.2.2 YAv. -¯e

In nearly all instances, the ending -¯eis attested without significant v.ll629.
It can occur after k (Yt 8.46 nimraok¯e, V 5.60f. har ek¯e, V 22.2ff. yask¯e), g
(Yt 8.12, 13.60 haptō.iri ˙ng¯e), g (Y 10.5 fraspar eg¯e), t (Y 57.29 t¯e630, Y
15.1ff. sp e˙nt¯e, Yt 13.11ff. paiti.v er et¯e, Yt 13.147, Vr 15.1 zast¯e, Yt 19.46
+ašt¯e, Yt 19.46 +asišt¯e, Vr 3.5 dąhišt¯e, mazišt¯e631, Vr 16.1 yazat¯e, G 2.6
xyazat¯e632, N 33 +aēt¯e, Yt 10.68 xxvı̄t¯e or xxvaēt¯e633, Y 62.10, V 18.27
xraocas.pairišt¯e), \ (ham er e\¯e), p (passim vı̄sp¯e, Yt 5.81 duuaēp¯e634), r (Y
70.1 huxša\r¯e, Yt 8.46 srı̄r¯e, xapagžār¯e635, Y 23.1636, Yt 13.11 etc.
pu\r¯e), š (Y 10.5 frauuāxš¯e, Y 15.1ff. am eˇ˙s¯e, Yt 13.150f. ˜tkaēš¯e, V 13.10f.
afš¯e, V 15.12ff. raēš¯e).

Indirect evidence for *-¯eafter * ˘u comes from the gen.sg. forms zrū, hū,
and from the nom.sg.m. of the prs.ptc. framrū (see § 11.1.1).

The two exceptions with -¯eafter a nasal can easily be explained. The
acc.pl. daēuuaiiasn¯ein A 1.11 will have analogical -¯eafter the preceding
form vı̄sp¯e637, or because of the later origin of the text; compare the

629 Often the ending -ē appears, due to similarity of e˘̄ and ē̆ in the contemporary
pronunciation.

630 Geldner edits tē, but t¯eis attested in Jp1.K4, K36, L1.2.Dh1 and K11.Lb2.

631 This occurs among acc.pl. forms in -ą, so that also some of the good mss. spell
mazištą(n): Jp1.K4, Kh1, J8, B2.O2.L1.2.Br1.M2.

632 V.l. ẏazat em Mf3.K36.12.W1, whereas Geldner edited yazata.

633 In the analysis of Schindler 1979: 58. The mss. have xvı̄te. A stem xvaēta- would
be identical with OAv. xvaēta- ‘easy to go’, but a corruption of aē to ı̄ in both F1 and
J10 seems quite drastic.

634 Oettinger 1983: 90. V.ll. F1 paitip¯e.duuaēp¯e, J10 pe.duuaipi, K12 piduuaipe.

635 Bartholomae (1904: 73) remarks that attested apagžāire (in both F1 and J10) would
represent an acc.pl. form of apagžāra- in pronominal inflection; this would have to be
a nom. pro acc., with the nom.pl. ending -e. Yet the use of a pronominal ending in
nouns is only attested in pronominal adjectives such as aniia- ‘the other’. Rather, we
must assume with Schindler 1982: 204 that original *-¯ein *apagžār¯ewas corrupted
to -e in the transmission, even though the preceding form srı̄r¯ehas kept -¯e. K12, a ms.
with an unclear position in the stemma but at least partially independent from F1 and
J10, spells apagžāra.

636 Only Mf3 spells pu\r¯e; Geldner has pu\re.

637 Which is spelled vı̄spe in Geldner’s edition, but the good mss. F2.Mf3 have vı̄sp¯e.
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irregular acc.pl. dušmainiiū in the same passage (cf. § 11.1.2). Vr 10.1
karšuuan¯ein ahe karšuuan¯eya ˜t xvanira\ahe is evidently a wrong adaptation
of the frequent phrase occurring in the nom.acc.sg. ima ˜t karšuuar eya ˜t
xvanira\ em. The ms. branches show different forms638, and possibly the
expected genitive *karšuuą(n) was still present in the archetype. The ending
-ahe of the surrounding genitives probably influenced the ending -ne, while
the InVrS form karšuuar eshows complete replacement by the better-known
nom.acc.sg. form karšuuar e.

§ 23.6.2.3 YAv. -ą

In order to evaluate the ending -ą, we must take into consideration the
frequent spelling variants -ąn and -ąm. In several instances, one of the latter
has made it into Geldner’s edition, e.g. V 3.18 pairi.daēząn for *pairi.daēzą.

The ending *-ą appears regularly after the nasal consonant m in the acc.pl.
forms aēsmą, aibiiāmat emą, amą, aršuuacast emą, ašxrāxvanut emą,
aš e\bōzgat emą, imą, gauuāstriiāuuaršt emą, frat emą, naēmą (F 162), šāmą,
haomą, hast emą639, and in the gen.sg. forms dāmąn < *dāmans (Y 9.15, Y
57.2, Yt 13.76, V 19.42), maēsmą (P 8) and bar esmąn (N 70,79). After n we
find640 the acc.pl. az emną (Yt 10.86), aˇ˙saoną (Y 71.2, Yt 10.120; Geldner:
aˇ˙saonąm), dašiną (V 8.71), mazdaiiasną (Yt 10.120), v er eną (V 18.38ff.),

638 V.ll. °n¯eK7a.P14 · °na K7b · karšuuar eJ15.8.Pt3.Jm5.L27 · °na L1.2, °re S2
· °ne Mf2.Jp1.K4 · °ne Fl1, °nahe Kh1.

639 In two acc.pl. forms, the ending -mą is absent, viz. Y 7.2 aēsma and Y 7.3 haomi:
Y 7.2 aˇ˙saiia dadąmi aēsma baoidi ‘I put firewood and fragrance according to Aˇ˙sa’
and Y 7.3 aˇ˙saiia dadąmi haomi ‘I put haomas according to Aˇ˙sa’. The two unexpected
acc.pl. forms have been discussed by Kellens 1997, who draws the attention to the fact
that many of the good Yasna mss. have the v.ll. aēsmi and haomi. Kellens traces these
back to *aēsm¯eand *haom¯e, and assumes that these two forms are remnants of a stage
when the acc.pl. ending was not yet distributed according to the preceding consonant:
«Mais cela signifierait alors que la désinence -ą qui est regulière derrière nasale ou

˘i (Hoffmann, Aufs. 276 sq.) s’est constituée à l’époque écrite de la transmission et que
les deux mots que nous avons ici sont des fossiles oubliés lors de généralisation de la
nouvelle graphie.» It seems to me that the two forms in Y 7.2-3 cannot bear the
weight of the consequences of this assumption. An easier solution is available: the
ending -mi of the preceding form dadąmi has influenced the following *aēsmą and
*haomą.

640 All forms restored by Schindler 1982: 204 except for az emną, which was explained
by Bartholomae 1904: 223 and defended by De Vaan 2001.
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raoxšną (V 16.2), and the nom.sg.m. of the ptc. g eną (Yt 10.71) and
auua.d er eną (V 18.19ff.).

The ending -ą also appears regularly after y/ii: acc.pl. amaˇ˙siią (Yt 5.30,
15.20), gā\biią (H 2.20), paoiriią (Yt 13.150f.), mazāniią (V 17.9f.), yą
(passim; also in Yt 1.24 ahma yą, as transmitted by Mf3, for Geldner’s
vahmiią), vairiią (N 50), +aibi.viią (Yt 19.82), haoiią (V 8.71), the gen.sg.
aiią(n) (passim), and the nom.sg.m. of the ptc. jaidiią (V 3.1), apuiią (F 220),
and amar´̌są < *amar´̌siią (F 220).

The nom.sg. of the prs.ptc. hą ‘being’ (Yt 13.129) can be contrasted with
the oblique cases in h e˙nt-, e.g. acc.sg. h e˙nt em. If we compare the preverb h ˙̨am
< *ham, we might conclude that *a tends to get nasalized after initial h-.

What remains are the forms in -ą after a consonant other than nasal, yod
or h; in those, we expect to find -¯e. Most of these instances were explained
by Schindler as the result of a dialect difference within Avestan; one dialect
would have had a split reflex -ą vs. -¯e(cf. above), while the other one would
have had -ą regardless of the preceding consonant.

Even if this suggestion cannot beforehand be excluded, it has nothing to
recommend itself. Assuming a dialect difference to be the cause of the split
reflex of *-anh would imply that there are sporadic reflexes of a different
dialect throughout all the different texts and text layers; this would amount to
explaining obscurum per obscurius. It will prove more satisfactory to try and
find individual explanations for the exceptions, taking into consideration all
the factors which we have seen to be of influence in the Avesta transmission
so far. It appears that existing exceptions mainly occur in pseudo-Gāthic texts,
are due to perseveration of the ending -ą(n) of nearby forms, or to the
analogical retention of [a].

Perseveration of a preceding form in -ą can explain why we find -ą
instead of -¯ein the acc.pl. forms sp e˙ntą, dąhištą, mazištą (Y 13.3, after
pseudo-OAv. am eˇ˙sąscā and near forms in -t emą), am eˇ˙są sp e˙ntą (Y 42.6, after
pseudo-OAv. vı̄spąscā), a ˙nguštą (V 8.71 = 9.26; following dašiną and haoiią)
and yaoždātą (Y 62.10, V 18.27). A couple of other exceptions can be
explained when we take into account their context:

The text of Y 62.10 and its quotation V 18.27 was edited by Geldner in
the following way:

Y 62.10 yō ahmāi aēsm em baraiti, hikūš raocas.pairı̄štą (Y 62.10)/
raocas.pairišt em (V 18.27), aˇ˙sahe b er eja yaoždātą, ‘who brings him
firewood, dry, elected for lighting, prepared according to the rite of Aˇ˙sa’.
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The form raocas.pairı̄štą is Geldner’s conjecture. Most of the mss. in Y 62.10
spell pairı̄štı̄m or ° em, while only K4 has pairı̄štąm 641. Against the majority
of spellings, K4 alone cannot prove a form *pairı̄štą. The v.ll. of V 18.27 642

conclusively show that pairišt em is the original spelling, and since we expect
an acc.pl. form *pairišt¯e, pairišt em must be due to influence of the preceding
aēsm em.

The most peculiar feature of this passage is the (lack of) agreement
between the sg. object and the three adjectives in the pl. This can only be
resolved if we assume with Schindler 1982: 206 that aēsm em represents an
original acc.pl. form *aēsmą, which is coordinated with three adj. in the
acc.pl.: *aēsmą … hikūš … *raocas.pairišt¯e… *yaoždāt¯e. As in the case of
pairištą, I assume attested yaoždātą to be based on imitation of the ending of
*aēsmą.

Schindler suggests that *aēsmą baraiti gave aēsm em baraiti because of
close sandhi between *-ą and b-, which prompted the dissolution of the nasal
vowel [ã] into vowel + nasal consonant [ em]. Yet such special sandhi cases
are usually restricted to word-final *-s, and should not be assumed unless they
are unavoidable. I would rather suggest that *aēsmą came to be spelled
*aēsmąm (a trivial development, cf. V 5.2 aēsmą with v.ll. aēsmąm and
aēsmąn), and that subsequently ą was denasalized to ebetween the two nasal
consonants.

The reverse, viz. anticipatory assimilation to a following form explains N
106 aētą aēsm em paiti.barā ˜t ‘let him bring those logs of firewood’, for
original *aēt¯eaēsmą paiti.barā ˜t. The ending -ą was adopted by *aēt¯e, and
aēsmą itself changed to aēsm em.

The acc.pl. forms gar ebą (Y 65.2, 62.5 = V 7.16), +pairi.daēzą (V 3.18)
and +upa.\b er esą (V 8.10) do not occur side by side with regular acc.pl.
forms in -ą, but we do find them bordered by other grammatical forms in -ąn
or -ąm. Schindler 1982: 207f. already considered for upa.\bar esą and
paiti.daēzą: "Hat man in diesen beiden Fällen -ą wegen der Assonanz an -ąn
gewählt?" Compare the passages

Y 65.2 yā vı̄spanąm hāirišinąm zą\āi gar ebą yaoždadāiti ‘who purifies
the wombs of all women for childbirth’.

641 V.ll. pairı̄štı̄m Pt4.Mf1.4 (corrected to ° em in Pt4.Mf4) · °ištı̄m J2.K5 · °ı̄št em
Jp1, °ı̄štąm K4 · °ı̄št em Mf3.Pd.W1.K36 · °ı̄št em H1.2.P6.J9.Jm4, °ı̄št em F1,
°ištı̄m J15.

642 Viz. pairišt em L4.K1 · pairı̄št em Mf2, pairištı̄m Jp1.
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Y 65.5 hā mē āpō yaoždadāiti hā aršnąm xšudr ˚̄a hā xša\rinąm gar ebą
‘she purifies for me the waters, she [purifies] the seed of the men, she
[purifies] the wombs of the wives’.
V 3.18 = 5.49 aēte mazdaiiasna aióh ˚̄a z emō +pairi.daēzą pairi.daēzaiiąn
‘these Mazdayasneans must build an enclosure on this earth’.
V 8.10 aēte mazdaiiasna ahe nmānahe +upa.\b er esą upa.\b er esaiiąn
‘these Mazdayasneans must break a breach in the house’.

It is significant, although not conclusive643, that gar ebą is spelled with -ąn
in the majority of the mss. (only J2 and Pt4.Mf4 once -ą); for xupa.\b er esą
and xpairi.daēzą, the variant -ą is even unattested: all mss. spell -ąn or -ąm.
Another indication that these forms are secondary is Geldner’s remark in his
apparatus s.v. V 3.18, where he states that "Jp1 and Ml2 further append after
this word [sc. pairi.daēzą] pairi.daēzı̄." As no words in -ı̄ or -ē appear in the
immediate context, and since -ı̄ is often a corruption of *-¯e(especially in the
Iranian mss.), this pairi.daēzı̄ may well preserve the original *pairi.daēz¯e

which we would expect as the regular acc.pl. form of pairi.daēza-.

In Yt 19.84, we find the following lines:
ya ˜t imąm daēnąm āstaota ‘so dab er sich zu dieser Religion bekannte
xdušmańiiūm siždiiō den Feind verjagend,
xdaēuuą xapa.´̌sauuą die Dämonen forttreibend.’
Text and translation are taken from Hintze 1994: 353; Humbach-Ichaporia
1998: 160 deviate only slightly. I have restored the acc.sg. ending -ūm. This
interpretation leaves a few unclear points, for which alternative solutions have
been proposed. All of them assume one or more text corruptions, and
especially the last two words of this passage pose many problems.

There seems to be general agreement on the transitive meaning of siždiiō.
This has prompted Pirart 1992b: 109f. and Lubotsky (fthc.) to restore a form
of the causative *siiazdaiia- ‘to chase away’, which according to Lubotsky
may also be attested in A 3.13 fraca siiazjaiiōi ˜t and F 695 frasiiazjaiti, with
a corruption of d to j. Pirart restores Yt 19.84 *siiazdaiiąs with "graphie
spéciale sporadique °ō de °ąs", but this is impossible. For the linguistically
real endings -ō < *-nt-s, -ą < *-ant-s and with restoration of *-s -ąs < *-ant-s,
cf. § 19.1. The form xapa(.)´̌sauuą assumed by Hintze and Humbach-Ichaporia

643 Hoffmann 1975: 274ff. and Schindler 1982: 190ff. have investigated the details
concerning the spelling variants -ą, -ąn and -ąm. Whereas -ąm (*-ām) and -ąn (*-ān)
are usually preserved in the spelling of the archetype in a majority of the mss., the
ending -ą shows a highly unpredictable interchange between the spellings -ą, -ąn and
-ąm in the mss.
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is a conjecture for attested apa.aˇ˙sauuąn in F1 and its descendants; regrettably,
no v.l. from J10 is known. They interpret xapa.´̌sauuą as nom.sg.m. of the
prs.ptc.act. *apa-c ˘ia ˘uant- ‘chasing away’, to ´̌s(ii)u- ‘to move’; for the form
which most mss. spell as daēuuąn, they assume an acc.pl. xdaēuuą.

However, the assumption of a twofold ending x-uuą < *- ˘uanh is
problematic because *-anh regularly yields YAv. -¯eafter * ˘u, cf. the acc.pl.
xdaēuu¯e, § 11.1.2. In addition, the translation of xapa.´̌sauuą as ‘chasing away’
is uncertain, since the IIr. verb *c ˘ia ˘ua- usually has the intransitive meaning
‘to move’ (Skt. cyávate); YAv. normally uses the causative ´̌sāuuaiia- for the
meaning ‘to impel’. We may therefore envisage an original form
*apa.´̌sāuuaiią ‘chasing away’ with a regular ending -ą after -ii-. Subsequently,
the syllable -aii- was lost due to the influence of the preceding form xdaēuuą,
and eventually *-ā- was shortened, yielding *apa.´̌sauuą. The spelling F1+
apa.ašauuąn shows that the shortening of *ā may be due to graphic analogy
with the word aˇ˙sauuan-. The nom.sg. of ´̌sāuuaiia ˙nt- is attested in N 103
fra.´̌sāuuaiiō, where the ending is -ō < *-ah. The attestation of -ą in Yašt 19
and -ō in the more recent Nērangestān seems to confirm Schindler’s
hypothesis (1982: 199) that the participial nom.sg. ending -ą/-¯eof thematic
verbs was replaced in the course of Avestan by the ending -ō (which
originated in athematic verbs).

The spelling -ąn instead of -ą is not surprising, since our text relies
entirely on the ms. F1; it may additionally have been influenced by
pauruuąnca in the first line of Yt 19.85 (yō druca pauruuąnca), which
follows immediately after daēuuąn apa.ašauuąn. The form daēuuąn 644 can
then represent an original acc.pl. *daēuu¯e. If we reconstruct the participle as
*´̌sāuuaiią, we may simply assume that the ending of *daēuu¯ewas changed
to *daēuuą (or that *-ą was not denasalized to -¯e) under the influence of the
following form in -ą, just like e.g. in N 106 aētą aēsm em for *aēt¯eaēsmą
(see above). Restoring xdaēuu¯eand xapa.´̌sāuuaiią, the text of Yt 19.84 reads
as follows:

644 Pirart (loc.cit.) assumes that daēuuąn is a corruption of the acc.sg. *daēuu em. He
explains ašauuąn as the acc.sg. *ašāuu em of the demon’s name aš ā̆ uua- ‘Ašā̆ uua’,
which occurs in the nom.sg. aš ā̆ uuō in Yt 8.59f. and 14.51f. The preverb apa would
then be in tmesis with the participle *siiazdaiiō, compare Skt. ápa sedhati ‘chase
away’. Pirart translates ‘si bien qu’en louant cette Dayanā, il écartait le Daiva Ashāva
qui est soumis à la mauvaise opinion.’ This solution is less likely because a corruption
of *- em to -ąn which must here be assumed twice is very rare, and because the
syntactic place of apa after the participle and after its object seems very strange.
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ya ˜t imąm daēnąm āstaota ‘so that he vowed himself to this religion,
xdušmańiiūm xsiiazdaiiō expelling the evil-minded,
xdaēuu¯exapa.´̌sāuuaiią chasing away the demons.’

For the acc.pl. forms zaošą (Yt 10.118) and hub er etą (Yt +13.18, 15.40),
we can only blame the manuscripts; they must be attributed to the generally
less reliable state of transmission of the Yašts. This is less certain for the
nom.sg.m. of prs. participle viiusą ‘radiating’ (H 2.7, 2.25, Vyt 55), which is
attested three times, although the transmission of H and Vyt relies on few
mss. Yet I see no alternative solution for the -ą in viiusą.

§ 23.6.2.4 YAv. -ąsca

The forms with the reflex -ąsca are aēsmąsca (Y 4.1ff.), a\aurunąscā (Y
13.3, Vr 3.5), ahunąsca (N 50), uruuarō.straiiąsca (H 2.13), uštānąsca (Y
55.1), cašānąscā (Y 13.3), paiti.vaohąsca (N 91), maidiiōi.paitištānąsca (Y
57.6), maˇ˙siiąsca (Yt 1.6), yasnąsca (Y 23.3ff.), vahmąsca (Y 23.3ff.),
vāstriiąscā (Y 3.3), viiąsca (Yt 13.35) and haomąsca (Y 4.1ff.). Thus, the
reflex -ąsca only appears after m, n, o and * ˘i, cf. Schindler 1982: 205. An
ending -¯esca is never attested after those consonants.

The exceptional forms with -ąsca after another consonant than nasal or
yod can be explained without problems. Y 4.1 etc. miiazdąsca was probably
influenced by the preceding haomąsca. The forms Y 13.3 am eˇ˙sąscā, Y 4.26
(the yeóhē hātąm prayer) tąscā and Y 42.6 vı̄spąscā occur in pseudo-Gāthic
texts, and they show the conscious use of the Gāthic regular ending -ąscā by
the redactors of these texts, cf. Schindler 1982: 205. The only form left
unexplained is N 53 k er esąsca. Since the Nērangestān contains several other
certain or possible OAv. borrowings and adaptations, we cannot exclude the
possibility that k er esąsca reflects OAv. usage.

§ 23.6.2.5 YAv. -¯esca

The reflex -¯esca is regular after consonants other than o, n, m and y/ii, i.e.
after the same consonants as the ending -¯e.

This is proven by the forms in -¯esca which are attested without any forms
in -¯ein their vicinity: Y 9.26 +grauu¯esca (cf. § 11.1.2), Yt 10.72 ast¯esca
var es¯esca, V 7.44 kar etō.baēšaz¯esca, uruuarō.baēšaz¯esca and
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mą\rō.baēšaz¯esca (acc. pro nom.pl.), V 9.38 vaēs¯esca, N 40 \bar es¯es.ca and
Vr 3.5 ra\aēštār¯esca 645.

Of course, where we do find -¯esca in the vicinity of other acc.pl. forms
ending in regular -¯e, a more recent replacement of earlier *-ąsca by -¯esca
cannot be excluded, viz. in Y 10.5 vı̄sp¯esca paiti fraspar eg¯e, vı̄sp¯esca paiti
frauuāxš¯e(2x), Y 71.4 vı̄sp¯esca am eˇ˙s¯esp e˙nt¯eyazamaide, Yt 8.46 vı̄sp¯e

xvairı̄š ācaraiti / vı̄sp¯esca srı̄r¯enimraok¯e/ vı̄sp¯esca srı̄r¯exapagžār¯e, Vr 3.5,
G 2.6 am eˇ˙s¯esca sp e˙nt¯eand +mainiiauu¯esca +yazat¯e(cf. § 11.1.2), Vr 16.1
ātarš.ci\r¯esca yazat¯e.

Yt 13.59ff. nauuas¯esca ‘nine times’ is compared with the Skt. distributive
suffix -śás, and quoted as the adverb nauuasō by e.g. Bartholomae 1904:
1046 and Emmerick 1992: 333. Bartholomae suggests an etymology
*na ˘ua-sa ˜t-s-ca, but such a form should have given -asca and not -¯esca. Since
the function as an acc.pl. is clear at least in V 22, we must reconstruct
*na ˘uasans-ca. Possibly, the adverb *na ˘uaćas came to be regarded as a
nominal stem *na ˘uaća ˙nt-, which could then be inflected, by analogy with
vı̄saitiuua ˙nt- ‘twenty times’, \risa\ba ˙nt- ‘thirty times’.

§ 23.7 Summary

The results of the investigation of IIr. *aN in Avestan are presented below.
The discussion of the implications for the phonetics and the chronology will
follow after every subsection.

1. *-aN#
*-am > YAv. - em.

> OAv. -¯em, replaced by - em.
*-an > YAv. - en.

> OAv. -¯en, replaced by - en.
*-a ˘uan > YAv. -aon.
*- ˘ian → YAv. -ii en, by restoration of *- ˘ia-.

The OAv. endings -¯em and - em are distributed according to the position
in the verse: -¯em is nearly only found in pāda-internal position, whereas - em

645 The thematic stem ra\aēštara- is a (later) YAv. replacement of the original ā-stem
ra\aēštā-. The composer of Vr 3.5 a\aurunąsca ra\aēštār¯esca vāstriiąsca fšuiia ˙ntō
has copied this expression from Y 13.3 a\aurunąsca ra\aēšt ˚̄asca vāstriiąsca
fšuiia ˙ntō, merely replacing ra\aēšt ˚̄asca by the inflexion more familiar to him.
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always appears pāda-finally and also occurs in many pāda-internal words.
Thus, the relation between OAv. -¯em and - em is similar to that between -ōi
and -ē and between -¯eand -ō. As a result, the origin of the endings -¯em and
-¯en may be viewed in the same way as -ōi and -¯e: they continue the older
YAv. ending, which was introduced into the OAv. texts when they were
canonized by speakers of YAv. Whereas -ōi goes back to Early YAv. *- ei and
-¯eto Early YAv. - eh, -¯em and -¯en will reflect earlier *- eN. In fact, we can see
that - eN has been preserved unchanged in YAv. all along. The OAv. form -¯eN
must be due to a later reinterpretation of Early YAv. [ e] as -¯e-, just like in
OAv. -ōi < *-¯ei < *- ei.

2. *-amV-
YAv. -am-, viz. in the following positions:

a. #am-.
b. *ham-, *kam-, *jam-.
c. on morpheme boundary: restoration of -a-.

YAv. - em-: in inlaut.
OAv. -¯em-. Exceptions: replacement by - em- and -am-.

3. *-anV-
YAv. -an-, viz. in the following positions:

a. #an-.
b. -an ˘i-.
c. in inlaut.

YAv. - en-: uncertain.
OAv. -¯en-. Exceptions: replacement by -an-.

YAv. -aN- looks as if it directly continues the IIr. vowel, but this would
leave the OAv. reflex -¯eN- unexplained: we would have to assume that *aN
changed to ¯eN arbitrarily in some OAv. words but not in others. It seems
more likely that the same explanation which accounts for the co-occurrence
of the endings - em and -¯em may also explain the reflexes in anlaut and inlaut:
the Early YAv. pronunciation was [ en] and [ em] in all positions, and this was
imposed on the OAv. texts when they were canonized. In Late YAv., the
pronunciation of the allophone [ e] returned to [a] in nearly each case of the
sequence *-an-, and also in many instances of *-am-. In inlaut in stem
syllables, - em- has been preserved quite often, except after velar and palatal
obstruents. In OAv., on the other hand, the allophone [ e] was not restored to
[a], but became [¯e], even after palatals (cf. j¯emiiā ˜t).

The forms in which OAv. does not have -¯em- and -¯en- can now easily be
explained: they are due to later, maybe even post-YAv. replacements of
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earlier OAv. [¯e]. Since YAv. has both - em- and -am- as reflexes of *-am-, we
find that OAv. -¯em- concurs with - em- and -am-. Similarly, since YAv. hardly
ever has - en- beside -an-, we find that OAv. -¯en- only concurs with -an-,
whereas the reflex - en- is absent in OAv.

4. *-amn-
YAv. -amn-: a. in initial syllable: kamn em, \amnaohua ˙nt-, mamn-.

b. in the prs.ptc. suffix -iiamna- (restoration of -a-).
YAv. - emn-: in non-initial syllable: prs.ptc. - emna-, *- ˘uamn- > *-umn-

and *- ˘iamn- > -imn-; aš emnō.vı̄dō, aš emnō.janō,
srauuaš emna-.

OAv. -¯emn-: hac¯emna-.
OAv. -amn-: a. verbs in -(a)iia-.

b. isolated forms: diuuamn em, agžōnuuamn em, vaēdamnō,
?xp er esamna-.

OAv. - emn-: majority of forms. Distribution as in YAv.

This distribution can be explained in exactly the same way as the sequence
*-aNV-. The Early YAv. pronunciation will have been [ emn]; this was
imposed on OAv., where we find it preserved as [¯emn] in hac¯emna-.
Subsequently, YAv. restored -amn- in verbs with a recognizable suffix *- ˘ia-
or *- ˘ua- (but not in all of them), and in the initial syllable. The restoration of
the verbal suffix came early enough to enable the OAv. tradition to adopt
these modified sequences, except in hac¯emna-.

5a. *-aNT-
YAv. -a ˙nT-: a. #aNT-.

b. #CaNT- except /r_ -.
c. analogically restored -a-.

YAv. - e˙nT-: a. *-aNT- in non-initial syllable.
b. #ranT-, #spanT-, #skanT-; also #sanT-?
c. analogically in h e˙nti, h e˙nt-.

OAv. -¯e˙nT-. Exceptions: frequent replacement by - e˙nT- and -a ˙nT-.

5b. *- ˘iaNT-
YAv. -i ˙nT-. Exceptions: -iia ˙nt- (analogical).

5c. *- ˘uaNT-
YAv. -u ˙nT-. Exceptions: -uua ˙nt- (analogical).
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5d. *-amb-
YAv. -amb-: #kamb-
YAv. - emb-: #skamb-, #stamb-, #zamb-
YAv. - emb-/-amb-: -scamb-

5e. *hamT-
YAv. ha ˙nT-, ha ˙nK-, h ˙̨amP-.
OAv. h¯e˙nT-, h¯e˙nK-, h¯emP-.

Once more, the explanation given for *-aNV- seems to be applicable. We
may assume that the Early YAv. reflex was *[ e], which was preserved in the
shape of OAv. -¯e- in various forms. At a later date, YAv. restored -a- in the
initial syllable, and in inlaut in the case of *- ˘ia-, *- ˘ua- or other suffixes. The
preverb *ham may have simply followed the development in initial syllables
until the stage *ham-, after which it developed nasalization; this nasalization
is preserved in the case of h ˙̨am°.

The reflex - e˙nT- after word-initial r- may be compared with the reflex of
*ai in closed syllable after r. As we have seen in § 14.4, the sequence
*-raiCC- usually retains the allophone *[ai] whereas other sequences of
*-CaiCC- yield *[ ei]. Thus, we may have to date the reflex [ e] in r e˙nj- to a
much later date, and assume that it represents a sound change *ra ˙nj- > r e˙nj-
which was due to the phonetic characteristics of r- at that moment.

The reflex - eNT- in initial syllable also occurs in several forms with an
initial cluster sT-: sk e˙nda-, sp e˙nta-, upa.sk emba-, (frask emba-) and
aˇ˙sa.st embana-. After sc- we find the reflexes a ˙nd/i ˙nd and imb (sca ˙ndaiia-,
frascimb-), which might go back to archetype *sc e˙nd- and *sc emb-, although
this is uncertain. Since *a in front of a nasal is usually reflected as - e- in
non-initial syllable, it is tempting to think that the vowel - e- in sp e˙nta- etc.
was preceded by another vowel, which would have to be an anaptyctic vowel
in the cluster sT, e.g. [s ep e˙nta] or [ esp e˙nta]. Such an anaptyctic vowel in
clusters *sT is of course well attested in MoP, and it might have been present
in the Avesta pronunciation at a certain stage. However, it seems
extraordinary that an anaptyctic vowel which was actually pronounced, would
not be indicated in the script (see § 25 on the anaptyctic vowels).

6a. *-anhā̆ - > YAv. -aohā̆ -.
> OAv. -¯e˙nghā̆ -.

6b. *-anh# > YAv. 1. -¯e.
> 2. -ą after m,n,oh, ii and h-.
> OAv. -¯e˙ng.
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6c. *-ansca > YAv. 1. -ąsca.
> 2. -¯esca.
> OAv. -ąsca.

In the sequence *-anh- in inlaut, we find the correspondence between
OAv. -¯e- and YAv. -a- once again. This time, OAv. has preserved -¯e- in all
forms, no doubt because in Late YAv. the nasal consonant started to develop
away from the sound [ ˙ng] preserved in OAv. This development blocked a
possible influence of the later YAv. reflexes on OAv.

We may assume that *-anh(-) became *[ e

oh] in Early YAv., and that this
is what we find reflected in OAv. -¯e-. In YAv., all the forms with -aoh- have
this sequence in initial syllable, the position where we have seen that *[ e] has
most often ‘returned’ to [a] in front of -NT-.

In auslaut, the OAv. ending has been replaced completely by the YAv.
one, as in the case of nom.sg. *- eh and dat.sg. *- ei. OAv. *-anh was replaced
by Early YAv. *- enh, and finally yielded OAv. -¯e˙ng.

In YAv., the ending *- enh probably first developed into *- e

o(h) (compare
YAv. -aoha- in inlaut), and then yielded a nasal vowel *-ã. Because of its
different appearance from OAv. -¯e˙ng, it did not replace the OAv. ending in
pāda-final position, as in the case of -¯evs. -ō and -ōi vs. -ē. Subsequently,
YAv. *-ã yielded the endings -ą and -¯e, which are in complementary
distribution.

The cause of this split was a denasalization of *-ã in the position after all
consonants except nasals, * ˘i and h-, where -ą is preserved; compare the
ending -r¯eš which arose from a similar denasalization of the ending *-rãš, §
24.5. In theory, the endings -mą, -ną and -ohą might be due to secondary
nasalization of *-¯e, but this is impossible for the ending -iią and for hą. The
phonetic retention of a nasal vowel after yod seems strange, but I see no way
around this assumption.

Chronologically, we must date the loss of nasalization after the Late YAv.
change of -¯e> -ō2 (see § 22 above). Subsequently, the ending *-ąsca was
analogically replaced by -¯esca after the consonants where the ca-less acc.pl.
was -¯e.
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§ 24 IIr. *r˚ 

The first subsection deals with the different reflexes of *r˚ in the position
where the least changes occur, viz. in front of stops, fricatives and nasals. The
discussion is arranged per grapheme, covering the phonetic reflexes er e, er ei,
ōr e, ¯er e, r e˘̄ and the analogical replacements -(i)ri- and -(u)ru-. The following
subsections address the sequences resulting from *r˚ in front of * ˘i, * ˘u, and
*nš; here, the phonetic changes are more numerous. Finally, a subsection is
devoted to *r˚ in front of *š and *ž, because of the confusion between *r˚ and
*ar in YAv. in this position.

There is one position in which the opposition between *r and *ar
disappeared at an early stage, viz. in word-final position after a consonant. We
may assume that final *-r˚ was vocalized as -ar, thus merging with *-ar: both
yield OAv. -ar¯e, YAv. -ar e. For final - e˘̄ in -ar e˘̄ , cf. § 25.1.

§ 24.1 *r˚ except in front of ˘i, ˘u and (n)š

Avestan - er e- (§ 24.1.1) < *r˚ may appear as - er ei- in the case of
i-epenthesis (§ 24.1.2). Slightly different developments have led to the
sequences -ōr e- and -¯er e-, which are discussed in §§ 24.1.3 and 24.1.4. We
will conclude with a subsection on the reflex -r e-, which appears especially
after -t- (§ 24.1.5), and one on the analogical sequences s(u)ru- and s(i)ri- (§
24.1.6).

§ 24.1.1 Avestan er e

The regular reflex of IIr. *r˚ in Avestan is er e. We find it initially and
word-internally in front of all stops, affricates, fricatives (including s and z)
and nasals. It seems superfluous to discuss all the evidence for this reflex; the
following paragraphs will merely discuss some of the problematic forms.

In part of the Avestan mss., the spellings er eand ar eare often used
indiscriminately for the same form, so that it becomes difficult to determine
which of the two variants is original. In many cases, we can decide only if the
etymology of a given form is known.

We can illustrate this with the two adjectives meaning ‘feathered’ which
Bartholomae 1904 lists as Yt 10.119 par enin- and Yt 14.38 p er enin-. In fact,
the spelling p er en- is only attested in F1, and we must read Yt 14.38
xpar enine. An Avestan dictionary should only contain the stem par enin-
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‘feathered’, identical in etymology with Skt. par ˙nín-. Another example is Yt
5.130 st er emaēšu ‘in the storage rooms’, which was rightly corrected to the
J10 spelling star emaēšu by Oettinger 1983: 125.

In the case of vı̄t er etō.tanuš ‘whose body has been brought away’, the
evidence for -t er e- or -tar e- is nearly equally strong: Yt 5.92 vı̄t er etō F1+ ·
vı̄tar etō J10, V 2.29f. vı̄tar etō PV and InVS · vı̄t er etō Jp1.Mf2. Since the root
was IIr. *trH- ‘to cross, conquer’, the reconstruction * ˘ui-tr˚ Htá- would require
a phonetic outcome +vı̄tar eta-, a spelling attested in both occurrences.

The form st er eta- is the past participle to the ani ˙t-root star- ‘to throw
down’ (prs. st er enaoiti, Skt. str˚ ˙nóti), whereas star eta- would be the correct
past ptc. to the se ˙t-root star- ‘to spread, strew’ (st er enāiti, Skt. str˚ ˙n ´̄ati)646.
Therefore, in Yt 19.34 st er etō ‘thrown down’, F1 st er etō probably retains the
correct variant against J10 star etō, as do (in V 19.2) K1.L4 and Jp1.Mf2
st er etō against star etō of the InVS. Similarly, V 8.22 anāst er et em ‘without
reconciling’ obviously belongs to striia- ‘to commit a sin’ and thus to star-
‘to throw down’. The v.ll. Jp1.Mf2 star et em do not outweigh st er et em of the
PV and the InVS in this case.

Since we find the noun bar esman- usually combined with verb forms of
st er enāiti, we may assume that the corresponding verbal adjective star eta- is
the one we should find in coordination with bar esman-. This is indeed often
the case, especially in the word frastar eta- ‘spread out’. This is sometimes
spelled as frast er eta-, which has entered Geldner’s edition at some points;
however, we may reconstruct *frastar eta- for the archetype. In the Yasna, we
find Y 57.2 frast er etā ˜t with °tar e° only in minor mss. V 9.56 frastar etā ˜t is
only attested in K1, all other mss. have frast er etā ˜t. In V 13.55, Jp1.Mf2 have
preserved frastar etā ˜t against °st er e° in the other two ms. branches; in V
18.72, only Jp1 has frastar etanąm. In Yt 13.94, st er etō.bar esma is spelled
with st er e° in F1+, but with star e° in the IrKA mss. Mf3.K13.14.38.H5. In
Yt 10.91 and 10.137, both F1 and J10 spell frast er e°.

The full grade in Yt 14.34 aibi.šmar eta- is unanimously attested by all the
mss., but it conflicts with the zero grade usually found in cpds. in °(š)m er eta-
‘recited’. Bartholomae 1904: 930 translates ‘in Gedanken verwünscht’.
Compare the text:

646 The difference between the two IIr. star-roots was first pointed out by Narten 1964:
278.
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p er esa ˜t zara\uštrō ahur em mazdąm: ahura mazda (…) ya ˜t bauuāni
aibi.sastō aibi.šmar etō pouru narąm ˜tbišiia ˙ntąm, ciš aóhe asti baēšazō
‘Zarathustra asks Ahura Mazdā: "O Ahura Mazdā (…), when I am cursed
(and) aibi.šmar etō much by hating men, what is the remedy for that?"’

It seems strange that Zarathustra would ask Ahura Mazdā, what to do when
he would be despised by many foes only ‘in thought’. The related fra-mar-
‘to recite’ and upa-mar- ‘to recite; promise’ rather suggest that aibi-šmar-
means ‘to scorn’, i.e. it refers to a spoken insult. As aibi-šmar eta- occurs only
in this passage, we cannot be sure that its full grade is not a lapsus of the
tradition for *aibi.šm er eta-.

Another problematic form is Yt 13.31 hamar enāda647. Because of Skt.
samára ˙na- n. and OP hamarana- ‘battle’, Bartholomae 1904 and Kellens
1975a: 46 assume a stem ham-ar ena- ‘battle’ from *sam-arana-, but the mss.
seem more in favour of the form ham- er ena- < *sam-r˚ na-. Consider also the
fact that the suffix *-ana- usually surfaces as -ana- in YAv., and that a reflex
- ena- < *-ana- is very rare (§ 23.3.2.2 above). We may compare ham- er ena-
with the simplex ar enu- ‘wave (of battle), which recalls the relation between
Av. ar e\a- ‘effort’ and ham- er e\a- ‘opponent’.

On the other hand, if a word is only attested with one of the variants er e
or ar ein all of its attestations in all the mss., and its etymology is uncertain
or ambiguous, we must accept the evidence of the spelling. This concerns the
stem p er enā- ‘handful’ (cf. § 22.3 above), which occurs in Yt 5.132, 12.3,
15.2, 15.39 and V 19.40, and is always spelled p er en°. Avestan p er en° must
be reconstructed as *pr˚ nā-, which differs from its Skt. cognate pūr ˙ná- ‘filled’
< *pr˚ H-ná- by the absence of the IIr. laryngeal648. In fact, this absence is

647 V.ll. hamar enā ˜t F1.E1, °ar¯enā ˜t Pt1 · ° er enā ˜t J10 · ° er enāda Mf3.K13.38.H5,
° er enā ˜t K14.

648 As for the reflex of IIr. *rH, I follow the generally accepted view that *rH yields
PIr. -ar- (e.g. Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 90); I also accept the amendment to this rule
which was added by Lubotsky 1997b, viz. that IIr. *rH did not yield PIr. *-ar- but
rather *r˚ in front of the glides * ˘i and * ˘u, if *rH was in pretonic position: uruiiāpa-,
uruuanē, uruuarā- and zruuan-, all with *-rH ˘u´. Cantera 2001 has proposed a different
sound law in order to account for four Av. stems in - er e- which seem to have a Skt.
cognate in IIr. *-H-: er edba- (Skt. ūrdhvá-), kam er eda- (Skt. mūrdhán-), p er enā- (Skt.
pūr ˙ná-), v er ezi° (Skt. ´̄urj-, ūrjáyant-). According to Cantera, IIr. *C1RHC2- regularly
became Av. (C) er eC- instead of Car eC- when *rH stood in pretonic position and when
*C1 was a labial consonant, or when the following syllable contained * ˘u. However,
Cantera’s analysis of the four Avestan forms mentioned is not compelling. The adj.
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also suggested by other Iranian words, e.g. Av. p er enāiiuka- ‘mature’ and Phl.
purr ‘full’. This implies that IIr. *pr˚ Hná- has been reshaped to *pr˚ ná- in
PIr.; as Meillet 1927: 48 has suggested, this may have happened on the model
of the present stem *pr˚ nā- ‘to fill’, Av. p er enā-.

§ 24.1.2 Avestan er ei

The grapheme er ei is the result of i-epenthesis on *r˚ . We find it in front
of the consonants t, d, \ and d. The vowels i, ii and ı̄ always cause
i-epenthesis649:
• x er ei\ii ˚̄a650 ‘(of) energy’ (Vr 9.4).

er edba- ‘upright’ does not certainly derive from a PIE form in initial * ˘u-; Lubotsky
1988: 94 reconstructs PIE *h3rdh ˘uó-. The noun kam er eda- ‘head’ contains the
pejorative prefix ka- and a word for ‘head’ which might go back to PIE *mlh3d

h-
(EWAia II: 368); Skt. shows a different stem-type, so that the accentuation of
mūrdhán- does not necessarily mean that the Proto-Iranian form was also oxytone;
furthermore, it is uncertain how words with a prefix ka- would have been accented in
Proto-Iranian. The forms v er ezi° ‘active, energetic’ and v er ezaiia ˙nt- ‘working’ must
first of all be connected with Avestan varz- ‘to work’, for which we may assume
initial *H- (cf. § 3.7.1.1) and for which no internal laryngeal needs to be
reconstructed: IIr. *H ˘uarí-. Thus, the only form with initial labial and apparent loss
of a laryngeal is the noun p er enā- ‘handful’.

649 The list of forms is meant to be exhaustive, especially with a view to the
ambiguous treatment of this problem by Geldner and Bartholomae.

650 Geldner edits er e\ii ˚̄a, but cf. the v.ll. r ei\ii ˚̄a M6.4 · raē\ii ˚̄a K7b, r ei\aii ˚̄a H1.Pt3,
r euui\ii ˚̄a L27, rai\ii ˚̄a J8, rai\aii ˚̄a P12.K11.Jm5 · raē\ii ˚̄a L1.2.Dh1.O2.M2 · er e\ii ˚̄a
Fl1.Kh1 · er e\ii ˚̄a K4, er e\aii ˚̄a Jp1, er ei\iiā Mf2.
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• k er eiti- ‘the making’ in +āk er eitiš 651 (Y 48.2), +frašō.k er eitı̄m (Y 62.3 and
V 18.51652), frāk er eitı̄m (72.11), +rāniiō.sk er eitı̄m653 (44.6, 47.3, 50.2),
+ha ˙nk er eitiš 654 (71.1), h e˙nk er eitiš (Yt 15.54), yasnō.k er eitinąm (V 3.31).
• auua.k er e\iiā ˜t655 (V 4.50).
• +ar etō.k er ei\inahe (Vr 1.2), xar etō.k er ei\in em (Vr 2.2), aratō.k er ei\inō (F
361); postulating the stem as ar etō.k er ei\ina- rather than Bartholomae’s
ar etō.kar e\na- is defended by Klingenschmitt 1968: 120.
• xha ˙nd er eiti ‘the holding on’ (F 692) for attested ha ˙nk er eiti, cf.
Klingenschmitt 1968: 210.
• +d er eidiiāi (Y 43.1) ‘to hold’.
• +āp er eitiš 656 ‘penance’ (V 3.38ff.).
• p er eididaiiehe (Yt 13.97; cf. Mayrhofer 1979: I/69).
• b er eiti- ‘the bringing’ in +hub er eit ı̄mca +ušta.b er eit ı̄mca
+va ˙nta.b er eitı̄mca657 (60.6ff.), +hub er eiti ušta.b er eiti va ˙nta.b er eiti 658

(68.14), hub er eitı̄m (Yt 10.78), hufrab er etica (68.9), xaš.frab er etica and
xhufrab er etica (Yt 10.77; cf. § 26.3.1), +gāmō.b er eitı̄m659 (V 18.55).
• xnižb er ei\i660 (V 6.32ff.) ‘carrying’.
• +fram er eitiš 661 (71.1), fram er eiti (Vr 20.2f.) ‘reciting’.

651 Geldner and Bartholomae 1904 edited āk er etiš, but i-epenthesis is attested in
enough mss. to warrant the correction. This time, the more recent Indian mss. have
preserved the better reading (the oral one), while many older mss. have replaced er ei
by the more frequent grapheme er e: v.ll. āk er eit/š Mf4, ° er ei° Mf1 (first i above the
line), ° er e° Pt4 · ° er e° K5 · ° er ei° K4, ° er e° Mf2 · ° er e° S2, ° er ei°
L2.3.Dh1.O2 · ° er e° L13, ° er e° J6, ° er ei° J7, ° er ei° H1.Jm1.

652 Geldner edits k er etı̄m and gives no v.ll.

653 Geldner’s sk er etı̄m was corrected to sk er eitı̄m by Bartholomae 1904: 1524.

654 Only J2.K5 ha ˙nk er etiš.

655 No v.ll. available.

656 With Mf2 in 18.68.

657 Of the important mss., only J2.K5 spell °b er etı̄m in these three forms.

658 No v.ll. in Geldner, but we find in Mf4 thrice °b er eiti.

659 With Mf2.

660 Thus for Geldner’s nižb er e\i. V.ll. °b er e\e and °bar e\e K1, b er e\i and b er ei\i
Pt2 · b er ei\i and b er e\a InVS · b er eite and b er ei\e Mf2.Jp1. The IrVS often
replaces final °i by °e.

661 Only J2.K5 fram er etiš.
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• auua.m er eitı̄m (H 2.36) ‘death’.
• m er ei\iiu- ‘death’ in +m er ei\iiuš (Y 9.5 662), m er ei\iiuš (Yt 19.33),
xm er ei\iiuš (Yt 15.16 663), +m er ei\iiaoš (53.8 664), xm er ei\iiūmca (Yt 9.10).
• v er eidiiē, v er eidinąm (Y 9.24 bis).

Because of its uncertain etymology, the form xg er eidi- (?) in Yt 15.47
g er ediiaoxdō, g er edixauuō must be left out of the statistics. It shows no v.ll.
- er ei-, but note that the transmission of Yt 15 is feeble.

In front of - ˙nt-, where we also expect to find i-epenthesis, the only
relevant form V 19.19 pairi.k er e˙ntı̄š does not have i-epenthesis in any of the
three V ms. classes.

As we will see in § 26.1, i-epenthesis may also take place in front of
labial stops and fricatives, although rarely. For - er e-, the only relevant form
Yt 13.46 uzg er ebiiā ˜t ignores i-epenthesis, but Geldner does not provide any
v.ll. for this form. In front of nominal endings in b-, epenthesis is regularly
absent: āt er ebiiō, n er ebiiascā, st er ebiiō, etc.

Similarly, the vowels -e and -ē have a less palatalizing effect on - er e-,
which confirms the observations which can be made about the effect of -ē̆ on
ā̆ and ū̆ (cf. § 26.2). We never find i-epenthesis, as is shown by the evidence
in front of the consonants t (Y 23.1 paiti.v er ete, V 5.57,58 āb er ete, OAv.
paitı̄. er etē), d (YAv. kam er ede), ˙nt (OAv. v er e˙ntē, Y,Vr g er e˙nte, V 7.38
k er e˙nte) and n (Y 12.2, 46.3 v er enē, Yt upast er ene, V p er ene).

This absence of i-epenthesis on - er e- in front of -te, -de, - ˙nte and -ne leads
to the conclusion that the three unclear forms V 3.27 b er e\i, V 2.7 b er e\e
and Yt 17.14 nib er e\i (they may have entered the text as later glosses, cf.
Benveniste 1935: 31) can represent either *b er ei\i or *b er e\e in the
archetype, but not b er e\i as Geldner edits them. For V 3.27, xb er ei\i665 may
be restored (cf. V 6.32ff. xnižb er ei\i above), especially since the only ms.
class with -e, the IrVS, often spells -e for *-i. In V 2.7 too, +b er ei\i666

seems to have the best papers, but the form is preceded in the text by asti,
which may have influenced the form. For Yt 17.14 nib er e\i, Bartholomae

662 Only L2 spells this, all other mss. have m er e\° or mar e\°.

663 No v.ll. available.

664 With Pt4.Mf4 and O2.L2.

665 V.ll. b er e\i L4.Ml3.B1 · b er e\i Br1.B2.Dh1.O2.L1.2 · b er ei\e Jp1.Mf2.

666 V.ll. b er e\e L4a.B1.Ml3 · b er ei\i B2.K10.O2.L1.2, b er eiti Br1 · b er e\i Mf2,
b er e\e Jp1.
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1904: 1083 wants to read a thematic form xnib er e\e. In view of the
historically impossible spelling nib er e\i in F1 (with i added later in front of
\) against J10 and K12 ne.b er e\e (where ne < ni must be based on influence
of b er e\e), he may well be right.

§ 24.1.3 Avestan ōr e

A few OAv. forms and one YAv. form have a labial consonant in front
of * er > ōr, which may have determined the phonetic change. Yet labial
colouring of * er to ōr is not a sound law, cf. OAv. vāuu er ezōi, v er eziiōi,
v er enatā, p er enā, etc.
• \bōr eštar- ‘creator’ (Y 29.6, 42.2, 57.2). Lubotsky 1994 has convincingly
argued that this form and its Skt. cognate Tva ˙s ˙tar go back to IIr. *t ˘ur˚ ć-tar-,
which yielded *\b er eštar- as the preform of the attested Avestan word.
• niuuōiriiete (V 8.69), 3s. prs.ind.med. of ni-uuōiriia-, passive to var- ‘to
cover’. IIr. *H ˘ur˚ ˘ia- developed into PIr. * ˘u er ˘ia-; in (Late) YAv. * ewas
coloured to ō, and i-epenthesis finally yielded the attested form.
• mōr¯e˙nda ˜t and mōr e˙nd en (Y 32 4x), 3s. and 3p. prs.inj.act. of m er ed- ‘to
destroy’, i.e. IIr. *mr˚ ndat and *mr˚ ndan(t).

In two OAv. forms, we find -ō- in front of -rt-, without a preceding labial.
We must ascribe the rise of ō to the combination of the lento recitation of the
Gāthās with the influence of the sequence -r ˜t/-ršt:
• cōr e˜t (Y 44.7, 45.9) < *cart, 3s. aor.inj.act. of kar- ‘to make’. Kellens-Pirart
1988-91 II: 229 consider the possibility of reading a 3s. opt. cōirı̄ ˜t in Y 45.9.
Philologically, there is hardly support for this assumption, since in both
attestations only a small number of the Indian mss. read cōiri ˜t or cōir¯e˜t: in Y
44.7 K5 and J3, in Y 45.9 J2.K5 and J3; in Y 49.2 dōr ešt, where -ōr- is
absolutely certain, it is exactly the same Indian mss. which have v.ll. dōirišt
or dōir ešt. Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 56 ascribe the ō in cōr e˜t to a distortion
of *a in front of r e; this seems more likely than to ascribe the rise of ō in
cōr e˜t to the preceding palatal (Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 40, fn. 9).
• dōr ešt (Y 49.2), 3s. aor.inj.act. of dar- ‘to hold’ (*daršt) or a form of darz-
‘to attach’ (*d er ešt Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 77; Hoffmann-Forssman 1996:
64, 224f. with a question mark). Humbach 1959 II: 80 states "dōr ešt ist gleich
dār ešt 43.13". Indeed, the contextual parallels adduced by Humbach 1991 II:
207 plead for a connection of dōr ešt with dar- ‘to hold’, but it is hard to
believe that dār ešt and dōr ešt would go back to the same preform. For
dōr ešt, we may suggest a similar development as assumed for cōr e˜t, viz.
*dar ešt > dōr ešt.
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§ 24.1.4 Avestan ¯er e

The sequence ¯er eresults from the univerbation of the preverb fra and
initial *r˚ in front of n or t. All attested forms are derived from the root ar-
‘to put in motion’.

Nominal derivatives include Yt 13.25ff. fr¯er etā- f.667 ‘offering’ from *fra
+ *r˚ ta- ‘brought forward’, and Y 8.2 fr¯er eti, ins.sg. of fr¯er eti- ‘zeal’, formed
from *fra + the abstract *r˚ ti- ‘impulse’. The abl.sg. of this noun is attested
in FrW 10.41 fr¯er etōi ˜t with the meaning ‘arrival’. It is uncertain whether Vyt
30 afr erati, which Bartholomae 1904: 102 derives from *fra + r˚ ti-, really
belongs here; it probably does not. The Pahlavı̄ translation frāz rādı̄h, which
Bartholomae took as a positive indication, is simply a transposition of the
Avestan form into Middle Persian. Therefore, the form already contained -rati
at the time when the translation was made, and it probably does not continue
*-fr¯er eti.

Verbal forms of the present *fra-r˚ n(a)u- ‘to send, assign to’ are attested
in the 3s.ind. fr¯er enao ˜t in Y 11.4 and Yt 13.146, and in the 3p. fr¯er enuuai ˙nti
in Yt 13.46. In H 2.9668 and Vyt 56, the form fr¯er e˙nti probably represents
the nom.sg.f. of the prs.ptc. *fra-r˚ n ˘uantı̄ (> †fr¯er e˙nuuai ˙nti).

How can we explain the vowel ¯ein these forms? An old (IIr. or PIr.)
univerbation of fra + Hrnaut would probably have yielded the result
*frār enao ˜t, see § 5.2.1.2. Therefore, we must assume that the forms in fr¯er°
are due to a later univerbation of preverb and noun/verb after *r˚ had become
[ er], i.e. *fra ernaut > *fr¯ernaut > fr¯er enao ˜t by means of contraction of the
vowels *-a e-. This view of the development is supported by OAv. frōr etōiš,
which the metre shows to continue trisyllabic *fra. ertōiš. Contraction must
have yielded *fr¯ertōiš, which underwent the same OAv. change of *¯e> ō
which we discussed in the preceding subsection.

667 The attested form is fr¯er et ˚̄a, functioning as nom.pl. and acc.pl. Bartholomae 1904:
1023 and Kellens 1975a: 36 posit a n. stem fr¯er eta-, but this would imply the use of
the f. ending for a n. noun. Such a combination has parallels in Avestan, but since
there is no compelling reason to regard fr¯er et ˚̄a as n., we shall regard it as a formally
regular feminine fr¯er etā-.

668 Where the mss. have fr¯er enta (sic); Kuiper (1939: 58) has seen the correct solution.
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§ 24.1.5 Avestan r e˘̄ 

The usual reflex of the sequence *-Cr˚ - is Av. -C er e˘̄ -, but in a few forms
we seem to find -Cr e˘̄ - instead. A closer examination of the evidence leaves
no ground for assuming a spelling -Cr e˘̄ - < *-Cr˚ - in the archetype, except for
the forms ātr em, str¯eš and pairiiaētr¯eš.

§ 24.1.5.1 After t

The regular reflex of *-tr˚ C- (C ≠ ˘i or ˘u) is -t er eC-. This reflex is amply
attested, e.g. in āt er ebiiō, cikōit er eš, t er esa- ‘to start to tremble’, pt er ebiiō ‘to
the fathers’, st er ebiiō ‘from the stars’, etc. The most frequent varia lectio is
-tar e-; in the Yašts -tar e- is especially common in the IrKA, but it is found
also in J10, while in the V the variant -tar e- occurs at random in all mss. V
8.22 frastar et em in Geldner’s edition represents frast er et em, which, according
to Geldner, is spelled thus in Pt2 only, the other mss. having -star et em.

A grapheme -tr e- is found in the acc.sg. form ātr em ‘fire’ (Y 34.4 ātr¯em)
< *ātr˚ m, which is very frequent in our texts. It is spelled as ātr em in the
majority of cases, but we also find ā\r em, ātar em and āt er em in different
mss. This is understandable since -\r- is a much more common grapheme
than -tr-, and -t er e- and -tar e- are more common than -tr e-. They may be
interpreted as scribal ‘emendations’ of the form ātr em, which therefore is
likely to be the spelling of the archetype.

The absence of the shift *tr > \r implies that the preform was *ātr˚ m, with
syllabic *r˚ . We may surmise that */r˚ / did not develop into [ er]; rather, the
anaptyctic vowel which supported the pronunciation of */r˚ / in *ātr˚ m was
pronounced to the right of -r-. This explanation is to be preferred above the
possibility that ātr em reflects earlier *āt er em, because in that case the loss of
the first - e- would be difficult to explain: compare its retention in st er ema-,
st er en-, etc.

The acc.pl. forms str¯eš ‘stars’ and pairiiaētr¯eš ‘day-labourers’, which are
discussed in § 24.5 below, are also adduced by Hoffmann-Forssman l.c. as
examples of an unexpected spelling with -tr¯e- instead of - er e-. It seems likely,
however, that str¯eš and pairiiaētr¯eš never had *-[t er¯eš] in the first place: the
forms in *-tr˚ nš together with those in *-t r˚ ˘i- and *-tr˚ ˘u- can be taken as
evidence for the fact that *r˚ simply never became [ er] in this position (see
below).
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In other instances, the graphem -tr e- is a less correct spelling of a limited
number of mss. (cf. Reichelt 1909: 61):
• Compounds with āt er e- < *ātr˚ - ‘fire’ as the first member are attested in the
Y, Yt and Vr (Y 15.4 āt er euuaxšō 669, Yt 13.102 āt er euuanu-, āt er epāta-
etc.670, Vr 19.2 +āt er edāta671) and in F 362-367 (362 ātr evaxšō, 363
āt er e.vaznō, 364 ātr ek er eta, 365 āt er etaraē naēmā ˜t, 366 ātar e.mar ezanō, 367
ātar efri\it emca). Strikingly, nearly all the Vı̄dēvdād forms in Geldner’s
edition have ātr e.°672. Even if no clear ms. pattern can be discerned
according to which we could restore *āt er e-, it is still clear that the form
āt er e- must be posited for the archetype by means of comparisons such as Yt
13.120 āt er e.ci\ra- vs. V 8.75 and 18.52 ātr e.ci\ra- or Vr 19.2 āt er edāta- vs.
V 18.52 ātr e.dāta-.
• The form Y 11.5 tr efiiā ˜t ‘would steal’ or ‘would enjoy’ (cf. Skt. tr˚ pya-),
which has always been one of the key forms in order to prove the alleged
development *-t er e- > -tr e-, is not at all philologically secure: v.ll. tar efiiā ˜t
Pt4.Mf4, tr efiiā ˜t Mf1 · tr efiiā ˜t J2.K5 · SY unattested · tr efiiā ˜t Mf2,
tar e.piiā ˜t K4 · tarafiiā ˜t L2.3 · tar e.friiā ˜t L13, tar efiiā ˜t J6.H1, tr efiiā ˜t J7.K11.
Note that J7 is a copy of H1 and that Mf1 has often adopted features of Mf2,
so that the main ms. branch testifying to tr efiiā ˜t is the InPY with J2.K5. It
seems safer to assume that the spellings tar efiiā ˜t, tarafiiā ˜t and tr efiiā ˜t all go
back to *t er efiiā ˜t673 in the archetype.

669 V.ll. ātr euuaxšō Pt4, ātra° Mf1, ātar e° corrected to ātr e° Mf4 · ātrauuaˇ˙sō J2,
āt er euuaxšō K5 · ātra° S1.J3 · ātra° Mf2.K4 · ātra° L2, ātr e° L1 · ātar e°
J6.7.H1.L13.C1.

670 The IrKA mss. spell ātar e.°

671 Geldner edits ātar edāta but compare the v.ll. āt er edāta K7a.M6 · ātar e°
K7b.11.J8.Pt3 · ātar e.° Jp1, āt er e° Mf2 · ātar e.° H1.

672 These are V 8.75 ātr e.ci\ranąm, 18.52 ātr e.ci\r em, V 8.81 etc. ātr e.saokanąm, V
14.7 ātr e.carana, ātr e.vazan em, V 18.52 ātr e.dāt em, ātr e.dātahe, ātr e.ci\r em,
ātr e.za ˙ntūm, ātr e.dax́iiūm. The only exception is V 8.75 ātar ecar eš.

673 Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 73126 adduce the syllabic structure of Phl. trift-/truft-
‘stolen’ as support for the linguistic reality of the Avestan form tr ef-. Not much can
be deduced from trift-/truft-, however, beyond the fact that it continues PIr. *r˚ ,
compare Av. g euruuaiia-, g er epta- ‘to grab’ with Phl. gı̄r-, griftan.
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§ 24.1.5.2 After g

There are a few Yašt forms in which the sequence *g er e- is spelled gr e-.
This is only due to the neglectful spellings of F1. For the stem g( e)r ebnā-,
Kellens 1984: 178 remarked that the form g er eb- occurs in simplexes,
whereas we find gr eb- in verb forms connected in scriptio continua with a
preverb. Yet the forms with gr eb- occur in Yt 10.68 and 143
+ha ˙ng er ebnāiti674 and Yt 10.104 xfrag er ebn e˙nti675, where only v.ll. from
F1 and its descendants are given, so that the original spelling remains
uncertain. Kellens’ correction (loc.cit.) of the Vyt, N and H forms g er ebiia-,
g er ef- and g er embaiia- to *gr ebnā- thus lacks a motivation.

Similarly, the inchoative verb *gr˚ f-sa- which is given by Geldner as
ptc.med. ha ˙ngr efš emnō in Yt 10.105 and 1s.subj.med. ha ˙ngr efšāne in Yt
19.49,51 is attested with °g er e° outside the line of F1: Yt 10.105 H3
hang er efš emnō, Yt 19.49 J10 h e˙ng er efˇ˙sāne (19.51 no v.ll. available).

The form Yt 17.6 +āg er emaitiš ‘with approval’ is edited as āgr emaitiš by
Geldner according to F1 etc., but āg er emaitiš in J10 displays the expected
form, and also K12 āgairı̄maitiša preserves a trace of syllabic *- er- in the
sequence -gair-. The etymology of *āgr˚ mati- remains uncertain, cf. Kellens
1974a: 26 and § 23.3.2.1 above.

§ 24.1.6 Analogy *s er e- → sri-, sru-

The present surunao-/surunu- to sru- ‘to listen’ is irregular in the sense
that we expect a form s er enao-/s er enu-, cf. Skt. ś r˚ ˙nóti, ś r˚ ˙nu-. Most scholars
agree that this form has arisen through the influence of the non-indicative and
non-present forms in sru-, and of the past ptc. sruta-. Hoffmann-Forssman
1996: 52 suggest a development *s er e- → *s eru- > *s euru- > suru-, but
Beekes 1999: 64 rightly objects that the second eof a preform *s er en° <
*s ern° can only be a very late anaptyctic vowel, and it is questionable
whether such an anaptyctic vowel can be analogically replaced at all (let alone
leave enough time for *s eru° to become suru°). Therefore, it seems more
likely that *s er e- was replaced directly by sru-. This replacement of *s er enao-
by *srunao- may well have been caused by the close phonetic resemblance
to the verb *srinao- ‘to lean’.

674 Geldner ha ˙ngr ebnāiti.

675 The mss. have fragr eb e˙nti (F1 °nti), cf. Kellens 1984: 1784.
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This still leaves the first u of suru° unexplained, because the sequence
sru- does not usually get an anaptyctic vowel (cf. srauuah-, srūta-, etc.)
except in front of a sibilant (cf. § 25.4). In the Yasna, especially the mss.
J2.K5 spell srun° more often than the other mss. Although they are in the
minority, it is conceivable that they retain the spelling of the archetype. If the
archetype already had surun°, we are hard pressed to find a satisfactory
solution.

The present forms of srinao-/srinu- ‘to lean’ have no Indic cognates, but
Gr. kl´̄ınō, áklitos ‘unmoved’ and OHG hlinēn ‘to lean’ suggest a PIE nasal
present *ḱli-n- > IIr. *ćri-n(a)u-. The Avestan attestations show some v.ll.
with siri°. For this reason they are often mentioned together with surunao-,
but for most forms, the spelling sri° is still attested; sometimes we find a
reading s eri°, and twice s er e° or even sar e°. I assume that the first eis due
to a recent anaptyxis, and that all these verb forms represent *srin- in the
archetype. In the V, we find nisrinuiiā ˜t and nisrinaomi, while the forms which
Geldner edits as V 5.62 and 14.2 nisirinuiiā ˜t oppose the spelling siri- of K1
to the correct form sri- of L4 and Pt2. In the Yašts, Yt 13.34 nisrinaota
confirms this evidence; Yt 5.87 nisirinauuāhi (thus F1) and Yt 10.27
nisirinaoiti (F1 nisirinaōiti, corr. for nisiranaōiti), occur in texts for which our
knowledge is more limited because their preservation largely relies on F1.
They cannot be used to dismiss the PAv. reconstruction *srin(a)u-.

§ 24.2 PAv. *r˚ ˘i

Lubotsky 1997b: 148 has argued that IIr. *Cr˚ ia- has two different reflexes
in Avestan, viz. firstly *Cri ˘ia- in the perfect optative, e.g. auui.babriiąn <
*-babriān, and secondly *Cr˚ ˘ia- in passives and iia-presents derived from
roots in -r˚ . Since the first reflex is probably the original one, the second
reflex *Cr˚ ˘ia- must be due to restoration of vocalic -r˚ - at a prestage of
Avestan. It is this second reflex we are interested in.

After all consonants except t, *Cr˚ ˘ia- has developed into *C er ˘ia-. The prop
vowel * ewas retained until the stage of i-epenthesis, i.e. *- eir ˘ia-; epenthetic
i then ‘swallowed’ * e, and the result is a sequence -iriia-, cf.
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 53 and Fischer 1998: 82. After -t-, -r˚ ˘ia- just yields
-riia-.

The intermediate stage *- eirii- is indirectly attested by YAv. niuuōiriiete
(cf. § 24.1.3) with its labial colouring of *- ˘u er- > *- ˘uōr-. The final stage -irii-
is shown by a few present stems in -iia- to roots of the type Cr˚ -. We find
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kiriia- ‘to be made’ (cf. Skt. kriyáte) in Yt kiriieiti and V kiriiei ˙nti, piriia- ‘to
be confiscated’ in V 4.17 piriieite and Vyt 40 pirii ˚̄a ˙nte, and miriia- ‘to die’
(Skt. mriyáte) in V (fra)miriieite, miriiāite, H miriiaouha.

There are no certain examples of *-r˚ ˘i- yielding Avestan -airii-. The two
opt. forms V 3.33 mairiiā ˜t (to mar- ‘recite’) and V 18.38f. niždar e.dairiiā ˜t (to
dar- ‘to tear’), which derive from ani ˙t-roots and should therefore continue
*mr˚ ˘iāt and *°dardr˚ ˘iāt respectively, probably show the real introduction of
the full grade of the root into the paradigm of the optative (pace Praust 2000a:
439); the model will have been the present mara- ‘to recite’ and the
(unattested) ind.sg. of the intensive present *dardar-.

After t, we find two stems without i-epenthesis:
• The word ātriia- ‘ashes’ (V 8.8 ātriiehe, 5.51 ātriiō.paiti.irist em) shows, by
means of the absence of fricativization of *tr to †\r (cf. xša\riia-, aē\riia-),
that *r must have passed through a vocalic stage *-r˚ -; there was no * er to
which i-epenthesis could be applied. We can reconstruct *ātr˚ ˘ia- > *ātri ˘ia-,
whence the attested form ātriia-.
• The verbal stem *str˚ ˘ia-676 ‘to be thrown down’ has the form striia- in all
its occurrences. As with ātriia-, this means that the preform *str˚ ˘ia- developed
into *stri ˘ia- without i-epenthesis taking place.

It has been suggested (cf. Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 53, 91 and Lubotsky
1997b: 14830) that these forms also once possessed the prop vowel * e, but that
this was lost before i-epenthesis could take place: *-t er ˘i- > *-tr(i) ˘i-. However,
ātriia- and striia- may equally well be taken as evidence for the fact that
*-tr˚ ˘i- simply never developed into *[t er ˘i] in the first place. This would
perfectly match the acc.pl. forms str¯eš and pairiiaētr¯eš, see § 24.5 below.

§ 24.3 PAv. *r˚ ˘u

Parallel to the development *Cr˚ ˘i- > *C er ˘i, we find that the (secondary)
sequence *Cr˚ ˘u- gave *C er ˘u-, whence via u-epenthesis C euruu. The evidence
is provided by YAv. g euruuaiia- ‘to grab’ < *gr˚ ba ˘ia-, cf. Skt. gr˚ bháya-, to
the IIr. root g(h)rabh- ‘to grab’. The vowel ¯ein the frequent v.l. g¯euruu- may
be due to the graphic influence of the gen.sg. g¯euš.

676 The connection with Skt. striyáte, proposed by Kellens, is illusory. Gotō 1997:
1044 reports that the ŚBr. form which was read as sa ˙m-striyáte by Weber in his
edition is a mistake for sa ˙m-skriyáte.
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§ 24.4 PAv. *r˚ ˘u ˘i

The sequence *r˚ ˘u ˘i is subject to special developments because of the clash
of ˘u and ˘i, cf. Bartholomae 1894-5: 157, Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 73,
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 52, Fischer 1998, Beekes 1999: 64, Cantera 1999.
In fact, the original development seems to have been identical to the one
which we assume for paoiriia-, viz. a metathesis of *-r˚ ˘u ˘i- > *-ur ˘i- (cf. §
21.2.2 above).

The reflex of this sequence is YAv. -ūirii-, which is certainly attested in
tūiriia-, and maybe also in sigūiriia- and agūiriia-:
• tūiriia- (V 12.15) ‘father’s brother’ (Skt. pitr˚ vya-), tūiriiā- ‘father’s sister’
must have passed through the stages *ptr˚ ˘u ˘ia- > *tr˚ ˘u ˘ia- > *tur ˘ia- >
tūiriia-677.
• sigūiriia- (Yt 14.59) occurs in the cpd. sigūire.ci\ra- ‘of Sigurian origin’.
Cantera 1999: 45 has proposed to revive Bartholomae’s connection of this
word with Skt. śígru-, the name of a people. The derived adj. would have
been *ćigr˚ ˘u ˘ia-, whence Avestan *sigur ˘ia- and eventually sigūiriia- (compare
the development of tūiriia-). This seems a plausible option.
• agūiriia- (V 20.9ff.) is some kind of disease or a harmful circumstance; it
has no certain etymology. Cantera 1999: 46ff. proposes to explain it from
*agr ˘u- ˘ia- ‘which makes infertile’, to the adj. *a-gru- ‘not pregnant’, compare
Avestan agrū- f. ‘unmarried’. This explanation is semantically plausible; of
course, it remains only a possibility.

In the forms brātruiia- and n eruiiō, the stems *brāt er- and *n er- were
restored before * ˘u had been lost from *- ˘u ˘ia-:
• V 12.13 +brātūiriia- ‘brother’s son’ (Skt. bhr ´̄atr˚ vya-), +brātūiriiā- ‘brother’s
daughter’. As far as the spelling is concerned, it is to be regretted that the
twelfth chapter of the Vı̄dēvdād is not attested in the PV mss. What we do
find are the spellings Mf2 brātruiiō, brātruiie, Jp1 brā\ruiiō, brātruiie in the
IrVS, but L1.2.Br1.K10 brāturiiō, brāturiie in the InVS. The ms. M2 has
brātūiriia-, which Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 73 and especially
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 52 regard as the original form.

677 Incidentally, this form proves that p- in ptā, pt er ebiiō etc. has not been retained in
IIr. *pHt- but was restored analogically after pitar-; in tūiriia-, the paradigmatic
connection with p(i)tar- was lost, and *p- was not restored (pace Fischer 1998: 84,
who assumes retention of Ir. *ft-).
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In view of tūiriia-, M2 brātūiriia- would indeed seem the most likely form
to continue *bhrātr˚ ˘u ˘ia-, but it would be very strange for the ms. M2 to have
preserved, as the only ms., an old form. It would be even more strange if all
the other mss. had given up a spelling in -ūirii- when -ūi- is such a normal
grapheme in Avestan (cf. § 10.5.1), and when the form tūiriia- is found only
a few sections away.

The absence of PV spelling variants calls for more caution in this matter.
When we compare the three spellings brātruiia- (IrVS), brāturiia- (InVS) and
brātūiriia- (M2, which belongs to the InVS), it is clear that M2 brātūiriia- is
merely an adaptation of the InVS spelling brāturiia-678.

The form brāturiia- cannot have been the form of the archetype, since it
lacks i-epenthesis on u. Indeed, it is impossible to derive brāturiia- from any
preform *brāt er ˘u ˘ia-, since the dissimilarity with tūiriia- would be phonetically
inexplicable. This points to the IrVS spelling br̄atruiia- as being the oldest
one.

The form brātruiia- of the Persian mss. Jp1.Mf2 was explained by Fischer
1998: 83 as a "Persismus", which he defines as a form in which an Old
Persian characteristic has entered. Besides real Avestan *brāt( e)uri ˘ia-, he
assumes a Persianized *brāt eru ˘ui ˘ia- to have existed as a phonetic variant in
or before the archetype. Yet although this cannot be excluded, we have not
many parallels for such a co-occurrence of different spellings of the same
single form in the text. The form vı̄nā\aiia- ‘to remove’ which Fischer
adduces as a parallel is different, since it represents the only spelling at its
two occurrences.

We must rather choose an option suggested but rejected by Fischer 1998:
83, viz. that brātruiia- goes back to a preform *brāt eruuiia- in which the stem
brāt er- ‘brother’ was restored; this restoration must be dated after the
metathesis of *r˚ ˘u ˘i to *ur ˘i. This would explain the difference with tūiriia-, in
which the loss of initial p- points to the loss of the connection with the basic
word p(i)tar- ‘father’. The fact that * ein brātruiia- was lost in front of r can
be attributed to the preceding t, just like in ātriia- and striia-, see above.

In summary, PAv. *brātr˚ ˘u ˘ia- was restored as *brāt er ˘u ˘ia- after the YAv.
metathesis of *r˚ ˘u ˘i to *ur ˘i, and loss of * ein *-t eru ˘u- led to *brātruuiia- in the
archetype. This form is preserved as brātruiia- in the IrVS, whereas the InVS
metathesized r and u yielding brāturiia-.
• The dat.abl.pl. *nr˚ b ˘iah of nar- ‘man’ is reflected with a restored ending in
-b- as n er ebiiō in Yt 8.1, but we also find the form n eruiiō vel.sim., which

678 Cf. Geldner 1886-96 xxia «M2, however, has several peculiar readings also, e.g.
14.12 taca ˜t.»
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presupposes the phonetic development *b > *b > *uu. Original *nr˚ b ˘iah
developed into *n er ˘u ˘iō, which was probably not susceptible to the metathesis
of *r˚ ˘u ˘i to *ur ˘i, because this affected only IIr. * ˘u. The v.ll. point to a spelling
*n eruuiiō in the archetype (for the retention of -uuii- in the archetype see
Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 46ff.), which is striking because it lacks u-epenthesis
on r (which would have yielded †n euruuiiō. This renders it likely that the
stem *n er- was restored at a very recent stage (cf. Fischer 1998: 86). The
relevant forms are:

Yt 3.4 xn eruiiō: Geldner edits n er eiiō, the form of Jm4. Other ms. classes
have uruiiō Ml2, nairiiō J10 · nairiiō F1+ · nairiiō Pt1+ · uruiiō K36. Since
uruiiō is attested in two good mss., and n er eiiō in another reliable ms., we
can posit earlier *n eruiiō, maybe *nuruiiō.

Yt 8.11 n eruiiō (Geldner) is attested as nrūiiō J10 · narōiiō K12 · nruiiō
F1. Combination of these spellings yields *naruiiō, which will derive from
*n eruiiō679.

Yt 10.55 nuruiiō is the reading of F1; Yt 10.74 nuruiiō is in fact
unattested, the mss. spell narauuaiiō J10 · nōiiō F1+ · nuruuiiō H4.K40.
Together these forms point to *naru(u)iiō, which brings us closer to the
postulated form *n eruuiiō.

§ 24.5 IIr. *r˚ nš

This sequence yields OAv. - erąš- and - erąž-, but YAv. -( e)r¯eš. It occurs
in the acc.pl. of r-stems, where we must reconstruct *-r˚ nš, and in a few OAv.
verb forms of nasal presents to roots in medial *-r-.

The OAv. reflex - erąš-, - erąž- is attested in:
• n erąš, acc.pl. of nar- ‘man’ (Skt. nr˚ ̄́ n, IIr. *nr˚ nš).
• māt erąš (see below on this spelling), acc.pl. of mātar- ‘mother’ (IIr.
*mātr˚ nš).
• m erą´̌siiā ˜t, 3s. prs.opt.act. of m er e˙nc- ‘to destroy’ (IIr. *mr˚ nc ˘iāt).
• m erąždiiāi, prs.inf.med. of m er e˙nz-, present to marz- ‘to rub’ (IIr.
*mr˚ nídh ˘iāi).

In YAv., we have no evidence for the development of *-r˚ nš- or *-r˚ nž- in
inlaut; only the reflex - er¯eš in auslaut is found. The attested forms in YAv.
are

679 As attested in K15, but this is a copy of E1 and therefore of F1.
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• pairiiaētr¯ešca (V 9.38), acc.pl. of pairi-aētar- ‘day-labourer’, ‘one who
goes around’ (IIr. *aitr˚ Nš).
• n er¯eš, acc.pl. of nar- ‘man’.
• str¯eš, acc.pl. of star- ‘star’ (IIr. *st r˚ Nš).

Whereas anaptyxis of e in n er¯eš is unusual for the cluster nr- and
therefore indicates original *r˚ = *n ernš, the absence of anaptyxis between t
and r in pairiiaētr¯ešca and in str¯eš can be accounted for as with ātriia- and
other forms discussed above.

The absence of anaptyxis after -t- in pairiiaētr¯ešca and str¯eš renders the
OAv. form māt erąš suspicious. Since all the forms showing -tr- < *-t r˚ - are
YAv., one might surmise that the absence of anaptyxis in this position was
a YAv. characteristic, whereas OAv. did have *[māt ern˚ š]. However, it seems
less likely that OAv. would have had anaptyxis in a sequence in which Early
YAv. apparently retained the pronunciation [trãš]. Another solution is then
preferable, viz. that the archetype had Y 38.5 *mātrąšcā.

The v.l. māt erąšcā, which was preferred by Geldner in his edition, is in
Y 38.5 only found in the mss. of the IrVS. The complete v.ll. are:
• Y 38.5: mātarąšcā Pt4.Mf4, °arąšcā corr. to °irąšcā Mf1, °irąšcā Br2 ·
mātarąscā J2.K5 · mātarąšcā S1, °sca J3 · māt erąšcā Jp1.K4.Mf2 ·
māt erąscā L2, mą\rąscā S2.L1, mātarąscā L3.Bb1 · mātarąscā H1.J6.L13,
mą\rąscā C1.J7.
• Y 67.8 (quotation of Y 38.5): māt erąšcā Pt4.Mf4.1 · °arąscā J2.K5 ·
° erąšcā Fl1 · °arąšcā H1.

It is possible that ° erąšcā is the oldest reading, but it is in the minority.
The variant °arąšcā is found in three of the four PSY branches, and it could
be explained as a form with the full grade of the suffix *-tar-, i.e.
*mātarn˚ šca, although the YAv. form pairiiaētr¯eš shows that we must
principally expect the inherited zero grade *-tr˚ - in the acc.pl. However, in the
InVS and the YS we also find the v.l. mą\rąscā. This must clearly be based
on analogy with the frequent word mą\ra-, but it is not self-evident that an
existing form *māta/ erąšcā would be changed into mą\rąscā. This opens the
possibility that the original form was xmātrąšcā: the contact between t and r
caused the association with mą\ra- in some of the InVS and YS mss.,
whereas the PSY relieved the cluster -tr- by means of inserting either eor a.

We receive confirmation of this suspicion in the Pahlavı̄ translation of Y
38.5. As indicated by Bartholomae 1904: 1167, the PTr. (correctly) interprets
the first five words of Y 38.5 as PN, and explains them. In this explanation,
the Avestan words are quoted, but with this difference that māt erąš appears
in the mss. Pt4.Mf4 as mātr¯eš, which would be the expected YAv. acc.pl. of
mātar-; the mss. J2.K5 have matr¯eš, with a corrupt short a in the first
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syllable. In the parallel text of Y 67.8, Pt4.Mf4 and K5680 have mātar¯eš,
with the same YAv. acc.pl. ending and now with an anaptyctic vowel, just
like the Avestan text has in māta/ erąšcā. It appears that the PTr. is based on
an earlier translation of the OAv. text in Late YAv., or that the translators
have replaced the OAv. word with the YAv. equivalent known to them. In
any case, we may conclude that there is evidence that the YAv. acc.pl. of
mātar- was mātr¯eš, whereas the OAv. form in Y 38.5 was probably
xmātrąšcā.

Instead of YAv. -( e)r¯eš, many mss. spell -( e)r¯euš, which was regarded as
the more original form by some Avesta scholars, including Bartholomae
1894-5: 158. Geldner (Prol. p. l), however, regarded the ending -¯eš as the
better form after he had seen more mss., and this is confirmed by the
etymology. The variant -¯euš was caused by the influence of the frequent and
characteristic Gāthic gen.sg. ending -¯euš of the u-stems. Hoffmann-Narten
1989: 74 have shown that a scribe has visibly corrected older str¯eš and
str¯ešca to str¯euš and str¯eušca in J2 and K5. The v.ll. of n er¯eš and str¯eš are
also discussed in Kellens 1974a: 387, 389.

How can we explain the difference between the OAv. reflex -ąš(-) and
YAv. -¯eš? First of all, the occurrence of anaptyctic ein OAv. m erą´̌siiā ˜t and
m erąždiiāi is conspicuous, because OAv. does not usually relieve an initial
cluster mr- by means of e, cf. mraotā, mruiiē, mraocąs, etc. The spelling m er-
can only be explained if we assume that IIr. *mr˚ nc ˘iāt and *mr˚ nžd ˘iāi show
the usual prop vowel to the left of syllabic *r: *mr˚ nc ˘iāt > *m ern´̌s ˘iā ˜t and
*mr˚ nžd ˘iāi > *m ernžd ˘iāi.

Moreover, the OAv. metre shows that the sequence *-r˚ n- still counted as
one syllable in all the relevant forms: Y 45.7 n erąš counts as monosyllabic
/nr˚ nš/, Y 44.14 m erąždiiāi as disyllabic /mr˚ nžd ˘iāi/, and Y 45.1 m erą´̌siiā ˜t as
disyllabic /mr˚ n´̌s ˘iāt/.

The combination of the syllabic value of m er- (and n er-) and the fact that
the metre does not allow another syllabic vowel, strongly suggests that the
vowel -ą- in these OAv. forms is secondary, having arisen after the
composition of the Gāthās. The most likely scenario would be that the original
sequence *-/r˚ nš/ was still intact at the time of the canonization of OAv. By
means of a subsequent YAv. development, this developed into *- erãš (after
n,m) or *-rãš (after t), but did not share the later YAv. denasalization to -r¯eš
anymore. This denasalization may well have been contemporaneous with the

680 J2 has mātar¯e.ı̄š which must be a corruption of *mātar¯eš, with ¯e→ ı̄.
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YAv. denasalization of (*-anh >) *-ą to -¯ein the acc.pl. of a-stems (see §
23.6.2.2).

In view of the retention of -ąš- where it continues *-anš- (e.g. tą´̌siiah-,
bąšnu-, frąštā) or *-ānš (e.g. apąš, paiti.yąš, frąš), it looks as if the ending
-r¯eš = OAv. -rąš must contain a different vowel. Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 73
assume that *-rnš developed into *-r ˜eš, with a nasal vowel which was
different from *ã: *m ern´̌s ˘iāt > *m er ˜e´̌s ˘iāt and *n ernš > *n er ˜eš (one may also
envisage nasal r, i.e. [r̃˚ nš]). However, it is impossible to guarantee that the
vowel of -r¯eš/-rąš was not the same as a possible *-ãš < *-anš, because the
sequence -ąš- with retained nasalization from *-anš- is attested only in inlaut.
All words with -ąš in auslaut continue a long vowel *-ānš. Hence, it is also
possible to assume the following, simpler chronology:

1. PIr. *-r˚ nš > Late YAv. *-( e)rãš → OAv. *-rãš.
2. Denasalization of YAv. *-ãš > -¯eš; not applied in OAv.
3. *-ānš > -ąš.

§ 24.6 IIr. *r˚ š and *r˚ ž

The regular reflexes of *r˚ š and *r˚ ž are - er eš- and - er ež- in OAv. but
-arš- and -arž- in YAv. This means that in YAv., the reflex of *r˚ š and *r˚ ž
has merged with that of *arš and *arž. We find *r˚ š spelled as -arš- in all
positions except partly in final *-arš and *-aršt, where anaptyxis yields -ar eš.
Not a single instance of - er eš- is found in YAv 681.

The sequence -ar( e)ž- < *r˚ ž is attested in Yt 8.44 upa.daržnuuai ˙nti ‘they
venture to’ (cf. Skt. dhr˚ ˙s ˙nóti) and in the noun mar( e)ždika- ‘mercy’ (OAv.
m er eždika-) and its derivatives. One form in - er ež- is found in YAv., viz.

er ežuxda- ‘containing correct speech’, but beside it we find the doublet with
the expected YAv. shape aršuxda-, which led Bartholomae 1898: 264 to the
probably correct conclusion that er ežuxda- was introduced into YAv. on the
example of the Gāthic texts.

The fact that the regular reflex of *-r˚ š- is YAv. -arš-, renders it necessary
to reconsider the loc.pl. upa.naxturušu 682 tą\raēšu ‘in darkness(es) which

681 The only form thus edited by Geldner, viz. Yt 13.146 aibi.d er eštāiš, was rightly
corrected to aibi.dar eštāiš by Bartholomae 1898: 262f. The spelling ° er eš° is found
in the (good) mss. Mf3.K13.H5, but F1+, J10 and K14 have dar eštāiš. Note that K14,
which usually goes together with the other IrKA mss., sides with the Yašt Proper.

682 At V 7.79, the IrVS (Jp1.Mf2) and the InVS spell °naxtrušu, but since IIr. *-ktr-
yields Avestan -x edr-, we must assume that °naxturušu is the original form.
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border(s) on the night’, i.e. ‘at dusk or at dawn’, which occurs in two
different passages at V 7.79 and N 68. Bartholomae 1904: 391 assumes that
upa.naxturušu is the loc.pl. of an adj. upa.naxtar- ‘bordering on the night’ (cf.
Latin nocturnus, Greek núktōr), but a loc.pl. of such a stem is expected to
yield †upa.naxtaršu whether we assume with a zero grade of the suffix
*nakt-r˚ -šu (which seems the most likely) or with a full grade *nakt-ar-šu.
We cannot be absolutely sure about the expected ablaut because no (other)
r-stem loc.pl. forms are attested in Avestan. It seems very unlikely that a form
†upa.naxtaršu would have corrupted to upa.naxturušu in all three V ms.
classes; compare other words with the sequence -aršu-, which is retained
without many v.ll.: maršuii ˚̄a, karšuii ˚̄a, paršuii ˚̄a, karšuuar-. Hence, we must
look for a different solution for upa.naxturušu. Since an IIr. suffix *-uru- is
unknown, we must still depart from a stem *nakt-r˚ -. The only solution I see
is a very theoretical one: upa.naxturušu might represent an original OAv.
form *upa.naxt er ešu, because in OAv., *-r˚ š- did not change to -arš-. This
OAv. form would then have been adopted in YAv. as *upa.naxt er ešu
tą\raēšu, and subsequently - er e- would have been changed (irregularly) to
-uru- by the influence of -šu. It is evident that this explanation is hardly
satisfactory.

In OAv., examples of the development of *r˚ š in OAv. include aod er ešcā,
er eš, er ešiš, er e´̌siiā, er ešuua-, k er ešuuā, cikōit er eš, d er ešcā, d er eštā and

n er eš. The sequence -arš- < * r˚ š is not original in the OAv. language, but can
sometimes be found in OAv., e.g. in aršnauua ˙nt- ‘with a stallion’, dar eša ˜t
‘boldly’, daršti- ‘sight’ and paršta- ‘question’. The restricted number of OAv.
forms in -arš- led Beekes 1988: 94 to explain them from YAv. influence on
the OAv. text, because -arš- is the phonetic reflex of *r˚ š in YAv.; this
explanation was adopted by Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 91. The replacement
can be added to other replacements of OAv. forms by their YAv.
counterparts, which we witnessed e.g. in the case of aē/ōi (§ 14.3) or
¯eN/ eN/aN (§ 23.7).

All OAv. words showing this -arš- can be matched with attested YAv.
models: aršnauua ˙nt- ‘with a stallion’ to YAv. aršan- ‘man’, ātarš ‘fire’,
daršti- ‘sight’ to YAv. aibi.daršta-, dužuuaršta- to YAv. dužuuaršta- ‘evil
deed’, paršta- ‘question’ to YAv. paršta- ‘asked’, h¯em.paršti- ‘talk’ to YAv.
paršti- ‘dispute’, huuaršta- to YAv. huuaršta- ‘good deed’.

Beekes loc.cit. adds Y 33.7 dar eša ˜t ‘boldly’ (cf. Skt. dhr˚ ˙sát), but it is
disputed whether this goes back to PIr. *dr˚ šat or *daršat. If it does go back
to a form with zero grade, it is still possible to interpret this form as
influenced by YAv. darši- ‘strong, bold’.
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The OAv. reflex - er ež- < *r˚ ž is attested in er ež ejı̄-, er ežuxda-, er ežūcąm,
g er eždā, dı̄d er ežō, m er eždātā and m er eždika-.

§ 24.7 Summary

The preceding section has yielded the following results:

1. *-r˚ # YAv. -ar e.
OAv. -ar¯e.

2. *#r˚ C- YAv., OAv. er eC- (if C ≠ *H, *š or *ž).
3. *-C1r

˚ C2- YAv., OAv. -C er eC- (if C2 ≠ *H, *š or *ž).
Exceptions:
3a. *-C1r

˚ C2- Sporadically -Cōr eC- if C1 is a labial: OAv.
\bōr eštar-, mōr¯e˙nda ˜t, mōr e˙nd en; YAv. niuuōiriia-.

3b. *-C1r

˚ C2 ı̄̆ - YAv., OAv. -C er eiC- (if C2 = t/\/d/d).
3c. *Cr˚ ˘ia- 1. -Criia- (auui.babriiąn).

2. *C er ˘ia- (ni-uuōiriia-, kiriia-, piriia-, miriia-).
3d. *Cr˚ ˘u ˘ia- 1. Early YAv. *Cur ˘ia- > YAv. Cūiriia-.

2. YAv. *Cr˚ ˘u ˘ia- (in brātruiia-) with restoration of
-r˚ ˘u ˘ia- after the metathesis of *-r˚ ˘u ˘i- > -ur ˘i-.

3e. *Cr˚ ba- YAv. C euruua-.
3f. *r˚ š, *r˚ ž YAv. -arš-, -arž-, OAv. - er eš-, - er ež.
3g. *-tr˚ - YAv., OAv. -tr- / _ ˘i and / _n˚ .

4. *r˚ nš, *r˚ nž YAv. - er¯eš, OAv. - erąš(-), - erąž
5. *fra-r˚ n-, *fra-r˚ t YAv. fr¯er en°, fr¯er et°; once frōr et° in OAv.
6. *#Car ˜t, *#Caršt# OAv. Cōr°: cōr e˜t, dōr ešt.

As for the phonetics, Bartholomae 1894-5: 167 explicitly states that the
grapheme - er e- reflects an original pronunciation [ er], to which a second [ e]
was later added. The main support for this assumption is offered by the
cognate Iranian languages, which generally show a reflex [ar] or [ er]; and it
is strengthened by those Avestan forms that have a reflex of *r˚ with a vowel
only in front, such as -arš- and -arž-, but also -ōr e- and -¯er e-. They show that
the second ein - er e- can be equated with anaptyctic - e- in the cluster *arC
(see § 25.2 below). We have also seen a few cases in which we must assume
the analogical restoration of /r˚ / = [ er] in a prestage of YAv.: the development
of e.g. *frarnaut → *fra ernaut → *fr¯ernaut, the forms niuuōiriia-, miriia-,
piriia-, etc., brātruiia- and n eruiiō. This is another argument for the linguistic
reality of the pronunciation [ er].
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There is, however, evidence that *r˚ was not always realized as Early
YAv. *[ er] after -t-. In front of resonants, there are three environments in
which there is no trace of an anaptyctic vowel [ e] to the left of *r:
• *tr˚ ˘i: YAv. ātriia-, striia- (§ 24.2).
• *tr˚ ˘u: YAv. tūiriia- (§ 24.4).
• *tr˚ nš: OAv. xmātrąšcā, YAv. pairiiaētr¯eš, mātr¯eš, str¯eš (§ 24.5).

In the five words in which *t was not preceded by *s, the retention of -t-
proves the syllabic value of */r˚ /. It is quite conceivable that */r˚ / never
became Early YAv. *[ er] in these sequences in the first place. If the
reconstruction of an archetype spelling xmātrąšcā for what is usually read as
OAv. māt erąš is accepted (cf. § 24.5), then the behaviour of */t r˚ / in front of
semivowels is without exceptions.

Phonetically, the fact that *r˚ only lacks an anaptyctic vowel after t may
be explained by the fact that t and r were homorganic consonants (thus
Lubotsky 1997b: 14830).
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§ 25 Anaptyxis

Anaptyctic vowels were not phonemic at any time. In the relative
chronology, they play a very small role, since their rise is one of the last
developments before the texts were written down. We shall only discuss those
anaptyctic vowels which were probably present in the archetype. Anaptyxis
can also sporadically be observed in other consonant clusters than those
following below (especially in front of sibilants), but not in a significant
number or distribution to suggest an older origin than in the respective mss.
or ms. classes themselves.

§ 25.1 Word-final -r

After vowel plus word-final r, an anaptyctic vowel - ehas developed: YAv.
baēuuar e, nar e, huuar e, dasuuar e, ca\bar e, zāuuar e, vadar e, yār e, hiiār e,
catur e.zı̄zanatąm. The agreement between the texts suggests that it was
already present in the archetype.

In the Gāthās (but not in the YH!), the anaptyctic vowel is usually spelled
-¯e, e.g. vaocātar¯e, saxvār¯e, vadar¯e. There are two exceptions to this rule, viz.
hanar e ‘without’ and a ˙ntar e683 ‘between’. These may be due to local
analogy with the frequent YAv. sequence -ar e, but maybe these forms simply
escaped the introduction of the final long vowel deemed characteristic of
OAv. texts. The artificial character of Gathic -¯eis confirmed by the YH,
which does not share this phenomenon: ātar e, huuar e, vaonar e.

§ 25.2 Cluster rC except rš, rž

The following postvocalic sequences of r plus consonant are usually
relieved by means of e684-insertion: -rk-, -rx-, -rg-, -rg-, -rc-, -rj-, -rt-, -r\-,
-rd-, -rd-, -r ˜t-, -rn-, -rp-, -rf-, -rb-, -rb-, -rm-, -rs- and -rz-. Those forms that
seem exceptional because Geldner edits them without anaptyxis usually have
-r eC- in at least some of the more trustworthy mss. Two examples are V
15.14 mimarxšāite (K1a -rixš- · Jp1.Mf2 -r exš-) and Y 62.8 armaēšāide
(Jm4.Mf3, Mf1, Jp1.Pd.K4 and J9.H2 ar em°).

683 In all three attestations. Y 49.3 is given as a ˙ntar¯eby Geldner, but only the mss. J2
and Pt4 have a ˙ntar¯e, the others a ˙ntar e.

684 OAv. often uses a, sometimes ō, i or u for anaptyxis. These differences are
insignificant for the following discussion, and will not be commented on.
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In OAv., we find one case of the prop vowel -ō-, viz. in garōbı̄š (Y 34.2),
ins.pl. of gar- ‘song, hymn’. The preform *garbiš developed an epenthetic
vowel between r and b, which became ō (Humbach 1959 I: 18).

The sequence -r en- < *-rn- can also be found as -ran-, which causes
confusion with respect to words with etymological *-ran-. Compare the
following examples:
• hāta.mar eniš Yt 1.8, an adaptation of Y 32.6 hātā.marānē, voc.sg. of
hātā.marāni-. There is a problem with the metre of Y 32.6, which has one
syllable too many. As Yt 1.8 could represent /marniš/, we may interpret Y
32.6 as *hātamarnai, as in fact proposed by Humbach apud Beekes 1988: 3.
For -ā- in °marāni-, cf. § 3.6.
• For hizuuār ena (Yt 5.6, Ny 4.7), Oettinger 1983: 187f. reconstructs
*hizuuā-arnā ‘by a tongue movement’, with hizuuā- ‘tongue’ and arna-
‘movement’ to Skt. ár ˙na- ‘flood, wave’.
• vı̄car en ˚̄a (Yt 11.4) acc.pl. of vı̄-carana- n. ‘crossroads’, cf. Skt. vicara ˙na-
‘movement’. The v.ll.685 prove that vı̄caran ˚̄a is a viable alternative, and
since -ana- is the expected suffix form in YAv., we may opt for vı̄caran ˚̄a. In
Y 42.1, Geldner edited the acc.pl. as vı̄caran ˚̄a, which Bartholomae 1904: 1437
corrected to vı̄car en ˚̄a. In fact, both variants find support in the mss., none
being conclusively better represented. We are therefore free to posit with
Geldner vı̄caran ˚̄a as the original form.

§ 25.3 Clusters rš and rž

In contradistinction to other sequences of the form -rC-, the clusters -rš-
and -rž- do not or not regularly insert e. The reason for this deviant behaviour
with regard to other rC-clusters must be the articulatory proximity of both
consonants.

§ 25.3.1 In inlaut

In front of -n-, words like aršan-, aršnauua ˙nt-, taršna-, daržnuuai ˙nti,
varšna- and varšniharšta- show the absence of anaptyxis, and they suggest
that e-insertion, when it does occur, can be ascribed to individual scribes and

685 Viz. vı̄car en ˚̄a F1, J10 and L11.Jm4.O3, but °caran ˚̄a K36.18 and J9.15, °ciran ˚̄a
L12.
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text classes, rather than to the archetype. The only word which has anaptyctic

erelatively often is baršnu- ‘elevation’, attested as bar ešnu- by a majority of
mss. in Y 9.26, 10.3 and 10.17.

In front of -t-, we find significantly more spellings -ar eš- than in front of
other consonants. In fact, it is impossible to say whether the archetype wrote
-aršt- or -ar ešt- in all words, because the ms. evidence is ambiguous 686. In
the Yasna, we find that many mss., especially the Iranian ones Mf1.Pt4 and
K4, but also the YS and S1, have a preference for -ar ešt-, while especially
J2.K5 spell -aršt- nearly everywhere. Even so, some forms occur where this
distribution is reversed. It is furthermore possible that some words already had

e-insertion at an earlier stage, while others did not. The number of mss. with

ein the adj. huuaršta- 687 is strikingly higher than e.g. the number of mss.
which spell var ešta- or \bar ešta-.

For the Vı̄spered, we do not have many v.ll. at our disposal, and for most
forms Geldner edits -aršt- without any comment. From the few forms with
v.ll. we can see why, since only the mss. of the IrVS and the IrVrS regularly
spell -ar ešt-, e.g. in Vr 2.2 varšniharšt em, 7.4 fra\baršta- (bis) and 12.3
varštuuanąmca. Nevertheless, those mss. usually have the better spellings of
the Vr., so that it is impossible to say on the basis of these data alone that
-aršt- would be the oldest form. The only two forms which Geldner edits with
-ar ešt- in the Vr are 10.1 vouru.bar eštibiiō and vouru.jar eštibiiō, but he does
not provide any v.ll.

In the Yašts, most forms are edited by Geldner with -aršt- without any
v.ll. Checking the evidence in the facsimile of F1 (91 forms), by far the
majority of forms indeed spells -aršt-. In a few longer words, F1 spells
-ar ešt- (or -ar est-, with F1’s frequent corruption of št to st) contrary to what
Geldner would have us believe: Yt 1.12 pouru.dar est ema, dūraēdarasta, Yt
3.3 and 11.7 huuar estāiš, Yt 5.8 and 124 pairiiaohar eštābiiō, Yt 11.20

686 Lubotsky 1994: 94f. argues that -ā̆ ršt- is the original spelling because it is found
in Geldner’s text 216 times, while the spelling -ar ešt- occurs but in three words. This
is insufficient proof because we know that Geldner based his Yasna text especially on
J2.K5, which have a decided preference for forms without e-epenthesis, his Yašt text
on F1 and his Vı̄dēvdād text on the PV. We must first unravel the relations between
the different ms. spellings.

687 Compare the v.ll. of huuaršta- in Y 3.4, 4.1 (bis), 7.4, 10.16, 11.17, 12.8, 36.5,
49.4, 55.4, 57.4, 70.4.
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frāiiō.huuar eštō, Yt 13.26 anuuar eš\bast em ˚̄a 688, Yt 19.17 huuar eštaēšu.
These cases may be viewed as idiosyncracies of F1, but in view of the
spelling huuar ešta- (especially frequent in the Yasna), they may be older. The
forms Yt 10.15, 133, 12.13f. vouru.bar ešti and vouru.jar ešti have no
etymology.

In the Vı̄dēvdād, the sequence -aršt- occurs many times, but mostly
Geldner does not give any v.ll. Where he does, we can see general agreement
between the mss. about -aršt-, but in line with what we have seen above, the
IrVS mss. Jp1.Mf2 have somewhat more cases of -ar ešt- than the other mss.
The form V 19.39 vouru.bar ešti, which may be relevant for judging the same
word in the Yt and Vr, is reported as being spelled °bar ešti in L4 but °baršti
in K1.

In conclusion, we can support the opinion that the usual reflex of *-r˚ št-
and *-aršt- in YAv. is -aršt-. There is a tendency especially in the mss. of
Iranian origin to insert a - e- between r and š. In addition, there may have
existed an older tendency to insert eespecially in longer Avestan forms
(huuar ešta-?, varšnihar ešta-?), but it remains unclear whether such anaptyxis
was already a feature of the archetype.

The few forms with the sequence *-āršt- in inlaut always spell -ār ešt-.
The form Y 49.5 sār eštā was spelled sārštā in Geldner’s edition, but only K5
has this reading, the other mss. all write sār eštā or sār estā. Geldner’s Y 9.11
ārštiiō.bar eza must certainly be corrected to +ār eštiiō.bar eza on the basis of
the v.ll689. From the Yašts, we can add Yt 11.2 paiti.dār ešta, dār ešta (both
with a good attestation in F1, J10 and the IrKA) and Yt 17.12
dar ega.ār eštaēm. The only exception, viz. Yt 19.40 ārštiiō.bar eza, without

e-insertion, can be ascribed to the poor transmission of Yt 19, which relies on
the mss. F1 and J10; the identical form from Y 9.11 is much better attested.

The cluster -ržd- only occurs in marždika- ‘mercy’ and its derivatives, and
probably in OAv. \barōždūm. The noun marždika- is only attested in the
Yašts and the Khorda Avesta texts. The majority of the forms is edited with
-arž- by Geldner, but we also find Yt 2.7 mar eždik em and S 1.4 mar eždikāi,
without v.ll. It appears that it depended mainly on the individual scribe

688 In Yt 13.26, F1 spells Geldner’s anuuarštauuast em ˚̄a with °ar ešt°, just like J10 and
the IrKA Mf3.K13.38.H5. This is a clear case where Geldner has not followed the
mss., but his own idealized spelling.

689 Viz. ār ešt° Mf1.4, ārišt° Pt4 · ār est° J2, ārist° K5 · āršt° J3 · ār ešt° Mf2.K4
· ār ešt° H1.K11.J7.Lb2.
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whether ewas inserted or not, as with -ar( e)št- as seen above. If we regard
only the forms for which v.ll. are available, both spellings strike even690:

Geldner -arž- -ar ež-

Yt 13.136 anamarždikahe F1 Mf3.K13

Yt 17.15 marždik em F1 J10

Vr 9.5 marždikauuatō K7a; J8; L1.2.O2 Mf2.Jp1.K4; Kh1.Fl1;
Pt3.Jm5.L27 m er ež°

Vr 21.3 marždik em K7a; Mf2.Jp1.K4; Kh1 Fl1; L27

A 3.4 marždikauuast ema Jm4; F2.L25 Lb5, K18 m er ež°

Yt 2.2 mar eždikāi K36; F1; K38 and O3
m er ež°

OAv. \barōždūm (Y 29.1) is the 2p. aor.inj.med. of \b er es- ‘to shape’.
This form was reconstructed as *\b er eždūm by Lubotsky 1994: 96, who
argued that Avestan *arž is usually spelled arž, not ar ež, and who furthermore
regards the PIE root *t ˘ur˚ ḱ- as having a consistent zero grade, which explains
in his view why the agent noun *t ˘ur˚ ḱ-tor- does not have the usual full grade
of the root in this formation.

In Lubotsky’s view, the a of \barōždūm represents the spelling of schwa
as in išasa- /išsa-/, zarazdā- /zrazdā-/ etc. However, the situation is not
completely parallel since the a in išasa- etc. is an anaptyctic vowel which is
of a later date than the first ein er e< *r˚ . We would expect that a PAv.
preform *t ˘ur˚ žd ˘uam would yield OAv. *\b er eždūm in first instance. Since a
preform *\b er eždūm could either remain as such (cf. YAv. \b er esa-) or
develop into †\bōr eždūm (\bōr eštar-), we must find a different solution for
\barōždūm.

We can save the assumption of a preform *\b er eždūm by assuming the
replacement of OAv. * er ež by YAv. arž (the phonetic outcome of *r˚ ž in
YAv.) before *\b er eždūm underwent other changes. This would merely be
another case of YAv. language entering the OAv. texts. The form *\barždūm
could then develop a schwa in *\bar eždūm, which was coloured to ō as e.g.

690 For Vr 9.5 we would rather edit +mar eždikauuatō.
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in OAv. garōbı̄š. In view of the structural advantage of a PAv. preform
*t ˘ur˚ žd ˘uam, this seems the best solution for \barōždūm.

§ 25.3.2 In auslaut

The sequences rš and ršt are more liable to receive anaptyctic ein
auslaut. In fact, we see that *-arš and *-ārš always yield - ā̆ r eš unless the
word is a monosyllable. The sequence *-ršt is found as -r ešt in each case,
even in monosyllables. In view of the fact that it occurs in all Avestan books,
this anaptyxis must have been a feature of the archetype, but it need not be
much older. The tendency to relieve the consonant cluster when it is further
removed from the beginning of the word recalls the specific developments in
initial syllable we saw before, e.g. the lengthening of *i, or of *a, after a
labial. These may point to initial stress.

The YAv. reflex -ar eš in polysyllables is attested in the nom.sg.
agāuuar eš (Yt 10.52) < *aga- ˘uarí-š ‘who does evil’, nom.sg. ātar ecar eš (V
8.75) < ātar-car-š, cf. Kellens 1974a: 175f., nom.sg. huuar eš (Y 9.16) <
*hu- ˘uarí-š ‘who does good’, and 2s. aor.inj. var ešcā (Y 13.5 = 39.4) to
varz-. Fraspāuuar eš (Yt 2.13) is of unclear analysis and etymology, but
confirms the spelling rule. In this category I include Geldner’s Yt 19.96
dužuuarštāuuarš (spelled thus in J10; but F1.Ml2 have -ariš) and Y 9.31
sāstarš (in which the IrPY, the SY and the YS agree on *-ar eš 691).

Parallel to final -ar eš, we find -ār eš written for *-ārš, attested only in the
polysyllabic 3p. optative forms aibisaciiār eš (Yt 8.56), jamiiār eš (Y 60.2 =
A 1.2), dai\iiār eš (V 8.22), buiiār eš (Ny 3.11) and huiiār eš (V 7.55; for
xhunuiiār eš, cf. Kellens 1984: 172).

Final -arš is attested in the monosyllables parō.darš (nom.sg. of d er es-),
narš (gen.sg. of nar-) and barš (nom.sg. of b er ez-).

A real exception is the frequent disyllabic form ātarš, nom.sg. of ātar-
‘fire’. Whether the Nērangestān gen.sg. forms āsnātarš, frab er etarš and
zaotarš were thus spelled in the archetype is uncertain, since the N text
presents several orthographic irregularities, so that these forms are less
reliable evidence.

691 V.ll. Mf1 sāstar eš, Mf4 °ariš, Pt4 °riš · J2.K5b °arš · J3 °ar eš · Mf2 °arš,
K4 °ar eš · B2 °ar eš · J6.7.H1.L13 °riš.
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Lubotsky 1994: 95 claims that "the Avestan manuscript tradition points to
the distribution: -aršt- but - ā̆ r ešt#." We only find three forms with the reflex
in auslaut: Y 43.13 dār ešt, Y 49.2 dōr ešt and F 47 baodō.var ešt. As there are
no counterexamples, and in view of the parallel opposition -arš- vs. -ar eš, we
may accept the view that *aršt yields -aršt- word-internally but -ar ešt in
auslaut.

§ 25.4 Cluster Cr

Clusters of a consonant plus r are usually found without anaptyxis in YAv.
In OAv., anaptyxis is quite frequent, but can be assumed for the archetype
only in a few cases, which we shall discuss separately. A distinctive trait of
anaptyxis in front of r is that the anaptyctic vowel often assumes the quality
of the following vowel, so that it takes not only the form ebut also a, u, i,
ō.

The noun sraoša- ‘obedience’ is very frequent in Avestan. The spelling
with sr- is regular in YAv, but the usual OAv. form is s eraoša- 692, to which
we may add the 1s. subj.med. s eraošānē of sru-. These are all the more
striking because initial sr- is frequent in other OAv. forms (srauuah-, sraotū,
srūidiiāi etc.) and never becomes s er- there. It thus seems that the consonant
š, which starts the syllable following on *srao-, is the cause for the anaptyxis.

The treatment of sr- finds a close parallel in the reflex of initial fr-, which
(pseudo-)OAv. usually realizes without anaptyxis except when the next
syllable starts with š or s, in which case we often find f er-, e.g. f erasrūidiiāi,
f erašaostra-. This distribution was observed by Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 58f;
to the evidence adduced there, we need only add Y 38.2 f erašti- and the
pseudo-Gāthic forms f erā (Y 12.3, 28.0), f erašnaēšū (Y 12.5,6), f erafrao\ra-
(Y 42.6), and f erastuiiē (Yt 1.0). Even the best mss. show considerable
disagreement as to the spelling of these forms; in general, the mss. of the
IrPY and S1 show a majority of forms in f era-, while the InPY and the IrVS
more often have fra-. The disagreement between IrPY and IrVS in matters of
orthography is striking, because they often go together against the Indian
branches, as in the case of ao vs. aō, the replacement of xv by x́, etc.; this
points to f era- being the more original form. It was replaced by the much
more frequent YAv. fra-, which already came to be (or remained ?) the

692 Often gathicized to s¯eraoša- in the IrVS; J2.K5 spell sraoša- in most occurrences.
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spelling in the archetype for many OAv. words in fr_s/fr_š, such as frasasti-
and others.

A similar hesitation between forms with and without anaptyxis marks the
compound zraz-dā- ‘to trust’, with its derivatives zrazdā- ‘faithful’, zrazdišta-,
zrazdāt ema- ‘most believing’ and the noun zrazdāiti- ‘trust’. In OAv., zaraz-
represents a majority spelling in all three attestations (31.1, 43.11, 53.7), but
each time some of the good mss. spell zraz-693. In YAv., both variants are
in balance. In the seven Yašt attestations, it is usually F1 which spells zraz-
against zaraz- in the equally good J10 and the often better mss.
Mf3.K13.38.H5. The evidence of the four Vı̄spered and two Sı̄rōza
attestations694 is inconclusive. This, and the fact that the anaptyctic vowel
in this word is not ebut a, suggests that anaptyxis in this form arose after the
archetype. In view of the usual absence of anaptyxis in other words with an
anlaut zr- (zraiiah-695, zrāda-; P 24 zarahe.hı̄m ‘inferior’ < *zrahiiah- can
be ascribed to the poor ms. transmission of this text), zaraz- may be due to
the following -z-. Similarly, the sequence of sibilant + r + sibilant accounts
for the anaptyxis in *sras-. V 1.8 srask emca, acc.sg. of sraska- ‘drop’, is
spelled saras- in the PV and Dh1, while Jp1.Mf2 have sar es-; only the InVS
preserves srask emca. Also in the verbs srasca- and srascaiia-, the PV has a
preference for saras-, like in Yt 16.10 srascintii ˚̄a the Indian mss. Pt1.O3 and
K16.Jm4 oppose šaras- and saras- to F1 sras-. Vyt 35 sarasca ˙ntı̄š shows the
same development.

In all these cases (fras, fraš, sras, sraoš, zraz), the anaptyxis is due to the
similarity of the fricatives preceding and following r, which makes it more
difficult for the listener to distinguish on which side of r the vowel a is heard.

The noun fs eratū- ‘fullness, enjoyment’ only occurs in (pseudo-)OAv. and
is always written fs er- or fs¯er-. Its disyllabic value in the Gāthās suggests

693 Y 31.1 Pt4, Jp1.Mf2, S1; Y 43.11 Mf1.2; Y 53.7 Mf1.2.

694 Clear predominance of zaraz° in Vr 15.2 (only K7a zraz°) and S 1.29
(F2.Kh2.K18.L12 against zraz° in Mf3), and an inconclusive distribution in Vr 14.2
(zaraz° in InVrS, InVS and Kh1, zraz° in PVr and IrVS), Vr 20.0 (zaraz° Jp1.Kh1,
zraz° Mf2), Vr 21.0 (zaraz° Kh1.L2, zraz° Mf2), S 2.29 (zaraz° E1 and J8.L11,
zraz° Mf3.K36).

695 Exceptions are Y 42.4 zaraiiō (K5 and Pt4.Mf4 zr°) and zraiiaohō (written zar°
in S1.J3, Pt4.Mf4 and the YS); also other attestations are occasionally spelled zar° in
some mss., e.g. Y 65.3, 65.4 (J2, Mf1, F1, Jp1.K4.Pd, K36.Mf3), 68.6, Yt 8.8 (J10),
8.20 (F1), Vr 7.4 (all except K7a).
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original /fsratū-/. The etymology of this noun is unknown (cf. Narten 1986a:
186ff.)696.

There is no certain evidence for anaptyxis in a cluster -nr-. The
interpretation of Y 53.8 j¯en erąm xrūn erąmcā is uncertain: j¯en erąm might
represent /j¯enrąm/ or /j¯enarąm/ (cf. Monna 1978: 95f.), and we have already
argued that xrūn erąmcā represents *xrūrąmcā (§ 10.3). Y 48.10 mąnarōiš for
/mąnrōiš/ is of uncertain etymology; if -nar- indeed contains an anaptyctic
vowel, its consistent a-colouring in all mss. may be due to analogy with nar-
‘man’, like in Yt 11.4 aipi.duuąnaraii ˚̄a < *api.duuąnra- ‘cloudy, misty’697.

§ 25.5 Cluster mC

We find three OAv. forms with einserted between a word ending in -m
and a following one starting with a consonant: 53.6 y¯em e. spašu\ā, 47.3
h¯em e.fraštā and 33.1 h¯em emiiāsaitē (where the original form is still more or
less preserved in J2 hı̄m.yāsaiti, J3 hı̄m.yā.saitē, h¯emiiāsaiti L1.S2, cf.
Klingenschmitt 1972).

Y 30.9 ā.mōiiastrā is disputed; since the metre shows that it is trisyllabic,
the basic possibilities are *ā.miastrā (with *m ˘ia- > *m e˘ia- > mō ˘ia-) or
*ā.maistra (> *mōistrā). As a syllable *mōis- would hardly have developed
into mōiias-, the first etymology seems more likely.

§ 25.6 Cluster Cm

A cluster of obstruent plus m is relieved by means of eonly in OAv. and
pseudo-OAv.: *gm (aog emadaēcā, āg ema ˜t, cag emā), *xm (vaox emā, hax emā,
hax¯emąm), *dm (dad emaidē, dad emahı̄, d emana-, var ed emąn, had emōi,
hud em¯em), *\m (yōi\ emā, rā\ emō, hušōi\ emā), *sm (us¯emahı̄, das emē,

696 Narten’s suggestion that fsra- could be the result of a metathesis from *sfra- < IIr.
*spra- is improbable. We have no examples of the sequence *spr- in Avestan, but the
retention of the voiceless stop in e.g. aspiia-, āsk eitı̄m (*āsktı̄m) or xvāstra- renders a
sound change *spr- > *sfr- unlikely.

697 The form without anaptyxis has not been preserved anywhere. The form
duuąnaraii ˚̄a is offered by the Indian mss. which are based more heavily on the
contemporary pronunciation (L12.J15, Jm4) and by K18; J10 duuą.nairii ˚̄a, K36.W1
duuan.nairaii ˚̄a, F1+ duuana.nairii ˚̄a show the graphic analogy with nairiia- ‘manly’.
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vas emı̄), *zm (uruuāz emā, uz em¯em, uz emōhı̄) and *šm (aēš ema-). Anaptyctic

ein these words is much less liable to become ¯e(or ē, ı̄), and does not
disappear as often as in the clusters discussed above.

Beside these forms with anaptyxis, there are also OAv. forms without it,
e.g. afšman-, usmahicā, xšmā(ka)-, cašman-, cı̄šmahı̄, taxma-, pa\m¯e˙ng,
p er esman¯e˙ng, yūšma(ka)-, haxm¯e˙ng.

The absence of anaptyxis in clusters *Cm in YAv. clearly shows that its
presence in OAv. is due to the extra careful pronunciation of the Gāthās. In
YAv., Yt 17.12 rauuō.frao\ emanō is a lapsus of the transmission against
rauuō.frao\man- elsewhere in the Yašts. The normal YAv. form is shown by
e.g. aēsma-, asman-, uruuāsman-, cašman-, jagmūšı̄-, jagma ˜t, taxma-,
dādmainiia-, frāšmi-, bar esman-, vār e\man-, viiāxman- and
hamaspa\maēdaiia-.

Word-initial *gm- may be an exception to this rule, but there is only one
form from which we may determine its development, viz. G 2.8 g emat em.
The v.ll.698 mostly show an anaptyctic vowel, but not the same one
everywhere; besides, the usually good ms. K36 lacks anaptyxis.

A certain exception is the stem zam- ‘earth’, showing oblique cases and
derivatives in z em-: z emō, z emā, z emaēna-, etc. It is unclear whether these
forms continue *zam- or *zm-, since *-am- becomes - em- in front of a
following vowel (§ 23.3.2.1). If ein z em- is an anaptyctic vowel from *ím-
(Skt. oblique cases jmá ˙h), we must assume that the absence of the reflex †sm-
< *ím- is due to restoration of z- from the nom.acc.sg., and we must also
assume that the exceptional anaptyxis in *zm- (in view of YAv. -sm-, -šm-)
is due to the position in anlaut. Both assumptions are unproblematic.

In the loc.sg., we find the variants z emi, z eme and z emē in our texts; they
have been discussed by Kellens 1974a: 396f. He arrives at the plausible
conclusion that only the forms z emi (Y 10.17) and z emē (V 7.45-48, 8.76-78,
VPTr. 3.40) are reliable. This would point to IIr. preforms *dhíhámi and
*(dh)íhmái respectively (cf. Schindler 1967: 204f. and EWAia I: 425), in line
with short -i of z emi (disyllabic word) and long -ē of z emē (monosyllable). It
must be pointed out however that the interpretation of the passage in Y 10.17
where z emi occurs is rather uncertain, and furthermore that -i is the productive
loc.sg. ending in YAv. athematic stems (cf. e.g. loc.sg. dąmi to dam- ‘house’).
Only the form z emē can directly be matched with other IE languages (most

698 g em.t em J10.K12 · gimat em E1.Mb1 · gimat em Pt1 · gmat em K36 · gumant em
O3 · g emat em E2.
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closely Skt. k ˙smay- ´̄a ‘on earth’), and it seems an archaism within Avestan.
Therefore, we shall regard z emē as the oldest form of the loc.sg. of zam-.

This implies that the loc.sg. of z em- was a monosyllable *zme < IIr.
*íhmai at the time of lengthening of monosyllables. This in turn suggests that
the whole oblique paradigm of zam- started from PAv. *zm-, and that
anaptyctic ein z emō etc. was inserted because the sequence is word-initial;
in inlaut, where a vowel precedes, clusters of -Cm- do not get anaptyxis in
YAv.

§ 25.7 Cluster Cn

A cluster of obstruent plus n often inserts ein OAv. and pseudo-OAv., but
there are quite some exceptions. Anaptyxis appears in ag enii ˚̄a (Skt. ághnyā-),
xvaf enā (Y 30.3), g enā- ‘woman’, ci\ enā, ya\ enā, raēx enah-, raf enah-, and
´̌siiao\ ena-/´̌siiao\ana-. For -xn- and -fn-, there are also forms in which most
mss. do not have anaptyxis: xvafn emcā (44.5), cāxnar¯e(44.13), rafnahı̄ (41.4).
As for *-šn-, the clusters -xšn- and -ršn- do not yield anaptyxis between š
and n in OAv. In the simple cluster -šn-, anaptyxis in 51.12 zōiš enū is
contradicted by its absence in 34.12 rāšnąm, 46.5 rašnā, 43.15 tušnā and
38.3 hūšnā\r ˚̄ascā.

In YAv., we can generally state that anaptyxis does not occur between an
obstruent and n (attested are the clusters xn, \n, fn, bn, mn, sn, šn, zn and žn),
except for some attestations of ´̌siiao\na- (-\ ena-, -\ana-), which can be
ascribed to the influence of the frequent OAv. spelling with anaptyxis.

The cluster -gn- also lacks anaptyxis, except for the gen.pl. g enąnąm of
the stem g( e)nā- ‘woman’, and Yt 10.27 g enąna- n. ‘blow’. The other YAv.
form of this paradigm, viz. the acc.pl. gn ˚̄a (passim) does not show anaptyxis,
at least not in the best mss699. In view of the forms with initial gn- in the
paradigm of gan-/gn- ‘to strike’ (gnı̄ta- etc.) and in V 15.14 gnāna- ‘a plant
name’, the form gn ˚̄a must be original. This leaves g enąnąm and g enąna-
‘blow’ as the only forms with anaptyxis. In these forms, anaptyxis is securely
attested, and the gen.pl. form is even spelled g¯enąnąm in the mss., giving it
the appearance of a Gāthic form.

699 Geldner edits Y 2.6, 6.5 gn ˚̄asca, Vr 2.7, 3.4 g en ˚̄a. In both Y attestations this is the
best attested v.l. (only Pt4 has g¯en ˚̄asca once, Mf4 g en ˚̄asca and g¯en ˚̄asca), but in Vr 2.7
we find Jp1.Kh1 gn ˚̄a against K7a, H1.J8.Jm5.Pt3 and L1.2.S2 g en ˚̄a, in Vr 3.4 J15.Pt3,
L1.2.Br1 go with the IrVS and IrVrS gn ˚̄a, and only K7a and H1.J8 have g en ˚̄a.
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§ 25.8 Cluster ST, SS

A cluster of s, š or ž 700 plus obstruent or sibilant is alleviated by means
of e(and in OAv. a), but only at the compound boundary, or (in the case of
s) between two separate words which are joined by sentence sandhi, cf.
Bartholomae 1894-95: 176. The phenomenon is much more common in OAv.
than in YAv. Examples with s are e.g. YAv. aióh ˚̄as e. tanuuō, yas e. tē, kas e.
\bąm, is e.xša\ra, is e.xša\riiōt ema-, us efritinąm, us e.hišta-, with š e.g. OAv.
yāiš. asrūdūm, yāiš. azā\ā (Beekes 1979: 5), duš e.xša\ra- and YAv.
aš e\bō.zgat emą (*aš.\bazgatama-), with ž OAv. er ež ejı̄-, dužazōb ˚̄a
(*duž.zb ˚̄a), vı̄žibiiō and YAv. vagžibiiō/vagž ebiiō, -biiāca, -bı̄š.

Many mss. have -se or -si instead of -s e, due to the similar pronunciation
of eand e by the Persian and Indian scribes. The fact that word-final - ein
Avestan is rare (except after r), whereas -e or -i are very common, will also
have played a role. In Gāthic, this inserted vowel is sometimes lengthened
when it occurs in front of the word-divider, as in the v.ll. vasas e/-¯e/-e/-ı̄ for
vasas e.xša\rahiiā. This occurs much less consistently than with final -ar¯e,
however, and it would seem that e-insertion in these clusters is of a later date
than with r.

As for the individual mss., K5 and the InVS, and to a lesser extent also
the YS, often leave out this ein the Gāthic forms: 48.5 duš e.xša\rā is K5
and L2.3 duš.xš-; 48.10 majority spelling duš.xša\rā (due to analogy with
the simplex duš), 49.11 duš e.xša\r¯e˙ng is duš.xš- only in K5, K4 and
S2.Ml1.L3; 44.9 paitiš e. sax́iiā ˜t is spelled paitiš.° in K5, the InVS and
Bb1.J6; huz¯e˙ntuš e. sp e˙ntō is found in 43.4 with -uš.sp- in K4, the InVS and
YS; 50.2 er ež ejı̄š has žj in K5.

A form with two anaptyctic vowels is Y 46.4 dužazōb ˚̄a, nom.sg.m. of
*duž-zbāh- ‘speaking evil’. In earlier *dužzbāh, a schwa developed between
z and b, which was eventually coloured to ō. A later anaptyxis between the
two sibilants gives the attested dužazōb ˚̄a.

700 The two examples with z in Geldner’s text, viz. Y 32.11 mazibı̄š and Yt 1.11
uz eg er eptō, can be disputed. For *mazbı̄š, the good mss. Pt4.Mf1, S1.J3, Jp1.K4 and
Mf3 spell mazbı̄š, which will go back to the Archetype. In Yt 1.11, original -zg- is
confirmed by the mss. F2.L12.K18a.Mb1.Mf3.K36.Jm4.
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§ 25.9 Cluster TT

A cluster of two stops is nearly always provided with an anaptyctic vowel
in OAv. Attested are the sequences *gd, *dj, *db, *pt and *skt. The first is
found in aog edā, cag edō, dug edā, dug edrąm and m er e˙ng eduiiē. Most mss.
spell -g ed-. The sequence *dj- occurs only initially, and is always spelled with
anaptyctic ¯e: d¯ejāmāspa- (3x), d¯ejı̄ ˜t.ar eta- (2x). As usual, the vowel ¯eis
sometimes replaced by ı̄ or ē in the mss., but the agreement between all ms.
classes shows that d¯ej- was the spelling of the archetype. It would thus seem
that this anaptyxis is older than in other clusters. Y 44.17 āsk eitı̄m ‘union’
presents a cluster *skt.

The cluster *db receives different anaptyctic vowels. Word-initially, we
find ¯ein d¯ebāuuaiia ˜t. Short eappears in d ebaomā, d eb enaotā, and d ebąza-
(2x). Initial daib- in daibišuuatō, daibiš(ii)a- (2x), daibitānā (2x) and daibitı̄m
is due to the following vowel i, which has caused i-epenthesis on the
anaptyctic vowel -a-: *dbi- > *dabi- > daibi- (see § 26.1.3). The etymology
of 53.1 dab en is uncertain, but the metre shows that it represents a
monosyllabic word, which suggests original *db en.

In inlaut, *db first of all occurs in OAv. forms of the ins.pl. and dat.abl.pl.
of stems in - ˙nt: dr eguuō.d ebı̄š (2x), dr eguuōd ebiiō (3x), cazdō ˙nghuuad ebiiō.
The forms of dr eguua ˙nt- have been split in the RCS and *-dbı̄š and *-dbiiō
have been treated as separate words, cf. § 22.5.3. The mss. usually offer
-d eb-, sometimes -dib-. In the second place, we find *db with three other
dental stems: azd ebı̄šcā (ast- ‘bone’), pad ebı̄š (pa\- ‘path’) and
vaiiū.b er edubiiō (vaiiū.b er et- ‘woeful’).

The OAv. initial sequence pt- in ptar- ‘father’ must still have been pt- in
the archetype. Whereas Geldner edited all occurrences of the nom.sg. as patā,
45.11 and 47.2 were corrected to ptā by Bartholomae 1904: 905 on the basis
of the ms. attestations701. It can reasonably be assumed that also Y 44.3
patā and the acc.sg. patar¯em in 31.8 and 45.4 represent pt-, which is spelled
in this way in some of the good mss702.

701 V.ll. 45.11 ptā Pt4.Mf1.4, J2.K5, Mf2.Jp1 against patā S1.J3, 47.2 ptā Pt4.Mf1.4,
J2.K5, Mf2.Jp1, but patā only K4 and the InVS.

702 V.ll. Y 44.3 ptā Mf1, Mf2.Jp1.K4 against patā Pt4.Mf4, J2.K5, S1, YS and InVS;
Y 31.8 ptar¯em Mf1 and Mf2.Jp1.K4 against the rest; Y 45.4 ptar¯em Mf1, K5 and
Mf2, pitar¯em Jp1, the rest patar¯em vel sim.
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In YAv., we find the stop clusters * ˜tk-, * ˜tb-, *pt and *bd, where anaptyxis
is absent: pt er ebiiō, āiiapta-, hapta-, paitiscapti-, etc.; frabda-,
anauuaohabd emnō, upabdi, abdōt ema- etc. The only exceptions seem to be
V 7.72 PTr. patarō and Yt 13.83 pataca (for xptāca, as attested in Yt 19.16).

The only stop cluster in which both OAv. and YAv. insert an anaptyctic
vowel is word-final *-g e˜t (< *-k(t)), e.g. paitiiaog e˜t and aˇ˙siš.hāg e˜t,
ārmaitiš.hāg e˜t. The absence of any deviation in form of the anaptyctic vowel
across the different mss. suggests that the anaptyxis was already present in the
archetype.

Clusters of two fricatives (excluding sibilants; attested are xd, gd, \b, db,
fd) remain as such in both OAv. and YAv. (uxda-, puxda-, vagdana-,
dugdar-, \rąf( e)da-703 etc.), but when a third consonant follows, anaptyxis
appears: vax edba-, vax edra-, raf edra-, naf edra-, f edriia-.

§ 25.10 Clusters * ˘u ˘i and * ˘i ˘u

The development of these two clusters has been addressed by
Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 46ff. and by Skjærvø 1997: 117f. The clusters
principally behave in the same way as any other cluster C ˘i and C ˘u, i.e. we
expect no anaptyxis except in individual mss. Nevertheless, the two glide
clusters show a greater tendency towards simplification than other clusters,
and also the graphic merger with clusters containing older *i ˘i and *u ˘u justifies
a closer look at the evidence. Whenever anaptyxis appears in these clusters,
it is by means of a or even ō, but not e. We must distinguish between * ˘u ˘i and
* ˘i ˘u in anlaut, in intervocalic inlaut and in postconsonantal inlaut.

§ 25.10.1 In anlaut

Initial * ˘iu ˘u- yields yuu-. The evidence comprises the gen.du. of the 2nd
person *yuuāk em, the acc.sg. yuuān em, the gen.sg. Yt 15.40 yuuānō of yuuan-
‘youth’, and the compound V 19.19 yuuō.fra\ah-. The latter was discussed
and recognized as containing *yuga- ‘yoke’ by Skjærvø 1997. He has shown
that the v.ll. of this last form prove the late rise of anaptyxis in yuu-: the best

703 This is the only form with intervocalic -fd-. Whether the original form \rąfda- had
anaptyxis in the archetype is hardly possible to say because of the divided v.ll. of the
different attestations, cf. Bartholomae 1904: 806. The parallelism with xd and gd
suggests it had not.
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mss. L4 and Jp1.Mf2 spell yuuō.°, while K1 and L1.2.Br1 have inserted a:
yauuō.°. A similar fragmented distribution appears in the attestations of
yuuān em704, while yuuānō is spelled thus in both F1 and J10. The pronoun
yuuāk em is spelled yauuāk em in all attestations (FrW 6.1, N 67, F 53), but
note that these are texts with a poor ms. transmission.

Initial * ˘u ˘i- and * ˘ui ˘i- both yield vii-, and are therefore indistinguishable.
The evidence includes forms where the preverb vı̄ has merged with a
following vowel, e.g. in viiādar es em. The forms of viia- ‘to pursue’ (viiemi,
viieiti, viiei ˙nti), with the mss. showing both vii- and vaii-, have already been
mentioned by Skjærvø. Other examples are viiar e\a-, viiāxana- and viiānā-.
In most of them, the spelling vii- is maintained, sometimes replaced by vı̄-.

The forms voiiō.taraca, voiiaca (V 13.8,9) were interpreted as ‘woe!’ by
Bartholomae 1904: 1429, but Klingenschmitt 1969: 995f. has conclusively
shown that they belong to the root vı̄- ‘to pursue’. The context suggests an
interpretation as a gerund voiia- ‘who is to be pursued’ which might be
reconstructed as *vaiia- < *vaiH-i ˘ia-, with a comparative *voiiatara- ‘who is
to be pursued more’.

However, it seems preferable to reconstruct the gerund as *viia-. Firstly,
this would accord better with zero-grade viia- < * ˘uiH-a- in which the root vı̄-
is usually attested in Avestan (cf. Kellens 1984: 86 and 89). Secondly, the
attested v.ll. in V 13.8 and 13.9705 are best explained from original
*viiō.taraca and *viiaca. The vowel o cannot be original, since the conditions
for u-mutation are not fulfilled. Moreover, voii- only appears in part of the
mss., while others have vaii- or vii-; the easiest explanation is that the original
cluster vii- was relieved by means of [ e] in the contemporary pronunciation,
and this [ e] was realized as o or a.

§ 25.10.2 Intervocalically

Intervocalic sequences *- ˘i ˘u- do not occur. The primary reflex of
intervocalic *- ˘u ˘i- is -uuii-, as e.g. in jı̄uuiia- or gaē\āuuiiō. Many mss. insert
a so as to spell -uuaii-, especially mss. of the more ‘learned’ type. Thus, Y

704 Vr 3.3 2x: yuu° K7a.M4, yauu° M6 · H1.Pt3.K11.Jm5 yuu°, J8.Jm5 ẏauu° ·
yuu° O2, ẏauu° B2.L1.2 · ẏauu° Mf2.Jp1.K4.Fl1, ẏiuu° Kh1; G 4.8 2x: ẏauu° J10
· yuu° E1 · ẏauu° Pt1 · ẏauu° Mf3.K36 · ẏauu° L11.

705 V.ll. V 13.8 voiiō.° L4.K1 · vaiiō.° L2.Br1.M2, viiō.° Dh1.L1.K10 · vaiiō.°
Jp1.Mf2; V 13.9 voiiaca L4.K1 · voiiaca Br1, vaoiiāca L2 · voiiaca Mf2, vaōiiaca
Jp1.
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9.8 gaē\āuuiiō is spelled with -āuuaiiō in Pt4.Mf4.1, J2.K5 and K4, while the
YS and the InVS have -uuiiō. Such a form with anaptyctic a has entered
Geldner’s edition in Y 57.15 daēuuaii ˚̄a for *daēuuii ˚̄a (attested only in J15);
Yt 10.128 snāuiia and Yt 13.139 huuōuii ˚̄a have been edited with the F1
spelling -uii- for original -uuii- as preserved in better mss. (Hoffmann-Narten
1989: 46ff.). As observed by Hintze 1994: 113, a vacillation in the mss.
between -uuii- and -uuaii- is typical for words containing *- ˘u ˘i-, whereas
original *- ˘ua ˘i is usually spelled -uuaii- throughout the majority of the mss.

With a preceding *a, the * ˘u combines into a diphthong -ao-, and only * ˘i
remains as a consonant: *-a ˘u ˘ia- > *-au ˘ia- > -aoiia-: gaoiiaoiti-, kaoiiąm, etc.
This development into a diphthong ao was apparently blocked if the following
vowel was short a: from *ha ˘u ˘ia- ‘left’, we find haoiiā ˜t and haoiiąm on the
one hand but hāuu(ō)iia and hāuu(a)iiaca on the other706.

Those forms in *-a ˘u ˘ia- which did not yield -aoii-, lengthened the first *a
yielding *-ā ˘u ˘ia(ca/ci ˜t), viz. *xšma ˘u ˘ia, *ma ˘u ˘ia, *ha ˘u ˘ia- and *h ˘ua ˘u ˘ia. The
actual reflex of the *-ā ˘u ˘ia-forms seems to depend on whether they were
followed by enclitic -ca or -ci ˜t, or not.

Forms in *-a ˘u ˘ia- which were enlarged by -ca or -ci ˜t are mostly attested
with an anaptyctic vowel -a-, but also with -ō- and without anaptyxis. This
vacillation is best interpreted in the sense that the archetype still had -auuiiaca
and -auuiiaci ˜t. The evidence consists of māuuaiiaca, māuuaiiaci ˜t < *mab ˘ia
‘to me’ and hāuuaiiaca707 < *ha ˘u ˘ia ‘with the left one’. Some examples of
vacillating v.ll. are: Yt 14.38 māuuaiiaci ˜t, spelled F1 °uuaii°, Pt.M41 °uuii°,
but K36 mōi.ii° and K38 maōii°; V 18.31 māuuaiiaci ˜t, spelled -uuaii- in
L4.K1 and Jp1.Mf2, but -uuōii- in the InVS; Yt 17.22 hāuuaiiaca spelled
-uuaii- in F1.J10 but -uuōii- in H3.

However, originally disyllabic forms of the structure #C(C)a ˘u ˘ia# insert ō
on a regular basis in most of the mss., viz. xšmāuuōiia, māuuōiia,
hāuuōiia708 and huuāuuōiia (their etymology has been discussed in § 3.4.1).
We might interpret this in the following way: -ō- only arose — probably
before or in the archetype — under subsidiary stress ([m ´̄a ˘uò ˘ia]) but not if the
subsidiary stress was attracted by another syllable ([m ´̄a ˘ua ˘iàca]). A nice

706 With the exception of Y 29.12 xšmāuuiia, not †xšmaoiia; see § 3.4.1.

707 Geldner edited haoiiaca for the V forms, but Bartholomae 1904: 1736 rightly
corrects them to hāuuaiiaca with regard to the ms. readings.

708 But note V 19.19 PV and IrVS hāuuōiia · L2 hāuuiia, K10.Br1 hāuuaiia; V 19.25
L4 hāuuiia.
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example with both kinds of forms occurs in Yt 17.22, V 3.25ff. hāuuōiia
bāzuuō dašinaca, dašina bāzuuō hāuuaiiaca ‘with the left hand and the right,
with the right hand and the left’.

The fact that anaptyctic -ō- arose mainly in disyllables is shown by the
gen.pl. gāuu(a)iianąmca of *ga ˘u ˘ia- ‘of a cow’, and by gāuuaiiana- ‘cowshed’
< *ga ˘u ˘iana- (cf. § 3.4.1). No anaptyctic ō appears in the nom.sg. nāuu(a)iia
(Yt 14.39, 16.3) of nāuuiia- ‘running in channels; to be crossed only by ship’
< *nā ˘u ˘ia-, compare OP nāviyā and Skt. nāvy`̄a. Compare with anaptyctic -a-
the nom.pl. nāuuaii ˚̄a and the gen.pl. nāuu(a)iianąm.

Finally, we must explain the cries of woe āuuōiia and bāuuōiia (Yt). The
cognate forms OAv. auuōi and vaiiōi ‘woe!’ show that ‘woe!’ contains
original *- ˘ua ˘i- (see § 3.4.1), so that ō in (b)āuuōiia must be more original
than in the type māuuōiia < *-a ˘u ˘ia. As we have seen in § 14.2, PAv. *-a ˘i-
yielded Early YAv. *- ei- whence -ōii- (as in the acc.sg. vı̄dōiium etc.) unless
the vowel -a- was restored. In the case of *(b)a ˘ua ˘ia, there was no model from
which to restore -a ˘i-, so that the phonetic development was undisturbed:
*a ˘ua ˘ia > *a ˘u¯e˘ia > *a ˘uō ˘ia (> āuuōiia; for ā, see § 3.4.1).

§ 25.10.3 Postconsonantally

In postconsonantal position, the sequences *iu and *ui first yielded *-iiuu-
and *-uuii-, and according to Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 46 ff., they were still
spelled this way in the archetype. Further transmission led to a simplification
as -iuu- and -uii- in most cases, and this process is described for *par ˘u ˘ia- in
great detail by Hoffmann and Narten. They have also shown that mainiuu ˚̄a
rests on *mańiiuu ˚̄a, and that mainiuuasah- preserves the original spelling
mainiiuuasah- in several of the older mss. Other examples are *n eruuiiō (§
24.4, and especially Yt 10.55 J10 narauuaiiō), and Yt 10.125 hąm.iuuąmca
(*hąm ˘iu ˘uąmca, Gershevitch 1959: 274).

The scribes have generally resolved the sequences -iiuu- and -uuii- in two
ways, either through a-anaptyxis, or by reducing the first of two double
glides, yielding postconsonantal -iuu- and -uii-. These forms then look exactly
the same as forms in -iuu- and -uii- continuing *- ı̄̆ ˘u- and *-ū̆ ˘i-, and as the
reflexes of earlier *-(i) ˘iu ˘u- and *-(u) ˘ui ˘i-. Examples are afsmaniuuąn ‘in
verses’, rāmaniuu ˚̄a ‘granting peace’, dat.sg. forms such as tanuiie < *-u ˘u ˘ie <
*-u ˘ue and the stems paouruiia- < *par ˘ui ˘ia- (cf. § 21.2.3) and ur(u)uiiāpa- <
*ur ˘uı̄-āpa- (Lubotsky 1997b: 146).
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§ 25.11 Summary

We can give the following survey of anaptyxis in Avestan:

YAv. OAv.
*-r# -r e -r¯e(GAv.), -r e(YH).
*-rC- -r eC- -r eC-. Exception: *-rn- > -ran- occasionally.
*-aršt- -aršt- -aršt- (sometimes -ar ešt-).
*-āršt- -ār ešt- -ār ešt-.
*-aržd- -ar( e)žd- -ar( e)žd-.
*-ā̆ rš -ā̆ rš -ā̆ rš (in monosyllables).
*-ā̆ rš -ā̆ r eš -ā̆ r eš (in polysyllables). Exception: ātarš.
*-ā̆ ršt -ā̆ r ešt -ā̆ r ešt.
*-Cr- -Cr- -Cr-.

Exceptions: *-Cr- > OAv. -C er-, -Car- in the sequences *srVš- (s eraoša-,
s eraošānē), *frVs-, *frVš-, *frVf-, *frā# (f erastuiiē, f erasrūidiiāi,
f erašaostra-, f erašti-, f erašnaēšū, f erafrao\ra-, f erā).
Post-archetype in OAv. + YAv. *zraz- (z(a)razdā- and derivatives) and
*sras- (s(a)raska-, s(a)rascaiia-).

*fsr- - fs er-.

*Cm -Cm- -C em-.
*zm- z em- z em-.
*Cn -Cn- -g en-, -f( e)n-, -\ en-/-\an-, -x( e)n-, -xšn-, -ršn-,

-š( e)n-.
Exceptions: YAv. g enąnąm, g enąn ˚̄a.

*-s#C-, *-š#C-, *-ž#C-:
-s/š/ž eC- -s/š/žaC-, -s/š/ž eC-.

YAv. OAv.
*gd - -g ed-.
*-g ˜t -g e˜t -g e˜t.
*dj- - d¯ej-.
*db - d e˘̄ b-, dab-, -d eb-.
* ˜tk- ˜tk- -
* ˜tb- ˜tb- -
*pt -pt- (-)pt-.
*bd -bd- -
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*skt - -sk et-.
*xdC -x edC- -x edC-.
*fdr -f edr- -f edr-.

* ˘i ˘u- yuu- yuu-.
* ˘u ˘i- vii- vii-.
*- ˘u ˘i- -uuii- -uuii-.

Exceptions: a. post-archetype -uuaii-, -uii-.
b. *C(C)a ˘u ˘ia# > -uuōiia.

*- ˘i ˘u- -iiuu- -iiuu-.
Exceptions: post-archetype -iiauu-, -iuu-.

Only the last subsection yields a few data which can be used for the
relative chronology of sound changes. The split of the paradigm of e.g. ha ˘u ˘ia-
into haoiia- and hauuiia- can hardly have been a linguistic reality, since the
condition for it is quite strange. This yields a terminus post quem. This
accords well with the superlative N 70 haoiiō.t ema-, which suggests that the
RCS of *-a.t ema- → -ō.t ema- took place before *ha ˘u ˘iV- (but not *ha ˘u ˘ia!)
changed into *hau ˘ia-.
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§ 26 I-epenthesis

I-epenthesis709 can be defined as the appearance of i in front of a
consonant which is followed by one of vowels i, ı̄, e or ē, or by the glide ii.
I-epenthesis is the direct result of the palatalization of that following
consonant, and it may represent a way to indicate palatalization of a
consonant in writing (Morgenstierne 1942: 57). This definition implies that
i-epenthesis phonetically was a consonantal phenomenon, but since it is
expressed by vowel graphemes in the script, and since the different front
vowels ı̄̆ and ē̆ have an unequal palatalizing effect, there is enough reason to
discuss i-epenthesis here.

I-epenthesis can sometimes change the shape of the preceding vowel.
Original *u and *ū always yield a grapheme ūi, and all forms in -ui- are due
to very recent corruptions of regular -ūi-; the evidence has been discussed in
detail in § 10.5.2. For the reflexes of i-epenthesis on vocalic *r˚ (kiriia-,
niuuōiriia-, etc.), I refer to § 24.2. The OAv. forms in - ei- such as huš eitı̄m
< *hu-šitı̄m are not due to i-epenthesis; they have been discussed in § 6.3.

The following three subsections will address three questions: 1. Which
consonants are liable to be palatalized, and which are not? 2. What is the
difference between the palatalizing effect of i and ı̄ on the one hand, and e
and ē on the other? 3. What is the reason for the absence of i-epenthesis in
front of the ending -ı̄̆ ca?

§ 26.1 The palatalized consonant

In anlaut, only \ and r receive i-epenthesis, when followed by ı̄̆ or ii:
i\iiejah-, irista-, irixta-, irı̄ri\uš-. Initial *re- and *\e- simply do not occur.
In inlaut, i-epenthesis occurs in front of t, \, d, d, p, b, b, n, r and the clusters

˙nt, rm and OAv. db. The three subsections below will separately discuss
epenthesis on dental consonants, on labial obstruents, and on consonant
clusters.

Velar consonants never take i-epenthesis; the only apparent exception can
be dismissed. In V 13.37, 15.6 we find an enumeration of loc.sg. forms maēge
vā cāiti vā xvaēme vā urūidi vā apō nāuuaii ˚̄a ‘in a hole or a well (cāt-) or a
crevice (vaēma-) or a course of navigable water’. As the usual word for ‘hole’

709 For previous observations on the distribution, see Bartholomae 1894-5: 176f.,
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 52-54, Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 56-62, Kellens 1984: 207,
211, 218, Morgenstierne 1942: 56-59, Swennen 1995: 210-212.
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is Av. maga-, Kellens 1974a: 81 (followed by Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 53)
proposes that V 13.37 maēge ‘in the hole’ originally read xmaige. He
plausibly ascribes the spelling -aē- to the influence of the form vaēme, and he
shows that the spelling māigi, which the InVS mss. have instead of maēge or
maēgi found in the IrVS and the PV, may be due to the influence of the
loc.sg. cāiti. I quite agree that we must restore a loc.sg. of maga- ‘hole’, but
I would rather suppose that the archetype had *mage, not *maige. Original
xmage was changed to maēge by the PV and the IrVS on the model of vaēme,
but to māigi in the InVS on the model of cāiti.

§ 26.1.1 Dental consonants

I-epenthesis is attested in front of the consonants t, \, d, d, n and r; it is
regular when the following vowel is i, ı̄ or ii, but not in front of -e: the
sequences -ēte, -ē\e and - er ede, -ar ede resist i-epenthesis. The ending -ne
palatalizes yields i-epenthesis on a preceding -a-, but not on any other vowel.

The sequences -tı̄̆ (-) and -tii- regularly cause i-epenthesis on all preceding
vowels, even on anaptyctic - e- in -ar et- < *-art- and - er et- < *-r˚ t-. Deviations
may be corrected without hesitation, such as V 10.14 vātı̄m (no v.ll.) to
xvāitı̄m, and Yt 10.125 spaētita to xspaēitita (cf. Yt 14.13, 15.31 spaēitit em).

In front of -te, epenthesis is sometimes absent, but the evidence suggests
that its absence is mostly due to corruptions in the text transmission. For
instance, the voc.sg. mazdadāite is attested in four places as mazdadāte, and
in three other places as °dāite. The verbal endings -iiete (14x Yt, 9x V) and
-iieite (4x Yt, many times V) seem to occur without any ratio for their
distribution in the Yašts, which probably means that original *-iieite was
replaced by -iiete in the last centuries of ms. copying. In the Yasna and the
Vı̄dēvdād, -iieite is the more frequent spelling. The only form which may
really be an exception is the 3s.med. mrūtē ‘speaks’ which invariably occurs
in this form in the prayer ya\ā ahū vairiiō zaotā frā mē mrūtē, ya\ā ahū
vairiiō yō zaotā frā mē mrūtē. In the light of the preceding remarks, mrūtē
might be regarded as a careless spelling of expected mrūitē̆ , the form attested
in Y 8.4, 49.6 and Yt 8.23 in other contexts than the ya\ā ahū vairiiō prayer;
yet it is conceivable that the special status of this prayer, which was recited
many times during every ritual, prevented mrūtē from undergoing i-epenthesis
in the first place.

The diphthong -aē- seems to resist i-epenthesis by final -e. The nom.pl.m.
and nom.acc.du.n. aēte of the demonstrative pronoun aēta- ‘this’ is attested
many times in YAv. (4x Y, over 100x V), but there is never a v.l. †aēite.
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Since aēte is the only form in Avestan which has this sequence *-aē-t-e, it
seems ad hoc to declare the absence of epenthesis in this sequence as regular,
but in any case there are no counterexamples. Note that aē does take
epenthetic -i- in the form aēiti ‘goes’.

The distribution in front of -\- is nearly the same as with -t-. The ı̄̆ -vowels
always palatalize, and where i-epenthesis is not attested it may be restored,
as in V 4.50 auua.k er e\iiā ˜t → xauua.k er ei\iiā ˜t. The adj. *gai\ ˘ia- ‘material’
usually appears as gaē\iia- in Geldner’s edition, but Bartholomae 1904
always restores gaēi\°; despite the fact that i-epenthesis only sporadically
occurs in the mss. (e.g. Y 0.12, 7.4 Mf1, Y 1.19 Pt4 and K5, 35.2
Pt4.Mf2.Jp1 gaēi\°), we may adopt Bartholomae’s correction on structural
grounds.

Just like with -aēte, there is evidence that the sequence -aē\e resists
i-epenthesis, viz. in Y 34.2 loc.sg. pairigaē\ē and in Yt 5.73ff. loc.sg. gaē\e.

The consonant -d- always undergoes i-epenthesis except when there is a
clear word boundary between preverb and verb or noun, viz. in OAv.
ādı̄uuiiei ˙ntı̄, ādistiš and YAv. ādidaiia, ādidāiti. The absence of epenthesis
in OAv. vaēdištō (2x) and vaēdiiāi is probably a recent omission of the mss.

The noun hadiš(a)- ‘seat’ or ‘the sitting’ (compare OP hadiš ‘seat’) only
occurs in the Vr, where it refers to an unknown Avestan text or text genre (cf.
Kellens 1996: 100) and to a deity (Vr 9.5); the cases which occur are the
nom.sg. hadiš and the gen.sg. hadišaheca and hadišasca. The consistent
unlenited intervocalic -d- may be a conscious device to give the word an
OAv. appearance (thus Kellens loc.cit.); it is possible, then, that an epenthetic
i was also removed by later redactors.

In front of -d-, epenthesis is always noted when the following vowel is i(i)
or ı̄. For V 2.29 har ediš, the v.ll. h er eidiš and harai\iš show that the original
spelling was har eidiš, which is preserved as such in the ms. Dh1. The
exceptions Yt 10.126 upa.raodištō and Yt 19.2 raoditō are probably recent
errors, since V 1.2 raoidit em does show epenthesis. I similarly assume the
names in Yt 15.47 g er ediiaoxdō and g er edixauuō to be recent errors for
xg er eidi°. The diphthong -aē- sometimes loses its -i- in many of the mss.,
which is why we find vaēdiia-, vaēdiiā.paite and vaēdišta- in Geldner’s
edition, and vaēidi- only twice; but in many cases, some of the mss. spell
vaēid°/vaēid°, and I assume this to be the situation in the archetype.

The loc.sg. kam er ede ‘on the head’ (Y 57.31, Yt 6.5, 10.128-132, V 19.15,
Ny 1.15), which occurs without v.ll., and the Yt 10.126 form ar ede ‘on the
side’, suggest that -e does not palatalize a preceding r ein the same way that
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the vowels -i and -ı̄ do. Unfortunately, there is no evidence to see if -de also
does not yield i-epenthesis on a preceding -aē-.

The consonant n was also palatalized by a following front vowel.
Moreover, a special sign ń was apparently developed in the archetype in order
to write a palatal n. The attested spellings for palatal n differ from manuscript
to manuscript, however; these facts have been described in detail by
Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 59-62. They argue that the word ańiia- ‘other’ was
spelled without i-epenthesis on a- in the archetype, and the special sign for
palatal ń would in fact logically exclude the necessity of writing i-epenthesis.
Unfortunately, many words in -n ˘i- do show i-epenthesis, e.g. mainiiu-, and
according to Hoffmann-Narten the original distribution has become blurred
too much to yield a reliable reconstruction of the situation in the archetype.
This is due not only to the Avesta scribes, but also to the unreliability of
Geldner’s distinction between n and ń in the critical apparatus of his Avesta
edition. Therefore, I have not investigated palatalization of n in all details.
The only question which I will address is the effect of a following -ē̆ as
opposed to -ı̄̆ (-) and -ii-.

It seems from Geldner’s edition that the only vowel to receive i-epenthesis
in front of -ne is -a-. All dat.sg. forms of n-stems (e.g. xšnūmaine, cašmaine,
bar esmaine, staomaine, haxmainē), the loc.sg. of ana-stems (paitiš.xvaine,
maē\aine, ha ˙nkaine, ha ˙njamaine), the nom.sg. of f. stems in -n ˘iā- or -nı̄-
(kaine, kaxvar edaine), and the nom.pl. of m. stems in -n ˘ia- (viiāxaine) are
spelled °aine. The only exception is the voc.sg. Yt 1.20 hāuuane of hāuuani-
‘deity of the haoma-preparation’. If this is not due to an error of the tradition,
the absence of i-epenthesis might be explained from the special accentuation
of the vocative, viz. on the first syllable.

In V 19.9 we read da\at Sp e˙ntō Mainiiuš, da\a ˜t zrūne akarane ‘the Evil
Spirit created (it), (the Evil Spirit) created (it) for/in boundless time’. The
expression zrūne akarane was interpreted by Bartholomae 1904: 1704 as a
loc.sg. ‘in the unlimited time’, with the regular loc.sg. ending -e of akarana-
‘unlimited’, and a thematic dat.sg. zrūne of zruuan- ‘time’. Yet zrūne is the
form of the original dat.sg. (attested in Yt 5.129), whereas thematization of
zruuan- has yielded a stem zruuāna- in Y 72.10 and V 19.13 (where it occurs
in combination with akarana-!). It seems more probable that V 19.9 zrūne
akarane is an original dative zrūne *akaranāi, in which the ending -e was
adopted by akarane from the preceding zrūne. This explains why i-epenthesis
is absent from akarane. The solution that zrūne is original and akarane a text
corruption has already been suggested for semantic reasons by Lubotsky 1998:
79.
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The forms Yt 1.14 ha\rauuane and vı̄spauuane are irrelevant: they are
nom.sg. forms, which probably had the ending - ein the archetype (cf. § 22.7).

None of the other vowels (ā, e, ē, o, u, ū, e, ¯e) gets i-epenthesis in front
of word-final -nē̆ , as is shown by the evidence of e.g. loc.sg. d emānē, nmāne,
1s.subj.med. frauuarānē̆ , fracarāne, s eraošānē, dat.sg. uruuānē, hāuuanāne,
voc.sg. ahurāne; loc.sg. airiiene, zaiiene, 1s. subj. hācaiiene; voc.sg. daēne,
loc.sg. zaranaēne; dat.sg. aˇ˙saone; dat.sg. urune, a\aurune, aˇ˙sāunē, loc.sg.
bune; dat.sg. zrūne, sūne, loc.sg. būne; loc.sg. xšąnm¯enē; loc.sg. frāxšn enē;
acc.du. haouhar ene, loc.sg. upa.st er ene, 1s.ind. p er ene, v er enē.

In front of -r-, i-epenthesis is always written. The only exception is the
voc.sg.f. sūre ‘o strong one’, which is attested 29 times in Yašt 5, but in no
other text. Other forms in *-ū̆ re such as YAv. āhūire, dūire, razūire and
sigūire show that there is no reason not to expect a form *sūire in the
archetype; therefore we may ascribe the absence of epenthesis in sūre to the
less correct spelling of F1. Note that Geldner gives no v.ll. of J10.

The fact that final -re usually yields i-epenthesis also provides the decisive
argument in favour of an original perfect form xcāxrar e‘they have made’ in
V 4.46, where the IrVS and InVS spell cāxrare, and the PV cāxr er en: the
absence of i-epenthesis would be unexpected in a form *cāxrare.

§ 26.1.2 Labial obstruents

In front of -p-, i-epenthesis is only attested in the preposition aipı̄̆ ‘over,
across, during; after’, and in compounds with aipi° or an-aipi° as a first
member. Yet in the compounds anapiiūxda- (*an-api-uxda-) and anapišūta-
(*an-api-šūta-) there is no i-epenthesis, nor in the verb api-vat- ‘to understand
about’, attested in 2s.prs.ind. apiuuatahe and the 3s.prs.subj. apiuuatāite.
Intervocalic -uu- shows that these forms were treated as a single form and not
as a compound by the text transmission, and this may be the explanation for
the absence of i-epenthesis: only if *api was treated as a separate word or as
the first part of a compound, could i-epenthesis arise.

All other forms in -api- lack epenthesis: with a° ‘not’, we find apipiiūšı̄-
‘not suckling’ and apišman- ‘not seeing’; with fra°, the adj. frapixšta-
‘decorated’, frapi\bō ‘well nourished’ and the verb forms frapinuuata and
frapinaoiti; on the compound boundary, kasu-pitu- and gao-piuuaohu-. In
these cases, it might be argued that they were pronounced as a compound at
the time of the epenthesis (fra.pixšta- etc.), so that the sequence *-api- was
not part of one word. However, this explanation is impossible for rapi\bā-
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‘afternoon’ and the derived adj. rapi\bina- ‘in the afternoon’. Other vowels
than a also lack i-epenthesis: dužāpı̄m (V 13.3) ‘difficulty’, YAv. pāpi\bā-
‘sacrificial food’, huuāpı̄m (V 5.19) tree name, vaēpiiō (Y 51.12), YAv.
urupi- ‘marten’ and raopiš (V 13.16) ‘fox’. Although we must allow for the
possibility that some of these forms lack epenthesis because of the feeble text
transmission, the general picture which emerges is that the sequence -Vp-
resists i-epenthesis by - ı̄̆ -.

The only forms in -pe are the dat.sg. ape and the acc.du. G 4.5 āpe, both
to āp- ‘water’. They show that -e does not palatalize -p-.

Avestan -f- impedes i-epenthesis. The number of relevant forms is small,
but unambiguous: āfiieidiiāi (Y 71.13), ufiia- (OAv., YAv.), gafiiō (Yt 15.28),
grāfe (Yt 15.52), nāfiiō (Y 65.7, Yt 13.120) and nāfı̄m (Vyt 37).

The consonant -b- can occur in intervocalic position in OAv., and in the
OAv. and YAv. endings of the dat.ins.abl.pl. and dat.abl.du. I-epenthesis
occurs in inlaut in all relevant OAv. forms (except for the b-cases), and in
YAv. loan words from OAv.: the OAv. preverb aibı̄, YAv. aibigāiia-, V 3.24
aibiš- < *aibi-iš-, OAv. ahmaibiiā(cā), xšmaibiiā(cā), taibiiācā, taibiiō,
maibiiā(cā), maibiiō, yūšmaibiiā, and Yt 2.13 vı̄tar e.maibiia-. The only OAv.
exception is Y 33.13 abifrā.

I-epenthesis also regularly occurs in the b-cases of a-stems, in both OAv.
and YAv.: -aēibiia, -aēibiiasca, -aēibiiō and -aēibiš, all of which derive from
IIr. *-aib ˘iā, *-aib ˘ias, *-aibiš. Contrary to the a-stems, all other stems ending
in a vowel in front of the b-cases do not get i-epenthesis: -ab° (in n-stems;
with one exception: OAv. duuąnmaibiiascā), -āb° (in ā-stems: vaohudābiiō;
also shortened in auuabiiō), - ˚̄ab° (in -āh-stems: hud ˚̄abiiō), - eb° (in r-stems:
n er ebiia, n er ebiiascā, āt er ebiiō, etc.), -¯eb° (in ah-stems: YAv. raoc¯ebiiō,
vac¯ebiš, etc.; ?Vr 8.1 frāiiebı̄šca ˜tca), -ub° (in u- and ū-stems: -ubiia, -ubiiō,
-ubı̄š), and -aob° in the ins.pl. gaobı̄š.

The OAv. a-stem endings -ōibiiā, and -ōibiiascā̆ , which may look as if
they go back to *-ō.biiā and *-ō.biiascā, contain a real diphthong *-ai- in
front of -b-, i.e. they are the OAv. counterparts of YAv. -aēibiia etc., with the
OAv. development of IIr. *-ai- > -ōi-; cf. § 14.3.4. Probably these endings
were also pronounced with a palatalized -b-, just like in -aēibiia etc., but there
was no way to indicate i-epenthesis in the grapheme -ōi-. The forms that
occur are OAv. rānōibiiā, zastōibiiā, ubōibiiā710, and the OAv. adaptations
in YAv. humatōibiiasca hūxtōibiiasca huuarštōibiiasca etc.

710 The form OAv. uruuōibiiō represents *uruuō.biiō and has a very recent
i-epenthesis, cf. § 14.3.4.
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It is not certain how the YAv. dat.abl.pl. form of the adj. mainiiauua-
‘spiritual’ must be interpreted. The expected form would be
*mainiiauuaēibiiō, °asca, but in reality it is attested as Y 1.19ff.
mainiiaoibiiascā and V 2.20f. mainiiaoibiiō. These forms occur in the texts
along with yazataēibiiō and gaēi\iiaēibiiasca, which means that it is unlikely
that mainiiaoibiiō, °asca is a corruption of earlier °auuaēibiiō, °asca: the
reading °aoib° is lectio difficilior711. Bartholomae 1894-5: 157 claims that
ao is spelled for original auuō, i.e. original *mainiiauuō(i)biiō, °asca. Such
a reduction of -auuō- to -ao- is unexpected, but it cannot be ruled out. Since
the nom.sg. of mainiiauua- is mainiiauuō, it is possible to interpret
Bartholomae’s form as a dat.abl.pl. form in which the stem has been replaced
by the nom.sg., in this case *man ˘ia ˘uah-b ˘iah. Yet although such a replacement
in the dat.abl.pl. is well attested in consonant stems and root nouns (e.g.
vagžibiiō, hud ˚̄abiiō, raoc¯ebiiō, cf. § 22.2), it is unknown in thematic nouns;
this would be a unique case. Judging by the presence of the ending -ō < *-ah,
its formation would have to be dated later than for the other dat.abl.pl. forms:
raoc¯ebiiō was formed at the stage *raoc¯e(h) < *-ah, but mainiiaoibiiō at the
stage *man ˘ia ˘uō < *-ah.

It is clear from this survey that *b was usually palatalized, and
accompanied by i-epenthesis. The absence of i-epenthesis in the b-cases of all
but the a-stems can only mean that these case endings were recognizeable
morphemes at the moment of i-epenthesis, and that the text redactors
exempted them from i-epenthesis. The implications for the relative chronology
are uncertain: i-epenthesis may have been contemporary with the canonization
of YAv. (which seems rather early), unless the awareness of the special status
of the b-cases was retained for a while after the text redaction.

The special status of these endings is also indicated by the fact that their
-b- is not lenited in YAv. The reason why -aēib- was not spared i-epenthesis
is less clear. It is conceivable that the archetype still spelled -aēb° etc.
without i-epenthesis. The practice of writing -aēib° would then be due to the
last ms. stages of the Avesta tradition. Attractive as this approach may seem,
it has the decided disadvantage that the orthographic evidence for -aēib° is
really overwhelming; I find it hard to believe that it would have been carried
through in such a pervasive way, had it originated later than the archetype.

711 The reading °aoib° is best represented in the good Yasna mss. in Y 1.19, 3.23,
4.25 and 7.23. The reading mainiiōib° is sometimes attested in J3 and in the YS, and
some of the mss. have mainiiū̆ b°. In V 2.21, the reading mainiiaoibiiō of the VS must
be the original one; the PV form mainiiaēibiiō will be due to yazataēibiiō.
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Maybe, then, it was the vowel ē in -aē- which fomented the rise of
i-epenthesis in the sequence *-aēbii- and *-aēbı̄š, because ē is also a front
vowel. The impression of i-epenthesis would then have been materialized by
means of spelling -aēi- already in the archetype.

As to the development of final -bē̆ , only one form is relevant, viz. OAv.
ubē; this has no i-epenthesis.

The YAv. voiced fricative -b- regularly admits i-epenthesis in front of i(i),
as is shown by the preverbs aibi and aibitō, the dat.abl.pl. aibiiō (*ab ˘iah <
*apb ˘iah to āp- ‘water’), aibiiasca (Yt 10.82 *āb ˘ias-ca) and hinūibiiō, the
noun daibiš and the adj. jaibi° ‘deep’. The exceptions are Yt 13.46 3s.
uzg er ebiiā ˜t and F 690 dudubi, but they may be corrupt ms. spellings.

Four ins.dat.abl.du. forms in -be < *-b ˘ia are attested, none of which is
preceded by epenthetic i. For the a-stem forms Yt 10.107 gaošaibe (F1) and
Yt 16.7 gaošaēbe ‘with both his ears’ < *gaošaē(i)be, this may be due to the
bad Yašt mss.; but the u-stem form bāzube (Yt 10.105, 13.46, 16.7, V
8.75712) ‘with both arms’ is unambiguous. Since hinūibiiō does show the
epenthesis, we must assume that -be had a less palatalizing effect than -biia.

The glide -uu- does not admit i-epenthesis, which helps us to further pin
down the relative date of epenthesis. The YAv. preverb auui < *abi < *abi
(in complementary distribution with aibi) and the ptc. adaoiiamna- (<
*adab ˘iamna- ‘not to be deceived’) show that i-epenthesis cannot be dated
before the lenition of *-b- > YAv. *- ˘u-. The dat.abl.pl. forms aˇ˙sāuuaoiiō,
gaē\āuuiiō, vōignāuuiiō and rasmaoiiō can thus be derived directly from
earlier *-abiiō and *-ābiiō without i-epenthesis.

§ 26.1.3 Consonant clusters

I-epenthesis is attested in front of the clusters - ˙nt- and -rm-, and within the
OAv. cluster db-.

The vowels a and e regularly take i-epenthesis in front of the ending - ˙ntı̄̆ .
The vowels eand ˚̄a (*ant and *ānt) do not get epenthesis: e.g. jı̄jiš e˙ntı̄,
paiti.k er e˙ntı̄š, bar e˙ntı̄š, vaz e˙nti, rād e˙ntı̄, zaz e˙ntı̄, h e˙nti, h e˙ntı̄; xvar e˙nte, v er e˙ntē;
iš ˚̄a ˙ntı̄, jas ˚̄a ˙nti, bairii ˚̄a ˙ntē. This observation provides another clue to the

712 Where the text has bānube ‘with beams’, which does not make sense in the context.
Pace Bartholomae 1904: 954, I believe that Geldner 1881: 577, 584 is right in
restoring *bāzube ‘with his arms’.
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relative chronology: the changes *a ˙nt > e˙nt and *ā ˙nt > ˚̄a ˙nt predate
i-epenthesis. There are quite some deviations from the norm in the spelling
of the sequences -ei ˙nti, -ai ˙ntı̄m, etc., and this is probably due to the large
numbers of different variants for the verb-final morphemes in - ˙nt-: - e˙nti but
-ei ˙nti, - ˚̄a ˙nte but -āi ˙ntı̄, etc., and also to the general confusion between final
-i and -e, and between -ı̄ and -ē, in the more recent mss. To mention just one
example: Y 19.9 būšiiei ˙ntı̄mca has i-epenthesis in the good mss., but the
scribe of J2 and K5 spells J2 būˇ˙siia ˙ntı̄mca as against K5 būˇ˙siiaei ˙ntı̄mca.
Nevertheless the evidence is such that we are allowed to restore i-epenthesis
where it should occur according to the rule given here. For instance, Y 9.11
yae´̌siia ˙ntı̄m should have i-epenthesis, even if this is attested only in the mss.
of the YS.

Final - ˙nte probably did not cause i-epenthesis, judging by forms such as
Y 52.3 er enauua ˙nte, Yt 8.42 vaxšiie ˙nte, 10.14 rāzaiie ˙nte, Yt 13.24 zbaiie ˙nte,
etc. An ending -ai ˙nte is not attested (Y 45.2 hacai ˙ntē must be read as
+haci ˙ntē). The ending -ei ˙nte is a corruption of -e ˙nte, the best attested ending
in most Yasna and Yašt occurrences: 3p. buiie ˙nte, zaiie ˙nte, dat.sg. fšuiie ˙nte.
In the Vı̄dēvdād, we can observe a frequent replacement of -e ˙nte by -ei ˙nte,
and this is certainly due to the influence of the ending -ei ˙nti, where
i-epenthesis is regular. Examples are V 2 bairiiei ˙nte for +bairiie ˙nte, Yt 13.88
fšuiiei ˙nte for +fšuiie ˙nte. Of course, the confusion between the endings - ˙nti and
- ˙nte is such that we cannot exclude exceptions to this general distribution, and
maybe the distribution was not even crystal clear in the archetype; but in
general, it seems safe to say that final - ˙nte did not cause i-epenthesis on a
preceding vowel a or e.

Two words show i-epenthesis in front of the cluster -rm-, viz. the adjective
zairimiia- ‘fixed’ and its derivatives (< *zarm ˘ia-), and the loc.sg. airime ‘in
peace, quietly’ < *armai. We may assume that the whole cluster -rm- was
palatalized; since *rm usually gets anaptyxis as -r em-, the palatality of the
cluster had to be expressed by two vowels: -irim-.

A word-initial cluster db- in OAv. usually yields the grapheme daib°,
which has arisen through a development *dbi° > anaptyxis *d ebi° / *dabi°
> i-epenthesis daib°; the relevant forms are daibitā (49.2) (< *dbitā),
daibitānā (32.3, 48.1), daibitı̄m (45.1), daibišuua ˙nt- (28.6) (< *dbišuua ˙nt-),
daibiš e˙ntı̄ (32.1) and daibišiia ˙ntē (34.4). I-epenthesis is sometimes absent in
good mss., e.g. 34.4 Pd dabišiia ˙ntē, and it seems certain that it was absent
from the archetype.

In inlaut, there probably was no epenthesis; the usual spellings of the
endings *-dbiiō and *-dbı̄š are -d ebiiō and -d ebı̄š, with frequent variant
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readings (also in the good mss.) -dibiiō and dibı̄š; -d¯ebiiō and -d¯ebı̄š are also
found. The absence of anaptyctic -a- in these forms must be due to the fact
that *-dbiiō and *-dbı̄š do not stand in the first syllable of the word. The
cluster -db- is also attested in *azdbiš (YH, YAv.), ins.pl. of ast- ‘bone’,
where we find anaptyxis as azd ebiš in most mss., but azdibiš always in the
mss. of the IrVS (the v.ll. are provided by Kellens 1974a: 338).

In YAv., PAv. *d ˘u- is reflected as ˜tb-, which does not get an anaptyctic
vowel. The only two forms in YAv. where i-epenthesis appears in the mss.
have the clusters *- ˙ntb- and *- ˜tb- in inlaut. Firstly, Y 20.3 sao´̌siia ˙ntaēbiiō
may be corrected to xsao´̌siia ˙ntibiiō, a recent formation according to
Bartholomae 1894-5: 221; see also § 23.5.4. Secondly, YAv. intervocalic - ˜tb-
occurs in Y 60.2 viiādaibišca; as I have argued in § 4.1.1, this must represent
an ins.pl. *viiādbišca, which would yield YAv. *viiā ˜tbišca, the form
preserved in K11 viiā ˜t.biiasca.

§ 26.2 The effect of e and ē

Morgenstierne 1942: 57 writes that i-epenthesis before -ē̆ is less regular.
The examples he gives for the absence of epenthesis are daēne, sūne, aˇ˙saone
and ape. In the course of the preceding subsection, we have seen that -ē̆ 
indeed does not cause i-epenthesis in as many environments as -ı̄̆ and -ii- do.
It is the aim of the present section to put together the evidence for this
phenomenon713.

The endings -te, -\e and -re have the least restrictions regarding
i-epenthesis. In fact, this is only absent when the preceding vowel is -aē-, viz.
in -aēte and -aē\e; the only form in *-aēre is xsaēre, attested as sairi and
sadre, but never as †saēire. The consonant -r- is even palatalized in the final
cluster -rme, which gives epenthesis on -a-. Final -de also usually gives
epenthesis, except when preceded by -r- (in - er ede and -ar ede).

Other consonants seem to be less liable to palatalization. Final -nē̆ yields
epenthesis on the vowel -a-, but never on the other vowels. Final - ˙nte never
yields i-epenthesis, and similarly the labial stops and fricatives never have
i-epenthesis when followed by -e. Of course, the available evidence for the
labials is small in number: ape, āpe, grāfe, ubē, and the endings -aēbe and

713 I will not discuss the vacillation between final -i and -e, which the mss. show. This
problem would require a separate monograph; important preparatory work has been
done by Kellens 1974a and 1984.
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-ube. The most striking example is maybe provided by the sequence -uiiē̆ -:
ahuiiē, uiiē, fšuiie ˙ntē, buiie ˙nte, stuiiē, etc.

As for the phonetic interpretation, these data hardly allow for more than
the obvious conclusion that -e had a less palatalizing effect than - ı̄̆ . The only
remarkable result is the fact that *-ane gets i-epenthesis whereas -āne, -one,
- er ene and others lack palatalization.

§ 26.3 I-epenthesis in front of -ca

It has been observed by several scholars that the addition of final -ca ‘and’
to a word ending in -i or -e may block the rise of i-epenthesis on the vowel
of the preceding syllable. One of the first people to mention this phenomenon
was Caland 1893: 592f., but Bartholomae 1894-5: 177 objected to the
suggestion that there would be no i-epenthesis on r if -ca was added to the
word. He adduced the examples of nairiiasca and stairišca. For Old Avestan,
Kellens-Pirart 1988-91 I: 54 formulate a precise rule: "°cā empêche
l’épenthèse dans les finales *-ā̆ (n)ti-, *-ā̆ (n)tai, *-ā̆ di- et *-ā̆ dai-". They give
three pairs of forms, but in my view, only the co-occurrence of j¯e˙nghaticā and
s¯e˙nghaitı̄ is relevant. The two other pairs of examples they give, viz.
dr eguuataēcā beside dr eguuāitē and aog emadaēcā beside yazamaidē, have
final -taēcā and -daēcā, in which t and d were not in direct contact with -ē-.
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 53 present a more cautious formulation: "Der
Antritt von -cā̆ … hat des öfteren die i-Epenthese verhindert". They adduce the
examples of OAv. j¯e˙nghaticā and mainimadicā714, and YAv. puiietica,
frādatica, fri\iietica, baēšaziiatica, var edatica and v er ezuuatica.

Their collection already contains half of the forms for which we must
indeed assume the absence of i-epenthesis. In the following paragraphs I will
discuss the relevant evidence, with the exception of the forms in -iie(i)tica.
As Kellens 1984: 209 has already indicated, puiietica, fri\iieitica (thus
Geldner in his Avesta edition) and vifiieitica are best left out of consideration,
due to the confusion in the mss. between the predesinential graphemes -iie-
and -iiei-. For reasons adduced above, i-epenthesis in front of n is also left out
of consideration, which in practice means that we are disregarding the forms
kainica and paēmainica.

714 I leave out of consideration xvı̄ticā, cited by Hoffmann-Forssman as a questionable
example. I do not think that i-epenthesis could leave traces on i or ı̄, cf. § 6.3.
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§ 26.3.1 Without i-epenthesis

Only the ending -icā̆ regularly does not yield i-epenthesis; the evidence
comprises the preceding consonants -t-, - ˙nt-, -d- and -p-, and the forms are
found across all major texts. Furthermore, OAv. and YAv. behave alike. The
relevant evidence consists of OAv. j¯e˙nghaticā715 (Y 31.14), buua ˙nticā (Y
45.7), frārāticā716 (Y 58.4), mainimadicā (Y 35.3), and YAv. apica (Yt
9.26, V 2.30,38), frādatica (Yt 6.1, Ny 1.11, A 4.6, Vyt 15), fr¯er eticā (Y 8.2),
baēšaziiatica (Yt 8.43), var edatica (A 4.6), v er ezuuatica (Y 62.10, V 18.27),
vı̄satica (Y 12.9,11) and zar enumatica (Yt 19.67).

Two forms are attested once with and once without i-epenthesis. It seems
that both of them originally did not have i-epenthesis. The first one is the
preverb paiti in V 5.27 paitica ‘and towards’, which may be contrasted with
V 15.48 patica717, where i-epenthesis is absent. V 5.27 paitica probably
imitates the spelling of simple paiti. The second form is the noun *b er eiti- in
Yt 10.77 aš.frab er eitica and hufrab er eitica, as against Y 68.9 hufrab er etica.
In view of the fact that Y 68.9 is represented in many of the best Avestan
mss., whereas Yt 10 is based on the less trustworthy mss. F1 and J10, it
seems preferable to regard °b er etica as the more original form.

Most of the forms which do show i-epenthesis in front of -ica can be
explained from contextual analogy. The form aibica (YAv. passim) contains
the preverb aibi (YAv. passim), so that we may suggest that the scribes of the
archetype, or even earlier redactors, restored aibi° in an earlier form *abica.
It is possible to regard usaitica (E 6) as an analogical spelling due to the
influence of usaiti and ānusaiti, which occur one sentence before usaitica in
E 6. No such explanation is possible for ārmaitica (Yt 1.27, 13.3), which in
Yt 1.27 follows after a gen.sg. ārmatōiš. Here we may suggest that the stem
form ārmaiti- was so familiar from the Gāthās and the liturgical parts of
Yasna-Vı̄dēvdād-Vı̄spered, that the priests automatically replaced †ārmatica
with ārmait°.

The forms uštauuaitica and xvar enaouhaitica seem to be real exceptions,
but they only occur in Yt 19.67; this text also contains a form with expected

715 Of the important mss., only K37.Pd spell -aiticā.

716 The mss. are divided. Pt4.Mf1, Jp1.Mf2 and J6.7.H1.Jm1 read frārāt°, but there is
epenthesis in J2 frāriticā, K5 frārāiticā and K4 and InVS frārāiticā. This most
probably points to original frārāticā without epenthesis.

717 V.ll. pati° K1, paiti° L4 · pati° Jp1.Mf2 · paiti° L1.2.Br1.
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absence of i-epenthesis, viz. zar enumatica. Therefore, uštauuaitica and
xvar enaouhaitica may be due to an error of the transmission.

The gen.sg. forms hadišaheca and hadišasca disqualify as evidence for
the absence of i-epenthesis in front of -ca, because epenthesis is also absent
in the nom.sg. hadiš; cf. § 26.1.1.

When the preceding consonant is -r-, we find i-epenthesis in all forms, viz.
YAv. pairicā̆ (passim) and vı̄spa.tauruuairica (Yt 13.421), and OAv. būiricā
(Y 40.1). Two of these three forms may be explained away in the same way
as we did before: pairicā̆ may have adopted the form of pairı̄̆ , and Yt 13.142
vı̄spa.tauruuairica may have been influenced by the form vı̄spa.tauruuairi
(without -ca) which also occurs in text of Yt 13.142. However, no such
contextual influence can be assumed for būiricā. Since -r- can be shown to
be more sensitive to i-epenthesis than other consonants (viz. it is easier
palatalized in front of e than other consonants, and the cluster -rm- is one of
the few clusters which gets i-epenthesis), we might as well take būiricā as
proof for the fact that -cā̆ does not impede i-epenthesis if the ending of the
word was -r ı̄̆ .

§ 26.3.2 With i-epenthesis

The endings -imcā̆ , -ı̄mcā̆ , -išc ā̆ , -ı̄šc ā̆ , -iiaca and -ii ˚̄asca- never impede
i-epenthesis. A selection of the evidence for -t- will suffice to prove this
point: ajiiāitı̄mcā (30.4), ārmaitišca (V 8.21), āzūitišca (V 9.53ff.),
uruuaitišca (Yt 11.14), bauuai ˙ntı̄mca būšiiei ˙ntı̄mca (Y 19.9), frazai ˙ntı̄mca (Y
65.11, Yt 15.40), nauuaitı̄mca (Yt 5.82), nauuaitišca (V 22.2ff.),
vanai ˙ntii ˚̄asca (passim), vanai ˙ntı̄mca (passim), and hāitišca (Vr). The
exception Yt 11.2 druuatii ˚̄asca, gen.sg. of f. druuatı̄-, is preceded in the text
of Yt 11.2 by druuatō, which may have caused the spelling druuat° instead
of †druuaitii ˚̄asca.

§ 26.3.3 Phonetic interpretation

At first sight, the fact that final -ca is a condition for the absence of
epenthesis seems to point to the accentuation as the cause of the phenomenon,
but this cannot be the case. Firstly, the presence of epenthesis in front of
-ı̄̆ mca and -ı̄̆ šca dissuades from this solution, because these endings would
have attracted the accent as well. An ending such as -ı̄̆ šca has the same
structure of the penultimate and ultimate syllable as the ending -asca (cf. §
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4.1), for which we did assume the accent as the decisive factor. Secondly, if
the stress (at a later stage) had really fallen on the penultimate, we might
expect to find a lengthening of *-ica to -ı̄ca, just like we have established
such a lengthening in trisyllabic words with the ending *-aca. Yet no
lengthening to -ı̄ca is attested.

I would like to propose a different explanation for the forms with absence
of palatalization in front of -ticā̆ , - ˙nticā, -dicā and -pica. The preceding three
objections have shown that the absence of i-epenthesis can hardly be due to
the vowels or their accentuation. Therefore, we may have to do with a case
of dissimilation between two palatal consonants: the originally palatalized [t’],
[d’] and [p’] were depalatalized when they were followed by palatal -c- [tÿ],
and when no other consonant intervened: *-atica > *-[at’itÿa] > -[atitÿa], as
opposed to *-atı̄mca > *-[at’ı̄mtÿa] > *-[ait’ı̄mtÿa] > -aitı̄mca.
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§ 27 U-epenthesis

The phenomenon of u-epenthesis is less problematic than i-epenthesis.
U-epenthesis can only occur in front of the consonant r. The conditions for
its occurrence are clear: 1. if one of the vowels *a, *ā or * e(viz. in * er < *r˚ )
is followed by a sequence -rū̆ - or -r ˘u-; 2. if word-initial *r- is followed by ū̆ 
or * ˘u. Phonetically, we may interpret this epenthesis as the rounding of the
consonant r, which is expressed by writing u in front of r; note that r is also
one of the consonants which let through u-mutation of a preceding vowel, §
21.1.1.

The graphemes which may result from u-epenthesis are the following;
most of them have been discussed in the sections on the relevant graphemes
above718.

u-epenthesis on resulting grapheme

*a aur § 21.2.1

*a after a labial consonant aour § 21.2.1

*a + u-mutation our § 21.1.1

*ā āur § 17.4.1

*r˚ eur § 24.3

*r- ur-

The last sequence ur- can have many different etymological origins,
because u-epenthesis has blurred the original distinction between PAv. *rū̆ -
and *r ˘u- on the one hand, and *urū̆ - and *ur ˘u- on the other. Moreover, initial
* ˘ur- always yields a grapheme uruu- if it appears in anlaut, i.e. without a
preceding preverb or compound member. It is unclear whether * ˘ur- became
uruu- by means of a metathesis * ˘ur- > *r ˘u- and subsequent u-epenthesis, or
whether * ˘ur- automatically yielded ‘epenthesis to the right’. Here are some
examples of every sequence:

718 The development of *ar ˘u ˘i > aoir and * er ˘u ˘i > ūir does not concern u-epenthesis,
but real *u which arose through metathesis of *-r ˘u ˘i- > *-ur ˘i-, see § 24.4.
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*ur ˘u- uruuarā- ‘plants’ (Skt. urvárā-).
*ru- uru\man- ‘vegetation’, urūraod- pf. (both to rud- ‘to grow).
*ru ˘u- uruuan- ‘soul’.
* ˘ur- uruuāza- ‘to be proud’ (pf. vaorāz- < * ˘ua- ˘urāz-), uruuisiia- ‘to

turn’ (fraoirisiia- < *fra- ˘uris ˘ia-).

There are several indications that the date of u-epenthesis must be quite
recent. The contrast between e.g. uruuisiia- and fraoirisiia- suggests that the
initial sequence * ˘ur- was unchanged until the end of the period when Avestan
was a living language. The addition of initial u- in e.g. urūraod- would even
suggest that the word was still *ruraod- when the lengthening in open syllable
occurred, which was well into post-YAv. (see § 10.7). The form g euruuaiia-
‘to grab’ from *gr˚ ba ˘ia- shows that u-epenthesis was productive after the
change of intervocalic *b > * ˘u; this does not ensure that u-epenthesis was
certainly not productive before that date, but we have no compelling evidence
that it was.
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§ 28 The reflex of *hi and *hu

In front of a vowel, PIr. *hi and *hu can be reflected in three different
ways, viz. as hii/huu, x́/xv or óh/ouh. As we shall see below, these reflexes are
mainly determined by two factors: firstly, by the distinction between
consonantal * ˘i/ ˘u and syllabic *i ˘i/u ˘u; secondly, by the differences in
development between YAv. and OAv. The discussion below will first address
the sequences *hi and *hu in anlaut (§§ 28.1, 28.2) and subsequently turn to
the reflexes in inlaut (§§ 28.3, 28.4).

§ 28.1 *h ˘i- > x́ii-

Out of the seven relevant OAv. forms, six have the reflex x́ii-:
• the five prs.opt.act. forms of ah- ‘to be’, viz. 1s. x́ii¯em, 2s. x́ii ˚̄a, 3s. x́iiā ˜t,
1p. x́iiāmā, 2p. x́iiātā. The metre shows that x́ii- is never syllabic.
• the second member of the compound yasō.x́ii¯en (Y 51.4) ‘giving glory’,
nom.sg.n. of * ˘iasah- ˘iant- ‘giving glory’ (cf. Skt. yáśas-). The compound was
secondarily split at the RCS. Since there are indications that the change *h ˘u
> xv post-dates the RCS, the same might be true for *h ˘i > x́ii; in that case, we
may posit the following chronology of developments: *yasahii¯en > RCS
*yasō.hii¯en > yasō.x́ii¯en.

Only one OAv. form has initial hii-, viz. hiia ˜t (86x, in the Gāthās, YH and
Y 58), nom.acc.sg.n. of the relative pronoun ya-. This must be a secondary
form replacing original *ya ˜t, but the origin of h- has not been satisfactorily
explained yet. In any case, the form hiia ˜t may not have undergone all sound
changes since PIr.

In YAv., x́ii- only appears in the name x́iiaona-, the name of a people
which has no etymology.

Initial hii- appears in three YAv. forms:
• hiiā ˜t (Yt 10.120f., 13.71), 3s. prs.opt. of ah- ‘to be’ (OAv. x́iiā ˜t).
• hiiār e(V 17.9), 3p. prs.opt. of ah- ‘to be’ (Skt. syúr). Since the usual
endings of this verb form are either -ąn or -ār eš (e.g. jamiiąn beside
jamiiār eš), the absence of -š requires an explanation. Kellens 1984: 296
considers a possible error of the mss., whereas Jasanoff 1991: 112 suggests
that hiiār emay be due to analogy with the 3p. pf.ind. ending -ar e. The
problem with Kellens’ assumption is the fact that this would be quite a rare
error (no forms in -ar eoccur in the vicinity of hiiār e) whereas Jasanoff’s
assumption would be strange because we would hardly expect a prs.opt.
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ending to adopt a pf.ind. ending. In view of the fact that hiiār eis the only 3p.
opt.act. present ending of an athematic verb (beside dai\iiār eš and
xhunuiiār eš, formed from reduplicated and nasal stems), we cannot exclude
another possibility, viz. that hiiār econtinues an inherited form PIr. *Hs ˘iaHr,
which never had final *-š.
• hiiąn (Yt 8.55), 3p. verb form. The analysis is disputed. Compare the text:

ya\a hazaor em narąm ‘Like a thousand men
ōim nar em ādar ezaiiōi ˜t tie down one man
yōi hiiąn *asti aojaoha aojišta. who hiiąn asti with the strongest force.’

Geldner 1877: 13 argued that asti was to be erased ‘als sinn- und
versstörende Interpolation’; in his 1886-96 edition, he marked asti with an
asterisk to indicate that he (still) found the form ‘supsicious’. In Geldner
1881: 484, he argued that asti may be regarded as a gloss for hiiąn, which
was then commonly analyzed as a 3p. prs.opt.act. of ah- ‘to be’. The metre
of the text provides an argument in favour of Geldner’s analysis, because the
line yōi hiiąn aojaoha aojišta would have eight syllables, which is a very
frequent number of syllables in Yašt verses. Bartholomae sought to remedy
the difficulty in the meaning by assuming a compound +asti.aojah-, lit.
‘bone-power’ = ‘Körperstärke’. The last line is translated by Bartholomae
1904: 214 as ‘die an Körperstärke die stärksten sind.’ Kellens 1974a: 337
rightly rejects this, because ast- is a root noun.

Kellens (1984: 100, 259, 1995a: 72) assumes that hiiąn is a 3p.
prs.subj.act. of hi- ‘to bind’, cognate with Skt. syáti; of course, this would fit
very well in the context. Panaino 1990: 78 adopts Kellens’ interpretation of
hiiąn, and tries to re-establish the reading of asti as a separate word. His
translation runs ‘just as one thousand men / that binds the body with the
greatest strength / would enchain a single man.’ Panaino rejects Geldner’s
assumption that asti would be a gloss for hiiąn because ‘this seems
impossible.’ On the contrary, it seems quite possible to me, because we find
other instances of such glosses entering the text. Admittedly, such
interferences are more often found in the Vı̄dēvdād and the smaller
fragmentary texts than in the Yašts, but the possibility cannot be excluded.

Kümmel 2000: 676 has added two different arguments against Kellens’
interpretation of hiiąn: firstly, the use of the opt. ādar ezaiiōi ˜t would have us
expect an opt. form in the relative clause rather than a subjunctive; secondly,
it would be unexpected to find the action ‘to bind’ being expressed by two
different verbs in the same sentence. I find especially the second argument
quite convincing; note also that no other forms of the root hi- ‘to bind’ are
attested in Avestan except the OAv. perfect ā hišāiiā.
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Thus, we may return to the interpretation of hiiąn as a 3p. prs.opt.act. of
ah-. Kümmel loc.cit. rightly stresses the fact that the endings -ąn and -ār e(š)
occur side by side in the 3p. opt. of athematic verbs, and even in the same
verbal stem: jamiiąn beside jamiiār eš, buiiąn beside buiiār eš. The translation
of the passage will then be ‘just like a thousand men, who may be with the
greatest strength, tie down one man’.

In conclusion, we have found three YAv. verb forms with initial hii-
which must go back to PIr. non-syllabic *h ˘i-, as is shown by the metrical
analysis of the cognate OAv. forms in x́ii-. For an explanation, see § 28.5
below.

§ 28.2 *h ˘u > xv-, huu-

The undisturbed development of PIr. *hu in front of a vowel is *h ˘u >
Avestan xv-. However, a number of forms has the reflex huu- < *h ˘u-; with a
few exceptions, all these huu-forms are compounds with PIr. *hu ‘good’ as
a first member. It is impossible to find a phonetic reason for this distribution,
so that we may assume that the differentiation was caused by analogy: during
or after the sound change *h ˘u- > xv-, part of the compounds in *hu° ‘good’
restored syllabic -u-, so that they show huu° instead of xv°. The model for the
retention of hu- will have been the presence of hu- in front of consonants, e.g.
hu-tašta- ‘well-made’. A restored form, e.g. *hu.aspa-, could easily become
huuaspa- at a much more recent date in the recitation, and partly this will
have happened in the period after the archetype.

The restoration of the syllabic character of *hu in front of vowels seems
to be quite random, which suggests that the different treatment of *hu ‘good’
may well have arisen during the redactional compound split (RCS) in or after
YAv. It is important to keep in mind that the redactional changes do not have
the scope of a sound law. We can observe and explain why certain forms
restored hu° ‘good’ or escaped the shift *h ˘u- > a- for a different reason, but
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it can never be shown why certain compounds did not restore hu°719.
Compare the following relative chronology of developments:

PIr. *hu-ā\ra- *hu-aś ˘ua- *hu-taśta-

YAv. *h ˘uā\ra- *h ˘uaspa- *hutašta-

RCS *h ˘uā\ra- *hu.aspa- *hutašta-

sound change *h ˘u > xv *xvā\ra- *hu.aspa- *hutašta-

Av. mss. xvā\ra- huuaspa- hu(.)tašta-

§ 28.2.1 *h ˘uā̆ - > xvā̆ -

Wherever initial *h ˘ua- does not contain *hu ‘good’, it is reflected as xva-:
xva- ‘own’ (OAv.), xvatō ‘by himself’, xvadāta- ‘of its own directions’, xvapta-
‘asleep’, xvafna- ‘sleep’, xvafraēta- ‘interest’ < *hua-fra-ita- (Klingenschmitt
1968: 236), xvafsa- ‘to go to sleep’, xvaohar- ‘sister’, xvaohaiia- ‘to push’,
xvana ˜t.caxra- ‘with whizzing wheels’, xvaini- ‘nice, beautiful’, xvanuua ˙nt-
‘sunny’, xva ˙ndrakara- ‘pleasing’, xvar enah- ‘sovereignty’, xvara- ‘wound’,
xvar- ‘to take, eat; eating’, xvasura- ‘brother-in-law’, xvar ezišta- ‘sweetest’,
xvasta- ‘threshed’, and in the OAv. gen.sg. xv¯e˙ng of huuar- ‘sun’. The nom.sg.
huuar eis the only exception; see below for an explanation.

The certain cases with initial xv° < *hu ‘good’ are the following: xvaēta-
‘easy to go’, xvarai\iia- ‘serving a good aim’ < *hu-ar\ia-, xvātacina- ‘having
good tracks’ < *hu-ā-tacana-, xvā\axta- ‘well-tightened’ (cf. hu\axta-),
xvā\ra- ‘well-being’ and derivatives < *hu-ā\ra-, xvāpa\ana- ‘having good

719 The explanation proposed here for Avestan xv° and huu° < *hu- may be supported
by Cantera’s explanation (2000: 45) of a similar phenomenon in Middle Persian and
Parthian. As Cantera observes, the prefix *hu- ‘good’ also has two reflexes in those
languages, especially in Parthian, viz. xw- /xwa-/ > /xu-/ on the one hand, and hw-
/hu-/ on the other. The regular reflex in front of a vowel is xw-, e.g. xwb ‘good, nice’
< *hu-apah-, whereas hw- is expected in front of consonants, e.g. hwbwd’g ‘fragrant’
< *hu-baodāka-. Nevertheless, hw- is also often attested in front of vowels: hw-’b’d
‘well cared for’, hw-’bz’’r ‘very strong’, etc. Cantera argues that the prefix /hu-/ was
preserved or restored in the antevocalic position on the model of the anteconsonantal
forms in hw-, and this seems indeed the best solution. It is a nice, but probably
independent parallel of the Avestan compounds in *hu-.
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paths’ < *hu-ā-pa\ana-, xvāpara- ‘beneficent’ < *hu-āpara-, xvāirizam- name
of a country (possibly from *hu-ā̆ r ˘ia-zam- ‘good Aryan country’), xvāstra- and
xvı̄ti-.

Compounds in which *hua- ‘own’ was treated as a separate first member
spell xvā°, e.g. xvā.ao\ra- ‘having his own shoes’, xvā(.)daēna- ‘of (ouw) own
religion’, xvāpai\iia- ‘authority’. Even if a separation point after xvā° is
lacking (e.g. xvādaēna-), we may still assume an earlier split on the basis of
the long vowel ā720; this is corroborated by the counterexample xvadāta- ‘of
its own directions’, in which intervocalic -d- shows that the word was not
split into two parts.

Original *h ˘uā° is attested in the adj. xvāsta- ‘cooked’ (Skt. svādú- ‘sweet’,
svāttá- ‘seasoned’) and its negative axvāsta- ‘uncooked’, which derive from
IIr. *s ˘uād-tá-.

§ 28.2.2 *h ˘uā̆ > huuā̆ -

Most of the compounds in initial huu° contain *hu ‘good’ plus a word in
*a- or *ā-. Examples with huua° < *hu-a° are huuapa(h)-721, huuascuua-
‘having nice shanks’, huuasta- and huuaspa-, examples with huua° < *hu-va°
are huuacah-, huuar ezāna-, huuar ez-, huuar ešta-, huuarštāuuar ez- and
huuazāna-. Examples with huuā° < *hu-ā° are huuāiiaona- 4x Yt (beside
huiiaona- Yt 13.29), huuāiiaozda-, huuāxšta- (to āxšti- ‘peace’), huuāfrita-
(cf. ā-friti-), huuāmarždika- (cf. anamarždika- ‘merciless’ < *an-ā-marždı̄ka-),
huuāzāta- ‘well-born’ and huuāzāra- V 13.45 ‘easily insulted’. An example
with *hu-vı̄° is huuı̄ra- ‘having good men’.

A few words in huuā° must reflect *h ˘ua- ‘own’, viz. Y 59.30 huuāuuōiia
‘for himself’ < *h ˘uab ˘ia, Yt 13.146 huuāuua ˙nt- ‘like himself’ < *h ˘ua- ˘uant-
and V 13.39 huuāuuastra- ‘having his own garment’ < *h ˘ua- ˘uastra-; for the
explanation of ā in these forms see § 3.2.2. These forms share the phonetic
structure *h ˘uā̆ - ˘u-. The change *h ˘u > xv may have been phonetically impeded
by a following *- ˘u-, cf. De Vaan 2003. No counterexamples of the type
†xvā̆ uu° are attested in Avestan.

The exact explanation of Yt 13.23 huuār et- is uncertain. Kellens (1974a:
128) has rightly posited a translation ‘moving by itself’, which would point
to *h ˘ua-Hrt- (for the explanation of -ā- cf. § 5.2.1.2). The outcome huu° <
*h ˘u- would then be irregular. We might tentatively assume that the text

720 Thus, these compounds do not provide evidence for a lengthening of *a > ā.

721 For a discussion of its forms see § 3.2.2.
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redactors wrongly analyzed *h ˘uārt- as ‘moving well’, and restored the word
*hu ‘good’ in the first member.

Furthermore, initial huuā° is sometimes encountered as a corrupt spelling
of xvā°, especially in the Yašts; an example is huuāraoxšna-, cf. § 3.2.2.

The only form in which huua° does not contain original *hu ‘good’ is
YAv. (and 2x OAv.) huuar e‘sun’ < *suHar. The frequency of the YAv. form
excludes the possibility that it is a loan word from OAv., and forces us to find
a different explanation. It seems to me that Tremblay 1996: 106 is right is
assuming that hu- in huuar ewas "conservé en av. récent par analogie de hū."
In other words, the retention of [hu-] may be due to oblique case-forms such
as the gen.sg. hū < *hu( ˘u)¯e< *hu ˘uanh, and maybe also to the isolated gen.sg.
hūrō ‘of the sun’.

The gen.sg. *suHans ‘of the sun’ is attested as xv¯e˙ng in OAv., but as hū
in YAv. (for the ending cf. §§ 11.1.1, 24.6.2.2). Hoffmann 1967: 34 has
argued that the difference between OAv. huuar eand xv¯e˙ng may be the result
of an original difference of accentuation, viz. of nom. *hú ˘uar versus gen.
*hu ˘uánh. However, we do not have evidence for any similar influence of the
accent of the syllabification in OAv., so that the argument turns circular722.
Note furthermore that there is another relevant OAv. word, viz. the adj.
xv¯enuua ˙nt- ‘sunny’ < *suHan- ˘uant- (Skt. svàrvant-), the PIr. accentuation of
which is unknown; the cognate YAv. form is xvanuua ˙nt-. Therefore, it seems
more probable that OAv. xv¯e˙ng and xv¯enuua ˙nt-, unlike the nom.sg. huuar e, did
not restore initial *hu ˘u-; they underwent the same development *h ˘u- > xv-
which we find in the other OAv. and YAv. forms in *h ˘uV-. The IIr.
accentuation is not involved.

§ 28.3 *-hi- > -hii-, -x́ii- and -óh-

In YAv., the standard reflex of *-h ˘i- between two ā̆ -vowels is -óh-, e.g.
vaóhō < *vah ˘iah, yeóh ˚̄a < * ˘iah ˘iāh, etc. In front of ū̆ , *h was retained and
eventually yielded -x́ii-, viz. in the stem dax́iiu-/daóhu- ‘country’: acc.sg.
dax́iiūm, nom.acc.du. dax́iiu, gen.pl. dax́iiunąm. The change *h ˘i > x́ii must be
dated after the analogical introduction of the stem shape daóhu- for *dah ˘iu-

722 The parallel development of *źuH to zuu and zb, which was suggested by Lubotsky
1997b: 149, is probably illusory. The comparison is imperfect because with *źuH,
there is no vacillation between zb- and zuu-: we always find zb- initially (zbara\a-,
zbaiia-, zbātar-, °zbāiti-, vı̄-zbāriš, duž(.)[a]z[ō]b ˚̄a, etc.), but -zuu- word-internally
(hizuuā, hizuuō, zazuuah-, etc.).
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into other forms of the paradigm (e.g. nom.sg. daóhuš); this analogy was
fairly recent, as argued in § 21.1.2. Furthermore, -x́ii- appears in the
derivative dax́iiuma- ‘of a country; belonging to dax́iiuma-’, which also
appears spelled as dāx́iiuma- (see § 3.4.4).

The three YAv. forms with -x́iiā- can easily be explained away. The form
Yt 8.51 paitiiaog e˜t. ˜tbaēšax́iiāica must be an isolated lapsus of the ms.
tradition, since the same dat.sg. of paitiiaog e˜t. ˜tbaēšahiia- is attested as
°ahiiāica in Y 16.8 and 68.8, where not a single ms. spells -x́-. The form
uxdax́iiāca in Yt 13.88 is quoted from Y 33.14. Finally, a form auuax́iiāi
occurs at Yt 10.78 instead of the dat.sg. auuaióhe of auuah- ‘help’: āca \bā
zbaiiāi auuaióhe, āca nō jamiiā ˜t auuax́iiāi723 ‘I invoke you for assistance:
"May he join us for assistance"’. In the parallel sentences, we find the regular
auuaóhe: Y 57.3ff., Yt 10.5ff. āca nō jamiiā ˜t auuaóhe ‘may he join us for
assistance’. The form auuax́iiāi cannot be a YAv. case form of auuah-724.
We may assume that it is an isolated error of the tranmission, based on the
OAv. form auuax́iiāi (dat.sg. of auuahiia- ‘who seeks help’, cf. Pirart 1992a:
240) in Y 58.7:

Y 58.7 mazištāi y ˚̄aohąm paitı̄.jamii ˚̄a; maz¯eauuax́iiāi maz¯e+raf enō.x́iiāi
dāidı̄ hauruuāt ˚̄a am er etāt ˚̄a
‘may you come near for the greatest of demands; give to the helper [and
give] to the supporter great integrity [and] immortality’.

It appears that the presence of jamiiā ˜t in Yt 10.78 jamiiā ˜t *auuaóhe has led
the composers to the association with Y 58.7 paitı̄.jamii ˚̄a … auuax́iiāi.

YAv. also displays a sequence -hiiā̆ -, which has escaped the change of *h
> oh. As Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 54 have argued, this implies that it did not
contain *h ˘i in PIr., but rather a disyllabic suffix *-i ˘ia- < IIr. *-iHa-. We find
-hiia- in:

723 The mss. F1+ (except L18.P13) insert auui between jamiiā ˜t and auuax́iiāi, whereas
J10.Ml2 do not. Geldner (in his edition) assumed that auui had entered the text
secondarily, but Hoffmann-Narten 1989:8113 assume an original compound
+auui.auuax́iiā-. To my mind, it is much more likely that auui is a secondary intrusion
in the text of F1, rather than having been lost from J10.Ml2 and from L18.P13
independently.

724 This fact invalidates the claim of Albino 2001 that Yt 10.78 auuax́iiāi (he follows
Hoffmann-Narten in restoring xauui.auuax́iiāi, but see the preceding footnote)
represents independent YAv. evidence for an end-stressed dat.sg. *a ˘uah ˘i ´̄a(i) ‘in order
to help’.
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• abstract iia-derivatives of ah-stem compound adjectives: uštānō.cinahiia-
‘lust for life’ to *uštāna-cinah- ‘valuing life’, d¯euš.manahiia- ‘enmity’ to
duš.manah- ‘thinking badly’, paitiiaog e˜t. ˜tbaēšahiia- ‘hate which turns
backwards’ to *paitiiaog e˜t. ˜tbaēšah- ‘having hate which turns backwards’,
vı̄tar e.ązahiia- ‘the overcoming of hostility’ to vı̄tarązah- ‘who overcomes
hostility’, vı̄tar e. ˜tbaēšahiia- ‘the overcoming of the hate’ to vı̄tar e. ˜tbaēšah-
‘who overcomes the hate’, and maybe also in N 69 aēšō.drāj[ah]iia- ‘the
lenght of an aeša’ and yauuō.fra\[ah]iia- ‘the breadth of a corn’.
• iia-adjectives derived from ah-stems: manahiia- ‘spiritual’ to manah-
‘spirit’, māhiia- ‘monthly’, ‘month deity’ to māh- ‘moon’, stāhiia- ‘steadfast’
to stā- ‘to stand’ (no ah-stem *(°)stāh- attested), and probably also vacahiia-
(Yt 15.1) to vacah- ‘word’. It is possible to include here the adj. hahiia- (Vr
1.2) ‘of the corn’, viz. as a derivative of a stem *haha- ‘corn’, Skt. sasá-,
sasyá- ‘id’. This adj. serves as a basis for paitišhahiia- (Y, Vr, A), name of
the deity of the third season, lit. ‘bringing crops’. In these cases, the Skt.
cognates also show a disyllabic suffix -iya-, e.g. (dáśa)mās iya- for māhiia-,
apasiyà- ‘of the work’.
• the future ptc.med. uzdāhiiamna- (Vr 9.1) ‘which will be given out’ to dā-
‘to give’ and ząhiiamna- (Y 4.5, 24.10, Vr 11.13) ‘which will be born’ to zan-
‘to give birth’. As there is no indication for disyllabicity of this suffix in Skt.,
we must assume that the disyllabicity was extended in Avestan from the
nominal derivatives to the future suffix *- ˘ia-.

The only form where -hii- does not derive from the suffix *-(i) ˘ia- is the
comparative xraoždiiah- ‘more rigid’ (Kellens 1999b: 294), viz. in the ins.sg.f.
xraoždiiehiia (Y 9.14, Yt 19.81) < PIr. *xraužd ˘iahiHā < IIr. *kraušd ˘iasiHaH;
cf. OAv. vahehiiā.

When the suffix -iia- has contracted to -ı̄- in the acc.sg., it is impossible
to prove the disyllabicity of the suffix, since *-ahı̄- would retain *h anyway.
Thus, we must put aside the evidence of the following compounds of which
the formation and meaning suggest the suffix sequence *-ah-i ˘ia-: V 5, 8.9
māzdrājahı̄m ‘the length of month’ < *mās-drājahi ˘ia-; V 1.7 vı̄manō.hı̄m,
acc.sg. of *vı̄-manahiia- ‘discord’, derived from *vi-manah- ‘doubt’ which
appears in MoP gumān ‘doubt’.

The etymology of V 21.17 aiiehiiā-, a female daēva, is unknown.

For two YAv. forms, the exact formation type is unclear:
• The adj. pa ˙ncō.hiia- ‘of five species’ must be derived from pa ˙nca ‘five’,
but its exact origin is unclear. Bartholomae 1904: 847 suspects hiia- to be the
compound form of a noun haiia- ‘species’ attested in the Vı̄dēvdād, but this
seems unlikely: we would expect pa ˙ncō.haiia-. It seems possible to take Av.
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*paotah ˘ua- ‘a fifth’ as a starting point, and to surmise that this noun yielded
a stem *pancah- ‘five-fold’ by metanalysis (compare biš ‘twice’, \riš
‘thrice’). By means of adding the suffix *-i ˘ia-, a stem *pancah-i ˘ia- ‘of five
species’ could have been formed, whence with wrong split into two compound
members (cf. § 22.5.2, e.g. vı̄manō.hı̄m) pancō.hi ˘ia-.
• V 8.83 saire.hiia- ‘(pile of) reeds’ < *sar ˘iah ˘ia- seems to belong to V 8.8
sairiia-, but a noun *sairiiah- is unattested. Saire.hiia- is explained as an
‘instrument for dunging’, and related to V 8.8 sairiia- ‘dung’ by Bartholomae
1904: 1565 and 1567. Yet these translations are based on the surface
resemblance with MP sargēn ‘dung, manure’, a meaning which does not make
sense in the context. Firstly, compare V 8.8 auua hē gātūm baraii en ātriiehe
vā sairiiehe vā ‘they shall provide it [viz. the corpse] with a pile of ashes or
sairiia-’; it does not seem obvious that they would lay the corpse on a pile of
dung. Secondly, V 8.83 is the first in a number of verses (8.83-96) which
describe the origin of the fire with which the funeral pile is lit. The different
fireplaces and ovens from which the fire is taken appear in the abl.sg.: 8.84
xumba ˜t haca z emaini.pacikā ˜t ‘from a kiln’, 8.85 xumba ˜t haca yāmō.pacikā ˜t
‘from a glass furnace’, 8.87 pisra ˜t haca zaraniiō.saēpā ˜t ‘from a
goldsmithery’, etc. It seems strange that 8.83 saire.hiia ˜t haca would open this
series with ‘from a dunging instrument’, because that does not seem an
obvious place to get fire from.

In V 8.83, saire.hiia ˜t haca is rendered by Phl. sl’s-c, which may simply
be a mechanical transcription /sarāh-az/ of the Avestan words, without any
historical value. Yet in V 8.8, the PTr. translates sairiia- with sag ‘stone’
(Jamasp 1907: 303), which must be either a correct translation of the Avestan
word, or reflect the interpretation of the MP priests of the text: ‘they shall
provide it with a pile of ashes or stone’; this at least seems more natural than
‘dung’.

We are now free to look for an etymology for sairiia-. It seems obvious
to connect Skt. śárya- ‘arrow’, in the pl. ‘wicker-work (of the Soma-sieve)’,
occurring in the RV; compare also śará- ‘kind of reed or grass’. In V 8.8, the
corpse would then be laid on a pile of ‘ashes or reeds’, which seems natural;
in V 8.83, the saire.hiia- may well be the simplest kind of fire-place, a pile
of reeds.

In OAv., PIr. *-h ˘i- has two reflexes. The reflex -hii- is found in the
thematic gen.sg. ending -ahiiā, the pronoun gen.sg. ahiiā, the nom.acc.sg.n.
vahiiō ‘better’, the 3s. verb form srāuuahiieitı̄ ‘seeks glory’ and in Y 53.6
manahı̄m, acc.sg.m. of *manahi ˘ia- ‘spiritual’; however, this last form may be
irrelevant because it may have had -ı̄- at the time of the sound change *h ˘i >
x́ ˘i.
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Word-internal x́ii appears in forms in *-ā to which -cā ‘and’ was added,
viz. in the gen.sg. ending -ax́iiācā (which can be nicely contrasted with
unextended -ahiiā) and in the nom.pl.m. zax́iiācā. Furthermore, -x́ii- appears
in front of non-final -ā- in the forms n emax́iiāmahı̄ and sax́iiā ˜t, and in the
ending -āi in the dat.sg. forms xvax́iiāi, ax́iiāi, manax́iiāicā, auuax́iiāi and
+raf enō.x́iiāi. In front of - ˚̄a, we find x́ii in the gen.sg.f. xvax́ii ˚̄a, max́ii ˚̄a,
\bax́ii ˚̄a (of xva- ‘own’, \ba- ‘your’, ma- ‘my’), and in the acc.pl.n. vax́ii ˚̄a of
vahiiah- (compare vahiiō). In fact, the final sequences †-hiiāi or †-hii ˚̄a do not
exist in OAv. Therefore, it is uncertain whether the contrast between gen.sg.
-ahiiā and -ax́iiācā is due to the addition of -cā, as is commonly assumed, or
rather to the kind of vowel following after *h ˘i.

The sequence -x́ii- also appears in the case forms acc.sg. dax́iiūm, gen.sg.
dax́ii¯euš and gen.pl. dax́iiunąm of *dah ˘iu- ‘country’. It is possible to explain
these from a phonetic development if we assume that the vowels -¯e- and -ū̆ -
have the same effect as non-final -ā- and final - ˚̄a; but it is also possible that
OAv. *dah ˘iu- simply shared the development of *h ˘i > *x́ ˘i which took place
in YAv.

It has been suggested by some scholars that the OAv. contrast of -hii- vs.
-x́ii- might be due to the IIr. accent, viz. that *-h ˘i- became -x́ii- if immediately
followed by a stressed syllable. This possibility was positively reviewed by
Beekes 1988: 56 and Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 107, but as we can see, the
evidence shows just as many counterexamples as there are forms in favour of
the stress rule. For instance, among the forms with -hii-, the gen.sg. -ahiiā
will have been differently accented according to the accentuation of the noun;
vahiiah- (Skt. vásyas-) points to an accent before *s ˘i; but *ćra ˘uas ˘iáti and
probably also *manasía- would have had final stress.

The contrast between -ahiiā and -ax́iiācā does point to some kind of
accentual or rhythmical cause, but it will have been a much more recent
phenomenon than has hitherto been assumed. For an explanation, see § 28.5.

The form Y 58.4 aˇ˙saohācā (thus in Geldner’s edition) was corrected to
aˇ˙saóhācā, the spelling of Pt4, by Bartholomae 1904: 241, who regards it as
a gen.sg. of aˇ˙sa-, i.e. *aˇ˙sah ˘ia-ca. Yet it is unclear how this would have
yielded aˇ˙saóhācā: the expected OAv. form would be †aˇ˙sax́iiācā, whereas a
YAv. form, if it had intruded in the OAv. text, would be †aˇ˙saheca. It is
unlikely that an original OAv. form *aˇ˙sax́iiācā would have been ‘modernized’
by means of replacing -hii- by -óh-. Therefore, it seems possible that aˇ˙saohācā
is a form of aˇ˙sa-ohac- ‘accompanied by Aˇ˙sa’ (attested in Y 41.3 and 56.3)
after all. If we assume that final -ā of aˇ˙saohācā is due to assimilation to the
surrounding words in -cā, we may assume a gen.sg. *aˇ˙saohācō:
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h¯eptā g¯eušcā xaˇ˙saohācō aˇ˙saonascā aˇ˙sāuuairii ˚̄ascā stōiš ‘he is the father
of the cow which is accompanied by Aˇ˙sa, and of the believer (aˇ˙sauuan)
and of the righteous creation’.

§ 28.4 *-hu- > -huu-, -xv- and -ouh-

In YAv., the regular reflex of *-ā̆ h ˘uā̆ - is -ouh-, e.g. in xvar enaouha ˙nt- <
*xvarnah ˘uant-, yāsaouha < *yasah ˘ua, etc. Of the exceptions showing -xv-,
compounds such as aˇ˙saxvā\ra- < aˇ˙sa + xvā\ra-, axvar eta- ‘un-grasped’ and
axvafna- ‘sleepless’ are irrelevant because -xv- only acquired its intervocalic
position very recently: we are really dealing with the reflex of initial *h ˘u-.
The same may be true of kaxvar eda- ‘certain kind of daevic person’, which
probably contains the pejorative prefix ka- (Bartholomae 1904: 462).

In view of the absence of nasalization of *h in the sequence *-h ˘iū̆ -
(dax́iiu- etc.), we might expect PIr. *-h ˘u ı̄̆ - to yield †-xvı̄̆ - for reasons of
symmetry. However, we always find a nasalized reflex in the only relevant
set of forms, viz. in the paradigm of the feminine *vahu-ı̄- ‘good’: nom.sg.
vaouhi, acc.sg. vaouhı̄m, etc. It is thus impossible to decide whether vaouhı̄- is
the result of the analogical introduction of -oh- in *vah ˘uı̄- on the model of
vaohu-, or rather shows the phonetic outcome of *-h ˘u- in front of *-ı̄̆ -.

Only YAv. aš.xrāxvanut emą (Y 13.3, Vr 3.5) and haraxvaitı̄m (V 1.12)
have not participated in the change of *h ˘u > o

uh. Since aš.xrāxvanut ema- has
no etymology, and since the river haraxvaitı̄- is a geographic name, it is quite
possible that both words were not part of the (Early) YAv. vocabulary when
the sound law *h ˘u > o

uh took place. The name haraxvaitı̄- could be a loan
word from another Iranian language in the form *harah ˘uatı̄-, after the YAv.
change of *h ˘u > o

uh had been completed. This does not imply that other
lexemes with -xv-, especially such that are found in OAv. texts, must be due
to an alleged Arachosian dialectal pronunciation, as was claimed e.g. by
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 107.

The standard OAv. reflex is -huu-. The evidence comprises the forms
ahuuā ‘we two are’ (uncertain), ahuuāhū, loc.pl. of ahuuā- ‘life, mind’ (YAv.
aouhā-), ahuu ˚̄a, gen.du. of ahu- ‘life’, and the 2s. ipv.med. forms gūšahuuā,
dāhuuā and °baxšō.huuā (YAv. -aouha). It is uncertain whether the compound
mi\ahuuacah- < *mi\ah- ˘uacah- (cf. § 22) also provides reliable evidence for
the development of *h ˘u. Although it did not undergo the RCS (which would
have yielded †mi\ō.vac ˚̄a), it is still possible that the sequence °uuac ˚̄a was
retained by the transmittors because of the following compound er eš.vac ˚̄a:
mi\ahuuac ˚̄a vā er eš.vac ˚̄a vā. I exclude the three adj. aojō ˙nghuua ˙nt-,
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cazdō ˙nghuua ˙nt- and raocōohuua ˙nt- (cf. § 22.5.4), because they may already
have had the shape -ōohuua ˙nt- at the time of the (post-RCS) change *-Vh ˘uV-
> -VxvV-.

Intervocalic -xv- is shown by three OAv. forms, viz. saxvār¯e, sāxv¯enı̄ and
n emaxvaitı̄š (all 1x). The reflex -xv- < *-huu- is comparable to OAv. -x́ii- <
*-hii-.

Since it has sometimes been claimed that OAv. x́ii must be due to an
immediately following accent (but see above), it might be suggested that xv

instead of huu was also due to the accent (cf. Beekes 1988: 69). However, the
evidence is too scanty, and also contradictory. For sāxv¯enı̄ and saxvār¯e, a PIr.
accentuation *sāh ˘uánı̄ and *sah ˘u ´̄ar is quite possible, but simply unknown; for
n emaxvaitı̄š this seems to be contradicted by Skt. námasvant-, although this
could be a recent accentuation.

§ 28.5 Summary

The different reflexes of *hi and *hu in OAv. and YAv. can be
summarized as follows:

PAv. OAv. YAv.

*h ˘i- x́ii- / _ -¯e-, -ā-, - ˚̄a
hii-: hiia ˜t

x́ii-: x́iiaona-
hii-: hiiā ˜t, hiiąn, hiiār e

*h ˘u- xv- 1. xv-
2. huu- / _* ˘u
3. huu- (u restored)

*-h ˘i- 1. -hii- / _ -ā, -ō, -e-
2. -x́ii- / _ -ācā, -āi, - ˚̄a, -¯e-, -ū̆ -

1. -óh- / _ā̆ 
2. -x́ii- / _ū̆ 
(3. -hii- < *-hiH-)

*-h ˘u- 1. -huu- / _ -ā, - ˚̄a, -āhū; -ac ˚̄a?
2. -xv- / _ -ār¯e, -¯enı̄, -aitı̄š

1. -ouh- / _ā̆ 
2. -xv- (2x)

In anlaut, the more usual changes are *h ˘i- > x́ii- and *h ˘u- > xv-. We may
assume that these represent one single change, viz. a ‘strengthening’ of *h >
x in front of * ˘i and * ˘u. The fact that OAv. and YAv. are equally affected
suggests that the rise of x is due to the pronunciation of the post-YAv. text
transmittors. We can date *h > x to the period after the RCS, because the
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YAv. forms which restored syllabic hu- during the RCS (especially
compounds in *hu- ‘good’ and the gen.sg. hū ‘of the sun’) escaped the change
to xv-. In OAv., the forms xv¯e˙ng and xv¯enuua ˙nt- suggest that *hu ˘u- (< *huH-)
had also become *h ˘u- before the change *h > x; but the sequence *hu ˘u- had
apparently been restored in the nom.acc.sg. huuar e˘̄ .

YAv. shows only one form with the reflex x́ii-, viz. x́iiaona-, against three
forms of the prs.opt. of ah-, which have the reflex hii-. I see no way around
the assumption that these opt. forms have secondarily changed * ˘i into syllabic
*i ˘i, although the reason why is unclear. This replacement might have taken
place at quite an early stage; in any case, it is unlikely to be dated to the
period after YAv. had ceased to be a living language.

In intervocalic position, the first relevant changes were YAv. *h ˘i > óh and
*h ˘u > o

uh between ā̆ -vowels. It seems most economical to suppose that this
change was contemporary with single *h > -oh- between ā̆ -vowels. This
nasalization of *h must post-date the YAv. change of word-final *-h ˘ia > -he
which we have discussed in § 20.2.

Unlike -óh- and -ouh-, -oh- is also regularly present in all relevant OAv.
forms. This is due to the fact that the nasalization of *h took place in Early
YAv., and that -oh- was subsequently introduced into OAv. during the
canonization of OAv. In front of -ā̆ -, there was no intervocalic *h left in
YAv., so that every OAv. sequence -/ā̆ hā̆ /- was automatically replaced by
-/ā̆ ohā̆ /-. In front of ı̄̆ and ū̆ , however, h still occurred in YAv., so that OAv.
-h- remained unchanged in this position. This is how the correspondences of
OAv. *-h ˘i- to YAv. -óh- and of OAv. *-h ˘u- to YAv. -ouh- originated. Some
exceptions arose afterwards, when OAv. -h- was replaced in some forms by
-oh- if the corresponding YAv. word possessed -oh-, as in vaohu- ‘good’ and
aohu- ‘life’ (in which -oh- had been analogically introduced for *-h- in YAv.).
The same analogical replacement gave rise to the OAv. ˘uant-derivatives of
ah-stems such as OAv. aojōohuua ˙nt- (see § 22.5.4), which do not have -ouh-
but -oh- + - ˘u-.

In Early YAv., the sequence *-h ˘i- was retained in front of *-ū̆ -, eventually
yielding -x́ii- in both OAv. and YAv. The sequence *-h ˘u- was rare or
inexistant in YAv. after the nasalization of *h, but two forms with *-h ˘u- did
enter the language at a later stage, probably as loan words: aš.xrāxvanut ema-
and haraxvaitı̄-.

OAv. contained a number of forms in which *h ˘i and *h ˘u had been
preserved unchanged. Both sequences have a twofold reflex, viz. hii and x́ii
in the case of *h ˘i and huu and xv in the case of *h ˘u. We have already
established that the reflexes x́ii- and xv- in anlaut have developed in front of
non-syllabic [ ˘i] and [ ˘u], whereas hii- and huu- must be due to the syllabic
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pronunciation of ii and uu. If we apply this knowledge to the distribution in
inlaut, it might be significant that OAv. hii and huu are mostly (but not
exclusively) found in open final syllable (-ahiiā, ahiiā, vahiiō; ahuuā, ahuu ˚̄a, -
ahuuā), whereas x́ii and xv are mainly found in closed final syllable or in non-
final syllable (-ax́iiācā, -x́iiāi, -x́iiā ˜t; n emaxvaitı̄š, saxvār¯e, sāxv¯enı̄); an
exception is -x́ii ˚̄a. Thus, the distribution of -x́ii- vs. -hii- and of -xv- vs. -huu-
is not completely complementary, but we might interpret it along the same
lines as the distribution in anlaut: non-syllabic glide yielded x́ii and xv, syllabic
ii and uu yielded hii and huu. It seems likely that syllabic pronunciation
tended to be preserved (or introduced?) especially in shorter forms and in
open syllables; however, some of the details of the OAv. distribution in front
of different vowels remain unclear (e.g. -x́ii- but -huu- in front of - ˚̄a).

Finally, there is a relatively large number of YAv. stems showing the
sequence -hiia-. It is likely that these stems contained (or, for a part of them,
introduced) linguistically real *-i ˘ia- (< IIr. *-iHa-), which means that the input
sequence for *h ˘i > óh was absent.

We may now provide the following relative chronology of phonetic
changes applying to *h ˘i and *h ˘u:

Early YAv.
1. *-h ˘ia > -he.
2. *-ā̆ hā̆ - > *-ā̆ ohā̆ -, *-ā̆ h ˘iā̆ - > *-ā̆ óhā̆ -, *-ā̆ h ˘uā̆ - > *-ā̆ ouhā̆ -.

Post-YAv., after the RCS
1. *h ˘u > xv, except / _* ˘u.

*h ˘i > *x́ ˘i.
2. * ˘i > ii, * ˘u > uu.
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§ 29 The reflex of *rp, *rt, *rk

The IIr. sequences *r˚ p, *arp, *r˚ t, *art, *r˚ k and *ark have a twofold
reflex in Avestan: one group displays the forms er ep, arp, er et, art, er ek and
ark respectively, whereas the other group has ehrp, ahrp, eˇ˙s, aˇ˙s, ehrk and
ahrk. The complete evidence will be discussed below.

Following Bartholomae’s first discussion of this alternation (1886: 35-53),
it is commonly supposed that the second group of reflexes must phonetically
be interpreted as having (had) a voiceless variant of *r or *r˚ , which is
indicated in the Avestan script by the spelling hr in front of p and k, but
which yields a grapheme ˇ˙s in the case of *rt and *r˚ t.

Bartholomae explained this double reflex from the accentuation of the
preforms. From a comparison with related Skt. forms, he concluded that
original ictus immediately in front of *r/r˚ yielded the forms with a voiceless
vibrant, whereas preforms in which a different syllable was accented yielded
the forms er ep, arp, etc. For the sake of brevity, Bartholomae’s theory shall
be referred to in the following discussion as VOR (Voicing Opposition on *r).

VOR has been accepted by all subsequent scholars, but only Beekes 1988:
56ff. has tried to provide a discussion of the complete Avestan evidence for
and against it. We learn a few important points from his discussion.

Firstly, he argues that the development of different reflexes due to VOR
may well belong to the post-OAv. period. This means that "in the time of the
Gāthās (…) the development was probably still entirely automatic, i.e.
dependent on the accent." As we shall see below (§ 29.7), it can even be
disputed whether VOR existed in OAv. at all.

Furthermore, Beekes warns that compounds are less useful for checking
VOR, partly because their forms may have been influenced by simplexes and
partly because they date from post-IIr. times, and there is no Sanskrit
counterpart to compare them with.

Nevertheless, Beekes concludes that "the place of stress agreed in great
lines with that of Sanskrit", although of course some unexplained exceptions
remain. While Beekes has investigated the evidence according to word-classes
(nouns in -ta-, nouns in -ti-, determinative compounds, possessive
compounds), which enables him to group words with the same expected
accentuation together, we shall discuss the relevant forms per Avestan
grapheme. This entails a more philological approach to the matter, in line with
the framework of this book.

In order not to overburden the discussion with hypotheses, we shall
assume that one stem with one meaning generally retained the stress on the
same syllable. Contrary to this, Bartholomae 1894-95: 168 expects
paradigmatic accent change to be reflected in the Avestan forms. He explains
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the acc.sg. k ehrp em beside k er ef emca from an (inner-Avestan) accent change
in front of -ca. Yet k er ef emca must be explained differently (§ 29.1), and
counterexamples such as k ehrp emca or the pair v ehrkō - v ehrk emca show that
either paradigmatic accent change was absent or its influence had been
nullified before the operation of VOR. Bartholomae’s conclusion that the
ins.sg. k ehrpa (*kr˚ p ´̄a) would show that it has received the accentuation from
e.g. the acc.sg. k ehrp em (*kŕ˚ pam) is therefore unvalid, just like the claim
(1904: 1419) that v ehrk emca should "streng lautgesetzlich" have been
†v er ek emca. Whereas positive evidence (mar eka- versus mahrka-) can be
taken as an indication that Avestan had a distinctive accent, the absence of
such evidence cannot be used to argue for the absence of the phenomenon
altogether.

If we assume Avestan to have retained the IIr. state of acentuation more
or less faithfully, we must try to reconstruct this state. In order to do so, our
main source of information on the accentuation of the different word classes
is the accentuation of Sanskrit. It is important to realize that Sanskrit may
have undergone accent shifts in the period between the split of Indo-Aryan
and Iranian, just like Avestan may have changed the accentuation of words
and word-classes. Apparent disagreement between the accentuation of Sanskrit
and the reflex of *r in Avestan need not imply that VOR should be
abandoned.

We shall operate with the following assumptions (cf. Beekes 1988): verbal
adjectives in -ta- were for the larger part oxytone and had the zero-grade of
the root; their accent has sometimes been shifted towards the root in the case
of substantivization, often in combination with the introduction of the
full-grade of the root. Nouns in -ti-, as far as they show the zero grade of the
root, are also oxytone as a rule. Agent nouns in -tar- < PIE *-ter-/-tor- take
the full grade of the root and could be either barytone or oxytone in PIE,
depending on their meaning. Tichy 1995: 375 reconstructs an IIr. paradigm
nom.sg. *d ´̄atā, acc.sg. *d ´̄atāram, gen.sg. *dātr˚ š for the former type, and
nom.sg. *dāt ´̄a, acc.sg. *dāt ´̄aram, gen.sg. *dātrás for the latter type. The PIE
and IIr. difference of function which accompanied this accentual difference
is still preserved fairly faithfully in Vedic, as has been shown by Tichy 1995.
She describes the function of the barytone tar-nouns in Skt. as ‘general’,
whereas the oxytone nouns have a ‘situative’ function. The type d ´̄atar- may
indicate the habitual agent of an action, or the agent who has the action of the
verb as a lasting and characteristic quality. The type dātár- may indicate the
potential agent (e.g. ‘there is no one who could perform action X’), the
current agent of the moment of speech, or the occasional, incidental agent of
an action.
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In (Y)Av., a number of nouns in -tar- occur with the zero grade of the
root, e.g. yūxtar- and aibišastar-. I follow Tichy 1995: 45, who explains these
forms as Avestan innovations based on analogy with other nominal derivatives
from the same root, especially with abstract nouns in -ti- and verbal adj. in
-ta-. As for the accent, Tichy 1995: 44f. hints at the possibility that the
Avestan nouns in -tar- to roots of the structure Car- may confirm the Vedic
evidence, but a comprehensive survey of the evidence will be given below.

For other simplex formations, the accent rules are less general and we
must compare every word separately with the Sanskrit forms. Note that in the
case of an original mobile accent paradigm, Avestan may have generalized
one or the other type of accentuation.

The accentual evidence of compounds is inferior to that of simplexes
(Lubotsky 1988: 26). As Beekes (1988: 67) remarks, "the general rules of
Sanskrit are complicated and show many exceptions. Therefore a strict
argumentation is often impossible." Nevertheless, so many of the relevant
Avestan forms are only attested in compounds that we must try to establish
the main features of compound accentuation which might go back to IIr.

Bahuvrı̄his (possessive compounds) as a rule stress the first member,
mostly on the same syllable as the simplex (Wackernagel 1905: 291).
However, when the first member is a(n)-, su-, du ˙s-, or a disyllable in -í, -ú,
-ŕ˚ or *-ń˚ , the second member of the compound is accented.

Verbal governing compounds bear the accent on their first member in Skt.
(Wackernagel 1905: 315).

In determinative compounds, the first member was originally accented if
the second member was a verbal noun or adjective in -ta- or -ti-
(Wackernagel 1905: 214). The second member is accented in the case of most
other second members, including root nouns in -t-; compounds with as a first
member a(n)- have the accent on this morpheme (Wackernagel 1905: 215).
Compounds in su- or du ˙s- are paroxytona. When the second member is a
noun in -tar-, Sanskrit has the accent on this suffix if the simplex was
oxytone, but on the preverb if it was barytone. Thus, we expect the root
syllable of a noun in -tar- to have been unaccented in any determinative
compound. When such a cpd. ends in a different noun, the accent will be on
the preverbs a(n)-, su-, pra- or vi-, but with other first members the second
member is accented, usually on the last syllable (Wackernagel 1905: 266ff.).

Finite verb forms of stems in -ar will be excluded from the discussion. In
the first place, the number of forms with a relevant preform is very small: it
concerns OAv. d er etā, b er etąm, frauuar etā, var etā, bar etū (?) and maybe F
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602 car etąm. More importantly, the possibilities for analogical restoration of
the voiced variant are too large to allow any conclusions about VOR.

§ 29.1 *r˚ p

a. The unaccented reflex - er ep-

The PN āt er epāta- ‘protected by Ātar’ agrees with the reconstruction
* ´̄atr˚ -pāta-. The reflex - er e- shows that *r˚ in this word is treated as any *r˚ 
in inlaut, since word-final *-r˚ would give -ar e.

The adjective huk er epta- ‘well-shaped’ and its superlative huk er ept ema-
(Y 1.1, Y 26.2) were regarded as cognates of Skt. [AV+] kl˚ ptá- ‘put in order’
by Bartholomae 1904: 1818, but the total absence of verbal cognates of Skt.
kalp- in Iranian casts serious doubts on this etymology. It is now assumed
(see especially Kellens 1974a: 349 and EWAia I: 324) that huk er epta- was
formed as a denominative to the root noun compound *hukr˚ p- ‘well-shaped’,
which is attested in the nom.sg. huk er efš. The suffix -ta- would thus be the
same as the one used for deriving patar eta- from patar- and fratacar eta- from
tacar-. In Sanskrit, such formations usually retain the accentuation of the
derivational basis, but since the suffix seems to be productive in Avestan, it
cannot be excluded that it became accented.

The form g er epta- ‘grabbed’ from IIr. *gr˚ bhHtá- is attested as a simplex
and in compounds725. Even if the cpds. seem to correspond to their expected
accentuation (*úz-gr˚ pta-, *pŕ˚ \u-uzgr˚ pta-), they cannot be used as evidence
since they may have adopted the simplex form. The stem g er eptaiia- ‘to grab’
is only attested in the very recent Vaē\ā Nask; it seems to have been
secondarily derived from g er epta-, and to have replaced usual Avestan
g euruuaiia-.

The etymology of Yt 19.2 fraor epa- ‘mountain’ (vel sim.) is quite
uncertain, cf. Hintze 1994: 73, but a mechanical reconstruction leads to
*fra- ˘ur˚ pa-, which could well be a determinative compound in *prá-.

b. The accented reflex - ehrp-

The root noun k ehrp- f. ‘shape, body’ must have had root accent at least
in the monosyllabic nom.sg. *kŕ˚ fš. Skt. attests only an ins.sg. kr˚ p ´̄a.

725 Viz. auua.g er epta-, +auui.g er epta-, āg er epta-, uzg er epta-, nig er epta-, vı̄g er epta-,
uzg er eptō.drafša-, p er e\u.uzg er epta-.
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Bartholomae 1894-95: 168 and 1904: 469 assumes that the acc.sg. F 212
k er ef emca represents *k er ep emca, without -h- because it has undergone an
accent shift of one syllable to the right due to the suffixing of -ca. Yet the
form k er ef emca must probably be interpreted differently. The usual PTr. of
k ehrp- is klp /kirb/ ‘body, form’. The PTr. BSLY’ /gōšt/ ‘meat’ in F 212
indicates that a different word is meant, which is why Kellens 1975b: 468
regards -f- as original. He assumes *k er efim < *k er efi ˘iam, from a stem
*kr˚ pi ˘ia- ‘meat’. The word would thus be irrelevant for our present purpose,
since it has *r˚ in front of f. The expected acc.sg. of k ehrp- is attested as
k ehrp emca in V 21.6.

The compounds aspō.k ehrpa-, tanu.k ehrp(a)- and maxši.k ehrpa- ‘having
the form of a horse, — of a body, — of a fly’, if they were old, would have
had the stress on the first member. It seems safest to assume with Beekes
1988: 65 that the form k ehrpa- in these words stems from the simplex.

The compound st ehrpaēsah- ‘adorned with stars’ can represent an IIr.
formation *Hstŕ˚ -paićas-, like * ˘uić ˘uá-paićas- ‘having everything as an
ornament’ which is attested in Skt. viśvá-peśas- and Av. vı̄spō.paēsah-.

§ 29.2 *arp

a. The unaccented reflex -arp-

Y 53.9 nar epı̄š ‘decline’ has no etymology. Beekes 1988: 61 assumes that
it reflects the suffixal accent which neuters in -iš usually have in Sanskrit.
However, we have argued in § 9.4 that nar epı̄š most probably represents the
nom.sg. of a stem nar epı̄- ‘lack of light’. If we compare the oxytone
accentuation of the Skt. type vr˚ k´̄ı ˙h, nar epı̄- may still fit VOR.

The noun karapan- is shown by the Gāthic metre to count as disyllabic
/karpan-/. It was connected with Skt. kálpa- ‘ritus’ by Bartholomae 1904:
454-5, from which we can now derive it satisfactorily by means of the
individualizing suffix *-h1n- as *kalpa-Hn- (cf. Hintze 1994: 164 with
references)726. The paradigm nom.sg. karapā (2x in OAv.), nom.pl.
karapanō (3x in OAv.; YAv. only in Yt 4.7, FrW 2.2), gen.pl. karafnąmca
(YAv.) accords well with that of Av. mar etan- ‘mortal’ (nom.sg. mar eta,

726 An alternative etymology would be a connection with Ir. *kr˚ paka- ‘pious’ as in
MP, Pth. kyrbg, and with Av. k ehrpa- ‘form’, i.e. *karpaHn- ‘he who observes the
(right) form’.
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gen.sg. mar e\nō; cf. Hoffmann 1955) and suggests an originally mobile
paradigm *kárpān, *karfnás, cf. already Beekes 1988: 61.

For some reason, original *kar epan- was changed to karapan- in the
history of our texts. If this has occurred before VOR, the noun karapan-
would be irrelevant for the present discussion. If the change occurred after
VOR, we would need to assume that the nom.sg. *kárpā(n) adopted the
accentuation or at least the voiced variant kar- of the oblique cases. The OAv.
noun karapōtāt- /karpatāt-/ ‘karpan-hood’ would fit the usual presuffixal
accentuation of these nouns in Skt.: *karpátāt-.

b. The accented reflex -ahrp-

V 14.5 kahrpuna- is the name of a daevic animal. It may be compared
with Khwar. krbwn ‘lizard’ and V 14.5 PTr. krpnk /karbunag/, glossed by
Pahl. krb’š /karbāš/ ‘lizard’. As I have argued in De Vaan 2000c: 284,
*karp-una- may be analyzed as a stem *kárp- (maybe ‘frog’), and a suffix
*-una- comparable to the Skt. suffix -una- (Wackernagel-Debrunner 1954:
485), which is also used in animal names. We cannot say anything about the
accentuation.

§ 29.3 *r˚ t

a. The unaccented reflex - er et-

The athematic formation in the cpd. ratuš.m er et- ‘who memorizes the
rules’ (cf. Kellens 1974a: 143f.) would originally have accented the second
member. It has already been observed by Bartholomae 1886: 50 that
determinative compounds with a root noun in *-r˚ t as their second member
never develop the accented reflex - eˇ˙s in Avestan. This is true not only of
inflected root nouns, for which one may invoke the accentuation of the
oblique cases to explain the unaccented reflex, e.g. gen.sg. *smr˚ tás, but it can
equally be observed in the isolated form hak er e˜t ‘once’, which corresponds
to Skt. sakŕ˚ t. In fact, the letter <ˇ˙s> never occurs in auslaut. This obviously
has a phonetic motivation: probably, -t in auslaut had already developed into
the specific sound - ˜t before *-ŕ˚ t- developed into (the precursor of) ˇ˙s; cf.
Bartholomae loc.cit.

This has its consequences for a few other forms. Stem-final -t appears in
the compound yāsk er et- ‘request-maker’, a t-extension to the root kar- ‘to
make’, and can be reconstructed for the thematicized root nouns to kart- ‘to
cut’, viz. g er edō.k er eta- ‘who cuts the gall-bladder’, z er edō.k er eta- ‘who cuts
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the heart’ and nasu(m).k er eta-727 ‘who cuts corpses’. It also appears in Vr
2.5 xsp e˙ntąm.ārmaitı̄m.d er et em (thus for attested °dar et em acc. to Kellens
1974a: 132) ‘who supports Sp e˙ntā Ārmaitı̄’ to dar- ‘to hold’, and in the root
noun b er et-728 to bar- ‘to bring’, finally also in p er et- ‘combat’ to part-.
The reflex - er et- in these forms receives the same explanation as in hak er e˜t.

The noun p er etu- ‘gangway, passage; ford; bridge’ occurs in both OAv.
and YAv., but YAv. also displays the form p eˇ˙su-, showing the treatment of
*r˚ t in accented position. The alternation in the simplex can be interpreted in
agreement with the difference between OAv. and YAv. language, assuming
with Beekes 1988: 60 that p er etu- was the OAv. form, which was adopted in
some of the YAv. contexts, while p eˇ˙su- was the genuine YAv. form.

As for the accent, two possibilities present themselves. The first one is to
assume that the IE ablaut of this noun (nom.sg. *pértus, gen.sg. pr˚ t ˘ués, cf.
Hoffmann 1992: 845) is reflected in OAv. oxytone *pr˚ tú- on the one hand,
but YAv. barytone *pŕ˚ tu- on the other. This does not necessarily entail an
accent shift from OAv. to YAv., but can be seen as a different simplification
of the PIr. system, cf. the OAv. acc.pl. p er etūš against YAv. p er e\bō. It
would seem strange, however, that two dialects so close would both opt for
the generalization of the zero-grade of the root, but maintain a different
accentuation.

The second possibility, and this is the option Beekes prefers, is to assume
that the development of *ŕ˚ t to - eˇ˙s- was of YAv. date, while OAv. p er etu-
reflects a preform not influenced by the accent. In view of the elegant
explanation it would give for p er etu-/p eˇ˙su-, this solution is preferable. For
other forms pointing in this direction, see the conclusions in § 29.7 below.

The context in which YAv. p er etu- occurs, supports the assumption that
p er etu- is due to Gāthic influence. The expression YAv. tarō cinuuatō
p er etūm (in Y 71.16, V 19.30, Vr 7.1) has been shaped on the model of Y
46.11 cinuuatō p er etuš, cf. the literal mentioning of the uštauuaitı̄m gā\ąm

727 It seems uncertain whether F 364 āt er ek er eta ‘fire-maker’ belongs here too. It is
analyzed as the ins.sg. of a root noun āt er e-k er et- by Klingenschmitt 1968: 121 and
Kellens 1974a: 130, but formally a nom.sg. to a noun āt er e-k er etar- cannot be
excluded. Morphologically, this would be a better match among the surrounding
nom.sg. priest names F 359 aē\rapaitiš, F 361 ar etō.k er ei\inō, F 362 āt er evaxšō, F
363 āt er e.vaznō, F 366 ātar e.mar ezanō. The zero-grade -k er et- may be due to the
preceding āt er e-, or it may reflect the replacement of the original full grade *kartar-
by the zero grade of e.g. the verbal adj. in -ta-, cf. Tichy 1995: 45.

728 Attested in aš.b er et-, āb er et-, vaiiū.b er et-, vāstrō(- em).b er et-, huš.hąm.b er et-.
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(= Y 43-46) in Y 71.16. Y 19.6 tarō p er etūmci ˜t is probably linked with this
tarō cinuuatō p er etūm. Finally, Yt 11.4 apąm … nāuuaiianąm paiti p er etūš
looks very much like Y 42.1 apąmcā p er etūš, and furthermore shows the
proterodynamic acc.pl. ending -ūš against YAv. p er e\bō in V 2.30.

The compound cinuua ˜t.p er etu- seems to be a YAv. remake of cinuuatō
p er etu-; if old, the accentuation would have been *cin ˘uat.pr˚ tú-.

Contrary to p er etu-, the form p eˇ˙su- seems to be the regular YAv. form of
the simplex (attested also in p eˇ˙su.pā-). It occurs together with cinuua ˙nt- only
in Vyt 42 tarō p eˇ˙sūm … yim cinuuatō.

The form m er eta- ‘having died, dead’729 is synchronically the past ptc.
to the root mar- ‘to die’, and its form suggests that the original oxytonesis
(Skt. mr˚ tá-) has been retained. For the deviant form V 5.61 m eˇ˙sa-, see below.
The noun am er etatāt-, also am er etāt- with haplology, has no exact
correspondence in Skt., but the usual accentuation of the -a- in that language
(e.g. sarvátāt-) suggests that am er etatāt- can continue the corresponding
accentuation *amr˚ tátāt-.

Following m er eta-, we can group together the other past ptc. in -ta- from
ani ˙t-roots in -ar-, which would have been unaccented both as uncompounded
forms and as the second member of a determinative cpd. The forms in
question are (°) er eta- to ar- ‘to set in motion’, (°)k er eta- to kar- ‘to make’,
(°)d er eta- to 1dar- ‘to hold’, (°)d er eta- ‘harvested’ to 2dar- ‘to tear’, (°)b er et-
a- to bar- ‘to bring’, m er eta-730 to 2(s)mar- ‘to notice, remind’, °v er eta-
from 1var- ‘to cover’, and (°)st er eta- to 2star- ‘to throw down’.

The possessive cpd. ap er etō.tanū- can continue *ápr˚ ta.tanū- to par- ‘to
give in exchange’. Hoffmann 1992: 855 regards the form par etō.tanu- in N
42 and V 7.52 PTr as a corruption of *p er etō.tanu-, back-formed to ap er etō°.

A regular reflex according to VOR is also shown by the ti-abstracts
(*Cr˚ tí-), whether as a simplex or as the second member of determinative
compounds, viz. ° er eiti-731 ‘movement’ to ar-, °k er eiti-, āp er eiti- ‘penance,
reconciliation’ to par- ‘to give in exchange’, °b er eiti-, °m er eiti- to 1mar- ‘to

729 In m er eta- and auua.m er eta-.

730 P 48 framar eta- ‘recited’ and N 22 vacō.mar eta-, manō.mar eta- seem to have a full
grade against Skt. smr˚ tá-, but the texts of P and N present many textual corruptions
of Avestan forms. The occurrence of hufram er eta- in Vr 14.1 and 16.0 indicates that
the compounds in question originally had *°m er eta-.

731 Viz. fr¯er eiti-, frōr eiti-, paiti. er eiti-.
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die’, °m er eiti- ‘remembrance’ to 2mar- ‘to notice, remember’, fraor e(i)ti- to
vart- ‘to turn’732 and °st er eiti- ‘sinning’ to 2star- ‘to throw down, to sin’.

We find the original combination of difference of root ablaut, accent and
function quite faithfully preserved in the agent nouns to bar- ‘to bear’. The
oxytone zero-grade form *br˚ tár- ‘bearer’ is shown by āb er etar- and
frab er etar- ‘bearer’; compare also MP bwlt’l /burdār/ ‘bearer’ < *br˚ tār-. The
fact that these oxytone nouns in Skt. do not retract the accent if a preverb is
added (Wackernagel 1905: 218) indicates that the unaccented reflex of the
root in °b er etar- cannot be due to an accented prefix. The barytone full grade
form *bártar- was preserved with the specialized meaning of ‘rider’ in bāˇ˙sar-
(Y 11.2), on which see § 29.4.

From the root part- ‘to combat’, we find the present stem p er eta- in the
forms p er et e˙nte, xp er etaē\e733, p er etata and p er et emna-, which can all agree
with the accent of the Skt. type tudáti. The pf.ptc. pāp er etāna- will have had
the accent on the reduplication syllable.

b. The accented reflex eˇ˙s

The adj. am eˇ˙sa- ‘immortal’ agrees with the accentuation of Skt. amŕ˚ ta-,
although the latter deviates from expected *ámr˚ ta-.

The adjective k eˇ˙sa- ‘ready, made’ could formally be analyzed as *kŕ˚ -ta-
to kar- ‘to make’ or as *kŕ˚ t-a- to kart- ‘to cut’. We find k eˇ˙sa- used
attributively to vastra- ‘garment’ in Yt 17.14 (quoted in F 279), and in V 21.3
baēšaz(ii)a(.)k eša. While k eˇ˙sa- was, from Bartholomae 1904 onwards,
regarded as a derivative to kar- ‘to make’, Kellens 1974a: 309 tried to explain
V 21.3 baēšaza.k eˇ˙sa- as a compound ‘cutting the medicines’, with °k eˇ˙sa- <
*kŕ˚ t-a-, thematicization of a root noun *kr˚ t- ‘cutter’. The problem with this
explanation is the occurrence of z er edō.k er eta-, g er edō.k er eta, nasu.k er eta-
and aipi.k er eta-, which are clearly derived from kart-. These forms must be
regarded as secondary thematicizations, but they show a different reflex of
*kr˚ ta- than baešaza.k eˇ˙sa.

732 Cf. Kellens 1974a: 64, Insler 1975: 167.

733 In Yt 19.46; v.ll. F1 par exvāi\e · J10 p er exvai\e. There exists general agreement
that xv is a scribal error for *t. If -āi- and -ai- indeed continue *-aē- rather than *-ōi-,
xp er etaē\e would be the only thematic 2d. prs.ind.med. form preserving the expected
outcome -aē\e of the IIr. ending, rather than -ōi\e which all the other forms have (cf.
§ 14.3.2). However, the spelling -ai- might have been influenced by paiti: Yt 19.46
yahmi paiti pa/ er exvā̆ i\e sp e˙ntasca mainiiuš aorasca ‘for which fought each other the
beneficent spirit and the evil one.’
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Therefore, the analysis given by Hoffmann 1992: 844f. seems preferable.
He regards k eˇ˙sa- in V 21.3 as a separate word, which could be either a subst.
‘product’ or an adj. ‘ready’. In view of the clearly adjectival k eˇ˙sa- in Yt 17.14
vastr ˚̄asca k eˇ˙s ˚̄a bāmaniuu ˚̄a ‘and ready, splendid clothes’, V 21.3 may also
have the adjective: baešaza k eˇ˙sa ‘ready medicines’. This could then represent
the past ptc. of kar- *kŕ˚ ta-, which is distinct in accentuation from the regular
ptc. k er eta-. According to Hoffmann, this difference points to a dissociation
of the adj. *kŕ˚ ta- from the verbal paradigm.

The noun p eˇ˙su- has already been discussed above: it continues YAv.
*pŕ˚ tu-. The simplex has been introduced into p eˇ˙su.pā-.

Avestan has a noun p eˇ˙sanā- f. ‘battle, combat’ (later also n. p eˇ˙sana- and
a m. PN p eˇ˙sana-) which corresponds to Skt. pŕ˚ tanā- f. The simplex has been
introduced into the originally unaccented second member of the cpd.
vana ˜t.p eˇ˙sana- ‘winning the battle’. The noun p eˇ˙sanā- has furthermore given
rise to a very recent denominative verb p eˇ˙sana- in V 4.49 (cf. Kellens 1984:
133).

An adjective p eˇ˙sa- ‘forfeit, fined’ acts as the first member of the poss.
cpds. p eˇ˙sō.tanū- and p eˇ˙sō.sāra-. It can reflect the regular first member
accentuation of a poss.cpd., but we would still expect an oxytone verbal adj.
*pr˚ tá°. Therefore, Hoffmann 1986: 170 = 1992: 844 assumes that we are
dealing with a case of barytonesis due to the loss of a paradigmatic
connection between the verb and the adj. For this special, legal meaning of
p eˇ˙sa-, this seems quite acceptable.

c. Uncertain evidence

The form m eˇ˙sa- ‘dead’ in V 5.61 conflicts with the usual form m er eta-
and has not received a satisfactory explanation yet. Although V 5.61 is its
only attestation in a continuous text, the occurrence of F 482 must em ešō may
support the linguistic reality of m eˇ˙sa-. Klingenschmitt 1968: 147 argues that
the PTr. mwlt ‘dead’ was originally the translation of m eˇ˙sō, must em ešō being
the result of a contamination by a scribe of *must em m ešō.

Hoffmann 1986: 170 assumes that m eˇ˙sa- reflects barytonesis of the verbal
adjective, which was dissociated with its verbal root and came to be used as
a normal adjective. His main argument is the use of m eˇ˙sa- in V 5.61 in
opposition to the adj. juua- ‘alive’, from which he infers that m eˇ˙sa- in this
passage means ‘dead’ rather than ‘having died’. But unfortunately, we find
m er eta- in V 5.36ff. used in exactly the same opposition to juua-. The
meaning of m eˇ˙sa- prevents the interpretation of this form as an ad-hoc
back-formation to am eˇ˙sa- ‘immortal’, for such a formation would have to
mean ‘mortal’ rather than ‘dead’.
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The fact that V 5.61 m eˇ˙sa- has the same meaning as the much more
frequent m er eta-, and occurs even in an identical passage, rules out the
possibility that m eˇ˙sa- reflects a linguistic reality different from mr˚ tá-. An
accent shift due to the influence of *amŕ˚ ta- (such as Beekes 1988: 59
hesitatingly suggests) or a wrong word division of an original sequence
*aˇ˙sauua am eˇ˙sasci ˜t can therefore be excluded. I can think of only one
solution: the preform *m ertasci ˜t changed its voiced r to voiceless hr under the
influence of the preceding *ahrtauuā (> aˇ˙sauua). It seems hardly possible that
this would have occurred in the living language, so that the change must be
dated to the later period of transmission (but preferably before *hrt > *hr).

The etymology of the cpds. spelled by Geldner as Yt 5.113 p eˇ˙sō.ci ˙ngha-
and Yt 14.35 p eˇ˙sō.par ena-, maybe ‘with spread claws’ and ‘with spread
feathers’ is uncertain. The v.ll.734 with -i-, and the absence of any spelling
with ˇ˙s, may well mean that these forms are irrelevant for the present section.
An original form *pišō°, as attested by the best mss. in Yt 14.35, would also
be possible. For instance, a connection with Yt 14.19 m er egahe … pišatō
(maybe from *pi´̌siia ˙nt- ‘pinching’, De Vaan 2000d: 85), referring to a bird
just like p ešō.ci ˙ngha- and p ešō.par ena-, may be considered.

§ 29.4 *art

a. The unaccented reflex -ar et-

In the first place, this group comprises the past ptc. in *Cr˚ H-tá- to IIr.
roots in *CarH-, viz. °tar eta- to IIr. *tarH- ‘to overcome’, °sar eta- to IIr.

734 Yt 5.113 p ešō° F1 (not -ˇ˙s- as suggested by Geldner’s edition) · pisō° J10; Yt
14.35 p ešō° F1.Pt1.E1 · pišō Jm4.K38.36.40 · paišō J10.
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*ćarH- ‘to break’, star eta-735 to *1starH- ‘to spread’ and zar eta-736 to
*íarH- ‘to become upset’.

Next, we find full grade forms in *-ta- from the ani ˙t root ar- ‘to join, put
in order’, attested in unaccented position in cpds.: OAv. d¯ejı̄ ˜t.ar eta- (YAv.
ji ˜t.aˇ˙sa-), YAv. anar eta- ‘untruthful’ < *ánarta- (Beekes 1988: 65), and Vr.
ar etō.kar e\na- ‘who fulfills his duty’737. As was observed by Hoffmann
1986: 166, the noun *arta- ‘that which is joined’ → ‘truth; (religious) duty’
has the full grade of the root and preserves traces of the original root accent
in the simplex aˇ˙sa- < *árta- (see below), as we would expect for a
substantivized ta-participle.

YAv. var eta- ‘caught’ seems to belong to the root *H ˘uar- ‘to cover, to
enclose’. Whereas the introduction of the full grade of the root into a
ta-verbal adj. often involves root accent, we must assume an accentuation
* ˘uartá- here. Note that this would match the meaning of var eta-, which is
rather adjectival; compare also the poss. cpds. var etafšu- ‘with enclosed
cattle’ and var etō.vı̄ra- ‘with imprisoned men’, which would be in order if
accented as * ˘uartá-fšu- and * ˘uartá- ˘uı̄ra-. If one does not wish to assume
oxytonesis here, we may point to the possible introduction of voiced r from
other verb forms into * ˘uárta-: the semantic connection with var- seems
unimpaired.

The noun mar eta- ‘man’ occurs only in OAv. It shows substantivization
of the ptc. *mr˚ tá- ‘dead’, with regard to which form Skt. márta- ‘man’ shows
the expected combination of initial accent and full grade root characteristic for
substantivization. According to VOR, a preform *márta- would yield †maˇ˙sa-,
which does not exist. Beekes 1988: 58 suggests that *marta- adopted the
accentuation of *mr˚ tá-, or that of *martán- (Av. mar etan-). Although *mr˚ tá-

735 Viz. frastar eta- and ništar eta-.

736 zar eta-, and anāzar eta- ‘not upset’. F1 spells mostly °z er eta- in Yt 13, which has
entered Geldner’s text at 13.63). Whether P 22 (23), V 3.14 PTr. (dušcā.)zar eta-, Vn
52 (dušaca.) zar eta- belong here too is uncertain. Because of the PTr. (duš-)zarmān,
it is considered to be the past part. to zar- ‘to become old’ (*íarH-) by Bartholomae
1904 and all subsequent studies. Note however that duš° as the first member of a cpd.
never occurs as dušca°, and furthermore that it is usually prefixed to a noun with a
more or less neutral meaning, e.g. duš-manah- ‘with bad thinking’ next to humanah-
‘with good thinking’, dužita- ‘badly accessible’ next to xvı̄ta- ‘good access’. The idea
of ‘old age’ is expressed by zauruuan- (PTr. zarmān), which is understood as
something negative: nōi ˜t zauruua … nōi ˜t m er e\iiuš ‘neither old age … nor death’.

737 Although this would rather seem a bahuvrı̄hi, for which *árta-kar\na- would have
to be reconstructed.
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is unattested in Av. (except for the negative am eˇ˙sa-), analogical introduction
of voiced ar after mar etan- would be possible. Another way out would be to
assume a YAv. date for VOR, in the way described for the pair p er etu- vs.
p eˇ˙su- above.

YAv. kar eta- ‘knife’738 reflects the expected oxytonesis of the agentive
PIE *kort-ó- ‘the cutter’ from the root kart- ‘to cut’. The barytone form
*kárta- ‘the cut one’ is attested in (vouru)kaˇ˙sa-, see below.

For Y 71.7 aipi.kar eta-739 ‘who cuts into pieces’ (Kellens 1974a: 311),
we can assume a preform *api.kartá-, containing the same noun *kartá-
‘cutter’ attested in ‘knife’. Possibly, the original denomination of the person
‘he who cuts’ was preserved in the compound, whereas the meaning of the
simplex shifted towards the instrument ‘knife’.

The adj. sar eta- ‘cold’ < PIE *ḱolh1to- (Lith. šáltas) may derive from a
PIE oxytone form as in the cognate Gmc. *kalda- < *ǵolh1tó-; of course,
oxytonesis may also be more recent, and characteristic of the adjectival
meaning. Avestan also possesses an adj. sar eda- which determines
maidiiāiriia- ‘the middle of the year’; Kellens 1996: 78 has proposed to
translate sar eda- as ‘cold’, so that Avestan would have had two concurring
adj. sar eta- and sar eda- ‘cold’. It is tempting to connect the vacillation in
consonants with the alternation between the nouns OAv. aodar- and YAv.
aota- ‘cold’.

The meaning ‘racecourse’ is certain for YAv. f. car etā-. With Hintze
1994: 333, we can posit a substantivized verbal adj. *cartá- n. ‘that on which
has been run’, to which form a f. *cart ´̄a- retaining the accent of its
derivational basis may have been formed, in the way described by
Wackernagel-Debrunner 1954: 616.

The compound frāta ˜t.car eta- < *fra-tacar eta- ‘flowing forward’ was
probably derived from the noun tacar- ‘course’ by means of the suffix -ta-
(cf. Bartholomae 1894-95: 107). Simplexes with secondary -ta- are variously
accented in Skt., mostly retaining the accentuation of the derivational basis.
If the compound was accentuated according to the Skt. rules, we would expect
*frá-tacarta- which would regularly yield -ar eta-.

738 Also in the determinative cpd. kar etō.baēšaza- and kar etō.dąsu-, which can reflect
regular accentuation of the second member, or adoption of the simplex. For the full
grade in the root, compare Yagnobı̄ kort < *karta-, Pamir languages *kart ˘iā-
(Morgenstierne 1974: 25).

739 Kellens leaves the choice between reading aipi.k er eta- or aipi.kar eta-. To my mind,
the occurrence of aipi.k er e˙nt e˙nti in the next stanza makes aipi.kar eta- the lectio
difficilior with respect to aipi.k er eta-.
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The adj. patar eta- ‘winged’ (Gershevitch 1959: 270740) can be
reconstructed as *patar-ta-, compare Skt. pátra- n. ‘wing, feather’ and
pataṅgá- ‘flying’. Together with Hitt. pattar/pittar n., gen.sg. paddanaš, they
point to an IE heteroclitic n. *pet-r-/pet-n-, cf. EWAia II: 75. The symmetry
in formation between Av. *patar-ta- and *fra-tacar-ta suggests an original
nom.acc.sg. of such a heteroclitic stem *pátar ‘wing’ to have been the basis
for patar eta-, which was then probably accented as *pátarta-. However, the
apparent productivity of this suffix may also have had a bearing on its
accentuation, so that these forms cannot be regarded as unshakeable evidence.

A full grade of * ˘uart- ‘to roll’ is attested in the poss.cpd. var etō.ra\a-
‘with a rolling chariot’, a bahuvrı̄hi which would have had the first member
accented. Therefore, we must assume an accentuation * ˘uart-á- ‘roller’,
seemingly in conflict with the simplex vāˇ˙sa- ‘vehicle’ which presupposes
* ˘uárta-. Either var etō.ra\a- indeed preserves the older agent noun
accentuation of * ˘uartá-, or the accent was shifted one syllable to the right in
* ˘uárta-ra\a-, cf. Wackernagel 1905: 292.

The noun auuar etā- ‘possession’ was connected with Proto-Germanic
*wersa- ‘worth’ by Bartholomae 1904: 177; Pokorny 1949-59: 1157 derives
the Gmc. words from PIE * ˘uert- ‘to turn’. However, Schrijver 1996: 198ff.
has argued that Gmc. *wersa-, toegther with Celtic words such as W. gwerth
‘worth’ < Proto-Celtic *gwertā and OIr. gor ‘pious, dutiful’ < PCl. *gwaro-,
may go back to a pre-Gmc. and pre-Celtic root *gwhVr- ‘worth, return value’.
If this is correct, we must drop the connection of Av. auuar etā- with the
Gmc. and Celtic words. The noun auuar etā- may still be a derivative of the
root * ˘uart-, but only from IIr. date. We may reconstruct * ´̄a- ˘uart-a- ‘that
which is given in exchange’ → ‘a thing of value’. Yet if we compare Khwar.
(’)wrd- ‘to gather’ (intr.), caus. (’)wrcy- ‘to gather, pile up’, ipf.
’mwrd-/’mwšt- < *ā- ˘uarta-, *ā- ˘uarta ˘ia-, ipf. *ham-ā- ˘uarta-, it seems also
possible to reconstruct * ´̄a- ˘uartā- ‘that which has been assembled’ →
‘possession’. The meaning of the word excludes the possibility that the root
form vart- exerted influence on the noun in Avestan times.

The noun mar etan- ‘mortal, man’ must have had a mobile accent
paradigm: nom.sg. mar eta < *mártān, nom.pl. mar etānō < *mart ´̄anas, gen.sg.
mar e\nō < *martnás; thus, the accent could have been leveled at any time.

740 His reconstruction *ptar-ta- would have yielded †tar eta-, cf. YAv. tūiriia- <
*pHtr˚ ˘u ˘ia-; on the other hand, pt- might have been restored from the preserved cluster
-pt- in inlaut, viz. in frapt er ejāt- ‘who goes forward by its wings’ (cf. Kellens 1974a:
255ff.)
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Regardless of the accent, the root form mar- from the oblique cases could
have replaced voiceless r at any stage.

We find abstract nouns in *-tí- from se ˙t-roots in jar eiti-741 ‘praise’ to
*g/ǐarH-, tar eiti- to *tarH- ‘to overcome’, +star eiti-742 ‘spreading’ to
*starH- and possibly in xvar eiti- ‘consumption’ to *s ˘uar(H)- (this root is never
found in the zero-grade), from ani ˙t-roots in var eiti- ‘defense’ to var- ‘to
cover’, var eiti-743 ‘the rolling’ to vart- ‘to roll’ and har eiti- to har- ‘to
protect’.

P 39 ār eitı̄mca is usually interpreted as xar eitı̄mca because of the text
parallel between P 39 and Y 60.2 (cf. Bartholomae 1904: 192 etc.):

P 39 naršca aˇ˙saonō xšnūitı̄mca ār eitı̄mca viiād[ ˚̄a]sca <paiti>
paiti.z[a] ˙nt[a]iiasca ‘reward and blessing and commendation and
recognition of the righteous man’.
Y 60.2 y ˚̄a aˇ˙saonąm xšnūtasca aˇ˙saiiasca viiādaibišca paiti.za ˙ntaiiasca
‘which (are) the rewards (*xšnūtaiiasca ?), blessings, commendations and
recognitions of the righteous’.

The noun *arti- occurs dozens of times in the Avesta, always in the form aˇ˙si-
< *árti-, so that xar eiti- is quite surprising.

The solution proposed by Beekes 1988: 59, viz. that the accent of *ártim
was moved one syllable to the right when -ca was suffixed, has already been
refuted by Hoffmann 1986: 169: there are simply too many counterexamples.
Furthermore, we can see that Y 60.2 aˇ˙saiiasca contains the same -ca, so that
we should then also expect †ar etaiiasca. Hoffmann suggests that xar eiti- was
borrowed from a different dialect than standard Avestan. If this were true, we
should wonder why the same formula should first employ one dialect form,
then another.

741 Viz. aibi.jar eiti-, probably a transposition based on OAv. aibı̄.jar etar-, cf. Tremblay
1999: 76.

742 In P 24 xaēsmō.star eiti, xbar esmō.star eiti-. These may be corrected from attested
°st er eiti- because of the appurtenance to the root *starH- ‘to spread’.

743 This concerns V 6.41 aibi.var eiti (thus with Jp1.Mf2). As an old ti-abstract to the
root vart- would have yielded †var esti-, we must assume aibi.var eiti- to be a later
formation. Maybe it was formed as an "Augenblicksbildung" on the model of the
preceding nižb er ei\i: V 6.41 pasca nasāuuō nižb er ei\i pasca ā\ritı̄m aibi.var eiti aēša
āfš yaoždiia bauuaiti vasō aibiš.xvar e\a ‘When the corpses have been removed, when
it has rolled three times over them, this water through purification becomes
consumable at wish’.
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As an alternative, we might consider regarding xar eiti- as the regular OAv.
outcome of *árti-, i.e. with the same absence of VOR as attested for OAv.
p er etu- and mar eta-. We can then assume that P 39 contains a remnant of an
OAv. text, whereas Y 60.2 has the corresponding YAv. version of the same
expression. It is not uncommon for OAv. words to emerge in quotations in the
fragments of the Pursišnı̄hā744. The nature of this text, which was intended
as a Middle Persian comment on Avestan expressions relevant to the religious
and legal practice, favours the preservation of OAv. forms which do not show
up in larger YAv. texts like the Yašts and the Vı̄dēvdād.

As for agent nouns in -tar-, we find the compounds aibı̄.jar etar- (OAv.)
‘who praises’ (Skt. jaritár-), framar etar- ‘recitor’, frauuar etar- ‘convert,
someone who chooses for (the religion)’ from se ˙t-roots, and the forms
har etar- ‘protector’ and nišhar etar- ‘guardian’ from ani ˙t har-. In prefixed
formations, Skt. accents either the preverb or the suffix of the noun, so that
in any case the root syllable in *-art- would have been unaccented in these
forms.

The compound hunar etāt- ‘skill’ was derived from nar- ‘man’, so that the
literal translation is ‘good-manliness’. In this kind of cpd., Skt. accents the
first member sú- ‘good’, so that Av. hunar etāt- would fit VOR. Of course,
analogical introduction of the stem nar- ‘man’ cannot be excluded.

The noun car etu- ‘racecourse’ (Klingenschmitt 1968: 182) probably
belongs to the root car- ‘to go’, for which the accentuation *cártu- would be
expected. It is attested in the measure car etu.drājah- ‘having the length of a
racecourse’ and in F 609 car etutāra- ‘victorious on the racecourse’ (thus
Klingenschmitt). It is conceivable that they secondarily adopted the form of
the present cara-.

Yt 10.128 \anuuar eitinąm has been satisfactorily explained by Gershevitch
1959: 279 as the result of haplology in a form *\an ˘uar-tanı̄nām, gen.pl. of
a f. adjective *\an ˘uar-tanı̄- ‘stretching the bow’, from *\an ˘uar- ‘bow’ and
the root tan- ‘to stretch’. Since such a determinative cpd. would originally
have had second member accentuation, the reflex found in Avestan could
match VOR.

Uncertain evidence
It remains uncertain whether N 87 kar eta- ‘piece of clothing’ is derived

from *kart- ‘to cut’. This formation would have to be reconstructed as PIE

744 For example, cf. P 7, which quotes Y 31.18 completely, P 18 quoting from Y 35.6
and 35.7, P 19 quoting Y 35.9 entirely and the first half of Y 35.10.
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*kórt-o- ‘something cut’. The Avestan form seems to conflict with such an
accent.

The exact basis for the form V 3.20 aš.xvar et ema- ‘most gluttonous’ is
unclear, cf. Schindler 1987: 343. According to him, it could have been built
directly on a compound *aš.xvar- ‘gluttonous’, but it may also represent the
compound form of a simplex *xvarišta- ‘eating the most’.

The etymology of E 17 dar eta- ‘pain’ (MMP, Pth. dld ‘pain’, Khwar. drd
‘pain’) is unknown. Beekes 1988: 58 connects it with dar- ‘to split’, which
is possible but not compelling.

A noun var eta- ‘lump’ is attested in V 9.11 z em.var eta- ‘lump of earth’.
This may be connected with vart- ‘to roll’, but this is uncertain.

Unclear is also the etymology of var eta- in the poss. cpds. gū\ō.var eta-
‘dwelling in the shit’ and druuō.var eta- ‘with a healthy abode’. One may
consider a subst. *varta- ‘dwelling-place’, derived from the root var- ‘to
enclose’ and cognate with the noun vara- ‘enclosure’ (Skt. valá-, cf.
Hauschild 1960: 25, Kellens 1974a: 360).

As Bailey 1954a: 17ff. has argued, the adj. har eta- in Yt 5.92 and V 22.4
probably denotes a certain colour, which may well be connected with Lit.
sar̃tas ‘fox red’, used for horses, Latv. sārts. About the accent we can say
nothing with certainty.

b. The accented reflex aˇ˙s

The most frequent form showing the reflex -aˇ˙s- from *-art- is the noun
aˇ˙sa- n. ‘truth, righteousness’. Following Hoffmann 1986: 166, we can
interpret *árta- as the substantivized form of the verbal adjective *r˚ tá-
‘joined’, which is attested in Skt. r˚ tá- ‘right, just’.

The noun aˇ˙sa- is also found in a number of derivatives, most importantly
in aˇ˙sauuan- ‘truthful, righteous’, which corresponds to Skt. r˚ t ´̄avan-. It seems
probable that Avestan aˇ˙sauuan- goes back to an initially accented form
*ártāvan-, but we cannot exclude the possibility that it simply adopted the
form of the simplex at a later stage. The forms aˇ˙sa- and aˇ˙sauuan- also occur
as the first and second member in a large number of compounds, which we
shall not discuss because they cannot yield conclusive evidence. Furthermore,
the Sraoša-epithet aˇ˙siia- ‘accompanying Aˇ˙sa’ may be derived from *ártiHa-,
or have adopted the form of aˇ˙sa-.

A different noun aˇ˙sa- ‘ground’ is attested twice in the Vı̄dēvdād. It
represents the verbal adj. *árta- ‘ground’ to a root ar- ‘to grind’, and can be
connected with MP ’ld, MoP ārd ‘flour’. The initial accent is somewhat
suprising for a word which apparently has not departed much from the verbal
meaning of the root. Its negated counterpart anaˇ˙sa- ‘unground’ is found only
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in V 7.35, a few words after aˇ˙sa- ‘ground’, so that we can assume a nonce
formation rather than a deviant reflex of expected *án-arta-.

Another frequent noun within the religious terminology of Avestan is aˇ˙si-
‘reward’, which historically must represent an abstract *ar-ti- ‘justification’
to the root ar- ‘to join’. With respect to the expected zero-grade and oxytone
accent of such a formation (*r˚ tí- > Av. ° er eiti-), Avestan aˇ˙si- deviates in
both points. In order to explain aˇ˙si-, Bartholomae 1886: 43 and Hoffmann
1986: 170 offer the solution of an originally ablauting paradigm nom.sg.
*ártiš, gen.sg. *r˚ táiš. Hoffmann argues that we find another example of such
an alternation within Avestan itself, viz. OAv. f erašti- ‘question’ < *prášti-
against YAv. paršti- < *pr˚ ští-; however, PAv. *pr˚ šti- may simply be a later
formation on the basis of the present *pr˚ sa- ‘to ask’. It seems better to
reconstruct PIr. *árti-, yielding OAv. ar eiti- (without influence of the accent)
and YAv. aˇ˙si-.

From aˇ˙si- are derived aˇ˙siuua ˙nt- ‘with rewards’ and aˇ˙siš.hāc-
‘accompanying Aˇ˙si’. The latter may have regulary accented the first member.

The personified frauuaˇ˙si-, which has no Skt. equivalent, originally meant
‘choice’, cf. the discussion in Narten 1985: 35ff. The root being * ˘uarH-, there
would be no problem in assuming a regular abstract formation *pra- ˘ur˚ H-ti-
> *fra ˘uarti-. In a determinative cpd., the second member is usually accented,
and for a ti-abstract we expect oxytone accent. Nevertheless, the outcome
frauuaˇ˙si- suggests that the root syllable was accented, i.e. *pra- ˘uŕ˚ H-ti-. As
Hoffmann 1986: 172 points out, it is conceivable that the actual preform of
frauuaˇ˙si- had acquired a full-grade root; this would not be without parallels
in Avestan. The noun frazai ˙nti- ‘offspring’ to the root *íanH- shows full
grade of the root against Skt. prájāti-, and also aˇ˙si- < árti- beside er eiti- <
*r˚ tí- shows that it is not too hazardous to assume that frauuaˇ˙si- contains an
accented full grade: *pra- ˘uárH-ti-.

Av. maˇ˙siia- ‘mortal, man’ is in agreement with the barytonesis in Skt.
mártiya-. In YAv., we find a derivative maˇ˙siiāka- ‘man’, formed with the
productive suffix -ka- used in Iranian for forming diminutives and adjectives.
The accentuation of *márti ˘ia- may have been retained in *márti ˘iaka-, or
maˇ˙siiāka- simply shows adoption of the voiceless r of its derivational basis.

A noun kaˇ˙sa- ‘cutting’ is attested in vouru-kaˇ˙sa- ‘with wide bays’, used
as a name of an often-mentioned lake. We may assume an action noun
*kárta- ‘cutting’ → ‘which has been cut, bay’. We cannot directly compare the
accentuation of Skt. kartá- ‘pit, hole’, since this form may be secondary
within Skt. according to Wackernagel-Debrunner 1954: 591. A noun kaˇ˙sa-
also appears in the compounds iristō.kaˇ˙sa- ‘cutting dead people’ and
nasukaˇ˙sa- ‘cutting corpses’. Here, kaˇ˙sa- might be interpreted as an original
agent noun *karta- ‘cutter’, but it would be strange to find the root noun
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k er et- used with the same meaning ‘cutter’ in nasu(m).k er et- ‘who cuts
corpses’ and other compounds (see above). Furthermore, *kartá- already
exists in Avestan, meaning ‘knife’. Therefore, we may alternatively suggest
that iristō.kaˇ˙sa- and nasukaˇ˙sa- are possessive compounds with the same noun
kaˇ˙sa- ‘cutting’ as vouru.kaˇ˙sa-, in a slightly different meaning ‘grave, pit’:
iristō.kaˇ˙sa- ‘who has the graves of dead people’, nasu.kaˇ˙sa- ‘who has the
graves of corpses’. As Beekes 1988: 62 suggests, the simplex kaˇ˙sa- may have
been adopted unchanged.

Uncertain evidence
There is no agreement on the interpretation of Y 29.11 maˇ˙sā. It has been

regarded as a reflex of *márta- ‘mortal’ (Bartholomae 1904, Humbach 1991
II: 43), but Lommel 1935: 99 assumed the sequence mā maˇ˙sā in the text to
stand for *mąm aˇ˙sā (with aˇ˙sa- ‘truth’). This correction was supported by
Insler 1975: 157, but he derived aˇ˙sā from *artā ‘come!’745. Kellens-Pirart
1988-91 I: 44 reconstruct *mašu ‘soon’, which would have been changed to
*mašā at the canonization of OAv. and thus escaped u-mutation to mošū as
attested in other texts. In view of this lack of agreement, it seems best to
leave this form out of the discussion.

The noun vaˇ˙san(a)- in the mountain name Yt 19.3 ašta.vaˇ˙sanō has no
certain etymology. The fact that this is a hapax makes it uncertain whether the
word really contains -ˇ˙s- and not -š-. Its function as a plural to pauruuata
obliges us to regard vaˇ˙sanō not as a thematic formation (which would allow
a connection with Skt. vartana- ‘turn’, OP *wartana-, MoP gardan ‘neck’ and
cognates, as proposed by Eilers 1985: 34f.), but as athematic vartan-. Hintze
1994: 78f. analyzes this as an an-derivative (for "männliche
Sachbezeichnung") * ˘uárt-an- ‘mountain pass’ from the root vart- ‘to turn’;
this is not implausible semantically. The main problem is the vowel a in the
first syllable: the noun vāˇ˙sa- ‘waggon’ from * ˘uárta- suggests that a noun
* ˘uártan(a)- would rather have yielded †vāˇ˙san(a)-.

c. The unaccented reflex ār et

The compounds ugrār et-, taxmār et-, vazār et-, zaoiiār et- and huuār et-
(discussed in § 5.2.1.2) contain the root noun *Hr˚ t- ‘moving’. All of them are
attested in the nom.pl.f. with the ending -ō, e.g. ugrār etō. As we have argued

745 But note that ar- takes the dat. in Y 33.12 us mōi ār ešuuā ‘rise up to me!’, not the
acc. as in *mąm aˇ˙sā.
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in § 29.3 above, root nouns in -t present inconclusive evidence, since
word-final *-r˚ t never yields -ˇ˙s, cf. hak er e˜t.

The only remaining form is Yt 19.42 nairiiąm.hąm.vār eitiuua ˙nt-746

‘endowed with defence’, which reflects *hąm.var eitiuua ˙nt-; the lenghtening
of *-var- to -vār- is probably due to the preceding labial (see § 3.2.1).

d. The accented reflex āˇ˙s

A number of forms show a development of *-art- > Av. -āˇ˙s- instead of
-aˇ˙s-. The long vowel is due to the combination of a preceding labial and the
position of *a in open syllable; the etymology has therefore already been
discussed in § 3.3. Here, we will concentrate on the accent.

The nouns xvāˇ˙sar- ‘drinker’ and xvāˇ˙sa- ‘food’ are derived from the root
xvar- ‘to consume’. The form xvāˇ˙sa- ‘food’ is in line with the expected
barytone action noun *s ˘uár-ta- which the meaning presupposes. For xvāˇ˙sar-,
we cannot be sure about the accentuation, since Skt. shows both barytone and
oxytone nouns in -tar, but at least a preform *s ˘uártar- would not be
surprising.

Y 11.2 bāˇ˙sar- ‘rider’ (for the meaning see § 3.3) must be derived from
*bártar-. We may assume with Tichy 1995: 4462 that the barytonesis is
regular in combination with the habitual function of the meaning ‘rider’.

YAv. vāˇ˙sa- ‘vehicle’ can be derived from an action noun * ˘uárt-a-
‘rolling’, which has apparently shifted its meaning towards ‘the thing rolling’
(Janda 1993: 45).

The adj. \bāˇ˙sa- ‘fast, hurried; firmament’ must be connected with Skt.
tvárate ‘to rush’, tvar ´̄a- f. ‘hurry’, and with MIr. verbs in *\bar ˘ia-, *\bāra-;
cf. the discussion in § 3.3. The original vowel quantity of \bāˇ˙sa- is therefore
uncertain: *\ ˘uā̆ rta-. Hence it is also uncertain whether the root accent, which
we must assume in order to explain -ˇ˙s-, continues the IIr. accentuation.

Two forms are probably nonce formations, viz. axvāˇ˙se (V 3.33) ‘by not
eating’ and vāˇ˙saiia- (Yt 17.12) ‘to draw (a vehicle)’; see again in § 3.3. The
verb kāšaiia/kāˇ˙saiia- ‘to keep, maintain’ is without etymology. It looks like
a denominative to a noun *kā̆ ša or k ā̆ ˇ˙sa-, for which Kellens 1995a: 16
tentatively posits a meaning ‘handful’.

746 Hintze 1994: 225 dismissed the vowel -ā-, transmitted in both F1 and J10, as
erroneous because of Yt 19.39 nairiiąm hąm.var eitı̄m, but Humbach-Ichaporia 1998:
121 argue that we must keep -ā-.
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§ 29.5 *r˚ k

The unaccented reflex - er ek- is not attested. The accented reflex - ehrk- is
found in m. v ehrka- ‘wolf’, f. v ehrkā- ‘she-wolf’, which correspond to Skt.
vŕ˚ ka- ‘wolf’. The determinative cpds. v ehrkō.jata- ‘killed by wolves’ and
v ehrkō.b er eta- ‘dragged by wolves’ may owe - ehrk- to the original
accentuation of their first member. For v ehrkō.ci\ra- ‘descending from
wolves’ and the derived adjective v ehrkauua ˙nt- ‘with wolves, surrounded by
wolves’, we must assume introduction of (a preform of) the simplex v ehrka-.

The name v ehrkānō.šaiiana- ‘dwelling-place of the V ehrkānas’ in V 1.11
contains the name of a people or of a country v ehrkāna-, which can (at least
formally, the physical identity is disputable) be equated with OP vrkāna,
Elamite mi-ir-qa-nu-ya-ip (‘the Hyrcanians’). If v ehrkāna- indeed means
‘wolf-people’, it may have obtained initial accent or voiceless - ehrk- from
* ˘uŕ˚ ka- ‘wolf’.

§ 29.6 *ark

a. The unaccented reflex -ar ek-

OAv. car ek er e\ra- ‘hymn of commemoration’ is ambiguous, since
instrument nouns in *-tra- are usually barytone, but we cannot say which
syllable would have been accented (Beekes 1988: 61). In view of the OAv.
verb form Y 58.4 car ek er emahı̄ ‘we commemorate’, it is possible that
car ek er e\ra- has analogically restored voiced -r-, if it had been unvoiced.

The form mar ekaēca occurs once in OAv. as the loc.sg. of mar eka-
‘death’; in YAv., we only find the reflex mahrka- (see below). We have two
possible explanations. Beekes 1988: 69 regards mar ekaēcā as the regular
reflex of *markaíca, which has shifted the accent one syllable to the right
because of -cā; the original barytone accentuation is shown by YAv. mahrka-
(but this itself does not seem regular, see below). We have argued s.v. k ehrp-
(§ 29.1 above) that such an explanation is unlikely. A different solution is
provided by the fact that mar ekaēcā is OAv., whereas mahrka- only occurs
in YAv. We might assume a preform accented as *márka-, the accent being
without influence in OAv. but yielding mahrka- in YAv.

The noun var eka- ‘leaf’ in F 395 can be connected with MP wlg /warg/,
MoP barg ‘leaf’, and an extended form * ˘uarka-ra- in MPth. wrkr, Khot.
bāggara- ‘leaf’. Skt. has valká- ‘bark’.
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YAv. har eka- ‘waste, leavings’ is a thematic derivative of the root *sark-
‘to emit, to throw away’; the reflex -ar ek- agrees with the suffix accentuation
of the formation type but not with its zero-grade. The Av. present har ecaiia-
‘to discard’ is probably denominal, These forms together with Iranian
cognates such as MP harzag ‘loose, free’ < *harčaka-, MP hrk /harg/ ‘duty;
work’, Khot. harga- ‘emission, abandon; tax’, Arm. hark ‘tax’ (Bailey 1979:
469) point to a PIr. root *hark-, which Bailey connects with Skt. cognate
sr˚ ká- ‘top’. The Iranian forms are not mentioned by EWAia s.v. sr˚ ká-. It is
tempting to regard *hark- as a rhyming form to PIr. *sarź- < IIr. *sarí- ‘to
let go’, but its origin may be inner-Iranian or post-PIr. Therefore, we cannot
rely on Av. har eka- for the reconstruction of the accentuation.

b. The accented reflex -ahrk-

The noun mahrka- ‘ruin, death’ (to the root Av. marc- ‘to destroy’, Skt.
mr˚ c- ‘to injure, hurt’) does not agree with the accent of Skt. marká-
‘annihilation, death’. As argued by Lubotsky 1988: 78, the Skt. word might
originally have been an agent noun *‘annihilator’. Since Lubotsky 1988: 70
has shown that oxytonesis of agent nouns was a productive process in
Sanskrit, Skt. marká- and Av. *márka- may have been formed independently
on the basis of verbal *mr˚ k- in Indic and Iranian: agent noun in Skt., action
noun in Avestan. The compounds pouru.mahrka- and vı̄spō.mahrka-, as well
as the superlative mahrkōt ema- ‘most destructive’, may have adopted the
simplex, so that they are ambiguous. The same goes for the derived abstract
mahrka\a- ‘destruction’ and for the possessive cpd. amahrka- ‘without death’,
which, if old, would have been accented *amárka-. The PN mahrkuša-
‘destroyer’ occurs only in FrW 8.2 and in a few Pahlavı̄ texts (for references,
cf. Boyce 1975: 29064). It must clearly be derived from mahrka-, but the
origin of the suffix is uncertain.

The form kahrka- ‘hen, cock’ continues PIr. *karka- ‘hen, cock’ (e.g. Oss.
kark, Pšt. c erg, MoP kark), the full grade of which differs from the zero-grade
found in the Sanskrit forms kr˚ kav ´̄aku- ‘saying kr˚ ka’ = ‘cock’, kr˚ ka ˙na-
‘partridge’. The difference of form may be explained by the onomatopoeic
character of the word (compare the German imitation of a cock’s call kikeriki,
Dutch kukelekuu), which may also be the cause of irregularities in later
Iranian forms, such as the voiceless -k in Oss. and MoP kark, where an
outcome †karg would be expected (thus Abaev 1958: 572). For Avestan
kahrka-, this means that we cannot be certain about the original accentuation,
although in general the introduction of a full grade in Iranian seems to point
to root accentuation, which would match the Avestan reflex. The derivations
kahrkatāt- ‘cock’ (mockingly, lit. ‘cock-a-doodle-doo-hood’), kahrkāsa-
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‘vulture’ and the PN kahrkana- are ambiguous, because they may have
adopted the form of the simplex.

§ 29.7 Summary

The proposal made by Bartholomae in 1886 can be accepted. The
alternation can be explained in a satisfactory way if we assume that it was
caused by the accentuation of Avestan, and if we assume in addition that this
accentuation was in broad outline the one inherited from IIr747. We have
seen that a comparison with the accentuation of Sanskrit offers a trustworthy
basis, at the same time keeping in mind the possible changes which may have
occurred in Sanskrit after the IIr. separation of PInd. and PIr. It furthermore
appears that the accent had different effects in OAv. and YAv., which can be
explained from the chronological difference between the two varieties of
Avestan. By means of a survey of the relevant forms, I may now present the
evidence reviewed according to its pleading force in favour of VOR.

a. There is one real minimal pair:
kar eta- vs. kaˇ˙sa- < *kartá- vs. *kárta-.

b. The following pairs also oppose a voiced reflex to a voiceless one, but
the forms with a voiced reflex are attested in compounds only:

er eta-, ar eta- vs. aˇ˙sa- < *r˚ ta-, *arta- vs. *árta-.

er eiti-, ar eiti- vs. aˇ˙si- < *r˚ ti-, *arti- vs. *árti-.
k er eta-, k er eiti- vs. k eˇ˙sa- < *kr˚ ta-, *kr˚ ti- vs. *kŕ˚ ta-.

747 After the manuscript of this thesis had been finished, Pirart published a long article
on the fate of IIr. *rt in Avestan (Pirart 2001). He exhaustively discusses all the
relevant Avestan forms, but his conclusion is the opposite of mine: in his view, the
reflex of *r˚ t and *art has nothing to do with the IIr. accentuation. He conjectures that
there is a graphic reason for the distinction between r et and ˇ˙s, but he is unable to find
any distributional rules. His discussion of the evidence contains many interesting
observations, but the general conclusion which he draws must be rejected. Pirart relies
very heavily on the synchronic state of affairs in Sanskrit, and neglects the possibility
of independent innovations or retentions by Avestan, both in the field of accentuation
and regarding ablaut. He assumes a number of unorthodox phonetic correspondences,
e.g. that Av. ° er e° would reflect IIr. *-uHr- (p. 91), that *-nr˚ t- yielded Av. -narat-
(p. 93), that Av. °ō would be a "graphie alternative" for °i/ı̄ (p. 100), that *- ˘ur˚ - would
be spelled as °ara°/°ar e° in front of -tā̆ -, as °ar ei°/°ar e° in front of -tō, but as
° er e° in front of -t ı̄̆ - (p. 127), and that aˇ˙si- would reflect *ārti- (p. 134). In addition,
Pirart is very liberal with text emendations.
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p er eta- vs. p eˇ˙sa- < *pr˚ ta- vs. *pŕ˚ ta-.
fraor eiti- vs. frauuaˇ˙si- < *frá ˘ur˚ ti- vs. *fra ˘uárti-.
b er etar- vs. bāˇ˙sar- < *br˚ tár- vs. *bártar-.
var eta- vs. vāˇ˙sa- < *varta- vs. *várta-.
xvar eta- vs. xvāˇ˙sa- < *h ˘uarta- vs. *h ˘uárta-.

These ‘minimal pairs’ can, but not necessarily must, reflect an accentual
opposition: there is a chance that the voiced reflexes contain the simplex
form, e.g. that axvar eta- has adopted the reflex of *h ˘uartá-, etc. As such a
simplex would have had a voiced reflex of *-(a)r-, the compounds in -ta- and
-ti- present at least indirect evidence for a voiced reflex. This may then be
contrasted with the voiceless reflex, e.g. xvāˇ˙sa- < *h ˘uárta-.

On the other hand, we must not forget that most of the voiced forms
represent verbal adj. in *-ta-, verbal abstracts in *-ti-, or agent nouns in
*-tar-. The semantic connection of these forms with the meaning of the root
can usually be regarded as unbroken. Therefore, we must reckon with the
possibility that these derivatives introduced the voiced variant of *-r˚ - from
the finite verbal forms after VOR had originated.

c. The reflex of *rT in the following nouns and adjectives corresponds
with the accentuation of their Skt. counterparts, or to the accentuation of the
formation type they belong to:

auuar etā- k ehrp- nar epī̆ - var eka-
am er etatāt- car etā- maˇ˙siia- v ehrka-
am eˇ˙sa- p eˇ˙sanā- maˇ˙siiāka- sar eta-
aˇ˙sa- ‘ground’ p eˇ˙su- mahrka-

d. The evidence of the verbal adj. in *-tá-, verbal abstracts in *-tí- and
agent nouns in *-tár- must be regarded as ambiguous (see above), regardless
of the fact whether they are attested as a simplex or in a compound. Their
forms seem to confirm VOR, but they might just as well be secondary:

g er epta- var eta- xvar eiti- 1m er eiti- xvāˇ˙sar-
tar eta- 1v er eta- jar eiti- 2m er eiti- jar etar-
\bāˇ˙sa- sar eta- tar eiti- 1var eiti- mar etar-
1d er eta- 1star eta- d er eiti- aibi.var eiti- °uuar etar-
2d er eta- 2st er eta- p er eiti- st er eiti- har etar-
b er eta- zar eta- b er eiti-
m er eta-

The same degree of ambiguity characterizes the compounds aspō.k ehrpa-,
āt er epāta-, cinuua ˜t.p er etu-, v ehrkō.jata, v ehrkō.b er eta-, st ehrpaēsah- and
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hunar etāt-, which may have adopted the form of the simplexes. Also
ambiguous are the forms karapan-, karapatāt-, car etu°, car ek er e\ra-,
mar etan-, and the finite forms of the present p er eta- (to part-).

A few of the derivatives and compounds which at first sight seem to
contradict VOR are also ambiguous, since they may have adopted the
accented simplex form: aˇ˙sauuan-, tanu.k ehrp(a)-, p eˇ˙su.pā-, maxši.k ehrpa-,
vana ˜t.p eˇ˙sana- and v ehrkauua ˙nt-.

e. We may assume that VOR did not yet function in OAv., but operated
in (a prestage of) YAv. only. The evidence consists of:

OAv. p er etu- vs. YAv. p eˇ˙su-.
OAv. mar eta- vs. Skt. márta-, and YAv. maˇ˙siia-.
OAv. +ar eiti- vs. YAv. aˇ˙si-.
OAv. mar eka- vs. YAv. mahrka-.

Irrelevant is:
OAv. d¯ejı̄ ˜t.ar eta- vs. YAv. ji ˜t.aˇ˙sa- < *djít.arta-, because ji ˜t.aˇ˙sa- has
introduced the simplex aˇ˙sa-.

Although the evidence forcing us to deny VOR for OAv. is not extensive,
there is not much that would contradict such a scenario. In OAv., we find the
accented reflex in the forms k ehrp-, am eˇ˙sa-, aˇ˙sa-, aˇ˙si-, aˇ˙sauuan-, aˇ˙siuua ˙nt-,
p eˇ˙sō.tanū-, frauuaˇ˙si- and maˇ˙siia-. All of these occur frequently in YAv., and
it would be no problem to assume that the YAv. sound was introduced into
the OAv. text when it was transmitted by YAv. speakers.

If this addition to VOR is accepted, this has as a consequence that the
inherited accentual differences did not cause a voicing opposition on *r˚ in
OAv. We may go even further: some of the forms (p er etu-, mar eta-) which
must have possessed a barytone accent in IIr. apparently did not undergo
devoicing of r at the canonization of OAv., even if other allophonic features
of Early YAv. were adopted in the OAv. texts, such as the pronunciation [ e]
for /a/. This implies that the devoicing of r under the accent had already been
concluded in Early YAv. Otherwise, *pr˚ tu-, *marta- and other OAv. forms
would probably have undergone the same development as genuine YAv.
words, and they would have yielded †p eˇ˙su-, †maˇ˙sa-.

RELATIVE CHRONOLOGY

The change of accented *ŕ˚ t etc. to voiceless *hrt etc. was an
accomplished fact of the Early YAv. language, ultimately at the moment of
canonization of the OAv. texts. It seems only natural to assume that at that
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time, the voiceless variants had already become separate phonemes, which
later on could be shipped into OAv. texts (e.g. maˇ˙siia-, aˇ˙sa-). This in turn
means that the free and distinctive stress placement which had caused the
voicing opposition must have already ceased to exist.

Another clear terminus ante quem for VOR, which is much more recent
than the preceding, is provided by the anaptyxis between r and a following
stop.

A terminus post quem for VOR seems to be the development (voicing?)
of word-final -t to - ˜t, but this may be a mirage. Word-final - ˜t remains the only
option throughout YAv., so that it was probably generated synchronically in
all forms in *-t. But note that the restriction on the devoicing of *-ŕ˚ t implies
that we cannot date the rise of - ˜t later than the change of *-hrt- to -hr-; after
this change, it would have been impossible to restore final - ˜t.

When trying to establish when *hrt underwent the subsequent phonetic
developments which ended in ˇ˙s, we have little internal evidence to rely on. If
it is correct that V 5.61 *mr˚ tásci ˜t was changed to voiceless *m ehrt° under
the influence of preceding *áhrtauuā (> aˇ˙sauua), this would mean that, when
this happened, the development of *hrt to *hr (i.e. the assimilation of *t) had
not yet taken place. If this replacement is indeed due to non-Avestan speakers,
as it seems likely, then *hrt > *hr occurred after Avestan had ceased to be a
spoken language.

A more precise date of the change *hrt to ˇ˙s may be found by looking
closely at the Middle Persian loan words from Avestan. These attest three
different sound forms, which reflect the subsequent stages through which the
Avestan sequence *hrt went (Henning 1958: 99f.). The MP stages are [hr],
[hl] and [š] 748 in chronological order of borrowing: MP amahraspand for
Av. am eˇ˙sa sp e˙nta, fravahr for frauuaˇ˙si-; ahlaw for aˇ˙sauuan-, mahliya for
maˇ˙siia-; spāš for \bāˇ˙sa-, Ašwahišt for aˇ˙sa- vahišta-. The change from *hr
to *hl must therefore have taken place on Western Iranian territory, and the
parallelism with the Southwest-Iranian development of PIr. *r\ to hl (e.g.
pahlom ‘best’ < *par\ama-, puhl ‘bridge’ < *pr˚ \u-), to which Hoffmann
1986: 179 points, suggests that it had been accomplished before the Sasanian
inscriptions in the third century AD were written, on which p’hlwm and pwhly
are found.

748 The possible phonetic development is sketched by Hoffmann 1986: 173. Here we
may add the possibility that the devoiced *r developed into a fricative much like
Czech ř (cf. PIr. *fra- > Khwar. š-), which assimilated t; thus Morgenstierne 1942:
55. The spelling in MP hr probably reflects a voiceless (retroflex) trill, hl a voiceless
lateral fricative (Welsh intervocalic ll).
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§ 30 Summary and evaluation

The purpose of the conclusion to this study is to synthesize the various
partial summaries and conclusions which have been provided in the final
subsections of §§ 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 14, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28 and 29.
In each of those subsections, we have — as far as possible — focused on three
elements of the linguistic analysis, viz. (1) a summary of the vowel changes
which have taken place with regard to the phoneme(s) in question, (2) a short
discussion of the phonetics of the developments observed, and (3) a discussion
of the implications which these developments have for the relative chronology
of sound changes.

As to the first element, the summaries as given in the different subsections
already give a clear survey of the developments of the Proto-Indo-Iranian
vowels into Avestan. We will therefore not repeat those data in a new list. For
the sake of convenience, however, § 30.3 below will provide a survey in the
reverse direction, viz. enumerating the different sources for every attested
Avestan vowel grapheme. Subsections § 30.1 and § 30.2 will address the two
other elements of the linguistic analysis, viz. the phonetic reasons for the
different developments witnessed in the texts (§ 30.1) and the overall relative
chronology of vowel changes, extracted from the different partial chronologies
(§ 30.2).

§ 30.1 Internal and external factors

The present subsection intends to address some of the more interesting
questions about the linguistic system of Avestan as they arise from the
developments which we have observed. I have selected six problems which
seem worthy of discussion. The selection is based on two criteria: one
criterium is the occurrence (or inference) of a given linguistic phenomenon
in more than one of the vowel sections which this study has investigated, and
the other criterium is the discussion of a given (or alleged) phenomenon by
previous scholars of Avestan. The six problems which I have selected are
arranged in the following way: internal linguistic factors precede external
linguistic factors, and older developments precede more recent ones. This
yields the following order of subjects: the accent (§ 30.1.1), disyllabic vowels
in YAv.? (30.1.2), open and closed syllables (30.1.3), vowel quantity and
quality (30.1.4), the relation between OAv. and YAv. (30.1.5), YAv. dialects
(30.1.6).
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§ 30.1.1 The accent

We will evaluate the various changes which may be ascribed to the
accentuation of Avestan at a given moment. Classifying them according to the
place of the stress, we find three different stages in the accentuation of
Avestan. In chronological order, they are: 1. free stress inherited from IIr., 2.
stress on the syllable preceding enclitic -ca and -ci ˜t, 3. stress on the initial
syllable.

1. The only change which must be ascribed to the IIr. place of the stress is
VOR, the voicing opposition on *r (discussed in § 29), which is responsible
for minimal pairs such as kar eta- versus kaˇ˙sa-. The investigation of the
relative chronology has yielded the conclusion that VOR had already been
phonemicized at the Early YAv. stage, so that it left no traces in OAv. when
the OAv. texts were canonized by the speakers of YAv. This implies that the
free stress of IIr. had changed to a different kind of accentuation ultimately
in the final stages of Early YAv.

2. The following developments show the influence of word-final -ca and -ci ˜t
in YAv.: 1. the shortening of *ā in the endings *-ārasca > -arasca, *-ārasci ˜t
> -arasci ˜t, *-ār emci ˜t > -ar emci ˜t, *-ānasca > -anasca, and in isolated forms
such as *zā ˘uarca > zauuar eca and *āp emci ˜t > ap emci ˜t (§ 4.1.1); 2. the
shortening of the abl.sg. ending *-ā ˜t in front of haca: *-ā ˜t haca > -a ˜t haca (§
4.1.2). Both changes must clearly have taken place when YAv. was a living
language, i.e. they reflect a linguistic reality.

The most straightforward explanation is to assume a strong stress on the
syllable preceding -ca and -ci ˜t, causing the shortening of the then pretonic *ā.
It is unclear to what extent this change points to a general stress placement
on the penultimate syllable at that stage of YAv. One is reminded of the
accentuation of Latin, where the stress is also attracted by the syllable
preceding enclitic -que ‘and’, but only if this is a closed syllable or contains
a long vowel. In fact, Meillet (1900) has explicitly drawn the parallel with
Latin, assuming that Proto-Iranian stressed the penultimate syllable if this was
a heavy syllable, but the antepenultimate if the penultimate was light.
However, it is striking that there are no indications outside final -ca and -ci ˜t
for such an accentuation. Therefore, we must leave the possibility open that
the vowel shortening observed here is due to the prosodic characteristics of
-ca and -ci ˜t alone, and does not allow any conclusions as to the place of the
stress in general.

Another change which is due to final -ca is less likely to reflect a
linguistic reality of YAv., viz. the lengthening of final *-a in front of -ca in
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originally disyllabic words, e.g. *xša\raca > xša\rāca (§ 5.3.1). As opposed
to the shortening observed above, this lengthening occurs much less in front
of -ci ˜t than in front of -ca. It may therefore be due only to the syllabic and
vocalic structure of the words, and not to the — originally similar — enclitic
status of -ca and -ci ˜t.

It has been suggested that OAv. -x́-, as it occurs in the gen.sg. -ahiiā
versus -ax́iiācā, may also be due to the addition of -cā. However, x́ appears
in other contexts in OAv. as well (e.g. dat.sg. ax́iiāi and manax́iiāicā,
n emax́iiāmahı̄, sax́iiā ˜t), so that it is uncertain whether in -ax́iiācā, -x́- is really
due to -cā and not to the character of the following vowel (§ 28.3).

3. As a third stage in the transmission of Avestan, we may posit a period in
which the initial syllable of the word was stressed. This must have been a
relatively recent period in the history of the transmission, long after the YAv.
language had become extinct. We may regard as a result of initial stress at
least the following vowel lengthenings:
• *u > ū in open initial syllable (§ 10.2).
• *i > ı̄ in open reduplication syllable in OAv. (§ 6.2.1).
• *i > ı̄ in open, initial syllable in front of t,s,š (§ 6.2.2).
• *-a ˘u ˘ia > *-ā ˘u ˘ia (§ 3.4.1).
• *a > ā in initial syllable, especially if several short syllables follow (§
3.4.2).
• *-aˇ˙s- > -āˇ˙s- / C[+labial]_ (§ 3.3).

As we have seen in the respective relative chronologies, all of these
changes can be dated quite late, although we do not know exactly at what
point they took place. The word-initial stress which they presuppose might
have been a linguistic reality for the people who transmitted the Avestan texts.

One more phenomenon is especially restricted to initial syllables, viz. the
preservation or restoration of the pronunciation [aN] for *[ eN] in YAv.
Although it is unclear whether it was the initial syllable which has changed
(restoration of [a]) or the following syllables (preservation of [a] in the
initial), the simple fact that there is a difference between initial and following
syllables seems enough to link this phenomenon with the initial stress
placement in the post-YAv. era.

§ 30.1.2 Disyllabic vowels in YAv.?

An old crux in Avestan studies is the possible disyllabic reading of the
vowel *ā in certain positions in YAv. It has been claimed by Geldner 1877:
16ff. that a disyllabic reading of the gen.pl. ending -ąm, the f.acc.sg. ending
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-ąm and the subj. vowel -ā- can in many cases provide the desirable number
of syllables in the metrical parts of the Yašts. There is no indication that the
f.acc.sg. ending -ąm ever was disyllabic, but a disyllabic ending is attested for
the gen.pl. and the subj. suffix in the Gāthās. Moreover, it can be justified by
the etymology: IIr. gen.pl. *-a-ā̆ m, subj. *-a-a-. However, Hintze 1994: 53 has
pointed out that, at least for Yašt 19, forms with a probable disyllabic reading
and forms with a certain monosyllabic reading for ā/ą occur side by side in
the YAv. texts, without an apparent ratio. This means that a disyllabic reading
for ā/ą cannot beforehand be dismissed, but that it is impossible to prove it:
the metre of the metrical parts of YAv. is not trustworthy enough to allow any
compelling conclusions about the mono- or disyllabicity of individual vowels.

Since a disyllabic value of *ā might have to be assumed for a certain
(pre)stage of YAv., some scholars have used this observation to explain some
of the YAv. vowel changes. In the course of our investigation, we have come
across the following changes for which a disyllabic reading of ā/ą was earlier
invoked:
• final -ā in jōiiā (§ 14.2, fn. 423).
• the ending *-ā ˜tca > -āa ˜tca (§ 4.2): alleged /-aatca/.
• dat.sg. *spitāmāi > spitamāi (§ 4.6): alleged /-amaai/.
• acc.pl. *ādāh > ad ˚̄a (§ 4.7): alleged /-aah/.
• prs.subj. *a ˘ua.zānān, *pati.zānāt > auua.zanąn, paiti.zanā ˜t (§ 4.8): alleged
*/zānaan/, */zānaat/.
• prs.subj. *frādāt > fradā ˜t (§ 4.8): alleged /frādaat/.
• gen.pl. *-ānām → -anąm (§ 4.9.2): alleged */-ānaam/.
• acc.sg.f. * ˚̄aohānām > ˚̄aohanąm (§ 4.9.4): alleged */-ānaam/.

In all these cases, we have proposed an alternative solution for the vowel
shortening (and for the change to āa), which does not require the assumption
of a following disyllabic vowel. In other words, these following long vowels
are indistinguishable from old monosyllabic *ā. This does not mean that it is
inconceivable that there were disyllabic long vowels at some stage of Early
YAv., but they have probably lost their disyllabicity before the YAv. vowel
shortenings and lengthenings of *a and *ā started to develop.

§ 30.1.3 Open and closed syllables

The investigation has revealed several changes which are or seem to be
conditioned by the difference between open and closed syllables. There are
probably two different layers of open-syllable conditioned phenomena: the
reflex of the diphthong *ai in front of a consonant (which must belong to
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Early YAv.) and the lengthening of *a/i/u in initial syllable (which belongs
to the post-YAv. period).

1. The oldest change which is conditioned by open vs. closed syllables is the
reflex of *ai in YAv., and hence also mostly in OAv.:

*ai > aē / _CV and / _st, _sm, _šm (§ 14.3).
This change mainly affects the phonetic quality of the vowels. In a closed
syllable, the earlier allophone [ ei] of *ai was maintained, but in open syllable,
it apparently had a more open quality, merging with [ai] and eventually
yielding aē. The fact that vowel quality is involved is also apparent from the
influence of a preceding r-, after which we find -aē-. The fact that st, sm and
šm do not close the preceding syllable may be significant for the syllable
structure of Avestan, but in the absence of any other YAv. phenomena which
are conditioned by a following st/sm/šm, the value of this insight remains
limited.

2. As a second phenomenon which is due to the position in open syllable we
may discuss the lengthening of short vowels in initial syllables. This was
certainly a post-YAv. development, restricted to the initial syllable. The
following lengthenings belong to this category:
• *u > ū in open initial syllable (§ 10.2).
• *i > ı̄ in OAv. (and some YAv.) reduplication syllables (§ 6.2.1).
• *a > ā in front of two or more syllables containing a or e: the type
frātacaiia-, and the forms ātara\ra, kāidiiehe, kāidii ˚̄asca, kāuuaiieheca,
pāraiia-, yāsa- (§ 3.4.2).
• *a > ā / C[+labial]_ˇ˙s- (§ 3.3).
• *i > ı̄ / C[+labial,+glide]_; also in front of sp, št, šm (§ 6.2.3)

The first four of these lengthenings do not occur in front of any consonant
cluster. They must be dated quite recently, in any case post-YAv., although
not all these lengthenings need to belong to the same period. Phonetically,
they can be interpreted in the most straightforward way as vowel lengthening
in an open syllable; compare the open syllable lengthening of Germanic short
vowels in initial syllable in the medieval Germanic languages.

In the case of the lengthening of *i after labials, it is clearly the preceding
labial glide which triggered the lengthening, more than the open syllable: in
front of the consonant clusters sp, št and šm, lengthening also applies.
Nevertheless, other consonant clusters do impede the lengthening, so that the
inclusion of this lengthening here is justified, and it can be regarded as a case
of open-syllable lengthening.
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There is another phenomenon which has been described in terms of open
syllables, viz.:
• *ā > a in antepenultimate syllable, in front of -asca, -asci ˜t, etc. (§ 4.1).

Most of the forms in which this shortening is attested had *ā in open
syllable, viz. the type dātarasca, ca\barasca, ap emci ˜t, zauuar eca, adaēca and
others. There is one exception: the pronoun *āb ˘ias appears shortened in
aibiiascā, aibiiasca and aibiiasci ˜t. Furthermore, there is shortening in the
abl.sg. ending *-ā ˜t haca > -a ˜t haca; yet here, *ā stood in a closed syllable.
It is therefore not certain that we must invoke open syllables as a necessary
phonetic condition for the shortening. We have seen that the result of this
shortening, viz. an alternation between a and ā in the suffix of several stems,
was only tolerated if these suffixes had already inherited such an alternation
from IIr. Since no such alternation existed in closed syllables (most of the
stems with an IIr. alternation have this because of Brugmann’s lengthening of
PIE *o in open syllable), we would not expect a shortening to survive in
stems with -ā- in a closed syllable anyway. This implies that the shortening
in dātarasca etc. does not yield any trustworthy evidence as to the phonetic
influence of open vs. closed syllables in Avestan.

§ 30.1.4 Vowel quantity and quality

Hoffmann (1971: 68, compare also Hoffmann 1987: 52 and
Hoffmann-Forssman 1996: 44,54) has put forward the idea that Avestan short
and long vowels, such as a and ā, i and ı̄, u and ū, were not only different in
quantity, but also in quality. He assumed that the short vowels were closed
as opposed to the more open long vowels. Hoffmann proposed this
interpretation in order to explain the fact that the Avestan vowels often do not
agree in quantity with their IIr. predecessors ("Die Quantitäten sind aber
gegenüber dem sprachgeschichtlich Erwarteten so häufig vertauscht"), but as
we have seen in the course of this investigation, the original quantity has been
preserved in the majority of cases. Where the original quantity has changed,
the changes can mostly be described in phonetic terms of lengthening and
shortening. There is no reason to assume that the alphabet indicated vowel
quality rather than quantity.

Hoffmann argues that the vowel changes can be interpreted as open
vowels becoming closed and closed vowels becoming open, but the examples
he gives contradict his own assumptions. For instances, he cites "ni-, aber
vı̄-", suggesting that *vi has yielded a more open (i.e. lower) vowel; but it
would be strange for a labial to bring about such a lowering. Hoffmann also
cites "ahura-, aber ahūiri-", whereas it can hardly be imagined that
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i-epenthesis would lower the preceding *u; as a remedy, Hoffmann 1987: 52
suggests that ahūiri- is due to "dissimilation with the closed i?", but this is not
very likely either. For an alternative explanation of the grapheme -ūi-, see §
10.5.4 above.

In short, we may assume that the Avestan vowel pairs a : ā, i : ı̄, u : ū,
e : ē, o : ō and e: ¯ereflect a difference of vowel length at the time the
Avestan script was created. It is possible that the vowels also differed in
quality (e.g. ı̄ being [i:], i being [I], a being [a], ā being [»:], etc.), but I see
no evidence which suggests, let alone proves this.

§ 30.1.5 The relation between OAv. and YAv.

The problem of discerning the mutual influences of OAv. and YAv. on
each other has already been introduced in § 1.3. We may now summarize
what additional evidence has been found during our investigation. I
distinguish four categories of forms which are relevant in this respect. The
first group of forms concerns the morphological innovations of YAv., which
we must distinguish in order to see the remaining evidence in its proper
perspective (1). The second category concerns the OAv. borrowings,
adaptations and quotations in YAv. (2). The third category consists of the
more recent phonetic tendencies which are characteristic of OAv. (3). The
fourth category comprises the forms showing the influence of YAv.
phonology and phonetics in OAv. (4).

1. The morphological differences between OAv. and YAv. have already been
pointed at in § 1. The following additional evidence has been found in the
course of the investigation:
• PAv. *ártā ˘u(a)n- → YAv. *árta ˘u(a)n- (§ 4.4).
• PAv. verbal suffix (or root plus verbal suffix) *-ā ˘ia- → YAv. *-a ˘ia-:
g euruuaiia-, daiia-, paiia-, maiia-, raiia-, staiia-, snaiia-, zaiia- (§ 4.9.7).
• PAv. verbal suffix *- ˘iā-, or part of the ending containing *- ˘iā- → YAv.
*- ˘ia-: prs.ptc.med. sraiiana-, saiiana- for *- ˘iāna- (§ 4.9.4), 1p.ind. -aiiamahi,
-aiiamaide for *-a ˘iāmahi, *-a ˘iāmadai (§ 4.9.5), 1p. and 2p. opt.aor. buiiama,
dāiiata, buiiata for *- ˘iāma, *- ˘iāta (§ 4.9.6), 1s. -iiemi, -iieni and -iiene for
*- ˘iāmi, *- ˘iāni, *- ˘iānai (§ 20.5)749.

749 The same YAv. tendency to preserve -iia- in all forms of a given verb explains the
3p.inj. -aii en instead of †-aēn (§ 23.2) and the prs.part.med. -iiamna- instead of
†-imna- (§ 23.4).
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• Formation in YAv. of the acc.pl.f. nām¯enı̄š, paouruuainı̄š on the basis of
nom.acc.pl.n. *-anı̄ (§ 9.4).
• Replacement in YAv. of the acc.pl. *-ansca by -¯esca (§ 23.6.2.5).

These phenomena confirm the view, already defended as Model B in §
1.3, that all the differences between OAv. and YAv. may be due to the
chronologically more recent date of YAv.; they need not reflect a theoretical
dialect split of PAv. in OAv. and YAv.

2. The definitions of OAv. borrowings, OAv. adaptations and OAv. quotations
have been given in § 1.3. Below, I list the instances of these phenomena
which have been discussed in this study, together with the number of the
section where the discussion can be found.

a. (Possible) OAv. borrowings in YAv.:
aibigāiia- 26.1.2 ? jı̄jiša- 6.2.1.2 vaiiōi 14.1
aibiš- 26.1.2 ? tāiiu- 4.3 vı̄sp emāi 22.4
+ar eiti- 29.4 ? dadrāna- 3.7.1.1 sp¯eništa- 23.3.2.2
ar emōidō 14.3.2 frada\a- 4.9.9
jāg er ebuštara- 3.7.1.1 nām¯enı̄š 9.4

b. (Possible) OAv. adaptations in YAv.:
am eˇ˙sā sp e˙ntā 5.1 ? vahehı̄š 20.4 hāta.mar eniš 25.2
xšmāuuiia 3.4.1 ? vı̄tar e.maibiia- 16.1.2 huuōuua- 16.3.1
tušnāmaiti- 5.2.1.4 vı̄duuaēštuua- 14.3.1 huuōuuı̄- 16.3.1
druuāite 3.2.1 sōire 14.3.2 humatōibiiasca 14.3.4
p er etu- 29.3 stē 20.3 hūxtōibiiasca 14.3.4
yaē\ma 14.3.1 sp e˙ntā.mainiiu- 5.2.1.4 huuarštōibiiasca 14.3.4

c. (Possible) OAv. quotations in YAv.:
auuax́iiāi 28.3 cı̄šmaide 4.9.5 mązaraiia 4.3
aˇ˙sā ˜t haca 4.1.2.1 cōišta 14.3.1 nām¯eni 9.4
uxdax́iiāca 28.3 dad emaide 4.9.5 +zrahehı̄m 20.4
kamnamaēząm 23.4 magaonō 17.3 hātąm 3.5

3. The later transmission of OAv., especially in the period after the
canonization of YAv., is characterized by a number of phonetic changes
which can be ascribed to a more protracted pronunciation of the words, i.e.
the chant of the gā\ ˚̄a ‘songs’. One symptom of this phenomenon is probably
the lengthening of all vowels in auslaut. Other effects of the chanting
pronunciation are the large number of anaptyctic vowels in consonant clusters,
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and several recent cases of vowel lengthening. We may draw the following
list of vocalic phenomena which we have found during our investigation:
• *a > ā / _T[+dental]ā,ą (§ 3.5).
• *a > ā / v,uu_ (§ 3.2).
• *a > ā / #_C-, especially if C = r (§ 3.4.3).
• *a > e, ¯e/ _C ˘u (§ 22.8).
• *ā̆ > ¯eeā / _Cū, _uuā (§ 22.8).
• the larger number of anaptyctic vowels in consonant clusters than in YAv.;
anaptyctic ¯einstead of e(§ 25).
• the more frequent rounding of * er to ōr in the vicinity of labials
(\bōr eštar-) and elsewhere (cōr e˜t, dōr ešt) (§ 24.1.3).
• -ąn > -ąm / m_ (§ 19.3.1).
• the denasalization of *-ąm in str¯em, x́ii¯em, xšn¯em (§ 23.1).

4. The phonological make-up of OAv. has been largely determined by the
phonological system of Early YAv. at the time of the canonization of the
OAv. texts. When the EYAv. speakers came across a phoneme for which they
had no exact phonetic equivalent, they replaced it by an allophone of their
own (e.g. OAv. *h between ā̆ -vowels). If the speakers of EYAv. came across
a phoneme for which they did have a counterpart in their own pronunciation,
they adopted it in the text of OAv., even if it concerned words which had
meanwhile acquired a different phoneme in EYAv. The latter fact explains
why some of the phonemic splits of Early YAv. are not reflected in the OAv.
texts, e.g. EYAv. *óh/ouh versus OAv. *h ˘i/h ˘u, EYAv. *hŕt versus OAv. *rt,
EYAv. *-e versus OAv. *- ˘ia. The list of phonetic replacements of OAv.
phonemes by YAv. allophones includes the following elements (see also §
30.2):
• the automatic distribution of vowel length in the endings.
• *aha → *aoha, *ahr → aor
• *-ah → *- eh, *ahm → * ehm
• *-āh → - ˚̄ah
• *ai → * ei
• *au → ¯eu / _š
• *aN → eN
• *ā ˙nT, *āo → ˚̄a ˙nT, ˚̄ao

After the canonization of OAv., there is a period when the YAv. system
undergoes several changes which are not reflected in OAv., such as the
lenition of intervocalic voiced stops. This points to a separate transmission of
the OAv. and the YAv. texts, or at least a different treatment as far as
faithfulness to the original text is concerned.
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5. After the Late YAv. period, however, OAv. and YAv. are merged in one
single tradition, which we may probably identify as the final liturgical
arrangement of the Avesta as posited by Kellens (1998: 479), see § 1.4. From
this moment on, the phonetic changes which the transmittors have
(unconsciously) introduced into the YAv. texts are found in the same way in
OAv.: i-mutation, u-mutation, i-epenthesis, u-epenthesis, *āN > ąn, and
others; see § 30.2, stage VI, for more details.

§ 30.1.6 YAv. dialects?

Several YAv. grammatical forms show vacillation between two variants,
without any apparent syntactic or semantic reason. For instance, we find the
acc.sg. of *dah ˘iu- ‘country’ both as dax́iiūm and as daóhaom, and the gen.sg.
of the demonstrative pronoun a- appears as ahe beside aóhe. In theory, it is
possible that some of this apparent morphological heterogeneity is due to the
fact that the YAv. text corpus contains material from different dialects, or
from texts which were transmitted in the midst of different priest schools
living in different regions of (Greater) Iran. Yet it seems to me that the
explanation of morphological variation from dialect mixing is quite hazardous.
And in any case, no morphological variation has been found yet which must
inevitably be explained as the result of two or more different linguistic
systems; compare the explanation for ahe/aóhe given in § 20.2.

In the case of phonetic developments, I have not found any vacillation in
the texts for which we must assume dialectal differences either. The
possibility of dialectal origin of certain phonetic phenomena has been raised
especially by Hoffmann-Narten 1989: 79ff., who assumed that an Arachosian
dialect was to be held responsible for them; cf. also Hoffmann-Forssman
1996: 35, 107f. This theory has already — and justly — been criticised by
Tremblay 1996: 104. In the course of our investigation, we have dealt with
the following phenomena for which a dialectal explanation had been offered
by previous scholarship: +ar eiti- (§ 29.4), aˇ˙sāum (§ 4.4), *ai > ōi (§ 14), *-au
> -ō vs. -uuō (§ 16.3), *-anh > -ą after other consonants than N,h, ˘i (§
23.6.2.3), *- ˘uan > -uuąn (§ 23.2), juua- (§ 6.5), nām¯enı̄š (§ 9.4), dbōišt em
(fn. 426) and YAv. xv-, -xv- (§ 28.2, 28.4). In every case, there is an
alternative explanation for the problem involved.
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§ 30.2 Relative chronology

This subsection intends to incorporate the indications for the relative
chronology of sound changes, as they have been established across this study,
into one comprehensive relative chronology. We will adopt the chronological
scheme of § 1.4 as a framework:

Stage I (± 2000 to ± 1500 BC) Proto-Indo-Iranian
Stage II (± 1500 to ± 1100 BC) Proto-Iranian
Stage III (± 1100 BC) Old Avestan
Stage IV (± 1100 to ± 700 BC) Early Young Avestan, ending in the

Canonization of Old Avestan texts
Stage V (± 700 to ± 300 BC) Late Young Avestan
Stage VI (± 300 BC to ± 950 AD) Post-Young Avestan, ending in the

Archetype
Stage VII (after ± 950 AD) Post-archetype

We will reconstruct the phonological system of vowels at different points
in the chronology. For the oldest stages, the system has already been given
in § 1.4. Subsequent developments within these stages are numbered 1, 2, 3,
etc. in the chronology. If different developments cannot be mutually dated, but
must belong to the same chronological phase, they are enumerated by means
of letters a, b, c, etc. Within the same stage, these letters do not have
chronological implications. Stages numbered by means of letters, however,
may be subdivided into developments which can be mutually dated; those are
numbered in the usual way by means of 1, 2, 3, etc.

Not all discussed developments are mentioned in this chronology. E.g., the
shortening of abl.sg. in front of haca (*-ā ˜t haca > -a ˜t haca) and of the type
*-ārasca > -arasca, *āp emci ˜t > ap emci ˜t, etc. cannot be dated precisely
enough to make a discussion worthwile.

I: Proto-Indo-Iranian

IIr. vowel system:

i a u
ā
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II + III: From Proto-Indo-Iranian to Old Avestan

We may take stages II and III together, because it is impossible to
determine any specifically OAv. developments in the field of phonetics or
phonology.

Changes

1. a. *s > *h / ā̆ _m,r,V,#
b. *-iNš > *-ı̄š, *-uNš > -ūš
c. *aH, *iH, *uH > ā, ı̄, ū / _C,#

The consonant change of *s to *h in certain positions was relevant for the
later vowel developments. This certainly was a PIr. change. Two other
changes directly affected the vowel system, yielding the two new phonemes
/ı̄/ and /ū/. It is uncertain whether these two changes took place before the
separation of the PIr. dialects, or afterwards.

System

The OAv. vowel system will have been as follows:

i ı̄ u ū
a ā

IV: Early Young Avestan: From OAv. to the canonization of OAv.

Changes

a. 1. *-ā̆ , *-ı̄̆ , *-ū̆ > -a, -i, -u in polysyllables.
*-ā̆ , *-ı̄̆ , *-ū̆ > -ā, -ı̄, -ū in monosyllables.
In front of enclitic -ca and -ci ˜t, the same form was used as in the
simplex.

2. *-h ˘ia > -he.
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3. a. *-ā̆ hā̆ - > *-ā̆ ohā̆ -, *-ā̆ hr- > -ā̆ or-, *-ā̆ h ˘iā̆ - > *-ā̆ óhā̆ -, *-ā̆ h ˘uā̆ - >
*-ā̆ ouhā̆ -.
b. *-āh > - ˚̄ah.
c. *-ah > *- eh, *-ahm- > *- ehm-.
d. *ai > * e˘i.
e. *au > eu / _š.
f. *aN > eN, probably also *-ā ˙nT-, *-āo- > - ˚̄a ˙nT-, - ˚̄ao-.

Only development (a) must necessarily be dated after *-h ˘ia > -he.
Developments (b) and (c) are also dated to this stage because they
seem to show a similar retracting effect of *h as in (a). Developments
(d), (e) and (f) are subsumed under this stage because they too show
the change of *a > eas in (c). The changes (b)-(f) are all of allophonic
nature.

b. 1. Voicing Opposition on R (VOR): *rp, *rt, *rk develop the allophones
[rp], [rt], [rk] if *r or the directly preceding *a was unstressed; they
develop the allophones [hrp], *[hrt], [hrk] if *r or the directly preceding
*ā̆ was stressed.
2. The inherited, IIr. stress placement is given up, and [hr] becomes
phonemic.

c. *-r ˘u- > *-ur- / _ ˘ia.

System

The vowel system at the end of Early YAv., around 700 BC, will have
been as follows:

i ı̄ u ū
e

a ā

The only phonological change as far as the vowels are concerned is the
change *- ˘ia > -/e/. It is less likely that the monophthongization of *-au to *-ō
already took place in Early YAv., cf. § 16.5. Note that the functional load of
/e/ was rather small at this point: it only occurred in auslaut.

End of stage IV: Canonization of OAv.

The canonization by speakers of YAv. caused the replacement of OAv.
phonemes by their Early YAv. allophones, both in word-internal position and
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in the endings. For instance, the vowel *a became [ e] in front of nasals, h and
* ˘i; later in the tradition of OAv. this became [¯e], which is why we find -¯eN-
and -¯ehm- in OAv. The most important Early YAv. vowel features which
were introduced into the OAv. texts are:
• the automatic distribution of vowel length in the endings.
• *-aha- → *-aoha-, *-ahr- → -aor-.
• *-ah → *- eh, *-ahm- → - ehm-.
• *-āh → - ˚̄ah.
• *-ai(-) → *- ei(-).
• *-au- → -¯eu- / _š.
• *aN → eN.
• *-ā ˙nT-, *-āo- → - ˚̄a ˙nT-, - ˚̄ao-.

The YAv. vowel /e/ did not exist in OAv., which explains why the OAv.
gen.sg. ending *-ah ˘ia was not replaced by YAv. -/ahe/. A phoneme sequence
/ ˘ia/ still occurred in YAv. in other positions in the word, so that the OAv.
ending could be adopted unchanged750.

Stage V: Late Young Avestan: From the canonization of OAv. to the
canonization of YAv.

Changes

1. a. *- eh > -¯e, *- ˚̄ah > - ˚̄a.
b. *-( e)rnš(-) > *-( e)rãš(-).
c. *-au > *-ō1.

750 Even though we have only discussed the evidence for YAv. vowel allophones
ousting the OAv. ones, the same process must have taken place among the consonants.
Therefore, we may assume that Early YAv. still possessed intervocalic b, d and g
unchanged: if these consonants had already undergone the lenition to intervocalic
voiced fricatives b, d, g (as shown by the YAv. texts), these fricatives would surely
have been introduced into the canonized OAv. texts. This lenition must be dated
before change (6) of the Late YAv. period.
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2. a. *- enh > *-ã.
b. 1. *- ei > -e.

2. *- e˘ie > -¯ee.
3. * ei becomes *ai in front of a vowel or a single consonant, but *¯ei
in a closed syllable.

c. * eN > *aN in many positions, especially in initial syllable and in
suffixes *- ˘ia-, *- ˘ua-, *-na-, etc.

3. *- ˘u em > *-um, *- ˘i em > *-im.

4. a. *¯ei > *ōi.
b. 1. *-¯e> -ō2.

2. *-ō1 > *-uō except after ˘i.

5. a. *-ã > -¯eexcept after n,m,oh,h, ˘i.
b. *-rãš > -r¯eš.

6. *ā̆ N > ą / _C[+fricative].

The changes under (1) have been fully applied in OAv., which suggests
that they must be the oldest of the Late YAv. changes. The changes (2b),
(2c), (3) and (4) are at least partly reflected in the OAv. texts, which were
therefore still susceptible to YAv. influence. OAv. preserves traces of the
earlier distribution: word-internally, OAv. ōi alternates with YAv. aii/aē, and
OAv. ¯em, ¯en with YAv. aN; word-finally, the older and newer forms of
several endings interchange: -ōi and -ē, -¯eand -ō, -¯em and - em. The newer,
YAv. endings occur especially pāda-finally (-ē, -ō, - em), the older ones (-ōi,
-¯e, -¯em) pāda-internally. Compare the following survey of the most important
endings:
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PIr. OAv. after
change (1)

Late YAv. before
change (4)

YAv.
(archetype)

OAv.
(archetype)

*-ai *- ei *-e -e -ōi/-ē

*-au *-o *-o -uuō, -ō -uuō, -ō

*-anh *- e˙ng *-ã -¯e, -ą -¯e˙ng

*-am *- em *- em - em -¯em/- em

*-ah *-¯e *-¯e -ō -¯e/-ō

*-r˚ nš *- erãš *- erãš - er¯eš - erąš

The change under (5a) of the relative chronology has not left any trace in
the OAv. texts, so that by this time the phonetic shape of the Gāthās could
not be changed deliberately anymore. Change (6), however, is found to apply
in OAv., and even without exception. This suggests that (6) might be
post-YAv., and part of the ‘blind’ phonetic changes of the transmittors which
affected all Avestan texts equally. The caesura between the living and the
extinct stage of YAv. would then lie between (5) and (6). Change (5a), viz.
the split of YAv. *-ã into -ą and -¯e, must have taken place before the end of
the living language, because it has analogically spread within YAv. The
phonological system was not changed hereby.

There is one other phenomenon which must be dated to the time when
YAv. was in the process of extinction: the formation of the nom.sg. of
a-stems in - e. However, it is unknown whether this - eever was a phoneme
at some stage of YAv. phonology; therefore, it has been left aside in the
relative chronology.

System

At the middle of the Late YAv. period, before change (4) of the relative
chronology, the vowel system of YAv. may have been as follows:

i ı̄ u ū
e o

¯e ˚̄a
a ā ã
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A phoneme *ã arose through the development *-anh > -ã, and *e has
extended its domain by means of the development *- ei > -e. The vowel
written as ō can be analyzed as a simple phoneme /o/. Note that the central
phonemes /e/, /¯e/, /o/ and / ˚̄a/ only occurred in auslaut, except maybe for the
plural b-cases in °¯ebiiō, °¯ebı̄š, etc. However, the analysis of these case forms
as one single word may be of a later date. The phoneme /ã/ was also
restricted to endings, viz. *-ã and *-rãš.

The changes under (4) and (5) do not seem to create new phonemes. One
might argue that there was a stage in which there were two phonemes /ō1/ and
/ō2/, but this remains uncertain. The change in (6) would have greatly
increased the occurrence of /ã/, but if this change post-dates YAv., it is
phonologically irrelevant.

Stage VI: Post-Young-Avestan: From the canonization of YAv. to the
Archetype

The developments in this period are difficult to relate to each other. I have
left out of consideration several changes which we cannot date relatively with
the help of other developments.

The Redactional Compound Split (RCS) is an analogical change and can
therefore be left out of the relative chronology. It is uncertain to what degree
the RCS reflects a single moment in time. Many instances of RCS post-date
the extinction of YAv. as a living language, but some cases may already have
occurred in YAv.

Changes

I distinguish six clusters of changes. Within these clusters, the
developments can be placed in a relative chronology, although in some cases
the relative dates are based on little evidence. It is impossible to date the
clusters with regard to each other; the order in which they appear below is
therefore random.

Cluster 1:
a. YAv. *-C ˘iaca > -C ˘iāca, *-C ˘iaci ˜t > -C ˘iāci ˜t.
b. YAv. *#_$aca > #_$āca; much less in front of -ci ˜t.
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Cluster 2:
1. *-g ˘u- > *- ˘u-. Before (2) because of r euuı̄-.
2. *-a ˘uı̄̆ -, *a ˘ur˚ - > - e˘u ı̄̆ -, e˘u er e-. Before (3) because of auui.
3. *-VbV- > -V ˘uV-. Before (4) because of auui.ama-.
4. a. *-Ci ˘ia- > -C ˘iā-.

b. *-u ˘uı̄̆ š > -ūš.
c. 1. i-epenthesis, u-epenthesis.

2. * eir ˘i > *ir ˘i.
3. * ˘i > i ˘i, * ˘u > u ˘u.
4. *-Cu ˘ui > -Cuuı̄.

Cluster 3:
1. i-mutation of *a.
2. *-h ˘ieh- > -heh-.
3. * ˘i > i ˘i.

Cluster 4:
This cluster subsumes a number of vowel shortenings, and lengthenings

in initial syllable. It is uncertain whether they all really took place in the same
period, but that is the best guess we can make:

1. a. Shortening of *ā / C_C[+stop,-voice] in second syllable.
b. 1. a. *ı̄ > i / _ ˘u.

b. *ū > u / _ ˘i.
2. *ci ˘u-, *ji ˘u- > cu ˘u-, ju ˘u-, except when -i ˘i- followed.

2. a. *a > ā in initial syllable (esp. frā°).
b. *ha ˘u ˘iV > *hau ˘iV (V ≠ *a), *ha ˘u ˘ia > *hā ˘u ˘ia.
c. *i > ı̄ / _ ˘u ˘i- in initial syllable.
d. *i > ı̄ / _žC,šC.
e. *u > ū / _žC.
f. *u > ū / _CV.
g. *i > ı̄ / C1_C1V.
h. *i > ı̄ / C[+labial,+glide]_CV.

Development (1a) must precede (2a). The developments under (1b)
must precede development (2c). Developments (2b) and (2c) are given as
contiguous because the conditioning environment is the same; similarly
(2d) and (2e), and (2f), (2g) and (2h).

Cluster 5:
1. *-hrt- > -ˇ˙s-.
2. *a > ā / #C[+labial]_ˇ˙s-.
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Cluster 6:
1. *-ān, *-ām > -ąn, -ąm.
2. -ān-, -ām- > -ąn-, -ąm- / _V (partly also later than the archetype).
3. *frąna- → fr¯ena-, etc.

Most of the post-YAv. changes occur in YAv. and OAv. alike. They were
conditioned purely by the pronunciation of the transmitted texts. However,
some changes betray a difference of transmission between OAv. and YAv.
Some of the lengthenings are restricted to OAv. texts, and so is most of the
labialization of *a and * e. The most striking OAv. phenomenon is the
lengthening of vowels in auslaut, yielding -ā, -ı̄, -ū, -ē in all OAv. words. It
is likely that this took place relatively recently, since it fits well into the
category of phenomena caused by the chanting pronunciation of OAv.
Moreover, the text redactors were conscious of this lengthening, as is shown
by the different treatment of vowels in front of -cā ‘and’ (cf. § 5.3): beside
-ācā, we find -icā and -ucā in OAv. The lengthening of vowels in auslaut was
then also applied to some YAv. passages, in order to make them sound more
Gāthic: the pseudo-OAv. texts.

VII: Post-archetype

Manuscript-specific changes are not enumerated here. The most important
tendencies which can be observed in all or many of the available mss. are the
following:
• Sporadic lengthening *a > ā / v,uu_ (except in OAv. when the next syllable
contains (*)-ā-; this is older).
• Sporadic shortening *-āna- > -ana-.
• Sporadic shortening *āC- > aC-.
• Dissimilation *ā_ā > a_ā.
• Corruption hamō > haomō > hāmō.
• Corruption -ai- > -āi-, especially in front of t and r.
• *u > ū / _Cr (aibisrū\rima-, būdra-, gūzra-)
• Lengthening -iie > -iiē.
• *-caN-, *-jaN- > -ciN-, -jiN-.
• -C[+palatal]

em > -Cim.
• *-ān-, *-ām- > -ąn-, -ąm- (partly).
• *a ˙nm > ąnm.
• *-āuuiia# > -āuuōiia, *-āuuiia- > -āuu(a)iia-.
• Several other cases of anaptyxis, e.g. in *zraz-, *sras-, *-uuii- and *-iiuu-.
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§ 30.3 The origins of the Avestan vowels

In the summaries to the different chapters we have already provided a
survey of the Avestan reflexes of the individual IIr. vowels. We will now
provide a list of correspondences in the reverse direction, viz. from Avestan
to Indo-Iranian. The list below summarizes for every Avestan vowel
grapheme of the archetype all possible (PAv., IIr.) phonetic sources.
Unexpected vowel quantities which have been brought about by analogical
changes in the period between IIr. and PAv., and in the period of the living
Avestan language, are ignored. The reconstructed vowels which undergo the
changes are PIr. (after the loss of laryngeals) unless stated otherwise.

Monographs:

Av. a < 1. *a.
2. *ā / _$ascā̆ , _$asci ˜t, _$ emca, _$ emci ˜t, _$aēca, _$ar eca in YAv.
3. *ā / _ ˜t haca in YAv.
4. *ā / _ ˘iā̆ .
5. *ā / _ ˘uā̆ .
6. *ā / _nV (V = mostly a).
7. *ā / -$_C[-voice]a

˘ia/e- in YAv.
8. *ā / #_C-.
9. *ā / _$ā, _$ą.
10. Anaptyctic vowel (in * ˘u ˘i, *sr, *zr).
11. *-ā# in polysyllables in YAv.
12. *-ā / _ca in YAv.

Av. ā < 1. *ā (< IIr. *ā, < *aH / _C, < *aHā̆ ).
2. *-a + a- on the compound boundary.
3. *a / *Ci( ˘i)_.
4. *a / * ˘u_.
5. *a / #C[+labial]_ŕt-.
6. *a / *_ ˘u ˘ia in YAv.
7. *a / fr_CaCa ˘ia-, / fr_C er e- in YAv.
8. *a in initial syllable, followed by at least two syllables in -a- or
-e-.
9. *-a# in monosyllables.
10. *-a# in polysyllables in OAv.
11. *-a / _ca in OAv.
12. *-a / _ca in YAv. monosyllables.
13. *ā̆ / _ca# in YAv. if preceded by one syllable.
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Av. ˚̄a < 1. *-āh#.
2. *ā / _nk,nc,nt,nh.

Av. ą < 1. *ā / _n#, _m#.
2. *ā / _nV[+back], _mV(#).
3. *ā̆ N / _C[+fricative], _h
4. *-anh / -C_# in YAv., if C = N, ˘i,h.
5. Corruption of archetype *a / _ ˙nm.
6. Corruption of archetype * e/ -ii_n.

Av. ˙̨a < *a / #h_mC[+labial].

Av. e < 1. *a / _N.
2. *a / _ ˘uı̄̆ .
3. *a / _ ˘ur˚ .
4. *a / _C ˘u in OAv. (only in b ezuua ˙nt- and dr eguua ˙nt-).
5. *-ah# (only in more recent texts).
6. *ah / _m (only in vı̄sp emāi).
7. Anaptyctic vowel.

Av. ¯e < 1. *a / _ ˘iV in OAv.
2. *a / _ ˘iai# in YAv.
3. *a / _hm in OAv.
4. *a / _N in OAv.
5. *a / _C ˘u in OAv. (only in h¯ebuua ˙nt-)
6. *-ah# in OAv.
7. *-ah. / _b-.
8. *-anh# in YAv.
9. *ā / -_m# in OAv.
10. *ā / _nV in YAv.
11. Anaptyctic vowel in OAv.

Av. e < 1. *a / ˘i_$ē̆ ,ı̄̆ , / óh_$ē̆ ,ı̄̆ .
2. *a / ˘i_c,j.
3. *- ˘iā̆ / -C_#.
4. *-ai# in YAv. polysyllables.

Av. ē < 1. *-ai in YAv. monosyllables.
2. *-ai in OAv.
3. Corruption of archetype *-e / -ii_#, / -´̌s_#.
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Av. o < *a / C1[+labial]_C2u if C2 = g, r, š or h.

Av. ō < 1. *a / _ ˘iV in OAv.
2. *a / _ ˘i ˘uam in YAv.
3. *-au# / - ˘i_.
4. *-ah#.
5. *-ah. / _b-.
6. Anaptyctic vowel in *- ˘u ˘i- (YAv.) and *-rC- (OAv.).
7. Corruption of archetype *-uuō, *-u, *-ū.

Av. i < 1. *i.
2. *-ı̄# in polysyllables in YAv.
3. *-ı̄ / _ca in YAv.
4. *ı̄ / *-_ ˘uā̆ -.
5. *a / ˘i_N.
6. i-epenthesis on *r˚ / C_ ˘iā̆ .
7. Anaptyctic vowel.
8. Corruption of archetype * eand *a / c,j,ž_N.

Av. ı̄ < 1. *ı̄ (< IIr. *iH / _C).
2. *-i + i- on the compound boundary.
3. *i / _m#.
4. *(i) ˘ia / _m#.
5. *i / b_š#.
6. *i / _ ˜t#, / _š# in OAv. monosyllables.
7. *i / #C1_C1- in OAv., maybe in YAv.
8. *i / #C_t,s,š-.
9. *i / C[+labial,+glide]_C,št,sp,šm.
10. *i / _žC, / _št.
11. *- ı̄̆ in monosyllables.
12. *-i / _ca in OAv. monosyllables.
13. *-i / -C ˘u_# in YAv.
14. IIr. *in / -_š#.

Av. u < 1. *u.
2. *-ū# in YAv. polysyllables.
3. *-ū / _ca in YAv.
4. *ū / _ ˘i.
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Av. ū < 1. *ū (< IIr. *uH / _C).
2. *-u + u- on the compound boundary.
3. *u / _m#.
4. *(u) ˘ua / _m#.
5. *u / #C(C)_CV-.
6. *u / ˘i_.
7. *u / _žC, / _šC.
8. IIr. *un / _š#.
9. *ubi / _š#.
10. *-u ˘uanh# (< IIr. -uHan(t)s).
11. *-ū̆ in monosyllables.
12. *-u / _ca in OAv. monosyllables.
13. Corruption of archetype *-¯e/ -auu_#, -aēuu_#, -aruu_#.
14. Corruption of archetype *¯e/ -uu_sca#.

Digraphs:

aē < 1. *ai / _C.
2. *ai / _CC in YAv. if CC = st,sm,šm.
3. *ai / #_\r in YAv.
4. *ai / r_CC in YAv. if CC = xn,xš,\b,št.
5. *a ˘ia / _N#.
6. Corruption of archetype *aii e/ _n#.

ao < 1. *au / _C.
2. *a ˘ua / _N#.
3. Corruption of archetype *auu.

ai < 1. i-epenthesis on *a.
2. i-epenthesis on an anaptytic vowel in OAv.

au < u-epenthesis on *a.

ar < 1. *ar.
2. IIr. *r˚ / _H.

āa < 1. *ā / _ ˜tca.
2. *ā / #_ ˜t# in sentence-initial position.
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āi < 1. *āi.
2. Contraction of *-ā + i-, *-ā̆ + ai- on the compound boundary.
3. *ā ˘ia / _N#.
4. i-epenthesis on ā.
5. Corruption of archetype *-ai-.
6. Corruption of archetype *-aē- and *-aēi-.
7. Corruption of archetype *-ā.i-.

āu < 1. *āu.
2. Contraction of *-ā + u/ ˘u-, *-ā̆ + au-.
3. *ā ˘ua / _N#.
4. u-epenthesis on *ā.
5. Corruption of archetype *ao / _n(-), _m(-), _r, _š#.
6. Corruption of archetype -ā.u-.

ei < 1. *i / _tı̄̆ in OAv.
2. i-epenthesis on (anaptyctic) e.

er < IIr. *r˚ / _C.

¯eu < 1. *au / _š#.
2. *au / _šV in OAv.

¯er < Contraction of *-a + r˚ - / _C.

ei < i-epenthesis on e.

ou < u-epenthesis on o.

ōi < 1. *ai / _CC, _C#.
2. *ai / _CV in OAv.
3. *-ai# in OAv.
4. *-ai# in YAv. (only in yōi and maidiiōi).
5. i-epenthesis on ō.
6. Corruption of archetype *-ō.i-.

ōr < 1. *a / _rC[+dental] in OAv.
2. *r˚ / C[+labial]_C in OAv.
3. Contraction of *-a + r˚ - / _C in OAv.
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ii < 1. * ˘i.
2. IIr. *iH / _V.

ui < 1. i-epenthesis on u- (only in uiti).
2. Corruption of archetype -ūi-.

uu < 1. * ˘u.
2. IIr. *uH / _V.
3. *b / V_V.
4. YAv. *-u# / _.ā̆ -, _. ı̄̆ -, _. ˘uV-.

ūi < 1. i-epenthesis on ū̆ .
2. i-epenthesis on *r˚ ˘u / _ ˘i.

r e < Corruption of archetype er e.

r¯e < IIr. *r˚ / -t_nš# in YAv.

Trigraphs:

aēi < i-epenthesis on aē.

aēu < u-epenthesis on aē.

aoi < 1. i-epenthesis on ao.
2. i-epenthesis on u-epenthesis on *a / _r.

aou < 1. u-epenthesis on *a / C[+labial]_.
2. Corruption of au, especially / _r.

eur < u-epenthesis on *r˚ .

erą < *r˚ / _nš, _nž in OAv.

er¯e < *r˚ / _nš# in YAv.

¯eeā < *ā̆ / _Cū, _uuā in OAv.

ōir < i-epenthesis on *r˚ / ˘u_.

uuō < *au / -C_#.
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Appendix: Corrections of Geldner’s edition

This appendix provides a list of the corrections which have been proposed
or discussed in this study. It does not represent an exhaustive list of all
possible corrections which the extant edition should undergo.

1. Corrections rejected or not proposed by Bartholomae 1904. The list
includes new proposals by myself and previous proposals by other scholars.
See in each case the relevant subsection:

passim mainiiō sp¯eništa → +mainiiu sp¯eništa § 16.3.3
passim vahištōišti- → xvahištō.išti- § 14.3.1
Y 1.11ff. b er eza ˙nbiia → +b er ez e˙nbiia § 23.5.4
Y 4.2ff. vı̄spaii ˚̄a sąca ˜tca → xvı̄spaii ˚̄asca § 19.1
Y 9.5 m er e\iiuš → +m er ei\iiuš § 24.1.2
Y 9.11 ārštiiō.bar eza → +ār eštiiō.bar eza § 25.3.1
Y 9.14 vı̄b er e\ba ˙nt em → xvı̄b er e\b e˙nt em § 23.5.1.2
Y 9.26 grauuasca → xgrauu¯esca § 11.1.2
Y 10.11 upāiri.saēna- → +upairi.saēna- § 3.6
Y 10.12 irı̄ra\ar e→ xirı̄ri\ar e§ 6.2.1.2
Y 23.3 dahma → xdahme § 6.5
Y 23.3 vāstriiāuuar ezi → +vāstriiāuuar eze § 6.5
Y 28.3 agžōnuuamn em → xagžō.nuuamn em § 22.5.4
Y 31.8 patar¯em → ptar¯em § 25.9
Y 33.1 h¯em emiiāsaitē → xh¯em.yāsaitē § 3.4.2.2
Y 34.4 zastāištāiš → +zastā.ištāiš § 15.3
Y 38.3 maēkai ˙ntı̄šcā → xmaēkaiia(i) ˙ntı̄šcā
Y 38.5 vı̄spō.paitı̄š → xvı̄spō.pitı̄š § 6.3
Y 38.5 māt erąscā → xmātrąscā § 24.5
Y 43.1 d er ediiāi → +d er eidiiāi § 24.1.2
Y 44.3 patā → +ptā § 25.9
Y 45.2 hacai ˙ntē → +haci ˙ntē § 26.1.3
Y 45.4 patar¯em → +ptar¯em § 25.9
Y 48.2 āk er etiš → +āk er eitiš § 24.1.2
Y 48.7 dı̄dragžōduiiē → didragžō.duiiē § 6.2.1.1
Y 48.12 xˇ˙snūm → +xšn¯em § 23.1
Y 50.5 zastāištā → +zastā.ištā § 15.3
Y 51.14 ar¯em → xar em § 24.1
Y 53.2 xˇ˙snūm → +xšn¯em § 23.1
Y 53.6 spašu\ā → xspašnu\ā § 10.2.2
Y 57.18 n ema ˙nte → +n em e˙nte § 23.5.1.2
Y 58.4 aˇ˙saohācā → xaˇ˙saohācō § 28.3
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Y 62.2 dāitiiō.aēsmi → +dāitiiō.aēsm e§ 22.7
Y 62.2 dāitiiō.baoidi → xdāitiiō.bao(i)d e§ 22.7
Y 62.2 dāitiiō.pi\bi → +dāitiiō.pi\b e§ 22.7
Y 62.2 dāitiiō.upasaiieni → +dāitiiō.upasaiien e§ 22.7
Y 62.2 p er enāiiuš.har e\ri → +p er enāiiuš.har e\r e§ 22.7
Y 62.2 dahmāiiuš.har e\ri → +dahmāiiuš.har e\r e§ 22.7
Y 62.3 frašō.k er etı̄m → +frašō.k er eitı̄m § 24.1.2
Y 62.3 saoci.buiie → +saoc ebuiie § 22.7
Y 62.3 ma ˜t.saoci.buiie → xma ˜t.saoc ebuiie § 22.7
Y 62.3 raocahi.buiie → xraocah ebuiie § 22.7
Y 62.3 vaxša\i.buiie → +vaxša\ ebuiie § 22.7
Y 62.10 hikūš → xhiškūš § 6.6
Y 65.9 frāuuauuaca → +frauuauuaca § 3.4.2.1
Y 67.8 māt erąscā → xmātrąscā § 24.5
Y 68.13 vōignāuiiō → +vōignāuuiiō § 17.5
Y 68.14 hub er eti → +hub er eiti § 24.1.2
Y 68.14 yahmā ˜t → yahma ˜t § 4.1.2.1
Y 71.3 manahiiāca → +manax́iiāca § 5.3.1.4
Y 71.10 ahurō → +ahurahe § 3.2.2
Y 71.11 hauuaohum → xhauuaouh em § 12.2.2
Yašt passim °um → x°ūm, e.g. Yt 5.127 minum, 19.42 jigāurum, 19.89
yauuaēsum § 12.1.2
Yt 1.6 daēuua → xdaēuu¯e§ 11.1.2
Yt 1.7 fraxštiia → xfraxštii e§ 22.7.1
Yt 1.12 baēšaziia → +baēšaziiō § 22.7.1
Yt 1.12 baēšaziiōt ema → xbaēšaziiōt emō § 22.7.1
Yt 1.12 ā\rauuat ema → xā\rauuat emō § 22.7.1
Yt 1.12 aˇ˙sauuast ema → xaˇ˙sauuast emō § 22.7.1
Yt 1.12 xvar enaouhast ema → xxvar enaouhast emō § 22.7.1
Yt 1.12 pouru.daršt ema → xpouru.daršt emō § 22.7.1
Yt 1.12 dūraēdaršt ema → xdūraēdaršt emō § 22.7.1
Yt 1.13 žnōišta → xžnōištō § 22.7.1
Yt 1.13 fšūše.mą\ra → xfšūšō.mą\r e§ 22.7.1
Yt 1.13 is e.xša\ra → +is e.xša\r e§ 22.7.1
Yt 1.14 ha\rauuane → xha\rauuan e§ 22.7.1
Yt 1.14 vı̄spauuane → +vı̄spauuan e§ 22.7.1
Yt 1.14 vı̄spa.xvā\ra → +vı̄spa.xvā\r e§ 22.7.1
Yt 1.14 pouru.xvā\ra → xpouru.xvā\r e§ 22.7.1
Yt 1.15 v er ezi.saoka → xv er ezi.saokō § 22.7.1
Yt 1.15 s euuišta → +s euuı̄štō § 6.2.3.1, 22.7.1
Yt 1.15 aˇ˙sa → +aˇ˙s e§ 22.7.1
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Yt 1.15 xša\riia → xxša\riiō § 22.7.1
Yt 1.15 xša\riiōt ema → +xša\riiōt emō § 22.7.1
Yt 1.15 dūraē.sūka → xdūraē.sūkō § 22.7.1
Yt 2.3 aspanibiia → +asp enibiia § 23.3.2.2
Yt 2.8 aspanāca → +asp enāca § 23.3.2.2
Yt 3.4 aˇ˙sāuuaoiiō → xaˇ˙sauuaoiiō § 4.4
Yt 3.4 n er eiiō → xn eruiiō § 24.4
Yt 5.11 dražaite → +dražete § 7.4
Yt 5.26 frasastišca → xfrasastı̄šca § 9.5
Yt 5.26 ı̄̆ štišca → ı̄̆ štı̄šca § 9.5
Yt 5.64 pāiti.šmuxta → xpaiti.šmuxta § 3.6
Yt 5.78 pāiti.šmuxta → xpaiti.šmuxta § 3.6
Yt 5.86 \rāiiaonō → x\rāiiō.yaonō § 3.2.2
Yt 5.87 vadre yaona → xvadairiiauuō § 4.2.3
Yt 5.87 zı̄zanāitiš → xzı̄zanāitı̄š § 6.2.1.2, 11.4
Yt 5.92 vı̄t er etō.tanuš → +vı̄tar etō.tanuš § 24.1.1
Yt 5.93 pouru.jira → xpouru.jı̄ra § 6.4
Yt 5.109 tą\riiauua ˙nt em → xtą\riiāuua ˙nt em § 3.1.3
Yt 5.113 p eˇ˙sō.ci ˙ngha- → +p eˇ˙sō.ca ˙nga- § 23.5.1.1
Yt 5.126 frazuš em → xfrazūš em § 10.2.1
Yt 5.130 st er emaēšu → +star emaēšu § 24.1.1
Yt 5.131 vaouhı̄ → xvaouhi § 7.2
Yt 8.4 yahmā ˜t → yahma ˜t § 4.1.2.1
Yt 8.6 vazāite → xvazaite § 3.6
Yt 8.12 auue → xauu¯e§ 11.1.2
Yt 8.33 frašāupaiieiti → xfra´̌sāuuaiieiti § 17.5
Yt 8.36 siždraca → xsı̄ždraca § 6.2.4.1
Yt 8.40 uruuāitiš → xuruuāitı̄š § 9.4
Yt 8.40 bar e˙ntiš → xbar e˙ntı̄š § 9.4
Yt 8.42 var ešajiš → x var ešajı̄š § 9.4
Yt 8.43 važ edriš → xvaž edrı̄š § 9.4
Yt 8.46 apagžāire → xapagžār¯e§ 23.6.2.2
Yt 8.48 āidi → xāide § 4.1.1
Yt 9.30 uruui.xaodō → xuruuı̄.xaodō § 7.1
Yt 9.30 uruui.v er e\rō → xuruuı̄.v er e\rō § 7.1
Yt 9.30 stuuı̄.manao\riš → +stuuı̄.manao\rı̄š § 9.4
Yt 10 huxšnuta- → xhuxšnūta- § 10.2.2
Yt 10.7ff. jagāuruuah- → +jagauruuah- § 17.4.1
Yt 10.14 p er e\biš → xp er e\bı̄š § 9.4
Yt 10.33 hauuaohum → xhauuaouh em § 12.2.2
Yt 10.38 hai\ı̄m.aˇ˙sauua.janasca → xhai\ı̄m.janasca § 5.2.2.2
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Yt 10.45 auue → xauu¯e§ 11.1.2
Yt 10.48 gauuō → xgauu¯e§ 11.1.2
Yt 10.51 k er enāun → xk er enaon § 17.3
Yt 10.60 vasō.yaonāi.i ˙ntąm → xvasō.yaonāiia ˙nt em § 4.9.7
Yt 10.65 āzuiti.d ˚̄a → xāzūiti.d ˚̄a § 10.5.2
Yt 10.68 ha ˙ngr ebnāiti → +ha ˙ng er ebnāiti § 24.1.5.2
Yt 10.72 vohunišca → xvohunı̄šca § 9.5
Yt 10.77 aš.frab er eitica → xaš.frab er etica § 24.1.2
Yt 10.77 hufrab er eitica → xhufrab er etica § 24.1.2
Yt 10.104 fragr eb e˙nti → xfrag er eb e˙nti § 24.1.5.2
Yt 10.107 fraxštāite → xfraxštaite § 3.6
Yt 10.109 axˇ˙snuštahe → +axšnūtahe § 10.2.2
Yt 10.113 nauui\iiąn → xniuui\iiąn § 16.4
Yt 10.113 gouru.zao\ranąm → xpouru.zao\ranąm § 21.1.1
Yt 10.118 āiti → xaēiti § 15.4
Yt 10.125 spaētita → xspaēitita § 26.1.1
Yt 10.142 vaēidiš → xvaēidı̄š § 9.5
Yt 10.143 adauuiš → xadauuı̄š § 9.4
Yt 10.143 ha ˙ngr ebnāiti → +ha ˙ng er ebnāiti § 24.1.5.2
Yt 11.4 aˇ˙sa.sara → +aˇ˙sasara § 5.2.2.1
Yt 11.6 gadōtušca → xgadō.tı̄šca § 13.2
Yt 12.3ff. āzuitı̄mca → xāzūitı̄mca § 10.5.2
Yt 12.25 uruuis e˙nti → xuruuı̄s e˙nti § 6.2.3.1
Yt 13.14 dunmō.frutō → +dunmō.frūtō § 10.2.1
Yt 13.18 vohu.b er etąm → xvō hub er etą § 23.6.2.3
Yt 13.21 hāitiš → xhāitı̄š § 9.4
Yt 13.21 z euuištii ˚̄a → xz euuı̄štii ˚̄a § 6.2.3.1
Yt 13.21 z euuištiianąm → xz euuı̄štiianąm § 6.2.3.1
Yt 13.26 afraouruuisuua ˜t → +afrō.uruuı̄suua ˜t § 6.2.3.1
Yt 13.32 anā.mą\b ˚̄a → +anāmą\b ˚̄a § 5.2.1.1
Yt 13.47f. ugraca → +ugrāca § 5.3.1.1
Yt 13.53 afrata ˜t.kušı̄š → +afrāta ˜t.kušı̄š § 3.4.2.1
Yt 13.57 afrašı̄ma ˙ntō → xafrašūma ˙ntō § 10.2.2
Yt 13.60 auue → xauu¯e§ 11.1.2
Yt 13.61 gaēšāuš → xgaēsaoš § 17.2
Yt 13.88 fšuiiei ˙nte → +fšuiie ˙nte § 26.1.3
Yt 13.89 daēuuō → xdaēuu¯e§ 11.1.2
Yt 13.93 uxšin → +uxšii en § 23.2
Yt 13.101 tižiiarštōiš → +tı̄žiiarštōiš § 6.2.4.1
Yt 13.101 bujasrauuaohō → +būjasrauuaohō § 10.2.1
Yt 13.109 viiarˇ˙sauuatō → +viiāršauuatō § 3.1.1
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Yt 13.122 vı̄uuār eˇ˙suuahe → xvı̄uuaršuuatō § 3.2.1
Yt 13.125 fiiuštahe → xfiiūštahe § 10.2.3
Yt 13.125 aoigmatasturahe → xaoigmatastūrahe § 10.3
Yt 13.125 fratur ˚̄a → xfratūr ˚̄a § 10.6
Yt 13.126 utaiiutōiš → +utaiiūtōiš § 10.2.3
Yt 13.127 aˇ˙sa.n emaohō → +aˇ˙san emaohō § 5.2.2.1
Yt 13.131 gar enāušca → xgar enaošca § 17.2
Yt 13.131 tumāspanahe → +tūmāspanahe § 10.2.1
Yt 13.132 biiaršānō → +biiāršānō § 3.1.1
Yt 13.134 viiar e\iiaii ˚̄a → xviiār e\(ii)aii ˚̄a § 3.1.1
Yt 13.136 bāzāuš → xbāzaoš § 17.2
Yt 13.153 a ˙ntar estā → +a ˙ntar eštā § 5.2.1.3
Yt 14.11 gaē\āuš → xgaē\aoš § 17.2
Yt 14.11 vakąsaoš → xvidąsaoš § 19.1
Yt 14.21 saēniš → xsaēnı̄š § 9.5
Yt 14.21 susruˇ˙s emnō → xsraoš emnō § 10.2.2
Yt 14.28 pāitiuuāke → xpaitiuuāke § 3.6
Yt 14.38 p er enine → xpar enine § 6.1.2
Yt 14.57 niuuizaiti → +niuuı̄zaiti § 6.2.3.1
Yt 15.16 m er e\iiuš → xm er ei\iiuš § 24.1.2
Yt 15.31 spaētiniš → xspaēitinı̄š § 9.4
Yt 15.40 hub er etąm → xhub er etą § 23.6.2.3
Yt 15.43 apaiiate → xapaiiat e§ 22.7.1
Yt 15.44 vohuuaršte → xvohuuaršt e§ 22.7.1
Yt 15.45 vi ˙ndixvar en e→ xvi ˙nda.xvar en e§ 22.7.1
Yt 15.46 taxmōt ema → xtaxmōt emō § 22.7.1
Yt 15.46 ha\rauuana → xha\rauuan e§ 22.7.1
Yt 15.48 tižiiaršt e→ xtı̄ziiaršt e§ 6.2.4.1
Yt 15.48 tižiiarštis → xtı̄ziiarštis § 6.2.4.1
Yt 15.49 xrūi´̌siieitiš → xxruuı̄´̌siieitı̄š § 6.2.3.1
Yt 15.54 anāxruuı̄da.dōi\re → xanāxruuı̄da.dōi\r e§ 22.7.1
Yt 15.57 zaraniiō.pus em → +zaraniiō.pūs em § 10.2.1
Yt 16.3 xvātacina → xxvā.tacina § 23.3.2.2
Yt 17.5 xruuidruuō → xxruuı̄.druuō § 7.1
Yt 17.6 āgr emaitiš → +āg er emaitiš § 24.1.5.2
Yt 17.10 tanuui → +tanuua § 7.1
Yt 17.10 sispimna → xsisp emna § 6.2.1.2
Yt 17.10 zaraniiō.pisi → xzaraniiō.pı̄si § 6.2.2
Yt 17.10 paitiˇ˙sām → xpaitišāma § 7.1
Yt 17.11 ągmō.paidiš → xągmō.paidı̄š § 9.4
Yt 17.11 uruuizō.maidii ˚̄a → xuruuı̄zō.maidii ˚̄a § 6.2.3.1
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Yt 17.14 nib er e\i → xnib er e\e § 24.1.2
Yt 17.22 hauuaoh em → xhauuaouh em § 12.2.2
Yt 17.54 vi ˙ndita → +vi ˙ndı̄ta § 6.3
Yt 17.57ff. ni.uruuisiiāni → xni.uruuı̄siiāni § 6.2.3.1
Yt 17.60 ni.uruuise → xni.uruuı̄se § 6.2.3.1
Yt 18.8 baēšaziš → xbaēšazı̄š § 9.4
Yt 19.1 pāirisāite → xpairi.saēte § 15.4
Yt 19.3 i´̌satāca → +iškatāca § 5.3.1.1
Yt 19.3 upāiri.saēna → +upairi.saēna § 3.6
Yt 19.6 yahmiia.jatarasca → +yahmiiajatarasca § 5.2.2.1
Yt 19.32 fšaonišca → xfšaonı̄šca § 9.5
Yt 19.32 ı̄̆ štišca → ı̄̆ štı̄šca § 9.5
Yt 19.41 zaraniiō.pus em → +zaraniiō.pūs em § 10.2.1
Yt 19.42 barō.zuš em → xbarō.zūš em § 10.2.1
Yt 19.43 āite → xaēte § 15.4
Yt 19.46 ašte → xašt¯e§ 23.6.2.2
Yt 19.46 āsište → xāsišt¯e§ 23.6.2.2
Yt 19.67 spaētiniš → xspaēitinı̄š § 9.4
Yt 19.67 sispimnō → xsisp emnō § 6.2.1.2
Yt 19.71 biiaršān em → xbiiāršān em § 3.1.1
Yt 19.80 frāuuōi ˜t → xfrāuuaiiōi ˜t § 3.4.4
Yt 19.82 vaiiąn → +viią § 23.6.2.3
Yt 19.82 uruuisiiat em → xuruuı̄siiat em § 6.2.3.1
Yt 19.84 siždiiō → xsı̄ždiiō § 6.2.4.1
Yt 19.92 vār e\ragn em → xvār e\ragnı̄m § 3.7.2.2
Yt 19.95 xruuidruxš → xxruuı̄.druxš § 7.1
V 2 bairiiei ˙nte → +bairiie ˙nte § 26.1.3
V 2.7 b er e\e → +b er ei\i § 24.1.2
V 2.25 gāuuaiian em → xgāuuiian em § 3.4.1
V 2.29f. vı̄t er etō.tanuš → +vı̄tar etō.tanuš § 24.1.1
V 2.31 z emē → +z emaēni § 6.2.3.2
V 3.5 us.zı̄z e˙nti → xus.zı̄zan e˙nti § 6.2.1.2
V 3.8 sairi → xsaēre § 14.3.2
V 3.12 sairi → xsaēre § 14.3.2
V 3.14 fraˇ˙sumaka ˜t → +frašūmaka ˜t § 10.2.2
V 3.18 pairi.daēząn → +pairi.daēzą § 10.6.2.3
V 3.20 bar ezaohąm → xbar ezaóh en § 20.4
V 3.25 va ˙ntaoe → +va ˙ntauue § 21.3
V 3.27 b er e\i → xb er ei\i § 24.1.2
V 3.32 uru\ en → +urū\ en § 10.2.1
V 3.33 pu\rōištı̄m → xpu\rō.ištı̄m § 14.3.1
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V 3.38ff. āp er etiš → +āp er eitiš § 24.1.2
VPTr. 3.40 iriri\ušō → +irı̄ri\ušō § 6.2.1.2
V 4.46 cāxrare → xcāxrar e§ 26.1.1
V 4.50 auua.k er e\iiā ˜t → xauua.k er ei\iiā ˜t § 26.1.1
V 6.10 iri\iieiti → +iri\iieite § 6.2.1.2
V 6.32ff. nižb er e\i → xnižb er ei\i § 24.1.2
V 6.33 uzuitii ˚̄asca → +uzūitii ˚̄asca § 10.5.2
V 7.12f. aibi. er etı̄m → xaibi.iritı̄m § 6.4
V 7.27 xrūtahe → +xrūrahe § 10.3
V 7.41 ca\ru.yuxt em → +ca\ru.yūxt em § 10.2.3
V 7.45ff. sairi → xsaēre § 14.3.2
V 7.59 dr e˙njaiti → xdr e˙njaiiei( ˙n)ti § 3.7.2.3
V 8.4 aibi.gātō → xaibi.gata § 16.3.3
V 8.10 upa.\b er esąn → +upa.\b er esą § 10.6.2.3
V 8.10 z emōištuue → xz emō.ištuue § 14.3.1
V 8.21 daēuuı̄ → xdaēuui § 7.2
V 8.32 vı̄ptō → viptō § 6.2.3.2
V 8.38 hiku → +hišku- § 6.6
V 8.95 skairiia ˜t → +skairiiā ˜t § 3.1.2
V 9.11 āiti → xaiti § 15.4
V 9.12 āiti → xaiti § 15.4
V 9.30 hiku → +hišku- § 6.6
V 9.31 āiti → xaiti § 15.4
V 9.32 āiti → xaiti § 15.4
V 9.53 uru\ em → +uru\m em § 10.2.1
V 10.10 tauru → +tauruuı̄ § 9.1
V 10.14 vātı̄m → xvāitı̄m § 26.1.1
V 11.9ff. xruuigni → +xruuı̄.gni § 7.1
V 12.13 brātruiiō → +brātūiriiō § 24.4
V 12.13 brātruiie → +brātūiriie § 24.4
V 13.1 aorō.mainiiuš → xaorō.mainiiūš § 13.4
V 13.5 sp e˙ntō.mainiiūm → xsp e˙ntō.mainiiūš § 13.4
V 13.6 zairimiiaour em → xzairimiia ˙ngur em § 3.1.3
V 13.16 jažāuš → +jažaoš § 17.2
V 13.16 vı̄zāuš → +vı̄zaoš § 17.2
V 13.37 maēge → xmage § 26.1
V 13.37 vaēmi → xvaēme § 26.1
V 13.44 vaēsāuš → xvaēsaoš § 17.2
V 13.46 vaēsāuš → +vaēsaoš § 17.2
V 13.47 disāuš → xdisaoš § 17.2
V 13.48 airitō → +airı̄tō § 6.4
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V 13.49 vı̄dātō → xvı̄dāt em § 16.3.3
V 14.9 zaēnāuš → xzaēnuš § 17.2
V 14.10 yuiiō.s emi → xyuuō.s emi § 23.3.2.1
V 14.14 gāuuaiian em → xgāuuiian em § 3.4.1
V 14.17 maduš → xmadaoš § 21.1.2
V 15.14 jı̄jiˇ˙sāiti → xjı̄jišāite § 6.2.1.2
V 16.2 hiku → +hišku- § 6.6
V 16.7 niuruidiiā ˜t → xni.uruuidiiā ˜t § 6.2.3.1
V 17.1 daēuuō → xdaēuu¯e§ 11.1.2
V 17.3 viiar e\āhuua → +viiār e\āhuua § 3.1.1
V 18.16 daēuua → xdaēuu¯e§ 11.1.2
V 18.24 daēuua → xdaēuu¯e§ 11.1.2
V 18.34 kasuuikąmcina → +kasuuı̄kąmcina § 6.2.3.1
V 18.37 kasuuikąmci ˜t → +kasuuı̄kąmci ˜t § 6.2.3.1
V 18.51 frašō.k er etı̄m → +frašō.k er eitı̄m § 24.1.2
V 18.70 frāuuinuiiā ˜t → +frauuı̄nuiiā ˜t § 6.2.3.1
V 18.70 asmaniuu ˚̄a → +afsmaniuu ˚̄a § 25.10.3
V 19.8 aorō.mainiiuš → xaorō.mainiiūš § 13.4
V 19.13 auuaēn → xauuāin § 15.2
V 19.28 uziiōraiti → xuziiō.r eiti § 22.5.4
V 19.37 sauuaouhaitiš → +sauuaouhaitı̄š § 9.4
V 19.43 tauru → +tauruuı̄ § 7.1
V 19.45 dāu ˙nta → xdao ˙nta § 17.3
V 19.45f. adāu ˙nta → xadao ˙nta § 17.3
V 21.4ff. pāiri.haēzaouha → +pairi.haēzaouha § 3.6
V 22.6 bišazāni → xbišaziiāni § 20.5
Vr 1.2 ar etō.kar e\nahe → +ar etō.k er ei\inahe § 24.1.2
Vr 2.2 ar etō.kar e\n em → xar etō.k er ei\in em § 24.1.2
Vr 2.5 sp e˙ntąm.ārmaitı̄m.dar et em → xsp e˙ntąm.ārmaitı̄m.dar et em § 29.3
Vr 7.4 paoiriiō.fra\baršt em → +paoiriiō.frā\baršt em § 3.4.2.1
Vr 8.1 frāiiebı̄šca ˜tca → xfrāii¯ebı̄šci ˜tca § 19.1
Vr 9.4 er e\ii ˚̄a → x er ei\ii ˚̄a § 24.1.2
Vr 9.5 marždikauuatō → +mar eždikauuatō § 25.3.1
Vr 19.2 ātar edāta → +āt er edāta § 24.1.5.1
Vr 20.2 mi\ōxtanąmca → xmi\ō.uxtanąmca § 5.2.2.1
G 1.6 zaozı̄zuiiē → xzaozuiiē § 6.2.1.2
G 2.6 mainiiauuūsca → xmainiiauu¯esca § 11.1.2
G 2.6 yazata → xyazat¯e§ 23.6.2.2
S 2.7 aspināca → +asp enāca § 23.3.2.2
S 2.7 aspinibiia → +asp enibiia § 23.3.2.2
S 2.13 aoe → xauu¯e§ 11.1.2
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A 1.11 dušmainiiū → xdušmainiiuu¯e§ 11.1.2
F 138 namnra.vāxš → xnamra.vāxš § 19.1
F 550 d¯euš.duš.srauuaóhē → +d¯euš.srauuaóhē § 16.1
F 655 \rā\rā → x\rā\rāi § 5.1
F 692 ha ˙nk er eiti → xha ˙nd er eiti § 24.1.2
P 24 aēsmō.st er eiti- → xaēsmō.star eiti- § 29.4
P 24 bar esmō.st er eiti- → xbar esmō.star eiti- § 29.4
P 24 zarahe.hı̄š → xzrahehı̄m § 20.4
P 31 hauruuū → xhauruu¯e§ 11.1.2
E 9 fraiiar ena → xfraiie(i)re § 20.4
E 9 dbōišt em → xbōišt em § 14.3.1
E 9 aba → xnaba § 4.8
E 15 nana → xnaba § 4.8
E 18 pairiabiiaoha ˜t → xaibiiaoha ˜t § 3.1.1
E 7 afra.sruiti → xafra.srūiti § 10.5.2
N 30 a.sruiti → xa.srūiti § 10.5.2
N 33 aēt¯ee → +aēt¯e§ 23.6.2.2
N 40 kaiiāci ˜t → kahiiāci ˜t § 5.3.1.3
N 61f. ui\e.tātō → xūi\e.tātō § 10.5.2
N 75 āsnatāra → xāsnatarš § 4.8
N 76 baxšaiiāa ˜t.ca → xbaxšāa ˜tca § 4.2
N 79 āsnatā̆ rš → xāsnatarš § 4.8
N 80 raēxšaiti → xraē\baiieiti § 14.3.1
N 103 ar emōidō → xar emōiš ā̆ dō § 14.3.2
N 108 haoma.huitı̄m → xhaoma.hūitı̄m § 10.5.2
H 2.9 er eduuafšnii ˚̄a → x er eduuafšnii ˚̄a § 5.2.2.1
H 2.25 gaitı̄šca → xgai ˙ntı̄šca § 9.5
H 2.36 viš.gaitaiiāa ˜tca → +vı̄š.gai ˙ntaiiāa ˜tca § 4.2
Vyt 19 sadre → xsaēre § 14.3.2
AZ 7 dušmainiiū → xdušmainiiuu¯e§ 11.1.2

2. As suggested by Bartholomae and here confirmed:

Passim gaē\iia- → +gaēi\iia- § 26.1.1
Y passim druj em → +drujim § 8.2.1
Y passim vāc em → +vācim § 8.2.1
Y 2.4ff. frāda ˜t.fˇ˙sāum → +frāda ˜t.fšaom § 17.3
Y 10.14 gāuš → +gaoš § 17.2
Y 20.3 sao´̌siia ˙ntaēbiiō → xsao´̌siia ˙ntibiiō § 26.1.3
Y 30.9 k er enāun → +k er enaon § 17.3
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Y 31.13 būj em → +būjim § 8.2.1
Y 32.11 aˇ˙sāunō → +aˇ˙saonō § 17.3
Y 33.7 magāunō → +magaonō § 17.3
Y 33.10 ābaxšōhuuā → ābaxšō.huua § 22.5.2
Y 40.3 aˇ˙sāunō → +aˇ˙saonō § 17.3
Y 43.8 stāumı̄ → +staomı̄ § 17.3
Y 43.12 uz er ediiāi → uzir eidiiāi § 6.6
Y 43.14 yāuš → +yaoš § 17.2
Y 43.14 uz er eidiiāi → uzir eidiiāi § 6.6
Y 43.15 aˇ˙sāunō → +aˇ˙saonō § 17.3
Y 44.6 rāniiō.sk er etı̄m → +rāniiō.sk er eitı̄m § 24.1.2
Y 44.9 hudānāuš → +hudānaoš § 17.2
Y 45.11 patā → +ptā § 25.9
Y 47.2 patā → +ptā § 25.9
Y 47.3 rāniiō.sk er etı̄m → +rāniiō.sk er eitı̄m § 24.1.2
Y 47.4 aˇ˙sāunō → +aˇ˙saonō § 17.3
Y 50.2 rāniiō.sk er etı̄m → +rāniiō.sk er eitı̄m § 24.1.2
Y 50.9 hudānāuš → +hudānaoš § 17.2
Y 51.13 er ezāuš → + er ezaoš § 17.2
Y 51.14 ās¯e˙ndā → +ā.s¯e˙ndā § 3.4.3
Y 53.4 aˇ˙sāunı̄ → +aˇ˙saonı̄ § 17.3
Y 53.5 vaēdōdūm → vaēdō.dūm § 22.5.3
Y 53.8 m er e\iiāuš → +m er ei\iiaoš § 17.2, § 24.1.2
Y 58.7 raf enōx́iiāi → +raf enō.x́iiāi § 22.5.4
Y 60.6ff. hub er etı̄mca uštab er etı̄mca va ˙ntab er etı̄mca → +hub er eitı̄mca
+uštab er eitı̄mca +va ˙ntab er eitı̄mca § 24.1.2
Y 64.5 hudānāuš → +hudānaoš § 17.2
Y 71.1 fram er etiš → +fram er eitiš § 24.1.2
Y 71.1 ha ˙nk er etiš → +ha ˙nk er eitiš § 24.1.2
Yt passim xruuišiieitiš → xruuišiieitı̄š § 9.4
Yt 1.14 adauuiš → +adauuı̄š § 9.4
Yt 1.14 vı̄dauuiš → +vı̄dauuı̄š § 9.4
Yt 7.5 ı̄štauua ˙nt- → xı̄štiuua ˙nt- § 6.2.4.2
Yt 8.46 vairiš → xvairı̄š § 9.5
Yt 9.10 m er e\iiūmca → xm er ei\iiūmca § 24.1.2
Yt 10.14 paoiriš → xpaoirı̄š § 9.4
Yt 10.129 yā aohaēna → xaiiaohaēna § 7.1
Yt 10.142 paoiriš → xpaoirı̄š § 9.4
Yt 13.11 dr ebdaca → +d er ebdaca (or xd er ebdaca) § 5.3.1.2
Yt 13.90 daēuuō.dāt em → xdaēuuō.tāt em § 22.5.1
Yt 13.146 aibi.d er eštāiš → +aibi.dar eštāiš § 24.6
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Yt 14.45 adbōž en → adbō.ž en § 22.5.4
Yt 14.45 vı̄dbōž en → vı̄dbō.ž en § 22.5.4
Yt 14.45 fradbōž en → fradbō.ž en § 22.5.4
Yt 16.3 nāuiia → +nāuuiia § 17.5
Yt 19.4 tudaskaēca → xtūdadkaēca § 10.2.1
Yt 19.43 as e˙ngō.gāum → xas e˙ngō.gaom § 17.3
Yt 19.67 paoiriš → xpaoirı̄š § 9.4
Yt 19.72 bāun → xbaon § 17.3
V 1.11 nāuma- → +naoma- § 17.3
V 2.31f. xˇ˙siuuisti → +xšuuisti § 6.2.3.2
V 3.20 k er efš.xvārąm → +k er efš.xvarąm § 3.2.2
V 3.25ff. haoiiaca → +hāuuaiiaca § 3.4.1
V 5.28ff. nāuma- → +naoma- § 17.3
V 9.49 k er efš.xvārąm → +k er efš.xvarąm § 3.2.2
V 15.46 maē\man em → +maē\an em § 14.3.1
V 15.49f. bāuzdri → +baozdri § 17.5
V 18.55 gāmō.b er etı̄m → +gāmō.b er eitı̄m § 24.1.2
V 22.13 para.āidi → +para.āi ˜t § 15.3
A 1.11 srauuahe → xsrauuahi § 22.7
A 3.4 vouru.rafnōst ema → +vouru.rafnō.st ema § 22.5.4
Ny 3.7 ı̄štauua ˙nt- → xı̄štiuua ˙nt- § 6.2.4.2
F 451 urudidieiti → xuruuidiieiti § 6.2.3.1
P 39 ār eitı̄mca → xar eitı̄mca § 29.4

3. Corrections suggested by Bartholomae which must be dismissed or are at
least very uncertain:

Y 10.15 xar edaii ˚̄a (Geldner) not → +xradaii ˚̄a § 6.6
Y 57.31 brōi\rō.taēž em (Geldner) not → brōi\rō.taēžim § 8.3
Y 58.4 aˇ˙saohācā (Geldner) not → aˇ˙saóhācā § 28.3
Yt 13.122 vı̄uuār ešuua- (Geldner) not → +viuuār ešuua- § 6.6
Yt 13.144 sāininąm (Geldner) not necessarily → +sāinunąm § 15
Yt 13.151 vı̄šānō (Geldner) not → +višānō § 6.2.3.1
V 14.9 kūiriš (Geldner) not → +kuiriš § 10.5.1
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Avestan, Sanskrit and Greek are given in the order of their own alphabet; the other
languages are listed in the order of the Latin alphabet. The index on text passages lists
the Avestan texts in the alphabetical order of their abbreviations.

Avestan
aēiti 360 361 549
aēibiš 271 331
aēibı̄š 9
aēuua- 10 343 479
aēuua ˙ndasa- 479
aēta- 548
aētaohąm 141
aētahmāiiuš 328
aētāci ˜t 186
aētą 497
aēt¯e492
aēte 360 548 549
aē\rapaiti- 179 180
aē\ra.paiti- 179 343 355
443 583
aē\riia- 42 343 355 516
aē\riianąm 44
aēnaóh eiti 408
aēm 120 156
aēsma- 344 355 453
aēsma 493
aēsmą 493 495
aēsmąsca 498
aēsm em 495 497
aēšmō.drūta- 285 310
aēsmō.star eiti 591
aēš ema- 535
aēšō.drāj[ah]iia- 570
aēšma- 347 355

aoi 425
aoigmatastūra- 298 426
aoifranąm 426
aoxta 9
aog edā 9 538
aog emadaēcā 534 557
aojaouhaitı̄š 274
aojaouha ˙nt- 441
aojana- 143
aojōohuua ˙nt- 440 441 469
575
aojō ˙nghuua ˙nt- 573
aojiia- 41
aojiiehı̄š 274
aojı̄ta 242
aota- 589
aodar- 589
aod er ešcā 523
aoniia ˜t 37 113 155
aomna- 475
aorāca 186
aošaohai\ii ˚̄as e.tanuuō
384
aošete 409
aošō.tara- 460
aošō.tarasca 436
aoštaca 189
aošnara- 153
aiiaoš 121 156
aiiaca 196
aiiatāca 187

aiiaohaēna 261
aiiaohaēnı̄š 273
aiiamaitē 119 156
aiiasa- 63 119 156
aiiažāna 102 153
aiiā\rima- 119 156
aiią(n) 494
aii¯em 264
aiiehiiā- 570
aiiehiie 153
aiiō.xšusta- 435 460
aiti 360 361
ai\iiejaouha ˙nt- 409
ai\iiejah- 409
ai\iiejahiia- 409
ai\iuua ˙nt em 110
ai\ı̄šcı̄ ˜t 110 237 257 270
aidiiūnąm 295 300 311
aidiiūš 329
aip ı̄̆ 551
aipi 205
aipiiūxdi- 295 311
aipi.kar eta- 589
aipi.k er eta- 585
aipi.k er e˙nt e˙nti 589
aipicar e447
aipi.duuąnara- 393 398
aipi.duuąnaraii ˚̄a 534
aipidbaog e447
aipı̄.ci\ı̄ ˜t 250
aibi 205
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aibiiascā 110 155 610
aibiiasci ˜t 110 155 610
aibigaiia 119 156
aibigaiiāi 119 156
aibigāiia- 552 612
aibigāim 119
aibi.jar eiti- 591
aibiš 270
aibiš- 552 612
aibı̄ 224 552
aibı̄.g em en 465
aibı̄.jar etar- 591 592
aibi 205 224 554
aibiiaoha ˜t 35
aibiiasca 110 155 554
610
aibiiāiti 360
aibiiāuuah- 33 103
aibiiāxšaiia- 33 103
aibiiāxštar- 33 103
aibiiāxštarasca 109 155
aibiiāxštār emca 109
aibiiāma- 33 103
aibiiāmat ema- 33 103 436
aibiiāmat emą 493
aibiiāsta- 35
aibiiāstar- 35
aibiiāsti- 33 35 103
aibiiō 554
aibi.iritı̄m 243
aibica 558
aibi.ciciš emna- 216 220
aibi.gāta 367
aibi.gātō 367
aibi.tacina- 472
aibitō 554
aibi.tūtuii ˚̄a 286
aibi\ūra- 308
aibi.daršta- 523
aibi.dar eštāiš 522
aibi.dax́iiūm 321
aibidāitı̄šca 278
aibinasąst ema- 138 159
389
aibi.nās e˙nti 100

aibi.var eiti- 591 600
aibi.viią 494
aibi.visti- 233
aibisaciiār eš 531
aibi.sr(a)uuana- 143
aibisrū\rima- 284 310
aibi.zūzuiianąm 142
aibišastar- 579
aibištiš 277
aibišmar- 506
aibi(.)šmar eta- 505 506
aióh ˚̄as e.tanuuō 384 537
ainiiā̆ uua- 101
ainika- 248 471
ainita- 250
ainiti- 250
ainisriti- 222
ainı̄m 264 462 463
airiiaman- 468 470
airiiamanascā 467
airiiamā 467
airiiamnā 467
airiiā̆ uua- 101
airii¯emā 467
airiiene 409 551
airiiō.xš ū̆ \a- 308
airiiō.xšu\a ˜t 112 155
airime 209 555
airime.aohad- 346
airime.aohadō 350
airı̄tō 243
airı̄ricinąm 214 220 255
auua 178 358 443
auuaētāt- 58
auuaētās 390
auuaē\a 58
auuaēdaiiamahı̄ 145
auuaēdaiiamahı̄ 144 263
auuaēn 123 358 464
auuaēnatā 123 135 157
159
auuaēnā 123
auuaēnō 123
auuaēnōiš 123
auuaoiri\ e˙nt em 422

auuaoirišta- 420
auuaoirišt em 421
auuaocāma 159
auuaocāmā 123 135 157
auuaiiā- 53
auua.iri\i ˙nt- 216
auua.k er e\iiā ˜t 508 549
auuax́iiāi 569 572 612
auua.d er eną 391 494
auua.pašā ˜t 432
auuabiiō 151 552
auuaohāna- 177
auuaohe 413
auuaohūš 332
auuaóhe 404 569
auua ˙nt- 479
auua.m er eitı̄m 509
auua.m er eta- 584
auua.miuuāmahi 246 258
auua.raodaiieiti 176
auua.raod e˙nti 176
auuar etā- 123 135 157
159 590 600
auuar e\rabah- 179
auuasiiā ˜t 151
auuastaiia- 148
auuastāta- 148
auuaspaiiama 144 145
auuaza ˜t 151
auua.zanąn 137 159 608
auuazāite 123 135 157
159 360
auuazōi ˜t 151
auuašai\ı̄- 153
auuah- 253 431 569
auuahiia- 569
auuāin 358
auuāurusta- 175 284 379
auuā.urūraoda 175 379
auuāci 372
auuāraoštri- 153
auu ˚̄a ˙nt- 123 135 157 159
auu¯ebı̄š 431 459
auu¯emı̄rā 252
auuōi 58 542
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auuōirisiiā ˜t 351 420
auuō.xvar ena- 178
auuō.dāta- 178
auui 224 259 370 372
425 426 428 554 569
auui.ama- 33
auui.babriiąn 515 524
auuū 314
auruua\ā ˜t 116
auruua ˜t.aspāca 188
auruua ˙nt- 418 479
auruša.bāzu- 179
aurušāspa- 167
akatara- 436
akana- 153
akarana- 550
akarane 550
akōiiā 339 354
aku- 153
axtōiiōi 339 354
axšta ˜t 134 159
axšnūitı̄m 302
axšnūta- 294 310
ax́iiāi 572 607
axvafna- 573
axvar eta- 573 600
axvāsta- 567
axvāˇ˙se 55 104 596
ag enii ˚̄a 536
agušta- 283 297
agāuuar ez- 171
agāuuar eš 531
agūire 304
agūiriia- 302 517
agrū- 517
agžō(.)nuuamn em 441 442
460 475 501
aj¯en 465
ajiiamna- 42 475
ajiiāitı̄mcā 559
atārō 62
a\aurun- 65
a\aurunąscā 498
a\aurune 551
a\aca 190

a\anā 165
a\āhuua 136 159
adao ˙nta 376
adāu ˙nta 479
adāhū 134 159
adąs 135 159 390 490
ad¯e430 459
aduuan- 458
aduuān em 130
adrujiia ˙nt- 283
adaēca 110 155 610
adaoiiamna- 427 554
adairi.z ema- 470
adauui- 370
adauuiš 274 448
adauuı̄š 273
adāitiianąm 44
a.dāitiiahe 408
ad ˚̄a 134 159 608
adutauu ˚̄asca 309
adbadāiti- 179
adban em 130
adbōž en 442 460
a ˜t 117
apa 178 443 444
apa.ašauuąn 497
apaēma 135 159 354
apaiia- 135 159
apaiiate 447
apaiiasa- 63
apaiiāiti 360
apaiiūxtā ˜t 116 282 295
311
apaitita ˜t 114
apakauua- 172
apaxšı̄rā- 242
apagžāra- 242
apagžār¯e492
apanō.t ema- 135 143 159
apanōt ema- 436
apara ˜t 113 155
aparazāta- 180
apasca 110 155
apa.srita- 222
apaša 151

apaši 151
apa´̌sauuą 391
apāa ˜tca 116
apāi\iš 102 153 278
apāxtara ˜t 113 155
apāx edra.naēmā ˜t 184
apāca 186
apātāra 109 135 159
apānō 135 159
apąš 392 522
ap ema- 470
ap emca 109 155
ap emci ˜t 606 610
ap er etō.tanū- 584
ap er enāiiuka- 118 295
311
ap er esaiiat em 146
ap¯ema- 466
ape 552 556
apō 444
apiuuatahe 551
apiuuatāite 551
apica 558
apipiiūšı̄- 551
apišma.xvarō 184
apišman- 551
apuiią 391 494
apuiia ˙nt- 300 312
afnaouha ˙nt- 479
afraoxšaiiei ˙ntı̄š 274
afraka° 134 135
afrakauua ˙nt- 133 135 158
159
afrakauuast ema- 133 158
afrakatac- 133 135 158
159
afrakatacim 267
afracı̄cı̄š 219 273
afrajiiamna- 42 44
afrata ˜t.kušı̄- 305
afrata ˜t.kušı̄š 60 105 274
afraohar ezā ˜t 116
afrasaouha ˙nt- 69
afrasāh- 69
afrašūma ˙ntō 293 310 480
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afr erati 511
afrō.uruuı̄suua ˜t 227
afsmanāca 187
afsmaniuuąn 542
afsmąn 396
ā̆ fša- 102 153
afš¯e492
afštacina- 472
afšman- 535
abaom 479
abifrā 552
abdaca 190 191
abdōt ema- 539
abždāta- 224
abždāt emca 111
aohaiiā 153
aohaoš emne 364
aoha ˜t 488
aoh en 464 465
aoh¯euš 362 364
aoh¯euš emne 364
aohu- 488 575
aohuiia ˜t 113 155
aohuuō 365
aohušąmca 136 159
aorō.mainiiūš 332
aóha ˜t 113 155 408
aouhā- 573
aóhāi 402
aóh ˚̄a 402
aóhe 402 403 614
aóhiieiti 408
aóhimna- 474
aouhı̄šcā 274
an- 471
ana 178 443
ana- 468 471
anaeša- 468
anaocah- 468
anaibiiāsti- 35
anaibišti- 224
anairiia- 194
anairiiāca 193
anauuaohabd emnō 539
anauuaoruxtōiš 284

anak ˚̄as e138 139
anak ˚̄as e.tāiiuš 384
ana.xvar e\a- 177
anafšman- 468
anafšmąm 396
anamarždika- 567
anamarždikahe 530
anapiiūxda- 295 311 551
anapišūta- 551
anar eta- 588
anazą\a- 387
anaˇ˙sa- 593
anahe 404
anahunāca 188
anāiritibiiasca 102
anāxruuida.dōi\ra- 185
anāxruuida.dōi\re 252
447
anāxšta.anāxštōt ema- 185
anā.mą\ba- 169
anāraitibiiasca 102
anāst er et em 505
anāzar eta- 588
anāhitaiiā ˜t 116
anāhitā- 67
anāhitā ˜t 116
anązah- 392
aniia- 10 469 470 550
aniiadacā 197 469
aniia ˜tkaeša- 180
aniiahe 408
aniiahmāi 407
aniiā\ā 72 107
anii¯em 264 462 463
aniiē 405 413
anu 281 471
anuiiamna- 300 312
anuuar eš\bast em ˚̄a 529
anuxt¯ee 301
anu.pōi\ba- 343
anu.pōi\ba ˙nt- 343
anumaiia- 123
anuzuuarštā ˜t 116
a ˙nkasa- 476
a ˙nku.paēs emna- 476

a ˙ngušta- 283 387 476
a ˙nguštą 494
a ˙ntara- 63
a ˙ntar e272 476 526
a ˙ntar¯e526
a ˙ntar e.kaoha- 196
a ˙ntar eštā 173 174
a ˙nt ema- 476
a ˙nda- 476
ama- 469
amaiiauuā- 153
amauua ˙nt- 33 469
amaca 189
amar eša ˙nta 480
amarša ˙ntı̄š 274
amar´̌są 391 494
amaˇ˙siią 494
amahrka- 598
amāta 135 159
amą 493
amąsta 135 159 389
am er etatāt- 468 469 584
600
am er etatās 390
am er etat ˚̄ascā 384
am er etāt- 584
am er etātascā 111
am er exšiia ˙ntı̄ ˙m 410
am eˇ˙sa- 468 469 585 586
589 600 601
am eˇ˙sa sp e˙nta 602
am eˇ˙są sp e˙ntą 494
am eˇ˙sā sp e˙ntā 162 612
am eˇ˙s ˚̄a sp e˙nta 162
am eˇ˙sąscā 498
am eˇ˙s¯e492
am eˇ˙s¯esp e˙nt¯e162
am¯ehmaidı̄ 183 432 459
468
amuiiamna- 247 300 312
araēka- 153
arauuaoštra- 180
aratō.k er ei\inō 508
ara\biia- 194
ara\biiāca 193
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ar eiti- 592 594 599 601
612 614
ar eitı̄mca 591
ar eta- 599
ar etō.kar e\na- 588
ar etō.k er ei\ina- 508
ar etō.k er ei\inahe 508
ar etō.k er ei\in em 508
ar etō.k er ei\inō 583
ar e\a- 506
ar eduuı̄ 259 263
ar ede 549
ar enauuācı̄- 33 180
ar ena ˜t.caēša- 33
ar enāum 377
ar enu- 506
ar emōidō 348 349 350
612
ar emōi[ša]dō 354
ar em.maiti 97
ar ezažı̄š 274
ar ezahuua 438
ar ezūra- 308
ar¯em 463
ar¯em.pi\bā- 209
arna- 527
armaēšad- 346 349
armaēšāide 350 526
armaēštā- 346 349 355
armaēšt ˚̄a 349
armōiždō 349
aršaca 191
aršan- 523 527
aršāna- 127
aršuuacast emą 493
aršuxda- 522
arštātasca 111
arštāt emca 111
aršnauuaitı̄š 274
aršnauua ˙nt- 523 527
asaiiā̆ - 120 156
asabanā̆ - 179
asanasca 109 127 155
157
asah- 431

asānasca 109 127
asān em 127
asānō 127
as e˙ngō.gauua- 481
as e˙ngō.gāum 377
as¯ebı̄š 431 459
as¯enō 468
asištā 135 159
asišt¯e492
ası̄šti- 270
ası̄štiš 237 257 270
asūiri(ia)- 302
asūna- 298
asūra- 299
ask e˙nda- 482
ascuua- 246 258
asnaēraēša- 70
asnāa ˜tca 116
asman em 130
aspaci ˜t 191
aspaohād- 177
aspan- 135 159
aspa.vı̄rajan- 180
aspāiiaoda- 170
asp enācā 472
asp enibiia 472
asp¯enca 465
asp¯encı̄ ˜t 465 466
aspō.k ehrpa- 581 600
aspō.staoiiehı̄š 274
aspiia- 534
a.sruiti 305
asruuāt em 135 159
asrušti- 283
asrū.azānō 318
asrūdūm 285 310
ast- 538 556 564
astairiia- 153
astaca 191
astar eman- 135 159
ast¯esca 498
astō.vı̄dōtuš 436
asti 262 564
asti.aojah- 564
astı̄ 262

astuuaitı̄š 274
astuuatō 194
astuua ˙nt- 479
astū 317
az emną 493
azōi\e 349 355
azd ebiš 556
azd ebı̄šcā 538
azdibiš 556
aˇ˙sa 448
aˇ˙sa- 588 593 594 599 601
602
aˇ˙saoxšaiia ˙nt- 180
aˇ˙saoną 493
aˇ˙saone 551 556
aˇ˙saonō 376
aˇ˙saonı̄ 376
aˇ˙saonı̄š 272 274
aˇ˙saiiasca 591
aˇ˙sauua 179 443 446 587
aˇ˙sauuaoiiō 125 126 427
554
aˇ˙sauua.xšnus 283 390
aˇ˙sauua.dāta- 177
aˇ˙sauuan- 124 125 468
497 593 601 602
aˇ˙sauuanaiia 164
aˇ˙sauuast ema 446
aˇ˙sauuāzah- 152
aˇ˙sa.xvā\ra- 179
aˇ˙saci\ra- 176 180
aˇ˙sa.drujim 184
aˇ˙sa.paoiriia- 179
aˇ˙sa.pāt emca 111
aˇ˙saohac- 572
aˇ˙saohāc- 177
aˇ˙saohācā 572
aˇ˙saohācim 266
aˇ˙sanāsa- 100
aˇ˙sa.nāsa- 181
aˇ˙sa.ratu- 179
aˇ˙sa.st embana- 180 486
502
aˇ˙sa.´̌siiao\na- 180
aˇ˙sa- vahišta- 602
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aˇ˙sasairiia ˙nc- 180
aˇ˙sasara- 180
aˇ˙sasar eda- 180
aˇ˙sasauuah- 180
aˇ˙sastū- 180
aˇ˙saxvā\ra- 573
aˇ˙sā.aojah- 174
aˇ˙sāa ˜tcā 116
aˇ˙sāiiaon em 176
aˇ˙sā(i).yācā 198
aˇ˙sā(i).yecā 197 198 409
410
ašāišta- 357
aˇ˙sāuuairii ˚̄ascā 125
aˇ˙sāuuaohu- 170
aš ā̆ uuō 497
aˇ˙sāunaēcā 376
aˇ˙sāunąm 124 376
aˇ˙sāunē 376 551
aˇ˙sāunō 376
aˇ˙sāum 125 377 397 614
aˇ˙sāuruua\a- 176 379
aˇ˙sāca 186
aˇ˙sā ˜t 114 612
aˇ˙sā ˜tcı̄ ˜t 117
aš e\bō(.)zgat ema- 436
441 460 493 537
aˇ˙s emaoga- 470
aš emnō.janō 183 475 501
aš emnō.vı̄dō 225 256 475
501
aˇ˙sō.ı̄šō 239 257
aˇ˙sō.ci\ra- 176
aˇ˙sō.mižd ˚̄a 236
aˇ˙si- 591 594 599 601
aˇ˙siia- 593
ašiiahe 408
aˇ˙siuua ˙nt- 594 601
ašire 253
aˇ˙siš.hāc- 594
aˇ˙siš.hāg e˜t 539
aˇ˙sı̄m 264
aˇ˙sı̄š 276
aš.xra\bast ema- 10
ašxrāxvanut ema- 102 493

aš.xrāxvanut ema- 573 575
aš.xvar et ema- 593
ašta 178 443
aštai\iuua ˙nt- 152
aštaohum 326
ašta.māhiia- 169
ašta.vaˇ˙sanō 595
aštāiti- 100
aštā.bifr em 169
ašt ema- 470
ašt¯e492
aštō.kāna- 178
aštraohād- 177
aš.baouruua- 419
aš.bāzāuš 375
aš.b er et- 583
aš.frab er eitica 558
aš.frab er etica 508
aš.pacina- 471
aš.mižd ˚̄a 236
aš.va ˙ndra- 477
ažana- 153
ažahuua- 153
ažiuuāka- 102 153
ažici\ra.ažici\rōt ema-
185
ažimca 265
azı̄šcā 274
ah- 564 565
ahaxta- 153
ahąm.baod emnō 484
ahąxšta- 387
ah emusta- 284 466
ahe 402 403 614
ahiiā 571 576
ahı̄ 263
ahu- 417 573
ahuiiē 557
ahuuā 573 576
ahuuā- 573
ahuuāhū 573
ahuu ˚̄a 573 576
ahu.nāsa- 100
ahunąsca 498
ahura- 610

ahuraca 200
ahuradāta- 177
ahura. ˜tkaēša- 180
ahura. ˜tkaēšō 443
ahura mazda 184
ahurahiiā 6
ahurahē mazd ˚̄a 6
ahurāne 551
ahurānı̄š 274
ahūiri- 610 611
ahūm 320
ahūm.stūtō 321
ahma 433
ahmaibiiā 444 552
ahma ˜t 113 116 155
ahmāi 432
ahmāka- 38
ahmāk em 38
ahmā ˜t 115
ahmā ˜tci ˜t 117
āa ˜t 116 117 118
āiiapta- 102 121 539
āiiesē̆ 119
āiiu 121
āiiū 318
āiiūta- 296
āite 360
āitē 359
āiti 74 357 360 361
āitı̄ 359
āidūm 359
āide 110
āidi 359
āiniuua 357
āiš 9 357
āi´̌sat em 359
āi\iš 237
ā iškat em 359
āuuaēdaiiamaidē 145
āuuōiia 57 58 105 542
āuuista- 234
āuuisti- 234
āuuiš 227
āuuı̄šiia- 227 256
ā(.)kasa ˜t 153
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ākā- 102
ākāst¯e˙ng 384 386
āk er eitiš 508
āk er enauuō 65
āk er en em 65
āxrūra- 102 298
āxšti- 567
āxštibiiāca 193
āxšnūšca 330
ā.gaošō.mas¯ebı̄š 431
āg ema ˜t 534
āg er emaiti- 471 514
āca 196
āt 117
ātar- 37 65
ātara- 102
ātara\ra 62 106 133 158
609
ātar e526
ātar ecar eš 513 531
ātar efri\it emca 513
ātar e.mar ezanō 513 583
ātarš 523 531 543
āt er e- 513
āt er euuaxšō 513
āt er euuanu- 513
āt er ek er eta 583
āt er e.ci\ra- 513
āt er etaraē naēmā ˜t 513
āt er edāta- 513
āt er epāta- 513 580 600
āt er ebiiō 509 512 552
āt er e.vaznō 513 583
ātr ek er eta 513
ātr e.carana 513
ātr e.ci\ranąm 513
ātr e.ci\r em 513
ātr e.dax́iiūm 513
ātr e.dātahe 513
ātr e.dāt em 513
ātr em 512
ātr evaxšō 513 583
ātr e.vazan em 513
ātr e.saokanąm 513
ātr e.za ˙ntūm 513

ātriia- 518 520 525
ātriiehe 516
ātriiō.paiti.irist em 516
ā\biia- 39
ā\biiāni- 39 40 103
ā\raom 397
ā\rauua 446
ā\rauuat ema- 436 446
ā\rauuan- 65
ā\rauuō.pu\rı̄m 434
ādada ˜t 65
ādar ezaiiōi ˜t 564
ādar¯e82
ādidaiia 150 217 220 549
ādidāiti 549
ādistiš 549
ādı̄uuiiei ˙ntı̄ 223 242 255
549
ādar e82 86
ādu- 102
ādū.frādanąm 317
ā ˜t 118
āp- 552 554
āpanāiš 469
āp em 109
āp er eiti- 508 584
āpe 552 556
āpō 109
āfiieidiiāi 552
āfriuuacah- 246 258
āfriuuana- 246 258
āfriti- 567
āfrı̄tar- 242
āfrı̄nāmi 452
ābaxšō(.)huua 438 439
460
āb er et- 583
āb er etar- 585
āb er ete 509
āb er es 390
ābiiō 110
ā(.)būšti- 299
ānusaiti 558
ānušhaxš 96
āmaiiaiia ˙nta 147

āmaii ˚̄a ˙nte 147
ā.mōiiastrā 534
āmrao ˜t 65
āmrūta 65
ārāstiiehe 135
ār eitı̄mca 67 107 591
ār em 67 107
ār ezuuā 67 96 107
ār ešuuā 67 107 595
ār( e)štiiō.bar eza 529
ārōima 351
āri- 102
ārmaiti- 97 98
ārmaitica 558
ārmaitiš 270
ārmaitiš.hāg e˜t 539
ārmaitišca 559
ārmat¯ee 338
ārmatōiš 558
ārštiia- 95
ās enaoiti 472
ās¯e˙nda- 69 107 482
āsixša ˜t 65
āsita- 66
āsitō.gātu- 66
āsuiiāca 187
āsk eitı̄m 534 538
āstāiiamaide 144 147
āstāiiā 147
āstūiti- 302
āsnaca 191
āsnaēca 69 70
āsnatarš 138 159
āsnatār em 138 159
āsnātarš 531
ā(.)stı̄š 276
āzaiiaiti 34
āzāta- 53
āzii ˚̄aiienı̄m 383
āzı̄zanāitibiš 75 213 271
331
āzuiti.d ˚̄a 304
āzuitı̄mca 304
āzūiti- 292 302 310
āzūitišca 559
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ā.zūti- 311
āzūzušte 289 310
āžu- 102
āždiiāi 67 107
āhita- 66 67
āhiti- 66
āhı̄ša 243
āhišāiiā 118 212 220 221
564
āhūire 368 551
āhūiri- 91 92 94 302
āhūiriia- 91 92 302 384
˚̄aohanąm 143 608
˚̄aohar e˘̄ 82 86
˚̄aohāmā 70
˚̄aohąm 141 368
˚̄aohušąm 136
˚̄aouhar ena- 383
ąi\iiā- 136
ąxnaoha- 387
ąxnah- 183 387
ąxma(n)- 183
ąxmō.frānō.masah- 387
474
ąxmō.frānō.mas¯ebı̄š 431
ągmō 400
ągmō.paidiš 183 275 387
ąnman- 394
ąnm¯enē 468
ąnm¯enı̄ 468
ąsa- 389
ąsašutā 309 392
ąsu- 389
ąsuš 330
ąsta- 389
ąstąscā 490
ązah- 392
ązō.būjim 266

euu er ez enbiiō 372 486

euu er eziiō 372 486

euu er ezike 372

euui ˙ndāna- 234

euui ˙ndānō 370

euuista- 234

euuistō.kaiiad em 370
euuisti- 234

euuistı̄ 370

euuı̄tō.xar eda- 251

euuı̄tō.xar edaii ˚̄a 370

euuı̄duu ˚̄a 370

euuı̄duuah- 227 256

euuı̄sāi 370

euuı̄s emna- 227 256

euuı̄spō.xvafna 370

er eiti- 584 594 599

er ei\ii ˚̄a 507

er egaitinąm 249

er eta- 584 599

er eduuō. ˚̄aohan em 131

er eduuafšniia- 180

er edba- 506

er edbafšna- 434

er edbāca 186

er edbō.z e˙nga- 478

er enauua ˙nte 555

er enāuui 259 371 372

er eš 523

er ešiš 523
er ešuua- 523

er ezataēnı̄š 273

er ezāuš 375

er ezifiiā ˜t 116

er ezuuō 365

er ezuš 327

er ezūš 329

er ezū̆ šąm 308

er ež ejı̄- 524 537

er ež ejı̄š 238 273 537

er ežuxda- 522 524

er ežuxdā ˜t 116

er ežūcąm 293 310 524

er e´̌siiā 523
¯e429 459
¯eeāuuā 241 458
¯eeādū 458
¯eeānū 241 458
¯ee˚̄aohā 458
¯enāxštā 459 468
¯en eitı̄ 241 459 468
¯emauua ˙nt- 466

¯ehmā 433 459
ōiiā 339 354
ōiium 339 354
ōiiūm 324
ōi\ra- 344
ōim 326
iiadacā 197
iuuı̄zaiia\ā 224
i ˜t 240
i\iiejaouha ˙nt- 409
i\iiejah- 388 409 410 547
inaoiti 223
i ˙ndra- 450
im ˚̄a 276
im ˚̄as e.tē 384
im ˚̄as e.tūmci ˜t 384
imą 493
ime 277
irixta- 547
irita 243
iri\iia- 216
iri\iiā ˜t 216
iri\iiąstāt- 389
iri\iieite 216
iri\i ˙nt- 216
iri\i ˙nti 479
irina 250
irima ˙nt- 249
irista- 547
iristō.kaˇ˙sa- 594 595
iriši ˙nt- 479
irı̄rai\iiā ˜t 215
irı̄rixšāite 214 220 255
irı̄rit/\āna- 215 220 255
irı̄ri\- 216
irı̄ri\ar e215 220 255
irı̄ri\uš- 215 220 255 547
irı̄ri\ušąm 215
is- 249
is e.xša\ra 447 537
is e.xša\riiōt ema- 537
isē 238
isōiiā 339 354
isōi\e 349 355
isu- 250
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isuuan- 249
ı̄̆ zaēna- 253
izaēnı̄š 273
iziia- 250
išaiiąs 390
išasa- 530
išasąs 390
išasōi ˜t 352
iš˚̄aohaēta 218 220
iš˚̄a ˙ntı̄ 383 554
išiia- 41
išuuat ema- 436
išuua.vasma 184
išūidiia- 302
iškata- 240
iškatāca 187
išt¯ee 238
ištōiš 238
ı̄̆ štišca 278
ižāca 186
ı̄ ˜t 240 258
ı̄ra- 243 254
ı̄ratū 254
ı̄š 271 276
ı̄ša 239
ı̄šanąm 239
ı̄šā.xša\riia- 239 257
ı̄šā.xša\rı̄m 174
ı̄š em 239 257
ı̄šō 239 257
ı̄štā 238 257
ı̄šti- 270
ı̄štiuua ˙nt- 238 257
ı̄štiš 270
ı̄štišca 238 257
ı̄štı̄m 238 257
ı̄žā- 236 239 257
ı̄žiia- 239 257
ı̄žiiāca 192
ı̄žiiō.tara- 239 257
ı̄žiiōtara 436
ı̄žiiōtaraca 191
uiiamna- 300 312
uiiē 557
uiti 302 305 307

uitiiaojana- 305
ui\e.tātō 305
uuaiiō 366 373
uxti- 282
uxda- 282 539
uxdax́iiāca 569 612
uxdašnan- 177
uxšan- 282
uxšiia- 282
uxšiiąstāt- 389
uxšin 464
ugra- 282
ugra- 282
ugraca 190
ugra.bāzāuš 375
ugra.bāzu- 179 443
ugra.zaoša- 180 443
ugrāca 187
ugrār et- 172 595
utā̆ 290 310
utaiiūiti- 302
utaiiūitiš 270
utaiiūtā 296
utaiiūtōiš 296
ut¯e.vita 252
udra- 282
udra.jan- 180
udra.janō 184
udara- 290 310
upa 178 290 443
upaošaouhuua- 180
upaiianā- 121 156
upairi 290
upairi āiia z emā 33 103
upāiri.saēna- 74
upairispātā 165
upairi.z ema- 470
upa.\b er esą 495 496
upa.daržnuuai ˙nti 522
upa.duuāra 46
upa.b er eiti- 177
upa.b er e\bōtar em 436
upabdi 539
upaohacaiieni 132 158
upa.naxtar- 523

upa.naxturušu 522 523
upamana- 131 132
upamar- 506
upara- 290
upa.raodištō 549
uparō.kairiia- 433 460
upasaiiana- 453
upasaiieni 455
upa.suxta- 283
upa.sk emba- 485 502
upa.st er ene 551
upasma- 470
upašaēti 248
upaštā.bairiiāi 174
upast er ene 509
upāi ˜t 360
upāca 191
upā.jim en 465
up ema- 470
upōisa- 351
ufiia- 290 552
ufiiānı̄ 411
uba- 290
ubē 554 556
ubōiiō 339 354 366 373
ubōibiiā 552
ubdaēnı̄š 273
uruuaiti- 45
uruuaitišca 559
uruuaitı̄š 75 274 275
uruuata- 45
uruua ˜t.caēm 232
uruuan- 562
uruuanē 506
uruuaraiiāa ˜tca 116
uruuarā- 506 562
uruuarāhu 384
uruuarō.ci\ra- 435 460
uruuarō.baēšaz¯esca 498
uruuarō.straiiąsca 498
uruuāxra- 101 102
uruuātahiiā 104
uruuātā 45 72 107
uruuātāiš 45 72 107
uruuātōiš 45 104
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uruuā\ā 45 72 107
uruuā\ra- 101
uruuān em 398
uruuānē 551
uruuāsnā- 102
uruuāsman- 301
uruuāza- 562
uruuāz eman- 301
uruuāz emā 535
uruuąn em 398
uruuąnō 398
uruuōibiiō 552
uruui- 260
uruui.xaoda- 260
uruui.xaodō 259
uruui.v er e\ra- 260
uruui.v er e\rō 259
uruuisiia- 562
uruuisi ˙nti 479
uruuisimna- 474
uruuištra- 234
uruuı̄naitı̄š 227 256 274
uruuı̄sar(a)- 259
uruuı̄sar em 227 256 260
uruuı̄siia- 224 227 256
uruuı̄siiat em 227
uruuı̄si ˙nti 227
uruuı̄zō.maidiia- 227 229
256
uru(u)iiāpa- 245 506 542
uru\bar- 283
uru\bąn 397
uru\bō.huua 437 460
uru\man- 283 395 562
uru\mąm 396
uru\m em 291
uru\mi- 283
uru\miia- 283
uru\mı̄šca 276
urudidieiti 230
urū̆ du- 308
urupi- 552
urune 309 551
urunō 309
uruniia 309

uruniiō.vāidimidkā- 102
urusta- 284
uruzdipāka- 284
uruša- 309
urūidi 303 304
urū\ en 290 310
urūdōiia- 290 310
urūdōiiatā 339 354
urūdaiia- 290 310
urūpaiia- 290 310
urūraod- 290 310 562
urūrud- 290 310
usaitica 558
usadan- 129
usadan em 128 158
usadanō 128 158
usąš 392
us efritinąm 537
us e.hišta- 537
us¯en 465
us¯emahı̄ 534
usixš 290
uspataiieni 132 158
uspąsnu- 389
usnāka- 102
usmahicā 535
usmānara- 170 301
us.vaoirinąm 419
us.zaiiāite 412
us.zaiiōi\e 349 355
us.zı̄zan e˙nti 213
uzaiiairinąm 407
uzaiiara- 122 243
uzaiieirina- 209 407
uz eg er eptō 537
uz ema- 301
uz emah- 301
uz em¯em 535
uz emōhı̄ 440 460 535
uziiarā ˜t 44
uziiōraiti 442 460
uziiōr eiti 442
uziiōr e˙nt em 442 460
uzı̄ra 243
uzı̄rah- 243

uzir eidiiāi 254
uzı̄rō.huua 437 438 460
uzuxšiiąnca 465
uzuštana- 129 158
uzūitii ˚̄asca 304
uzūi\iiōi 302
uzg er eptā ˜t 116
uzg er ebiiā ˜t 116 509 554
uzg er embiiō 485
[uz]j¯en 465
uzdāx́iiunąmca 70
uzdātā ˜t 116
uzdāhiiamna- 42 43 44
570
uzduuąnaiia ˜t 398
uzbāraii en 67
uzbāzāuš 375
uzrāfaiia ˜t 102
ušastara ˜t 113 155
ušah- 290
ušahina- 210
ušahuua 438
uši 305
ušibiia 305
ušta- 282
uštauuaitica 558 559
ušta.xvar enah- 181
uštatāitiiaca 194 195
uštatāt emca 111
ušta.b er eiti- 181 508
ušta.b er eitı̄mca 508
ušta.b er eti- 175
uštanauuaitı̄š 274
uštanauua ˙nt- 129 158
uštan em 158 469
uštāca 187
uštāna- 129
uštānąsca 498
uštānō.cinahiia- 570
uštāza ˙nta- 168 181
ušti- 282
uštra- 282
u´̌siiāi 305
ūitı̄ 302
ū\a- 298
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ū\ō.tāt- 298
ū\ō.tās 390 436
ūna- 298
ūnā- 298
kaētaca 191
kaoiiąm 427 541
kaoirisasca 420
kaiiada- 153
kaiiā 149
kaiieidinąmca 62
kaine 401 550
kainica 557
kaininō 51 52 243
kainı̄n- 245 471
kainı̄n em 243
kairiiehe 408
kauuā̆ 357
kauuacā 197
kauuārasman- 102 172
kauui- 172 374
kauruua- 420
kauruuō.dūmahe 434
kaxuži 309
kaxvar eda- 573
kaxvar edaine 550
katara- 436
katarasci ˜t 109 155
katar emci ˜t 109 155
katāra- 100
ka\aca 190
kadruua.aspa- 185 443
kapastiš 278
kaohaiia 164
kaohąm 141
kaóhe 404
kan- 488
kana- 471
kanukā- 309
ka ˙nta- 476
ka ˙nti- 476
kamarā- 469
kam er eda- 469 506
kam er edaja 183
kam er ede 509 549
kam er edō.jan em 183

kam er edō.janō 183
kambišta- 485
kamna- 468
kamnafšuua- 180 468
kamnamaēząm 475 612
kamnānar- 170 468
kamn em 475 501
karafnąmca 581
karana- 163 164
karapatāt- 601
karapan- 130 468 581
582 601
karapanō 581
karapā 581
karapōtāt- 582
karapōt ˚̄ascā 384 436
kar eta- 589 592 599 606
kar etaci ˜t 191
kar etō.dąsu- 389 392 589
kar etō.baēšaza- 589
kar etō.baēšaz¯esca 498
kar edar es e447
karšāim 358
karšuii ˚̄a 523
karšuuar- 523
karšuuar e493
karšuuōhu 437
kas e\bąm 537
kasuuı̄ka- 227 256
kasuuı̄š 274
kasupitu- 551
kaˇ˙sa- 594 595 599 606
kahe 404
kahiiāci ˜t 191 404
kahmā ˜t 115
kahrka- 598
kahrkana- 599
kahrkatāt- 598
kahrkatās 390
kahrkāsa- 598
kahrpuna- 582
kāidiiehe 62 106 609
kāidii ˚̄asca 62 106 609
kāiš 9
kāuuaiiascā 62 106

kāuuaiiascı̄ ˜t 62 106
kāuuaiieheca 62 106 609
kāci ˜t 196
kā\¯e430 459
kāšaiia- 596
k ˚̄aohāmaide 146
kąsaoiia- 392
kąsō.taf edra- 392
kąstra- 389
k euuı̄tāt- 227 256
k euuı̄t ˚̄ascā 370 384
k euuı̄na- 245
k euuı̄nō 370
k er eiti- 584 599
k er et- 595
k er eta- 584 586 599
k er etı̄šca 276
k er e\bāca 187
k er ef emca 578 581
k er efš.xvar- 434
k er efš.xvārąm 49
k er enaon 376
k er enūidi 302 306
k er enūši 306
k er e˙nte 509

|
k er esaoxšan- 180
k er esauuazdah- 185
k er esāni- 40
k er esąsca 498
k er ešuuā 523
k eˇ˙sa- 585 586
k ehrp- 580 581 600 601
k ehrpa 578
k ehrp em 578
k ehrp emca 581
k ehrp¯em 463
k¯e429 459
kiriia- 524 547
kiriieiti 516
kiriiei ˙nti 409 516
kuiris 420
kuuaci ˜t 191
kuxšnu- 282
kuxšnuuąnāi 398
kuxšnuuı̄ša 243
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kutaka- 290 310
ku\a 290 310
ku\rā 282
kudā 290 310
kuda ˜t 290 310
kudō 290 310
ku ˙ndiža 237
kuruga- 290 309 310
kusra- 282
kūiris 303 390
kū.nairı̄š 272
x ˚̄a 95 383
xąniia- 95
xąnii ˚̄a 398
xąm 95
xumba- 282 485
xumba ˜t 113 155
xu ˙nbiia- 283 485
xną\aitı̄- 388
xraoda ˜t.uruuan- 7
xraosiiāca 192
xraosiiō.taraca 191
xraoždiiah- 570
xraoždiiehiia 570
xratao ˜t 10
xratāu 375 383
xrat ˚̄a 375
xrat¯euš 10 362
xratu- 10
xratugūtō 286 310
xratuš 327
xratūš 329
xra\ba 10
xra\ba- 10
xra\bāca 187
xra\b em 10
xra\bō 10 362
xra\bišta- 10 224
xruuı̄ 259
xruuignı̄- 260
xruuı̄.draoš 260
xruui.dru- 228 260
xruuı̄.druuō 260 365
xruuı̄.druxš 260
xruuı̄.drūm 260 321

xruuišiia ˙ntı̄š 274
xruuišiieitiš 275
xruuišiieitı̄š 274
xruuı̄šiia ˙nt- 228 256
xruuı̄šiiei ˙ntı̄š 410
xrūtahe 298
xrūn erąmcā 534
xrūniia- 298
xrūm 321
xrūma- 298
xrūmiia- 298
xrūra- 298
xrūždā- 297 311
xrūždisma- 297 311
xrūždra- 297 311
xrūždranąm 282
xšaēta- 338
xšaodah- 90
xšaodrąm 380
xšaodri- 90 379 380
xšaodrinąm 379
xšaodrı̄m 380
xšaodah- 283
xšaiia- 147
xšaiiamna- 475
xšaiiąs 390
xšafnāa ˜tca 116
xšafniia- 70
xšapāiiaona- 173
xšapō.huua 437
xša\rāca 187 200 607
xša\rāda 481
xša\riia- 446 516
xša\riiōt ema 446
xšāudr em 380
xšāudrinąm 380
xšāfnı̄mca 70
xšąnm¯enē 394 468 551
xš¯e˙ntā 483
xš¯e˙ntąm 483
xšōi\nı̄- 338
xšı̄ra- 253
xšudra- 283
xšudraca 190
xšudra- 283 284

xšudrąm 380
xšufsa- 228 283
xšusta- 283
xšuuažaiiaci ˜t 191
xšuuid- 235
xšuu ı̄̆ d- 228 256
xšuuip- 228
xšuuiptauua ˙nt- 234
xšuuibi 230
xšuuibra- 234
xšuuis 228
xšuuisca 234
xšuuisti 234
xštāuuaēniia- 95
xštāuuaiiō 63 106
xštąmi.ca ˜tca 399
xšt euuibiiō 230 370
xštuuı̄ 261
xšnaoš en 465
xšnāuš 375
xšn euuı̄šā 243 245 370
xšn¯em 464 473 613
xšnūitı̄m 302
xšnūta- 249 285 310
xšnūmaine 285 310 550
xšmaibiiā 57 105 444 552
xšmāuua ˙nt- 52
xšmāuuōiia 57 105 444
541
xšmāuuiia 57 105 105
541 612
xšmā(ka)- 535
xšmāka- 38
xšmāk em 38
x́iiaona- 563 574 575
x́iiaonı̄nąm 247
x́iiātā 563
x́iiā ˜t 563
x́iiāmā 563
x́ii ˚̄a 563
x́ii¯em 464 473 563 613
xva- 9 49 566 572
xvaēta- 566
xvaētaouuē 426
xvaētauue 427
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xvaēt¯e492
xvaētu- 370
xvaētuuadai\ı̄šca 272
xvaētuš 327
xvaēpai\iia- 194
xvaēpai\iiāca 193
xvaēpai\ii ˚̄as e.tanuuō 384
xvaini- 566
xvairiiąn 465
xvax́iiāi 572
xvax́ii ˚̄a 572
xvatō 566
xvadāta- 566 567
xvapta- 566
xvaf enā 536
xvafna- 566
xvafn emcā 536
xvafraēta- 566
xvafsa- 566
xvabrı̄ra- 243
xvaohaiia- 566
xvaohar- 566
xvana- 471
xvana ˜t.caxra- 566
xvanu- 471
xvanuuaitı̄š 275
xvanuua ˙nt- 566 568
xva ˙ndrakara- 180 477 566
xvar- 566 596
xvara- 566
xvarai\iia- 566
xvar eiti- 591 600
xvar eta- 600
xvar e\ em 465
xvar enaouha 446
xvar enaouhaitica 558 559
xvar enaouha ˙nt- 479 573
xvar enaouhast ema 446
xvar enah- 566
xvar e˙nte 554
xvar e˙ntı̄š 275
xvar ezišta- 566
xvasura- 566
xvastanąm 49
xvā.ao\ra- 567

xvāirizam- 567
xvāiš 276
xvāxša\ra- 49
xvātacina- 566
xvā.tacina 472
xvā\axta- 566
xvā\ra- 566
xvā\rauuaitı̄š 274
xvā\rōiiā 339 354
xvā(.)daēna- 567
xvā.daēnāiš 272
xvā.daēn ˚̄a 272
xvāpai\iia- 49 567
xvāpa\ana- 566
xvāpara- 50 567
xvāraoxšna- 49 53
xvār emna- 101
xvār emnō 55
xvāsaoka- 53
xvāsta- 104 566 567
xvāstāiti- 53
xvāstra- 534 567
xvāstraca 190
xvāˇ˙sa- 54 55 104 596 600
xvāˇ˙sar- 54 104 596 600
xvı̄ta- 588
xvı̄ti- 231 256 567
xvı̄ticā 557
xvı̄t ˚̄asca 252
xvı̄t¯e492
xvid- 228
xvı̄dahe 252
xvı̄sa- 231 256
xv¯e429 459
xv¯enuua ˜t 468
xv¯enuua ˙nt- 568 575
xv¯enuuātā 45 72 107 468
xv¯e˙ng 490 491 566 568
575
gaēi\iiaēibiiasca 163 553
gaēi\iiāca 193
gaē\ā- 349
gaē\āuuiiō 427 540 541
554
gaē\āuš 376

gaē\āhuua 384
gaē\e 549
gaē\ō.m er e˙nciiāna- 40
103
gaē\iia- 349 549
gaēsāuš 376
gaoiiaoiti- 541
gaoiiaoitı̄šca 274
gaoiiąm 57
gaodāiiūm 326
gaodana- 130
gaopiuuaohu- 551
gaobı̄š 552
gaonauua ˙nt- 38
gaonaca 191
gaomauuaitı̄š 274
gaoš 362
gaoša- 364
gaošaēbe 554
gaošaibe 554
gaošāuuara- 170
gaiiadā° 180
gai ˙nti- 477
gai ˙ntı̄šca 276
gairı̄š 276
gauuaca 191
gauuana- 153
gauuāstriiāuuar ez- 171
gauuāstriiāuuaršt ema-
171
gauuāstriiāuuaršt emą 493
gauu¯e315
gauuō 315
gadauuara- 170 177
gadōiti- 351
gadōitı̄šca 274 436
gadō.ti- 460
gadō.tı̄šca 328
gadō(.)tūšca 328 436
gafiiō 552
gan-/gn- 536
ga ˙ntuma- 477
ga ˙ndar eba- 477
gam- 469
gar- 471
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gara 357
gar ebą 495 496
gar enāušca 376
gar emāum 377
gar emōhuua 437
garōbı̄š 271 527 531
gāiia- 118
gāim 358
gāuuaiiana- 542
gāuuaiianąmca 57 105
542
gāuuaiian em 57
gāuuiian em 105
gāum 377
gāuš 375
gātu- 66
gātuuō 365
gātuš 331
gā\ ˚̄asca 111
gā\biią 494
gā\rō.raiia ˙nt- 147
gāmąn 396
gāmō.b er eitı̄m 508
g euruuaiia- 119 149 513
516 562 580 611
g enā- 536
g er edō.k er eta 582 585
g er ediiaoxdō 509 549
g er edixauuō 509 549
g er edmahi 394
g er epta- 513 580 600
g er eptaiia- 580
g er eftaiiā ˙nti 383
g er ebiia- 514
g( e)r ebnā- 514
g er e˙nte 509
g er embaiia- 514
g er eždā 524
g¯euruuāin 149 358
g¯euš 362 364 516
g¯euša- 364
g¯euš.ā 363
g¯euš.āiš 363
gouru.zao\ranąm 415
gufra- 283

guza- 286
guzrā.saohō 175
gū\ā̆ - 307
gū\ō.var eta- 593
gū̆ d em 308
gūnaoiti 286 310
gūzra- 284 310
gūša- 286 310
gūšaiia- 286 310
gūšahuuā 439 573
gūšō.dūm 439 460
gūštā 297
gūštā- 312
grauuasca 316
grauuāratu- 173
grauu¯esca 316 498
gra ˙nta- 477
grāfe 102 552 556
gr¯ehma- 433 459
grı̄uuā- 246
g( e)nā- 536
g eną 391 494
g enąna- 536
g enąn ˚̄a 398 543
g enąnąm 140 398 536
543
g emat em 400 535
gnāna- 536
gn ˚̄a 536
gžāraiia ˜tbiiō 431
gžar e.gžar e˙ntı̄š 274
-ca 196 541 557 606
°caēšaēt em 353
caēš emna 353
caēšman- 347
cakana 79 80 150
cakuš- 80
cakuše 305
caxri- 83
caxse 80
cag edō 538
cag emā 534
catur e.zı̄zanatąm 526
ca\barasca 109 155 610
ca\bar e526

ca\bar e.za ˙ngra- 478
ca\barō.vidbana- 232
ca\bārō 109
ca\ru.yūxt em 282
ca\rušum 323
ca\rušūm 324
°ca ˜t 393
caoraohac- 177
caoraohācasca 111
car- 592
cara- 592
caratascā 110
carāitikā- 248
carāitiš 75
carāitı̄- 248
car ek er e\ra- 597 601
car ek er emahı̄ 597
car etā- 589 600
car etąm 580
car etu- 592 601
car etutāra- 592
car etu.drājah- 592
car emąn 396
cazdōohuua ˙nt- 440 460
cazdō ˙nghuuad ebiiō 538
cazdō ˙nghuua ˙nt- 574
cašānąscā 498
cašte 219
cašmaine 550
cašman- 535
cašmana ˜t 114
cašmąm 396
cašm¯e˙ng 490
cāt- 547
cāiti 548
cākana 77
cāxnar¯e79 85 86 536
cāxnar e79
cāxrar e79 82 83 551
cāxšni- 102
c euuištā 230
c euuı̄šı̄ 228 256 353 355
cōi\aitē 352 355
cōi\a ˜t 352 355
cōiš 352
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cōiš em 352 353 355 352
cōišt 352
cōišta 347 353 355 612
cōr e˜t 510 524 613
ciiaoha ˜t 488
cikaēn 464
cikaii-/cici- 216 220
cikōit er eš 211 220 221
353 355 512 523
ciki\b ˚̄a 216
cikuše 305
cixšnuša- 207 212
cica 198 199 201
cici\uš-/cikituš- 216 220
cici\ušı̄- 305
c ı̄̆ cı̄̆ \bā 212 220 255
cici\b ˚̄a 216
ci\ enā 536
ci\rā.auuaoh em 174
ci\rā.auuah- 174
ci\r¯e430 459
°ci ˜t 196 240 541 606
cinā̆ 471
cina- 471
cina\āmaide 146
cinuua ˜t.p er etu- 584 600
cinuua ˙nt- 584
cim 265
ciš 270
cı̄cā 199
cı̄car ena- 219
cı̄cašānā- 219
°cı̄ ˜t 258
cı̄ ˜t 240
cı̄šiiā ˜t 244 276
cı̄šmaide 244 612
cı̄šmahı̄ 244 535
cı̄ždı̄ 257 235
cuua ˜tbiia 487
cuua ˙nt- 246 258 479
cuuąs 390 489
jaidiiamna- 475
jaidiiāmi 412
jaidiią 391 494
jaidii en 464

jaibi 554
jaxšuuah- 80
jagauruua 80 82
jagaurum 321
jagāra 79 149
jagāuruu ˚̄aoh em 379
jagāurum 320 379
jagna- 183
jagnuuah- 80
jagma ˜t 80
jagmiiąm 80
jagmuš- 80
jagmūšı̄- 297 305 312
jagmūšt ema- 297 312
jagrū̆ tō 308
jagā̆ uruuah- 149
jataca 191
jatarasca 436
jaoha- 488
jaoh e˙ntu 489
jaohōi ˜t 489
jan(a)- 471
janiiaoš 251
janii ˚̄a ˙nti 471
janiiōiš 251
ja ˙ntar- 477
ja ˙ntū 483
jamiiama 145
jamiiā ˜t 467 469 569
jamiiāma 467 469
jamiiār eš 469 531 563
565
jamii ˚̄a 467
jamiiąn 469 563 565
jar eiti- 600
jar etar- 600
jasa ˙ntu 480
jas ˚̄a ˙nti 554
jas e˙ntąm 368
jasōi\ii ˚̄a 351 442 460
jasōi ˜t 352
jažāuš 376
jahikā- 248
jahı̄- 248
jāg er ebuštara- 79 80 82

612
jāmāca 111 188
ją\bō.tara 436
jąfnu- 388
jąnaiiō 398
jąni- 96 97
j¯enaiiō 468
j¯en erąm 468 534
j¯e˙nghaticā 487 557 558
j¯emiiā ˜t 467 500
jōiia- 41
jōiiā 339 340 608
jigaēša 217 220
jigāurum 321 379
jiia 43
jiia.jata- 43 180
jiiamna- 43
jiiāiti- 36 412
jiiāt¯euš 436
jiiātu- 35 340
jiiōtu- 460
jiiōtūm 436
ji ˜t 240
ji ˜t.aˇ˙sa- 240 588 601
jimama 144
jima ˜t 467
jimā 467
jı̄uuiia- 244 246 247 340
540
jı̄uuiiąm 223 255
jı̄g er eza ˜t 211 220 221 255
jı̄jiša- 211 220 221 255
612
jı̄jišaouha 214
jı̄jišāite 214
jı̄jiš e˙ntı̄ 554
jı̄ti- 238 244
jı̄ra- 244
jı̄rō.sāra- 244
jı̄štaiiana- 239
jı̄štaiiamna- 122 238
juua- 244 246 258 586
614
juuaiia ˙nt- 246
juuāhı̄ 263
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juuąs 390
jum 325
taožiiāca 193
taiiā 122 156
taiiō 121 122 156
taibiiācā 444 445 552
taibiiō 444 445 552
tauuaca 190
tauuacā 197
tauruua- 261
tauruuaiiama 144 145
tauruuaiiāmā 146
tauruuaiiąst ema- 389
tauruui- 233
tauruuı̄ 259 261
taxairiia- 153
taxma- 535
taxmār et- 172 595
taxmōt ema 446
tacar- 580 589
taci ˙nt- 480
taci ˙nti 480
tac ˚̄a ˙nti 383
tataša 150
ta ˜t.kuš- 80
tafnaouha ˙nt- 479
tafnuš 330 331
tan- 592
tanu- 471
tanuiie 542
tanuu¯em 319 462 463
tanuui 262
tanu.k ehrp(a)- 581 601
tanuš 328
tanū- 468
tanūm 321 462 463
tanūra ˜t 113 155
ta ˙ncišta- 477
taradāt- 177
tar eiti- 591 600
tar eta- 587 600
tar¯e430 459
tarō 244
tarōidı̄ti- 244 351
taršuuah- 80

taršna- 527
tašan- 448
tašta- 98
taštaca 190
tāiia 122
tāiiāa ˜tcā 116 121
tāii ˚̄asca 121
tāiiu- 118 119 121 612
tāiiuš 328
tāiiūiri- 90
tāiiūirinąm 304
tāiiūm 319 326
tāiiūš 331
tāca 196 199
tācaiiei ˙nti 132
tāci ˜t 196
tāšt 98
tāšta- 98
tāšti 98
tą 276 490
tą\riia- 42
tą\riiāuua ˙nt- 38 103
tąscā 498
tą´̌siiah- 392 522
t euuiš- 370
t euuišcā 270 273
t euuı̄šı̄- 228 256 370
t euuı̄šı̄šca 274
t emasci\ra- 434
t emah- 467 470
t emahuuaca 438
t emō.huua 438
t emōhuua 438
t er esa- 512
t¯e492
tē 337 404
tōi 337
tixša- 218
titara- 217 220
tištriiehe 408
tiži- 236
tiži.asūra- 308
tižiiaršt e447
tižiiaršti- 35
tiži.dąsura- 389

tiži.dąstra- 389
tiži.žnūta- 286 310
tižuua ˙nt em 237
tı̄rō.naka\ba- 154 244
tı̄žiiaršti- 236 257
tuu¯em 462
tu\ru- 283
tušna- 283 297
tušnā 536
tušnā.maiti- 174
tušnāmaiti- 175 612
tū 148 313 439
tūiri- 302
tūiriia- 302 517 518 525
590
tūite 304
tūtauu- 310
tūtauua 150
tūtuii ˚̄a 300 312
tūtuxšuua 284 286 310
tūdadka- 286 310
tūm 148 319 436
tūmāspana- 287 310
tūra- 307
tū̆ sa- 308
tr efiiā ˜t 513
\axtaiiā ˜t 116
\anuuar eitinąm 592
\a ˙njaiia- 477 482
\amnaouha ˙nt- 475 479
501
\ba- 9 572
\bax́ii ˚̄a 572
\bar exštarasca 109 155
\bar es¯es.ca 499
\bar ešta- 528
\barōždūm 529 530 531
\bā.ı̄šti- 174
\bāuuąs 390
\bāuua ˙nt- 52
\bāˇ˙sa- 55 56 104 596
600 602
\b er es- 530
\b er esa- 530
\b¯e429 459
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\bōi.ahı̄ 414
\bōr eštar- 510 524 530
613
\bōr eštārā 109
\biiąst ema- 389
\raētaona- 39 40 90
\raotō.stātasca 111
\rāiiauuan- 99 118
\rāiie ˙nte 148
\rāiiō 98 99
\rāiiōidiiāi 354 414
\rāiiō.drigu- 148
\rāiiō.drigūm 321
\rāta 447
\rātāca 187 446
\rā\rā 166
\rąp- 388
\rąf eda- 388 539
\riiaxštı̄šca 276
\riiafsman- 35 43
\riuuata- 250
\rita- 90
\ritiia- 42
\ripi\ba- 85
\rima- 250
\risąs 390 489
\risata 178
\risatō.zim- 178
\risa\ba ˙nt- 499
\rizaf em 397
\riš 237 270 571
\rišum 323
\rišūm 324
\rižuua ˜t 237
\rı̄šuua 237 239 257
\rı̄šci ˜t 270
daēu(u)m 324 339
daēuuaiiasna- 180 434
daēuuaiiasn¯e492
daēuuaiiāz(a)- 180
daēuuaii ˚̄a 541
daēuuāa ˜tcā 116
daēuuąn 497
daēuuō.gnı̄ta 222 255
daēuuō.tāt em 436

daēuuō.frakaršta- 61
daēuuō.zušta- 434 435
460
daēuui 259 263
daēuuı̄ 263
daēuuū 314
daēum.jan em 183 184
daēdōišt 352
daēnaca 190
daēnā̆ uuāzah- 152 170
daēne 551 556
daēsaiiama 144 145
dao ˙nta 376
daomnō 475
daoša 363
daoša(s)tara- 89
daožaohum 326
daožaouha- 88
daiia- 611
daiiaca 191
daiiā ˜t 147
daii ˚̄a 147
dai\iiār eš 531 564
dai\ı̄š 275
dai\ı̄ša 243
daidii- 80
daidı̄tā 242
daidı̄ ˜t 242
daidiiama 144
daidı̄t em 242
daidı̄š 275
daibitā 73 110 555
daibitānā 73 538 555
daibitı̄m 538 555
daibiš e˙ntı̄ 555
daibiš(ii)a- 538
daibišiia ˙ntē 410 555
daibišuuatō 538
daibišuua ˙nt- 555
daibiš 554
daióhāuruuaēsa- 176 379
daióhu 417
daióhu.frādanąm 317
dauuaiiei ˙ntı̄- 124 157
dauuai ˙ntı̄- 387

dauuažah- 153
dauuąs 390
daxšārā 73
daxšmaēstim 347
dax́ii¯euš 572
dax́iiu- 417 568 573
dax́iiu 417 568
dax́iiunąm 568 572
dax́iiuma- 70 569
dax́iiūm 321 417 568 572
614
dax́iiūm.ā 321
da\ānahe 127
da\ānō 143
da\ušō 311
da\r em 152
dad- 80
dadā 80
dadā\ā 80
dad en 465
dad emaidē 534 612
dad emahi 263
dad emahı̄ 263 394 534
daduiiē 152
dadūžbı̄š 297 311
dadrāna- 79 80 84 612
dad-/da\- 80
dadāiti 73
dadāra 79 80
dadąmi 399
dadō 390
dadrāna- 79 80 84
dab en 465 538
dabramaēši- 94
dabrāmaēši- 173
dafšniia- 41
daoh¯euš 373
daóhaom 417 614
daóhauua 364
daóhō 366
daóhuuō 365 367 374
daóhuš 569
daóhūš 331
da ˙nt- 479
da ˙ntan- 477
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dam- 535
dar egō.bāzāuš 375
dar ega.aršti- 167
dar ega.ār eštaēm 529
dar ega.ār ešti- 70 167
dar egāci ˜t 187
dar egō.vār e\man- 46
dar egō.rąrōmanō 393
dar eta- 593
dar eša ˜t 523
dar ešuuąnō 398
darši- 523
daršti- 523
daržnuuai ˙nti 527
dasa 178 443
das ema- 467 470
das emē 534
dasuuar e526
dasuuā 458
daste 9
dazdē 9
dašiną 493
dahaka- 449
dahakāca 110 187
dahak e110 447
dahāka- 38
dahmaiiā ˜t 116
dahmahiiā 432
dahmāiiuš.har e\ri 453
dahme 248
dāiiata 146 148 611
dāiiā ˜t 147 148
dāii ˚̄a 147 148
dāiietē 148
dāitiia- 42
dāitiiahe 408
dāitiianąm 44
dāitiiō.aēsm e455
dāitiiō.aēsmi 453
dāitiiō.upasaiian e455
dāitiiō.upasaiieni 453
dāitiiō.pi\ba- 85
dāitiiō.pi\b e455
dāitiiō.pi\bi 453
dāitiiō.baoidi 453 454

455
dāiš 357
dāu ˙nta 479
dāuru 379
dāxiiuma- 70
dāta 447
dātarasca 109 155 200
610
dātāca 111 187 191 446
dātā ˜t 116
dātārō 109
dā\rı̄š 272 274
dādar esa 79 80 82
dādari- 84 86
dādrājōiš 102
dādrē 79 80 84 85 86
dādri- 79
dādru(ua)- 79 84 85 86
dādrum 323
dādar 83
dādar e79 82
dādmainiia- 84 86 394
395
dānaiiana- 102
dānō.karš em 422
dāmabiiō 431
dāmahuua 438
dāmąn 396 493
dāmąm 396
dām¯ebı̄š 431 432 459
dāmōhu 438 460
dār ešt 532
dār ešta 529
dāstra.masah- 180
dāsmaini- 91 92 277
dāzgra- 102
dāzgrō.gauua- 242
dāšta- 92
dāštaiiāni- 40
dāžu- 102
dāhı̄nąm 247
dāhuuā 573
d ˚̄asca 384
d ˚̄astū 384
dądrąxti 387

dąnmahi 394
dąm 395
dąma 399
dąmi- 399 535
dąstuuā- 389
dąždr em 392
dąhišta- 393
dąhištą 494
dąhišt¯e492
d ebaomā 538
d ebąza- 392 458 538
d ebązah- 392 458
d eb enaotā 538
d emana- 534
d emanahiiā 128 157
d emāna- 395
d emānē 551
d er eiti- 600
d er eidiiāi 508
d er eta- 584 600
d er etā 579
d er ebdaca 191
d er es- 531
d er ešcā 523
d er eštā 523
d er eštā.aēnah- 174
d¯euš 362 363 373
d¯euš.dāitiia- 88 363
d¯euš.duš.srauuaóhē 363
d¯euš.manahiia- 88 363
570
d¯euš.srauuaoha- 88 363
d¯euš.srauuah- 363
d¯ejāmāspa- 538
d¯ejı̄ ˜t.ar eta- 240 258 538
588 601
d¯ebāuuaiia ˜t 538
dōi\ra- 343
dōišā 352 355
dōišı̄ 352 355
dōr ešt 510 524 532 613
diiātąm 72 107
diuuamn em 475 501
didąs 211 220 221 389
did er ezuua- 217 220
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diduuaēša 218
diduuiš- 220
diduuı̄šma 218 228 256
didragža- 207
didragžō.duiiē 212 439
460
didaii- 217 220
didāiti 360
didāra 220
dibža- 207 212
dibža ˜t 113 155
dim 265 266
disāuš 376
disu- 250
dišta ˜t 113 155
dı̄uuiia- 246 247
dı̄daióhē 221 255
dı̄daóhē 211 220
dı̄dar ešatā 211 220 221
255
dı̄d er ežō 211 220 221 255
524
dı̄m 266
dı̄š 271 276
dı̄šā 243
dugdar- 283 539
dudubi 554
dudubi.buzda 291
dug edā 538
dug edar- 283
dug edrąm 538
duiie 440
duiiē 405 413
duua 178
duuaēp¯e492
duuaēš- 218
duuaēšah- 89
duuadasa- 434
duuācina 101 176
duuāra 46 104
duuārā ˜t 46
duuār ˚̄a ˙nte 46
duuąnara- 399
duuąnmaibiiascā 552
duuąnman 399

duuąnman- 394
duuąsa 389
dunman- 283
dunmąn 396 397
dunmō.frūtō 287 310 434
dumnaca 189
duš- 281 363 588
duš e.xša\ra- 537
duš e.xša\rā 537
duš e.xša\r¯e˙ng 537
duš er e\rı̄š 276
duš.xvar e\¯em 463
duš.mainiiuš 332
dušmainiiū 315 316 452
493
dušmainiiūm 321
dušmainiiūš 315
dušmanah- 588
duž° 281
dužazōb ˚̄a 537 568
dužāpı̄m 552
dužiiāiriia- 194 412
dužiiāiriiāca 194
dužita- 236 588
dužitō.tarasca 436
dužuua ˙ndrauuō 477
dužuuaršta- 523
dužuuarštāuuar ez- 171
dužuuarštāuuarš 531
dužūxta- 294
dužgai ˙nti- 477
dužgai ˙ntitara- 477
duždāh- 388
duždą 389
duždąf edra- 388
duždōi\ra.duždōi\rōt ema-
185
dūire 551
dūta- 298
dūt ˚̄aohō 281
dūt¯em 303 463
dūtı̄m 303
dūma- 308 310
dūra- 298
dūraēdarasta 528

dūraēdaršta 446
dūraēdaršt ema 446
dūraēfrakātō 345
dūraē.sūka 446
dūraēsrūtahe 345
dūraoša- 287 310
dūrāa ˜tca 116
dūrā ˜t 115
dbōišt em 344 345 614
draom¯ebiiō 431 459
draomōhu 438
draomne 475
dramne 475
dražete 409
dražimna- 474
drājaohe 413
drā\a- 102
dr eguuataēcā 72 557
dr eguuatąm 72
dr eguuatō 72
dr eguua ˙nt- 284 538
dr eguuāitē 45 104 557
dr eguuātā 45 72 107
dr eguuō.d ebiiō 439 440
460 538
dr eguuō.d ebı̄š 439 440
460 538
dr e˙njaiia- 481
dr e˙njaiiāa ˜tca 116
drigušci ˜t 328
drigūm 321
drigūšci ˜t 331
dribi- 250
dribika- 250
dribikāca 187 224
drı̄uuii ˚̄asca 223 246 247
255
drı̄uuı̄mca 223 255
drı̄tā 242
druua.aˇ˙saci\rahe 443
druuaēnı̄š 273
druuatō 559
druuaitı̄š 274
druuatii ˚̄asca 559
druuatı̄- 559
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druua ˜tbiiō 432 487
druuafšaoš 443
druua ˙nt- 479
druua ˙ntō 363
druuāite 46 612
druuōi\iiā ˜t 351 442 460
druuō.var eta- 593
drukahe 291 310
druxta- 283
druxš 283
druxš.manah- 434
druca 199 201
°druj-
druja ˜t 291 310
drujas- 291 310
druj em 281 462 463
druj¯em 291 310 462 463
druje 291 310
drujō 291 310
drujiia- 283
drujinąm 291 310
drujim 266 267 291 310
druža- 283
druži ˙nt- 480
druži ˙nti 480
drūjasca 291
drūjascā 287 310
drūj¯em 267
drūjō 281 287 291
dārasca 69

˜tkaēš¯e492

˜tbaēšah- 89 145 431

˜tbaēš¯ebı̄š 431 459

˜tbiš- 218

˜tbišiia ˙nbiiō 486 487
paēmainica 557
paoiriia- 421 423 424 517
paoiriiaēiniia- 421
paoiriianąm 41 44 42
paoiriiāiš 423
paoiriiāca 193
paoirii ˚̄a 423
paoiriią 494
paoiriiō.frā\baršta- 61
paoiriš 275

paoirı̄m 424
paoirı̄š 274 275
paouruiia- 542
paouruiiē 423 424
paouruiiehiiā 423 424
paouruiiō 421 423 424
paouruua- 419
pa(o)uruua- 424
paouruuaēibiia 115
paouruuainı̄š 271 275
612
paouruuainı̄šca 276
paouruua.naēmā ˜t 184
paouruuiia- 193
paouruuı̄m 423
paouruša.gaona- 179
paourūš 331
paiia- 611
paiia ˙nt- 147
paiiamna- 147
paiti 115 116 156 205
paiti.asti 414
paiti.astı̄mca 414
paiti āiia z emā 33 103
paiti. er eiti- 584
paitiiaog e˜t 539
paitiiaog e˜t. ˜tbaēšax́iiāica
569
paitiiaog e˜t. ˜tbaēšahiia-
570
paitiia ˙ntu 35
paitiiaršauua ˙nt- 35
paitiiahmi 35
paitiiāpa- 36
paitiiāmrao ˜t 33 103
paitiiāra- 34 103
paitiiārōt ema- 34 103
paitiiār ena- 33 103
paitiiāstar- 35
paitiiāsti- 35
paitiiesti 414
paitiuuāke 74
paiti.k er e˙ntı̄š 554
paiti.gnı̄ta 242
paitica 558

paitita- 205
paititi- 205
paiti.dār ešta 529
paiti.dı̄ta- 244
paiti.dı̄ti- 244
paiti.drā\a- 102
paiti.pāiiuš 448
paiti.fraxštaca 191
paiti.biši- 277
paiti.yąš 392 522
paiti.vaohąsca 498
paiti.v er ete 509
paiti.v er et¯e492
paitiscapti- 539
paiti.zanā ˜t 137 159 608
paiti.za ˙nta- 249
paiti.zān e˙nti 137
paitiša- 205
paitišā ˜t 205
paitiš esax́iiā ˜t 537
paitiš.xvaine 550
paitištananąm 157
paitištāna- 129
paiti.šmuxta- 74
paitišmuxta- 284
paitišhahiia- 570
paitiš.hahiiehe 408
paitı̄ 262
paitı̄.ają\r em 134 159
paitı̄. er etē 509
paitı̄.viiāda- 111
paitı̄.s¯e˙nd ˚̄a 482
paitı̄.zānatā 137
pai\e 338
pai\iiāite 413
pai\imna- 474
paidiiāite 412
paidimna- 474
pairı̄̆ 559
pairi 115 116 156 205
pairi.ākaiiaiia ˙nta 149
pairiiaētr¯eš 512 516 525
pairiiaētr¯ešca 520
pairiiaohar eštābiiō 528
pairiuuārasca 111
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pairi.uruuaēšta- 344 355
pairikā- 205 329
pairi.k er e˙ntı̄š 509
pairigaē\ē 549
pairicā̆ 559
pairi\na- 205
pairi.daēzą 495 496
pairi.daēząn 493
pairi.daēzı̄ 496
pairi.barāmaide 146
pairi.saēte 360
pairiša- 205
pairištaiia- 119
pairištā 173 174
pairištā.xšudra- 173
pairišt em 495
pairištūra- 298 299
pairı̄.ci\ı̄ ˜t 250
pairı̄šta- 244
pauruuata 595
pauruuatar e436
pauruuąnca 497
paxruma- 309
pataca 539
pata ˙nti 480
patar- 580
patar eta- 580 590
patar¯em 538
patarō 539
patā 538
patica 558
pa\- 538
pa\anaiia 164
pa\m¯e˙ng 535
pad ebı̄š 538
pafrē̆ 80
paotaohum 323 325
paotaouh em 428
pancō.hi ˘ia- 571
pa ˙nca 167 178 443 477
570
pa ˙nca.māhiia- 167
pa ˙ncāca 191
pa ˙ncāsat- 168
pa ˙ncāsata 178

pa ˙ncō.hiia- 178 570
pa ˙nta ˜t 113 155
pa ˙ntā-/pa\- 233 477
para 178 443
para.āidi 63 359
para.āi ˜t 359
paraoš 415
para.iri\iia- 216
parakauuista- 235
parakauuist emca 371
paraca 191
paracā 197
paraci ˜t 191
para.haoma- 177
parāiti 63
parāta- 102 154
parā ˙nc- 63
parąš 392
par etō.tanu- 584
par enine 504
par en ı̄̆ n- 209 504
par e˙ndı̄m 481 482
par¯e430 459
parō 115 116 156 178
434
parō.k euuı̄d em 228 256
370 371
parō.darš 531
parša ˜t.gauua- 242
paršuii ˚̄a 523
paršta- 523
paršti- 523 594
pasā 166
pas¯euš 10
pasu- 416 418 432
pasuuō 10
pasuš.hauruua- 233
pasūm 321
pascąi\iia- 387
pāiiā ˜t 148
pāiiu- 118 119
pāiiušca 118 328
pāiiū 317
pāiiūm 326
pāitiuuāka- 74

pāiriuuāza- 74 75
pāirisāite 360
pāiri.haēzaouha 74
pāuruua- 378
pāta 447
pātār em 109
pā\mainiiō.t ema- 93 471
pā\rauuaitı̄šca 274
pādauue 401
pāpi\ba- 85 90 552
pāp er etāna- 79 80 82 585
pāfrāiti 80 80
pāraiia- 63 106 609
pār e˙ntara- 63 106 476
pār e˙ndi- 481
pār e˙ndı̄š 274
pāzaouh ˙nt em 102
pāzinah- 102
pāˇ˙snā̆ - 97
pąma 399
pąsnu- 389
pąsnuua ˙nt- 389
pąsta- 389
p er eiti- 600
p er eididaiiehe 508
p er et- 583
p er eta- 585 600 601
p er etamna 475
p er etāu 367 375 383
p er et ˚̄a 375
p er etō 367
p er etu- 583 592 601 612
p er etuš 327
p er etūm 369
p er etūš 329 331 332 583
p er e\uuar ešt e447
p er e\uuaršti- 94
p er e\u.frāka- 133
p er e\ū.frākąm 317
p er e\bō 583 584
p er e\biš 275
p er enā- 431 506 507 510
p er enāiiu- 118
p er enāiiuka- 507
p er enāiiuš 333
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p er enāiiuš.har e\ri 453
p er en¯ebiiō 431 432 459
p er ene 509 551
p er enin- 504
p er esaitē 74 360
p er esaca 191
p er esamna- 501
p er esāum 377
p er esąs 390
p er esman¯e˙ng 475 535
p eˇ˙sa- 586 600
p eˇ˙sana- 586
p eˇ˙sanā- 586 600
p eˇ˙sō.ci ˙ngha- 477 587
p eˇ˙sō.tanū- 586 601
p eˇ˙sō.par ena- 587
p eˇ˙sō.sāra- 586
p eˇ˙su- 583 584 586 600
601
p eˇ˙su.pā- 584 586 601
pouru 415 418 419 424
pouru.xvā\ra 448
pouru.jı̄ra- 244
pourutāt- 415
pourutās 390 424
pourut ema- 415
pouru.dar est ema 528
pouru.daršta 446
pouru.daršt ema 446
pourubiiō 415
pourunąm 415
pourum 324
pouru.mahrka- 598
pouru.zao\ranąm 415
pourušū 415
pourūm 415
pourūš 330 415
pōi\b em 343
piuuah- 246 258
pitar- 517 518
pitu- 209 241
pituš 333
pi\ana 250
pi\ā 250
pi\ba- 453

pipiiūšı̄- 218 220 295 305
311
piriia- 524
pirii ˚̄a ˙nte 516
piriieite 516
pisra ˜t 113 155
pišatō 587
pı̄sa- 222 255
puiietica 557
pus ˚̄aohō 287 369
puxda- 283 539
pu\ra- 283
pu\rāca 187
pu\r ˚̄aohō 287
pu\r¯e492
pu\rōištı̄m 347
pū̆ danąm 308
pusā- 287
pūitii ˚̄a 304
pūitika- 302
pūitı̄- 302
pūsā- 310
ptā 517
ptāca 196 539
ptar- 538
pt er ebiiō 512 517 539
fiiūšta- 296
f edrō 389
f edriia- 539
f( e)ra- 444
f erafrao\ra- 532 543
f erastuiiē 532 543
f eras¯em 463
f erasrūidiiāi 532 543
f erašaostra- 532 543
f erašōt ema- 436
f erašti- 532 543 594
f erašnaēšū 532 543
f erā 543 532
fra 178 532
fraēšiiāmahi 263
fraēšta- 344 352 355
fraoirisiia- 420 562
fraouruuaēsaiiāiti 412
fraouruuaēštrima- 345

419
fraoxšiiąn 465
frao\a ˜t.aspa- 47
fraor eiti- 585 600
fraor e˜t 172
fraor epa- 580
fraiia- 122 156
fraiian ˚̄a 129
fraiiara- 122 156 243 407
fraiiare 407
fraiieire 407
frauuaocāmā 61
frauuaitı̄- 153
frauuauuaca 61
frauuarānē̆ 551
frauuar etar- 592
frauuar etā 579
frauuašaiiō 194
frauuaˇ˙si- 56 594 600 601
frauuaˇ˙sı̄š 276
frauuāka- 74
frauuākaēca 111
frauuāxšaēnı̄š 273
frauuāxša ˜t 114
frauuāxš¯e492
frauuōiuuı̄dē 229 256 353
355
frauui- 153
frauuista- 235
frauuistō 370
frauuı̄nuiiā ˜t 228 256
frauuı̄ra- 245
frakauua- 172
frak em 133 151
fraxštaite 74
fraxštiia 448
fraxšnin- 209
frag er ebn e˙nti 514
fraca 151 197
fracarāne 551
fracar e447
fracarōi\e 349 355
frataca- 133
fratacar eta- 580
fratacin 464
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fratara- 436
fratuii ˚̄a 286
frat ema- 436
frat emą 493
fra\baršta- 61 105 528
fradauuata 126
frada\a- 151 612
fradadafšu- 152
fradātaēca 111 137 159
fradā ˜t 137 159 608
frad emnahe 151
fradbōž en 442 460
frapixšta- 551
frapi\bō 551
frapinaoiti 551
frapinuuata 551
frapt er ejāt- 590
frafrāuuaiiāmi 412
frafrāuuaiiāhi 413
frab er etar- 585
frab er etarš 531
frabūidiiamnō 304
frabda- 539
frają\baca 196
fraorase 401
framar- 506
framar eta- 584
framar etar- 592
fram er eiti 508
fram er eitiš 508
fram er e\baca 196
framı̄ma\ā 211 215 220
221 255
framuxti- 284
framraomi 62
framrauuātō 101
framruuiša 243
framrū 313 391 492
framrūite 302
framrūiti 302
frasaocaiiāhi 412
frasasti- 533
frasastišca 278
fra siiazjaiiōi ˜t 496
frasiiazjaiti 496

frask emba- 485 502
frasca ˙ndaiiei ˙ntı̄š 274
frasci ˙nbaiiōi ˜t 485
frascimb- 502
frascimbana- 485
frastar eta- 505 588
frastar et em 512
frast er et em 512
fraspar eg¯e492
fraspāiiaox edra- 169
fraspāuuar eš 176 531
frasnana- 153
frasrūiti- 302
frazaiiaiiāmi 133 158 412
frazaiiaiiāhi 133 158 413
frazai ˙nti- 594
frazai ˙ntı̄mca 559
frazahı̄ ˜t 133 158 242
frazūš em 289 310
frazdānaom 102
frazdānauua- 153
fraša 151
frašaca 191
frašaoštra- 180
frašāuuaiieiti 379
fra.´̌sāuuaiiō 497
fraš ā̆ uuaxša- 170
frašō.k er eitı̄m 508
frašōt em em 467
fraši ˙nci ˙nti 480
frašumaitı̄š 274 293 310
frašumaka ˜t 114 282
frašūiti- 302
frašūtōi ˜t 289
frašūmaka- 293 310
frašūsa- 293 310
frašūsaiti 282
frašūsa ˜t 282
frahi ˙ncin 464
frā 444 473
frāiia- 59
frāiiaodahe 60
frāiiataiia ˜t 60 105 132
158
frāiiataiiei ˙nti 60 105 132

158
frāiiaza- 60
frāiiašti- 60
frāiiah- 118 344
frāii¯ebı̄šca ˜tca 393
frāiiei ˙nti 122
frāiiebı̄šca ˜tca 552
frāiieziiā ˜t 410
frāiiehı̄š 274
frāiiō.huuar eštō 529
frāuuaiiōi ˜t 70
frāuuaocā 61 105
frāuuaoc em 61 105 266
frāuuaoce 61 105
frāuuaocō 61 105
frāuuaocim 267
frāuuōi ˜t 70
frāuuinuiiā ˜t 62
frāuuı̄rata- 60
frāurusta- 378
frāurusti 378
frā.uruzda.paiiah- 180
frāk er eiti- 61 105
frāk er eitı̄m 508
frāk er enao ˜t 61 105
frāk er e˙nta ˜t 61 105
frāk er esta- 61 105
frāxšn ena- 61 105 468
frāxšn enē 551
frāgma ˜t 61 105
frāci\rahe 61 105
frātacaiia- 609
frāta ˜t.caiia- 60 105 132
133 158
frāta ˜t.caiia ˜t 132 158
frāta ˜t.car eta- 60 105 133
589
frā\baršt em 61
frā\b er esa- 105
frā\b er esaēta 61
frā\b er esaiti 61
frā\b er esa ˜t 61
frā\b er es em 61
frā\b er esō 61
frādauuaite 62 126
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frādadąm 61 105
frāda ˜t.gaē\a- 7
frāda ˜t.fˇ˙saom 377
frāda ˜t.fˇ˙sāum 377
frāda ˜t.fšu- 152
frād er esra- 61 105
frādōi ˜t 352
frādāiti 61 105
frādatica 137 557 558
frābāzu.drājō 62
frāna- 474
frānaiiata 60 105
frānaiiei ˙nti 60 105
frānāmāite 61 67 105
frānāšaiiata 60
frāniia- 474
frānmāne 61 105
frāmrao ˜t 62
frā.yuxta 295
frāraodaiieite 60
frārāiti- 60 272
frārāitı̄š 276
frārāticā 111 558
frārā\ni- 59
frārāzān 59 172
frārāzōiš 60
frāzušt em 61 105
frāšaoštraiiana- 95
frāšn(a)uu- 59
frāšmō.dāiti- 102
frāšmi- 102
f(r) ˚̄a ˙nkauuō 383
frąš 392 522
frąštā 392 522
frąšti- 392
fr¯ena- 473 474
fr¯enah- 474
fr¯enı̄- 474
fr¯er eiti- 584
fr¯er eta- 172
fr¯er etā- 511
fr¯er etōi ˜t 511
fr¯er eti 511
fr¯er eticā 558
fr¯er enao ˜t 172 511

fr¯er enuuai ˙nti 511
fr¯er e˙nta 511
fr¯er e˙nti 511
frō 444
frōr eiti- 584
frōr etōiš 444 511
frōsiiā ˜t 444
friia- 249
friiananąm 157
friian ˚̄a 158
friiā 165
friiāna- 37 103 129
friiānanąm 129
friiąnmahı̄ 394
frita- 248 249
friti- 248 249
fri\a- 249
fri\iietica 557
frı̄- 248 453
frı̄na- 244
frı̄nāspa- 244
fša(h)- 432
fšaonibiia 472
fšaonišca 278
fšaonı̄šca 276
fšānaiia- 432
fs eratuš 328
fs eratū- 533
fš¯ebı̄š 432 459
fš¯e˙nghiia- 487
fšuiia ˙nt- 479
fšuiiąs 390
fšuiie ˙nte 410 555
fšuiie ˙ntē 557
fšuta 282
fš ū̆ tā- 308
fšūmant- 288 310
fšūša(n)- 288 310
fšūš¯e281
fšūše 305
fšūše.mą\ra 447
baēuuar e526
baēuuar e.frask emba- 485
baēuuar e.mišta- 240
baēuuar e.spasāna- 129

baēšatast ū̆ r ˚̄a 308
baēšaza.k eˇ˙sa- 184
baēšazadā- 177
baēšaziia 277 446
baēšaz(ii)a(.)k eša 585
baešaziiatica 409 557 558
baēšaziiōt ema 446
baēšaziš 275
baoiiō 344 345
baoidi- 453
baoiriia- 421
baoda ˙nt- 479
baodō.var ešt 532
baon 376 464 479
bairii ˚̄a ˙ntē 554
bairiie ˙nte 555
bauuai ˙ntı̄mca 559
bauuara 150
baxtaca 190
baxšāa ˜tca 116
baxšō.huuā 573
babrar e80 82
babriiąn 80
ba ˙nta- 477
ba ˙nda- 477 482
ba ˙ndaiia- 477
ba ˙ndaiieni 411
baraitı̄ 263
barana- 468
bar etū 579
bar e\riiā ˜t 36 103 115
bar e˙ntiš 275
bar e˙ntı̄š 554
bar e˙ntū 317
bar emāiiaonahe 176
bar emnō 54
bar esmaine 550
bar esmaca 192 195
bar esman- 505
bar esmāca 195
bar esmąn 396 493
bar esm en 481
bar esmō.star eiti- 591
bar esmōhu 438
bar ezaoha ˜t 36
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bar ezaóh en 408
bar eziš 270
bar ešnuuō 365
bar ešnūšca 331
barō.aspō 54
barō.zūš em 289 310
barš 531
baršnu- 528
baršnuš 330
baršnūšca 330
bastauuari- 185
bā 405
bāuuōiia 542
bāuzdri 380
bābuuar e79 80 82 83
bānube 554
bāmiiāca 193
bāzāuš 376
bāzuuō 365
bāzube 554
bāzuš 332
bāzūš 331
bāše 102
bāˇ˙sar- 54 55 104 271 585
596 600
bąnaii en 398 465
bąza- 392 458
bązah- 392 458
bąšnu- 392 458 522
b er eiti- 584 600
b er egmiia.šaēta- 185
b er ejiiąst ema- 389
b er et- 583
b er eta- 584 600
b er etaca 190
b er etar- 600
b er etąm 579
b er e\e 509
b er e\i 509
b er ezaidiš 270
b er eza ˙nt- 479 486
b er eza ˙ntaiia 164
b er eza ˙nbiia 486
b er ez e˙nbiia 486 487
b er eziiaršti- 35

b ezuuaitē 458
b ezuua ˙nt- 284
b¯eeduš 459
b¯e˙nduua- 459 482
b¯e˙nduuahiiā 482
bē 404
bōi ˜t 405
biiārixti- 35
biiāršan- 34
biiāršānō 103
biuua ˙ndaoha- 477
bipaitištanaca 129
bipaitištanąm 129 158
bibiuuah- 217 220
bı̄̆ biuuah- 224 246 258
biza ˙ngra- 478
biz e˙ngrō.ci\ra.biz e˙ngrō.c
i\rōt ema- 185
biš 237 270 271 571
bišaziiāni 412
bižuua ˜t 237
buiiata 146 312 611
buiiamā̆ 312
buiiama 144 611
buiiā ˜t 300 312
buiiāmā 145
buiiār eš 312 531 565
buii ˚̄a 312 453 454 460
buiiąn 312 565
buiie 452 453 456 460
buiie ˙nte 555 557
buua ˙nticā 558
buuāuua 83 150
bū̆ cahi 309
bune 551
bu ˙nj(aiia)- 283
bu ˙nji ˙nti 480
busta- 283
buziia- 283
bū- 450 453
būiti 303 450
būidiia- 302
būidi 303
būidiiaēta 348
būidiiōimaide 348 354

būidiža 237 303
būiri- 302 344
būiricā 559
būja- 288 310
būjaiia- 288 310
būjasrauuah- 310 288
būj em 288 310
būjō 288 310
būji- 310 288
būjim 266
būta- 299
būdra- 284 310
būn 464
būna- 288
būnauua- 288 310
būne 551
būmi- 299
būmiia- 299
būza- 288 310
būšiia ˙nt- 299
būšiiąsta- 299 389
būšiiei ˙ntı̄- 410
būšiiei ˙ntı̄mca 555 559
būštı̄š 276
būždiiāi 281 299
brauuara- 153
brāturiia- 518
brātūiriiā- 517
brātruiia- 517 518 524
brı̄na- 245
brōi\ra- 343
brōi\rō.taēž em 267
naēdaca 191
naēniža- 237
naēmą 493
naēstar- 352 344 355
naotairiiāna- 40 103
naotairiiąnō 398
naoma- 377
naomaiiaci ˜t 188
nairiiasca 557
nairiia- saoha- 489
nairiiąm.hąm.vār eitiuua ˙n
t- 47 104 596
nairiiō.saoha- 489
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nairim 265
nauua 178 443
nauuaitišca 559
nauuaitı̄mca 559
nauuaitı̄šca 276
nauuai\iuu ˚̄a 152
nauuaca 192
nauua.pixa- 250
nauua.frā\b er esa- 61
nauuas¯esca 499
nauua.hā\ra- 177
nauuāza- 118 124 137
157 159
nadātaēca 111 137 159
nap ˚̄a 385 390
nap ˚̄as e.t ˚̄a 384
nap ˚̄asca 385
naptiia- 41
naf edra- 539
nabānazdišta- 7 159 137
168 344
nanā 138 159 469
namra.vāxš 393
nar- 518 592
naraci ˜t 191
nar e526
nar epī̆ - 600
nar epı̄š 273 581
narš 531
nas- 100
nasāum 377
nasu.kaˇ˙sa- 595
nasukaˇ˙sa- 594
nasu.k er et- 183
nasu.k er eta- 585
nasu(m).k er et- 595
nasu(m).k er eta- 583
nasupakā ˜t 137 159
nasupāk em 137
nasūm 321
nasūm.k er et- 183
nazdišta ˜t 113 155
naštā.z emanasca 174
nāiri 272
nāirikā- 248

nāirı̄- 248
nāist 357
nāismı̄ 357
nāuiti 380
nāuu(a)iia 542
nāuu(a)iianąm 542
nāuuaii ˚̄a 542
nāuuiia- 57 379 542
nāca 196
nāfa- 137
nāfiiō 552
nāfı̄m 552
nāmąn 396 397
nāmąm 83 396
nām¯eni 276 473 612
nām¯enı̄ 275
nām¯enı̄š 271 275 276 468
473 612 614
nāršni 102
nāš- 100
nāšātaēca 111
nāšāmā 445
nāšı̄ma 133 242
nāšū 100
n ˚̄a 9
n ˚̄aohai\iia- 95 450
n ˚̄aohana ˜t 114
nąma 399 447
nąma.azbāitiš 135 159
nąma ah- 446 449
nąmiiąsu- 399
nąmištahiiā 399
nąs- 389
nąsa- 389
nąsuuah- 80
n ema- 470
n emax́iiāmahı̄ 572 607
n emaxvaitı̄š 274 574 576
n emata- 470
n emadka 470
n emaóhi ˙nti 479
n ema ˙nte 62 480
n emah- 467 470 488
n em¯e430 459
n erąš 519 521

n er eiiō 519
n er efsąstāt- 389
n er ebiia 552
n er ebiiascā 509 552
n er ebiiō 518
n er eš 523
n er¯euš 363
n er¯eš 520 521
n eruiiō 517 518 519 524
n¯e429 459
n¯enāsā 468
nō 9 135
nōi ˜t 352
nē 405
ni 205 610
niiāidāuru 357
niiāka- 36 38
niiākā- 36
niiāpa- 36
niiāsa- 34 63 103
niiāza- 34 103
nii ˚̄a ˙nc- 383
nii ˚̄a ˙ncim 267
niiąš 392
niuuanāni 46
niuua ˙ndā ˜t 477
niuuāiti- 112
niuuāitiš 111
niuuāna- 104
niuuānāni 46
niuuānā ˜t 46
niuuān e˙nti 46
niuuika- 230
niuui\iiąn 371
niuuı̄zaiti 229 256
niuuōiriia- 510 524 547
niuuōiriiete 351 510 515
ni.uruuı̄siiāni 227 412
ni.uruuı̄se 227
nig ˚̄aoh e˙nti 70
nica 198
nijagnuuah- 452
nijan e451 452
nijan e.bū- 452
nidaiia- 147
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nidāsnai\iš- 169
nipaii ˚̄a 147
nipaiiemi 147
nipašnaka- 153
nipāiiōiš 147
nipātarasca 109 155
nipātāra 109
nipātār em 109
nib er e\e 510
nib er e\i 509
nimraok¯e492
nimraomnō 475
nira- 253
nira ˜t 205
nisāim 358
nisirinaoiti 515
nisirinauuāhi 515
nisirinuiiā ˜t 515
nisma- 470
nisrinaota 515
nisrinaomi 515
nisrinuiiā ˜t 515
nisritā ˜t 116 222
nisriti- 222
nisrı̄ta- 222 255
niz e˙nga- 478
nišąsiiā 392
ništara.naēmā ˜t 184
ništar eta- 588
nišhar etar- 592
nišhar etarasca 109 155
nišhar etāra 109
nišhida- 208
niž- 237
niždar e.dairiiā ˜t 516
nižb er ei\i 508 591
nižb er etā ˜t 115
nı̄.uruuidiiā ˜t 230
nı̄jara- 205
nı̄pāraiiei ˙nti 237
nı̄re 253
nı̄sta 223 255
nı̄stūiti- 302
nı̄š 240 270 273 258
nuruiiō 519

nūcı̄ ˜t 199
nūrąm 299
nūr em 299
nmāna- 395
nmāna ˜t 114
nmān em 57 370
nmāne 551
nmāniiāitı̄- 101
nrūiiō 519
ma- 9 572
maēge 548
maēkaiia ˙ntı̄šca 274
maē\aine 550
maē\ana- 349
maē\man em 347
maēsma- 344
maēsman- 344
maēsmą 493
maoiri- 422
maiia- 611
maiiābiiō 120 156
maidiiāiriia- 412 589
maidiiāna- 36
maidiiąna- 398
maidiiąnasci ˜t 109 127
maidiiōi 337 338 348 354
maidiiōi.paitištānąsca 498
maidiiōi.šad- 346
maidiiōiš ema- 470
maidim 265
maibiiā 444 552
maibiiācā 445
maibiiō 444 445 552
mainiia 401
mainiiaoibiiascā 163 553
mainiiaoibiiō 553
mainiiauua- 553
mainiiauue 407
mainiiauuō 553
mainiiauuūsca 316
mainiiāmaide 146
mainii¯euš 362
mainii euuı̄m 370
mainiiō 367 368
mainiiu 368

mainiiu- 473 550
mainiiuš 328
mainiiū 318
mainiuuasah- 542
mainiuu ˚̄a 542
mainimadicā 249 557 558
mainimna- 474
mairiiā ˜t 516
mauuaitē 124 157
mauuai\iia- 124
mauuai\ı̄m 157 264
mauua ˙nt- 52
maxša.b er etō 185
maxši.k ehrpa- 581 601
max́ii ˚̄a 572
magaonō 377 612
magāunō 377
maga- 249 548
mad ema- 470
madu- 416 418 418
ma ˜t.āzai ˙ntı̄š 276
ma ˜t.saoc e456
ma ˜t.saoci 456
ma ˜t.saoci.buiie 456
maohāna- 489
manao\rı̄- 468
manao\rı̄š 274
manax́iiāicā 572 607
manax́iiāca 194
manaohe 413
manah- 431 468 471 488
manahiia- 194 468 570
manahı̄m 571
manā- 468 471
man ˚̄asca 384
man¯e459
man¯ebı̄š 431 459
man¯e.vista- 430 434
manō.mar eta- 584
maniia- 469 471
maniiauua- 471
maniiātā 72 107
maniiu- 418 469 471
manuš(a)- 416 418
ma ˙ntā 477
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ma ˙ntu- 416 418 477
mamn- 475 501
mamnāitē 80 100
mamnāna- 80
mamne 80
mamnūš 328 331
mar eka- 578 597 601
mar ekaēca 597
mar exštarasca 109 155
mar eta- 581 588 590 592
601
mar etan- 581 588 589
590 601
mar etar- 600
mar etānō 590
mar e\nō 582 590
mar eždikāi 529 530
mar eždik em 529
marc- 598
maršuii ˚̄a 523
marždika- 522 529
marždikauuatō 530
marždikauua ˙nt- 248
marždikauuast ema 530
marždik em 530
masanaca 109 128 155
157
masah- 431
masānasca 109 128
masān ˚̄a 128
masąn ˚̄a 398
mas¯ebı̄š 459
masiiehı̄š 274
mastrı̄ 263
mazāniią 494
maz¯e430 459
maz¯enācā 468
mazibı̄š 537
mazištą 494
mazišt¯e492
mazdaoxta- 180 182
mazdaiiasna- 180 182
mazdaiiasną 493
mazda.xša\ra- 180 182
mazdadāite 548

mazdadāta- 177 182
mazdā\a- 182
mazdā(.)vara 170
mazd ˚̄aohō.dūm 439 460
maˇ˙sā 595
maˇ˙siia 401 594 600 601
602
maˇ˙siiasca 44 498
maˇ˙siiāa ˜tcā 116
maˇ˙siiāka- 37 38 103 594
600
maˇ˙siiāca 193
maˇ˙siiānąm 37 44 103 140
maˇ˙siiąscā 490
maˇ˙sii¯e˙ng 491
ma ´̌siiō.sāsta.sāstōt ema-
185
mahmı̄ 432
mahrka- 578 598 600 601
mahrka\a- 598
mahrkōt ema- 598
mahrkuša- 598
mahrkūšō 297
māiiauua- 120
māiiauuaitibiiasca 120
māii ˚̄a 120
māiiu- 118
māiiuš 120
māuuaiiaca 57 105 192
409 541
māuuaiiaci ˜t 57 105 192
409 541
māuuōiia 57 105 339 444
542 541
māca 196
mātar¯eš 521
māt erąš 519 525
māt erąšcā 520
mātrąšcā 520 521 525
mātr¯eš 521 525
māhiia- 384 570
māhiianąm 44
māhiianąmca 42
māzaniia- 102
māzdaiiasni- 91 92 180

182
māzdaiiasnı̄š 276
m ˚̄aoh emca 111
m ˚̄aohō 383
m ˚̄asca 384
mą\ra- 227
mą\raca 190
mą\ranascā 109 128 155
157 469
mą\rąscā 490
mą\rō.baēšaz¯esca 499
mąnaiiā ˜t 398
mąnaii en 398 403 464
mąnarōiš 398 399 534
mąs 391
mąsta 389
mązaraiia- 392 612
mązā.xša\ra- 174 175
mązā.raiia- 123 175 156
174
mązdazdūm 392
mązdra- 392
mązdrāuuaohu- 170
māzdrājahı̄m 570
m erąždiiāi 392 519 521
m erą´̌siiā ˜t 519 521
m er eiti- 584 585 600
m er ei\iiaoš 509
m er e\iiāuš 375
m er ei\iiuš 509
m er ei\iiūmca 509
m er e\iiūmca 321
m er eg e˙nte 387
m er eta- 584 586 587 600
m er ed- 510
m er e˙ng eduiiē 538
m er e˙ncainı̄š 275
m er e˙nci ˙nti 480
m er e˙ncı̄ta 242
m er e˙ncı̄ša 275
m er e˙nz- 519
m er eziiumna- 296
m er eždātā 72 107
m er eždika- 248 522 524
m eˇ˙sa- 586 587
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m¯e429 459
m¯em 490
m¯enāicā 468
m¯e˙n 490
m¯e˙ng 490
m¯e˙n gairē 491
m¯e˙ngh- 487
m¯e˙ncā 490 491
m¯e˙ndaidiiāi 490 491
m¯em b¯eeduš 491
m¯ehmaidı̄ 432 459
mē 337 404
miiazda- 408
miiazdąsca 498
miiezdin- 209
miiezdinąm 408 409
mitaiiatu 149
mi\aoxta- 179 180
mi\ahuuacah- 460 573
mi\ahuuac ˚̄a 429 434
mi\ō 434
mi\ōuuaršta- 429
mi\ō.uxta- 179 429
mi\ō.mata- 429
mi\rāca 187
minu- 250
minum 321
mimagža- 211 220 221
mimar exša- 218 220
mimarxšāite 526
miriia- 524
miriiaouha 516
miriiāite 412 516
miriieite 516
misuuān(a)- 130
mišācim 266
mı̄z¯en 465
mı̄žda- 236 257
mı̄ždauua ˙nt- 236 257
mı̄žd em 237
mourum 416 428
mogu 418
mogu. ˜tbiš- 416
mošu 416
mošū 318 595

mōi 337
mōiiāstrā.barana- 174
175
mōi\a ˜t 352 355
mōr¯e˙nda ˜t 510 524
mōr e˙nd en 465 510 524
mōist 352
murā 166
must em ešō 586
mı̄̆ z¯en 253
mı̄̆ šti 238 257
mušti- 283 297
mūidi 303
mū\ra- 247 299
mūra- 299
mūrakāca 187 308
mūš 299 329
mū̆ ža- 309
mraocąs 390 521
mraoı̄ 371 372 426
mraotā 521
mraomı̄ 371
mrauua- 372
mruiiā ˜t 300 312 372
mruii ˚̄a 312
mruiiē 372 405 413 521
mrūitē̆ 548
mrūitē 302
mrū- 299
mrū 314
mrūtē 548
mrū̆ ra- 309
ya- 563
yaētatar e80 347
yaētuš- 80
yaētušı̄- 305
yaētušı̄š 274
yaē\ma 347 612
yaēšiia- 250
yaēšiia ˙nt-/yaeši ˙nt- 479
yaēšiia ˙ntı̄m 410
yae´̌siia ˙ntı̄m 555
yaoja ˙ntē 483
yaonibiia 472
yaonō.xvata- 153

yaoš 121 171
yaošti- 171
yaozai ˙ntı̄- 479
yaozai ˙ntı̄šca 274
yaoždanahe 130
yaoždā- 171
yaoždātą 494 495
yaoždā\riiā ˜t 36 103 115
yaoždāni- 131
yaiiata 150
yauuaca 191 196
yauuaētātaēca 111
yauuatātaca 196
yauue 407
yauuē 427
yauuō.fra\[ah]iia- 570
yauuō.huua 438 461
yakar e69
yaxštı̄šca 276
yatāra- 100
ya\a 178
ya\aca 191
ya\anā 165
ya\raca 192
ya\ enā 536
ya ˙ntu 477
yas etē 537
yasō.x́ii¯en 465 563
yask¯e492
yasnahe 401
yasnahiiā 401
yasnāa ˜tca 116
yasnąsca 490 498
yasnō.k er eitinąm 508
yasniiāca 193
yazataēibiiō 553
yazat¯e492 492
yazamaidē̆ 146 557
yazamadaēca 146
yaze 410
yazi ˙nti 409 479
yahma ˜t 113 155
yahmā ˜t 114
yahmi 407
yahmiia 407
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yahmiiajatarasca 180
yahmiiāca 193
yā 262
yāiriia- 412
yāiš 9
yāiš asrūdūm 537
yāiš azā\ā 537
yāuš 375
yākar e68 69 107
yā.k er e69
yāca 196 199
yātaiieiti 132
yātaiiei ˙nti 132
yātuš 333
yā.t¯e429 459
yā ˜t 118
yābiia 412
yābiiō 412
yār e526
yāsa- 609
yā̆ sa- 63
yāsaouha 63 106 573
yāsāiti 63 106
yāsąs 390
yāsk er et- 582
yā.´̌siiao\ana- 174 175
yāh ı̄̆ 412
y ˚̄aohąm 141
yą 494
yąnahe 398
yānąm 413
yąscā 490 490
y¯e429 459
y euuı̄n- 209
y euuı̄nō 370
y¯e˙ng 490
y¯e˙ngstū 491
y¯em 267
y¯emā 467
y¯em espašu\ā 534
yeóhāda 402
yeóh ˚̄a 402 568
yeóhe 402 404 413
yesniianąm 41 44
yesniiasca 42 44

yesniiāca 193
yesniiāica 410
yezimna- 474
yehe 404
yōi 338 354
yōi\ emā 80 347 352 534
yōi\bah 80
yōi\bā 165
yōišta- 345
yim 266 267
yima ˜t 114 155
yimascı̄ ˜t 467
yuuan- 539
yuuāk em 540
yuuān em 539 540
yuuānō 539
yuuō.fra\ah- 539
yuuō.s emi- 470
yuxtauuarōiš 295
yuxtauuari- 185
yuxtā 281
yuxtāspahe 295
yujiieiti 296
yu ˙nji ˙nti 480
yum 397
yūidiia- 302
yūidišta- 302
yūxta- 295 311
yūxtar- 579
yūxda- 295 311
yūj¯en 288 310 465
yūjiiasti- 295 311 347
yūta- 288 310
yūnąm 300
yūš 296 300 329
yūšmaoiiō 296 311 444
445
yūšmaibiiā 296 311 444
552
yūšma(ka)- 535
yūšma ˜t 296 311
yūšmāuua ˙nt- 296 311
yūšmāka- 38 311
yūšmāk em 38 296 311
yūž em 267 300

yūž¯em 300
vaēidiiāca 193
vaēidiš 278
vaē\āca 188
vaēdaiiamahi 263
vaēdaiiamahı̄ 144
vaēdiiā.paite 549
vaēdiiā.paiti- 38 103 173
vaēdišta- 549
vaēdamnō 475 501
vaēdō.dūm 439 460
vaēdiia- 41 549
vaēdiiāi 549
vaēdištō 549
vaēpiiō 552
vaēnā 123
vaēnōi\e 349 355
vaēm 326
vaēma- 547
vaēme 548
vaēsakaiia 164
vaēsāuš 376
vaēs¯esca 499
vaēsma- 481
vaēsman- 47 344
vaēsm enda 480
vaēžiiaršt e447
vaēžiiaršti- 35
vaoiri- 419
vaokuš- 80
vaokuše 305
vaox emā 80 534
vaoc- 80
vaocacā 197
vaocaohē 488
vaocātar¯e100 526
vaocōimācā 354
vaon- 80
vaonar e˘̄ 82 526
vaorāz- 562
vaoz- 80
vaozir em 250
vaiieiti 149
vaiiemi 149
vaiiō 366 373
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vaiiōi 58 542 612
vaiiu- 119 122 156 326
417 418
vaiiū.b er et- 58 538 583
vaiiū.b er edubiiō 538
vainı̄ ˜t 242
vai ˙ntiia- 477
vairiia- 41
vairiia.stāra- 43 180
vairiia.stār em 99
vairiią 494
vairiš 278
vairı̄šcā 276
vauuaca 150
vauuan e451 452
vauuan e.bū- 452
vauuanuuah- 452
vauuar eza 82
vakąsaoš 392
vax edba- 539
vax edra- 539
vaxša\a- 457
vaxša\i 456
vaxša\re 456
vaxšiie ˙nte 555
vax́ii ˚̄a 572
vagdana- 127 539
vagžibiiāca 99 193
vagžibiiō 537 553
vagžibiš 99 430
vaca 196 277
vacaca 190
vacastašti- 98
vacah- 92 431
vacahiia- 570
vacahiiehe 408
vac¯e430 459
vac¯ebiš 431 459 487 552
vacō 277
vacō.mar eta- 584
vacimca 110 155
vadar e526
vadar¯e526
vadairiiaoš 392
vadairiiauuō 51 52

vadairiiu- 51
vadairiš 326
vadū- 51 416 418
vadū̆ t- 309 416
vadre yaona 51
vafu- 416 418
vaouhi 263
vaouhı̄ 263
vaouhı̄biiō 231 247
vaouhı̄nąm 140 231 247
vaouhı̄š 270
vaohaouuē 427
vaohauue 427
vaohanaca 109 128 155
157
vaohanascā 128
vaohāu 375
vaohāpara- 168
vaohānasca 109
vaoh¯euš 362
vaohu- 417 488 573 575
vaohu 417
vaohuca 417
vaohudā- 417
vaohudābiiō 552
vaohuš 327 428
vaohūš 331 417
vaóhō 408 568
vaouhi 573
vaouhı̄- 417
vaouhı̄biiō 256 257
vaouhı̄nąm 256 257
vaouhı̄m 573
vaouhı̄š 274
van- 112
vana- 469 471
vanaitı̄š 276
vanai ˙ntii ˚̄asca 559
vanai ˙ntı̄- 479
vanai ˙ntı̄ 483
vanai ˙ntı̄mca 559
vana ˜t.p eˇ˙sana- 586 601
vana ˜t.p eš en e451 452 455
vananā- 469
vana ˙nt- 479

vanāma 145
vanāra- 102 154
va ˙nda- 477 482
va ˙ndar emainiš 477
va ˙ndra- 477
va ˙nta- 477
va ˙ntaca 190
va ˙ntaoe 427
va ˙ntauue 427
va ˙nta.b er eiti- 181 508
va ˙nta.b er eitı̄mca 508
va ˙nta.b er eti- 175
va ˙nta.b er etı̄šca 277
va ˙ntāca 187
vara- 593
varakasāna- 102 154
var eiti- 591 600
var eka- 597 600
var ecaouha ˙nt- 479
var ecā.hı̄cā 199
°var etar- 600
var eda ˜t.xvar enah- 233
var ed en 464 465
var ed emąn 534
var ed emąm 396
var edakanā- 48
var edatica 557 558
var edātaēca 111
var enauua.vı̄ša- 180 226
var eniiaiiāa ˜tca 116
var eniiaiiā ˜tca 116
var emanō 48
var emı̄š 271
var es¯esca 498
var ešajiš 275
var ešcā 531
var ešta- 528
var eta- 588 593 600
var etafšō 367
var etafšu- 432 588
var etā 579
var etō.vı̄ra- 588
var etō.vı̄re 367
var etō.ra\a- 55 590
var ezimācā 249 250
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varōži ˙nt- 480
vart- 593 595
vard- 81
varz- 81 531
varšajı̄š 277
varštaca 190
varštuuanąmca 528
varšna- 527
varšnāca 187
varšnihar ešta- 529
varšniharšta- 527
varšniharšt em 528
vasas e.xša\rahiiā 537
vas emı̄ 535
vas¯e430 459
vas¯e.yāiti- 412
vas¯e.š eitı̄m 241
vasō.yaonāiia ˙nt em 149
vastra- 585
vaštō 368
vašti-/vaštu- 369
vazaite 74
vazaiti 360
vazaga- 153
vazār et- 172 595
vazār etō 46
vaz e˙nti 554
vaziiąstra- 389
vazraci ˜t 191
važāspahe 46
važ edriš 275
vaˇ˙san(a)- 595
va´̌siietē 409
vahehiiā 407 408 570
vahehı̄- 407 409 414
vahehı̄š 274 407 408 612
vahiiah- 572
vahiiō 408 571 572 576
vahišta.nāsa- 100 181
vahištāa ˜tcā 116
vahištōišti- 347
vahu- 417
vahmāa ˜tca 116
vahmąsca 498
vahmō.s e˙ndah- 482

vahmiiāca 193
vā 131
vāitı̄m 548
vāidimidka- 286
vāuuaršā- 48
vāuuaršı̄- 48
vāuu er ez- 80 81 82 85 86
vāuu er ezananąmcā 79
143 469
vāuu er ezātar¯e79 100
vāuu er ezōi 79 510
vāuu er ezuše 79
vāunu- 85
vāunuš 376
vāuraiia 378
vāurāite 378
vāurōimaidı̄ 348 354 378
vāx edrika- 48 104
vāxš.b er eiti- 434
vāg er eza- 102
vāgžibiiō 99
vācim 267
vācı̄ 371
vātasca 111
vāt emca 111
vāt¯eiiāmahı̄ 145 339 354
356
vātōiiōtū 339 354 439 460
vātı̄m 548
vā\man- 102
vādaiia- 51
vādāiiōi ˜t 102 149 352
vār egnahe 183
vār e\ma 47
vār e\man- 47 55 104
vār e\ragni- 47 91 94 277
vār e\ragniiō.t ema- 93
vār e\ragnı̄š 277
vār e˙njanahe 183
vār e˙njina- 471
vār emca 111
vār emna- 48
vāstraca 191
vāstriiāuuar ez- 171
vāstriiāuuar ezanąmca 248

vāstriiāuuar eze 248
vāstriiąscā 498
vāstriiehiiā 408
vāstrō(- em).b er et- 583
vāzišta- 301
vāˇ˙sa- 47 55 104 590 595
596 600
vāˇ˙saiia- 55 104 596
v ˚̄a 9
vą\bāca 187
vąs 390
v er eidiiē 509
v er eidinąm 509
v er eci ˙nta 480
v er eta- 584 600
v er e\ra- 64
v er e\ragn- 64
v er e\raja 64 183
v er e\rajan- 64 180
v er e\raj ˚̄a 64
v er e\rająstara- 389 489
v er e\rająst ema- 389
v er e\ra.tauruuan- 180
443
v er e\ra.baoda- 179
v er e\ra.baodah- 443
v er e\rājan em 64 65 106
v er e\rājanō 64 65 106
183
v er e\r em.jā 183
v er enatā 510
v er enātā 72 107
v er eną 493
v er enē 509 551
v er enūiti 304
v er enūidi 302
v er e˙ntē 509 554
v er ez¯ena- 468
v er ez¯eniia- 468 469
v er ezi° 506
v er eziia- 227
v er eziia ˙nt-/v er ezi ˙nt- 479
v er eziiamna- 474
v er eziiātąm 40
v er eziiā̆ tąmca 73
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v er eziiāmi 412
v er eziiōi 510
v er eziiōtūcā 199 439 460
v er ezi.cašmanō 393
v er ezi ˙nti 479
v er ezimna- 474
v er ezi.saoka 446
v er ezuuatica 557 558
v ehrka- 597 600
v ehrkauua ˙nt- 597 601
v ehrka ˜t 113 155
v ehrkā- 597
v ehrkānō.šaiiana- 597
v ehrk emca 578
v ehrkō 578
v ehrkō.ci\ra- 597
v ehrkō.jata- 597 600
v ehrkō.b er eta- 597 600
v¯e429 459
v¯e˙ngh- 487
voiiaca 190 540
voiiō.taraca 191 540
vouru 260 416
vourucašānē 76
vouru.jar ešti 529
vouru.jar eštibiiō 528
vouru.kaˇ˙sa- 164 165 594
595
vouru.kaˇ˙saiia 164 165
vouru.bar ešti 529
vouru.bar eštibiiō 528
vouru.rafnō.st ema- 436
441 460
vohu 416 417 428
vohuuaršte 447
vohu.friiāna- 37 103
vohunauua ˙nt- 416
vohunazga- 416
vohunąm 417
vohunišca 278
vohun ı̄̆ - 416
vohunı̄š 277
vohuštra- 301
vohū 318
vohūm 320 321 417

vō 9
vōiuuı̄dāitı̄ 225 256 353
355 360
vōignāuuiiō 379 427 428
554
vōi\ba 343
vōistā 352
vōizdiiāi 352
vōizdūm 352
vōižda ˜t 352
viia- 540
viiar e\a- 540
viiāuuaiti 75
viiāuua ˙nt- 35
viiāxaine 550
viiāxana- 36 540
viiāxti- 34 103
viiāxman- 36
viiāxmaniia- 36
viiāxmōhu 438
viiādaibišca 110 556
viiādar es em 34 103 540
viiādasca 111
viiādā- 35 111
viiā ˜t.biiasca 110 556
viiānasca 109
viiānā- 101 540
viiāne 101 409
viiānı̄š 101 278
viiāmbura- 101 309
viiāmruuı̄tā 242 245
viiār e\a- 34 103
viiār e\iia- 34 103
viiāršauua ˙nt- 35 103
viiāzda- 35
viiąs 390
viiąsca 498
viieiti 540
viiei ˙nti 540
viiemi 540
viiusant- 296
viiusą 391 498
vixada- 153
vicaraiiat em 146
vitar e.maibiiā 165

vida ˜t.xvar enaohō 232
vidiiaca 196
vidcōišta 232 345
vidbaoiie 232
vi ˜tkauui- 231
vi ˜tbaēšah- 232 347
vipta- 232
vifiieitica 557
vifra- 232
vi ˙nd(a)- 232
vi ˙nda.xvar ena(h)- 232 449
vi ˙nda.xvar en e447 450
vi ˙ndı̄ta 242
viman ekar e447
vista- 233
vistaru- 233
viš 233 270
višaiia- 226
višaiiāa ˜tca 116
viš.gai ˙ntaiia- 226
višpa\a 233
viš.hauruua- 233 234
višhar ezana- 234
viš.huška- 234
vı̄ 224 225 256
vı̄- 540 610
vı̄uuaitı̄m 75
vı̄uuarašuuatō 49
vı̄uuar ešuua ˙nt- 48
vı̄uuar eša- 226 246 256
vı̄uuāitı̄š 75 274
vı̄uuāpa ˜t 46 104
vı̄uuār ešuua- 252
vı̄uu¯e˙ngha- 226 246 256
487
vı̄uuı̄se 229
vı̄.uruuı̄siiā ˜t 227
vı̄.uruuı̄šti- 229 256
vı̄xrūma ˙nt- 298
vı̄xrūma ˙nt em 480
vı̄g er eptāci ˜t 187
vı̄gžāraiia ˙nt- 431
vı̄ca 198
vı̄carana- 527
vı̄car en ˚̄a 527
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vı̄cı̄̆ caēšuua 252
vı̄jasaiti 360
vı̄jasāite 360
vı̄jasāitiš 75
vı̄jasāitı̄š 274
vı̄ta 447
vı̄tar- 245
vı̄tar e.ązahiia- 570
vı̄tar e. ˜tbaēšahiia- 570
vı̄tar e.maibiia- 552 612
vı̄tāp(a)- 245
vı̄t er etō.tanuš 505
vı̄ti- 245 251
vı̄\iši 225 256
vı̄\uša- 225 256
vı̄\ušauua ˙nt- 225 256
vı̄\ušā- 252
vı̄\ušı̄- 305
vı̄da- 225 256
vı̄daka- 252 449
vı̄dak e447
vı̄dadafšu- 152
vı̄da ˙nt- 225 256
vı̄dāitı̄ 225
vı̄dā ˜t 225
vı̄dąm 225 256
vı̄dōiium 339 354 428 542
vı̄dōiiūm 320 323 324 325
vı̄diiā ˜t 225 256
vı̄didāra 217
vı̄didār emnō 217
vı̄diduu ˚̄a 217
vı̄dı̄šā- 239
vı̄dı̄š emna- 240
vı̄dı̄še 272
vı̄duiiē 225 256
vı̄duuaēšah- 232 347
vı̄duuaēštuua- 347 612
vı̄duuanōi 224 225 256
469
vı̄duuāh- 225
vı̄duuāh/vı̄duš- 256
vı̄duš- 225
vı̄dušē 305
vı̄druuāna- 127

vı̄dbōž en 442 460
vı̄da- 256
vı̄daēuuō.kar e447
vı̄dauui- 370
vı̄dauuiš 448
vı̄dauuı̄š 274
vı̄da ˜t.xvar enah- 449
vı̄dar e225 256
vı̄dāraii en 464
vı̄dātao ˜t 436
vı̄dāt em 370
vı̄dātō 370
vı̄dātu- 370 436
vı̄fiia- 224 226 256
vı̄nastı̄ 226 256
vı̄nā\aiia- 518
vı̄ndai\iia 226
vı̄manō.hı̄m 435 440 460
570 571
vı̄mitō.da ˙ntāna- 127
vı̄miti- 245
vı̄mı̄tō.da ˙ntānō 245
vı̄ra- 245
vı̄raja 183
vı̄raohād- 177
vı̄rāa ˜tcā 116
vı̄r e˙njanō 183
vı̄s- 226 256
vı̄sa- 226 256
vı̄saiti- 246
vı̄saitiuua ˙nt- 246 499
vı̄sata 178 246
vı̄satica 558
vı̄sa ˜t 113
vı̄sa ˙nt- 246
vı̄sāi 229
vı̄sąsta- 389
vı̄sąst ema- 246 389
vı̄s¯e˙ntā 483
vı̄se 229
vı̄siia- 226 256
vı̄siiaca 193
vı̄spa- 226 256
vı̄spaii ˚̄a sąca ˜tca 393
vı̄spaiieirina- 210

vı̄spaiti- 226 256
vı̄spaēšąm 10
vı̄spauuane 448 551
vı̄spa.xvā\ra- 179 448
vı̄spaca 190 195
vı̄spa.tauruuairi 559
vı̄spa.tauruuairica 559
vı̄spa.tauruuairı̄- 180 443
vı̄spataurušı̄- 180
vı̄spataš 448
vı̄spataša(n)- 180
vı̄spataš e448 450
vı̄spa.\auruua- 185
vı̄spabda- 179 181
vı̄spanąm 9
vı̄spa.hišat- 182
vı̄spāi 433
vı̄spāca 187 195
vı̄spā.hišat- 175 182
vı̄spā.hišas 174 250 390
vı̄sp ˚̄aohō 9 433
vı̄sp ˚̄as e.t ˚̄a 384
vı̄spąscā 498
vı̄sp emāi 433 459 460 612
vı̄sp¯e492 492
vı̄sp¯e.mazišt em 466
vı̄spe 10 433
vı̄spō.xra\ba- 10
vı̄spō.paēsah- 581
vı̄spō.paitı̄š 241 277
vı̄spō.pı̄sa 222 255
vı̄spō.mahrka- 598
vı̄spō.mahrkāa ˜tca 116
vı̄zāuš 376
vı̄zōišta- 345
vı̄zu- 252
vı̄zuuāiri ˙ntąm 101
vı̄zuš 333
vı̄zbāriš 568
vı̄š 226 246 256 270 271
273
vı̄ša- 226 256
vı̄šauua ˙nt- 226 256
vı̄šānō 226 256
vı̄šō.vaēpa- 226
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vı̄š.gai ˙ntaiiāa ˜tca 116
vı̄´̌siiātā 72 107
vı̄žibiiō 236 257 537
vı̄žuua ˙nca 236 257 479
raēuua ˙nt- 479
raēx enah- 342 352 355
536
raēxšaiti 342
raēxšı̄ša 133 243 342 355
raē\ba- 216
raē\ba(iia)- 342 355
raē\baiia- 216
raē\baiieiti 342
raē\biškara- 342 355
raē\biš.bajina- 471
raēš¯e492
raēšca 122 156
raoxšną 494
raoxšnā ˜t 116
raoxšn ema ˙nt- 470
raocas.caēšman- 347
raocas.pairišt¯e492
raocas.pairı̄štą 495
raocah- 431
raocah e456 457
raocahi 456
raocahiia- 457
raocahina- 457
raoc¯ebiiō 431 459 552
553
raoc¯ebı̄š 431 452 459
raocōohuua ˜t 440 460
raocōohuua ˙nt- 574
raocōhuua 437 438
raoci ˙nt- 480
raoditō 549
raopiš 552
raož em 268
raiia 119 122 156
raiia- 611
raiiąm 122 156
rai\ı̄m 264
rauuascarāt- 75
rauuō.frao\ emanō 535
rauuō.frao\man- 47

rauuōhu 437 438 460
rajı̄š 273
rat¯euš 362
ratuuō 365
ratufritı̄š 277
ratufriš 270
ratufrı̄š 273
ratuš.m er et- 582
ratūm 320
ratūš 330 331
ra\a.kairı̄- 180
ra\a.kara- 443
ra\aēštar- 346
ra\aēštara- 499
ra\aēštā- 346 355 499
ra\aēštāi 346
ra\aēštār¯esca 499
ra\ōiš emna- 351
ra\ōište 346
ra\bō 362
rapa ˙nt- 479
rap¯en 465
rapi\bā- 209 551
rapi\b enatarā ˜t 436 473
rapi\bitara ˜t 114 155
rapi\bina- 209 224 473
552
raf edra- 539
raf enah- 536
raf enō.x́iiāi 436 440 460
572
rafnaohāca 187
rafnahı̄ 536
ra ˙nja ˜t.aspąm 481
rasąstāt- 138 389 489
rasąstātō 159
rasmaoiiō 427 554
rasman- 172
razura- 153 292
razūire 302 551
rašnā 536
rašnuuō 365
rašnuš 328
rašnūmca 321
rāiiō 122

rātaca 190 195
rātāca 187 195
rā\ emō 534
rād e˙ntı̄ 554
rād emca 111
rāma- 102
rāma.xvāstra- 184
rāmaca 192
rāmaniuu ˚̄a 542
rāmašaiiana- 181
rāmā.dā- 174 175
rāmąm 396
rāmōidb em 349
rāmō.dāiti- 175
rāna- 474
rānōibiiā 552
rāniiō.sk er eiti- 441 460
474
rāniiō.sk er eitı̄m 508
rār ešiia- 250
rāsai ˙ntı̄- 479
rāsai ˙ntı̄š 274
rāzaiie ˙nte 555
rāzar eca 111
rāšnąm 536
rāhı̄ 262
r ˚̄aohaii en 464 465
r ˚̄aohaohōi 488
rąxšiia ˙nt- 387
rąna- 474
rąnaii ˚̄a 398
rąr ema- 393 470
rąr em ˚̄a 393
r euuı̄- 370 374
r euuı̄m 228
r euuı̄š 228 274
r e˙nja- 481
r e˙njaiia- 481
r e˙njiiah- 481
r e˙njišta- 481
r ema- 467
r¯ena- 473 474
rōi\b en 343 352 465
ri\- 250
saēniš 278
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saēre 350 556
saokāca 187
saok e˙ntauua ˙nt- 480
saoca 457
saoca ˙nt- 457
saoc e456 457
saoci 456
saoci ˙nt- 480
sao´̌siiąs 390
sao´̌siia ˙ntaēbiiō 556
sao´̌siia ˙ntibiiō 486
saiiana- 143 611
saiiā- 118
saidiš 350
saire.hiia- 571
saire.hiia ˜t 37 114 155
571
sairi 350
sairiia- 571
sauuacā 197
sauuaouhaitı̄š 274
sauuaohe 413
sauuah- 488
sauruua- 450
saurum 324
sax́iiā ˜t 572 607
saxvār¯e138 159 526 574
576
saci ˙nte 480
sata 178
sat¯e.vita 252
satō 178
saduuarąm 458
sadre 350
saoha- 393 489
saohauuācı̄- 489
sana ˜t 473
sar- 99
s(a)raska- 543
s(a)rascaiia- 543
sar eta- 587 589 600
sar edana- 469
sar eda- 589
sar¯e430 459
saškuš- 80

sa´̌sąs 390
sa´̌s e˙ncā 465
sāiiuždri- 102 357
sāini- 357
sāimū̆ ži- 309 357
sāuuaoh¯ee 338
sāuuahi- 91 92 93
sāxv¯enı̄ 138 468 574 576
sāra- 260
sārana- 102
sarasca ˙ntı̄š 533
sārasti- 102
sārastiia-
sār e˙ntē 99
sār emna- 99
sār eš- 99
sār eštā 99 529
sāstarš 531
sāsnō.gūšąm 281 286 310
sāhı̄ ˜t 242
sąs 390
sąs euuišta- 392
sąstā 389
sąstrāi 389
s euuišta- 345
s euuı̄ 262 370
s euuı̄šta- 229 256 370
446
s e˙ndaiia- 482
s eraoša- 532 543
s eraošānē 412 532 543
551
s¯e˙ngha- 487 488
s¯e˙nghaitı̄ 557
s¯e˙nghana- 469 488
s¯e˙nghąscā 490
s¯e˙nghu- 488
sōidiš 348 349 350
sōire 348 349 350 612
siiazda ˜t 442
siiāuua- 36
siiāuuaršānō 34
siiāuuaspi- 94
siiōzdūm 442 460
sixša- 218

sigūire 551
sigūire.ci\ra- 517
sigūiriia- 302 517
sicidauuasca 110 250
sima- 250
sispata 219
sisp emna- 219
siždiiō 496
siždraca 190
sı̄sraiia 219
sı̄ša- 255 257
sı̄šā 222
sı̄šōi ˜t 222 352
sı̄ždiia- 257
sı̄ždiiamnā 236
sı̄ždra- 236 257
suiiamna- 300 312
sukur ena- 309
suxda- 283
suxra- 283
sugda- 283
sudu- 291
supti- 283
surunao- 514 515
susrū̆ - 283
sū̆ srū̆ ma 294 310
susrū̆ š emna- 294 310
suši 291
sūidiiāi 302
sūiriia- 302
sūka- 288 310
sūkā- 299
sūcā 288 310
sūnahe 289 310
sūnąm 282 289 310
sūne 289 310 551 556
sūnō 282 289 310
sūnı̄š 274 282 289 310
sūra- 299
sūre 551
sūr em 289 302 310
staoiiah- 431
staoii¯ebı̄š 431 459
staoiiehı̄- 63
staoiiō 126
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staotaca 191
staotarascā 109 155
staotār em 109
staomaine 550
staomāca 187
staomı̄ 262 377
staorāca 187
staiia- 147 611
stairiš 270
stairišca 557
stauuana- 143
stauuas 390
staman em 131 469
starasca 109 155
star eiti- 591
star eta- 505 588 600
stāuuišta- 99 230
stāumi 377
stārō 109
stāhiia- 570
stāhiianąm 42 44
st ehrpaēsah- 581 600
st er eiti- 585 600
st er eta- 505 584 600
st er etō 505
st er etō.bar esma 505
st er en- 512
st er enaoiti 505
st er enāiti 505
st er ebiiō 509 512
st er ema- 512
st er emaēšu 505
stē 404 612
sti- 126
stiuuiiō 126
stipi- 250
stuiiē 405 413 557
stuui.kaofō 261
stuuı̄ 259
stuuı̄.manao\rı̄- 261
stuuı̄.manao\rı̄š 272
stūiti- 302
stūidi 302
stūirı̄m 303
stūta- 285 310

stūna- 299
strąm 464
str¯euš 363
str¯em 473 613
str¯emcā 464
str¯eš 512 516 520 521
525
str¯ešca 521
striia- 505 516 518 525
strica 198 199 201
strı̄ 263
skairiiā ˜t 36 103 115
sk e˙nda- 482 502
sk e˙ndō 482
skutara 309
sca ˙ntū 483
sca ˙ndaiia- 478 482 502
spaēitita 548
spaēitit em 548
spaēitinı̄š 271
spaētita 548
spaētiniš 275
spaiia- 147
spainiiah- 471
spaci\ra- 181
spanaoha 128 157
spanii ˚̄a 469
spar ega 262
spasan- 130
spasānō 129
spazga.spazgōt ema- 185
spašta 447
spašnu\ā 292
spānasca 111
spān em 128
spānō 128
spāra.dāšta- 177 179
spārō.dāšta- 177 179
sp e˙nta- 98 482 494 502
sp e˙nta ˜t 114 155
sp e˙ntā.mainiiu- 175 612
sp e˙ntąm.ārmaitı̄m.d er et em
583
sp e˙nt¯e492
sp e˙nt¯e˙ng am eˇ˙s¯e˙ng 490

sp e˙ntōt ema- 436 460
sp e˙ntōt¯emā 467
sp e˙ntōt emō 467
sp e˙ntō.dātasca 111
sp e˙ntō.mainiiu- 433
sp e˙ntō.mainiiūš 333
sp¯eništa- 468 473 612
sp¯enuua ˜t 468
sp¯encā 465
spō.b er eta- 433 460
spita.gaona- 179 443
spitama 134 158
spitamā 134 158 468
spitamāi 134 160 468 608
spitam ˚̄aohō 134 158 468
spitāma- 134
spitiiura- 296
snaēži ˙nt- 480
snaoiiehe 63
snaiia- 148 611
snai\ı̄žbiia 236 257
snāuiia 541
snāuuidka- 102 235 286
snādaiia- 148
sraēšta- 344 352 355
sraēštaca 190
sraota.gaoša- 185
sraotū 532
sraoša- 532
sraošaca 190
sraošāuuar ez(a)- 171
sraoš emnō 294
sraiiana- 143 611
sraiiah- 344
srauuaš emna- 501
srauuaš emn ˚̄a 475
srauuah- 515 532
srauuō 405
sraska- 533
srasca- 533
srascaiia- 533
srasci ˙nt- 480
srascintii ˚̄a 533
srasci ˙ntı̄š 274
srāuuaiiamnā ˜t 116
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srāuuaiieohē 413
srāuuahiieitı̄ 63 64 106
571
srāuuı̄ 371 372
sr euuı̄m 228 370
srinao-/srinu- 515
srı̄ra- 207 245
srı̄raoxšan- 181
srı̄raca 191
srı̄rāuuaohu- 170
srı̄r¯e492
sru- 514
sruiie 405 406 407
sruiiē 413
sruua- 261
sruuaēca 406
sruuaēna- 261
sruuā- 405 407
sruuābiia 405
sruu ˚̄a 405
sruuō.zana- 261
sruue 406
sruuı̄ 262 406
sruuı̄.staiiąm 261
sruuı̄.sti- 262
sruta- 514
sru ˜t.gaoša- 185 283
srum 324
srū- 261
srūidiiāi 302 532
srūta- 289 310 515
srūtar- 289 310
zaēnāuš 375
zaēni.budr em 284
zaēnuš 375
zaoiiār et- 172 595
zaotarš 531
zaozı̄zuiiē 215
zaozuiiē 215 405 413
zaošą 498
zaiia- 148 611
zaiian- 97
zaiiana- 97
zaiiene 551
zaiie ˙nte 555

zainiiāuuara- 101
zai ˙nti- 478
zairi- 68
zairiiąš 392
zairimiia- 555
zairimiiafsman- 43
zairimiiaoura- 43
zairimiiāuua ˙nt- 39 103
zairimiiāka- 38 103
zauuanō 130
zauuar eca 111 155 606
610
zauruua 389
zauruuan- 588
zax́iia- 41
zax́iiācā 572
za ˙nga- 478
za ˙ng(r)a- 484
za ˙ntu- 478
za ˙ntuma- 478
za ˙ntuuō 365
za ˙ntūm 321
za ˙nda- 478 482
zam- 535 536
zara\uštra- 284
zara\uštri- 94 284
zaranaēne 551
zaraniia- 39
zaraniiapaxšta.pāda- 43
44 180 181
zaraniiāuua ˙nt- 39 44 103
zaraniiō.uruuı̄xšna- 229
256
zaraniiō.pı̄sō 222 255
zaraniiō.pı̄si 222 255
zaraniiō.pūsa- 287 310
zaraniiō.vār e\man(a)- 46
47
zaranim 265
zaranimna- 474
zaranuma ˙nt- 480
z(a)razdā- 530 543
zarahe.hı̄m 533
zar eta- 588 600
zar enaēnı̄š 273

zar enumatica 558 559
zarštuuaēnı̄š 273
zarštuuaci ˜t 189
zastaiiō 366 373
zastāišta- 168
zastā.išta- 360
zastā.maršta- 173
zast¯e492
zastōibiiā 552
zastō.frānō.masah- 474
zastō.frānō.mas¯ebı̄š 431
zaz e451 452
zaz e.bū- 452
zaz e˙ntı̄ 554
zazuuah- 80 452 568
zā- 224
zāire 67
zāiri- 68 107
zāiriš 67
zāirı̄m 67
zāuuar e111 526
zāuuiši 102 252
zārasca 69
zą\a- 387
ząhiia- 393
ząhiiamna- 42 43 44 570
z euuiia- 41
z euuı̄m 370 372
z euuı̄štiia- 229 256 370
z euuı̄štiianąm 41 44
z e˙ng(r)a- 484
z emaēna- 535
z emaēni 235
z emaēnı̄š 273
z emargūza- 286 310
z emasci\ra- 434
z emā 166 535
z emāa ˜tca 116
z emō 535 536
z emōištuua- 434
z emōištuue 347
z emē 535 536
z emi 535
z embaiia- 485
z em.var eta- 593
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z er edō.k er eta- 582 585
zōiš enū 352 536
zi- 224
zixšn ˚̄aoh emna- 207 219
ziziiuš- 220
zizi.yūša ˜tca 218 295
zı̄naka- 449
zı̄nak e447
zı̄zana- 213 214 220 255
zı̄zanaitı̄š 75
zı̄zanatąm 75 213
zı̄zana ˙nt- 213
zı̄zanāitiš 213 275
zı̄zanā ˜t 213
zı̄zan en 213
zı̄zan e˙nti 213
zı̄zi.yūša ˜tca 295
zı̄ziiūš- 311
zūtā 299
zūrō 282
zūrō.jāta- 289 310
zūzu- 289 310
zūš 299
zušta- 283
zbaiia- 147 568
zbaiiamahi 144
zbaiie ˙nte 555
zbaiiemi 411
zbara- 289
zbara\a- 568
zbāiti- 568
zbātar- 568
zraiia 164
zraiiah- 533
zraiiā 163 165
zraz- 533
zrazdā- 533
zrazdāiti- 533
zrazdāt ema- 533
zrazdišta- 533
zrahehı̄- 407 414
zrahehı̄m 408 612
zrāda- 533
zruuan- 506 550
zruuāna- 127 550

zrū 313 314 492
zrūne 282 290 310 550
551
šanman- 225 394 395
°šastar e80 82
šāišta- 357 358
šāmą 493
šāmąn 397
šē 404
šōi\ra- 343 352
šud- 291
šūta- 289 310
°šūti- 310
šūšu- 289 310
°(š)hida- 218 220
°(š)m er eta- 505
´̌sāiia- 148
´̌sāimnō 148
´̌sāuuaiia- 497
´̌sāuuaiia ˙nt- 497
´̌sāma- 36
´̌siiao\ ena- 536
´̌siiao\na- 7 90
´̌siiao\naca 190
´̌siiao\nāuuar ez(a)- 171
184
´̌siiao\nō.tāitiia 436
´̌siiao\nō.tāt- 460
´̌siiaomąm 396
´̌siiātō 368
´̌siiąs 390
žnāta 447
žnātāca 111 187 446
žnōišta- 345 446
haētō 369 370
haētuma ˙nt- 369
haētum e˙nt em 480
haēn¯ebiiō 431 459
haoiia- 544
haoiiā ˜t 541
haoiią 494
haoiiąm 58 427 541
haoiiō.t ema- 105 544
haomaiiō 370
haomauuaitı̄š 274

haomauua ˙nt- 38
haoma.xvar eiti- 179 443
haomaca 190
haomanaoha- 88
haomanaóhimna- 474
haomanah- 366
haoma.stūiti- 180 443
haoma.huitı̄m 305
haoma.hūiti- 180 302 443
haomą 493
haomąsca 498
haomō.aoharšta- 177
haomi 493
haosafnaēnı̄š 273
haosrauuaoha- 88
haosrauuah- 366
haozą\ba- 88
haošātaēca 111
haiia- 570
haitı̄- 76
haitı̄m 75
hai\iia.dāt ema- 179
hai\iiāuuar ez- 171
hai\iiāuuar eštā- 171
hai\iiā.v er eziia- 171
hai\ii¯em 264 462 463
hai\ı̄m 264 462 463
hai\ı̄m.janasca 184
hauua- 9 52
hauuaiiāi 105
hauuaii ˚̄as e.tanuuō 58 384
hauuapaoha- 88
hauuapaouha- 88
hauuaohum 325
hauuaouha- 88
hauuaouh em 325
hauuąs 390
hauuiia- 544
hauruua- 419
hauruuatās 390
hauruua.paoiriia- 180
hauruuafšu- 181
hauruuātā 45 72
hauruuat ˚̄a 45 46 72 107
104
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hauruu ˚̄ascā 384
hauruuū 315
haurum 323 324
hak er e˜t 582 583 596
haxa 357
haxaiia 142
haxaiiō 142
hax emā 534
hax¯emąm 396 534
haxmainē 550
haxm¯e˙ng 535
haxšāi 9
haxšōi ˜t 9
haca 112 113 114 115
156 178 443 606 610
hacā̆ 196
hacai ˙ntē 555
hac(a)i ˙ntē̆ 480
hac¯enā 468
hac¯emna- 501
hac¯emnā 467 474
hacitā 166
haci ˙ntē 555
hacimna- 474
hacimnō 467
ha\baca 196
ha\ra 178 443
ha\rauuata- 111 178
ha\rauuataheca 112
ha\rauuana- 178
ha\rauuana ˙nt- 111 178
ha\rauuan e447
ha\rauuane 448 551
ha\rāka- 38
ha\rāniuuāiti- 111 168
had emōi 534
hadiš 270 549 559
hadišasca 549 559
hadišaheca 549 559
hada 178 443
hadanaēpā̆ ta- 154
hadānaēpataii ˚̄a 154
hadānaēpatauuaitı̄- 154
hadānaēpatauuaitı̄š 274
hadānaēpatąm 154

hadānaēpāta 154
hadō.gaē\a- 177 178
hadō.zāta- 178
hadbiš 487
haohananāi 143
haohanuše 305
haohāna 150
haouhar ene 551
hana- 469
hanaēmā 354
hana(iia)- 471
hanar e469 526
hanāca 187
ha ˙n- 483
ha ˙nkaine 550
ha ˙nkāraiia- 483
ha ˙nk er eitiš 508
ha ˙nkusra- 284
ha ˙ngr efša- 483
ha ˙ngr efšāne 514
ha ˙ngr efš emnō 514
ha ˙ng er ebnāiti 514
ha ˙ngr ebnāiti 471
ha ˙njamaine 550
ha ˙ntacina- 472
ha ˙ndāiti- 483
ha ˙ndātā 163
ha ˙nd er eiti 508
ha ˙ndramanā- 469
ha ˙nbāraiiei ˙nti 483 484
ham 464
ham- 95 469
hama- 71 468 469
hamaēstar- 338 344 352
355 468
hama.gaona- 179
hama.nāfaēnı̄- 180
hama ˙nkuna 476
hamar enāda 506
hamaspa\maēdaiia- 154
ham er e\a- 506
ham er e\¯e492
ham er ena- 506
hamō° 71
hamōistri 338 344

hapta 178 539
haptai\iuu ˚̄a 152
haptaohāiti- 76 177
haptaohum 326
haptāiti- 100
haptōiri ˙nga- 351
haptō.iri ˙nga- 178
haptō.iri ˙ng¯e492
haptō.kar ešuuairı̄š 274
haptō.karšuuairı̄- 433 460
haptō.karšuuar- 178
haptō.karšuuōhuua 437
har- 592
harai\iiā ˜t 116
haraxvaitı̄- 575
haraxvaitı̄m 573
har eidiš 549
har eiti- 591
har eka- 598
har ek¯e492
har ecaiia- 598
har eta- 593
har etaca 190
har etar- 592 600
har etāca 187
har e\ra- 453
har e\rauuaitı̄šca 274
har ediš 270 549
harōiium 324 339 354
hast emą 493
hazaora 178 443
hazaorā.gaoša- 176
hazaorā.yaoxšti- 170 171
hazaorō 178
hazaorō.aspa- 167
hazaorō.t emahuuaca 438
hazaorō.frascimbana- 485
hazasnąm 209
hazah- 275
hazahı̄šca 275
haz¯e430 459
hazdiiā ˜t 80
ha´̌sē 405 413
hahiia- 570
hāiti- 76
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hāitiš 275
hāitišca 559
hāirišı̄- 102 240
hāirı̄šiš 269
hāirı̄šı̄š 275
hāu 365 375
hāuu(a)iiaca 57
hāuuaiiaca 58 105 192
541
hāuuaii ˚̄as e105
hāuuana- 93 127
hāuuanan- 93
hāuuanāne 551
hāuuan¯ee 338
hāuuane 550
hāuuani- 91 92 93 127
550
hāuu(ō)iia 57
hāuuōiia 58 105 541
hāuuišta- 102 230
hācaiia ˜t 132
hācaiiene 132 551
hādrōiiā 339 340 354
hāmē 71
hāta.mar eni- 182 527 612
hātā.marānē 76 527
hātā.marā̆ ni- 72 174 175
182
hātąm 72 107 612
hą 391 494
hąm 464 484
hamō.gaona- 179
hąmō.nāfō 399
hąm.iuuąmca 542
hąmina- 95 210 399
hąm.uruuı̄suua ˙nt- 227
hąm.caraouha 483
hąm.taptibiiō 483
hąm.taptı̄- 83
hąm.tašt em 483
hąm.tāša ˜t 483
hąm.tāšti 483 484
hąm.pacāite 360 484
hąm.pāfrāiti 79 84
hąm.bar e\rō 484

hąm.bāraiia ˙nta 145
hąm.bāraiiama 144 145
hąmb er e\bąm 484
hąm.vaēnōimaidı̄ 348 354
hąm.vaoirinąm 419
hąm.var eiti- 46 47 596
hąm.var eitiuuaitı̄š 274
hąm.var eitiuuatō 484
hąm.var etaiia- 55
hąm.ya ˙nt- 477
hąs 390
h ˙̨am 484 485 494
h e˙n- 464 483
h e˙nt- 501
h e˙ntō 368
h e˙nti 476 482 501 554
h e˙nti-/h e˙ntu- 369
h e˙ntı̄ 554
h¯e429 459
h¯ecā 429
h¯ebuuai ˙ntı̄š 458
h¯ebuua ˙nt- 284
h¯ebuua ˙ntı̄šcā 275
h¯e˙n- 464 483
h e˙nk er eitiš 508
h¯e˙nk er etā 482 483
h¯e˙ngrab em 482 483
h¯e˙ntū 483
h¯e˙nduuār e˙ntā 45 104 482
483
h¯em 464 483
h¯em e.fraštā 483 534
h¯em emiiāsaitē 534
h¯emiia ˙ntū 483
h¯emi\iiā ˜t 207 483
h¯em.taša ˜t 483
h¯em.parštōišcā 483
h¯em.paršti- 523
h¯em.yāsaitē 63 106 483
hōiium 324 339 354
hōi\ōi 354
hē 404
hi- 564
hiia ˜t 563 574
hiiā ˜t 563 574

hiiār e526 563 564 574
hiiąn 564 565 574
hikarana- 250
hiku- 250
hikūš 331
hixša- 219
hi\āuš 375
hinūibiiō 301 302 554
hi ˙nduuō 365
hisidiiā ˜t 218 220
hispōsa- 207 219 460
hispōs e˙nt em 442
hispōs e˙nte 443
hispōs emna 443
hizuuā- 527
hizuuā 568
hizuuār ena 527
hizuuō 568
hizubı̄š 281
hizūma ˜t 114
hišāra- 218 220
hišku- 251
hišc- 207
hišcamaidē 212
hišta- 207 219
hišt e˙nti 370
hišmāiriia- 207 219
hišmara- 207 219
hišhaxti 219 234
hı̄š 271 277
hı̄šasa ˜t 211 220 221 255
hu- 281 285 313 565 575
huiiaona- 173 567
huiiaštatara 436
huiiāiriia- 194 412
huiiāiriiāca 194
huiiār eš 531
huua- 49
huuaibiiāsta 50 104
huuaibiiāsta- 33 103
huuacah- 567
huuapa(h)- 567
huuapah- 50
huuapō 50 51
huuaoh euuı̄m 370 374
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huuar- 566
huuar e˘̄ 575
huuar e526 568
huuar ecaēšman- 347
huuar eš 531
huuar ešta- 529 567
huuar eštaēšu 529
huuar estāiš 528
huuar ez- 567
huuar ezāna- 567
huuaršta- 523 528
huuarštaca 196
huuarštāuuar ez- 171 567
huuarštāca 187 196
huuarštōibiiasca 552 612
huuascuua- 567
huuasta- 567
huuaspa- 50 565 566 567
huuazāna- 567
huuāiiaona 173
huuāiiaona- 567
huuāiiaozda- 567
huuāuuaēga- 53
huuāuuaiiaoh em 53
huuāuua ˙nt- 53 567
huuāuua ˙nt em 52
huuāuuastra- 52 567
huuāuuōiia 52 58 105 541
567
huuāxšta- 567
huuāpąm 50 51
huuāp ˚̄a 50 51 52 104
huuāpı̄- 101
huuāpı̄m 552
huuāfrita- 248 567
huuāmarždika- 567
huuā.vaēg em 169
huuāraoxšna- 53 568
huuār et- 172 567 595
huuāspa- 104
huuāzāta- 53 567
huuāzāra- 567
huuąnmahicā 394
huuō 365 374
huuō.aibišācı̄- 366

huuōišta- 345
huuōuii ˚̄a 541
huuōuua- 366 612
huuōuuı̄- 366 612
huuō.guua- 88 365
huuōgža\a- 365 366
huuidāta- 230
huuı̄ra- 245 567
hukairiiā ˜t 36 103 115 116
huk er epta- 580
huk er ept ema- 580
huk er efš 580
huxratuuō 365
huxša\r¯e492
huxšnūta- 293 310
hujı̄taiiō 278
hujı̄tı̄š 278
huta- 285
hutaxta ˜t 114 155
hutašta- 565 566
hutāšta- 98
hu\axta- 566
hudānāuš 375
hudānūst emō 446
hudāst emā 467
hud ˚̄abiiō 384 430 552
hud ema- 283 285
hud em¯em 534
hud ˚̄abiiō 384 553
hupa\mainiia- 93
hub er eiti 508
hub er eitı̄m 508
hub er eitı̄mca 508
hub er etą 498
hub er etı̄šca 277
huf edrı̄š 275
hufrab er eitica 558
hufrab er etica 508 558
hufram er eta- 584
hufrāiiuxta 60
hunao-/hunu- 285
hunar etāt- 592 601
hunā- 285
huniuuixta- 235
hunu- 285 301

hunuiiār eš 531 564
hunuuana- 143
hunūta 293 310
humaiia 120 156
humaiiak em 120 156
humataca 196
humatāca 187 196
humatōibiiasca 353 552
612
humanah- 588
humāiia- 119
humāii ˚̄a 120
humāiiehe 120
humāiiō.tara- 120 121
humāiiōtara 436
humāiiōtaraca 191
humāı̄m 120 359
humižd ˚̄a 236
huraii ˚̄a 285
huru\man- 284
huzāmitō 208
huz¯e˙ntu- 483 537
huš eitiš 241
huš eitı̄m 547
huš eitı̄š 241 277
huš¯en em 468
hušōi\ eman- 47
hušōi\ emā 352 534
hušiti- 208
huška- 251 283 297
hušxvafa 150
huš.haxā 357
hušhaxāim 142 358
huš.hąm.b er et- 583
huš.hąm.b er eta- 181
huš.hąm.b er eta ˜t 114 155
hū 313 314 492 568 575
hūkairı̄m 285
hūxta- 294 300
hūxtaca 190 196
hūxtāca 187 196
hūxtōibiiasca 353 552 612
hūrō 300 568
hūšnā\r ˚̄ascā 297 312 536
h ˙nm 484
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Old Persian
artāvā 124
asabāra 54
asmānam 130
atiy 74
a\anga- 481
avastāya 148
āyasatā 119
bāgayādi- 93 94
çi-t-i-y- 42
dāraniyakara- 96
duvaiš[ta]m 345
du-u-vi-i-t-i-y- 42
framāna- 132
had- 208
garbāya- 358
hamarana- 506
magum 416
maguš 416
mārgava- 96
nāviyā 542
nāwāza 124
niyasaya 147
niyāka- 36
paruviya-ta 421
\āigraci- 93
\ūravāhara- 97 308
vardana- 468
Vindafarnah- 232
vispadā 233
vrkāna 597
wartana- 595
xšāya\iya- 96

Parthian

Transliteration:
dld 593
kyrbg 581
l’n 474
nydf’r, nydfwrd 56
nyspy- 147
wrkr 597
z’y- 148

Transcription:
nāwāz 124

Pahlavı̄ and Middle
Persian

Transliteration:
’ld 593
’Li\rih 343
’lmyšt 349
’lt’y 124
’p’kyh 166
’rd’w 124
’sn’y 148
’snt’l 138
’wzylyn 407
BSLY’ 581
bwlt’l 585
bwt 450
bwt’ 450
dld 593
dpywr(y) 449
ghr’y 147
gwmycyt 342
gwpty 449
hw-’bz’’r 566
hw-’b’d 566
hwbwd’g 566
hrk 598
klp 581
krb’š 582
krpnk 582
kt’r 100
kwdlwsp 443
kwdyl’s 420
mwl’n 166
mwlt 586
kyrbg 581
my’n 36
p’hlwm 602
pwhly 602
sl’s-c 571
sp’š 56
spyhl 56
swt’ 350

syc 409
vyš 233
vyšptyh/všpts 233
wlg 597
xwb 566
ykl 68
ywdt’kyh 343
z’my’d 93
z’y- 148

Transcription:
abar 224
amahraspand 602
ahlaw 602
Ašwahišt 602
āhēn 261
bē 405
bē raftan, bē raft 359
daftan, dam- 388
fravahr 602
frāz rādı̄h 511
gı̄r-, griftan 513
harzag 598
mahliya 602
mōr 422
nāwāz 118 124
niwı̄g 230
pahlom 602
parı̄g 205
pı̄r 389
puhl 602
purr 507
pus 287
sag 571
sargēn 571
sāyag 118 120
Sičidāw 110
spāš 602
Tı̄r 244
trift-/truft- 513
Var eda ˜t.farrah- 233
wagdān 127
xān 95
xāyag 120
xrad 251
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xwēš 369
(duš-)zarmān 588

Sogdian

Transliteration:
’rt’w 124
’spnt’rmt 98
’wm’n 132
b’ry 54
d’w- 126
kt’r 100
md’ny 36
nw’’z 124
ny’k 36
pdbyr-, ’pdbyr- 55
sm’n 130
sn’y- 148
spnd’rmt 98
w’rgn’k 183
wy-dbgs, wydb’g 442
ym’wrc 422
ytkw 369
zm’wr’k 422

Transcription:
navāz 118
sayāk 118

Khwarezmian
’mwrd-/’mwšt- 590
’sbnd’rmd 98
(’)wrcy- 590
(’)wrd- 590
bdbxs 442
drd 593
krbwn 582
pcxrd 251
zmwrk 422

Khotanese
aśśabāra 54
āhā- 120
bāggara- 597
dav- 126

gyagarrä 68
harga- 598
māja 132
mu ˙mjaka 422
myāna- 36
niśś- 147
paśś- 147
pāsa- 432
svı̄ 289 302
śśandrāmata 98

˙spargga- 262

˙svı̄dä 234
ysai- 148

Bactrian
niago 36

Pāzand
zamiiā ˜t 93

Modern Persian
āhan 261
ārd 593
barg 597
buz 288
čang 477
gardan 595
gumān 570
isfandārmud 98
ǐigar 68
kark 598
pič 250
rı̄m 249
sı̄r-sūr 94
šı̄r 242
tı̄z-rau 56

Pašto
c erg 598
hā 120
hōya 120
mežay 422
pam 389
šaud e234
x e˙r 251

Ossetic
ajkæ 120
cong 477
igær 68
kark 598
mæryyg/muryug 422
tæltæg 56
xı̄d/xed 369

Yagnobı̄
kort 589

Sanskrit
á ˙mśa- 389
a ˙mśú- 389
akāni ˙sam 488
ághnyā- 536
aṅkuśá- 476
aṅkūyánt- 476
áṅga- 387
aṅgúli- 43
acchāyá- 120
ájı̄janat 213 214
añj- 34
áti 74 360
átharvan- 65
áditi- 66
ádyu- 295
ádhyak ˙sa- 33
ádhvānam 130
anānukr˚ tyá- 96
anāha 77
ánı̄ka- 248
andhá- 476
ann ´̄avr˚ dh- 169
anyáthā 72
ápa sedhati 497
aparajá- 180
apasiyà- 570
abhyami- 33
amŕ˚ ta- 585
ára ˙na- 474
arámati- 97
ár ˙na- 527
árya- 194
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avay ´̄a- 53
avātá- 112
ávāvarı̄t 77
ávitti- 234
ávithura- 308
ávenant- 123
aśáni- 127
aśı̄tí- 100
aśm ´̄anam 130
áśrı̄ra- 245
a ˙s ˙thı̄vá(nt)- 246
ásita- 66
asuryà- 91 92
asm ´̄akam 38
asrá- 389
´̄agniveśi- 94
´̄at 117
´̄atā- 136
āná ˙mśa 77
ānu ˙sák 96
ānūkám 96
´̄apa- 135
āptyá- 40
ābhara ˙na- 170
´̄ayu- 121
´̄ari ˙nak 221
´̄araik 221
ārjava- 96
āvayá- 58
āvidhyat 169
āví ˙s 227
āśír- 99
āśí ˙s- 237
āśuyā 187
ās ´̄am 141
´̄asuri- 91 92
āsn ´̄ana- 153
´̄ahuti- 292 302
í ˙dā- 236 239
itáūti- 296
íd 240
indrayú- 51
íyarti 254
í ˙s- 239
i ˙s ˙tá- 244

i ˙s ˙tí- 238
ı̄ti- 250
´̄ırte 254
´̄ıś- 238
´̄ıśe 238 249
ı̄ ˙sát 239
´̄ıhate 250
utá 290
udára- 290
úditi- 243
unmı̄vyamāna- 247
úpa 290
upari 224
upástha- 174
up ´̄ayana- 121
ubhá- 290
urugāyá- 118
urvárā- 562
uśíj- 290
u ˙sas- 290
ūtáye 302
ūná- 298
´̄urj- 506
ūrjáyant- 506
ūrdhvá- 506
ūrdhvastanı̄- 180
ūhy ´̄ate 301
r˚ tá- 593
r˚ t ´̄avan- 124 376 593
r˚ t ´̄avarı̄- 125
r˚ t ´̄avasu- 170
éka- 343
et ´̄asām 141
ébhi ˙h 9
óman- 475
katará- 100
kádru- 443
kan´̄ınām 243
kany`̄a 401
kartá- 594
kalp- 580
kálpa- 581
kálpate 130
kaví- 227
kaśú- 227

k ´̄amamūta- 247
k´̄ıvant- 246
kudha 290
kúha 290
°kū̆ lvá- 420
kr˚ ka ˙na- 598
kr˚ kav ´̄aku- 598
kr˚ p ´̄a 580
kl˚ ptá- 580
krátva ˙h 10
kraví ˙s- 228
kriyáte 516
krū ˙dayati 297
krūrá- 298
kśā- 387
k ˙sádman- 225 395
k ˙san- 225
k ˙sáyati 147
k ˙si ˙n ´̄ati 240
k ˙si ˙nóti 240
k ˙sip- 228
k ˙siprá- 234
k ˙sı̄rá- 242
k ˙sudh- 291
k ˙subh- 228
k ˙sódas- 90
k ˙s ˙nutá- 286
k ˙smay ´̄a 536
khani- 95
khanítra- 389
gámbhan- 388
gavi ˙sá- 239
gávya- 57
gír- 471
gúh- 286
gū ˙dhá- 286
gūtha- 307
gūrt ´̄avasu- 169
gr˚ ˙n ´̄ati 471
gr˚ bháya- 516
gr˚ bhāyáti 149
gr˚ bhāyan 358
grı̄v ´̄a- 246
cakrí- 84
cánas- dhā- 440
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cani ˙s ˙tám 488
cākan- 79
cikitú- 212
cíkı̄r ˙sati 211
cid 240
cyávate 497
cyáutna- 90
chadí ˙s- 350
janáyati 214
jambháyati 485
jaritár- 592
jávi ˙s ˙tha- 229
jāgár-/jāgr- 149
jāg ´̄ara 77 79
jāmí- 208
j ´̄ayate 148
jíjñā- 207
jíjñāsa- 219
j´̄ıyate 42
jı̄rá- 244
juju ˙sé 289
jmá ˙h 535
jy ´̄a- 43
tan ´̄u ˙h 328
tanuvàm 319
távi ˙sı̄- 228
ta ˙s ˙tá- 98
tud- 286
tumrá- 287
tur´̄ıya- 42 302
t ´̄utujāna- 77
tūrtá- 56
T ´̄urvi- 261
tr˚ t´̄ıya- 42
tr˚ pya- 513
tr˚ mpáti 388
tyájas- 409
trayá- 99
traya ˙h 99
Tritá- 40 90
traitaná- 90
tvárate 55 596
tvar ´̄a- 596
Tva ˙s ˙tar 510
dá ˙msi ˙s ˙tha- 393

dá ˙mśuka- 389
dá ˙m ˙s ˙tra- 389
daghnuyāt 441
dadárśa 82
dadúr 83
d ´̄atar- 578
dātár- 578
dādhā̆ r- 79
dādh ´̄ara 77 84 85
d ´̄adhr˚ vi- 85
d ´̄aru- 379
dāś- 92
d ´̄asa- 247
dı̄d ´̄aya 77
d´̄ıdhayan 242
d´̄ıvyati 242
duritá- 236
duró ˙sa- 287
durmár ˙sa- 388
dūtá- 298
dūrá- 298
devayáj- 153 180
devayajñá- 180
devay ´̄a ˙t 153
do ˙s ´̄a- 89
Daurgahá- 89
daúrjı̄vitya- 89
daúrbhāgya- 89
dau ˙svapnya- 89
dvit ´̄a 73
dvit´̄ıya- 42
dvé ˙sas- 89
dhamáni- 84
°dh ´̄ana- 130
dh ´̄avati 126
dhi ˙s ´̄a 239
dhı̄tí- 244
dhr˚ ˙sát 523
dhr˚ ˙s ˙nóti 522
dhvajá- 442
dhvan 232
nák ˙sat 100
námasvant- 574
n ´̄aka- 154
n ´̄anā 138

nābhānédi ˙s ˙tha- 137 168
n ´̄abhi- 137
nāvājá- 124
nāvy`̄a 542
N ´̄asatya- 95
nidhána- 130
nibandha- 477
nívidhya- 371
nís 240
nr˚ ̄́ n 519
pañcāśát- 168
pataṅgá- 590
pátra- 590
papí- 85
pára- 63
pári 385
par ˙nín- 209 505
párśu- 97
paśvá ˙h 10
pā ˙msú- 389
p ´̄arśva- 97
p ´̄ar ˙s ˙ni- 97
p ´̄aśa- 432
pitr˚ vya- 517
pitú- 241
pı̄tí- 241
p´̄ıvas- 246
púccha- 287
purá ˙h 178
pur ´̄a 178
p ´̄uti- 302
p ´̄uyati 300
pūr ˙ná- 506
pūrvyá- 421
pŕ˚ tanā- 586
Paurá- 378
Paúrukutsi- 94
prá vāvr˚ je 81
prájāti- 594
práti 156
pratimuc- 284
prativac- 74
pravac- 74
právate 70
Pr ´̄atardani- 94
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prāvr˚ ˙s- 169
priyá- 249
°pr´̄ı- 37
prı̄ ˙n ´̄a- 244
prı̄tá- 248
°prút- 287
próthate 47
Pl ´̄ayogi- 94
bahú- 458
bahupathi ˙su 233
bibhı̄v ´̄a ˙ms- 217 246
Buddha 450
budh- 302
budhná- 288
boddhar- 380
bhártar- 54
bhárvati 421
bhavi ˙s ˙tha- 344
bhávı̄yas- 344
bh ´̄u- 453
bhūtá- 299
bh ´̄umı̄- 299
bhūmyá- 299
bh ´̄uri- 302
bhū ˙s- 299
bhr ´̄atr˚ vya- 517
bhrı̄ ˙nánti 245
ma ˙mh- 211
mak ˙s ´̄u 416
maghávan- 377
máyas- 120
marká- 598
márta- 588 601
mártiya- 37 594
māmr˚ j- 77
Māyavá- 120
māyú- 123
m ´̄avant- 124
māsiya- 570
mithun´̄ı-kr˚ - 453
mithun´̄ı-bhū- 453
mı̄- 245
mı̄ ˙dhá- 236 257
m´̄ıvati 246 247 252
m ´̄utra- 247 299

mūrá- 299
mūrdhán- 506
m ´̄u ˙s- 299 329
mr˚ c- 598
mr˚ ˙dı̄ká- 248
mr˚ tá- 584
medh ´̄a- 182
me ˙sá- 173
me ˙s´̄ı- 173
móha- 470
mriyáte 516
yáchati 119
yáśas- 563
y ´̄acati 36
y ´̄asām 141
yuktá- 295
yugaśamyá- 470
yutá- 288
yudh- 302
yuyudhur 77
yúvan- 300
yu ˙smát 296
yu ˙smábhyam 296
yu ˙sm ´̄akam 38 296
yūyám 300
yóni- 173
ra ˙mh- 387
ra ˙n- 474
rá ˙na- 474
ra ˙nakŕ˚ t- 474
rayís 122
r ´̄ayati 147
rāyás 122
ri ˙n ´̄ati 243
riréc-/riric- 214
rı̄tí- 243
rūk ˙sá- 309
rék ˙nas- 342
rop- 290
vánitar- 112
vápati 46
vamrá- 422
vamr´̄ı- 422
vayám 300
váyas- 345

vartana- 595
vártman- 47 55
valá- 593
valká- 597
valm´̄ıka- 422
vavárdha 77 78
vavrí- 419
vavriv ´̄a ˙ms- 77
vásā- 168
vásyas- 572
vāyú- 122 326
v ´̄artraghna- 91
vāván- 376
vāvā̆ n- 85
vāvr˚ dh- 77 78 81
vāsará- 97
vāhá- 75
v ´̄ahi ˙s ˙tha- 301
ví- 226
vi ˙mśatí- 246
vícayi ˙s ˙tha- 345
vicara ˙na- 527
vídhyati 225
vindáti 232
vipáya- 226
vípra- 232
vibhāt´̄ı- 75
vívāsati 112
viś- 226
viśáti 226
viśpáti- 226
viśyà- 226
viśrúh- 303
víśva- 226
viśvatúr- 180
viśvádh ˘̄ a 233
viśvápeśas- 581
víśve 10
víśve ˙sām 10
vi ˙sá- 226 271
vi ˙sávant- 226
ví ˙su- 236
ví ˙svañc- 236 479
vı̄tá- 245
v´̄ıti- 251
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vı̄rá- 245
vı̄rahán- 183
vŕ˚ ka- 597
vr˚ jána- 468
vr˚ trahán- 180 183
vr˚ trah ´̄a 64
véti, vyánti 245
védi- 278
védiya- 38
vediy `̄a- 38
véśman- 47 344 481
Vaídadaśvi- 94
vyakta- 34
vyakti- 34
vratá- 45
vráyas- 344
śá ˙msa- 393 488
śá ˙mstar- 389
śáyāna- 143
śará- 571
śárman- 260
śárya- 571
śarvá- 324
śávi ˙s ˙tha- 229
ś ´̄akhā- 343
ś ´̄asu ˙s- 138
śígru- 517
śí ˙sat 222
śi ˙s ˙ti- 237
śucá- 288
śudh- 291
śúna ˙h 289
śun´̄ı- 289
śu ˙ska- 251
ś ´̄una- 298
-śūyati 300
ś ´̄ura- 299
ś r˚ ˙nóti 514
śére 350
śravasyá- 63
śravasyú- 51
śritá- 222
śváyati 147
śvás 289 302
sa ˙mskriyáte 516

sa ˙mstriyáte 516
sakŕ˚ t 582
sákhāya ˙h 142
sákhi- 357
sácā 156 196
sájati 416
satr ´̄a 168
saptatí- 100
sabardúh- 458
sabvàm 458
sám 483
samára ˙na- 506
sárva- 419
sarvátāt- 584
sas(y)á- 570
S ´̄a ˙mvara ˙ni- 94
s ´̄arathi- 94
S ´̄avar ˙ni- 94
sunvāná- 143
sumāyá- 120
súrā 285
suśrávas- 88
sūktá- 300
sūnú- 285 301
s ´̄ura ˙h 300
sr˚ ká- 598
sétu- 369
saúkr˚ tya- 89
Saudhanvaná- 89
saúbhaga- 89
saúbhāgya- 89
saumanasá- 89
saúvaśvia- 89
sauśravasá- 89
skambhá- 485
skámbhana- 485
stáumi 377
stáuti 127
stávāna- 143
stáve 127
stutá- 285
str˚ ˙n ´̄ati 505
str˚ ˙nóti 505
striyáte 516
sthávi ˙s ˙tha- 99

sth ´̄u ˙nā- 299
sthūrá- 299
smr˚ tá- 584
syáti 564
syúr 563
svápas- 50
svàrvant- 568
svāttá- 567
svādú- 567
svid- 231
hári- 68
harmiyá- 38
hastín- 209
hasr ´̄a- 248
hāyaná- 97
híra ˙nya- 39
híra ˙nyavant- 39
híra ˙nyavarta ˙ni- 47
huraścít- 289
hnu- 285
hváyati 147

Elamite
mi-ir-qa-nu-ya-ip 597

Greek
áklitos 515
ákmōn 127
atúzetai 77
biós 43
bórmaks 422
dusmenḗ s 89
eiarinós 209
érgō 81
eumenḗ s 89
gígnomai 213
iós 226 271
iskhnós 251
kélēt- 75
kl´̄ınō 515
lúō 309
misthós 236
múrmēks 422
núktōr 523
opōrinós 209
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ptérnē 97
stóma 131
theós 239
thésphatos 239
tūrós 302
phthánō 441

Armenian
buc 288
hark 598
varužan 183

Gothic
fairzna 97
inu 96
stibna 131
waurkjan 81

Hittite

˘
hatuganzi 77

˘
hatukzi 77
ištaman- 131
pattar/pittar 590

Cuneiform Luwian
tūm(m)an(t)- 131

Latin
antae 136
ı̄s 9
fānum 239
formı̄ca 422
nocturnus 523
perna 97
pestis 278
-que 606
sı̄dō 208
vērnus 209
vı̄rus 226
vı̄rus 271

Latvian
sārts 593

Lithuanian

šáltas 589
sar̃tas 593
v ´̇ejas 326

Russian Church
Slavonic
mravı̆jı̆ 422

Old High German
ānu 96
hlinēn 515

Old Irish
fí 226 271
gor 590
moirb 422
sesc 251

Tocharian
A wäs, B wase 271

Welsh
gwerth 590
hysp 251
safn 131
sefnig 131
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Text passages
A 1 21
A 1-3 24
A 1-4 25
A 1.2 531
A 1.8 414
A 1.9 98 111
A 1.10f. 450 451 455

457 460
A 1.11 315 316 492
A 3.4 120 274 441 530
A 3.5 362
A 3.6 273
A 3.7ff. 272 403
A 3.10 48
A 3.13 102 496
A 4.3 165
A 4.5 116
A 4.6 437 473 558

Aog 19 113
Aog 53 407
Aog 56 88
Aog 57 392
Aog 60 392

AZ 2 154
AZ 7 315 316

E 1 63
E 2 33 378
E 4 344 345
E 6 138 153 384 408 558
E 8 367
E 9 137 243 344 345 407
E 10 222
E 11 222
E 13 116 392
E 14 102 121
E 15 137
E 17 33 102 122 153 593

ExtrW 5 99

F 12 237 239

F 17 326
F 20 326
F 21 326
F 36 366
F 44 343
F 47 532
F 53 540
F 81 34
F 116 135 190
F 138 393
F 140 175
F 162 493
F 167 363
F 174 59 172
F 187 291
F 189 68 69
F 192 69
F 212 581
F 220 494
F 221 48
F 225 35
F 251f. 295
F 267 130
F 273 102 153
F 279 585
F 316 433
F 318 135
F 322 250
F 330 470
F 359 583
F 361 508 583
F 362-367 513
F 362 583
F 363 583
F 364 583
F 366 583
F 369 138
F 395 597
F 421 343
F 444 442
F 451 230
F 482 586
F 492 166
F 537 407
F 550 88 363

F 602 580
F 609 592
F 655 166
F 671 166
F 679 182
F 685 166
F 690 291 554
F 692 508
F 695 496
F 718 121
F 721 102
F 764 366

FrA 8 303
FrA 9 143
FrA 22 277

FrDk 398

FrW 2 39
FrW 1.1 186 187
FrW 2.2 581
FrW 5.1 53 480
FrW 5.2 480
FrW 6.1 540
FrW 7.2 277
FrW 8.2 297 598
FrW 9.1 101 182
FrW 10.40 114
FrW 10.41 292 511
FrW 10.42 113

G 1-5 24 25
G 1.6 215 217 232
G 1.7 192
G 2.6 222 316 492 499
G 2.7 171 226 330 331
G 2.8 535
G 3.5 138
G 3.6 69
G 4.2 398
G 4.5 552
G 4.8 176 359 379 540
G 4.10 98
G 5.5 101 473 481
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H 1.3 123
H 1.4 190
H 1.5 442
H 1.7 143 190
H 2.7 114 217 498
H 2.7f. 296
H 2.8f. 485
H 2.9 180 511
H 2.10 79
H 2.13 116 123 498
H 2.14 75 143
H 2.15 438
H 2.16 120 125
H 2.17 110
H 2.20 494
H 2.24 82
H 2.25 113 276 498
H 2.28 110
H 2.33 438
H 2.34 58
H 2.35 110
H 2.36 116 509

N 20 153
N 22 584
N 23f. 166
N 26 436
N 30 184 305
N 33 360 492
N 37 54 110 141 143 148
N 40 191 499
N 42 360 584
N 46ff. 115
N 47 93
N 47f. 243
N 50 494 498
N 52 408
N 53 274 408 436 498
N 54 114
N 57 333
N 61f. 305
N 63 139 216 384
N 64 90 130 380
N 64ff. 85
N 65 191

N 66 379 380
N 66f. 90
N 67 99 380 540
N 68 457 464 523
N 69 570
N 70 60 105 347 493
N 72 110
N 74 133 151
N 74ff. 396
N 75 138
N 76 116
N 77 390
N 78 222
N 79 138 146 405 493
N 80 342
N 81 489
N 84 58
N 87 592
N 91 276 498
N 95 396
N 96 84
N 97 55
N 101 153
N 103 302 349 350 497
N 106 362 363 497
N 107 127
N 108 292 305

Nik 4 113
Nik 9 113

Ny 1-5 24 25 26
Ny 1.1 162 270
Ny 1.6 379
Ny 1.8 53 480
Ny 1.11 237 483 484 558
Ny 1.13 437
Ny 1.14 189
Ny 1.15 549
Ny 1.16 190
Ny 1.19 259
Ny 2.11 379
Ny 2.13 181
Ny 2.14 433
Ny 2.15 438

Ny 3.1 244
Ny 3.6 238
Ny 3.7 238
Ny 3.10 42 404
Ny 3.11 128 531
Ny 4.7 527
Ny 5 21
Ny 5.18 360

P 8 397 493
P 10 143
P 17 80
P 21 121 275
P 22 113 588
P 23 61 215
P 24 97 408 533 591
P 25 60 223 347 353
P 26 10 177 250
P 30 101 278
P 31 315
P 32 32
P 34 215
P 35 60 239 272 274 276
P 36 135
P 37 69
P 39 67 111 591 592
P 40 217 222 342
P 41 326
P 43 191 289
P 45 219 273
P 48 120 584
P 49 121 136
P 50 363 365
P 57 227 274
P 59 129 274 293

S 1-2 24 25
S 1 10
S 1.4 529
S 1.7f. 135
S 1.29 533
S 1.30 130 152
S 2.7 472
S 2.13 314 315
S 2.20 98
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S 2.21 326
S 2.29 533
S 2.30 67 130

SrB 3 46

V 1.2 265 549
V 1.3 265
V 1.4 377
V 1.5 252
V 1.6 153
V 1.7 358 440 570
V 1.8 187 324 533
V 1.9 143 388
V 1.11 597
V 1.12 573
V 1.13 480
V 1.14 403
V 1.17 193
V 1.18 377
V 1.19 193
V 2.3 190
V 2.4 229
V 2.4f. 187
V 2.7 509
V 2.8ff. 187 193
V 2.10 426
V 2.20f. 553
V 2.22 309 426 489
V 2.23 309
V 2.24 190
V 2.25 57
V 2.26 132 426
V 2.29 270 274 549
V 2.29f. 172 245 505
V 2.30 53 558 584
V 2.31 234
V 2.32 234
V 2.34 132
V 2.37 274
V 2.38 53 558
V 2.40 109
V 2.41 198 210
V 2.42 226 270
V 3.1 192 313 391 494

V 3.1ff. 357 402
V 3.4 213
V 3.5 213
V 3.6 213
V 3.7 246
V 3.7ff. 357
V 3.8 350
V 3.11 349
V 3.12 350
V 3.14 114 293 405 406

588
V 3.15 485
V 3.18 493 495 496
V 3.19f. 173
V 3.20 49 408 593
V 3.21ff. 402
V 3.24 270 552
V 3.25 66 331 427
V 3.25ff. 58 542
V 3.27 275 484 509
V 3.29 143 274 275
V 3.31 129 508
V 3.32 227 290 291
V 3.33 54 55 347 516

596
V 3.36 190
V 3.38ff. 508
V 3.40 143 143 186 285

372 486 535
V 3.41 143 198
V 3.42 333
V 4.2 151
V 4.2ff. 173
V 4.5 270
V 4.10 387
V 4.17 293 420 516
V 4.17ff. 421
V 4.20ff. 116
V 4.22 420
V 4.43 71
V 4.44 71 142
V 4.45 83
V 4.46 79 83 483 551
V 4.47 83 110
V 4.48 79 82 84

V 4.49 183 475 586
V 4.50 508 549
V 4.50ff. 384
V 4.51 432
V 4.54 39
V 4.54f. 102 153 225 278
V 5 74 570
V 5.1 243
V 5.2 293
V 5.3f. 185
V 5.4ff. 215 216
V 5.5 268 377
V 5.15 397
V 5.16 413
V 5.16f. 133
V 5.17 396
V 5.18 412
V 5.19 101 274 552
V 5.24 62 126
V 5.26 116 222 324
V 5.27 558
V 5.35ff. 478
V 5.36 234
V 5.36ff. 586
V 5.39 190
V 5.39ff. 195
V 5.40 42
V 5.41 360
V 5.45 129
V 5.46 485
V 5.49 496
V 5.51 270 397 437 516
V 5.52 57
V 5.55 331
V 5.56 331
V 5.57 509
V 5.57f. 410
V 5.58 509
V 5.59 270 482
V 5.60f. 492
V 5.61 584 586 587 602
V 5.62 515
V 6.7 141
V 6.10 216 289 390
V 6.10ff. 298 436
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V 6.26 54
V 6.27 109 478
V 6.29ff. 237
V 6.31ff. 237
V 6.32 324
V 6.32f. 326
V 6.32ff. 237 508 509
V 6.33 304
V 6.41 591
V 6.46 141 193
V 6.50 268
V 6.51 252 273 286
V 7.3 289
V 7.12f. 243
V 7.14 253
V 7.14f. 273
V 7.16 259 495
V 7.24 237 405 406
V 7.25 307
V 7.26 183 289
V 7.27 298 405 406
V 7.28f. 289
V 7.29ff. 59
V 7.30 62
V 7.35 49 594
V 7.36 147
V 7.37 147
V 7.38 509
V 7.41 295
V 7.44 397 498
V 7.45ff. 350 535
V 7.51 328
V 7.52 318 474 584
V 7.55 380 531
V 7.57 102
V 7.59 96 189 250 324

398
V 7.70 291
V 7.71 61
V 7.72 539
V 7.74f. 273
V 7.77 308
V 7.79 522 523
V 8.1 379
V 8.2 102

V 8.2f. 436
V 8.4 367
V 8.8 516 571
V 8.9 570
V 8.10 101 252 345 347

349 495 496
V 8.13 272
V 8.18 188
V 8.19 277 313
V 8.21 46 263 559
V 8.22 505 512 531
V 8.23 253
V 8.24 253
V 8.25 253
V 8.26f. 226
V 8.28 486
V 8.31f. 272 390
V 8.31ff. 485
V 8.32 232
V 8.37f. 115 237
V 8.38 251 270
V 8.39 115
V 8.47ff. 58
V 8.54-9.20 377
V 8.65-7 478
V 8.69 510
V 8.71 493 494
V 8.73 54
V 8.75 141 513 531 554
V 8.75ff. 70
V 8.76-78 535
V 8.81 513
V 8.81ff. 229
V 8.83 114 571
V 8.83-96 571
V 8.84 113 571
V 8.85 113 571
V 8.86 113
V 8.87-90 113
V 8.87 571
V 8.91 113
V 8.91ff. 153
V 8.92 113
V 8.93 113
V 8.94 113

V 8.95 36 115
V 8.96 113
V 8.97 377
V 8.100 324
V 8.104 420
V 8.106 420
V 9.2 115
V 9.2ff. 36
V 9.6ff. 250
V 9.9 115
V 9.9f. 396
V 9.11 17 63 74 84 245

324 360 361 593
V 9.12 74 360 361
V 9.13 260
V 9.14 250 324 402
V 9.20 422
V 9.23 478
V 9.26 494
V 9.27 93
V 9.29 63 126
V 9.30 251
V 9.31 328 360 361
V 9.32 74 360 361
V 9.33f. 63
V 9.37 116
V 9.38 153 499 520
V 9.39 63
V 9.40 114 420
V 9.41 405 406
V 9.43 229
V 9.47 115
V 9.49 49
V 9.52 115
V 9.53 115 239 291
V 9.53ff. 559
V 9.54 239
V 9.55 239
V 9.56 116 457 505
V 9.56ff. 116
V 9.57 239
V 10.5 58 384
V 10.6 58
V 10.9 324
V 10.10 233 261
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V 10.13 260 325
V 10.14 548
V 10.16 260
V 11.5 275
V 11.9 260 278
V 11.9ff. 237 303 357
V 11.10ff. 114
V 11.12 260 278
V 11.15 260
V 12.2 180
V 12.2-20 270
V 12.13 517
V 12.15 517
V 13.1 328 332
V 13.1f. 141
V 13.2 259
V 13.2ff. 236
V 13.3 259 552
V 13.4 259
V 13.5 333
V 13.6 38 43
V 13.8 58 191 292 302

304 475 540
V 13.9 190 192 540
V 13.10 102 289 328
V 13.10f. 153 492
V 13.11 102 289
V 13.16 376 552
V 13.17 295
V 13.17f. 294 331
V 13.22 151
V 13.23 184
V 13.28 129 228 234
V 13.30 131
V 13.30f. 379
V 13.34 308
V 13.35 484
V 13.37 113 131 303 304

547 548
V 13.38 113 184
V 13.39 52 284 292 567
V 13.40 343
V 13.42f. 436
V 13.44 169 346 376
V 13.45 567

V 13.46 43 376
V 13.46f. 35 70
V 13.47 173 184 190 376
V 13.48 43 243
V 13.49 370
V 13.50 173 174
V 13.50ff. 274
V 13.52 115 239
V 13.55 116 184 505
V 14.2 515
V 14.4 154
V 14.5 84 153 290 292

394 582
V 14.6 249 307
V 14.7 131 250 286 513
V 14.8 127 195 309 471
V 14.9 153 261 303 346

375 390
V 14.10 102 153
V 14.11 265
V 14.14 57
V 14.15 482
V 14.16 420
V 14.17 102 416
V 15.1 184
V 15.1ff. 113
V 15.3 289
V 15.4 131 437
V 15.4ff. 113
V 15.6 304 547
V 15.7 284 426
V 15.8 218 295
V 15.10 328
V 15.12ff. 464 492
V 15.13 214
V 15.14 187 214 218 526

536
V 15.19 129 275
V 15.21 328
V 15.45 289
V 15.46 347
V 15.48 558
V 15.49f. 187 380
V 16.2 251 324 326 494
V 16.6 324

V 16.7 90 230 304 379
V 16.8-11 277
V 16.12 191 270 422
V 16.14 216
V 16.16 116
V 16.17 53 298
V 17 128
V 17.1 314 315
V 17.2 298 405
V 17.3 34 237 438
V 17.4 405
V 17.5 277
V 17.9f. 127 384 494 563
V 18 404
V 18.1-5 113
V 18.5 372 486
V 18.6 267
V 18.9 33
V 18.10 438
V 18.12 151 209 276 426
V 18.15 390
V 18.16 223 314 315
V 18.19ff. 494
V 18.24 223 314 315
V 18.26 270 409
V 18.27 251 331 390 492

494 495 558
V 18.28 485
V 18.30 282
V 18.30ff. 116 372
V 18.30-56 295
V 18.31 192 541
V 18.31ff. 263
V 18.32 284
V 18.34 227
V 18.35 304
V 18.37 227
V 18.37ff. 403
V 18.38 478
V 18.38f. 516
V 18.38ff. 36 115 237

493
V 18.41 284 304
V 18.47 304
V 18.49 304
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V 18.51 409 508
V 18.51f. 102
V 18.52 513
V 18.55 274 478 508
V 18.59 274 478
V 18.61 223
V 18.63 324
V 18.65 426 436
V 18.67 216 217
V 18.68 216
V 18.68f. 403
V 18.69 216 217
V 18.70 62 228
V 18.71 102
V 18.72 154 505
V 18.73 84 394
V 18.74 485
V 18.75 216
V 18.76 413
V 19.1 46 113 388
V 19.1f. 153
V 19.1ff. 303
V 19.2 388 505
V 19.3 309
V 19.5 113 388 390
V 19.6 102 115 252
V 19.7 227
V 19.8 332 404
V 19.9 290 550
V 19.13 123 358 464 550
V 19.15 549
V 19.16 324
V 19.18 313
V 19.19 67 190 195 509

539 541
V 19.22 148 153
V 19.24 297
V 19.25 541
V 19.26 396
V 19.28 442
V 19.28f. 472
V 19.30 369 438 583
V 19.31 125
V 19.32 63
V 19.33 113

V 19.36 130
V 19.37 274 397
V 19.39 529
V 19.40 183 225 325 297

506
V 19.41 115 291 325
V 19.42 287 288 493
V 19.43 233 260 261 274

325 388 389
V 19.44 145
V 19.44f. 144
V 19.45 376
V 19.46 404
V 19.47 288
V 20.1 331
V 20.3 291 304 309
V 20.3ff. 102 153
V 20.4 274 324
V 20.6 291
V 20.7 291
V 20.9 253 304
V 20.9ff. 517
V 20.10 274
V 21.2 42
V 21.3 184 243 437 438

585 586
V 21.4ff. 74
V 21.5ff. 61 438
V 21.7ff. 234
V 21.7 130
V 21.17 153 309 570
V 21.18 253
V 22.1 63
V 22.1ff. 65
V 22.2f. 153
V 22.2ff. 276 492 559
V 22.4 593
V 22.5 298
V 22.6 412
V 22.7 359
V 22.13 359 403 414
V 22.21 253

ViD 17 215

Vn 10 408
Vn 13 34
Vn 15 34
Vn 22 69
Vn 25 180
Vn 30 180
Vn 34 180
Vn 43 196
Vn 51 185
Vn 52 588
Vn 66 196
Vn 78 180
Vn 80 383
Vn 82 180

Vr 1.2 508 570
Vr 1.3f. 213
Vr 1.5 398
Vr 1.8 362
Vr 2.2 508 528
Vr 2.5 583
Vr 2.7 275 320
Vr 2.9 184
Vr 2.11 270
Vr 3.1-4 147
Vr 3.1 138
Vr 3.3 176 379 540
Vr 3.5 102 144 147 331
436 492 498 499 573
Vr 4.2 263
Vr 6.1 187 225 331 396
Vr 7.1 265 583
Vr 7.2 481
Vr 7.3 47 187
Vr 7.4 61 116 528 533
Vr 8.1 393 403 482 552
Vr 9.1 570
Vr 9.2 120
Vr 9.3 143 233
Vr 9.4 507
Vr 9.5 530 549
Vr 9.6 362
Vr 9.7 317
Vr 10.1 402 493
Vr 10.2 188 190
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Vr 11 263
Vr 11.1 402
Vr 11.2 67 397
Vr 11.3 274 305
Vr 11.4 274
Vr 11.9 305
Vr 11.12 109 299
Vr 11.13 274 570
Vr 11.16 193
Vr 11.17 152
Vr 12.1 60 123 165 327
Vr 12.3 528
Vr 12.4 120 146 191 192

436
Vr 12.4f. 120
Vr 12.5 193 366 367 420
Vr 13.3ff. 187
Vr 14.1 584
Vr 14.1ff. 99 193
Vr 14.2 533
Vr 14.3 320
Vr 14.4 163
Vr 15.1 42 73 492
Vr 15.2 111 317 533
Vr 15.3 61 347
Vr 16.0 584
Vr 16.1 492 499
Vr 16.4 163
Vr 17.0 190
Vr 17.1 394
Vr 18.2 194
Vr 19.2 275 513
Vr 20.0 533
Vr 20.1 222 236 277
Vr 20.2 179
Vr 20.2f. 508
Vr 21.0 533
Vr 21.1 231
Vr 21.1f. 394
Vr 21.3 60 272 530
Vr 24.1 236

Vyt 4 237
Vyt 6 404
Vyt 7 398

Vyt 8 187 195
Vyt 9 343 399
Vyt 10 142
Vyt 14 185 441
Vyt 15 196 558
Vyt 17 120
Vyt 19 350
Vyt 25 111
Vyt 28 187
Vyt 29 113 275
Vyt 30 403 511
Vyt 32 144
Vyt 34 188
Vyt 35 274 533
Vyt 37 71 552
Vyt 38 190 351
Vyt 40 516
Vyt 43 58
Vyt 44 144
Vyt 45 125
Vyt 46 188 196
Vyt 48 275
Vyt 51 196 219
Vyt 53 125
Vyt 54 219
Vyt 55 498
Vyt 56 511
Vyt 57 79
Vyt 58 144
Vyt 59 116
Vyt 60 75

Y 0.3ff. 163
Y 0.4 162 198 353
Y 0.5 162 262
Y 0.6 262
Y 0.12 549
Y 1 218
Y 1.1 441 580
Y 1.2 427
Y 1.3 92
Y 1.4 152
Y 1.6 398
Y 1.11f. 486
Y 1.12 231

Y 1.14 138 389
Y 1.17 42
Y 1.19 549
Y 1.19ff. 163 193 553
Y 1.20 127
Y 1.21 175 176 379
Y 1.21f. 218 290
Y 2.3 92
Y 2.4 152 377
Y 2.6 98
Y 2.13 320 323
Y 2.18 92
Y 3.3 231 421 498
Y 3.4 528
Y 3.5 92
Y 3.8 398
Y 3.11ff. 345
Y 3.13 409
Y 4ff. 402
Y 4.1 187 196 263 528
Y 4.1f. 187
Y 4.1ff. 195 498
Y 4.3 187 196
Y 4.4 384
Y 4.5 274 570
Y 4.8 92
Y 4.26 162 498
Y 5-8 21
Y 5.3 276 467
Y 6.2ff. 192
Y 6.3 377
Y 6.5 98
Y 6.12 320
Y 7.2 493
Y 7.3 377 421 493
Y 7.4 528 549
Y 7.8 398
Y 7.24 383
Y 7.25 197
Y 8.2 186 511 558
Y 8.3 122 238 425
Y 8.4 142 404 548
Y 8.9 152
Y 9-11 330
Y 9.1 79 82 92 263 360
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Y 9.2 302
Y 9.3 293
Y 9.4 293 364 403 465
Y 9.5 349 509
Y 9.7 39
Y 9.8 170 291 427 541
Y 9.9 293
Y 9.10 349
Y 9-11 88
Y 9.11 95 233 271 410

529 555
Y 9.13 293
Y 9.14 480 570
Y 9.15 65 493
Y 9.16 531
Y 9.17 68 291
Y 9.18 478
Y 9.18ff. 145
Y 9.19 384
Y 9.20 291
Y 9.21 319 320 348
Y 9.22 33 75 213 271

377
Y 9.24 277 509
Y 9.26 278 316 330 403

498 528
Y 9.27 38 128 173
Y 9.28 302 366 482
Y 9.29 286 408
Y 9.30 226 228 250
Y 9.30ff. 67
Y 9.31 391 531
Y 9.32 173
Y 10.1 152 270
Y 10.2 330 365
Y 10.3 290 292 330 528
Y 10.4 233
Y 10.5 276 492 499
Y 10.6 302 443
Y 10.7 113
Y 10.8 260 405 481
Y 10.9 109 443
Y 10.10 51
Y 10.11 74 233 236 240

425 443 479

Y 10.12 120 215 402
Y 10.13 67 306 385
Y 10.14 66 152 362 375
Y 10.15 70 124 251 298

434
Y 10.16 111 528
Y 10.17 253 425 528 535
Y 10.18 92 219 277 384
Y 10.19 384 481
Y 10.20 40
Y 10.21 67
Y 11.1 54 363
Y 11.2 54 55 295 585

596
Y 11.3 54
Y 11.4 511
Y 11.5 513
Y 11.6 110 187 308
Y 11.7 61
Y 11.9 347 491
Y 11.10 152
Y 11.17 353 528
Y 11.17ff. 21
Y 12-15 8
Y 12 162
Y 12.1 7 116 343 357

416
Y 12.2 121 337 509
Y 12.3 33 241 276 383

532
Y 12.4 198 332 333
Y 12.5 532
Y 12.5f. 146
Y 12.6 532
Y 12.7 198
Y 12.8 528
Y 12.8f. 21 76
Y 12.9 76 169 198 558
Y 12.11 558
Y 13 162
Y 13.1 129 144 398 481
Y 13.2 162 436 439 441
Y 13.3 102 147 219 436

494 498 573
Y 13.4 79 100 162

Y 13.5 337 531
Y 14 26
Y 14.1f. 162
Y 15.1 135 187 396
Y 15.1ff. 492
Y 15.2 162 275
Y 15.3 229
Y 15.4 513
Y 15.9 63
Y 16 21
Y 16.7 148 275 398
Y 16.8 299 329 569
Y 16.10 71 443
Y 17.5 98
Y 17.11 37
Y 19 404
Y 19.1 61 184
Y 19.3 61 266
Y 19.5 405
Y 19.6 584
Y 19.7 323 325 326
Y 19.8 109 129
Y 19.9 75 436 555 559
Y 19.10 65 405
Y 19.11 61 219
Y 19.12 65 396
Y 19.13 278
Y 19.14 323 396
Y 19.15 65 398
Y 19.15ff. 62
Y 19.16 35 182 270 396
Y 19.17 210 250
Y 19.18 70
Y 19.19 431
Y 20.1 316 427
Y 20.3 57 323 486 556
Y 21.2 211
Y 21.4 194
Y 22 10
Y 22.1ff. 163
Y 22.3ff. 190 195
Y 22.21 274
Y 23 21
Y 23.1 492 509
Y 23.3 248
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Y 23.3ff. 498
Y 24.2 127
Y 24.10 570
Y 25.5 326
Y 25.6 320
Y 25.6f. 21
Y 26 21
Y 26.1 70
Y 26.2 580
Y 26.4 281
Y 26.7ff. 42
Y 26.9 70
Y 27.1 260
Y 27.4 264
Y 27.6 123 165 429
Y 27.7 7 120 163 436
Y 27.12 92
Y 27.13 6
Y 27.14 6
Y 28-34 6
Y 28.0 358 532
Y 28.1 398
Y 28.2 445
Y 28.3 411 441
Y 28.4 398 491
Y 28.5 354
Y 28.6 146 555
Y 28.7 384
Y 28.8 85 376
Y 28.9 347
Y 28.10 116 298
Y 28.11 422 444 458
Y 28-34 21
Y 29 105
Y 29.1 212 270 530
Y 29.2 439
Y 29.3 79
Y 29.4 250
Y 29.5 410
Y 29.6 510
Y 29.7 309 458
Y 29.8 283
Y 29.9 174 239
Y 29.10 241 277 396 487
Y 29.11 45 61 433 595

Y 29.12 57 541
Y 30.1 197
Y 30.2 123 135 288
Y 30.3 72 135 422 536
Y 30.4 559
Y 30.5 465
Y 30.6 72 398 465 470

475
Y 30.7 270 422
Y 30.8 291 360 445 463

465
Y 30.9 174 376 534
Y 30.10 135 281 482 483
Y 30.11 241 439 459 468
Y 31.1 281 283 465 533
Y 31.3 45
Y 31.4 281 291 445 463

465
Y 31.5 153 491
Y 31.6 45 463
Y 31.7 7 71 343 352 399

422 465
Y 31.8 482 538
Y 31.9 270 327 359
Y 31.10 487
Y 31.12 73 270 360
Y 31.13 119 122 266 360
Y 31.14 359 439 465 482

558
Y 31.15 116 283
Y 31.16 128 174
Y 31.17 305
Y 31.18 297
Y 31.19 398
Y 31.20 121 390
Y 31.21 302
Y 32.1 70 281 298 303

555
Y 32.2 72
Y 32.3 285 396 555
Y 32.4 116 118 211 236

434
Y 32.6 63 72 76 174 182

459 468 527
Y 32.7 339

Y 32.8 101
Y 32.9 75 238 444
Y 32.10 46
Y 32.11 211 274 465 537
Y 32.12 239 433 463 465
Y 32.13 211 298 303 433

463
Y 32.14 62 329 371 426

433 483
Y 32.15 436 479
Y 32.16 110 153 237 458
Y 33.1 63 67 330 357

422 423 424 534
Y 33.4 291 444
Y 33.5 135 329 466
Y 33.6 149 327
Y 33.7 274 359 377 483

523
Y 33.8 45 390 444
Y 33.9 398
Y 33.10 438 463
Y 33.12 67 368
Y 33.13 76 552 595
Y 33.14 198 569
Y 34.1 433
Y 34.2 271 527 549
Y 34.4 55 174 360 404

410 512
Y 34.5 238 270
Y 34.6 463
Y 34.7 264 463 465 466
Y 34.8 45
Y 34.9 234 442
Y 34.10 399
Y 34.11 347
Y 34.12 61 536
Y 34.13 152 230 314 384
Y 34.15 264 463
Y 35-41 6
Y 35.2 79 143 344 549
Y 35.3 45 249 354 558
Y 35.5 273 394
Y 35.6 439 458
Y 35.7 145 339 432
Y 35.8 211
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Y 35.9 61 407
Y 35.10 116
Y 36.1 423
Y 36.2 399
Y 36.5 528
Y 36.6 118 145
Y 37.3 91 170 276 467

473
Y 37.4 440
Y 38.2 481 532
Y 38.3 274 275 297 458

536
Y 38.4 83 394 396
Y 38.5 69 111 123 135

241 274 277 520 521
Y 39.1 211
Y 39.2 274 295 407 483
Y 39.3 302
Y 39.4 531
Y 40.1 124 134 559
Y 40.2 427
Y 40.3 329 458
Y 40.4 212 396 467
Y 41.1 145
Y 41.2 135 365 427 467
Y 41.3 120 266 359 365

467 572
Y 41.4 467 536
Y 41.5 109 128
Y 41.6 427
Y 42 8 162 198
Y 42.1 162 163 329 527

584
Y 42.2 109 135 276 472

510 533
Y 42.4 164 265
Y 42.5 67
Y 42.6 134 239 262 494

498 532
Y 43-51 6
Y 43.1 122 148 508
Y 43.2 212 368
Y 43.3 276
Y 43.4 174 537
Y 43.5 427

Y 43.7 73 404
Y 43.8 276 299 377 464
Y 43.9 463
Y 43.10 67 357 433 474
Y 43.11 211 533
Y 43.12 123 174 254 474
Y 43.12f. 61
Y 43.13 375 532
Y 43.14 254 445 475
Y 43.15 174 175 536
Y 43.16 264
Y 44.1 124
Y 44.3 422 464 538
Y 44.4 399
Y 44.5 51 274 536
Y 44.6 445 508
Y 44.7 301 510
Y 44.8 153 491
Y 44.9 237 270 375
Y 44.10 174 465 474
Y 44.11 229 409 422 467
Y 44.12 264 488
Y 44.13 79 240 242 270

291 445 536
Y 44.14 267 291 463 521
Y 44.15 211
Y 44.17 281 299 538
Y 44.18 274
Y 44.19 422
Y 44.20 253 290 465
Y 45.1 439 521 555
Y 45.2 422 398 469 555
Y 45.4 174 182 250 390

538
Y 45.5 465 467
Y 45.6 444
Y 45.7 399 521 558
Y 45.8 34 226
Y 45.9 465 510
Y 45.10 211
Y 45.11 72 538
Y 46.1 375 475
Y 46.2 123 238
Y 46.3 298 445 509
Y 46.4 93 444 466 537

Y 46.5 45 135 298 302
490 536

Y 46.6 46 281 396 422
Y 46.7 61 124 211 264

463
Y 46.8 444 463
Y 46.9 301 422 440
Y 46.10 490
Y 46.11 7 62 327 465

583
Y 46.12 37 465
Y 46.13 358 375 432
Y 46.14 491
Y 46.15 134 152 422
Y 46.16 396
Y 46.17 396
Y 46.18 238
Y 46.19 467
Y 46.20 475
Y 47.2 458 538
Y 47.3 174 508 534
Y 48.1 291 309 392 555
Y 48.2 490 508
Y 48.3 175 284
Y 48.4 138 367
Y 48.5 40 73 537
Y 48.6 422
Y 48.7 72 207 212 396

439 442
Y 48.8 238 445
Y 48.9 237 293
Y 48.10 290 398 465 534

537
Y 48.11 241 396 439
Y 48.12 464 465
Y 49.1 80 212 276
Y 49.2 510 532 555
Y 49.3 526
Y 49.4 102 281 465 528
Y 49.5 529
Y 49.6 302 548
Y 49.7 327 439 467
Y 49.8 70
Y 49.9 72 211 281 295

465 487
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Y 49.10 174 252
Y 49.11 398 465 537
Y 49.12 238
Y 50.1 116 299
Y 50.2 273 384 392 508

537
Y 50.5 360
Y 50.9 375 464
Y 50.10 357 396
Y 50.11 467
Y 51.1 240
Y 51.2 197 238
Y 51.3 422
Y 51.4 134 328 465 563
Y 51.7 368
Y 51.8 79
Y 51.10 72 301 445
Y 51.12 7 110 290 367

375 552
Y 51.13 45 463
Y 51.13 367 375
Y 51.14 69 72 287 463
Y 51.15 228 422
Y 51.17 67 463
Y 51.18 238 465
Y 51.20 153
Y 51.22 275 276 473 490
Y 51.23 240
Y 52 8
Y 52.1 46 69 266 366

417
Y 52.3 46 134 274 407

408 555
Y 52.5 148 184
Y 52.6 115
Y 52.7 301
Y 53 6
Y 53.1 238 370 465 538
Y 53.2 464 483
Y 53.3 134 445 473
Y 53.4 426 459 490 491
Y 53.5 226 439 463 491
Y 53.6 58 250 292 417

439 463 534 571
Y 53.7 58 102 224 463

533
Y 53.8 375 396 483 509

534
Y 53.9 273 581
Y 54.1 6
Y 54.2 232
Y 55.1 228 263 274 498
Y 55.2 229 236 274
Y 55.3 33 60 239 393
Y 55.4 53 528
Y 55.6 84
Y 56.1 7 162 229
Y 56.2 7
Y 56.3 7 162 572
Y 56.4 162
Y 57 21
Y 57.2 116 317 493 505

510
Y 57.3 265 402
Y 57.3ff. 569
Y 57.4 528
Y 57.4ff. 190
Y 57.6 276 330 498
Y 57.8 276
Y 57.10 223 480 483 484
Y 57.13 300
Y 57.14 113 115
Y 57.15 62 153 291 541
Y 57.17 218 318
Y 57.18 61 62 67
Y 57.21 53 370
Y 57.23 189 193 358
Y 57.24 390
Y 57.25 402 431
Y 57.27 120
Y 57.29 60 132 236 492
Y 57.31 53 123 135 169

267 360 549
Y 57.32 260
Y 57.33 276 484
Y 58 6
Y 58.1 350
Y 58.2 116
Y 58.2f. 145
Y 58.4 60 111 125 126

128 197 239 250 281
429 558 572 597

Y 58.5 264
Y 58.6 297 354
Y 58.7 72 440 569
Y 59.3 377
Y 59.30 52 58 417 567
Y 60 91
Y 60.1 162 262 276 365
Y 60.2-7 21
Y 60.2 110 531 556 591

592
Y 60.3 113
Y 60.4 122 238
Y 60.5 184 291
Y 60.6 318
Y 60.6ff. 508
Y 60.7 133
Y 60.11 274 368
Y 60.12 145
Y 61.1 263
Y 61.3 62 291 478
Y 61.4 191 404
Y 61.5 291
Y 62.1 385 454
Y 62.2 450 453 454 455

457 458 460
Y 62.3 455 450 457 458

460 508
Y 62.4 148 457 458
Y 62.5 50 51 66 208 266

320 379 478 495
Y 62.6 69 236 451
Y 62.7-16 21
Y 62.7 70 175 360 484
Y 62.8 217 263 350 405

526
Y 62.9 37
Y 62.10 217 251 263 390

492 494 495 558
Y 62.11 394
Y 63.3 276
Y 64.5 375
Y 65 21
Y 65.1 317
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Y 65.2 275 495
Y 65.3 115 533
Y 65.4 164 259 533
Y 65.5 109 360 496
Y 65.6 136
Y 65.7 61 214 552
Y 65.8 35 239
Y 65.9 61 299 349
Y 65.10 313
Y 65.11 50 148 222 330

412 559
Y 65.12 109 449
Y 65.14 187
Y 67.8 520 521
Y 68.1 53 218 228 394

403
Y 68.2 192
Y 68.5 148
Y 68.6 95 349
Y 68.7 116
Y 68.8 299 329 398 569
Y 68.9 508 558
Y 68.12 192 230 248
Y 68.12f. 148
Y 68.13 379 427 486
Y 68.14 113 508
Y 68.21 235 370
Y 70.1 492
Y 70.2 46 61
Y 70.4 144 166 317 528
Y 71.1 436 508
Y 71.2 493
Y 71.3 138 194
Y 71.4 499
Y 71.5 323
Y 71.5ff. 193
Y 71.6 187 193
Y 71.6f. 195
Y 71.7 187 589
Y 71.9 276
Y 71.10 50
Y 71.11 146 325
Y 71.13 46 365 552
Y 71.16 583 584
Y 71.17 135 153

Y 71.18 175 176 379
Y 71.29 274
Y 72.3 291
Y 72.10 550
Y 72.11 61 508

Yt 1-3 26
Yt 1-4 24
Yt 1-21 25
Yt 1 8 25
Yt 1.0 353 532
Yt 1.6 314 315 498
Yt 1.7 448
Yt 1.8 72 182 250 347

527
Yt 1.10 384 478
Yt 1.11-19 276
Yt 1.11 275 537
Yt 1.12-15 446 447 449

450 460
Yt 1.12 111 187 328 436

446 528
Yt 1.13 345 446 447 448
Yt 1.14 179 273 274 448

551
Yt 1.15 229 262 275 446

448 449
Yt 1.17 293 321
Yt 1.18 151 153 285 403
Yt 1.19 111 116 218 291

295 442
Yt 1.20 262 316 550
Yt 1.21 109
Yt 1.24 116 147 494
Yt 1.25 399
Yt 1.26 187 188 470
Yt 1.27 198 485 558
Yt 1.28 291
Yt 2.1 10
Yt 2.2 530
Yt 2.3 472
Yt 2.5 398
Yt 2.7 321 529
Yt 2.8 472
Yt 2.10 98

Yt 2.13 165 176 196 531
552

Yt 2.14 252
Yt 3.1 128
Yt 3.1f. 242
Yt 3.3 528
Yt 3.4 176 427 438 519
Yt 3.6 397
Yt 3.14 58 185
Yt 3.15 185
Yt 3.17 46
Yt 3.18ff. 370
Yt 4 26
Yt 4.0 318
Yt 4.1 252
Yt 4.2f. 288
Yt 4.4 358
Yt 4.5 237
Yt 4.6 62
Yt 4.7 111 183 188 321

457 581
Yt 4.8 184
Yt 5.1 317
Yt 5.2 208 275
Yt 5.3 115 285
Yt 5.3ff. 36
Yt 5.4 163 164
Yt 5.5 360
Yt 5.6 527
Yt 5.7 299
Yt 5.8 132 528
Yt 5.9 436
Yt 5.11 409
Yt 5.15 116
Yt 5.18 301
Yt 5.25 116
Yt 5.26 187 276 278
Yt 5.27 71
Yt 5.30 494
Yt 5.38 164 477
Yt 5.42 164
Yt 5.45 116
Yt 5.50 292 295 299
Yt 5.53 288 308
Yt 5.54 164
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Yt 5.57 288
Yt 5.58 308
Yt 5.61 137 232 378 384

398
Yt 5.62 42 61 75 420
Yt 5.63 318 325
Yt 5.64 74 229 478
Yt 5.65 60 132
Yt 5.68 427
Yt 5.72 102 357
Yt 5.73ff. 549
Yt 5.76 116 233 398
Yt 5.78 74 222 349
Yt 5.78ff. 243
Yt 5.81 37 129 492
Yt 5.82 297 384 559
Yt 5.85 50 359
Yt 5.86 51 52
Yt 5.87 51 52 75 213 275

515
Yt 5.88 293
Yt 5.89 187 193 318 478
Yt 5.90 226 385
Yt 5.92 263 274 505 593
Yt 5.93 172 244 299 476
Yt 5.95 153
Yt 5.96 114
Yt 5.98 366
Yt 5.101 299 404
Yt 5.108 102 153 270
Yt 5.109 38
Yt 5.112 110
Yt 5.113 120 477 587
Yt 5.120 238 479 483
Yt 5.121 114
Yt 5.124 132 528
Yt 5.126 217 243 289
Yt 5.127 53 219 321
Yt 5.128 287 443
Yt 5.129 75 213 550
Yt 5.130 46 248 505
Yt 5.131 163 263
Yt 5.132 506
Yt 6.1 558
Yt 6.2 399

Yt 6.3 437
Yt 6.4 189
Yt 6.5 549
Yt 7 24
Yt 7.1 244
Yt 7.4 238
Yt 7.5 39 238
Yt 8.1 518
Yt 8.2 181 289
Yt 8.4 113
Yt 8.5 44 187 193 274

383 398 425
Yt 8.6 74 112 308 360

425
Yt 8.6f. 436
Yt 8.8 164 384 533
Yt 8.9 274 379
Yt 8.11 121 125 289 318

405 519
Yt 8.12 314 315 492
Yt 8.14 121 308
Yt 8.15-19 42
Yt 8.17 57
Yt 8.20 533
Yt 8.21 237 308 434
Yt 8.23 234 548
Yt 8.25 410
Yt 8.26 325
Yt 8.31 163 164
Yt 8.32 164 283
Yt 8.32f. 396
Yt 8.33 102 283 379
Yt 8.34 384
Yt 8.35 61
Yt 8.36 190 194 236 286

442 443
Yt 8.37 112 308
Yt 8.38 205
Yt 8.39 328 331
Yt 8.40 75 274 275
Yt 8.41 95 349 398
Yt 8.42 44 275 555
Yt 8.43 237 275 384 396

409 558
Yt 8.44 522

Yt 8.46 164 278 492 499
Yt 8.47 101
Yt 8.48 110 470
Yt 8.49 121 331 398
Yt 8.50 123 135
Yt 8.51 569
Yt 8.54 205 218 383
Yt 8.55 564
Yt 8.56 278 399 531
Yt 8.58 321
Yt 9 26 24
Yt 9.1 250 295
Yt 9.2 53 295
Yt 9.3 207
Yt 9.4 46 48 61 62
Yt 9.5 272
Yt 9.8 115
Yt 9.10 291 321 509
Yt 9.18 289
Yt 9.22 289
Yt 9.26 301 468 558
Yt 9.30 101 252 259 261

272
Yt 9.31 38 48 120 247
Yt 10 26 128
Yt 10.1 61
Yt 10.2 272
Yt 10.4 181
Yt 10.5 433
Yt 10.5ff. 569
Yt 10.6 190 438
Yt 10.7ff. 379
Yt 10.8 274
Yt 10.9 420
Yt 10.13 222 472
Yt 10.14 243 275 359

555
Yt 10.15 529
Yt 10.16 286 437
Yt 10.18 321 478
Yt 10.20 151 408
Yt 10.21 408
Yt 10.23 384
Yt 10.24 225 394 427
Yt 10.25 482
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Yt 10.26 436
Yt 10.27 398 515 536
Yt 10.28 299
Yt 10.33 325
Yt 10.34 144 145 332
Yt 10.35 170
Yt 10.36 163 478
Yt 10.38 184 298 318
Yt 10.39 43 70 114 225
475
Yt 10.40 60 183 475
Yt 10.45 184 219 314

315 443
Yt 10.46 403
Yt 10.48 315
Yt 10.50 283 396
Yt 10.51 116 376
Yt 10.52 120 296 531
Yt 10.53 50
Yt 10.54 50
Yt 10.55 121 125 519

542
Yt 10.60 149
Yt 10.61 478
Yt 10.64 101
Yt 10.65 304
Yt 10.66 187 190
Yt 10.68 120 471 492

514
Yt 10.70 308
Yt 10.71 494
Yt 10.72 278 498
Yt 10.73 368
Yt 10.74 125 318 519
Yt 10.75 46 144 486
Yt 10.77 185 508 558
Yt 10.78 508 569
Yt 10.79 328
Yt 10.80 225 350
Yt 10.82 110 554
Yt 10.84 101 176 328

331
Yt 10.86 135 480 481

493
Yt 10.88 99 116 285

Yt 10.91 116 505
Yt 10.91ff. 116
Yt 10.92 51 438
Yt 10.93 402 431
Yt 10.94 111 148
Yt 10.95 32 360
Yt 10.96 68
Yt 10.96ff. 267
Yt 10.99 163
Yt 10.100 43 99
Yt 10.102 35 70 228 236
Yt 10.103 109 153 190
Yt 10.104 187 514
Yt 10.105 184 514 554
Yt 10.106f. 404
Yt 10.107 74 170 554
Yt 10.109 294
Yt 10.112 46 129
Yt 10.113 371 415
Yt 10.114 111
Yt 10.116 152 230
Yt 10.118 360 498
Yt 10.119 42 209 243

504
Yt 10.120 186 187 493
Yt 10.120f. 563
Yt 10.122 149 321
Yt 10.123f. 116
Yt 10.124 71 207
Yt 10.125 74 165 295

542 548
Yt 10.126 549
Yt 10.127 74 295
Yt 10.128 43 541 592
Yt 10.128ff. 549
Yt 10.129 261
Yt 10.133 529
Yt 10.136 109 127 295
Yt 10.137 505
Yt 10.139 321
Yt 10.141 176 379
Yt 10.142 53 61 275 278
Yt 10.143 98 273 483

514
Yt 10.144 321

Yt 11 24 25
Yt 11.1-7 24
Yt 11.2 46 47 344 529

559
Yt 11.3 177 179 237 321
Yt 11.4 42 180 331 398

527 534 584
Yt 11.5 217 403 425
Yt 11.6 328 436
Yt 11.7 146 528
Yt 11.10ff. 24
Yt 11.14 358 425 559
Yt 11.15 260
Yt 11.16f. 142
Yt 11.17f. 129
Yt 11.18 193
Yt 11.20 528
Yt 12 24
Yt 12.3 304 506
Yt 12.3ff. 144 195
Yt 12.7 232 235 345 371
Yt 12.13f. 529
Yt 12.17 164
Yt 12.23 283 396
Yt 12.24 114 259
Yt 12.25 109 227
Yt 13 24 91
Yt 13.2 120 226 270 425

457
Yt 13.3 349 558
Yt 13.10 102 154 185

309
Yt 13.11 191 232 492
Yt 13.11ff. 397 492
Yt 13.13 154
Yt 13.14 42 283 287
Yt 13.15 208 213
Yt 13.16 286 438
Yt 13.17 274
Yt 13.18 71 498
Yt 13.20 277
Yt 13.20ff. 93
Yt 13.21 41 70 76 136

229 270 275
Yt 13.23 46 172 567
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Yt 13.24 274 305 555
Yt 13.25 192
Yt 13.25ff. 511
Yt 13.26 133 227 243

481 529
Yt 13.27 438
Yt 13.28 217
Yt 13.29 283 393 567
Yt 13.30 288
Yt 13.31 331 332 478

486 506
Yt 13.32 169 274
Yt 13.33 227 274 384

410 478
Yt 13.34 515
Yt 13.35 109 177 179

390 498
Yt 13.36 420
Yt 13.37 230
Yt 13.38 63 296 298 444
Yt 13.40 75 274 277 305

393 475
Yt 13.41 129 217
Yt 13.42 293
Yt 13.45 274
Yt 13.46 116 231 443

509 511 554
Yt 13.47 187 420
Yt 13.48 187 420
Yt 13.49-52 24
Yt 13.49 154 207 219
Yt 13.50 137 404 410
Yt 13.53 60 274 305
Yt 13.54 61
Yt 13.55 274
Yt 13.57 293 438 480
Yt 13.59 276
Yt 13.59ff. 499
Yt 13.60 314 315 492
Yt 13.61 376
Yt 13.63 390 588
Yt 13.64 209 274
Yt 13.65 274 293
Yt 13.66 111 137
Yt 13.67 114 242

Yt 13.68 111 137
Yt 13.69 486
Yt 13.71 111 116 218

295 442 563
Yt 13.72 33 50 151
Yt 13.73 207 219 349
Yt 13.75 274 481
Yt 13.76 318 368 384

493
Yt 13.77 217
Yt 13.78 464 465
Yt 13.83 196 539
Yt 13.86 125 126
Yt 13.87 297
Yt 13.88 79 143 305 410

555 569
Yt 13.89 116 314 315

357
Yt 13.90 325 436
Yt 13.91f. 76
Yt 13.92 109
Yt 13.93 464
Yt 13.94 425 505
Yt 13.95 135 137 274

297
Yt 13.96 102 154
Yt 13.97 285 321 508
Yt 13.99 199
Yt 13.100 75 133 302
Yt 13.101 35 207 236

288 295 449
Yt 13.102 233 513
Yt 13.103 102 185 366
Yt 13.104 95 426
Yt 13.105 357
Yt 13.106 284
Yt 13.108 60
Yt 13.109 35 102
Yt 13.110 299
Yt 13.111 95 484
Yt 13.112 308
Yt 13.113 102 154 170

239 357
Yt 13.114 102 295
Yt 13.115 102

Yt 13.116 168 176 379
Yt 13.117 102 152
Yt 13.118 296
Yt 13.120 37 46 129 513

552
Yt 13.121 128 129 289

347
Yt 13.122 48 50 173 244

252 301
Yt 13.122f. 101
Yt 13.123 60 120 250

477
Yt 13.124 61 476
Yt 13.125 130 289 296

298 307 308 309 426
Yt 13.126 154 231 244

296
Yt 13.127 180 242 308
Yt 13.128 232 347
Yt 13.129 129 390 478

494
Yt 13.130 409
Yt 13.131 39 48 101 102

244 287 376
Yt 13.132 34 128
Yt 13.133 112
Yt 13.134 34
Yt 13.135 121
Yt 13.136 183 376 530
Yt 13.137 102 298
Yt 13.138 260 485
Yt 13.139 120 175 366

541
Yt 13.141 290 308 309
Yt 13.142 116 213 443

559
Yt 13.144 247 357
Yt 13.146 52 190 511

522 567
Yt 13.147 492
Yt 13.148 294
Yt 13.149 286
Yt 13.150 79 83
Yt 13.150f. 492 494
Yt 13.151 226 331
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Yt 13.152 42
Yt 13.153 173 316
Yt 13.156 24
Yt 13.157 24 63 187
Yt 14 24 91
Yt 14.1-53 24
Yt 14.7 98 407 473
Yt 14.9 98 473
Yt 14.11 376 392 472
Yt 14.12 244 261
Yt 14.13 217 548
Yt 14.15 74 295
Yt 14.19 183 481 587
Yt 14.20 70 129 184 302
Yt 14.21 278 294
Yt 14.25 288 474
Yt 14.28 74
Yt 14.29 288
Yt 14.30 42 143 153 288
Yt 14.31 288
Yt 14.32 188 288 299

321
Yt 14.33 299 321
Yt 14.34 403 505
Yt 14.35 183 471 587
Yt 14.38 192 209 332

504 541
Yt 14.39 542
Yt 14.41 46 276 299
Yt 14.42 135
Yt 14.44 62 98
Yt 14.45 109 135 442
Yt 14.46 60 151
Yt 14.47 365
Yt 14.48 278
Yt 14.50 71
Yt 14.54 480
Yt 14.54ff. 101
Yt 14.56 432
Yt 14.57 109 229
Yt 14.58 46
Yt 14.59 517
Yt 14.61 40
Yt 14.63 295
Yt 15.1 109 112 144 414

570
Yt 15.2 431 506
Yt 15.3 431
Yt 15.5 326
Yt 15.7 295
Yt 15.12 193
Yt 15.15 115
Yt 15.16 364 465 509
Yt 15.20 425 494
Yt 15.27 308
Yt 15.28 477 552
Yt 15.31 275 548
Yt 15.36 166
Yt 15.39 243 506
Yt 15.40 498 539 559
Yt 15.41 110
Yt 15.43 447
Yt 15.43ff. 446 449 450

460
Yt 15.44 318 412 447
Yt 15.45 110 232 252

447
Yt 15.46 357 446 447
Yt 15.47 309 350 509

549
Yt 15.48 35 236 447 449
Yt 15.49 228
Yt 15.52 102 232 552
Yt 15.53 438
Yt 15.54 185 252 484
508
Yt 15.57 287 326
Yt 16 24 26
Yt 16.1 93
Yt 16.2 293
Yt 16.3 165 292 379 542
Yt 16.5 366
Yt 16.6 398 404
Yt 16.7 288 554
Yt 16.9 42 188 288 422
Yt 16.10 216 533
Yt 16.12 188 288 299
Yt 17 26
Yt 17.2 69 70
Yt 17.5 260

Yt 17.6 75 207 320 321
471 514

Yt 17.8 230 370
Yt 17.9 43 181
Yt 17.10 165 219 222

262 296 476
Yt 17.11 227 243 275

387
Yt 17.12 35 55 70 109

228 236 529 535 596
Yt 17.13 475
Yt 17.14 509 585 586
Yt 17.15 530
Yt 17.16 129
Yt 17.22 58 61 267 325

541 542
Yt 17.25 62 61
Yt 17.28 115
Yt 17.49 270
Yt 17.54 173 242
Yt 17.54ff. 243
Yt 17.55 176
Yt 17.55f. 307
Yt 17.57ff. 227 412
Yt 17.58f. 293
Yt 17.59 99 230
Yt 17.60 207 227 293

483
Yt 18 24 26
Yt 18.1 10
Yt 18.2 260
Yt 18.4 10
Yt 18.6 378
Yt 18.8 275
Yt 19 23 26
Yt 19.1 63 331 360
Yt 19.2 113 299 465 549

580
Yt 19.3 74 187 232 383

392 476 595
Yt 19.4 48 120 196 286
Yt 19.5 102 110 250 486
Yt 19.6 79 83 180 185

309 397 420 436 443
Yt 19.7 109
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Yt 19.8 360 410
Yt 19.10 191 193
Yt 19.12 111 274
Yt 19.16 196 539
Yt 19.17 529
Yt 19.18 109
Yt 19.29 193
Yt 19.32 187 238 278

364 465
Yt 19.33 509
Yt 19.34 113 123 293

363 505
Yt 19.35 170
Yt 19.35ff. 114 183 293
Yt 19.36 40
Yt 19.39 66 321 379 478

596
Yt 19.40 95 233 529
Yt 19.41 102 164 230

287 301 477
Yt 19.42 47 61 133 244

267 289 321 357 379
596

Yt 19.43 102 235 377
481

Yt 19.44 132
Yt 19.46 260 296 321

492 585
Yt 19.48f. 217
Yt 19.49 514
Yt 19.50 397
Yt 19.51 288 514
Yt 19.53 218
Yt 19.54 177 179
Yt 19.56ff. 164
Yt 19.58 190
Yt 19.63 58
Yt 19.67 190 207 219

271 275 558
Yt 19.68 70
Yt 19.69 101 102 250

291
Yt 19.71 34 128
Yt 19.72 376
Yt 19.77 185 289 299

Yt 19.80 70 116 120
Yt 19.81 151 286 570
Yt 19.82 245 494
Yt 19.84 321 391 496

497
Yt 19.85 199 497
Yt 19.87 38 385
Yt 19.89 142
Yt 19.90 111
Yt 19.92 91
Yt 19.93 115 237
Yt 19.94 10 410
Yt 19.95 122 142 260

403
Yt 19.95f. 67
Yt 19.96 61 291 531
Yt 20 24
Yt 20.1f. 67
Yt 21 24
Yt 21.1 470
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